
Column D: Count:
decision 1

Column B: Count:
region 1

No I do not 2637
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 952
KwaZulu-Natal 352
Free State 82
Western Cape 862
Mpumalanga 89
Eastern Cape 150
Limpopo 49
North West 59
Northern Cape 30
Outside SA 12

Not fully 2274
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 838
KwaZulu-Natal 264
North West 40
Western Cape 852
Eastern Cape 131
Free State 50
Limpopo 30
Mpumalanga 51
Outside SA 8
Northern Cape 10

Yes I do 3541
Column B: Count:

Limpopo 62
Western Cape 1167
Gauteng 1342
Mpumalanga 105
KwaZulu-Natal 464
North West 75
Eastern Cape 201
Outside SA 14
Free State 80
Northern Cape 31
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Column D: Count:
decision 1

Column B: Count:
region 1

Submi&ed region country decision message first-name
No I do not 2637

Column B: Count:
Gauteng 952

2020-12-01 
12:39:01 Gauteng No I do not

Dont we have enough problems already. 
Legalizing, gives the impression it is acceptable. 
While smoking and alcohol are being restricted more and more, this drug is 
being rehabilitated as acceptable, despite how many fried brains in rasta ouKits 
at the robots. 
Seemingly dulls the sense of right and wrong and responsibility i.e. associated 
with wreckless behaviour & family abuse issues. 
So how is legalizing canabis not going to cause all sorts of lung, health & 
psychological problems. 
Then I will be expected to pay for someone else's self imposed health issues - 
isn't that what the massive alcohol/smoking taxes are designed to avoid. Why 
open that door in the first place. 
What an absurd contradicSon in thinking. 

Edward
2020-11-30 
08:00:17 Gauteng No I do not Willie

2020-11-29 
12:20:57 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is a drug and people who use it are under the influence of drugs aXer 
using it. One of the major contribuSng factors to road accidents, road rage and 
violence against women and children is indisputably alcohol abuse. Now the 
government is considering adding a known drug to the list. This is madness. 
On top of the obvious dangers, it will place a heavy burden on police and traffic 
police plus the law makers to pen applicable laws and find new techniques and 
equipment to test people to establish whether they are under the influence of 
the drug cannabis. 
So, why consider making something lawful simply because other countries have 
done it while knowing very well that it will negaSvely impact on the safety of all 
ciSzens as well as on law enforcement. 
A big NO. Nico

2020-11-15 
10:12:45 Gauteng No I do not

RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. Brandon 

2020-11-14 
08:37:40 Gauteng No I do not John
2020-11-14 
05:29:56 Gauteng No I do not Albert
2020-11-13 
07:02:39 Gauteng No I do not Roland

2020-11-11 
15:42:37 Gauteng No I do not

This Bill does not address the use of cannabis for medicinal purposes for which 
there are innumerable studies, cases and tesSmonials as to its benefits in 
treaSng, and in many cases reversing, serious illnesses such as epilepsy, cancer, 
chronic insomnia, chronic pain to name but a few. Moreover cannabis treatment 
is without the someSmes very adverse side effects that usually accompany 
other measures. This Bill needs serious revision to accommodate those whose 
lives have been at worst improved and at best saved through medicinal 
cannabis. I am a Chemist by training with much medical research experience. I 
urge a relook at this proposed legislaSon.  Alaythea 

2020-11-10 
18:11:06 Gauteng No I do not

Thc and all its components should be available for public use and sale.. it can 
help stabilize our country during this financial crisis as alot of people have lost 
jobs due to covid. It will allow us to open our country to an influx of foreign 
investors and tourism for South Africa.. Iershaad

2020-11-10 
15:10:22 Gauteng No I do not

If it is not for medicinal use and if the person is not prohibited from operaSng 
machinery or vehicles, they should be prohibited. Villiers

2020-11-10 
08:57:05 Gauteng No I do not No, definitely an addicSve gateway drug. Leads to lack of drive to achieve, etc. BARRY

2020-11-10 
05:53:08 Gauteng No I do not

The effect of “dagga” on our children has increased since gaining legal status. As 
an educator it is very clear that we are leaving our youth in the clutches of an 
evil drug that destroys their future Marcel

2020-11-09 
23:44:07 Gauteng No I do not Tiaan
2020-11-09 
15:03:20 Gauteng No I do not Moranodi 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-11-08 
23:10:54 Gauteng No I do not

This is a viable resource that can bring money back to the people and for the 
country it a undermined natural resource which should be seen and treated as 
any other agricultural endeavour everyone should be given that choice Melanie

2020-11-07 
17:40:56 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis has amazing healing properSes, in treatment of so many disorders, like 
cancer, but big pharma only look at the profits, not healing, because they would 
lose too much money. They can't patent it so they fight its uses. STOP THEM. 
Chemotherapy does more damage to the body. Natural medicine has far less 
side effects. Glynn

2020-11-07 
09:32:45 Gauteng No I do not

The moment you regulate cannabis, clearly you are creaSng an impression that 
it is illegal and you have criminalized the whole thing. Cigareses are way more 
dangerous but are not regulated and criminalized like cannabis. I can list more 
than 10 benefits you get from cannabis.  The limitaSons of how many plants you 
should have and quanSSes are ridiculous. Cancel all these limitaSons and 
punishment.  This should be completely legal to produce and use and possess 
without limitaSons.  Lastly there are no proven facts about the dangers of 
cannabis but we have plenty of benefits. Nkosiyomusa 

2020-11-06 
15:57:00 Gauteng No I do not Devan 

2020-11-05 
20:52:00 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is not as peaceful or harmful a 'recreaSonal as it is deemed.  
As historic records and surely most police and rehabilitaSon  
 records prove, it does oXen  lead to experimentaSon or abuse of harder drugs, 
crime,  
and decay of morality and true cultural and economic growth and educaSon, 
etc, besides its other psychological altering abiliSes. 
Altough allowing cannabis for 'private use only'  sounds innocent, it is not and 
will not alleviate crime,  poverty, ignorance, etc. 
And while the cannabis plant do offer some amazing medicinal properSes from 
certain chemicals in the plant, it is meant for just that- medicine. It is not meant 
for regular 'recreaSonal' use, as it is sSll a drug. Ask proper rehabilitaSon centres 
of how many people's lives got ruined because they did not think they would be 
drawn into  addicSon to this "peaceful " drug.  
Lets beser keep it for medicinal purposes only. 

Paul

2020-11-05 
20:34:12 Gauteng No I do not

Marijuana & it's derivaSves are mind altering, especially to the mentally ill.  I 
know, I have a very sick family member who becomes totally paranoid & 
psychoSc if he uses. 
To legalise use liquifies brains & creates a vacuum for misuse & dire 
consequences. 
The problem with addicSon is that you don't know whether or not you'll b badly 
affected Sll you're hooked.  The government should prevent this from 
happening for the safety of all it's ciSzens. Dont

2020-11-05 
17:22:57 Gauteng No I do not

We should have equal rights just like tobacco and alcohol users. We should be 
able to grow as many plants as we want. Caroline 

2020-11-05 
13:47:39 Gauteng No I do not Felicity
2020-11-05 
12:34:59 Gauteng No I do not Seetse 
2020-11-05 
11:01:19 Gauteng No I do not Yugerson
2020-11-04 
18:13:45 Gauteng No I do not Paul
2020-11-04 
16:11:55 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is a drug and as such is dangerous to use. People think it is mild but it 
can damage the brain and leave the person incapacitated. Ruth

2020-11-04 
15:48:49 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is a drug and should be banned as any other chemical that can cause 
brain damage 
Zero tolerance 

A
2020-11-03 
18:07:09 Gauteng No I do not Its not a real soluSon to anything in life! It should be illegal. Cleopatra

2020-11-03 
16:04:42 Gauteng No I do not

et people do what they want. Same with smoking. Stop trying to enforce law 
that cannot be enforced by responsible policing force. Stop focussing on 
nonsense, rather spend Sme on protecSng ALL ciSzens against criminals, 
murders, rapes, theX, etc, than trying to govern. Does a stoned person look very 
dangerous to society to you? Honestly? stop scraping the barrel and get to the 
important issues. Hendrik

2020-11-03 
13:51:50 Gauteng No I do not Why do we want to criminalize dagga again. Leave it like it is, uncriminalized Wynand

2020-11-03 
13:29:10 Gauteng No I do not

By default people with children will contravene the act if they have cannabis 
related items  in their home. The process of legalizing it has not been fully 
arSculated and should learn from places internaSonally that has already 
legalized it JC

2020-11-03 
10:12:22 Gauteng No I do not

The same laws that apply to alcohol and tobacco should apply to cannabis. In 
Canada, cannabis is regulated through the alcohol board. This makes it easier for 
the average person to share in the billions of revenue that cannabis will render 
for the country. It's bullshit that government can make billions but the true 
supporters of this amazing plant can land in jail for 15 year for growing to much. 
Or 4 years for a child seeing a growing plant. If that's the case, then all alcohol 
adverSsing should be pulled, stores should blacken out their windows so no 
child can see the truly destrucSve drug that is alcohol. Grant

2020-11-02 
14:14:36 Gauteng No I do not Johan
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2020-11-02 
06:01:14 Gauteng No I do not

I dont think cannabis should be legalised.....I do not smoke....yet every day I 
have to inhale my meighbours second hand smoke and cos it's legal I have no 
rights about that.... Jessica

2020-10-29 
08:51:39 Gauteng No I do not

Please focus on real crime and stop trying to turn ordinary people into criminals. 
Give murderers, rapist, corrupt officials, etc. The criminal records they deserve. Gerdalene

2020-10-29 
00:28:55 Gauteng No I do not Madelein

2020-10-28 
19:46:51 Gauteng No I do not

Dagga makes a room appear to be not cubic - the walls are all slanted and the 
floor does not appear to be level.  These are facts.  People using dagga must 
under no circumstances be allowed to drive a car.  So, to keep it simple, ban the 
use of dagga. Totally.  AND  devise a cheap, effecSve, immediate test that can be 
applied at the roadside and if a driver, or his/her passenger/s test posiSve in the 
slightest lock them all up and declare the car forfeit, and have it squashed up 
the next day. Rene

2020-10-28 
16:35:02 Gauteng No I do not pieter
2020-10-28 
14:55:28 Gauteng No I do not Chantelle

2020-10-28 
13:29:32 Gauteng No I do not

I do not smoke. Cannabis is a drug just like sigareses and alcohol and if the last 
two are legal, then so should cannabis. Legalise it, tax it. Generate tax income 
from it and free up SAPS resources to concentrate on other crimes. Coenie

2020-10-28 
12:30:48 Gauteng No I do not Linda

2020-10-28 
10:20:55 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis remains a drug, which  impairs logic, common sense, inhibiSons, 
awareness, etc. It also encourages  & fools teenagers & young adults  into 
believing it's not a dangerous drug, equally as dangerous as irresponsible use of 
alcohol Robert

2020-10-28 
09:13:17 Gauteng No I do not

This is the most pernicious pieces of legislaSon the idiots in government have 
put together.  
No input from any of those opposing the exisSng legislaSon was considered. 
No input from those peSSoning the courts, the government, or bringing 
consStuSonal challenges about the exisSng legislaSon was sought.   
No enlightened opinions considered, or heard.  The person draXing this absurd 
piece of legal garbage considered ho to create just another way to criminalise a 
porSon of society and oppress those who do no harm. 
No cognisance of the health benefits of Cannabis have been considered, purely 
prescripSve tyranny from our looney leaders in the ANC. 
No cognisance of the potenSal of a thriving hemp industry to create jobs, relieve 
massive poverty, and create wealth.  The evidence of the ANC policies to 
prevent the economy from growing, and cement that inability to grow is 
evidenced by this obscene wannabe law. 

Yes, this white man is now Sred of being boiled by the government. Mike
2020-10-28 
07:34:22 Gauteng No I do not Tracy 
2020-10-27 
18:57:14 Gauteng No I do not Friedrich
2020-10-26 
15:55:42 Gauteng No I do not MarSn 

2020-10-24 
09:54:12 Gauteng No I do not

The Bill is problemaSc in a number of ways. First jail Sme can not be the focus of 
a product being legalized. It means the plants essenSally is not legal. Second,  
the Bill will only benefit those with economic resources.  This means the 
majority of black people, the poor working class and women will be unable to 
compete equally. Third,  the poliScs of development being supported by the Bill 
conSnues a system of development that makes the rich richer and the poor 
poorer.  This is against all that the Cannabis movement has always stood for. 
Fourth, there is no recogniSon of the poliScs of revelouSonary history that 
Cannabis has always supported. In other words pan African thought, black 
consciousness, Rastafarian, worker's rights or alternaSve development is 
sidelined while democraSc liberal capitalism is given the right to manage the 
plants development. FiXh, it does nothing to ensure the real people of the 
Cannabis movement will have ownership, leading Management posiSons and 
economic control over the plants development. EssenSally these posiSons are 
being handed back to the very same groups that historically promoted 
prohibiSon. The government, big business, 'white monopoly capitalism' and 
democraSc liberal capitalism will therefore conSnue to have say over the 
discourse of the plant. Lastly, the Bill supports the conSnuaSon of a Cannabis 
project that enforces a drug narraSve about the plant. As opposed to a Agrarian 
centred focus that is able to consolidate the medicinal, recreaSonal and spiritual 
aspects of the plant. Wendell

2020-10-22 
19:25:41 Gauteng No I do not Steve

2020-10-20 
11:48:16 Gauteng No I do not

The bill is not for ghe poor uses who have been brutalized by the system for 
using the plant... People sho are now adverSsing it first and getring the 
privileges are the same pharmacies who never wanted the herb ligal in the first 
place... User before dealer like the law has always been the customer is always 
right so its Sme for the consumer to be the first to benefits...let the snymaan 
whos  been iligal like the plant be free to deal. Vicaro
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-13 
16:26:43 Gauteng No I do not

No I do not agree for the simple reason that should a person who has been 
diagnosed with cancer wish to use cannabis instead of radiaSon and cant afford  
concentrate they will be required to culSvate more than four plants and would 
need to obtain more than 600 grams to produce enough concentrated oils to 
see them through the month, if a person suffers with fits/seizures, pain and 
insomnia they will require a constant  supply or an amount that will carry them 
through out the month, each individual has their reason for consumpSon which 
varies. Some people fighSng addicSon fall on smoking cannabis as a subsStute 
for their drug addicSon which is a much less harmful substance even less 
harmful than cigareses or alcohol. Nicholas

2020-10-12 
18:51:48 Gauteng No I do not

GreeSngs, when it comes to cannabis is not easy to say i use 100g a day, i want 
cannabis to be free in any way just like cigareses, but true speaking cannabis is a 
medicine and u can enjoy it every minute i don't want to be limited Isaac

2020-10-12 
18:18:52 Gauteng No I do not

The judgement states the determinaSon of amounts of Cannabis that may be 
possessed by ciSzens should be determined by Parliament. 
Comment on the Judgement 
In this statement the Judgement enSrely negates the SecSon 14 Privacy right of 
CITIZENS to PRIVATELY decide their own Cannabis needs, and effecSvely refers 
the decision on amounts of Cannabis that may be possessed back to the very 
Department that opposed the ConsStuSonal challenge against the prohibiSon 
every step of the way. 
I challenge this statement by the Judgement to be logically flawed, and a sellout 
of my rights. This whole Bill is flawed - I have the right to choose my means of 
medicaSon - I choose a plant made by God - who are you to tell me what I can 
and cannot choose for MY enStlements and rights Renee
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalizing ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal. RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-11 
12:31:05 Gauteng No I do not

The research now proves that cannabis has no health risks to adults and kids . In 
fact there is an endless list of its posiSve affects on the human body enSrely . In 
knowing all this in 2020 , i believe there should be no prosecuSon in the form of 
jail sentences for anything... I believe we in South Africa should set a new bar for 
private use , we will change the country and the world very quickly into an 
abundance of joy and financial success, instead of policing and hospitalizing 
people.   Rahim

2020-10-10 
21:34:18 Gauteng No I do not Susanna

2020-10-10 
20:40:18 Gauteng No I do not

It must be totally free to grow and use as we the people se fit. You parasites in 
governmnet must stop stealing from us the people. So F off with your lisle 
extorSon. Bunch of crooks. Freedom is ours. Grant

2020-10-10 
09:34:08 Gauteng No I do not

We are controlled by Government (read ANC) to the extreme. Everybody looks 
at Cannabis as something people smoke to get high. Rubbish. I am a non smoker 
and I am fully aware that Cannabis has incredible health and healing properSes.  

Smokers of Cannabis cause less harm than alcohol. 

VERY harsh penalSes, far too severe. Murderers get lesser sentences. 

STOP interfering with peoples freedoms. Leo
2020-10-09 
16:43:22 Gauteng No I do not

My need is my right and you don't know how much I need. Only I do. I won't 
have my rights violated with people checking my garden either and house either. Quinton
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General 

The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 

The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your 
grow. It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this 
be presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 

RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 

Seed Offences 

The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 

Cannabis Offences 

The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
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2020-10-09 
14:50:42 Gauteng No I do not Personally I find that the Jail Sme sSpulated in this bill is too steep. Ryan 

2020-10-09 
13:59:35 Gauteng No I do not

These laws will make ordinary, law abiding ciSzens criminals overnight. There is 
no reason to limit the amount of cannabis individuals may posess.  

Cannabis is not dangerous. Why limit the amount of cannabis one can posses, 
while one can possess an unlimited amount of nearly every other fruit/flower 
producing plant? Similar with trading? Why outlaw the trading of a safe and 
medically beneficial plant? It makes no sense! We can also develop our economy 
by legally trading with this plant! 

Once again the government wants to limit the rights of everyday SA ciSzens for 
no apparent reason. This is a democraSc country that is heading to tyranny very 
fast! Zahn 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-09 
10:14:55 Gauteng No I do not

The stated purpose of this bill is to respect  the right to privacy of an adult 
person to possess, culSvate and use cannabis, yet the provisions of the bill goes 
against the ConsStuSonal Court's judgement of our right to privacy. 

By placing arbitrary limits on the amount a person is allowed to possess and 
culSvate in private, the bill allows for the state to violate a person's privacy just 
to determine whether the amount of cannabis they have falls within the 
limitaSons.  

The prescribed quanSSes only cater for recreaSonal smoking of cannabis, the 
most harmful method of using cannabis. The quanSSes does not allow for other 
nutriSonal and health uses, such as juicing the leaves or extracSng seed oil, for 
which one needs large quanSSes of raw plant material. 

The penalSes are unnecessarily severe and the threshold between legally 
allowed quanSSes and commercial/trafficable quanSSes are very low. A person 
can have every intenSon of only growing the prescribed quanSSes for personal 
use, but then become an accidental criminal with a potenSal 15 year jail 
sentence, simply by having a beser than expected harvest. 

By making it impossible to buy seeds/seedlings legally, the bill guaranSes the 
existence of a black market for things which are legal to possess. Seeds contain 
no THC. 

Overall, the bill seems to be aimed at new ways to criminalise and punish 
cannabis users, instead of giving them a legal framework to operate in.  

This bill does not fulfil its stated purpose. 
Albert

2020-10-09 
10:07:17 Gauteng No I do not Sheelin

2020-10-09 
09:48:53 Gauteng No I do not

Public educaSon on the use and benefits of cannabis should be directed at the 
youth. Just how the educaSon system teaches about the abuse and misuse of 
alcohol and tobacco so too should it be done for cannabis.EducaSng the youth 
reduces the risk for potenSal future abuse. J

2020-10-09 
08:18:59 Gauteng No I do not

There are unreasonable limitaSons placed on adult consumpSon in both public 
and private areas. These are parScularly unreasonable regarding the private 
usage laws. I firmly believe that as cannabis has been proven to have medicinal 
benefits and to be safer than most other legal substances consumed both in 
private and public, it should at least carry the same rules and laws governing the 
use of these other more toxic substances such as alcohol and tobacco.  

I am very grateful for the legal recogniSon of the healing capabiliSes of this 
plant and the shiX away from it being seen as a drug. UlSmately, it is a plant and 
its my belief that nature cannot be illegal. It is wonderful to see the government 
adopSng this mindset change too. Narvaar

2020-10-09 
08:00:36 Gauteng No I do not

The limitaSons of 4 plants is too lisle 
ValenSne 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-09 
07:42:43 Gauteng No I do not

There should not be jail Sme and we should be allowed to grow as many plants 
as we want to.  
It is a plant that grows in the dirt and it is a tradiSonal herb used in tradiSonal 
medicine and foods.  
If I want to make my own medicine, j require more than the 1.2kgs of flower. 
THERE SHOULD BE NO RESTRICTIONS. Steve

2020-10-09 
07:31:19 Gauteng No I do not

How can you give such long prison sentence for a plant and therebshould be no 
limit on amounts one cam carry grow or give away Garron
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  

Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 

Cannabis Offences 
Cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. The offence 
of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the accused.  

ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 

PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
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2020-10-09 
00:57:56 Gauteng No I do not

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

Norman

2020-10-09 
00:38:23 Gauteng No I do not

Smoking Cannabis near an open window is an offence  how far away must a 
person be from an open window & we do not control the wind  & maybe the 
government should look into cars & trucks near an open window that causes  
respiratory problems. Norman 

2020-10-09 
00:38:23 Gauteng No I do not

Smoking Cannabis near an open window is an offence  how far away must a 
person be from an open window & we do not control the wind  & maybe the 
government should look into cars & trucks near an open window that causes  
respiratory problems. Norman 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-08 
20:57:07 Gauteng No I do not Kev
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We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us to open our doors and just 
show them our grow room. Who is going to come and check on all the growers' 
crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol.  
Those arrested and prosecuted for possession and culSvaSon should be 
expunged and repaid for the injusSce they faced. The only convicSons that 
should be exempted or placed under review during this process are those 
convicSons that involved violence & harm to others not associated with 
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2020-10-08 
20:21:51 Gauteng No I do not

They proposed bill does not meet my requirements for madicinal use 
 4 to 8 plants is not enough.  
30 to 40 flowering plants should be allowed for a seasonal grow.  
4 to 5 kilograms of dryed flower besides the 30 to 40 should be allowed to be 
possessed on private property.  
I use Canabis for anxiety, insomnia, and recreaSonal use. 
The proposed  1.2kg will not last a  
A month as I process it in buser and coconut oil.  
30 to 40 flowering plants not limited to size  
And atleast 4 to 5 kg dry flower on private property  

Smoking in public should be fined not put in jail.  
 2 years is excessive and unreasonable not to menSon a waste of tax money. 
Our prison system is already over loaded.  
How will you police false accusaSons.  
Innocent people being thrown in jail  
This Is not the answer. 

Police should focus on the real serious crimes not harmless Canabis users!! 

Thank you  
Kind regards 
Kevin Kevin

2020-10-08 
19:46:54 Gauteng No I do not Paul
2020-10-08 
19:38:24 Gauteng No I do not Kaylee
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-08 
19:21:25 Gauteng No I do not Clive 
2020-10-08 
19:20:09 Gauteng No I do not Clive 

2020-10-08 
19:16:36 Gauteng No I do not

This bill I:  
I do not consent. 
My freewill does not concent. 
My freedom does not consent. 
My soul does not consent. 

The plant speaks for its self. 
It heals.  
It could heal you reading this. 
It could heal someone in your family.  

Let it be free. 

 Gaston
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal. RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol.  
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol.  
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol.  
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2020-10-08 
18:16:42 Gauteng No I do not

Need atleast 15kg for my year consumpSon ,Need atleast 100 plants, Want to 
share with my adult friends and Family Mashew

2020-10-08 
18:15:30 Gauteng No I do not Frieda 

2020-10-08 
17:54:58 Gauteng No I do not

The bill doesn't provide equal opportunity and outline the commercial 
applicaSons of cannabis in South Africa.  

It seems aimed at preserving wealth within the corporate structure and not 
providing those of us that want to pursue careers or businesses in cannabis a 
way to do so.  

It is not supporSve of the poor nor inclusive of them. Mubeen
2020-10-08 
17:45:48 Gauteng No I do not

I would love to see a free economy where the regulaSon is done internally and 
without the SAPS intervenSon Kevin 

2020-10-08 
17:24:50 Gauteng No I do not Alex

2020-10-08 
17:02:47 Gauteng No I do not

We don't want anyone telling us how we can use a herb that grows in the dirt. 
Taxes aren't used for what they are meant for so I don't support taxing cannabis 
at all. Leave plants so we can use it to cure our own health, no to criminilisaSon, 
no to trying to regulate by law what God has given us and grows freely from 
mother earth Konrad
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 We should be allowed the freedom to choose if we want weed in our lives. 
General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol. 
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2020-10-08 
16:39:00 Gauteng No I do not Fabian

2020-10-08 
16:37:44 Gauteng No I do not

The cannabis industry present our country with an invaluble employment  
opportunity since it is very labour intensive . Furthermore, several states in US 
have decriminalised  and legalized cannabis in part or fully. The esSmaSons for 
this sector is projected to be approx US$70 Bby 2023. RSA  can ill afford, 
economically, to ignore these facts. At the same Sme Lesotho our neighbour has 
shown economic growth  with and through this industry.  What makes RSA 
different. From a health perspecSve, bog pharma have embraced cannabis and 
its health qualiSes. RSA needs a more affordable opSon to the current healtjcare 
system and choices. We , as a country, cannot deny the masses then shout 
about ineqauliSes and access to basic health care. This bill does not represent 
the views and aspiraSons of the people of RSA and should not be allowed to 
proceed.  Thank you

Hylton 
Keshwar

2020-10-08 
16:36:47 Gauteng No I do not Marc

2020-10-08 
16:34:10 Gauteng No I do not

This is absolutely a ridiculous proposal...those jail terms are ridiculous let alone 
the rest of the terms..there needs to be a proper consensus and the public 
deserve to have a say in this...the government has zero clue what they doing...i 
oppose Devon
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal. RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol.  
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol.  
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol.  
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol. 
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on 
what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a 
legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us to 
open our 
doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come and check on 
all the 
growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of 
those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous Smes 
to help 
with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, 
they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to compensate 
for the 
injusSce towards these individuals? 
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology 
of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the 
plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical use, this is of 
course 
incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for 
each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and check on 
everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it 
up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is 
clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and 
are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the 
purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science 
and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are 
significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD 
dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could be in 
trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute 
that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is 
unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in 
court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the state) would 
prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use  
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the 
igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be 
doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil society. 
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to 
make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
    
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  

Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 

Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  

ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 

PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
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THE BELOW IS FREE TO USE THANKS TO FIELDS OF GREEN FOR ALL 

=========================COPY BELOW HERE========================= 
General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-08 
14:54:27 Gauteng No I do not

SSll limits what a person can and cannot do based on their religion and culture, 
it denies people from their right to pracSce their culture  it infringes on my right 
to privacy this bill is demoralising like some sort of terrorist being watched by 
police, it doesn't define how one can travel naSonally with cannabis  be it on a 
plane or in a car.  Its an excuse for police to not do their jobs in the correct 
manner taking away resources which could be well spent doing beser deeds for 
the community instead of witch hunSng cannabis users Nuvesh
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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The bill is problemaSc in that it allows for the personal and private use/
culSvaSon of cannabis without taking into account the fact some people do not 
have the means to grow their own cannabis. We require a Bill that will regulate 
how and where and by whom cannabis can be sold or bought. Sihle
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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The corrupt and criminal SA government has no right to tell tax paying, adult 
ciSzens what it can and can not do on private property. They have no moral foot 
to stand on. 

General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
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2020-10-08 
14:34:18 Gauteng No I do not

This bill is only about how this life-saving medicine can be controlled by our 
government. We need true freedom regarding cannabis laws as this draconian 
bill cannot be implemented, adhered to nor sustained and it will have the 
opposite effect that legislaSon should have. We and especially SA's most 
vulnerable need support not a dictatorship. Mas
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-08 
14:30:03 Gauteng No I do not

Waar ek in Sunnyside, Pretoria woon  en na die sakegebied van Sunnyside 
beweeg, rook die daggarokers dagga buite woonstelgeboue.  Hulle rook dit by 'n 
toegekende rokershoekie, ook sommer net op die perseel.  Dit is dan nie meer 
privaat gebruik nie, maar in die openbaar.  Ander daggarokers loop sommer op 
straat en rook dit of sit selfs by besighede in die sakegebied en rook dit daar. Susan
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals? 

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. the HEMP plant per se is also lumped as a plant that can be 
culSvated as a fibrous plant material and provide for various industries in many 
forms  

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalizing ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal. RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society. 

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 

Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 

The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 

The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your 
grow. It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this 
be presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
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I would like t. Start by saying that for a very long Sme I have been suffering with 
several ailments and it took years and several doctors to diagnose me with 
Fibromyalgia. I have also been diagnosed with bipolar & epilepsy. In December 
2019 we went away with friends at that Sme I was taking 17+ pills a day, all of 
them making me feel like a zombie and not working as it should as I sSll 
experienced Fibro pains and mood fluctuaSons. To shorten the story but I 
couldn't get my meds renewed and I tried smoking to relieve my pains and 
mood issues. I'm 37 years old, married with 2 kids and today I would like to say 
that Cannabis has changed my life. I am a firm believer in all of it's benefits... 
Just look at Charlose Gigi from the Charloses web strain. This was a 5year old 
girl at the Sme 2013 (sadly passed in april 2020)... For me as an adult with all my 
ailments related to my diagnosed condiSons and everything that goes with it, 
Yes THC is needed more than 1% as this assist with the feeling of calmness when 
the anxiety flairs up... For people with severe anxiety it helps to smoke when 
going to crowded places...  

General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on 
what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a 
legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us to 
open our 
doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come and check on 
all the 
growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of 
those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous Smes 
to help 
with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, 
they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to compensate 
for the 
injusSce towards these individuals? 
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology 
of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the 
plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical use, this is of 
course 
incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for 
each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and check on 
everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it 
up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is 
clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and 
are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the 
purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science 
and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are 
significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD 
dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could be in 
trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute 
that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is 
unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-08 
05:39:16 Gauteng No I do not

Its too restricSve. It does not help in growing the economy for the poor. It is just 
going to make rich poliScians richer. It is not allowing enough Marijuana plants 
to be grown for personal use. The penalSes is stupendous. People who commit 
murder get lighter sentences. Many of the restricSons are UnconsStuSonal and 
must be corrected first. Michael 

2020-10-08 
03:36:36 Gauteng No I do not

Personally I believe their are more uses to Cannabis than what comes to most 
peoples mind. Fabio
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-07 
21:57:29 Gauteng No I do not

I don't believe people should ever be jailed for any non-violent drug offences of 
almost any kind. It is a horrible use of resources to divert police power and 
money into something like that is ridiculous. People should be allowed to use 
the drug as they see fit and local municipaliSes should be allowed to manage it 
with local by laws. Melvin
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-07 
20:30:02 Gauteng No I do not

The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. Nigel
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals? 

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society. 

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-07 
12:23:22 Gauteng No I do not

these regulaSons sSll oppress the same people who 've been fighSng for 
legalizaSon of cannabis.Myself and hubby use it at home in different ways, 
including our 3 children (minors) who take cannabis tea to fight the effect of this 
radiaSon that is being unleashed on us,also for headaches ,chest nd we mix it 
with other herbs for ,nausea ,stomach-aches and other ailments that are on the 
rise since  the introducSon of COVID 19 to the world. This tree was given to the 
world by the Most High of creaSon and the self proclaimed rulers of planet 
earth know very well that this plant is for the healing of the earth yet because 
they want to conSnue with their mass depopulaSon program led by Bill 
Gates,they will never fully free the plant.The governemnt must wise up and full 
free the Cannabis Plant for a beser world. Give us a chance to show nd prove to 
the world that we do not need all the poison they call scheduled drugs if we 
know how and what to use the plant for. The suggested grams for personal legal 
use at home is just not enough to heal the world. We have the enSre World to 
heal with this plant. Gee

2020-10-06 
01:11:05 Gauteng No I do not hsps://fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/manifesto/ Anton

2020-10-05 
13:47:20 Gauteng No I do not

These sorts of fussy regulaSons are just silly and open to corrupSon and abuse.  
Legalise it,  regulate it's use around other people like tobacco products,  and 
take it out of the hands of the gangsters. Heath

2020-10-05 
07:59:22 Gauteng No I do not

This bill is garbage. 2 years for smoking a joint in public? 15 years for 
selling(same as a murderer!)? It is discriminatory and based on racist imported 
laws prevenSng us from pracScing our indigenous culture.The should be no 
limitaSons on using or selling cannibas. Blayne

2020-10-05 
07:39:49 Gauteng No I do not Kwakhona

2020-10-05 
07:23:51 Gauteng No I do not

This bill should not emanate from this government department as it deals with 
culSvaSon and limits are too low for making oil's. 
Also the primary focus appears to be on punishment. Marc

2020-10-03 
22:32:53 Gauteng No I do not

There should not be jail Sme for a herb from the earth it belongs to everyone, 
no one goes to jail for having alcohol in their homes and there is no limit on the 
amount you can keep? This is a double standard  

4 plants is too lisle to have in a home Sam

2020-10-03 
17:09:01 Gauteng No I do not

4 plants per person for indoor growth seems fine for outdoor is not enough for 
yearly consumpSon especially not  for people's that have cancer or use of 
medical . We want to grow our own 4 not enough maybe for 4 month . Also our 
cannabis farms should be south africans only money must stay in south africa . Melissa

2020-10-03 
12:51:26 Gauteng No I do not

This Bill has not had any proper thought or applied minds. It's an abominaSon of 
patheSc ideas and no proper Government would draX such an out of touch with 
reality Bill. Be inclusive of the plant and all it's benefits, for ALL people, not BIG 
PHARMA and Corporate greed. THC is also not the demon it's made out to be 
and proper understanding is needed by the officials to make informed decisions 
regarding the entourage effect and full plant spectrum oils etc. Clive

2020-10-03 
11:10:14 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis should not have to be regulated for a private person’s  or surrounding 
people because not 1 person is the same with their needs,  
  
People must not be treated as criminals for helping others regardless of how 
they do it (be it sales ,donaSons or otherwise) , 
The other suggesSon is that The growing and suppling from the governments 
sector should be free and easily obtainable for the general public (For example 
people must be able to have access to cannabis in clinics and hospitals)  
, 
 regarding underage use or use nearby underage people is something that 
should not be of concern to the government (it’s the parents problem and that’s 
where it must stay )  ( children can buy and receive tobacco products and 
alcoholic products very easily without consequence and that should be looked 
into before cannabis is regulated ! ) . 
    
I personally use from 1gram to 15grams (SomeSmes more) a day because of 
Back pain , ADHD/ADD etc , where no other medicaSon or medical treatment 
work !  

Thank you for your Sme Jacques 

2020-10-03 
06:48:45 Gauteng No I do not

Not enough freedom not enough freedom to grow and sell in so we can make 
economic business from it 

Rudi

2020-10-02 
16:57:59 Gauteng No I do not

The plant should be free of limitaSons like any produce that we see in the 
market place. If we are allowed to store an unlimited amount of alcohol at 
home, then we should be allowed the same with cannabis. Toon

2020-10-02 
16:51:42 Gauteng No I do not

The Cannabis for Private purposes Bill does not adequately address the issue of 
the commercial cannabis industry and therefore conSnues to support black 
market enterprises. Nikita

2020-10-02 
13:13:40 Gauteng No I do not Gipsy

2020-10-01 
21:07:58 Gauteng No I do not

You might as well legalize cannabis as the SAPS has no interest in enforcement 
and are totally confused as to what is legal or not. I see ciSzens daily driving cars 
and smoking cannabis. So why fight a cause that is lost. It’s a waste of money 
and it doesn’t deserve the asenSon it gets. And no. I couldn’t be bothered with 
the stupid weed as I don’t smoke even a cigarese. Danie
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2020-10-01 
14:14:53 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is the starSng substance for most hard core addicts. Me and my wife 
were councilors for ex addicts and this is fact. What will happen if someone 
chooses to smoke at home. Judgement is impaired and reflexes slowed and is 
involved in accident. Exactly as under influence of alcohol. What's the  
difference. One legal one not Jeff 

2020-10-01 
12:53:16 Gauteng No I do not

I don't feel like this legislaSon has covered the people who have been 
tortured,suffered and brutally abused for this plant so it amazing to noSce that 
all plants are not regulated but the cannabis its is. Congo

2020-09-30 
22:52:01 Gauteng No I do not

I think they need to evaluate their stance seriously, I can grow but not buy 
seeds? The Government needs to take this opportunity to be progressive and 
speak to the right people about this.. 4 Plants? That's ridiculous, I can grow as 
many tomatoes as I want to for my own use, why not cannabis? 

I just don't agree with it, Please listen to the people on this. We don't want to 
mess up a good thing. We will not let you down. Andrew

2020-09-29 
21:02:36 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is a dangerous drug which causes psychosis.  Countless internaSonal 
studies from the 1950's onwards, has proven this. This "drug" would lead to an 
unproducSve people with a higher demand on the medical services / resources.  
This drug leads to the abuse of other substances - harder drugs.   
I find this a supposiSon pointless.  RSA does not have money to service its 
internaSonal debt; yet this "drug" would cost the fiscus more in terms of health 
care costs, related accidents, crime, legal aid, prison and a degeneraSon of 
society.  Alcohol (crime / physical abuse etc) is a drug, tobacco (black market 
trade) is a drug - you have realised the problems it causes in society during the 
Covid19 lockdown. This is a pointless consideraSon. Consider the people of RSA 
and spare us the addiSonal liability please. Helen

2020-09-29 
15:07:47 Gauteng No I do not

The quanSty of plants and quanSty kept for personal use should be increased. 
Short or low  personal stock will force people to buy illegal cannabis. Bertus

2020-09-29 
14:54:07 Gauteng No I do not

I disagree with the harsh penalSes and the limitaSons to how much one can 
possess in their own home. Furthermore the bill shpuld take cognisance of 
people who make oils and other products , the limitaSons are oppresive and not 
well thought out! Sakhile

2020-09-29 
12:41:27 Gauteng No I do not Too harsh penalSes, this is sSll opressing the plant and the people of the plant. Moe

2020-09-29 
07:58:10 Gauteng No I do not

We absolutely need a legal framework for selling and taxing cannabis. This 
model has worked well in Amsterdam for decades and is being applied in much 
of America and europe.  
If its legal to use it needs to be lagal to sell. Anthony

2020-09-28 
21:31:30 Gauteng No I do not

15 years jail sentence for someone who deals, is a bit heavy. 
Murderers get off with lower sentences Bianca

2020-09-28 
08:36:06 Gauteng No I do not

Big Pharma knows full well the huge benefits of cannibis and that's why they 
have created this web of rules to stop people from it's use.  Greed is something 
that needs to be STOPPED not cannibis.  YOU ARE ALL SEEN BY THE UNSEEN ... 
YOUR TIME IS UP Bonita

2020-09-27 
17:08:28 Gauteng No I do not

If not a commercial Cannabis farmer you will not have greenhouses to culSvate 
throughout  the year. Four plants for medicinal use culSvated in summer for 360  
days use is totally absurd as you discard male plants and only use the flowers of 
the female plants (that may be two plants leX). 
Cannabis saSva saSva ( Hemp) has more or less 40 percent lower THC and much 
more CBD (not a psycho acSve component) available and can only be used as  
medicine. Why the same restricSons as for marijuana. 
Please consult health experts also.   Ansie 

2020-09-27 
11:50:24 Gauteng No I do not It is a drug and harmful, people smoking cannabis are crazy. Mignon
2020-09-27 
08:11:20 Gauteng No I do not

Smoking should not be allowed.  The smell is awful for those who  are nearby.  
will be abused.  Melanie

2020-09-25 
09:17:08 Gauteng No I do not

This bill is backward, pointless and unenforcable. Why do we have to police 
dagga like this if we don't do it for cigareses which are more harmful? THIS is 
what it should look like: hsps://fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/manifesto/ CF

2020-09-25 
07:59:26 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is a drug and needs to be outlawed full stop. Like the effects of alcohol 
we cannot allow more doped drivers on our roads. Besides who is going to 
control and monitor the new proposals? It's all very well to have all these rules, 
regulaSons and laws but if they are not policed effecSvely, they serve no 
purpose. The ANC is famous for introducing  Bills leX right and centre, but have 
failed dismally in their implementaSon and maintenance. 
At best, if cannabis does have any medicaSon benefit, it should only be available 
by prescripSon from pharmacies. Given the make-up of our populaSon we know 
the new proposals will soon get out of control and become a free for all. Peter

2020-09-24 
00:32:09 Gauteng No I do not Zehad
2020-09-23 
18:50:05 Gauteng No I do not Alison

2020-09-23 
13:42:51 Gauteng No I do not

The limitaSon on the number of plants is ridiculous as I cannot get enough oil 
extracted from 8 plants to provide enough oil for medicinal use. I do not smoke 
BUT I do use the oil for cancer treatment and 8 plants will not suffice to produce 
enough oil for a year. The number of plants needs to be increased to ensure 
enough oil producSon for medicinal use. Francois

2020-09-23 
13:40:41 Gauteng No I do not Johan
2020-09-23 
08:12:36 Gauteng No I do not

It remains a mind-bending drug and provides a gateway to the use of stronger 
drug. Colin
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2020-09-22 
12:54:51 Gauteng No I do not

It was proved in the court cases that Alcohol and Cigareses are more harmful to 
the user and society than Cannabis, if no legislaSon exist limiSng access to those 
drugs I feel it is a gross infringement to limit my access to cannabis, just like 
alcohol many different culSvars of cannabis exists and limiSng my plant count 
limits my access. Furthermore the sSpulated limits will make it impossible to 
have a year round supply in most cases, yet again limiSng my access to a less 
harmful alternaSve. The gram per person amounts are ridiculous when you take 
into account the same restricSons do not exist for alcohol. The suggested 
puniSve measures, will yet again produce opportunity for corrupSon in state. It 
is clear that the legislators who draXed this document have no knowledge of 
cannabis producSon, which in itself is a crime against the ciSzenry, aXer all 
expert opinion should be followed in these masers. If you want to limit plants 
limit the amount of flowering plants only, how can you punish someone for 
being a good farmer? We have a golden opportunity to make cannabis a benefit 
for all South - Africans, allow all willing and able ciSzens of legal age the 
opportunity to reap financial rewards, central tesSng and grading faciliSes, need 
to be implemented so that any culSvator can contribute to not only his and his 
communiSes well being but also towards the GDP! Use this global push to 
benifit us all, create jobs not criminals! Do not let this opportunity to save our 
country go to waste, the current legislators clearly do not have an adequate 
understanding of what is possible in the new emerging world markets, we have 
world class minds in the local cannabis community that are more than willing to 
help make South-Africa a country which reflects our liberal consStuSonal rights! 
Why be followers, lets lead for once! AppelaSons need to be established so that 
the South - African soil itself becomes a value adding commodity, any resident of 
such areas can produce a product on their land, given they follow established 
guidelines and receive a stamp on their produce, similar to the wine industry. 
We have world famous region specific culSvars in South-Africa like Durban 
Poison, use the all ready established brand! In the Eastern Cape generaSonal 
farms exist, which have fed and clothed many South - Africans, help add value to 
their lives and to our country. Create a 'craX' producSon culture, which would 
allow subsistence farmers to band together and compete against the giant 
agricultural companies. We need respite in this country and no greater unity 
exists between races than in the cannabis community. Give us all the ability to 
feed our selves and this country. Do not let yet another travesty befall our great 
country, lets look back and be able to say we did the right thing! I hope this finds 
you in good health, lets culSvate greatness in South - Africa! Grant

2020-09-22 
11:49:21 Gauteng No I do not its a drug and should remain banned. Jaap
2020-09-22 
11:34:12 Gauteng No I do not It is stupid and will make crime rise Allyssa

2020-09-21 
23:19:40 Gauteng No I do not

The bill should rather look at ways that legalising  cannabis more so that it can 
be used as a driver for government to increase tax income without driving 
people towards the illegal side of this business. Lemuel

2020-09-21 
18:26:59 Gauteng No I do not

This government imposes ridiculous laws without logic and cogniSve thought.  
Look how they have ruined the country, but they insist in conSnuing with their 
nitpicking instead of stopping corrupSon and jailing those who are implicated.  I 
will not support any bill proposed by these incompetent thieves. Glenda

2020-09-21 
15:50:54 Gauteng No I do not Carla

2020-09-21 
15:44:23 Gauteng No I do not

This bill is an atrocity. I personally use more than 600grams a year/ season. 
What about the plants my dog eat? Or my chickens? What about if I want to use 
it like any other flower in a bouquet? What kak were they smoking while 
draXing this?? 

Plus, they are just ignoring the fact that there is an actual document (Fields of 
Green for ALL's manifesto), that outlines exactly who, what, when, where and 
how Cannabis should be fully legalised in order to benefit our ailing economy; as 
well as ensure the inclusion of grass root level communiSes.  

Why are they trying to re invent the wheel, when they are clearly inept, and 
lacking the knowledge to do so? The following linked manifesto is informed by 
facts. InternaSonal facts, figures standards and case studies. This is what legal 
Cannabis should be in South Africa - Fields of Green for ALL! Not green cash bills 
for the select few.  

hsps://fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/manifesto/  
hsps://fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/
FGA_CANNABIS_IN_SOUTH_AFRICA_LOW_RES-FINAL-DRAFT-NOV19.pdf Robyn
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2020-09-21 
12:33:56 Gauteng No I do not

NO TO THE LEGISLATION ON CANNABIS. 
THIS IS JUST ANOTHER PLOY BY THE ANC TO DRAW THE PUBLIC ATTENTION 
AWAY FROM THE REAL EXISTING PROBLEMS WHICH ARE:  
THE SAPS ARE TOTALLY DYSFUNCTIONAL – GET THEM TO DO THEIR JOBS 
PROPERLY (THEY WILL NEVER BE ABLE TO ENFORCE THESE LAWS SO IT IS A 
WASTE OF TIME, MONEY AND RESOURCES),  
THE HAWKS ARE BEING RESTRICTED OR JUST NOT DOING THEIR JOB BECAUSE 
OF ANC  INFLUENCE,  
THE NPA HAVE HAD THEIR BUDGET RESTRICTED (NO DOUBT ON PURPOSE TO 
PREVENT ANC CADRES BEING PROSECUTED), THEREFORE CANNOT CATCH, 
PROSECUTE AND JAIL, MURDERERS, RAPISTS, CORRUPT POLITICIANS INVOLVED 
IN STATE CAPTURE, ILLEGAL TOBACCO COMPANIES, POLICE THE COAST, THE 
BORDERS, THE ENVIRONMENT, ETC THE LIST IS ENDLESS. 
THERE ARE NOT ENOUGH PRISONS. 
THE JUSTICE SYSTEM HAS BEEN SYSTEMATICALLY INFLUENCED BY THE ANC 
INSTEAD OF BEING TOTALLY INDEPENDENT.  
THE RULE OF LAW IS NOT BEING APPLIED, SO NO POINT IN INTRODUCING NEW 
LAWS. 
MORE TAXPAYERS MONEY IS BEING WASTED INSTEAD OF FOCUSSING ON THE 
ABOVE LIST. 

Margaret

2020-09-21 
07:39:12 Gauteng No I do not

The bill contradicts itself as a person is not allowed to trade the drug yet you can 
be found in public with it. If u can only do it in the privacy of ur home, why is 
there ever a need to carry it in public? This will create loopholes for drug 
dealers.  

As a country we are grappling with femicide and domesSc violence, crimes that 
occur in the privacy of the home- how in earth do u people we police this too? 
Protect our children.  

Many people live in close communiSes,  both in rural spaces and in urban areas 
such as complexes- how on earth can our draXers of laws imagine that this 
won’t disturb neighbors even u are away from the window? Or more so our 
children??  

Cavitha
2020-09-20 
20:47:06 Gauteng No I do not

It must be banned completely - SA people are inherently irresponsible so this 
law means nothing to law abiding ciSzens TerSus

2020-09-20 
20:20:16 Gauteng No I do not Allow for legal sale and distribuSon. Allow for legal public consumpSon Mashew

2020-09-20 
18:01:36 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is a entry drug to other drugs.  
This new bill provides an excuse for people to grow and sell it.  
Young people may think it is innocent and start using it.  
The police cannot control or monitor personal use. Amanda

2020-09-20 
13:58:42 Gauteng No I do not William

2020-09-20 
10:06:43 Gauteng No I do not

Can't this bloody brain dead  corrupt SA government get anything straight.   Stop 
complicaSng this issue of cannibas. Either ban it of leave it like any legal plant. 
You are so horribly complicaSng everything for policing that soon all our police 
are going to have to be lawyers to do their jobs. Godwin 

2020-09-20 
07:56:25 Gauteng No I do not

Free the weed. Nature has provided us all, human and animal alike, with a 
healing plant. Let it be. Patricia

2020-09-20 
07:52:59 Gauteng No I do not

It causes psychosis and opens the door to other drugs. We are beser off without 
this law this country is going nowhere and we adding more to destroy it. 
Absolute NO to decriminilsing it. Every drug addict start off with this rubbish and 
now they are going crazy in the streets or in rehabs. NO NO NO NO NO. Lawrence

2020-09-20 
05:15:26 Gauteng No I do not Dorothy
2020-09-19 
15:41:00 Gauteng No I do not

I do not support it cos it's unfair not even alcohol has harsh condiSons 
Rudi

2020-09-19 
15:30:45 Gauteng No I do not joan

2020-09-19 
05:50:26 Gauteng No I do not

I do not support this bill at all. 
This bill does not serve the people nor the plant. This bill serves a corrupt and 
injust policing which will only make it worse for the average cannabis user. 
600g is not enough cannabis to sustain an adult user for a year, and more 
harvest can be taken from a single plant. I cannot see any cannabis user 
throwing or giving away most of their harvest just to be within the law. 1,2kg per 
household does not take into account any other users of the medicine other 
than 2 adults in the house, this is discriminatory to everyone else within the 
dwelling, making it uncondiSonal. Tree counSng and quanSty control is never 
going to serve the naSon. The plant must be legal, for all to grow, use and sell as 
we choose without limitaSon... This is the only way it will serve the naSon to It's 
fullest capability. 
This bill should be scrapped and the government should make use of the FOGFA 
proposal for a more consStuSonal approach to private cannabis use. Raymond
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2020-09-18 
17:41:42 Gauteng No I do not

There is so much wrong with this proposal I dont think there is enough Sme to 
compile it all in 1 document.  Instead I will simply raise concerns to show exactly 
how it does not cover any of the proposed purposes of the bill itself.  

Respect the rights to privacy of an individual?  In what way does imposing limits 
of consumpSon protect the rights of an individual?  Are there any such 
limitaSons on alcohol use, sex, food, smoking, or anything else we as individuals 
consume?  Be it for sustenance, health or social use?  Imposing limits only gives 
license for known corrupt officials to abuse individuals in asempts of extorSon 
or bullying.  Not even to menSon the gross violaSon of privacy a simple search 
imposes, to ascertain the quanSty an individual is growing or has in their 
possession. Will there be limits of sugar, caffeine, alcohol, or sex, and if so what 
will the punishment be for this?  And who exactly will dictate and police this 
limitaSon?  Puing a limit on human rights is beyond ludicrous and we need to 
realize this before we are pushed back in Sme to when prejudices and fears 
governed our freedoms.  

RegulaSon of possession of cannabis plant culSvaSon material, plants and 
possession of cannabis.  In what way does any agricultural process fall under the 
legal sector?  Police have proven Sme and again that they have no 
understanding of the agricultural process, instead would rather risk individuals 
health, safety and mental stability by locking them up unSl the courts can decide 
if it is acceptable.  In this Sme people are exposed to rape, abuse, violence 
trauma and countless other unnecessary violaSons that cannot be undone even 
if the individual is found innocent.   

Surely plants should be regulated by agricultural sector?  Instead of regulaSng 
quanSty, the agricultural sector can regulate quality and provide a valuable 
source of income, for not only the unemployed sector, but for the state in terms 
of taxes as well.  Police have no business controlling what they don't 
understand, and I'm sure their resources can be uSlized in much more valuable 
issues.  UnSl crimes like rape, robbery, assault or murder are non existent , there 
is absolutely no reason police resources should be wasted on individuals 
growing and consuming plants.  

Protect adults and children against the harms of cannabis. If any research has 
been done, they would realize that the harms of alcohol, sugar and caffeine far 
outweigh the harms of cannabis. In fact, there are studies that show cannabis 
can be useful in the medical sector.  By legalizing the distribuSon, it makes the 
black market trade redundant. Thus limiSng access to the youth.  Any kid can go 
to a black market dealer, but if like cigareses and alcohol cannabis trade is 
legally regulated, underage access will be greatly reduced. The  banning of 
alcohol and cigareses during the Covid-19 lockdown has only proven how the 
black market flourishes when things are made illegal.  

Provide for expungement of criminal records. I find this point even more 
ridiculous than the rest. This bill is in no way necessary to provide this.  In fact, 
the process should have been started the minute the Concourt ruled on the 
right to privacy.  Having individuals sSll imprisoned, exposed to the likes of 
murderers and rapists, is absolutely unacceptable. Especially considering that 
their rights were violated in the process of geing them there. The argument 
has been made that the retrospecSve effect does not allow to go back before a 
law was passed, but I ask what of the TRC?  Is there a statute of limitaSons on 
human right? The  Concourt ruling may have changed on September 18, but our 
rights as people have not. Rights were only recognized, and should have been 
recognized for everyone.  

Delete and amend provisions of certain laws. The soluSon is simple. Simply 
legalize the plant, and delete the law completely. Zane

2020-09-18 
09:57:32 Gauteng No I do not

Freedom of the plant with no restricSons to private use .  
No problem with regulaSon control and taxes Jameel

2020-09-18 
05:07:33 Gauteng No I do not Marius

2020-09-17 
17:40:24 Gauteng No I do not

When they say it is an infringement on one's rights, you can't sSll put harsh 
limits in place. How do you jusSfy alcohol in public places but not cannabis? 
How can you allow me to have a brewery worth of alcohol at home but 4 plants 
is your limit? I am by no means saying people are not enStled to have as much 
alcohol on their premises, but for someone who is sick and needs medicine, 
they are only allowed 4 plants? Or 600grams? This is medicine for adults, restrict 
it from children if you must, but seriously? Mitchell
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2020-09-17 
15:22:26 Gauteng No I do not

It is imperaSve that in a poverty stricken country an individual should have the 
right to grow its own medicine, cost effecSvely. 

It is my further submission that hemp crops could benefit our Country and 
create opportuniSes for poverty lines to be broken. 

Considering that hemp is a non pesScidal crop and feeds the ground with 
nutrients and minerals for future crops, I submit that it would be of great value 
to farmers and in the end to feed the naSon. 

Hemp crops mature in a maser of months, save the trees. Hemp can make 
paper, texSle, medicine and Beaty products. 

Hemp seed is packed full of nutrients like omega 3 and 6, let's feed the naSon 
good, healthy food. Suzes

2020-09-17 
11:29:21 Gauteng No I do not

The penalty for selling is too high, if growing is legal, allow sales but tax them.  
Make revenue off a product that will be bought anyway, provide more jobs for 
poor people Vanessa

2020-09-17 
11:12:31 Gauteng No I do not

The bill does not accurately allow people to grow for personal use. It is geared to 
hurt the poor and the people who need it most. The punishment for a legal 
grower is rediculous. How in legalizaSon does we have stricter punishment than 
when it was illegal. I think it needs a total rewrite with more educated 
consultants. Arthur 

2020-09-17 
11:02:46 Gauteng No I do not

Anthony 
Rhodes 

2020-09-17 
10:16:18 Gauteng No I do not

To use cannabis for medicinal purposes is acceptable however its use for 
recreaSonal purposes allows a lot o be desired and just as there are limits on 
alcohol consumpSon a similar test should be  made available for cannabis users.  Mike

2020-09-17 
02:13:48 Gauteng No I do not

U can't put a quanSty on a plant that shoots new seeds .... 

Nature cannot be regulated ! Koos420
2020-09-16 
21:37:35 Gauteng No I do not Nikki
2020-09-16 
17:54:02 Gauteng No I do not Leon
2020-09-16 
16:22:44 Gauteng No I do not MaryAnn 

2020-09-16 
14:41:23 Gauteng No I do not

Why must i be taken to jail for 14years as if i am a murderer, why must i be jailed 
for smoking when people are allowed to smoke cigareses (cancer) in public 
when my plant doesn't harm 

Why must i be not allowed to grow as much as I want, how can I grow if im not 
allowed to buy seeds mvelo

2020-09-16 
14:05:53 Gauteng No I do not

Lo ugwayi wesintu Akuna drug elingeziwe kuwo futhi lento yokuthi abantu 
baxoboshwa iminyaka ayizwakali baboshelwani. Akuyekwe abantu baziphilise 
ngobanabo baydinga ukuphila. Nomsa

2020-09-16 
12:49:27 Gauteng No I do not

I am not seeing cannabis specifically menSon Use as a drug for medical 
concerns. I am seeing a drug with long term side effects becoming freely 
available and acceptable, which i do not support. Marizanne

2020-09-16 
12:18:48 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis has many benefits, the fact remains it is far less dangerous then 
alcohol so why should cannabis users be restricted as nobody is stopping me 
purchasing a truckload of alcohol, the bill is discriminatory In its current form.  
Furthermore users should be able to grow their own cannabis to saSsfy their 
needs, oils and concentrates require large amounts to make small quanSSes 
which is mainly used for health reasons, we should allow people to grow as 
much as they need. Cannabis can help SA Steven

2020-09-16 
10:12:36 Gauteng No I do not

Start by regulaSng your expenditure. We WILL vote you out of power, be sure of 
that! We will not be slaves to stupid fat and lazy expensive and frankly useless 
parliamentarians or this communist regime. Get out of our lives you patheSc 
leaches, while you can, or face the wrath of the ciSzens, marxist pieces of 
excrement Julian

2020-09-16 
09:36:08 Gauteng No I do not Louis
2020-09-16 
09:34:40 Gauteng No I do not Ronel
2020-09-16 
09:12:33 Gauteng No I do not Joan
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2020-09-16 
08:55:21 Gauteng No I do not

The bill is not futurisSc. The bill does not see opportuniSes, the bill only sees 
threats. Cannabis is a God Given Gold, by trying to regulate it to start with its a 
serious leadership oversight. We are talking food here for the naSon. Peaceful 
naSon, not holigans. 
Release the herb and human kind from the ashes of colonialism and slavery. The 
picture the bill is painSng with the beauSful herb, it s extremely scary one, a 
horror movie. We all know that dragon movie is cigarrete, for many years 
enjoying the front seat, changing faces like demonic angels.  harmless cannabis 
you are being punished for no reason - able me to see properly, to love, to 
understand, to forgive, to learn, to humble, to vision, to propsper, to dream, to 
challange, to accept, to relax, to rise, to support, to reign. 

The herb has a potenSal of changing the lives of the majority to the good/ best 
possible live. If not beser life. ParSculalry poor groups who will plant in their 
own spaces for use and commercial purpose. Where possible investor and state 
should then support previously disadvantaged SMME's with exports business, 
acquisSon of land and producSon set up and support. Powerful economic move 
to changing the previously poisoned economic plots. 

The quanSty issue is already a no issue. Herb can not be separated from Human. 
QuanSty issue is delaying the progress against oppression and apartheid 
agenda. as South African this is our herb and we must have it in abundance. Lets 
free the herb and human dignity and freedom. 

We shall conSnue to safegaurd chlldren against any harmful act. We shall 
restrict children from accessing and using the herb unless prescribed. 

TransportaSon should not be an issue, since we are free to travel within our 
country. Travelling free with our herbs without harming anyone however healing 
all the way from cape to cairo, madagscar to morroco.  

SELLING SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO DEAL WITH POVERTY AND STOP MONOPOLY 
OF THE HERB DISTRIBUTION. EVERY ADULT MUST BE ALLOWED TO PLANT AS 
MUCH QUANTITY, USE AND SELL FOR SURVIVAL. WHERE POSSIBLE STATE 
WOULD MAKE HUGE AMOUNTS OF REVENUE TAX. 

THE HERB IS NOT A POLICE OR PRISON ISSUE. OUR LAW ENFORCEMENT 
AGENCIES MUST FOCUS ON SERIOUS, URGENT AND THREATING MATTERS OF 
THE SOCIETY, SUCH AS MURDER, FARM KILLINGS, ROBBERY, THEFT AND HIJACK, 
RAPE AND HUMAN ABUSE. 

ALL THOSE STIPULATED FINES AND IMPRISONMENT ARE INHUMAN AND 
UNCONSTITUIONAL.  

The bill is in contravenSon of many provisions of the bill of rights Lehlohonolo

2020-09-15 
23:47:14 Gauteng No I do not

The limitaSon on amount for personal use should be liXed. This is due to the 
fact that alot of people especially cancer paSents and the like use cannabis daily. 
For FECO extracSons the limit of 600g is far to lisle to make a proper extracSon 
that would last enough Sme for a grow period. Further more legalisaSon for any 
form of use recreaSonal or medical should be allowed allowing then the 
creaSon of jobs and opening of cannabis dispensaries which would also upliX 
the economy Mornay

2020-09-15 
23:23:26 Gauteng No I do not

I'm angry at this bill because it is out of step with reality. This bill is too strong on 
criminalizing people with jail terms of up to 15 years, instead of suggesSng 
incenSves for small growers to supply labs and/or processing plants towards 
medicinal and recreaSonal use. What's the raSonale behind decriminalizing it 
and then sending people to 15 years jail for culSvaSng and selling it ? Do we 
have such crazy sentences for police officials who collude with criminals ? do we 
have such crazy sentences for thieves who steal copper cables thus harming our 
economy? do we have such crazy sentences for government officials that steal 
billion of rand of taxpayers money. the answer is no to all my quesSons. 

The bill should provide opportunity to any farmer to include it as part of their 
agricultural produce and to sell it at a negoSated price on the open market. I will 
not argue with the emphasis to register all cannabis farmers. My argument is 
that the bill should be developmental in nature due to the almost 30% 
unemployment rate in South Africa. OpportuniSes to grow and sell cannabis 
should be given to South Africans only and not foreign naSonals. 

Lastly, the bill appears to be draXed by people who have no understanding of 
scienSfic of cannabis farming.  The quota of four or eight plants depending on 
number of adults per household is unscienSfic. The fact is that generally out of 
20 cannabis plants you could end up with 5 female and 15 male plants or vice 
versa; which implies that you may have to destroy the male plants as they are 
generally not highly useful. Perhaps the bill should clarify how many male and 
how many female can be planted per household; and how many can be 
harvested, 

Prince 
2020-09-15 
21:00:53 Gauteng No I do not GOV MEDDLING ALWAYS CREATES A PROBLEM MAL
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2020-09-15 
20:27:44 Gauteng No I do not Junita
2020-09-15 
20:18:35 Gauteng No I do not Anna-marie 

2020-09-15 
20:04:09 Gauteng No I do not

The current proposed amounts of plants and dry plant material for personal use 
is completely ludicrous.  There has been lisle to no consideraSon from an 
unbiased perspecSve in this regard, as some - if not most - personal growers in 
SA will be growing outdoors. This means that their crop needs to last them and/
or their household unSl the next season. 

As for the commercial producSon and regulaSon of cannabis - there are lisle to 
no recommendaSons in this regard, and this is probably the most destrucSve 
approach to this enSre industry at present. There HAS to be some form of 
guideline around the commercial producSon, as well as regulaSon of Cannabis, 
with parScular focus on balancing personal and commercial viability. 

As the bill currently stands, there is no hope of igniSng the Cannabis industry in 
South Africa. And this will be extremely detrimental to the potenSal of recovery 
that our economy could be facing... if we did this correctly. Reon

2020-09-15 
19:39:27 Gauteng No I do not Lyn
2020-09-15 
17:15:58 Gauteng No I do not Lorraine
2020-09-15 
16:21:42 Gauteng No I do not Sinclair
2020-09-15 
15:15:51 Gauteng No I do not CANNABIS IS AND WILL ALWAYS BE A DRUG THAT LEADS TO ADDICTION JEAN

2020-09-15 
15:12:17 Gauteng No I do not

I know that it's a consStuSonal must, but I don't believe the consumpSon of this 
drug should be legalised save for medical purposes.  We have enough societal 
problems as it is.  The reality is that it's been quite safe to use this drug on 
private premise even though it's been illegal. In my view the problem is lack of 
enforcement capacity/will. We all know that people will linger just right of the 
law when breaking it. This will in effect cause more lingering further to the right 
than we have ever had and create a whole new generaSon of addicts and 
delinquent adults.  My main worry is cannabis users driving around high with 
our children's safety at steak.  I would have made it illegal to be in public or 
behind a steering wheel while intoxicated regardless of how you got high.  Also 
the rules should state that private use may not allow smoke to travel to 
neighboring properSes or into buildings other than your own. It may be your 
right to do this stuff. But that must not infringe on others rights not to and 
whatever expense you need to incur to keep from infringing on others rights 
must be borne by the user. It's not harmless as people like to believe, especially 
during youth where it facilitates hiding from your problems. Problems that, if 
you were forced to face them sober, might just become experience in the past 
tense. Coenie

2020-09-15 
14:53:02 Gauteng No I do not Denise

2020-09-15 
14:00:26 Gauteng No I do not

I sSll think or feel or believe that Cannabis is a drug and should not be legalized 
and never should have been in any shape or form, unless you can provide a 
leser from a Dr, Specialist or Physician staSng that it's for medical reasons and 
necessary to cure a medical ailment or health. THE PROBLEM TODAY IS THAT 
PEOPLE DO WHATEVER THEY WANT WHENEVER THEY WANT AND DON'T CARE 
ABOUT THE NEXT PERSON.....!!!!! SAD TRUTH ABOUT SOCIETY TODAY......!!!!! Cobus

2020-09-15 
13:36:56 Gauteng No I do not

Allowing cannabis will make our youth destroyed by drugs. South Africa will be 
another Mexico and Colombia. Ezra

2020-09-15 
13:13:19 Gauteng No I do not

It should be freely available to help cancer paSents etc.... 
Who will be policing this as they cannot police crime is this then going to 
become another soX target 

Maureen
2020-09-15 
10:51:16 Gauteng No I do not

Think of our young children who may now use it legally  what it does to their 
brains etc! Should only be used for medical purposes! Elize 

2020-09-15 
10:17:41 Gauteng No I do not

Engineer the psychosomaSc chemical element out of the plant and then its 
medicinal values can be appreciated. UnSl then it must be banned, as it is 
harmful. It is used as a stepping stone into hard core drug taking for the 
psychosomaSc effects. Mark

2020-09-15 
10:14:02 Gauteng No I do not

I see no reason why it should be illegal to sell the products if it's legal to 
consume them. Not everyone who wants to use the products has the skills or 
resources to grow and process their own, parScularly those who are using it for 
medicinal purposes and may be quite heavily disabled. The limits imposed are 
largely reasonable but, again, I see no reason why they should be limited if the 
use of the products is legal, parScularly for medicinal use. Noah
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2020-09-15 
09:48:48 Gauteng No I do not

Please seek professional insights from Cannabis culSvators & smokers.  
The numbers suggested do not add up as plants can produce varying quanSty of 
flowers.  
This is a medicinal plant and has been proven to be so for centuries - any 
violaSon of such intense prison terms is unjust and unwarranted. These 
PenalSes need to be reassess.  

As a long term user of Cannabis for many health reasons I am appalled by this 
outline.  
Adults in households of alcoholics should be considered. Living in as an intense 
drinking-culture as South Africa I have witnessed first-hand the devastaSng 
effects of drinking around children. Cannabis does not harm anyone. It is not a 
drug.  

Not only does the enSre commisee contribuSng to this reformed policy need to 
consider an complete  change of percepSon of this plant before wriSng these 
bills, they also need to work with the community of which it represents; lawyers, 
teachers, professionals all alike.  

PLEASE engage with South Africans as a true democracy would - in wriSng laws 
relaSng to our wellbeing.  

Thank you for your Sme. Chantel

2020-09-15 
09:23:17 Gauteng No I do not

I am living in townships and have seen lot of young boys dropping from schools 
smoking and selling drugs (this happens in our neighborhood). Day-in day-out 
we are faced with neighbors smoking drugs next to our fence and get exposed 
to the smoking (remember our yards are so small when someone is smoking 
dagga you can even taste it). How is the government going to stop this kind of 
behavior? If my neighbor is smoking next to my fence and not complying to the 
bill what should I do? 
The cannabis has been legalized based on the personal/private use but what we 
see now everyone is smoking in public including young boys who does not 
respect their elders. You even see these young boys selling dagga in public. I 
doubt law enforcement won’t do enough to stop the illegal pracSces as they do 
benefit out the selling of the dagga. This also need to be rooted out.  

Lazarus

2020-09-15 
09:17:21 Gauteng No I do not

It should be legalised only for medicinal use which must be prescribed by a 
registered medical pracSSoner. 
With regards to private consumpSon, it should not be legalised.  This is going to 
encourage the use of cannabis in an uncontrolled manner which could have 
severe repercussions in the future. Megan

2020-09-15 
07:09:04 Gauteng No I do not

I have seen the result of using this  in youngsters who developed  psychological 
problems. One of them assaulted his mother so severely thaat she had to be 
hospitalised  for nearly a month.  
These people become a burden on the state and the  police is so understaffed 
that this will not be monitored. 

Ricus

2020-09-15 
06:43:11 Gauteng No I do not

The proposed number of plants and draconian penalSes are ridiculous in a 
country when murder usually carries an effecSve term of 15 years. 
The bill makes no provision for those (usually poor and female) farmers in 
Transkei and other rural areas who have been growing cannabis on a small 
commercial scale throughout living memory leaving them no beser off than 
they were under criminalisaSon. 
A well craXed act would allow these farmers to parScipate in the formal 
economy bringing much needed funds in to these extremely poor areas. 
Draconian punishments for a "crime" that causes no societal problems will just 
lead to even less respect for law and order than currently exists amongst 
ordinary South Africans Chris

2020-09-15 
06:09:55 Gauteng No I do not Labane

2020-09-15 
06:05:55 Gauteng No I do not

We already a naSon with a high addiScSon rates to alcohol and cigareses  this 
was proven in  lockdown .  We have a high rate of dependency  and  substance 
abuse. What will legalizing cannabis  make do to our naSon  and who will be the 
small amount of tax payers that  will have to foot the health and social bill to 
keep South Africa  going. Elize 

2020-09-15 
04:11:07 Gauteng No I do not

The use of cannabis usually leads to stronger drugs being used which can then 
lead to serious crimes like rape pf even children Cynthia

2020-09-15 
03:43:58 Gauteng No I do not Louise
2020-09-15 
03:08:01 Gauteng No I do not As with all drugs give a finger and very soon they will want the whole hand.

James David 
Larwell

2020-09-14 
21:13:29 Gauteng No I do not

I think you are creaSng a monster which will ruin many relaSonships and 
families will fall apart. If alcohol did a lot of damage, cannabis will do much 
more! TerSus

2020-09-14 
21:10:15 Gauteng No I do not

It should be limited and prescribed by doctors for medical condiSons.  
It is very dangerous and addicted for young people and most of the Sme leads 
to stronger and very dangerous drugs. Brenda

2020-09-14 
19:17:45 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis might have good medicinal value, but only for use in that instance - 
Cannabis might cause psychoSc behaviour and severe brain damage in the long 
run. Rianna
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2020-09-14 
18:38:47 Gauteng No I do not Sandra
2020-09-14 
18:06:04 Gauteng No I do not

Permission for 1 seedling or 1 tree is a loophole for going overboard for the 
wrong people. MarSn

2020-09-14 
17:55:35 Gauteng No I do not Chantelle
2020-09-14 
17:23:13 Gauteng No I do not Absolutely no. Fritz
2020-09-14 
15:59:26 Gauteng No I do not Neeltjie

2020-09-14 
15:07:54 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is a drug, mostly for recreaSonal purposes. So I do not believe it must 
be legal to use or plant or manufacture or sell etc at all. If it's to be used for 
purposes of medical use it must be strictly controlled with no chance of 
addicSon. Rookhsana

2020-09-14 
13:38:18 Gauteng No I do not

Legalizing it will only conSnue the use and selling of it....  
There is no way to regulate or monitor private use...  
It is a gateway drug, call it want you want, it sSll stays a drug!!! Jan

2020-09-14 
12:10:08 Gauteng No I do not

more rules and regulaSons.  Our country must be 1 with the most rules and 
regulaSons in the world and shame able our country is a disaster.  to many 
corrupt and incompetent  people in government  making rules only for the 
criminals to benefit . AMANDA

2020-09-14 
12:09:08 Gauteng No I do not I think it should be fully banned Mireille

2020-09-14 
11:35:37 Gauteng No I do not

Abuse of the cannabis will have a negaSve outcome and history shows us that 
the government of South Africa  doesn't act quickly to resolve problems that 
affect families and the people of South Africa at large.  Please we are supposed 
to be coming up with ways to beser the lives of our people.  EducaSng our 
people will enable them to make beser choices for their lives -police that 
doesn't work. Hilda

2020-09-14 
10:21:17 Gauteng No I do not I will support if it is for Medicine use only but not for smoking. Johannes

2020-09-14 
09:41:23 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis has huge medicinal properSes and should be allowed to be used for 
such purposes.   Just another form of control by the government. Dangerous 
over-the-counter medicines that are freely available do more harm than natural 
substances like cannabis. I support that using cannabis in public places should 
not be allowed. However the number of flowering plants must be increased and 
the penalSes are ridiculously high. The law is more lenient for murderers!!! 

Andrea

2020-09-14 
09:31:05 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is an addicSve drug and it is known to make using individuals 
agressive.  It also have a very high crime connecSon.  So if alcohol is known to 
be associated with abuse and is a society problem, so cannabis is a society 
problem and should be restricted.  It is the start to many childrens addicSon to 
drugs. 

Elize
2020-09-14 
09:29:25 Gauteng No I do not Trudie 

2020-09-14 
09:14:43 Gauteng No I do not

It is very dangerous! People think that it is okay if it is legalize and it is an entry 
drug to many more. 
It cost employees there job's. 
Stays in system for 1-3 months and they may not enter mining industry if test for 
cannabus is posiSve. Ronel 

2020-09-14 
08:42:29 Gauteng No I do not

I am not in any way in favor of using cannabis. I accept it for medicinal cases, but 
completely handled and in control of a proffesional doctor. Cannabis, floaSng 
around legally in any form, is totally unexceptable, especially from a mental 
health point of view and it becomes available to chilldren, which is fatal on yhe 
long run. Once you allow it, in Sny bits, you have lost the war! Annese

2020-09-14 
08:39:04 Gauteng No I do not Paula
2020-09-14 
08:32:01 Gauteng No I do not Ruggero

2020-09-14 
08:19:49 Gauteng No I do not

South Africa is corrupt in every respect, and business and individuals are over 
taxed and over legislated. Legalizing cannabis to be grown is just adding to the 
corrupSon. There are so many commisees appointed to 'govern' business in 
South Africa, and each one of these commisees is just another bloated/useless 
government department sucking more money out of the economy.  I was part of 
the generaSon that voted in favor of geing rid of the apartheid regime, now I 
am a vicSm of the BEE regime. I have stopped growing my business in SA and am 
now focused on moving my business offshore. I will not pay tax to a corrupt 
government that has enforced BEE and other forms of legalized corrupSon on its 
ciSzens. I will rather move my business to a country where I am not 
discriminated against. I will employ people, pay tax, and contribute to an 
economy in a country where I am appreciated.  Not in SA!!! Ian
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2020-09-14 
08:17:41 Gauteng No I do not

Like many laws etc in RSA they are of no value unless proper educaSon is given 
to those who might/are affected and proper and effecSve monitoring and 
punishment is 
also available. 
Children at schools are being handed out cannabis as a good way to cope 
with stress. Is there any educaSon given in schools regarding the possible 
dangers of drugs? 
Is not legalising canabis in any way , giving children the idea that it is ok and if 
so, stretch the boundaries....it sounds almost exciSng to break the rules and see 
if you are causght. 

Marilyn

2020-09-14 
07:30:44 Gauteng No I do not

Anything that is mind altering has. negaSve effects on a person’s mind and can 
change the behavior of a person negaSvely.  
Examples: 
Moving on to stronger drugs and becoming a full blown drug addict 
Extreme violence 
Rape 
Aggression 
Murder 
TheX 
Lack of accountability  
A burden on families and society 
UnproducSve  

Surely we can just look around at our staSsScs and make responsible decisions.  

We need to encourage growth, acceptance, guidance and love for our children 
and families. Not destrucSon.  

Thank you.  

Cilla

2020-09-14 
07:27:08 Gauteng No I do not

By using Cannabis whats stopping a person to start using other more hardcore 
drugs just to keep to feeling going. When they don't have money to buy more 
they turn to crime. 

 Legalize it to stop it from spreading to children. Already wreaked one family I 
know of. How many more countless families are affected by this drug? Andre

2020-09-14 
07:06:05 Gauteng No I do not

De criminalize cannabis and start collecSng tax on it. It would also boost the 
tourism industry similar to Amsterdam. There should only be jail Sme for 
smoking near or providing it to children.  
Rapists do not get these types of jail terms! Cannabis is less harmful than 
alcohol both to the individual and to their families. Chili

2020-09-14 
06:55:52 Gauteng No I do not Compared to Cigareses Cannabis is destrucSve to society Farida

2020-09-14 
06:50:16 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is a gate way drug. All drugs should be illegal and those who are on the 
wrong side of the law should serve long hard senSence’s do correcSonal work 
fixing roads, cleaning our streets and so on. No free meals for them as they part 
of the problem that’s killing our society. Derek

2020-09-14 
06:48:15 Gauteng No I do not

It's sad to see a government that not in touch with reality. We need services and 
tax money to be redirected were it needed. It took 2 years to come up with this. 
This was like sending a high school teenager to go a school project that he 
himself is not interested in doing. Selby

2020-09-14 
06:28:19 Gauteng No I do not

We have a crisis already in our country for drugs control and cannabis  have 
been used as a step towards geing into more stronger drugs,if this is allowed 
which means we opening the drugs to sold and that will increase crime,theX 
and more killing,already others are killing each other for selling this cannabis. 
But if the bill was used to look at cannabis as a form of medicine that I was going 
to support because i know it heals a lot of diseases.

KHABOFLAG
E

2020-09-14 
05:49:55 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis should be used to grow the economy. LimiSng the growth of the plant 
is not following internaSonal standards and our consStuSon has duplicated alot 
of internaSonal standards.  

I believe there should be no limitaSons on growing the plant as long as all 
growers are compliant and can be found on a database.  

South Africa should benefit from the advantages the plant has to offer both on a 
medicinal and recreaSonal front. Himesh 

2020-09-14 
04:58:55 Gauteng No I do not Ladislauis
2020-09-13 
23:48:19 Gauteng No I do not Ban this Drug Permanently cause it just leads to Stonger Drugs ! Arend

2020-09-13 
21:45:30 Gauteng No I do not

All this bill does is it creates more opportuniSes for corrupt law enforcement 
officers to maladminister  the law.  
The obsession with endless limitaSon with complex formulas is an indicator of a 
communist perspecSve and does not belong in a consStuSonal democracy.  
Cannabis should be declared an uncontrolled substance, like tobacco.  That will 
have the net effect of rendering all the controls which are used to foist 
corrupSon to become moot.  
This legislaSve joke of reducing control while Sghtening control is a joke.  

Toni
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2020-09-13 
21:07:05 Gauteng No I do not Drugs should be kept away from everybody Gideon

2020-09-13 
20:58:36 Gauteng No I do not

Our country seriously needs to take a look at drug abuse and alcoholism as the 
core reason for accidents,trauma gender based violence and moral decline of 
society. Our compromising aitude in all these masers have brought us to  a 
place of being a naSon that has failed grossly.  Cannabis is a drug that alters your 
personality and has detrimental effects on a person's physical and mental well 
being. It should be banned!!!!! Roselyn

2020-09-13 
20:47:30 Gauteng No I do not Corrie

2020-09-13 
19:53:05 Gauteng No I do not

It should be legalized but sSll regulated in a way.  Allow more per household as 8 
plants is not enough to people using for medical purposes via Snctures and feco. 
Allow the selling in a taxed way to assist the economy by supplying small 
business licenses for specific selling and trading. Pieter

2020-09-13 
19:45:28 Gauteng No I do not

you are creaSng a ZOMBI country. 
police cannot even control current  theX, fraud, scams, murders, etc.  how on 
earth will they be able to control  smoking-zombis to protect those who tries to 
be law abiding ciSzens 

SSSSS

2020-09-13 
19:34:46 Gauteng No I do not

While medical use may, with further research be a possible use for cannabis 
currently it's risks are too high for it to be legalised. According to research by 
Fiona Clement, health-policy researcher at University of Calgary’s Cummings 
School of Medicine, of 68 reviews of cannabis research, 62 showed associaSons 
between the drug and various adverse outcomes, including impaired driving, 
increased risk of stroke and tesScular cancer, brain changes that could affect 
learning and memory, and a parScularly consistent link between cannabis use 
and mental illnesses involving psychosis. Risks were highest for teenagers, 
pregnant women and people already at risk of mental illness. Can we risk this in 
SA? Eleanor

2020-09-13 
19:08:21 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis destroys ones mind so should not be allowed. Most cannabis usage 
supporters  are also users whose mind has already be weakened by cannabis so 
their opinions should be discounted.   
Please do not allow the use of cannabis even privately, you need to protect 
them because they do not understand the damage they are doing to 
themselves. Charles

2020-09-13 
19:04:45 Gauteng No I do not

If you have ever stood in a classroom trying to teach learners (many older than 
18 yrs , so not “illegal” if they are allowed personal use), you will know how 
impossible it is. This is a drug.  ONLY medicinal use under doctor prescripSon 
should ever be considered Theresa

2020-09-13 
18:47:56 Gauteng No I do not

The fact that some people need to smoke or use cannabis just because they too 
are weak, spineless unable to funcSon in normally society should not force the 
everyday ciSzen to have to take part as secondary smokers. If your neighbour is 
a user then you become a user. We have small children, in my case, a 5 year old 
and we stay in a complex. So our children and grandchildren are now exposed 
on a daily level and are becoming secondary smokers. Most likely all or some of 
them will definitely end up being cannabis users in some form. Shakeelah

2020-09-13 
18:26:17 Gauteng No I do not Piers
2020-09-13 
17:08:43 Gauteng No I do not Callie

2020-09-13 
17:07:39 Gauteng No I do not

Apart from the limited, and as yet scienSfically not fully substanSated, medicinal 
use of Cannabis there is no jusSfiable cause or reason why it should be legalized. 
It is a potent drug and leads to long term mental and health problems without 
which our country can do.  Why would anyone need a drug to make a long term 
posiSve contribuSon to Society?  It has been proven to be the forerunner to 
harder drugs which places a bigger burden on society. The so called job 
creaSonal prospects are small in comparison to sober great minds and hard 
working people creaSng opportuniSes for all.  The penalSes should be much 
harsher and Cannabis NOT allowed! David

2020-09-13 
17:02:40 Gauteng No I do not

Few people have a good understanding of how dangerous Cannabis is especially 
when used from a young age. Irreparable brain, lung and heart damage can be 
caused. It should be banned together with any other mild-altering substance. Ronel

2020-09-13 
16:57:12 Gauteng No I do not

I think it is irresponsible and will heighten the drugging problem amongst the 
youth. It impacts on their performance and behaviour at school. It is a gateway 
drug. Maureen 

2020-09-13 
13:55:36 Gauteng No I do not

It's unfair on those who sell it for a living also to those who cannot grow it 
themselves. Some people buy it so the can use it for ailments such as headaches 
and asthma. And weed does not destroy any community. Why do they not use 
the energy to fight all the drugs that are destroying communiSes in the country MompaS

2020-09-13 
13:05:18 Gauteng No I do not Naseeha

2020-09-13 
13:00:31 Gauteng No I do not

I have epilepsy. I use cannabis, it's extracts and edibles for my treatment. Some 
of us can only grow once per year and this doesn't give nearly enough to carry 
me through to the following harvest. It's absolute nonsense, wrisen by people 
who have no clue. I refuse to accept this bill. Brandon 

2020-09-13 
12:17:04 Gauteng No I do not Roy

2020-09-13 
12:13:47 Gauteng No I do not

No i don't support any of these, we had a neighbour they smoked and never 
cared about anything and the smell and my children that had to go through the 
smell. BANNED IT. Tiaan 
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2020-09-13 
11:18:32 Gauteng No I do not Willem Louis

2020-09-13 
09:59:12 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is a drug that affects  your logical thinking processes when smoking, 
eaSng of drinking anything containing cannabis. 
It is the start to more serious drug substances and drug abuse. 

Mariaan
2020-09-13 
09:57:21 Gauteng No I do not

This is an unfair bill and is not puing power in the hands of the people to make 
their own medical cannabis to treat cancer through oil Elaine

2020-09-13 
09:32:44 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is a drug that screws up your logical thinking processes when smoking, 
eaSng of drinking anything containing cannabis. 
It is the start to more serious drug substances. 
The legalisaSon of cannabis is pushed by few individuals who's lives is any case 
is in a fuctapi state from smoking cannabis. 
Individuals who state it is good for medical reasons can not reason properly as 
their thoughts are already contaminated, giving them this false sense of 
calmness and healing. MarSn

2020-09-13 
09:28:33 Gauteng No I do not Amanda
2020-09-13 
09:16:57 Gauteng No I do not

People are irresponsible, covid rules are not adhered to, so why would this be 
different.  Let it be available on prescripSon for medicinal use.  Faghma 

2020-09-13 
09:13:04 Gauteng No I do not It is a drug! Why make the using of it legal? Colleen

2020-09-13 
08:46:10 Gauteng No I do not

Should only be used as medicine, aXer the the legalizing of cannibis our schools 
were filled with it. Should be illegal to smoke it! The side effects of smoking long 
term has very harmful. Especially mentally causing suicide. Please stop this! Antoinese 

2020-09-13 
08:44:45 Gauteng No I do not

How much I grow and how much I store is my personal business. I may have 
friends who visit on a daily basis who are not in a posiSon to grow for 
themselves. As a ciSzen of South Africa under the consStuSon, I can have as 
many friends as I choose to have, all being able to visit me and enjoy my 
hospitality. My daily consumpSon may well supersede the limits that this bill 
suggests thereby puing me in a posiSon in which I will be breaking the law.  
It is not lawful to pass a law that in itself puts anyone in a posiSon where they 
break the law while exercising their consStuSonal rights. 
It is fair that consumpSon of cannabis should not take place in the presence of 
minors and none consenSng adults. It is also fair that, unless one has a business 
licence where taxes can be collected that the sale of cannabis should not be 
legal. Malcolm

2020-09-13 
08:20:15 Gauteng No I do not

I don't see a problem because the tobacco products is allowed to be used,why 
deny cannibal mhlonipheni

2020-09-13 
08:15:47 Gauteng No I do not Milton

2020-09-13 
08:08:08 Gauteng No I do not

The limits for ea household is too low and should be a max of 25 square meters 
of culSvaSon space. 2,6, 10 flowering plants are way insufficient for oil 
producSon, seed producSon or development of strains. With these draconian 
limitaSons - set by non smokers probably- households are withheld from extra 
income opportuniSes and criminalised in the process. The only reason these 
laws are being drawn up is not for any one's protecSon , but to limit the local 
market to ensure internaSonal co's could proffitably - to the state's advantage of 
course - operate. This is your opportunity to do something right but like usual 
you are fucking it up - #voertsekanc !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!@!!! Andre

2020-09-13 
07:53:57 Gauteng No I do not

Let’s face it, the majority of cannabis users are social dropouts and criminals. 
How did the first bill get passed? Does Dr Zol partake herself?  I strongly object 
to people being able to use this freely in public, and, people being allowed to 
keep 1.2 kg of it at home? There will be tonnes of the stuff all over the show. Fix 
what needs fixing, crime, unemployment, roads, our economy and park wasSng 
Sme on legalising cannabis Paul

2020-09-13 
07:42:25 Gauteng No I do not

-Legalising cannabis use will definitely cause an increase in other crimes, 
especially violence related.  
-I feel cannabis is a entry level drug leading to the use of stronger drugs. 
-Cannabis use should only be allowed for medical reasons under the strict 
monitoring of a physician.  

Pieter

2020-09-13 
07:30:14 Gauteng No I do not

It remains a drug. Adds to household violence and increase poverty once habit is 
formed like any other drug theX and violence to get to thrill of it. Only worse it 
could sSmulte user to challenge stronger drugs with more and serious abuse 
results Marlien 

2020-09-13 
07:26:03 Gauteng No I do not

Crime will increase. It is addicSve, confuses the users, they are zombies when 
using it. Rules are rediculous and cannot be enforced, cannot be controlled. Magda

2020-09-13 
07:14:08 Gauteng No I do not

Use of Dagga is addicSve and is very likely to lead to use of other drugs. While 
under influence of drugs a person is note likely to commit criminal acts & or 
endanger the health of others James

2020-09-13 
06:39:55 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis has proven to be very beneficial for medicinal uses and limiSng the 
quanSSes to what the bill proposes is going to reduce what people may use. I 
believe for a dealer there can be limits but not personal growing and using. Ellen

2020-09-13 
05:31:49 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis should be legalize used the same law limitaSons as tobacco and 
alcohol. Allow us Africans to relish our culture and indigenous way of living 
without limits. Cannabis it's our African medicine for years and we have never 
encountered unruly behavior when consumed as compared to Alcohol 
consumpSon. Why don't they be classified with Tobacco and alcohol Mashoro 
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2020-09-13 
04:53:22 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis has been around for ages & has numerous health benefits. Theres bills 
around cannabis so that you guys can save your private owned pharmasuitecal 
businesses. Our African fore fathers have been using it for ages & nothing 
happened to them, but whats really funny is that cannabis products are allowed 
to be sold &  privated owned companies are sSll benefiSng from it. LET 
CANNABIS BE LEGAL IN SOUTH AFRICA, ITS LIKE ANY PLANT THAT CAN GROW 
ANYWHERE & THERES A PONTENTIAL OF EMPLOYMENT IN  THIS INDUSTRY 
BECAUSE NOT EVERYONE WANTS TO BUT PRODUCTS THAT DONT HAVE THC. ONTHATILE

2020-09-13 
04:47:56 Gauteng No I do not Christelle

2020-09-13 
01:59:10 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis shcould not be limited. The healing and health advantage the plant 
provide cause for healthier people. No person ever got in a car accident, killed 
or harmed anyone smoking cannabis. Arlene

2020-09-12 
23:16:26 Gauteng No I do not

As Cannabis is a mind altering medicaSon, there need to be a method of 
measuring the concentraSon in blood or exhaled air BEFORE  cannabis should be 
legalised. The major concern arises from individuals driving under the influence 
of cannabis causing vehicle accidents. The innocent persons are enStled to 
adequate protecSon based on a scienSfically and legally verifiable technology. 
We are all aware of the deaths caused by road accidents, all of which could be 
prevented if alcohol tesSng were enforced beser. Road fataliSes are a significant 
part of the  consequence of alcohol abuse, and the same will apply to cannabis 
use (whether you call is use or abuse). I am of the opinion that the current 
poliScians should be held accountable when individuals sustain trauma related 
to driving under the influence of cannabis. gerhard

2020-09-12 
23:07:27 Gauteng No I do not Without access to seeds, private culSvaSon is not possible. Ron

2020-09-12 
22:05:02 Gauteng No I do not

1. The bill as it stands does not disSnguish between the the needful use of 
hemp/dagga/ THC etc , the recreaSonal  use and the addicSve use, and in  
asempSng to isolate and authorise one aspect of its use   prohibits other 
aspects and in doing so  invalidates the enSre bill. 
2. Noted that a nurse in hospital administering 'THC' could well end up in jail. 
3. Laws/ regulaSons are for the purpose of improving society ;  the bill in noSng 
that 'dagga' is addicSve(not healthy' does not provide the path tor the way to 
relinquish the 'habit' should one wish to. 
4. The ministerdirector general is given too much power and authority, the is a  
recipe for breeding corrupSon, no single person should ever be given such 
unrestricted power or authority 
5. Cannabis is a highly producSve and ferSle plant. In many parts/areas of the 
country it grows like a weed, its nick name.  Also many persons cannot correctly 
idenSfy the plant yet  will break the law innocently. 
6.  hotel room  could easily be regarded as a private space as also a secluded 
spot in a  field or an outbuilding on public  property or a room or veranda on  
public or private property e.g. houses of parliament  so who would be found 
guilty? 
7. It is enSrely reasonable to  suppose that a child of  household could be 
growing and selling this illegal plant without his/her parents permission or  
knowledge  as could an employee of a municipality on public property 
8.   The persons iniSaSng these laws or regulaSons have clearly not applied their 
minds. 

ross

2020-09-12 
21:51:55 Gauteng No I do not

No maser what public opinion may say, cannabis is harmful to mental health 
and an entry point to other more serious drugs. If cannabis growth is permised 
in terms of current populism trends, then strict regulaSons need to be in place 
to prohibit persons driving under the influence or being at work under the 
influence of cannabis. 

Gary
2020-09-12 
21:21:41 Gauteng No I do not Lizelle
2020-09-12 
21:01:35 Gauteng No I do not Claire
2020-09-12 
20:50:11 Gauteng No I do not Dina
2020-09-12 
20:47:19 Gauteng No I do not Verena
2020-09-12 
20:32:26 Gauteng No I do not

It affects people with asthma where smokers use it and it's as if they do not 
care. As long as they can smoke and get high (sic) they dnt care Gideon

2020-09-12 
19:27:39 Gauteng No I do not Cannabis is a drug and causes damage to body. Walter
2020-09-12 
18:57:50 Gauteng No I do not Please see the proposed bill by the Fields of Green for all. Daniel

2020-09-12 
18:57:30 Gauteng No I do not

Any intoxicant in any variant is a danger to one's health allowing even a porSon 
of this to be legally consumed should be a recipe for disaster we need a cLear 
thinking  naSon that is not influenced or swayed   by irraSonal or happy decision 
making pending on the state of the mind... We need clear and concise decisions 
of a naSon that will irradicate all forms of corrupSon and dangers placed on our 
society its important for us to make decisions that will lead to minimal risks and 
a healthy society... 

Naeema 
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2020-09-12 
18:45:53 Gauteng No I do not Yolandi 

2020-09-12 
17:25:05 Gauteng No I do not

I thoroughly object to cannabis being allowed for any person to use. Our Police 
Force and Courts have enough to deal without having to have these regulaSons 
to deal with. Ruth

2020-09-12 
16:56:33 Gauteng No I do not

This is a bad idea. We have a bad enough problem in this country, just with 
alcohol and cigareses. Why would you allow this. It’s complete madness. It’s a 
known fact ( scienSfically proven) that cannabis leads to use of other drugs and 
causes psychological disorders. Do we really want to encourage that. Is there not 
enough crime in this country, especially against women and children. Whoever 
is advocaSng this needs a reality check. How can you close down alcohol and 
cigareses for weeks because of crime and health problems and then say it’s ok 
to smoke cannabis. Follow the money. That’s all it’s about. Cheryl

2020-09-12 
15:40:16 Gauteng No I do not Terence
2020-09-12 
14:54:50 Gauteng No I do not Godwin
2020-09-12 
14:35:11 Gauteng No I do not James

2020-09-12 
14:33:21 Gauteng No I do not

Have seen my 20yr old son Turn into a zombie. Got so much addicted he 
dropped out of school. Became very violent and disrespecKul. This cannabis is 
destroying the future of our children. Psychologist had to refer my son to 
Therapy and detox John

2020-09-12 
14:25:12 Gauteng No I do not

Taking drugs is so very wrong, making people and youngsters dependent on it. 
It’s the next step to more harmful drugs which devastate lives. Donna

2020-09-12 
14:09:55 Gauteng No I do not

People are addicted to substances and to many crimes happen due toe the use 
of this stuff, it will open the door for more illegal dealings of all sorts. Willie

2020-09-12 
14:03:40 Gauteng No I do not It needs to remain illegal. Sharon 

2020-09-12 
13:09:52 Gauteng No I do not

If cannabis is required for medical use, it should be regulated and labelled 
together with the side effects and implicaSons.  

Cannabis smoked in a person’s home also diffuses through the air and interferes 
with neighbours and children. Even the fumes have an effect of making a person 
high, impacSng on the rights of those who do not want to smoke or smell the 
smoke.  

 Verushka

2020-09-12 
12:42:24 Gauteng No I do not

This is nonsense. How can you limit people on a drug that is less dangerous than 
alchohol?  If I make oil for medicinal purposes I would have bare a months 
worth foe one person.  Unregulate the harmless plant and its uaes. JP

2020-09-12 
12:27:42 Gauteng No I do not Nic

2020-09-12 
10:26:42 Gauteng No I do not

It will lead to drug abuse, especially amongst densely populated communiSes 
and under age persons. People are already smoking it openly and in the 
presence of children. Mack

2020-09-12 
09:58:00 Gauteng No I do not

Hi 

Cannabis is a drug and should only be consumed under medical supervision 

Thanks CF
2020-09-12 
09:40:48 Gauteng No I do not I do not support the Cannabis for Private Purpose Bill Sabelo

2020-09-12 
09:31:59 Gauteng No I do not

It should not be regulated. 
Deregulate it. 
I dont use the plant but all these rules just make more problems like illegal drug 
trade and associated problems. Stop annoying the populaSon with stupid rules 
and laws. It is a natural plant. It grows where it grows. Not where it is allowed. 
Police have beser things to do. Bernd

2020-09-12 
09:20:51 Gauteng No I do not Kathrina 

2020-09-12 
09:04:27 Gauteng No I do not

PenalSes can be higher, because most people are not responsible  enough to 
use it correct. Cannabis is sSll a drug and should be only used as  medicine 
prescribed by  a doctor . Suzanne

2020-09-12 
08:57:18 Gauteng No I do not Do not legalise!! Maryna
2020-09-12 
08:41:27 Gauteng No I do not

Dit is en bly ‘n dwelmmiddel en moet nie vir enige rede hoegenaamd beskikbaar 
wees nie. Annelize

2020-09-12 
07:53:49 Gauteng No I do not

We have staff working for us and we do specialized work with very high safety 
requirements, our staff WHO USE  no longer do the work at the speed and 
procession  it must be done in and the way we have sent then for training at 
company costs. 

CANNABIS SHOULD BE USED FOR CANCER ONLY AND YOU SHOULD HAVE PROOF 
WITH YOU BY LAW. 

Lorna
2020-09-12 
07:33:23 Gauteng No I do not

Against the bill totally. It should not be legalized , this cannot be monitored. 
Leads to other drugs. Rowene 
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2020-09-12 
06:14:42 Gauteng No I do not

Legalize canibis fully, we already suffered from Covid-19 financial implicaSons 
that's our only way we can try balancing inequality, why do we allow GMOs to 
be sold to us which is poison but legal, government is patheSc they cannot curb 
GBV u want to sentence people for using natural medical plants, Fuck out of 
here!!! Ayana

2020-09-12 
05:56:51 Gauteng No I do not Imraan
2020-09-12 
05:46:46 Gauteng No I do not Nos
2020-09-12 
00:51:22 Gauteng No I do not domenico

2020-09-12 
00:12:26 Gauteng No I do not

A canabis user may not smoke in the privacy of his own property. 
This may offend a neighbour.  
This is not respecSng use and ownership. Cornel

2020-09-11 
23:02:06 Gauteng No I do not

We the highest crime in SA and drugs like cannabis being top used and 
uncontrollable it’s dangerous for the country. Zukile 

2020-09-11 
22:59:12 Gauteng No I do not

It's addicSve and affects people's minds and change people's behaviour. It's in 
the same category as any drug abuse. Maria

2020-09-11 
22:42:31 Gauteng No I do not Christopher 
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The TradiSonal Healers OrganisaSon input to the Cannabis for Private Purposes 
Bill-2020 

TradiSonal Health PracSce Background 

The interim data report by WHO shows that 87% of all WHO member states 
formally acknowledge the use of tradiSonal medicine; 100 member states have 
a naSonal policy on tradiSonal medicine, and 124 member states have naSonal 
regulaSons of herbal medicines.  

This shows a consistent upward trend in the number of member states formally 
engaging with tradiSonal medicine. It further notes that almost half the 
populaSon in many industrialized countries now regularly uses some form of 
tradiSonal medicine and, a considerable use of some form of tradiSonal 
medicine exist in many developing countries including South Africa. The 
proposed NaSonal Health Insurance, the NaSonal Development Plan and the 
PresidenSal Compact speaks about tradiSonal health pracSce as both a private 
and public health care service that deserves to be well developed and supported 
by the government to develop to its full potenSal. The proposed cannabis Bill for 
Private use is another instrument that the government is puing forward to 
facilitate the recogniSon of private health care use in the country.  

TradiSonal medicine will conSnue to represent a key component of primary 
health care in the modern era of demographic change, especially with ageing 
populaSons, the significant epidemiological transiSons to chronic diseases and 
mulS-mobility. It contributes to empowering people and communiSes and 
provides important modaliSes for prevenSon, promoSon, treatment, 
rehabilitaSon, and palliaSon in primary care. Cannabis saSva has historically 
been used to achieve the above. 

TradiSonal Health Care service in the country has been categorized as a private 
health care system but, one that is successful in providing sustainable primary 
health care that integrates culture.  

It is a health care service that is comprehensive, paSent-centred, family and 
community considerate. TradiSonal health pracSce besides being relegated to 
the periphery and private corners by the state provides a reliable primary care 
service through following an Ubuntu model. If tradiSonal and western medicine 
are to realize their potenSal in primary health care and health equity, there is 
need for our system of healthcare to be supported by the development of sub 
industries which include agriculture, manufacturing and educaSon for 
sustainability. 

We have accepted that government does not want our system of health care to 
compete with other sister sciences but, such must never be done at the expense 
of the profession and our paSents. As the department is legalizing private use, 
we need to understand that tradiSonal medicine delivery and the use of 
cannabis Must be incorporated into this category of human rights delivery as 
well unless the Healer is developed enough to want to run a big business. The 
public have to be allowed freedom to choose tradiSonal medicine as a private 
health care service and pracSSoners should be provide advice on which 
therapies that includes cannabis use may be beser suited to their parScular 
condiSon.  Such would not only help government realize how much research can 
be done to support this private health care system but, will provide quality, 
constant supply of raw materials to service providers. Offering the wide use of 
cannabis by a private pracSce which is largely informal will offer new 
possibiliSes in dealing with complex emergencies. These include in treaSng 
physical and mental distress through integraSng culture which is a way of life 
that is only offered by this way of life and system.  

For tradiSonal medicine being placed as essenSal medicine by the World Health 
OrganisaSon (WHO), has been accepted by the enSre world as a powerful tool 
to promote health equity and its impact in developing rural economies and 
sustainability. It is a remarkable tool that offer the most cost-effecSve elements 
in health care.  

Why as Healers we want this proposed law to protect our rights as private 
health care providers 

The administraSve process that was followed originally in the criminalisaSon of 
Cannabis locally and internaSonally can be seen over Sme to have been 
essenSally flawed.  It was based on prejudice and assumpSon, and imposed on 
people ignorant of the facts, despite the evidence provided by opponents of 
prohibiSon, making the applicaSon of such laws unconsStuSonal and a 
contravenSon of basic human rights.  
The prohibiSon on Cannabis applies to the whole plant as provided for in the 
definiSon namely:   
 “Cannabis (dagga), the whole plant or any porSon thereof, except” processed 
hemp fibre and seed products with specific restricSons; and “dronabinol 
[(-)transdelta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol]” … (THC) which was excluded for 
pharmaceuScal purposes, and both appear in the Schedules of the Medicines & 
Related Substances Act.  
By 2015, S.A.P.S. raids on our members as tradiSonal health pracSSoners, 
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2020-09-11 
22:12:44 Gauteng No I do not Ronnie 
2020-09-11 
21:05:47 Gauteng No I do not Hendrik
2020-09-11 
19:51:46 Gauteng No I do not

Wish they would pay as much asenSon to crime and corrupSon as they do to 
things like Cannabis which a medical miracle Gilda

2020-09-11 
19:41:22 Gauteng No I do not Stephen 

2020-09-11 
19:21:40 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is a  drug that must be banned totally.  You cannot ban one drug but 
allow a nother one. 
We whant S A drug free, but  say yes to cannabis. Does not make sence. Kenny

2020-09-11 
18:20:02 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis, Dagga, Is sSll a drug. In selected cases it can be used as a medicine 
controlled by a qualified doctor and only that. Apart from that it is suppose to 
be not legal and treated as a drug and not allowed. Gustav

2020-09-11 
18:12:30 Gauteng No I do not Thelma

2020-09-11 
17:56:10 Gauteng No I do not

Given human nature, this will be license for excess and abuse. Our criminal 
jusSce system is overstretched as it is, given one of the highest crime rates in the 
world, and allowing this will only exacerbate the problem. Saying "but they will 
do it anyway" is not a valid moral argument. People commit crime anyway, but 
we sSll have to fight it. Karl

2020-09-11 
17:20:32 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is a drug and although it can have medicinal value, unless taken under 
strict supervision can cause addicSon. We have far too many addicts already. Let 
us not promote more. Pamela

2020-09-11 
16:55:08 Gauteng No I do not

The effect of this drug take days to get out of your system, so how will people 
drive that have used this? Jose

2020-09-11 
16:40:54 Gauteng No I do not Keep the rubbish off our streets and out of our country. Colin

2020-09-11 
16:17:20 Gauteng No I do not

From what I have seen it fries the brain because people using it are addicted to 
it. 

Total ban is best because kids will be affected one way or the other as well. 

The addict should rather be treated. Chantal

2020-09-11 
15:48:57 Gauteng No I do not

No I do not agree in planSng at your home, selling to others, anyone using it at 
all unless a Doctor prescribes it, like it or not it does have side effects when over 
used and people using it become lethargic and don’t funcSon as they should. 
Totally against it. Joëlle 

2020-09-11 
15:43:13 Gauteng No I do not Cannabis is highly addicSve Marie 

2020-09-11 
14:22:34 Gauteng No I do not

Unlike tobacco, Cannabis  can influence your driving skills LONG aXer you have 
used or smoked the drug AT HOME & have been 'high'. Studies show that 
chronic & heavy users can make criScal & dangerous mistakes.  They may 
hallucinate, have paranoid episodes or suffer psychosis.  Who would like to 
climb into an aeroplane or car where the pilot/ driver took Cannabis even two 
days before? Maria

2020-09-11 
14:06:12 Gauteng No I do not

I cannot agree with the legalizaSon of cannabis . Apart from the fact that it is 
addicSve it is not safe for people around the smoker as everybody react 
differently towards the drug. It is a no no for sure. Heie 

2020-09-11 
13:37:41 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is a drug and will only lead to an increased drug addicSon in our 
country.  There are alternaSve medicine available for those medical cases 
requiring something similar to cannabis. Cannabis must not be legalized at all. 
This legalizaSon will not end here and will only expand. The provisions of the 
proposal sounds nice but it can unfortunately not be monitored or enforced. 
The best decision is to avoid any legalizaSon of cannabis altogether. Robert

2020-09-11 
13:05:51 Gauteng No I do not

This legislaSon is ridiculous. 
Why not simply make all drugs legal?  
Legalise opium, legalise Sk/crystal methamphetamine, legalise Cocaine, legalise 
heroine, legalise Nyaope (also known as whoonga or wunga). Why stop with 
canabis/dagga? 
Why not go the whole hog. Let anyone and everyone sell the lot. 

  

John
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2020-09-11 
12:36:28 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis in it's natural state contains some elements that are definitely not 
healthy for human kind and some people using Cannabis have become addicted 
to it! 
For the medicinal benefits regarding Cannabis, surely this aspect must be leX to 
the pharmaceuScal laboratories to extract the medicinal  elements from the 
Cannabis and leave the  unhealthy elements behind?  People will then be able to 
purchase the medicinal Cannabis with opSmal health benefits from their local 
pharmacy and have the assurance that there will be no side-effects coming from 
the unhealthy Cannabis elements because the unhealthy elements have been 
excluded from the medicinal Cannabis available at pharmacies. 
Cannabis limitaSons for private use?  WOW, this is a very naive view for the 
goverment to have because there's no way that these limitaSons regarding the 
private individual will be able to be  monitored by the authoriSes at all because 
there's nowhere near enough authoriSes to implement the required 
monitoring!   
This will mean that private individuals will have to monitor themselves when it 
comes to the limitaSons and this is really hardly likely to take place - it will never 
happen and there's no two ways about it that the private individuals will well 
over-step the Cannabis limitaSons laid down by government,  just like private 
individuals conSnually well over-step with their alcohol misuse, abuse and 
violence on a very regular basis without any real and decent intervenSon taking 
place via the authoriSes and the authoriSes always say that they do not have 
enough manpower to intervene in the first place!  So, the abusive and violent 
drunkards get away with it, so many Smes over! 
Let's not now add to the equaSon of so many private individuals who just don't 
know their own limitaSons and bounds themselves when it comes to addicSve 
drugs, such as alcohol and Cannabis, that will only cause many untoward 
problems within the families and the communiSes that these addicts live in.   
Instead, there needs to be many more helpful programs and so on to clean-up 
the drugs and the drug addicts everywhere in South Africa and very importantly, 
keep all of these drugs and drug addicts whoever they maybe, off our South 
African streets for the sake of all South Africans! Carien

2020-09-11 
11:38:26 Gauteng No I do not No I do not support this bill. Zinto
2020-09-11 
10:08:30 Gauteng No I do not

Will cannabis has never killed . anyone because of over dose . so they must 
leave it alone . netherlands they can smoke anyway why not in South Africa . Mwalimu

2020-09-11 
09:45:49 Gauteng No I do not Nhlanhla

2020-09-11 
09:13:54 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is part of my daily life, laws regarding my cannabis use is against my 
right to consume cannabis how and when I want.  

It's medicine Francois
2020-09-11 
08:46:27 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis in all its forms should be illegal unless it is for medicinal purposes only 
and under the supervision of a qualified medical pracSSoner. Zakariyya

2020-09-11 
08:43:36 Gauteng No I do not

RestricSons for? One cannot breed with 4 plants. 4 Male plants flowering, really. 
600 grams is undefined. This is patheSc. Also, shameful. Jasper

2020-09-11 
08:31:46 Gauteng No I do not

People are smoking cannabis instead of using it for medicinal purpose as it is 
approved for.  Availability of cannabis in the household make it easy accessible 
to young people. Moses

2020-09-11 
08:27:45 Gauteng No I do not

Fences are not built for arbitrary reasons, and one does not tear down a fence 
without knowing why the fence was erected in the first place. 

Likewise, the illegality of cannabis was not arbitrary: there are good reasons why 
cannabis used to be illegal. 

Furthermore, thinking people will sSck to the limitaSons being proposed is 
naive. 

This is a slippery slope which will be difficult to recover from, if we ever do. Marius

2020-09-11 
08:19:14 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis should only allowed by Medical doctors. There is too many people in 
the streets that walk on a high and don't care for any one around them. If they 
are on a high they don't straight.  They don't care for the people around them 
that is why there are so many abuses in our country.  Cannabis is a drug and it  is 
dangerous for your to use it. Damage your brain sells and you can't focus normal  
with it in your system.  Ban cannabis because everyone is planSng it in there 
gardens now. Howcare you goiingvto stop this as it is legal for every one to have 
one tree in the garden. Kids also use it. I think  the new world is starSng to grow  
zombies instead of people who have normal brain. Can you think how it should 
look like if you walk in the street and every one is on a high and dont care what 
they do,  I don't think thatvwill be a nice face to see, who is goiing to do the 
work?. Cc

2020-09-11 
08:08:18 Gauteng No I do not

Maybe for medical use only.  What about people living in apartment buildings 
being contaminated by the second hand smoke around them. 
The people voSng for this bill are all obviously cannabis smokers. 
 neville

2020-09-11 
08:06:33 Gauteng No I do not The limits for personal usage is far too low and very restricSve Mariska

2020-09-11 
07:56:59 Gauteng No I do not

hsps://fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/manifesto/ is a this is what I support. This 
government proposal is disgusSng. They want tax money yet put this country 
backwards. Jail people for a plant? Nowhere I believe this world do they do thst 
now. PatheSc Iain
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2020-09-11 
07:56:04 Gauteng No I do not This is how it should be done hsps://fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/manifesto/ Charl
2020-09-11 
07:23:33 Gauteng No I do not

Bru free this plant from this destrucSon, it could or already is healing your family 
now or later. Don't wait for the inevitable to free it's self. Gaston

2020-09-11 
06:57:19 Gauteng No I do not Margie
2020-09-11 
06:34:52 Gauteng No I do not Le Roux 
2020-09-11 
06:22:00 Gauteng No I do not No I do not support that our right to freedom of growth and usage is controlled Penny

2020-09-11 
06:19:15 Gauteng No I do not

The limits is way too low probably not one of the communist idiots proposing 
the bill culSvate their own, you ate only limiSng the entrance of future 
prospecSve growers so that ypu van make "deals" with businesses that fots ypur 
own pockets #fokofanc Andre

2020-09-11 
05:59:49 Gauteng No I do not Liora
2020-09-11 
04:50:19 Gauteng No I do not It is a drug and must not be legalised for private use at all. Helena

2020-09-11 
04:06:28 Gauteng No I do not

Ek sê NEE! Daar is al reeds so ‘n vergrype aan middels en dit lei tot 
onverantwoordelike optrede soos oproer, moord en so vele meer. So asseblief 
nie!! Tina

2020-09-11 
03:35:33 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis should be freely made available without restricSons because it's not 
harmful but it's medicine. Tshidi

2020-09-11 
03:32:30 Gauteng No I do not Dineo

2020-09-11 
02:10:14 Gauteng No I do not

People should have the freedom to grow the amount of cannabis/dagga they 
see fit provided no laws are broken , people shouldn’t live with the fear of 
experiencing the ignorance and violence of police abuse of power because of 
something they need for medical reasons. Plus the benefits and opportuniSes of 
moving forwards to fully legalizing the plant will open up new spaces for JOBS, 
MONEY , MORE TAX FOR THE GOVERNMENT TO STEAL. Lindo

2020-09-10 
23:38:31 Gauteng No I do not

Legalizing cannabis is not going to do any good for society. It acts as a gate way 
drug and if it is allowed, it will open doors for more drug abuse in the country. Bridget

2020-09-10 
22:39:22 Gauteng No I do not

I do not agree with this bill as it does not serve the "PEOPLE'S" best interests. It 
should be looked at in a way that will empower the people of South Africa. Brian

2020-09-10 
22:20:42 Gauteng No I do not

What a load of rubbish. No sense in quanSSes 
Deirdre 

2020-09-10 
22:12:11 Gauteng No I do not Sandra
2020-09-10 
22:07:38 Gauteng No I do not

Legalise it. Tax it. If sigarets and alcohol, both habit forming drugs are allowed, 
cannabis must be too. Decriminalise in toto! Coenie

2020-09-10 
21:16:56 Gauteng No I do not

The use of cannabis in the home must not regulated. There must be no 
restricSon on how much a person may plant or possession for private personal 
legal use.  

 Only the use in public and trading must be regulated Andile

2020-09-10 
21:10:59 Gauteng No I do not

The proposed cannabis policy is ludicrous. That cannabis is controlled at all is 
idioSc. It is freely available. The 'war on drugs'is code for 'war on ciSzen 
freedom'. This legislaSve idiocy makes criminals out of ordinary, non-violent 
people. Corrupt, thieving government bureaucrats, who literally rob ciSzens, 
aren't persecuted nearly as much as the poor, lowly, cannabis user or trader, 
both of whom harm absolutely no one. Rick

2020-09-10 
21:09:46 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis, TCH, CBD should be illegal in all aspects and should not be made legal 
at all Ferdinand

2020-09-10 
21:04:10 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis, TCH, CBD should be illegal in all aspects and should not be made legal 
at all Jeduthun

2020-09-10 
20:52:25 Gauteng No I do not

According to my understanding is that cabana was ment to heal not to smoke by 
school in town infront of parent by children  I never had a problem when older 
people smoke it in their yard but today its mixt with nyaupe by school children 
in the streets please burn this thing our future generaSons is dying of this 
wonderful plant that was created to heal human beings our society its dying in 
front of us no one is saying a thing WILMAN

2020-09-10 
20:51:20 Gauteng No I do not RegulaSon not required Liz

2020-09-10 
19:58:43 Gauteng No I do not

Government must stop people from smoking Cannabis. We are already 
experiencing problems due to ill-discipline by members under the influence. If 
government is serious about fighSng gender based violence and the wave of 
crime in South Africa it must create a conducive environment for peace to 
prevail. The problem is that our government wants to win votes at all costs 
including killing innocent babies in their mothers womb but safe murderous that 
are terrorizing the naSon. Even worse by denying law abiding ciSzens to protect 
themselves from this criminals. Sello Daniel 

2020-09-10 
19:50:34 Gauteng No I do not

You are trying to regulate the plant...you were instructed not to. Which part of 
that do you not understand. Allow people (licensed - from which you can Leech 
funds from) to grow/market/sell the same as informal traders work... Brendan

2020-09-10 
19:46:56 Gauteng No I do not

We can not legalize any drug. 
Our society will come to a fall. Theunis 
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2020-09-10 
19:34:58 Gauteng No I do not

I run a rehabilitaSon centre and every single paSent who presents with 
psychosis has been smoking Cannabis. Research needs to include interviewing 
every single Rehab in the country to ascertain the irreparable damage caused by 
this drug through their hands on  
experience. This bill is vehemently  apposed by myself and my esteemed 
colleagues. Sheryl 

2020-09-10 
19:32:59 Gauteng No I do not

The use of Cannabis saSva has been shown to cause permanent changes in the 
brain. I cannot understand that the government cuts down on smoking tobacco 
but wants to legalize cannabis. Schizophrenic symptoms and psychosis with all 
the effects can happen in people who use cannabis and worse of all it is habit 
forming. NO No NO VasS

2020-09-10 
19:22:59 Gauteng No I do not

First children if 12 can have legal sex, now people can grown their own drugs.   I 
think the new hashtag must be #NLM  No lives maser..  A

2020-09-10 
19:11:23 Gauteng No I do not

This is nonsense, the government is failing to fight serious issues, there are 
people who are selling serious drugs outside and they are walking free, 
marijuana is a natural herb,, everyone should be able to plant, sell it and smoke 
it freely. The problem is the government is geing any tax that's why he's 
implemenSng this, I say he must scrap it off and let people do as they please, 
people that are smoking marijuana has no harm to anyone, it's either they 
legalise it without boundaries or not legalise it at all. Philani

2020-09-10 
18:57:19 Gauteng No I do not

Great improvements towards the banning of smoking has been made publick 
spaces like restaurants are again a joy to visit. Now the government is giving in 
to smooth-talking thugs to decriminalise the use of dagga. Everyone knows how 
users has personality changes and become quite brave and ruthless while under 
the influence of this drug. The use of cannibis is also one of the main triggers of 
schitzophrenia, a permanent illnes once it had manifested with high cost  in 
management  and treatment. Mariese

2020-09-10 
18:56:53 Gauteng No I do not we are creaSng a culture of drug addicts and young people with psychosis. LaurenSa
2020-09-10 
18:47:51 Gauteng No I do not Jaco
2020-09-10 
18:33:24 Gauteng No I do not Taahira

2020-09-10 
18:26:49 Gauteng No I do not

For people who live in apartment blocks, it is very inconvenient when neighbors 
in the same block smoke cannabis because the smoke blows into your 
apartment.  There is no way to avoid it and this is unfair because it then 
infringes on your choice not to do drugs.  I also knew two people who started 
smoking cannabis and then went over to more hard core drugs. The result? They 
overdosed and have both passed away now. There is a reason why it was illegal 
to use weed to begin with: it has negaSve consequences.  

Izanne

2020-09-10 
18:20:28 Gauteng No I do not

No , no, no. Drunken drivers are bad enough and soon have smoked up idiots on 
the roads too! 

Why promote this drug si that more and more children will be exposed to drug 
taking. Don't tell me there is a law, that protects children, if you a user you don't 
care about the law. Marcelle

2020-09-10 
18:14:40 Gauteng No I do not

The government might as well legalize other drugs as well. No control will be 
implemented over these limits... Just more law enforcement bribes will happen. MarSn

2020-09-10 
18:13:54 Gauteng No I do not

We could boost our economy if you made this plant legally available for sale and 
purchase Oliver 

2020-09-10 
18:05:30 Gauteng No I do not Moira
2020-09-10 
17:38:11 Gauteng No I do not

LiX the ban completely.   Just prevent exposure to children and the  using of it in 
public spaces  Other than designated smoke rooms Hans

2020-09-10 
17:18:59 Gauteng No I do not Ashley
2020-09-10 
17:18:30 Gauteng No I do not I say no to the use of cannabis Rex

2020-09-10 
16:54:28 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is a habit forming drug and no maser what restricSons are placed on it 
they will be broken as has been evidenced with tobacco during lock-down. The 
police are totally corrupt, inept and bone idol lazy, there is no way that they will 
enforce any laws restricSng the use/sale/possession of cannabis, they cannot 
even control the EFF from burning down Clicks stores. Leave Cannabis as a 
banned substance as this allows enough people to use/abuse the drug as it is Charles

2020-09-10 
16:52:32 Gauteng No I do not Madelein

2020-09-10 
16:42:57 Gauteng No I do not

What absolute garbage! "too close to a window, or “in the immediate presence 
of any non-consenSng adult person" What exactly does any of this mean?  
Already under the law you can smoke pot and legally drive when under the 
influence of an HALUCINATORY DRUG (cannabis) but aXer 1 beer it is illegal to 
drive? This makes NO sense. 
Cannabis is an highly addicSve DRUG! How am I protected when a neighbor 
smokes this drug and I cannot even breath on my own property?????????????? 
Just another way to screw up an already screwed up country! Brian

2020-09-10 
16:40:31 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis should be made legal just as Cigareses and alcohol are. 
 Place an age restricSon on the use hereof.  
Starving communiSes could benefit financially instead of arresSng them. 
Our Police are needed elsewhere instead of conSnuously hunSng down 
cannabis.  Make it legal and remove the criminality ! 
Control the producSon and sale thereof and benefit from job creaSon, tax 
collecSon and free up the already over burdened police  and SANDF! Ken
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2020-09-10 
16:40:27 Gauteng No I do not I think this is crazy! Carol-Ann

2020-09-10 
16:20:17 Gauteng No I do not

regarding cannabis used recreaSonal or for medical purpose its ulSmately up to 
the users choice . cannabis cannot give you an overdose and has no long term 
effects like cocain etc , a study showed that it takes approximately 30 days 
depending on the user for there brain receptors to return at normal levels that is 
why aXer you have not smoked for a while you get super high . Look at the 
united states , the market for marijuana is bigger than that of farming so 
therefore more income for the government due to taxis on cannabis  

The government should create a three step system to protect the user and the 
companies who sell the product . Step 1 : So its life start on a farm somewhere 
then is dried and  cured for consumpSon . Step 2 : it will then be taken to one 
trusted country wide laboratory where they test the dried cannabis for any 
substance  that will harm the user . Step 3 : It will then be taken to retail shops 
to be sold to the consumers  

Cannabis is even safer to use then alcohol when looking at how much accident 
are caused by alcohol but the gov want to put more stricter laws on cannabis 
then alcohol , get your ish in order  bruh ........ nathan 

2020-09-10 
16:16:37 Gauteng No I do not

where does the individual who use cannabis for  medicinal purposes fit in? 

Just to make cream or an extracSon for medicinal purposes (long term 
treatment), one need at least 1 kg dried plant material. 

Alida
2020-09-10 
16:08:53 Gauteng No I do not I believe that any drug should be illegal as it leads to other crimes. Gerhard
2020-09-10 
16:05:47 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis can become addicSve and a gateway to serious addicSon to other 
substances. freddie

2020-09-10 
16:00:40 Gauteng No I do not

The bill is meant to respect the privacy of adults to possess and culSvate 
cannabis,  
but why is the bill then placing more restricSons on said adults? I mean literally 
its doing the opposite of what it says its trying to do 

This is what I think should be done with regards to cannabis legalisaSon:  
hsps://fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/manifesto/ 

The full pdf is here hsps://fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/wp-content/uploads/
2019/11/FGA_CANNABIS_IN_SOUTH_AFRICA_LOW_RES-FINAL-DRAFT-
NOV19.pdf sean

2020-09-10 
15:53:37 Gauteng No I do not Cannabis should be completely legal Candice
2020-09-10 
15:51:49 Gauteng No I do not

If you makin yourself meds then you need more than 600g dry bud. 
All Criminal record should be dropped. Angelo

2020-09-10 
15:50:32 Gauteng No I do not

I agree with the limits on dealing, providing to a child and consuming in public. 
All other limits are against my personal freedom. Paul

2020-09-10 
15:44:55 Gauteng No I do not Jeanese
2020-09-10 
15:40:05 Gauteng No I do not Jeanese 
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2020-09-10 
15:39:42 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis should be completely legal. It has never killed anyone, it has no real 
side effects and has incredible medicinal and relaxing qualiSes.  It is not a 
substance that induces violence as does many types of Alcohol that is so freely 
available  and abused in our society.  
There is not just a great commercial opportunity here world wide but also a 
world trend to decriminalise cannabis culSvaSon, sale and use. Most modern 
and informed countries in the world now allow the growing, sale and use of 
Cannabis under controlled condiSons and it is proving to be an incredible source 
of tax revenue. It also has reduced the jailing of cannabis growers and users 
making a significant impact on reducing pesy cannabis criminals (as they are 
classified now) resulSng in jails now emptying in these countries but also of jail 
revenue consumpSon decreasing significant. The overflowing jails now have up 
to 25% less inmates and the jails can look aXer the real criminals placed in their 
care. 
In jail these so called pesy criminal become hardened criminals as a rule and 
add to our hopeless crime ridden country.  On top of this our incredibly corrupt 
police force will now have renewed vigor in persecuSng such harmless growers 
and distributors to illicit the customary bribes out of these growers and trader.  
The proposed levels in this document are quite absurd and have no reason 
behind the different levels of seriousness of the "crimes". The draconian 
punishment is out of step and out of place for a substance which is of no harm 
to our society.  
In all, South Africa is not only hopelessly out of step with informed modern 
world on Cannabis use and producSon,it is poorly informed on cannabis effects 
on society, it can't police properly, its jails are to full and create worse criminals 
than the people who are put in jail and it is loosing a fantasSc commercial 
opportunity in a country which is on its financial knees. Government is also 
throwing away a great tax revenue source and the chance to legalise the growth 
and trade of cannabis in a controlled and regulated environment where the 
cannabis can be used, sold and grown without the social issues in an 
environment where it is illogically made illegal.   
This is a blind and uninformed dark ages imposiSon on our society who have 
clearly chosen to use cannabis extensively already and where there are no ill 
effects on society while doing this. 
An appalling piece of legislaSon proposed by people who are completely ill 
informed and retrogressive in thinking. Alan

2020-09-10 
15:23:36 Gauteng No I do not Jean

2020-09-10 
15:20:00 Gauteng No I do not

As a non smoker I do not want to smell or inhale it in public or in my private 
home, garden or recreaSonal space, same as for sigarese smoke. I do not want 
my pets to smell or inhale it. I live in a town house where living space like 
gardens and balconies are open and close together by necessity.  

I have friends and family members who are recovering drug and alcohol addicts. 
I do not want them to smell or inhale it when visiSng my private property  

Ronel 

2020-09-10 
15:19:57 Gauteng No I do not

I strongly believe that government must consult with cannabis users and get 
their side of experience. I am sure user can reveal goods that's cannabis can do 
for the country as well, and don't only look at the bad that has been spread 
about cannabis. There is a lot of people that have use this in a good way not just 
smoking, please let's look over all the bad and seek the good benefits out of this 
plant. Thobeka 

2020-09-10 
15:11:22 Gauteng No I do not

We have an issue with alcohol already in this country and I quesSon how are 
you going to control peoples use of cannabis? Being high behind a wheel of a car 
is dangerous. This should only be sold on prescripSon from qualified doctors. 
Never make laws that cannot be enforced. The police are already stretched and 
yet the government seeks to put another major responsibility on them. Stop 
trying to micro manage everything. South Africa is meant to be a democracy not 
a dictatorship. Has the affect on children in the homes of people smoking 
cannabis even been considered?  Just no. It is addicSve and should not be freely 
available. Thank you. Pauline

2020-09-10 
15:11:22 Gauteng No I do not

We have an issue with alcohol already in this country and I quesSon how are 
you going to control peoples use of cannabis? Being high behind a wheel of a car 
is dangerous. This should only be sold on prescripSon from qualified doctors. 
Never make laws that cannot be enforced. The police are already stretched and 
yet the government seeks to put another major responsibility on them. Stop 
trying to micro manage everything. South Africa is meant to be a democracy not 
a dictatorship. Has the affect on children in the homes of people smoking 
cannabis even been considered?  Just no. It is addicSve and should not be freely 
available. Thank you. Pauline

2020-09-10 
15:09:10 Gauteng No I do not D

2020-09-10 
15:07:43 Gauteng No I do not

Police should have nothing to do with cannabis at all. All powers must be be 
stripped from the SAPS in all forms regarding cannabis. 

The sale of all cannabis should be allowed and only taxed at the sales point. 
No sin tax, nothing. 

Any amount of cannabis should be allowed to be culSvated in a private space. Greg
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2020-09-10 
15:02:19 Gauteng No I do not

No illegal (or legal substance for that maser) can be 'controlled' by any Private 
Purposes Bill.   Proper moral laws starts at home and when our homes are 
corrupted by ANY kind of abuse why bother?  It starts with those in AUTHORITY 
to take responsibility and set the example on EVERY level of our society.         

M

2020-09-10 
15:02:11 Gauteng No I do not

To me cannabis should be illegal unless prescribed by a doctor and under stricter 
condiSons. 

We have a whole group of men smoking right outside my window and smoke 
comes in my flat and nothing done about it. Ann

2020-09-10 
15:00:43 Gauteng No I do not

Use of any amount of cannabis should be illegal. It is a drug just like cocaine and 
just like cocaine it is addicSve and causes people to be violent and kills braincells 
and causes major damage to your body. Yolande

2020-09-10 
14:52:54 Gauteng No I do not

This will prove to be a big mistake. It will enable exisSng drug rings ( does 
anyone really believe they will sell only dagga?). There will be fights for the 
distribuSon routes. This measure will lead to widespread selling of dagga. The 
youth will indulge more in it (this was proved with research in the US). As a drug 
its effects is not fully studied. And once allowed it will be just about impossible 
to ban it again. Go ask Columbia about their experience with coke. It will cost 
the country a lot. Ferdinamd

2020-09-10 
14:43:36 Gauteng No I do not BETH

2020-09-10 
14:39:28 Gauteng No I do not

For heavens' sake! Get a life (smoke cannabis). Can't the government leave 
anything alone? Who is going to monitor this? Why monitor it? The police are 
totally unable to administer this policy so why waste Sme trying to promote it? 
Maybe it's because most government policies are made aXer a sweet couple of 
zolls? Penny

2020-09-10 
14:37:11 Gauteng No I do not Jeanne

2020-09-10 
14:33:54 Gauteng No I do not

The two legal recreaSonal drugs, tobacco and alcohol, are already causing 
enough damage to the fabric of our society. We do not need add a third one.  
Once cannabis is legal, what is the next recreaSonal drug - cocaine? Marina

2020-09-10 
14:25:13 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is a plant like a tomato or rosemary. There should be as much 
regulaSon for cannabis as there is for tomatoes and rosemary. Police should 
have nothing to do with gardening. Cannabis is a God given plant that has 
literally killed NOONE (unlike rosemary) and should be included in the diets of 
all who choose to do so. No being or insStuSon has the right to hinder anyone's 
access to cannabis for its obvious benign ability to heal.  

Sale of cannabis should be allowed like the sale of rosemary: without restricSon. Donne
2020-09-10 
14:19:25 Gauteng No I do not punte

2020-09-10 
14:12:07 Gauteng No I do not

I'm not gonna agree to anything right now.like I said before we want a cure for 
HIV please why should I say my views on some issues where my follow south 
African they would get cure and its there. We know Dineo

2020-09-10 
14:08:24 Gauteng No I do not No absolutely not Fyzal  Yusuf
2020-09-10 
13:48:08 Gauteng No I do not hsps://fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/manifesto/ Anton
2020-09-10 
13:34:24 Gauteng No I do not

This bill will kill any hope of having a cannabis industry in south African, we need 
cannabis to be regulated like tabacco in order to repair our economy. Gerard

2020-09-10 
13:28:20 Gauteng No I do not

Due to the ill effects of cannibis (social and addicSve health effects), cannibis 
should remain illegal in all forms except for the few known diseases where 
Cannibis is medically accepted internaSonally as a treatment.  
Should the side-effects result in exacerbaSng drug addicSon, the State hospitals 
could be used to treat addicts. I object to tax-payers fooSng the bill for 
treatment of drug addicSon. Period! Gary

2020-09-10 
13:24:28 Gauteng No I do not

Medical use only! The doctor's will rather give chemo to you for the money 
which is not right. Chemo makes you very sick it's like poisen and you die from 
chemo. Medical use ONLY!!! Not smoking that it makes them crazy... Adri 

2020-09-10 
13:12:49 Gauteng No I do not Shannon

2020-09-10 
12:59:35 Gauteng No I do not

The proposed bill is a blatant violaSon of our consStuSonal rights, norms and 
values. We can have endless amounts of alcohol in our homes and it is legal. But 
we cannot have cannabis with THC for medicinal purposes.  CBD with THC is 
proven to assist people with health issues. It combats pain and it helps heal the 
body. The health benefits are endless. It is nothing like Alcohol that causes all 
sorts of health issues, violence and drunk driving etc.  The Government is 
missing the boat and the opportunity to turn the cannabis industry into a mulS 
million rand industry and become a huge contributor to the SA ecomony and 
GDP. Just look at how the Netherlands has done just that and look at how they 
have regulated the industry to ensure it is legal and beneficial to all. Look at the 
big picture. If the products made from CBD are correctly regulated for sale and 
public consumpSon to stop illegal drug trade and you empower a naSon to 
make money legally and bring huge health benefits and financial contribuSon to 
the country.  Dont just say no, do your homework and get experts from 
countries were it is legal to advise. Kevin

2020-09-10 
12:40:24 Gauteng No I do not Completely wrong and not working with other internaSonal successes Kevin

2020-09-10 
12:22:18 Gauteng No I do not

We should protect children and should also protect those who do not make use 
of cannabis.  RestricSons on how much of we can plant either for private use or 
as an emerging medicinal use farmer will exclude. Victor
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2020-09-10 
12:21:47 Gauteng No I do not

there is no suggesSon on how people need to react who stay in complexes or 
flats. 
who's consent do you need to get next door neighbor.    
 There is thousands of people living flats with balconies and complexes so how 
do we deal with this, 
It cannot be leX for the body corporate or management companies.  Johanna 

Magdelena
2020-09-10 
12:09:38 Gauteng No I do not

There will be more GBV  and how will Government control the usage . They 
cannot control corrupSon which is in their faces 

Lindsay 
Benedict

2020-09-10 
11:59:42 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is My Medicine and I will not be dictated to as to to the quanSSes I 
may grow & possess at any one Sme. Ryan

2020-09-10 
11:56:08 Gauteng No I do not Yvonne

2020-09-10 
11:50:35 Gauteng No I do not

An arScle I read which was on data gathered in the United Kingdom several 
years ago stated that there was a fear that the cannabis smokers would become 
schizophreniacs.  The reason stated was that the cannabis which is smoked 
today is much stronger than the cannabis smoked in the 1960 which had  much 
milder effects.  We are confronted every day with the horror of alchoholism and 
drugs that we do not need another player on the scene. 
I have no issue with cannabis used for medical purposes as this has been proved 
effecSve in handling pain. Anne

2020-09-10 
11:46:33 Gauteng No I do not

With the drug abuse of today i don't want my kids to be expose to this so i 
would like this to stop it before it become like the crime raid. Roshen

2020-09-10 
11:46:24 Gauteng No I do not Any form of habit forming drug i do not support Andrew
2020-09-10 
11:45:11 Gauteng No I do not Raymond 
2020-09-10 
11:41:05 Gauteng No I do not

This os just another way for the ANC elite to scam and a new way to defraud the 
country out of money. Lawrence

2020-09-10 
11:41:03 Gauteng No I do not

This os just another way for the ANC elite to scam and a new way to defraud the 
country out of money. Lawrence

2020-09-10 
11:26:44 Gauteng No I do not Cannabis is a gateway drug. Clive
2020-09-10 
11:25:32 Gauteng No I do not Irene
2020-09-10 
11:24:46 Gauteng No I do not I do not support any use of cannabis whatsoever. James

2020-09-10 
11:19:26 Gauteng No I do not

15 years prison sentence for selling A PLANT is more than for RAPE or 
MURDER??  
What is being done about corrupSon?? 
Even moderate users use a lot more than 600grams of dried cannabis per year, 
so if you grow for personal consumpSon and can't buy anywhere what are you 
supposed to do for the rest of the year when it is out of season and you can't 
grow? 
Not everyone can grow indoors where you can grow anySme of year. 
I would say the MINIMUM allowed dried amount per person should be 1,5 or 2 
kilograms, at LEAST. And per adult per household, not a maximum of two 
adults? Come on! And what about people who use it for medicinal purposes, 
they use vastly more for extracSng and making edibles. 
Smoking around children shouldn't be allowed, I agree, but prison sentence?? 
Make it a reasonable heXy fine if you really want. What will be next, death 
penalty for smoking cigareses or being drunk near children? Come on! 
The same with smoking in public or "too close to a window". A lesser fine would 
be in order, but not prison Sme, it shouldn't be a criminal offense! 
I agree with the amount you can have in public and that you can giX someone, 
that seems reasonable. 
At least involve some people or someone who knows a thing or two about 
Cannabis before sucking ridiculous "laws" out of your thumbs. RIDICULOUS i say! 
Sort out the ANC, EFF, corrupSon and every SOE, we are already the laughing 
stock of the world! Stuart

2020-09-10 
11:16:36 Gauteng No I do not

I do not agree with the Cannabis for Private Purposes Bill because people who 
have commised far worse crimes such as rape, theX, murder etc. get less than 
15 years jail Sme. I mean, you want to send someone to hail for using, growing, 
selling a plant? No deaths due to the miss use of Cannabis has ever been 
recorded. The plant is not dangerous physically or mentally except for very short 
term memory, but not at all long term. I am a Quadriplegic male who grows and 
makes use of Cannabis for medicinal reasons.  It is also a brilliant subsStute for 
expensive medicine. Expensive medicine that someSmes poor people can't 
afford and that the medicine in many cases doesn't even help the person 
whereas Cannabis does help and  is more affordable. JG

2020-09-10 
11:09:22 Gauteng No I do not

We MUST concentrate on the FACT that organic, unadulterated cannabis is not 
only a powerful super herb but also HIGHLY NUTRITIOUS. Therefore let those 
restricSons be imposed on persons who smoke commercial, non organic 
cannabis around clean living humans. 
Humans of ALL ages benefit from cannabis orally and inhaled as smoke or 
steam. Too much misinformaSon has caused the truth to be rather skewed in 
respect to the purposeful recogniSon as a respected culinary all round miracle.  
Much  respect and love. The DIVINE in me, salutes the DIVINE in you.  
Coletane Mapule  
Guide Coletane 
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2020-09-10 
11:08:50 Gauteng No I do not

This is a global business opportunity for the country. These rules block anyone 
from taking the opportunity into a commercial benefit for ZA. Rick

2020-09-10 
10:50:21 Gauteng No I do not Elsa
2020-09-10 
10:47:42 Gauteng No I do not Presha 
2020-09-10 
10:45:59 Gauteng No I do not Anthony
2020-09-10 
10:36:00 Gauteng No I do not If everyone agrees this will become a perfect excuse for drug abuse Fathima 
2020-09-10 
10:31:06 Gauteng No I do not Cannabis is a gateway drug. Clive
2020-09-10 
10:26:52 Gauteng No I do not The plant must be free!! For the people. Claudio
2020-09-10 
10:23:19 Gauteng No I do not Anne

2020-09-10 
10:22:24 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is the gateway to drug addicSon and the 'high' achieved is never high 
enough so users are enSced and even willing to use other, stronger substances. 
How do parents using cannabis  explain to their children that it is not good, or 
will they? Psychosis and schizophrenia can be a resultant of 'trial use' in young 
children (like flipping a light switch), the outcome of which is a lifelong illness of 
hallucinaSons that  get treated by medically approved drugs for the rest of that 
child's life. Alcohol is that cause of many vehicle accidents, criminal acSviSes, 
home based violence, etc. - what will cannabis add top this repertoire?  
Law enforcement in South Africa is so inefficient and corrupt in that they cannot 
enforce the current legislaSon at a micro level, how on earth will they enforce 
this?????  Eric

2020-09-10 
10:17:52 Gauteng No I do not

Make trade legal and earn tax. 15 years prison is ridiculous for something that is 
legal in other countries. carl

2020-09-10 
10:14:08 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is an addicSve drug and just like cigareses and alcohol has health 
implicaSons and hence must be subject to the same control and regulaSons.  
The product must be SABS approved, sold in legal outlets and taxes must be paid 
on the product sold. Smokers and drinkers have to pay sin taxes and why must 
cannabis be the excepSon?  This will ensure the product maintains a certain 
legal quality and keep it away from under 18 and also produce an income for the 
country. The same rules must apply for workers going to work under the 
influence of cannabis as for alcohol (mind altering drug) to give co-workers legal 
protecSon from asacks or the like and protects the employer. Charmaine

2020-09-10 
10:13:00 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis should be used for medical purposes only, NOT for personal use! 
Those who transgress must be jailed. IgnaSus

2020-09-10 
10:05:08 Gauteng No I do not

No drug should be legal. Ungrateful cannabis sSll contains THC which is the 
“mind altering “ part of the drug so even if it’s been “made safe” it’s not 
actually... 
People are people and it won’t just be used for “medicinal “ purposes.. Louise 

2020-09-10 
10:03:19 Gauteng No I do not

The marijuana plant contains oils specific to the human body's cannabinoid 
system, it was been part of the human diet for hundreds of not thousands of 
years, demonized by greedy evil drug companies, calling it the same thing they 
peddle...a drug, when it truth it's actually an anS-toxin, ignorance is no excuse, 
people are suffering! Jason

2020-09-10 
10:00:17 Gauteng No I do not

I am absolutely against this bill. Cannabis for private purposes is an open invite 
for a naSon of drug addicts. I am a counsellor and have seen way too many drug 
addicts in my Sme, all started out using Canabis. This is dangerous and can not 
be made legal...............PLEASE!!!!!!!! 

Amanda
2020-09-10 
09:57:29 Gauteng No I do not Alta

2020-09-10 
09:56:53 Gauteng No I do not

HOW DARE YOU BRING THIS UP FOR ANY CONSIDERATION IT IS NOT IN ANY WAY 
GOOD FOR THIS NATION OR ANY OTHER NATION . 
BY THE AUTHOURITY PLACED IN ME DEFINITIVELY NO .WE HAVE FAR MORE 
IMPORTANT ISSUES THAT NEED TO BE ADDRESSED! Adrian

2020-09-10 
09:51:29 Gauteng No I do not

There have been quite a few studies on cannabis that concluded to long term 
cogniSve decline. Permanent IQ drop and memory deficits. The smell is also 
stronger and worse than cigareses. It should only be studied further for possible 
medical applicaSons. Niel

2020-09-10 
09:49:24 Gauteng No I do not sharon
2020-09-10 
09:44:01 Gauteng No I do not Rashida
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2020-09-10 
09:40:53 Gauteng No I do not

"By prohibiSng the exchange of remuneraSon for cannabis, cannabis plants, 
seeds, and seedlings, the Bill envisages idealisSc altruism while completely 
ignoring the commercial realiSes involved in growing, processing, and supplying 
cannabis for personal consumpSon. 
In pracSce, this amounts to self-defeaSng legislaSon, forcing the average person 
to obtain cannabis illicitly, reinforcing the exisSng black market, and depriving 
the economy of asainable tax income. 

Currently, the only commercial opportuniSes available in the industry relate to 
farmers who can obtain a licence to either export their yield or supply it to a 
laboratory that has the necessary licences for the treatment, processing, and 
manufacturing of cannabis-related products. This is insufficient to ensure that 
the whole country has the opportunity to parScipate in, and benefit from, the 
cannabis economy. 

The Bill ignores the daily lived realiSes of most South Africans who live on or 
below the poverty line - Such persons do not have the benefit of garden space 
to grow their plants, or enough rooms in their dwellings to ensure that they can 
parScipate in the benefits of the Bill while not violaSng the stringent condiSons 
applied therein." 

Brent

2020-09-10 
09:39:44 Gauteng No I do not

You are making it readily available to children.... Even with their restricSons. No 
person who wants to take cannabis will follow the regulaSons especially 
parents /adults who allow cannabis in their homes. Rather allow a prescripSon 
from a medical doctor. Claire

2020-09-10 
09:26:08 Gauteng No I do not

1. I don’t agree with being jailed for making a living from weed. Rather a fair tax 
for the size of the operaSon one runs.  
2. What about weed products like edibles and ointments?  
3. People without intensive capital to start ventures that can even measure the 
amount of THC there is in marijuana are being excluded from the economy of 
weed. 
4. Weed should be used to boost the economy by leing ordinary people trade 
freely in it.  

Pumla

2020-09-10 
09:25:20 Gauteng No I do not

Canabis is first and foremost a natural remedy and is used extensively by 
tradiSonal healers ; parScularly to assist drug addicts to recover.  The penalSes 
are draconian. It appears that to the law makers, smoking cannabis at an 'open 
window' is a an offence more worthy of a of a long term in jail that rape. There is 
no sense in this bill at all.  But then, common sense is not common, is it? Jayni

2020-09-10 
09:24:23 Gauteng No I do not

I have seen what  Cannabis can do in our family, and s far as i'm concerned it's  a 
drug no maser what people call it, and the law in our country can control 
nothing. Lorraine

2020-09-10 
09:23:44 Gauteng No I do not

Children are geing it and growing it and think it is fine. IT IS NOT!!!!!! 
ONLY LEGAL REGULATED OILS CAN BE SOLD.  
Cannabis for medical yes but no to everyone growing it for self use as this leads 
to uncontrolled use by teenagers. 

Christelle
2020-09-10 
09:14:52 Gauteng No I do not

Go to hell!  Where is our R500billion?????  Stop trying to distract us, it's not 
working. We are coming for you! Leave the plant growers alone. Veronique

2020-09-10 
09:11:10 Gauteng No I do not

No no no!!!! 
It a police state document that takes away our rights  and basically give the 
government the right to do what ever they see fit. It will also open the door for 
corrupSon and corrupt police officers to bend and defeat the jusSce system as 
well as to profile you and record your address for further harassment.  When 
they could be using state funds and taxes for real police work and arrest of hard 
criminals, ie... murder, rape the list goes on.  I will not allow you five minute put 
together police state document to violate my consStuSonal right to privacy in 
my home car or me what so ever.  The government has had 2 years to put this 
together but it looks like a last minute bill to get to parliament because of the 
consStuSon ruling. In The case of the Dagga couples case. C

2020-09-10 
09:09:41 Gauteng No I do not

Any professional scienSst will tell you that Cannabis is bad for you. 
On top of that, I met people using Cannabis and they just get blunt, 
and it is then that they commit the most horrible asacks and killings. Jacobus

2020-09-10 
09:07:43 Gauteng No I do not Petro

2020-09-10 
09:00:19 Gauteng No I do not

I am strongly opposed to this Bill fo rthe following reasons: 

1. It encourages the criminal element in the country, whcih is already rampant. 
2. The link between marijuana use and going on to stronger drugs is well 
documented. 
3. The hypocrisy of the present govt in seeking to shut down alcohol sales, while 
allowing cannabis use, is repellent. Lynn

2020-09-10 
08:48:58 Gauteng No I do not

Make it legal and charge tax on sales etc, the income to our economy will be 
huge. Make age restricSons to safeguard our kids and do some internaSonal 
research, counSres where it has been fully legalized are making millions in taxes. 
In s country where unemployment is a big problem this also create job 
oppertuniSes. Our government should seriously start understanding human 
behavior before draXing laws. Elize
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2020-09-10 
08:43:52 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis should be treated and regulated  like cigareses and alcohol. People 
shouldn't be restricted for growing or selling. It's a PLANT! Nature shouldn't be 
illegal! Elana

2020-09-10 
08:43:26 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis plant is a wellness plant with medical properSes that range from 
mental disorders all the way to CURING cancer. It is a plant that most users 
consider essenSal for daily use, to address one or many ailments. Different end 
products can be made for different applicaSons and may come in a different 
forms, oil for pain 
Tinctures  
Edibles  
Vape oils 
Hair growth oil, to name a few everyday uses.  
The limits appear to be preposterous when one considers the many uses of the 
plant. 

The judgment made by the high Court later by the ConsStuSonal Court 
decriminilizes the use of cannabis but the new proposed bill gives an impression 
that the writers of the bill are not prepared to DECRIMINILIZE the use of the 
plant.  

The punishment is too harsh which also makes the courts' judgment null n void.  

There are also inconsistencies with the numbers. Four flowering plants in this 
case should be considered as a supply for atleast four months because it will 
take atleast another four month to next harvest. 600g is not close to a sufficient 
amount for one adult.  

2.there is no proof that cannabis carries risk of overdose or death therefore the 
proposed limits for an adult cannot be jusSfied. 

3. There are many factors that affect the quality of the product, therefore one is 
not guaranteed to get the best result in some cases non of the product 
harvested can be used. This, in cases where people are limited to such a small 
amount. They will persue other ways of sourcing the plant which may include 
buying from the black market. 
To avoid illegal sales of cannabis our laws need to allow the user to produce 
enough for themselves. 
And allow organizaSons such as cannabis clubs that grow on behalf of users who 
cannot grow for themselves as a non profit service. 

We aught to deschedule cannabis as an illegal drug all together, and protect it as 
a potenSal taxpayer, with certain measures in place to protect the rights of 
those who do not associate with the plant. 

In the event where laws permit sales of the product, our laws need to protect 
small scale growers and allow them growth instead of allowing a few big 
companies to control the whole market as it has been proven to be 
unsustainable. Small scale growers can grow rapidly and at the same pace 
produce employment and wealth for a new group entrepreneurs in the many 
facets of the cannabis business. 

One cannot stress enough the importance of this plant and its potenSal to 
change our country as we know it. Mpho

2020-09-10 
08:40:13 Gauteng No I do not It is habit forming and dangerous  as it  takes away  a   persons self control.. Don
2020-09-10 
08:37:54 Gauteng No I do not susan

2020-09-10 
08:33:41 Gauteng No I do not

My grandchild is Bipolar.  His smoking of  cannabis combined with the  
prescripSon  medicines, nearly killed him. He went into a state of extreme 
hallisunaSon, seeing and hearing voices and then tried to commit suicide.  His 
brain chemical almost destroyed..... He has problems with his short term 
memory now. He is 21. Wrong choices. Ezna 

2020-09-10 
08:30:15 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is a natural, healing herb and has helped so many, I do not believe that 
it should be restricted. Mari

2020-09-10 
08:29:37 Gauteng No I do not

The government allows for the consumpSon of Dagga but forbid the supply. 
what if i am a dagga consumer but i do not have Sme to plant it, how will i get 
access to it. 
I feel that the government is losing a tremendous amount of tax on the 
consumpSon of dagga, beside, selling and consumpSon of dagga is happening in 
anywhere. Stephen

2020-09-10 
08:25:56 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis use leads to harder drug use eventually. Believe me I'v bee there. 
BUT with the police engaged in far more serious masers and being understaffed,  
and drowning, I don't suppose it makes a difference. 
But I would prefer that it stays illegal, so that it is not easily accessible to 
children to start them off on a downward spiral Lizl

2020-09-10 
08:21:36 Gauteng No I do not And how do you propose policing this??? Annese

2020-09-10 
08:14:58 Gauteng No I do not

I do not feel it is the government's job to impose on the sovereignty over our 
own bodies.  I am of the view that only children must be protected and that the 
rest is irrelevant in light of the ConsStuSonal Court judgement which allows you 
to use cannibis in the privacy of your own home.  There should only be a 
prohibiSon on dealing and protecSon of children.  Nothing else Desiree
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2020-09-10 
08:14:08 Gauteng No I do not

NO NO NO...it is a drug!!!! Next they will legalise other drugs aswell. Start with 
the soX  and end with hard core drugs. NO NO NO Ria

2020-09-10 
07:50:32 Gauteng No I do not Is this bill the government and big farma's way to try and control everybody. Gert
2020-09-10 
07:49:55 Gauteng No I do not

Having been married to a substance abuser for over 2 decades, I have 
experienced first hand the horror unleashed to my family. Kay

2020-09-10 
07:48:18 Gauteng No I do not

it makes you clothing smells bad ,not a good thing ,should only be legalias for 
medical purposes .because people steal to get money to buy their daily fix of 
it ,bad ,bad ,bad LEON

2020-09-10 
07:47:41 Gauteng No I do not

This bill is not pracScal and make no sense. I therefore do not agree with it. 
Proper consultaSon must be done.  We can not be regulated as if we are kids. Sihlangu

2020-09-10 
07:46:40 Gauteng No I do not Majolindie

2020-09-10 
07:46:07 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is so demonized and those who use it as medicine derive a lot of 
benefits. PharmaceuScals want to conSnue making money from drugs that 
worsen our bodies so we can keep buying more drugs. Like  with anything , 
obviously kids need to be protected but they can also swallow medicaSon If it’s 
leX exposed. Stop demonizing cannabis because for those who use it, it really 
helps. Just stop. Mahadi

2020-09-10 
07:32:20 Gauteng No I do not

As a high school educator this has made working with learners so much more 
difficult. Especially with matric learners who even more so than before are 
coming to school high. It has created major behavior problems. 
I think the amounts of plants allowed in a home are too high as well.  

Jacky

2020-09-10 
07:31:43 Gauteng No I do not

I dont agree the jail terms at all  
This herb helps lots of paSent suffering from nerves asthma and lots other  
I know it's natural i smoke it in my own house it's legal  
If the government cant run the country properly why r they worid of pesy things 
like cannabis 
They must sweep their own doorsteps and worry what's I n their back yard 
before jumping to conclusion  
Fix the country  
Cannabis is a natural ingredient Saide

2020-09-10 
07:26:55 Gauteng No I do not It is a drug with a lot of negaSve effects.

Pieter 
Willem

2020-09-10 
07:25:46 Gauteng No I do not Paul

2020-09-10 
07:19:40 Gauteng No I do not

I think cannabis is just a plant as a herb  
It relaxes people's mind  
It's not a drug it's a plant  
No Jail for cannabis  
It's natural Nadia

2020-09-10 
07:19:26 Gauteng No I do not

Drugs are drugs wether it's a plant that naturally grows or not. Abuse starts with 
"dagga"  and then progress to stronger drugs! No no no no don't  legalize it at 
all.  
The government is making a absolute mockery of our country Stephanie

2020-09-10 
07:17:36 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis or Dagga has been known for ages as a habit forming deleterious drug.  
Our God clearly says in His Word that we should not have other gods before 
Him. Any  drug, ungodly culture, or habit enslaves Man to a different god. 
We cannot legislate morality, but on the other hand we also cannot allow 
immorality by law, 

Andries
2020-09-10 
07:11:14 Gauteng No I do not

A natural plant , God given should not be banned or regulated. Individuals must 
be responsible for how they choose  to use it. Claudia

2020-09-10 
07:07:00 Gauteng No I do not

Dagga is not the answer. You kill your brain slowly and you do things that is 
dangerous to other people. Don't make dagga legal. Susan

2020-09-10 
07:03:53 Gauteng No I do not

This is absolute bullshit, who are you to take away people's livelihoods and their 
lives through incarceraSon for a fucking plant. Grow up and go steal more 
money via Eskom or PPE deal. Leave the cannabis industry alone and leave it to 
thrive as the only industry that has the potenSal to save south Africa from 
financial ruin. Fucken poliScians have nothing beser to do but scheme up ways 
to ruin peoples lives. Go fuck yourself Devlin

2020-09-10 
07:02:59 Gauteng No I do not

Bills like this should not even be on the table. Anyone with ChrisSan values and 
a value for God's Word cannot vote for Cannabis to be legalized. Life is all about 
choices and now social acceptance of something that causes you not to choose 
"soberly" in your everyday life could hurt yourself and those around you. Society 
is not beser off legalizing this for personal use. Medicinal use is a different story 
since it is regulated and serves a purpose. Fleshly use of this is not honoring 
your body, which is the temple of the Holy Spirit. The truth is the truth. Wally
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2020-09-10 
06:55:46 Gauteng No I do not

I strongly oppose this bill. 

Allowing an already drug riddled society the freedom to openly grow & use 
cannabis is totally destrucSve. 
No good thing can come from parents geing “high” while their young children 
watches on. 
Studies have proven that the regular use of cannabis reduces a person’s drive for 
performance and can inhibit reason while using the drug. 

How does this contribute to a struggling economy, a crime-riddled society or a 
jobless naSon? 

The answer is that it is one of the ingredients to a big pot of chaos, disfuncSon 
and destrucSon. Magda

2020-09-10 
06:55:39 Gauteng No I do not

This will promote lawlessness and violent act among our people.  
It is just crazt; smoking irrespecSve of what damages lungs and results to dead. Sam

2020-09-10 
06:55:00 Gauteng No I do not too many  resScSons Gary

2020-09-10 
06:54:01 Gauteng No I do not

AXer seeing the effects of cannabis on my teenage son, I absolutely do NOT 
endorse this bill and if I had my way I would not allow the sale or use at all. It 
should be made to be most difficult to obtain ! Nicci

2020-09-10 
06:50:26 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis should be illegal as the drug is far more dangerous than is believed. 
People who become intoxicated with the drug cannot make responsible 
decisions and very oXen children are affected. The recent lockdown proved the 
value of banning alcohol and drugs. Linda

2020-09-10 
06:47:03 Gauteng No I do not JP

2020-09-10 
06:41:34 Gauteng No I do not

I have seen how  the misuse of cannabis has negaSvely affected the lives of 
friends and family members.   The negaSve impact that this drug has far out 
ways the posiSve Michael 

2020-09-10 
06:40:46 Gauteng No I do not

Please stop legalizing Cannabis ! 

It's a natural organic Peter
2020-09-10 
06:38:44 Gauteng No I do not AddicSve Hennie

2020-09-10 
06:38:43 Gauteng No I do not

This is a drug. Period. Now we as a naSon are prohibiSng it in our homes. 
Around our children. You can write a law around it this will sSll lead to abuse  
Which part of it being a drug does the government not understand Sonis

2020-09-10 
06:29:22 Gauteng No I do not

I see the mental and psychological destrucSon  and addicSon of family members 
who  have had access to cannabis. 
Cannabis is used as an entry level drug and the noSon that it has no effect on 
persons mental funcSoning and psycho-social behavior is simply not true.A fasy 
layer is formed around the brain and the body is not able to break it down. 
There is already an overburdened Health care system and very few appropriate 
mental health faciliSes . 
Do your research and see how many schizophrenic paSents ,presented with 
schizophrenia or mental illness in the state hospitals or mental health 
insStuSons aXer smoking cannabis ? 
How many school  leaving students or university drop outs are related to the use 
of cannabis(dagga)? 
The state at a local govt. level do not ensure the safety of ciSzens thru the basic 
enforcement of by laws in our country..How are they going to ensure 
compliance with the rules relaSng to planSng ,smoking and the sale of 
cannabis? 
Homes will become the new normal drug labs. 
The GBV violence and irraSonal behavior in homes and communiSes, the 
neglect of children  and the “sale” of cannabis  will possibly increase and the 
ability to develop and foster appropriate coping mechanisms in our country 
amongst ciSzens will be a piped dream. 
The downward spiral of the social fabric of society will become a norm. 

Bronwyn
2020-09-10 
06:13:49 Gauteng No I do not Conrad
2020-09-10 
05:57:13 Gauteng No I do not Should be allowed specially for medicinal purposes 

Kathleen 
(Kathy)

2020-09-10 
05:51:08 Gauteng No I do not Daniel

2020-09-10 
05:41:11 Gauteng No I do not

I feel that cannabis should not have limitaSons, and shouldn't be looked down 
on as a drug. Instead it is a medicine. People shouldn't be arrested or jailed for 
this healing plant. Tyler 

2020-09-10 
05:40:19 Gauteng No I do not

LimitaSon to 8 flowering plants for two or more adults does make sense. What 
happens in areas where 8 adults live under roof? Ashrus 

2020-09-10 
05:32:27 Gauteng No I do not

I think that each person should be treated as an adult. It is up to the individual 
not to break the laws put in place. Derek

2020-09-10 
05:23:35 Gauteng No I do not

Let the people grow, sell and use cannabis and cannabis products without any 
restricSons Johan

2020-09-10 
05:20:04 Gauteng No I do not

Currently ,our country does not have the manpower or resources to enforce the 
proposed laws  to protect the innocent . Aldyn

2020-09-10 
05:20:02 Gauteng No I do not

Currently ,our country does not have the manpower or resources to enforce the 
proposed laws  to protect the innocent . Aldyn

2020-09-10 
05:01:00 Gauteng No I do not

cannabis is detriment to health and brain funcSon and should not be smoked at 
all it should only be used for medicinal purposes Willem
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2020-09-10 
04:49:00 Gauteng No I do not Kgomotso

2020-09-10 
04:31:02 Gauteng No I do not

I don't cause youth this day's most of them smoke it, in ten to twenty years from 
now we won't have granny's or old people cause our youth die cause of smoking 
drugs and drinking alcohol. Nestar 

2020-09-10 
03:56:55 Gauteng No I do not

No cannabis at all! It leads to moral decay and other hard drug abuse: domesSc 
violence. You are so blind poeple are faffing about pesy thing when the real 
moral decay is bigger than life.. and drug abuse is one of them Ben

2020-09-10 
03:51:36 Gauteng No I do not Just wondering who's decisions are these  who's pockeSng again ?? Maggy

2020-09-10 
03:46:37 Gauteng No I do not

Ek grootgeword in n omgewing waar ek beleef het die gevolge van dagga 
gebruik deur individue wel te wete plekke van veiligheid industriele skole 
nywerheidskole en verbeteringskole en die gevolge gesien het van gebruik van 
alle dwelms. Dagga is die begin van n bose sirkel. Goedkoop en oral te vinde. 
Dan nieteenstaande slegte gevolge eskaleer dit na meer en  ernsSger 
verslawing.  n Bose spiraal. Het ook oersoonlike ondervinding in my familie 
gehad. Alle eer aan GOD ons is daar deur en vandag is due persoon net n seën 
vir ons. Theunis

2020-09-10 
02:31:04 Gauteng No I do not

The criminal ANC government cannot even prevent their cadres from stealing 
the covid 19 money from the poor and are now wanSng to legislate on cannabis 
usage which apart from recreaSonal use does have proven medicinal benefits. 
The ANC regime should first clean there own house  before criminalising 
cannabis #voetsekanc TONY KMHWA Tony

2020-09-10 
02:12:49 Gauteng No I do not

South Africa already has a problem with substance abuse , legalizing dagga 
would add to  more problems we already have in our country. Substance abuse 
contributes to crime, violence against women & children. For medicinal 
purposes it has not been 100% proven e.g a member of parliament passed on 
while advocaSng for cannabis. Angela

2020-09-10 
02:02:46 Gauteng No I do not

This is too puniSve. It is clear the people draXing this bill have done zero 
research. Let cannabis be a commercial product like cigareses and alcohol. It is 
empirically less harmful than alcohol and tobacco. adopt laws similar to 
cigareses in terms of public smoking regulaSon. 
It should not be sold to children. Owen

2020-09-10 
00:11:15 Gauteng No I do not

Fine for medical  not for personal use 
Jovan 

2020-09-09 
23:49:10 Gauteng No I do not

I do not agree cause if you look at states in America that legalised it you will see 
how much revenue it created in tax alone. 
Licensing for bigger opps should also be more affordable and  strict criteria for 
what is needed should be relaxed. 

We live in a country where jobs are few especially now with lockdown that 
caused tens of thousands of businesses to permanently close their jobs. 
Cannabis should be fully legal imo cause it can create jobs. 

Not only on the midicinal front. 

Look at hempcrete, hemp material, and the list can go on HenSe 

2020-09-09 
23:28:29 Gauteng No I do not

I don't support because the treatment is not fair looking at the law where 
cigareses  is concerned, which is more harmful if smoked next to children.  
I am just suspicious why the lowdown on a plant which can help the man in the 
street to put bread on the table if culSvated in his backyard for sale to those 
who don't have the Sme to grow it.  
Rather legislate the size of the field each person is allowed to grow the plant so 
that all can have a fare share in its economy.  
I see this case similar to the aunSe selling koeksusters down the streets-who is it 
really harming and why interfere with nature-is it because it'll take doctors out 
of business? I don't agree with the law.  

Michael
2020-09-09 
23:01:12 Gauteng No I do not Stop criminalizing canabis Anka

2020-09-09 
22:46:51 Gauteng No I do not

I believe the possession, use and trade in cannabis should be decriminalized and 
treated the same as tobacco products.  
Recognising that cannabis use can be an addicSon and a social evil at the same 
level as tobacco use, there should be a principle of minimising harm to people 
and society by cannabis. Addicts should be supported, not criminalised. We 
learned from the tobacco ban, that banning just drives the trade underground, 
and increases profits from those prepared to break the law. Banning supports 
crime networks.  Like tobacco, cannabis should be available for legal trade, with 
the content regulated and published on the package, like tobacco. It could even 
be taxed, as tobacco should if SARS could get organised again aXer the state 
capture shambles. We should deal with cannabis use and abuse the same way 
we should be dealing with tobacco, via educaSon, prohibiSng sale to minors, no 
adverSsing, generic packaging with health warnings.  More research on the 
effects of cannabis use must be conducted, which will be possible if it has not 
been driven underground.  

The penalSes in the bill are far too harsh, for what is a social evil, not a major 
threat to the fabric of our society. Our police and jusSce system will be for more 
usefully engaged if they don't have to chase aXer cannabis dealers. Trevor 
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2020-09-09 
22:45:35 Gauteng No I do not

Regulate cannabis just like tobacco is regulated, can be a huge increase in jobs 
and the economy. There are loads of countries out there that have legalized 
cannabis fully and the result show for them self what a posiSve effects it has 
had. Bhernard

2020-09-09 
22:29:18 Gauteng No I do not

The problem with Canabis is that it will present the naSon with a policing 
nightmare.  The problem is that people have even started smoking it in public. 
I once confronted some guys smoking it on front of two churches in Ben Viljoen 
within 100m of a police staSon. 
We are raising children and this can't be seen adopSng the bad culture prevalent 
in public. 
Kind regards Andile

2020-09-09 
22:29:01 Gauteng No I do not

I do not consent to any controls being put in place. We are free and sovereign, 
respect our wishes. No controls on a natural herb or plant at all !! Louis

2020-09-09 
22:22:33 Gauteng No I do not MarSens
2020-09-09 
21:54:50 Gauteng No I do not Arthur
2020-09-09 
21:53:09 Gauteng No I do not How do you grow it without possession of seed, 15yrs is rediculous Kholofelo

2020-09-09 
21:45:17 Gauteng No I do not

The issue here is about 1) the PRIVATE use of Cannabis in one's own home; 2) 
NOT for financial gain; and 3) not imposing on the rights of others, especially on 
the rights of children as a consequence of SMOKING Cannabis in any form, 
equally so of cigareses, which is harmful to the smoker and those around them. 
The proposed Laws should address these issues. It is not about the number of 
plants or grams of seeds. SUE

2020-09-09 
21:25:16 Gauteng No I do not

The police have enough work. Allowing this is like saying  a women is half 
pregnant. Piet

2020-09-09 
21:01:50 Gauteng No I do not It is sSl a drag people wil sel it to children Mark
2020-09-09 
21:00:30 Gauteng No I do not I feel that cannabis is a drug and should not be used. Lauren 
2020-09-09 
20:58:36 Gauteng No I do not Graham

2020-09-09 
20:54:07 Gauteng No I do not

Ek voel dit kan gewoonlik wers maw dit kan soos n dwelm word wat jy nie 
ontslae van kan raak nie Kan ook skadelik vir jou wees as jy nie hoe om dit te 
gebruik nie Hermanus 

2020-09-09 
20:44:17 Gauteng No I do not

The legalizaSon of weed is not going to help alleviate our crime and domesSc 
violence staSsScs, instead it will help increase them. We can’t be saying violence 
against women and children and crime in general must decrease and yet we are 
leing loose on the aiding elements that promote them, that’s pure lunacy. Khanyiswa

2020-09-09 
20:37:45 Gauteng No I do not

These Cunts want to regulate everything that helps & assists the CiSzens for a 
beser life!  
I say they can go get fucked on the rough side of a pineapple!! James 

2020-09-09 
20:34:55 Gauteng No I do not Cannabis is a drug that leads to addicSon and in no way solves medical issues Adele
2020-09-09 
20:06:46 Gauteng No I do not Veronica
2020-09-09 
20:03:52 Gauteng No I do not Seetse
2020-09-09 
20:01:39 Gauteng No I do not It’s not agreeable  Leonard 
2020-09-09 
20:00:00 Gauteng No I do not Anton

2020-09-09 
19:48:36 Gauteng No I do not

To legalise something wrong just because  someone calls for it is absurd  . There 
will be more violence to spoises , more road fataliSes and more broken families . 
. Might as well legalise cheaSng in exams . L

2020-09-09 
19:45:42 Gauteng No I do not

CANNABIS IS FROM HELL --IT CAUSES PSYCOSIS -- IT IS FROM HELL NO NO NO 
NO NEVER NO NO AND IT IS ADDICTIVE ,, NO pauli

2020-09-09 
19:40:25 Gauteng No I do not

Geen wet rondom die gedruik van die natuur bos nie.Plant dit,rook dit en 
verkoop dit. Heinrich

2020-09-09 
19:39:34 Gauteng No I do not

It must be allowed by law for controlled medical purposes prescribed by a 
doctor. Albrecht

2020-09-09 
19:38:27 Gauteng No I do not Brian 

2020-09-09 
19:28:20 Gauteng No I do not

This is absolutly disgracfull. Our youth is been druged from a very tender age 
and know supposibly responsible adults whant to allow this. This counntry is 
geing worse by the day. Its Sme the leaders of our country tale accounSbility 
and respossibility and just not sor there like pupets Andries

2020-09-09 
19:26:27 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis sales should be legalized that way the government can earn taxes on 
the sale. Making the purchase of cannabis is ridiculous. Many people do not 
have the space or knowledge to grow their own. Glen

2020-09-09 
19:18:42 Gauteng No I do not

Use of Cana is something which should be curtailed but not such a heavy jail 
sentence. Alchoholmisuse is just as dangerous and carries much lighter 
sentences . Cyril

2020-09-09 
19:16:36 Gauteng No I do not Emmie
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2020-09-09 
19:16:29 Gauteng No I do not

The government has absolutely NO right to ban or regulate a naturally-growing 
plant that has massive medical benefits for virtually every sector of society.  
The government needs to stop stealing our taxes, and bus out of the business of 
private ciSzens - this is NOT a communist state yet,, and hopefully never will be.  
Do your goddamn  work and SERVE THE CITIZENS, ANC - you are supposed to be 
public servants, so lets see some service instead of interference and posturing!  
This enSre bill is designed to assist big-pharma make obscene profits, and the 
ANC is only interested in geing a slice of that money.  
Cannabis must be COMPLETELY DEREGULATED! Charles

2020-09-09 
19:09:06 Gauteng No I do not

I say it is totally wrong to legalise the propagaSon and use  of dagga. It is a drug 
that have sefere effects  on human health not to menSon the moral effects. 

You can now just as well legalise theX, murder, rape etc Marius

2020-09-09 
19:02:36 Gauteng No I do not

No one should face jail and everyone should be able to trade and get 
remuneraSon.  No limits on amounts. There aren't limits on alcohol so why 
cannabis? Do not support as it violates my freedoms and choices. Neil

2020-09-09 
18:56:59 Gauteng No I do not Jeanese
2020-09-09 
18:53:15 Gauteng No I do not Cherry

2020-09-09 
18:39:47 Gauteng No I do not

I do not support cannabis at all. It is a drug and very addicSve. 
If it can be used for medical purposes them make a medicine and sell it legal 
through a chemist. 
The SA government does not consider the best interests of the SA populaSon in 
their decisions to make it legal. Maybe they were under the influence of 
cannabis when they made the decision to make it legal or they are working 
hand-in-hand with smuggling criminals. 
Make the personal use illegal again. 

Kobus
2020-09-09 
18:30:14 Gauteng No I do not Wilfre
2020-09-09 
18:27:22 Gauteng No I do not This is the start of bigger problems later. Susan 

2020-09-09 
18:26:51 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is a drug and is addicSve. It Should never have been legalized. 
Addicted persons do not funcSon opSmally at home or work because of the 
negaSve effects of the drug. The SA government does not have the interests of 
the SA populaSon in their decisions so far. Vanessa

2020-09-09 
18:03:14 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is a drug, perhaps not as intense as other drugs but it has the same 
effect.  I don’t think those who are consuming it will keep to the dozes /
limitaSons proposed by the bill on the amount of usage. For me it’s a drug that 
dulls the mind , and a dull mind can become irresponsible and lethal. Therefore 
cannabis  shouldn’t be encouraged. AXer all, who’s going to police the acSons of 
drugged users in their homes. Legalizing it will create difficult situaSons when 
for instance, a person doesn’t show up at work because he was drugged or if he/
she smuggle it to  sells it to other people in the work place. I say no Dipolelo 

2020-09-09 
18:02:46 Gauteng No I do not B.S. Charl
2020-09-09 
18:00:33 Gauteng No I do not

People might get addicted and use more and more. It also might get into the 
wrong hands for instance children. People might start dealing with it. Gisela

2020-09-09 
17:56:55 Gauteng No I do not

Not every person will use the Cannabis responsibly at home and children will be 
at risk Merryl

2020-09-09 
17:47:30 Gauteng No I do not Elizabeth 
2020-09-09 
17:46:51 Gauteng No I do not

The use is the start  of selfish and self centred life style and the uses push others 
to use the drug when they would not normally be interested. Tommy

2020-09-09 
17:32:48 Gauteng No I do not Cannabis is a herb naturally given and should be treated as such Christopher

2020-09-09 
17:30:51 Gauteng No I do not

You know i was married to a man who smoked dagga and i can tell u my life was 
hell he smoked and would have a drink  or two and then i knew all about and 
had to run for my life. So u see i can tell u a lot of stories about dagga and other 
drugs. I just want to menSon something else everyone is standing up for the 
woman and gender violence i think it has two sides to a story.  Across the road 
where  the ladies of the night do their business and last saturday night i saw 
how this woman tormented this guy . It was not fair. I feel these places should 
be closed down Rosemary 

2020-09-09 
17:19:15 Gauteng No I do not This is an entry drug. seen this from experience. Mark

2020-09-09 
17:02:46 Gauteng No I do not

The use of drugs including cannabis is a dangerous start to addicSon. 
There is no way that it can be monitored and will soon fall into the hands of the 
criminal elements. South and Central america are the prime examples of third 
world countries entrapped in the drug world Charles

2020-09-09 
16:48:11 Gauteng No I do not

I do not agree as this Bill caters for only personal Use. What about the amount 
to culSvate and possess for TradiSonal Healers using this Indigenous plant for 
medicine and that of our paSents. Why this Bill ignores development of our 
economy and Medicinal use? This  Bill did not acknowledge Cannabis use by 
TradiSonal Healers with an exclusive right from the THPC Act. Also this sentence 
will see many young black men arrested and going to prison for years just for 
smoking Cannabis or for carrying a lisle more. The sentence is ridiculous and 
harsh.  It is going back 10 steps towards apartheid. We are going to see the 
majority of young black children arrested for small possession. This Bill is a mess 
and a trap to put many black people in jail. At this day and age in 2020. Black 
injusSce will rise once more. Zanele
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2020-09-09 
16:32:09 Gauteng No I do not It is harmful addicSve Don

2020-09-09 
16:30:39 Gauteng No I do not

Why is it then that Our President allows the sale of alcohol  and cigareses but 
Adults are not allowed to smoke Cannabis?. It's really patheSc! It's should be 
your choice! Isn't SA  a Democracy? ?? . REALLY BAD DECISION. Evelyn

2020-09-09 
16:24:46 Gauteng No I do not Heleen

2020-09-09 
16:22:48 Gauteng No I do not

Your bill seems to think people only smoke CAnnabis. Too many of us use the oil( 
mix of THC and CBD) for health reasons and you don’t address this, happily. Why 
you think you have the right to control the number of plants is absurd! Sharon

2020-09-09 
16:21:40 Gauteng No I do not Cathi
2020-09-09 
16:21:08 Gauteng No I do not Evelyn
2020-09-09 
16:17:53 Gauteng No I do not I do not support the use of cannabis in Public or private!!!! Suzese
2020-09-09 
16:12:01 Gauteng No I do not Only under strict legislaSon control for medicinal use Helen
2020-09-09 
16:07:06 Gauteng No I do not Ross
2020-09-09 
15:57:00 Gauteng No I do not

Soon everybody will be buying , selling and smoking this rubbish. It will always 
be a mind  altering drug. MICHEL

2020-09-09 
15:48:34 Gauteng No I do not Onverantwoordelike wetgewing PW ReSef

2020-09-09 
15:43:07 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis medically ( including some THC) helps so many people in pain, with 
insomnia, with depression - but mostly for cancer sufferers, that it would be 
cruel to end this aid to so many people. Naomi

2020-09-09 
15:42:01 Gauteng No I do not

Wil die regering nou nog meer dwelmverslaafdes tot stand bring? Kontrole oor 
die hoeveelheid en gebruik deur enkelinge sal nie moontlik wees nie. Gaan voort 
met julle dolle skemas en weig sommer alle dwelmgebruik. Pieter

2020-09-09 
15:38:28 Gauteng No I do not

I believe that any use of this drug is the door that opens one up to the use and 
abuse of other more harmful and even deadly drugs.  Therefore I a of the 
opinion that any legislaSon that permits the possession and use of cannabis at 
all should not be passed. Roger

2020-09-09 
15:35:27 Gauteng No I do not Carol

2020-09-09 
15:33:11 Gauteng No I do not

It concerns me that a drug (cannabis  which is the gateway to chemical drugs)  is 
even allowed or concidered to be allowed. What is wrong with you guys since 
when  are drugs even legal.  Our poor children...money money money. We all 
have to explain to God one day. Marinda 

2020-09-09 
15:30:01 Gauteng No I do not Pieter

2020-09-09 
15:27:24 Gauteng No I do not

This is a absolute unacceptable idea to legalize cannabis for private use. As we 
all know that  trying to manage it by law in South Africa will be a joke. 
This is just a way to break down as many as possible moral standards bringing 
down the human race to whatever levels. It is wrong!!! 
 Charel

2020-09-09 
15:25:57 Gauteng No I do not Cannabis must be banned completely. Michael
2020-09-09 
15:24:22 Gauteng No I do not Hendel
2020-09-09 
15:18:47 Gauteng No I do not Drugs are drugs and they should not be allowed Quinton
2020-09-09 
15:14:23 Gauteng No I do not Frik
2020-09-09 
15:07:49 Gauteng No I do not Irene
2020-09-09 
14:44:55 Gauteng No I do not

I disagree it's not what God intended. God gave us power over the plants He did 
not  give the plants power over the humans? This is absurd ESenne

2020-09-09 
14:37:52 Gauteng No I do not

Since when are legal recreaSonal drugs any good for society. Do we need more 
stoned people along with all the drunk ones in SA ? Anthony

2020-09-09 
14:28:59 Gauteng No I do not

The rules are too onerous and laws too strict. I do not advocate smoking of any 
kind around children, but jail Sme for such an offense is userly ridiculous, 
maybe a small fine is ok. The other  regulaSons are also too strict. What will the 
regulaSons around CBD oil be? Louis

2020-09-09 
14:28:51 Gauteng No I do not Elize

2020-09-09 
14:27:46 Gauteng No I do not

Anything that affects the mind is damaging to the body and those around them. 
This is the same as giving cocaine or heroin to someone and then tell them to be 
responsible Mateen

2020-09-09 
14:25:18 Gauteng No I do not ILLEGAL Michael
2020-09-09 
14:24:41 Gauteng No I do not Rafael
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2020-09-09 
14:24:13 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis along with other drugs has harmful effects on people when used in the 
long term. Like any other drug addicSon, it has the potenSal to affect many 
other people negaSvely in the individual's life: their family, children, employer 
and ulSmately the tax payer (e.g. burden on healthcare) and society. I think that 
this is why the private use of it should be regulated. 

As a user becomes used to the high they may want more and more of it and 
prioriSse taking it, leading to neglect of their family and work responsibiliSes.  
The neglect turn may lead to children having to be supported by the state or 
adopted by others for example. 

The user may also perform poorly at work due to reduced moSvaSon and 
memory loss. This is what will affect their dependents financially.  

The user may start a vicious circle of substance abuse where their children have 
exposure at a young age where they are easily influenced and get addicted early, 
leading to poor performance at school, limiSng their future earning potenSal. Esther 

2020-09-09 
14:04:18 Gauteng No I do not Herbert

2020-09-09 
13:59:22 Gauteng No I do not

If the aim of the Bill is to relax legislaSon, I think it fails miserably. To police the 
possession of dagga, in whatever quanSty, sSll needs law enforcers. Either the 
possession of dagga is legal or illegal, immaterial of how much the person has on 
him or her. Trading in drugs should, in any case, always be punishable - and 
severely too. Pieter

2020-09-09 
13:55:23 Gauteng No I do not Just make it legal for adults. Jean

2020-09-09 
13:49:38 Gauteng No I do not

It should be banned except for medicinal use with a Doctor's prescripSon. 
People that smoke cannabis cannot funcSon opSmally as they are under the 
influence of the drug unSl it wears off. maria

2020-09-09 
13:46:55 Gauteng No I do not

I think increasing prison sentences is only perpetuaSng the idea that cannabis is 
a harmful drug. We should be allowed to trade and grow cannabis freely as one 
does wine; they dont regulate how much grapes you can grow to produce wine 
so why cannabis? Also it can't be treated as alcohol and tobacco as it is also a 
medicine and spritual sacrament so how do you regulate the laser? 
Limits need to be increased and trade allowed even if under regulaSon because 
I have the right to choose my livlihood according to our consStuSon. Mas

2020-09-09 
13:44:42 Gauteng No I do not

I feel that any drug that is mind blowing, and distorts normal thinking, should be 
banned outright. Mohamed

2020-09-09 
13:44:41 Gauteng No I do not

I feel that any drug that is mind blowing, and distorts normal thinking, should be 
banned outright. Mohamed

2020-09-09 
13:38:34 Gauteng No I do not

I use cannabis in many forms to treat my General Anxiety Disorder. Having 4 
plants is not an opSon. I have invested the lisle I have in finding the right 
culSvar for myself, and will not allow bad rulers or criminal people to take my 
plants. I have been searching for the right terpene profile for myself.  For more 
informaSon please contact me, I will also provide all documents and research, 
with my Doctors details. Leonard 

2020-09-09 
13:37:04 Gauteng No I do not

They must take away all commercial possibility. And privaSze it completely. 
People can grow their own and make there own products so there is no need for 
commercial tycoons to suck the cannabis community dry. Let's keep this drug 
private off the streets and away from our kids. There is no need to buy when 
you can produce yourself for yourself and family. Must work on a trade system 
so money is not involved. Cannibis should not become the governments scape 
goat or the community's. It is not something that should be moneSzed at all. It 
should be free. The amounts are way to large there's no need to be able to hold 
a kg of weed. Max 500 grams for private use. You can give cannabis away freely 
but not accept funds in any form. There must be no commercial industries.  
Private use and giving with out making profit is perfect.  PrivaSzaSon is the only 
way. Take all commercial rights away and shut there billionaires trying to make 
quick money off of us down NOW. EMPOWER THE SMALL GUY RATHER. Jason

2020-09-09 
13:36:16 Gauteng No I do not

I think the penalSes is too harsh. Murderers, rapists run free. Maybe this is 
where the focus should be. In the Netherlands they are more open to the use of 
cannabis and who would guess but they actually to close prisons due to a 
decline in crime.  

Maybe the focus with a lot of things in SA is in the wrong places. Deborah

2020-09-09 
13:33:09 Gauteng No I do not

My personal opinion is that no cannabis should be lawful. Use of this product 
leads to stronger addicSons (proven fact). 
I live in a complex and my neighbor next door sits on his paSo and smokes his 
pot, which then waXs over the wall into my house. I have complained about this 
but all he says is "it is my right". As far as I understand he may not smoke on 
common property, but inside his own unit. 
I am in favour of stronger legislaSon as far as the use of cannabis is concern. 
If this person drives under the influence of cannabis, is there laws against this? 

Peter

2020-09-09 
13:32:31 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis in any form is a mind altering drug, makes people aggressive and 
insensiSve to fellow ciSzens feelings. I will venture to say those  under the 
influence of that stuff are the ones who don't care about hurSng and killing 
people, even themselves . It should be banned altogether. Gloria 
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2020-09-09 
13:30:59 Gauteng No I do not

Dear Commisee members 

I have to rely on scienSfic facts. The byproducts of cannabis may yield medicinal 
value for some ailments, and I agree that this is an industry that can make a 
difference to people’s lives.  
However, the smoking of cannabis in any context, does not bode well for our 
naSon. Cannabis smoking leads to a dysfuncSonal society. Cannabis smoking 
places undue stress on our very fragile public health system. Invariably Private 
smokers of cannabis Will lead to abuse and a dysfuncSonal society.  
I do not support the use of cannabis for personal pleasure, however this may be 
interpreted. Thiru

2020-09-09 
13:30:51 Gauteng No I do not

This is worse as alcohol  ban totally the government stop alcohol  some people 
can enjoy alchol other not the Cannibus make people aggressive At

2020-09-09 
13:28:07 Gauteng No I do not

I am against the use of cannibus in any form or place and growing in gardens at 
all Sme.  People misusing it because it is a drug.  Scares me to think what the. 
Norm is doing and it is allowed. Magda

2020-09-09 
13:15:23 Gauteng No I do not

The dumbest thing out for heathy people.. 
If one suffers from chronic pain or a debilitaSng disease then I can accept it. 
For most people the use of cannabis it will bring out schizophrenia in them 
should they have latent symptoms.  This is a proven fact.  
For heathy folks  it’s a fad and  it’s just a money making business for the ones 
selling cannabis. 

Ray

2020-09-09 
13:13:04 Gauteng No I do not

This proposed bill perverts the intenSon of the legal decision already handed 
down. This bill makes a mockery of the courts - go back and implement the 
decision - the government is not empowered to make the decision, merely to 
implement the court's decision. Do not waste South Africa's Sme or money - go  
back to the drawing board and legalise marijuana private usage properly. 
This bill and its penalSes are ridiculously puniSve. John

2020-09-09 
13:12:50 Gauteng No I do not

If we allow growing of cannabis in homes that are currently most disfuncSonal 
and unstable with lots of Gender Based violence reported against women and 
children. What will happen to homes that grow this in the presence of children. 
Keep cannabis at research centers and restricted faciliSes and keep away from 
homes. pamela

2020-09-09 
13:05:08 Gauteng No I do not Don
2020-09-09 
13:05:06 Gauteng No I do not Don

2020-09-09 
13:04:44 Gauteng No I do not

My 2c mailed. 

Please see my comments below regarding the proposed cannabis for private 
purposes bill.  

This bill is irraSonal and full of ambiguity. How can I grow my own cannabis 
when the purchase and sale of seeds remains illegal. Medical grade cannabis 
does not just grow wild for me to collect. Those seeds need to be in most cases 
purchased, and imported. Seeds contain zero THC.  

The suggested penalSes are ridiculous. We are talking about growing a plant in 
private, yet the penalSes are as harsh and even harsher than violent contact 
crimes.  

The ConsStuSonal court decriminalized Cannabis for private use. The bill in it's 
current draX, seeks to recriminalize aspects of private use. 

Once privacy is regulated as this bill intends to, then it's simply not privacy 
anymore. This violates my privacy. 

It is my humble opinion that this bill is unconsStuSonal, unenforceable and with 
the current state of SAPS and the NPA not policable.  

Thank you Vaughn
2020-09-09 
13:03:48 Gauteng No I do not It is sSll a drug and innocent people should be protected, especially kids DAnese
2020-09-09 
13:03:12 Gauteng No I do not Cannabis should be banned,  it causes crime and makes people delusional. David

2020-09-09 
13:01:57 Gauteng No I do not

NO to Cannabis. It is habit forming and its use should be severely restricted. Its 
longer term use causes damage to brain cells and leads to a user progressing 
onto other and more damaging drugs, as has been recorded many Smes. 
Children will be encouraged to use it as has happened with cigareses and 
Cannabis use by children is blatantly evident in places like the Cape Flats and 
other similar areas.  These under-age users are severely affected as they become 
addicted to far more harmful drugs, and eventually become a burden to society.   
Cannabis is the entry-drug to more damaging drugs.  NO, NO, NO. NO, NO!! Antoinese
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2020-09-09 
12:53:45 Gauteng No I do not

Government has no right to impose penalSes for home and private use. The 
proposal that eight plants are legal, but nine or more are criminal is absolutely 
absurd. The same applies to the proposed legal amount that may be stored. The 
government has lost all credibility in masers of logic and reason, the proposed 
bill is another blunder of monumental proporSons. Every single enterprise that 
government has an influence over, has been a disaster. Here is an opportunity to 
upliX the poor in rural areas, sSmulate a dead economy, and all the government 
can do is limit the ability of people to improve their own lives, by close minded 
bureaucraSc clerks that get paid huge salaries who have no idea what they are 
doing. Every intervenSon in any sphere of life that government has a hand in, is 
doomed to failure based on past experience. It's not that have have lost the 
plot, they never had a plot to lose in the first place. What on earth does the 
government think will happen if cannabis is completely unregulated? Wide 
spread happiness and contentment? Andreas

2020-09-09 
12:49:12 Gauteng No I do not

JailSme for smoking? Thats a lot off crap! Catch the ffff that murder, rape and 
high jack and put them away  for life! This Goverment cant do anything right 
thats why they fiddle round with pesy nonsence! Herman

2020-09-09 
12:45:52 Gauteng No I do not

cannabis  is a drug. No drugs should be freely available for private use. All drugs 
should be strictly scheduled and used under doctors supervision. freda

2020-09-09 
12:45:41 Gauteng No I do not

NO to Cannabis. It is habit forming. Cannabis should be banned enSrely. It 
causes damage to brain cells and leads to a person progressing onto other 
drugs.  Children will be encouraged to use it as has happened with cigareses. 
NO, NO, NO. Raymond

2020-09-09 
12:45:35 Gauteng No I do not

As a ex-policeman, I have handled many cases of heavy drug misuse, and the 
overbearing number started their addicSon with cannabis. Cannabis is the first 
step towards heavy drug addicSon. I also noted that many violence crimes were 
commised by people under the influence of dagga. THE MEDICAL HISTORY OF 
DAGGA USERS CAUSING SERIOUS LUNG AND OTHER ORGAN DAMAGE, IS WELL 
RECORDED. Hendrik

2020-09-09 
12:40:57 Gauteng No I do not

Flowering cannabis is a misnomer. The male plant flowers. The male plant does 
not contain any THC and/or CBD - so-called hallucinaSng components - only the 
female plant, however does. 
Many, many elderly people uses  cannabis oil for chronic pain and for sleep-
deprivaSon. There are no side-effects compared to other anS-inflammatory and 
pain suppressing drugs. 
Topical creams containing cannabis oil are widely used as an anS-inflammatory  
compound - again with zero side-effects. 
Only minute amounts of oil can be extracted from the female plant. The 
amounts of raw cannabis allowed are not nearly enough for sufficient oil 
extracSon. 
PaSents suffering from Parkinson's disease, Fibromalgia, Neoropathy, Bi-polar 
syndrome, undergoing chemo-therapy and many-many more ailments, all gets 
relief from using cannabis oil. THERE ARE NO LONG TERM SIDE-EFFECTS AND 
NEITHER ARE THERE ANY HABITUAL ADDICTION IN THE USAGE OF CANNABIS 
OIL. 
Scrap all legislaSon and free the SA Police to concentrate on serious crime. 

Steve
2020-09-09 
12:39:48 Gauteng No I do not Monica

2020-09-09 
12:38:54 Gauteng No I do not

1. Dit gaan n baie groot inpak op die jeug en ons kinders he. 

2. Dit is n baie gevaarlike DRUG wat mense se persoonlikheid verander. 
Coen

2020-09-09 
12:35:47 Gauteng No I do not no Christopher

2020-09-09 
12:30:47 Gauteng No I do not

The value of this plant is yet to be realised as a commercial crop. The 
commercializaSon of cannabis in other countries Proves beyond a doubt that a 
regulated legal commercial market can create enormous income for the state in 
the form of sin taxes on cannabis products.  

We as the people of South Africa cannot allow this plant and the industry 
around this plant to be appropriated by big corporates. All ready the only 
acceptable oil must be extracted in a CGMP facility.... Not asainable to the small 
guy... If oil tests clean it is clean. 
. No maser where it comes from..... Test everything...  

Small scale farmers that have been growing this plant for local consumpSon for 
decades cannot access the legal  market with these regulaSons.... Why should 
big pharmacy legally grow tons while the small farmer is sent to jail for 15 
years...... No... Nobody should be going to jail for this plant... Never again....  

Danny 

2020-09-09 
12:28:20 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis  should be confined to medicinal purposes as prescribed by a  
registered Doctor.   AddicSve substances should be professional controlled and n 
the best interest of the South African populaSon at large. Mike

2020-09-09 
12:25:56 Gauteng No I do not Edward
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2020-09-09 
12:24:11 Gauteng No I do not

Smoking in any form should be banned. In parScular, cannabis, in all and any 
form, should be completely banned. It should have very serious consequences 
for anyone found with it. Also it should be completely banned in ANY public 
area, including complexes/flats, where people of ALL ages live in very close 
proximity to  each other.  People who smoke, including cannabis, should pay a 
very heavy penalty for medical aid, with some ailments as a result of smoking 
not being covered by medical aids. David

2020-09-09 
12:23:07 Gauteng No I do not

It will be almost impossible to control the growing of cannabis personally and 
the amounts growing.  People will always abuse the system and sell it for a 
profit. 
I agree that it should be used medicinally only by a  medical pracSoner Sandra

2020-09-09 
12:22:01 Gauteng No I do not Denise

2020-09-09 
12:20:57 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis use should be totally legiSmised and commercial producSon for export 
should by legalised. The current and previous draconian laws made criminals out 
of otherwise many law abiding ciSzens. There are far worse crimes being 
ignored by our law enforcement who are too busy chasing cigarese smugglers, 
alcohol smugglers and sex workers. Geoffrey

2020-09-09 
12:18:53 Gauteng No I do not

I do not support government telling  us what we can and can't do in the privacy 
of our own homes. Government tells us we live in a democracy. I think we live in 
a democracy as long as government controls us. What would it be nex ? Bruce 

2020-09-09 
12:08:41 Gauteng No I do not

Whatever people say, cannabis is addicSve and cannot be controlled or 
legislated for. A very recent example of addicSon was the release and sale of 
alcohol; the public went on a buying spree and as a result hospitals were 
inundated with paSents. Further, parents cannot be relied to keep this drug 
away from children, and if this goes ahead I expect future generaSons to be 
addicts. The greed of the minority now will ruin our country. Stan

2020-09-09 
11:59:07 Gauteng No I do not Susan
2020-09-09 
11:57:26 Gauteng No I do not I don't believe that any psychoacSve drug should be legalised. Audrey
2020-09-09 
11:51:23 Gauteng No I do not Nicola
2020-09-09 
11:49:59 Gauteng No I do not

The proposed laws for personal use are too restricSve and too puniSve, but I do 
support protecSng children from exposure to cannabis. Kay

2020-09-09 
11:49:32 Gauteng No I do not

Dear goverment..  

I do not support this new bill at all due to the fact that the law states that you 
can have many seedling plants but only allowed 4 flowering plants, that is not 
enough to make a weeks supply for oil, Sntures or CBD oil for paSents who are 
in need. The proposed bill will lead us all back to the black market.  

We need to get clarity of the amount of exact plants, 100 seedlings but only 4 
can flower at a Sme? cannabis isnt a plant you can keep in veg state for long as it 
has a life cycle like most things.  

my proposal is that you allow us to grow and harvest atleast 10 flowering plants 
so we can produce the amount of oil needed for the eldery.  

thank you for your Sme. 

regards  
Kyle Kyle

2020-09-09 
11:48:08 Gauteng No I do not Cannibis is drug and this can cause problems when one abuses it. Praveen
2020-09-09 
11:47:02 Gauteng No I do not Ban it again DOUW

2020-09-09 
11:46:12 Gauteng No I do not

Some people have a extreme psychoSc reacSon to the drug.  Let it rather 
become a prescripSon drug for those who use it. It is very bad for developing 
brains up to 21.   Isabella

2020-09-09 
11:45:56 Gauteng No I do not Should be banned except for medical purposes David

2020-09-09 
11:45:41 Gauteng No I do not

The plant should be regulated like alcohol or tobacco it’s not plutonium it’s 
medicine and should be available for all to use.  
No plant count or limit because I can store as much alcohol or tobacco products 
as I like so I should be allowed to have all strains I need to cure myself and enjoy  

Ryan

2020-09-09 
11:45:20 Gauteng No I do not

You cannot tell people how much cannabis they can and can’t grow! Every 
individual is different and police coming in to count your plants is an invasion of 
privacy! As well as saplings turn Into plants. The governments logic is terribly 
flawed and illogical Alexander 
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2020-09-09 
11:44:14 Gauteng No I do not

This bill wasn't formed in good faith, it is evident that it is merely a response to 
the Con Court's ruling. Not a lot of thought, research and calculaSons went into 
its draXing, and the evidence is clear for all to see. With so many states and 
countries that have legalised cannabis medically and socially, there is a lot of 
data that could have been used to inform this bill and project SA into the 
forefront of the global cannabis industry. 
CiSzens that require concentrated cannabis products require a 1:10 raSo to 
produce enough to treat their condiSons. The quanSSes provided for in this bill 
do not make provision for this. With the unemployment rate in SA at record 
levels, it beggars belief that our 'leaders' wouldn't use the Con Court's 
judgement as the catalyst to start and grow a healthy cannabis industry. The 
GDP numbers released yesterday show just how much contribuSon to the SA 
economy cannabis could make. Siphamandla

2020-09-09 
11:41:26 Gauteng No I do not

People are not allowed to smoke cigareses in public but smoking of cannabis in 
public will be allowed - what a joke. 
The prescribed maximum  jail term of 15 years should be the minimum jail term. 
Driving under the influence of cannabis is even worse the driving under the 
influence of alcohol and must be addressed. David

2020-09-09 
11:39:49 Gauteng No I do not

I think iSs just as unhealthy as any type of smoking or vaping and must be 
banned. If our beloved minister banned smoking then this must also be banned.  
It is dangerous, mind altering and exceedingly unpleasanr fornon-smokers to be 
around it. Trevor

2020-09-09 
11:38:05 Gauteng No I do not baboo

2020-09-09 
11:37:21 Gauteng No I do not

Why in the 1st place would you treat a natural plant like it's  a drug.  
Why would you rather except & be okay with any child being exposed tO 
cigarese smoke but cannabis is seemingly worse & far damaging to their health 
according tO this stupid bill. 
All i see is harsh punishment for a weed smoker whileS 
murderers,rapists,fraudsters,corrupt poliScians,thieveS, the liSt iS endless  ... are 
roaming our streets or get sent away for a day. 
Whoever created this stupid bill are opressing us all Same aS what the previous 
cruel & evil apartheid government did. 
Lastly WHO DECIDED TO CLASS CANNABIS as a drug   ! 
If nOt the white naSon , if U gna do away with everything the white people 
stood for or implemented ages agO... Then why should ZoL be excluded from 
the sO called CHANGE U SO HIGHLY PREACH ABOUT... 
ONE LOVE .,. LEAVE I IN TOTAL PEACE ... 
JAH BLESS Zane 

2020-09-09 
11:32:43 Gauteng No I do not David

2020-09-09 
11:31:58 Gauteng No I do not

More human capital and  lives will be lost to drug addicSon. Far easier to smoke 
a joint and dream about how wonderful life is than geing off your posterior, 
studying or working towards a goal and making a posiSve contribuSon to the 
world. 
If people need it for medicinal purposes fine. Get a prescripSon like any other 
drug. 

Norma 

2020-09-09 
11:25:46 Gauteng No I do not

The law is unclear about a private person can have unlimited seeds and 
seedlings, and then again, in the next secSon it is limited. 
Also, the plants contain different amounts of THC (people get high) and CBDs 
(good for medical purposes). I see no disSncSon made here. How is this going to 
be tested and regulated?  
People that need cannabis for medical purposes can accidentally sit with plants 
high in THCs which will not result in the effect that they want and which can 
harm them. Annelore

2020-09-09 
11:21:37 Gauteng No I do not Frieda 
2020-09-09 
11:19:34 Gauteng No I do not

I do not agree the use of Cannabis, OTHER THAN FOR MEDICINAL USE IN 
ANIMALS AND HUMANS. adrian 

2020-09-09 
11:19:12 Gauteng No I do not

It is a habit forming drug. It dismembers people's spiritual nature from their 
purpose in life. It is very bad for society as a consequence. David

2020-09-09 
11:18:38 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is a mind altering drug and people under the influence cannot conduct 
themselves soberly in public surroundings. ConcentraSon is impaired and 
driving a vehicle safely under the influence is not possible. I expect regulaSons 
to allow Cannabis only be kept and used in the confines of a person's own home 
and definitely not allowed in homes were there are children. No transporSng of 
it allowed. anywhere. Smoking cigareses doesn't alter a person's mental 
funcSon. Jen 

2020-09-09 
11:18:09 Gauteng No I do not  Tobacco  and cannabis are gateway  drugs to more harmful drugs. Ernest
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2020-09-09 
11:17:28 Gauteng No I do not

How will these regulaSons going to be enforced? 
Will the thousands of superfluous  policeman  (!) in this country who are not  
busy invesSgaSng crime, corrupSon, murder, rape, car hijacks  etc., now going to 
systemaScally search every home  to count the number of plants and arrest 
people and lock them up for m2 years in the empty  (! jails (Jails for 2 years fur 
having one 5 plants and not four!! 
And will we  have our privacy invaded by constant checking  ? 
This ANC government  has lost the plot  completely. 
Whose interests are being protected  here, and  which stakeholders ? 
  
I HAVE NEVER HAD ANY CANNABIS BUR I OPPOSE THIS LEGIISLATION WITH 
EVERY MEANS AVAILABLE TO PROTEST 

It is a direct asack on our our basic freedom. 

Maryna

2020-09-09 
11:17:00 Gauteng No I do not

The country  is in turmoil and all they do is propose laws that will cause more 
harm than good. As another person wrote are they going from house to house 
to find out how many seeds  you possess. Have they actually gone into the 
effects of cannabis? Obviously not. I wonder who will get the contract to sell 
these seeds? More corrupSon on the way. Contracts for pals Ruth

2020-09-09 
11:14:28 Gauteng No I do not Teresa 
2020-09-09 
11:06:20 Gauteng No I do not

No I don't!!  It is proven that it damage the brain, specially of young children. It 
causes brutal  violence on woman and children and even on elderly people. Elma

2020-09-09 
10:59:14 Gauteng No I do not It’s ridiculous.  Just leave us alone. Carol

2020-09-09 
10:58:14 Gauteng No I do not

Abort and rethink that bill. 

BAN cannabis SMOKING,  in  public, and privately, where it bothers neighbours/
others. 
BAN public, 'recreaSonal', non-medicinal use, as well as sales/trading, of 
cannabis oil, edibles, tea, etc. 
BAN cannabis for, and legally protect, children and youngsters under 18 from it's 
possible dire effects and consequences. 
UNBAN  private, personal use/making of cannabis  tea, edibles, oil etc, as 
government has no business interfering in ciSzens'  private lives, where it 
doesn't negaSvely affect  others. Ingrid

2020-09-09 
10:57:04 Gauteng No I do not

This is a habit forming harmful drug and should be banned for anything other 
than medicinal purposes prescribed by a doctor and dispensed by a pharmacist. 
it's use coupled with the intake of alcohol will cause more gender and family 
violence, put road users at greater risk and increase addicSon problems that are 
already out of control. 
It should only be grown and packaged by registerd and licence holding growers 
on a limited scale. Raymond

2020-09-09 
10:54:43 Gauteng No I do not

Ban the stuff!! In my years as a policeman in South Africa I have seen the trouble 
this noxious weed causes, the injuries, the domesSc violence, the poverty. Using 
it in pharmaceuScal medicaSon produced by a legiSmate company is fine, but 
not the raw weed from the garden. DomesSc violence will escalate even more. 
  Andy

2020-09-09 
10:44:20 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis should be legalised fully with breathalyzer tests available for driving. 
For the rest the anc must stop trying to turn us into a nanny state. Annie

2020-09-09 
10:44:03 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis should be legalised fully, from use to the sale of the plant. 
Not only for economic sSmulus, and the jobs and opportuniSes it can create, 
but for our right to self medicate. 
It's a PLANT, that has been labeled and demonised for long enough. 
Just as we as consenSng adults, have a right to use alcohol and cigareses, and 
trade in both, we should be allowed to trade fully in Cannabis. Yes regulate 
quality, have cerSficaSon but we don’t need government telling us how to live 
our lives.  
Alcohol and cigareses are legal but are way more harmful. 
Government wanSng to monopolise this, with big Pharma is at the heart of this 
Bill and I oppose it. Catherine 

2020-09-09 
10:43:04 Gauteng No I do not

Fines are far too heavy.   Parliament fails to jail the poliScal gangsters who have 
robed the country of billions and  punishes unduly those who enjoy a smoke.    
Parliament is corrupt through and through !!!!! geraldine

2020-09-09 
10:42:25 Gauteng No I do not Dawn

2020-09-09 
10:41:20 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is a very dangerous  plant / product that should not be  unregulated or 
leX to non-informed people to determine use. 
It is potenSally a habit forming product and causes people to behave outside 
their normal  controlled  state or reasoning. This has a direct legal impact on the 
accountability  of users that are potenSally involved in  any form of criminal 
acSvity as it can be claimed to be abnormal behavior. 
If this is to be used for medicinal  use then it needs to be provided and 
dispensed under a controlled  and accountable method. 
People involved in farming acSviSes etc need to be properly registered and 
controlled and tracked for sales and quanSSes provided aswell. Kenneth

2020-09-09 
10:41:18 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is a dangerous drug and leads to other drug usage.  Combined with 
alcohol, the effects are far greater. Legalising it will increase exposure and risk to 
the law abiding community. Craig
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2020-09-09 
10:41:06 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is a drug that can and will cause all kinds of abuse problems by abusing 
the drug itself and that of other people, unfortunately the government has 
proven them self over and over again that they can not control and implement 
regulaSons for the beser of others.   
This will just add to the negligence of what they want to try and control. Henry

2020-09-09 
10:39:37 Gauteng No I do not Cannabis is a mind altering drug, and should be banned. Derek

2020-09-09 
10:37:52 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is a natural healing plant. 
There should be no restricSons. for something natural and that has so many 
benefits for society. Hemp will also solve our paper, plasSc and fabric problem.  
Cheap and easy soluSon with minimum impact on the environment. Wilma

2020-09-09 
10:34:25 Gauteng No I do not

What a redicious Bill. Why must the private Companies employ people that 
come intoxcicated and first need to have a Disciplinary Hearing with Union 
Members and Shopstewards and H R staff with culprit smoking Cannabis prior to 
work. 

A serious economic Cost to S A's Economy. MUST BE BLOCKED 100% CHRISTO

2020-09-09 
10:32:43 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis should be legalised fully, from use to the sale of the plant. 
Not only for  economic sSmulus, and the jobs and opportuniSes it can create, 
but for our right  to self medicate. 
It's  a PLANT, that has been  labeled and demonised for long enough. 
Just as we as consenSng adults, have a right to use alcohol and cigareses, and 
trade in both, we should be allowed to trade fully in Cannabis. Yes regulate 
quality, have cerSficaSon  but we font need government telling us how to live 
our lives.  
Alcohol and cigareses are legal but are way more harmful. 
Government wanSng to monopolise this, with big Pharma is at the heart if this 
Bill and u oppose it. Claude

2020-09-09 
10:31:08 Gauteng No I do not Henri
2020-09-09 
10:29:41 Gauteng No I do not Joanne
2020-09-09 
10:22:57 Gauteng No I do not NO should only be scripted for medicinal purposes. Mandy

2020-09-09 
10:22:14 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is a mood altering drug even if it  has medicinal benefits. To harness, 
the medical effect, make it a scheduled prescripSon drug like all others instead 
of promoSng drug abuse in the society by allowing people to grow in their 
homes! I've seen the devastaSon of weed on the lives on promising young 
adults and it's heartbreaking. Rose

2020-09-09 
10:19:33 Gauteng No I do not

The suggested framework cannot work in SA. It looks like it was simply copy and 
paste from another country's legislaSon. The proposed bill is preposterous and 
unacceptable Tom 

2020-09-09 
10:19:16 Gauteng No I do not

It is well known that Cannabis use leads to  heavier drug use.   
Cannabis use affects behaviour negaSvely either turning people violent or 
making them extremely apatheSc and direcSonless.  BAN the "social" use of 
cannabis, use it only in medical applicaSons when the  THCs have been 
removed. Marge

2020-09-09 
10:16:23 Gauteng No I do not

There has been very lisle research done on behalf of the Government with 
regards to the use, possesion and culSvaSon of cannabis in South Africa. 

The quanSSes for instance have not been researched in the case of the pesonal 
manufacture of oils or Snctures for medicinal use. The quanSSes specified in the 
bill cannot even produce a month supply of oil for personal use.  

With the quanSSes for cannabis plants in vegetaSve state or in flower does not 
suffice for personal use. Due So the fact that the cannabis plant is not a fast 
growing plant means that product or flower from previopus grows will run out 
before the new plants are ready for consumpSon which in turn will force 
consumers to turn to illegal black market dealings in order So suffice for their 
consumptuion unSl the new harvest is ready for personal use. 

I do agree that the market will need to be controlled and policed due to the 
chance of the general consumer trying to sell the product on the one hand but 
under the current bill that has been submised to parliment, due to the 
quanSSes specified, the other side of the coin will show and the consumer will 
go out and purchase product off the black market instead which is why the Bill is 
in place in the first place as to try get control of the use and sale and 
consumpSon.  

The government will need to speak to key people in the industry to get properly 
informed with regards to the use, culSvaSon, and consumpSon of cannabis. 

Gareth
2020-09-09 
10:10:06 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is harmful and a drug.  It leads to the usage of more stronger 
substances and is addicSve. It should not be legalized at all. Ilse

2020-09-09 
10:08:44 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis should be legalised and unregulated. The onus should fall on the 
adults. No sales or use to kids under 9 should be an offence. It should be 
unregulated for medicinal use! Trevor
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2020-09-09 
10:08:30 Gauteng No I do not

This legislaSon is ridiculous.  
Why not simply make all drugs legal? Legalise opium, legalise Sk/crystal 
methamphetamine, legalise Cocaine, legalise heroine, legalise Nyaope (also 
known as whoonga or wunga). Why stop with canabis/dagga? 
Why not go the whole hog. Let anyone and everyone sell the lot. 

John

2020-09-09 
10:07:45 Gauteng No I do not

This is absolutely Ludacris, #CANNABISCANHELPSA 

With educaSon this plant can and has so many health, industrial benefits .  
Cannabis helped me come clean of narcoScs!  
Cannabis THCA helps my ASD son!  

Cannabis over big pharma!  

Wake up South Africa  

Rape /murder gets 5 -10years in Jail! 15 years for a plant! Society is warped!  

Let us Trade! We are not criminals!  
Regulate and educate!  

Tobacco & Alcohol are legal and lethal!  
Cannabis is a Medicine why may I not choose how to treat myself and my 
family?  

You choose pills I choose joints! Canna Lady C  

Candice 
Canna Lady 

C ™
2020-09-09 
10:07:21 Gauteng No I do not It must ungoverned and completely legal trevor
2020-09-09 
10:06:18 Gauteng No I do not Must be banned completely. Just  another drug to get  hooked on. Salma
2020-09-09 
10:03:57 Gauteng No I do not Dawid

2020-09-09 
10:01:34 Gauteng No I do not

Why get so complicated? Either marijuana is legal, or not. If it's fully legal, it can 
(a) be grown officially, providing a cash crop to poor farmers, (b) can be sold 
openly, controlled AND TAXED. Russell

2020-09-09 
09:49:07 Gauteng No I do not

It is an addicSve drug and always lead to other hardcore drugs and bad 
aggressive behavior. For meds its fine. Arnold

2020-09-09 
09:47:36 Gauteng No I do not Elke 

2020-09-09 
09:47:08 Gauteng No I do not

THIS  is DEFINITILEY the thin end of the wedge!!...and we are on a DOWNWARD 
SPIRAL, this is PROVEN to lead to "Harder" types of drugs! and the effect on 
CHILDREN, witnessing and eventually encouraged to try , will ONLY hinder their 
development, as funcSoning  human beings, contribuSng to society, so I say 
NO,NO,NO to any drug use as it DESTROYS LIVES and leads to premature DEATH!
( I have lost friends in this way) David

2020-09-09 
09:40:55 Gauteng No I do not

The use of this drug leads to people wanSng to try other hardcore drugs  which 
eventually leads to addicSon. The use of the drug for medical problems is fine 
but to the general  public no. Kevin

2020-09-09 
09:39:55 Gauteng No I do not

What is the point of parSally legalizing something, just legalize it and be done 
with it. If the government insists on making more money out of it, instead of 
policing the he’ll out of it (where there is going to be so much abuse and 
corrupSon it’s nit even funny), rather just put a tax on it like cigareses for selling 
and buying. Clive

2020-09-09 
09:39:44 Gauteng No I do not

Anything that can result in DomesSc violence, gangster violence, or any other 
criminal acSvity must stay forbidden. 
Medical users should be registered and strictly monitored. Rene

2020-09-09 
09:38:01 Gauteng No I do not

I am not a user or ever used it,  there us  mountain of evidence supporSng the 
health benefits, and by opening this completely up will stop the criminality from 
the archaic regulaSons, if  grown on a mass scale the byproduct has so many 
uses.  What like everything else the Government want to control our populaSon.   
But the real needs of the people are not met .  Our populaSon need jobs which 
this will create, plus the off shoot of allied support of that industry.  You curb 
progress, yet deny the taxes involved, this is backward thinking we are so used 
to seeing. The illegal sector is thriving , causing criminality where for generaSons 
the government could not stop it but made people criminals out of smoking a 
joint.  This lunacy must stop. There are bigger fish to fry.

Gilbert 
Andrew

2020-09-09 
09:35:57 Gauteng No I do not Bartel
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2020-09-09 
09:33:06 Gauteng No I do not

Hi again 
My quesSon is 'what does the government have to do all day?' that they are so 
preoccupied with control rather than acSon against the real crimes that are 
taking place.  All of the type of quesSons such as the cannabis issue (that has 
been man created) are simple and therefore need simple explanaSons.  You 
cannot stop a child grabbing a chair and going to the medicine cupboard, nor 
copying the behaviour of parents and peers, and if not in your house when you 
may visit some one elses.   

If the Police currently cannot arrest, convict a perpetrator(s) of violent crimes 
such as rape, the farm murders, all murders, and all serious crimes and what 
about the corrupSon issue; But they always go for 'soX targets' because it makes 
them  seem, at least superficially as they only like to operate, as if they are 
actually thinking and doing something as poliSans.   My quesSon is - if they 
cannot be bothered with serious crimes - baring the walk about aXer the event, 
geing their TV coverage asenSon of course, how are they going to monitor the 
country of drug and alcoholic child abusers who may even add smoking tobacco 
to this heXy lists of addiSons.   Another quesSon, how did the government 
actually themselves manage to 'avoid' the piKalls of us normal ciSzens as 
addicSve not having any clue as to the choices in our lives. 
The government should focus on real issues,  and ask some knowledgeable legal 
minded (with actual track record and degress and common sense etc) persons 
to draw up a simple set of rules that would be easy to follow and monitor - this 
is another avenue of corrupSon and abuse opening up - the drug dealers already 
operate with impunity - what does the government think their hum and ha rules 
are going to really do anything than all the laws and regulaSons they put in 
place already ..... yet they plunder on with no remorse, nor consequences -  oh 
here comes another regulaSon ........   
  Jennifer

2020-09-09 
09:31:59 Gauteng No I do not

Dagga is in my point of view. A  drug if  the  parents  smoke  it  how  are they  
going   to keep there  children  from smoking  it too   You  do it dad why can't I Susan 

2020-09-09 
09:31:05 Gauteng No I do not

NO-NO-NO!!! 
What is it with parliament to even consider this allowance. 
Previously it was totally forbidden, for life is much more worth than the use of 
the cannabis as discussed. 
ANYTHING that can result in DomesSc violence, gangster violence, or any other 
criminal acSvity must stay forbidden. 
Even to make seeds available to public with limitaSon regulaSons speak for it 
self. 
I'm just wondring why Parliament will even think to consider this - Hopefully no-
one is misusing it already?! 
To allow such things means that offenders in prison will be given false hope that 
they may go on with their old ways, which will mean - More deaths, more 
violence. NO HOPE AT ALL. 
Think twice people!!! 
Enough people passed on, or got hurt because of this. 
Therefore NO selling OR buying, NO PLANTING, NO smoking, NO use or misuse 
can be allowed at all. 

Kobus

2020-09-09 
09:26:16 Gauteng No I do not

I am apalled  that Cannabis was ever legalised by the ANC government.  The Bill 
that permised this is evil and you cannot improve evil by touching it up here 
and there. As Pres Harry Truman once said: You cannot pick  a turd up at the 
clean end. Jacobus

2020-09-09 
09:23:45 Gauteng No I do not It Is and should remain a drug and should be illegal! Eienne

2020-09-09 
09:23:00 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is a drug. It causes addicSon and leads to the use of stronger drugs. It 
causes the user to lose full control of his/her acSons. This puts others at risk 
either through the acSons or lack of acSons on the part of the user. Legalizing 
the use of the drug puts our country at risk. Laws should protect the people not 
make it easier for drug users. Nobody benefits from allowing the use of cannabis 
to conSnue to be legal. Why have these laws been allowed? Are dealers in drugs 
running our country? Stop the legal use of cannabis. Michelle 

2020-09-09 
09:20:04 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is more dangerous than  alcohol. Cannabis is a life taking machine and 
must not be aloud to be taken by no human being, Unless for medical reasons 
only. 
MY ANSWER WILL REMAIN DEFINATLY NO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Hennie

2020-09-09 
09:18:57 Gauteng No I do not

The free and easy access to cannabis will lead to an even further degeneraSon 
of our already problemaSc society.  We already have alcohol which is a 
significant contributor to our countries problems and there is no need to add 
further substances which are addicSve and open to abuse and contribute to the 
issues this country is already plagued with. 
The use of cannabis for personal consumpSon should be VERY strictly controlled 
and only permised for medicinal purposes.  

Sven

2020-09-09 
09:18:14 Gauteng No I do not

If I smoke on my premises, obviously the neighbor will smell.  

Therefore, this ruling should be done away with completely -: 

Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” may be jailed for up to 
two years. Wesley
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2020-09-09 
09:16:12 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis even regulated gets to children eventually. Then it leads to other drug 
use. There is no way children sais no to drugs as they get involved under group 
pressure. Adults can make raSonal dissisions by children just falls under the 
pressure. Marthinus

2020-09-09 
09:16:06 Gauteng No I do not

Drugs in any form or quanSSes is sSll drugs and ruining peoples lives.  It should 
not be  available in any personal or private capacity. Karin

2020-09-09 
09:15:29 Gauteng No I do not

this bill has obviously been created by people who do not kn ow the first thing 
about cannabis.   they can think only in terms of smoking. The healing properSes 
are enormous, and this bill prevents individuals from  accessing the  healing 
effect, where much larger quanSSes are required.  KaSnka

2020-09-09 
09:10:56 Gauteng No I do not

I must be known that it appears that “legal” criminals are trying to once again 
capture this “new” and possibly poverty changing industry with absolutely 
ridiculous laws on something natural and which could help our land like our 
ancestors used to do. Greed is a deadly thing. Stop consulSng people who are 
trying to keep the “flies” away from things that should be in abundance for the 
improvement of life. We drive machines(vehicles) that can cause issues in the 
untrained hands yet trained with driving lessons we get a license and can 
operate a vehicle. Likewise cannabis only too needs the necessary training and 
easy licensing without making it unasainable to the very majority of the 
populaSon. Stop the greed and the bleeding of our land by a very few greedy 
people trying to capture the market via means of unasainable requirements! 
The proposed laws are ridiculous 15 years for a plant yet we have deadly sugar 
sold naSon wide. Stop the self serving approach immediately. We won’t be 
capture by a select advantaged few! Lee

2020-09-09 
09:09:52 Gauteng No I do not Yvonne

2020-09-09 
09:09:10 Gauteng No I do not

Rural communiSes make a living from the growth of Cannabis and they should 
be allowed to grow and sell legally. RegulaSons should not penalise adults for 
using, buying or selling Cannabis. Graeme

2020-09-09 
09:07:10 Gauteng No I do not Why do they now want to criminalize dagga again? Leave it uncriminilised Wynand

2020-09-09 
09:05:08 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis should remain banned. Unbanning will have a detrimental effect on 
society. 

Cannabis is addicSve 
Cannabis is very bad for children - in mental and physical development 
Cannabis is bad for adults - in mental capacity 
Cannabis causes motor accidents - if you think it is bad now with alcohol related 
crashes, wait unSl cannabis becomes normal. The death toll will be horrific! Heinu

2020-09-09 
09:04:31 Gauteng No I do not Shamila
2020-09-09 
08:58:05 Gauteng No I do not William

2020-09-09 
08:56:36 Gauteng No I do not

In the long run it affects the brain aXer regular use. 
There have been many cases of  people becoming depressed and having mood 
swings aXer use. Many now have bipolar. 
Pregnant women will use and it will affect the baby. Lynese

2020-09-09 
08:56:07 Gauteng No I do not

Anything that can cause danger to yourself or other people is not good for 
human consumpSon. Roney

2020-09-09 
08:55:52 Gauteng No I do not

It leads to further addicSon. 
Has any tests been done to determine a person taking cannnabis in terms of 
judgement and reacSons. MAEDER

2020-09-09 
08:49:51 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is a herb that is a remedy  
Please classify cigareses and illegal Iqraam

2020-09-09 
08:49:49 Gauteng No I do not

No drugs should be legal. This is not the way for South Africa, this will be bad 
influnce on the communiSea in our land. Magda

2020-09-09 
08:48:32 Gauteng No I do not

This is absolute madness. All that I know about this stuff is , it makes people do 
things that they normally  would not do nor could do.  The country is already 
facing another pandemic as the State President has declared it where the men 
are killing the woman at an alarming rate.   
What a perfect way to increase this pandemic as well as rape and every thing 
that is bad. 
  
What used to be right is wrong now & that which used to be wrong is right now. 
No wonder this country is in such a mess !! Alec

2020-09-09 
08:48:09 Gauteng No I do not Bhavish

2020-09-09 
08:44:54 Gauteng No I do not

Parts of this bill make non sense for the community it affects. The fact that there 
is sSll a jail charge is outrageous as this goes against the consStuSonal  decision 
of 2018. 

The bill needs to be amended by professionals who are involved in the industry. 
 JusSn

2020-09-09 
08:44:15 Gauteng No I do not Steve
2020-09-09 
08:42:54 Gauteng No I do not

I don't like it and it's not Godly. The devil is working in those who consume 
cannibus and any other form tobacco. Legoale

2020-09-09 
08:40:10 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis should be banned completely. Why create a new problem such as 
alcohol has become to this government during the Covid-19 period? Is it a case 
that there is money to be made by fraudsters. Philippus

2020-09-09 
08:38:26 Gauteng No I do not

Because the ANC is incapable to enforce drug laws the next best thing is to 
legalise it. The have messedup everything in the country. Mikkie
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2020-09-09 
08:38:17 Gauteng No I do not

As a teenager I saw how it affected regular users made them into Zombies 
It alters brain funcSons in a major way and is a first step to the slippery slope of 
using other drugs Joyce

2020-09-09 
08:35:29 Gauteng No I do not

You are dulling a naSon and reducing producSvity, values and the idea of being 
industrious. Cannibis has always been in use when it was illegal. Don't 
encourage it further.  
At least keep it illegal so it is sSll something which is frowned upon and not just 
a symptom of the Smes. 
Legalising it is succumbing to the apathy that nothing can be done about issues 
in life anyway.  
People already seem to have the idea that it is legal.  It is being smoked in 
parking lots etc.  
The current legislaSon is not being widely publicized. People should be well 
aware that they will be arrested for using it in public places, and I should have a 
right not to breathe in weed when I get into my car at a shopping centre. Estelle

2020-09-09 
08:29:34 Gauteng No I do not Joyce
2020-09-09 
08:29:32 Gauteng No I do not Joyce

2020-09-09 
08:27:40 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis should not be legal. It is a mind and mood altering substance that 
causes psychosis. If it is legalized for medical purposes, it should be highly 
controlled like scheduled medicaSon. It should not be allowed in public. 
Exchange between individuals should not be allowed.  Anita

2020-09-09 
08:27:31 Gauteng No I do not The use of cannabis lead to using other drugs and harm families and society. Ernest

2020-09-09 
08:26:12 Gauteng No I do not

Current studies do not support that 1.legal drugs decrease the illegal usage of 
drugs 2.economic sSmulaSon has not been proven holisScally given societal 
impact - gender-based violence, money re-rouSng to drugs vs food, healthcare 
system further strained, car accident increases. 3.Alcohol addicSon is a relevant 
case study for SA when considering this. Lee-Anne

2020-09-09 
08:24:52 Gauteng No I do not

This country has never been in so much trouble and you lazy parasiSc 
parliamentarians ate now wasSng your Sme trying to draw up complicated laws 
over cannibas. God you lot are really proving that your race is incapable of 
governing a country. Either outlaw cannibas enSrely or ban it outright. Don't 
make laws so that it complicates the legal system and confuses our police force.  
Get to dealing with important issues, like making laws that deal with you lot of 
thieves in parliament involved with corrupSon. Godwin 

2020-09-09 
08:24:36 Gauteng No I do not

Dear Sir, Madam, 
I do not believe this drugs should be freely available and able to be basered. 
The government is going to create more addicts than South Africa already have. 
Cigarese smokers are notoriously careless and inconsiderate to non smokers so 
this will be the same with canabis smokers and now you are causing other 
people to be drugged without their consent. This can create road accidents by 
people who do not smoke because of other canabis smokers. Here children are 
going to be adversely affected as these smokers will drug their children and this 
will create addicts beyond counSng in generaSons to come. I recomend that SA 
conSnue to keep ban on canabis in place and wait for the next 10 years to 
review the affects it has on society in other naSons who have legalised it. 
Government should NOT see this as a money making enterprise because 
vunerable people are at risk. Our children. 

Jacques
2020-09-09 
08:23:47 Gauteng No I do not Heidi
2020-09-09 
08:23:45 Gauteng No I do not there should be no restricSons at all spencer

2020-09-09 
08:22:14 Gauteng No I do not

If smoking cannabis near other people is going to carry a prison sentence, the 
same should apply to regular tobacco products. Even then, the punishment does 
not seem proporSonal to the behaviour. Jason
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2020-09-09 
08:21:53 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is a dangerous narcoSc that is known to Induce Psychosis in Teenagers 
and Young Adults.  If you use cannabis regularly, it can make you demoSvated 
and uninterested in other things going on in your life, such as educaSon or work. 

Long-term use can affect the ability to learn and concentrate.  As with other 
addicSve drugs, such as cocaine and heroin, you can develop a tolerance to 
cannabis. This means you need more to get the same effect. 

Regular cannabis use increases your risk of developing a psychoSc illness, such 
as schizophrenia. A psychoSc illness is one where you have hallucinaSons 
(seeing things that are not really there) and delusions (believing things that are 
not really true). 

Your risk of developing a psychoSc illness is higher if: 
you start using cannabis at a young age 
you smoke stronger types 
you smoke it regularly 
you use it for a long Sme 
you smoke cannabis and also have other risk factors for schizophrenia, such as a 
family history of the illness. 

Cannabis also increases the risk of a relapse in people who already have 
schizophrenia, and it can make psychoSc symptoms worse. 

Research in animals suggests that cannabis can interfere with sperm producSon 
in males and ovulaSon in females. 

Research suggests that using cannabis regularly during pregnancy could affect 
your baby's brain development. 

Regularly smoking cannabis with tobacco increases the risk of babies being born 
small or premature. 

Cannabis increases the risk of cardiovascular disease and stroke. 

In summary, cannabis is a severe public health risk and should be criminalised 
and banned. 

Jason
2020-09-09 
08:19:53 Gauteng No I do not Cannabis is a substance that is the gateway for the use of other drugs. Koos

2020-09-09 
08:19:32 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis has a dulling effect on the mind. It does not encourage being 
industrious and pro-survival acSvity.  Kids become dull and start believing they 
need this to relax or that it is normal to live in a less aware state. 
I feel it should be kept totally illegal. Even if it is there will sSll be those using it 
but at least it is discouraged by government and not being condoned as 
acceptable for all. 
It is a symptom of society geing more and more degraded, not liXing it up, a 
kind of apatheSc state of being. 
If it is controlled possibly cannabis oil can be prescribed but not cannabis itself. 
All it does is encourage a generaSon of dull individuals . People have always 
used cannabis, it didn't need to be legal, they will conSnue to do so.  
At least don't subject the rest of us to having to smell weed being smoked in 
parking lots (which is currently the case)  and taking away our right to object to 
breathing it because we are now pesy or "not cool".  
People have the idea that it is legal, and the rules are not being made widely 
known and the penalSes for smoking it in public is not publicized. Estelle

2020-09-09 
08:18:47 Gauteng No I do not

I feel that insufficient asenSon is given to people living in complexes and/or 
blocks of flats. The total ban on  the use, culSvaSon or possession of Cannabis in 
a block of flats or townhouse complex should be enforced. I have a situaSon 
where my next-door neighbour smokes Cannabis on a regular basis. He comes 
out onto his balcony with his Cannabis smoking friends and merrily puffs away. 
When I speak to him about the fact that as I do not smoke at all and I cannot 
stand the smell of Cannabis, he only moves to the opposite side of his balcony 
and carries on smoking. The law should clearly state the Cannabis can only be 
used, culSvated or be possessed by a person living in a freestanding house or 
similar structure and NOT in a flat or living space within a complex. Thomas
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2020-09-09 
08:13:28 Gauteng No I do not

I have to admit that I don't know a lot about Cannabis. What I do know is that it 
can bring out psychosis in predisposed individuals because I saw it first hand, a 
young man at Natalspruit hospital who was studying at Wits at some point in his 
life but ended up wandering around Natalspruit, unable to make a life for 
himself due to a psychological disorder brought out by smoking dope. This was 
in the days before other drugs had become so freely available and Cannabis was 
the drug of choice. I have also heard that it can affect reproducSve health (Not 
sure about that one). 
I do think it's a good idea to protect children and have laws around anyone 
being able to give Cannabis to them. I also think it's good to have laws around 
Cannabis use and driving as it is known to dull the senses and other countries 
have insStuted such laws through biser experience in this regard. 
As regards this bill, I don't think that enough educated people have been 
involved in the draXing of this bill. I think that more research should be done 
and more debate should be had among people who know the facts and the 
risks. It seems as if someone has just slapped some rules together with lisle 
knowledge. Jane

2020-09-09 
08:10:56 Gauteng No I do not MarSn
2020-09-09 
08:08:06 Gauteng No I do not

I do not support the legalisaSon of dagga in any form whatsoever. Dagga is a 
severe habit forming drug . Les

2020-09-09 
08:04:04 Gauteng No I do not

Hi  

I believe Cannabis is a gate way Drug supporSng the use off other more serious 
drug use. 

Cannabis may be culSvated and regulated for medical use removing the THC 
from the medicaSon. 

Unfortunately the use of Cannabis in it’s raw form is not an viable opSon as it 
sSll promotes a state of euphoria when  conducSng normal daily funcSons and 
is a danger to family members and the general public. 

Regards  
Franco Franco

2020-09-09 
08:01:29 Gauteng No I do not HenSe

2020-09-09 
07:57:45 Gauteng No I do not

Why did you make drugs legal! Completely ban it before it’s too late! 
Consequences of drug abuse are severe especially for children. Your destroying 
lives!!!!!! Lexine

2020-09-09 
07:43:47 Gauteng No I do not

Only for a medical reason to be use, Dagga is a drug, should be treated as any 
other drug laws, it is no example to the young generaSon to use drugs legally 

Anet

2020-09-09 
07:41:28 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis / dagga  is a gateway drug, our country is riddled with social problems, 
drugs is part of the problem.  

Charl
2020-09-09 
07:34:00 Gauteng No I do not it leads to using other drugs Anna
2020-09-09 
07:31:41 Gauteng No I do not Johan

2020-09-09 
07:30:33 Gauteng No I do not

Who wrote this? Someone with no experience in the industry? No medical 
background? 
Do you really think we're as dumb as this? Do you control the amount of beer 
I'm allowed to have? No. Cig's? No. 
But you want to enter my private property with a scale to assess if I have to 
much raw product that I need to work into an oil? 
No sence, no thought was given here. 
Control Control Control 
1984 

Jacques

2020-09-09 
07:28:06 Gauteng No I do not

Although I believe cannabis and in parScular CBD can have wonderful medicinal 
properSes, I believe each person is highly unique and not everyone responds in 
the same way. Long term consequences have not been studied properly yet with 
regards to many underlying mental health issues, neurological issues and other 
health issues. I believe if we legalize it in South Africa, it can easily be abused. 
We haven’t legally addressed it in detail and there are too many loopholes we 
haven’t covered. Please don’t open a door that cannot be closed. This 
opportunity will be abused to a great extent in south Africa. The majority of 
people do not have the discipline or educaSon to limit themselves. Introducing a 
drug and legalizing it with such a slack legal system is a recipe for disaster. Micheline

2020-09-09 
07:25:44 Gauteng No I do not It is HEALTHIER THAN CHEMICAL MEDS MarSne 
2020-09-09 
07:25:37 Gauteng No I do not Kobus
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2020-09-09 
07:24:06 Gauteng No I do not

Anyone using Cannabis at home or not as prescribed by a doctor is doing it for 
drug intoxicaSng reasons.  Ie: the wrong reasons. The Use of dagga/ cannabis 
will encourage the usage of other drugs more potent and increase addicSon. 
AddicSons of any kind  increase poverty and crime.  Making any forms of dagga/ 
cannabis (seeds, plants, dry, etc) legal is the first steps to enabling addicSon, 
crime, gender based violence, poverty etc. Cannabis should only be used as 
strictly prescribed by a medical doctor.  Cannabis is a drug. Drugs are bad. Dont 
make bad things legal. MARY-LOU

2020-09-09 
07:23:28 Gauteng No I do not

There is a plethora of research supporSng cannabis in its various forms for 
medicinal use. Medicinal use cannabis should be freely available. However, the 
recreaSonal use of cannabis should conSnue to be illegal. Unless supervised by 
a doctor, cannabis is a mind-altering drug with some people experiencing fear, 
anxiety and paranoia or even hallucinaSons. It alters thinking and effects 
judgement. How can we make out alcohol as the root of all evil in South Africa, 
but plan to legalise a drug with far more potenSal harmful impact on our 
society? Catherine

2020-09-09 
07:21:00 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is legalised by government and that's that, puing restricSons and 
limitaSons on its use/manufacturer  
By individuals is criminal. I believe it's health properSes far out weigh any 
government interference in its manufacture and distribuSon. Arthur 

2020-09-09 
07:20:35 Gauteng No I do not

My family got firsthand experience of the misuse of cannabis. it starts of with 
small and locaSonal use, aXer a wile you came addicSve and starts to use other 
harder drugs. so you end up in re-up. 
There are no means that the government can POLICE the use and control off the 
use ect. Hans

2020-09-09 
07:13:41 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis must be banned. For medicinal purpose it must be controlled - only 
available with a doctors script. Who will contol the private use?????? Hildegard

2020-09-09 
07:11:28 Gauteng No I do not Jacobus
2020-09-09 
07:10:22 Gauteng No I do not Deon
2020-09-09 
07:10:08 Gauteng No I do not Shashikant 
2020-09-09 
07:08:28 Gauteng No I do not

It's a drug with consequences and destrucSon on people's lives and should be 
illegal Maxine

2020-09-09 
07:07:10 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is a drug and a stepping stone to your next drug. This should not be 
aloud. ELIZABETH

2020-09-09 
07:01:58 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis for medicinal purposes should be freely available, recreaSonal use 
should be regulated in exactly the same way as alcohol or cigareses. Terri

2020-09-09 
07:01:52 Gauteng No I do not If smoking is a huge dilemma then dagga will be a super enormous dilemma Henri 
2020-09-09 
06:57:44 Gauteng No I do not

This might make it easier for dealers and addicts. To allow someone to be legally 
intoxicated is asking for trouble. Abdul Maalik 

2020-09-09 
06:56:40 Gauteng No I do not Cannabis is a gateway drug. Keep it illegal. Kathleen
2020-09-09 
06:56:39 Gauteng No I do not Cannabis is a gateway drug. Keep it illegal. Kathleen
2020-09-09 
06:55:15 Gauteng No I do not Robert

2020-09-09 
06:53:17 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis, Tobacco, either one damages lungs . 
If "private purpose" bill is passed for Cannabis then there can't be law's and 
punishment for growing it illegally. 

The black market will flourish" tax free" 
  

All Lives Maser# Lynn
2020-09-09 
06:53:01 Gauteng No I do not

It’s a mind altering substance that destroys lives and families (including mine) . It 
is far from harmless and stays in the system for days. Jenny

2020-09-09 
06:52:27 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis should be legalised and people should feel free to use it. And it should 
be sold and smoked the very same way as others like cigareses. Madimetsa 

Lord
2020-09-09 
06:46:24 Gauteng No I do not Connie

2020-09-09 
06:44:14 Gauteng No I do not

Nog 'n slinkse idee van die ANC, waar nog meer geld gesteel gaan word, pleks 
dat hulle strenger teen misdadigers optree van moorde op gehoorsame burgers. 
Verwys sommer na die aanval op Nic Bester ( voormalige Comrades wenner), 
waar polisie eers na 3 dae aksie begin neem het. Te laat vir enige forensiese 
toetse van bloed monsters.  
Verwys ook na die Clicks aanvalle deur die EFF, daar sal geen arrestasies 
plaasvind nie. Hierdie soort aanvalle regverdige tronkstraf. Maar die regering 
fokus op stront soos dagga. Theuns

2020-09-09 
06:43:56 Gauteng No I do not

Not for smoking AT ALL! Smoking is harmful ... PERIOD! Oils and other excuses 
could've worked, but with a society like South Africa,  it will breed even more 
criminals over night. Last nail in the coffin. This country is not disciplined at all 
for something that lethal. Kobus

2020-09-09 
06:37:23 Gauteng No I do not It should be illegal to have any cannabis in your possession Frik 
2020-09-09 
06:37:19 Gauteng No I do not Bruce 
2020-09-09 
06:37:11 Gauteng No I do not

We have a drink driving problem now we will have a drug driving problem as 
well MarSn
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2020-09-09 
06:35:22 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is a drug and should not be allowed, as any other drug, without a 
prescripSon Pippa

2020-09-09 
06:32:26 Gauteng No I do not Gert

2020-09-09 
06:29:23 Gauteng No I do not

I am wholly opposed to the bill. The fuSlity of  my and other opposiSon  is not 
lost on me given the policy decision which this current government has taken . It 
is wrong at a variety of levels . We as a country will sSll pay for just another 
destrucSve decision by the powers that be with their history of destrucSon , 
polarisaSon and racially based  policies. Willem

2020-09-09 
06:29:11 Gauteng No I do not

We cannot even police South Africa’s crime now. How will we Police this maser? 
I think there is more important issues to address than the legalizaSon of 
cannabis. Izak

2020-09-09 
06:27:07 Gauteng No I do not

If this gets legalized what next? Cocaine? Meth? Heroin? I cannot even believe 
that government is considering this??? Charl

2020-09-09 
06:26:57 Gauteng No I do not

Though I appreciate the ancient benefits of psychoscSve plant use in specific 
contexts, led by a 'medicine man/woman' I believe we are following an upside 
down precedent by enabling and allowing cannabis to be used like cigareses 
and alcohol - recreaSonally. Instead of following their permissibility, they too 
should be more strictly regulated. All three are damaging to the human body 
and psyche and though some people have stronger tolerance/resistance to one 
or all, many do not. Children especially, get caught up in the ludicrous need for 
adults to saSsfy the need for escapism and pleasure in addicSve substances. Louise

2020-09-09 
06:23:57 Gauteng No I do not

I only agree on Cannabis being used for medicinal purposes under a doctors 
supervision.  If Cannabis is made legal, it may lead youngsters to try the next 
best thing. I am totally against it. Paula

2020-09-09 
06:23:56 Gauteng No I do not

Drug abuse starts with children using cannabis, it is not long before they start 
trying something stronger. You are legalizing the use of cannabis to obtain more 
votes for the next elecSon. Treat cannabis as a drug and ban it completely! Dawid J

2020-09-09 
06:22:13 Gauteng No I do not

It it astounding how we want to regulate cannabis, needless to say it will be 
unenforceable as many of our laws. There is no way of policing the use of 
cannabis it has been shown Sme and Sme again the laws of our country are 
flouted and largely ignored and superfluous in nature. Cannabis is a drug and 
will remain that oXen it leads to far more serious use of other drugs. Wesley

2020-09-09 
06:21:19 Gauteng No I do not

Unless cannabis is used for medicinal purposes,  it should not be legalised.  
This is a gateway and mind altering drug.  People who use it will not conform to 
amended legislaSon restricSons.  Carol

2020-09-09 
06:19:11 Gauteng No I do not Cannabis use leads to using stronger and more dangerous drugs Antoinese 

2020-09-09 
06:19:00 Gauteng No I do not

In my home as a child and later when courSng my wife, I had exposure to 
cannabis using (smoking) gardeners who at Smes became very aggressive and 
life threatening to the home's occupants.  Does the government want to 
exacerbate crime in the home and in the streets? 

I have also been exposed to the brother of a now deceased friend who partook 
of cannabis  whom I tried to assist aXer his brother's demise. Under the 
influence of cannabis, he became totally aggressive and irraSonal and beyond 
help much of the Sme.  

However, I swill support the use of cannabis oils which apparently relieve pain 
but the distribuSon of any cannabis product needs to be strictly controlled by 
doctors and the medical profession as a whole.  

Rest assured that if Government does not exercise limitaSons crime will escalate 
as will illicit trade. Ian

2020-09-09 
06:16:52 Gauteng No I do not

This is a drug and will be used to cover up other drug usages  
This drug is a gateway drug to bigger and more powerful drugs  
It is already used as a sSmulant as power to commit crimes Ian

2020-09-09 
06:14:21 Gauteng No I do not Don't you have beser things to do, hmm like eliminaSng corrupSon first............ Cornie
2020-09-09 
06:14:09 Gauteng No I do not Rudolf
2020-09-09 
06:10:58 Gauteng No I do not It destroys lives and families Ernst
2020-09-09 
06:05:40 Gauteng No I do not Athol
2020-09-09 
06:04:12 Gauteng No I do not

All posiSon of cannabis or any other drug should sSll be illegal as it’s a gate drug. 
I worked hard to stop the drug trade that the anc government is destroying. John

2020-09-09 
05:59:44 Gauteng No I do not Valerie 
2020-09-09 
05:54:59 Gauteng No I do not Cannabis should never have been legalized. It is an entry drug for other drugs Jason

2020-09-09 
05:54:51 Gauteng No I do not

No I do not agree with this bill, and no I do not smoke cannabis.  I do however 
find this bill be extremely controlling and over the top. 

2 years fro smoking close to a window when our murders and rapist and corrupt 
poliScians conSnue on their way with lisle and no accountability. 

so NO NO NO NO!! 

Michelle
2020-09-09 
05:49:06 Gauteng No I do not

I do not support any legalizaSon of this substance. The only excepSon is when a 
medical doctor prescribed the use therefore for medical reasons. Stephanus 
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2020-09-09 
05:48:24 Gauteng No I do not Cannabis like all other drugs should not be legalized at all. Alan
2020-09-09 
05:30:11 Gauteng No I do not You can't give the it then just take it back, you maid the bed now sleep in it August 

2020-09-09 
05:02:51 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis  should be made openly available sa per all other Tabaco Products. 
No RestricSons on growing and ownership of Canabis products  

Please remove the poseSon of 100 Gram  Limit ! Immediatly  
Johan

2020-09-09 
05:02:20 Gauteng No I do not

Should be governed under the same laws as tobacco and cigareses. South 
African ciSzens should have the freedom to engage in the farming and sale of 
cannabis for commercial and other purposes. The laser will grow the economy. 
Our country has far bigger problems,  we cannot afford wasSng Sme and 
resources on  administering how people deal and use herbs. Christo

2020-09-09 
04:40:54 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is a  herb which has been used for medicinal purposes for centuries; 
we should be able to grow it and use it as we want.  Making a naturally grown 
plant illegal is wrong, people must have the right to use it for personal illnesses 
rather than being forced to buy pharmaceuScal drugs which also have their 
negaSve side effects.  
The proposed legislaSon is far too strict.  Not enough plants are allowed and not 
all plants survive when grown outdoors. There should be no criminal legislaSon 
in connecSon with this herb. I agree that children should  be protected but not 
everyone who uses cannabis smokes it or abuses it. 

Janet
2020-09-09 
04:24:32 Gauteng No I do not Amir
2020-09-09 
04:02:50 Gauteng No I do not only as meds Johan
2020-09-09 
03:55:33 Gauteng No I do not Cannabis should only be legalized for medicinal use Annesia
2020-09-09 
03:54:17 Gauteng No I do not Frank
2020-09-09 
03:51:00 Gauteng No I do not Cannabis should only be legalized for medicinal use Annesia
2020-09-09 
02:42:24 Gauteng No I do not Janine
2020-09-09 
02:12:26 Gauteng No I do not Gary 
2020-09-09 
02:11:52 Gauteng No I do not I think cannabis can harm ones brain funcSons Elizabeth

2020-09-09 
00:27:15 Gauteng No I do not

First of all cannabis should never have been criminalised. 
Cannabis usage should be treated the same as alcohol. 
Some of the laws regarding the usage and growing are not well thought out. 
Cannabis should be legalised. 
Users of cannabis should be able to carry an amount without harassment from 
law enforcement officials. 
The government will be able to make billions in tax from the legalizaSon of this 
herb if they allow the legal sale of the product. 

Farid
2020-09-09 
00:23:07 Gauteng No I do not Dylan
2020-09-09 
00:20:47 Gauteng No I do not Frans

2020-09-09 
00:18:14 Gauteng No I do not

Pay more asenSon to CORRUPTION, drug dealers, murders, Human trafficking, 
GBV, terrorism and violent crimes. The penalSes and restricSons are too harsh.  
Our jusSce system can hardly keep up with all the current cases. How will our 
SAPS manage these restricSons over and above all the crime going on in SA. Leon

2020-09-09 
00:12:46 Gauteng No I do not

Though I do not agree to the above, Government has a lot more serious issues 
which has to be addressed first. Murder, Robbery, Gender based violence, 
bribery, corrupSon, drug smuggling across all borders and ports all due to 
double standard laws and a system which favours criminals instead of upholding 
righteousness, hence, the above is much a Sniest aspect of all the wrong in this 
wonderful country. Gopal

2020-09-08 
23:50:08 Gauteng No I do not

Once again a bill not thought through.  Smoking is banned for months as a 
health hazard,which it is, but now they legalize anything!  No jail for those 
involved in rape, murder and corrupSon, but they want these Sentences for this 
drug! Not much thought in this. Maybe they are wanSng the VAT involved and 
also family and friends of ANC elite will make money here also, like cigareses! Keith

2020-09-08 
23:40:58 Gauteng No I do not

How can jail term for 15 yrs jusSfy this when rapist, murderers and other 
heinous crimes  get less sentencing. Even corrupSon gets no jail term. Are they 
serious. Drugs traffickers  rampant sSll and no jail term of 15 yrs.  This needs to 
be shelved unSl this Government gets their act together and deal with what is 
going on now.  Remember tobacco was banned for  heath reasons because of 
COVID-19. This Government speak with fork tongue.  FaciliSes for rehabilitaSon 
are not been given the aid for drug users as they always go back dealing or 
taking. Now license given to grow in own garden. How will this Government 
police this. Big quesSon!!! 

Jayne
2020-09-08 
23:40:40 Gauteng No I do not Junita
2020-09-08 
23:15:10 Gauteng No I do not Cannabis is a drug and  should be banned completely abdool
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2020-09-08 
23:13:19 Gauteng No I do not

I do not  concede to the illogical unscienSfic definiSons used for cannabis, or 
anything that follows of the bill built on these definiSons. 

In the parliamentary commisee presenSng this bill, it was clear no public 
parScipaSon took place and only some vague people knew anything about the 
substance they are asempSng to regulate. 

This bill, these definiSons, this process is yet a repeat of the farce that was the 
medical innovaSon bill 1 & 2. 

I reject it with the contempt it deserves. Andre
2020-09-08 
22:44:33 Gauteng No I do not Rina

2020-09-08 
22:09:26 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is a drug that should be controlled as a scheduled medicine, only 
prescribed by a medical doctor. Only part of the plant is for pharmacological use. 
It should not be used to decrease inhibiSons or give one a high! 
Many of the criminals in South Africa are using it to give them courage for their 
criminal acSvity, because it is so readily available. Rosemary

2020-09-08 
22:00:24 Gauteng No I do not Nicolaas
2020-09-08 
21:51:30 Gauteng No I do not Colese
2020-09-08 
21:48:09 Gauteng No I do not

The discipline surrounding the infrastructures orchestrated by the naivity of 
humans,  will end in stupidity and most probably death. Gert

2020-09-08 
21:45:14 Gauteng No I do not Robert

2020-09-08 
21:37:59 Gauteng No I do not

It is the gateway or first step that may or may not lead to other drug use.  While 
it may seem cool to use it, it may not be so cool to be in rehab going through 
cold turkey, nightmares, craving etc. 

Who are the kingpins in the growing or distribuSon of Cannabis?  Are they 
perhaps associates or connecSons of people with interest.  The legislaSon looks 
at the small fry, not the big fish. 

Make it legal to use only in medical instances and where it has been prescribed 
by a doctor.  Of course, this opens another can of worms on exploitaSon through 
cost.  The price should be regulated to ensure it is affordable for those who need 
it. Philip

2020-09-08 
21:22:58 Gauteng No I do not This is legalizing drug taking b

2020-09-08 
21:20:00 Gauteng No I do not

As a healthcare pracSoner, I VEHEMENTLY OPPOSE THE LEGALISATION OF 
CANNABIS.  IT CONTAINS PHENOLS AND THEY DESTROY BRAIN CELLS. 

WE WILL BE ENCURAGING THE TOTAL BREAKDOWN OF SOCIETY SHOULD THIS 
BE BROUGHT IN LAW AND MADE LEGAL. 

WENDY FERGUSON Wendy

2020-09-08 
21:14:48 Gauteng No I do not

This will be impossible to police given the lack of enforcement evident in SA. The 
Clicks debacle is proof that law enforcement is a bad joke. FIX THE BASICS then 
you can consider stuff like this 

Bruce 
2020-09-08 
21:14:02 Gauteng No I do not

It was always called the gateway drug for a reason. If there is medical uses for it 
it should be a controlled drug only subscribed by a medical doctor. Suzese

2020-09-08 
21:10:51 Gauteng No I do not Candice
2020-09-08 
21:01:39 Gauteng No I do not

It is the agenda of the far leX commies to have useless, drugged up ciSzens who 
is easily manipulated - wake up people! Belinda

2020-09-08 
21:00:12 Gauteng No I do not

Drugs are an evil on humanity. 
Allowing minor drug use will lead to more users, that will lead to stronger drug 
use and will lead to people wanSng more relaxaSon. 
Beser to stop it all. Fanie

2020-09-08 
20:57:50 Gauteng No I do not This is a dangerous drug and should be banned. JS
2020-09-08 
20:56:13 Gauteng No I do not Neels 
2020-09-08 
20:47:16 Gauteng No I do not

If you are going  to unban a substance, then unban it, do not have condiSons, no 
one listens to nonsense regulaSons anyway. Shane

2020-09-08 
20:45:15 Gauteng No I do not I only it it for medicinal purposes. James 

2020-09-08 
20:36:59 Gauteng No I do not

Cannabis is a medically useful plant with many health benefits and should be 
freely grown by anyone and if they wish to sell it they should be able to. 
Cannabis should be restricted to minors just  like alcohol and cigareses. Making 
a naturally grown plant illegal is absurd, as is restricSng it's use or it's financial 
benefit to individuals. 

Anna
2020-09-08 
20:19:18 Gauteng No I do not I say no to drugs of any form Mano

2020-09-08 
20:10:35 Gauteng No I do not

Whether gov't wants to admit it or not, and despite alleged healing properSes, 
cannabis is a drug and drugs destroy people and communiSes. It will be 
impossible to control or vet growers so what is proposed will only help to 
destroy South Africa and its people. Rob
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2020-09-08 
19:49:21 Gauteng No I do not

I was working at a Place of Safety and experienced the bad affects Cannabis had 
on children. 
Most children were admised in Psycho InsStuSons. Maria

2020-09-08 
19:25:25 Gauteng No I do not

I am a cannabis breeder. I am available for knowledgeable discussion. 
malan@cannasseur.co.za 

Malan
2020-09-08 
18:28:08 Gauteng No I do not Not to be legalised at all Jolande

2020-09-08 
17:46:15 Gauteng No I do not

The Government cannot be allowed to pretend that 'cannabis' and 'hemp' 
require separate laws and regulaSon. 

The ConsStuSonal Court Judgement was pivoted around privacy.   

The police cannot have any sancSon to enter any property to count plants.   

Who comes around and counts the beers in your fridge? 

#StopTheCops William J
2020-09-08 
17:20:51 Gauteng No I do not Private use means children will have access to it Chantal 

KwaZulu-Natal 352

2020-12-01 
08:30:42

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I belive the cannabis bill for private use is not meant for any good especially to 
the naSve people of south Africa i belive it is  set far above our reach for 
instance some of the South African civilians are rastas including my self so we 
eat plant and a sell it to maintain our livethy since the gorvenment can’t hire us 
anyway most of Rastas are qualified graduates including my self but because of 
porvet we plant and trade this medicinal herb. So we belive we should be on the 
top of the list if their permits or licenses since we are the one we been mostly 
unlawfully consolidaSon so it very unfair for clicks and all those uropean shops 
to obtain licenses and sell freely in our land , this is sSll the same oppression 
from appartheid the very same reason they made it illegally in the first place. So 
as ganja herbalist and defender i belive we the rasta and the chiefs(amakhosi  
onke of the ngunis) and all South African tradiSonal healers need a far say on 
this maser..... Muzi

2020-12-01 
08:30:37

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I belive the cannabis bill for private use is not meant for any good especially to 
the naSve people of south Africa i belive it is  set far above our reach for 
instance some of the South African civilians are rastas including my self so we 
eat plant and a sell it to maintain our livethy since the gorvenment can’t hire us 
anyway most of Rastas are qualified graduates including my self but because of 
porvet we plant and trade this medicinal herb. So we belive we should be on the 
top of the list if their permits or licenses since we are the one we been mostly 
unlawfully consolidaSon so it very unfair for clicks and all those uropean shops 
to obtain licenses and sell freely in our land , this is sSll the same oppression 
from appartheid the very same reason they made it illegally in the first place. So 
as ganja herbalist and defender i belive we the rasta and the chiefs(amakhosi  
onke of the ngunis) and all South African tradiSonal healers need a far say on 
this maser..... Muzi

2020-12-01 
08:29:16

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I belive the cannabis bill for private use is not meant for any good especially to 
the naSve people of south Africa i belive it is  set far above our reach for 
instance some of the South African civilians are rastas including my self so we 
eat plant and a sell it to maintain our livethy since the gorvenment can’t hire us 
anyway most of Rastas are qualified graduates including my self but because of 
porvet we plant and trade this medicinal herb. So we belive we should be on the 
top of the list if their permits or licenses since we are the one we been mostly 
unlawfully consolidaSon so it very unfair for clicks and all those uropean shops 
to obtain licenses and sell freely in our land , this is sSll the same oppression 
from appartheid the very same reason they made it illegally in the first place. So 
as ganja herbalist and defender i belive we the rasta and the chiefs(amakhosi  
onke of the ngunis) and all South African tradiSonal healers need a far say on 
this maser..... Muzi

2020-12-01 
08:29:07

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I belive the cannabis bill for private use is not meant for any good especially to 
the naSve people of south Africa i belive it is  set far above our reach for 
instance some of the South African civilians are rastas including my self so we 
eat plant and a sell it to maintain our livethy since the gorvenment can’t hire us 
anyway most of Rastas are qualified graduates including my self but because of 
porvet we plant and trade this medicinal herb. So we belive we should be on the 
top of the list if their permits or licenses since we are the one we been mostly 
unlawfully consolidaSon so it very unfair for clicks and all those uropean shops 
to obtain licenses and sell freely in our land , this is sSll the same oppression 
from appartheid the very same reason they made it illegally in the first place. So 
as ganja herbalist and defender i belive we the rasta and the chiefs(amakhosi  
onke of the ngunis) and all South African tradiSonal healers need a far say on 
this maser..... Muzi
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2020-12-01 
08:20:21

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I find that the bill does not provide a plaKorm for distributors  of the herb to the 
general  public.  It limits one even to grow a substanSal amount that will last for 
a season as the herb gets planted seasonally . I also found that the penalSes 
recommended for possession are excessively high  even rapists get lighter 
sentences. This bill for me is worse than when it was illegal.  There are whole 
communiSes that rely on the sale of the herb for survival. Some of those very 
same poliScians  relied on the herb for their survival growing up. The herb 
should not be monopolized  for pharmaceuScal companies  and disregard 
shown to the indigenous people of the land. Government officials should think 
hard about the repercussions of trying to oppress and take the food out the 
mouths of many families because big pharma want to control the herb that is 
the healing of the naSon Roslyne

2020-12-01 
08:18:10

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I find that the bill does not provide a plaKorm for distributors  of the herb to the 
general  public.  It limits one even to grow a substanSal amount that will last for 
a season as the herb gets planted seasonally . I also found that the penalSes 
recommended for possession are excessively high  even rapists get lighter 
sentences. This bill for me is worse than when it was illegal.  There are whole 
communiSes that rely on the sale of the herb for survival. Some of those very 
same poliScians  relied on the herb for their survival growing up. The herb 
should not be monopolized  for pharmaceuScal companies  and disregard 
shown to the indigenous people of the land. Government officials should think 
hard about the repercussions of trying to oppress and take the food out the 
mouths of many families because big pharma want to control the herb that is 
the healing of the naSon Roslyne

2020-12-01 
08:17:58

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I find that the bill does not provide a plaKorm for distributors  of the herb to the 
general  public.  It limits one even to grow a substanSal amount that will last for 
a season as the herb gets planted seasonally . I also found that the penalSes 
recommended for possession are excessively high  even rapists get lighter 
sentences. This bill for me is worse than when it was illegal.  There are whole 
communiSes that rely on the sale of the herb for survival. Some of those very 
same poliScians  relied on the herb for their survival growing up. The herb 
should not be monopolized  for pharmaceuScal companies  and disregard 
shown to the indigenous people of the land. Government officials should think 
hard about the repercussions of trying to oppress and take the food out the 
mouths of many families because big pharma want to control the herb that is 
the healing of the naSon Roslyne

2020-11-30 
18:41:07

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Placing restricSng quanSSes on the possession of medicine or food or arScles of 
faith is outright a violaSon of a person's freedom.  QuanSSes don't make sense 
because one tree for example can produce up to 20 litres of herb.  You are 
allowed more than one tree but you are not allowed the full produce of your 
plants.... Illogical! Lindela 

2020-11-30 
17:32:20

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

There are way more important things the government should be spending 
money on like providing houses and proper medical services rather than wasSng 
Sme on Cannabis restricSons.  The police cannot even deal with house breakins, 
theX  and murder.   Alchohol has more damaging social implicaSons than 
cannabis . Karen

2020-11-30 
10:21:25

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not We need our power  to be presented  in future one LOVE 

Wonderhlop
he08 

2020-11-30 
10:14:37

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Wonder

2020-11-30 
10:11:24

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not I won't support this bill. Because it totally wrong. Sbonelo

2020-11-30 
10:11:22

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not I won't support this bill. Because it totally wrong. Sbonelo

2020-11-30 
09:51:31

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not This is completely no okay but you guys are in power phumlani

2020-11-29 
17:55:09

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I regect and oppose the bill. It is not consStuSonal as it infringes our 
foundamental rigths. Right to human dignity. Right to equality.  
The bill should be scrabbed. ConsultaSon with Rastafari naSon, tradiSonal 
leaders,

Ireneus 
sphamandla

2020-11-29 
17:54:35

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not mbongeni

2020-11-26 
15:48:10

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

If you are only allowed to grow 8 pants, how are you supposed to find the 
geneSc that works best to fix your condiSon? Benjamin

2020-11-20 
15:10:13

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Ever since this selfish drug was made legal allowing idiots to smoke it,we have 
seen a rapid increase in gender based violence, child abuse and serious and 
violent crimes. This is a narcoSc drug and should only be administered for 
medical purposes by a medical professional meaning a specialist. As it is our 
streets are. Filled with the smell of it as men women and children smoke it 
freely. This drug is causing the death, violent assault of women and children not 
to menSon the brutal rapes that we see. It is a gateway drug and causes 
irreparable harm to society as a whole. It has no place in normal society. The 
government cannot and does not have the resources to police or control the use 
of the drug. Anc please don't bring this evil on us we are dying in our homes 
because of this thing! Desi

2020-11-14 
20:12:27

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

This product can be abused but it has qualiSes that can be used for good reason. 
The laws should be relaxed laws and rather concentrate on alcohol as that is far 
more of aTherecare cops that allow criminals to overstep the law yet private 
people get treated as criminal for growing for their own use. If anyone could 
grow criminals would not have a market. It a no brainers. I'm talking of THC not 
CBD though as CBD is really good for medical use.homewrecker and more than 
weed. Gordy
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2020-11-14 
20:12:25

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

This product can be abused but it has qualiSes that can be used for good reason. 
The laws should be relaxed laws and rather concentrate on alcohol as that is far 
more of aTherecare cops that allow criminals to overstep the law yet private 
people get treated as criminal for growing for their own use. If anyone could 
grow criminals would not have a market. It a no brainers. I'm talking of THC not 
CBD though as CBD is really good for medical use.homewrecker and more than 
weed. Gordy

2020-11-12 
16:32:52

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Cannabis users should be involved in the ill for cannabis Bongani

2020-11-11 
12:30:09

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

GreeSngs 
The government knows about all religious views here in South Africa, the 
Rastafarian Movement also exist terrible here in South Africa. We grateful for 
the legalizaSon of the cannabis plant but the Bill is against us we use the herb in 
many ways as for I the ganja herb is our life so we can not survive by 4 plants in 
the yard. The government must take re_make another Bill inconsiderate if the 
Rasta Movement Ras Excellent 

2020-11-11 
11:40:01

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not The allowed amount and the harsh penalSes are ridiculous!!!!! Ian

2020-11-11 
11:40:00

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not The allowed amount and the harsh penalSes are ridiculous!!!!! Ian

2020-11-11 
11:39:57

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not The allowed amount and the harsh penalSes are ridiculous!!!!! Ian

2020-11-11 
11:11:44

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

The allowed amount and the harsh penalSes are ridiculous!!!! 

Ian
2020-11-10 
18:10:52

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

It needs to be fully legalised. 
Riaan

2020-11-10 
06:29:32

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Cannabis is a drug which destroys lives and families. Science has stated the 
obvious. Johann

2020-11-07 
11:46:18

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

LimitaSons lead to illegal acts by people trying culSvate for medicinals and can 
easily be distorted by authoriSes 

Russell

2020-11-06 
08:36:28

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

  
100% legality no restricSons, no nothing just make it legal. As anyone can see in 
countries like the USA where it has been fully legalized they have seen an 
increase of jobs and tax revenue. Alcohol abuse amongst young adults is also 
lowered.  The only danger cannabis has ever caused is at the hands of the 
police. Let me say that again - the ONLY thing dangerous about cannabis is the 
police. Period. You can stop your internal discussion. Nonof

2020-11-04 
00:26:16

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Cathy

2020-11-03 
07:35:59

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

My private use at home should not be limited nor the amount of seeds and 
seedlings Cornelia 

2020-10-29 
11:52:11

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Cannabis usage usually leads to drug dependence and an inclinaSon to try out 
more dangerous drugs such as Amphetamines, heroin etc... Ivan

2020-10-27 
17:45:51

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

The herb is our pride and could generate revenue for the ones currently being 
arrested yet this very law favors the rich white owned pharmaceuScal. Who 
have always and  will always access it freely. This bill favors them more. William

2020-10-16 
10:56:46

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I  believe it should be free like all the other plants created by God for man to use 
as it ws in the beginning so shall it be in the end they should be no rules 
regulaSons and limitaSons Musa
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General 

The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 

The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your 
grow. It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this 
be presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
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2020-10-14 
07:49:57

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not This is a natural plant it must be treated as tobacco finish and klaar Joseph 

2020-10-14 
01:50:57

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

the limit set on the amount of weed allowed to be on a person when they are in 
a public space is too lisle. I dont think they considered the fact that maybe 
when you are travelling to another place you will need much higher numbers 
otherwise you will have to resort to buying it from dealers and further creaSng a 
market for dealers to thrive, which i dont thnk the government want to 
promote. kwazi

2020-10-12 
14:07:27

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

It has become increasingly clear that our government and all of their affiliates 
can not be trusted at all ever, it is also clear that the bill is monopolizing the 
cannabis industry for the corrupt government, therefore I also reject this 
cannabis bill Carl

2020-10-12 
12:56:01

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Cannabis is a cogniSve-inhibiSng substance and cannot be denied. The 
legalisaSon hereof will only tend to cause further societal degradaSon from 
peoples minds being impacted and being unable to come to sound decisions. 

Criminality follows where people's ability to think is impaired and their ability to 
appreciate right from wrong is no longer funcSonal. Not only this, but the 
inevitable increase in traffic accidents occasioned by drivers being under the 
influence of a mind and bodily-funcSon inhibiSng substance will add to the 
naSonal woe and death toll. 
simply because a large porSon of society wants it, does not mean that it is 
actually in the interest of the whole of society. In fact, quite the opposite will be 
seen in this case. Calvin-James

2020-10-11 
02:03:35

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

This proposed bill only entrenches and encourages a culture of monopolizaSon.  
The benefits of usage and culSvaSon should be enjoyed by all ciSzens of South 
Africa. Lionel 

2020-10-10 
09:40:33

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Cannabis has the potenSal to benefit major industries greatly... Should be 
treated like any other plant 

Reece 

2020-10-09 
20:07:28

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

The medical benefits are being shown world wide with legalizaSon and opening 
of cannabis industry in Mexico and that will help economic growth in that 
country and we similar to Mexico in terms of current issues affecSng most South 
Africans unless of course you corrupt which goes unpunished when they made 
the stealing from South Africans legal and OK cause you connected to the ruling 
party. I don’t think Nelson Mandela would have spent those years in prison if he 
knew this would happen to South Africa. More than twenty years on and people 
sSll live in shacks and you wonder why people are burning roads when only a 
select elite can prosper. When people protest it shows they not happy and many 
South Africans are not happy and this bill is no excepSon since there’s economic 
benefit for millions of South Africans and that’s the ulSmate oppression of 
people wanSng to rise up out of poverty to make a beser life for themselves 
and other South Africans.  

The medical benefits as verified by use as a scienSst is amazing with increased 
focus, creaSvity and producSvity and beser quality of life. In combinaSon with 
correct CBD dose, you will find your sweet spot to best sleep. Memory and 
sharpness also improves with use hence statement above on producSvity.  

Create bills that also create jobs and not kill them like biogas from agri waste, 
recycling and waste management. The people that should benefit are not 
benefiSng and there is no up liXment of the South African living in a shack.  

Look to the US, Canada and soon Mexico of why the cannabis industry is a no 
brainer from business point for beser life for people. Create bills that would 
make Nelson Mandela legacy not be obliterated by stubborn people of the 
ruling party.   

We all have rights as South Africans and we also deserve to have that respected 
in terms of private use since ruling party have also not shown the scienSfic 
evidence why smoking was bad for covid. Show the scienSfic evidence before 
we start seeing more of the wishy washy Bills.  

Legalize with a purpose and make South African a beser place for all South 
Africans Kumi
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol.  
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-09 
10:31:40

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

First of I feel the laws are disproporSonately enforced as use of marijuana is 
much safer and beneficial to one's health and state of mind rather than alcohol 
and tobacco. It would bring much more revenue into our country if it was more 
openly sold in public. Furthermore it's our bodies, we have the right to choose 
what we intake as it isn't hurSng anybody. Verona 
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I am a strong believer in the use of Cannabis, the benefits are broad and it can 
definitely boost our economy should it be used to its full potenSal 
I have only ever benefised from this plant!  
General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
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KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

It is an extremely unfair that cannabis is being treated as some kind of "evil" , for 
instance- we must lock organic natural cannabis plants away from children??? 
But alcohol is openly available and consumed everywhere, a real damaging 
substance, ruins homes & lives... Claire 
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General 

The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 

The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your 
grow. It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this 
be presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 

The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your 
grow. It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this 
be presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 

RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
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KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Susan
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KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Lara 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

TradiSonal leaders and African TradiSonal Healers should be widely consulted. 
The Bill should go to Provinces in order to allow rural communiSes to have a say 
on promulgaSon of the Cannabis Bill. 
There should be no restricSon on the usage of the Cannabis plant,children with 
auSsm and ADHD should be allowed to use it,there is empirical evidence 
showing that it reverses many chronic ailments.

Neliswa 
Peggy
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General 

The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 

The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your 
grow. It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this 
be presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-08 
21:39:28

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Cannabis has supprted thousands of families for generaSons naturally here in 
South Africa. It is a land-race plant and no laws should be placed upon it, unless 
intended for medicinal producSon by corporate companies, therefore license 
required. 

I believe cannabis should be freely traded and sold at the CraX growers 
discreSon except to minors. 

Cannabis is not harmful in anyway no maser how much consumed or smoked.  

RecreaSonal cannabis growing and distribuSng should have no license required 
or any restricSons of any kind. 

NO JAIL TIME SET FOR ANY OFFENCE REGARDING CANNABIS. ONLY FINE. 

Cannabis was brought to this point by thousands of people who stood up and 
fought for its legalisaSon therefore it should be considered .. 
"By the People, for the People." 

In a country struggling financially it would be great to have our ciSzens learn to 
grow this plant for future trade possibiliSes. 

Malcolm

2020-10-08 
21:38:24

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Liberate the sacred plant called Cannabis! 
Like all other plants it was created for various therapeuSc plants. 
Who are you to declare it as illegal....are you Superior to the Creator? 
I reject the enSre Bill....it is sSll extremely repressive !!!

Neliswa 
Peggy
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 

The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 

RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
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2020-10-08 
19:54:25

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I do not agree with the proposed cannabis bill !!! 

Firstly, thc (the psychoacSve ingredient) is produced by HEATING UP RAW 
PLANTS to a certain temperature and so converSng /changing the beneficial 
thcA in the raw plant to thc. *Destroying plants by burning them is technically 
illegal, you release thc into the air by burning it!!!*  

Secondly, there's are big market opportuniSes for the cannabis plant just waiSng 
to take off in this country.  
It has the potenSal to boost tourism, think African Amsterdam, more rusSc 
vibes. Amsterdam makes £millions off it's cannabis industry, we could too. 
There could be taxes made in the potenSal sales of products. More cannabis 
companies could open creaSng more jobs, incomes, and more taxpayers to 
boost the struggling economy. 

One can not be limited to 8 plants when the sky is the limit with this plant. 

For those who smoke. Smoking plants should be 25 plants and 1.2kg dry flower 
per person. 

If you juice plants as a dietary supplement, you will need 365 plants per  person 
per year, and if there 4 in the house there would have to be 365 plants per 
person, 365 x 4 and that's purely daily dietary supplement to get the good thcA 
(not thc) into your endocannabinoid system that EVERYBODY has. 

Oils and concentrates for cancer, pain relief and sleeping aids. Can be done with 
cold extracSons as to not convert the thcA to thc. 100 plants per 100m2. 
PotenSal job creaSons. 

Not everyone has the ability to grow good cannabis. Grow farms or clubs could 
be set up to help those that can't grow. Plants limited to the number of people 
in the club. These grow clubs have the potenSal to create jobs. 

Breeding and pheno hunSng 100 plants per strain. Again looking aXer 100 plants 
will require employees to assist. PotenSal job creaSon. 

All products sold will need tesSng cerSficaSon and warning labels.  
The potenSal for products is numerous and large. VAT and sales tax potenSal. 

Smoking clubs could create jobs and incomes. 

Dispensaries could create jobs and incomes. 

No product sales to under 21's unless cerSfied thc free. 

No smoking in public or near children. 

Do not agree with jailing someone over a naturally occurring plant that has the 
potenSal to be a cash crop for the people, from the poor rural to the urban rich. 
Rich can buy plant material from the poor to make products, thus keeping the 
economy rolling so everyone can survive.  

Most the black market cannabis comes from other countries, Lesotho and the 
formally known Swaziland, when we, South Africa, have the potenSal to supply 
not only ourselves but the rest of the world with some of the best cannabis the 
world has to offer. Denzil 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-08 
17:34:36

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Nic

2020-10-08 
17:30:43

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

The bill needs to be revised with the culSvators as the standards are set 
incorrectly. The punishments are too harsh in comparison to alcohol Na
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-08 
17:20:26

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Respect South Africans right to privacy & the use of cannibas for medicinal 
purposes. I have a family member born in the 40's who is thriving because of 
this. 

ProhibiSng the growth of a plant & limiSng an individual's usage is against our 
human rights Luke

2020-10-08 
17:18:09

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Respect South Africans right to privacy & the use of cannibas for medicinal 
purposes. I have a family member born in the 40's who is thriving because of 
this. 

ProhibiSng the growth of a plant & limiSng an individual's usage is against our 
human rights. Charlene
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on 
what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a 
legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us to 
open our 
doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come and check on 
all the 
growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of 
those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous Smes 
to help 
with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, 
they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to compensate 
for the 
injusSce towards these individuals? 
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology 
of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the 
plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical use, this is of 
course 
incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for 
each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and check on 
everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it 
up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is 
clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and 
are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the 
purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science 
and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are 
significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD 
dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could be in 
trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute 
that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is 
unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in 
court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the state) would 
prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal 
use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the 
igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be 
doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil society. 
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to 
make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
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2020-10-08 
15:55:10

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I dont understand why the limits,from Covid, we have sen the damage alcohol 
does to society, yet there aren't any rules on how much alcohol u can have in 
your home. Why treat someone as criminal for growing a plant? Its ridiculous. I 
suppose the ultra rich with wine cellars wouldn't appreciate having their alcohol 
confiscated and themselves being thrown into jails, neither do I when it comes 
to my cannabis. Vikash
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol.  
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 

The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals? 
  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 

The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalizing ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal. RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 

RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  

Seed Offences 

The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 

Cannabis Offences 

The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

It's all wrong. There should be no jail Sme for any cannabis use or sale. 
There should be no restricSon to how much you can grow or posses as dry 
flower or concentrate.  
Please look into the Fields of Green for all model so that ALL South Africans can 
benefit. Travis 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-07 
06:51:29

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Please protect non-smokers against secondary weed smoke. We can't breath. Hubrecht

2020-10-06 
16:52:28

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

It should be fully organised for everyone to plant and use it for their own 
reasons and beliefs. as long as you are in your private place. Minenhle

2020-10-05 
11:38:49

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

This bill is all wrong, my own pvt use far exceeds the limits they want to allow, 
why do they want to lock the smokers up? Cannabis should be regulated like the 
alcohol and tobacco industry at the very least. There is sienSfic proof that 
cannabis saver than both these drugs. My personal opinion is that this bill is 
draconian bs. I will grow as much as I need Nd dont care if u are the goverment 
or not enter my property uninvited and it will be the last thing u ever do. 
Cheers. Ivan

2020-10-04 
11:16:45

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not There should be zero restricSons on growing plants provided by God. Trevor

2020-10-04 
09:39:22

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

This is God's Plant....How can you say it's illegal?......Alcohol and Cigarese is the 
problem to people's lives not Cannabis. 
Free Cannabis Mr Hulumeni 
#NOTSOLDFORPERSONSUNDERTHEAGEOF18

Chief The 
God

2020-10-04 
09:15:44

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Please leave the plant alone Mr Government, people need it, we need it every 
day of InI life, so if you really care about you people just and respect the 
Almighty the creator of Heaven and Earth  Freeeeeeeeeeee the plant,  we need 
no law around it K.B

2020-10-04 
07:01:31

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

This is a plant grown naturally, it can be used in so many healing ways. I say no 
restricSons on this plant. No jail Sme. No to any law that states it as a illegal 
offence to grow and culSvate the plant. Make it legal in all aspects Charlene

2020-10-03 
20:17:48

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Legal amount are too lisle . Adult consumpSon can never be met wit only four 
plants . The prosecuSon I equivalent to the death penalty for 12 trees. We need 
total freedom of the plants and it produce. Free legal trade as well JusSn

2020-10-03 
14:24:14

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Cynthia

2020-10-03 
11:37:05

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

This bill criminilisies smokers further for completely silly means, Children cant 
lay anywehre near you cannabis plants, yet cannabis does not become psycho 
acSve Sll heat is added to the mix, I doubt kids are going to be running around 
areas with lants with a lighter or matches. 

Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” may be jailed for up to 
two years. - This should exclude ones private residence as if there are non 
consenSng guests it is sSll your property at the end of the day. 

The way this bill has been worded is very Draconian at best and alot of the cases 
or use cases can be turned arond to enforce stricter compliance. Svile

2020-10-02 
14:44:23

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

As the Marijuana Board Of South Africa ( KZN ) we do not agree with the bill and 
free it is a sham and insult to the marijuana smoking people/society.  The 
regulaSons of such a crop should come from the voice of them that have been 
arrested and discriminated for marijuana. The Rastafari Community are the first 
advocates and the pondoland has been known for marijuana use and culSvaSon 
for over a decade, today is brings much sadness and disappointment when a 
government built on upliXing the disadvantaged lays out a bill of marijuana ( the 
poor peoples crop ) and fails to recognize the primary measures to adopt as to 
make the benefit the righKul people who have suffered a lifeSme for the herb.

Marijuana 
Board Of 
South Africa 
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2020-10-02 
12:09:53

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

There are many problems with this bill as it is proposed: 

1) The ConCourt ruled that it is an infringement on the consStuSonal right to 
privacy to be arrested for culSvaSng and / or possession of Cannabis as 
Cannabis is not as harmful as other drugs which are legal such as nicoSne and 
alcohol. But the Bill has set limits which would mean the police would be able to 
infringe on your privacy to count how many plants you have, and how much 
Cannabis you possess. We do not set limits for possession of alcohol and 
cigareses which are much more harmful, both to the user and society at large. 
As Cannabis is less harmful than these products, the laws regarding Cannabis 
should not be more restricSve than the laws relaSng to those products. This bill 
is not in the spirit of the ConCourt judgement and would fail a review by that 
court. 

2) It is becoming obvious to most sensible people around the world that the war 
on drugs and prohibiSon of drugs has failed and created massive internaSonal 
criminal networks to create and distribute drugs illegally. All drugs should be 
decriminalised and treated as a health issue, not a criminal issue. It is obvious 
that people will take drugs whether they are legal or not. All of the money 
thrown at policing drugs has not made a dent in the internaSonal supply. We 
should look at Portugal for an example of this, where crime and deaths due to 
drugs have radically decreased since they opted for decriminalisaSon and 
treaSng it as a health issue. 

3) The Bill as it is proposed discriminates against the majority of poor, black 
people in this country as they will not be able to comply with laws regarding 
privacy of grow areas. Only the rich will be able to grow their own and the poor 
will be forced to break the law if they wish to use Cannabis. 

4) It is a huge mistake to not allow the poor masses to grow this plant and sell it 
to liX themselves out of poverty. Especially aXer the destrucSon that COVID-19 
has wrought on the economy. Again, only the rich are able to afford licenses and 
the necessary security measures. This is also discriminaSng against the poor, 
black majority. My suggesSon is to allow people to sell Cannabis to some kind of 
government warehouse, where the Cannabis can be tested, graded and taxed 
and then the government can sell this on to processors or retailers. Gavin

2020-09-28 
18:16:22

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

please consider people who extract it for medicinal purposes and how the 
quanSty are very limiSng, also for those who are breeding and idenSfying 
suitable strains for the parScular climate need more leeway with flowering 
plants etc as this could help on the producSon footprint  and we could avoid 
long term problems sanele

2020-09-28 
08:28:55

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

15 years for dealing in marijuana? 
And how many years imprisonment for rape, human trafficking and murder. Our 
prisons needs more criminals in there. Not innocent lives. Criminals are free to 
roam the streets whilst the useless SAPS is busy concentrated on arresSng local 
dealers and growers who's not doing harm to anybody. The SAPS is too scared 
an incapable of tracking and arresSng real criminals. This SA goverment and 
police needs a big reality check. And we sSll want to know what happened to 
the R500 billion. Ziyaad

2020-09-27 
21:12:11

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

IT IS CRIMINAL TO RESTRICT THE GROWING OF ANY PLANT ON THIS EARTH AND 
TO UPHOLD RACEIST LAWS IS UNFORGIVABLE 

MARK

2020-09-25 
06:26:53

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

It is not an all inclusive bill. Not everyone can have "private weed"  Not what the 
judges had in mind. Was not meant to make us bigger criminals.  It is not safe for 
women to "score" but you cannot  grow enough in a season, four plants?  Look 
at the Fields of green model. 
 Erika

2020-09-23 
06:01:57

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

This is way too strict, hardly makes a difference. Cannabis is going to greatly 
benefit this country through job employment and tax income. Warren
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2020-09-21 
17:46:40

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Through false narraSves and propaganda Cannabis was made illegal to culturally 
divide us, oppress us and unethically create strongholds for big pharma & other 
industries. Not because it’s unsafe. If you don’t believe it, just research the 
history of the plant’s use in America before it’s prohibiSon and how much the 
country actually thrived on it.  
Most texSles including parachutes and rope  
in WW1 were made of hemp and the extracts  
from the female plant could be found in  
every doctor’s cabinet.  
Only a deliberate fool can ignore the plants untapped potenSal, merit & 
benefits. 
OpposiSon to cannabis is based on misinformaSon or misunderstanding. 

Cannabis affords us the opportunity to address social injusSce, equality, 
sustainability and health and has the potenSal to enhance all lives & every 
thinkable industry from texSles and fuel to entertainment, cosmeScs and 
medicine. 

Cannabis invites a vibrant new era of combined tech, medicine and culture. 

According to the best data available from the USA there’s been no rise in 
underage use, traffic fataliSes did not increase, violent crime didn’t rise, and 
opioid use fell. At the same Sme, taxing and licensing the culSvaSon and 
distribuSon of cannabis has produced billions of dollars in tax revenue. 
Given our massive unemployment & flailing economy, South Africa can not 
afford to remain ignorant. 

You should already be trying to determine if cannabis is safe enough to be sold 
legally alongside alcohol and tobacco, let’s begin by examining the relaSve 
harms of those three substances. 

Annual deaths caused by each drug in the United States 

Alcohol: 88,000 (Source: NaSonal InsStutes of Health) 

Tobacco: 480,000 (Source: Centers for Disease Control) 

Cannabis: 0 (Source: Centers for Disease Control) 

Onto the current proposed private recreaSonal use bill. 
The rule of thumb for medical marijuana producSon is a 10:1 reducSon of the 
plant’s female flower. The low cap of 4 female plants thwarts legal producSon in 
sufficient quanSSes to treat chronic illness or for other required medical 
regimes. 

It appears that the pharmaceuScal companies and government are working 
together to restrict our access to cannabis, infringing on our rights to privacy & 
self determinaSon with this natural medicine. 

The cap for private recreaSonal growing & usuage should be increased to 16 
female adult plants per person or 32 per household and 4kg of harvested 
product. 

Sale to minors should obviously be penalized, but some of the other penalSes 
for growing etc are absolutely ludicrous considering this herb is in the process of 
being fully legalised throughout the civilized world. For the sake of our people 
and our economy we need to be pursuing full legalisaSon. Senseless 
unwaranted persecuSon is absolutely absurd. 

Please educate yourselves on this plant as millions have derived benefit 
worldwide for centuries. Like apartheid, cannabis prohibiSon was absolutely 
wrong. Let's learn from previous mistakes to avoid repeat. 
(hsps://themedicalcannabiscommunity.org/arScles/blog/the-history-of-
cannabis-legislaSon-and-an-homage-to-it-pioneers/) 

To dwell in the past will prevent advancement. Lets recSfy the wrongs and now 
set the path for true progress & prosperity for all South Africans with sensible 
legalizaSon. 
Africa should not have to lag behind the rest of the world in every sphere of 
existence, the Sme is now to embrace cannabis in this new era that combines 
tech, medicine & culture and a whole new vibrant & lucraSve industry. 
The cap for private recreaSonal growing & usuage should be increased to 16 
female adult plants per person or 32 per household and 4kg of harvested 
product. 

Dean

2020-09-21 
15:45:35

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Thanks  ALL the drug addicts I dealt with started smoking dagga at 12/13 and 
graduated to cocaine by 16.....then heroin or crystal meth and other 
amphetamines depending on what they could afford and how badly they were 
hooked. Greta
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2020-09-20 
06:58:39

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I am a 22 year old female student, who suffers from chronic depression and 
anxiety. 
PharmaceuScal medicine has only caused more damage, whereas cannabis has 
helped me in more ways than one. 
In light of this, the new bill that is being proposed is completely unfair to those 
who require it as a form of medicine. To be able to grow and smoke cannabis 
should be my right. Havishna

2020-09-19 
05:33:35

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Surisha

2020-09-18 
20:01:45

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

 Zane makes valid points. Supported. Lest we  forget we live in a democraSc 
society. Daleela

2020-09-18 
17:27:07

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I would like to be able to grow more than four plants, as this crop is harvested 
once a year, and i use different strains to help my medical condiSons. I have 
neurofibromatosis and thus a lot of pain. I am also a cancer survivor.  I grow a 
variety of medicinal herbs And there is no redtricSon on the redt of my plants.  
This is a safe and effecSve medicine and i see no reason to restrict its growth at 
all. There are much worse effects from Alcohol which is legal. Vanessa 

2020-09-17 
22:29:26

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Cannabis, dagga, hash call it what you may its a brain cell destroying drug that 
alters the behaviour and deminishes the thinking capacity.If certain paSents 
needs it then let pharmaceuScal companies manufacture and package as a 
script only medicine for paSents.South Africa is too immature to handle this 
drug for private producSon and use. Annie 

2020-09-17 
19:34:05

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Whoever had a hand in the draX cannabis bill have clearly not researched the 
subject enough. At a Sme when our country is economically on its knees this is 
not in anyway going to allow the government to take advantage of the massive 
opportunity that this represents.  
It smacks of the draconian rules of the apartheid era. Does our good 
government not realise that the laws surrounding cannabis were all engineered 
by wealthy capitalists who were determined to protect their own interests? 
Wake up people- open the market; allow free trade and start earning much 
needed taxes. Rob

2020-09-17 
09:47:32

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Total abuse. Uncontrolled behavior,  crime, family breakdowns, children 
dropping off from school, want to try, engage and sell to short cut their 
producSve life. Personal hygiene becomes comprised. Sell off personal assets to 
fund greed Bhavan

2020-09-17 
08:26:58

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Please involve all current stake holders as this bill is more dealing with 
prosecuSng people instead of building up a cannibus industry that may 
posiSvely impact communiSes and small scale rural growers. Its quanSSes are 
extremely lisle . Amount of trees in flower is too few . This will sSll allow the 
black market to flourish . We need to be able to also freely access the 
economical benefit or be allowed to trade . We need to be able to exercise our 
own amount of cannibus that we may keep. Please review the bill as the 
prosecuSon of a grower is very extreme. JusSn

2020-09-17 
07:30:23

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Corne

2020-09-16 
22:34:37

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not It must be banned Hiel

2020-09-16 
20:34:21

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Cannabis can be used for medicinal purpose and can improve the economy of 
SA. This will also help with the unemployment issue we are facing. With so much 
land and skill, with Cannabis we can make South Africa a beser country in this 
esSmated market size of $73.6 Billion by 2027 Uveshan 

2020-09-16 
18:36:30

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Our country is in a serious recession and  there are so many people unemployed 
!!!! this is one way to help the economy and allow people to grow for medicinal 
purposes - there is so much land that is unculSvated and could be used to grow 
cannabis - put up factories and open up to anyone who wishes to grow cannabis 
as a crop - improve the economy - south africa has perfect growing condiSons 
for it Rozanne

2020-09-16 
16:07:20

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Dried flowers posetoin should 4to 10 kg a person if you growing one crop for the 
year so I would say 50 flowering plants  and open the market locally to elevate 
poverty and collect taxes on export store outlets return it to the comuniSes Allan Wilfred 

2020-09-15 
18:31:31

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Again the government of the day seems incapable of understanding the 
immense benefit that a fully legal and abundant cannabis market will provide to 
this country. To reduce poverty and sSmulate jobs in both the informal and the 
formal economy a clear focus and vision for this country is essenSal. Here a 
expanded and inclusive cannabis bill is essenSal to allow access to both income 
and medicinal benefits of THC and CBD. Social ills are primarily the result of 
poverty and all the suffering that comes with having no employment and no 
purpose. To place THC in some category that means that ordinary good people 
can be jailed is stupid. The alcohol industry is responsible for most of the violent 
and other social ills that can occur with abuse. None of the same sociological 
factors apply to THC and it's widespread use in society will be of immense 
benefit to society as a whole. Start creaSng working people and stop creaSng 
criminals for no good reason! Kevin 

2020-09-15 
15:40:04

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

The amounts of plants for personal use should be increased as well as the limits 
for dried cannabis should be increased. Sulaiman

2020-09-15 
13:27:11

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I totally disagree with this! I feel strongly that it is a gateway to all other drug 
dependencies/addicSon. We need to stop promoSng behaviour that is 
destrucSve to our lives!  Sache
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2020-09-15 
11:41:12

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Cannabis needs to be legalised totally, with no restricSons. Allowing a few plants 
for a private person but then having draconian sentences for exceeding that 
number is totally irraSonal. Legalise it! Let people grow their own, sell it if they 
wish and make any number of products from it legally. Let the free market 
determine what people do and don't do with it. This plant should never having 
been criminalised in the first place, and giving all its value to Big Pharma now 
just makes no sense at all. Terry

2020-09-15 
11:16:20

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Any law made should be based upon logic, and our basic human rights. By 
defining the quanSty of culSvated  
cannabis plants, or use of  this valuable and safe medicinal plant in the privacy 
of ones own home is to infringe upon our rights to basic health and well being, 
as well as allowing a loop hole for the further invasion  of our right to privacy.  
The plant should be free, and how we use it as responsible adults should be 
based on logic. Cannabis is also a valuable animal medicine and feed 
supplement so there is no way 8 plants will suffice for the needs of myself and a 
herd of horses with ailments.... Or don't we count animal life and its needs? Dawn

2020-09-15 
09:53:01

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Cannabis like a;; herbs should not be regulated in the first place. The herbs is 
medicinal and can be used to alleviate many condiSons as well as the major 
stresses we are expeiencing with this farce about Covid...  Desiree

2020-09-15 
09:50:13

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

This Bill is a joke. Cannabis should be completely open to the people. 
What's next, is the government going to tell me how any glasses of water a day I 
can drink? 

This Bill should be torn up and redone. There is no law prevenSng how much 
tobacco or alcohol an adult can purchase and the same should be so for 
cannabis. 

Tobacco and alcohol are not to be consumed by persons under than 18 and that 
should be the same for Cannabis yes, but that is as far as it goes. 

I will never permit any government official to dictate what I do in my own home, 
I will fight law enforcement if they believe they can infringe on my human rights 
and invade my private space. 

Craig 
2020-09-15 
09:45:12

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not They should have not legalised it in the first place Charmaine

2020-09-15 
09:33:20

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

This Bill is a joke. Cannabis should be completely open to the people.  
What's next, is the government going to tell me how any glasses of water a day I 
can drink?  

This Bill should be torn up and redone. There is no law prevenSng how much 
tobacco or alcohol an adult can purchase and the same should be so for 
cannabis.  

Tobacco and alcohol are not to be consumed by persons under than 18 and that 
should be the same for Cannabis yes, but that is as far as it goes.  

I will never permit any government official to dictate what I do in my own home, 
I will fight law enforcement if they believe they can infringe on my human rights 
and invade my private space. Deon

2020-09-15 
09:23:06

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Fully legalize cammabis so that more job opportuniSes can be created for our 
fellow South Africans Melanie 

2020-09-15 
08:06:07

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Lana

2020-09-15 
04:33:40

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Are we ever gonna benefit from any of the South African resources as South 
African CiSzen. It seems like we are just being taken for a ride while other 
people are making money for their families to live a beser life. Now we are 
being controlled on how to use a natural plant, what else are we about to be 
controlled on before we know it....sooner food will be restricted to individuals. 
What is democraSc about what is this bill about. 
Sadly, certain individuals with resources are selling this plant and those without 
resources are now gonna be blocked from making money by seing up laws that 
will restrict the market for few.  
Let people of the country enjoy the country's resources as much as they want 
including plants that can be ripped within the country of South Africa. God 
created all these resources for people to use in order to be able to live and it 
really does not make sense to restrict people from nature...what is democraSc 
about that....maybe we should be told that we are living in a capitalist system 
which only benefits the people with capital to establish  and restrict industries 
or markets. Siyabonga

2020-09-14 
13:40:55

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Most (if not all) rehab centres will tell you that drug addicSon started with 
cannabis.  Alcohol has been allowed for long Sme, now during COVID, the 
country has realisied the negaSve impact of alcohol abuse in SA. LimiSng the 
amount you may poses or exhange will never limit or control drug abuse, the 
same problems caused by alcohol will be exasberated by cannabis.  
The use of cannabis or cannabis derivaSves for medical purposes as prescribed 
by a registered medical pracSSoners for medical purposes makes good common 
sense, but no other use. Deon

2020-09-14 
11:44:26

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Kerzia 
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2020-09-14 
11:42:10

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

The protecSon of children is very important and this aspect of the bill must be 
enforced. No one should be able to sell or provide cannabis to children in 
anyway, unless it is a medical necessity. 

But in the realm of consenSng adults the sale of cannabis should not be 
criminalized. Just as out food is grown and raised by farmers and warm workers, 
then sold to us in outlets or other means, the sale of cannabis is no different. 
Some individuals ,whom consume cannabis, do not have the Sme or experience 
to produce the product they require. It takes Sme and dedicaSon, just as any 
other crop, to produce good quality cannabis. Those farmers and farm workers 
that choose to grow and sell cannabis should have the right to do so as a means 
to provide for themselves and their families.

Benjamin 
Grant 

2020-09-14 
10:35:32

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not I say free the weed. There is medicine in plants. There should be no restricSons.  Bianca

2020-09-14 
10:12:53

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Cannabis offers: 
Variety of medicinal benefits :- insomnia,pain, cancer, MS.. just to name a few. 
Massive potenSal for economic growth for all people of SA.  farming, growing, 
processing, making preparaSons, allowing even the poorest to create a 
sustainable income. 
100% natural, provided by nature, research has proven cannabis safer than 
tobaco or alcohol.. 
DecriminalizaSon and fully legilsed cannabis is a must. 
Are people thrown in jail for drinking alcohol in public.? No 
Are. People thrown in jail for using tobacco in public..?No 
So why cannabis... ? 
Cannabis in not a gateway drug and has been used by South Africans since long 
before the colonial powers arrived.  
Previous laws and current laws are archaic, outdate and based on the draconian, 
old regime ideology that created systems like apartheid.... Require a fresh 
modern take that suits our consStuSon... We were one of the first countries to 
allow gay marriage and yet we sSll want some of the old ways to remain... To 
much power and discresSon  in the police officers hands..  
Current bill will simply encourage more corrupSon and bribery, missing dockets, 
and policing for the sake of staSsScs and not actually basling serious crime 
problem facing our beauSful country JusSn

2020-09-14 
09:58:00

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Cheryl

2020-09-14 
09:01:20

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not marijuana IS addicSve and definitely is the Gateway drug Ruth

2020-09-14 
08:38:23

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Vir my is dit n narkoSese middle en jy kan verslaaf raak aan dit 
as Dagga gerook word is die person deur mekaar en is in staat om misdaad te 
pleeg en die gee aanleiding tot baie misdade 
as n persoon rook weet hy nie wat hy doen nie 
Dit is nie raadsaam om dagga te weig nie want so baie mense gaan skade kry berSe

2020-09-14 
08:36:24

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Clare

2020-09-14 
08:26:57

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Should be used for medicinal purposes. Tenders for farming to be given to 
budding entrepreneurs but supply monitored by health authority. MALA

2020-09-14 
07:37:49

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

i have noSced a  definate change  with smokers of cannabis , in terms of 
behaviour  and  acSons  
from having a mind of their own prior to smoking cannabis  and them smoking 
cannibis , you would noSce  that  
they have plenty of energy , undertaking strongarm tacScs , geing violent and 
abusive generally 
when the effects of the cannabis withdraws  , there is a noSceable  change  in 
terms of  withdrawal systems , keeping to their own  and drop in performance 
i believe  that these smokers  have to be rehabilitated  so that they could be part 
of the normal scoiety and play their part meaningfully 
simple test -  give cannabis to all aeroplane pilots  and doctors  and let them 
smoke this stuff for one whole month conSnuously on  a daily basis and 
thereaXer  publis hthe results  of the afffects . 

              Suleman
2020-09-14 
03:52:33

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Reginald

2020-09-13 
21:49:54

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

A drug that alters a person's mind or way of thinking is absolutely unacceptable. 
it is harmful to both the person who takes it and other people who are close to 
that person. Eugenia

2020-09-13 
21:49:54

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

A drug that alters a person's mind or way of thinking is absolutely unacceptable. 
it is harmful to both the person who takes it and other people who are close to 
that person. Eugenia

2020-09-13 
21:37:42

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Jonathan
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2020-09-13 
17:00:27

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Because marijuana impairs short-term memory and judgment and distorts 
percepSon, it can impair performance in school or at work and make it 
dangerous to drive. It also affects brain systems that are sSll maturing through 
young adulthood, so regular use by teens may have negaSve and long-lasSng 
effects on their cogniSve development, puing them at a compeSSve 
disadvantage and possibly interfering with their well-being in other ways. Also, 
contrary to popular belief, marijuana can be addicSve, and its use during 
adolescence may make other forms of problem use or addicSon more likely. 
Whether smoking or otherwise consuming marijuana has therapeuSc benefits 
that outweigh its health risks is sSll an open quesSon that science has not 
resolved. Although many states now permit dispensing marijuana for medicinal 
purposes and there is mounSng anecdotal evidence for the efficacy of 
marijuana-derived compounds, the U.S. Food and Drug AdministraSon has not 
approved "medical marijuana." However, safe medicines based on cannabinoid 
chemicals derived from the marijuana plant have been available for decades and 
more are being developed. 

Robin 
2020-09-13 
13:58:40

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Do what I like on my property Raymond

2020-09-13 
11:45:26

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I do not support the use of Cannabis for recreaSonal purposes, I would support 
the regulated use of Cannabis for health reasons, supported by the necessary 
authorisaSons. John

2020-09-13 
11:43:22

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Total ban on all cannabis products.  
Young lives are geing destroyed because of teenagers geing totally addicted 
to weed. Jan

2020-09-13 
11:38:27

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

My son's take it.. And i am against it. Its not good. I hate it. It makes our families 
lives hell. Many parents are suffering with their children.. Thaimah 

2020-09-13 
11:36:39

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Trish

2020-09-13 
11:34:21

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I am of the opinion that cannabis and vape should be completely ban, these are 
considered drugs especially if you are caught with  (cannabis ) illegally. This gets 
you a criminal record. These also  affect the human mind , it also affects families 
( Violence, and GBV). Kids are being exposed to this drug at schools and terSary 
insStutes. As for passive smokers or known smokers, the smoke affects them 
more. Just like stop Gender based violence, Ban drugs. Alan 

2020-09-13 
11:17:44

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Ravi

2020-09-13 
10:43:56

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not The children will suffer if parents are freely allowed to use cannabis. Helen

2020-09-13 
10:36:10

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I don't agree that narcoScs should be legal at all.  

I run a business and now have to deal with individuals legally smoking cannabis.  
This is hazardous to them and all those around them.  

Government is so concerned about drinking and driving,  but cannabis is 
legalized and there is no threshold for it whilst driving  and no one tests for it as 
is done with breathalyzer tests.  This is very dangerous.  

I believe it should be banned completely.  Drugs and alcohol always play a huge 
role in fighSng,  abuse, crime, accidents etc. 

It adds no value to an individual or society as a whole. Lezeanne 
2020-09-13 
10:34:09

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Adam

2020-09-13 
08:34:02

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Limit it to medical usage only. RecreaSonal psychoacSves should not be allowed. Stacey

2020-09-13 
07:59:52

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not I never have nor never will support any use of recreaSonal drugs . John

2020-09-13 
07:54:52

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

It is sSll discriminatory against people who use cannabis. People should be able 
to use cannabis wherever they like in line with tobacco smoking regulaSons. 
They should be able to grow as much as they like and it should be legal to trade 
cannabis in the same way that pubs, bars and liquor stores trade alcohol. Calum

2020-09-13 
04:30:55

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Cannibis must remain illegal, both at home and in public Nishaal

2020-09-13 
00:32:44

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Dudley

2020-09-13 
00:11:31

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Andre

2020-09-12 
20:52:15

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Has caused schizophrenia in members of my family, depression and anxiety 
disorders. DemoSvaSng drug for too many people. 
PsychoSc drug. Speak to the rehabs., physic., wards in hospitals, mental health 
doctors and counsellors M.

2020-09-12 
17:02:50

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

In this bill punishment is ridiculously severe.  CBD oil is available everywhere but 
people are not allowed to grow cannabis in big quanSSes. Make it easier to get 
licences and allow legal growth of big quanSSes of plants.  Lizet

2020-09-12 
15:42:42

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

The bill as it is makes it difficult for farmers who are not licensed  to make a 
living from selling dagga.  Bill is to restricSve I believe marijuana is “beser’ than 
alcohol in many respects . Nkanyiso

2020-09-12 
14:09:13

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not it causes brain damage in young adults Naren

2020-09-12 
13:27:01

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Jacques
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2020-09-12 
12:45:05

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Simone

2020-09-12 
12:16:20

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Canabis should be banded and illegal. In all rehabs the number one thing addicts 
come in for is psychosis due to cannabis.  Families and relaSonships are ruined 
due to this drug. I strongly oppose this drug due to personal experience of the 
devastaSon it had caused as well as the facilitaSon of addicSons AA groups 
where his drug has destroyed everything in peoples lives. Tasha 

2020-09-12 
10:47:47

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

The healing properSes of Cannabis are immense. 
LimiSng people in owning / growing  plants, seedlings and seeds is no different  
to limiSng the herb Parsley.  (in my opinion) 
Giving cannabis to a child that is ill with condiSons like cancer / immune 
diseases, 
should be allowed (obviously monitored) 
 Melanie

2020-09-12 
09:50:33

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not mark

2020-09-12 
09:19:39

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Why so many regulaSons yet alcohol has almost none,  under normal 
circumstances. These penalSes and jail Sme is ridiculous. This Bill resembles a 
lollipop, that you can have and eat, but you can't take the wrapper off!  
Pointless!  
Weed is made by God,  he is the only judge of it.  Leave us in peace please! Marese

2020-09-12 
07:07:38

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Dolf

2020-09-12 
06:48:01

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not People should do this on their own private space Shamilla

2020-09-12 
03:04:20

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

It should be administered by a doctor for treatment purposes otherwise it will 
be abused by individual. Sharmila

2020-09-11 
23:17:28

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

It is mind altering and has an effect on people's behavior... It is a drug and 
should be considered as one. Hanisa 

2020-09-11 
17:47:09

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Dagga is a pre-curser to the use of hard drugs and should not be encouraged David

2020-09-11 
17:46:42

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Cannabis is a drug, why promote using drugs freely? It will only lead to abuse 
and the use of more other drugs Carine

2020-09-11 
16:50:15

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Dagga is en was nog altyd n dwelmmiddel en het nog nooit enige posiSewe 
gevolge gehad nie. Die regering het met sy roekelose weiging van dagga 
veroorsaak dat jong kinders nou ook in hierdie Helse gat beland. Die regering 
blyk glad nie n duit om te gee oor die landsburgers van SA nie. Die klomp 
onnosel morone  in die regering wil nou selfs ander sterker meer ernsSge 
dwelms ook weig net om nog meer skade aan nog meer onskuldige mense aan 
te doen. Dis tyd dat hierdie regering wakkerskrik en besef dat hulle n 
verantwoordelikheid teenoor ALLE landsburgers het en n slag bietjie van hulself 
vergeet en hul hande uit die koekieblik uithou. Allan 

2020-09-11 
15:17:13

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Nie vir privaat gebruik nie.   Vir mediese doeleindes alleenlik. Riesa

2020-09-11 
14:39:13

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Cannabis is a drug which is highly addicSve and not good at all for smoking.  I 
hate the smell of the smoke.  I feel like vomiSng when I smell it.  The only legal 
use should be for persons who need it as a pain killer in a dagga tea or similar 
for medicinal use only and should be prescribed by a doctor.  I have a child who 
is addicted to drugs.  I know what problems addicSon and drugs cause to a 
family.  This bill should never even have been considered. Kobus

2020-09-11 
14:15:26

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Drinking and driving is a crime, smoking cannabis and driving should also be 
band altogether. 
This is promoSng drug use. Robert

2020-09-11 
14:02:28

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Ty

2020-09-11 
12:59:29

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Gail

2020-09-11 
12:47:05

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Some years ago I parScipated in a 42,2 km marathon that leX Kings Park 
stadium, passed the Blue Lagoon where the Umgeni River enters the sea, and 
ran along the beach front in Durban. I heard screams from behind and missed 
being hit by a car by about 1 metre. The driver had started from the back of the 
runners as we passed the Blue Lagoon, and drove with his foot flat down engine 
screaming into the runners. He bulldozed his way through the enSre field and 
disappeared. He was caught by Metro police and in his trial, it transpired that he 
and his companions in the car had consumed dagga AND alcohol! Several 
runners ended up in hospital, and a friend had her ankle bones broken when he 
drove over her ankle aXer knocking her down. Our traffic accidents are horrific 
before we mix mix alcohol and dagga. This is a disaster in the making!!! Allan

2020-09-11 
11:34:42

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

No I do not. No one should be jailed for 15 years for possessing cannabis or 
cannabis products. That puts them in the same category as convicted murderers 
and rapists. Really! Guy

2020-09-11 
09:51:15

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I am against the bill because it will harm our country. Our professional people 
will smoke this dagga at home and get drugged, and then go to do their work on 
a "high". It is wrong and will lead to the use of other drugs when dagga does not 
give the 'kick' anymore. This will in turn lead to very bad things for our country 
and its future.  Our moral standards will brought very low as dagga usage will 
become as common as cigarese smoking in one's home. I am an ex-dagga 
smoker and know full well the consequences of this harmful drug. Raffiq
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2020-09-11 
09:51:14

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I feel Cannabis should be used for medicinal purposes, and grown on large farms  
It should not be grown casually in everyone’s back garden. 
Growers require guidelines as to its side effects, “safe quanSSes” of use and 
overuse / abuse informaSon.  EducaSon should go hand in hand with this 
powerful drug!! . Topsy

2020-09-11 
09:15:55

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I feel a bill of this nature can cause our youth to be influenced into drugs that 
are more harmful to them and their loved ones.  The youth that will try the legal 
cannibas May find and want more out of its effects and they will start 
experimenSng with more harmful drugs therefore impacSng negaSvely on their 
lives. Neesa

2020-09-11 
08:58:50

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not This is another form of pushing illegal drugs by making it legal through policies. Jesse

2020-09-11 
08:21:02

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

What a shocking example to set to children to have cannabis smoking in the 
home and then expect them to avoid drugs in the future! Then  high on cannabis 
parents/adults or heaven forbid children set off in a motor vehicle to cause 
accidents!  Ruth

2020-09-11 
08:12:00

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

It is a drug which leads to stronger drugs. Why can people not do the right thing 
and stay safe? How many murders take place because some were smoking 
dagga?  Go and do the sums. Too many Deanne 

2020-09-11 
07:57:18

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Cannibis should only be used if you have a medical condiSon but use should be 
without THC. Cannibis is addicSve it also effects your moods and causes 
depression. What makes the drug more dangerous is it effects your driving 
abiliSes and could cause more accidents on the road. Gerald

2020-09-11 
07:25:15

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not This obsession to control is keeping a plant in exile. There is no freedom. Leonard

2020-09-11 
07:04:27

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

You don't want persons to smoke normal sigarete but what to make something 
legal that will help more women and child abuse.  We have enough problems in 
the country and now you whT to add more. Adolf

2020-09-11 
06:54:48

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

This is a adicSve drug and could cause loss  of consentraSon and also lung 
cancer. 
Those smoking this substance get violent and aggressive. 
The smell of this being smoked near you is unbearable and should not be 
allowed. 
Nkosisane -Zuma is against ciggarese smoking but wants to allow Cannabis . 
How do you explain this.  
This should be banned as in the past  with heavy fines if found in possession. Petrus

2020-09-11 
06:06:23

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

This should be banned as it is a form of drugs, that could lead to addicSon. As 
much as we say, don't expose the children to it, they will be exposed to it. Kids 
will try it out, as it can now be grown in our backyard. We are endangering and 
exposing our children to this. What message are we sending out, that it's ok to 
be high, at home, in front of your kids and family. What about the effects on the 
family, do we not care about this.  We are actually encouraging people to do 
drugs, and hurt their families in the process. Ban this, before it gets out of 
control. Do you really think that people will sSck to the limit. The liXing of the 
alcohol ban, should have been an eye opener for our government. Rani

2020-09-11 
05:20:48

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Absolutely not. Cannabis is the most addicSve drug in existence Farn

2020-09-10 
23:45:28

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not 15 years for non compliance? Cmon Neil

2020-09-10 
23:44:11

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I think the Industry should be opened up. This has been underground for too 
long. It’s going to happen either way so let’s rather put a proposal together on 
how we can upliX the poor! It’s not a drug let’s kill the sSgma. Blake

2020-09-10 
23:22:49

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Siphelele

2020-09-10 
22:50:15

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Hemp is the only way to built the African ConSnent as an independent Economy. 
The puppet Presidents and chairs are responsible for keeping the industry out of 
the peoples reach. Give us our rights to clean our worlds without limits. Conrad

2020-09-10 
21:28:54

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Abuse of the drug and rhe resultant consquences are frightening Yagambaran 

2020-09-10 
20:45:31

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Joan

2020-09-10 
20:44:07

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Cannabis should be part of agricultural commodity that contribute to 
phamacuScal industry. through CBD and TSH.  Cannabis trends and research 
show that many deseases can be dealt with, including Covid19.  No Jail to 
cannabis!!!!!! Matho

2020-09-10 
20:09:39

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Near a window  is a stupid requirement - should be properly formulated to 
mean where any person in a public or open space or in their own private 
environment can be affected by cannabis smoke and includes the smell thereof. 

The bill does not adequately clearly define where a person may smoke. There 
must be more requirements on how and where smoking may take place. 

The bill does not address the likely intoxicaSon effects of cannabis especially on 
persons at work and on persons carrying out duSes or work where in terms of 
the Health & Safety Act, no person may enter the work premises if under the 
influence or if they appear to be under the influence. 

What about driving aXer smoking or using driven machinery (See Health & 
Safety Act). 

IRENE
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2020-09-10 
19:25:48

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

There are very few limitaSons and punishments I agree with on this bill. They 
are far too harsh. 

The only thing that needs to be enforced properly is the sale to minors, just as it 
is with alcohol.  

Let people grow/smoke their plants and distribute to those in need freely! Chris
2020-09-10 
19:17:29

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Cannabis is a drug and if misused can be a cause for domesSc violence etc sabelo

2020-09-10 
19:17:11

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

It shud not be legalised! 
It should be available only on prescripSon! Premlal

2020-09-10 
18:29:47

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Cannabis use must be banned. This is just creaSng more problems in an already 
broken society.  Do not allow the public to use this drug. It must remain illegal to 
possess it in any quanSty with a jail term if found in possession. It was made 
illegal before FOR A REASON. Duncan

2020-09-10 
18:16:46

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Mthetheleli 

2020-09-10 
18:16:13

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

1. Cannabis is the first drug that leads to harder stuff. 
2. I say no no to cannabis in any form or for any purpose. Suren

2020-09-10 
18:00:59

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Avril

2020-09-10 
17:46:11

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Doreen

2020-09-10 
17:11:01

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

In our current lifestyle, we see substance such as alcohol, cigareses and other 
drugs freely available to minors, some parents drink and smoke with their 
children, this drug is an abominaSon to ethical moral and values of society. The 
government should use their energy, wisdom  and Sme to make South Africa 
into a beauSful country it  was once.  To the president and members of 
parliament stop wasSng tax payers hard earned money  in indulging in 
nonsense, if you'll have any sense of dignity and God fearing, stop being foolish, 
use you'll Sme in restoring law and order. Our country is in anarchy, and you'll 
are turning a blind eye to what's happening, remember God is watching, you'll 
Sme of reckoning will come, you'll will  have give an account of what you'll have 
done with the posiSon you'll have occupied.   Please don't take you'll posiSon 
lightly. God is watching you'll. Rani 

2020-09-10 
16:55:27

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I have had asthma asacks from as young as 6 years old and I can confidently say 
without cannabis I wouldn't have gone to 25 years of which I am today. Seing 
limits or a blind eye to what nature has been offering as  recreaSonal soluSon & 
illnesses soluSons is basically or bluntly helping chronic  deseases win their 
death marathon. Zethembe 

2020-09-10 
16:48:32

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Smoking cannabis around children can lead to up to 4 years imprisonment, what 
about the parent smoking cannabis in his home  next to a child?  Cannabis 
should only be sold only under strict measures. No wonder society is so decayed 
if the government is allowing drugs to be grown in your own home. Crystal

2020-09-10 
16:08:20

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

We should be allowed to make a living off of this plant, there are those of us 
that have been involved in the growing of good quality cannabis for many years 
and our knowledge is valuable, we should have the right and opportunity to 
open a place of business that can be a safe and regulated “dispensary” or “bud 
shop”.  
It’s already happening in my community where a few shops have opened under 
the disguise of being a medical CBD shop, with no regulaSons or tesSng on their 
products. 
We just need to release the shackles from this amazing plant and allow it to 
show us all what a beser greener future can look like! Gareth

2020-09-10 
15:53:35

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

the dangers of dagga far outweighs the doubKull un proven by medical 
standards advantages Jonatan

2020-09-10 
15:42:42

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Private use should only be for strictly medical and not recreaSonal reasons. This 
is a recreaSonal drug that if legalized is shown to lead addicSon. Long-term, 
heavy use is linked to psychological and physical health concerns, lower 
educaSonal asainment, decline in social class, unemployment and motor 
vehicle crashes. Our country certainly does not need an increase in these 
staSsScs. Russell

2020-09-10 
14:56:34

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not It must be regulated and sold with a script. P

Soobramone
y Armugam

2020-09-10 
13:58:57

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I do not support any use of drugs even if it is natural, I am totally against it. ONLY 
People that need this drug should have a valid script for the use of it. Mande
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2020-09-10 
13:28:40

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

The effect of a binge on cannabis can affect a person's judgement and 
temperament for as long as three weeks aXerwards. " According to FronSers in 
Public Health, the primary compound found in marijuana, THC, can be detected 
in the body for up to two weeks aXer consumpSon. For chronic users, it can be 
detected for up to three weeks" ( hsps://www.recoveryfirst.org/detox/
marijuana/) Even legislaSon that allows the private use of cannabis will be a 
public health hazard if truck drivers, pilots, doctors etc. abuse it in the privacy of 
their own homes. 
The effect of regular cannabis on the teenage brain is well documented. It 
permanently lowers IQ and decreases moSvaSon such tha many teenagers, 
from being talented highly moSvated indiviuals have become unmoSvated 
unemployable layabouts. "Studies have shown that the use of marijuana is 
associated with reduced cogniSve funcSon in teens.7 One study found that 
teens who regularly use marijuana lose an average of 5.8 IQ points by the Sme 
they reach adulthood.8 A recent study found that marijuana has a more 
negaSve impact on a teenager’s cogniSve development than alcohol."(hsps://
americanaddicSoncenters.org/marijuana-rehab/effects-of-marijuana-on-
teenage-brain) David

2020-09-10 
12:25:56

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

We are working with the results of cannabis abuse. When we visit schools 
countrywide, we witness how cannabis and alcohol abuse impact on the family 
life. Many, many young people were led to believe that cannabis is good for you, 
but teachers complain that they can only teach for the first three periods of 
school because aXer that the children are all "high" and cannot be disciplined.  
Before lockdown we received up to 50 drug addicts per day at our gate, coming 
for rehabilitaSon, and the entry drug is always cannabis. We pick the bad fruit of 
cannabis. 
For example, last year, during an outreach to Secunda, a young man approached 
me crying for help. He was a very prominent soccer player in the local team. 
Much was expected from his career as a professional soccer player because he 
never missed a goal.  
At that Sme people were made to believe that it is legal to smoke cannabis and 
everybody, including his family, started to smoke dagga. He followed the trend, 
and sadly lost his personal commitment to the love of his life, soccer.  
He started neglecSng or arriving late for team pracSces. His performance 
dropped and he could no longer hit a goal with every strike, but the bad part is, 
he could not care anymore. He lost his supporters and eventually lost his place 
in the team.  
Then he woke up, realizing that he is hooked onto cannabis and unable to stop 
smoking. That is why he came crying for help. 
This is just one example of many cases with which we are daily confronted. How 
smoking cannabis ruins many people's lives.    
 Giel

2020-09-10 
11:30:28

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Norma

2020-09-10 
11:30:11

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Jaen

2020-09-10 
11:14:52

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Michael

2020-09-10 
11:10:27

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Charlain

2020-09-10 
11:00:35

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Smoking, whether it is a cigarese or cannabis is harmful, so why do you want to 
do it. 
There is a concern for children. Adults with children who use cannabis does not 
care about the health or the effects on them. It is all about their selfish needs 
and addicSon and not about the health of others. 
With the poor performance of the current government on ethical behaviour and 
the deep seated corrupSon embedded in their way of doing,  the proper 
implementaSon and or management of the act is predicted to be a failure.   
Do not seek for problems when it is not necessary. Johan

2020-09-10 
10:00:34

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

This is a not-so-subtle introducSon of drugs into society.  It will irreversibly 
damage our society - starSng from young children. 
Children, who are banned from smi=okng cigareses, smoke anyway.  There is 
nothing stopping them from geing their hands on dagga. 
The authoriSes have not been able to effecSvely control dagga when it was 
totally banned, it will be much worse now. 
It is just wrong! Ivan

2020-09-10 
09:47:17

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Monde

2020-09-10 
09:05:38

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

As a medicinal it should not be legislated at all even for children. Private 
smoking  is ones own decision.  Take the criminality out of it and focus on real 
criminals. Agree with not smoking it in public as with cigareses. Shr

2020-09-10 
09:04:07

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

The use of cannibis is being abused for years and had raised millions of drug 
addicts, the trend had become a street business, luring children into it . Private 
use is easily abused and the state does not have the capacity to stop that. 
CorrupSon in the police force is rife and cannibis for private is easy for business. Eugene

2020-09-10 
09:04:05

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

The use of cannibis is being abused for years and had raised millions of drug 
addicts, the trend had become a street business, luring children into it . Private 
use is easily abused and the state does not have the capacity to stop that. 
CorrupSon in the police force is rife and cannibis for private is easy for business. Eugene
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2020-09-10 
08:20:49

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Regresably in this country we all know that the laws are made one aXer the 
other, with absolutely no hope of them being policed adequately or correctly at 
all.  What is going to transpire is that it will be grown all over the place, in both 
private gardens and public places and once again the underground illegal 
networks will pick up and take control.  My belief is that it should not be 
permised at all, unless culSvated and marketed by responsible organisaSons 
and sold only in processed form ie Cannabis oil for cancer sufferers. Gerald

2020-09-10 
07:41:08

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Whether it will be used for private purpose or illegally cannot be controlled. The 
police, as it is, is overstretched. This just opens it up completely. Frank

2020-09-10 
07:37:25

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I have seen the effects of cannibis and it is not harmless and it's not okay to say 
yes to allowing this at all. I have seen lives ruined through this, families are no 
longer, fathers and their children no longer. This should not be allowed at all. 
Make illegal completely. 

Janine
2020-09-10 
07:30:22

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Ahmed

2020-09-10 
07:04:11

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

In short it derigates the right to privacy of every ciSzen (they can even check 
non-cannbais people) through restricSng quanSSes and policing private use. 
The very right that the ruling was based on. Further, it absolutely monopolised 
the industry via SAHPRA policy and excludes ordinary ciSzens from parScipaSng 
in a host of new industries. There is no expression of the right to equal 
protecSon and benefit from the law in this bill. Our detailed objecSon has been 
forwarded to the NDPP (SACCRA) - see open leser on www.saccra.org.za blog. 
The Cannabis plant is a safe and highly effecSve natural remedy for a host of 
diseases caused by 21st Century Acquired Endicannabinoid Immune DysfuncSon 
(AEIDs) which is caused by XMRV contaminants in vaccines (Dr. Judy Micovits 
and others). Hence it should be descehduled and regulated at community level 
as per the equitable structure proposed by SACCRA which we have been 
informing the government and the community of for six years now. The bill is an 
atrocious piece of work according to an advocate we consulted and we will most 
definitely challenge it if implemented. saccralobby@gmail.com 

Janet

2020-09-10 
06:57:02

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Dagga makes people feel superhuman and they do stupid things. I know a 
farmer and wife who were asacked by dagga filled thugs who thought they 
could do impossible things. Luckily things did not work out for these thugs.  This 
theory of private use is nonsense and will advance crime. Michael

2020-09-10 
06:57:02

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Dagga makes people feel superhuman and they do stupid things. I know a 
farmer and wife who were asacked by dagga filled thugs who thought they 
could do impossible things. Luckily things did not work out for these thugs.  This 
theory of private use is nonsense and will advance crime. Michael

2020-09-10 
06:37:41

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Cannabis is the beginning of drugs which lead to much desaster in households 
and communiSes. It should be prohibited! Coralie

2020-09-10 
06:26:45

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Cannabis is a gateway drug and allowing the public to use cannabis in their 
homes is not acceptable. Cannabis should be declared an illegal substance. Alf

2020-09-10 
06:25:30

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

NO ! NO! NO!  This is a mind altering drug which will have a profound negaSve 
effect on the future of our country. 
This WILL lead to the use of harder drugs, apathy within the work place and 
work ethics. This will lead to violence. These rulings paint a grey area and allows 
this to be a smoke screen to monitoring this. 
I know first hand - I have lived my adult life being exposed to all the negaSve 
affects of a person using cannabis!   NO D

2020-09-10 
06:16:56

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Cannabis is a dangerous drug that leads to the use of more dangerous drugs. I 
should not be legalised at all. Leon

2020-09-10 
04:43:06

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Useless issue, i know no one will be held accountable for any of that. How about 
you arrest all those mafias eaSng billions of this country? Lungelo 

2020-09-10 
02:52:54

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Drummond

2020-09-09 
23:57:43

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Sabrina

2020-09-09 
23:36:22

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

All drugs are addicSve so why inflict this on anyone. 

I TOTALLY disagree with it. Sandra

2020-09-09 
23:25:32

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

This product must be controlled at all costs, or else we`ll soon see the 
legalizaSon of snorSng cocaine etc.  
  Flip

2020-09-09 
22:57:31

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

There is no way they will be able to control the usage of cannabis.  The people 
who has to apply the law  are many Smes the culprits.  Not enough police. Gerhard

2020-09-09 
22:12:55

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Drug abuse shall rise Glenford

2020-09-09 
22:11:44

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Would be too difficult to police thus open to corrupSon causing problems to 
long term health and wellbeing Nadarajan 

2020-09-09 
21:27:37

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not If anything, it should be used under medical superevision. Don

2020-09-09 
21:19:08

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Sakhile 

2020-09-09 
20:49:17

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not It should only be legalised for medicinal use. Nigel

2020-09-09 
20:34:01

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I am totally against  the legalisaSon.  Because  cannabis  is a drug and has not 
only a negaSve shorserm influence,  but also a negaSve longterm  influence. Franz 

2020-09-09 
20:07:33

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not All drugs are addicSve so why allow any ?  I TOTALLY DISAGREE. Sandra
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2020-09-09 
20:03:03

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

People are abusing this ,they dont know there limits evening if there are rules 
and regulaSons in place they just get ignored so the government is wasSng his 
Sme on legalizing this . Nazeem 

2020-09-09 
18:50:23

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Just de-crimilise the use and culSvaSon of cannabis ... simple. 
No extra bills required. Bres

2020-09-09 
18:49:14

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Why is this stupid goverment now making drugs legal. Next thing is we will have 
cocaine and other drugs legalised. Or is this some goverment or EFF official 
trying to make more money and corrupSon from something I believe should be 
illigal Alfred

2020-09-09 
18:39:22

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I do not support the use of this drug, it is as harmful as any other drug,  can lead 
to the use of other and stronger drugs.  Many crimes are commised under the 
influence of cannabis.  It changes the users mind, work ethics etc.  Not enough 
research has been done Solia

2020-09-09 
18:18:13

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not I am not for the legalisaSon of cannabis in any way. Graham

2020-09-09 
18:09:20

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

The drug should be banned completely. 
Graham

2020-09-09 
17:56:01

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Cannabis for private use should be illegal. Jonathan 

2020-09-09 
16:37:01

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

It is addicSve. It start with cannabis and end with heroine and death.! Is this 
what this government  had in mind. PatheSc. Roelina

2020-09-09 
16:09:37

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Using Cannabis , has a negaSve effect on peoples thinking, reflexes ans ability to 
think quickly in an emergency, making people using this drug potenSally 
dangerous to others and themselves. Dean

2020-09-09 
15:47:06

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Make cannabis illegal except for medical use. It is abused by many, including 
children. Kerry

2020-09-09 
15:32:01

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Shane

2020-09-09 
15:28:22

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

To whom it may concern, 
I am totally against the legalizaSon of Cannabis / Dagga, or by what ever other 
name it may be known. 
That the ordinary man in the street can use it  as he likes, any Sme of day or 
night. 
It is addicSve, like any other drug, and is not safe!! 
Once Dagga or Cannabis have you hooked, you can not just stop using it, it is like 
alcoholism or any other drugs that the druggies use. 
It should be classified as a dangerous drug which can only be prescribed by a 
Doctor for cancer, once it has been proven by proper scienSfic research 
published in Peer Reviewed InternaSonal Papers. 
The harmful effects outweigh the posiSve effects by 10 to 1. 
There are a lot of claims made regarding the medicinal effects, but where is the 
published  scienSfic research in acknowledged Peer Reviewed  InternaSonal 
ScienSfic Papers. 
I can believe it may bring relief to cancer paSents because  you are under the 
influence of a drug, which reduces your conscience awareness of pain, while you 
are in a drugged state.  
There is sSll no consensus regarding the verdict on whether it really works or 
not. 
A lot of research sSll has to be done, same as in the case with a possible vaccine 
against the Covid 19 Virus. 
A drug is a drug, by what ever name  you may call it,  Cannabis or Dagga or 
whatever it is called is totally addicSve, and once you are hooked that is it, and 
unfortunately, eventually Cannabis / Dagga is not enough, then the hardcore 
drugs come into play or a mixture of drugs, by then you are totally lost to 
society!!. 
The damage it does to the brain  is irreversible, especially when children 
inadvertently comes into contact with  the smoke and smokers. 
It is exactly the same affect that cigarese smoke has on the lungs of non 
smokers, in the same house. 
There is no difference between the harm Cannabis / Dagga or Cigarese smoke 
does to the lungs, except that with Cannabis / Dagga you go on a high and the 
effect it has on children in the house of Cannabis or Dagga users are that the 
children go on a high without even knowing it, and their brains and lungs are 
inadvertently also harmed over a long period of exposure to the smoke.  
NO NO to legalizing Cannabis or Dagga!!  Frances 

Louise
2020-09-09 
15:19:12

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I don’t agree that it should be allowed to grow and use at home I fully believe 
that drugs are drugs and should be banned worldwide Elizabeth 

2020-09-09 
14:35:45

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Our people are already strained and aggressive leading to violent crimes. Emile

2020-09-09 
14:16:22

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Merwyn 

2020-09-09 
13:42:07

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I  cannot see that imprisonments of up to 15 years for selling a  small amount 
can be considered as  
decriminalizing the freedom of usage of cannabis. Mike 

2020-09-09 
13:42:02

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not CBD oil should only be allowed to be used and sold. Richard
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2020-09-09 
13:36:24

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I believe we already have a society of  misfits one has to look at Cape Town and 
other ciSes  with a major  drug and alcohol. Issues .Very soon  our health  bill 
will increase due to the  psychological problems stemming from cannabis and all 
other drugs . One can imagine our police force on  cannabis not fulfilling there 
duSes .   

Zerina 

2020-09-09 
13:33:45

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

The growth and sale of Cannabis should be legalised but the use of same should 
and must be restricted to one’s home. As with alcohol there must be a zero 
tolerance to public use as the side effects of Cannabis can be as dangerous to 
the general public as alcohol especially when driving. 
The health benefits of Cannabis far out way the negaSve aspects and Doctors 
are now realising this and prescribing it. The benefits include auto immune 
disorders, arthriSs, anxiety, depression, stomach disorders and are far less 
damaging than cigareses. It must not be prescribed to children. The sales of 
Cannabis would be another avenue for tax revenue and therefore the sales must 
be through registered outlets only. Government is losing billions in tax money 
and strengthening the black market. 

Richard

2020-09-09 
13:18:08

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

The smoking of dagga should be banned  
It does NOT sSmulate the mind and insStuts a believe that other illegal 
substances may be used and its OK.  

No ban dagga usage completely Wayne 
2020-09-09 
13:12:46

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Gerrit 
Verster

2020-09-09 
13:09:54

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I do not support it as the use of cannabis leads to  psychosis in people later on. 
The use of cannabis and driving will be the cause of much  heartbreak as well as 
the fact that the user will not be in full control of his acSons and will use this as 
an excise to get off other unlawful acSons.  The penalSes appear a lisle more 
stringent than the penalSes  in our country where violent protests, willful  
damage to property by violent poliScal parSes , hate speech by certain elements 
of society and blatant corrupSon by people entrusted to manage the country 
and municipaliSes  have no penalty and to all intents and purposes appear to be 
condoned.  The heinous crimes of  robbery, rape, assault and  murder have very 
lisle penalSes and jusSce seems to be unable to prosecute fully. Debra

2020-09-09 
12:29:54

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

No plant counSng, you should be allowed to grow as much as you need and as 
much as you can handle, the plants uses is very diverse and not all users will use 
it in the same form, for example oil extracSons, edibles, flowers, 
smoking ,vaping, Snctures, agriculture sector, industrial sectors ect... and so 
much more... 
  
You should be allowed to sell cannabis to any adult that needs it for what ever 
purpose and at any quanSSes they require... 

It should be only free to adult use, children should have strict rules implicated 
on and only in emergency medical condiSons should be concidered for children 
with certain condiSons, its sSll a natural herb and wont do any harm at all if 
used correctly... 

There should be not limits on the plant, set the plant free!!! Its a herb like any 
other and knowledge on how to use it should be more freely available to all... 
Free the plant!!! 

Walter Roux

2020-09-09 
12:17:49

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

The proposed bill seems to exist in a parallel universe unrelated to the reality of 
life in RSA. 
It seems to arbitrarily favour some  while criminally penalizing others, so it 
seems to set up human rights issues.  Fill the prisons.  And assist organized 
crime. 
What do we want to achieve ? 
Surely to recognize the reality that many people use cannabis  ie in reality there 
are buyers and sellers. That we need to formalize the reality of cannabis in our 
society so that vulnerable people, especially children, are protected,  and also 
the  privacy of the small user. And that the burgeoning Cannabis Industry is 
properly regulated. The medicinal side like other medicines. The creams etc with 
non-acSve compounds in another category. And the  recreaSonal drug side- to 
be regulated like alcohol or cigareses. If we are allowing  recreaSonal use, then 
it is not logical to expect the product to materialize out of thin air. By allowing 
recreaSonal use, and criminalizing the supplier, we are surely strengthening the 
already massive underworld of drug lords and gangs. If we are to allow a 
cannabis industry, then we should hopefully allow this to be a sunrise industry 
for the "lisle" guy. There are so many people who will never  get a job.  Black 
and White, ciSzens of our good land. Can't they be upskilled to be safely  
producSve in this industry ?  Rather than the Big Pharma take all . Jaci

2020-09-09 
12:16:41

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not John

2020-09-09 
12:13:41

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not It is just another product that will be abused and have GBV increased Wilna
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2020-09-09 
12:13:17

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Cannabis is a wonderful healing plant, used for centuries around the world. 
Anyone who wishes to use it should be allowed to do so,  It   is called freedom!  
Naturally it should not 
be sold to children.  FiXeen years in jail is ridiculous for a non crime. Real 
criminals dont  
even get such sentences. The government's  role is to prevent real crime, not to 
interfere 
and try to control every aspect of our lives. Jennifer

2020-09-09 
11:55:20

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Government conSnues to draX new laws which it is incapable of enforcing. Here 
is another example. Fully legalize marijuana and tax sales. 
The police and legal system cannot cope with serious crime and corrupSon and 
this will be another instance where resources are allocated  away from areas 
and funcSons the urgently require those resources. 
Government has demonstrated an inability to prioriSse areas of intervenSon. I 
predict they will once again focus on soX targets at the expense of the cancer of 
criminality that permeates our society. No single state capture person has yet 
been prosecuted, but now you want to count the number of flowering cannabis 
plants in someone's garden. 

Hennie

2020-09-09 
11:48:23

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I smoke cannabis. I don't like the smell of cannabis. Using cannabis is similar to 
the abusive use of alcohol. Cannabis is  drug and smoking it in public or any 
other place should not be allowed. My neighbour smokes cannabis and I am 
someSmes subjected to the smoke whilst he smokes it on his side of the 
fence........not cool. Shirley

2020-09-09 
11:36:38

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Dagga is normally the start of going onto hard drugs Ria

2020-09-09 
11:22:49

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Just leave things as they are. Are you being paid to sit in ridiculous meeSngs to 
organise yet more CONTROL in a country that is falling apart because of Sme-
wasSng legislaSon like this? Give it a rest and get things in perspecSve. 
To smoke or eat marijuana is a personal choice, I don't because I don't like they 
way it feels and anyway I did all that as an 18 year old student back in the UK in 
the 70s... been there done that.  I don't think excessive use/abuse  is very good 
for anyone, but it has the most amazing medicinal properSes and i begrudge no-
one for using it if they want to. As with alcohol and smoking tobacco.  Leave us 
our free will you ridiculous people in the government. You arent interested in 
the issue really, you are interested in the power. And the backhanders of course. Chiz

2020-09-09 
11:21:57

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

There is way too much posiSve feedback from both ScienSfic & medical 
pracSSoners globally,  people who have reported nothing short of miraculous 
reversals of serious illnesses inclusive of deadly disease for these laws are 
imposed due to pressure from Big Pharma etc!.  The posiSve use of by products 
and the impact on economies and job creaSon are huge. Denis

2020-09-09 
11:11:33

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Legalizing cannabis will only cause more social problems. I know that  
there will be no strict legal  control of the people and their personal or 
household supply and growth of cannabis.  It is ridiculous to afford  
them the responsibility of self-control with the use or supply of cannabis. Kay

2020-09-09 
10:55:43

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Science has proven that chronic use causes brain damage,  impairing 
producSvity, responsibility, employability, all leading to enhanced poverty and ill 
health -  it is more carcinogenic than tobacco! Schalk

2020-09-09 
10:51:18

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I only approve this drug to be used for paSents who need it. It must be a 
prescripSon from a legal medical doctor only. This prescripSon to be renewed by 
doctor every 6 months depending  on the medical check up. Presilla

2020-09-09 
10:44:47

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I have no objecSon when used as a medicine  as example CBD oil .    
 THC is the main psychoacSve ingredient of marijuana and can have weird 
effects. 
This should not be smoked for recreaSon, as a medicine prescribed by a  doctor I 
have o objecSon. Pravin

2020-09-09 
10:23:55

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Cannabis is usually the "starter drug" which any drug addict would have 
experimented with first. We are living in a society whereby substance abuse is 
rife. Serious issues in our country such as GBV etc. are not helped by the high 
levels of substance abuse. You might be offering some people the right to 
freedom of choice, but you are stripping others from their right to live in safety. 
We have seen during the Covid 19 lockdown what a big role alcohol and 
smoking play in peoples' health, and now you want to add Cannabis to the mix?  
I am strongly opposed to the proposed amendments to this bill. Bernice

2020-09-09 
10:15:51

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not NO should only be scripted for medicinal purposes. Lydia

2020-09-09 
09:49:44

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Allowing people to use cannabis will result in more of the same problems that 
our naSon is already struggling with as a result of alcohol abuse.  Lock-down 
restricSons on alcohol use have demonstrated a clear correlaSon between 
substance abuse and crime; legalizing cannabis will  similarly result in 
overflowing emergency rooms, increased crime, violence and road carnage. 
Cannabis is also a known "gateway drug"; encouraging its use will result in 
increased use of even more dangerous drugs. 
Please do not open this dangerous door! Alan

2020-09-09 
09:40:13

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

NO. Should be monitored as in script for medicinal only.  Not for public abuse.  
Hope govt approves this comment..  as my last comment was not accepted.  
Obviously  they dont accept  honest crit. Lydia

2020-09-09 
09:33:30

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Hi don't like things like cannabis 2 be given 2 children or even use it near n it's 
not a rite thing 2 do so i totally dis agree using cannabis Privindrin
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2020-09-09 
09:30:33

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not KRISH

2020-09-09 
09:27:38

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not It should be 100% legal in all condiSons louis

2020-09-09 
09:21:57

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I do not believe that the use of cannabis should be allowed in any form 
whatsoever. Carol 

2020-09-09 
09:15:52

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

As i Bible believing ChrisSan , i cannot condone  anything that will be against 
Gods will. 
I am sure geing high is not the will of God. For medicinal purposes i am sure 
God will understand. john

2020-09-09 
09:11:56

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Please look into the bill again. 
AND REVIEW IT.  
Cannbis is not a drug.  
IT'S THE HOPE OF SOUTH AFRICA.  

Ashton
2020-09-09 
09:06:11

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not JUNE

2020-09-09 
08:55:52

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Rogan

2020-09-09 
08:54:05

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not No, it’s a mind altering drug and people commit crime on it Cathy

2020-09-09 
08:49:35

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

NO should never have been made legal. Do the proper homework on how it 
adversely  affects South African populaSon with misuse of.  
Medicated oils etc for health reasons  should be passed only and monitored 
carefully like a script. Some really stupid comments on here.. regards it's less 
dangerous than smoking. Govt wants to legislate no drinking n driving at all.. n 
yet dagga is legal.  Upside down  
daX country. Need to get out of this country, its an animal devouring it's self. 
That or a good govt very soon. ? Lydia

2020-09-09 
08:38:34

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

The use of dagga as it is called in South Africa always leads on to the use of 
alcohol and other drugs when the effects start to be less effecSve. I however do 
agree that it is very effecSve in medicinal form for fighSng cancer and a myriad 
of other less serious diseases, but should be controlled and sold by appointed 
people who can prove that they are competent in it's use. Bernie

2020-09-09 
08:34:00

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

The proposed bill is just more criminalizaSon of the cannabis plant. There has 
been no interacSon with any of the orginisaSons set up such as cdcsa or fields of 
green for all from goverment to comunicate with any of the related comunity 
further more there is no restricSons on siggereses or alcahole amounts alowed 
to be possessed by the users of a more danourus substance that acctually kills 
people but they want to reatrict the cannabis user and criminalise use this bill 
needs to be completly reworked to be in line or if less regulated than alcahole or 
tabbacco because its a natral plant that has zero death rate asatched to the use 
of it also i think that any kind of jail Sme for using cannabis is an infringment on 
our constatuSonal rights alot with restricSng the amount of plants in flower 
along with the quanSty of dryed flower is absurdly low also a massive 
infringment on out constatuSonal rights if you not restricSng siggerets or 
alcahole or arresSng the users for doing it near a nonconsaulSng person or close 
to a fucking window what the fuck you doing it to us cannabis users this 
proposed bill is absolutly obserd and unjusSfiably incorrect Tyrel

2020-09-09 
08:26:55

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

So what makes anyone one with half a brain think that people who are 
dependent on cannabis will only smoke it at home? 

How are the SAPS going to control the use or the growing of cannabis at ones 
own home?  They are unable to control its use or the growing of cannabis now, 
so why should things change?  

Cannabis is being sold openly at petrol staSon, taxi ranks & other locaSons now, 
why will this change? 

Why will smoking Cannabis in homes stop domesSc violence? Some folk get 
mellow, & on others, it has the opposite effect, they get violent. 

Lastly there are all sorts of the wonderful claims made of cannabis, none have 
been proven. If it had been as in the case of certain cancers, these cancers 
would have been eradicated by now. 

  Alan 

2020-09-09 
08:24:47

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Cannabis taken in excess  destroys the moSvaSonal center of the brain.. 
We have too many unmoSvated people already.  I worked in a Rehab for addicts 
and saw the devastaSon that cannabis can cause. Gill

2020-09-09 
08:15:30

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Ahmed

2020-09-09 
08:15:01

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

there should be no limits set on personal consumpSon nor on commercial 
producSon in order to create jobs in SA NEIL

2020-09-09 
08:12:16

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Cannabis has, unSl fairly recently, been considered as an illegal drug. There are 
sound reasons for this prohibiSon.  These reasons sSll exist, and as such, the use 
of cannabis should be illegal. Where should we draw the line if not here? I live in 
an apartment. My neighbour indulges in the use of cannibis.  The fumes sSll 
reach me very strongly. I can do nothing about this problem. What about my 
rights to breathe clean air? The decision makers need to consider this very 
carefully. Ismail
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2020-09-09 
08:03:15

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Cannabis should be made illegal again and and anyone selling it should be jailed 
for fiXeen years, anyone caught smoking it should be jailed for ten. If a house is 
found to be a growing house for cannabis, the owners should be jailed for 
twenty years. Michael

2020-09-09 
08:03:03

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not I do not believe in drugs being freely available Jane

2020-09-09 
07:56:27

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not For medical purposes it is very benificial. Gloria

2020-09-09 
07:51:08

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not You are going to get Gender Based Violence, and more people losing there jobs Glenn

2020-09-09 
07:49:47

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Cannabis is habit forming and leads to the use of stronger more dangerous 
drugs. Once legalized even with the restricSons, it's very hard to control and 
police. Angela

2020-09-09 
07:48:26

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

People should be allowed to use it as set out in the bill I’m ok with that.  

However people should be given a license to make medicinal products and 
those licensed should be allowed to grow more (within limits) and be allowed to 
sell said products.  

The issue is the actual enforcement of these laws and corrupSon. Robert
2020-09-09 
07:47:36

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Cannabis is the window to other hard core drugs.... SA is already drowning in 
every other socio-economic and health  issue.... there is no need to add another Deenesh

2020-09-09 
07:38:15

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Our GDP just got cut by 51% due to the Covid Pandemic. Our Goverment 
consumes any Tax funds for personal benefit.  

How do you propose we grow the economy ?  

I got a thought, considering the African conSnent is the most ferSle conSnent in 
the world where our Marijuana grows freely and we have world class geneSc 
material , does it not make sense to Decriminalise the industry completely ?  

The Market size in the USA alone is $ 51,968,451,902.00 ( hsps://
www.cannabismarketcap.io/ ) 

Lets unlock this potenSal  (Swazi) Gold mine and create jobs in the private 
sector, bring in foreign investment and avoid outdated draconian style laws 
which only Communist believes are effecSve. 

An addiSonal benefit will be the ability to grow Hemp, which has numerous 
qualStes which can be used in Paper producSon and Clothing for example. Lets 
get ahead of this curve and be the market leaders for a change and not market 
beggers. 

Thanks 
Gideon

2020-09-09 
07:33:31

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Tiko

2020-09-09 
07:26:48

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Cannabis has hundreds of incredible scienSfically proven health benefits as well 
as hundreds of non - medical uses. There must be no restricSons on its use or 
sale thereof except to minors. 

Government has no right to dictate what is good for us! Guy
2020-09-09 
07:17:18

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not RIAAN

2020-09-09 
07:16:37

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Cannibas should be banned as a whole Michael

2020-09-09 
07:16:33

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

uhuhlumeni ucindezela abantu abamnyama insagu ngokwendalo eyomuntu 
omnyama ukuzelapha  ngayo kuyimanje kunezinhlangano ezenza unzuzo 
ngalensangu  uhulumeni uyazivumela kodwa thina bantu abamnyama ukafuni. 
sisebenzise Jerome

2020-09-09 
07:12:38

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Once legalized, the policing of this excessive use will not happen. People who 
use this get addicted and it also dulls the state of mind. So, if someone is using 
and driving, there will be a lack of awareness, leading to dire consequences. 
Gender based violence in homes will increase due to lack of control.  
For sure, smoking in public places, anywhere near food or children must be 
banned as it invades personal freedom. Peter Ian

2020-09-09 
06:51:51

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Strongly disagree: There is already enough crime commised through alcohol  
and drugs. It is harmful to humans health; I certainly don't want my family 
inhaling this dreadful smell on a regular basis - total prescious AIR polluSon. John

2020-09-09 
06:50:24

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Unfortunately  there are people and young adults that do not know that 
cannabis  can cause psychosis  in  people that are sensiSve  to the drug.  It can 
cause huge  problems with addicSon and can be a gateway  to drug addicSon 
with harder drugs. Cynthia

2020-09-09 
06:45:20

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Legalizing drug use? NO!! Joan

2020-09-09 
06:44:38

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Legalized it don't criScized it Linda

2020-09-09 
06:37:14

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Cannabis has many therapeuSc properSes and has the potenSal to assist in 
growing the economy.  The product has been used for thousands of years and is 
part of our heritage. Stop making criminals of normal South Africans. 

David
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2020-09-09 
06:24:02

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Its rediculous to think people will be driving and going to work high.  
This is a shocking law that puts so many people at risk.  
If you are a regular smoker it stays in your system for  weeks, so how do you 
prove when exactly you had your last smoke? 
It's also been proven to be one of the most psycoSc drugs and the gateway to all 
the rest. Joyce

2020-09-09 
06:16:27

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

This is very powerful substance and does  not belong to hand of medically 
uneducated people. This can cause havoc in young children brain, stop 
emoSonal development,as well as many other beurological problem. In home 
use is nothing else than substance abuse. There is such a high criteria for use of 
medicines and this powerful drug cannot be legalise. This home ise will lead to 
drug dependency and addicSve behavior. Zuzana

2020-09-09 
05:50:19

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

No regulaSon required at all. Not a single government department is capable of 
policing this proposed bill, I cannot support it. Richard

2020-09-09 
05:48:21

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not R

2020-09-09 
05:28:11

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Criminalizing cannabis will encourage black market to grow and enrich 
gangsters, who become more powerful and influence poliScs. 
They will not pay taxes. 
Criminal  ways would become new normal for people.  
Our police isn’t capable to enforce this law. Many innocent people will end up in 
jail. 
Beser fix the governance and remove red tape laws to doing business in SA. 

Svetlana

2020-09-09 
05:14:02

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Cannibals should not be made legal for private consumpSon. It is a mind-
altering drug and is more dangerous than people realise. Under no 
circumstances should the government make it legal for a private ciSzen to grow 
and consume. Christopher

2020-09-09 
04:42:10

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Dagga, or cannabis,should be banned outright. The sSnking odour eminaSng 
from anyone smoking this habit-forming drug pollutes the environment for quite 
a distance from the drug-addict smoking this weed. Persons smoking this drug 
are unable to perform their duSes efficiently and it impairs their judgement for 
some Sme aXer impibing when they are driving or operaSng machnery. Neville

2020-09-09 
04:35:03

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Elaine

2020-09-09 
04:31:49

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

What a lot of nonsense. South African ciSzens should have the freedom to 
engage in the farming and sale of cannabis for commercial and other purposes. 
Our country has far bigger problems to deal with than a raX of pesy legislaSons 
in respect of a tradiSonal herb. Sandra

2020-09-09 
04:03:52

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Freedom of choice Dan

2020-09-09 
03:03:23

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

I do not think there should  be a jail sentence for selling  cannabis especially to 
those that need it medically as the buyer may not have  the Sme, knowhow or a  
garden etc to look aXer the plants. 

Mary

2020-09-09 
00:15:04

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Really 15 years in jail!! but its a slap on the wrist when women are being beaten 
to death and children are being killed by police officers. Rather put in a lisle 
effort and try to do something about the farmers that are being murdered, 
presy soon at the rate that they are being killed there will be serious food 
shortages because the food is not grown by the supermarkets. Shelve this issue 
and first fix the real serious crime issues. Oh and giving any sort of drug to 
underage children is never okay so by taking the drug lord king pins of the street 
one giant crime issue will be solved. Heidi

2020-09-08 
23:45:57

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Any asempt to criminalise cannabis any further cannot be allowed, this natural 
plant has proven to be nothing but a benefit to humanity and yet the ignorant 
powers that be seek to use it as a means of control. Enough is enough Kevin

2020-09-08 
23:28:23

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

There should not be any jail terms at all 
Should legalize sale, except for minors just like alcohol Gary

2020-09-08 
22:46:36

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Cannabis is prooved to be a killer drug by kwalified doctors and scienSsts. How 
can you then sSll  allow it to be used. Then you are part of the drugs problem Johan

2020-09-08 
22:26:08

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not There is enough good medicine to go around. Peter

2020-09-08 
22:10:38

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not Should not be allowed at all Liz

2020-09-08 
21:29:35

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

The legalizaSon of cannabis may well be necessary in a secular, pluralisSc 
society.  But legalizing a psychoacSve drug, known to produce depenancy and 
dangerous behaviour is not sensible. This is a case of being so open minded that 
the brain has dropped out.  We will, as a society, reap the due consequences of 
this legislaSon. RaSoning the use will not be pracScally possible. Reginald

2020-09-08 
20:53:36

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

Unfortunately, like alcohol, it can become addicSve. It is going to ruin people’s 
lives and cause more misery and sorrow in our already dire situaSon. Jennifer

2020-09-08 
20:49:07

KwaZulu
-Natal No I do not

1, 2 kgs of cannabis is too much to be kept in a home. People can legally deal 
with such large quanSty. Raj 

Free State 82
2020-12-01 
05:18:08

Free 
State No I do not It’s is not reasonable and is unacceptable Rudolf 

2020-11-09 
19:33:27

Free 
State No I do not willem 
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Marijuana SA Cannabis Comments 
THE BELOW IS FREE TO USE THANKS TO FIELDS OF GREEN FOR ALL 

=========================COPY BELOW HERE========================= 

General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
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2020-11-07 
08:31:22

Free 
State No I do not Michelle 

2020-11-05 
19:47:35

Free 
State No I do not

Cannabis SaSva is a herb and not a drug. So why should the innocent plant, 
which is given to mankind by the Most High Father of creaSon be regulated. 
Free up the herb. Sephiri

2020-11-01 
22:06:28

Free 
State No I do not

It's a drug, smoking it should  be banned cause it has a lot of side effects 
especially on the younger generaSon. It can be subscribed by a medical 
pracSsioner, if an adult feels that they can benefit from it, in another form. 
Smoking it, leads to illegal pracSses and people selling it on the streets to our 
children making them adicts, that again leads to other problems and even other 
drugs. To promote it and adverSse it, just makes it easier for criminals to lie 
about it to our children, telling them how healthy it is and that they will become 
smarter doing beser in school, tests exectra. By allowing this, you see young  
peoples lives being wasted away. The thing is, that even with good laws in place, 
if nothing is done to make them effecSve, illegal pracSces are just growing and 
harming our future and that of the next generaSon. All adverSsements of such 
drugs (smoking and drinking) should be banned. No good can come out of it! Ansie

2020-10-29 
09:50:31

Free 
State No I do not

AuthoraSve educaSon about the use of cannabis has not been given to the 
broad public and before that is done the private use thereof should not be 
legalised. Zjaan

2020-10-12 
18:48:18

Free 
State No I do not

Firstly you cannot expect all smokers to be horSculturalists. Secondly the supply 
and demand will create a huge black market especially in South Africa where the 
climate is excellent for growing and a wide range of the demographic consumes 
cannabis . Thirdly a substance which is legal to consume but illegal to buy will 
cause major legal problems. Lastly this will cause great losses of jobs and tax 
revenue for SA.  
Please allow an open market and free trade cannabis industry which 
government can Regulate and Tax in South Africa. Mashys
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 

The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 

The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your 
grow. It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this 
be presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
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2020-10-09 
10:10:31

Free 
State No I do not I do not support any cannabis use. J
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol.  
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2020-10-08 
16:56:08

Free 
State No I do not

Amongst many injusSces that we have suffered at the hands of colonial masters 
was the deprivaSon of the God's giX of healing to the world naSons , and to this 
day we sSll are suffering from this injusSce, and are being subjected to poverty 
and disease as a result of regulaSng a harmless and beauSful humble plant, and 
subjecSng its users, mankind to inhumane treatment and oXen Smes death, 
because of defending and living of the plant as it carries such qualiSes that it can 
give life and health ubundantly to its user when uSlised in a right and respecKul 
manner.  
I as a Natural Indiginous Aethiopian/African with the informed History and 
heritage refute all kind of regulaSon when it comes to Intsangu yo khokho bam. 
I have a child suffering from AuSsm as as result of Vaccines and have been 
treaSng her with CBD Oil and have therefore seen tremedous results and 
therefore cannot agree with this bill that seeks to oppress us sSll. We have very 
high rates of unemployment in all sectors of our economy and we know that any 
naSon that is rich has some commodity it is selling to the world, why is it that 
we cannot do the same with cannabis?, with the many known benefits and 
possible opportuniSes it offers why would we sSll want to compromise the very 
people who have suffered jail, deragatory terms, inhumane treatment in all 
socieSes and insStuSons for defending this natural God given herb. Rastafari 
have long advocated for their Freedom and that of the herb and we are yet to 
see the FREEDOM  of both....Rastafari must not carry no permit or licensce for 
herb cannabis we are the inherent carriers of cannabis from creaSon,  we want 
our sovereign right and freedom for using the plant in any form or way we deem 
fit and healthy for ourselves and our inheritance....Away with neo-colonial bills 
to oppress my people... Zola

2020-10-08 
15:16:07

Free 
State No I do not Magdaleen 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-07 
09:20:42

Free 
State No I do not

People will misuse it and it should only be adminiserd through a health 
pracSSoner Gideon

2020-10-03 
14:46:40

Free 
State No I do not

I have seen what cannabis do to people....they don't work, they don't have a 
clue what is going on around them, they are a danger to those people they work 
with and the brain cells that is leX aXer using cannabis for a Sme do not 
funcSon normally!  There is brain damage when you smoke cannabis,  there is 
lung damage through smoking cigareses and now they want to legalize cannabis 
aXer the minister forced the smokers to smoke tea leaves and grass?   NO WAY 
should cannabis be legalized!!!!! Rika

2020-10-02 
13:47:24

Free 
State No I do not

Policing these arbitrary limits on quanSSes of possession and culSvaSon is itself 
an infringement on the right to privacy. For an absurd reason that comes from 
the vapours and fogs of your brains alone, you are deluded when you pressure 
that cannabis is solely useful or intended use is for smoking, whereas the plant 
with THC's has a plethora of uses that by funcSon alone superceeds your 
imposed limits. I intend to use it to manufacture my own soaps and loSons and 
cosmeSc products. Your limits, are directly compeSng with my health and 
beauty uses in my privacy for my private and personal consumpSon as such, I 
shall NOT COMPLY!!! Kgomotso

2020-09-26 
05:08:48

Free 
State No I do not

The way that this bill has been wrisen leaves very lisle posiSve changes for 
South Africa and her people. It will not create many jobs and might not generate 
much tax. This is the golden opportunity!! Open up the cannabis industry and 
create work for our people and ensure that much needed taxes are created. 
I use 6 different strains of cannabis for different medical condiSons for my 
spouse and I. The bill only allows us 8 flowering plants. How are we supposed to 
grow 6 strains for a year's supply for two people? We wanted to produce our 
own CBD oil as well. Does the writers of the bill know how many plants it takes 
to produce 500ml of CBD oil needed by two people for a year? It seems to me 
that the writers of this bill have not taken the Sme to consult with cannabis 
industry experts before asempSng to write this bill. We use mostly high CBD 
strains of cannabis for various medical condiSons including pain control, sinus 
and allergy problems and sleep disorders. I need to grow at least 24 plants to 
supply our own needs. Please, consult the experts and listen to their advice. 
That is why they are the experts. Leon

2020-09-23 
05:13:59

Free 
State No I do not Leslie

2020-09-21 
18:04:04

Free 
State No I do not

Personally I find the Bill as a mere taste of what the ConsStuSonal Court had 
envisioned by ruling in favor of private use and culSvaSon. This Bill carries more 
penalSes than freedoms. The limitaSons placed on the culSvaSon is the first 
obstacles. We currently cannot purchase seeds for the purpose of culSvaSng 
them, they're sold as souvenirs and should they not deliver what was 
adverSsed, we cannot complain. The bill says we can have an unlimited number 
of seeds and seedlings, okay thank you for that, but what happens when those 
seedlings grow taller than 15cm? I have to kill the rest and be leX with only 4 if I 
stay alone? Does that sound fair to you? There are more than a thousand strains 
of cannabis in the world, each with its own traits and characterisScs, due to the 
criminalizaSon of the cannabis plant in the past, we've only been exposed to a 
handful of them. This becomes nearly impossible from a limit of 4 flowering 
trees a Sme. Please pay mind to the growing season for the cannabis plant, it 
starts in spring and harvest is around the end of Autumn, nothing grows 
outdoors in winter, especially here in the Free State. This would mean that what 
I harvest from 4 plants must last me and whoever visits me that partakes, for a 
whole season before the next harvest. Remember when I have 4 plants that are 
sSll flowering or taller than 15cm, there is no guarantee that they will all survive 
Sl harvest, especially for outdoor growers like myself. This Bill also doesn't cater 
for those of us who are parents, I am a great father who uses the cannabis plant. 
I do not use in front of my kids and they do not have access to my stash even 
though I keep it in my house. Just like a cigarese smoker or alcohol user is 
allowed to have an unlimited amount of their commodity, we are asking for the 
same rights. This includes being able to grow in plain view on my private 
property. The herb also has many ways of administering, for those that do not 
smoke, oils, dab, Snctures, etc...are made from large amounts of dry herb for 
very lisle final product. Please research further on other aspects related to the 
risks we face when we grow our own, that will show you that the amounts 
prescribed by the Bill are truly laughable. #FreeTheHerb Mlamli

2020-09-21 
14:49:55

Free 
State No I do not

I do not support the Private Purposes Bill at all. The reason being that it is not 
manageable by Government.  The police / narcoSc bureau are under staffed as it 
is - how do they plan to monitor and manage the grow and if standards are as 
kept as required lawfully? Are they going to send police officials to monitor each 
and every seed planted and the general uphold requirements for cannabis 
growing at each property? Do they plan on keeping a proper record register of 
each and every private person that is going to grow cannabises? There is already 
so much corrupSon in our country. This is just another bill and or law to enforce 
and will only lead to more discrepancies and unjust fines etcetera.

Martha 
Jacoba

2020-09-21 
12:19:04

Free 
State No I do not I feel it should be banned completely Hesy

2020-09-20 
08:02:17

Free 
State No I do not

It should be legalised and leX alone as the government just wants to get money 
out of this again. It's not harmful as cigareses are yet people can freely smoke 
anywhere without consequences.  It has much more benefits to the health of 
people, if you guys are looking for more money go tax the taxis penalised them 
for their bad driving etc........... ChrisSne

2020-09-19 
19:18:25

Free 
State No I do not Colleen
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2020-09-17 
08:48:27

Free 
State No I do not

The government  does not reserve the right to limit how many plants or how 
much dry cannabis we have at home. We don't all have the same tolerence and 
people who plan on making their own oils and such won't be able to do with the 
proposed amount. NO TO LIMITING, this is not sensible. Tumelo

2020-09-15 
15:45:12

Free 
State No I do not

Let people smoke cannibis at their own preferred discreSon. This is a plant, a 
herb, it's natural, and in nor way impede on anyone accept pharmaceuScal 
companies who stand to lose because of it's public use. Don't people have a 
right to choose freely for themselves, isn't people's human right let alone 
consStuSonal right have any meaning to the law makers, or is it that they are in 
the pockets of these pharmaceuScal companies, that they come up with such 
oppressive bills. Itumeleng 

2020-09-15 
00:57:43

Free 
State No I do not

Some individuals are already mixing the cannibis with other dangerous 
substances. I encountered some mixing the cannibis with misqito coils which are 
sold at local supermarkets some even sell that mixture to school kids, if I 
support the decrimilizaSon of cannibis then I can support that any drug e.g LSD, 
Herion, Ectassy and Cocaine be decriminalized which I won't support. Jurie

2020-09-14 
10:01:31

Free 
State No I do not

Nee nogmaals nee .  Mense gebruik dit en dan ry hulle rond en veroorsaak 
ongelukke omdat hulle hoog is.  Dit kan nie geweig word nie al is dit vir eie 
gebruik, mense luister nie. 
Medisyne wat jou nie hoog maak nie , is seker aanvaarbaar 

Rene

2020-09-13 
11:53:06

Free 
State No I do not

Total ban on all cannabis products.  
Young lives are geing destroyed because of teenagers geing totally addicted 
to weed. AS 

2020-09-13 
06:56:12

Free 
State No I do not Jacques

2020-09-11 
11:35:21

Free 
State No I do not Cannabis is a gate way drug. There is already a drug problem in South Africa. Francois

2020-09-11 
07:05:02

Free 
State No I do not

Legalize Cannabis is so wrong. It's a known fact that wannabee criminals smoke 
Cannabis to get guts so that they can murder/rape/steal/loot etc. Legalize any 
part of this trade or posession, is just going to make it easier for the criminals to 
get hold of cannabis. Leendert

2020-09-10 
18:12:47

Free 
State No I do not

I think there are more important issues, such as corrupSon among government 
ranks. 

Also, what are the harms of cannabis that make it so dangerous?  

On the other hand, you don't regulate the fluoride in our toothpaste in the same 
manner... Even though the packaging literally tells you it's poisonous... 

"Let he without sin cast the first stoner.." Dumisane 
2020-09-10 
17:59:31

Free 
State No I do not

NO CANNABIS should be allowed for whatever purpos! Why?! Because it opens 
the avenues to ABUSE OF SUBSTANCES!!  Estella

2020-09-10 
15:32:48

Free 
State No I do not It is really a gateway drug to far worse drugs. Frik

2020-09-10 
13:20:34

Free 
State No I do not

Legalizing the use of the drug that has such far reaching and dangerous impact 
on the mind is a horrible idea. Stephanus

2020-09-10 
12:28:11

Free 
State No I do not

Its amazing how the government misuses the term Cannabis as if it is the drug 
smoked from mariuana. There is really a BIG difference between mariuana 
leaves to smoke as a drug an Cannabis which is the name for an organic extract 
professionally made on a natural organic way to cure sicknesses like cancer, 
diabetes, and cardio problems. This is already a proven fact and not a myth as 
what some pharmaceuScal companies will suggest.  LegislaSon making 
provision for this will benefit the whole of society in S.A. Johan

2020-09-10 
12:09:58

Free 
State No I do not

The quesSon arises up: What exactly do the government want to accomplish by 
this confusing legislaSon?? They have to disSnquis between using cannabis as a 
drug which has to be fight at all costs and professional processed natural  
organics supplement  and or remedy against sicknesses such as cancer, diabetes 
and cardio problems which is a proven fact. Some pharmaceuScal companies 
will vote against this but it is a proven fact that these remedies can prohibit and 
cure cancer paSents which are diagnosed with cancer.  So if legislaSon can make 
provision on this aspect it will benefit the whole society. Johan

2020-09-10 
09:29:25

Free 
State No I do not

A difficulty is going to be caused in high density buildings. My reasoning here is 
that far more so than ordinary cigareses cannabis has  a very strong smell. This 
is smelt outside the unit and will disturb other residents.  Body corporates and 
blocks of flats owners should be able to brings this into their rules to protect 
non users. Mike

2020-09-10 
09:13:46

Free 
State No I do not

The abuse rate will rise with 100% when this go legal and that is almost about 
the same as any other drug. Leonie

2020-09-10 
09:05:55

Free 
State No I do not make the use and selling of cannabis illigal. marika

2020-09-10 
08:44:45

Free 
State No I do not Carmen 

2020-09-10 
08:40:50

Free 
State No I do not Harry

2020-09-10 
08:36:36

Free 
State No I do not

The negaSve effects on the brain and other side effects from the use of dagga is 
extremely Harmful. Even slightly opening the door by certain legislaSon will not 
only encourage the use and abuse of dagga, but it will also become more readily 
available for younger people to whom the drug is extremely harmful. It is an 
elicit drug!! 

conrad
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2020-09-10 
08:34:29

Free 
State No I do not SPF

2020-09-10 
08:19:46

Free 
State No I do not

Drugs are drugs no maser what and should not be freely available! Users are a 
danger to themselves and to innocent bystanders. Lynese 

2020-09-10 
07:13:10

Free 
State No I do not

Give us dispenseries and a plaKorm to buy and sell ,the quanSty bill does not 
make sense and penalSes are to harsh against other criminal offenses,you only 
doing this half,make it complete and get it over ,we dont steel,brake or 
destroy,we want unity and peace. JC

2020-09-10 
06:53:42

Free 
State No I do not FLORETTE

2020-09-09 
22:06:35

Free 
State No I do not

Cannibis does not stay as PERSONAL USE, it is and will always be seen /used as a 
means to enrich drug lords. Cannibis is a drug, effects humans the same as any 
other drugs, be it kat, Sk, morfine, lsd, cocaine and meths. Once used, gets 
addicted to and always try stronger and more dangerous drugs . Effects a 
person's whole outlook, personality and behavior. Changes a person that cannot 
be held accountable for their acSons when under the influence of drugs that is 
unexceptable to society. A lot of criminals use the excuse of not to be held liable 
for their crimes should they have been under the influence. CHILDREN/MINORS 
especially should not be able and exposed to drugs, they start experimenSng 
with Cannibis going on to harder drugs. AddicSon is an evil not only to the 
addicted, but their family and society. It destroys lives. Dalene 

2020-09-09 
20:12:49

Free 
State No I do not Only for medicine usagage. Otherwise I hate it !! Alta 

2020-09-09 
19:46:15

Free 
State No I do not Our society can not afford  to have more drug adicted people !!!! Margaretha

2020-09-09 
19:27:37

Free 
State No I do not

It is common knowlege that Cannabis is a drug with destrucSve effects to 
society not to menSon the human body (research the fact). It has no medicinal 
value in its raw form and it is nonsense to say that no crimes are commised by 
people having smoked dagga. Joseph

2020-09-09 
19:22:40

Free 
State No I do not It must only used for medicine purposes. Johan

2020-09-09 
17:03:39

Free 
State No I do not

I am strictly against all form of Cannabis usage outside the clinical pracSce. I do 
agree it may have medicinal value, therefore even more reason to have it used 
under supervision.  ImplemenSng less strict regulaSons is no guarantee that the 
regulaSons wil be followed. Shaun

2020-09-09 
16:26:49

Free 
State No I do not

Cannabis remains a dangerous and highly addicSve drug with many adverse side 
effects, as much as many people advocate for its legalisaSon, it is unwise to 
allow this bill to pass. Once the door is open, government has no resources to 
enforce the restricSons and this will lead to higher crime among others. 

Suleiman

2020-09-09 
16:08:50

Free 
State No I do not

The mere reason i am ona wheelchair is because of the fact, Westernized, 
Industrialized, tbe Captured, worldwide, ha e. No say as collateral damage us A-
Ok. The medicines are proven to help. The henp is a proven industry. The 
science behind cbd products is all we need for mass producSon. The economy is 
in need of a genuine, radical, holisSc, non-biased approach to let live, and grow 
as Human race. Europe is seemingly calling the shots for AFRICA... Kat

2020-09-09 
15:46:49

Free 
State No I do not Glad nie weig maak nie Tony

2020-09-09 
14:32:50

Free 
State No I do not

I have seen too many people who have had their lives destroyed by dagga. 
Others have started with dagga and then gone on to stronger drugs. Many 
people here where we live bemuddeled and befuddeled because of the use of 
this weed. The use of canbabis should be banned. Reg

2020-09-09 
11:44:20

Free 
State No I do not

I am a Healthcare Professional. I have seen countless Smes how dagga (home 
use!) not only led to extremely violent asacks (especially in conjuncSon with 
alcohol) , but also almost always is the “gateway” substance to further drug 
abuse.  The laws should be much MUCH stricter! Helen

2020-09-09 
11:34:02

Free 
State No I do not Hendrika

2020-09-09 
08:54:13

Free 
State No I do not

The ban on cannabis must be completely liXed. The government must stop 
treaSng people like children. Bans and restricSons only encourage the black 
market and criminality. It is a plant and plants cannot be illegal. It is a human 
rights issue. Anthony

2020-09-09 
08:54:13

Free 
State No I do not

The ban on cannabis must be completely liXed. The government must stop 
treaSng people like children. Bans and restricSons only encourage the black 
market and criminality. It is a plant and plants cannot be illegal. It is a human 
rights issue. Anthony

2020-09-09 
08:54:12

Free 
State No I do not

The ban on cannabis must be completely liXed. The government must stop 
treaSng people like children. Bans and restricSons only encourage the black 
market and criminality. It is a plant and plants cannot be illegal. It is a human 
rights issue. Anthony

2020-09-09 
08:54:12

Free 
State No I do not

The ban on cannabis must be completely liXed. The government must stop 
treaSng people like children. Bans and restricSons only encourage the black 
market and criminality. It is a plant and plants cannot be illegal. It is a human 
rights issue. Anthony

2020-09-09 
08:53:43

Free 
State No I do not

No it must be banded as it is all (mainly) those that use it are the main trouble 
makers in South Africa. 

Toni
2020-09-09 
08:48:42

Free 
State No I do not

They cant tell me how to live my live.the hell with them .tells you what they are 
useless Johannes
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2020-09-09 
08:43:47

Free 
State No I do not

Absolutely NOT! 
Imagine a whole country full of drugged ciSzens!!!! 
You want to make it illegal to drive with any alcohol in your blood but you may 
drive drugged out of your skull as it cannot be picked up in a quick roadside test. 
No! No! No! Gerrit

2020-09-09 
08:15:24

Free 
State No I do not There are sound reasons for the prohibiSon of cannabis. JJ

2020-09-09 
08:09:31

Free 
State No I do not Say no to drugs! Edrick

2020-09-09 
07:40:40

Free 
State No I do not Irma

2020-09-09 
07:32:10

Free 
State No I do not

Let us pray to the Good Lord not to allow the devil to further infiltrate into our 
naSon`n soul. Cannibis is from satan himself. Johannes

2020-09-09 
07:05:27

Free 
State No I do not Mariese

2020-09-09 
06:56:54

Free 
State No I do not Andre

2020-09-08 
22:23:15

Free 
State No I do not Franzuskus

2020-09-08 
22:09:42

Free 
State No I do not

Any addicSve drug is dangerous in the long run. Legalize the medical research 
but not addicSve drugs. Gerhard

2020-09-08 
21:30:40

Free 
State No I do not Leonie

Western Cape 862

2020-11-30 
22:04:15

Western 
Cape No I do not

Including cannabis (THC) in the INCB allocaSon discussion in terms of scheduling 
status in South Africa as it pertains to other schedule 6 medicines and their 
control in private as well as allocaSon from INCB (ref.: methylphenidate and 
morphine) 
Aligning the rescheduling with healthcare pracSSoners who are able to 
prescribe schedule 6 medicines without a SecSon applicaSon. Other schedule 6 
prescribing does not require this special permit. 

Mohammed

2020-11-30 
21:47:33

Western 
Cape No I do not

PORTFOLIO COMMITTEE ON JUSTICE AND CORRECTIONAL SERVICES 
ATTN: HON. V. RAMAANO & HON. S MTHONJENI 
Email: cannabisbill@parliament.gov.za  
And: vramaano@parliament.gov.za 
And: smthonjeni@parliament.gov.za 
Date: 30 November 2020 
Dear Hon. Members of Parliament, 
RE: COMMENT ON THE CANNABIS FOR PRIVATE PURPOSES BILL 
I am part of a group of healthcare professionals interested in cannabis as food 
and medicine for the wellbeing of humans, animals, and the planet. As a group, 
we asended a 2-day accredited course on medical cannabis, lead by HAPPY BY 
NATURE, and covering the latest research and tradiSonal use of cannabis. 
We trust, following the public submissions on the draX Cannabis for Private 
Purposes Bill, that there will be a broad and inclusive consultaSon process 
before the bill is finalised.   
We hereby offer our services to assist you in your work. We request the 
opportunity to make oral presentaSon/s to Parliament on the following topics: 
• Harms and benefits of cannabis used as a food and medicine for humans and 
animals. 
• Importance of cannabis educaSon for healthcare professionals, paSents, and 
communiSes. 
• Cannabis as tradiSonal herbal medicine and pharmaceuScal drug. 
• Role of herbalists in realising the value of cannabis as herbal medicine. 
• Latest research on the benefits of cannabis as food and medicine for many 
psychological and physical disorders. 
• IntegraSng locally-grown cannabis into the healthcare system for the equal 
benefit of all. 
• Avoid stock outs of essenSal drug list items if good evidence for equivalent 
efficacy with Cannabis. 
• Benefits to the wellbeing economy including job creaSon, biodiversity 
conservaSon, and reduced primary healthcare costs. 
• Quality assessment, including laboratory analysis and environmental impact 
assessment. 
• Necessity of research into medical cannabis by universiSes, including 
validaSng local strains and tradiSonal use. 
• Impact of changes to cannabis legislaSon on health and wellbeing of humans, 
animals, and the environment. 
Signed by, 

Dr Mohammed Slarmie  

 Mohammed
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Please note i do not support the proposed bill its its current form. the current 
form of the propossed bill is against the consStuSon of the republic of south 
africa. what is sad is that it is draXed by people working in parliament and 
people who get paid for such and people who should be knowing the 
consStuSon of the republic the other point is that the people  who draXed the 
bill are clearly against south africa and are also against South African people.  

they  bill in its current form is against freedoms including culture, tradiSon, 
religion, spirituality and as well as recreaSon and other topics including the 
health of the people of south africa. its been proven that Cannabis also known 
as Ganja is not a drug but a herb , plant and a natural resource but the people 
who wrote the bill are clearly trying to make a plant a drug, what i think they are 
confusing is the fact that the herb is used in a lot of medical drug so they speak 
of the plant as a drug without knowing the facts  

the other sad part is that people who wrote the bill are evil people and or just 
mere products of Bantu EducaSon who see africa and anything african to be bad 
so now they ignore all scienSfic informaSon of how the plant can help to grow 
the economy and also how Cannabis as a plant can bring people of diverse 
background together  

the people who draXed the bill are the enemies of South Africa and the South 
Africa people at large ... they are wriing the Bill as if they are already captured 
by the mulS naSonal pharmacy companies to supress the populaSon of south 
africa so that the mulS naSonal companies can make money by providing 
soluSons that the proposed bill will be creaSng by promoSng a bill that doesnt 
repect the consStuSon of south africa  

on naSonal roads the bill will be discriminaSng and encouraging police and law 
enforcement ofificer to break the law by disturbing rights of freedom of 
movements as well as rights to privacy as well as freedoms of associaSon and 
freedoms for anyone in south africa to be able to freely procSce thier culture, 
religion and to socialise without the state disturbing  

the group of people who draXed the bill are so evil that they want to discourage 
south africa ns  from self determinaSon hence the greatest obsession by the 
writers of the bill is to try to limit people access to culSvaSon, people having the 
access to the herb so they can be able to protect themselves from virus by using 
the herb not only to smoke but to make byproducts  

the bill is so against innovaSon by the limiSs in dry ganja, the limit in places 
where one can have the ganja in possession , its limiSng innovaSon as the lisle 
shit trees they want us to grown will not be sustainable and will not last a period 
of 12 months  

its like these people dont know how long each tree takes to grow and to dry and 
be ready for consumpSon ,,, these puppet poliScians should respect the 
consStuSon regardless how eveil they are as they consStuSon is a naSonal asset 
of South Africa it doesnt belong to any facSon of the African NaSonal Congress  

Since the ANC is captured in the West and by also lisle Indias, since the ANC is 
no longer a single organisaSon but facSons, each facSon is pulling the country 
South Africa to its direcSon going no where slowly.  

the Dutch East India Company and its people within the ANC and the DA are 
working hard to ensoure that all the benefits in South Africa are for europeans 
and Indians which will in return benefit England, India and Dutchland and its 
lisle friends the Germans, Canadian and the French  

however the consStuSon is very clear it is for South African living in South Africa 
not for captured and their handlers to benefit from South Africa legislaSon  

for the Child Act they are trying to use the kids to administer hatred towards 
african family structure to say africa life should be interpreted allow the small 
mindedness of european minds linked to the Dutch East India Company  
The herb is good for children even children who are sick can be healed by the 
herb  

About the laws of the old home land the old South Africa ... the people who 
wrote the bill work for the principle of the homelands and they worship the old 
apartheid south africa  

they arSculate points from badfaith and they work to proove that they dont 
know they plant they are wriing a bill about such that the bill is not good 
enough to be legislaSon but just a restricSon documents  

there is nothing posiSve about the bill besides that the people who were wriSng 
the bill were only restricSng and trying to further supress the herb  

the ANC can never be  said to be freedom fighter ... they have became so 
arrogant and so ignorant of the rights of others such that the consStuSon of 
South Africa has to be respected and the should be no restricSons but good 
policy which will be pro culture pro religion pro  cannabis and a policy that will 
encourage the people to use herbs not drugs  
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2020-11-29 
08:41:35

Western 
Cape No I do not

Dear Hon. Members of Parliament, 

RE: COMMENT ON THE CANNABIS FOR PRIVATE PURPOSES BILL 
I accept your invitaSon to submit comments on the “Cannabis for Private 
Purpose Bill”. Working as a healthcare professional, I believe that all healthcare 
professionals should be educated about the evidence-based uses of medical 
cannabis, and how to use it safely in pracSce. Below are secSons from other 
organisaSons comments which I strongly agree with. 

CANNABIS FOR PRIVATE USE: 
“The proposed bill excludes any person who does not have access to a private 
space to 
culSvate cannabis from access to cannabis. This is unconsStuSonal and prevents 
a 
considerable porSon of the SA populaSon who live in informal seslements or 
high density 
areas from the ability to culSvate cannabis and therefore a legal means to obtain 
cannabis. It also fails to make provision for how people can access seed to 
culSvate cannabis. The law needs to accommodate a reasonable trade in 
cannabis so as to enable people without access to land the right to sSll use 
cannabis in the privacy of their homes.” (CDCSA) 

GENERAL COMMENTS ON RECOMMENDED QUANTITIES: 
“There should be a recogniSon of tradiSonal healers who use cannabis in their 
work. The 
current quanSSes for personal use are inadequate as the healers use cannabis 
for 
professional purposes; it is akin to restricSng a doctor access to medicines based 
on what 
she/he can personally consume. This provision should also cover how much they 
should grow and how much they should transport. The tradiSonal healers 
should be engaged to arrive at such quanSSes. Groups that use cannabis for 
other reasons including religious reasons cannot be covered by the quanSSes 
prescribed under personal use. The quanSSes prescribed for ritual use should 
be different from personal use and linked to observed use during the rituals. 
DeterminaSon of quanSSes for personal use should be linked to average 
personal consumpSon; as well as how many plants the average user would need 
to cover their use adequately, as well as share with their contemporaries. The 
cannabis community is a sharing community.” (CDCSA) 

MEDICAL CANNABIS: 
• “Urgently improve access to cannabis pharmaceuScal and complementary 
medicine 
allowing for a transparent fast tracked process that opens the market for all. 
Allow access 
to cannabis for medicine & preventaSve health care for all those that seek to 
benefit 
from the healing asributes of the plant at low price points so as to be available 
to the 
majority of our people. 
• Two Tiers PharmaceuScal and Complementary 
-  Establish enabling cannabis healthcare / wellness regime where ONLY 
pharmaceuScal grade medical cannabis for specific condiSons is controlled and 
administered through SAHPRA 
- Establish enabling cannabis healthcare / wellness regime for complementary 
health care products for non-specific condiSons use would fall under TradiSonal 
and Natural Health Products regulaSons. 
• ShiX in the current SAHPRA medical licensing approach which is onerous and 
focused on export towards developing a local market for medical cannabis. 
• Cannabis for health/wellness available through a doctors’ or tradiSonal 
healers’ 
recommendaSon which would enStle a person to become a recognised medical 
cannabis user and have access to medical cannabis products, including flowers, 
extracts, 
edibles and vaporisers. 
• MoSvate for research and development based on efficacy, including 
indigenous 
knowledge and regional geneScs to maximise South Africa’s compeSSve 
advantage. 
• Opening up and encouraging academic medical cannabis research exploring 
new 
cannabis medicines and applicaSons and soliciSng internaSonal research & 
development 
funding.” (CDCSA) 

ACADEMIC RESEARCH 
“The Bill makes no provision for scienSfic research, essenSally criminalising 
universiSes and academic insStuSons needing hundreds or thousands of plants 
for evidence-based research. Large scale research should be welcomed, 
especially when it comes to the responsible adult use of Cannabis, as 
professional knowledge, both scienSfic and sociological, is sorely lacking in 
South Africa. This will go a long way to desSgmaSsing Cannabis and establishing 
its righKul place as a safe relaxant.” (Fields of Green for All) Karen
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2020-11-25 
14:19:24

Western 
Cape No I do not

I believe that cannabis is South Africa needs to be completeley decriminilized. 
With it being "legal" within limits it gives police and government a lot more 
ammuniSon to be able to pursue cannabis growers for going over the limits by a 
small amount. I believe that there are a lot of other stressing masers in our 
country that the police and government should be focussing on. Cannabis holds 
an extreme amount of opportunity for the people of South Africa and could 
boost our economy tenfold if it was decriminilized and looked at under a whole 
new light. This plant has endless possibiliSes that we as a naSon can use to our 
advantage with our amazing growing climate compared to the rest of the world.  
Making it legal with the condiSons it has now is noy fair to anyone and sSll puts 
the plant under a bad light. We need to completely decriminilize cannabis and 
work with it to empower our people with endless opportuniSes. Bruce

2020-11-24 
08:00:12

Western 
Cape No I do not

I am totally in favor of the legalizaSon of canibus. 
The advisors of the concept law proof not to know a thing about the growing of 
canibus. Canibus is a seasonal plant. Four flouring plants will give far more dry 
product than the proposed legal amount of 600gram. It will be hard to regulate 
12 plants not to grow higher than 30cm. If growing circumstances aren't 
manipulated, you will only have a yield once a year. For the frequent user 
600grams won't be enough to last for a year. 
LiXing restricSons on the culSvaSon of canibus will benefit everybody. It could 
become a great source of revenue. Canibus on it's own is not addicSve like 
tobacco and alcohol. The propaganda about the so called harmful effects of 
canibus is malicious lies, I suspect, is to benefit those concocSng and selling 
dangerous poSons legaly for all kinds of condiSons which could be resolved by 
canibus, which is a natural herb with numerous healing abiliSes. That, at the 
fracSon of the cost of the harmful legal poSons. Tobacco and alcohol are 
addicSve and dangerous in comparison to canibus.  
     Growing of and the markeSng of  canibus could make a big difference in the 
circumstances of many poor people in this country. How will it be possible for a 
person, living in an informal seing to culSvate his or her own supply. It will just 
not be possible. So this proposed law will actually create moSvaSon for the 
conSnuaSon of the now illegal trade in canibus. The proposed law for 
controlling canibus is absurd and doesn't bring real liberty to those who learned 
the benefits of the green God-given wonder herb.  

Petrus G

2020-11-22 
10:18:36

Western 
Cape No I do not

It was illegal while I grew up and I have seen the results of what it did to friends 
who smoked it.  Many are complete failures and eventually moved on to other 
drugs. Maria

2020-11-17 
08:47:06

Western 
Cape No I do not

You need revenue due to the all the money stolen - here it is.  Legalize 
recreaSonal marijuana and tax it (not too high though).  Look at all the States in 
the USA that have legalized marijuana, how much revenue they are generaSng.  
Billions every year.  Enough of prohibiSon - let's make this work for everyone 
(the people can keep self-medicaSng and the fat cats can get their "get out of 
jail free" card).  It makes sense. Gaynor

2020-11-15 
23:28:57

Western 
Cape No I do not

The government has no right to decide what is enough, what is too much, and 
who can grow and use cannabis. It's nothing to do with them. Claire

2020-11-15 
22:35:25

Western 
Cape No I do not

The suggesSon is absurd to amounts we allowed to grow. If i do not smoke and 
need the concetrate. The plants are not evem close to enough. 
The research into how many plant's can be grown must be seriously looked at as 
not all strans give big yeilds.  Lose so many plants to bugs or mould then one sits 
with nothing and have to go back to the black market to buy cannabis that you 
dont know with what it is treated and full of harmful pesScides. Lets do this safe 
and let the people grow what they want to grow. Anton

2020-11-15 
22:27:49

Western 
Cape No I do not Andre  

2020-11-13 
23:22:11

Western 
Cape No I do not

Does the government really think they can control it.  Couldn't even control 
when it was illegal.  I've seen drivers riding with a dagger pipe in the mouth.  
Where to next???? Lorraine 

2020-11-12 
20:10:27

Western 
Cape No I do not

I do not agree with any usage of cannabis other than for regulated medicinal 
purposes. Our kids are already using this as an entry level way of socializing as 
well as alcohol. No drug should have any laws relaxed. Gregory

2020-11-12 
19:21:51

Western 
Cape No I do not

Stop punishing our people for possession and use of marijuana. Legalise it fully, 
tax people for selling it and stop ruining peoples lives for something that is less 
harmful than alcohol. Ryan
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2020-11-12 
15:47:34

Western 
Cape No I do not

Firstly, I have never used cannabis in my life. But... 
I fully respect every individuals Human Right to Choice and Control of Decision 
over their own body and life. 
Criminalizing anyone for a PLANT, with up to 15 years jail (removal of "God"-
given / Life- given Freedom) is the Actual Crime. 
All natural Plants and Organic DerivaSves should be Legal and Unregulated by 
InsStuSons. 
It is ABSURD to "think" that  an InsStuSon can remove the Human Right to 
Freedom for ridiculous "infringements" such as smoking in public or to close to 
an open window with up to 2 years imprisonment! SERIOUSLY! That is the Crime 
and Actual harm! Who comes up with these retarded regulaSons. Freedom is 
exactly that - to be Free to Choose and Do. Only, if it Cleary - without 
speculaSon - can be proven - in each individual unique circumstance - to harm 
another person, then some reprimand could be in order. 
The same goes for smoking around children. Only the parent has "authority" 
over their child. 
RemuneraSon must be allowed, as it takes Sme, money  and effort to grow 
anything. 
Many people don't have the Sme, or space or place to grow their own - let alone 
make their own Oil for medicinal purposes such as cancer, which requires some 
understanding of chemistry. 
AddiSonally, as I understand it, for natural growth, the plants can only be 
planted and harvested once a year. This makes restricSons on amounts unviable, 
on top of already being illogical. It's either, you can have it or not - amounts 
should not be in the equaSon. To make the oil take large amounts of plant. My 
father died of cancer and we were unable to treat him with the oil due to all the 
ridiculous limitaSons. 
How do you get to restrict the amount of seeds. Seeds can be kept for indefinite 
periods of Sme for future use. These proposals are irraSonal, illogical and lacks 
any form of understanding. 

***South Africa should following in Portugal's shining example of complete 
DecriminalizaSon of All Substances and full support of its people. It has proven 
the best and most funcSonal model to date. Dewaldt

2020-11-10 
20:29:54

Western 
Cape No I do not

I am concerned about the effect of cannabis users who may act irresponsibly 
and blame the drug and so try to escape responsibility. 
It has been proven that cannabis users oXen move to stronger drugs - and crime 
increases because of the need to get the effect of the drug. Gerhard
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Cannabis is the new PharmaceuScal for MANY illnesses & diseases and 
PharmaceuScal Companies feel very threatened by this because Humanity is 
going to benefit from this plant in ways that Government cannot comprehend.   

I do not agree with ANY legislaSon of this plant, it exists and grows on our 
planet free and nobody is going to demonize or restrict its use in any way going 
forward. 

SOUTH AFRICAN CENTRAL DRUG AUTHORITY POSITION PAPER ON CANNABIS – 
hsps://file.wikileaks.org/file/za-cda-cannabis-posiSon-2009.pdf za-book-
chapters-2008 – 

hsps://file.wikileaks.org/file/za-book-chapters-2008.zip za-anc-health-
plan-2009 – 

hsps://file.wikileaks.org/file/za-anc-health-plan-2009.pdf 

Cannabis contains CBD which is a chemical that impacts the brain, making it 
funcSon beser without giving it a high along with THC which has pain relieving 
properSes. Both substances can be extracted and enhanced for use through 
short path disSllaSon. Users can get the following health benefits of cannabis: 

Relief of chronic pain 
There are hundreds of chemical compounds in cannabis, many of which are 
cannabinoids. Cannabinoids have been linked to providing relief of chronic pain 
due to their chemical makeup. Which is why cannabis’ by-product such as 
medical cannabis is commonly used for chronic pain relief. 

Improves lung capacity 
Unlike smoking cigareses, when smoking cannabis in the form of cannabis your 
lungs aren’t harmed. In fact, a study found that cannabis actually helps increase 
the capacity of the lungs rather than cause any harm to it. 

Help lose weight 
If you look around, you will noSce that the avid cannabis user is usually not 
overweight. That is because cannabis is linked to aiding your body in regulaSng 
insulin while managing caloric intake efficiently. 

Regulate and prevent diabetes 
With its impact on insulin, it only makes sense that cannabis can help regulate 
and prevent diabetes. Research conducted by the American Alliance for Medical 
Cannabis (AAMC) has linked cannabis to stabilise blood sugars, lower blood 
pressure, and improve blood circulaSon. 

Fight cancer 
One of the biggest medical benefits of cannabis is its link to fighSng cancer. 
There is a good amount of evidence that shows cannabinoids can help fight 
cancer or at least certain types of it. 

Helps treat depression 
Depression is fairly widespread without most people even knowing they have it. 
The endocannabinoid compounds in cannabis can help in stabilising moods 
which can ease depression. 

Shows promise in auSsm treatment 
Cannabis is known to calm users down and control their mood. It can help 
children with auSsm that experience frequent violent mood swings control it. 

Regulate seizures 
Research conducted on CBD has shown that it can help control seizures. There 
are ongoing studies to determine the effect cannabis has on individuals with 
epilepsy. 

Mend bones 
Cannabidiol has been linked to helping heal broken bones, quickening the 
process. According to Bone Research Laboratory in Tel Aviv, it also helps 
strengthen the bone in the process of healing. This makes it tougher for the 
bone to break in the future. 

Helps with ADHD/ADD 
Individuals with ADHD and ADD have trouble focusing on tasks at hand. They 
tend to have problems with cogniSve performance and concentraSon. Cannabis 
has shown promise in promoSng focus and helping individuals with ADHD/ADD. 
It is also considered a safer alternaSve to Adderall and Ritalin. 

Treatment for glaucoma 
Glaucoma leads to addiSonal pressure on the eyeball which is painful for 
individuals with the disorder. Cannabis can help reduce the pressure applied on 
the eyeball providing some temporary relief to individuals with glaucoma. 

Alleviate anxiety 
While Cannabis is commonly known to cause anxiety, there is a way around that. 
Taken in monitored dosage and in the proper way, cannabis can help alleviate 
anxiety and calm users down. 
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2020-11-07 
22:59:37

Western 
Cape No I do not

The bill is bull. NO JAIL TiME. 

Should be treated the same as tobacco Leroy

2020-11-07 
20:40:40

Western 
Cape No I do not

If I want to grow grape vines and proceed to grow a 1000 gives and make wine, I 
am legally allowed to do so as long as I don't sell the wine. If I make my own 
beer, I can make as much as I want as long as I don't sell it. The same should 
apply to cannabis, I should have the right to grow as many trees as I like as long 
as I don't sell it. The effects on myself and society from alcohol compared to 
cannabis is beyond compare, I therefore find it unconsStuSonal that I get told 
how many trees I can grow yet those that drink can do so as much as they like 
despite the negaSve impact. Mark

2020-11-07 
17:25:43

Western 
Cape No I do not

How about government get those criminals in parliament who deals with illegal 
booze and cigs. 
The public should not take crap from so-called lawmakers/breakers to tell us 
how to live healthy lives. 
All of these "laws/bills" when there's worse problems and criminals running 
loose in  this our country. 
I DO NOT SUPPORT PHARMA companies, certainly not this proposed bill which 
pushes the big pharma agendas. 

Gadija
2020-11-07 
11:13:24

Western 
Cape No I do not Unacceptable Jacques

2020-11-07 
11:10:59

Western 
Cape No I do not

The fact that you could be jailed for smoking to close to a window is nonsensical. 
What about people in small apartments? 
If people are allowed to smoke tabacco ouSde in public they should be allowed 
to smoke dagga outside in public.  

Rikus

2020-11-06 
21:27:09

Western 
Cape No I do not

I do not see the point in limiSng people to a certain amount of cannabis. Firstly 
because if you limit an item you will be creaSng illegal trafficking of that 
substance. If anybody is allowed to have any amount, there will be no point in 
selling it as everybody will have their own. Thus it becomes a normal run of the 
mill substance. I think they should forget amount limiSng Cannabis and spend 
more Sme on hardcore drugs. Veronica 

2020-11-06 
17:47:42

Western 
Cape No I do not

As humans we have the right to b free in mindfullmes Cannabis was creatored 
by JAH the creator of all creaSon everything on the earth and everything in it 
man Genius 1 say God JAH have herbs for the use of mankind  so how can it 
evens b a crime if herbs cannabis was given to us to use by God our creator 
Him.Self DENVER

2020-11-06 
17:47:39

Western 
Cape No I do not

As humans we have the right to b free in mindfullmes Cannabis was creatored 
by JAH the creator of all creaSon everything on the earth and everything in it 
man Genius 1 say God JAH have herbs for the use of mankind  so how can it 
evens b a crime if herbs cannabis was given to us to use by God our creator 
Him.Self DENVER

2020-11-06 
03:13:22

Western 
Cape No I do not

Trade or use of cannabis and other narcoScs by any member of the government 
or public should result in the Death Penalty Vin

2020-11-04 
19:26:38

Western 
Cape No I do not Jerome 

2020-11-04 
12:37:20

Western 
Cape No I do not

It only benefits the government not us home growers so let us grow our piece of 
heaven. Gregory

2020-11-04 
07:16:38

Western 
Cape No I do not

It is unfair and not thought through at all, some make oils, some grow for other 
family members, Why does it maser how much I harvest anyways? 600grams 
from an outdoor plant in the ground is possible with 1 plant. What if a beginner 
plants 8 and gets 500grams per plant? Must they throw the rest away because 
now they are a criminal? Doesn't make much sense to me, people can use 
cannabis and grow as much as they want as long as they don't sell. Government 
should be using cannabis to empower South Africa and its people. They let us 
stock up on tons of liquor which causes more bad than what cannabis does in a 
community / in this country, what's wrong with us using a plant we grew 
ourselves. John

2020-11-04 
06:12:54

Western 
Cape No I do not

I think the punishment of 15 years and 4 years are harsh. I also think that a 
person should be allowed to grow much more for personal use. The guidelines 
that allow you access to trade in the industry does not allow for business 
opportunity for the poor or less fortunate. Only people who can afford are able 
to start a business in the cannabis industry. Grant
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2020-11-03 
22:12:40

Western 
Cape No I do not

To Whom It May Concern, 

Today, if I so please, I can get in my car, drive to a nursery and buy as many vines 
as I want to - let's say 1,000.  

I can take my 1,000 vines, plant them on my property, grow them and care for 
them and then make wine from my 1,000 vines. 

All of this is 100% legal and fine, as long as I don't sell the wine. 

Or, I can go to a shop and buy everything I need, to brew my own craX beer at 
home. I can brew as much as I want and all is legal and fine, as long I don't sell 
the beer. 

In light of the above, surely cannabis growers should be granted equal rights.  

Surely  we should be allowed to grow as many cannabis plants as we please. 
Even if it is 1,000 plants on our own private properSes. And this should all be 
legal and fine, as long as we don't sell the cannabis.   

All we ask for is fair and equal rights as highlighted above. 

Gerhard
2020-11-03 
17:13:10

Western 
Cape No I do not John

2020-11-03 
14:40:19

Western 
Cape No I do not

Let people do what they want. Same with smoking.  Stop trying to enforce law 
that cannot be enforced by responsible policing force. Stop focussing on 
nonsense, rather spend Sme on protecSng ALL ciSzens against criminals, 
murders, rapes, theX, etc, than trying to govern. Does a stoned person look very 
dangerous to society to you? Honestly? stop scraping the barrel and get to the 
important issues. Ben

2020-11-03 
09:58:12

Western 
Cape No I do not

It should never have been legalised. Open door for giving drugs to children and 
making them addicted. In a country where we already have so much crime and 
abuses against children. It blows my mind. My five year old will never know the 
difference between a dagga muffin and a harmless muffin. How can I protect 
him from someone giving it to him at school or when he is older and visits 
friends, etc. How scary to be a parent in these days. Marica

2020-11-03 
09:57:34

Western 
Cape No I do not

its illegal to stop people doing what people want to do in their own homes. 

this is draconian laws that wont stop criminals , but put innocent lives in danger. George

2020-11-03 
09:23:49

Western 
Cape No I do not

Individuals that want to smoke their bipolar asses to shit must apply for a 
license, training and awareness, much like geing a fire arm and carry their 
goddamn license with them - Yes, I hate weed, and the people smoking it. - Get 
the idea? 

smoking Weed makes you bipolar! wake up!
Conrad 
Johann

2020-11-03 
09:09:29

Western 
Cape No I do not

Use of marijuana should be fully legalized! Alcohol is much more dangerous and 
is legal!! Zoran

2020-11-02 
20:25:45

Western 
Cape No I do not Kay

2020-11-02 
08:38:48

Western 
Cape No I do not Sermone

2020-11-01 
22:43:53

Western 
Cape No I do not

There is no need to legalise a drug when the withdrawal symptoms is aggreSon 
and violence. Young children are smoking marawana from 13 years old in back 
yard and on the streets before school because it is now easily accessible. Most 
people who spoke marawana have delayed reacSon and have loss of memory. I 
have reported student who are grade 8 to a school because they were smoking 
marawana in front of my house before school. The drug situaSon is becoming 
worse because of marawana. Ismail

2020-10-31 
15:11:35

Western 
Cape No I do not Weed is a drug like other drugs. It ulters persons thinking and behavior M

2020-10-31 
02:54:41

Western 
Cape No I do not

I think the bill is a whole lot of nonsense, how can one be imprisoned for 
smoking weed in public? That's is just complete nonsense, no one can be 
harmed just because it's being smoke in public. Also the prescribe amount of 
plants grown privately is way too lisle, especially if you use cannabis medically. 
Only an experienced grower would be able to pull a good weight off 8 plants to 
last a full year. 

I honestly think this whole bill is a joke, like you guys really haven't considered 
legalizing it at all, you just making it a lot clearer as to how easy it would be to 
go to jail for smoking cannabis around people. Mashew 

2020-10-30 
05:50:26

Western 
Cape No I do not

This is too harsh for recreaSonal users so now i can jail mh downstairs neighbor 
if i suspect they smoking Marijuana? Not good. Than
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2020-10-29 
10:00:00

Western 
Cape No I do not

This is not a good idea. Cannabis has the ability to cause harm in one's life. 
Messing up with the dopamine threshold in the brain leading to the need to go 
to "harder" drugs. 

Dancing with the devil is a really bad idea.  
Cannabis consumpSon can lead to psychosis, schizophrenia, bi-polar and major 
depression. 
Cannabinol is a highly addicSve substance that a person need external help to 
be able to get rid of the chemical dependancy.  

The dangers of cannabis is highly muted and should not be ignored.  The hidden 
risk of every user of cannabis of contracSng a mental illness that can become 
permanent is ignored by users and that will lead to a sharp rise and burden of 
mentally ill/disturbed populaSon in our country. Thus be warned. ESenne

2020-10-28 
17:49:34

Western 
Cape No I do not Linda

2020-10-28 
14:37:46

Western 
Cape No I do not

Criminality of Cannabis use is extreme and irraSonal. 

Nothing more than a fine should be issued for the sale thereof.  

No other use qualifies as a 'crime'. Aidan

2020-10-28 
11:20:29

Western 
Cape No I do not

It’s just another Drug. i have seen a family member use it with other drugs. he is 
now addicted to it with a change in his personality. so i do not agree with it at 
all. people driving a public taxis or something else can hav an accident while 
using it. it’s not good like anything for your lungs. thank you. Rosemary

2020-10-28 
09:40:51

Western 
Cape No I do not

For medicinal use ONLY in extreme cases where chemical intervenSon is 
inevitable. For all else, no. It sets a dangerous precedent. Erica

2020-10-27 
23:54:23

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is a miracle herb that has so many healing benefits and that is 
something that needs to be recognised. Just like mulSple other plants with 
included numerous healing benefits, cannabis can have negaSve side effects, 
but those are overruled by its incredible posiSve properSes. Such restricSve 
bans shouldn't be placed just because people want to share their knowledge on 
this plant, and give others the opportunity to experience it. Boudica 

2020-10-27 
18:37:23

Western 
Cape No I do not No jail sentence for possession or selling cannabis Trace

2020-10-21 
06:56:22

Western 
Cape No I do not

Once again the Government  apparently  protecSng  big  Pharma. 
The small number  of plants  suggested  by Government  is unrealisSc. Ian

2020-10-20 
18:32:06

Western 
Cape No I do not

as a health professional with psychiatric training, i have worked with addicts and 
their families and seen the havoc it causes the family. cheryl

2020-10-18 
07:59:27

Western 
Cape No I do not

If there is no limit on  the amount of cigareses or alcohol  why is there a limit on 
cannabis which is legal. MedicaSon is so expensive nowadays and life too full of 
stress.  If it works for you especially in terms of being used as a coping 
mechanism then go for it.  As long as people are not vicSms in any way and it 
does not incite violent acts of Rape or Murder but helps people who the hell  
cares  about quanSty.   Surely the quality should be more important. Avoid 
syntheSc marijuana and stay safe. Denise

2020-10-17 
09:27:10

Western 
Cape No I do not

Regulate the use of alcohol and cigareses around children. This is a plant that 
naturally grows on the earth. What staSsScs do the government have that they 
are basing this regulaSon on? I dont agree with this regulaSon. And who is going 
to police this? It's so vague and impracScal. I would like to see the staSsScs 
government is using to make the case that it should be regulated. Rather tax it 
like cigareses and alcohol of it's the money that you are concerned about.  This 
is  counterintuiSve. Legalise cannabis and then make it illegal again. Liesel

2020-10-16 
12:47:14

Western 
Cape No I do not this bill will turn good, innocent, hardworking ciSzens into criminals.  Jonathan

2020-10-13 
14:31:38

Western 
Cape No I do not

Too many red tapes, harsh penalSes, limits when compared with other more 
dangerous products as alcohol and cigareses. Stelios

2020-10-13 
13:37:45

Western 
Cape No I do not

This is africa we dont need european laws. Let it grow and governent must 
rather focus on real criminals. Years in jail for smoking in public is completely 
over the top! Are they trying to conpletely drstroy famlies for a plant? This is 
2020 not 1920. Greg
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-13 
08:31:04

Western 
Cape No I do not

The current legislaSon has clearly implemented arbitrary laws with no regard for 
the cannabis user, the nuances that come with the plant and it's effect on the 
user. It shouldn't maser how many plants I have at home or how many grams I 
have. No one broke down my door when I bought the bosle store clean and had 
a stock pile at home. Come right!  
Marijuana deserves alcohol and cigarese status and acceptance. Alcohol 
devastates lives (with supported evidence) and people are in love with their 
abuser.  
Marijuana isn't anything near as intense and scary as alcohol but everyday the 
government uses legislaSon to kill thousands with alcohol laws.  
This is not a Nanny state! You're not our parents. Wield your big tools 
elsewhere. Our wellbeing is not your pissing contest arena. Rick

2020-10-13 
07:03:46

Western 
Cape No I do not

I know people that could finish 100 grams in a weekend ,you can't say how 
much we can grow or accept neither ,I agree criminal records related to 
cannabis should be expunged though ,it really should b traded responsibly like 
alcohol or food  Alistaire

2020-10-12 
15:06:08

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis should be completely legalised and commercial culSvaSon of the 
product should be allowed within a proper regulatory framework. The cannabis 
industry has the potenSal to create thousands of much needed jobs. Parliamant 
must wake up we living in the 20th century not the dark ages. leon

2020-10-12 
11:04:44

Western 
Cape No I do not

Like the offences pardoning. 
Nice to see increase of allowed possession. 
So if I can have cannabis, where can I 'buy' it from? So I can have in my 
possession but not get it anywhere. It does not make sense. 
Why keep trade of cannabis illegal? We can empower so many and contribute so 
much to he economy if trade/commerce can be regulated and made legal FIRST. 
It will always be traded. The Law knows this. Everyone knows this. Decriminalize 
cannabis. Just allow trade as best possible. 
Thank you for listening. 

JeXon
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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I decline the proposed cannabis for private purposes bill 

General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
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2020-10-09 
12:44:59

Western 
Cape No I do not

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. Brenda

2020-10-09 
11:57:26

Western 
Cape No I do not

The bill does not set parameters on the handling and management of 
germplasm varieSes and focus on geneSc contaminaSon of South Africas 
Biodiverse geenpool (Broadest on the planet) that would be a valuable leave for 
the sustainability and traceability of proudly south African products. I feel that 
government does not understand the culture of this plant that is unique to 
south africa and has not considered the social, environmental and economic 
impacts of thier proposal. I see the harsh penalty for selling cannabis as a clear 
incenSve by government to monopolize on controlled markets that create 
wealth for only a few. Very much sSll influenced by big pharma and SA needs to 
facilitate a bouSque  enterprise that can differenSate our cannabis from the rest 
of the world's. Guy 
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol.  
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
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Western 
Cape No I do not

How can any person, let alone the government that does not know me from a 
bar of soap, tel me what  quanSSes of substances body or mind needs? Hendrik

2020-10-09 
08:34:37

Western 
Cape No I do not I don’t agree with sSpulaSons Marchel 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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Western 
Cape No I do not

The interpretaSon of the consStuSon is limited. The State must give the rights to 
every ciSzen the freedom of choice to use cannabis privately and the right to 
trade. Thabo
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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Western 
Cape No I do not

Drugs? 
You described it as "fruit tops" then just because you then turn around an call it 
on its compound name.  
The fact that this plant was create with natural compounds that acSvate "brain 
waves" into thinking unconvenSonal , does not make it a drug . This untapped 
"plant" is but a giX dried up , rolled an puffed by many even you. So the rule 
that it is a   "Drug" i do not agree with. 
"Tobacco" 
"A plant with leaves that have high levels of the addicSve chemical nicoSne. 
AXer harvesSng, tobacco leaves are cured, aged, and processed in various ways. 
The resulSng products may be smoked (in cigareses, cigars, and pipes), applied 
to the gums (as dipping and chewing tobacco), or inhaled (as snuff)."   
Another plant enjoyed by mankind in all kinds of ways , so why not free your an 
my favourite plant? 

Reynan
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-08 
23:41:30

Western 
Cape No I do not

‘crimes’. 

Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol. 

Those arrested and prosecuted for possession and culSvaSon should be 
expunged and repaid for the injusSce they faced. The only convicSons that 
should be exempted or placed under review during this process are those 
convicSons that involved violence & harm to others not associated with 
Cannabis. 

Where there is no vicSm of a crime there should be no crime. 

RegulaSons 
Within the cannabis industry we must be able to regulate our own economy. 
CreaSng businesses and jobs surrounding quality control and educaSon on 
proper growing techniques to ensure a quality product entering the market. 

Public educaSon on the use and benefits of cannabis should be directed at the 
youth. Just how the educaSon system teaches about the abuse and misuse of 
alcohol and tobacco so too should it be done for cannabis.EducaSng the youth 
reduces the risk for potenSal future abuse. 

Repeal or amendment of laws 
The Fields Of Green For All and MSA would love to see a free economy where 
the regulaSon is done internally and without the SAPS intervenSon. Duane

2020-10-08 
23:05:30

Western 
Cape No I do not

Government should have a  bill concerning cannabis for private use that will 
benefit the country and its people.  This will only benefit a few. Abdul

2020-10-08 
20:56:29

Western 
Cape No I do not

The way the bill reads i dont see how police will enforce it. It will have to be 
video evidence or it will be a he said she said. It also appears that nobody 
outside who set these regulaSons were consulted. Chris

2020-10-08 
20:50:54

Western 
Cape No I do not

Part of my culture . The goverment uSlized cannibis to forward their arms 
struggle . An asack on ny privacy . UnconsStuSonal ! Clement

2020-10-08 
20:02:03

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis has been proven to have excellent medicinal qualiSes aside from 
endless uses as fabric. Paper etc. That far out way their compeStors... Trees... 
Coson etc when measured against the damage the crop causes to the 
environment. To restrict or even ban this plant is an infringement on human 
rights. Julian
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I think cannabis is a severely under-uSlised resource in a country that could 
significantly benefit from the potenSal cash injecSon and global partnerships it 
could introduce into our developing country, to alleviate unemployment for 
thousands if not more. TaxaSon and regulaSon formaSon is at a budding point 
in SA with the potenSal to provide livelihoods and restore pride of thousands of 
families while enabling them to legally provide for their families. 

General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
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2020-10-08 
19:41:10

Western 
Cape No I do not

It is about opposing the pigs right to come count your plants, and to invade your 
privacy and to tell you what your Cannabis needs are, and to in any way 
criminalize you for your PRIVATE decisions regarding Cannabis. Now that 
Cannabis use is a  SecSon 14 Privacy right, the state and the pigs can go fuck 
themselves if they think they can police my privacy or my Cannabis in ANY way. MisS

2020-10-08 
19:25:34

Western 
Cape No I do not Marco

2020-10-08 
19:16:42

Western 
Cape No I do not Daniel 

2020-10-08 
19:09:26

Western 
Cape No I do not

I do not support the bill based on Plant CounSng: 

How can Plant CounSng be jusSfied if one plant grown outdoor could yield 1-2 
kg but another one only yield a few grams?  

In my area, we have heavy winds which breaks off the branches - I have to grow 
more smaller plants to get the same yield of one big plant. 

How is it fair that I have to grow the same number of plants as a person that can 
grow high yielding plants?  

It sounds like Parliament and Government do not fully understand the plant and 
the experience of growing it. 

How can they put a limit on the amount you are allowed to have in your house? 
If it was a wine cellar, you could have an endless collecSon? Treat this like 
tobacco and wine. 

I support the Fields of Green for All Manifesto. Kyle

2020-10-08 
19:01:08

Western 
Cape No I do not

The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 

Anthony
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-08 
18:58:09

Western 
Cape No I do not

I believe that the bill does not do jusSce to the rights of the people and our 
privacy. 

I support the Fields of Green For All Manifesto and believe it is the best 
Cannabis Model suggested to this day, in comparison to the rest of the world. 
ALL South Africans would benefit. 

If we wish to see South Africans respect the law and pay tax, not contribuSng to 
the illicit market, Parliament needs to come up with an all inclusive law that 
includes ALL South Africans - especially the poor, who do not have their right to 
privacy in townships. 

I feel that Parliament have not consulted enough with experts in the field & 
clearly do not fully understand the natural plant enough to make the laws for 
the people that grow it, use it & consume it. Chloe

2020-10-08 
18:53:46

Western 
Cape No I do not

This is a plant and omit should be treated as such.  Who is to tell who what they 
can grow in their property and how much of it??? Where’s the private use 
tomato bill? Mashew
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
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2020-10-08 
18:30:47

Western 
Cape No I do not

RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of 
cannabis and so does the next person. 
ReglaSng Cannabis is like regulaSng Rosemary herb;  both irraSonal. Mark

2020-10-08 
18:28:08

Western 
Cape No I do not

There is no reason to impose limits on private growing or consumpSon. Any 
reason that you make up is crooked thinking,  and will result in ciSzens being 
forced to break the law.  This is not logical. There are no limits on alcohol 
consumpSon and this is exponenSally a much bigger problem. What I choose to 
grow at home is my business. Ty Karl

2020-10-08 
18:27:49

Western 
Cape No I do not

Rastafari we praise   it's ini religion to pracSce cannibis and I family farming 
planSng   and selling ini  harvest Jah bless             
I do not support this of rights it's not for ini Selvyn 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-08 
17:26:26

Western 
Cape No I do not

((Cannabis for Private Purposes Act, 2020))I do not smoke this plant or have 
friends that do so.Minister will you take the Sme to study the benefits of 
cannabis or will it only be another job requirement for your monthly salary from 
the taxpayer.Who goes into depth will find this plant to be a rescue to any 
struggling country and global warming can be stopped in its tracks , soil erosion 
can be stopped the benefits of this plant are endless so stop making out this to 
be such a terrible drug that will destroyed all humanity but there far worse 
poisons out there in use now and  it is bizarre to see government so concern 
towards the health of its ciSzens but when it comes to Wi-Fi ,4G,5G, vaccines, 
Roundup, GMO and many more corporate made poisons that are freely allowed 
to be used with out any consideraSon of our health and well-being.
{{RegulaSons}}There will be no jail terms or fines but only community service 
and the longest-running community service will be two months and there aXer 
the person will be given back his or her privileges in full for the more plants are 
grown the beser chance we have to defeat global warming. 
9. (1) The Minister must make regulaSons to prescribe— 
(a) the manner of measuring immature cannabis plants and seedlings as 
contemplated in secSon 1;((Unlimited and no restricSons when used as building 
material or other requirements that are a benefit to the environment that helps 
us to stop global warming this includes private usage.or standards regarding the 
culSvaSon of cannabis plants in a private place for personal use as contemplated 
in secSon 3(2)(b);(( no regulaSons when planst are grown)) 
(c) the requirements or standards regarding the storing of cannabis as contem- 
plated in secSon 4(3)(b);(( Unlimited storage when only the wood are harvested 
for use in rocker stoves or other means to benefit the environment)) 
(d) the requirements or standards regarding the transportaSon of cannabis as 
contemplated in secSon 4(6);((No limits on transportaSon.)) 
(e) the distance from a window of, venSlaSon inlet of, doorway to or entrance 
into another place as contemplated in secSon 5(4)(a); 
((No smoking before asking those present if they give their consent and when 
anybody objects while the person is smoking that person will immediately cease 
or move to a different area.)) 
(2) The Minister may make regulaSons to prescribe— 
(a) the manner in which cannabis plants or cannabis in excess of the prescribed 
quanSty must be disposed of; and((no cannabis plants or anything else that 
makes up the spectrum will be destroyed before the opportunity have been 
granted to others to make use of the vast beneficial usability in all sectors for 
free.)) 
(b) any other maser which is necessary or expedient to achieve the objects of 
this 
Act.((and in doing so may not causes any harm to another mentally or physically 
where by the Minister will be kept solely liable and responsible)) 
(3) RegulaSons made in terms of subsecSon (2)(a) and (b), may prescribe 
penalSes 
for any contravenSon thereof or failure to comply therewith, not exceeding a 
fine or 
imprisonment for a period of six months or both a fine and such imprisonment. 
((There will be no jail terms or fines but only community service and the longest-
running community service will be two months and there aXer the person will 
be given back his or her privileges in full.))Since we have no rights as ciSzens but 
only privileges it is sad to see this illegal rules being made up so to make up 
excuse to rule over this God-given plant. 

Charl
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Here are some points: 

The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 

The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your 
grow. It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this 
be presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
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2020-10-08 
17:17:39

Western 
Cape No I do not

The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on 
what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a 
legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us to 
open our 
doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come and check on 
all the 
growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of 
those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous Smes 
to help 
with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, 
they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to compensate 
for the 
injusSce towards these individuals? 
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology 
of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the 
plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical use, this is of 
course 
incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for 
each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and check on 
everyone? SwaSe

2020-10-08 
17:07:16

Western 
Cape No I do not

I do not agree with the current concept design for a proposed bill. This bill 
completely infringes of my rights as a cannabis user and grower. How dare you 
limit my uses and needs with this plant and allow for infinite levels of 
consumpSon for much worse things (achohal) Joshua
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-08 
16:30:18

Western 
Cape No I do not

None of the proposed laws are pracScal. Although less harmful than cigareses, 
even stricter laws are being imposed on this PLANT compared to the laws 
imposed on cigareses. The laws need to be based off scienSfic studies and not 
archaic mentaliSes lead by personal vendesas against a plant. The plant is a 
form of medicine and restricSng it is quite literally restricSng people of 
healthcare and general well-being. This is inhumane. Yasser

2020-10-08 
16:22:12

Western 
Cape No I do not Cannabis is a plant and government has no right to regulate nature Werner
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  

Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 

Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  

ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 

PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
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Marijuana SA Cannabis Comments 

THE BELOW IS  

Please reconsider our right to freedom of discriminaSon based on our 
consumpSon of cannabis. Cigarese smokers are allowed to stand outdoors and 
smoke a cigarese next to children, yet smoking cannabis outside your private 
residence is prohibited. The hipocracy is astonishing!  

The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 

The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your 
grow. It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this 
be presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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Western 
Cape No I do not

15 years jail Sme for a plant with medicinal properSes, must be eliminated from 
the bill. Consider penalSes instead of jail Sme. There are penalSes (not laws) for 
selling illegal alcohol - Make cannabis legal (like alcohol) & regulate it with 
penalSes (like alcohol)  

RegulaSons are important, but the proposed bill should tone it down.  
Over regulaSons and over policing leads to more injusSce as people will break 
more laws. Cannabis is a safe plant. Dominique
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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Western 
Cape No I do not

As commented and prepared by Fields of Green for All, we support their 
research and comment 100% 
Legalize Freedom..  do not pretend to give with one hand and regulate at same 
Sme

Susan 
Francis
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs  going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalizing ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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Western 
Cape No I do not

The government should see cannabis as medicine as it is used for many ailments 
for thousands of years .The tax collected from cannabis industry can be used for 
schools and hospitals which our country desperately need s. Legalize it in all its 
form and sit back and collect the revenue just like alcohol and tobacco . 
Cannabis is way less harmful than both alcohol and tobacco . It can be 
scienSfically proven . Government get out of the cannabis industry - your 
outdated views are a hinderance to prosperity for many small subsistence 
farmers !! Edmund
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis.  
1) We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own limits on 
what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach.  
2) We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us to open our doors and 
just show them our grow room. Who is going to come and check on all the 
growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
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General 

The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 

The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol.  
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol.  
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-08 
09:37:40

Western 
Cape No I do not

Sorry for disturb me wane b free to pracSse roots .....as  a Rasta youth that bill 
state us under a drug act which is a slap in my face .....for use natural tree we b 
criminalize brutal an rob for  b Rasta where freedom of speech .... Brandin

2020-10-08 
09:04:20

Western 
Cape No I do not DENVER

2020-10-08 
08:14:09

Western 
Cape No I do not

I feel marijuana should be fully legal for recreaSonal and commercial use. It's a 
god given plant. Instead of regulaSng a natural substance we need to regulate 
things like cigareses and alcohol which do nothing good for the country. We 
need to break the system for the beser. It's crazy cause it's a plant that helps 
with EVERYTHING!! It does very lisle harm  
Why would you have something like cigareses legal when they do nothing good 
but have something like marijuana illegal when there's so many benefits to it. 
This plant is going to bring SA to the top of the world if the government decides 
to legalize it. Fully. For commercial use  
We need to start opening our eyes and see how broken the system is...and the 
government needs to gain knowledge on how wonderful this plant is Kieran
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our rights to privacy and culSvaSon 
of cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals? 

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society. 

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-08 
07:02:48

Western 
Cape No I do not

The Bill as it stands is simply a revised standard for conSnued prohibiSon.  

It is clear that the draXers have made no asempt to to produce a reasonable, 
researched or internaSonally bench-marked piece of legislaSon, going no 
further than necessary to give effect to 2018's (evidently inconvenient) 
consStuSonal ruling regarding right to privacy. 

It seems the draXers have failed even in this simple task given that the Bill sSll 
seeks to regulate and police  private culSvaSon and consumpSon of cannabis for 
non commercial purposes.   

LimitaSons on allowable amounts of private dried cannabis, flowering and non 
flowering plant counts, arbitrary disSncSons between mature and immature 
plants and an extensive list of other do's and dont's all serve to reinforce 
prohibiSon and the limitaSon of privacy rights. The Bill does not account at all 
for the varied reasons or ways that consenSng adults privately choose to 
consume cannabis, opSng instead for a restated one-size-fits-all approach.  

There are other absurdiSes in the Bill: consenSng adults may culSvate and 
consume cannabis but they may not legally purchase cannabis products or the 
seeds required for culSvaSon, for culSvators no account is taken of the seasonal 
nature of crops (and the natural ebb and flow in the number of flowering plants 
and dried cannabis stashes those individuals will have on hand at any given Sme 
in the cycle) etc. 

Furthermore,  the asachment of severe criminal penalSes for exceeding these 
arbitrary limits (vicSmless crimes) conSnues to sSgmaSze cannabis and the 
people who use it in the eyes of both the public at large and law enforcement in 
parScular.   

It should concern to us all that the draXers envisage South Africa's mediocre and 
generally corrupt law enforcement insStuSons being given free laStude to 
enforce these rules as they see fit. 

If as a principle, the Government chooses to not to open up the revenue, 
employment and empowerment opportuniSes presented by commercializing 
the cannabis industry (and you have to wonder why not given the present 
economic realiSes in South Africa), then regulaSon/enforcement should focus 
on solely on restricSng trade.  The burden should be on law enforcement to 
prove trade and commensurate commercial gain, which cannot possibly be 
determined by plant and gram counts at the private individual level. 

All in all, the Bill is a token asempt to make an inconvenient problem go away 
with the bare minimum of effort and with very lisle applicaSon of the mind. The 
cannabis community and the South African public in general deserve beser. Paul

2020-10-08 
06:43:09

Western 
Cape No I do not

This government  is gonna MESS this up like everything they touch , so leave us 
the f@#k alone to grow our own weed  this is to big for you to eat alone. Gregory

2020-10-08 
06:05:29

Western 
Cape No I do not

I HAVE SEEN WHAT IT DOES  I HAVE A SON  WHO IS A SLAVE TO IT  AND A 
FRIEND YOU LANDED UP IN JAIL BECAUSE  HE WAS HIGH AND SHOT SOMEBODY. 
I HAVE TRIED IT AND I KNOW IT  IS NOT  GOOD FOR YOU 

MAURICE

2020-10-07 
23:09:06

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is the reason I no longer drink. 
Cannabis is the reason I no longer get anxiety asacks 
Cannabis is the reason I have an appeSte 
Cannabis is the reason  I can concentrate on growing my businesses 
Cannabis is a medicine. It is a plant. It has a 0% mortality rate and a host of 
benefits.  

The only reason  you can call it a "Gateway Drug" is because people have to 
source it illegally. Make it legal, see the country change....for the beser. Ang

2020-10-07 
23:09:05

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is the reason I no longer drink. 
Cannabis is the reason I no longer get anxiety asacks 
Cannabis is the reason I have an appeSte 
Cannabis is the reason  I can concentrate on growing my businesses 
Cannabis is a medicine. It is a plant. It has a 0% mortality rate and a host of 
benefits.  

The only reason  you can call it a "Gateway Drug" is because people have to 
source it illegally. Make it legal, see the country change....for the beser. Ang
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2020-10-07 
22:32:34

Western 
Cape No I do not

The  person  or persons who wrote the draX bill should at least have some real 
knowledge about Cannabis SaSva, not just a mind full of propaganda or 
outdated debunked theories about gateway drugs. They need to know what 
they talking about. This draX shows they have the wrong idea completely. Did 
they even read the manifesto by Fields of Green for All, the non profit 
organisaSon?  How does our privacy get respected when police can come into 
my home and count plants or check on stored amounts? When horrible 
neighbors can report you over nonsense?  
This is South Africa's Sme to shine and show the world how its done. ProhibiSon 
has already done 1000x more harm than the plant could ever do. Please chuck 
this draX bill out and start again.  Remember as a community we have endured 
prohibiSon for a century, and now we strongly believe  in "nothing about us 
without us"  PLEASE Stop locking us in cages over a plant.  Please could govt go 
to this link. Read it and discover their job has been done for them already. Thank 
you. hsps://fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/
FGA_CANNABIS_IN_SOUTH_AFRICA_LOW_RES-FINAL-DRAFT-NOV19.pdf

Bruce and 
Marylou
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-07 
20:43:43

Western 
Cape No I do not

Good day   

I wish to put forth my comments regarding the cannabis bill.  

This draX should not be made law due to the lack of in site, knowledge and 
understanding by government.  

This draX was clearly not drawn up with any consultaSon or parScipaSon of 
those who are part of the Cannabis community. 

1 - No consideraSon to how posiSvely can affect the economy by allowing trade 
in this mulSbillion dollar industry.  

2 - no consideraSon to local job creaSon and therefore exportaSon besides for 
those who have millions to invest - IE Big pharma.  

3 - rediculous prison sentences aXer expunging current convicSon for cannabis 
possession this makes no sense why bother to expunge if 15yr jail sentences are 
going to be handed out.  

4 - Cannabis seeds are NON PHYCOACTIVE with 0% thc and therefore should be 
allowed to be sold 
Why - how do we culSvate without seeds! 
Allowing seeds to be sold creates business opportuniSes and in turn jobs.  
Either way government makes money off vat and taxes.  

5 - The police are I'll equip to deal with policing private cannabis culSvators and 
it is a waste of Sme and resources 

Do police conduct searches of drug houses, merchants in the same manner they 
would like to do for the cannabis industry? 

The police do not have the knowledge, experSse to oversee and police this 
industry, its simply not possible as they are already under staffed and already 
can not Cope with the current crime within South Africa and government.  

Our resources are beser spent fighSng government corrupSon, child abuse, 
femicide and other pressing issues we face as a country.  

Dividing your resources to police an industry that can change our country, our 
economy and employment in SA for the beser if only YOU GOVERNMENT/LAW 
MAKERS actually take the Sme, use the scienSfic evidence, the internaSonal 
proof that the God given herb can change the world instead of relying and using 
old laws that predate apartheid. 

Cannabis has been in south a Africa since before the Dutch before being 
outlawed in the 1920s it was used for everything.  

My advice to government is to sit down with the cannabis community, not to 
just thumb suck figures and quanSSes out of their thumbs because if this is not 
done right it will only be to the detrement of the country.  

This has the potenSal to rebuild our naSon and its people if handle with and by 
Honest, dedicated, uncorruptable, principled neutral, open minded individuals 
with no hidden agendas or sense of self.  

GOVERNMENT YOU GUYS ARE ALWAYS TALKING A GREAT GAME, CHANGE, JOB 
CREATION, END TO UNEMPLOYMENT.... OPEN YOUR EYES... THE ANSWER IS 
STARING YOU RIGJT IN THE FACE.... BUT YOU NEED TO HAVE VISION TO SEE IT.  

It's Sme government actually start listening to its people, leing us acSvely 
parScipate in the law process as apposed to pretending this is a democracy.  

GOD CREATED CANNABIS - MAN OUTLAWED IT  

Warwick 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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Cannabis RegulaSon as means of Suppression 

While the bill is a sign of progress, it is nonetheless wrisen with the incorrect 
assumpSon that the Cannabis plant or derivaSves thereof are in some way 
harmful to society or others, or in need of regulaSon.  
All historical regulaSon or outlawing of the Cannabis plant has now been shown 
to have been implemented as a way of subjugaSng a people, and not on any 
legiSmate scienSfic or health basis.  

In South Africa this began under the Colonial rule, with their wish to control the 
naSve South Africans through their consumpSon of the plant. It was then 
furthered by the Apartheid government to the same purpose, as the plant had a 
long history of tradiSonal use by many of the populaSons they wished to 
subjugate. 
In America it was fed into the Jim Crow propaganda, and so-called "reefer 
madness" contributed to the jusSficaSon of segregaSon. 
Other naSons have implemented similar rulings throughout history, to jusSfy 
the persecuSon and abuse of ethnic or cultural minoriSes who were also 
tradiSonal cannabis users. 

With this in mind, and our own history of oppression so close to mind, I cannot 
see how any progressive policy, capable of healing South Africa, can be based on 
ancient supremacist propaganda instead of scienSfic research. 

TradiSonal Cannabis: 
Around the world there is rich history of cannabis use, daSng back centuries in 
some isolated cultures. These regions have what is referred to as "landrace" 
cannabis plants, which over centuries of selecSon express the characterisScs 
most desired by that people for their use.  
South Africa has its own such varietals of Cannabis, endemic to our country and 
found nowhere else in the world. They have been culSvated by various ethnic 
groups for a significant amount of Sme before being regulated by the seslers.  

It has been shown that these centers of biological diversity for the plant are 
threatened by modern hybridizaSon (McPartland, John & Small, Ernest. (2020). 
A classificaSon of endangered high-THC cannabis (Cannabis saSva subsp. indica) 
domesScates and their wild relaSves. ), and it is said that South Africa's once 
famous heirloom Cannabis varietals are now exSnct, or lost, because of this.  
Plants that were once grown tradiSonally are now unsuitable to the climate, and 
may provide effects not sought by the tradiSonal healer, as they have been 
mongrelized by European or American hybrids.  
Our endemic medicine, the medicine of our ancestors, needs to be preserved 
for all South Africans. The illegality of the plant creates an area where 
misinformaSon is rife, and almost nothing can be verified.  This further 
contributes to the destrucSon of our natural wealth of Cannabis geneScs. 

I believe that the Cannabis plant is exactly what our country can use to upliX 
rural or tradiSonal areas.  
The government could purchase, collect, and aucSon off crops from tradiSonal 
growers in rural areas, for use as tradiSonal medicine or otherwise. In parScular, 
the culSvaSon and preservaSon of South African landraces would be 
encouraged and promoted for this purpose.  
InternaSonal markets for raw cannabis product exist, should our producSon 
exceed our consumpSon. Proceedings from this could be put towards rural 
upliXment, schools, etc.  

In order to maintain an heirloom variety of a plant, for example a wind-
pollinated plant such as maize, requires that one grow at least 60 of them in an 
open pollinaSon format, to ensure geneSc stability and diversity within the 
progeny.  

TranslaSng this to cannabis, it is clear that an asempt to regulate the number of 
plants an individual may grow for their own needs, while simultaneously 
outlawing the purchase of seeds, is untenable. For an individual to maintain a 
variety that provides the exact cannabinoids or effects that they require, 
parScularly in rural seing as the majority of our country is, would require them 
to grow a number of plants far beyond the limits proposed by this bill.  
This includes suppliers of tradiSonal healers, asempSng to preserve landraces 
required by their communiSes. 

Use: 
The use of cannabis should be regulated no more severely than the use of 
tobacco or alcohol in the presence of minors.  

PenalSes: 
PenalSes associated specifically with cannabis are unacceptable. No part of 
cannabis producSon or consumpSon need involve anyone other than the 
individual, and other things that an individual does by themselves, with 
themselves, in private, are not criminal. 

In conclusion, it comes across as though this bill was put together hasSly and 
without due scienSfic research, consideraSon and forethought. It is 
disappoinSng to say the least that we have progressed so lisle in our thinking 
over the last 100 years,  conSnuing to accept and regurgitate the misinformaSon 
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol.  
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals? 
Another thing worth poinSng out is the huge potenSal in Economic growth of 
the country if cannabis were to be recreaSonally legalized. Look at the states in 
the USA that have legalized cannabis, the cannabis industry is a money machine 
and provides many more jobs for people which will also help with South Africa's 
patheSc unemployment rates improve. 
  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis needs to be legal... it helps with everything and is super healthy. 
Cigareses should be restricted for private use not cannabis. Cannabis is the 
future of the world Kieran 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol.  
Those arrested and prosecuted for possession and culSvaSon should be 
expunged and repaid for the injusSce they faced. The only convicSons that 
should be exempted or placed under review during this process are those 
convicSons that involved violence & harm to others not associated with 
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-07 
14:16:43

Western 
Cape No I do not

General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

Tanswell

2020-10-07 
14:16:28

Western 
Cape No I do not

Seriously rapest and murders don't even get 15 years. The state is extremely 
contridicory towards the bill. They should get someone with in the industry to 
draw up the bill, right now what has been drawn up is just a catch 22 and 
seriously doesn't benefit anyone. #Freeourmedicine Forbidden 
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-07 
11:43:39

Western 
Cape No I do not There should be no restricSon of any nature. Rudolf

2020-10-06 
21:59:20

Western 
Cape No I do not

My culture and religion is under asack . These two insStuSons are sacred and 
holy to me . Cannibis is my last sacrement , thus making it and its use of 
paramount importance ! Cedric

2020-10-06 
21:48:32

Western 
Cape No I do not

Relgiuos and cultural use . It part of my idenSty . I do not want to become a 
criminal . ESenne

2020-10-06 
14:51:36

Western 
Cape No I do not

As the Cannabis Trade AssociaSon Africa, we would like to present the 
comments below regarding the Department of JusSce's proposed Cannabis Bill. 
While we understand the mandate handed down by the ConsStuSonal Court in 
order to bring South Africa’s laws in line with our ConsStuSon, we believe the 
bill falls short of the ConsStuSonal Court’s intenSon and will be discriminatory 
and unequitable if enforced in its current form. Currently, the way the bill is 
draXed leaves the vast majority of South Africans facing conSnued 
criminalizaSon and police acSon, bringing them no closer to a legal source of 
cannabis. This is against the spirit of the ConCourt ruling. The real impact of the 
bill will mean conSnued criminalizaSon if you choose to culSvate or use 
cannabis in the following cases (to name a few): 1. PracScally, if you do not live 
in a house with what can be considered a private garden, you cannot grow 
cannabis plants. What happens if you live in a flat or dwelling that has no garden 
or has a number of persons using the garden, including children? 2. Those who 
do not have the ability to grow cannabis at home are then made into criminals 
for purchasing some for private use. 3. CiSzens who live in rural areas and 
tradiSonal homelands oXen have no fences and therefore no gardens that can 
be considered private spaces, and accordingly will not be able to legally culSvate 
cannabis even for private use. 4. If you wish to use cannabis in oil form for 
health reasons, 4 plants are not sufficient to provide a year’s supply for 
extracSon. 5. Growing hemp industrially cannot take place in South Africa at the 
current low level of THC, which level is devoid of scienSfic reasoning. SA’s high 
levels of ultraviolet radiaSon can increase the amount of THC to above 0.2% 
which will prejudice South African farmers through no fault of their own and 
make all such farming illegal. 6. Many people in South Africa live in rented 
places, or with children or their parents who may not consent to their cannabis 
use. This will mean that they do not have a private space in which to consume 
cannabis and will conSnue to be criminalized if they use cannabis in public. 7. 
Current regulaSons exclude a vast number of South Africans from the cannabis 
sector due to the very high level of investment needed to pass regulatory 
specificaSons. 8. Previously disadvantaged farmers can never plant what they 
have known about for ages to enjoy the benefits of the sector due to the 
discriminatory regulatory hurdles. This bill is a missed opportunity to create an 
environment of safety and security, including protecSon from prejudice and 
undue engagement and abuse from the police. To the contrary, this bill creates 
scope for the police to come into your home to count plants and measure their 
height and weight, completely undermining the level of privacy of one’s own 
home, if you’re lucky enough to have a home of your own. Without regulaSons 
that enable equitable trade in cannabis products and create the opportunity for 
collecSvizaSon of private space in order to create venues in which ciSzens can 
use cannabis safely and freely with like-minded consenSng adults, this bill in its 
current form will only benefit the privileged who have private gardens and own 
their homes, while conSnuing to criminalize the already poor and marginalized. 
The proposed penalSes in this bill are also incredibly harsh considering the 
safety profile of cannabis use, its low addicSon rate, and recognized medical 
use. 
Directors: A.Budden, A.Cohen, K.Coyne, C.Giesenow, T.Thlopane, T.Vos 
We urge parliament to engage with civil society and the cannabis industry to 
create fair, equitable and enabling legislaSon that promotes the spirit of the 
ConsStuSonal Court ruling while taking advantage of the opportuniSes that this 
industry offers our country. The Cannabis Trade AssociaSon Africa is willing to 
contribute and play our part in growing an inclusive, sustainable and well-
regulated cannabis industry. Anthony 

2020-10-06 
08:01:40

Western 
Cape No I do not

The restricSons set out in the bill is ridiculous and the bill does nothing to 
encourage trade and growth in the industry. Cannabis should be completely 
legalised and NO criminal penalSes associated with its culSvaSon and use, 
cannabis is a health product and should be freely available to all who need it, 
not just those who have the means to grow it. JP

2020-10-05 
22:29:20

Western 
Cape No I do not

The state and ruling party also used cannibis to forward their armed struggle  . I 
was persecuted by the previous regime , for helping to transport and distribute 
cannibis . I am also a Rastaman . My religion and culture is sacred . To me , 
cannibis is the last sacrement . Cedric

2020-10-05 
19:00:13

Western 
Cape No I do not

The bill tries to regulate the quanSStes grown per household. There should be 
no regulaSons sSpulaSng any individuals maximum amount of cannabis plants 
that he or she may have in their private residence. Apart from age of individuals 
wanSng to buy or sell canabis, the plant should be completely unregulated and 
should be freed from legislaSon. BerSe

2020-10-05 
09:08:59

Western 
Cape No I do not

This bill is not realisSc,cannibas users is not criminals and should'nt be treated 
as such.The previous government had no mercy for cannibas users,why is our 
present government trying to conSnue this oppression in the form of this 
bill.Free the HERB. maxwell
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2020-10-04 
20:07:23

Western 
Cape No I do not

I do not agree with this bill....it has the potenSal to liX this country  out of 
debt....besides the fact that the amount for personal  grow and use is not near 
enough to last from one grow season to the next.....making oil and smoking  
requires a considerable amount more and should be decided by the individual 
and not government. Tania

2020-10-04 
16:32:14

Western 
Cape No I do not

My contribuSon is deeply rooted in my own personal experience with having to 
use Cannabis (CBD) as a treatment opSon for my 2 auSsSc children.  I have also 
used it for my own depression and anxiety.   For me I fully support medical, 
recreaSonal (private) and commercial use of Cannabis as I can see the endless 
and immense potenSal this plant can bring to all of our ciSzens in this beauSful 
country. 

How can we not take full advantage of this giXed GOLDEN SEEDED PLANT.  It can 
help our families, our ciSzens our country in a way where "radical economic 
transformaSon" will actually be guaranteed this Sme. 

I find it so hard to understand how some of our ciSzens and law makers sSll fall 
into this trap to see cannabis as a source of illegal acSvity when it has been 
proven that the propaganda behind its illegal use was always deeply rooted in 
racism from past generaSons.  It was another act of racism that was perpetrated 
behind lies used against people of colour to get them arrested and jailed so that 
there would be one more thing that could be used to control, divide and 
conquer them. 

The many uses of Cannabis alone can result in such a massive economic boom 
for our country in so many sectors - health, food, farming, tourism, etc .  The 
uses of this plant is extraordinary and given the talent and pride of our country 
this is one of those things we can actually make our own because of the deep 
heritage, culture and ancestory we have with this plant.   

WHY must be always be 20 steps behind our western counterparts? 

Let us not conSnually be imprisoned by the lies that was created to depeen the 
legacy and roots of racism even though we are actually FREE now.   All of these 
stereotypes about cannabis is purely based on these past lies and racism.   

Please DONT fall for the lies again South Africans.... pls pls pls.  It is OUR TIME, 
let's make the REAL difference and be the leaders to our fellow african countries.  
This is our Sme to use this resource to enrich our people across all sectors. Rhonda

2020-10-04 
14:06:51

Western 
Cape No I do not What I do inside my house is my business. Roger

2020-10-04 
11:41:36

Western 
Cape No I do not

I do not agree with it in anyway. it is a step to other drugs. as i have seen from 
family members. so i don’t agree with it at all. Rosemary

2020-10-03 
10:40:38

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis cussed psychosis. No one should be allowed to use it except for pain, 
in formulas that don’t enduce euphoria, and if prescribed my a medical 
professional Mimi

2020-10-02 
15:02:58

Western 
Cape No I do not

It is an infringement of our rights to Privacy and absurd that something that can 
help so many people with various medical illness to be cured /find relief, that 
people get jail Sme for it.  Go aXer the hard drug dealers that is destroying the 
fabric of our society.  Big copies like adcock can benefit mlions of rands whilst 
most people cannot afford their prices.  God gave it to us for free we can grow it 
ourselves.  I object to this bill Virginia 

2020-10-02 
09:54:30

Western 
Cape No I do not N0 legislaSon required. Herman

2020-10-01 
19:48:16

Western 
Cape No I do not

We are going to sit with HOSPITALS FULL OF YOUNG CHILDREN with psychoSc 
issues later on in life.   
it creates huge medical problems down the line - THEY START OF WITH DAGGA 
and presy soon it escalates to more hard core drugs. 
Can the members of parliament that thought up this crap, please think straight. 

NO NO NO NO 

Gosh, so Sred of uneducated people making decisions ..........# GATVOL Debbie
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2020-10-01 
10:11:42

Western 
Cape No I do not

I do not support this bill in any form. As the bill does not respect ones right to 
culSvate, and smoke in private. Futhermore the implementaSon of a prescribe 
amount of cannabis only seeks to criminalize cannabis users and culSvators. The 
prescribed amounts of flowering plants, total amount of cannabis in a 
household is not based off of any facts, it does not take into account how much 
a person might consume on a daily basis etc, and moreso a strict prescribed 
amount simply allows law enforcement to define you as a dealer as soon as you 
are 1 gram over the legal limit. This only makes cannabis users and culSvators 
soX targets to law enforcement. 

If a strict prescribed amount of cannabis is implemented, we should at the very 
least have a ombudsman to invesSgate and determine on a case by case basis 
whether these amounts are legal or illegal based on evidence as to the amounts 
of cannabis users consume, culSvate etc. This cannot simply be determined by a 
law enforcement or police officer. 
If strict amounts are imposed, then at the very least we should be allowed the 
recreaSon  use of the plant in the same manner as other controlled substances 
adults are allowed to consume such as tobacco and alcohol. 

Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” may be jailed for up to 
two years. - I disagree with this enSrely as cannabis is not currently allowed to 
be used in public, and therefore the statement that if you smoke to close to a 
window, or a non consenSng adult whether you smoke in the privacy of your 
own home/apartment/property and the cannabis smoke travels downwind to a 
neighbor or non consenSng adult in theory I can therefore be incarcerated for 
up to two years. That does not respect the right to privacy and again seeks to 
criminalize the act of using cannabis in private.  

For example tobacco is freely used in public around non consenSng adults and 
children, yet there is no penalSes for tobacco users doing so in public or around 
non consenSng adults and children, there is a abundance of scienSfic studies 
clearly illustraSng the harmful effects of second hand tobacco smoke to non 
consenSng adults and children, Yet there is no scienSfic studies to prove that 
second hand cannabis smoke effects non consenSng adults and children in any 
way, moreso their is no study that proves that people can get high on second 
hand supply/smoke and therefore this should be completely removed from the 
bill. AlternaSvely implement more stringent tobacco laws with harsher penalSes 
for these offenders. 

Devin

2020-10-01 
09:27:24

Western 
Cape No I do not

This bill needs major amending. Four flowering plants lol, very funny! 15 years 
for the friendly Canna dealer? Really, that's ridiculous and cruel! Herbal healing 
is a way of life, stop making it criminal. We need to be manufacturing loads of 
hemp products, here in SA, it will boost our economy, create jobs for millions of 
unemployed, build hemp homes, etc etc Julia 
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2020-09-30 
22:02:24

Western 
Cape No I do not

User/grower experience and knowledge was not taken into consideraSon when 
this bill was wrisen. The punishments for lack of obedience is ridiculous to say 
the least, being less lenient towards users than convicted criminals is the first 
step in the wrong direcSon. You simply can not imprison an individual for two 
years or have them pay a fine because someone didn't agree with the smell 
coming from your private space. Smoking in the presence of a child will lead to 
four years imprisonment? Again ridiculous. Next Sme you have a "braai and 
dop" point your finger at your own face for consuming a physical and mind 
altering substance and then being completely oblivious to what your kids are up 
to, as well as flooding your neighbors with smoke. This bill is proof that 
prejudice towards cannabis users is sSll rife. 
15 years imprisonment for administering CBD or THC to a minor or infant or 
selling... INSANITY! How on God's green earth is it possible for you to give 
sentencing to ordinary, law abiding ciSzens that not even rapists, thieves and 
murderers fulfill? This is a fact you can not even debate, some of these scum 
walk aXer five years for murder and rape. How do you jusSfy these ridiculous 
terms? You have people administering  high levels of alcohol, paracetamol, 
aspirin, anS hestamines, opioids, NSAID's etc to their children prescribed by our 
government and doctors. Yet you would have me arrested for giving my child 
medicaSon that is far less harmful. I fail to see any logic in that.  
As a household of four users( one strictly medicinal via oil ingesSon) I do not 
agree with the prescribed amounts. Thirty to forty grams of dried cannabis 
supplies 3.5-5ml of oil which lasts about 10 days. That would mean that just to 
make my mothers oil i would need  +-1400g per year for her alone. As smokers 
and consumers we use on average 100 - 150g each a month between three 
individuals which equates to roughly another 1400g a year. In total it would be 
roughly 2.4- 3kg a year which brings me to my next point. Cannabis is an annual 
crop. You get to grow it once a year and no two plants are the same. So what do 
you do if you have to grow that 3kg once off for the enSre year? It will not be 
allowed. GeneScs, condiSons and experience play major roles in culSvaSon. One 
plant can yield as lisle as 50g while others can reach up to 1kg per yield. It is 
unfair to limit each person to four plants, and then stop at double the amount 
for any number above two individuals. The logic is again extremely flawed. The 
scope is far to wide to determine a set limit for plants, and your conversion rate 
of wet to dry and solid to liquid/oil is horrible to say the least... I would 
recommend consulSng with the public on these issues specifically as the 
provider of your informaSon is misinformed or simply not educated on these 
subjects. This bill is not based on proper informaSon and consultaSon. Please do 
more research and consult people who actually know this field before 
progressing with the intended bill. 
The rules and regulaSons should be in the best interest of the people who are to 
follow them. And this will most definitely not be accepted by the public.  

Pierre

2020-09-30 
06:10:11

Western 
Cape No I do not

A naSon encouraging a populaSon of airhead Hop-Heads delirious on 
intoxicaSng  hallucinatory and dysfuncSonal drugs will never be a strong naSon 
safe for your children, but will become a den of violent brutal injusSce and 
rampant barbarism and mayhem. Vincent

2020-09-29 
20:56:08

Western 
Cape No I do not Niel

2020-09-29 
12:35:49

Western 
Cape No I do not Its medical, it helps many people worldwide, they are wrong Mj

2020-09-29 
09:59:22

Western 
Cape No I do not Kyle

2020-09-28 
17:57:37

Western 
Cape No I do not

Those in power seek more ways to oppress anyone who has access to a 
harmless plant.   

All the regulaSons for the consumpSon and storage of Cannabis should be voted 
in by the PUBLIC ONLY. 

We cannot support the current Cannabis bill because it is decided by a few who 
are corrupt and have no idea about the truths of Cannabis and how it can 
actually boost our Economy. Cannabis is for everyone and therefore we can 
NEVER allow a few in control to decide for all.  

Dealing in cannabis can sSmulate the economy, why are those in power so 
scared to create jobs for all? we will not accept this kind of oppression by our 
current government. Michael

2020-09-28 
15:46:49

Western 
Cape No I do not

The South African government failed to use the legalisaSon of cannabis to 
render tax revenue to support small businesses and restoraSve jusSce 
programmes.  The only commercial opportuniSes are for farmers who can 
obtain a licence to either export their weed or supply it to a laboratory that it 
has the necessary licences for the treatment, processing, and manufacturing of 
cannabis-related products.  In pracSce, this amounts to self-defeaSng 
legislaSon, forcing the average person to obtain cannabis illicitly, reinforcing the 
exisSng black market, and depriving the economy of asainable tax income.  By 
prohibiSng the exchange of remuneraSon for cannabis, cannabis plants, seeds, 
and seedlings, the Bill envisages idealisSc altruism while completely ignoring the 
commercial realiSes involved in growing, processing, and supplying cannabis for 
personal consumpSon.  Your laws are also UNJUST.  I want to see more severe 
punishment for MURDER AND RAPE!!! Elizabeth

2020-09-28 
12:12:57

Western 
Cape No I do not

I am fighSng for my right to not be frowned a pon by society. This bill does 
release us from the sSgma because there are sSll penalSes for culSvaSon.  Andre
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2020-09-28 
12:06:27

Western 
Cape No I do not

My personal beliefs,I don't agree with legalisaSon of  any substance!!..If people 
got personal issues,or mental problems  go for counselling. What next are we 
gone legalise??? There must be a beser soluSon than  this..I know cannabis is 
used for cancer paSents..than it mist be done  under hospital supervision.. 
Very concern ciSzen Dana 

2020-09-28 
09:22:03

Western 
Cape No I do not

Sadly, the draX bill only addresses the Concourt Ruling of September 2018, and 
no more. This approach misses the great opportunity cannabis offers us to turn 
the South African economy around like nothing else. Besides cannabis being a 
plant which has helped countless rural and indigenous communiSes over many 
decades, to not only sustain themselves, but also to survive (illegally, as it would 
stay with this draX legislaSon), this bill does not address the opportuniSes 
presented for a much wider SA populace to grow, sell and manufacture cannabis 
products (with its as many as 50,000 by-products). The SA government needs to 
get its head out of the sand and wake up. People are dyeing, while they (the 
ANC) sit on their perches and watch in luxury, unaffected by their bad 
governance (this legislaSon being the customary knee-jerk reacSon), and their 
ongoing corrupSon (as they conSnue stealing from the people like there's no 
tomorrow).  As far as cannabis goes, while this legislaSon might comfort the 
house grower and user (most of the countries populaSon don't have the space 
or resources to grow, so won't benefit), it fails the people of SA, further showing 
us that they (the ANC) do not have a clue how to govern properly - in the 
interests of the people of South Africa (as its suppose to be).    Jonathan

2020-09-28 
09:21:06

Western 
Cape No I do not

The current cannabis bill sSll targets cannabis users as criminals with harsh 
sentences for minor breaches of nonsensical rules. It also exacerbates the 
inequality in this country by puing to much emphasis on the cannabis users 
requirement for a secure, private space.  A luxury many can not afford in this 
country. James

2020-09-28 
06:14:12

Western 
Cape No I do not No legislaSon is necessary. Melvin 

2020-09-28 
06:01:47

Western 
Cape No I do not

I agree that there should be a regulaSon in the same way that there are 
regulaSons in regards to selling alcohol (and use of alcohol) for example.  

I however don't agree on the restricSve limitaSons on growing and possession 
of the plants for personal use. In some cases bigger quanSSes of the plant is 
needed for making ointments and Snctures for medicinal purposes and it would 
be silly to restrict the amount of plants one could poses as it would not be fair to 
everyone. 

I also think people should be able to grow and sell canabis in a controlled 
manner as not everybody has the ability or the land to grow their own canabis. 
Perhaps it could be controlled in the same way as alcohol or perhaps on a 
medical dispensary model where one would need a  prescripSon.  

I agree that Canabis should not be sold to minors under the age of 18. Andries

2020-09-25 
20:37:33

Western 
Cape No I do not

No provision is made for mailing or couriering cannabis or cannabis products. 
The parameters set for a seedling are ridiculous. By the proposed legislaSon a 
seedling does not exceed 15cm in height or width. Does exceeding that make it 
a flowering plant? Redefining what a flowering plant is, is essenSal. Light cycle, 
not size, determines when a plant flowers - with the excepSon of autos. 
In fact, the whole legislaSon seems to suppose that all plants are from feminised 
auto seeds. 
While you're addressing that, just scrap the quanSSes allowed. Useless red tape. 

Arnold
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Ladies/Gentlemen 

WHO IS PUSHING FOR THIS LEGISLATION TO BE PASSED? Is it us, the 95% of law 
abiding ciSzens in South Africa? NO! NO! NO! It is the less than 5% 
unemployable bums who need an emoSonal crutch to handle their miserable 
lives.  

Cannibis is a DRUG. Let's be realisSc: In a lawless South African society where 
95% of ALL MURDER CASES go unsolved, with an incompetent Police Force who 
cannot even maintain BASIC law and order, HOW ON EARTH do you intend 
enforcing these proposed CANNABIS laws in terms of where druggies can smoke 
and where not AFTER you open the floodgates? YOU CANNOT EVEN ENFORCE 
THE 'normal' SMOKING LAWS. SMOKING ADDICTS smoke WHERE EVER they 
want - near kids, near others in restaurants, etc. The illegal smokers go 
unpunished - so do the restaurants that allow this. Does South Africa REALLY 
need hoards more 'spaced out' people and murderers - now on a legalized 
hallucinogens? And that in a THIRD WORLD country?! 

Where will a law abiding ciSzen be able to relax now? On the beach perhaps? 
No - because there will ALSO be some arrogant, spaced out, addicted twit trying 
to prove his worth and be 'cool' by smoking a joint some 10 meters away. And 
we will look for the police to complain, there is similarly a 95% chance they 
won't be there and WON'T EVEN ANSWER THEIR PHONES - because they will be 
siing (as usual) - literally sleeping on their fat arses - hiding behind closed doors 
in police staSons - IF not off-sick with type 2 Diabetes at home. 

Q: Who will suffer and be made to feel more and more uneasy in their own 
space? A: US law abiding ciSzens through more  legislaSon that you will NEVER 
be able to enforce. 

Read the lisle story below from www.hallucingens.com: 

According to the most recent esSmates of the NaSonal Survey on Drug Use and 
Health (NSDUH), in 2013, “Marijuana was the most commonly used illicit drug, 
with 19.8 million current users aged 12 or older (7.5 percent).” The dried flowers 
and surrounding leaves of the cannabis plant are typically smoked for 
recreaSonal purposes eliciSng senses of euphoria, mood elevaSons, relaxaSon, 
and pleasure. Marijuana also comes in the form of hashish or oil and can be 
infused into a great deal of products for edible ingesSon. 

Of the hundreds of compounds found in marijuana, 66 are categorized as 
cannabinoids and differenSated based on their degree of psychoacSve 
capabiliSes and it’s mainly the THC contents of marijuana that produces the 
“high” recreaSonal users look for. 

With enhanced growing methods and improved technologies, the THC content 
in some marijuana sources is exponenSally higher than several years ago and in 
any given plant porSon these levels can change. This increases the potenSals to 
develop tolerance and dependency as well as a higher risk of adverse 
psychoacSve effects including hallucinaSons or other psychosis. 

The most common side effects of marijuana include: 

Bloodshot eyes 
Dry mouth 
Increased heart rate 
Decreased blood pressure 
Slowed cogniSon and motor funcSons (feeling “stoned”) 
Impaired reasoning and judgment 
Difficulty concentraSng, ordering thoughts, maintaining conSnuous thought 
processes, solving problems, and learning 
Dizziness or weakness 
Clumsiness or heavy limb sensaSons and coordinaSon loss 
Drowsiness and moSvaSon loss 
Intense hunger (munchies) 
Altered percepSons of Sme, space, senses 
Altered moods 
Loss of inhibiSons 
Short term memory loss 

Hallucinogenic Effects of Marijuana 
Although the hallucinogenic effects of marijuana have been, for the most part, 
considered less than those of other hallucinogens such as PCP, LSD, and 
mescaline, there is certain degree of unpredictability in every marijuana 
experience. Marijuana can distort cogniSve, emoSonal, and sensory percepSons 
in both pleasurable and negaSve ways and in basically, the same manner that 
other hallucinogen drugs do by over-sSmulaSng the release of 
neurotransmisers and disrupSng communicaSons between nerve cells. 

HallucinaSons, paranoia, extreme anxiety, and delusions are possible with heavy 
marijuana use and since there is a marked raSo of high THC in today’s 
marijuana, these issues are becoming more common. Most people who use 
marijuana experience a tranquil and calming effect mixed with elevated moods 
and senses, but, a person who feels like they are out of touch with reality when 
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2020-09-25 
13:57:13

Western 
Cape No I do not

SouthAfricans are parScularly not dedicated to obeying these laws.  

They will do what they want. 

Medicinally controlled by pharmacies is the only Sme I would approve 
of its use. 

mary
2020-09-24 
23:08:46

Western 
Cape No I do not Legalize and limit same as alcohol & tobacco Johann

2020-09-24 
11:14:53

Western 
Cape No I do not Legislate trade and unlock Tax benefits. Senyane

2020-09-24 
09:23:00

Western 
Cape No I do not

We already do not have sufficient law enforcement resources to curb crime, 
women abuse etc etc. 

If it should be used as medicinal purposes, then it should be strictly  prescribed 
by a doctor, as any other medicine. 

There should be stricter control measures....no confidence in the proposal. 

Karen

2020-09-24 
09:18:46

Western 
Cape No I do not

The limits set for individuals that have it at home for private use could be 
increased. . They may require it medicinally and not be able to get it oXen. In an 
asempt to keep from using it too young , which may affect their development, a 
set amount of community service or a period of Sme of producing negaSve tests 
could be administered by a parent /guardian. Also nothing is said of the oils , 
which should have no regulaSons on it and should be researched more to find 
more healing properSes. Also no menSon on growing of hemp which is an 
incredible fiber that can be used widely. Kay

2020-09-24 
07:00:15

Western 
Cape No I do not

The amount of cannabis and plants is not enough, if one wants to make 
cannabis oil for own use eg sleeping aids, then these amounts need to be at 
least 3 Smes more..... 

Russell

2020-09-23 
14:00:07

Western 
Cape No I do not

So many of my generaSon, in our late eighSes and into our nineSes, are now 
dependent upon cannabis products for our conSnued good health and 
assistance during treatment for and post- cancer, among other geriatric medical 
condiSons. 
The limit of only 4 plants per person is most unreasonable as apparently to 
produce medical cannabis one requires greater quanSSes of the plant.  
The proposed puniSve measures for 'dealing' in cannabis are absolutely 
prohibiSve. 
There should be equal puniSve measures then for 'dealing' in alcohol. And sugar. 
We know that mind-numbing numbers die from alcohol related incidents, and 
from sugar diabetes - I cannot for the life of me ever remember a case of 
someone who succumbed to the effects of cannabis, and I am in my late 
eighSes. 

Peggy

2020-09-23 
13:59:17

Western 
Cape No I do not

The limitaSons are too restricSve.  There should be no restricSons on private 
growing. 

Rowan

2020-09-23 
13:55:11

Western 
Cape No I do not

The ANC government should use this opportunity to LISTEN to us, and in 
consultaSon with experts in the legal and medical fields should collaborate to 
create sensible REASONABLE cannabis policy that benefits ALL the people.  
The proposed penalty for dealing in cannbis is simply outrageous. Our prisons 
are overflowing with criminals, rapists, murderers, child molesters and 
fraudsters and SAPS is unable to contain actual criminal acSviSes.  
Now that so many are culSvaSng cannabis for their own personal and/or 
medical use - will the police prefer to go aXer the soX targets presented by 
home growers who have infringed the proposed new laws? Most probably.  
My doctor informs me that a cannabis plant only flowers once a season when 
grown in the garden, and that his paSents who are currently growing cannabis 
for medical use will have to resort to growing illegally or buying cannabis from 
'dodgy dagga dealers' on the street. 
Surely the ANC must realize the lunacy of this proposed new bill. Peter

2020-09-23 
12:50:34

Western 
Cape No I do not This is not a good idea. Emile

2020-09-23 
11:56:23

Western 
Cape No I do not

I can possess as much alcohol as I like, but not cannabis.  
Alcohol is directly linked to domesSc violence and gbv, whereas cannabis is not.  
I can’t grow enough cannabis from 4 plants to last me a whole year (cannabis 
only flowers once a year outdoors), so I will have to resort to buying or growing 
it illegally if I want to use it normally.  
This is quite frankly stupid.  
I should be allowed to grow as much cannabis as I like, I am not a criminal. Steve

2020-09-23 
09:12:57

Western 
Cape No I do not Cannabis should be declared legal. Bruce

2020-09-23 
06:17:30

Western 
Cape No I do not Samuel 

2020-09-23 
03:11:26

Western 
Cape No I do not

The police and courts cant even deal with  murders how will they ever arrest the 
ones be a problem to law abiding ciSzens Welma 

2020-09-23 
00:18:34

Western 
Cape No I do not Cannabis should be decriminalised completely Stephen

2020-09-22 
19:38:58

Western 
Cape No I do not Adrian 
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2020-09-22 
16:57:52

Western 
Cape No I do not

As we have seen with Covid 19 law must  further jusSce in society.  JusSce must 
set the balance and in a sence the best for individuals, families and  comuniSes.  
Cannabis, if not wisely used, can be dangerous and can put a huge burden on 
health care systems.  It can be damaging to general health, especially amongst 
the younger generaSon/ populaSon in SA. Floris

2020-09-22 
16:18:58

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis should be governed by the same laws as alcohol and cigareses  
Barbara 

2020-09-22 
13:47:46

Western 
Cape No I do not

I completely object to all the policies proposed in this bill for mulSple reasons. It 
does not provide for, nor protect its users.   

Milli

2020-09-22 
11:23:18

Western 
Cape No I do not

I have never supported drugs, illegal or legal, because one now has a situaSon 
where people are producing drugs (so called-legally) which they say have been 
tested strenuously, but those tesSng the drugs are being paid to get the answers 
the producing companies are looking for in order for those companies to be able 
to sell those drugs. It is the customer who suffers if a member of the family dies, 
becomes a vegetable, has a heart asack, a stroke, etc. 
As for legalising drugs- sorry- no. DRUGS harm families, there is enough abuse in 
this world without adding to it with uncontrollable beings running around, 
commiing crimes of all kinds in order to be able to afford to buy drugs. Desirée

2020-09-22 
05:59:25

Western 
Cape No I do not

I do not agree with the proposed bill that has been drawn up by government 
and find it offensive at best! 
The bill serves only to enrich a greedy minority and not cover all of our beauSful 
ciSzens who truly deserve and need this plant.  

Please follow this link for the people’s manifesto. 
hsps://fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/manifesto/ Siegfried

2020-09-21 
23:56:00

Western 
Cape No I do not

I completely object to all of the policies proposed in this bill for mulSple 
reasons. It does not provide for, nor protect any users, supporters, medicators, 
culSvators, breeders, home manufacturers, spiritual healers, or any other South 
African who chooses to exercise their right to using cannabis for the benefits of 
themselves or their community as a whole. Please refer to the desired outcomes 
and policy reforms proposed by our community members and leaders, Fields Of 
Green For All in this link: hsp://fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/manifesto/ Samantha 

2020-09-21 
21:42:42

Western 
Cape No I do not Marylou

2020-09-21 
19:56:27

Western 
Cape No I do not

cannabis is habit forming...i've worked with addicts during the course of my 
professional nursing career and witnessed the havoc and endless challenges 
families and communiSes face cheryl

2020-09-21 
11:38:03

Western 
Cape No I do not

allowing two adults to grow 8 plants already exceeds the 1.2kg limit- so no limit 
should be put the possesion part.. 
decriminalise weed....  
the government should stop trying to regulate us with laws and policies just to 
gain loot.   
The plant grows in nature...let it be... DEVON

2020-09-21 
09:50:45

Western 
Cape No I do not

The jailing of "dealers" is ridiculous. How you define a "Dealer" is important. By 
making it inaccessible for a large porSon of the populaSon to afford/be granted 
permits by the government means it's nearly impossible for most South Africans 
make a living off of the plant.  

"Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” may be jailed for up to 
two years".  This will be impossible to regulate. The government needs to create 
designated safe public smoking sectors to avoid unnecessary criminal charges 
that WILL be contested. If there are legal places to drink alcoholic drinks, there 
need to be equal number of sancSoned areas where a person will clearly be 
able to tell if cannabis is consumed on-site, and therefore they will be able to 
choose establishments to visit. 

I understand this bill is supposed to be for "personal" consumpSon, but the 
addiSonal jail-Sme WILL NOT improve situaSons. Steven

2020-09-20 
21:18:26

Western 
Cape No I do not

Some of the definiSons appear self-contradictory and will lead to legal disputes.  
eg 2(1) (c) "possess in private, the prescribed quanSty of cannabis in a public 
place". 

The main issue I have is the fact that our overworked police force will be unable 
to enforce the provisions of this Bill.  for example, they do not carry weighing 
scales with them to weigh the various amount of dried cannabis one may 
possess under different circumstances.  And how are they to determine how 
many people occupy a dwelling?      What is the point of passing legislaSon 
which will be largely unenforceable?  There is no real substanSve protecSon for 
children here,  merely a prohibiSon against smoking in their presence,  but how 
can this be polices?  The reality is that the Bill will encourage people to grow 
their own cannabis plants,  either in a private or in a public space.   If in a public 
space,  the space cannot be monitored by law enforcement to ensure that not 
more than the legal maximum number of plants are being culSvated.    The 
many different circumstances described and the technical nature of the Bill will 
lead  to disputes.   Parliament has to pass some legislaSon to abide by the 
ConCourt's judgment,  but should try to simplify such legislaSon and make it 
understandable to all.  Clive
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2020-09-20 
18:12:31

Western 
Cape No I do not

All restricSon must be liXed.  The jail Sme is ridiculous. Rapists snd murderers 
get less jail Sme.  SA governmnet should be saving our economy with this 
natural medicine and not use it for personal gain instead . DISCRIMINATION 
MUST END Russell

2020-09-20 
18:10:04

Western 
Cape No I do not It will always be used for personal use and the harm is horrific Debra 

2020-09-20 
17:46:41

Western 
Cape No I do not

Dwelms kan nie deur wet gewing beheer word nie. Dit is n ewel wat met liefde 
en ontverming uitgeroei kan word Kallie

2020-09-20 
15:56:15

Western 
Cape No I do not

The government is 99% corrupt and we need to relieve the government of as 
many legislaSonnas possible and take personal responsibiliSes for ourselves.  
Illegal canabis has been available forever, and people who wanted to use it has 
always done so.  DecriminalizaSon is now leading to a lot of research and 
developmet, so let it go.  Stop all form of legislaSon on cananis.  Simple as that.  
More legislaSon, more corrupSon and unnecessary prosecuSon of South 
Africans. Hendrik

2020-09-20 
10:49:53

Western 
Cape No I do not

The laws and rules in this Bill (as with lockdown) are ridiculous.  How does one 
measure 60, 100gr - need a portable scale!!   
If I plant 4 plants and only 3 grow - or 2 die . If I plant lots of seeds to ensure I 
get 8 plants - I have to pull out the others!!!! What a stupid law!! 
Is smoking at a window prohibited because people can see you smoking or 
because the smoke will affect someone on the other side of the window?? 
What if you on the 80th floor of a building with a window?? 
This plant has great medicinal qualiSes - let it be for all who want to use it to do 
so without restricSons  
These BS rules are just a way of trying to control freedom again! Nana

2020-09-20 
08:27:44

Western 
Cape No I do not

This is a natural plant with huge medicinal and pracScal uses/qualiSes and 
should be freely available to any who wish to uSlise it and not just big business  
conglomerates who wish to control the market. It is NOT a "gateway" to other 
substances, it is NOT addicSve and is NOT a danger to anyone growing it in it's 
natural state. If Tobacco which is highly addicSve and  is a known toxin is 
allowed to be freely us ed by the public, Marijuana which is none of the above 
should be legal too. Can we please move past the ignorance and misguided 
opinions of the past and be updated with the scienSfic informaSon we now 
have available to us.  
I do however feel that like alcohol and tobaco usage in public is restricted to 
certain areas, the SMOKING of Marijuana should likewise be restricted from use 
in enclosed public spaces. Dee

2020-09-19 
10:51:28

Western 
Cape No I do not

I don't think it should be controlled at all cos of prices changing 
  and look alone what happened with the cigareses and alcohol but it would be 
nice to have weed bars Carlo

2020-09-19 
10:09:36

Western 
Cape No I do not

Plants are natural and people should be free to use whatever plant they wish, 
for whatever purpose.  Stop trying to over-regulate and interfere in our lives.  
People should be empowered with decent educaSon and knowledge in order to 
THINK FOR THEMSELVES.  We don't need governments to keep telling us what to 
do all the Sme.  Stop spreading propaganda and lies about health; stop lying 
about medicaSons and vaccines and COVID; sort out the corrupSon in 
government; stop stealing our tax monies; stop perpetuaSon racism and STOP 
INTERFERING! sarah

2020-09-19 
08:42:27

Western 
Cape No I do not

I do not think anyone should be limited to the amount of plants. What is the 
purpose then of freedom Marijke 

2020-09-19 
08:31:47

Western 
Cape No I do not Craig

2020-09-19 
07:50:56

Western 
Cape No I do not It does not work Marvin

2020-09-18 
23:08:41

Western 
Cape No I do not

The bill criminalizes da holy herb & majority of our black farmers who culSvate it 
have been leX out & ignored ... no economic benefit for our country Pillay

2020-09-18 
23:08:41

Western 
Cape No I do not

The bill criminalizes da holy herb & majority of our black farmers who culSvate it 
have been leX out & ignored ... no economic benefit for our country Pillay

2020-09-18 
19:56:48

Western 
Cape No I do not No limit should be placed on a God given plant. Adrian

2020-09-18 
16:07:52

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis must be regulated like alcohol and tobacco. Cannabis has a vast 
amount of health and industrial benefits and should not be treated as if it's 
more harmful than alcohol and tobacco. Research has shown that cannabis is 
less harmful than the sugar that's in  your kitchen. The NPO " Fields Of Green 
For All" has a detailed proposal which they have compiled so that everyone can 
benefit enormously from this plant, government included. It can and must be 
taxed like alcohol and tobacco which are more harmful than cannabis. Rupert

2020-09-18 
14:53:48

Western 
Cape No I do not

Absolutely NO!!! Cannabis is a drug & this bill will just pave the way for free 
overall use in public right across the country. There's a great danger that our 
youth - young boys & girls - can become dependent on it with disastrous 
consequences...e.g. more serious crimes like murder, rape & violent assault. Not  
even to menSon the affect it would have on their school work & 
educaSon...there are already many schools which are struggling with discipline 
& serious crimes commised by young school children & it would just go from 
bad to worse!!! Elna

2020-09-18 
14:06:15

Western 
Cape No I do not

It is a drug and should not be supported,all the restricSons pertaining to it will 
be broken,this is South Africa,where anything goes  and everything religious is 
thrown out the window N O,NO.NO to cannabis 

kevin
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2020-09-18 
11:11:20

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis should be completely legalized. It's ridiculous that you can't smoke too 
close to a window, or in the comforts of your own garden/deck/paSo. How can 
you claim the plant has been decriminalized? It's  even more ridiculous that 
professional dealers, who provide  a high quality service, are sent to jail for 15 
years. Legalize it. Michaela

2020-09-17 
22:17:44

Western 
Cape No I do not

I am against Cannabis for private use.  I have seen what it can do to a young life.  
An employee used it, telling me that it is harmless and that it does not lead to 
the use of hard-core drugs.  Well, that was not true.  I had to let him go, because 
I was not safe with I'm around.  He moved on to using Tik.  It saddened me, as 
he could have become a wealthy young man, because of his arSsSc talent.  
There are many stories like this one. 

However, I am not against Cannabis when it is used for medical purposes, as I 
have first hand knowledge that it works for certain medical condiSons. Annamarie

2020-09-17 
22:13:20

Western 
Cape No I do not

Jou reg vn privaatheid word nog altyd geskend. Hoe kn die mense wat teen die 
herb is n cannabis bill wil opstel hoe kn j wil tronk toe gn vir rook in publiek. Nee 
die regering weet nie wat hy doen nie. Simeon
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Comment on the Cannabis Bill 
My name is Tony Budden and I have been involved in the legal cannabis industry 
for nearly 25 years through my company Hemporium, which manufactures 
hemp products, and through experience with medical cannabis and hemp in 
Lesotho, Canada and Malawi. I am globally recognised expert in the Cannabis 
sector and was an expert witness in the High Court ApplicaSon that culminated 
in the ConsStuSonal Court ruling exactly 2 years ago, 18 September 2018. 
While I appreciate the efforts made by the Department of JusSce to fulfil its 
mandate and provide a bill that creates regulaSons around the private 
culSvaSon and personal use of cannabis, I believe the current bill falls short for 
the following reasons: 
- Many ciSzens who use cannabis do not have what can be considered a 
private space to culSvate in. Very few South Africans have a garden that has a 
high enough wall to be out of sight and inaccessible to passers-by. 
- Many ciSzens rent their homes and would not automaScally be able to 
culSvate without the consent of their landlord. 
- Many ciSzens share gardens with children. 
- Many ciSzens live with children, parents or grandparents who may not 
consent to them culSvaSng or using cannabis. 
- Many ciSzens live in townships with mulSple families on one plot so 
culSvaSon or consent to use is not possible. 
- Many ciSzens live in rural areas with no fences around their gardens and 
houses. 
- Many ciSzens want to use cannabis for health reasons and should not 
have to culSvate and wait 4-6 months for the relief they seek. 
- Many ciSzens do not have green fingers or the Sme needed to culSvate 
properly. 
- Many ciSzens do not have access to cannabis seeds. 
- Many ciSzens will object to the Police having the right to enter their 
property to count their plants and weigh their cannabis as this defeats the 
objecSves of the Right to Privacy ruling. 

For all the ciSzens listed above, if they choose to use cannabis they would sSll 
be forced to buy illegally and use cannabis in a public space which will sSll be 
against the law. This will lead to conSnued criminalisaSon of otherwise law-
abiding ciSzens and will prejudice the already poor and marginalised while 
favouring the privileged and wealthy. We can no longer make laws like this. 
The penalSes that are recommended are also extreme considering the low 
relaSve harms presented by cannabis use and are not jusSfiable when 
considered next to other harms caused by legal substances like cigareses and 
alcohol. 
Without a system of regulated trade that accompanies this bill where the 
ciSzens menSoned above can buy legal cannabis in a compliant manner, and 
safe spaces to consume cannabis in together with other consenSng adults, the 
cycle of arrests and criminal records for choosing to use cannabis will conSnue 
and the black market will conSnue to thrive. 
What I suggest is the following: 
A progressive soluSon to the South African Cannabis conundrum. 

The SituaSon: 
Cannabis has a long history of culSvaSon and use which can easily be traced 
back to pre-colonial Smes in South Africa. 
Around the end of the 19th Century racialised laws were enacted here in order 
to control its use and criminalise those that used it. This led to over a century of 
human rights abuses and “war on drugs” rhetoric by the state, never achieving 
the aim of eradicaSng the plant and doing way more damage than good. 
In 2018 civil society won the right to culSvate and use Cannabis in the 
ConsStuSonal Court. Parliament was given 24 months to bring the Cannabis 
laws in line with our consStuSonal rights, ostensibly the Right to Privacy, but 
also with regards to several other rights that our current laws infringe, amongst 
others the rights to: 
- Human dignity- Everyone has inherent dignity and the right to have their 
dignity respected and protected. (Even if they choose to use Cannabis) 
- to security in and control over their body 
- secure ecologically sustainable development and use of natural 
resources while promoSng jusSfiable economic and social development 
- health care services 
- to enjoy their culture, pracSce their religion 
- Everyone has the right to administraSve acSon that is lawful, reasonable 
and procedurally fair. 
South Africa has an opportunity to create laws that go further than the Right to 
Privacy, and set up an industry that provides much needed sSmulus to the 
economy through providing jobs, houses, nutriSon and medicine and asracSng 
direct foreign investment as well as the tax that our Minister of Finance has 
indicated he desires. 
The right to grow and use Cannabis in a private space only can be challenged as 
it discriminates unfairly against those that do not have a private space to grow 
cannabis in, do not have a private space to use cannabis in, or are in need of 
Cannabis for health reasons and should not have to wait 4-5 months to get the 
relief they seek.  
There will sSll be many arrests of those that do not have a private space and 
have to use cannabis in a public space, or purchase/sell it as they do not have 
the space or skills to grow it. This will conSnue to place unnecessary pressure on 
the ailing criminal jusSce system and lead to a conSnued black market and 
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2020-09-17 
20:35:52

Western 
Cape No I do not

Use of any drugs for recreaSonal use should be banned. The use of dagga is 
oXen a jumping board to  start using other  drugs . Lewis Von Zweel was the 
latest vicSm of drugs use. He is dead - died now Saturday night. He stated with 
dagga , and was in and out of rehabilitaSon centres his whole life . His parents 
blame themselves that they could do more . The truth however is that they 
could'nt Johan
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The ConsStuSonal Court Ruling  

In a unanimous judgment wrisen by Zondo ACJ, as he then was, the 
ConsStuSonal Court declared that;  

(a) secSon 4(b) of the Drugs Act was unconsStuSonal and, therefore, invalid 
to the extent that it prohibits the use or possession of cannabis by an adult in 
private for that adult’s personal consumpSon in private; 
(b) secSon 5(b) of the Drugs Act was consStuSonally invalid to the extent 
that it prohibits the culSvaSon of cannabis by an adult in a private place for that 
adult’s personal consumpSon in private; and 
(c) secSon 22A(9)(a)(i) of the Medicines Act was consStuSonally invalid to 
the extent that it renders the use or possession of cannabis by an adult in 
private for that adult’s personal consumpSon in private a criminal offence. 

The ConsStuSonal Court suspended its order of invalidity for a period of 24 
months (18 September 2018 to 18 September 2020) to give Parliament an 
opportunity to correct the consStuSonal defects in the two Acts.  

Cannabis Development Council of SA PosiSon 

We are advocaSng for a single cannabis bill to regulate the cannabis industry 
that is organised by a Cannabis Development Agency or Ombudsman that is 
driven from an African viewpoint of understanding the natural resource that we 
historically have at our disposal and how we can best unlock this for the benefit 
of our people and country.  

• Our long history of illicit cannabis producSon and export, puts us in a 
strong posiSon to develop a local cannabis market that unlocks the enSre value 
chain, creates jobs, sSmulates economic growth, generates substanSal tax 
revenue for the fiscus and provides cheap health care soluSons for our people. 
• AdvocaSng for a raSonal scienSfic and rural and urban agricultural based 
approach to cannabis legislaSon to benefit all South Africans  
• We envisage the sacred plant playing an important role as South Africa’s 
primary reconstrucSon and development agent to put us at the forefront of the 
rapidly emerging global, mulSbillion-dollar cannabis industry worldwide and the 
African conSnent stand to benefit immensely. 

Key Policy Elements: It is imperaSve to state categorically that in its form the 
Cannabis private use bill (2020) is unconsStuSonal, irraSonal and it has omised 
the consultaSon with all stakeholders during the draXing phase amidst the 
COVID19 pandemic. We must therefore urgently request the bill to be 
withdrawn and a proper working group for draXing be established as well with 
new Sme frames to allow public consultaSon – the duty to consult. 

We therefore proposed and suggest the following:  

1. African Based CooperaSve Industrial Cannabis  

• To be regulated by the Department of Agriculture where it is treated as 
an agricultural commodity no longer requiring special permits to be grown and 
returns the plant to a cash crop status.  
• To be regulated at the point of processing rather than as a crop in the 
ground.  
• To enable the uSlizaSon of exisSng geneScs that have been grown in SA 
for hundreds of years that been naturalised, drought tolerant and currently 
being grown (illicitly) by small farmers all over the country (as menSoned by the 
President in his SONA 2020).  
• To allow African emerging small farmers to immediately parScipate in 
the rapid industrialisaSon of cannabis uSlising their tradiSonal geneScs. 

2. Cannabis for Medical Purposes and Indigenous Knowledge Medicine  

• To urgently improve access to cannabis pharmaceuScal and 
complementary medicine allowing for a transparent fast-tracked process that 
opens the market for all.  
• To allow access to cannabis for medicine & preventaSve health care for 
all those that seek to benefit from the healing asributes of the plant at low price 
points so as to be available to the majority of our people.  
• To establish enabling cannabis healthcare / wellness regime where 
pharmaceuScal grade medical cannabis for specific condiSons is controlled and 
administered through SAHPRA  
• To establish enabling cannabis healthcare / wellness regime for 
complementary health care products for non-specific condiSons use would fall 
under tradiSonal and natural health products regulaSons.  
• To establish a separate and new Cannabis Agency as mandated by the 
internaSonal narcoSc treaSes for countries that allow the use of cannabis for 
medical reasons.  
• This agency would be solely independent and responsible for cannabis 
and separate from SAHPRA and the Department of health. It must be a hybrid 
agency with communiSes of pracSce and experts in the cannabis field. 
• To shiX in the current SAHPRA medical licensing approach which is 
onerous and focused on export towards developing a local market for medical 
cannabis.  
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2020-09-17 
16:52:23

Western 
Cape No I do not

You provide for people to be able to smoke from home, but not at an open 
window. This is directly saying smokers have to smoke in closed rooms and that 
is a serious infringement of the basic rights of a property owner.  And this, as 
well as the part that states that it unlawful to smoke in the immediate presence 
of any non-consenSng adult person leaves it enSrely open to vindicSve persons 
to persecute smokers when these persons smell marijuana. How is 'smelling 
marijuana' going to be proven? How busy will this keep our police? Our jails are 
full enough as it is and here the law gives any person who does not partake in or 
support the smoking of marijuana the right to infringe on the rights of smokers.  
I also believe that the idea that smoking around children can result in up to four 
years in jail is seriously outdated. 'Around' is a very vague concept. Adults can 
smoke tobacco and drink alcohol around their children without threats. Are we 
to believe that no parent smokes marijuana? Or are we again weaponising 
ciSzens against each other? I also do believe that small businesses should be 
able to sell quality THC products in defined quanSSes and regulated in the same 
way that the sale of alcohol is regulated. This is a missed opportunity for the 
government to open up to more opportuniSes of employment for their ciSzens. 
And there is a whole potenSal tourist industry secSon that is not being 
supported here. Youth unemployment over 50% in South Africa and you want to 
ignore this opportunity. I do believe that some marijuana products should be 
legally available to purchase. Not everyone is in the posiSon to grow marijuana 
themselves. Katherine 

2020-09-17 
16:17:18

Western 
Cape No I do not

I think the punaSve stance towards something that is meant to symbolise 
'freedom' is just wrong on all levels (you can be arrested for smoking to close to 
a window etc?! Really now?) and the proposed punishments disproporSonate to 
the perceived crime. Looks like our government is just trying to find more ways 
to control us and all we do.  
I think it's Sme to empower those who have been growing and supplying ganja 
for generaSons and stop giving and making everything available to only the rich. 
It's Sme to address and correct imbalances in our economy and allowing people 
more freedom. There are no jobs, so allow people to create their own jobs, 
become entrepreneurs and employ others. Let's lose this westernised approach  
to a beauSful healing plant that  would never been outlawed if it weren't for 
that very colonisaSon. Time to move away from all  that bullshit. 
This bill is an insult to us as responsible ganja lovers who do nothing but give 
back to our communiSes. It's clear that very lisle thought and effort went into 
it. An aXerthought, as we as South African ciSzens are generally treated. Not 
good enough, not commised enough, not sincere enough Sonskyn

2020-09-17 
14:49:26

Western 
Cape No I do not

I have been a midicinal user of cannabis for years and an avid sportsman. With 
absolutely no side effects whatsoever. I have seen close relaSves and friends  
health improve over Sme with the use of this herb ito anxiety, arthriSs, 
migraines to name a few. I do not agree with the relaSvely arbitrary limits 
prescribed in the Bill for personal use as well as they did not accommodate for 
the home manufacture of extracts or oils etc, parScularly for health purposes, 
which required larger amounts of cannabis for the extracSon process. KurSs

2020-09-17 
14:28:25

Western 
Cape No I do not

This PLANT is no way dangerous to any one. Not nearly as much as nicoSne and 
alcohol which are both addicSve substances. Alcohol and nicoSne, which we are 
allowed to have bulk of, are much more dangerous to our health and others 
than weed/THC ever was or will be.  
OXen people who make use of this plant, use it for its healing capabiliSes.  
To put someone on the record because they have too much according to your 
liking  does not make sense. 
I do not see an issue with the amount anyone has of this.  
Sales could be regulated. But maximum of 15 years for deal seems 
unreasonable. 
The sale to children could be forbidden. Amy

2020-09-17 
12:48:48

Western 
Cape No I do not

I suggest that the applicants who fought for the decriminalisaSon of cannabis as 
well as the cannabis community to be included in the formulaSon of the usage 
of cannabis. The bill reduces and inhibits freedom and rights of cannabis users. Camilo
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2020-09-17 
10:56:59

Western 
Cape No I do not

All Cannabis plants are different,some cannabis strains grow very big and some 
very small,that makes it very difficult to regulate how much you will have at 
harvest. 

I really think it is wrong to let someone grow a certain amount of cannabis and 
say that it’s legal, and if you go over that certain amount you are a criminal. 

I live in a house with 8 flat mates. 
We smoke and consume over 4kg a day. 
We use it in our breakfast smoothies in the morning.  
In the aXernoon we press 2kg to produce MCT oil  
For our animals and to consume ourselves. 

We use it to make medicare products,food,body products,MCT oil,CBD,and 
medicine for pets. 

I am very happy to hear there will be expungements.  
I have 2 criminal records. 
1st record was for 1g possession 
2nd record was for 20g possession  

I could not travel overseas for 6 years. 
I was declined with so many job opportuniSes because I have 2 criminal records. 

I really hope you guys open your eyes and stop destroying lives. 

Kindest Regards  
Lieben Badenhorst Lieben

2020-09-16 
15:16:44

Western 
Cape No I do not More curtailment of individual liberSes Tessa

2020-09-16 
14:25:20

Western 
Cape No I do not Cause it sSll make cannabis illegal John

2020-09-16 
13:22:35

Western 
Cape No I do not

The penalSes are most draconian to say the least,I thought the whole point of 
all this was to decriminalise the private use of marijuana but instead it seems to 
be doing the exact opposite. Many fellow ciSzens have grounds and garages to 
culSvate /use marijuana in private but what about the majority of the country 
that does not have those priveledges,we know there are homes accommodaSng 
2 or 3 families  , privacy is pipe dream to these brothers and sisters. I'm not 
saying legalize it,but let's start off by not filling up our prisons with marijuana 
users ,we need proper regulaSons I agree ,but if  this bill is passed we are not 
changing the bad of the past but rather ensuring a worse future for our 
youngsters... Choice is the only real freedom one posseses,don't take that from 
us. GreeSngs. Antonio

2020-09-16 
11:24:53

Western 
Cape No I do not

It does not cater to the need of the most needy in our society. Subsistence 
farmers would suffer under these strict quanSty regulaSons. The bill also does 
not allow for parScipaSon by these farmers in the other supply chains of the 
industry. It completely cuts out those who have fought and bled for this cause.  
The bill is set up just for a small group interest and it clearly shows. CurSs

2020-09-15 
20:58:23

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis mag 'n baie bruikbare plant wees maar dit moet nie vrylik beskikbaar 
wees vir misbruik nie . Dit het eienskappe wat baie nadelig vir die swakkeling 
kan wees wie dit kan misbruik en verslaaf raak daaraan. Die tuisproduksie sal lei 
tot meer vrylike gebruik sonder die nodige beheer en dra by tot losser sedes en 
wandade.  Produksie van mediese olies mag toegelaat word maar onder streng 
beheerde prosesse en ander produkte mag slegs onder sulke beheer vervaardig 
word waar dit nie die misbruik sal bevorder nie. Abraham

2020-09-15 
20:44:02

Western 
Cape No I do not Dave

2020-09-15 
20:03:59

Western 
Cape No I do not

The bill as it stands is unjust towards those of low income and big households. 
The bill does not allow for high enough volume to create medicinal extracts. The 
bill does not allow for culSvaSon for food and other purposes. Garth Lester

2020-09-15 
19:56:18

Western 
Cape No I do not Anna

2020-09-15 
16:59:48

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis strains are many and varied and the effects of the different strains also 
vary. The cannabis that is available today is much more potent than the 
Cannabis of the 60's. The effect of using Cannabis is not fully understood 
because it has been illegal to use or possess it throughout the world for 
decades. Many young people think because it is legal that means it is safe. Some 
can and do have psychoSc or extreme paranoid episodes aXer using it. It can 
start depression and anxiety or worsen exisSng mental health problems. It is a 
gateway drug to other drugs like LSD. When used with Cannabis the effects of 
these drugs are intensified which can lead to permanent halucinogenic visual 
disturbances . We have to save our youth. Please make the use of, possession of, 
sale of, growing of Cannabis illegal again. 
If you want to know how the bill has affected young people's mental health 
since 2018, talk to health care workers in mental health services and insStuSons 
and on varsity campuses. Marcelle

2020-09-15 
16:29:42

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis was the entry drug for both my brothers which moved on to stronger 
drugs, that destroyed there lifes. One has major mental issue now. There is 
Charlose web which is cannabis used for medical  purposes without THC . Can't 
see why that is not an opSon.  

Chantal
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2020-09-15 
16:07:30

Western 
Cape No I do not

First off, 15 years for dealing? In a plant that now will be legal to use privately? 
That makes lisle sense, but even more so it is 15 years given that that is the 
same as rape and murder...  

As for personal quanSSes? That's more than enough, honestly... don't see a 
problem. 

As for nearby? Smoke is smoke, it should follow the same laws as cigarese 
smoking, not something different, it's even safer than cigareses but you're 
restricSng it more and giving harsher penalSes than drunk drivers who kill 
people...  

Also, as for the consent issue, the problem is this, if say I am smoking in the 
backyard, no one is around, then someone walks up to you who doesn't like it, 
now what I am the one in trouble just because they want to be around me? Or a 
cyclist trespassing could not like it, then what?  

It's that issue that mainly bothers me and also the dealing one, I mean honestly, 
who on earth thinks dealing marijuana is the same impact as rape or murder?... 
That's insane! Besides it could create a legal income street for those in poorer 
areas, this bill seems very anS poor to be honest... Ashley

2020-09-15 
16:02:12

Western 
Cape No I do not Emma

2020-09-15 
15:46:03

Western 
Cape No I do not

Penalizes are to harsh - We will need to be able to sell for without penalSes as 
this could be an income. Nathan

2020-09-15 
15:16:02

Western 
Cape No I do not

In its current form it is criminalising cannabis.There is more to cannabis than 
recreaSonal use,our laws should be guided by that.If the bill is passed in its 
current form you may as well return to criminalising it. Mark

2020-09-15 
14:59:06

Western 
Cape No I do not

The high court ordered government to change the laws around  cannabis. Now 
they coming with a laws that will you put in in jail for long periods of Sme. What 
do they take us for? W are not hear to bow before them anymore. They can 
shuff the bill. Laban

2020-09-15 
14:12:07

Western 
Cape No I do not

Opening this door can only exacerbate the destrucSve and addicSve behavior 
that we as a society are submerged in at the moment.  Is it working for us? I 
don't think so. Renee

2020-09-15 
11:21:41

Western 
Cape No I do not Karl

2020-09-15 
11:18:03

Western 
Cape No I do not

I do not agree that the private posession of Cannabis should be legalized. It 
should be in the hands of medical professionals only for the treatment of 
paSents. Even if small amounts are legalized for personal possession, what is the 
experience we have in similar cases? Do people sSck to the regulaSons? Why 
would people want to possess Cannabis in their homes? It is very detrimental to 
children and adults and leads to addicSon to other substances as well. This is 
dangerous and spells trouble. A definite NO! Gail

2020-09-15 
11:09:57

Western 
Cape No I do not Suzanne

2020-09-15 
10:58:02

Western 
Cape No I do not

I don not agree that the legalisaSon of Cannabis is safe and can be raSonally 
used. Those who claim they need to use Cannabis are in need of medical 
assistance and should not resort to lay treatment. I also disagree that any form 
of Cannabis use for recreaSonal purposes are safe and it is dangerous to think 
that parents are now introducing Cannabis use to children. Surely if NicoSne and 
alcodol as an age restricSon, why not Cannabis use? We even have asge 
restricSon on movies and other media. Carolien

2020-09-15 
10:06:28

Western 
Cape No I do not

Teens smoking canabis can be very damaging to their mental development.  The 
age restricSon on the use of cannabis should be at least 18 (21 will be preferred) 
and strickly enforced.  UnSll there is assurances that cannabis will not be sold to 
children the sale should be restricted or be illegal.  Frans

2020-09-15 
10:03:39

Western 
Cape No I do not Ian
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2020-09-15 
09:31:31

Western 
Cape No I do not

The new  proposed bill totally disregards all community and industry input, 
including that of the Dagga Couple.   

The proposed bill is, in fact, a GIANT step backwards.  You would think that the 
government and people in charge of draXing the bill would have the South 
African economy in mind, as legalising recreaSonal cannabis and the regulated 
sale of it would help the economy recover, aXer government's recent bad 
decisions which collapsed the economy (not even menSoning the corrupSon, 
which decimated what was leX of our fragile economy).  Have a look at the 
USA's revenue generated from legal dispensaries (which are not limited to 
medical doctors, who do not wish to partake in or recommend herbal medicinal 
remedies, (and they only push dangerous drugs with serious side effects)  so 
should be excluded anyway). 

The draX is a badly executed cut and paste job, which bears no relevance to 
South Africa.   

There are also religious groups in South Africa that use the cannabis plant for 
ceremonial and medicinal use, which is blantantly disregarded and can be 
viewed as unconsStuSonal as it takes away people's freedom of choice and the 
right to respect their religion's dogma.  It also makes no menSon of tradiSonal 
healers, sangomas and herbalists, who make use of the plant's many powerful 
medicinal uses. 

Did t he people responsible for this wreck of a bill even do any research or 
consult with the community, in order to beser understand the growing and 
mulSple uses of cannabis, before wriSng this drivel?  If there is a 1.2kg limit per 
household, if making oil for medicine for personal use, you may get anywhere 
between 40 - 100ml from that, which is not nearly enough to last for an enSre 
year.  If your yield is the lower bracket (i.e. 40ml), ths will only last 3 months for 
one person.  Outdoor grows can only be done once a year.  Not 4 Smes a year 
like indoor growing.  Which leads me to my next point - differenSaSon between 
amount of  plants allowed to be grown should be made between indoor, 
outdoor and greenhouse, as those growing indoor can have 4 crop cycles a year, 
versus 1 crop cycle for outdoor (due to the plants being photosensiSve and only 
being able to flower in the summer months).  Outdoor winter grows are not 
possible in the Western Cape. 

Next point - the bill needs to differenSate between auto-flowering and photo-
sensiSve flowering - auto plants are Sny (up to 30cm) and only yield 10 - 30g of 
dried bud.  If we are only allowed 4 to 6 plants per person, the yield on autos is 
ridiculously low and not enough to last even past 2 months. 

Next point - it seems that this proposed bill aims to recriminalise the use of 
marijuana.  If I wish to smoke out of my window in my personal space, it should 
not maser whether someone else sees me doing this, as by reporSng me for 
smoking IN MY OWN HOUSE A ND PRIVATE SPACE, they are interfering with my 
use and enjoyment of the property, which is unlawful  in itself. 

Why are people allowed to have private cellars with unlimited amounts of 
alcohol in, yet cannabis smokers (who are the peaceful, passive ones, not violent  
adn aggressive like the drunks, who also kill people by driving drunk) get severe 
limitaSons on their freedom to enjoy the stress-relieving benefits of a natural 
plant. 

Having re-read the South African Bill of Rights, I note with horror that most of 
them have been broken already, directly or indirectly by government policy and 
acSons.  This, however, is for another whole discussion and debate. 

Gaynor

2020-09-15 
09:21:15

Western 
Cape No I do not

I am very hasitant where the freeing of cannabis is concerned. Cannabis 
addicSon can easily be the stepping stone to more serious drugs. I will accept 
the use for medical purposes under extreme control. However, if we take into 
account that in this country we make laws but do not bother to enforce them 
may be the step needed to open the flood gates. Pieter

2020-09-15 
09:11:49

Western 
Cape No I do not

I do not support the case for cannabis for private purposes in any shape or form.  
There are too many drug related issues in our society and enabling it further will 
make the current drug abuse problem worse. Ian

2020-09-15 
08:39:43

Western 
Cape No I do not

This is a drug.  Why would we allow drugs in our precious country.  I am all for 
medicinal use but not public consumpSon. Carina

2020-09-15 
08:21:45

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis should be unbanned completely.  Measures such as "Anyone who 
smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the immediate 
presence of any non-consenSng adult person” may be jailed for up to two years" 
is draconian to the extreme. Vicky
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2020-09-15 
06:11:59

Western 
Cape No I do not

The  problem with this bill is  the people who wrote it don't  understand the 
culSvaSon  of cannabis  with regards to outdoor growers.  Us growers who grow 
outdoors are subject to a limited season (6-8 months) at best, which means we 
got to grow to cover  a year's worth of cannabis . Its not possible to do this with 
8 plants per person.  As users of cannabis to medicate and relieve symptoms we 
know the amount of material needed so again 8 plants per person is not 
enough.  Consider there is a big community  of cannabis  users with in depth 
knowledge  and  I think goverment need to engage with these people to set a 
more realisSc bill. Marisa

2020-09-15 
05:49:32

Western 
Cape No I do not

I am floored by the stupidity of whoever drew up this piece of vomit. Cannabis 
does not lead to more dangerous/harmful drugs. it in itself is not a drug but a 
plant. Properly used and culSvated it yields wealth and health to the user or as I 
would like to call us Beneficiaries. I do not support this crazy assed bill. What 
happened to "We the people must decide"? Today its stringent laws about a 
plant tomorrow its keeping us from growing food or mining our natural 
resources. AXer this bill is passed we will hear SA is now exporSng cannabis to 
Russia or China. Stoooooopid Morgan

2020-09-15 
05:44:11

Western 
Cape No I do not Stefan

2020-09-14 
20:34:52

Western 
Cape No I do not

Whether you use this substance for medicinal purposes(geing your paSent 
high) or social abuse/use damage done remain the same. 
Cannabis do damage brain cells. As much as cigarese smoke deprives the body 
of oxygen the smoking of cannabis does the same or even more so causing 
damage to organs in the body. 
The financial impact the use of cannabis have on the health system is enormous.  
Motor vehicle accidents are not only caused by driving under the influence of 
alcohol. Smoking cannabis before(or whilst) driving decreases the person's 
reacSon Sme ten fold. 
So who benefits. Catherine

2020-09-14 
20:27:19

Western 
Cape No I do not

Everyone should choose for themselves whether they want to use it or not. How 
much of it they want use, and how they want to use it. No person or group of 
people should tell any individual how much they can use or not. How they can 
store or not in their own property.  If one can have a truck of boose and tobacco 
in his premises.  One should have a truck of cannabis in his property if he so 
chooses. Lizo

2020-09-14 
19:28:15

Western 
Cape No I do not Heinrich

2020-09-14 
18:33:06

Western 
Cape No I do not

I have seen what it does to people. It won’t stop there . Eventually it is not going 
to be enough and will lead to the use of other drugs Shantel 

2020-09-14 
15:49:58

Western 
Cape No I do not

I am of the belief that Cannabis should be deregulated enSrely, and for the 
following reasons: 
1. Despite an extremely costly, decades-long 'War on Drugs', Cannabis is used 
more widely than ever before, and is ubiquitous in virtually all communiSes in 
South Africa.  
2. The financial, human and material resources required to effecSvely control 
the culSvaSon, distribuSon and use of Cannabis is way beyond the capability of 
even the wealthiest naSons; South Africa with its rapidly-shrinking resources has 
zero chance of doing so. 
3. ExpecSng an already overburdened police force to enforce any Cannabis-
control policy is userly unrealisSc, and is a distracSon from their far more 
important duSes of catching the perpetrators of serious crimes. 
4. AsempSng to enforce any law with which vast numbers of ciSzens are in 
disagreement serves only to corrupt the law-enforcers and ciSzens alike, and it 
promotes a growing disregard for the rule of law. 
Nothing would be lost and much is to be gained by removing and repealing all 
laws which asempt to control Cannabis use, and simply treat it as any other 
plant which ciSzens may consume as they see fit. Hans

2020-09-14 
15:39:53

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is a drug.   Using cannabis is to escape from reality.   So I do not believe 
it must be legalised  to use or plant or manufacture or sell etc at all. If it's to be 
used for purposes of medical use it must be strictly controlled with no chance of 
addicSon. Rosa

2020-09-14 
14:03:04

Western 
Cape No I do not

For private use for heath reasons I have no problem. 
Stewart

2020-09-14 
12:50:55

Western 
Cape No I do not

The limits on this policy is very limited and does not cater to every cannabis 
consumers needs. 1.2kgs is very lisle for some and the fact that jail Sme is sSll 
even an opSon is crazy when alcohol has lisle to none jail Sme. Nicholas

2020-09-14 
12:11:54

Western 
Cape No I do not

It should be fully banned 

Johan. Johan
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2020-09-14 
11:52:39

Western 
Cape No I do not

This anSquated bill is unsaSsfactory for a number of reasons.  
Despite the massive research and experienSal evidence now available on the 
subject, the premise in this bill is the outdated noSon that Cannabis is a 
dangerous drug, which causes great harm to the country and to users.  
This is, of course, completely false. The black-market environment created by 
prohibiSon remains far more harmful than the drug itself, making this legislaSon 
unreasonable and burdensome and this bill will, at best, only parSally alleviate 
those harms, if at all. 
For example, the potenSal jail limits envisioned for absurd 'offenses' like being 
jailed for two years because someone happened to see you engage in what 
would then be private lawful behaviour is a mockery of law. 
There exists great potenSal for Cannabis and the Cannabis industry to be a 
massive boon to our country, but this legislaSon ensures that no such outcome 
is possible. 
It seems to me that, with this bill, our corrupt government is trying to do the 
bare minimum possible to saSsfy the courts while sSll ensuring that it can play 
big daddy to the country while profiSng from a semi-illegal industry that they 
would sSll have some power to control. 
There is no hint in this legislaSon that people should be free to engage in their 
own relaSonship with this parScular part of the natural world, and that is a 
tragedy. 
Given that Cannabis is an extremely safe and powerful medicine with millennia 
of recorded use and that it has hundreds of beneficial applicaSons that could 
improve lives, if people were empowered to explore them, any legislaSon that 
fails to do so should be rejected outright. Gavin

2020-09-14 
11:10:06

Western 
Cape No I do not

If you don’t understand the purpose of a thing, you will inevitably abuse it. 
Because of the ignorance of purpose And abuse  I do not support. Nolan

2020-09-14 
10:40:26

Western 
Cape No I do not

The proposed bill is a slap in the face to the cannabis community. I believe 
cannabis should have no limits on its trade or sale or culSvaSon. BeaurocraSc 
red tape will ensure that legiSmate cannabis profits are for corporaSons with a 
lot of money and the ability to legally bribe the state for a cannabis license , if 
we want safe , legal and fair trade we need to empower those who are already 
growing and selling to do so openly and legally. Everyone deserves a shot at this 
new market , especially the Smaller guy. If any restricSons are to be placed on 
the sale of cannabis I’d like to see that big pharmaceuScal companies like adcock 
Ingram are banned from trading in the domesSc cannabis market. James

2020-09-14 
10:38:54

Western 
Cape No I do not

This drug is destroying individuals especially kids, families and communiSes. 
The use thereof is creaSng an increase in crime in our communiSes. It is 
destroying the moral fibre our families. 
SAPS do not know how to deal with it , resulSng in escalated trade of drugs 
dealerships in communiSes. Basil

2020-09-14 
10:25:29

Western 
Cape No I do not

This can cause problems in the long run when people try and sell this illegally, 
then others might buy this and it is mixed with all kinds of stuff that causes more 
harm. 

It should be regulated and let a few 'experts' harvest and sell.  This could be 
harmful if everyone is allowed to use as they please.  There are always those 
who abuse everything. Sandra

2020-09-14 
10:25:06

Western 
Cape No I do not

The effects and side effects of cannabis is any form should be regarded as those 
idenScal to any other medical substance and need to follow the stringent 
procedures other drugs follow before being allowed to be freely used.  With 
current planned legislaSon there is not enough evidence based informaSon on 
the safety for the health of the person using it, nor the people, including minors, 
in close proximity to the user. 
The detrimental effect on the central nervous system, of which some are 
permanent and/or serious, is not taken into account when allowing adults to use 
this freely.  The effect on coordinaSon and ability to operate a car, machinery 
and the like put other members of society's life in danger. Mariaan

2020-09-14 
10:23:42

Western 
Cape No I do not

I strongly oppose this bill, as  the children that becomes addicted to dagga are 
becoming younger and younger. Olivia
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2020-09-14 
10:02:16

Western 
Cape No I do not

If you make the decision yes, my understanding will be that you haven't  done 
enough research. Pls do yourself the favor to speak to a brain specialist who 
examine more than ones people that use cannabis and he will give you the 
answers re the THC that cause the problem between brain cells where the "links' 
between cells are broken... 
1st  - Furthermore, it cause memory loss in the person that use it (that is a 
common fact) 
2nd - with  0 % alcohol use on the roads more and more young people will 
starSng to use cannabis as the traffic officer haven't got a measure how to say 
"you have inhale to much." or  "you are over the legal limit"...what will the legal 
limit be, have you got measures in place. 
3rd - Cannabis use is normally the first step to 'make use of' drugs, aXer a while 
they try to use other substances also - you OPEN the door for everyone to start 
of with dagga and then from that point try something else like Tik and 
Heroine...... 
4th - What did you think will the rest of the world think of us as a naSon, the 
answer is LAWLESSNESS - you open the doors for criminals here. 
5th - pls think before you OPEN this law as you will make our young world more 
miserable, you will sit with youngsters that haven't got work, but the "feeling' 
that dagga gave you is not to worry about tomorrow.... 
You as the Government got the change now to stop this idea to open the law for 
'private use'. Our country have so much rules, but NOBODY or to less SAP to 
"police" this rule. 
6th - alcohol is in the bloodstream for 24 hours, THC is the blood and fat cells 
round the brain for 29 days, pls go and read the facts. 
7th - rather make the alcohol use age 19years AND  stop this law - pls, you are 
causing more problems than you think, I can provide a brain specialist contact 
detail who can supply a report.  
8th - If someone get a medical prescripSon to make use of CBD oil, then  I agree. 
9th - Or when the elecSon take place, bring this quesSon in on the form and test 
everybody's feeling about it. 
10 - Pls do not take your decision as NOT SERIOUS as the impact will be 
devastaSng. Andre

2020-09-14 
09:58:51

Western 
Cape No I do not Walied

2020-09-14 
09:50:35

Western 
Cape No I do not

This is highly hypocriScal.  

If you are going to jail someone for smoking near a child it should be with 
cigareses and drinking large amounts of alcohol, which everyone has failed to 
do from Sme and memorial. 

You are just trying to make taxes on something that no one was allowed to use 
before. 

It's like charging me for growing Birds of Paradise or Bouganivillea.  
Rather enforce stronger changes with alcohol and cigareses. Lana

2020-09-14 
09:35:46

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis should be fully legal. People should be allowed to trade and develop 
products, contribute to the economy and have a posiSve effect on the fiscus. 
The currently proposed laws wil just encourage police corrupSon. Lets bring 
Amsterdam to Africa! Viva THC, VIVA! Jaco

2020-09-14 
09:15:42

Western 
Cape No I do not

No to the goverment. just another thing you want to get money in your back 
pocket for. Terrance

2020-09-14 
09:05:00

Western 
Cape No I do not Walied
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2020-09-14 
08:34:23

Western 
Cape No I do not

Where is the tests, studies, results and effects of this proposed policy been done 
and published and is that not the first course of direcSon, as the free use and 
trade of this drug has a adverse affect on our society and sets the trend for 
legalisaSon of stronger drugs in due course. 

The deep, detrimental affect and effect of the use and conSnuous use of 
cannibas in our countries struggling and poor socieSes, as well as in the lives of 
the more sophisScated, higher earning socieSes. 

Pathing the way for or temporarily subsStuSng the use of stronger drugs while 
at "work" would be to say the least legalising  and blatantly seing the tone for a 
country that do not care for its ciSzens, its youth, its income protectors, its poor, 
seniors or its economy and social well being or logevity. 
This does not start the argument the effect the use of this drug and it's 
conSnues or excessive use (similar effects and leading to the same), has on 
woman, children and the elderly - I do not support violence, rape, aggression, 
theX, murder, producSvity and accountability in a country that has the interest 
of it and its ciSzens and in turn its economy and future at heart. 
Do you care enough for South Africa and its people mr government and 
representaSon to start doing the right thing, drawing a line and saying NO? Do 
you, can you? 

Can you be the leadership and government that has the adverse (righteous) 
start for the effects we require on our country's people, land and overall future? 
Or are you going along with regulatory changes for the... without no 
accountability and conscious or real interest in our well being? 

Will you be able account this decision as a righteous one for each person and 
surrounding person it effects, if you legalise this proposed bill and not do the 
reverse, but Sghten and enable the laws, corrupSon and law enforcement in our 
country around and against any kind of drug that has these overall destrucSng, 
monopolising-cartell enrichment and corrupSon resulSng effects these have on 
us. 

Please start caring enough for our - your people and country! To do what is 
required to do against all drugs including alcohol in our country and those both 
within and from outside of our country that do not care one ounce for our 
livelihood, our sustainability or our people, our future. 

Appealingly, Janita
2020-09-14 
08:03:37

Western 
Cape No I do not

It's a cacinogenic 
Johan

2020-09-14 
07:50:57

Western 
Cape No I do not THOMAS

2020-09-14 
04:40:56

Western 
Cape No I do not Amorese

2020-09-13 
23:56:11

Western 
Cape No I do not

The legalizaSon of cannabis has made it possible for young children to get hold 
of it in poor communiSes. The lifestyle of Rastafarians have moSvated 
thousands of school going children to experiment with this drug. This drug has 
again become the gateway drug to other more addicSve substances such as 
mandrakes , Sk, cocaine, etc.  There is no way that our government can enforce 
these laws. our exisSng police are already overwhelmed by crime. We are aware 
of them also becoming agents of the drug lords. Our children's lives are 
destroyed as they get addicted to the substances, and drop out of school to join 
the gangs that supply them, or they become a drug peddler on our streets. 
These laws are meant for middle class and rich neighborhoods that do not have 
the same community dynamics like our poorer areas. There is no safety net for 
our children. They will simply become another staSsSc. It is well known in 
research studies that the Western Cape gangs use dagga as  one of their main 
sources of income. Now they will be using households to store their drugs and 
children to sell it for them at schools. How will this be policed. The high fines 
and jail Sme is no deterrent when there is no food at home and you can make 
easy money.  David

2020-09-13 
21:57:37

Western 
Cape No I do not

This bill does not give us our freedom, if I grow indoor and I have 10-14 plants 
(over the limit) I only get about 500-600 grams (within the possession limit). 
Reason why I don't grow outside is because of pollen that would make my plants 
have seeds.. and I get beser quality from controlling the atmosphere in a 
Cannabis growing tent. I would like to propose that the limit of plant's be moved 
up. And another things if I do grow outside and plant 30 regular seeds I could 
possibly only get a total of 8 female plant's so the others would be destroyed 
because of being male and they make the pollen. Jared

2020-09-13 
20:56:58

Western 
Cape No I do not

This bill has no real world applicaSon. It has been cut and placed together 
without looking at what the African market needs. The bill needs to be reworked 
with the current community's input Andrew

2020-09-13 
19:35:40

Western 
Cape No I do not

I am totally against the smoking  of cannibas(dagga).  Smoking dagga is the 
gateway to using other drugs.  It also slows a person's thinking over Sme and 
eventually the  regular dagga smoker  struggles to have a good night's sleep and 
becomes like a zombi.  It should never have been allowed.  Holland is so sorry 
they ever legalized dagga.  Our lungs were not created to inhale smoke.  My 
body is a temple of the Holy Spirit and I choose to look aXer it well, to God's 
glory! 

Beverley
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2020-09-13 
18:59:59

Western 
Cape No I do not

RecreaSonal marijuana should not be legalized because of the many negaSve 
health effects it has on a person. Marijuana has a big effect on the lungs and 
when marijuana is smoked it can cause harm to the lungs. The smoke from 
marijuana has cancer causing substances in it. Gorete

2020-09-13 
18:16:17

Western 
Cape No I do not

As a medical doctor, I am strongly against ANY legalisaSon of cannabis.  
Cannabis is a Psychosis-inducing substance in susceptable individuals. These 
people cannot be idenSfied beforehand, and cannot be reversed aXerwards. 
Cannabis has been shown to stunt brain developement in growing youngsters 
and affects the decisionmaking of adults. In a KZN study a high percentage of 
cases admised for all kinds of trauma tested posiSve for cannabis. None of 
these factors can or will be prevented by selecSve legalisaSon.  A serious 
drawback is also the fact that tesSng, e.g. aXer a vehicle accident, will not stand 
up in court. Leon

2020-09-13 
17:39:36

Western 
Cape No I do not I am against any use of cannabis except for medicinal purposes Barbara 
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2020-09-13 
16:37:16

Western 
Cape No I do not

The severe penalSes suggested in this bill does not fit any of the crime. There is 
no menSon of fines payable for transgressing any of the rules. Government body 
ought to remember that we are the people that you are protecSng and moving 
safely into a new world. What is suggested here can be built on..  

* [a maximum jail term of 15 years for anyone who deals in cannabis]  
This only protects the licensed producers of Cannabis and excludes the enSre 
populaSon from access to this plant. For decades many families in South Africa 
lived or survived in our homelands with Cannabis being an important cash crop. 
With this inclusion *, our indigebous folk are once again forced into exile by 
mulS million Rand corporate licensed growers, dealing under the flag of South 
Africa, this is an injusSce.  

{As a suggesSon: Create a centralized depository for Cannabis, allow growers to 
sell to this depository, the e.g. CANNABIS AGRI OF SOUTH AFRICA. Allow people 
access, under guidelines to produce and sell to the depository without 
constraints.} 

For Children, Alcohol is a far worse enemy than Cannabis could ever be and the 
same transgression rules ought to apply, with that said the penalSes for Alcohol 
abuse ought to be more severe than they are now. With financial and public 
service penalSes being the objecSve. DECRIMINALIZE  

*[Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” may be jailed for up to 
two years.] 

The words PUBLIC and PRIVATE ought to be clearly defined and be treated alike 
Alcohol… 

With financial and public service penalSes being the objecSve. DECRIMINALIZE  

*[Smoking around children can result in up to four years in jail.] 

With financial and public service penalSes being the objecSve. DECRIMINALIZE  

*[four flowering plants for those living alone, or eight for homes with two adults 
or more] 

Minimal constraints ought to apply. If I want 40 small plants, then there ought to 
be a way for me to do so.. Some people prefer variety over quanSty. This rule 
point forces an individual to have 4 HUGE plants of which 2 could die back or be 
damaged leaving one with only half the expected result. 

Allow the people of South Africa to contribute to a central depository. 

With financial and public service penalSes being the objecSve. DECRIMINALIZE 
*[600 grams of dried cannabis if you live alone, or 1.2 kilograms in homes with 
two or more adults.] 

This is not an adequate amount of dried cannabis for a single person per year - 
considering most growers will grow outdoors with the seasons and have only 
one opportunity a year to produce a crop.. 

------------ 

CANNABIS OFFENSES 

As a forward thinking country we ought to look at the world around us and see 
what did NOT work and what DOES work in other countries. The penalty 
structure here is extremely short sighted, not thought out in terms of the 
development of the people of our country but only as severe punishment of a 
criminal. Cannabis users are not criminals. We no longer beat our children in this 
country, there are laws against it, why then do we suggest beaSng our people 
with this severe type of penalSes. 

There are far beser ways to bring order to chaos, financial penalSes and public 
service being only two of them. 

Dawid

2020-09-13 
14:56:56

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is the herb referred to in Genesis. It is a giX from God. It not only can 
be used medicinally, but from cannabis you can build houses, make clothes etc. 
It is God's very giX to humanity irrespecSve of race, ethnicity, naSonality or 
religion. 

Free Cannabis for the use of everyone! 

Verona 
2020-09-13 
14:55:28

Western 
Cape No I do not Jessica

2020-09-13 
13:46:04

Western 
Cape No I do not

Scrap the bill it's absurd, there should be no government imposed regulaSons, 
people have individual needs and believe it or not we can think for ourselves! Gill
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2020-09-13 
12:48:57

Western 
Cape No I do not

First and foremost it's the abuse of poeple that worries me. Especially the 
unemployed people are the first to abuse this and when they are high they catch 
on the world of things and don't seems to remember anything that they have 
done. rayghana

2020-09-13 
12:27:40

Western 
Cape No I do not

Really  - Cannabis is a plant  which is planted and then the fruits ( flowers) are 
harvested - just like grapes.   Cannabis needs to be regulated in exactly the same 
way as the wine industry , from the imporSng of new seed variances  to the 
selling of the final product.  Go read  all the regulaSons in/on the wine industry 
and then just replace all the words/wording referring to grapes, wine, etc with 
the cannabis counterpart !  - Easy as pie and not necessary for a whole new lot 
of bull legislaSon, only  to benefit a few!!     - Help to culSvate law-abiding 
ciSzens not criminals !      As cigareses and wine were always available to buy 
during the lock down period so far whether aloud or not, so will cannabis always 
be available.  Free SAPS force workload so that they may spend their Sme on 
masers of more importance like GBV, Femicide, Murders , Illegal Drugs and the 
Drug Lords, CorrupSon and Human trafficking Susan

2020-09-13 
12:10:40

Western 
Cape No I do not Sydney G

2020-09-13 
12:05:30

Western 
Cape No I do not

I am not in favour of the legalisaSon of cannabis, except for medicinal use. 
Using cannabis even once can lead to depression, which can lead to more 
problems. 
In any case, people who want to use cannabis will get it anyway. Magda

2020-09-13 
11:50:18

Western 
Cape No I do not

I strongly oppose this new Bill on the regulaSon of cannabis. I don not agree 
with this based on it being a gateway drug. Rainier

2020-09-13 
11:45:37

Western 
Cape No I do not Ashton 

2020-09-13 
11:45:14

Western 
Cape No I do not

I do not believe that this should be legalised.  I inhibits the ability to become a 
problem solver, to think clearly or to be a producSve person. Users will argue 
otherwise but more oXen than not these are not self sufficient people. We then 
get more people who rely on the state for support because they themselves are 
unable to do so. NO NO NO Pamela

2020-09-13 
11:41:16

Western 
Cape No I do not

While much has been wrisen about the potenSal benefits of cannabis and 
exending the the widespread culSvaSon for its fibre potenSal the potenSal 
medical adverse effects are extensive. This is a quote from the J. of 
Rheumatology wrisen aXer a review of Canada's experience in 2015. 

 "Similar to the enthusiasm for treatment of various ailments that greeted 
NicoSana tabacum when brought to Europe from the New World 500 years ago, 
Cannabis saSva is now hailed as a possible treatment for a mulSplicity of 
symptoms1. Embraced by physicians and the people, from commoners to the 
aristocracy, the enthusiasm for NicoSana tabacum was quesSoned by a 
discerning few with concerns about the “indiscriminate use of the herb for all 
diseases in all age groups without specific measured prescripSons”1. Much like 
for tobacco many years ago, marijuana as the byproduct of Cannabis saSva, with 
significant financial incenSves, requires careful appraisal regarding true 
therapeuSc potenSal." 

I shall  also send a full review arScle under a separate cover to the director of 
Dear South Africa.  
 I have highlighted the problems experienced. This is from the New .England J. of 
Medicine of of the most highly regarded medical journals. All this work was 
reviewed  by specialists in the field to ensure a high degree of accuracy.  

David

2020-09-13 
11:33:13

Western 
Cape No I do not

The regular use of  or abuse of cannabis leads to substance abuse and causes 
psychological problems.  
This kills the brain cells. As a family we have first hand knowledge of this.  

Jean

2020-09-13 
10:22:26

Western 
Cape No I do not

I believe that it should be illegal to smoke cannabis. It is having a terrible effect 
on the children. Send students.  They are not funcSoning opSmally at school, 
they are doing irresponsible things, and they are driving under the influence. Debbie

2020-09-13 
10:19:52

Western 
Cape No I do not Eugene

2020-09-13 
10:19:36

Western 
Cape No I do not Lindsay

2020-09-13 
10:02:42

Western 
Cape No I do not

I know for a fact that people won't obey the rules and people won't be able to 
concentrate ay work or school. Meagan

2020-09-13 
10:00:43

Western 
Cape No I do not Petrus

2020-09-13 
08:54:34

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is very dangerous. My son was an a student and excelled at university 
had a bright future but cannabis slowly eroded all that..he lost his job became 
introverted and full of fear. Take it from mother whose heart broke watching her 
son change Hillier
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2020-09-13 
08:38:45

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is already ubiquitous, and thousands of rural growers rely on its 
income as they navigate living in poverty. Puing these people at risk of 
imprisonment is socially unjust and unethical.  

The funds it will cost in policing and incarceraSon should instead go towards 
availing low cost product tesSng services to Retail partners and customers, and 
consumer educaSon should inform customers about safety and dosage issues.  

With SA’s economy radically impacted by Covid this is a major chance to provide 
much-needed inflows of capital and taxes. CulSvaSon and sales to adults should 
be completely legal without any thc limit. CulSvators growing over 0.5ha should 
need an (affordable and accessible) licence and retailers selling over a certain 
threshold should be required to meet tesSng standards. Consumer educaSon on 
cannabinoids, medicinal properSes, risks and dosage need to be rolled out 
through media partners.  
It should be taxed similarly to alcohol and proceeds should go to fixing the 
educaSon system, as has been done in Colorado.  

I have a lot more to say in this regard please contact me on 
joy@botanican.africa for more informaSon.  

Many thanks, 
Joy Joy

2020-09-13 
08:17:36

Western 
Cape No I do not

Canibis and the intake there of doesn't pose any risk to the human body,the 
government want to spend such alot of Sme on implemenSng a harsh sentence 
like 15years for the use of a plant growing out of the soil of the earth were as 
our children is being trafficking our drug lords is killing our youth our police 
officers is shooSng innocent children and our poliScians is commiing fraud and 
theX....I think they should legalise canibis as a calming instrument to our 
mentally challenged paSents as well Vivien
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I have been a cannabis user for more than forty years. 
When the ConsStuSonal Court announced its decision to legalise the use and 
culSvaSon of cannabis in private, I actually cried with relief. For the first Sme in 
forty plus years, I would no longer be regarded as a criminal for doing something 
that harmed nobody! 
The court gave government two years to bring legislaSon in line with the 
decision and the proposed Cannabis for Personal Use Bill has just been made 
public. 
I had hoped that government would use the decision by the court to revise the 
laws surrounding cannabis in a way that would embrace and capitalise, not just 
on the ruling but also on the worldwide shiX in aitude towards the plant. 
Unfortunately, I don’t believe that the proposed law comes close to doing this! 
In an asempt to understand the various convoluted provisions within the bill, it 
soon became clear that in many ways, the bill is a step backwards. 
My issues with the bill relate to how it will affect me as a cannabis user and our 
country.  
From a purely personal viewpoint, the bill sSll restricts my freedom, in that it 
limits the amount of cannabis that I am allowed to posses and grow. 
The government wants to restrict the amount of cannabis you posses in your 
home to 600g for a single person and 1.2 kg for a couple. Growers are only 
allowed four mature plants for a single person and eight for a couple on a 
property and no allowance is made for extra adults living on the property.  
I use cannabis both recreaSonally and to manage chronic pain. Because I have 
been using it for such a long Sme, my tolerance is very high and I have to use a 
large amount for it to be effecSve.  
I am only able to grow outdoors. This means that I have one season to grow and 
harvest my enSre years supply. My yearly use is greater than the limit proposed 
for a couple. 
There are other factors that make these restricSons problemaSc and impracScal 
for someone like me.  
I started growing cannabis as soon as the ConsStuSonal Court made its decision. 
The first year I grew, my total harvest was just over two kilos and that just lasted 
me Sll my next harvest. Last year I decided to increase the amount of plants I 
grew because I had problems with theX and disease. I also wanted to 
experiment with making more effecSve medicaSon, which requires a very large 
quanSty of mature cannabis flowers. Unfortunately, more than half of my plants 
were stolen and I had quite a few male plants that needed to be removed.  On 
top of this, I had a problem with mould so my final harvest was a bit smaller 
than the previous year. If the proposed limits were in place at that Sme, I would 
not have had a harvest at all.  
These issues clearly indicate that there was a lack of consultaSon and or 
understanding of the people that this law will most affect. 
A broader perspecSve. 

Recent years have seen a global shiX in the aitude towards cannabis. Many 
countries and US States have legalised its use for medicinal and recreaSonal 
purposes and this has resulted in a significant rise in GDP and tax revenue for 
those areas. The United NaSons is also reviewing its drug policies and a new 
report from the United NaSons System CoordinaSon Task Team describes 
puniSve drug policies as “ineffecSve in reducing drug trafficking or in addressing 
non-medical drug use and supply”. It goes on to say that such approaches 
“undermine the human rights and well-being of persons who use drugs, as well 
as of their families and communiSes.” 
The prohibiSon of cannabis has always been controversial. Though most 
research suggests it is far less harmful than alcohol, for decades, the plant has 
been outlawed and demonised in countries where alcohol is freely available. 
Though many of the claims about the effects of cannabis were oXen ridiculous, 
mainstream society generally accepted that cannabis was too dangerous to be 
legal. Even research into the effects and possible medical uses was banned. 
Despite growing evidence that prohibiSon is far more damaging to society and 
individuals than legalisaSon, there sSll exists a great deal of prejudice towards 
the plant. 
Failures of the proposed bill  

If you examine the proposed ‘Cannabis for Personal Use Bill’, it is quite clear that 
the decision makers are sSll prejudiced towards cannabis. When comparing the 
draX legislaSon on cannabis to the current laws governing alcohol, several 
discrepancies appear! The proposed law restricts the amount of cannabis you 
are allowed to have and to grow. No such restricSons are applied to home 
producSon of alcohol. The penalSes for infringing the laws are also much 
harsher. Simply, possessing more than the sSpulated quanSty could result in a 
maximum prison sentence of fiXeen years! This means that someone who is 
growing a lot of cannabis in order to make medicine, could face the same 
sentence as someone convicted of rape or murder. Surely it would have been 
simpler and more just to apply the same laws to cannabis as those applied to 
alcohol. 
Cannabis and the economy 

Covid 19 has had a devastaSng impact on the global economy and has literally 
changed our world within the space of a few months.  The South African 
economy was floundering before the virus struck and the added impact of the 
lockdown has resulted in immense hardship for a great number of our people. 
The virus has highlighted the inequaliSes within society and also its fragility, 
parScularly around food and job security. It is likely that we will feel its 
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2020-09-13 
07:39:04

Western 
Cape No I do not Canabis is a drug and should not be allowed. Maryka

2020-09-13 
07:12:29

Western 
Cape No I do not Mogamat 

2020-09-13 
06:49:07

Western 
Cape No I do not

Even more laws to make law abiding ciSzens break the law. Just how did this 
government come up with this legislaSon. Fix corrupSon by the government 
before restricSng private use of cannabis Michael

2020-09-13 
05:51:44

Western 
Cape No I do not

The benefits of cannabis far outweigh its disadvantages,therefore it should be 
unbanned completely so that proper research can be done in order to 
understand its full potenSal The new bill. The bills gives what's allowed yet in 
the same breath imposes draconian laws and penalSes on people for example 
smoking near children yet it is legal to smoke a cigarese near children with no 
consequence. Unban cannabis completely, we need economic growth. Faeez

2020-09-13 
00:19:43

Western 
Cape No I do not Gail 

2020-09-12 
23:12:32

Western 
Cape No I do not AKASH

2020-09-12 
22:05:08

Western 
Cape No I do not Randall

2020-09-12 
21:00:26

Western 
Cape No I do not

All of our normal growers for personal use  do not invest in planSng  aids like 
grow lights and  green houses   We just want to grow  some plants  for our own 
use and we all know  to get  four good yield plants  we need  12 to 15 
plants  .For we are not allowed to buy good seeds from registerd dealers we 
have to plant anything  and hope for the best. Cov must consentrate on farm 
murders and crimes that realy kill people and stop wasSng our Sme. Frederick

2020-09-12 
20:53:48

Western 
Cape No I do not

Please see my comments below regarding the proposed cannabis for private 
purposes bill.  

This bill is irraSonal and full of ambiguity. How can I grow my own cannabis 
when the purchase and sale of seeds remains illegal. Medical grade cannabis 
does not just grow wild for me to collect. Those seeds need to be in most cases 
purchased, and/or imported. Seeds contain zero THC.  

The suggested penalSes are ridiculous. We are talking about growing a plant in 
private, yet the penalSes are as harsh and even harsher than violent contact 
crimes. Why is prison even an opSon. 

The ConsStuSonal court decriminalized Cannabis for private use. The bill in it's 
current draX, seeks to recriminalize aspects of private use. On the one hand you 
want to make provision for expungement of records, while creaSng a whole slew 
of new offenses. 

Once privacy is regulated as this bill intends to, then it's simply not privacy 
anymore. This violates my privacy. I am allowed to collect and store as much 
alcohol as I want. Why cant I do the same with my cannabis. 

It is my humble opinion that this bill is unconsStuSonal, unenforceable and with 
the current state of SAPS and the NPA not policable.  

Tyrone 
2020-09-12 
20:35:44

Western 
Cape No I do not

I also feel that it should be treated like alcohol and cigareses.  
One should also be allowed to grow more. Angela

2020-09-12 
20:20:51

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cigarese tobacco and alcohol are far more harmful and are both legal and 
people are allowed to use these around their children. This is a double standard.  
I feel that it should be treated the same way as regular tobacco and alcohol. The 
government should be focusing its energy on real crimes and corrupSon rather 
than persecuSng people who smoke. Melanie

2020-09-12 
15:30:42

Western 
Cape No I do not

The penalSes are too harsh, the bill in its current form looks to backtrack on the 
main purposes of the prince judgement, some smokers of the herb then others, 
also one bachelor has the liberty of having up to 6 plants where as if 8 bachelors 
were sharing a property they are only  allowed one plant each, this is unequal. 
The bill places cannabis as more dangerous then tobacco and alcohol, when it is 
medcinal and far less harmfull then the tobacco and alcohol.  Our law 
enforcement should be more focussed on cirScal issues like gender based 
violence instead of counSng plants Uzair

2020-09-12 
14:11:03

Western 
Cape No I do not

I do not support this as I am a teacher and I have seen how greatly this has 
affected my learners across all grades (gr 9 - 12) before this was allowed very 
few learners did cannabis but aXer it was legalized we saw a drasSc increase in 
the use of cannabis and it has made our jobs as teachers even more difficult as 
these  who make use of cannabis disrupt our classes, they constantly not doing 
their work, they do not sit sSll in classrooms to complete their work, their school 
work is never up to date, they always talking in class non stop therefore 
disrupSng class and everything is a joke.   Before the legalizaSon these learners 
only smoked cannabis at home now it is a constant thing through the enSre day. 
Some learners become aggressive aXer they have smoked cannabis making 
teachers lives very difficult especially with huge  classes Raychelle

2020-09-12 
13:22:34

Western 
Cape No I do not Rheta
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2020-09-12 
12:51:32

Western 
Cape No I do not

I do not support any legalizing of cannabis use.  As a principal of a high school I 
oXen have to deal with cannabis related issues at the school.  It is not a 
harmless substance. It can even cause a person to become a permanent 
schizophrenic. Herman

2020-09-12 
12:50:04

Western 
Cape No I do not

Why does the man on the street need cannabis? The damage it does 
psychologically is immense. Also it is a gateway drug. 

I agree it should be used for medicinal purposes where there is no THC present.  

On the other hand decriminalisaSon won’t   helP. All you will be doing is shiXing 
criminals to exploit other markets and products or increase other types of 
crime . Criminals don’t exist for drugs, they exist to make money using any 
means necessary Luqmaan

2020-09-12 
12:35:27

Western 
Cape No I do not Against it in the full. Heinrich 

2020-09-12 
11:46:27

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis as an industry has massive economic potenSal in a county such as 
South Africa,  with such a high rate of unemployment and  so much land 
available. It is not only an alternaSve for fuel, plasSc, cloth- but a valuable 
natural medicine- and not a narcoSc. It has major  health benefits for adults and 
children alike. The  porKolio must be thoroughly educated and this bill needs to 
be reviewed. I agree with regulaSon and legislaSon, not criminalisaSon and jail 
sentences. E.

2020-09-12 
10:13:36

Western 
Cape No I do not

This is a first step to graduaSng to other drugs.  It will be almost impossible to 
police. Rodney

2020-09-12 
10:06:56

Western 
Cape No I do not Alesa

2020-09-12 
10:06:54

Western 
Cape No I do not Alesa

2020-09-12 
09:58:05

Western 
Cape No I do not

Its a drug and can create a chemical imbalance leading to psychosis’s. I have 
watched it destroy  countless friends and family members and making it legal 
allows young 18. Years old who have no concept of consequences too much free 
range and arrogance to have it all the Sme. 

Rosella

2020-09-12 
09:41:40

Western 
Cape No I do not

The use, and trading of cannabis should be deregulated altogether. 

There is great potenSal for the abuse of power in the interpretaSon of the 
limitaSons in the proposed bill.  

Cannabis and its derivites can contribute posiSvely to the economy - these 
regulaSons will foster illegal traffic of a natural product with many medicinal 
benefits. Lizelle

2020-09-12 
09:33:40

Western 
Cape No I do not ChrisSan

2020-09-12 
09:18:56

Western 
Cape No I do not Dorry

2020-09-12 
09:17:38

Western 
Cape No I do not

Smoking of tobacco or cannabis is detrimental to health. Cannabis can be 
medicinal in another form like tea or oil. Bevil

2020-09-12 
09:01:58

Western 
Cape No I do not

We should be allowed to buy/sell and posess without limitataions, same way as 
alkohol.   There is a whole industry that could boost the sa economy if cannabis 
only was legalised fully.   
The legisaSon is not thought out properly and shoud not be passed in its current 
form. Oliver 

2020-09-12 
08:54:44

Western 
Cape No I do not

I think penalSes are too high. Consider the health aspect of it. I think the state 
should be concerned about the overloaded mini bus taxis, the high number of 
people who are walking about without their face masks, not maintaining social 
distancing. The large number of homeless. Merle 

2020-09-12 
08:50:47

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannibis is and remain a drug and people do not use it for medicinal purposes. 
Rather as a drug. Melanie

2020-09-12 
08:36:54

Western 
Cape No I do not Liezl 

2020-09-12 
08:17:30

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis should be completely legal to sell, specifically medical cannabis. When 
used correctly, it has amazing health benefits, something or country needs more 
of desperately Jay

2020-09-12 
07:42:49

Western 
Cape No I do not

These rules are ludacris.Make it completely legal.People dont kill each other 
when they use cannabis and also helps with depression and anxiety and 
pain.These rules should be aligned with the world which it is not Simone 

2020-09-12 
07:16:29

Western 
Cape No I do not

This opSon leaves the door open for abuse. As is, South Africa is not in a 
posiSon to control ANYTHING., ABSOLUTELY NOTHING. This will be another 
strain that they will fail to be able to handle.  This is not just control, it's such a 
vast area that this decision impacts, and all those departments are already 
under strain and can't manage its current duSes as such. 
#fixsouthafrica Zoelfaqaar

2020-09-12 
06:07:42

Western 
Cape No I do not

This bill is unconsStuSonal, it goes against human rights. Joke is in South Africa 
criminals receive less severe sentences for murder, theX and extausion. South 
Africa is a joke. We concentrate on pesy crime and forget completely that 
cannabis has a medicinal funcSon above most other drugs. Lyle

2020-09-12 
06:06:58

Western 
Cape No I do not

Canabis  should be made available through licensed enSSes to people who need 
it for medicinal reasons. Rastafari can also obtain it through these enSSes. 
Currently all the people I knownwho is culSvaSng it is doing so as a source of 
income. By legislaSon these growers will expand their business and sell it will 
not deter them from elegally trading and culSvaSon of as many plants as they 
can. EnSSes who grow plants and keep seeds should also be regulated Mari-Anna
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2020-09-11 
22:40:43

Western 
Cape No I do not

I think the bill is very unfare and sSll keeps all cannabis users under a criminal 
category. 
Government should decriminalise cannabis completely as it will create job 
opportuniSes and incoming revenue to the country in such needed Smes. Chad

2020-09-11 
22:21:35

Western 
Cape No I do not

I is drugs and see if poeple they bekom like animals raping and killing  
No bad stuff

Nickvr22@g
mail.com

2020-09-11 
21:53:08

Western 
Cape No I do not Cannabis is a gateway drug, and should not be legalized at all Raoul

2020-09-11 
21:33:59

Western 
Cape No I do not Jeremy 

2020-09-11 
18:52:07

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is a mind-altering drug and can lead to long-term problems like 
depression, mental sluggishness, and affect the person's ability to support 
themselves in a job. It is also known to lead to heavier drug use when people 
are looking for a beser high. It could lead to society degradaSon. In selected 
cases it must be made available as a Scheduled medicine controlled by a 
qualified doctor  because there are proven benefits to certain illnesses and only 
that. Heather

2020-09-11 
18:31:27

Western 
Cape No I do not

We should be able to pracSce our democraSc right 
Janet

2020-09-11 
17:50:57

Western 
Cape No I do not

Die persone wat die mal idee gekry het dat dit vrylik geplant en gebruik kan 
word ,moet hulle koppe laat lees. Ons het meer as genoeg dronk mense op 
straat en agter stuurwiele en kan dit nooit goedkeur nie. Het hulle al proewe 
gedoen op n dagga gerookte ???? Beslis nie, want dit maak hulle mal.!!!!!  Wys 
my enige beskaafde land oorsee waar dit geplant en vrylik gerook mag word. !!! Johan

2020-09-11 
17:37:36

Western 
Cape No I do not

Agree with other professionals that the use of cannabis leads to misuse and 
other drugs with devastaSng results. I suggest age restricSon to 21 ( also 
alchahol )Driving only without taking any cannabis prior to driving  ( 0 
Tolerance ) ConfiscaSng drivers lisence for 3 years. 
Why would one need to take medicine for pain and relaxaSon in public  affecSng 
others ?Only place allowed for South Africans to use cannabis should be in 
hospitals and pvt residences.  
Why leave so many loops, to allow  people to walk around  with cannabis and 
exhange  cannabis? How would SAP be able to  monitor and regulate?  Teenager 
can say it is for his family member with cancer. ( Permit  with home address for 
SAP to check amount of plants , seedlings, seeds , etc.)PenalSes and community 
work  as opSons to jail sentences to all  that walk around in the community with 
any means of  toxicaSng  and hazardous  substances. Alet 

2020-09-11 
17:29:05

Western 
Cape No I do not

The Bill should include the prescribed quanSSes of cannabis in the act and not 
leave it for the regulaSons. This act has huge income benefits for SARS and I 
know public objecSon will not stop the legalizaSon of cannabis but the 
detrimental effect on development in children and adults, the destrucSon of 
families due to addicSon to cannabis and the rise in motor vehicle accidents in 
other jurisdicSons that have legalized cannabis, should cauSon the government 
to be conservaSve in the amounts legalized.  This will merely lessen the loss and 
destrucSon the legalizaSon of cannabis will result in. PrevenSon has been 
abandoned and now children and adults are leX to their own self-control to deal 
with this highly addicSve substance. It seems the government is more interested 
in profits and keeping the prison populaSon down than the safety of the 
country's people. Maarten

2020-09-11 
16:32:09

Western 
Cape No I do not

I say to be used for medicinal purposes only.   
Like any other prescripSon drugs. G

2020-09-11 
16:25:14

Western 
Cape No I do not Ina

2020-09-11 
16:16:27

Western 
Cape No I do not Cannabis should not be allowed in any from whatsoever. David

2020-09-11 
15:03:57

Western 
Cape No I do not

He we go again. Control by the Commie Govt.  Cannabis has been used for a 
looong Sme and without this product parts of the East cape would be broke.  
The pharmaceuScal industry does not want the compeSSon that cannabis 
products would bring.  The undiscovered posiSve uses for the cannabis has sSll 
to come. What about the anS-cancer benefits? Once the products are legalized 
the taxes accruing from these will be enormous. Look at California. Peter

2020-09-11 
14:59:51

Western 
Cape No I do not Use Only for medical reasons not  for private use Magdalena 

2020-09-11 
14:49:32

Western 
Cape No I do not

Anyone should be allowed to plant and use natural products as they see fit.  I 
don't use or smoke, but believe it infringes on a persons right to regulate it.  Let 
it be.  

Brigit

2020-09-11 
14:15:51

Western 
Cape No I do not

I agree with Estelle. Any use is insane. its a drug.   How do you penalize a person 
under the influence of cannabis in an accident scene? with liquor quite a 
different story! Susan

2020-09-11 
13:58:15

Western 
Cape No I do not

 I agree with the smoking around children and non consenSng adults. I do not 
agree with 15 yeara in prison on the other hand. There are crimes far worse 
than this that dont even get invesSgated.While you want to lock someone up for 
a herb. Plant counSng is not the way to go. You can have 10 flowering plants and 
it wont add up to 1kg of dry herb. You can have one plant and get up to 1kg of 
dry herb. There is no law that states each ciSzen is only allowed to consume 
1200 cigareses in year. Neither 12L of alcohol. You're locking people up for 
something that grows in nature? There is a lot of health benefits which 
financially can help the government with addiSona earnings. Frieda
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2020-09-11 
13:56:15

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis and any other drugs that can/do cause dependency should be 
criminalized unless they are used under strict control by specialist doctors 
authorized/registered to treat drug dependency or to use the drugs medicinally.  
Allowing cannabis to grown by individuals is the thin edge of the wedge which 
will lead to uncontrollable propagaSon and distribuSon of the drug for 
monetary gain.  Bruce

2020-09-11 
13:48:59

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is the forerunner of all heavy drugs. 
This is a disaster!! John

2020-09-11 
12:37:38

Western 
Cape No I do not NO ANDRE

2020-09-11 
12:13:50

Western 
Cape No I do not dan

2020-09-11 
12:01:26

Western 
Cape No I do not

The penalSes need to be revisited as they won't serve as a deterrent  to those 
intent on breaking the law, while it would insStuSonalize those who make a 
mistake. This is already a massive issue we are facing as a society and we should 
rather be focusing on social welfare programs than harsh punishment, where 
applicable. Mashew

2020-09-11 
11:25:09

Western 
Cape No I do not Ek ondersteen glad nie vir rook of dagga nie want my bors lei daaronder Esther

2020-09-11 
11:16:19

Western 
Cape No I do not

The plant should be classified as medicinal for personal consumpSon. 
Zero limits on capacity for use and storage. 
Trade should be managed and taxes to increase the GDP. 
Local farming should be subsidised for development and. Priority given to rural 
farmers. 

Angus

2020-09-11 
11:13:12

Western 
Cape No I do not

I believe that is is complete madness to  arrest or put someone in jail for 
anything related to cannabis. Please stop wasSng Sme and recources by 
allowing police to persecute the cannabis community in South Africa. Rather 
focus these recources to combat violent crimes, which is a much larger problem 
and leave the cannabis community in peace. I support the desired outcomes as 
set out in the link below.  

hsps://fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/manifesto/ 

Thank you Jacques

2020-09-11 
11:00:07

Western 
Cape No I do not

The posSngs/documentary videos for America showed there was an  increase in 
violence and crimes for areas where the drug was legalized. 
Nobody can predict whether a person will smoke it and neglect to properly keep 
it away from children. 
The same is the case with alcohol. It don't stop an intoxicated person and that's 
is proven by alcohol abuse. The police force is already inadequate to handle DWI 
cases and domesSc violence situaSons. First the police force need to be 
increased which is already a burden on taxpayers. Cost according to me already 
exceeds the legalizaSon of the drug. It's a drug ...it will be used for medicinal 
purposes. 
Why add this dangerous drug to the economy if the result is already showing in 
how alcohol is handled. Don't add this burden. 
Create one government owned company that produced the oil only. Test in the 
market and if it doesn't work the government can just stop instead of having to 
cause unemployment if business is opened. Why only the oil, because it can be 
bought and added to any beverage or food a person might want to add it. Do 
not trust businesses and make sure it's remain as cheap as water so that no 
market (Supply and demand) situaSon can exist. Cheap availability will decrease 
the crime factor and the result on the public will be easily observed. 
 Angelo

2020-09-11 
10:14:47

Western 
Cape No I do not Cannabis causes brain damage and its use in any form should be banned. Jan

2020-09-11 
09:50:23

Western 
Cape No I do not

NOTHING GOOD HAS COME FROM CANNABIS WHEN UNCONTROLLED IN A 
MANNER BETTER THAN WHAT WE CURRENTLY HAVE, WHICH IN ITSELF IS NOT 
GOOD ENOUGH Mogamat

2020-09-11 
08:35:57

Western 
Cape No I do not JAN 

2020-09-11 
08:30:32

Western 
Cape No I do not

These amounts are ridiculous when processing medicine for one person. 

Review your understanding on the requirements of the people Nazmie
2020-09-11 
08:28:10

Western 
Cape No I do not

The use of Cannabis leads to the use of other more harmful drugs. 
Henri 

2020-09-11 
08:20:27

Western 
Cape No I do not Bres

2020-09-11 
08:17:56

Western 
Cape No I do not Should be banned. Fred

2020-09-11 
07:55:32

Western 
Cape No I do not Sandra

2020-09-11 
07:54:07

Western 
Cape No I do not

You decriminalize the plant only to criminalize it use!  Thank makes no sense on 
any level  
People who don’t use cannabis shouldn’t be deciding it’s future!  
I do not support this bill!!  
It’s rubbish Ziona

2020-09-11 
07:23:15

Western 
Cape No I do not

This bill is ridiculous, the same should go for all smoking contents starSng with 
cigareses which are even provided a space for at restaurants. Nosivuyile

2020-09-11 
07:22:54

Western 
Cape No I do not Henk
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2020-09-11 
06:29:21

Western 
Cape No I do not It is a drug and destroy lives Carin

2020-09-11 
06:18:41

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannibis is a drug that destroys  the health  of addicts. 
Rachel J

2020-09-11 
06:17:03

Western 
Cape No I do not It is a harmful substance and should be banned outright. Andrew

2020-09-11 
04:03:09

Western 
Cape No I do not

We do not require another pycho-acSve drug freely available on our streets.  
Despite all the arguments supporSng the use of the product it remains a 
substance of abuse which is linked to aggravaSon of underlying medical 
condiSons. The resultant civil impact is usually seen in our emergency 
departments already stretching an already burdened healthcare system 

I do not agree with the bill and advise it be scrapped in it's enSrety. 

Farouk

2020-09-11 
00:05:10

Western 
Cape No I do not

I am a toxicologist and understand the dangers of smoking.  Having said that, I 
know that there are far more dangerous pharmaceuScal drugs which impact 
people for which people can obtain REPEAT scripts and which damage them for 
the rest of their lives.  Cannabis is a plant which has so many health benefits 
that, decriminalizing it will help liX the sSgma and the medical aspects of 
cannabis for pain management through drops, suppositories, creams and rub-on 
oils should be totally decriminalized.  I see the sickest of the sick paSents in my 
work and many of them cannot sleep due to overwhelming pain syndromes.  
Will you rather drug them with benzodiazapines than offer them a deep and 
healing sleep on THC?  I vote for total decriminalizaSon - with proper checks and 
balances as we see with cigareses and alcohol - both these  (socially acceptable 
drugs) kill people, whereas marijuana has many miSgaSng elements if applied 
medicinally.  Please decriminalize this amazing plant. Carin

2020-09-10 
23:38:18

Western 
Cape No I do not Fully Decriminalise. Greatest

2020-09-10 
22:55:19

Western 
Cape No I do not

I believe cannabis is a gateway drug and should be illegal except for medicinal 
purposes. Renee

2020-09-10 
22:31:43

Western 
Cape No I do not

It is a natural healing herb, with hundreds of uses, paper, fuel, cloth, medicine, 
building materials, cosmeScs, job creaSon  and grows much, much quicker than 
pine and takes much less Sme and space to farm without damaging the soil 
etc,etc..  Legalize cannabis Cat

2020-09-10 
22:10:03

Western 
Cape No I do not

The idea is to legalize a plant that has tons of medical benefits. This is anything 
but that. If lock down has shown us anything, it's that by making something 
illegal doesn't make it stop. It creates more criminals. Let the people have their 
freedom, at least inside their own 4 walls of safety. Benjé 

2020-09-10 
22:06:17

Western 
Cape No I do not

I believe the penalSes are much too harsh. The idea of the bill should be to open 
up the use of cannabis. Alastair

2020-09-10 
21:48:58

Western 
Cape No I do not Elsie

2020-09-10 
21:47:57

Western 
Cape No I do not

This Bill is against our consStuSonal fights!!  
Thank you Ziona

2020-09-10 
21:36:37

Western 
Cape No I do not Drugs are drugs, ban them all. All drugs should have stricter penalSes. Kaye

2020-09-10 
21:19:23

Western 
Cape No I do not

Anything ing that intoxicates the mind is not acceptable. It also smells terrible. I 
have a neighbour who smokes cannabis. My children are affected by the terrible 
smell that waXs over into our home. DisgusSng. 

MOGAMAT 
YUSUF

2020-09-10 
21:19:15

Western 
Cape No I do not Dagga must be legilise without any limitaSon Davine

2020-09-10 
21:12:28

Western 
Cape No I do not Veronica Ann

2020-09-10 
21:10:07

Western 
Cape No I do not

In this day and age the penalSes are inappropriate it is a Bill which is too 
restricSve and sSll punishing people for something which is  legal  just remove 
the criminality element totally.  
For a substance which has wide proven medicinal properSes which help and in 
some cases cure various afflicSons it should jyst be legal .  This will also mean 
that  the fang  and dealers would be out of business.  Think about it.  SAPs 
resources could be then free to pursue real issues, gang violence gender 
violence murder organised crime murder etc etc.  

Susan
2020-09-10 
21:06:30

Western 
Cape No I do not

I do not agree to any form of cannabis being privately grown, smoked or 
supplied in any form. This is a gateway drug and the use of it is easily abused. Wendy

2020-09-10 
21:06:06

Western 
Cape No I do not Rose

2020-09-10 
20:44:54

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is a potenSally dangerous drug, which has mind altering qualiSes and 
may serve as a gateway drug leading to the use of more dangerous drugs, such 
as heroin or Tik. It has no proven medical benefit. Sue

2020-09-10 
20:28:24

Western 
Cape No I do not Johan 
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2020-09-10 
20:24:17

Western 
Cape No I do not

All limitaSons should be removed with immediate effect. Cannabis is less 
harmful than NicoSne from tobacco and less harmful than alcohol, both iof 
which are sold with the only restricSon being not for sale to persons under 18!  
Cannabis should be free for sale and use under at least the same regulaSons 
currently in place for alcohol and Tobacco related products  

Ingo
2020-09-10 
20:16:03

Western 
Cape No I do not

This Bill makes a mockery of the ConsStuSonal Court judgement and accordingly 
our ConsStuSonal Judges and their judgement in the Cannabis issues. Leslie

2020-09-10 
19:48:15

Western 
Cape No I do not Jannine

2020-09-10 
19:47:59

Western 
Cape No I do not

The reason I do not support this bill: 
1. This bill is a huge offence against the ciSzens.  
2. It does not comply to what was mandated by the consStuSonal Court in 2018. 
3. The bill holds no opportuniSes for the ordinary ciSzen. In fact, it is depriving 
ciSzens of SA from their intellectual property, concerning cannabis. 
4. The prohibiSon on the exchange of remuneraSon for cannabis intends to 
divest people from their commitment in culSvaSng cannabis. 
5. It objects to beguile SA ciSzens. It will constrain people into obtainig cannabis 
illicitly.  
6. It helps no economical benefit for the ordinary ciSzen. It objects to make only 
commercial industries flourish.  
7.  It does not take in account the actualiSes of poor ciSzen's relaSonship with 
cannabis that depends on the daily exchange of the plant, due to several 
reasons regarding poor living condiSons. This again compels the criminality of 
cannabis. 
7. This is a direct deprivaSon of our consStuSonal right. 
8. This bill holds no equality. It coerces to treat cannabis users worse than 
alcohol and cigarese smokers. 
9.  Cannabis hold several types of geneSc strains, therefore making it impossible 
to posses only for trees or even the prescribed amount of dry cannabis the bill 
refers to. 
10.  The arrest for use and a abuse of cannabis was deemed unconsStuSonal. 
How be it ciSzens will be arrested and jailed? LORENZO

2020-09-10 
19:40:45

Western 
Cape No I do not

What is is doing to our youth?  A bunch of drug addicts before they've 
matriculated Kally

2020-09-10 
19:22:29

Western 
Cape No I do not

Please read asached link!!!  

Hsps://Fieldsofgreenforall. Org.za/manifesto/ Graham
2020-09-10 
19:20:49

Western 
Cape No I do not Sanelisiwe

2020-09-10 
19:09:26

Western 
Cape No I do not Clifford

2020-09-10 
19:01:27

Western 
Cape No I do not Georgina 

2020-09-10 
18:29:40

Western 
Cape No I do not

The Cannabis for Private Purposes Bill does not take into account how we as 
growers will grow mulSple plants but may only bring a few to harvest. We 
search for specific geneScs and then may only take some plants that adopt 
those geneScs,  Not all of our plants will make it to harvest especially outdoor 
culSvaSon, where we manage natural pests and uncertain weather condiSons.   

When it comes to making Cannabis Oil a yield of 1.2kg will only make 
approximately 200mls and thats depending on how the oil is being made. If high 
quality oil is make it would probably be less than 100mls.  

hsps://fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/manifesto/ Nas

2020-09-10 
18:17:31

Western 
Cape No I do not

I have firsthand experience of being exposed to secondary smoke in an 
environment where cannabis is smoked.  It is unappealing and unpleasant.  This 
bill would mean possible frequent exposure in different environments and 
imposing on my right to move freely in environments without possible exposure 
to the unpleasant side of cannabis. Patricia

2020-09-10 
18:14:49

Western 
Cape No I do not Rather use the manifesto of Fields of Green for All!! Andre

2020-09-10 
18:05:55

Western 
Cape No I do not

This is draconian.  
These plant la should be free to use by adults. Jean

2020-09-10 
18:04:35

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis should be legalised, the industry should be opened up to allow for 
culSvaSon of cannabis and hemp crops to help boost the failing economy.  There 
should not be jail Sme for being in possession of or for the use cannabis in 
private areas, and in public spaces if a reasonable distance is adhered to and all 
surrounding adults are consenSng. Kieran

2020-09-10 
17:14:29

Western 
Cape No I do not

I do not think cannabis should be legal for anyone. Only people who have it for 
serious medical condiSons to use cannabis oil, and that with a doctor's 
prescripSon.  
Who will police the amounts held and who will stop anyone smoking in front of 
children or driving under the influence !!!!! Jennifer 

2020-09-10 
16:46:20

Western 
Cape No I do not

I cannot see how this could be implemented.  Resources are scarce and the illicit 
and illegal use  of cannabis will endanger the people living in a house. This will 
have a detrimental effect of younger family members. Conradie

2020-09-10 
16:34:36

Western 
Cape No I do not

Give this a read? 

hsps://fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/manifesto/ Jack
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2020-09-10 
16:32:59

Western 
Cape No I do not

Legalise this medicinal herb, I do not agree that a person cannot grow as many 
plants for personal use as you wish and or smoke in your own garden or next to 
an open window? 15 Year prison sentence seems a bit steep for selling a herb 
that many use for medicinal purposes, not everyone can grow their own.  Stop 
thinking that this is a gateway drug to drug abuse and crime. Happy with an age 
restricSon and for adults only except when there is a medical reason for a child 
who then gets a prescripSon from a medical doctor.  

Karin
2020-09-10 
16:18:50

Western 
Cape No I do not

I believe that any drug including cannabis should be illegal as it leads to other 
crimes. Salome

2020-09-10 
16:08:54

Western 
Cape No I do not

Any use including "Private" should be banned completely. 
Depending on the quanSty, the effects could last a long Sme aXer use and 
anyone venturing out could be sSll be "under the influence". 
The user usually shows a lack of concern about personal injury or the effects of 
causing harm to others. 
They may drive a vehicle or supposedly be caring for minors. 
If involved in a crime they may be allowed to plead "innocent" as they were not 
aware of the risks they incurred. 
When under the influence they may even resist arrest if suspected of a crime. Basil

2020-09-10 
16:01:37

Western 
Cape No I do not

The proposed bill shows a complete lack of iniSaSve and understanding of 
Cannabis as a plant and the potenSal the Cannabis industry could pose to South 
Africa as a whole. The guidelines are illogical and irraSonal and is sSfling one of 
the greatest opportuniSes for the South African economy as well as eliminaSng 
the potenSal for one of the greatest opportuniSes to lower unemployment rates 
in the country. Allowing this bill to pass will be one of the biggest mistakes this 
country could make for its people as well as for its economy.  

Please, I implore you to rather consider the regulaSons sSpulated in the by 
Fields of Green for All in their manifesto, which could be found using the link 
below,  

hsp://fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/manifesto/ Stefan

2020-09-10 
15:52:23

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis and Cannabis derivaSves MUST only be used for medicinal purposes.  
It should be controlled as a S6 drug under the control of fully qualified 
Pharmacists.  
There MUST be strict laws with severe penalSes to punish transgressors. Arnold J

2020-09-10 
15:47:29

Western 
Cape No I do not

Not enough protecSon for Cannabis users. Discriminatory and arbitrary laws 
remain in place. Police should have no role to play in the future of Cannabis. We 
deserve to be free. Taking one chain off is not freedom. Free cannabis prisoners. 
Open cannabis trade. Stop discriminaSng against what you have never 
understood. Gavin 

2020-09-10 
15:39:15

Western 
Cape No I do not

This is NOT the USSR, why does government and it corrupt cadres want to put 
their nose where it clearly doesn't belong? Riaan

2020-09-10 
15:32:46

Western 
Cape No I do not

The Bill is inhumane it does not help any user in any way.  It can sSll classified 
me as a criminal and  it is sSll treated worse then tabacco and alcohol. The  
goverment should make the laws more flexible so that each and everyone 
should benefit from it.  Tell me what are you going to do if for instance a child 
need to used it for mediSonal purpose are sSll going to lock the person who is 
trying to safe the child. Come on South Africa we have been through so much 
why can we not be world leaders in Cannabis.  Arise you mighty race you can 
accomplish what you will. Stop being followers and start to become world 
leaders. ONE LOVE my beloved country. Eugene

2020-09-10 
15:26:40

Western 
Cape No I do not

This is the stupidest thing I've ever heard of for a herb.   Jail Sme because they 
smoke it.  Seriously.  What happens if the child needs cannabis  medicinally.  
There are more serious things that need jail Sme than smoking.     It may be a 
beser thing for people to grow their own plants.  If they sell it to put food on 
the table for their families just shows that they are being proacSve instead of 
expecSng a hand out.   Nothing in this bill makes sense.  The full legalisaSon of 
cannabis should be  allowed no restricSons.   Put the jail Sme some where else 
more deserving.  For instance send the corrupt, murderous, leeches running this 
country should do decades of jail Sme for all the crimes against humanity they 
have done in their lifeSmes.  Bev

2020-09-10 
15:17:06

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is a mind-altering drug.  
-I have personally experienced devastaSng family tragedy due to the use of this 
drug. A family member starSng using and then selling cannabis as a 15-yr old to 
his school mates. Soon crime followed.  He is now a hardcore drug addict in his 
late 20s.  
-I watch daily as school kids use and distribute cannabis on school property, 
their subsequent behavior rude and disrespecKul and undoubtedly having a 
negaSve impact on their ability to learn. 
-I have witnessed the use of cannabis negaSvely impacSng peoples' ability to 
perform funcSons such as driving, working with equipment, communicate 
coherently, both socially and in work environments. This will put lives at risk. 
It is disingenuous to argue that alcohol is readily available or that it has 
medicinal benefits. Why increase the availability of narcoScs which is one of the 
world's largest scourges, parScularly for our youth. Nico
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2020-09-10 
15:14:27

Western 
Cape No I do not

Allowing the sale of cannabis will bring vital cash flow into the economy. The 
cannabis industry is already worth billions of dollars around the world, and with 
the State of the economy we desperately need it. By fully legalizing it, you also 
prevent ordinary ciSzens and vulnerable ciSzens from becoming criminals, thus 
decreasing the strain on the criminal jusSce system saving even more tax money 
being wasted. Jobs can be created and with South Africa having the perfect 
climate to grow cannabis, this could be a massive market for the country Dylan 

2020-09-10 
15:00:43

Western 
Cape No I do not

I would not make it legal to the public. I have seen so much negaSve side effects 
caused by this. It is a drug that causes an imbalance of the Brains Chemical thus 
creaSng an open door for unethical behavior such as Sexual, Verbal, Physical and 
EmoSonal abuse.  
I highly recommend that Our Government should Focus on providing our people 
safety and a beser JusSce System than all this Poo(#!?) FaSema

2020-09-10 
14:53:37

Western 
Cape No I do not Glenda

2020-09-10 
14:51:51

Western 
Cape No I do not

You cannot put regulaSons on a plant. If laws are going to be made to regulate 
natural occurring flora, then the same laws need to be applied to tomatoes and 
all other fruits and vegetables that many farmers and people grow and sell to 
survive.  
So with that sense the government is saying that they own the earth. Which is 
most definitely not so. Mother Nature and her fruits belong to its inhabitants 
and those who are passionate about using those fruits to beser the world for 
the rest of us unlike the plans of the government. If parliament can control the 
amount of plants we can grow, then it is only fair that the people can make the 
same decisions as to who stays in parliament and what laws are passed. The 
government works for the people. Not the other way around. They have 
absolutely no right to put regulaSons and laws on something that was around 
before the system of governing people even existed. The plant has been around 
longer than any human on earth. So therefore it should remain unhindered to 
do so as every other plant should be. Making these laws will only mean that 
more so called “illegal” cannabis will be grown and distributed. The war on 
drugs is completely lost. It’s Sme to take a different approach before the people 
the government  think they own turn on Them and overthrow the enSre system. Pop 

2020-09-10 
14:37:29

Western 
Cape No I do not

For all the reasons in the world and even for the med side of it. I would not 
make it legal to the publick. In my community the cape flats ive seen so much 
negaSve side effects caused by this. We call it drugs cause no maser what who 
saya it is addicSve and causes depression and poor self esteem problems, witch 
leads to lack of confidence and causes poverty amongst communiSes and later 
causes a bigger plaKorm for gangsterism and violence. This causes a door for 
othe drugs such as Sk, mandrax ect. Ask me i was there before. Its not a blame 
thing its tge doorway of being cool and want to experiment. Lionel 

2020-09-10 
14:28:51

Western 
Cape No I do not

To Add another legal addicSve substance to the misery caused by drugs should 
not be on. Our Government should concentrate to rid our country of all 
substances that are habit forming. It should only be for medicinal purposes 
under prescripSon from a medical pracSSoner. It should only be culSvate in 
laboratories under strict control. 
John John

2020-09-10 
14:18:16

Western 
Cape No I do not Cannabis can be responsible for mental problems. Johanna

2020-09-10 
14:16:54

Western 
Cape No I do not we need to repair the economy of rsa with cannibis its possible dirk

2020-09-10 
14:14:06

Western 
Cape No I do not Wysheid ontbreek. Rinda

2020-09-10 
13:58:38

Western 
Cape No I do not

Why do we sSll have these stringent laws on a natural plant when there’s so 
many other governmental and corrupSon issues that needs more asenSon .  
Ridiculous that there’s no such laws on cigareses and alcohol that causes much 
more damage and health issues ! Anneline 

2020-09-10 
13:58:03

Western 
Cape No I do not Howard

2020-09-10 
13:38:29

Western 
Cape No I do not Myrna

2020-09-10 
13:24:06

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis users are not criminals and shouldn't be treated as such. 

hsps://fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/manifesto/ 
Andre

2020-09-10 
12:41:25

Western 
Cape No I do not Christy

2020-09-10 
12:17:01

Western 
Cape No I do not

How on earth will this be regulated? With alcohol consumpSon you may not 
drink and drive. How will this be regulated when you drive? Just think of all the 
implicaSons that it can have on a driver and causing danger to other road users. Marinda

2020-09-10 
12:10:22

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is a medically useful plant with many health benefits. Anyone should 
be free to grow these plants if they so wish to. And just like alcohol and 
cigareses is not available to minors, so would cannabis be restricted for them, 
enforced by their guardians or parents. There should be no limit on the amount 
of plants, dried cannabis or products an individual has due to their right to 
privacy. Erica 

2020-09-10 
11:53:37

Western 
Cape No I do not Nigel

2020-09-10 
11:49:06

Western 
Cape No I do not

This will do nothing to stem the black market. I think it will only increase usage, 
especially amongst the young people. cheryl
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2020-09-10 
11:40:35

Western 
Cape No I do not

Lets use the known name:  its dagga.  Its a drug.  It makes people stupid.  It 
makes people psychoSc.  It's the springboard to hard drugs. Its dangerous.  Why 
legalise it in any way or form?  Why do the "powers that be" want their people 
to be doped?  What are they planning next? Jill

2020-09-10 
11:13:21

Western 
Cape No I do not Hester

2020-09-10 
11:03:59

Western 
Cape No I do not  Just want to say its not acceptable Jennifer

2020-09-10 
10:56:59

Western 
Cape No I do not The penalty for smoking in a public space is abit extreme. Chelsey

2020-09-10 
10:56:50

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis might seem very low on addicSve scale - but is a gateway to more 
severe drugs. We are going to see increase in GBV... be warned! Marius

2020-09-10 
10:55:08

Western 
Cape No I do not Medically proven to be a gateway drug. Mary

2020-09-10 
10:53:56

Western 
Cape No I do not

I think the laws are sSll draconian.  
There is no menSon of medical marijuana, use of cannabis oil etc. 
The benefits of this plant far outweighs the negaSves. it is Sme to come out of 
the dark ages and legalize the use of cannabis. Richard

2020-09-10 
10:42:25

Western 
Cape No I do not

There are enough drugs out there at present. Why do we have to legalize more. 
We need to take control of our lives instead of relying on drugs. Bill

2020-09-10 
10:33:45

Western 
Cape No I do not

impossible to control and/ or police. 
too much detail. louw

2020-09-10 
10:31:33

Western 
Cape No I do not

Strictly for medical purposes only .  
Will penalSes for violaSon of the Private Purpose Bill me monitored.  I am not 
sure. 
Cannabis should be banned for private use. 

Sarah
2020-09-10 
10:30:50

Western 
Cape No I do not

You do not have the right to control this substance. Or ANY substance for that 
maser. michael

2020-09-10 
10:30:32

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis use should be regulated more.  So Sred of smelling it on people in a 
shop. You cannot drive when high so that makes me anxious to be on the road. 
It causes depressive symptoms, affects concentraSon and causes psychosis. 
Should remain illegal  

Ronelle 
2020-09-10 
10:29:16

Western 
Cape No I do not Aie

2020-09-10 
10:23:26

Western 
Cape No I do not Sheahan

2020-09-10 
10:23:07

Western 
Cape No I do not

DIE GEBRUIK VAN DIE PRODUK IN TOTALE MATIGHEID KAN DALK NOG 
GE,REGVERDIG WORD --  ONS WEET DAT DIT HEEL ONWAARSKYNLIK IS EN DAT 
IN BAIE GEVALLE VERAL IN PRIVAAT WONINGS MET KINDERS TEENWOORDIG, 
DIE TOEPASSINMG VAN DIE WET, ONTOEREIKEND IS EN ALMAL WORD DUS 
BLOOTGESTEL AAN GEVOLGE. 
MEER ONTSTELLEND. NA SO 'N INNAME SESSIE VAN DIE PRODUK IN OORMAAT 
SO 'N PERSOON DAARNA OF DIE VOLGENDE DAG IN "BEHEER" IS VAN SWAAR 
MASJIENERIE OF SELFS VOERTUIE  MAG WEES. DIE GEVOLGE KAN NET SO 
RAMPSPOEDIG WEES. 
WAT OOK PLA IS, DIE PRODUK KON GEBRUIK WORD TYDENS DIE INPERKING 
MAAR SIGARETTE KON NIE GEKOOP NIE. 
EK DINK DIE PRIORITEITE IS NIE ALTYD REG!!!!.  BERTUS.

2020-09-10 
10:08:30

Western 
Cape No I do not

Ek ondersteun nie die verslapping van die  wetgewing wat dagga beheer nie.  
Enige gebruik daarvan is normaalweg gewoonte vormend en lei dikwels tot die 
gebruik van ander sterker dwelms. 

Ockert
2020-09-10 
10:04:01

Western 
Cape No I do not

The penalSes and restricSons are way to severe, once again people making 
decisions on a subject that they are clearly ill-informed about. Kim

2020-09-10 
09:57:26

Western 
Cape No I do not

Have our courts not got something beser to do. Dagga will just create more 
crime and later hard line addicts. Malcolm

2020-09-10 
09:40:40

Western 
Cape No I do not

The effect of smoking cannabis is on far too many people, quite disasterous. The 
side effects  include many mental diseases and destroy many lives. The benefits 
are minimal. If we are going to maintain a normal controlled society, cannabis 
should be banned totally except for medicinal purposes. Stuart 

2020-09-10 
09:36:07

Western 
Cape No I do not

These arbitrary limits are pesy and stupid.  The sentences are far too high. It 
just opens the ways for even more police corrupSon.  For heavens sake just 
remove all these stupid laws. JusSn

2020-09-10 
09:34:08

Western 
Cape No I do not

It is great for medicinal use and I support the use for this purpose only.  It should 
remain a controlled substance.  If freely used, it will worsen the drug abuse 
situaSon which is already out of hand in SA. Tania

2020-09-10 
09:21:18

Western 
Cape No I do not

I do not understand why it's that you see this as such a bad thing! There are so 
much good that can come from this for our country's economy and more. Come 
now people stop your ignorance and start geing with the Smes. Let's try and 
save this country notess it up like the ANC is currently doing Johann

2020-09-10 
09:20:12

Western 
Cape No I do not

To legalize this, will be the beginning of the end...what drug will be legalized 
next? 
If you want to you can raSonalize and moSvate anything, even if it has harmful 
effects anda negaSve impact. 

Mari
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2020-09-10 
09:17:18

Western 
Cape No I do not

DecriminalizaSon of marijuana is not what this bill suggests.  
Seemingly more regulaSon and penalSes have been added.  

I object to the new law.  
Marijuana should be managed like alcohol and cigareses. Same types should 
apply. Will make the enforcement of legislaSon easy, and the product easy to 
manage.  

This law is prohibitory.  
We are taking steps backwards following this route. It needs to be scrapped.  

RedraX and rethink please.   
Time to move with the modern Smes and into the future.  
No to Apartheid cannabis legislaSon. Fred

2020-09-10 
09:03:31

Western 
Cape No I do not

This plant should should be fully legalised. 
This plant has amazing medical benefits. Hanlie

2020-09-10 
09:00:49

Western 
Cape No I do not

It's presy clear that the proposed legislaSon is not based on any scienSfic 
research or empirical evidence and is just a thumbsuck. Many who grow their 
own, grow specific strains and cross strains for specific ailments. Could the 
government please elaborate on which cannabis strains South Africans are 
allowed to grow for which ailments and at what dosage per day and for how 
long, so that it may be determined exactly how many plants need to be grown 
to provide adequate quanSSes as required for the year..? 

What the government is doing for example is going to someone who has 
possibly been prescribed up to 300mg a day of a hecSc prescribed drug like 
Lyrica every day for the rest of their lives, and saying to them they can have the 
equivalent of cannabis for 2-3 months of the year for the rest of their lives and 
that's it .... vacuous reasoning of the highest order...!! 

or, telling South Africans you are only allowed 2 cigarreses or drinks per day... 
sorry I forgot we live in a one party state, with a party list....!! 

No doubt, this will all go to court again due to it's complete lack of empirical 
scienSfic evidence put forward, either by a complete bunch of incompetent 
morons or people with an ulterior moSve.. follow the money... if every one was 
allowed to grow their own amount they require, the bosom would fall out of 
the illegal market... the quesSon you have to ask is, who stands the most to 
lose... poliScians, or possibly the police themselves, who every one in the 
country knows are the biggest crime syndicate we have in SA aXer the ANC 
government..  

Please stop wasSng our Sme and lets just get things going in this country instead 
of stagnaSng in visionless incompetence and corrupSon.!! Leon F

2020-09-10 
08:56:46

Western 
Cape No I do not

The last thing South Africa needs is another addiciSve psychoacSve susbtance 
freely available. David

2020-09-10 
08:56:19

Western 
Cape No I do not

If our government is wanSng South Africans to stop smoking and drinking 
alcohol, why would they want to encourage the free use of cannabis? I do agree 
that certain forms of canibis, where the oils are used for pain relief and have no 
hallucinogenic properSes, would be beneficial for the elderly or people suffering 
terminal illnesses. However the use this bill is proposing would have no benefit 
for the general populaSon other than to create a group of people who would 
create bigger problems than we already have in our country. ErnsSne

2020-09-10 
08:53:42

Western 
Cape No I do not Leon 

2020-09-10 
08:50:45

Western 
Cape No I do not Dont support Keegan

2020-09-10 
08:38:02

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is called the God plant ot the same Bush that God appeared to moses 
"the burning bush"  it is not a drug created by man. It is the most important of 
all the Herbs God created. It was always legal unSl big pharmaceuScal 
companies  managed to have it banned. This is a miracle cure for so many 
diseases and ailments. Those advocaSng its ban are ignorant  and misinformed.  
Possession  should be unlimited and growing  commercially  should be  
accessible  to all. These laws are sSll draconian. This countries law makers are 
arse about face.  You legalise aborSon which is murder but try to limit the use of 
a  inexpensive cure to high blood pressure, cancer insomnia, Parkinson's disease 
and so many more. Cannabis is not addicSve and has no ill health effects. YOU 
CANNOT DIE FROM SMOKING OR CONSUMING TOO MUCH CANNABIS. Those 
people commenSng against the uncontrolled use of cannabis are just puppets of 
indoctrinaSon. 

The use of cannabis should have no criminalality asached to it. Let cannabis 
users and doctors decide. Clinton

2020-09-10 
08:34:58

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis should be totally legal like alcohol ..... alcohol abuse has proven to be 
the most destrucSve most lethal and is legal 
Cannabis doesn't have any of the destroyer effects as alcohol... 
It's medical properSes are far more beneficial ...this is what is being 
legislated ...the healing it provides is being kept from people ...... 
Clearly gov has no interest in this....Free the police hands to deal with dangerous 
drug crimes.... LEGALISE  it Georgia
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2020-09-10 
08:32:06

Western 
Cape No I do not

The Bill proposed is WAY WAY WAY too restricSve and puniSve.  The plant 
should be completely legalized in all shapes and forms. 

IT'S A PLANT FFS!! Norman

2020-09-10 
08:30:53

Western 
Cape No I do not

Plants only show sex aXer about a month. The 15 cenSmetre rule to decide that 
a plant is mature is ridiculous.  The police should focus on crime and not 
measuring plants.  
The police or any other person do not have a right to decide what i do in the 
privacy of my own home. I can have as much alcohol as i want but not Dagga? 
If i grow tomatoes i can sell to my neighbours. If i grow dagga and need money 
to survive you put me in jail for 15 years.   
This government do not serve  but try to dominate.  

CJ

2020-09-10 
08:29:32

Western 
Cape No I do not

It should be used for medical use only.  From personal experience, it's a gateway 
to harder drugs and can destroy a family.  Majority of users cannot funcSon 
normally, or get through a day without their fix. Which should say something in 
itself. Lee

2020-09-10 
08:25:26

Western 
Cape No I do not

Legalise in full.   
Use the exisSng laws, on smoking of tobacco products, for Cannabis. 
Open an industry of Cannabis shops with the taxaSon income used to fully 
educate children as young as primary school level on Cannabis. Graham

2020-09-10 
08:22:53

Western 
Cape No I do not Jessica

2020-09-10 
08:21:44

Western 
Cape No I do not

As a prime example of what cannabis can do, its given me my mom back and 
through the healing of herb she is sSll with us. Nothing that heals you should be 
illegal or restricted from you. There's more jail Sme in the bill than anything, and 
who will fill the jails young kids that grow weed, not criminals. We will have a 
correcSonal system with innocents with hardened criminals. And then there will 
be no future in this Country. Free the Herb let the Healing of the NaSon start.  
We all know that if things are done fairly and in moderaSon it can work 

Alex
2020-09-10 
08:19:52

Western 
Cape No I do not Juliana 

2020-09-10 
08:17:54

Western 
Cape No I do not

The bill takes away most of out rights to privacy. No warrant needed to come 
into my house and private property? No.  Myrtle and Gareth knows more about 
this and will be able to propose a more reasonable bill. 

Thank you 

The ganja muffin Moscha

2020-09-10 
08:15:34

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is a drug and detrimental to your brain by legalising it you legiSmise a 
dangerous drug. People will not sSck to the rules of not smoking in public or 
near children. Don’t allow more drugs especially since we have the highest 
alcohol fetus syndrome in the world. Plus our Sk problems. Gangsters can wash 
their money openly now. Anna

2020-09-10 
08:09:52

Western 
Cape No I do not Anita

2020-09-10 
08:08:29

Western 
Cape No I do not Allow for the license and legal sale of cannabis in all its forms Andre

2020-09-10 
08:07:46

Western 
Cape No I do not It will allow drug dealers to conSnue their trade Reem

2020-09-10 
08:07:21

Western 
Cape No I do not

Take away all restricSons on quanSty's . 
Age restricSon on use the same as with alcohol and tobacco. 
No restricSons on trade among users. 
Set penalty's on: 
a. Driving under the influence. 
b. OperaSng heavy and or dangerous machinery under the influence. 
c. PromoSng the use of cannabis under children and minors. 
d. Being under the influence of cannabis in public and on the street. 

( Take big money out of cannabis and all the other evil of trafficking, gangsters 
and illegal firearms will diminish.) 

Pierre

2020-09-10 
08:01:05

Western 
Cape No I do not

We can not allow 600 gr or 1.2kilos perhousehold.  That is way to much.  Drug 
dealers will sell that amount on a daily basis as indoor dagga is selling for 
between R80 And R140 per gram.  
I will say 100 grams per person and not more than 500gr per hoysehold Chris

2020-09-10 
08:00:44

Western 
Cape No I do not

It is common knowledge that mariwana is a gateway drug and will lead young or 
inexperienced people to move on to more dangerous substances. 
Furthermore there is a serious legal implicaSon when other crimes are 
commised due to the need for cash to sustain the  "habit". 
Furthermore the sa police are not even fit to  perform theirexisSng duSes. How 
on this green earth will they properly police the possesion of mariwana. 
Last but not the least is the fact that drugs, guns and sexual deviency  always  go 
hand in hand, thus creaSng more crime! 

Ben
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2020-09-10 
07:59:52

Western 
Cape No I do not

I will not put anybody on duty that test posiSve for any drug! 
Such an employee will lose their job immediately if they test posiSvely.  
IT is against Health and Safety regulaSons to employ anyone on drugs!  
I will also recoup the costs of testkits from the employees, since daily tests will 
become very expensive. 

Deon

2020-09-10 
07:45:54

Western 
Cape No I do not

This bill does not take into consideraSon the viewpoint s and realiSes of real 
cannabis use and users. The penalSes are way too harsh and should not be a jail 
sentence for dealing or trading in a plant. 

Denver

2020-09-10 
07:43:36

Western 
Cape No I do not

This proposed bill is completely contrary to the judgement set out by the 
ConsStuSonal Court. My privacy is my right. This proposed bill takes away my 
privacy and freedom completely as a Cannabis Grower and User. No counSng of 
plants. No limit on how much i want in my house. The proposed bill finds more 
ways to arrest you as well as allowing police to come into your home whenever 
they want to count plants. This professionals and experts in the industry such as 
Myrtle Clark, Gareth Prince and Jeremy Acton to name a few, should be 
consulted to formulate a more fair and just bill for all South Africans. 
#DaggaCanHelpSA  

Dagga 

2020-09-10 
07:43:00

Western 
Cape No I do not

This proposed bill is completely contrary to the judgement set out by the 
consStuSonal court. My privacy is my right. This proposed bill takes away my 
privacy and freedom completely as a cannabis grower and user. No counSng of 
plants. No limit on how much i want in my house. This bill takes our freedom 
away by finding more ways to arrest you as well as allowing police to come into 
your home whenever they want to count plants. This proposed bill should be 
scrapped completely and professionals in the industry such as Myrtle Clark and 
Gareth Prince should be asked to formulate a more fair and just bill that is fair 
for everyone. Hendri

2020-09-10 
07:26:17

Western 
Cape No I do not In my opinion  should Cannabis be used for medicinal purposes only. Nassar

2020-09-10 
07:23:39

Western 
Cape No I do not

i DO NOT SUPPORT THIS USE AT ALL unSl IT IS PROPERLY MONITORED FOR 
STRENGTH, SAFETY AND THE LIKE AND SEEN AS A MEDICATION AND THE 
RIGOUR OF TRIALS APPLIED. PENNY

2020-09-10 
07:09:00

Western 
Cape No I do not

Ban Cannabis totally. It's an addicSve drug leading to other drug addicSons.  
Zelda 

2020-09-10 
07:08:30

Western 
Cape No I do not

Are you crazy. Then you can legalize all drugs. It is easy to give the contraband 
ang be paid by E.F.T MarSn

2020-09-10 
07:03:46

Western 
Cape No I do not

Adults should have the right to decide what medicine they use. 
By creaSng idiot rules you create an environment of turning people into 
criminals and thus prevent freedom of choice. 

Free the plant free the people. 

Remove all laws regarding cannabis and give the police beser capacity to catch 
real criminals. Andrew

2020-09-10 
06:56:53

Western 
Cape No I do not David 

2020-09-10 
06:56:53

Western 
Cape No I do not David 

2020-09-10 
06:49:21

Western 
Cape No I do not Francois

2020-09-10 
06:42:23

Western 
Cape No I do not Medicinal only Ansie

2020-09-10 
06:38:47

Western 
Cape No I do not

Morning to all. 

As we are more aware of the alcohol problem we as South Africans have, I do 
not think that the New Bill is to the advantage of any South African. 

We will have more intoxicated people on the roads and as drivers. 

The SA Police Services cannot, now, even control or "police" the alcohol 
situaSon, how do they think they can control more intoxicated people. ? 

The naSon is inundated with the violence against woman and children. This new 
Bill will escalate this violence and more woman and childred, as well as murders 
will be part of the norm. NOT acceptable. Jacobus

2020-09-10 
06:20:28

Western 
Cape No I do not

I do not support this bill. I believe that, since cannabis is an entry level drug, it 
should not be freely accessible nor permised on anyone's property. I have been 
on a property where there was a stoep  full of pots of cannabis with children 
around and I believe it was being smoked in their presence. Policing the 
prescripSons in the proposed bill will be almost impossible. Since it does seem 
to have some merit in medical use, it should only be made available by a 
doctor's prescripSon and should be culSvated for medicinal purposes under 
government license and strict supervision. Andrew

2020-09-10 
06:14:16

Western 
Cape No I do not

I do not think that the full impact/consequences of using cannabis has been 
considered  i.e. driving a vehicle aXer or whilst using it. Ben
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2020-09-10 
05:59:12

Western 
Cape No I do not

This is a draconian piece of legislaSon that imposes heavy penalty for anything 
outside the parameters defined in the Bill. This Bill will prevent people from 
accessing the cannabis economy. There should be no reason why people cannot 
grow, trade and beneficiate cannabis products for market under a Sered license 
system that enables small and informal growers to enter the market. This  Bill 
has very harsh prison sentences comparable with dangerous crimes such as rape 
and murder.  Alcohol and tobacco products are not controlled to this degree. 
There is no good reason why cannabis should be. It is prohibiSve and puniSve 
legislaSon. Carmen

2020-09-10 
05:52:47

Western 
Cape No I do not Ria

2020-09-10 
05:38:15

Western 
Cape No I do not

I work in Canada  
Cannabis is legal it is a gateway to harder drugs  
Leads to decrease producSvity. 

willem
2020-09-10 
05:30:53

Western 
Cape No I do not

Should only be used for medicinal  
Purposes. Rita

2020-09-10 
03:02:23

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis growers who want to trade should be  licenced and required to 
register  at no cost and submit annual return for dS evaluate its  collecSve 
value . 

recreaSonal growers should not be limited  . 
we are free to grow any number of plants 

the word child should be replaced with minor. 

jail terms should be reviewed.  
Eoghan

2020-09-10 
02:35:01

Western 
Cape No I do not

It is a danger which inhibit one judgement and usually become addicSve. 
This in turn damages the family unit and society. Sandrs

2020-09-10 
00:58:06

Western 
Cape No I do not Tankiso 

2020-09-10 
00:48:11

Western 
Cape No I do not Simon

2020-09-09 
23:57:43

Western 
Cape No I do not

The Western Cape is already basling with drug abuse and increased crime 
levels. resulSng from it.  

Ida 

2020-09-09 
23:22:50

Western 
Cape No I do not

Regular Cannabis use destroys families. It is a gateway drug and inevitably leads 
to further drug experimentaSon.  Although it is said not to be addicSve, regular 
use is definitely habit forming. Rinese

2020-09-09 
23:16:35

Western 
Cape No I do not

I find it totally outrageous and completely unacceptable that any person or 
'authority' believes that they/ it has the right to arbitrate 'what' and 'how much' 
of anything i may possess, plant,  grow, eat,  smoke,  prepare and use for 
medicinal purposes and sell or trade to off-set expenses involved and/or to 
make a living there-from should i so wish. 

No person or 'authority' has any right to  claim ownership of and/or control over  
a plant, medicinal or otherwise or indeed any other living  thing.  

If we can logically discount the possible raSonalisaSon of those who do 
arbitrarily claim  such  control rights over the cannabis plant (to the point of 
proposing legislaSon that criminalises  and proposes  harsh penalSes on those 
who happen to flout their self-proclaimed limits and regulaSons) as being for 
the 'moral good' or  for our personal health, safety and well-being, we have to 
ask then why?? 

We know what the real reasons are,  and have always been.  The  perceived 
need of those in power to maintain  control over the minds and acSons of their 
ciSzens and ulSmately the desire for control over the massive potenSal financial 
returns that cannabis offers. In short, in my opinion, the desire for  power over 
and greed for profit drive such legislaSon. 

Enough is enough. NO NO NO NO.  Niki
2020-09-09 
22:55:45

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis should be fully legalized to help south Africa's economy 
Jeff

2020-09-09 
22:51:05

Western 
Cape No I do not

It has always been problemaSc for the police and the authoriSes to police the 
drug even when it was completely outlawed. Now it is going to be even more 
difficult to police with the parSally allowable use.  Either outlaw Canabis  
completely or scrap all laws against it.  Petrus

2020-09-09 
22:33:15

Western 
Cape No I do not GG

2020-09-09 
22:23:00

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannibus is the gateway to harder drugs. Very bad for teenagers as studies show  
their brains are sSll developing. Christa

2020-09-09 
22:07:43

Western 
Cape No I do not Nicola

2020-09-09 
22:05:04

Western 
Cape No I do not Derrick

2020-09-09 
21:50:53

Western 
Cape No I do not

The provisions of the bill are too strict and will be a nightmare to enforce.  

Legalise and tax the selling and distribuSon of cannabis. James
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2020-09-09 
21:48:45

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis aka dagga or marijuana are being abused & not being applied or used 
legiSmately for medicinal purpose,it's been sold in our residenSal area illegally 
to under aged children &  to scholars & nothing are done about it,Some 
Addicted to it also tend to commit crime aXer use. Shane

2020-09-09 
21:30:03

Western 
Cape No I do not

99,9  percent of drug users start with  dagga and it should be totally banned.I 
was a police officer since 1968 and served on the the drug squad which later 
became te narcoScs  unit. ALEX

2020-09-09 
21:24:24

Western 
Cape No I do not Anne-Marie

2020-09-09 
21:09:52

Western 
Cape No I do not Jade

2020-09-09 
21:05:43

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is a drug. It makes a person either violent or turns him into a zombie. It 
interferes with other medicaSon a person may be on. That it cures cancer and or 
other ailments is wishful thinking . Cannabis makes some people as crazy as if 
they ate highly drugged.  

Linda
2020-09-09 
20:51:07

Western 
Cape No I do not Why make another intoxicant legal? Isn’t alcohol enough. Ebrahim

2020-09-09 
20:42:08

Western 
Cape No I do not

This is a natural growing product with huge medicinal properSes, there should 
be no restricSons on it!  Big Pharma should not be allowed to monopolise it , 
smaller producers should be allowed to trade in the various forms of cannabis. Sean

2020-09-09 
20:28:52

Western 
Cape No I do not Drugs should not be legalised. Rosa

2020-09-09 
20:17:41

Western 
Cape No I do not It's a drug. Makes you addicSve. Mario

2020-09-09 
20:12:50

Western 
Cape No I do not

I do not see the value in having these restricSons placed on a plant, and so do 
not support this Bill. Deston

2020-09-09 
20:12:40

Western 
Cape No I do not Chris

2020-09-09 
20:05:38

Western 
Cape No I do not Dawid

2020-09-09 
20:03:41

Western 
Cape No I do not

It makes no sense, and seems to favour big pharmaceuScal companies. It is also 
extremely vague. Carlo

2020-09-09 
19:59:38

Western 
Cape No I do not I hate it Billy

2020-09-09 
19:44:18

Western 
Cape No I do not

I wonder how they think to regulate the rules-  not even heavy drugs can be 
controlled.  Imagine children ( with developing brains) are not allowed use,  but 
most parents are away at work.  Who will be the watchdogs? The police?  
Shame- they cannot even  solve serious offences . The rules ridiculous and 
impossible to control .   I have witnessed  the effect of  cannabis use  on mental 
health. Engela

2020-09-09 
19:35:23

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is a drug and as such should only be used under strict medical 
supervision. Gunval

2020-09-09 
19:27:42

Western 
Cape No I do not

I am absolutely against  this legislaSon. I only support controlled medical use of 
cannabis. No other use is acceptable to me. It just leads to further problems in 
society. Mark

2020-09-09 
19:20:37

Western 
Cape No I do not

Do not  regulate plants when you're not able to regulate your corrupt 
government officials. Medicinal plants are Nature's giX to us and no 
government' should have any say over what people plant or consume from their 
gardens. 

Charlene

2020-09-09 
19:20:25

Western 
Cape No I do not

In a society that is already plaque with violence this bill will just add fuel to it as 
people do not know when enough is enough. Also its a entrance drug that will 
lead to other stronger drugs.  

Vincent 

2020-09-09 
18:36:24

Western 
Cape No I do not

UnrealisSc.  It gives the corrupt police a chance to arrest people unnecessary as 
it is not clear on some aspects e,g. (to close to a window). The amount that  
people can keep at home is unrealisSc, as if they cannot decide whether they 
can or cannot or want or do not want to make it legal.  They should ensure that 
they are more knowledgeable before embarking or making laws.  The product 
that really needs tough legislaSon is alcohol. Lynn

2020-09-09 
18:32:47

Western 
Cape No I do not

I do not support this bill because the use of cannabis leads to more hardcore 
drugs. Jameelah

2020-09-09 
18:26:24

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is sSll a drug, & like any other drug that is abused cannabis  has also 
been abused and will be more so with it being legalised for personal use.  Our 
communiSes has had its test all the years with so many abusing cannabis. How 
are they suddenly going to change with cannabis being legalised. It's like a joke, 
only I'm not laughing. Cecelia

2020-09-09 
18:25:29

Western 
Cape No I do not Hanno

2020-09-09 
18:23:43

Western 
Cape No I do not

Stop trying to amend laws under the State of Disaster. I don't understand the 
reasoning behind this. We have actual criminals raping and murdering our 
people and you want to place legal limits on a weed for home consumpSon 
when you could be arresSng rapists. Phoebe
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2020-09-09 
18:23:14

Western 
Cape No I do not

I am 61 years young male, married with 3 grown children and I have a full Sme 
job paying my taxes all these years.  

With the new bill it suggest we have even less privacy as users, and can semi be 
promised that as soon as they know you have cannabis or growing cannabis you 
will be under regular inspecSon, and conSnuous checking of your items (as if I 
were a drug dealer, why?!) 

And on top of that those quanSSes can not be jusSfied!  How many Smes will 
they want to gain entry and count my plants if I grow? 

And if I grow for myself and make my own oil/concentrates or edibles, I would 
need a larger amount of dry flower to sustain my medical needs if I mainly rely 
on my own grown product. 
The amount of dry product that gets used in oil alone is large  quanSSes. And I 
use the product for recreaSonal, medicinal as well as cooking, how could 600g 
be enough for all the needs I have to cover? And then I can only plant and 
harvest once a year, so I have to make sure I harvest enough to last me Sll next 
season. The 600g dried flower would be used in my oil alone for maybe 2 or 3 
months. Then I would be out of my medicine because I am unable to grow the 
amount I need. 

I understand the fear of dealers, but then instead have dispensaries or legal 
outlets that shoots the illegal trade in the foot and allows the normal growers to 
grow and consume their medicaSon in peace.  

Why place stricter laws on cannabis when alcohol is harmful and destrucSve. 
Cannabis is calming and healing and has a host of goodness. 

Greg

2020-09-09 
18:22:30

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is a drug and should be banned ALTOGETHER! Our minister thought it 
wise to ban cigareses, but  many people get drunk on dagga, commit crimes, 
cause accidents etc etc. Many laws which have been passed would be ok IF we 
had a decent monitoring system or a police force capable of handling these 
offences. They cannot even cope with major crimes, let alone  having to monitor 
stupid rules and regulaSons.  

Ban it altogether and save our children from becoming potenSal criminals and 
potheads. Ilse

2020-09-09 
18:10:06

Western 
Cape No I do not

With the new bill it suggest we have even less privacy as users, and can semi be 
promised that as soon as they know you have cannabis or growing cannabis you 
will be under regualer inspecSon, and conSnous checking of your items (as if I 
were a drug dealer, why?!) 

And on top of that those quanSSes can not be jusSfied! My 4 or 8 plants could 
be small where the guy next door has 8 trees. And again, how many Smes they 
gonna want to count the plants? 
And if I grow for myself and make my own oil/concetrates or edibles, I would 
need a larger amount of dry flower to sustain my medical needs if I mainly rely 
off of my own grown product.  
The amount of dry product that gets used in oil alone is large in quanStes. 
And I use the product for recreaSonal, medicinal as well as cooking, how could 
600g be enough for all the needs I have to cover? And then I can only plant and 
harvest once a year, so I have to make sure I harvest enough to last me Sll next 
season. The 600g dried flower would be used in my oil alone for maybe 2 or 3 
months. Then I would be out of my medicine because I am unable to grow the 
amount I need. 

I understand the fear of dealers, but then instead have dispensaries or legal 
outlets that shoots the illegal trade in the foot, and allows the normal growers 
to grow and consume their medicaSon in peace. Why place stricter laws on 
cannabis than alcohol. Where alcohol is harmful and destrucSve, cannabis is 
calm and healing. 

Mitch

2020-09-09 
18:03:44

Western 
Cape No I do not

It is a mind altering drug and studies show that people can have cycoSc 
episodes.  I live in a block of flats where they smoke it and at Smes become very 
aggressive never mind that it sSnks.  Julie 

2020-09-09 
17:55:41

Western 
Cape No I do not Dhansukh 

2020-09-09 
17:43:51

Western 
Cape No I do not

This bill is a farce as it stands. Legalise it! Legalise it for sale and use. Legalise it 
so that all south africans can make a  living off of it. Legalise it so it can be taxed! 
Legalise it so the tax money can be spent on educaSng south africans in need.  
No Limits on use. No limits on sale. No limits on carry in public. 

No Jail Terms! Not ever!  
LEGALISE IT! Victor

2020-09-09 
17:28:45

Western 
Cape No I do not

The legalizaSon of Cannabis in any shape or form should not be allowed. Whilst 
Cannabis may be seen as a soX drug in most cases it leads to using hard drugs 
and  this destroys  both the user and their family and friends leading to a life of 
untold misery and hardship of leading to criminal acSvity. Unless the policy 
decision makers have  experienced this for themselves they are not in any 
posiSon to make a sound judgement. Peter
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2020-09-09 
17:24:38

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis certainly does have useful medicinal properSes which I believe should 
be strictly controlled via the medical profession & not to encourage the general 
populaSon to  grow & provide cannabis for their own use. This will result in 
abuse - South Africans unfortunately, have proven to have a bad track record 
when it comes to any form of addicSon e.g. smoking, alcohol use. Kay

2020-09-09 
17:21:56

Western 
Cape No I do not

I BELIEVE IT SHOULD BE STRICTLY LIMITED TO MEDICAL USAGE AND EVEN  THAT 
MUST BE VERY STRICTLY LIMITED AND ENFORCED barbs

2020-09-09 
17:21:02

Western 
Cape No I do not Only medical cannabis prescribed by a legal doctor should be allowed Gerome

2020-09-09 
17:21:02

Western 
Cape No I do not Only medical cannabis prescribed by a legal doctor should be allowed Gerome

2020-09-09 
17:20:04

Western 
Cape No I do not

These rules are not science-based. How did whoever draXed this bill come to 
these conclusions. This bill will be challenged in court if it sees the light of day. 
The "Trial of the Plant" needs to resume so that all evidence for or against 
cannabis can be presented and decisions can be made with all facts available. 
This bill appears to be a thumb-suck and opens the door for more police abuse 
for a relaSvely harmless substance. We have a plethora of serious crimes that 
the police could be tackling. Why do they insist on demonising a drug that is no 
worse than alcohol? Derek

2020-09-09 
17:15:43

Western 
Cape No I do not Andrew

2020-09-09 
17:14:53

Western 
Cape No I do not

I am strictly against all form of Cannabis usage outside the clinical pracSce. I do 
agree it may have medicinal value, therefore even more reason to have it used 
under supervision. ImplemenSng less strict regulaSons is no guarantee that the 
regulaSons will be followed. Erica

2020-09-09 
17:02:32

Western 
Cape No I do not

Legalizing a drug - although an easy way out - does not make it less dangerous or 
destrucSve. Rudi 

2020-09-09 
16:49:26

Western 
Cape No I do not Elize

2020-09-09 
16:38:47

Western 
Cape No I do not Only with a prescripSon Guy

2020-09-09 
16:38:40

Western 
Cape No I do not willem

2020-09-09 
16:37:46

Western 
Cape No I do not Make it legal and create jobs. Cornelius

2020-09-09 
16:36:55

Western 
Cape No I do not eSenne

2020-09-09 
16:35:38

Western 
Cape No I do not

Research shows that this is an entry drug into the dangerous ones like heroine 
and others. The regulaSons, I believe, is unenforceable and puts another load of 
work on an already under staffed, over worked and demoralised police force. Hubert

2020-09-09 
16:35:34

Western 
Cape No I do not Suzanne

2020-09-09 
16:17:01

Western 
Cape No I do not

Hi 

The government must stop treaSng people like their kids. If you make it legal 
make it legal and stop this exercise of power you always want to pull whenever 
you doing something that we wanted you to do a long Sme ago.

Ntabethemb
a

2020-09-09 
16:07:30

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is a medically useful plant with many health benefits. Anyone should 
be free to grow these plants if they so wish to. And just like alcohol and 
cigareses is not available to minors, so would cannabis be restricted for them, 
enforced by their guardians or parents. There should be no limit on the amount 
of plants, dried cannabis or products an individual has due to their right to 
privacy. Erica 

2020-09-09 
15:58:55

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is a medically useful plant with many health benefits.  

Anyone should be free to grow these plants if they so wish to.  And just like 
alcohol and cigareses is not available to minors, so would cannabis be restricted 
for them, enforced by their guardians or parents.  

There should be no limit on the amount of plants, dried cannabis or products an 
individual has due to their right to privacy. Erica 

2020-09-09 
15:56:54

Western 
Cape No I do not

I do not support this bill. Although people menSon using it for medicine 
purposes, like cancer, it is vastly different from the product in the oil used for 
cancer.. Most people sSll smoke it to get high and not medicinally at all. It is sSll 
and will be misused as a drug. The next step is stronger drugs. I feel that it 
should be an illegal drug. It cannot compare to smoking a cigarese as you are 
sSll able to do your work even if you have a smoke every hour. Smoking canabis, 
you will not be able to work if you do it at this rate at all. Susan

2020-09-09 
15:56:41

Western 
Cape No I do not Cannabis should only be allowed for medical use not for private consumpSon. Regina

2020-09-09 
15:51:18

Western 
Cape No I do not

Absoluut nee. Cannabis is 'n dwelm en vele misdade en moorde het al 
plaasgevind deur mense onder die invloed van Cannabis en dan word die 
gebruik van Cannabis as 'n versgSng van vonnis gebruik. 
Weereens absoluut nee vir enige vorm van dwelm. Jean

2020-09-09 
15:39:28

Western 
Cape No I do not

I don't like the smell an the use of cannabis at all. It usually leads to the smiler 
misbehaving an fights. Elton

2020-09-09 
15:28:45

Western 
Cape No I do not It is a drug that has many negaSve effects and should be banned. Daniel 

2020-09-09 
15:22:27

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is harmful to the mind and body. It is proven to be demoSvaSng and 
mind-altering.  I don't support anyone having or using it in any capacity 
whatsoever. Karen
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2020-09-09 
15:22:06

Western 
Cape No I do not

The goverment don't even want you to smoke sigareses, but they want to 
legalise cannabis? 
It don't make sence. 
South Africa should be a drug free country. deon

2020-09-09 
14:52:23

Western 
Cape No I do not

This law is absolutely ridiculous. Puts peoples health at risk who use it and those 
around them. Totally disagree Whaasil

2020-09-09 
14:46:09

Western 
Cape No I do not Just another drug and impossible to police! jan

2020-09-09 
14:34:57

Western 
Cape No I do not

This is an undesired drug. Medicinal advantages are overstated and it has 
negaSve long-term effects.  It is an entry level drug and leads to use of stronger 
drugs that are even more harmful.  Should not be allowed AT ALL Judy

2020-09-09 
14:32:41

Western 
Cape No I do not

South Africa has a huge problem with drug abuse. Canabis has for years been 
the gateway drug and by slacking the laws around Canabis you support drug 
abuse. What people do not understand is that most of the crime people are 
talking about that we should rather fight is related to drug abuse. Teenagers are 
losing their lives to it. 
The suggested laws are also not possible to enforce, not with south Africas law 
enforcement as it currently is so there is no point in making those laws. It is like 
saying to a child that you can have a packet of sweets in your house but if you 
are under 18 you can only eat one a day..... Who is going to enforce this and 
how?? 
The best way to deal with our problems is to call a drug a drug and make all of it 
illgegal. If people need it for health benefits they can get a script from a doctor 
like it is with all other drugs. Regina 

2020-09-09 
14:30:09

Western 
Cape No I do not Chris

2020-09-09 
14:28:50

Western 
Cape No I do not Why are they limiSng it and enforcing such heavy sentences. It's ridiculous! Loraine

2020-09-09 
14:27:25

Western 
Cape No I do not Cannabis affects the mind negaSvely and should be illegal altogether. Greta

2020-09-09 
14:24:02

Western 
Cape No I do not

Free the plant 
Adrian 

2020-09-09 
14:20:07

Western 
Cape No I do not

The reality is that we have to go back to court to reason with the government 
further and this is a long process.  

We cannot accept a society whose richest profit from Cannabis while the poorer 
people who are trying to survive are sSll being arrested. No one should be going 
to prison for a plant which contains a substance we as humans require for our 
health. How can anyone not see that it is every human beings God Given right to 
consume Cannabis as a health supplement as wrisen in the Bible over and over 
starSng with Genesis 1:29. In fact the plant should be totally removed from the 
legal system. 

I do not support licences and regulaSons of Cannabis. I also do not support 
comparing Cannabis to alcohol. 

We must realize that we are in Africa and therefore systems which work in other 
conSnents may not be ideally suited to our unique systems here in Africa. Please 
let the people grow enough Cannabis to make their own medicine.  

vee

2020-09-09 
14:05:33

Western 
Cape No I do not

The government must legalize cannabis and the trading in cannabis and 
cannabis related products fully and unreservedly. 
They are creaSng criminals by not doing so as both the use and the trade will 
conSnue but underground. 

Marius
2020-09-09 
14:05:03

Western 
Cape No I do not

The government needs to figure out that this plant can be used to great benefit 
of this country... But they greedy. Niña 

2020-09-09 
14:01:58

Western 
Cape No I do not

I look toward large first world countries and their strict enforcement of a no 
tolerance for possession or use of cannabis and know that they too have done 
their homework. Pro users will never agree that it is harmful to a person but it 
is. And to think that you as a Govt can regulate private use, counSng plants in 
gardens to make sure you don't exceed the limit, borders on the ridiculous. Total 
ban is my vote. Esther
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2020-09-09 
14:01:07

Western 
Cape No I do not

If you smoke on your own property even if windows are open and neighbours 
smell the Cannabis , this should not cause you to get a jail sentence. That is just 
stupid and contradictory. 

Just criminalize selling of Cannabis for money and be done with it.  

A 15 year sentance is such rubbish.  The jails are already so full.  If you want 
such sentances for selling cannabis, what is the sentance for rape and murder....  

Seriously guys, I think 15 years is crazy.  People should not sell and that should 
be the only law besides how much a person may grow at home . 

You cannot police people in their own homes.  You cannot even do anything for 
domesSc violence so now you want to make up more laws that are just going to 
be broken.  How stupid. 

Just stupid stupid stupid..  

So much happening in our country and they have Sme for this crap. 
I don't smoke the shit but I think if they want to f up their brains and children 
then their is nothing we can do about it.   

Rather look at a bill that says, YOU MAY ONLY HAVE A GRANT FOR ONE CHILD SO 
PEOPLE STOP HAVING SO MANY CHILDREN.  Insead of worrying about a drug 
that in my opinion is for idiots in the first place.  Cannibus makes you stupid and 
I think the goverment should love keeping the dumb dumb.  They should love 
this one, not put them away for 15 years.  Ish!!! 

What bull shit bill is this one. 

Good God grow up 
Vanessa

2020-09-09 
13:59:29

Western 
Cape No I do not

Why does this need to be regulated? All studies show that alcohol is way more 
harmful yet none of these things apply to alcohol? Natalie

2020-09-09 
13:51:09

Western 
Cape No I do not

Ek weier om die weiging van dagga te steun!Daar is geen bewyse dat dit 
mense genees van enige siekte nie.Internasionale navorsing het gewys dat 
dagga mense nie net aan verslawing blootstel nie,maar mense uiters dom maak!
Dit is wat die Anc wil he!Vir  amper 30jaar het die Anc sy ondersteuners 
gebreinspoel,dagga sal hul nog meer dom maak! Verder sal die weiging van 
dagga lei tot groot getalle sindikate in SA om met dit te smokkel.Weg met die 
gemorsery!Anc will van SA n dwelm-byenes maak! Rynhardt

2020-09-09 
13:50:00

Western 
Cape No I do not

Although I do not take cannabis, I'm sick of the the rules and regulaSons and 
these don't solve problems.  You just create criminals out of innocent people.  
Focus on what really masers, rather than spend hours of tax payer's money on 
unnecessary things. Christopher

2020-09-09 
13:37:34

Western 
Cape No I do not If used for medical reasons I will support such a bill. Leon

2020-09-09 
13:37:13

Western 
Cape No I do not

My son was in the top 10 at SACS and a chess champion at school.   He also 
achieved a BSc degree.   However, he was introduced to dagga (lets call it what it 
is) in Matric - as it was 'cool' to smoke it.  By the Sme he finished varsity, he was 
addicted to drugs of a much heavier nature. - but the gateway drug was, of 
course, Cananbis.   He spent Sme in rehab centres and basled through with 
schizophrenia and other related illnesses.   Twenty-five years later, he died of a 
drug overdose. 
There is no way of even beginning to recount the impact that his drug addicSon  
starSng from Cannabis, had on the family and of course, on him:   He is dead.  
How can a country like South Africa with the degree of  crime and gangsterism 
that we have now,   even think about legalising cannabis?  Are they mad?   or is 
that a rhetorical quesSon?    IT IS A CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY !!! Charlose 
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2020-09-09 
13:28:16

Western 
Cape No I do not

Well done on creaSng this plaKorm. Keep up the good work of giving ordinary 
ciSzens an opportunity to share. 

2 Chronicles 7:14 
If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble themselves, and pray, 
and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then will I hear from 
heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land. 

As a believer in the Lord Jesus Christ as my eternal Saviour, I wholeheartedly 
stand against this bill of legalising private use, quanSty, area of use or any other 
form of the use of cannabis. No maser how it is jusSfied by humanisSc 
reasoning or thinking, the plain and simple maser of the truth is, that it is sin in 
the sight of an all consuming, creator God. There is no "grey" area here! 

We as a naSon need to repent and turn from our sinful ways, if we would like to 
prosper as a country.  AXer all, at one stage we were a God fearing naSon, 
unfortunately this has changed drasScally and we are currently reaping what we 
have sown by turning our backs on Jesus! 

2 Corinthians 6:14-18 
Do not be yoked together with unbelievers. For what do righteousness and 
wickedness have in common? Or what fellowship can light have with darkness? 
15 What harmony is there between Christ and Belial[b]? Or what does a believer 
have in common with an unbeliever? 16 What agreement is there between the 
temple of God and idols? For we are the temple of the living God. As God has 
said: 

“I will live with them 
    and walk among them, 
and I will be their God, 
    and they will be my people.”[c] 

17 Therefore, 

“Come out from them 
    and be separate, 
says the Lord. 
Touch no unclean thing, 
    and I will receive you.”[d] 

18 And, 

“I will be a Father to you, 
    and you will be my sons and daughters, 
says the Lord Almighty.” 

Thank you again for affording me the Sme and opportunity to share. Hein

2020-09-09 
13:26:31

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is a natural product indigenous to our people.,and the use thereof 
should not be restricted, especially not for medicinal purposes.. Too.much has 
been taken from our people, and  it becomes exploited for producSon by 
pharmaceuScal companies. Let the people enjoy the fruits that belong to them 
instead of capitalists taking at advantage of it. Bonnie

2020-09-09 
13:22:18

Western 
Cape No I do not

Canabis should be declared illegal as in the past. This is looking for more trouble.  
Ban the use thereof immediately. August

2020-09-09 
13:21:43

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis needs to be decriminalized - same restricSons and condiSons as 
alcohol or tobacco . Johann

2020-09-09 
13:16:58

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis should be legal in that it can only be sold at legally registered shops 
and there should be limits on who can buy - age wise.  ChrisSne

2020-09-09 
12:55:56

Western 
Cape No I do not

I am not sure whether goverment is educated with knowledge to know that 
cannabis is a drug.  
Drugs should NEVER be freely available for private use. All drugs should be 
strictly scheduled and used under doctors supervision.  It is habit forming. 
Cannabis should be banned enSrely. It causes damage to brain cells and leads to 
a person progressing onto other drugs. Are they even aware that cannabis is the 
main reason for schitzophrenia?  Children will end up using it,  as has happened 
with cigareses. A million Smes NO!!! Gerda

2020-09-09 
12:48:44

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis should be banned totally and should only be available on prescripSon.  
Cannabis should definitely not be allowed for recreaSonal purposes Ian

2020-09-09 
12:45:40

Western 
Cape No I do not The penalSes are too harsh where is the decriminalizaSon in all of this. Marvin

2020-09-09 
12:43:52

Western 
Cape No I do not

Punishment is Draconian  and believe that the SA government has lost the plot 
in handling this situaSon related to cannabis. Look how the Dutch government 
are handling this,  maintaining control and receiving Tax benefits on the selling 
of the products.  Finally let the pharmaceuScal  companies carry out a lot more 
research on the benefits this plant can give us in the long term as opposed to 
the negaSve effects. David

2020-09-09 
12:41:53

Western 
Cape No I do not

Another law which will go unmonitored by Saps.  Just adding to the drug 
problem.  StarSng off with cannabis and then move on to heavier drugs. Lita

2020-09-09 
12:41:37

Western 
Cape No I do not They should stop all penalSes for use or growth of cannabis Murray
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2020-09-09 
12:30:38

Western 
Cape No I do not

Drinking and driving is a no no     Smoking and driving seems to be ok    There 
should be measures for driving working and flying no tolerances is set.... Very 
scary to see people driving under the invluence of cannibis Gys

2020-09-09 
12:21:14

Western 
Cape No I do not

They are to strict and too limited to allow for CBD oils and medicinal 
applicaSons. 

Paddy
2020-09-09 
12:19:18

Western 
Cape No I do not

Marijuana should only be grown, under controlled condiSons, for genuine 
medicinal use. philip

2020-09-09 
12:18:27

Western 
Cape No I do not

The growing, selling and using of cannabis should not be legal at all. 
If required for medical reasons a doctors prescripSon should be obtained and 
cannabis bought though a pharmacy procured from licensed sources. Jonathan

2020-09-09 
12:17:35

Western 
Cape No I do not

Looking at the current state of anarchy in our country where (for example) Jacob 
Zuma or the thugs involved in the VBS bank scandle are STILL NOT brought to 
trial & jusSce OR where Julius Malema are not reprimanded by a Judge for 
inciSng Clicks stores to be burned down or to kill farmers, I find it  ridiculous that 
our government think that they will have the manpower to cope with the 
'CHECK' on how our whole populaSon use Cannabis.   

We are morally deterioraSng & Spiritually on a self-destrucSve pathway by 
allowing cannabis as we allow alcohol & nicoSne. CANNABIS IS STILL A DRUG 
PEOPLE!!! It CONTRIBUTES TO: *daily cough & phlegm/lung illness; *increases 
the heart rate for 3 hours which can cause heart asack; *have a negaSve impact 
on ferSlity and *when smoked during pregnancy causes low birthweight and 
cogniSve problems in child development; *the immediate effect on the brain 
causes altered senses, mood changes and impaired thinking/memory/ 
coordinaSon/movement!  PEOPLE HIGH on it experience temporary 
hallucinaSons or paranoia [extreme / unreasonable distrust of others] - linked to 
the development of psychoSc disorders like schizophrenia. Long term mental 
health condiSons include depression, anxiety and suicide. This can have lasSng,  
permanent effects. 

Most of the populaSon will use Cannabis where the THC [psycoacSve 
ingredient] IS NOT removed... I do agree to medicinal use when the THC is 
removed in approved laboratories... 

A government who approve this proposed Bill is irresponsible and does not love 
their people. 

Christa

2020-09-09 
12:15:15

Western 
Cape No I do not

A drug is a drug. Although this is a starter drug it is sSll very addicSve. The sale 
of alcohol and tobacco should also be regulated to some extent. Certainly 
alcohol. Look at the drop in raod accidents during lock down. Ronald

2020-09-09 
12:11:43

Western 
Cape No I do not

Marijuana is safer than alcohol: its Sme to treat it that way. 

Overdose death  
Long tern health problems 
Violent crime 
Serious injuries 
Alcohol is yes to all and marijuana is a no to all! 

Science has proven  this as fact. 

God gave us an endocannabinoid system that works with cannabis. To say 
cannabis is wrong is to say God is wrong. Make the same laws for cannabis and 
alcohol. I wont get locked up for having 20 liters of wine!. Its unfair and not just 
and infringes on my dignity! As a cannabis user. 

It was not illegal in africa before apartheid. These laws remind me of the 
passbook and seem just as unfair where a group of people can be locked up 
unfairly!  

Please read en.m.wikipedia.org › wiki › Raphae... 
Web results 
Raphael Mechoulam - Wikipedia 

Real science about a plant that can help humanity. 

Please follow the good president  in Malawi a shining light to africa and the 
miracle plant. 

DecriminalizaSon of marijuana completely! 

danie 
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2020-09-09 
12:10:22

Western 
Cape No I do not

As they can not even control themselves when it comes to social distance how 
do they even imagine they can control the growth of Cannabis?  The illegal 
growers now  have a licence to grow and sell. Chris

2020-09-09 
12:07:32

Western 
Cape No I do not

I believe that cannibis should be less strictly "policed" 
As the government is likely stalling in order to find some manner in which to 
monoSse the producSon and sale of cannibis Bradwyn

2020-09-09 
12:05:18

Western 
Cape No I do not

I used to be a supporter of cannabis use but have seen and experienced first 
hand the devastaSon this drug causes. Cannabis is not harmless. It sets off 
mental illness such as schizophrenia in predisposed individuals.  It should only 
be used for medical purposes under controlled condiSons. Vionne

2020-09-09 
12:04:24

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is not only calming, it also has wonderful health benefits. 
Compared to Alcohol and cigareses, it is a gentle product and should be 
legalised as both Alcohol and cigareses are. ThereaXer it should be a free choice 
to make for anyone over the age of 18 as it is with Alcohol and cigareses.  And 
the proposed harsh legal sentences seem out of all proporSon . 

Angelika

2020-09-09 
12:02:09

Western 
Cape No I do not

Weed helps me deal with my past.  

You want to throw me in Jail for smoking it in public? The medicinal herb? When 
smoking cigareses are allowed?? That literally states it will kill you.  

Catch a wake up and look at Amsterdam. They are far ahead of South Africa.  

Jail Sme? Are you insane.   
Gerhard

2020-09-09 
12:00:20

Western 
Cape No I do not

Dagga moet totaal en al verbied word in SA soos in die verlede want dit is 
verslawend soos ander dwelms. Piet

2020-09-09 
11:59:28

Western 
Cape No I do not

IT'S A MIND ALTERING DRUG AND I HAVE SEEN WHAT IT DOES TO PEOPLE , 
SHOULD BE TOTALLY BANNED FOR SMOKING IN PUBLIC , THE STREET PEOPLE 
SMOKE IT EVERYWHERE , THERE IS NO MORE LAW IN THIS ANC HELLHOLE johnny

2020-09-09 
11:59:12

Western 
Cape No I do not Nadia 

2020-09-09 
11:58:54

Western 
Cape No I do not Hein

2020-09-09 
11:55:59

Western 
Cape No I do not

It is userly ridiculous to criminalize a substance, purely due to a lack of 
understanding of the substance. 

If this bill is to come into effect, the government may as well criminalize 
paracetamol and other over the counter medicaSon, which is actually harmful 
to one's system. 

The rules which apply to tobacco should apply to marijuana. Simple as that. Do 
not criminalize a substance you do not understand, and which is in no way 
harmful to the human body. It is hypocriScal to do so, when tobacco, coffee, 
paracetamol, and other harmful substances are legal and present in the market. Mashew

2020-09-09 
11:55:43

Western 
Cape No I do not Philip

2020-09-09 
11:55:43

Western 
Cape No I do not Philip

2020-09-09 
11:55:41

Western 
Cape No I do not

If you legalize something then legalize it, determining proximity to consenSng 
adults or a window is imbecilic. determining prison sentencing above that of 
rapists and murder is stupid. Robin

2020-09-09 
11:48:12

Western 
Cape No I do not

Dit is n baie slegte gebruik en die wet moet gald nie toe gelaat word nie.Daar is 
baie goeie  
medisinale einskappe aan die plant,dit is hoekom die plant net daavoor gebruik 
moet word Johan

2020-09-09 
11:47:33

Western 
Cape No I do not

Dear goverment..  

I do not support this new bill at all due to the fact that the law states that you 
can have many seedling plants but only allowed 4 flowering plants, that is not 
enough to make a weeks supply for oil, Sntures or CBD oil for paSents who are 
in need. The proposed bill will lead us all back to the black market.  

We need to get clarity of the amount of exact plants, 100 seedlings but only 4 
can flower at a Sme? cannabis isnt a plant you can keep in veg state for long as it 
has a life cycle like most things.  

my proposal is that you allow us to grow and harvest atleast 10 flowering plants 
so we can produce the amount of oil needed for the eldery.  

thank you for your Sme. 

regards  
Dean Oso dean 

2020-09-09 
11:46:47

Western 
Cape No I do not

cannabis should, like alcohol and smoking, be a personal choice to take or not. 
any adverse effects would be of your own making . the rules and regulaSons 
seem a total mix of thumb-suck numbers and figures. fred

2020-09-09 
11:43:04

Western 
Cape No I do not

It is more than Sme for the cannabis/hemp industry to be legalized and taxed. 
The drug dealers are making a fortune from this plant and it's money which 
should be going into the fiscus. Cannabis is no worse than tobacco or alcohol 
and should be treated as part of the same taxaSon system. Sarah
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2020-09-09 
11:39:17

Western 
Cape No I do not

 Badly thought out! How will it be monitored ?  
Not convinced there are enough safeguards re children . Margaret

2020-09-09 
11:32:10

Western 
Cape No I do not Piet 

2020-09-09 
11:31:25

Western 
Cape No I do not

Will lead to more violence, accidents for people driving under the influence and 
more criminal acSviSes Gerard

2020-09-09 
11:30:04

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is an insignificant problem in South Africa. There are many far more 
serious problems that require urgent asenSon e.g. GBV for one! 

Sean 
2020-09-09 
11:26:30

Western 
Cape No I do not Dont agree Bob

2020-09-09 
11:16:29

Western 
Cape No I do not Unless given by a medical pracSSoner I cannot support this bill. Hildegarde

2020-09-09 
11:15:42

Western 
Cape No I do not

I live in a small farm where there are nine dwellings and everyone is high on 
cannabis most of the Sme BECAUSE IT'S ALLOWED! They have no interest in life, 
this farm has slowly become an absolute disgraceful mess and they don't care. 
These are wonderful people who have been given license to destroy their own 
lives. Cannabis is a DRUG. DRUGS destroy people's lives. In my youth I was also 
hooked on cannabis but the laws against it got me off it and I'm now seeing 
what a mess I could have become. If you love South Africans, NO drugs should 
be legalized!! Belle

2020-09-09 
11:09:27

Western 
Cape No I do not

What stupid rules no thought behind it are they going from house to house to 
count how many plants!  Legalise it with the same rules that apply to alchahol 
and ciggareses which will do away with a lot of the  gangsters income.  And 
bring in beser policing to see that it is not sold to children by arresSng the  
"known" sellers not the buyers. mari

2020-09-09 
11:02:52

Western 
Cape No I do not

I do not support the use of Cannabis at all.  It can be used for medical purposes 
only.  Who is going to control how much is used? Then they get behind the 
wheel of a motor car, what then?  It has been   proved that it causes problems 
especially when young children are affected.  What about smoking at home, do 
you really think the addicts won't smoke in front of their children.   It is just 
another type of drug. Rose

2020-09-09 
11:01:46

Western 
Cape No I do not

The use of canabis or any canbloid material should remain completely 
prohibited unless the oil is used as a recognised medical treatment for a limited 
period under medical supervision. the prescripSon being copied to the 
department of health, drug control department. 
This is a drug with harmful side affects both biologically and socially. Many are 
the crimes that are commised while under the influence of the drug.  Users are 
prone to commit criminal acts that they would otherwise not do unless under 
the influence of the drug. Malcolm

2020-09-09 
10:52:48

Western 
Cape No I do not

There is a disSncSon between the use of the Cannabis Oil being used for 
medical purposes and the general smoking of the raw plant seeds which affects 
brain acSvity.  Although I don't smoke cigareses anymore (gave up 20 years ago) 
cannabis/marijuana cannot be put in the same category as cigareses do not 
affect the brain.  Many criminal acts have been performed under the influence 
of those who smoke cannabis. Medically it has proved to be beneficial BUT NOT 
WHEN SMOKING IT!!!! Sally

2020-09-09 
10:48:46

Western 
Cape No I do not

Substance abuse is a huge problem worldwide and even more so in SA. I 
personally have 3 friends struggling with alcoholism and recently also had to 
deal with a lady who is now on the streets aXer she has lost everything through 
alcohol abuse.  It has been proven that Cannabis usage is only the start and can 
lead to other more harmful drugs. I absolutely do not get the thinking behind 
the legalizaSon of Cannabis, as the Government wants to ban cigareses and 
alcohol but then iniSated the legalizaSon of Cannabis?  To many people 
Cannabis has an extremely negaSve associaSon with it . It will not only be the 
person using it, but everyone associated with the user who will have to deal 
with it. If you care about South Africans you will not pass this bill. ChrisSaan

2020-09-09 
10:48:43

Western 
Cape No I do not

The restricSons and penalSes are ridiculous. It has been well documented and 
proven that cannabis has medicinal benefits. I don't want to have to grow my 
own plant, I want to be able to buy what I need, when I need it, without having 
to worry about whether what I'm doing may be construed as illegal. Just legalize 
it in its enSrety and rather regulate the sale and the quality of product sold - like 
you do with other medicines. If you legalize it, you will no longer leave it the 
hand of "pushers". People would rather buy it from a pharmacy  where they can 
be certain that they're paying for the real thing and that it hasn't been "cut" 
with the rubbish that actually causes harm. Cannabis is less harmful than 
tobacco. It should be sold in the same way as tobacco is sold. Bonus for the 
government would then be that it can charge tax on it. Win win Simona

2020-09-09 
10:46:47

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is addicSve and it should be banned. You go through withdrawal 
symptoms when you stop using it.  It can affect judgement which can lead to 
unacceptable behaviour. A driver can be tested for alcohol abuse, but how can a 
driver be tested for the abuse and effect of the use of cannabis will driving 
careless? What will the effect be on motor accidents? 
It impacts your reacSon Sme negaSvely and how will that affect people working 
with dangerous machinery? 

Jenny
2020-09-09 
10:44:03

Western 
Cape No I do not

Throughout the years cannabis has been considered illegal. Leave it where it 
belongs! This country is not just down the drain. It's going up in smoke! Easton
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2020-09-09 
10:42:59

Western 
Cape No I do not

This is again government overreach. They want to manage us like children. Why 
is the jail Sme for dealing cannabis the same as first Sme murder charges?  
First Sme rape charges are 10 years.  

If anything this bill should highlight the fact that the punishment recorded in this 
proposal does not fit the crime, or are you trying to compare those who 
consume cannabis to rapists and murderers? 

This bill needs to be reworked, only then will it be fair.  
Joshua

2020-09-09 
10:42:00

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis extract has extremely beneficial medicinal properSes, for a mulStude 
of chronic condiSons. It is much more cost-effecSve and has way fewer side-
effects than the serious chemical drugs being prescribed. LimiSng the number of 
plants allowed per person seriously affects the capability of producing much-
needed medicaSons, which seriously limits the freedom to choose an 
alternaSve treatment. Libby

2020-09-09 
10:36:53

Western 
Cape No I do not

I don't smoke canabis, but this regulaSon is too strict.  
Laura

2020-09-09 
10:36:01

Western 
Cape No I do not

This draX is not only unconsStuSonal for a number of reasons, it also does not 
take into account the realisSc amounts grown per plant in our outdoor climate 
nor does it allow for enough plants to be grown privately to sustain any form of 
medical treatement.  When working with extracts or concentrates you need 
kilograms of dry cannabis to get you through the year. Not to menSon an 
average outdoor plant grown right can produce between 500grams and 1.2kgs. 
Times that by 8. Any person without a thorough knowledge of this plant could 
end up in jail when they followed the law to the leser, just because their (4-8) 
plants produced what they naturally produce.  It doesnt make sense. Simon

2020-09-09 
10:33:05

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is addicSve and it should be banned. It can  affect judgement which 
can lead to unacceptable behaviour. A driver can be tested for alcohol abuse, 
but how can a driver be tested for the abuse and effect of the use of cannabis 
will driving careless? What will the effect be on motor accidents? Tilla

2020-09-09 
10:32:07

Western 
Cape No I do not

I see by the comments that nearly everyone with input have done it the wrong 
way round...Or am I going mad...? The quesSon is "Do I support the Bill..?" The 
answer is NO I DO NOT. This bill is not what the consStuSonal court ruled. It is a 
cut and paste from the drugs act. How can something that has been 
decriminalized for private use, carry such harsh criminal penalSes. It does not 
make sense and gives too much power to our already corrupt police force. The 
con-court judgement gave me (and others like me) the right to culSvate 
cannabis for whatever private use I deem fit. Whether its medical or 
recreaSonal, the courts have granted me that right. This proposed bill strips this 
newly granted right away and now returns me to criminal status as I need way 
more than the four plant upper limit, to treat the various condiSons I live with. It 
is a totally arbitrary upper limit, that is not based on truth and current 
knowledge, but rooted in the "War on Drugs" way of thinking, that has caused 
so much damage to inherently good people around the world. Another 
important factor in the judgement was the onus of proof being shiXed from 
individuals arrested for cannabis on to the police. They have to now PROVE 
(BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT) THAT YOU ARE GUILTY OF A CRIME. 
Criminality can no longer be assumed by means of arbitrarily set numbers. This 
proposed bill in its present form, is a slap in the face for all the judges behind 
two separate consStuSonal court judgements and should be stopped by every 
means possible. To allow it to pass into law, would be a crime against humanity. Lee

2020-09-09 
10:31:19

Western 
Cape No I do not Willem

2020-09-09 
10:30:51

Western 
Cape No I do not

The government should keep their filthy hands off this plant. Everything they 
touch turns to sh%t. Franciska

2020-09-09 
10:30:02

Western 
Cape No I do not

I think Cannabis medicaSon should be allowed but anything further would lead 
to substance abuse. Alese

2020-09-09 
10:27:06

Western 
Cape No I do not Franciska

2020-09-09 
10:23:25

Western 
Cape No I do not

We all know how much material one need to even make 1ml oil.. Need I say 
more 15years jail sentence for dealing Omw that's sounds worse than rape 
sentences,child abuse,human trafficking etc. 

Bradley 

2020-09-09 
10:18:31

Western 
Cape No I do not

No I do not support the Cannabis for Private Purposes Bill [B 19—2020]. 

This bill is unnecessary and over regulates the market. The penalSes associated 
with infringements are a complete mismatch where the penalty does not fit the 
"crime" - to be locked in a cage for 15 years for selling cannabis is a misuse of 
state power. If there were no regulaSons about growing cannabis in the home 
and sharing it with friends the blackmarket and crime associated would 
disappear overnight. For many people cannabis use provides a safe, non-
addicSve, alternaSve to using alcohol recreaSonally. It is clear the legislators 
making the rules have not used cannabis and are reacSng to hearsay about how 
"dangerous" the drug is. 

Mike 
2020-09-09 
10:17:58

Western 
Cape No I do not Stephan
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2020-09-09 
10:00:46

Western 
Cape No I do not

CiSzens should have freedom of choice in their use of Cannabis as it has many 
medicinal properSes which are extremely good. 
The government conSnues on it's path of Totalitarianism and wish to control all 
facets of society , which is counter to a democracy. 
Controls and standards should be implemented but not puniSve measures for 
controlled and responsible usage pf the product. 
It should become freely available with standard as implemented I. the nutriSon 
industry. 

Patrick
2020-09-09 
09:58:33

Western 
Cape No I do not

It's a drug and people can get addicted to it. More crime and addicts to treat. 
For medicinal use only. William 

2020-09-09 
09:58:25

Western 
Cape No I do not

NO I DO NOT support the bill as it would be nothing more than yet another 
crime against humanity! And suppress our freedom even more!. It is hideous! Claire

2020-09-09 
09:58:23

Western 
Cape No I do not

NO I DO NOT support the bill as it would be nothing more than yet another 
crime against humanity! And suppress our freedom even more!. It is hideous! Claire

2020-09-09 
09:55:35

Western 
Cape No I do not

This country is already on a  downward spiral. allowing this will only deepen the 
mess that we are in.  Why do we pander to the wants of a few , this will just 
increase the use for youngsters  and cause more crime. You can put all the 
restricSons  and laws in place  but this country has already proved  that a large 
majority of our ciSzens have no regard for the law. Peter

2020-09-09 
09:53:42

Western 
Cape No I do not

I can see lisle difference in taking alcohol, smoking cigareses or using cannabis ! 
Responsible people will use it responsibly and irresponsible  people will use it 
irresponsibly as they already do with alcohol, drugs and smoking - accidents, 
rape, murder and smoking in confined spaces and with young children in their 
vicinity.   What's new ?!  Jean

2020-09-09 
09:52:08

Western 
Cape No I do not

We never made are created the herbs it's been give to us by JAH in Psalms 1 He 
gave the herbs for use of mankind as healing to all human beings how can we 
evens control JAH plan for us as Hamans this is truly unGodly South Africa we 
not God JAH man and this is true talk  
As a TradiSonal healers I need it for healing people so we need lots of the 
Cannabis plants for different ailments it's never been a drug to being with it's an 
all cultural users Herb by all cultures in South Africa and the world  JAH people. 
The healing of the naSon man. It take   lots of money to grow real healing 
Cannabis and CBD CBN and THC is needed to heal different paSent hay DENVER

2020-09-09 
09:50:19

Western 
Cape No I do not

I do not support the use of cannabis at all. I have known of the bad effects it has 
in many ways. 
There are enough problems with substances being used and abused and I have 
known of users who thought things they did were very different from reality. It 
DOES affect your judgement in many ways. Avril

2020-09-09 
09:43:30

Western 
Cape No I do not

While we have no restricSon on alcohol or tobacco for an individuals personal 
use, cannabis for personal use should be no different. We require limits for 
commercial producSon, which can be regulated with permits. But for personal 
use, it is a maser of freedom. And we will NOT give up our personal freedom 
simply to allow the government to control our lives for their own financial gain. Nate

2020-09-09 
09:40:15

Western 
Cape No I do not

This bill is unnecessary and over regulates the market. The penalSes associated 
with infringements are a complete mismatch where the penalty does not fit the 
"crime" - to be locked in a cage for 15 years for selling cannabis is a misuse of 
state power. If there were no regulaSons about growing cannabis in the home 
and sharing it with friends the blackmarket and crime associated would 
disappear overnight. For many people cannabis use provides a safe, non-
addicSve, alternaSve to using alcohol recreaSonally. It is clear the legislators 
making the rules have not used cannabis and are reacSng to hearsay about how 
"dangerous" the drug is.  Mike 

2020-09-09 
09:33:14

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannibis has been wrongly labelled as a bad drug, by money hungry Americans, 
many years ago. 

By making the culSvaSon of hemp/cannabis illegal, they caused a myriad of 
arSficial products, to be manufactured, which in turn became the biggest 
contributor to waste, on the planet. 

Cannibis/hemp is a natural product and should be legalised COMPLETELY and 
WITHOUT restricSons. It has successfully been labelled as BAD, by the 
American/world, money mafia, for personal gain, thus prevenSng the world 
populaSon from one of the healthiest, natural "products" available on our 
planet Tony

2020-09-09 
09:32:46

Western 
Cape No I do not

I grew up in a society where Cannabis (Dagga as we called it) was seen as an 
intoxicaSng drug and had habit forming tendencies. 
Excessive use can in my opinion lead tp brain damage and as with the excessive 
use of alcohol will lead to an increase in GBV. 
I will however agree from a medical point of view that it could have properSes 
that would be able to assist with certain ailments, e.g. Cancer if administered in 
a controlled medical way. 
If used on a regular basis in a home where small children are then the user will 
have no control over the children's access to the  substance and use thereof.  Craig

2020-09-09 
09:31:35

Western 
Cape No I do not

The bill is far too restricSve and doesn't allow for personal freedom and for the 
unlocking of the economic potenSal of Cannabis Damian

2020-09-09 
09:31:32

Western 
Cape No I do not

If cannabis were safe for use by adults, why all the restricSons regarding usage, 
especially around children. I believe cannabis is detrimental to ones health and 
is addicSve. It affects the users judgment and contributes to crime and inter-
personal relaSonships resulSng in abuse. Chris
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2020-09-09 
09:26:59

Western 
Cape No I do not

Weed, pot, marijuana,  cannabis.....is DEADLY.  My brother drove over a cliff 
stoned....and my adult child has ruined his life on that stuff...I HATE it with  a 
passion.  Dealers should get Life Sentences!!! Diane 

2020-09-09 
09:24:29

Western 
Cape No I do not

This is clearly legislaSon to control and limit the masses and  to further promote 
and encourage the abuses of those with big capital and big pharma.   

How many deaths directly caused by cannabis??  0%???  Yet how many HEALED 
because of cannabis??  Now lets compare those cannabis figures with the stats 
of deaths caused directly by cigarese and alcohol abuse??    

How many 'grams' of tobacco is allowed on your person and at your residence??  
How many 'grams' of alcohol  allowed on your person and at your residence?? 
Do you see??  The math and science just dont make sense for these types of 
'legislaSon'. 

And are private ciSzens not allowed to make their own cannabis oils for self 
consumpSon???  why not?? And if they are allowed then the 'legal' fresh plant 
material [growing in your garden]  allowed will not suffice at all.  

i repeat , this legislaSon is a joke and only serves to enrich the already rich. 
LegislaSon like these, is just more proof that the government is OWNED....and 
NOT FOR THE PEOPLE. 

~END~ rico
2020-09-09 
09:20:32

Western 
Cape No I do not Jade

2020-09-09 
09:16:56

Western 
Cape No I do not Pieter

2020-09-09 
09:12:35

Western 
Cape No I do not They do anyway what they want. So let them kill each other of a nice dope. Marius

2020-09-09 
09:11:18

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis should only be used for medicinal purposes and controlled by a 
medical professional. This product remains a drug and the people who use this 
for recreaSonal purposes eventually start using other drugs like cocaine and 
heroin. 

Sharon

2020-09-09 
09:08:13

Western 
Cape No I do not

Why does our government allow a drug  to be legal. They will need another 1 
million cops to stop selling etc or to even at tempt to chack each household for 
how many grams. Userly ridiculous.  Ban dagga. Lorraine

2020-09-09 
09:05:45

Western 
Cape No I do not

This bill is just another asempt to persecute cannabis users. I am a free and 
decent human, I pay more taxes than most, Cannabis is my medicine. I am not 
hurSng a soul with  my own growing and personal usage, the rules in this bill do 
nothing to help anyone - just more pointless paranoia over a medicinal plant 
made by mother nature.   

I will NOT obey this law, and I WILL FIGHT for the human rights and basic human 
freedoms of my fellow Cannabis users.

Johannes 
Masheus

2020-09-09 
09:01:41

Western 
Cape No I do not What is our society coming to?  I just do not support it. Frank

2020-09-09 
09:01:29

Western 
Cape No I do not

Yet another patheScally stupid so-called ''law'' from the lawless thieves who 
claim to be running the country - [into oblivion]. David

2020-09-09 
09:01:13

Western 
Cape No I do not Do we need a country of intoxicated morons? Koos

2020-09-09 
09:00:31

Western 
Cape No I do not

Should never have been legalized in this first place. Cannabis has been proven to 
lead to harder drugs. John

2020-09-09 
08:59:35

Western 
Cape No I do not No limits should be imposed john

2020-09-09 
08:56:07

Western 
Cape No I do not

It should only be used for medicinal  purposes. Cannabis  use leads to other 
more serious substance abuse. William

2020-09-09 
08:55:43

Western 
Cape No I do not

Is smoking and driving beser than drinking and driving?  What is the proven 
health benefits of smoking cannabis. Do they even know how much 1.2kg of 
dried cannabis is in volume? Or even 100grams?  SSck to proven medical  facts 
on what part of plant is beneficial. Opening the door further on crime and 
excuses for not being accountable. MarSn

2020-09-09 
08:52:00

Western 
Cape No I do not Too much government control is never a good thing. Eric

2020-09-09 
08:51:29

Western 
Cape No I do not Rodney

2020-09-09 
08:50:10

Western 
Cape No I do not

Baffles me how normal smoking is being banned in our recent lock down and 
smokers generally for some tome now have had all types of new laws imposed 
of where & how they are allowed to smoke & geing worse all the Sme. Rules 
that are not enforced at all. 
Recently alcohol too banned with it seems stricter measures to be put in place 
for the future to apparently fix peoples behavior and and and??? 
Now probably the more dangerous of the lot (Cannabis) in more ways than one 
& you are even allowed to grow the stuff at your home. 
What can I SAY. NOTHING MAKES SENSE ANYMORE. But for big business big 
money. Once again money talks Deon

2020-09-09 
08:48:51

Western 
Cape No I do not Jules 

2020-09-09 
08:46:44

Western 
Cape No I do not Johan
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2020-09-09 
08:46:20

Western 
Cape No I do not

Government has no place legislaSng and controlling nature or natural products 
or limiSng the quanSty each individual needs. In order to have 1,2 Kg dry 
cannabis one needs FAR MORE than 4 flowering plants. One needs 100s of 
seedlings not 30, in order to assure enough are female. Government must fuck 
off out my life and out my garden. I grow food and what i need for myself and 
government does nothing for me so they must really keep their noses out of my 
life. They can regulate their sick gmo seeds and plants because that is not 
nature. And they can do what they want with fake cannabis. Im not growing 
monsanto fake cannabis so monsanto and government must FUCK OFF. They 
must try that shit with regulaSng alcohol rather and see how far they get. No 
drinking in front of non consenSng adults or children and certainly not near a 
window. That will be the day, hahahahahahahaha Tuesday

2020-09-09 
08:44:25

Western 
Cape No I do not

The ban on cannabis must be completely liXed. The government must stop 
treaSng people like children. Bans and restricSons only encourage the black 
market and criminality. Diana

2020-09-09 
08:42:33

Western 
Cape No I do not

Stop nit-picking with these stupid regulaSons that no one will understand, or 
observe, and that will never be fairly enforced by our very efficient police force!! 
Decriminalize 100%. Trust people with a measure of common sense. 
And when....oh when.. will the growing of hemp be legalized large-scale without 
limitaSons, to allow the E Cape and other areas to develop a world-class 
industry? 
I am Sred, as is everyone, of being dictated to by a Nanny State. 

Dianne
2020-09-09 
08:42:28

Western 
Cape No I do not

I disagree fully with NOT smoking any substance. It is harmful to humans and 
open to abuse. Elizabeth

2020-09-09 
08:42:21

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannibis, the growth of the plant, the mulSple uses of the plant can safe this 
naSon from so many aspects. The possibiliSes for employment, creaSng 
infrastructure can be the economic input we desperately need. 
The current bill implies that we, as South Africans, cannot adult ourselves. We 
are sovereign beings and have the ability to choose for ourselves our acSons as 
long as they do no harm to others. The bill is non sensical & unreasonable and 
yet again highlights the lack of wisdom and insight on governmental level. 

Zaan

2020-09-09 
08:41:47

Western 
Cape No I do not

Dagga is a drug..like smoking...if you want to use it..do it in private..no public  
place..or use or possession..and the Laws for this will never be implemented  as 
our courts cannot even sentence murderers or Racists to the required 
sentences....the jails are to fill..and will be let out as they walk in to jail..no 
deterrent for failing to comply... so NO from me.. André 

2020-09-09 
08:40:38

Western 
Cape No I do not Gerhard

2020-09-09 
08:39:19

Western 
Cape No I do not

Sigarese en drank word erken as  n sg. sonde produk en word dus 
dienooreenkomsSg belas  vir n inkomste aan die staat. Die inkomste  moet 
eindelik dan aangewend word om die negaSewe impak van die produkte se 
misbruik te verminder wat uit die aard van die huidige SA regering (kakistokrate) 
nie gebeur nie. Hulle is nie instaat om reeds lang gevesSgde reels te 
administreer nie. Dus nuwe administrasie tov dagga is nie eers n opsie om oor te 
dink nie. Dagga moet of as n daaglikse produk erken word en die bruikbare 
aspekte daarvan  ontgin word. Die misbruik soos om dit te rook of andersins te 
gebruik om van realiteit te ontsnap en dan onweig op te tree  soos geweld, 
diefstal ens moet vervolg word, andersins raak in sy totaliteit ontslae van 
onuitvoerbare wetgewing. Jakobus P H

2020-09-09 
08:38:36

Western 
Cape No I do not

Make all the jail terms except the dealing in cannabis, forced rehabilitaSon and/
or psychological sessions, this will enable educaSon regarding the use and harm 
of psychedelic substances on children growth and finding the root causes of the 
abuse of substances which will aid in understanding of substance abuse and also 
keep the jusSce less inundated with pesy unsocial based crimes. Cedric

2020-09-09 
08:36:14

Western 
Cape No I do not Stop the cannabis sales totally. Maritza

2020-09-09 
08:34:01

Western 
Cape No I do not E P 

2020-09-09 
08:31:31

Western 
Cape No I do not

Me as a cancer paSent  rely on  cannabis  there is a difference between useing 
and trading with cannabis. Support privet  use for medical reasons. Not 
smuggling with it 100g  is  not enough for my  medical use for a week Roelf

2020-09-09 
08:31:27

Western 
Cape No I do not

The sentences are out of proporSon and should then also include normal 
smoking and what about alcohol abuse? Experience should by now have shown 
that banning or punishing will not assist in stopping people from using whatever 
substance they choose. Rather concentrate on educaSon and raising responsible 
adults Joan

2020-09-09 
08:30:02

Western 
Cape No I do not

It should be illegal and kla.... so I can have more than 1kg cannibas in my 
possession at home and walk around with 100g and nothing will come of it.  
smoke around kids and nothing.  NEE MAN!!!! ons gaan die drug dealers a free 
pass kry - they will find a way to make this an advantage for them and users.  sermone

2020-09-09 
08:29:55

Western 
Cape No I do not

The government are merely looking for another reason to asempt to control yet 
another industry. 
The ANC are out of control. Very lisle thought and pracScally no logic go into 
any of their decisions and this is apparent in almost all spheres, just look at 
EVERY SEO in the country. 
cannabis has incredible health benefits and it has been proven over and over 
that they outweigh the negaSves Michael
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2020-09-09 
08:29:38

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is 'n dwelm middel wat as 'n reel misbruik word met negaSewe 
gevolge wat die verbruiker se oordeels vermoë aantas. Ek verstaan dit het 
medisinale voordele en wil dus voorstel dat dit slegs vir die doel aangewend 
moet word. Private gebruik moet gestop word want die kweker versprei die 
dwelm deur dit te verkoop en dit is teen die wet. Die gereg draai 'n blinde oog 
want hulle is heel moontlik self betrokke in die handel wat die dwelm. Braam

2020-09-09 
08:29:13

Western 
Cape No I do not What on earth have they been smoking? Alroy

2020-09-09 
08:27:52

Western 
Cape No I do not

It has been established that cannabis can and does bring on psychological 
problems eg, schizophrenia, which only presents itself aXer the use thereof, as a 
chemical present in cannabis can bring the disorder on. UnSl this chemical can 
be isolated and removed for safe usage, it remains extremely dangerous for the 
user. Yes, it also has healing properSes, but usage without a doctor’s supervision 
could be extremely damaging for many individuals. There is also the poor 
policing situaSon in our country so proper policing and enforcing of cannabis 
regulaSons is extremely unlikely. Sally

2020-09-09 
08:27:42

Western 
Cape No I do not Legalise and Decriminalize for all! Tarquin

2020-09-09 
08:26:03

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannibis in any form is addicSve and the gateway drug to stronger drugs. 
CANNIBIS should be prohibited . Any bill legalising the producSon of Cannibis 
must be stopped. Gawie

2020-09-09 
08:25:01

Western 
Cape No I do not Without efficient control - it is pointless. John

2020-09-09 
08:23:28

Western 
Cape No I do not

People should be enlightened and  allowed free choice as to how and when and 
what they want to use cannabis for.  As a medicine it should not be kept away 
from anyone!  ( As was the case in the past)  We are suppose to live in a 
democracy. adri

2020-09-09 
08:20:41

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis smoking should in the first place never have been legalized!! 
DerivaSves should only be allowed for medicinal use, supplied by pharmacies 
under prescripSon from a doctor. The nauseaSng stench of this filthy narcoSc 
weed is just unacceptable. You will see how society degenerates rapidly as the 
weed is more widely used. The SAPS will not be able to control it as specified in 
the bill – they can't even curtail crime nor farm murders – so how will this 
addiSonal task be carried out by them?? We should rather oppose the bill 
enSrely, so that cannabis is illegal, rather than comment on the distribuSon and 
usage of it.!!! d

2020-09-09 
08:19:12

Western 
Cape No I do not

The max allowed number of flowering plants and the max allowed limit of dried 
cannabis does not allow me to culSvate and possess enough plant material to 
supply my personal needs. We need to be regulated on the end use and not the 
plant. If it is the raw plant / flower there should be no restricSons, like any other 
plant! Kobus

2020-09-09 
08:16:57

Western 
Cape No I do not

If you legalise  dagga, you can no more regulate  or police its use than you can 
cigareses. If the police were not prepared to prosecute for possession 
previously, they are not going to be prepared to do so now. The house next door 
to mine has become a den  asracSng homeless people and criminals looking for 
a fix.  People sit openly on the pavement smoking dagga. The police just shrug it 
off, because it is now "legal."  If the police were not prepared to prosecute 
previously, when the law was an uncomplicated ban, then the law could just 
have been allowed to lapse like other old laws on e.g.  adultery.  The police do  
not have the educaSon or intelligence to understand complicated laws, let alone 
enforce it.  So they just shrug it off. Anna

2020-09-09 
08:14:46

Western 
Cape No I do not Cannabis is sSll a mind-altering drug, it should not be used. Rina

2020-09-09 
08:14:24

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is proven to affect people psycologically and l have lots of friends that 
started innocently smoking cannibis and ended up in smoking hard drugs, the 
body always crave for more and more. Just smoking cigareses proofed to be 
addicSve, look how people went crazy in the lockdown. Smoking cannabis 
affects you physically and mentally, just interview those that use it 
recreaSonally. Its a BIG NO. Sidney

2020-09-09 
08:12:53

Western 
Cape No I do not

The bill is contradictory in its messaging and is way behind contemporary 
research into Cannabis and its properSes, and progressive countries‘ 
governments’ drug policies.  Cannabis is dramaScally less harmful than alcohol. 
It doesn’t give rise to the social harm of  alcohol either - violence, car accidents; 
domesSc abuse. It has mental and physical health  benefits for individuals who 
have been appropriately screened By their doctors;; it is a sacred and healing 
plant among some religions and indigenous cultures.  It should be available to 
the public under the same condiSons and restricSons  as alcohol. It should be 
legal to grow and regulated for sale. It should not become an “industry” 
dominated by the state‘s asempts to profit from it.  Catherine

2020-09-09 
08:12:32

Western 
Cape No I do not

This should only be legal for medicinal purposes .  
We have a patheSc police service , who are  completely unable to police day-to-
day necessiSes , so an added one like this , will be completely out of their 
capabiliSes ! Gillian

2020-09-09 
08:10:57

Western 
Cape No I do not

There are lots of scienSfic research that prove that Cannabis is a very healing 
plant. It has been proved to heal all kinds of diseases including cancer. Many 
health shops are selling Cannabis oil as a result of this. I do not know of any 
danger that this is causing. I only know of healing it causes. The things such as 
wearing of masks, alcohol, cigarese smoking cause many deaths each year and 
yet these things are allowed by government. Cannabis should be totally legal 
and free to use.  Lionel

2020-09-09 
08:09:16

Western 
Cape No I do not Ferdinand
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2020-09-09 
08:08:34

Western 
Cape No I do not It remains a drug no maser what you say about it. Leon

2020-09-09 
08:07:35

Western 
Cape No I do not It should only be allowed as a prescripSon medicine. Willempie

2020-09-09 
08:07:30

Western 
Cape No I do not

It  was a ridiculous decision to legalize it in the first place.  What's next?  
Cocaine? This same government wants to make the legal alcohol limit for driving 
ZERO,  not even one beer,  but you can be smoked beyond recogniSon on 
cannabis and drive!  What's the legal limit for smoking (dope) &  driving? Jan

2020-09-09 
08:01:40

Western 
Cape No I do not

We have enough addicts & junkies in this country. 
Can the ANC come up with sensible policy's, that benefit the whole of the 
populaSon. Rodney

2020-09-09 
08:01:17

Western 
Cape No I do not

If you restrict the use of cannabis, you should do precisely the same for alcohol 
and tobacco. Especially the amount consumed, the use of such in public, and if 
you use it among CHILDREN. Barbara

2020-09-09 
08:01:05

Western 
Cape No I do not

QuoSng Andrew Lawrie, an asorney with Schindlers, a legal firm specialising in 
cannabis, whi says that although the Bill did technically meet the sSpulaSons 
imposed by the court, it was “very disappoinSng” because parts of it “make no 
sense whatsoever.” 

Lawrie said the Bill prescribed “completely arbitrary” limits to the amounts of 
cannabis, plants and seed a person could possess and conSnued to outlaw the 
sale of cannabis seed. 

“The Bill is saying that people can grow cannabis but can’t buy seeds. How then 
are they supposed to grow it?’’ he asked. 

Lawrie said although the Bill did accommodate the casual cannabis user, the 
limits did not accommodate for the home manufacture of Snctures or extracts, 
parScularly for health purposes, which required larger amounts of cannabis. 

“There is a lack of sensiSvity to the differing uses of cannabis. The Bill is 
unhinged from the reality of the cannabis space, but in the most technical 
sense, it does meet its mandate from the court,” Lawrie said. 

Lawrie said although the Bill did allow for subsequent Acts to be brought into 
effect to allow for culSvaSon and dealing commercially, the enactment of such 
laws would take a long Sme. In the meanSme, the penalSes and limits were 
both harsh and arbitrary. 

Lawrie said if the Bill was passed in its present form, “then it’s a long, drawn-out 
court basle that will have to happen”. russell

2020-09-09 
07:56:28

Western 
Cape No I do not

This Government in its 'holier than though'  shortsighted approach  clearly 
ignores or is  ignorant of the benefits  cannabis provides.  Leave alone the 
recreaSonal aspect - which seem not to worry most countries in Europe - the 
economic aspect  of industrial producSon of oil extract is totally ignored. Those 
who preach to us should take Sme out to check the volume and value of such 
extract globally and  promote this addiSonal aspect of  economic growth ! herbert

2020-09-09 
07:53:32

Western 
Cape No I do not

It remains a narcoSc, allowing people to use it as they want will have serious 
consequences.  
It is a known fact that this drug is in most cases, the start of more "heavier" 
drugs. Why look into this Bill again ?  There are so much more serious issues in 
this country to be addressed. Wilna

2020-09-09 
07:51:24

Western 
Cape No I do not

In 2020 it is retarded that a plant proven to be massively beneficial to the 
human race by its PROVEN medicinal Benefits and it’s hemp manufacturing side, 
is even sSll considered a”A Drug” patheSc and ignorant. 
LEGALISE IT . James

2020-09-09 
07:48:29

Western 
Cape No I do not Fritz

2020-09-09 
07:46:37

Western 
Cape No I do not

It remains a narcoSc, allowing people to use it as they want will have serious 
consequences. Liret 

2020-09-09 
07:42:14

Western 
Cape No I do not

Jail Sme is ridiculous. A fine for dealing - yes - limiSng amount to grow - no - 
people use it to make medicinal oil.... It is a medicine - not a drug!! Jennifer

2020-09-09 
07:39:13

Western 
Cape No I do not Legalise it David

2020-09-09 
07:37:03

Western 
Cape No I do not Arno

2020-09-09 
07:37:03

Western 
Cape No I do not

The anc cannot control anything! Look what happened to illegal cigareses being 
sold all over. Dagga is the start of drugs and has been proven so. This 
government cannot do anything right they just steal and break. Frieda

2020-09-09 
07:31:21

Western 
Cape No I do not

No new law is going to change the use and misuse of cannabis. I personally 
know someone whose life has been permanently damaged by the use, so I 
cannot support this law. Sandra 

2020-09-09 
07:29:55

Western 
Cape No I do not Eugene
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2020-09-09 
07:29:10

Western 
Cape No I do not

Just when I thought our country was becoming enlightened about cannabis, 
they want to introduce the same impracScal, unworkable, unenforceable "nanny 
state"  regulaSons that we see with COVID. Just decriminilise the weed and let 
those who want to use it, use it. 
In fact decriminilise all drugs. Provide free, clean, safe drugs for drug users at 
certain centers together with a safe bed  and access to excellent rehab and 
social faciliSes. This will reduce crime and GBV tremendously and free up law 
enforcement to do other criScal work. 
Our poliScians love to travel - go and learn how Holland has done this for over 
40 years and reduced drug usage. It also reduces smuggling and gang acSviSes. 
If........there is poliScal will? Jacomina

2020-09-09 
07:28:06

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis should only be used for medical condiSons.  
Legalizing it will cause more distrucSon in children lives . Seen to many kids 
destroyed And homes/families destroyed by drugs/Cannabis. So a definite NO Gail

2020-09-09 
07:21:06

Western 
Cape No I do not

I do not agree with the  legalisaSon of cannabis not these amendments. This is a 
hallucinogenic drug and t he law is not equipped to police the use of it. We have 
heard so many instances of people staSng at the scene of an accident, that a 
tree jumped out in front of the car. This is just one of the effects of being under 
the influence of this drug. Yet the police have no "breathalyzer" test for if.  
Someone drinking two beers or two shots of spirits, would be in a safer state to 
drive than one smoking a joint, yet it is illegal to drive under the influence of 
alcohol. How do you legalise something that alters the state of your mind 
without having the necessary controls measures in place. These amendments 
will not help control the effects of this drug on people. Grant

2020-09-09 
07:18:51

Western 
Cape No I do not

The whole concept  is ridiculous- just aimed to make government some licence 
holder companies rich  
We are back to square one !  

Its now accepted as a medicinal plant but its illegal  

Do they think we sre fools and children ! Jack 
2020-09-09 
07:15:31

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is detremental to your health. There's many legal remedies on the 
market. Excuse for smoking weed. Danzil

2020-09-09 
07:14:53

Western 
Cape No I do not Christopher

2020-09-09 
07:12:34

Western 
Cape No I do not I want cannabis to be totally unregulated . Leonard

2020-09-09 
07:12:16

Western 
Cape No I do not Fire the nanny state and free the weed Philip 

2020-09-09 
07:11:33

Western 
Cape No I do not If used as a medicine for pain relief, but not as a drug to become intoxicated. Lilias

2020-09-09 
07:11:16

Western 
Cape No I do not So much for a consStuSon . Steve

2020-09-09 
07:10:30

Western 
Cape No I do not Too  harse leave  all alone if it is all allowed there will be no dealers Michael

2020-09-09 
07:10:27

Western 
Cape No I do not Arrie

2020-09-09 
07:04:09

Western 
Cape No I do not

Dagga must be totally banned from being legal. It damage the brain (especially 
in young people) and is a gateway drug for harder drugs.  UlSmately it will be a 
negaSve thing if legalized. Johan

2020-09-09 
06:58:32

Western 
Cape No I do not

The harmful effects of smoking  Cannabis are fully documented.  Please listen to 
reason! This is a gateway drug, luring our youth into drug dependancy and all 
the horriffic side affects that  that brings.  DO NOT ALLOW IT AT ALL! Priscilla

2020-09-09 
06:52:36

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis smoking should in the first place never have been legalized!! 
DerivaSves should only be allowed for medicinal use, supplied by pharmacies 
under prescripSon from a doctor. 
The nauseaSng stench of this filthy narcoSc weed is just unacceptable. You will 
see how society degenerates rapidly as the weed is more widely used. The SAPS 
will not be able to control it as specified in the bill - they can't even curtail crime 
nor farm murders - so how will this addiSonal task be carried out by them?? We 
should rather oppose the bill enSrely, so that cannabis is illegal, rather than 
comment on the distribuSon and usage of it.!!! daniel

2020-09-09 
06:50:58

Western 
Cape No I do not Liz

2020-09-09 
06:49:32

Western 
Cape No I do not

No i do not support this bill ,smoking trash 
who needs a bill to legalise such crap it is totaly rediculous wasSng Sme and 
money on  such crap ,if it is ilegal then it is ilegal . 
You can not make a wrong  all of a sudden a wright to  saSsfy a certain group of 
daggakoppies . Bulshit . Andre

2020-09-09 
06:46:36

Western 
Cape No I do not

what-ever excuse are use to legalise it, it stays a substance that can have serious 
implicaSons e.g. violence at home, driving under the influence, addicSon, etc. Marius

2020-09-09 
06:36:19

Western 
Cape No I do not FRANK 

2020-09-09 
06:34:33

Western 
Cape No I do not

 If this gets legalized what next? Cocaine? Meth? Heroin? I cannot even 
believe that government is considering this??? Tricia

2020-09-09 
06:29:52

Western 
Cape No I do not THC free for medicinal purposes only as it does help. Y

2020-09-09 
06:22:06

Western 
Cape No I do not Government should stay away from entrepreneurs and creaSve minds Unathi 
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2020-09-09 
06:14:33

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is euwel. Het ons nie genoeg probleme met verslawing aan drank nie? 
Die mens kan homself nie eers gedra as hy nugter is nie, wat nog van beneweld! 
Mense moet hul probleme uitsorteer  en nie toesmeer met dagga nie. Glo in 
God en Hy sal help. Dagga moet verbied word, in huise en die publiek. Retha 

2020-09-09 
06:13:37

Western 
Cape No I do not Jan

2020-09-09 
06:13:33

Western 
Cape No I do not

I'm totally against it, we have enough young people abusing substances,  which 
lead them to commit crime. Nawaal

2020-09-09 
06:06:43

Western 
Cape No I do not

Ek ondersteun nie die weiging van enige Spe gebuik van dagga. Dit is skadelik 
vir die ontwikkeling van die jong brein.  Die persoon wat onder die invloed is 
word afgestomp, meeste van hulle neig tot wrede en genadelose mishandeling 
van ander mense. Griet

2020-09-09 
06:06:22

Western 
Cape No I do not

This drug destroyed my youth, i tolerate nothing to do with it. I do not support 
this bill to allow it at all. Claire

2020-09-09 
06:00:21

Western 
Cape No I do not Alta

2020-09-09 
05:58:56

Western 
Cape No I do not

It  is unacceptable to have a government that wants to legallize  canabbis 
Cannabis is a drug - the next step is to legalize  mandrax etc Tony

2020-09-09 
05:42:26

Western 
Cape No I do not Peter

2020-09-09 
05:36:14

Western 
Cape No I do not

Perhaps only  Rastapharians should be given permission but there are those 
who will exploit the situaSon Josephine

2020-09-09 
05:35:58

Western 
Cape No I do not Jonathan

2020-09-09 
05:34:25

Western 
Cape No I do not Nick

2020-09-09 
05:27:20

Western 
Cape No I do not

STOP forcing your Archaic Socialist narrow minded controlling views on South 
Africa!!! 
The Criminals in South Africa are the CORRUPT ANC Government who NEVER 
Stop lining their backpockets!!!!! 
#FuckTheANCGovernment Paul

2020-09-09 
05:15:55

Western 
Cape No I do not

Workers turn up for work reeking of cannibis.They are sSll intoxicated from the 
previos evenings  and move lke zombies. Cannot be trusted to work with any 
kind of machines and get fired on the first occaSon thus  becoming another 
unemployed who  becomes another burden on society. Faan

2020-09-09 
05:14:53

Western 
Cape No I do not Canabus is a drug it is not good for social use Helgaard

2020-09-09 
05:11:01

Western 
Cape No I do not Dries

2020-09-09 
04:54:38

Western 
Cape No I do not

Allow the cannabis industry to develop into which adds to the gdp of the 
economy, including tax revenue. Freedom to produce and trade should be 
allowed with age restrictons. 

Jennifer
2020-09-09 
04:38:47

Western 
Cape No I do not

I think  cannabis should only  be used strictly for medicinal use. People do not 
realise the damage they do to their brains with conSnual use. Maureen

2020-09-09 
03:46:55

Western 
Cape No I do not

This law creates a grey area when it comes to the use/abuse of drugs in general. 
Any grey area makes the policing of it more difficult. Many an addict has 
tesSfied to cannabis being their starSng point in their venturing into the drug 
culture. 
The add on - inhalaSon by non-consenSng adults cannot be avoided, just like 
Secondary smoking By non-smokers is nothing smokers concern themselves 
with. 
 I object to this law on the basis of this infringes on my right to breathe clean air, 
free from all toxins, be it cigarese or cannabis smoke. David

2020-09-09 
03:40:39

Western 
Cape No I do not Jenifer

2020-09-09 
03:32:57

Western 
Cape No I do not

I do not agree with this bill. I feel that to allow cannabis which is a drug is the 
first step in making recreaSonal drug use acceptable in society.  As there are 
problems in South Africa  to have cannabis legal  will not  benefit people. 
Cannabis used with alcohol has a detrimental effect on a person. Daphne

2020-09-09 
02:43:51

Western 
Cape No I do not Gloudina

2020-09-09 
02:40:03

Western 
Cape No I do not Eugene

2020-09-09 
01:50:07

Western 
Cape No I do not

Just the state pulling arbitrary numbers out of their bums again for the sake of 
legislaSon. What does "too close to a window" even mean. Half of the 
recommendaSons are enSrely unenforceable, the other tread on the spirit of 
the consStuSon to own property and be a self determined autonomous human 
being. Jail terms are  overwhelmingly enSrely excessive and do not fit the 
severity of the crime. Placing more demands on a police force, which with all 
due respect, are ill trained and expected to enforce a slew of laws which they 
don't know or understand (possibly with fatal consequences to those being 
arrested). 

I don't even smoke cannabis, if I want half a ton of the stuff just for the sake of 
owning it, it shouldn't be any of the state's business. Brendon 

2020-09-09 
01:33:26

Western 
Cape No I do not

We have enough problems in our country with people who booze and smoke 
cigareses. Not to menSon  drugs. Do we need this toooooo? Paul
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2020-09-09 
00:07:51

Western 
Cape No I do not

Human rights are beauSful, but if they are not  balanced and tempered with 
responsibility, they are BAD. It has been shown repeatedly that the use of 
cannabis is the first step to the use of more harmful, potenSally fatality-causing 
drugs, with all the associated heartache and pain to all concerned. Please do 
NOT make this legal. 

Ann

2020-09-08 
23:53:47

Western 
Cape No I do not

Seriously, how can a jail term for 15 yrs jusSfy this when rapist, murderers and 
other heinous crimes get less sentencing. Even corrupSon gets no jail term.  
Drugs traffickers rampant sSll and no jail term of 15 yrs. This needs to be shelved 
unSl this Government gets their act together and deal with what is going on 
now in this country.  
I really wonder what stupid Bill will you come up with next!!! Whatever you 
people are smoking at the moment, try changing your brand - you're not 
thinking straight! 
Just by the way, Cannibus is far beser than alcohol and should be used freely by 
society especially for medicinal reasons. However, I do agree that it should not 
be given to children. Maxine

2020-09-08 
23:51:51

Western 
Cape No I do not

Trade is going to happen anyway, illegally, as it is currently.  Why not legalise it 
completely and TAX it - Lord knows the ANC needs more money to steal, I mean, 
more money to spend of the provision of services and housing for the poorest of 
our ciSzens.  If you want to get high and you can afford to buy it, why not buy it 
legally and pay tax on it, just like cigareses and alcohol.  THis bill of growing your 
own for own use is a joke and a huge waste of tax payers money geing this 
through the legislaSve process. Barry

2020-09-08 
23:36:40

Western 
Cape No I do not

It's not well thought through and has contradicSons. Cannibus is way beser 
than alcohol and should be used freely by society especially for medicinal 
reasons. Vanessa

2020-09-08 
22:54:34

Western 
Cape No I do not

The laws regarding the growing, use and where cannabis can be smoked are 
draconian. The penalty of up to 15yrs in jail is absolutely insane. This is the same 
sentence as violent crimes such as murder or rape. In addiSon, the amounts that 
can be kept at home and/or grown depending on the number of adults residing 
at the home do not make sense. The ConsStuSonal Court's ruling has clearly not 
been considered when drawing up this policy. My suggesSon is send this policy 
back and redraX it, and do not allow personal negaSve beliefs about cannabis to 
result in a policy that is meant to bear in mind the rights of people to smoke 
cannabis.  Angela

2020-09-08 
22:40:55

Western 
Cape No I do not Martha

2020-09-08 
22:21:04

Western 
Cape No I do not

Dit gaan net 'n kwessie van tyd wees voordat dit misbruik word tot nadeel van 
die gesin 
en die samelewing. Martha

2020-09-08 
22:14:31

Western 
Cape No I do not This is a long altering substance and should not be legalized. Renaldo

2020-09-08 
22:14:21

Western 
Cape No I do not

Knowing the psycological problems cannabis can create for people up to the age 
of 25 years, when the brain stops developing, I cannot in any way condone the 
legalisaSon of cannabis.  Children of all ages will be able to put their hands on 
cannabis the same way they can today with cigareses.  There is NO way that the 
government will be able to protect children and young people from cannabis if it 
is free grown in private homes.   Growing it commercially purely using the plant 
(hemp) for it's different uses or growing it for medical purposes on strict rules 
and regulaSons is a maser for another day. Annatjie

2020-09-08 
22:13:21

Western 
Cape No I do not I do not agree with it at all.  You are creaSng drag addicts. Pierre

2020-09-08 
22:10:13

Western 
Cape No I do not

The jail Sme is unreasonable the same as for some murder cases. Users are sSll 
treated like criminals because of severe jail Smes. The quanSSes dont make 
sense. How can you have 30 seedlings but only 4 big plants. You might have to 
plant more than 4 plants to get 4 females out in the end, but you cant see if they 
are male or female plants unSl they are large and start to bud. You have to be 
able to plant more than 4 plants as some can get a desease and die or some 
might get stolen by someone. It is good not to smoke it in public places. They 
have to allow you to grow plants for someone else, as not everyone has there 
own space to do so. It is difficult to put quanSSes on it as plants differ in size 
and yield. You might not know how much 1 plant will produce, some plants will  
give more than others. Marelize

2020-09-08 
22:07:46

Western 
Cape No I do not

I agree with Thomas’s comments . 
Also,I think this Country is heading to become the Land Of Drug Addicts and 
Alcoholics among many other things. Raymond 

2020-09-08 
22:07:42

Western 
Cape No I do not Drugs are to be banned. Naas

2020-09-08 
22:04:26

Western 
Cape No I do not COLIN

2020-09-08 
22:03:46

Western 
Cape No I do not

I dint support the legalizing  of cannabis.  I don't  think it is right as I have seen 
the results of  drug abuse n what drug is going to be next. Steve

2020-09-08 
22:03:05

Western 
Cape No I do not CHARLES

2020-09-08 
22:01:28

Western 
Cape No I do not CHARLES

2020-09-08 
21:59:57

Western 
Cape No I do not Cannabis is a drug and I cannot condone it. TerSus

2020-09-08 
21:44:38

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is  a drug.   It should not be promoted. Not even for private use. 

Jonnie
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2020-09-08 
21:39:20

Western 
Cape No I do not Ian 

2020-09-08 
21:38:55

Western 
Cape No I do not

Its a plant it needs to be free to anyone. No one has died from it. Keep it the 
same rules as with sigareses and it should be fine. let people grow as much as 
they want. Jhonny

2020-09-08 
21:36:03

Western 
Cape No I do not

Gen 1:29  And YAHAWAH said, Behold, I have given you every herb bearing seed, 
which is upon the face of all the earth, and every tree, in the which is the fruit of 
a tree yielding seed; to you it shall be for food. 
Who are to play ruler over the creaSon of THE CREATOR. the consStuSon says 
we the people and not you poliScians.  You cant tell THE CREATOR its ullegal but 
all you want be be above THE CREATOR. your last words of your oath you do not 
acknowlage. no to all your policies im am a creaSon of THE CREATOR and a 
manifistaSon  there A CREATOR. reagon:

2020-09-08 
21:28:12

Western 
Cape No I do not Hendrik

2020-09-08 
21:15:39

Western 
Cape No I do not Stuart

2020-09-08 
21:12:20

Western 
Cape No I do not Dagga is a drug and should not be legalized Graham

2020-09-08 
20:59:54

Western 
Cape No I do not

I do NOT agree with legalizing dagga/cannabis AT ALL. It may supposedly be a 
'mild' drug, but it is a fact that 'mild' as it supposedly is, dagga oXen leads users 
on to other, more addicSve drugs.  Legalizing dagga is the thin end of the wedge 
and will effecSvely empower the illegal drug industry... Tony

2020-09-08 
20:57:52

Western 
Cape No I do not Ronell

2020-09-08 
20:55:56

Western 
Cape No I do not Slegs vir medikasie doeleindes GERHARD

2020-09-08 
20:34:37

Western 
Cape No I do not Marius

2020-09-08 
20:23:59

Western 
Cape No I do not

In it's current form this bill will allow the police to look over my fence "to count 
my plants" which is an invasion of my privacy, this misses the intended point. 

This bill also does not allow for a normal farmer or community to benefit in any 
way. 
Cannabis is not just about smoking, but also texSles, bio-fuel and many more 
secondary industries that would benefit South Africa as a whole, rather than the 
few that can afford licenses and the probable corrupSon surround their issue. 
Cannabis should be treated the same as any other plant - name any another 
plant that has a bill to regulate it use, yet many are deadly. Gareth

2020-09-08 
20:23:32

Western 
Cape No I do not

I don't think there should be restricSons on the use, buying and selling of 
Cannabis. Cigareses and alcohol is damaging to health, and alcohol oXen leads 
to manslaughter (reckless driving), abuse and other aggressive behavior. 
Cannabis does none of these things, and with proper use is beneficial to health. 
AND economically taxing the buying and selling of it will be a wise move. Janet

2020-09-08 
20:18:54

Western 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is a medically useful plant with many health benefits as everyone 
knows. It should be freely grown by anyone and if they wish to sell it they should 
be able to. Just like alcohol and cigareses is not available to minors, so would 
cannabis be restricted for them, enforced by their guardians or parents. There 
should be no limit on the amount of plants, dried cannabis or products an 
individual has due to their right to privacy, and the sale thereof for anyone to 
anyone should be legal. It can help small farmers to live and anyone who is able 
to grow it for whatever benefit they can get, should be allowed to do so. Making 
a God-given plant illegal is absurd, as is restricSng it's use or financial benefit to 
individuals! Muriel

2020-09-08 
20:06:51

Western 
Cape No I do not Robert

Mpumalanga 89

2020-11-30 
17:31:24

Mpumal
anga No I do not

Marijuana should be fully legalized like any other herb. 
It is infringing and oppressing one's rights to religious and cultural beliefs.  The 
cannabis bill must burn to ashes.  
Rastas have a right to their culture and free uSlizaSon in any form of this free 
growing herb. Jandre
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2020-11-30 
12:18:52

Mpumal
anga No I do not

To categorise cannabis as strictly a drug in this day and age not only shows 
ignorance, yet also proves the Black-led government of today approves of the 
apartheid legacy of oppressing users of the marijuana herb into criminals. Not 
only is this a racist outdated law, it also infringes on one's right to pracSce the 
culture of their choice and they're right to privacy. 

Marijuana should be legalised like any other herb is today, how one plant in 
parScular sSll gets locked up is the crime in itself. It is also a massive crime 
against nature. Marijuana has been shown and proven to help poor people be 
able to provide themselves an income and thus be able to provide jobs and 
contribute meaningfully towards the economy of the country. It is also well 
documented that the ganja herb has many medicinal properSes, as well as many 
texSle opportuniSes which spring forth from its stem, leaves, seeds and buds. 
Also in many indigenous cultures, the cannabis herb is essenSal for daily living 
and is used for spiritual, mental, physical and emoSonal well being.  As such any 
categorisaSon of the herb as a drug or criminal possession and dealing is an 
appalling decision that must be met with full resistance by society at large as a 
crime against humanity. 

The healing and calming properSes of THC found in the ganja herb consStute a 
natural and safe method of consuming a herb that is known even in biblical 
terms as the healing of the naSons. It is a herb that has been instrumental in 
usage amongst the indigenous people of this country and conSnent for many 
thousands of years and is thus not an alien or forbidden plant in our way of 
living in harmony with the natural elements of our earthly environment. 

I for one as a ciSzen of this country and proud user of marijuana, ask for further 
amendments on the Cannabis Bill to allow people to use the herb as and how 
they see fit for personal use and economic purposes. Marijuana should be fully 
decriminalized anything less then that is oppressive apartheid laws being 
enforced illegally against the will of a free and democraSc society. Marijuana has 
never killed anyone, legalise it now and forever. Smangaliso 

2020-10-31 
12:14:44

Mpumal
anga No I do not

15 year’s imprisonment is ridiculous...  
Government shouldn’t be allowed to two people where they are allowed to 
smoke. Ren

2020-10-28 
05:15:16

Mpumal
anga No I do not Cannabis should be a medically  regulated drug, such as morphine. Lynese  
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General 

The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 

The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol. 
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2020-10-08 
17:22:49

Mpumal
anga No I do not

Ek voel da moet meer onirsoek gedoen word em mense moet dit begin sien as 
meds vi so baie kwaale en pyne hul moet dit vi almal beskikbaar maak teen 
billike pryse!!! Laat ons ons land kan genees van drugs ! Est!!! Wian
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The coverment is purely doing this for themselfs and not for us thats why im 
puing this statement down 

General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
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2020-10-07 
14:05:26

Mpumal
anga No I do not

It does not allow for private financial gain through the culSvaSon and sale of the 
crop. Basically Full LegislaSon. Raymond 

2020-10-02 
20:40:07

Mpumal
anga No I do not

A plant that can medically help improve the quality of life for so many people 
that desperately need it, and can’t afford medical assistance, while the state 
hospitals are in dire shape to assist the masses, should NOT be controlled by a 
government that claims they care for their people, while billions of rands are 
being stolen or lost everyday, and while the poor must conSnue suffering. 
Everything under the governments control is either already, or currently busy 
being run into the ground by mismanagement and looSng. The only reason they 
want to control or regulate this amazing plant is to line their pockets. We live in 
a beauSfull country with so much to give and so much economical potenSal!!! 
This can help alleviate our youth into a new world where people start caring and 
respecSng each other, instead of running a country into the ground because of 
greed and money. Cannabis should be accesible for anyone that choose to use it, 
in whatever way they choose, not only the select few that are able to afford to 
pay ridiculous amounts for permits and licenses, money that will also be stolen 
or lost, and not used to improve lives of the people that need it the most. Any 
government that states they care for their people should be able to help liX the 
economy so that everyone can make a decent living, not be worried about who 
drives the longest “blue light brigade”or living in the biggest mansion, and stop 
concentraSng on sSrring racial tensions to diverge people from the real fact that 
they are opressing EACH AND EVERY RACE. 
People please wake up,we can make such a huge economic impact on this 
country by removing this plant from controlled substances, as the research and 
evidence shows that the benefits, medically and economically, out-weigh any 
negaSve impact they can come up with. 
Responible use will always depend on the person, as is the same with 
alcohol,cigareses,pharmaceuScals etc...But none of them are regulated in the 
way they want to regulate Cannabis. 
The only explanaSon is that they know the huge economic potenSal of this 
plant, and they need a way to fill their pockets. 
Free up the plant, and you’ll free up the people and this country. Nobody should 
have any right over something like a plant that was given by Mother Nature. 
We are not criminals, and neither is the plant. 
Cannabis Can Help South-Africa!!!! Simson

2020-09-30 
04:54:10

Mpumal
anga No I do not

This is not for men  to smook  
Go and look and learn in please where is so call legal  that people look bad very 
bad . How oure children go look aXer 10 years  
They want to band sigress  but dagga do more  damege  in your brain as what  
sigarese can do  
They  the smokker get hi and make Big trubbels . Go back and se what was the  
findings in the RehabilitaSon centre not good Pieter

2020-09-25 
12:54:51

Mpumal
anga No I do not

Only pharmacies who are lisenced to make medicaSon for people according to a 
Dr subscripSon to be able to work with it Alta

2020-09-25 
00:35:11

Mpumal
anga No I do not

It must be banned in the world because it ruïnes young adults, adults and 
families. It destroyes th human mind and ability to do things Susara

2020-09-24 
07:42:32

Mpumal
anga No I do not Because it has no clear damage to the public such as accidents or trauma cases Johannes 
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2020-09-23 
13:17:09

Mpumal
anga No I do not

This is my second submission, omiing grammaSc errors in the first.  

The bill sSll seeks to criminalize cannabis users and traders, this is unacceptable. 
Only fines and community service are acceptable retribuSon for transgressing 
the law where cannabis is concerned. 

IncarceraSon for cannabis possession, culSvaSon or trading is a wastrel affair.  

Nothing less than fully legal private use should be considered adequate.  

This bill could eradicate the black market by having a legally controlled market 
that offers superior business opportunity and profit, all while generaSng tax.   
One need only look to alcohol prohibiSon and the rise of gangsterism in the 
United States during the 1920's as an example.  

No menSon of communal growing is made for people whom lack the space, 
security and privacy to grow cannabis.   

Dimensions of a seedling should be extended to 300mm verScally, 300mm 
horizontally.  

There limitaSon on the number of plants per person is unreasonable low. Four 
plants grown outdoors would never suffice to meet the personal needs of a 
cannabis consumer.  

Considering that cannabis is an annual deciduous shrub there is only an 
opportunity once a year to produce enough flowering cannabis for personal 
consumpSon. Detrimental environmental factors effecSng stable and consistent 
annual producSon have not been considered in the bill.  A higher number of 
plants per person will offset loss of crop producSon. This is especially true for 
persons whom to choose to self medicate or for the making of concentrates that 
require large quanSSes of plant material to reduce into effecSve treatment.  
UlSmately the low number of plants per head would lead to an inevitable 
shortage and consequent demand that needs to be fulfilled.  

Ten plants per Adult. A maximum of  thirty plants per household is a far more 
reasonable starSng point.   

The legal limits of the weight allowed to be possessed privately do not sSpulate 
the difference between root, stem, branch, leaf or flower. Only the flowers 
contain enough THC to be of value to the consumer. Weighing any other plant 
maser other than the cannabis flowers excluding seeds would be moot. Simon

2020-09-22 
08:38:47

Mpumal
anga No I do not Leigh-Anne 

2020-09-21 
12:38:10

Mpumal
anga No I do not

What a failed state when so much asenSon is being cast on legalizing cannabis 
when South Africa is listed as having the third highest crime rate in the world!!   
I don't see any measures being taken to curb this scourge on society.   

Cannabis should NOT be legalized.  If, required for medicinal reasons (I believe 
some cancer paSents take it) then there should be very strict control over the 
dispensing of the drug.   

Em
2020-09-17 
16:44:18

Mpumal
anga No I do not Rumandi

2020-09-16 
18:46:17

Mpumal
anga No I do not

Cannabis can be used for medicinal purpose and can improve the economy of 
SA. This will also help with the unemployment issue we are facing. With so much 
land and skill, with Cannabis we can make South Africa a beser country in this 
esSmated market size of  $73.6 Billion by 2027 Mpho

2020-09-15 
09:55:35

Mpumal
anga No I do not

create laws to grow for small scale farmers 

create mills for farmers to bring thier crops to be graded and sold to goverment 
for export .... 

goverment buys for reasonable price 

and exports for 10th of the price 

goverment happy and people happy 

creaSng jobs 

and creaSng opertunity fom goverment to solve current state of economy dalla
2020-09-15 
09:47:24

Mpumal
anga No I do not REX 

2020-09-14 
07:03:08

Mpumal
anga No I do not

Cannabis is a highly addicSve and dangerous drug and should not be lagalized in 
ANY way. Yvonne

2020-09-13 
21:40:01

Mpumal
anga No I do not Dirk

2020-09-13 
21:40:00

Mpumal
anga No I do not Dirk
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2020-09-13 
19:52:49

Mpumal
anga No I do not hsps://fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/manifesto/ Elzan

2020-09-13 
10:07:44

Mpumal
anga No I do not

I am totally against the use of cannabis in public or in private. We have enough 
looneScks out there. These people which are for it is just users. I don't have a 
problem when they use it as a medicine. The problem is the smokers of 
cannabis.  GreeSngs. Barries

2020-09-13 
07:23:43

Mpumal
anga No I do not

Cannabis is in my view the first step to more dangerous drugs. It has an 
influence on the central nervous system and may put people in danger at work 
and on the road CJ

2020-09-13 
07:23:43

Mpumal
anga No I do not

Cannabis is in my view the first step to more dangerous drugs. It has an 
influence on the central nervous system and may put people in danger at work 
and on the road CJ

2020-09-13 
07:02:28

Mpumal
anga No I do not

Dagga is a drug that numbs your senses and most companies do not approve of 
the use of it. 
it should be made illegal for use Wykie

2020-09-13 
02:54:16

Mpumal
anga No I do not Elizabeth

2020-09-12 
17:33:07

Mpumal
anga No I do not Ban all smoking.It is a bad habit with no gain Thomas

2020-09-12 
16:28:44

Mpumal
anga No I do not

I do not believe personal use is safe for surrounding ciSzens who do not wish to 
ineract with residents drugged with canabis and who do not want to be exposed 
to the smells and smoke of canabis, as well as drugs in general. Ruani

2020-09-12 
09:01:41

Mpumal
anga No I do not Ruth

2020-09-12 
07:28:38

Mpumal
anga No I do not chris

2020-09-12 
07:15:32

Mpumal
anga No I do not

I personally dont support the dagga to be  legalised even for private purposes, 
I am mental health provider in a rural area, 85% of people we admit it is bciz of 
dagga use, most of them has ruined the life, as some drop out from terSary n 
some where even working but bciz if dagga, they couldn't perform what is 
expected. 
Some of us as parents we don't know much about dagga, so its difficult to say i 
will tech my kids, and ehen they start smoking they don't inform parents, actual 
they hide. You will realise it when the misbihave. Tendani

2020-09-11 
17:41:33

Mpumal
anga No I do not

Albeit considered a recreaSonal drug, it is a drug that is addicSve. If it is 
necessary as a medicinal drug  then it should be  prescribed by a qualified 
doctor.  Philip 

2020-09-11 
16:50:31

Mpumal
anga No I do not

I am currently a registered nurse in pracSce in Witbank and have personally 
witnessed the detrimental  effects of cannabis/THC on individuals, communiSes 
and society in general.  As you probably know no one may be on a mining, 
Eskom or any other site according to the Mines & Works Act  if tested posiSve 
for THC or any other drug. This leads to unemployment and all the other social  
ills that go with it.  Besides this THC is usually the entrance level drug  and leads 
to further addicSons resulSng family breakdown,  increase in crime to name just 
two  problems in our already dysfuncSonal society. Discussions with SANCA  and 
all those involved in drug rehabilitaSon  are imperaSve .  It should be zero 
tolerance for  all THC - growing, processing , selling and using in any form. Robin

2020-09-11 
16:43:05

Mpumal
anga No I do not Sean

2020-09-11 
14:02:16

Mpumal
anga No I do not Sandrs 

2020-09-11 
10:01:19

Mpumal
anga No I do not

Let it be legalized like any agricultural crop,  so that it can assist in boosSng our 
crippling economy.  The government must assist by creaSng a market for every 
one who is producing .       Red tapes will disadvantaged the poor and the 
unemployed, to make a living out of this crop. 
If a market is idenSfied why don't you encourage every South  African to 
parScipate? 
Let  every South African benefit out of this crop to parScipate in the producSon 
and the markeSng of this product. Simon

2020-09-11 
08:28:21

Mpumal
anga No I do not

Clearly the people who draXed this bill have alterior moSves, the bill is bull shit 
and should be scrapped, leave the ganja illegal that was beser than this stupid 
bill.  
Marijuana oil works period. 
Ganja smoking helps for a lot of ailments like lack of sleep, no need for the 
dangerous sleeping tablets ( that are legal any way and they are killing you). 
15 years jail term for ganja? What the fuck have you been smoking?  
We have rapists, Murderers and drug dealers in this country, that get way less 
punishing than ganja? 
What are you trying to say to the fucking people.  
Less Sme for rapist and murderers, but harsh for smokers?  
It is clear that pharmaceuScal companies are in control. 
I say Fuck this bill and the people who draXed it can suck on a dick. Thapelo
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2020-09-10 
19:35:39

Mpumal
anga No I do not

Cannabis is a de-moSvaSng  and psycologically addicSve drug. It is highly 
addicSve when used by emoSonally, immature, young people, especially during 
puberty years when it takes a very short Sme to create a dependency.  It is 5 
Smes more carcinogenic than cigareses if it smoked and is a precursor to 
serious bronchiSs and lung illnesses.   Having worked with and counselled young 
drug addicts, the stepping stone drug of choice was always cannabis which led 
to the long term use of  hardcore drugs.  It should be criminalized for anyone 
under the age of 21  and there should be harsh penalSes for parents who 
encourage their children to smoke cannabis and for dealers.  Smoking cannabis 
while asending school affects the percepSve side of the brain  causing problems 
coping with science and maths but it enhances creaSve side of the brain and art 
becomes the career of choice.   
It is not as detectable as alcohol abuse but will be another cause of road 
accidents if it is legalised as a recreaSonal drug.  Medicinally for pain and for the 
elderly it does have a place but it needs to be as strictly controlled as a schedule 
5 drug.  Drug and alcohol abuse is hugely detrimental to society as it is the 
major cause of road accident, physical abuse in families,  divorce,  lack of 
achievement in schooling and workplace, accidents in factories and the list 
conSnues. There are absolutely no benefits to society by legalising cannabis for 
any other reason than for chronic pain and terminally ill paSents.  
Having had first hand experience with drug addicts, counselling parents of 
addicted children, drug re-habilitaSng centres, tough love groups  for helping 
parents and seeing the destrucSon that drug addicSon causes in families I am 
totally against to legalising cannabis  for recreaSonal purposes and it should not 
be decriminalised.  This country cannot afford  to produce any more 
demoSvated, jobless, destrucSve members of society. Penny

2020-09-10 
19:04:49

Mpumal
anga No I do not Cannabis is and always be a drug..it destroys families. Natasha

2020-09-10 
18:58:39

Mpumal
anga No I do not

Cannabis is and always will be a drug..I have lost my son due to drugs and I have 
seen and read about to many tragedies due to drugs Rista

2020-09-10 
18:32:36

Mpumal
anga No I do not

It will add to the so many accidents that we already have due to alcohol abuse.  
It will also lead to the use of other addiSve substances. Zanele 

2020-09-10 
14:11:33

Mpumal
anga No I do not

I said no because, again people will  go overboard. If every one has the right to 
plant cannabis, it will become a mess because it is a new way to make money 
and many will become junkies.  A new crime which forse police to take acSon 
and they are not able to do just that at this stage Izak

2020-09-10 
10:59:54

Mpumal
anga No I do not Minie 

2020-09-10 
09:48:04

Mpumal
anga No I do not Charl

2020-09-10 
09:47:35

Mpumal
anga No I do not

PEOPLE THAT'S AGAINST THE COMPLETE LEGALIZATION OF CANNIBAS SHOULD 
GO AND STUDY THE MEDICAL AND ECONOMIC BENIFITS OF CANNIBAS!  YOU 
DON'T KNOW WHAT YOU'RE TALKING ABOUT! CANNIBAS IS NOT ADDICTIVE 
AND IS NOT A DRUG! PEOPLE ADDICTED TO DRUGS ACTUALLY USE CANNIBAS TO 
GET OF DRUGS!  YET,  YOU CAN BUY MEDICATION OVER THE COUNTER  WITH 
ADDICTIVE PROPERTIES AND VERY BAD  NEGATIVE SIDE EFFECTS!  MY WIFE HAS 
CANCER AND USE CANNIBAS TO AID IN HER RECOVERY WITH ASTOUNDING 
RESULTS. Johan

2020-09-10 
09:19:11

Mpumal
anga No I do not

It is a harmful substance and having it at home poses a risk to children and also 
increases the risk that children can consume it. Nicholet

2020-09-10 
08:32:56

Mpumal
anga No I do not

very touchy subject,  suppose can drink alcohol?     and get drunk...  
Cannabis has the smoke that effects others Susan

2020-09-10 
07:49:42

Mpumal
anga No I do not Peopl can't drive large machine under influence of dagga Jimmy

2020-09-10 
05:44:06

Mpumal
anga No I do not

The quanSSes set for Public possession are too lisle, 100 grams won't last me 
the whole day

Mandisi 
Nicolus

2020-09-09 
21:08:15

Mpumal
anga No I do not Inge

2020-09-09 
19:31:19

Mpumal
anga No I do not

The jail Sme is extreme, how are we suppose to procure and use weed freely as 
a natural herb it was intended if even smoking near window in your own 
property can cause jail Sme, its ridiculous.  Its unnecessary waste of government 
restores on an already overburden system.  Meliessa 
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2020-09-09 
19:30:42

Mpumal
anga No I do not

This bill sSll conSnues to violate our rights. Firstly how can we be allowed to 
grow when we cant get proper seeds to grow with? Commercial structure and 
regulaSon is required to ensure safety of this plant and economic development 
through current developments which integrate into a uniform and diverse 
industry. At the current rate, we are falling short of one freedom and that is the 
freedom to let this plant be liberated from the injusSce given. And it's our duty 
as fellow ciSzens to ensure we are educaSng ourselves on the benefits of the 
plant. The laws on privacy are sSll in violaSon of my rights to privacy. The 
amount of plants per household should be changed, as it requires more then 8 
plants to feed a family/group of 10...  The laws have made it more difficult for 
me to consume in my home as certain households would not approve and 
thereby violaSng the law. A private space needs to be created for ciSzens of this 
country who are unable to find a private space which violates the new proposed 
law. The new proposed laws has violated my rights yet again. I am allowed to 
grow,but I have no space to grow, I have no Sme, i live on a communal property 
but it's my consStuSonal right to do so, by opening up the commercial sector, I 
would have been able to recieve my products under no violaSon and have a 
private space to do so. I wish to express my deepest sadness towards the people 
who have set with my rights and decided that this is what I would want. I have a 
right under my consStuSon to my say and I represent and own an organisaSon 
that have huge amounts of followers as one voice asking you to be just in the 
laws and give us the freedom we want and not what is dictated without proper 
knowledge, research or understanding the people on the ground. I ask that 
certain laws be amended/looked into/created so that this naSon can change the 
future and use the plant for what it's meant for. You are giving me a right to 
grow and possess something I may have never grown before. Are you allowing 
me to grow my own medicaSon and dose myself without any knowledge, advise 
or understanding of what the capabiliSes are of this plant? How can you allow 
me the rights to grow Cannabis when there are so many strains out there and 
each strain has a different effect and if grown incorrectly would give a total 
opposite effect? What If i had a huge argument at work and i came home to use 
cannabis to calm me down, but the effects caused me to go into a state of 
paranoia and because of the incorrect amounts of Cannabinoids or in pharmacy 
terms, 'misdiagnosed' myself?  I could end up in hospital and that would make 
the new proposed laws as something harmful to allow. There needs to be 
further deliberaSon on this and I hope to play a further part in developing a 
beser future. Mine Workers, Please submit your rights to using Cannabis 
without having to be tested on a plant that is now your consStuSonal right 
which stays in the system but is not acSve when at work. these tests violates our 
rights, they need to establish new devices which can test if cannabis is present 3 
hours aXer usage. please add this aswell. This is important for our mine 
workers!!!... 
One love, one naSon, one plant Isi

2020-09-09 
19:00:02

Mpumal
anga No I do not

The Cannibas Bill for Private purposes should be completely scraped. There 
should not be any restricSons on the possession, or trade of Cannibas. All South 
Africans should have the freedom of choice to grow, buy or sell and benefit  
from cannibas.  Cannibas has enormous potenSal  to sSmulate growth in the 
economy.  No one has ever overdosed on cannabis. Cannibas have proven 
health benifits, that all should have freedom to access.  South Africans right to 
privacy should be respected and anyone should be  allowed to grow any amount 
off cannibas they want  to and to posses any quanSty they want to. Johan

2020-09-09 
17:54:55

Mpumal
anga No I do not HUGH

2020-09-09 
17:51:58

Mpumal
anga No I do not

They are ripping the dam from under the duck. Instead just shoo the duct and it 
will fly away.  Why make a big isseu of somthing when not needed. Gerry

2020-09-09 
16:03:17

Mpumal
anga No I do not

Cannibs / dagga is a drug just the same as any other  drug.  Do not be fooled by 
all the so called medical benefits, it is a excuse to use the drug on its own.  If you 
have pain go to the doctor, they will describe the right form amount  of, and 
medicle cannibis, if you wish to use it!  It is a excuse to use dagga  in it raw form,  
if not medically prescribed.    Alcohol  is another drug that is not being classified  
as a drug, in it correct form.  These are very dangerous, addicSve substance's  
that all fall under the same category,  DRUGS!!  They are all harmful, addicSve 
and changes a persons behavior and brain, NOT for the beser, as it is promoted.   
With  violent crimes the person  reflecSng  criminal behavior, more oXen than 
not, was intoxicated, either under the influence of alcohol, or on some form of 
drugs!   And it   cost the taxpayer  a immensely   amount of money to either the  
recovery centrums, prisons, family violence's centers, sexual abuse centers  ect. 
Not to menSon the social impact it has on woman and children.  How can 
anyone, in a leaders posiSon,  who  truly has the well being of the innocent , 
vulnerable and the well being of a healthy  society  for young and old people of 
South African at heart, allow another drug to be legalized in South Africa?   We 
as a country has enough problems coping with alcoholism and drug abuse  
(clearly seen in the behavior of our populaSons reacSons during "lock down" 
restricSons!!!  It is appalling, and vey sad!!  please don't let a few people's will 
impact a whole society's well being and health.  
 Chantelle

2020-09-09 
15:41:32

Mpumal
anga No I do not

I do not support the proposed bill on cannabis for private use, due to the fact 
that it is sSll an addicSve drug even if it has posiSve medical uses. Allowing 
private use will only make it more difficult to control which will lead to illegal 
producSon and sale and within the reach of our children. Cannabis is a very 
known stepping stone to more addicSve and harmful drugs. If the purposes is 
medical treatment, let it be administered by medical professionals only. Caroline
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2020-09-09 
14:37:54

Mpumal
anga No I do not Harmful for children. Johannes

2020-09-09 
14:12:19

Mpumal
anga No I do not

Legalise the sale of cannabis but resellers should be taxed just like with 
cigareses and alcohol, I think you should need a license to sell it, and those 
without a license should be jailed, however, 15 years is a bit too much. 1 - 2 
years or community service seems reasonable for first-Sme offenders, providing 
it to a child 2 years min jail Sme. I think you should be allowed to carry as much 
on you as you would be willing to smoke that day, just like you would a packet of 
cigareses, you don't walk around with a carton of cigareses, there is no need 
for a kilogram on you. Non-consenSng adults should leave the area if they do 
not want to inhale second-hand smoke. Theo

2020-09-09 
13:57:01

Mpumal
anga No I do not

I have a 19 year old son who is using cannabis. He was made to believe this is 
the ulSmate  cure for prolonged life and this by teachers who shared it with 
school children at an age when he was  not able to realize the addicSon that 
would result, It is disastrous. He is drugged most of the Sme, does not sleep,  
aggressive,  sloppy, messes wherever he goes and has no consciousness to 
realize what this drug is doing to him. S.A. will have a new generaSon of lazy, 
sloppy youth with no ambiSon in life because of legalized cannabis. S.A. has so 
much heartache and brokenness, GBV, highest rape and murder capital in the 
world? Government is not sincere about the people , crime will escalate and the 
future for many, especially the poorest of the poor will be affected. negaSvely. 
Please do not do this to our people!!! Lizese

2020-09-09 
13:53:21

Mpumal
anga No I do not

Cannabis is the start for using hard drugs.  People smoking  it ignore everything 
around them.  They steal to get money to bye cannabis.  They ignore their 
children and rely on other  people for that.Oeterpeterw Peter

2020-09-09 
12:11:08

Mpumal
anga No I do not Charles

2020-09-09 
12:01:22

Mpumal
anga No I do not What is next? LSD Heroin and Cocaine? Francois

2020-09-09 
11:53:40

Mpumal
anga No I do not

Having first hand experience on the use of Dagga I strongly oppose the use of 
dagga and any form or derivaSve of it. We have just had a month of abuse 
against woman and children which mainly occurs at home, in private where no 
one can see or help. Dagga causes home unrest, no maser that it is private. The 
woman and children suffer because of it and NO MATTER WHO SAYS WHAT 
about it, it leads to the use of other more hurKul and addicSve drugs causing a 
lot of pain and tears. PLEASE reconsider. Should a medical pracSSoner decide 
that a paSent would benefit from the use of it and or a derivaSve a prescripSon 
could then be issued and the usage monitored as with all prescribed medicine.  
Abuse takes place in the privacy of a home and I firmly believe that dagga as 
alcohol contributes to the abuse. PLEASE RECONSIDER. Piet

2020-09-09 
11:43:21

Mpumal
anga No I do not

This bill sSll conSnues to violate our rights. Firstly how can we be allowed to 
grow when we cant get proper seeds to grow with? Commercial structure and 
regulaSon is required to ensure safety of this plant and economic development 
through current developments which integrate into a uniform and diverse 
industry. At the current rate, we are falling short of one freedom and that is the 
freedom to let this plant be liberated from the injusSce given. And it's our duty 
as fellow ciSzens to ensure we are educaSng ourselves on the benefits of the 
plant. The laws on privacy are sSll in violaSon of my rights to privacy. The 
amount of plants per household should be changed, as it requires more then 8 
plants to feed a family/group of 10...  The laws have made it more difficult for 
me to consume in my home as certain households would not approve and 
thereby violaSng the law. A private space needs to be created for ciSzens of this 
country who are unable to find a private space which violates the new proposed 
law. The new proposed laws has violated my rights yet again. I am allowed to 
grow,but I have no space to grow, I have no Sme, i live on a communal property 
but it's my consStuSonal right to do so, by opening up the commercial sector, I 
would have been able to recieve my products under no violaSon and have a 
private space to do so. I wish to express my deepest sadness towards the people 
who have set with my rights and decided that this is what I would want. I have a 
right under my consStuSon to my say and I represent and own an organisaSon 
that have huge amounts of followers as one voice asking you to be just in the 
laws and give us the freedom we want and not what is dictated without proper 
knowledge, research or understanding the people on the ground. I ask that 
certain laws be amended/looked into/created so that this naSon can change the 
future and use the plant for what it's meant for. You are giving me a right to 
grow and possess something I may have never grown before. Are you allowing 
me to grow my own medicaSon and dose myself without any knowledge, advise 
or understanding of what the capabiliSes are of this plant? How can you allow 
me the rights to grow Cannabis when there are so many strains out there and 
each strain has a different effect and if grown incorrectly would give a total 
opposite effect? What If i had a huge argument at work and i came home to use 
cannabis to calm me down, but the effects caused me to go into a state of 
paranoia and because of the incorrect amounts of Cannabinoids or in pharmacy 
terms, 'misdiagnosed' myself?  I could end up in hospital and that would make 
the new proposed laws as something harmful to allow. There needs to be 
further deliberaSon on this and I hope to play a further part in developing a 
beser future. One love, one naSon, one plant Isi

2020-09-09 
11:41:23

Mpumal
anga No I do not Jan
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2020-09-09 
10:58:16

Mpumal
anga No I do not

Cannabis is a God given plant. There should be no restricSons on how many 
plants and dry herb I have in my household.  Cannabis is medicaSon so if my kid 
is suffering from seizures you want to lock me up for helping my kid to have a 
beser life. Go and do proper research before you wanna make stupid laws and 
regulaSons. Stop being brainwashed by BIG PHARMA the evidence is all over the 
internet and there is many proven cases of this healing Herb. John

2020-09-09 
10:25:45

Mpumal
anga No I do not Alice 

2020-09-09 
10:25:44

Mpumal
anga No I do not Alice 

2020-09-09 
08:51:16

Mpumal
anga No I do not

Canabis is known for its medicinal properSes.   It is also a known drug.   
LegislaSon should allow it to be used for medicinal purposes only by 
laboratories manufacturing medicines. Kleinste

2020-09-09 
08:48:59

Mpumal
anga No I do not

The ban on cannabis must be completely liXed. The government must stop 
treaSng people like children. Bans and restricSons only encourage the black 
market and criminality. Dean

2020-09-09 
08:43:38

Mpumal
anga No I do not

According to me this should be legal ONLY for medical reasons with a medical 
cerSficate.  
People are underesSmaSng the VERY NEGATIVE effect this has on intellect and 
personality. COBA

2020-09-09 
08:38:42

Mpumal
anga No I do not Hendrik

2020-09-09 
08:30:23

Mpumal
anga No I do not

As a cannabis grower and in the industry for 20 years, I can say that this is the 
most draconian laws ever passed! The ignorance of those siing with the laws 
are evident. Firstly how can we allow an individual their rights to grow privately 
when they have no experience in growing.  How can we allow anyone to grow 
medicine which grows differently and with different types of medicine on the 
plant. Have we forgosen that we are growing a medicine meant to assist us with 
issues, but now we are allowing major issues within growing communiSes 
where cross pollinaSon and males are going to be a big issue.  The laws makes 
no sense as they have leX out any regulaSon on forming a commercial market. Franko

2020-09-09 
07:55:16

Mpumal
anga No I do not Nico

2020-09-09 
07:47:42

Mpumal
anga No I do not CANNABIS IS A DRUG AND SHOULD BE TREATED AS SUCH. Rohan

2020-09-09 
07:45:10

Mpumal
anga No I do not Antonie

2020-09-09 
07:45:10

Mpumal
anga No I do not Antonie

2020-09-09 
07:32:28

Mpumal
anga No I do not

Open it up. People are going to use and deal in cannabis no maser what. Rather 
concentrate on relevant regulaSons in the workplace or while driving. Karin

2020-09-09 
07:29:32

Mpumal
anga No I do not Medical use only MarSn

2020-09-09 
07:29:09

Mpumal
anga No I do not kobie

2020-09-09 
07:16:30

Mpumal
anga No I do not Peter 

2020-09-09 
06:09:21

Mpumal
anga No I do not Maggie

2020-09-09 
04:51:18

Mpumal
anga No I do not It should not be allowed,  it is a drug. Riëse

2020-09-09 
02:36:07

Mpumal
anga No I do not Are you fucking stupid Michael

Eastern Cape 150

2020-11-30 
10:52:08

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

This should not have been signed in law in the first place, as this is how many 
people start there drug addicSon, by start with cannabis and then moving on to 
more aggressive durgs! Vanessa

2020-11-06 
15:35:09

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

I quesSon the responsibility and accountability of any and all adults when using 
cannabis. 
Their only intenSon is self-graSficaSon.  
They will not protect children from the vapours and everyone knows that 
'hotboxing' is used when others get high on the vapours others breathe out. 
HOW WILL YOU MONITOR THIS 'PERSONAL USAGE RULE'?  It is never  purely 
personal. 
You are counSng on responsible acSons by an element which has lisle to no 
concern or care about anyone around them. Cannabis is a behaviour affecSng 
drug as is alchohol and should not be added to the woes that alchohol  causes in 
this country already.   
Our health system , mental health system is broken and does not need added 
condiSons to further strain it. Carol

2020-11-05 
12:13:20

Eastern 
Cape No I do not Songeze 

2020-11-04 
08:36:55

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Our government can’t control the crime and corrupSon in our country, so there 
is no way that they can monitor and put regulaSons in for cannabis. You cannot 
arrest someone for growing plants. We have far worse things to deal with. Hannah

2020-10-30 
15:40:32

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Why must government have a say in how much & where people may use 
cannabis? I use it purely for it's medicinal value. If somebody sells it for this 
purpose, why must they be penalised? Very few people have the knowledge to 
extract the oil for instance, so they must buy it from someone that has the know 
how & equipment to do so. Ellen

2020-10-29 
09:39:58

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

I strongly appose this. If cannabis is needed for medical purposes ciSzens should 
obtain it through the appropriate legal channels currently in place. Ryan
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2020-10-28 
09:25:31

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

I am a psychologist working in private pracSce.  On a weekly basis I see people 
who "innocently" or "naively" started smoking cannibis, only to pick up 
significant mental health issues later.  This is a drug and its use should be 
handled with the utmost of care.  Has enough research been put into the abuse 
thereof?  Has enough psychiatrists had an input? carisa

2020-10-27 
20:21:58

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

There should be no restricSons on canabis. It is a natural healing herb whose 
safety and efficacy is backed by numerous scienSfic studies. People should be 
allowed to grow and use it as they see fit. ANELISA

2020-10-11 
13:12:39

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

The resricSon of plants per person or household is unreasonable. MAny rural 
folk in our country survive on the culSvaSon and sale of this plant/herb. many 
families are fed through the small scale farmers and rural culSvaSon of the 
plant. The law needs to take into consideraSon the impact of the liviloods of 
many thousands of families.  
It further worries me that the licenses to grow medical cannibis and hemp is 
falling into the hands of the medical companies and large agriculture sectors 
were the money already is. We can not side step the small, rural and poor 
farmers who should benefit mostly from the legilisaSon of this herb/plant when 
laws and decisions are made. Shane

2020-10-09 
22:12:40

Eastern 
Cape No I do not Farida 

2020-10-09 
21:46:50

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

The government just wants more power and control over us. 

They can't tell me how much cannabis I need! ONLY I KNOW HOE MUCH I NEED. 

15 Years of jail Sme? But rapists and murderers walk free or get sentenced to 
less jail Sme? 

So what you're telling me is that smoking weed is worse than being raped or 
murdered?? Rather provide jusSce for such vicSms and leave the stoners be! 

You are not welcome to just rock up at my house and randomly inspect my 
home. IT'S MY PRIVATE SPACE AND I HAVE A RIGHT TO PRIVACY!!! Melandri
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General 

The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 

The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-08 
23:05:12

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

The bill will sSll expose people to sSll being arrested. The government can come 
up with a beser bill and regulaSon for cannabis for people to follow because 
this one trust me will not work and again may find cannabis users in court again 
asking for beser laws.   
People will sSll find themselves being imprisoned for this great plant. I heal 
people using this plant and use it for spiritual purposes. 
Cannabis is being treated like some kind of monster plant instead of the 
government educaaSng people about it and it's uses (different use) and how to 
use it for maximum benefits. 
No government, parliament do beser, put people first not money, no,no,no 
wrong. 
Please come up with beser bill please this one ain't it. Mandi
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-08 
17:52:10

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

We need full legalizaSon so the people who only have a lisle bit of land to put 
food in their mouth can benefit and move around with ease and dignity. Amy

2020-10-08 
15:29:45

Eastern 
Cape No I do not Ian
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General 

The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 

The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals? 
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society. 
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences 
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
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2020-10-06 
14:16:08

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

The current proposed bill contains very high penalSes and does nothing to help 
South Africa benefit from cannabis legalizaSon. 

The manifesto set out by Fields Of Green for All is what we all want the bill to be 
: 
hsp://www.fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/manifesto/ Dominique 

2020-10-04 
11:48:47

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

The herb should be totally legalized for personal use , posession ,culSvaSon and 
markeSng it freely  
wth age restricSons for interested  people and users of the plant and our 
government should realize the benefit it holds to the boost of our people 
locally ,economically   and if regulated then penalSes on a plant that God 
created  should be for big cooperate businesses and big pharmaceuScal 
companies bt most important is them that were pursecuted ,prosecuted and 
criminalized should be considered in the penalSes n possession laws on the 
plant so no limits on personal use and open market so all can gain from the 
plant that God put on earth for BT it not all that is for the herb so this should be 
the redistribuSon of wealth coz the plant can sustain all.. 

AlistairZebs

2020-09-29 
11:19:02

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

South Africa has a strong conservaSve culture where the sSgma and stereotypes 
about Cannabis are sSll very biased and not well informed. It is imperaSve that 
the use of Cannabis is integrated into society, not as something to use for fun 
and recreaSon but as a plant for medicine as well as a plant that will boost the 
country's economy because of its variable ways it can be used eg texSle and 
clothing material. 

Amy

2020-09-24 
14:28:36

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

The bill makes no allocaSon for the raw dietary consumpSon of medicinal 
cannabis. Ref Dr William Courtney's work.  

A person juicing cannabis for preventaSve, medical or wellness reasons requires 
one plant per day to have a sufficient amount to meet the prescribed or 
recommended dose. A person blending raw  dried flowers will use up to a few 
hundred grams in just one day.   

How does the bill address raw dietary medicinal cannabis for wellness 
purposes?  

My Wellness educaSon is through the Hippocrates Health InsStute in Florida. I 
am a wellness and life coach.  

Ryan
2020-09-21 
16:00:14

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

To limit the amount in possession whereas for alcohol and tobacco there is no 
limit borders on discriminaSon and tramples on the rights of users. Sivuyile
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2020-09-21 
12:47:26

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

I am 60-years-old and have been smoking marijuana since I was 18. Other than 
that,  I am a model ciSzen - as is my longSme partner,  who suffers from ill 
health and is 66-years-old.  We  have empathy and compassion for those around 
us and for those less fortunate than us.  We have never cheated the taxman,  we  
pay our municipal bills on Sme and we don't owe anybody money.  When we go 
shopping we use the same taxi driver to take us there every  Sme,  and we 
support the same supermarkets and stores we always have.  We enjoy the 
service we receive,  and like that the staff and management recognize us and 
treat us as  loyal and faithful customers. 
 We care about our second floor  apartment in Port Elizabeth, and the building 
we live in.  and we are  always cordial and respecKul  to our neighbors.   But we 
are very private people and don't have the space or experSse to grow our own 
weed to smoke,  and make tea - for my ailing partner, with.  
So, when we buy in quanSty - which lasts several months, and saves us money,  
but the Private Purposes Bill means that the wonderful man who procures it 
from an old farmer in the Transkei for us and my partner and I could be raided, 
arrested and jailed by the police, at any Sme,  regardless of the fact that none of 
us are harming anybody.  
The proposed Bill does nothing to miSgate our current draconian laws,  and puts 
the hard earned equilibrium of our lives  at risk at any Sme.   
Please let us conSnue to live happy, peaceful and fulfilling without fearing that 
the police will break into our home at  any moment.  
We don't harm anybody,  and we never will. Please don't put two  otherwise law 
abiding ciSzens  - and hundreds of thousands of others  like us - in harm's way 
by passing this short sighted and mean spirited Bill. 

I would like to end my sincere submission by quoSng Janet O’Donoghue,  of the 
SA Cannabis Community and Regulatory AssociaSon. 

"The (proposed ) bill uses the guise of upholding the right to privacy by making it 
possible for police to invade the person and/or property of any ordinary ciSzen, 
at any Sme or place, without clearly defined probable cause being a requisite. 
This bill derogates the right to life and the right to dignity, both of which are 
non-derogable under the ConsStuSon, as well as the right to bodily and 
psychological integrity, of both adults and children by restricSng and, therefore, 
effecSvely denying their access to effecSve herbal cannabis treatments for many 
life threatening and terminal illnesses. This will both affect private use through 
quanSty restricSons and the policing of the proposed private use act, and 
criminalise  available safe, effecSve, inexpensive natural cannabis treatments 
absolutely.” 

Grant

2020-09-20 
16:17:11

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

I believe that cannabis being a natural resources that had been feeding families 
for the longest Sme and the micro economies of these socieSes should be 
embraced and encouraged. The legislaSon should protect such people and not 
push for laws that benefit big corporaSons and corrupt officials only. Nande

2020-09-20 
15:46:59

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

I am coming from the poorest region in the Eastern Cape. Poor in terms of 
money but the natural resources are abundant one of which is cannabis. The 
fact that this bill is designed to grab the lisle money our poor people make is a 
huge tesSmony to the criminality of our South African  consStuSon. Before a bill 
of this nature is passes we must be criScal of who will benefit and who will 
suffer. From where I'm standing the poor will get poorer the rich richer and the 
poliScians will conSnue to benefit from corrupt laws such as this. Nasiphi
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2020-09-20 
07:01:45

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

www.fieldsofgreenforall.org.za has put together a manifest on the ONE and only 
proposed Bill you should be passing. The Dagga plant needs to be set free to the 
people of South Africa. Government has persecuted and destroyed lives for the 
last 100 years yet now because you see the potenSal cash injecSon to the 
economy, you want make rules and set heavy restricSon with jail Sme. NO 
WAYS! As the Government you have had the power to stop the SAPS from 
abusing their orrupt powers and turning us into criminals for vicSmless crimes. 
NO more! You will meet resistance at every step from cannabis users. How can 
your piece of kak proposed bill not take into account the rural growers who use 
landrace cannabis (that's been here long before any of us) to feed the livestock 
and love sustainably. No plant counts! No THC restricSon, USE our landrace 
instead of imported HEMP. Our landrace dagga has more biomass than hemp! 
STOP POLICING CANNABIS. Make export standards if you want to make rules to 
sell to other countries, where the cannabis needs to meet their requirements. 
Leave South Africans to create their own IKS and craX industry, the black market 
has and always will operate. This will give the black market, professionals in 
their field a chance to rise up and create a flourish legal industry with Tourism 
and trade quick to follow. HOW CAN A VIRGIN GIVE ADVICE ON SEX? Simple! 
He/She CANT! Because they dont know how. SO THE SAME WITH THE PEOPLE 
MAKING THE CANNABIS RULES?? If you sSll think it is bad and make restricSons 
then you DO NOT know the truly healing and love that this PEACEFUL plant 
brings. It only brings hope and happiness. All the lies we have been told by the 
Western world are just that. CANNABIS is medicine, I as a South African have the 
right to treat myself. CANNABIS is Spirituality, as a South African it is my right to 
believe in a faith of my choice! Cannabis connects me to my Gods. I will not 
listen to any Bill that turns an innocent person into a criminal for throwing and 
using a sacred plant. It's Sme to ENGAGE with the cannabis community before 
you propose any Bills or you will be met with fierce opposiSon at every turn. 
GOOD PEOPLE DISOBEY BAD LAWS. We the cannabis community are the 
professionals, it's Sme you start engaging and treaSng us with more respect. 
NOTHING ABOUT US WITHOUT US! AMANDLA AMADAGGA DAGGA AMANDLA ? 
Fire Burn the wicked. Sheldon

2020-09-19 
15:01:37

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

I reject the bill in its enSrety.  ? 
I support the field's of green for ALL proposed outcome. Damian

2020-09-19 
14:18:09

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

It should be legalised. The sale should be regulated. It certainly shouldn't be 
further criminalised. Miranda 

2020-09-19 
08:36:31

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Joseph 
tomas

2020-09-19 
06:33:14

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Remove all criminal punishment aspects of the Bill. There should be NO JAIL 
TIME for A PLANT which has NEVER KILLED A SINGLE PERSON in the 5000 years 
of its history of use. Sven

2020-09-18 
18:45:11

Eastern 
Cape No I do not to be legally  manufactured for medicinal purposes only PAT

2020-09-18 
18:37:50

Eastern 
Cape No I do not should only be available legally for medical purposes PAT

2020-09-17 
14:33:32

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis dagga ???? What ??? 
Makes people go insane  its a dangerous drug 
Ban it completely 

Marilyn

2020-09-17 
07:54:53

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Just because the government cannot profit from cannabis, they have placed 
ridiculous laws, how are people permised to smoke cigareses in public when 
they cause cancer but aren't allowed to smoke a plant(weed), in it's purest 
form?, Weird flex from the government... Anonymous

2020-09-16 
18:06:52

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

It makes no sense to not make this a roduct that can be grown and sold and 
taxed as a crop. We are a poverty stricken country and growing cannabis is a 
good way to turn it around. We need laws that allow and protect small family 
owned cannabis operaSons, from farming down to producSon, giving favour to 
small enterprise and making entry into the market simple and easy, while 
structuring the law in such a way to prevent monopolies by commercial agri-
business which should be focused on food producSon. Francois

2020-09-15 
14:42:01

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Where the Govt meddles you have chaos.  Courts have authorized the use. 
Leave it at that. Colin

2020-09-15 
14:29:37

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is a known haermful substance causing known neurological damage 
(memory loss and other problems) and associated with drug abuse and 
dependency. It has no place in legally allowed substances. Mary

2020-09-15 
14:29:36

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is a known haermful substance causing known neurological damage 
(memory loss and other problems) and associated with drug abuse and 
dependency. It has no place in legally allowed substances. Mary

2020-09-15 
11:41:39

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

the quanSSes needs to increased of dry product and the amount of vegetaSve  
an flowering plants per household . neville

2020-09-15 
11:17:27

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

hsps://fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/the-2020-cannabis-for-private-purposes-bill-
and-the-20-principles-for-the-responsible-legal-regulaSon-of-cannabis/?
�clid=IwAR1Vw--sms0pJbVw1AoZBMKCX2tZb2MwXU-
BE3PgqV15c2T_pJizCMsSgM 

This link explains why the bill is inadequate in a wide variety of ways. Helen

2020-09-14 
19:04:28

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

To my mind there are enough mind bending medicines available on the 
market.the verdict is out and known to all that dagga does mind bend.policing 
the use      the government cant police the exisSng laws so adding to that would 
be an impossible task.dagga isnt illegal worldwide for nothing    so lets leave it 
there. Robin
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2020-09-14 
19:01:38

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

This Bill’s main aim is to disadvantage and criminalize economic acSviSes of 
people of Pondo-land in the Eastern Cape and destabilize their informal or micro 
economy in that region and other parts of the country. In the main this is an 
asack to the black South Africans only hope of economic parScipaSon. What is 
the science behind the limits and how were these measurements arrived at 
what method was used? This would also negaSvely affect black people’s 
tradiSonal and medical use of this plant for health purposes both on human and 
animals.  Therefore, I fully object to this Bill. Siviwe

2020-09-14 
15:04:45

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

1. The quanSty of Cannabis allowed per adult is unacceptable as it is too low. 
Cannabis is an annual crop (unless grown indoors). So stock for by the private 
individual / grower can generally, only by replenished once a year. There are no 
such restricSons on other annual crops such as fruits and vegetables, nor is 
there such restricSon as to how many other types of plant one can grow on 
one’s own property. Private property is private. 
Cannabis is beneficial to the health there are no such restricSons on the 
quanSty of other health beneficial plants such as lavender, sage or lemon 
verbena one can grow. 
On a personal note, I am advancing in age and use cannabis for health reasons 
as well as for relaxaSon. I would like to be able to have a stock pile for the years 
when I will no longer be able to grow my own plants. 
The quanSty of Cannabis grown like any other crop is strongly influenced by the 
weather condiSons and nature, elements it is difficult to control and predict. 
Therefore some years the harvest may be a good one and others a bad one, 
harvests can vary each season. I want to be able to use the good years harvest 
to balance out the bad years as does any good crop manager. That means having 
a surplus in storage for supplemenSng a bad harvest. 
Therefore I suggest a maximum limit of 15kgs per person, per annum. 
2. I am not aware of any limits to the quanSty of alcohol, tobacco or over-the-
counter medicaSons one is allowed to have in one’s house. All of which can be 
seriously detrimental to health. The limits on Cannabis are unconsStuSonal. 
3. The limit on the number of Cannabis plants one can grow on one’s own 
private property is unrealisScally low. Many seedlings grow into male plants 
which are discarded as only the female plant produces acSve ingredient THC and 
Cannabis product. So realisScally one may plant 30 plants and only end up with 
five female plants. At this stage in the growing season it would be too late to 
plant replacements and again producing females is not guaranteed. 
Rather limit the amount of mature flowering plants towards the end of the 
growing season i.e. end of March to end of April. 
I suggest 50 mature female plants as the maximum limit per private garden.  

This bill is designed to keep Cannabis smokers as being percieved as criminals 
and as doing something wrong. John

2020-09-14 
09:25:45

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

If Cannabis is legalised this year what drug will be next? There are no non 
addicSve drugs sorry. It starts with a "soX" drug and soon it is no longer enough.  
The person then moves onto recreaSonal drugs which later leads to hard core 
drugs as the body builds up an immunity to the Cannabis just like the body 
builds an immunity to any medicaSon. people are already basling to buy food 
and  meet their basic needs. By legalising Cannabis the lisle money they have to 
feed and clothe their families will now go to their habits. Crime will also increase 
as the addicts will require more and more money to feed their habit.  Only the 
growers and suppliers will benefit. 

Shirril
2020-09-14 
08:25:03

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

it is to me a great difficulty to accept the use of cannibus in any form for what it 
does to people they must stop this act in all forms clive 

2020-09-14 
08:11:15

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is oXen a gateway drug.   

I have seen people smoke or use this drug over a period of twenty years and 
NOT ONE of those people has ever made a success of their lives.  They think 
they are being clever and erudite.  They are not.  Their thinking becomes more 
foggy as years go by.  Cannabis will inhibit South Africa's overall development 
and the capacity for South Africans to succeed in life.  It is a mistake to legalise 
it.  There has to be a beser way to manage the problem. 

Susie
2020-09-13 
21:59:02

Eastern 
Cape No I do not hsps://fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/manifesto/ donna

2020-09-13 
21:52:45

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

It is a lot of bull kids smoke any way so why now strike laws to try and control  it 
its being there  forever herkie

2020-09-13 
19:41:13

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Selling of cannabis must be illegal.... possession huge quanSSes must be 
punishable by law...smoking not allowed in public. Driving /working under the 
influence must be punishable...checks must be done mandetary, if suspected. Ryno

2020-09-13 
08:31:04

Eastern 
Cape No I do not Robbie

2020-09-13 
06:24:38

Eastern 
Cape No I do not Ronald

2020-09-12 
19:48:38

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis has been used by our forefathers for years for medicinal reasons.we 
should be free to buy our weed and have as much as we want.I agree with the 
part where we shouldn't smoke around children and around people who don't 
smoke but the rest is unfair. Phumza
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2020-09-12 
14:26:35

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

The people must ask the quesSon why are these people fighSng so hard to get 
CANNABIS legalised?  
IS IT because of its mind altering effects? 

This is a MIND ALTERING drug is why. 
It changes the way CANNABIS smokers think. 
It seems that CANNABIS smokers think they are very clever. 
It makes them see thing, 
They always think other people are taking about them. 
They hear things that are not there. 
Their driving skills are impaired, More so than that of a drunk driver. 
These CANNABIS smokers smoke the Different OIL's from CANNABIS and other 
plants in their Vap smokers and hide the smell with different odours, Cherry etc. 
They also smoke CANNABIS and other drugs in HOOKAH pipes. 
ARE WE REALLY BIULDING A NATION OF DRUG ADDICKS? 
Our society is already so messed up with violence, fraud, murders and racism. 
How will we survive these changes to allow people to use drugs in our society? Thomas 

2020-09-12 
10:04:45

Eastern 
Cape No I do not The social use of cannabis should be banned Manie

2020-09-12 
09:51:40

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

I am opposed to Governments legalizaSon of the use of dagga... a gateway drug.  

Any amendment to laws related to the encouraged culSvaSon and consumpSon 
of dagga or any other gateway drug should not adversely impact on any other 
ciSzens rights not to be influenced by another persons choices to use/ consume 
dagga. Extremely heavy penalSes must be imposed to discourage the impact of 
users on others which include smelling the consumed products by neighbors.  

Enforcement protocols must be well thought out and published in the 
amendment that facilitates strict enforcement in line with the ConsStuSon. (If 
this cannot be provided for it will be superfluous to make amended legislaSon.) 

Smoke and or any related product must not be able to be inhaled or smelt by 
parSes not wishing to parScipate in the consuming of drugs. Robert

2020-09-12 
00:40:28

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

As it stands, no, I do not support it. 

The number of plants allowed and the quanSty that it into allows for is beyond a 
joke. Clearly no research has gone into it.  

Making oils etc uses a lot of buser and the average person can go through a lot 
smoking. What you are suggesSng as quanSSes is maybe a months supply.. Now 
bear in mind that the plant is seasonal so we can only grow once a year 
properly. 

Please stop being ridiculous. Greg
2020-09-11 
21:13:40

Eastern 
Cape No I do not Aidan 

2020-09-11 
15:43:07

Eastern 
Cape No I do not No maser what they say cannibas  is a drug Taro

2020-09-11 
13:04:58

Eastern 
Cape No I do not Verban rook van dagga totaal en al. Danie

2020-09-11 
12:11:04

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Jt should be noted that there is a high incidence of liver and kidney cancer 
among rusSfirians according to some doctors which could be asributed to their 
use of cañnabis. Albert

2020-09-11 
07:55:24

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

I don't agree with the legalizaSon of the drug in any form. 
It's a gateway drug to other drugs. 
For  medicaSon  purposes I totally agree . 

Louise

2020-09-11 
04:33:43

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Fields of green for all! 
Set the PLANT free! 
We should not be told how many of a plant we can grow. 
Alcohol is so much more destrucSve but as a adult I can buy and consume as 
much as I like and society is happy with it. 
I'm a bk amputee and cannabis is my medicine of choice every day for 
everything and anything I will face on the day. Without this amazing PLANT I 
would not be mentally and physically where I am today.  I can honestly say that 
this PLANT has zero side effects in comparison to the chemical drugs I was 
prescribed by the doctors. Daniel 

2020-09-10 
22:01:23

Eastern 
Cape No I do not Esther 

2020-09-10 
21:16:32

Eastern 
Cape No I do not hsps://fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/manifesto/ Antony

2020-09-10 
18:59:27

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is just another stepping stone to drug addicSon and other stronger 
drugs.  It should not be legal at all.   The government cannot even regulate itself 
let alone cannabis for private use - it will not stay private at all. Lana

2020-09-10 
18:08:11

Eastern 
Cape No I do not hsp://fieldsofgreenforall.org.za Marco

2020-09-10 
17:04:52

Eastern 
Cape No I do not MagdaleneP

2020-09-10 
16:51:59

Eastern 
Cape No I do not GEEN dagga. Ons moet Ons kinders nugter hou. Slegs vir medisinale gebruik. Riesa
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2020-09-10 
16:44:13

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Free the plant. Stop puing limits on how many plants we can keep or grow. Let 
us consume as much cannabis as we would like. Some of us are heavy users due 
to underlying issues. Concentrates etc use large amounts of cannabis and 600g 
is way to low.  We love growing cannabis

Adriaan 
Hugo

2020-09-10 
16:02:46

Eastern 
Cape No I do not Private use should be strictly for medical reasons and be controlled. Martha

2020-09-10 
15:37:36

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

If the government passes this bill, then they might as well make all drugs legal in 
South Africa because  Dagga/Cannabis is the precursor to the use of more 
powerful drugs.  
Look at what is happening in this country with alcohol abuse, but as usual, this 
government THINK they know beser & they will not listen.  
Also --- WHO IS GOING TO POLICE IT  - That is another joke & that is why I really 
do not care. 
Let people destroy themselves through their own stupidity. 
Dagga/Cannabis should ONLY be available through controlled medical 
insStuSons for medical use only. Brian

2020-09-10 
14:18:45

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Should be freely available to adults as are alcohol and tobacco. 
As long as it's illegal it will be overpriced as happened during lockdown 
regarding cigareses and alcohol. Ann

2020-09-10 
13:51:50

Eastern 
Cape No I do not Christa

2020-09-10 
11:30:29

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

It is a drug which people were jailed for if it was found in one's possession. It 
should have stayed that way.  Now that it's legalised people are abusing it and 
no one is monitoring that misuse. It gives users incredible strength and causes 
them to be irresponsi me under it's influence. Ivy

2020-09-10 
10:33:53

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

The people who support this bill must either be CANNABIS users or drug addicts.  
It is hard to believe that any normal person will support CANNABIS or any other 
drug as this eventually leads to drug addicSon. This has been the caused of the 
death of many children, youth and adults as well as leads to crime, murders and 
accidents. 
People cannot thick clearly and also think that they are more clever than 
everyone else. 
CANNABIS is the start of all mind altering drugs and there is definitely something 
wrong in this world and our country if the GOVERNMENT deems it fit to legalise 
and form of CANNABIS or other drugs. 
It seems that the people who support this must be CANNABIS users and have 
never had children, family members or friends suffer abuse and have their 
belongings stolen by CANNABIS or drug users. 
ANYBODY THAT SUPPORTS THIS CANNABIS MUST FIRST GO AND ASSIST IN A 
DRUG REHAB AND PAY FOR THE REHAD COSTS BEFORE PUTTING THEIR NAME 
ON A SUPPORT LIST. THEY MUST ALSO DONATE MONEY TO REHABS SO THAT 
THE REHABS CAN GIVE ASSISTANCE TO THE CANNABIS ADDICTED USERS.  
UNFORTUNATELY THE PEOPLE CLOSEST TO THE CANNABIS USERS ARE THE ONES 
THAT SUFFER AND THEN CANNOR AGFFORD TO PAY THE HIGH PRICES OF 
SENDING THEIR LOVED ONES TO REHAB. 
THE SUCCESS RATE OF THE REHABS IS ALSO NOT VERY GOOD AS MOST 
CANNABIS USERS START USING CANNABIS AGAIN AS THEY ARE BEEN 
CONVINCED BY OTHER USERS THAT THEIR IS NOTHING WRONG WITH USING 
CANNABIS.  
THIS IN THE END LEADS TO OTHER DRUGS AND CRIME. IN A LOT OF CASES IT 
EVENTUALLY LEADS TO DEATH. 

Thomas

2020-09-10 
10:25:44

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Ek ondersteun nie die be-oogde wysigings nie. Dit is in linkse manier om meer 
en meer na die 
algehele toelaSng en vrye gebruik daarvan te beweeg, in 'n stelselmaSge 
manier. 

Alhoewel en wil stem om dit vir medisinale gebruik toe te laat, onder beheerde 
en geregistreerde verspreiding. 

Geen dwelm middel moet goed gekeur word vir vrylike gebruik nie. 
My opinie is dat ons besig is om sombies van onsself te maak met gebruik 
daarvan. 
 cornelia

2020-09-10 
10:00:20

Eastern 
Cape No I do not Craig

2020-09-10 
09:38:46

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

With this bill, government is maliciously asempSng to subvert the consStuSonal 
court ruling which declared cannabis no more harmful than alcohol or tobacco, 
and it criminalizes almost all acSvity related to cannabis. 
This bill is userly insulSng rubbish, draXed with an authoritarian nanny-state 
mentality, and needs to be tossed out in its enSrety. 
Government must not insult our intelligence. John
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2020-09-10 
09:35:45

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

No No No dagga that many prefer to give a nice name CANNABIS should not be 
legalise in the first place. It is really unfortunate that majority of populaSon 
suffers the consequences of decisions made by government just to saSsfy the 
minority. It would have been good if scienSsts would have advise clinical use of 
it but as I see in the community is just smoking aspect with devastaSng effects 
especially on young people. Please visit most of taxi ranks in Cape Town to see 
effects of dagga on it's smokers ( wynberg train staSon, Mowbray, Cape Town 
cbd, etc)  
The Bible say in book of Proverb31:6-7"Give strong drink [as medicine] to him 
who is ready to pass away, And wine to him whose life is biser."Let him drink 
and forget his poverty And no longer remember his trouble"  
This is what our government is doing by deliberately taking the measures such 
as this one that only create useless, good for for nothing numbers of people that 
many find themselves doing crime of all kind .  
Please do not legalise dagga in fact I would appeal the review of the previous 
ruling that permised the use of it.  
May God Bless our Land Katalay 

2020-09-10 
09:13:41

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

I know how the use of cannabis leads to lethal other drug use. You ban smoking 
but encourage cannabis.  Sheer lunacy!! Sheila

2020-09-10 
09:13:18

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is sSll something that alters the behavior of people. Which can lead to 
abuse of woman even more that it currently is. Crimes against women and 
children will rise. we currently see the effect of alcohol on our socieSes 
especially during the lockdown. It will affect your concentraSon. 
while driving, causing more accidents. CYRIL

2020-09-10 
09:00:20

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Only to be a part of formal medical systems. Government regulaSons only cost 
more taxpayer money and currently, Government is not even able to maintain 
law and order and a democraSc environment, but sit with own corrupSon and 
informal manipulaSon nd trading (self-enrichment) models. Jacques

2020-09-10 
08:58:56

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

The Bill seems to want to control and prescribe to ciSzens how much and what 
you are allowed to do with canabis. 

I would like to see research results published on the negaSve and posiSve 
affects of canabis. 
Based on those results the criminality can be assessed. Results could be 
compared to tobacco and liquor then line up any puniSve measures if required. 

MarSn

2020-09-10 
08:14:07

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Anybody that seeks to use natural means such as plants (e.g. cannabis) to cure 
themselves do not need permission from anybody or any piece of legislaSon or 
any government.  

Why should there be regulaSon on the use of plants that are created by Mother 
Nature?  If a plant benefits one's health,  go ahead and use it.   

Did Mother Nature instruct the government to regulate the use of plants? 

Did the pharmaceuScal companies, get permission from Mother Nature to 
commercialize and manufacture drugs that contain vital plant extracts?  

What right does a government have to decide on my health  i.e. what natural 
substances I should use, if those plants can improve health? The government 
has no right to dictate my health decisions. 

There are harmful products and services that are allowed to be created by 
humans for commercial gain i.e. alcohol, sugar, preservaSves, fast food 
establishments, casinos, beverages, etc.  These destroy thousands of lives and 
destroy human health and livelihoods - let us regulate these first.  

Lets' ban sugar, ban preservaSves, ban fast food establishments, ban casinos, 
ban fried foods, etc.   Lets first fix these problems. These are man-created not 
Mother Nature. 

Why is the government obsessed with regulaSng what is offered by Mother 
Nature to improve human health? 

The only reason government steps in to regulate masers, is when there's money 
and if we dig deep enough - somewhere, somehow the path for this will 
eventually lead to bribery, corrupSon by the government.   

Dhar
2020-09-10 
07:46:41

Eastern 
Cape No I do not Sandra

2020-09-10 
06:20:06

Eastern 
Cape No I do not Vanessa 

2020-09-10 
06:20:04

Eastern 
Cape No I do not Vanessa 

2020-09-10 
06:16:51

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis is a harmful drug that destroys brain cells. The use of cannabis can also 
lead to other drugs being used and should not be legalised at all. Do dot play 
with fire!!! Louise

2020-09-09 
23:33:30

Eastern 
Cape No I do not The plant has so many uses, people should be encouraged to grow it. Ray

2020-09-09 
21:21:10

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Busisiwe 
Tussy
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2020-09-09 
20:58:34

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

This will sSll be damaging to individuals. Plus It opens the door for drug dealing 
and drug culture to thrive. Russell

2020-09-09 
20:31:15

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

The quanSSes of individuals for growing and owning the plant is too strict. 
Those that choose to use the plant should be given the space to do so without 
theses nonsensical limits. Khaya

2020-09-09 
20:15:25

Eastern 
Cape No I do not James

2020-09-09 
20:13:24

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

People are not honest about the negaSve impact Cannabis use has on families 
and on mental health..if you have a weak geneSc make up toward mental 
health, you may develop fill blown schizophrenia .  Unfortunately users dont 
acknowledge they need mental health counceling as they do not recognize their 
own weaknesses. Dalene

2020-09-09 
19:40:39

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Boyce 
Thandolweth
u 

2020-09-09 
18:53:03

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Whilst I neither smoke tobacco nor cannabis, I cannot see how the law can be 
relaxed whilst government pushes for zero alcohol whilst driving and yet don't 
test for cannabis. Whilst many might disagree with me, I have a nephew who 
has been commised to numerous mental insStuSons due to smoking cannabis 
regularly. Dave

2020-09-09 
17:47:38

Eastern 
Cape No I do not Robyn

2020-09-09 
15:42:50

Eastern 
Cape No I do not Mondear

2020-09-09 
15:26:30

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis use should be totally derugulated and decriminalized without any 
limits. ChrisSna

2020-09-09 
14:09:14

Eastern 
Cape No I do not Decriminalize fully.  Dominic

2020-09-09 
14:02:16

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Rather than prison terms, which presents a burden to an already strained tax 
base, impose a licensing system, itself generaSng revenue. Licence removal from 
those who don't comply Steve

2020-09-09 
12:39:49

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

This proposed Cannabis Bill contradicts itself. You may not receive remuneraSon 
or compensaSon for cannabis (including giX, reward, favor or benefit) yet you 
may giX 100g of cannabis. Government says they going to make provisions to 
expunge cannabis related criminal records yet have heavy penalSes for cannabis 
related 'crimes'. You may also not allow your child to consume or possess 
cannabis yet your child can help culSvate with adult supervision. You may not 
drive a vehicle with THC in your body yet THC stays in your body from hours to 
months. 
Outdoor growers generally have 1 season per year to grow enough to sustain 
themselves for the next 12 months, how are people supposed to sustain 
themselves for 12 months with 600g of cannabis? How can the government 
make laws about a plant they know nothing about? Why are government not 
engaging with Fields Of Green for ALL who have drawn up a proposed manifesto 
for cannabis policy reform? Joanne

2020-09-09 
12:16:39

Eastern 
Cape No I do not This bill is simply useless for the economy and unenforceable George

2020-09-09 
11:51:50

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

We already have too many brain damaged people in this country, now we want 
to legalize a gateway drug, while on the other hand make laws to try to stop 
people from drinking when they are 18, which the government made as the age 
of legal consent,  to only allow alcohol to be consumed at 21 years of age.  
Now you will have uncontrolled  addicts  of any age wandering around more 
unaware than ever, creaSng chaos and more crimes. 
When will we ever be protected from harm??? 
they couldn't even police the selling of cigareses during lockdown when there 
were very few people out of their homes!!! how will they ever e able to count 
dagga seeds & flowers. sounds crazy to me! Bernice

2020-09-09 
11:06:25

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Verban dit heeltemal. Stem saam kan dalk vir medisyne gebruik word, maar laat 
mediese raad dit hanteer. Alida

2020-09-09 
10:48:52

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

We've just had the lockdown experience of being 'parented' and now they want 
to police people some more? Either it's legalised or it isn't. Does anyone apply 
criScal thinking at the policy-making decision level at all? It makes no sense to 
make the higher-level decision of legalising it, then contradict that at the 
operaSonal level. And who is going to police this? We can't even police the 
basics of municipal by-laws ...  And not only should there be no prison 
sentences, what they are proposing is ridiculous.  Julie
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2020-09-09 
10:04:27

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

As an individual with mulSple health issues, having had cancer 3 Smes, sSll 
fighSng it with cannabis, being Bipolar AffecSve Disorder type 1 and major back 
surgery, to be able to walk again, and on top of that Anxiety Disorder, Chronic 
bronchiSs, ICD, PTSD from a gang rape I suffered at  18 years old, I can NOT 
support the extremely low amount of cannabis plants I will be allowed to have., 
as I use feco ( full extract cannabis oil) for my pain due to operaSons in my back, 
I smoke cannabis for my psychiatric condiSons, I suffer from migraines as well 
that I need thc concentrates for to alleviate the vomiSng and nausea, or I 
dehydrate and end up in hospital. It has happened several Smes, more than 5. 
My husband has several condiSons that he needs cannabis for himself, 
condiSons that he has seen specialists for. My mother in law has cancer. She 
needs cannabis balm and feco as well to fight the cancer. 
Exactly HOW am. I supposed to medicate myself in an life threatening situaSon 
of cancer and being a psychiatric paSent and how must I manage my pain from 
my back operaSons, I had a broken spine. Medicinal paSents should be given 
the right to grow the amount of cannabis they will need to treat themselves, 
especially if they do not have money to buy oil anywhere else. I am a HolisSc 
PracSSoner and I have the right, afforded to me by the consStuSon to medicate 
myself and choose my medicine that works for my serious health problems.  

The SENTENCING for culSvaSon is frankly INSANE, a Class A offense for growing 
5 plants instead if 4? For instance, when baby raping rapists walk free? 
Minimum a fine, depending on ure income. 

This Bill turns us into criminals once more for trying to stay ALIVE. feco oil takes 
a LOT of cannabis depending on the grade of cannabis. I just want to grow my 
own medicine without going to jail, for the rest of my life. Thank you for the 
opportunity to list my grievances. Tonya 

2020-09-09 
09:54:46

Eastern 
Cape No I do not Easy access to cannabis is a door to hard drugs babongile

2020-09-09 
09:46:09

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

The sale (exchange for remuneraSon) of cannabis must be allowed. This may be 
regulated but it is unclear why it may be given away but not sold. This sSll allows 
the black market to flourish. OpportuniSes may be created for unemployed, 
poor and rural communiSes if the trade of cannabis is legalised.  Sale of 
cannabis products will also make it accessible to persons who need it for 
medical condiSons as those individuals might not be in contact with someone 
who is willing to provide the cannabis free of charge. Bernice

2020-09-09 
09:38:49

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

The bill does nothing to address the commercial possibiliSes of cannabis in the 
informal sector.... We have an opportunity to make a viable cash crop for 
millions who are in poverty and currently trade illegally. We can give them an 
opportunity to get above the poverty line as well as increase tax revenue. Taygan

2020-09-09 
09:32:19

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

CANNABIS leads to more serious addicSon to other types of drugs.  
If tobacco must be banned for health reasons all the more should cannabis be 
made illegal.  I have seen too many lives destroyed due to drug/alcohol 
addicSon, both directly and indirectly.  It was idioSc to have legalized it in the 
first place! Ron

2020-09-09 
09:26:59

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Just how will police control this as they cannot even control real crime. I am not 
a smoker. Francois

2020-09-09 
09:00:16

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Cannabis use for medical purposes should be beser researched and regulated, if 
it proves to be advantageous  to a certain individual. 
Only cannabis of certain beser quality is medically good. The quality and 
quanSSes most people will use will lead to more problems, less producSveness, 
more crime and domesSc violence. The disadvantages far outweigh the benefits 
of this Bill. Charl

2020-09-09 
08:56:41

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

This Bill should be impowering the people of South Africa! Giving everyone and 
anyone the right impower themselves and their families through Cannabis. 
South Africa needs a helping hand, Cannabis is that hand for a brighter future 
for all!!! The sentences layed out in this bill is ridiculous and does nothing but 
put inoccent people into a damaged jail system. The quanSSes are also 
unrealisSc for folks making medicine.  
I think you should beser educate yourself Goverment, then address this Bill 
again..  
One Love for South Africa, through Cannabis we will UNITE ? Jason

2020-09-09 
08:39:56

Eastern 
Cape No I do not Anne

2020-09-09 
08:39:55

Eastern 
Cape No I do not Anne

2020-09-09 
08:20:40

Eastern 
Cape No I do not Using Cannabis is a drug affecSng users.  Cannabis leads to taking other drugs. Michal

2020-09-09 
08:14:57

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

We all know dagga is a first step to addicSon. No no no. Government don't 
provide any assistance to parents with kids with addicSon Alta

2020-09-09 
07:56:37

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Government has no right to restrict the use of a God given plant  and any law to 
regulate this is in my opinion an infringement of any persons Human rights. I 
treat paSents daily with Cannabis and find no reason to legislate and thus limit 
use of the medical and or recreaSonal use of the plant. Bernhard
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2020-09-09 
07:37:30

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

I totally disagree with cannabis being grown and used in private homes.  If it has 
a worthwhile medical use set up farms -not run by the government - and grow, 
harvest and do whatever has to be done to it to make it ready for medical 
markeSng, sale and use.  You don't have to be a wiz to know that handled as 
proposed, the whole issue will be totally abused and we will end up with many 
more youngsters addicted to drugs stronger than cannabis. Who is going to 
police the use as set out in the proposed regulaSons - our goernment can't 
police it when i's illegal so how are they going to get it right? It's a flaming joke.  
Is there not something important they can apply themselves to? Alison

2020-09-09 
07:37:29

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

I totally disagree with cannabis being grown and used in private homes.  If it has 
a worthwhile medical use set up farms -not run by the government - and grow, 
harvest and do whatever has to be done to it to make it ready for medical 
markeSng, sale and use.  You don't have to be a wiz to know that handled as 
proposed, the whole issue will be totally abused and we will end up with many 
more youngsters addicted to drugs stronger than cannabis. Who is going to 
police the use as set out in the proposed regulaSons - our goernment can't 
police it when i's illegal so how are they going to get it right? It's a flaming joke.  
Is there not something important they can apply themselves to? Alison

2020-09-09 
07:32:27

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Should only be available by medical prescripSon. Use can lead to lack of self 
control and violence. Nick

2020-09-09 
07:29:20

Eastern 
Cape No I do not These limitaSons are unnecessary and cannot be enforced Charles

2020-09-09 
06:42:25

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

It has not worked in EU , so why would it work here in SA. I feel it should sSll be 
banned Carl

2020-09-09 
06:38:48

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

We need to be free to live our lives as we wish , provided it does not harm any 
body else or anything. Cecil 

2020-09-09 
06:37:13

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

The regulaSons are only to controll private growing so the gov can make money 
out of selling growing quotas to there corrupted associated friends Noel

2020-09-09 
05:55:07

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

As a Specialist Wellness Counsellor, I have seen firsthand, the negaSve impact of 
having this available to individuals in their homes. We will be enabling a monster Laverne 

2020-09-09 
05:10:58

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

It is high Sme that this badly maligned plant be leX alone by governments 
throughout the world. The ONLY reason laws are in place is because it threatens 
the profits of Big Pharma. It is my contenSon that it is they who are pushing for 
these stupid new laws. Before 1937 this plant was in daily medicinal use. End 
this insanity now, please!!! john

2020-09-09 
05:09:28

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

To me this is the same as drunken driving even worse.  What about the health 
and safety issues at the work place Hester

2020-09-09 
04:38:51

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Judging by the behaviour of South Africans in response to the alcohol and 
cigarese bans during lockdown, I'd say that this is yet another way for lawless 
people to beat the system.  Our policing system is so poor and so corrupt that 
this would open the door to more abuse to destroy our people. Make a law and 
people will find ingenious ways to break it and profit into the bargain.  "The full 
might of the law" is a toothless bulldog. Luella

2020-09-09 
03:44:48

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

No I do not support government with this behavior or filling a indigenous plant if 
we look at Nederland's they have people smoke weed in public restaurants why 
must we be limited of not smoking in our homes or outside it'd not that we 
selling the cannabis its a no go zone for government to regulate how people will 
smoke and they can't predict a jail term for people that up to the TradiSonal 
Court's to decide .

Chief 
Brendon

2020-09-08 
22:00:05

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Any form of CANNABIS or other drugs used by any individual eventually leads to 
crime, that can be guaranteed. 
 Are we building a naSon of drug addicts? 
 Unfortunately it is the drug addicts who have the money to fight to legalise 
Cannabis. 
 The people who care have suffered from the abuse of people who use 
CANNABIS and have nothing leX  to fight this as it has all been stolen from them 
by the drug users, CANNABIS users. 
 ALL Crime starts normally by CANNABIS users. 
 Where are the laws that stop CANNABIS users from driving cars and trucks. 
 These people should not be on the road. 
 A lot of road accidents are blamed on alcohol where it is actually CANNABIS 
users who have caused the accidents and not alcohol users. 
 The CANNABIS and Drug users watch the violent and gangster movies and they 
then try to act out that which they see. 
 South Africa is already has so much violence and murder and alcohol is blamed 
for this but in reality it is CANNABIS and drugs. 
 Let there be drug test done on all crime and then see where the real problem is 
before CANNABIS is legalised. 
 LET THE STATISTICS decide and not the CANNABIS and drug addicts users. 
 ALL FORM OF CANNABIS and DRUGS ARE BAD FOR SOUTH AFRICA. 
 THERE CAN BE NO JUSTICE IN SOUTH AFRICA AS LONG AS DRUS ARE ALLOWED. 
 MADE THE PEOPLE WHO WANT TO LEGALISE CANNABIS PAY FOR ALL THE 
REHABS. THEY MUST PAY FOR THE PEOPLE WHO LAND UP IN REHABS DUE TO 
THE USE OF CANNABIS OR ANY OTHER FORM OF DRUGS. Thomas
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2020-09-08 
21:56:28

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

The people who grow or supply CANNABIS or any other form of drugs should be 
sentenced to death as they are passing the death penalty on the children of 
South Africa. 
Drug lords or any person that gives or lets any body else use CANNABIS or any 
other drug should be given the death penalty. 
These people have caused hundreds of thousands of deaths and all they care 
about is to make money regardless of the damage. 
They deserve the death penalty. They do not deserve to have CANNABIS 
legalised for their own saSsfacSon. Thomas

2020-09-08 
21:49:05

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Any form of CANNABIS or other drugs used by any individual eventually leads to 
crime, that can be guaranteed. 
Are we building a naSon of drug addicts? 
Unfortunately it is the drug addicts who have the money to fight to legalise 
Cannabis. 
The people who care have suffered from the abuse of people who use 
CANNABIS and have nothing leX  to fight this as it has all been stolen from them 
by the drug users, CANNABIS users. 
ALL Crime starts normally by CANNABIS users. 
Where are the laws that stop CANNABIS users from driving cars and trucks. 
These people should not be on the road. 
A lot of road accidents are blamed on alcohol where it is actually CANNABIS 
users who have caused the accidents and not alcohol users. 
The CANNABIS and Drug users watch the violent and gangster movies and they 
then try to act out that which they see. 
South Africa is already has so much violence and murder and alcohol is blamed 
for this but in reality it is CANNABIS and drugs. 
Let there be drug test done on all crime and then see where the real problem is 
before CANNABIS is legalised. 
LET THE STATISTICS decide and not the CANNABIS and drug addicts users. 
ALL FORM OF CANNABIS and DRUGS ARE BAD FOR SOUTH AFRICA. 
THERE CAN BE NO JUSTICE IN SOUTH AFRICA AS LONG AS DRUS ARE ALLOWED. 
MADE THE PEOPLE WHO WANT TO LEGALISE CANNABIS PAY FOR ALL THE 
REHABS. THEY MUST PAY FOR THE PEOPLE WHO LAND UP IN REHABS DUE TO 
THE USE OF CANNABIS OR ANY OTHER FORM OF DRUGS. 

Thomas 

2020-09-08 
21:42:54

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

Turning South African into a pot smoking naSon. The relief it brings is all in the 
mind. It oXen leads to stronger drugs when some people can't get the high they 
want. A sSffer penalty should be imposed on those who peddle the drug. Who is 
going to monitor & control the cannabis laws? Kevyn

2020-09-08 
21:32:32

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

We have enough people who halfway lost their brains and are now at the 
disposal of their so called leaders, damaging the country beyond repair.  We 
don't need more imbeciles.  Cannabis has been proved to diminish brain 
funcSonality.   People smoking it will never admit that it is not .  Once you are 
hooked you have had it. Johannes

2020-09-08 
21:04:08

Eastern 
Cape No I do not Leon

2020-09-08 
20:55:16

Eastern 
Cape No I do not Arthur

2020-09-08 
20:47:47

Eastern 
Cape No I do not

I don't agree to the bill since it is morally against my beliefs. I also don't agree 
since it can create dependency and can be sold to minors. It can also endanger 
the lives of people on our roads and in public places . George

Limpopo 49

2020-11-26 
13:05:27 Limpopo No I do not

People who grow the plant at home should be leX alone unlimited. It's their 
business, I support the punishment of people who smoke it in public as this is a 
health risk to others, as long as an individual uses the plant in private away from 
others that should be their business regardless of how much of it they possess 
or in whatever quanSty. Private use should be unregulated. Smoking it near 
children or selling it, or giving it to children , I believe a prison sentence of 15 
years. This should include any dangerous substance. Werner

2020-11-10 
06:09:02 Limpopo No I do not

I DO NOT SUPPORT THIS BILL FOR PRIVATE PURPOSES...The Government will 
NOT dictate how we live our lifes!!!!!! Melissa

2020-10-28 
12:39:48 Limpopo No I do not

Due the fact that jobs are becoming more scares in this country, I think people 
who can farm cannabis must be allowed to sell it so that they can be able to 
help with unemployment in this country. sephuma

2020-10-24 
09:11:47 Limpopo No I do not

Hallo to who this is , did you know that cannabis is not healthy for any person 
who ever smoke or use the plant longer than five years , if a man use it for that 
Sme he is incompetent and it go to woman as well and it enhances  canser  to 
the most important organs of the body so please don't allow this plant to been 
smoked or even to be used for so called medicines thank you MaarSn
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-09 
09:18:15 Limpopo No I do not What about tading rights, as a entrepreneur? Jakes
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-08 
14:51:07 Limpopo No I do not Michelle 

2020-09-22 
07:26:42 Limpopo No I do not

This bill is not in the best interests for South Africa. Cannabis must not be 
criminalized. The industry needs to be regulated. The plant and the grower must 
not be regulated. Cannabis is a global commodity and should be treated the 
same as other agricultural crops Willie

2020-09-20 
21:01:26 Limpopo No I do not

The amounts of plants allowed is ridiculously low. Dagga do not grow in winter. 
You have to grow in 5 months for the whole year. My friend on the 5 th floor flat 
must be allowed to grow in my garden. Daan 

2020-09-17 
07:18:10 Limpopo No I do not

I love and use Ganja almost daily and I have no single problem with it as it keeps 
on taking good care of my body, mind and soul. Cannibal is more than a mere 
consStuSon, is a natural herb provided to humans as medicine. Then the 
government greediness to see arSficial people rather natural people they are 
trying their best to channel naSons towards their poliScal interests so to pose 
rules that automaScally will appear against the users regardless of being poor or 
rich. The use of Ganja has been around for hundreds of years so if to gain profits 
propelled government to suffocate poor individuals through almost impossible 
rules and expect us to follow it. Rest assured government that we will fight 
forever over this rules and prepare more prison faciliSes because many of us will 
face charges and criminal records aXer criminal records because once I am 
arrested for just having what I like to have like Ganja as my medical inspiraSon 
then meaning I will have to conSnue in crime because I will never find job with 
criminal records of smoking Ganja! The kind of naSon your designing unaware 
through the so called strict policies or rules that oppressed people then prepare 
for the worse conflicts between government and ordinary ciSzens! Prepare for 
more prison faciliSes because that where your government is wishes to see its 
naSon at! More criminal records aXer criminal records and more up raising 
against state laws and orders are awaiSng for us as South Africa state! I support 
decriminalisaSon of the use and the amount of Ganja one should have 
especially if he's not selling but using it for his personal purposes! I don't 
support this current proposed bill!!! Free Ganja Mr babylona!!! Zachariah

2020-09-15 
10:58:43 Limpopo No I do not Pieter

2020-09-15 
10:30:53 Limpopo No I do not

The use of cannabis must be prohibited. There is enough evidence that criminals 
use cannabis before commiing crimes. They gain confidence . Ban it as it was 
before. Koos 

2020-09-14 
15:30:37 Limpopo No I do not

As at today nobody is appointed to do home inspecSons as the bill is already 
agreed on. I can see and smell my neighbors and their plants and the one thing 
that bothers me is the children around. Pieta 

2020-09-14 
10:59:16 Limpopo No I do not

Rook van dagga moet verbied word. 
Medisinale gebruik en verkoop van bv daggablare vir tee maak doeleindes moet 
weig wees en so ook daggaroom en dagga-olie.    
Een plant of boom is meer as genoeg vir 'n hele gesin.    
Enigeen kan nie toegelaat word om dagga te verkoop nie, maar slegs 
gesondheidwerkers. 

Alna
2020-09-13 
22:46:33 Limpopo No I do not

Legalizing any form of drug should always be prohibited as this always increases 
the rate of drug abuse. Silvia

2020-09-12 
08:20:41 Limpopo No I do not

Cannabis is detrimental to our youth since the abuse it. They don't know the 
limits. Maitele 

2020-09-12 
08:13:07 Limpopo No I do not

Die polisiëring van verbouing gaan onmoontlik wees, so liewer geen verbouing 
van dagga nie! Geja

2020-09-11 
20:45:55 Limpopo No I do not

Bann cannibis. It sSnks and I always get second hand smoke from my neighbors 
and my kids smell it to. It sSnks and gets into my house. Lizelle

2020-09-11 
18:09:45 Limpopo No I do not

In addiSon to it being addicSve, it can also cause  adversely affect mental 
stability. 
I used to work in a diagnosSc laboratory and we used to  screen for cannabis 
and other mind-changing drugs in newly- admised deranged people. Most of 
those people, notably the youth who were hitherto normal, tested posiSve. 
Also, many crimes are commited by users who, when they appear in court, claim 
that they did this because they were under the influence of drugs!  
To conclude, WHY was it banned prior to the bill? stanley

2020-09-11 
16:05:00 Limpopo No I do not

SHOULD BE ON MEDICAL PRESCRIPTION ONLY.   
WE ARE TOO MANY LIVING TOO CLOSELY WITH AND AMONG EACH OTHER FOR 
IT TO BE FREELY AVAILABLE EVEN THOUGH ONLY SMOKED IN THE CONFINES OF 
ONES HOME.   
I WOULD NOT LIKE TO THINK THAT THAT VEHICLE SPEEDING TOWARDS ME ON 
THE HIGHWAY IS BEING DRIVEN BY SOMEONE WHO IS HIGH ON CANNABIS 
HAVING JUST SMOKED UP FREELY AT HOME 
MANY PEOPLE CAN'T EVEN HANDLE ALCOHOL RESPONSIBLY, AND NOW WE ARE 
GOING TO LET THEM LOOSE ON CANNABIS ?!?! 

Yvery
2020-09-11 
15:18:41 Limpopo No I do not Jacobus
2020-09-11 
13:03:41 Limpopo No I do not Limits must be increased. ShaX
2020-09-11 
07:50:04 Limpopo No I do not johnny

2020-09-10 
17:16:41 Limpopo No I do not

This bill only further extend prohibiSon! This is against the consStuSon court 
ruling. This is making criminals of our youth and elders who only want to provide 
an income for their homes! Herman
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2020-09-10 
16:25:05 Limpopo No I do not Jaydon
2020-09-10 
16:25:03 Limpopo No I do not Jaydon
2020-09-10 
14:53:20 Limpopo No I do not

It is unconsStuSonal and unfair discriminaSon as compared to tobacco and 
alcohol laws,. Pieter 

2020-09-10 
13:18:51 Limpopo No I do not

How will these rules be monitored.  I think it is fuSle and very opSmisSc to think 
that users will comply with these laws.  THC use causes mulSple social and 
family dysfuncSon.  See the admissions at Weskoppies  alone to find proof of 
the magnitude of Schizophrenia and other psychological problems caused by 
THC use.  The burden on Government is uncalculatable, worse than alcohol as it 
stays in system for longer Sme.  The whole THC use bill should be revised, 
implemented and monitored properly. Salome

2020-09-10 
11:09:37 Limpopo No I do not

I believe that all drugs should be legalised and taxed accordingly. This is just 
show boaSng. If this were to happen it would mean the end of the drug wars 
and diminish gangsterism. Geoff 

2020-09-10 
03:29:21 Limpopo No I do not

I personally don’t even agree with the use of cannabis. I’m almost 50yrs old but I 
only knew how cannabis looks like about 3yrs ago. It’s available every where and 
it’s quite irritaSng. It has destroyed so many lives and will conSnue to destroy 
lives if the government does not take any acSon. Edith 

2020-09-09 
20:40:32 Limpopo No I do not

In law enforcement I asended many scenes of violent crimes commised by 
persons who used cannabis.  The drug has negaSve effects on certain individuals 
and changes the awareness and percepSon of persons.  Furthermore, there are 
medical studies confirming the danger prolonged use of it has on the human 
body.  I strongly oppose the legalisaSon of cannabis as a recreaSonal drug. Ronnie

2020-09-09 
19:53:56 Limpopo No I do not Alda
2020-09-09 
18:07:53 Limpopo No I do not Cannabis for personal use shouldn't be allowed. Ernst
2020-09-09 
15:31:24 Limpopo No I do not

Cannabis is a drug  !!!! 
Once hooked it may lead to taking other  types, and................. Schalk 

2020-09-09 
15:00:49 Limpopo No I do not Paula
2020-09-09 
13:48:59 Limpopo No I do not

Smoking, in general is bad, cannibus even worst! It leads to irrasional behavior 
and the use of drugs. Miems

2020-09-09 
12:16:23 Limpopo No I do not

The Bill does not address the ruling of the ConsStuSonal Court. The Bill is too 
restricSve and hardly takes into account societal or communal pracSces of using 
cannabis for medicinal, trade and alternaSve uses - texSle for manufacturing 
producSve items. The criminalisaSon of the possession and use of cannibals is 
backward and fails to appreciate the historical and widespread use and 
applicaSon of cannibals. Scrap the criminalisaSon of the use and possession of 
cannibas - why a 15 year sentence when a murderer doesn't suffer the worst 
punishment. Matome

2020-09-09 
11:38:16 Limpopo No I do not

This Bill takes away everything that the Privacy Ruling of September 2018 stood 
for. Marco

2020-09-09 
10:42:03 Limpopo No I do not

I am not in favor at all re the bill of cannabis for private purposes. 
People use cannabis to make them high and brave  to commit crime,murder and 
abuse towards women and children. 
If used for medical purposes let a Dr prescribe it. 
It is just like any other drug and you get addicted  on it and  will use any means 
to get money to pay for it.  
 So a big NO . Uwe 

2020-09-09 
09:48:39 Limpopo No I do not

Dit is 'n gevaarlike middel omdat dit die chemiese samestelling van jou brein 
verander en deur langdurige gebruik verander dit jou hele persoonlikheid. Na 
gebruik bly dit vir 30 dae in jou gestel. Dit kan ook lei tot meer aggressie en 
verhoog die moontlikheid van motorongelukke omdat dit so lank in jou sisteem 
bly en jy nie bewus  daarvan  is nie. Cannabis is nie 'n geneesmiddel nie. DIT IS 
'N VERDOWINGSMIDDEL. Esther 

2020-09-09 
09:28:32 Limpopo No I do not

only people who register should be allowed to do cannabis and only for medical. 
If they open for smoking those must also be registered. There must be a data 
base and they must be visited if necessary. Strict rules must apply. Piet 

2020-09-09 
08:17:07 Limpopo No I do not

Cannabis is n verslawing wat die oordeelsvermoe van die verbruiker aan tas. 
Moedig die gebruik van n sterker dwelm aan. Onder die invloed word alle 
redelikheid oor boord gegooi. Polisie is deel van korrupsie en verkoop self die 
verbode middel. Oortreder kom dan elke keer skotvry van enige oortreding. 
Blaamverskuiwing wanneer dit by noodloige padongelukke kom maar die 
regering keur die misbruik daarvan goed? Algehele weseloosheid aan die orde 
van die dag. 

RIEKIE
2020-09-09 
07:23:47 Limpopo No I do not

It is considered to have many health benefits, smoking or vaping pose none! Use 
it for medicinal purposes but ban the smoking thereof! Pieter

2020-09-09 
07:23:34 Limpopo No I do not

I don't support the bill. We are crying about liquor abuse and now you ligalise 
cannabis. You are playing with fire. The country will not have stable society. 
Cannabis has consequences in damaging the life of the individuals who smoke. 
Let it be use for medicinal only like cocain and morphine. The two are prohibited 
but used for medicine 

Ramutsheli
2020-09-09 
07:07:25 Limpopo No I do not Cannabis must be open to plant and use by everyone as much as they want! Lizelle

2020-09-09 
06:58:46 Limpopo No I do not

Cannabis a a dangerous drug and should be banned at all Smes.  Being under its 
influence while driving or using machinery can be fatal to the person itself or 
even worse for other people. Jan
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2020-09-09 
05:31:36 Limpopo No I do not Jean
2020-09-09 
03:15:58 Limpopo No I do not Hoffie

North West 59

2020-11-25 
12:51:58

North 
West No I do not

I am a medical doctor caring for paSents with mental illness in South Africa.  

Below is my comment on the "Cannabis for private purposes bill" 

The bill states, "Protect adults and children against the harm from cannabis"  

I strongly object to the cannabis bill in its current form as it does not take the 
vulnerability of mental health care users into account. There is no acSon 
currently being taken, or indicated in this bill, to protect these adults from the 
harmful effect of cannabis. Significantly, cannabis can induce mental illness in 
individuals who have no geneSc predisposiSon to such illnesses.  

Cannabis is known to cause mental illnesses such as:  

Cannabis induced psychoSc disorder 

Cannabis induced depressive disorder 

Cannabis induced bipolar and related disorders 

Cannabis use disorder 

AmoSvaSonal syndrome 

Cannabis is known to precipitate mental illnesses such as:  

Primary psychoSc disorders, for example, schizophrenia 

Major depressive disorder, persistent depressive disorder 

Bipolar and related disorders  

All of the abovemenSoned disorders are associated with significant impairment 
in social and occupaSonal funcSoning, as well as aggressive behaviour and 
impaired judgement. 

My concerns are the following:  

Tobacco control laws clearly outline the need for health warnings. There are no 
legally required health warnings for cannabis 

Mental health care users are consuming cannabis which is causing or 
precipitaSng the above disorders 

Many mental health care users feel that cannabis is not a drug because the 
government has "legalised" cannabis 

These paSents are unaware at iniSal presentaSon of the harmful effects 
cannabis can have on their mental wellbeing. Note: psychoeducaSon is done by 
mental healthcare providers during admission 

The paSents are consuming unknown and unregulated quanSSes and 
furthermore are unaware of the limit recommended by government 

There are no campaigns by government currently to educate the public on the 
harmful effects of cannabis use  

My recommendaSons are the following:  

Health warnings on all distributed cannabis products 

Intensive campaigns regarding the harmful effects of cannabis on mental health 

Regulate the possession and distribuSon of cannabis to mental health care 
users. Natasia

2020-11-09 
11:39:55

North 
West No I do not Karen
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2020-10-28 
13:55:20

North 
West No I do not

The cannabis bill needs to take into account that the current economic climate 
needs aggressive intervenSon. Jobs and taxes can come from cannabis! We need 
to rebuild our economy. Responsible peoples can help shape the south african 
cannabis economy! Marco

2020-10-14 
10:13:28

North 
West No I do not

1. In the Moses Kotane Municipality we have many villages that depend on 
livestock producSon. This is simply not enough to keep communiSes 
economically viable and the youth at home. The liberaSon of cannabis would 
open one more avenue for survival  for these marginal communiSes. It would be 
a literal LIFE-line. 

2. By prohibiSng the exchange of remuneraSon for cannabis, cannabis plants, 
seeds, and seedlings, the Bill  completely misses the opportunity to create this 
new space by limiSng plant numbers and prohibiSng payment for the product.  
For rural communiSes in this municipality a potenSal source of economic 
upliXment is closed, their desStuSon  affirmed.  Many families in this area 
survive by selling something, be it Eskom cards or liquor. This could be another 
opportunity for economic parScipaSon. 

3. The fact that it is made by the Department of Prisons already means there is a 
conSnuaSon of the scienSfically untenable bias against the open free  use of this 
plant.  The very process is already fatally flawed and would not result in the 
opening up that allows creaSvity. 

 Diale
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-03 
12:04:15

North 
West No I do not

Everyone should be able to benefit, especially those who have been fighSng for 
decriminalizaSon for years. We are passionate about our plants but now these 
big corporaSons just see a way to make money without respect of the plant. I 
think that if we turn it into an industry it will help us to repair the economy. The 
bigger corporate farms can have the export market but small family run 
businesses need a slice if the cake took because they have the most knowledge 
and experience. If we regulate the plant then people will have safe access to 
medicaSon without having to w0rry about geing benzene poisoning when you 
already have cancer. Not everyone is able to grow their own medicine. Some 
lack skill, knowledge, s0ace, Sme... If we make south Africa the new cannabis 
capital of the world  (Amsterdam is old news noe) we could really spice up out 
tourism industry which has also had a real knock. Our transkei cheese is already 
world famous and there are already foreigners in Swaziland. We have so much 
potenSal and so does this plant. I think it's really unfair that the only ones who 
can make a livelihood from the industry are the ones who already have more 
money than they know what to do with. Whilst the ones who have dedicated 
their lives to the plant conSnue to get prosecuted. We should be using the plant 
to upliX the economy for all. I mean heck, What if we put restricSons like this on 
tomatoes? Only being allowed to have a certain amount of tomatoes and not 
he8ng able to sell them... ridiculous. This super plant is also a crop that offers a 
wide range of medicinal benefits from the cannibinoids and unique teepee 
profiles Emilye 

2020-09-20 
07:23:55

North 
West No I do not

This proposal is sSll tyrannical in that it sSll restricts my rights as a God created 
Human to not only medicate myself, but to infringe on my choices as to how 
much Cannabis is enough for me. Its appalling to say the least. If I as a human 
has to be restrict on my own choices of the amount of Cannabis I can grow; 
government officials should be heavily restricted on the perks they get from the 
government. Zander

2020-09-16 
11:51:06

North 
West No I do not

We need to clearly define the policy and build the legislaSon around that.  
Criminal prosecuSon for operaSng outside the ludicrous and impracScal 
restricSons defeats the original intenSon of decriminalising cannabis. 

Alcohol is a greater health threat than cannabis yet can be purchased through 
licensed sellers, you can brew your own and possess and  consume an unlimited 
amount. 

Caroline

2020-09-13 
07:58:49

North 
West No I do not

It's a drug, influence the behavior and centrel nervous system of the user. Some 
people use it when they execute criminal acSviSes. A stepping stone to use 
other stronger drugs. Johan

2020-09-12 
18:25:22

North 
West No I do not

a.) Well-regulated, legal selling of cannabis to adult persons should be legal. 
There is NO reason to limit it at all, other than to feed the illicit trade and drug 
cartels and violence.  
b.) Smoking around non-consentual persons is too vague. What about my next 
door neighbour, who can smell it? What about my mom in the next room of my 
own home, who can smell it? It's ridiculously vague and open for misuse. 
c.) Smoking around children should also be properly defined. While they are in 
the room? While they are on the premise? While they are asleep in the next 
room? Does the same limitaSons apply to alchohol, and if not, WHY not, when 
alchohol is PROVEN to be much more harmful, especially on the social and 
domesSc front? What about nicoSne smoking around children in your own 
home? This really needs some rethinking and refining. 

There are many more deficiencies, but these are my main objecSons. L
2020-09-12 
09:03:51

North 
West No I do not

Weare not honest. We will ulSmately sell it for profit. It must not be ligalized at 
all. Mantwa

2020-09-11 
19:24:37

North 
West No I do not

I do have 31 years experience in crime. The personal usage of cannabis leds to a 
high volume of violence by its users. Many people died and users has no respect 
for themselve or any other person whilst under the influence. This is a high risk 
method to allow people using it for personal needs. In a country with one of the 
highest rates of violence including violence against woman and children, this 
cannot be allowed. THIS IS A TOTAL NO GO AREA. 
Allowing registered companies to fabricate medicaSon etc. under strict legal 
compliance may be the route to go. Johan

2020-09-11 
16:49:45

North 
West No I do not Ricci

2020-09-11 
16:40:54

North 
West No I do not Cannabis ruines lifes. Susan

2020-09-11 
15:09:15

North 
West No I do not Russell

2020-09-11 
11:46:59

North 
West No I do not

Die mens is alreeds so mal en dit net met drank ... ons nuus bestaan uit mans 
wat vroue slaan, kinders rape en moor en nou nog die. Maak saam met dit 
arseen legal sodat die vroue wat ly onder die manne hulle kan uithaal.  Want lyk 
vir my Suid Afrika wil net uit mans bestaan wat heeltyd in die takke is. Maud

2020-09-10 
19:59:44

North 
West No I do not Willem 

2020-09-10 
17:45:43

North 
West No I do not

No cannabis is harmful for your brain and some people get aggressive. It's not 
good at all.  People act like they don't care. Nancy

2020-09-10 
16:35:48

North 
West No I do not Russel
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2020-09-10 
15:24:04

North 
West No I do not

Cannabis changes people’s personality when used for recreaSonal purposes. It 
causes psychosis as well as schizophrenia. User’s behavior becomes irraSc. It 
makes you lose weight and causes depression. It is really a gateway drug to far 
worse drugs. I am talking from experience with my son. Please don’t legalize for 
private use.... Colleen 

2020-09-10 
15:09:56

North 
West No I do not

How do you get hold of cannabis if you do not know anyone with seeds. Also 
how is one supposed to grow if they do not have  garden and are always  moving 
like a soldier. Kiruban 

2020-09-10 
13:09:30

North 
West No I do not

The government did not study the judgment properly or rather, chose not to. 
the government is defeaSng the consStuSonal court judgment as it failed to 
define 'cannabis use by an adult'. Cannabis use in the south african sense, is 
used to put food on the table, pay bills, is used for trade in the black market to 
wean thyself out of poverty, it is used as a religious sacrament and government 
instead chose to give asenSon to that which the judgment is not addressing , 
'consumpSon and possession'. Modise

2020-09-10 
12:52:44

North 
West No I do not

SA already have a huge drug problem and increasing unemplpemt we dont need 
more despetate people looking for drugs turning to violence on the streets Liza

2020-09-10 
11:12:29

North 
West No I do not

I see the crimes being commised under the usage of these drugs and believe 
THC free dagga only should be allowed Deena

2020-09-10 
10:37:16

North 
West No I do not Claasie

2020-09-10 
10:16:10

North 
West No I do not Johanna

2020-09-10 
10:01:05

North 
West No I do not Christo

2020-09-10 
09:44:28

North 
West No I do not

With the so called legalizaSon or decriminalizing of the culSvaSon and use of 
cannabis the lawmakers have to decide whether it is legal or not, stop beaSng 
around the bush just to please some people.  
Should cannabis be legally permised for private use, how will this influence the 
driving of a motor vehicle while under the influence of dagga,  what criteria will 
be implemented at the workplace for "legal" users when they execute their jobs.  
You will be allowed to provide cannabis to other consenSng adults just as long 
as you do not sell it to them , but should you accept money you might end up in 
prison for 15 years  ?? 
If cannabis is used for medical purposes why is it not controlled by the medicinal 
act as a schedule substance.  
Why do the lawmakers not allow minors or children to partake in this wonderful 
substance if it is as harmless as they believe.  
What a sad day that it is acceptable for our community to be zolbolle and 
daggakoppe. Piet 

2020-09-10 
07:40:14

North 
West No I do not

Dont agree with this jail nonsense 
It's legal  
I am a businessman man  
And this herb is really good to calm a person  mind I am not against it at all  
Why are they jumping to other conclusion first they must fix this country why 
should they worry of small things like cannabis it's natural and beauSful 
Cannabis is the most minor it should not stopped Andrew

2020-09-10 
07:09:48

North 
West No I do not

I do not believe that  we  should have a specific plant count to adhere to and i 
also believe that smoking in semi public areas should not be considered a crime Almar

2020-09-10 
06:41:07

North 
West No I do not It is a drug. Petro

2020-09-10 
06:04:26

North 
West No I do not

My son went from Cannabis oil, to smoking of Cannabis(as a 100% non-smoker) 
to drugs....now wasted!  Lost his job, divorced and homeless!   As ChrisSan...my 
Bible teaches that one can not sit with fire in your lap and do not expected to 
get burned.... the consequences  of "dagga" is MUCH worse than any medical 
advantage!!!  Stop this madness!!! Gerrit

2020-09-10 
05:53:24

North 
West No I do not Cannabis is a drug and should not be legalised at all! Teanna

2020-09-10 
05:26:46

North 
West No I do not Charles

2020-09-09 
22:12:34

North 
West No I do not

The more you put asenSon to the Cannabis OR ANY OTHER PROBLEM!!!! The 
more and bigger the problem become. Legalise the plant and full use of it and 
STOP MAKING A FUSS, then the problem will solve itself for there is no challenge 
to deal in it, have a black market for it or experiment to see how far they can 
push their luck.  Every forbidden thing, tagged by law or so conSniously 
menSoned in every paper, media report, in speeches by president, 
psychologists, pastors, doctors, professors and all " informed" you name it, is a 
pain in the neck. TOO MUCH ATTENTION TO THE WRONG THINGS IN LIFE, WILL 
NEVER HELP TO SOLVE THAT WRONG PROBLEM. CHANGE THE ATTITUDE TO 
ENCOUNTER WITH A PROBLEM. Maria

2020-09-09 
20:39:29

North 
West No I do not Should be used for medicinal purposes only . It can lead to psychosis. Rosemary

2020-09-09 
20:28:30

North 
West No I do not

The limitaSons only allow South Africans room to flout the laws. Need to 
increase number of plants to 4 per adult in a household. Need to increase the 
amount you are able to sell to at least 1000g. No-one will smoke 1kg of weed in 
one go. But that 1kg of weed will ensure that the smoker doesn't go hunt weed. Isabella

2020-09-09 
18:16:09

North 
West No I do not

It should be banned. It's the first step to further drug use and it sets a very bad 
example for children. Gail
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2020-09-09 
16:08:27

North 
West No I do not

4 flowering plants are not enough for one to make their own oils. There is no 
sSpulaSon between having 1.2 kg of dried herbs and 4 plants and having 
another 4 in veg. I would like to propose 12 flower plants per person with 5 kg 
per household allowing for the preparaSon for my oils and creams. An easier 
process to apply for a commercial license to supply to pharmaceuScal 
companies or other producSon plants for both Cannabis and Hemp. Devlin

2020-09-09 
14:25:37

North 
West No I do not

This is an undesired drug.  Medicinal advantages are overstated and it has 
negaSve long-term effects. Jacob

2020-09-09 
12:06:27

North 
West No I do not Ridiculous ChreSen 

2020-09-09 
11:50:47

North 
West No I do not

canabis is only the start to heavier drugs that kill the user at a young agem SAD 
SAD SAD Jac W

2020-09-09 
10:35:17

North 
West No I do not

The bill is I'll informed it seems it was done in a hurry considering the two year 
window. The bill encourages arrest and dies not touch on areas of 
commercialisaSon. There was no public parScipaSon and this bill infringes on 
the consStuSonal rights of the tradiSonal healers, the Rasta community and 
indigenous people. 
There is no limits for a person as to bosles of wines he can have on his/her 
cellar.suppose I want to build a hemocrete house ,what then informs the 
sSpulated plants I can have or even for my medicine to deal with chronic 
ailments. 
The bil isl totally misinformed and colonialist.

Dinake 
daniel

2020-09-09 
10:25:51

North 
West No I do not

I do not support the smoking of Cannabis at all, except in certain circumstances. 
However, if it is allowed for private use, then the proposed sentences are to 
harsh. Herman

2020-09-09 
10:24:43

North 
West No I do not

I believe that cannabis is a sacred herb, that it is not a danger to society. Alcohol 
and cigareses are far more damaging and dangerous and should be controlled 
and regulated with far greater pressure than cannabis as they have NO 
medicinal or societal benefits. 
I will support regulaSons that are fair to the majority of people who can't afford 
to buy the medicines that this herb provides. I believe that South Africa could be 
a world leader in producing and exporSng medicine and products that are 
derived from hemp and cannabis. By allowing people to grow their own 
medicine you keep them away from dealers of destrucSve and dangerous 
substances, such as alcohol and nicoSne! 

The suggested puniSve measures (i.e. 2 yr jail sentences or 15 yrs or whatever 
the case) are far fetched in a country that cannot even control real crime like 
rape, murder, looSng, etc. this will just further burden the already poor 
resources available to control the current social environment.  People are 
released early from jail on parole due to over crowded faciliSes as it is, where is 
the sence in adding to that burden once again, this Sme with people that does 
not intend any harm to other people.  Focus on the real problems in the country, 
murder, rape, stealing, looSng, corrupSon, etc. etc... Janet

2020-09-09 
09:01:53

North 
West No I do not

I totally oppose the legalisaSon of Cannabis for private purposes on the basis 
that cannabis is a gateway drug. Next we will have to legalise the private use of 
cocaine, heroin, Sk, etc., etc. Paul

2020-09-09 
08:53:14

North 
West No I do not dawie

2020-09-09 
08:46:57

North 
West No I do not Who can be sued if their smoke blows into my yard and house? Paul

2020-09-09 
08:31:24

North 
West No I do not SMIT

2020-09-09 
08:06:51

North 
West No I do not Manie

2020-09-09 
06:16:15

North 
West No I do not It destroys lives and families William

2020-09-09 
06:12:20

North 
West No I do not Mashys

2020-09-09 
06:12:20

North 
West No I do not Mashys

2020-09-09 
06:12:20

North 
West No I do not Mashys

2020-09-09 
06:12:20

North 
West No I do not Mashys

2020-09-09 
06:12:20

North 
West No I do not Mashys

2020-09-09 
06:12:20

North 
West No I do not Mashys

2020-09-09 
00:11:12

North 
West No I do not

The Cannabis market should be made a legal industry to generate tax revenue 
and new jobs.   Medical Cannabis should be available to  everybody.   South 
Africa can learn a lot from  iCAN,  a laboratory in Israel  specializing in medical 
cannabis with an approach  in medicalizing rather than legalizing.    The SA  
government  and medical professionals should educate themselves on the 
countless benefits of this sacred plant.   More and more countries are legalizing  
cannabis .    Our government should rather focus on  prevenSng real crime.             Carola

2020-09-08 
23:25:44

North 
West No I do not

Cana is or dagga as is used in Africa always leads to stronger drugs like cocain, 
meth etc. God didn't make the plant to smoke but for another purpose  just as 
alcohol is not supposed to drink but to sterelise things. God's purpose for thing 
in nature should be tested to find out its proper use! Carol

Northern Cape 30
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2020-11-11 
13:26:10

Norther
n Cape No I do not

Die gebruik van dagga affekteer 'n persoon se vermoë om te dink en syhaar 
werk ordentlik te verrig.  Dit moet 'n verbande middel bly !!!!!!!!!!!! James

2020-10-31 
16:24:16

Norther
n Cape No I do not

Drugs create a lot of problems in the area. 
Especially if it becomes a path for distribuSon of other drugs. Adriaan

2020-10-12 
11:17:30

Norther
n Cape No I do not Ronel

2020-10-10 
20:02:50

Norther
n Cape No I do not

The bill is vague. Trade in cannabis must be legalized. Extensive research has 
shown that cigareses and alcohol are more harmful to our communiSes than 
cannabis. The least that could be done is to introduce similar regulaSons for the 
cannabis industry like the tobacco industry. Sthe
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-09 
12:05:54

Norther
n Cape No I do not

There should not be any jail terms at all 
Should legalize sale, except for minors just like alcohol. 
There is a huge market for cannabis in the world and 100% legalizaSon and 
exportaSon would greatly liX our country aswell as our comuniSes. 

Logan
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-08 
06:50:25

Norther
n Cape No I do not

What is this? A dictatorship? How about you give out 15 year jail sentence to 
corrupt officials in the ANC. Just make it legal already. Why don't you hand out 
the same jail sentences for someone who smoke the killer tobacco near 
children? Cannabis is benevolent and this 'regulaSon' is absurd and draconian. I 
say no to this bill. YES TO FULL LEGALIZATION OF CANNABIS, WHICH WE WILL 
GET.  WE WILL TRADE AND WE WILL BARTER WITH CANNABIS AND WE DON'T 
NEED YOUR CONSENT!  Rowan

2020-10-08 
05:12:28

Norther
n Cape No I do not

I do not support this Bill. South Africa should not be copying regluaSons from 
other countries like Canada or the USA. The quanSSes stated are not nearly 
enough. The government also fails to see the huge economic opportunity by 
legalizing the plant fully and taxing it. That would help south africa very much. 
Fields of Green for all is a non profit company that has done enormous amounts 
of work puing together a manifesto on how everyone can benefit from making 
this wonderful plant legal. hsp://www.fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/manifesto/ Hendrik 

2020-09-25 
08:27:18

Norther
n Cape No I do not

QUANTITY SHOULD NOT MATTER:   FIELDS OF GREEN FOR ALL....   QuanSty 
should not maser.  If you see 50 plants half of them could be males and the 
grower could end up with just a few plants. In some instances this is not even 
enough medicine for one month, let alone a year, considering you can only grow 
outdoor annually. If you are sick you will need to grow much more than this to 
have a regular supply of homegrown meds.  THIS IS WY QUATITY DOES NOT 
MATTER.  

To explain:  a paSent using a gram of oil a day, could need a kilo or more of 
flowers per week if they make medicine from the plant .  It is not unusual to 
juice an enSre plant in a day for health purposes. Therefore an annual harvest 
stored or kept to smoke or make extracts from can amount to a substanSal 
amount of Cannabis and CANNOT be seen as dealing just like a fully stocked 
private bar, wine cellars or medicine cabinet in a private home does not imply 
public sales or require police interference AT ALL. ILZE

2020-09-25 
07:28:03

Norther
n Cape No I do not

Police resources are waisted on regulaSng a plant that could help grow the SA 
economy and create employment in a country suffering while real crime is leX to 
roam. 
To decriminalize the plant completely will provide an legal income for thousands 
of hungry south Africans.    
It will be a major boost for the economy. ChrisSaan

2020-09-25 
06:37:10

Norther
n Cape No I do not

It was supposed to decriminalize cannabis and make the economy around it 
accessible to the public. The bill  excludes all but the rich and corrupt 
government  officials. 
The limits are nowhere near enough. 
It infringe on our privacy by giving police who is already so corrupt the power to 
come into your house and count plants. Richard

2020-09-22 
12:09:42

Norther
n Cape No I do not

Cannabis is not a drug it's MedicaSon I was a a drug addict for 4 years straight 
me and my mom tried various things to deal with my addicSons we went to see 
doctor's and rehabs and everyone said the pills will help me so I took the pills 
and got of the drugs and then I was diagnosed with stage 1 lung cancer and 
deppresion a friend offer me a joint one day a took my first few puffs and I felled 
beser I could sleep that whole night without pain so I kept thinking and reached 
cannabis and looked at all the effects it has on any individual I have been using 
cannabis for the past 3 years it helped me get of morphine,drugs and it got me 
clean from Cancer so this is what cannabis can do to one person life imagine 
what it can do for a country please South Africa see the potenSal of this plant 

✨ Marno
2020-09-14 
18:21:14

Norther
n Cape No I do not Ronel

2020-09-14 
12:18:32

Norther
n Cape No I do not Cannabis should be banned completely.  Oie

2020-09-13 
07:01:38

Norther
n Cape No I do not

I don’t think drugs should be legalized as it sends a confusing message to the 
younger generaSon. As adults we should be role-modeling and not encouraging 
addicSon as a means to cope. We already have an alcohol problem in this 
country along with illegal drug trade and human trafficking. Govt should not be 
seen to condone any of these.

Samantha-
Lee

2020-09-12 
07:56:07

Norther
n Cape No I do not Christa

2020-09-12 
06:25:53

Norther
n Cape No I do not Dagga moet onweig bly. Gawie

2020-09-11 
16:53:09

Norther
n Cape No I do not Reg

2020-09-11 
13:48:38

Norther
n Cape No I do not

Cannabis is a drug.  It is insane to legalize it.   It can harm children.  You do not 
allow people to drive with alcohol in their blood, how can you prevent people  
under the influence of cannabis on the road.  How can you allow people to go to 
work aXer they have used cannabis? 

This is insane! Estelle
2020-09-11 
06:01:23

Norther
n Cape No I do not Nee, dit bly dwelms Pierre

2020-09-10 
14:28:38

Norther
n Cape No I do not

Any quanSve restricSon should be liXed, or amended as this is not sistainable 
with one grow cycle in a year.  
The penalSes is absurd and way to harsh for a minor crime that does not do 
harm. 
During the draXing of the law there there was a lack of consultaSon with 
ordinary south africans as the law in its current format does not give you any 
personal freedom regarding the plant. Jaco
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2020-09-10 
09:45:00

Norther
n Cape No I do not Marné

2020-09-10 
07:35:06

Norther
n Cape No I do not

I would rather have loved to see a bill like this aimed at the two killer 
substances, cigareses and alcohol. The government must realize they are not 
the public's parents and what people choose to ingest or use is up to them. 
There is nothing unhealthy about the cannabis plant. Just make it legal already. 
Stop trying to regulate it for your own benefit and profit. Jail sentences for 
smoking in public and near children is just ridiculous, coming from a clown 
government.  If people want to grow and sell it, it is up to them, not you. This 
plant can benefit the economy but as usual the government tries to control it 
like dictators. Government has too much power. Enough! Rowan

2020-09-09 
18:42:26

Norther
n Cape No I do not

We should be able to smoke freely on our property and be able to grow more 
cannabis at a Sme for medicinal use like oils and topical creams Jean

2020-09-09 
17:02:14

Norther
n Cape No I do not Gerhard

2020-09-09 
10:30:45

Norther
n Cape No I do not

Cannabis nearly destroyed my child's life. All drugs, including cannabis should be 
banned and made illegal in all ways, such as posession, smoking, dealing, 
culSvaSng etc. 

Cannabis is a port to a dangerous downfal of human life just like alcohol and 
other drugs. Why do people want to be in an altered state of mind if you can be 
sober and producSve???and have selfcontrol???Cannabis establishes a lie in 
every human being using it, just like all other drugs. Its a lie and it's going to 
prematurely destroy and erase you eventually... 

Most usersb end up sick, lazy, dum and have major amnesia, even 
hallucinaSons. Is that a good life??? Jan

2020-09-09 
09:40:01

Norther
n Cape No I do not

There is no way in hell. 
Ill burn them all. Lourens 

2020-09-09 
08:27:05

Norther
n Cape No I do not Hannes

2020-09-09 
08:05:05

Norther
n Cape No I do not Sesedi 

Outside SA 12
2020-10-03 
13:59:40

Outside 
SA No I do not

Totally stop the smoking of cannabis. it can only contribute to violence against 
women and children. Andries

2020-09-16 
20:49:15

Outside 
SA Portugal No I do not

People should be allowed to grow or possess more than the proposed amounts. 
Cannabis is a product which has its medicinal benefits and although the 
amounts stated are adequate for recreaSonal and also some limited medicinal 
purposes, they have their limitaSons. 

 For example, my family uses Cannabis oil to treat our family members and 
animals for many medical issues. 600 grams of dried cannabis will only make 60 
MLS of oil which will be consumed and used up amongst 10 family members and 
then also the animals, with 1 ml per day, within maximum of 6 days. There is no 
way to be able to supply the family with the needed dosages for a consistent 
Sme. 

 Dealing cannabis without having the regulaSons for it should remain illegal as it 
is like any black market product, however as one is not limited to how many 
apple trees one can grow and consume one should not be limited to the amount 
of cannabis, especially considering that it has its medicinal benefits. 

This will make more money available for people to spend within other industries 
in the country instead of spending it on pharmaceuScals. We can focus our 
resources on the industries in which we have compeSSve advantages and allow 
our public and privates to invest into other sectors Anthony

2020-09-10 
15:45:38

Outside 
SA

United 
Kingdo
m No I do not

It's good to see limits being placed on cannabis use, but ulSmately cannabis for 
private use should be made illegal & we should not be enacSng laws to make it 
easier for people to obtain and consume cannabis. LegalisaSon makes it easier 
for many more people to have access who would not previously have had this, 
and this leads to both an increase in addicSons to cannabis as well as access & 
addicSon to other more serious drugs. LegalisaSon also sends out a message 
that it is OK to consume cannabis in even small amounts, when the scienSfic 
evidence indicates that this is damaging for both mental and physical health. Carl

2020-09-10 
12:24:42

Outside 
SA

United 
Kingdo
m No I do not

I have dealt with the effects of THC addicSon  for some years.The availability of  
recreaSonal drugs determines,to a large degree, their usage.I have never treated 
a heroin,cocaine or meth addict  who didn't start their downward spiral with 
dagga.THC can cause major neurosis which is someSmes irreversible. 
No punishment is too severe on those who prey on our children. Stephen

2020-09-10 
09:25:54

Outside 
SA

United 
Kingdo
m No I do not

CANNABIS IS A MIND CONTROLLING SUBSTANCE THAT LEADS TO FULL 
ADDICTION AND SHOULD BE CRMINALISED David

2020-09-10 
04:59:27

Outside 
SA No I do not

This will yet another useless, unenforceable, meaningless law fostered on a 
populaSon weighed down by a raX of other equally brain dead nonsensical laws.  
Go chase the thieving mafia criminals masquerading as anc poliScians Gary

2020-09-09 
16:39:02

Outside 
SA

Cambod
ia No I do not

This is a gateway drug to the more dangerous drugs. I have seen people who 
smoke this before. To me they are not normal especially, when they smoke this. Hugh

2020-09-09 
09:47:30

Outside 
SA Australia No I do not Mark

2020-09-09 
09:05:45

Outside 
SA UK No I do not It should be for medicinal purposes only and on prescripSon only. Walter
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2020-09-09 
08:34:53

Outside 
SA UK No I do not Peter

2020-09-09 
05:27:58

Outside 
SA No I do not Gloria

2020-09-08 
20:49:15

Outside 
SA

United 
Kingdo
m No I do not

Drugs are an evil on humanity. 
Allowing minor drug use will lead to more users, that will lead to stronger drug 
use and will lead to people wanSng more relaxaSon. 
Beser to stop it all. Kevin

Not fully 2274
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 838
2020-12-01 
09:40:49 Gauteng Not fully

The laws regarding cannabis are sSll too strict. The minimal amount of plants 
per household are not enough for use through the year. Shaun

2020-11-30 
20:17:32 Gauteng Not fully

My thoughts on this summary are: I feel that cannabis containing THC should be 
allowed, because this compound does have some health benifits. Such as the 
releaf of pain, lowering anxiety, and insomnia amongst others. There are also 
different strains of cannabis that have different degrees of THC to CBD. This 
would mean that not all plants will have the same effects. And the consumer 
could choose, which effects was desired. I also think products containing THC 
should be allowed because of the health effects menSoned earlier, such as teas 
and edibles and instrucSons on how to use them correctly and safely. Louisa

2020-11-30 
19:55:33 Gauteng Not fully

My thoughts on this summary  are: I feel that cannabis containing THC should be 
allowed, because this compound does have some health benifits. Such as the 
releaf of pain, lowering anxiety, and insomnia amongst others. There are also 
different strains of cannabis that have different degrees of THC to CBD. This 
would mean that not all plants will have the same effects. And the consumer 
could choose, which effects was desired. I also think products containing THC 
should be allowed because of the health effects menSoned earlier, such as teas 
and edibles and instrucSons on how to use them correctly and safely. Louisa

2020-11-30 
11:39:43 Gauteng Not fully

I do not support the legalising of cannabis. 

i do support the protecSon of non consenSng adults and children  to be 
protected from users of this drug. Susan
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals? 

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society. 

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-11-30 
10:12:38 Gauteng Not fully

Grow cannabis for health reason. It is to expensive to buy cbd oil. To grow your 
own  and make own cbd oil for your own use. Helen

2020-11-29 
15:36:03 Gauteng Not fully

During flowering a cannabis plant may either be male or female, thus planSng 4 
seeds may yield only male plants, which produces no flower and by the Sme you 
realize that, the planSng season will have passed, and one would have nothing 
to harvest. Walter

2020-11-23 
12:33:59 Gauteng Not fully

I've commented before so I am going to summarise all three comments  in this 
comment. I leX out that the medicines act is mandaSng that THC levels in 
extracts be kept below 0.2% which is difficult to achieve through breeding alone 
and requires lab extracSons so I think that THC levels of up to 0.5% should be 
allowed (This is not an intoxicaSng level of THC at all especially combined with 
CBD which lowers the psychoacSve effect somewhat.) 

I think that there should be no limit on amount of plants grown as this will make 
the cannabis plant ubiquitous and kill any incenSve for a criminal black market. 

Lastly I think that jail sentences for dealing should be far lower or reduced to a 
fine/community service as there will be people selling the herb, there are 
already people selling the herb and even enSre rural communiSes who's enSre 
livelihood comes from farming and selling cannabis. Julian

2020-11-23 
09:43:44 Gauteng Not fully

I have commented before but aXer much consideraSon  about how this bill 
would affect everyone I want to say that I think that people should be allowed to 
grow as many plants as they want. Keeping a limit on plants will only leave the 
door open for illicit farming and the black market to flourish whereas making 
the herb to be as common and cheap as mielie meal would really kill any 
interest criminal syndicates have in it. Not to menSon that the plant has many 
other uses except for the intoxicaSng properSes of certain types of it. Hemp and 
non psychoacSve varieSes are bundled into the intoxicaSng kind in this bill so 
people wanSng to farm hemp seed for their personal consumpSon as food for 
instance are excluded from this bill. Julian

2020-11-19 
20:34:18 Gauteng Not fully Amount of flowering plants is too lisle. Junaid

2020-11-19 
12:12:42 Gauteng Not fully

Whats the Aim of restricSons?  Less plants are likely to result in illicit market , 
because if your cannabis  gets finished before your  harvest is ready ,  then one 
got no opSon but to go to underground market , , what about homeless 
people ? Or people with no land to culSvate?  Those with enough  land should 
be allowed to plant  for those with no Sme/space to culSvate  , like hiring the 
piece of land  to others, and plant for them , like cannabis club ,,, Im happy that 
there's a case about this on the 21 January2021 , legality of  cannabis clubs for 
private use in South Africa  Ike

2020-11-19 
10:29:36 Gauteng Not fully

There is no commercial aspect allowed around the sale of cannabis. This could 
potenSally be a huge source of jobs, tax revenue etc. Government should 
absolutely allow a regulated industry to take advantage of the massive economic 
potenSal Hermann

2020-11-15 
13:38:12 Gauteng Not fully

With regards to the South African Cannabis Bill - We need to in corporate Social 
JusSce aspects . . .  To address the structural inequaliSes resulSng from decades 
of prohibiSon, legal regulaSons must prioriSse the parScipaSon of communiSes 
involved in the informal 
economy, include comprehensive reparaSon measures, and preserve tradiSonal 
uses. 

Community Involvement is essenSal - Legal systems should be informed by the 
wealth of 
knowledge accumulated by people involved in currently illegal markets, from 
culSvators to people who transport, sell and use cannabis. 

Transit to legality - Legal markets need to acSvely support the parScipaSon of 
people and communiSes involved in informal drug economies by removing 
exisSng legal, financial, technical, and bureaucraSc barriers. Wanda

2020-11-15 
10:05:23 Gauteng Not fully Brandon 
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2020-11-14 
15:05:01 Gauteng Not fully

Clause 2(1)(b) is ambiguous in that it doesn’t indicate whether the lesser or 
greater quanSty – 4 flowering plants or 8 flowering plants – would apply.  

It is submised that possession of 8 plants in private is excessive when compared 
to the laws of other countries. California has a maximum of 6 plants. The 
Netherlands has a maximum of 5 plants. Canada allows only 4 cannabis plants 
per household. South Africa would be out of step with the rest of the world if 8 
plants were to be allowed. 8 plants would also inevitably lead to the undesirable 
consequence of small-scale residenSal dealing.   

It is submised that clause 2(1)(b) was never intended to allow adults to possess 
8 flowering plants. Clause 3(1)(b) stands in direct conflict with this clause as it 
makes the possession of 6 flowering plants a Class B offence as it would be a 
trafficable quanSty.   

Cannabis plants produce strong, unpleasant odours – this worsens when they 
are flowering. Many South African adults reside in small apartments and the 
possession of 8 flowering cannabis plants would pose a significant nuisance and 
potenSal adverse health effects to neighbours. Clause 5 should include nuisance 
due to the odours of the plants themselves and their growing materials.  

In clause 5(4)(b), the use of the term “nuisance” rather than “hindrance” would 
provide the public with greater certainty and more accurately reflect the 
legislature’s intenSon.  
ConsideraSon should also be given to the regulaSon of the method of 
vapourising cannabis. The Bill does not explicitly menSon “vaping” at all. This is 
a popular method of consumpSon of cannabis, especially amongst young 
people.      

A general criScism is that the Bill doesn’t give adequate consideraSon to the 
adverse public health effects of smoking and/or consuming cannabis. Smoke 
from cannabis combusSon has been shown to contain many of the same toxins, 
irritants and carcinogens as tobacco smoke. Second-hand cannabis smoke 
contains many of the same toxins and carcinogens found in directly inhaled 
cannabis smoke in similar amounts – if not more.  

South Africans should have the right to object to any second-hand smoke 
invading their private spaces and it is submised that clause 5(2) should be 
strengthened in this regard to encourage responsible behaviour.   

The cumbersome cross-references when it comes to the various classes of 
criminal offences are likely to be confusing to law enforcement and will 
negaSvely affect the public's ability to understand and comply with the law. Kieran

2020-11-11 
10:21:26 Gauteng Not fully

I do not believe there should be jail Sme for any cannabis related acSvity, except 
the provision of cannabis to a child. Lauren

2020-11-11 
06:47:04 Gauteng Not fully

I believe that the same rules that apply to alcohol should be applied to cannabis. 
Some of the jail Sme punishments seem unreasonable to me. Shane

2020-11-10 
15:40:28 Gauteng Not fully

All penalSes, limits on possession and culSvaSon as well as dealing must be 
scrapped. Law enforcement needs to be focused on serious crime and not 
wasSng their efforts on something silly as cannabis.  No one dies from cannabis 
and no one is harmed from it. In fact this could be a simple avenue to grow GDP 
and raise taxes. Cops should not be wasSng their Sme and effort enforcement 
something as ridiculous as cannabis. In this case I believe we should let market 
forces play themselves out and this will led to revenue generaSon for South 
Africa. Jayendren

2020-11-10 
15:16:29 Gauteng Not fully

The penalSes are too harsh. Life sentence in SA is 15 years. ? 
Open culSvaSon to small farmers and create collecSve markets like the tobacco 
farming in Zim and Moz.  
Keep the big foreign companies out and concentrate on local organic. 
 Evan

2020-11-10 
10:07:06 Gauteng Not fully

Adults ills be allowed to grow and consume cannabis in the privacy of their 
homes without fear of a jail term 

Malerie
2020-11-10 
08:34:21 Gauteng Not fully

I do not support the use of cannabis for “recreaSonal” purposes, only where the 
addicSve element has been removed and is used medicinally. Denise

2020-11-09 
23:17:28 Gauteng Not fully

I and all other adults should have the right to put whatever substance they want 
into their own bodies; my body belongs to me and nobody else; I am not a child 
and I do not need any government employee or medical professional telling me 
what is and isn't good for me. 

Cannabis is a herb ... and, what is more, a very medicinal herb.  There should be 
NO restricSons whatsoever on how much one can grow, where they can grow it, 
how many seeds they can possess and so on and so forth. Terry

2020-11-08 
21:54:02 Gauteng Not fully

I find that they are geing ready for big companies to take over the market 
again....  making it almost impossible for the normal man/woman to have a say. 
This is important for me, I have Parkinsons,  and I Only use cannabis oil to 
control it, there is NO CURE, but atleast I can have Quality of life!! So the 
amount given for personal use might not be even a quarter of what I need....  
This is just going to be another corrupSon point in SA, and its people like me 
that's going to suffer for it 

Louise
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2020-11-08 
20:32:25 Gauteng Not fully

Growing and possession of the plants should not be criminalised. Cannabis use 
for medical treatment should be allowed. Shirley

2020-11-08 
19:44:38 Gauteng Not fully I do not agree with private use, but agree that it can be used for medicine Deidre 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-11-07 
15:39:05 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis should be free for anyone to sell, buy and grow. Cannabis should be 
unlimited to created more jobs and tax, and should be treated like alcohol! 
Home grower should be aloud to become what micro breweries are to beer! It 
will create more taxable income and more jobs, machines can’t grow cannabis 
only people can therefore more people are required and South African need 
jobs... no limits on plant amount or flower amount,  only tax income from it, 
allow the massive cannabis tourism industry to flourish and make South Africa 
rich, we have so much sunlight and that’s all this product needs! Ryan

2020-11-07 
06:43:33 Gauteng Not fully

15 years for giving to a child ????Depending on HOW it’s used- if it’s for 
medicinal purposes, and under controlled Circumstances . 

Benedicte
2020-11-07 
04:13:18 Gauteng Not fully Anesh

2020-11-06 
17:32:23 Gauteng Not fully

I agree that children have to be protected but the jail terms are excessive. If you 
are consuming cannabis at home that is your right. There is no provision made 
here for CBD use and the propagaSon of cannabis for that purpose. This is a 
medicinal product and should have clearly stated objecSves as opposed to THC. Trish

2020-11-06 
04:15:02 Gauteng Not fully

Decriminalise the plant and it's variants completely. Release all cannabis related 
prisoners and expunge their criminal records. Vincent

2020-11-05 
19:45:08 Gauteng Not fully

100% legality no restricSons, no nothing just make it legal. Not only is it good for 
the economy but may also be beneficial for health purposes if used correctly 
unlike those cancer causing sScks which are readily available anySme anywhere Thabang

2020-11-05 
13:52:44 Gauteng Not fully People should be free to have as may plants as  they want and not be restricted. Richard 

2020-11-05 
09:39:55 Gauteng Not fully

First, why are changes being made to government policy on cannabis because of 
one judge's say-so?  Has this quesSon been fully debated in Parliament? 

Second, how can the smoking of cannabis be promoted when the smoking of 
tobacco is extremely bad for the lungs? Is cannabis smoke actually good for the 
lungs? Almost certainly not.  Has government looked into research on this topic? 

Third, cannabis can alter brain capability as can alcohol.  How can this be tested?  
If a driver is drunk he can blow into a balloon.  How do you test the  funcSoning 
of someone high on cannabis who has caused a car accident? 

Fourth, very strong forms of cannabis called 'skunk' have been evolved recently.  
Smoking this sort of cannabis just once can cause psychoSc episodes  which can 
affect mental health indefinitely.  How can the strength of cannabis be tested 
and controlled? 

FiXh, cannabis has a reputaSon for easing pain in pill form.  it should be possible 
to manufacture cannabis pills for easing pain, NOT for smoking 

Sixth, let government ask itself why in a recent referendum, New Zealanders 
voted to legalise euthanasia but NOT to legalise the smoking of cannabis Julia

2020-11-05 
09:03:24 Gauteng Not fully

I support the legalizaSon of Marijuana but I feel the bill seeks to punish and jail 
individuals. Marijuana doesn’t kill individuals yet the rules are so stringent with 
punishment being the same. Cigareses are not policed so stringently and more 
so why are we not allowed to sell our weed? Why limit the amount we can have 
in our homes?? Is there a limit on how many Cars or Roses you can have in your 
backyard??? So why limit my weed Molisana 

2020-11-05 
08:59:38 Gauteng Not fully

I support & applaud the legalisaSon of cannabis for private use. 

I do not think that the bill goes far enough to reduce penaliSes & lighten the 
scope of enforcement. 

- Smoking cannabis publicly or in the proximity of other people should, at most, 
be a fineable misdemeanour & not have any jail tail associated with 
enforcement. 
- The limits on personal carrying sizes & exchanges without money seem 
arbitrary. I can sympathise with law enforcement needing to draw disSncSons 
between "dealing" and friendly exchange, but carrying two seedlings underarm 
being unlawful while carrying one is not is a bit absurd. Kyle

2020-11-05 
08:15:44 Gauteng Not fully

LEGALISE IT. DON'T CRITICISE IT. Seriously, maryjane is responsible for zero harm 
to persons. The harm caused by it is due to it being illegal. I do not smoke it 
myself, in fact I hate the smell of it, it makes me feel sick. BUT, I think others 
have a right to get stoned if they want to. Stop wasSng police Sme chasing soX 
targets like drug dealers or users. Rather provide rehab faciliSes for hard drugs 
with that money. It's the 21st century now people. Bob

2020-11-04 
15:36:23 Gauteng Not fully

The proposed Bill is not forward looking,  this industry may help with our dying 
economy and assist with job creaSon, the bill has a number of grey areas  eg: 
using cannabis for medicinal use, cannabis has proven to have a number of 
medicinal benefits however this is not addressed in the proposed bill.  

Andrea
2020-11-04 
12:11:12 Gauteng Not fully Karl

2020-11-04 
07:52:15 Gauteng Not fully

You cannot govern a plant nor what is made from it for personal use. 
Smoking in public I could agree with as is the case with cigareses. 

Anton
2020-11-04 
04:13:15 Gauteng Not fully The amount that can be grown and kept should be reconsidered. Lee
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2020-11-04 
01:03:03 Gauteng Not fully

The proposed bill is discriminaSng .. what about larger families ? The bill should 
have unlimited growth qty's .. just like alcohol and tobacco has no limits. Eienne

2020-11-03 
15:31:16 Gauteng Not fully

The conflict between the legalisaSon of canabis and the jail terms seem to be 
extreme, in that the old aitude to canabis seems to be an overhang into the 
new legislaSon. The legislaSon should be similar to those laws governing 
alcohol. Simon

2020-11-03 
11:02:58 Gauteng Not fully

Legalise it. Run it along with the Alcohol Board. 
Janet

2020-11-03 
07:40:15 Gauteng Not fully Private use for medical condiSons Leila 
2020-11-02 
10:34:44 Gauteng Not fully Neal

2020-11-01 
08:25:26 Gauteng Not fully

Bill should completely derestrict the sale of cannabis, especially for medical use. 
This is an opportunity for South Africa to create many new jobs and tax 
revenues. Benji

2020-10-31 
15:29:47 Gauteng Not fully

I agree that children should be protected at all costs. 

I disagree with the arbitrary limits on culSvaSon and/or possession. In my 
opinion, it makes no difference how much you are growing or possess, if you 
have already, you can get more. Enforcement of these regulaSons is going to be 
impossible, thus adding a level of complexity not necessary. 

Ricardo 

2020-10-30 
22:35:23 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis has many many wonderful health benefits. It can be beser used 
medicinally in oil form, rather than smoked. I think the sentencing is too harsh 
for a natural substance. There should be some regulaSon but 15years 
imprisonment is crazy. Linde

2020-10-30 
11:47:40 Gauteng Not fully

penalSes are stupid and way to harsh people should be free to smoke where 
they want peet

2020-10-29 
10:49:25 Gauteng Not fully There should be no restricSons. It's a plant that is indegenous to our land. JusSn
2020-10-29 
03:25:54 Gauteng Not fully 15 Years jail is crazy Andrew

2020-10-28 
18:41:07 Gauteng Not fully

I think legalizing it for private use is a good idea however, I  am concerned with 
the regulaSons on farming it for profit purposes. The supply of the herbs should 
be given to informal farmers to help them grow and create economic growth  
and employment. Siphesihle 

2020-10-28 
15:21:59 Gauteng Not fully

The duress Parliament faces in respect of the ConsStuSonal Court ruling and the 
Smeline proposed is jeopardizing the draXing of this Bill, it cannot be stressed 
enough that the Bill needs thought behind it and careful consideraSon to both 
users and Commercial growers.  
The opinions of those who draXed the first bill could very well be steered by the 
recent 'sSgma' asached to the product as a result of many years of unjusSfied 
propaganda. 

The Cannabis Bill needs to be addressed as a HUGE opportunity and not as a 
'grudge' Bill determined to have puniSve measures due to ingrained bias 
towards the plant.   

Cannabis is a natural plant which seems to hold great future prospects with 
regard to medicinal and commercial/economic benefits for South Africa and 
Lord knows we need as many opportuniSes as possible to sSmulate the 
economy at this Sme. Cannabis is a great contender to generate massive 
employment & tax revenues in the near future. 
South Africa has the right climate and the ability to become a world class 
supplier.  Laws in relaSon to Cannabis should be on par with Alcohol and 
Cigareses in respect to the publics usage and enter the free market system like 
any other product. John
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2020-10-28 
14:31:31 Gauteng Not fully

I do not support the Bill in its current form. As the economy is in dire straits, we 
need to look to other industries to generate income for the state and new jobs 
for the many that are now jobless due to Covid-19. As can be seen overseas, this 
industry can become a massive revenue generator for South Africa. Cannabis for 
medical use can be exported to other countries and Hemp & associated 
products will create new industries and help those that are unemployed. 
RecreaSonal use/ownership restricSons will not work and will place the SAPS 
under more pressure to police everyone's usage. I would suggest a permit basis 
for recreaSonal use and for commercial purposes. They could have different 
limits and by introducing a permit, the state can monitor quanSSes and tax 
accordingly. 

There is no limit on the amount of alcohol South Africans can own or consume 
so why limit Cannabis? Currently, hospitals are placed under huge strain with 
Alcohol related emergencies, and no Cannabis related emergencies are 
reported. 

Cannabis users are very easy going as a rule and their smoking does not cause 
harm to families or spouses. I agree with the sSpulaSon that smoking in public 
or in front on non-consenSng minors is problemaSc. The same rules we 
currently have for Cigareses, should be applied equally to Cannabis smoking 

Cannabis studies have shown that using Cannabis is not a "gateway drug" and 
the plant has a mulStude of healing properSes that can benefit users that 
cannot afford medicines 

The current bill has been hasSly put together in order to meet the ConsStuSonal 
Court's ruling and the deadline given by them to amend the current law. Further 
dialogue is required to ensure that everyone's consStuSonal rights are not 
negaSvely impacted 

Jason
2020-10-28 
07:21:59 Gauteng Not fully Cannabis should be a medically regulated drug, such as morphine. Daphne
2020-10-28 
07:04:50 Gauteng Not fully

Remove all criminal penalSes and legalise sales. Cannabis is less harmful than 
alcohol. Allan

2020-10-28 
06:43:00 Gauteng Not fully

I do not believe that this will be able to be policed - too many unanswered 
quesSons. Fay

2020-10-28 
06:29:19 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis needs to be availsble for medical purposes, which includes THC in 
small doses. 
There are many types and strains of CBD used for different condiSons.  
Only registered educated suppliers such as pharmacologists or herbalists should 
supply it for medical reasons. 
There should be no restricSons on culSvaSon or posession for personal 
recreaSonal use.  

Heather

2020-10-22 
21:11:42 Gauteng Not fully

Firstly dagga smokers who are our neighbours torment us to the lemits. 
ConSnous dagga fumes in and out of oue houses. ConSnous loud music. 
ConSnous traffic in their dealings which doesnt just stay with dagga. No tax on 
dagga which non dagga smokers are taxed on tobacco. 1 dagga tree brings in at 
least R6000 + street value. If a dagga smoker grows 1 tree that is the same 
amount of tobacco a smoker will smoke in 6 months so why the hell are they 
allowed 8 + trees per person because it will sold and dealed with. Harvest the 
first lot and then the next lot will be ready straight aXer that so actually they can 
grow more than 80 trees a year. The Goverment just wants to turn this country 
into the wild wild west and create more crimminals.   
Strict permits must be impleminted and inspecSons carried out and access to 
peoples properSes at any given Sme. This is total BS. Vennon

2020-10-14 
12:43:33 Gauteng Not fully

1. The Bill amendment should be draXed in a collaboraSve effort between the 
ministries of Health, Social Development, Economic and Agriculture.  

2.  The culSvaSon, processing, possession and sale of marijuana should be 
completely decriminalised and made legal. Similar to the legislaSons and laws 
which govern the use of alcohol and tobacco. Luyanda

2020-10-12 
21:40:06 Gauteng Not fully

The sale of seeds and/or seedlings should be legal , otherwise I’m sSll forced to 
break the law to obtain plants to grow in the first place. Willem

2020-10-12 
15:44:00 Gauteng Not fully

This bill is far to harsh on its prescripSons for the distribuSon and growth of 
cannabis. Many low income families rely on cannabis growth and sale in South 
Africa as an income stream and they should be considered in this bill too. It has 
been established that it is far less harmful than legal substances such as alcohol. 
This bill should be primarily about protecSng people (eg. Traffic laws and 
prohibiSon of use around, and sale to children). There should be no legal 
liabiliSes for consenSng adults using and purchasing cannabis in a private 
dwelling. Dyna

2020-10-12 
12:34:05 Gauteng Not fully

I would like to see more acSon around allowing the buying / selling for personal 
use. If we are allowed to use in the privacy of our homes as we do tobacco and 
alcohol then we should be able to buy from retailers the same way we do 
tobacco or alcohol. Bradley

2020-10-11 
21:30:14 Gauteng Not fully

The Bill should benefit the cannabis community first and foremost,  as it seems , 
it's vicSmizing.  No one has ever been arrested for smoking with a non 
consenSng adult, or near the window, but soon smokers will be arrested and 
sentenced for that , according to this bill . Another crowded prison in making Leo
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2020-10-11 
13:21:24 Gauteng Not fully

The bill in it’s sure to for misunderstand the fundamental nature of cannabis 
consumpSon and producSon, and worse, it aligns to the interests of already 
wealthy stakeholders over micro farmers and those who have historically 
produced the plant.  

The legislaSon should allow for the private consumpSon, producSon and sale of 
Cannabis, through the mechanisms proposed by Fields of Green for all in their 
proposed bill. Local exchange hubs, empowering small producers and prevenSng 
the profiteering of corporaSsaSon in the sector. Mitchell

2020-10-10 
22:41:57 Gauteng Not fully

This does not consider the perspecSve of every South African, I make oils, and 
then syrups and jams to give to old age homes, private use is good but not 
everyone can culSvate for themselves, "dealing" in cannabis HELPS people who 
are physically not able to grow it for themselves, the ability to obtain a top 
quality product, LIKE EVERY OTHER INDUSTRY! This is not about cannabis, this is 
about Tax money, go steal from someone else Jason

2020-10-10 
07:46:42 Gauteng Not fully

2yr sentence is too harsh 
Allow and regulate the sale of it publicly more harm will come with private 
farming and selling Alina

2020-10-10 
06:22:38 Gauteng Not fully

I do not agree with the penalSes imposed for contravenSon of the laws. A harsh 
sentence is appropriate but 2 years is way too much. A fine or 6 month sentence 
should be adequate Thobile

2020-10-09 
21:51:07 Gauteng Not fully

I do not agree with the criminal sentencing of 2 to 4 years of smoking  near or 
close to kids and non consenSng adults. That is relaSve. An inspecSon will need 
to take place and based on evidence aXer invesSgaSng then a verbal warning 
should be given, then a Fine(monetary) if aXer a check up is done and the house 
is sSll "deemed" dangerous then only should someone get arrested.  I do agree 
with the amounts for exchanging. That is sufficient for home growing.I do not 
agree with specific  to 8 plants per 2 people. Some plants grow so Sny that the 
yield is not sufficient,and 1.2kg is not enough per household.  Melissa

2020-10-09 
17:32:32 Gauteng Not fully

Think the jail sentence is way too harsh, we have criminals running loose and 
govt unable to jail them, ANC  looters running free and protected even aXer 
selling the country and destroying it, that deserves lifeSme, stoners are very 
peacefully, public need to be educated on cannibis from primary, lots of 
educaSon on TV, social media, schools for people to respect and use it safely, it's 
all about educaSon. Educate people, you empower them and set them free from 
destrucSon. Dini

2020-10-09 
16:19:40 Gauteng Not fully

We need regulaSon on sale for ordinary South Africans. There are already 
models out there like private clubs in spain and the like where persons without 
access to land or access to a garden can exchange club fees for cannabis, the 
club spends the money on salaries and club upkeep. All of it can be regulated 
with an online portal where clubs can make their books available to the public 
and to government. Yearly audits (by alternaSng auditors) also would not hurt 
the regulaSon process. This way adults who use cannabis can also meet and 
hang out with like minded persons, creaSng community and Ubuntu. 
Government is going in the direct opposite direcSon with this, against the 
principles of Ubuntu. I haven't even started to touch on one of our countries 
worst legacies, Apartheid and the riX it has leX between the (mostly black) poor 
and the (mostly white) rich. Government is seeing this plant as a money growing 
tree and it can certainly be that, but that is a low hanging fruit. With the money 
generated from the trade of cannabis, this country could see itself rejuvenated. 
Bringing money into the local economy and improving the lives of so many 
South Africans. The only catch is that we need to do it right the first Sme 
around, or the black market will remain and police resources that could be spent 
on the gender based violence scourge this country is facing will be spent on 
locking up young entrepreneurs. Stephanus 

2020-10-09 
15:47:51 Gauteng Not fully

People should not feel the need to hide in thier own home when using cannabis. 
Therefor I do NOT agree with the window bill or the non consenSng adult bill Bradley 

2020-10-09 
14:07:34 Gauteng Not fully

It is very sad that the people who made the bill do not know how much we 
consume, it takes 300grams to make decent oil that can last you a week, they 
only think of smoking and they forget that there are unlimited edibles made out 
of this crop.. Nhlanhla
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General 

The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 

The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-09 
13:12:51 Gauteng Not fully

Your taking far too long to put the Bill together and you don`t understand the 
needs behind the plant. You can not put in the same bag the people who need it 
for recreaSonal purpose and medicinal one. Please just stop copy and past the 
other countries policies. Anna
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-09 
11:12:38 Gauteng Not fully

The bill needs to be more detailed and expansive, it should include tax for the 
country that should be directed at educaSon & development of our country. The 
bill doesn’t include allowances for people who use cannabis as a medicine, a lot 
more than menSoned can be required to make medicine for cancer, ptsd, 
sclerosis and many other ailments making this bill more dangerous for serious 
paSents who will need to pay someone and risk jail Sme. I really hope Sme is 
taken to analyse more of what our countries unique cannabis needs actually are 
and delve into a more holisSc and inclusive bill. Kyle 

2020-10-09 
10:45:35 Gauteng Not fully

I would like to thank the government for giving us the opportunity to discover 
the wonders of Cannabis. We would like to make it known that their should not 
be a limit on how much plants we can grow especially the CBD PLANTS. It does 
no harm but it only has healing properSes that could change the lifes of so many 
people. It can grow the economy and be a big part in the growth of our 
economy and businesses will start creaSng Job opportuniSes that could change 
South Africa to be beser. Michelle

2020-10-09 
10:28:30 Gauteng Not fully

This Bill was draXed by individuals who have lisle to no understanding of how 
Cannabis is grown, processed and uSlised for medicinal reasons. The amount of 
plants is prohibiSve, and the jail sentences are ridiculous.  We as the Cannabis 
community would be happy to educate you about any aspect of personal 
culSvaSon. Please reach out to us, we want to help build South Africa into an 
economic powerhouse through the regulaSon & taxaSon of Cannabis and 
Hemp. Anna

2020-10-09 
10:10:53 Gauteng Not fully

These limitaSons are too low at "two OR MORE Adults" ?? What is that about? 
What about communiSes where many Cannabis users reside??  

And penalSes are completely ridiculous. Less harsh that murder on bail... Mas
2020-10-09 
09:58:27 Gauteng

South 
Africa Not fully

Cannabis should be available to any person and child without limitaSons and 
regulaSons. It is one of the best plants to improve overall health and well-being. Elaine

2020-10-09 
09:54:28 Gauteng Not fully

1st of all thank you to the powers that be for pushing this agenda. The cannabis 
plant is probably the most beneficial plant on the planet not only for its healing 
properSes but for its diverse applicaSons across the board and for the economic 
relief it could bring our already crippled south African economy... 

The bill helps the everyday joe stay out of jail but it doesn't grant enough 
opportunity for small farmers to capatalize and actually make an honest living, 
as you need millions for a commercial license?  

The whole system is actually flawed but only Sme will tell!!! 

I for one am for the full legalizaSon of the plant! Josh

2020-10-09 
09:46:11 Gauteng Not fully

The Bill is flawed and definitely does not represent the decriminalisaSon of 
cannabis if the penalSes are worse then the were before the bill. 

No space for medical paSents, or the elderly. You didn’t think about people who 
are desStute and homeless.  

People who cannot grow their own due to criminals stealing medicine straight 
front the garden.  

You have also closed the door to industrial applicaSons which is a mulS trillion $ 
industry in our country alone. 

If you want to make a bill to benefit all of the people in South Africa, you have 
failed miserably. In absolute true SA government style.  

You need to have people like me argue against your bad ideas to find the truth in 
the maser, not assumpSon and speculaSve guessing. Just because you don’t like 
me doesn’t mean I don’t know what I’m talking about! ? Bradley
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-09 
08:06:31 Gauteng Not fully

I am really glad that cannabis is finally moving away from the sSgma asached to 
it as a drug and is being recognised as a plant and the healer that it is.  

I do not believe that it is reasonable to expect anyone to control smoke. 
Regardless of the origin of the smoke - be it braai, cigarese, hookah pipe, no one 
has control over where or how the smoke is dispersed as there are many 
external factors that play a part in this such as wind, locaSon and venSlaSon.  

For a person living in a complex, they cannot be imprisoned for waXing cigarese 
smoke. This should at the very least stand true for cannabis too. I agree that 
where the cannabis is consumed should have limitaSons placed upon it. 
However, to place limitaSons on a person because of where they live when the 
same limitaSons are not posed on other types of smoke I do not feel is 
reasonable.  

Cannabis has been scienSfically proven to be safer than cigareses. Thus, it it not 
logical that the laws regarding adult public use are not at the very least in line 
with those for cigarese consumpSon. In fact, logically speaking , the laws should 
be more lenient as there are no harmful side effects to the user or those around 
them. This absolutely cannot be said for cigareses.  

I am very grateful to be able to medicate myself as needed legally with the 
passing of this bill, however it is significantly less of a win should I need to worry 
about being imprisoned for 2 years when smoking at home in my complex 
because the smoke driXed out of my apartment. All we ask is to be able to 
medicate in the safety of our homes without having to worry about 
incarceraSon. Olivia 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-09 
02:07:23 Gauteng Not fully

The amendment bill selects the narrowest possible interpreaSon of the 
ConsStuSonal Court ruling. Cannabis should be fully legalised and regulated. It 
should not be a crime to possess or trade any amount of cannabis. Steven
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-08 
23:58:51 Gauteng Not fully

I do not think the plant should be regulated. I believe the industry should be 
regulated but the plant should be free. How many you grow, how you share it 
with others, where and how you consume should all be free. The industry 
should be regulated but not in the way that disqualifies so many people who 
worked hard and sacrificed their freedom for the plant. Toffany
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-08 
22:20:40 Gauteng Not fully

The Bill is flawed. 

How can you throw people in jail due to their style  of gardening. 

How can someone be a criminal for growing 16 small plants that weighs less 
than 4 of Tito's plants. 

No person should go to jail over a plant . 

Hemp/ Cannabis flower that has be tested for pesScides, heavy metals ,terpene 
profile and cannabinoid profile should be made available to the public. 
This will insure consistent safe supply of craX cannabis to South Africans. 

It will prevent further illnesses from occurring due to consuming un-safe 
possibly toxic cannabis. 

Cannabis has the ability to provide future's for our ciSzens as well as cheap 
hemp biomass , that could be used for housing and social developments.  
#cannabiscanhelpsa  

Richard
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-08 
21:07:03 Gauteng Not fully

CBD plants shouldn't have the same regulaSons as THC plants 
Law enforcement should be leX to focus on arresSng actual criminals and not 
ciSzens for their gardening or cannabis consumpSon if no person is being 
harmed in the process Mieke

2020-10-08 
20:48:15 Gauteng Not fully

The current limits set out by the law are great for managing private 
consumpSon and possession. The law allow 600g per person in private or 100g 
in public is more than adequate. 

However the greatest issue with the law is that it does not allow for commercial 
use of the plant. There is a significant global opportunity South Africa will miss if 
producSon, processing and sale of cannabis derivaSves are not allowed. 

The North American market is encouraging sale and South Africa could increase 
its exports significantly by producing cannabis plants for this market alone. Zviko

2020-10-08 
20:07:44 Gauteng Not fully

General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on 
what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a 
legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us to 
open our 
doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come and check on 
all the 
growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of 
those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous Smes 
to help 
with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, 
they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to compensate 
for the 
injusSce towards these individuals? 
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology 
of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the 
plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical use, this is of 
course 
incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for 
each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and check on 
everyone? Clint
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-08 
19:20:41 Gauteng Not fully

Treat weed like you treat whine and sigareses. The people who grow at home 
can make a living off growing quality products.  Have a licensing system where 
you teach people the dangers of the use of pesScides and chemicals in the 
growing of the plants. And if you have a licens then people know the product 
they receive is save to use. 

Its been proven that Marijuana has health benefits. If there was a aspirin or 
panado tree would that be illegal? No . So why should weed be in any way shape 
or form? Armand
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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Of parScular concern is the conSnued failure of the state so far to embrace the 
economic opportuniSes of the constantly growing global cannabis and cannabis 
tourism  markets. 

It is of parScular importance that in embracing these opportuniSes, the state 
ensures that small, local culSvators are not locked out of the market by mulS-
naSonals or monopoly capitalist enSSes, or impossible-to-meet requirements 
for the granSng of licenses etc. 

It is criScal that local parScipaSon in this trade is protected. 

Furthermore, the state should be aware that in the absence of legal trade, the 
black market will conSnue to flourish despite the legalisaSon for private 
consumpSon. 

Following is the standard copy / paste provided by MSA etc. regarding concerns 
surrounding individual proposed provisions in the Bill. 

General 

The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 

The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fuelled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals? Siphiwe 
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals? 
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society. 
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences 
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol JONATHAN
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-08 
16:13:31 Gauteng Not fully

Although the legalizaSon of cannabis consumpSon in South Africa has come a 
long way in recent years, I sSll feel as though the government is oppressing our 
right to explore our OWN consciousness wherever and whenever we please. 
Cannabis is a sacred/healing plant and has way more pros than cons unlike 
alcohol. As human beings, it is our natural given right  to explore our own 
consciousness and anyone who opposes this noSon is not educated enough on 
the subject. Legalizing marijuana will pave the way to a bright future for South 
Africans and might even solve conSnuous problems that we, as South Africans, 
face. Jefferey
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General  
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of  
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on  
what we deem fit for our personal needs.  
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a  
legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us to 
open our  
doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come and check on 
all the  
growers' crops and measure them?  
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of  
those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous Smes 
to help  
with geing people off harder drugs.  
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives,  
they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to compensate 
for the  
injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon  
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology  
of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the  
plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical use, this is of 
course  
incorrect.  
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for  
each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and check on 
everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it  
up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the cannabis industry.  
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is  
clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category.  
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and  
are incorrect.  
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the  
purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science  
and are incorrect.  
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules.  
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is  
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers.  
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are  
significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD  
dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could be in  
trouble.  
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute  
that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant.  
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is  
unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in  
court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the state) would 
prove this.  
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each  
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal  
use."smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the  
igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless inhaled?  
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be  
doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to  
make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce.  
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person  
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol.  
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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15:49:32 Gauteng Not fully

The government is treaSng Cannabis like most offensive of smokes ever made by 
humans. Why can't you smoke Cannabis in your car and why do you have to 
move away from the windows of your home so that it doesn't smell or be seen 
by neighbours.  Tobacco smells to those who don't smoke it, many africans burn 
impepho in the homes filling flats and blocks with smells, the typical Sunday 
incense from our Indian neighbours we have all got used to it? Should we 
regulate those smells, no because it's part of living and it's part of a culture or 
entertainment to those who pracSce it. Even as neighbours we understand that 
we don't have to like  ol smells that neighbours produce but they r tolerable and 
can pass certainly nothing burns the whole day. Cannabis should be treated the 
same way because there is nothing offensive with it's smell anymore than other 
incenses and herbs. It's contradictory to say it's legal but then treat it as a 
scheduled substance. Genius
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-08 
14:22:17 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis is a plant given to heal South Africa. It must be commercialized 
without legalizing the sale. Keeping the money in the hands of our black 
farmers. CreaSng jobs and upliXing the community. 
If it is commercialized then the power will co to the minority and their 
internaSonal hands.  
The current law needs to stay exactly as is. With a clause that will allow for the 
private clubs as long as they have a healer on board. This makes the narcoScs 
beuro happy. And gives a large piece back to our very large tradiSonal healer 
and dr base.  By forcing these clubs to use a % in community upliXment and 
ensuring that a community member also gets employment in the shop base . 
Creates an environment fo tourism. Tax. Development. Also this creates a 
standardisaSon point for tradiSonal drs and how they work within the space of 
the medical industry.  So 2 new industries can develop here and we dont have to 
share 5 rand. President. RAMAPHOSA is moving in the right direcSon but should 
give this model a discussing with Mrs Phepsile Maseko. ... dont loose the 
foothold.  Margaretha

2020-10-08 
11:35:21 Gauteng Not fully

I believe that cannabis and its derivaSves can help many people in many 
different ways.. I am personally using it for cancer and helps me with the effects 
of chemo. Thc should be allowed in all it forms for medical use and be governed 
for recreaSonal use as it boost our economy and take South Africa out of the 
financial slump we are in. Iershaad

2020-10-08 
11:10:10 Gauteng Not fully

There needs to be further decriminalisaSon of cannabis and allowing for the 
sale of cannabis with regulaSon on thc and cbd levels allowing for South 
Africans to have safer cannabis and for government to get taxes from cannabis. Nicholas

2020-10-08 
10:33:09 Gauteng Not fully

The fact that you can only have 8 flowering plants for four or more adults should 
change as 8 plants will not sustain myself and partner throughout winter as well 
as summer.  Shane

2020-10-08 
09:19:28 Gauteng Not fully

I dont think the bill has been thought out properly.  (1)The are people that cont 
grow because the property can be see from all sides. Making it impossible to 
keep it out of public view. (2) we should be allowed to have more flowering 
plants. Because ther are large strains and small strains.  Large ones can hold up 
to 1kg+ in product. Wher small ones hold 60g in product. (3) We should have the 
freedom of smoking on private property including outside in the garden. Dentzil

2020-10-08 
07:54:59 Gauteng Not fully

We should be able to grow any plant and any numbers of such plant, all peoples 
purposes for the plant is different, people looking at working with the plant in a 
breeding seing to improve and change certain characterisScs of the plant will 
have to grow out large volumes of the progenies, to select the best stable 
geneScs, these people are not growing for producSon of flower but producSon 
of seeds, the flowering plants might range in a number of 100 small plants each 
not yielding more than 10-20g of dried flower, which is a total of 1-2kg of flower 
in total, where as if you grow out 4 large plants you can easily harvest 1-2kg of 
flower, thus people should be allowed to flower out any number of plants at a 
set Sme keeping to the maximum mass limit, doing breeding with plants you 
need to keep a large inventory of geneScs in the form of live plants, this might 
range in the number of hundreds of plants for geneSc preservaSon purposes 
These plants will always be in the vegetaSve stage only cuings of these mother 
plants will be used for breeding purposes. Also people with wheelchair access 
only will not be able to manage 4 big plants but will easily be able to manage 20 
small plants, to make it fair to everyone growing cannabis for all different 
purposes we should be allowed to grow out any number of plants either in the 
vegataSve or flowering state, but sSll conform to the limit of dried flower held 
per household. Dirk
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-07 
19:28:41 Gauteng Not fully

Smoking provide health risk to the smoker and  any body around them. Smokers 
in general don't respect the right of nonsmokers Calvin

2020-10-07 
17:59:14 Gauteng Not fully

I hope the fact that Sahpra has lost a case against the TradiSonal &Natural 
Health Alliance , the TNHA which stands  for Free Natural Health Products 
Access in South Africa, will help shape up this bill , and this Sme I will watch 
closely if the government is willing to listen to the voices of the people ,  people 
want cannabis in abundance , not only for recreaSonal purposes  , but as 
tradiSonal natural medicine . The closing day of comments is here ...good luck to 
all those with posiSve contribuSons , blessings of the most blessed herb Isaac
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-07 
17:21:25 Gauteng Not fully

I don't agree with the amounts and the fact that we can't start businesses 
around cannabis. And o my corporates are allowed to. Kamil

2020-10-07 
16:52:26 Gauteng Not fully

I fully support the right to use cannabis in a private seing and for personal use, 
however criminalising the sale and limiSng the end user to grow themselves 
seems to be problemaSc. 

I would support the full decriminilisaSon for sale and private use. 
Jason

2020-10-07 
16:51:54 Gauteng Not fully

I believe that the punishments defined in the bill are too serious for the nature 
of the offenses. Furthermore the bill does not incorporate or define the use of 
cannabis as a medicine, but only as a recreaSonal drug. Where as the use of 
medicines should be allowed within the public provided it is taken in a private 
fashion. Plus the inability to exchange cannabis for remuneraSon is stunSng our 
economy. Because let's face it in a year or two, commercial sale and use will be 
legalised Joshua
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
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The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
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The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-07 
13:57:43 Gauteng Not fully

Nature is for everyone. 
Open up the market. 
Make it completely legal 
Why should you limit the about to so lisle? For a family using it for medical 
purposes, that is not nearly enough Marco

2020-10-07 
12:19:21 Gauteng Not fully

Needs to look into the commercialisaSon of cannibas as a economic revenue 
stream.  Allow for small scale farming and product producSon. Kabelo 

2020-10-07 
11:51:39 Gauteng Not fully Jhahn

2020-10-07 
08:25:40 Gauteng Not fully

I think the punishments are quite harsh and restricSons are not only also just 
prohibiSng those poor people who survive by farming it but also keeping them 
subjected to conSnued unfair discriminaSon, since what has been formally used 
as an indigenous plant for various medical, recreaSonal and economic purposes 
for generaSons unSl the American racially biased laws kicked in and destroyed a 
living heritage for Africans. It’s quite disappoinSng that some decision makers 
who pushed for this flawed bill are Africans Welile 

2020-10-06 
21:17:53 Gauteng Not fully

I agree to the use of cannabis because it is beser than pharmaceuScal products.  
I do however object on being prescribed by others how and what I should have 
in my home. I use oil and tablets. People who want to smoke it can and the 
police should have no interference with what you do in your house or yard. Shirley

2020-10-06 
16:05:41 Gauteng Not fully

Should be allowed to at least sell Cannabis and any Cannabis related products, 
even if it's in smaller quanSSes. TradiSonally, it's the people on the streets that 
will be basling financially so I feel they should be allowed to purchase a "street 
vendor license" at a very small price (like R100 so it's affordable) and be able to 
sell to the public in small quanSSes at a Sme. 

Also, I think allowance should be made for parents to be able to treat not only 
themselves but their children with Cannabis products for ailments without a 
doctor's prescripSon. 

I should be allowed to smoke anywhere on my property without having to worry 
about the neighbors. If they see me smoking on my property it's because they 
are purposely looking over the wall. Your own property and what happens on it 
should be your own issue and nothing to do with your neighbor. 

I want to be able to treat my children, family and friends with Cannabis without 
being arrested for various issues like period pains, anxiety, cancer and I want to 
be able to choose the best method of delivery even if it's smoking without being 
jailed for supplying it to my children. Over the counter medicine is very harmful 
to you, Cannabis is less harmful.  

I don't want to have to put up fencing and alarms and locks and high gates and 
security for my home-grow. Asking to take those precauSons is seing people up 
for failure. Most people have Sny yards where such security measures are not 
easy.  

Ramona
2020-10-06 
15:18:36 Gauteng Not fully

Sentences too harsh! It's crazy that people plunder, murder and steal but you 
have silly laws for cannabis! Lynese 

2020-10-06 
14:14:22 Gauteng Not fully

If u do that with alcohol,  what wil happen is that people will go for stronger 
spirits like Whisky,  etc, so even with cannabis,  I think those who can afford will 
go for indoor /greenhouse ,and very  high thc strains , and what will happen to 
the poor rurals  Who plant low thc strains ? I reject this bill , the bill will do 
exactly the opposite of what was intended by the concourt . Remove the limit 
on plants and possessions . And let those  with enough gardens be able to hire 
their spaces to users , it must   not be the rich only  that run the cannabis clubs, 
but the ordinary ciSzens with land must grow for others that can not grow , with 
out any permit  Joel

2020-10-06 
11:26:41 Gauteng Not fully

AutomaSc expunging of criminal record for possession of weed must stretch all 
the way to people convicted 10 years ago to make the process fair for everyone. Sizo

2020-10-05 
17:33:43 Gauteng Not fully

Presy obvious , people want their rights to privacy,  equality and dignity , be 
taken more seriously , which is covered in the Bill of Rights , if we have so many 
men in prison wrongly accused of rape , how many will be in prison wrongly 
accused of smoking in the presence of non consenSng adult ? Very sad listening 
to spokesperson of Dept of JusSce, Mr. Phiri. Who thinks we need this kind of 
bill because cannabis is psychoacSve, as if alcohol , cigareses and coffee are not 
psychoacSve,  stop this sSgma , and respect other people's choices the way we 
do with alcohol , same sex etc .We are  coming from veryfar with this basle , 
from Cape Town High Court , to Pretoria High Court , and finally the 
ConsStuSonal Court,  most of the negaSve opinions by poliScians ,doctors for 
life , and others ,  did not stand in these courts , therefo give people what they 
need  ,Right to Privacy,  Equality and Dignity . No more  kicking of people's yards 
gates, because some one needs to count  adults plants  . The decision of the 
highest court in  the land must  be respected . Faithful

2020-10-05 
16:38:15 Gauteng Not fully 15 years for selling seems excessive. Janita

2020-10-05 
14:58:28 Gauteng Not fully

Trade of Cannabis and Cannabis products must be legalised, regulated and 
taxed. There are health risks associated with smoking plant material that hasn't 
been through any tesSng, which would be addressed by regulaSng the trade. 
The tax from trade would help our government close the massive debt deficit.  
The Bill in it's current form seems like they don't actually want to legalise 
Cannabis and are only doing the bare minimum as prescribed by the courts. Jacques
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2020-10-05 
14:02:51 Gauteng Not fully

I find the lack of any legislaSon around the commercialisaSon of the Marijuana 
industry disappoinSng, this is vital in order to properly regulate an industry that 
currently exists in the black market.  
I feel that the penalSes  for smoking around non-consenSng adults are overly 
harsh and should be changed to no more than a fine and should be viewed as a 
civil crime not a criminal offence.  
I support the penalSes associated in relaSon to dealing to or providing minors 
with cannabis related. I feel that the penalty for smoking around children is 
puniSve and I feel that once more this should be a civil crime the penalty for 
which should be a fine, this fine should be harsh. Douglas

2020-10-05 
08:59:20 Gauteng Not fully

We should be able to grow as much as we want as it is a plant with proven 
health benefits. Why should people get so many years jail for selling something 
that if it's taxed will save South Africa's economy?Most people already smoke 
weed so why not completely legalise it? Dylan

2020-10-05 
08:18:51 Gauteng Not fully

The bill has the prospects to cause more harm to the cannabis community and 
the general society of SA. From wasSng valuable policing resources and finances 
to exposing humans for using God given plants to medicate themselves without 
side effects. 

Free for all, open up the market so that people are able to get the best possible 
genome of the plant to ease their core condiSons not to menSon the tax income 
from making cannabis business easier to start. The people need and want 
cannabis, why hold it back any longer? Megan

2020-10-04 
19:32:31 Gauteng Not fully

Adults should be able to grow cannabis for recreaSonal use and commercial 
purposes. I do not agree on these limits; I think they are too low. I think the 
potenSal of cannabis and hemp products  to fully contribute to the economy of 
this country sSll has to be fully expored. Nonhlanhla

2020-10-04 
16:35:37 Gauteng Not fully

I believe that something that grows naturally from our earth should be 100% 
legal to do with as one pleases just like any other plant. Rather charge me tax 
just like on any other product if I want to sell it or make legit medicines out of it. Bianca

2020-10-04 
12:05:58 Gauteng Not fully

To provide us with the opSon to sell cbd products without any acSons against 
government that could end us in Back in Jail. Michelle

2020-10-03 
18:43:28 Gauteng Not fully

We should be allowed to buy cannabis legally for personal use. Too many 
restricSons in general. No jail Sme at all for anything cannabis related. Claire 

2020-10-03 
11:51:13 Gauteng Not fully

I do not fully agree with the the limitaSons on the amount of cannabis  one is 
allowed to carry or grow, I think the amount should be higher or there should be 
no limitaSon on the amount. As for the trading aspect I think there should more 
done to facilitate a legal and commercial industry in which both recreaSonal and 
medicinal cannabis is freely available for purchase and consumpSon.  

I also do not think it should be illegal to smoke in public or next to a window or 
next to a non-consenSng adult as that is just a senseless  law which serves no 
real purpose. If cannabis is to be legalized it should be fully legal, embraced and 
exploited for all its potenSal.  

Thus I think the bill should be revised with amendments to to the amount of 
flower and dry product quanSty allowed in one's possession(either increase or 
remove limitaSons completely) , public use and commercial trading for both 
recreaSonal and medicinal use. Thato

2020-10-03 
10:17:49 Gauteng Not fully

This bill is ridiculous. We have a right to use this plant as we see fit. Full 
legalisaSon only. End of story Hermann

2020-10-03 
07:33:44 Gauteng Not fully

For the whole it is not too badly thought out. The rules on seeds and seedlings is 
brilliant. As the seeds a great source of nutriSon, as are the seedlings. The rules 
on giving to children, I absolutely agree with( apart from special circumstances, 
where pain or injury can be seriously addressed by cannabis; epilepsy etc and 
then only with doctors appoval). 

The problem I have is with the limitaSons on flowering plants! I suffer from 
numerous old sports injuries, and find the only thing that helps me is cannabis. I 
make a cream from it that I rub into my knees, ankles, hands and back. With the 
limitaSons on flowering plants, I will be unable to produce enough for the year 
let alone Autumn and Winter the months I suffer quite severely!! 

On top of this, is the simple fact the math does not equate. If a single plant can 
provide around 0.5kg dried cannabis, four plants can provide around 2kg. So by 
following the guidelines/laws, you end up breaking them through no fault of 
your own!  

You then have 0.8 kg to give away. Now as the bill stands, you can't give that 
much away; and you can't keep it.  

Plus, if our beloved country is to have any chance of trying to recover from 
Covid19; puing these limitaSons on an industry that could grow exponenSally. 
Providing jobs, taxes, and foreign currency from exports!! 

I personally believe that the bill needs to be redrawn, and allow people to at 
least look aXer their ailments. Which would need the bill to allow firstly for 
more flowering plants, and secondly to allow a higher quanSty of dried 
cannabis. This would allow South Africans to prepare to help our country, when 
the cannabis industry really starts making money!!! JusSn
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2020-10-02 
17:20:18 Gauteng Not fully

To all the kids that says cannabis must be prescribed by a doctor when one is 
sick , that is very silly , because we use cannabis as preventaSve,  to prevant 
spiritual,  and physical  sickness,  therefore we don't wait unSl other foot is in 
the grave , but we consume the herb for the healings of the sicknesses thag we 
not even aware of ,, so alcohol and cigarese crew must not be so scared of 
compeSSon , it's gonna happen , and more are likely to choose cannabis over all 
the others , it's happening in Colorado,  Amsterdam. ..all over Dutchie

2020-10-02 
10:25:10 Gauteng Not fully

The problem with our country is that there is no supervision of anything. Good 
policies we have but lack of implementaSon strategy. 

Sonto 

2020-10-01 
19:51:18 Gauteng Not fully

So the Cabinet has approved this bill to be tabled in parly?  Limit very much to 4 
flowering plants , knowing very well that it will never be enough even for a part 
Sme cannabis user , and no chance given to the poor rural growers that happens 
to be women , but , because the Cabinet knows that there's a commercial bill 
coming,  that will benefit mostly the fat cats ,, make problems and in  turn , 
promise to  recSfy them once elecSon Sme comes . It's all about elecSoneering,  
and them stomachs. Ruru

2020-10-01 
11:17:53 Gauteng Not fully

The bill should allow for the purchasing of seeds  in small quanSSes up 30 seeds 
per transacSon. (make it legal to get plant geneScs) 

Individuals should be allowed unlimited quanSSes of Cannabis products 
Containing CBD so long as the seeds/ plants or dry cannabis is less than 1% THC.  
or define Cannabis as: 
Cannabis is defined as anything containing the psychoacSve THC of a higher 
than1% concentraSon (including vaping of cannabis-derived liquids). 

However exchanges should sSll be limited to the proposed limits: 
30 seeds or seedlings, or a mixture of the two 
one flowering plant 
100 grams of dry cannabis. Darrin

2020-10-01 
09:18:49 Gauteng Not fully

There should be no limit on the ammount of cannabis that people are allowed 
to culSvate, for people use cannibals for different purposes e.g some use it as 
tea, they use it as spices, they use it as ointment and others smoke it, therefore 
you can not say only 1kg for each household.  

People should be allowed to smoke their cannabis wherever they wish, why 
should l wait to arrive home before l can smoke. Cigarese smokers smoke 
wherever and they are never arrested why should cannabis smokers be treated 
differently. 

Cannabis should also be allowed to be sold, for others use it but they can not 
culSvate it. Those who can culSvate effecSvely should be able to sell it to those 
who wish to purchase, this will also create jobs.

Bongani 
Ozias

2020-09-30 
14:52:00 Gauteng Not fully

So if the 4 plant harvest is finished within 4 months what do I do? Go to the 
druglords and blackmarket?  Does "private" means very lisle, or means more 
arrests? Are u not also trying clean up prisons and ease burden from the police ? 
Now each and every police must move with a tape measure and a scale ?  Going 
to prison for cannabis must not be that easy , it's opposite of what was 
intended. 12 per adult  plants flowering  sounds beser , one plant harvest each 
month ... sad we have relaSves living in ciSes without  space to plant , they 
deserve to have another 12 again GiX

2020-09-30 
09:57:03 Gauteng Not fully

Cigareses Cause more death and health care risk than marijuana, yet smoking in 
non smoking is a most a finable offence. The jailing of Public cannabis smokers is 
both unfair and harsh, however in the interest of Public health i would support a 
fine of anything between 500-1000 rand  or a maximum jail Sme of 30 days if 
the fine is not payable. two years is a simply insane Sme to be spent in prison 
for smoking ( especially when  the chemicals in cigareses and liquor  are proven 
to have caused terminal health issues and as of yet not a single cigarese or 
liquor company  has been jailed, Prosecuted or taken to task  ). Phemba 

2020-09-30 
07:16:51 Gauteng Not fully

The only aspect of the bill which needs to be addressed is that it does not make 
provisions for 2 major aspects: 
1) The culSvaSon of cannabis for the manufacture of Snctures and medicinal 
products (which requires the culSvaSon of many more plants than prescribed in 
the bill). 
2) The regulated commercialisaSon of recreaSonal cannabis which could add 
billions of rands to the naSonal GDP, yearly. Michael

2020-09-29 
21:58:50 Gauteng Not fully

In our area we can only produce cannabis during summer months Therefore the 
limmit on the number of plants should be at leased 8 per adult for for areas with 
cold winters Chris
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2020-09-29 
11:17:21 Gauteng Not fully

The bill caters to the governments needs and restricSons and not us minoriSes 
who unSlize and culSvate for friends and family in need who are unable to grow 
themselves due to ailments. 

Thee argument will come forth when two in a house are growing not only for 
themselves but for 5 other households and distribuSng not for revenue, but as 
medicinal resources. 

Add a clause that covers growers for such reasons. 

Please enforce that the SAPS are educated around the Bill that has come to pass, 
so as ciSzens of our county arent vicSmized due to lack of knowledge by said 
authoriSes. 

Romano

2020-09-29 
06:19:16 Gauteng Not fully

Maximum amounts of dried product are set too low. A single plant could turn 
you into a law breaker. The penalSes for sale are too high, we've established 
that the plants are safe and good for the economy, 15 years will prevent the 
informal sector and impoverished from parScipaSng. The sale of plants that are 
not in flower should be legal to encourage growth in the informal sector Mashew

2020-09-28 
22:39:59 Gauteng Not fully

Commercial trade of cannabis plant culSvaSon material and dried cannabis for 
personal use should be decriminalised and regulated by bill. Rostam

2020-09-28 
20:54:20 Gauteng Not fully

Should the  poor rurals  remain poor and depend on  handouts ? Even if they 
have green fingers ?  because if they busy with commercial cannabis they won't 
have Sme to vote the corrupt ANC ?  How does this bill protect the users and 
growers? 4 years in prison if u living alone and growing 5 flowering plants ? And 
15years  in prison if growing 9 , the bill considers 9 plants a commercial quanSty,  
and what are  100 plants ?? Sigh  Joko

2020-09-28 
15:18:13 Gauteng Not fully

Canabis culSvaSon and sales in South Africa should be aimed at small scale 
growers and sellers as source of income for individuals rather than seing up 
monopolies for large companies. Taylor 

2020-09-28 
14:44:26 Gauteng Not fully

The principle is sound, cannabis needs regulaSon to ensure its safe use. This bill 
is not it. Grant 

2020-09-27 
21:50:40 Gauteng Not fully

Making something illegal or disallowed creates a sub culture and places the item 
on a highly wanted list for some which I don't think is beneficial.  I would not 
limit personal use, as it's no different to substances like alcohol, regulate one 
then you have to regulate them all.   I do not support the selling of it to minors 
though do believe in educaSng everyone more on the use of it and all it's 
effects.  I would support ethical dealers who operate from a legal,  
knowledgeable and hygienic premises. Have warnings like cigareses and alcohol 
do. The plant has great medicinal uses and vilifying it does not help those who 
need it.  Use it for the support it can give to those in need and educate on the 
need to use it for pleasure or escape only. Katrina

2020-09-27 
21:31:26 Gauteng Not fully

People who 've been fighSng Against the decriminalizaSon of cannabis are the 
one making the Cannabis  laws ?  Just like the bosses of coson industry are the 
ones in charge of  the hemp industry... how on earth is it gonna work...?  How 
will KFC help Nandos..? ??? Tk

2020-09-24 
23:13:08 Gauteng Not fully

It should be made completely legal to have and use privately and deal in. It 
should just be prohibited that it be provided to children.  Users should just be 
cauSoned to use cauSon when smoking in a public area. Alicia

2020-09-24 
20:01:11 Gauteng Not fully

I support it  for medicinal purposes, as the  damaging parts in cannabis will be 
removed. Shirley 

2020-09-24 
15:52:27 Gauteng Not fully

The laws are too harsh. They need to ease the limits. 15 year jail sentence for 
selling a plant is insane and what about people living in complexes? These rules 
need to be looked at again Thokozani

2020-09-24 
15:33:14 Gauteng Not fully

Not fully supporSng the bill , it's obvious people  need commercial purposes bill 
A.S.A.P.  and people need to plant as much as they , and store as much as they 
need ...basically people need to see this being regulated the same way as  
alcohol  , how difficult is this parliamentarians ? Bobby

2020-09-24 
12:48:07 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis should be legalised completely.  The 15 year penalty for dealing is 
draconian, like something from the apartheid era.  The ConsStuSonal Court 
asked the government to be raSonal - treat cannabis like tobacco or alcohol.  Rohan

2020-09-24 
11:15:03 Gauteng Not fully

Not fully supporSng,  because you decided on 4 plants per adult,  because you 
protecSng kids and non-consenSng adults, So  if I have 5 plants , how are they 
harmful , if 4 can not harm . You sSll wanna promote the black market and gangs 
, decriminalize cannabis and most of the problems sorted , and poor rural 
growers have dignity again and no wasSng courts Sme Bushy 
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2020-09-24 
08:17:07 Gauteng Not fully

First off I find it strange that a country would classify indigenous flora as illegal 
but allow companies like Monsanto to sell GMO seeds to farmers and destroy 
the natural flora of the country.  
The proposed law is a step in the right direcSon however it carries extremely 
hars punishments for selling marijuana and in turn destroys commercial 
applicaSons. This then causes a Catch 22 for the public. No person which does 
not have the capability to culSvate marijuana will be able to make use of the 
product. This will be disadvantage for a large porSon of the populaSon and it 
also ruins any tourism that could be generated.  

"Cannabis is defined as anything containing the psychoacSve THC" - This part of 
the law will have to be more defined. As hemp culSvaSon  could be a huge 
factor in saving the country from deforestaSon and producSon of biofuel. 
Hemp's culSvaSon will be sSfled by this law and the country will lose out on the 
versaSlity of the product. 

 Koos
2020-09-23 
15:58:55 Gauteng Not fully Samantha

2020-09-23 
12:26:29 Gauteng Not fully

The only aspect I disagree with is the lengthy prison sentences. In parScular, 
receiving a sentence of up to 15 years for dealing cannabis just seems extreme. 
If an individual is only dealing cannabis and not any other more dangerous drug 
then they shouldn’t receive such a lengthy sentence. Gabrielle

2020-09-23 
11:57:58 Gauteng Not fully

The limit if only 4 plants per person is unreasonable, especially when people are 
growing for medical purposes. 15 years is also extremely harsh for dealing and 
should be realisScally revised, this is not the same kind of offence as murder or 
serious crimes and should be reduced drasScally within norms. Lionel

2020-09-23 
10:53:18 Gauteng Not fully

I believe the penalSes for dealing to adults, are too harsh. AXer all you get 15 
years for murder, one can hardly equate dealing Cannabis as the equivalent of 
murder. I agree with a harsher sentence of say 8 years for selling cannabis to a 
minor. 
Its my considered opinion, that Government should legalise the drug , and Tax it 
up to 80% of the value, just like cigareses. 
Smoking Cannabis or vaping should not be allowed in any public space. 

The regulaSons for use of private purpose,  will be impossible to enforce. Thus 
legalising it, Taxing it, will benefit all, and let the tax be used for health purposes. Perry

2020-09-23 
09:56:50 Gauteng Not fully

I believe it is fair to jail anyone that sells to a minor or consumes in the presence 
of a minor( the same should be done with alcohol and cigareses),  however i 
feel it is only fair to allow the use of it as much as tobacco is allowed in public 
because both are contaminants that affects one's health especially as 2nd hand 
smoke,  as for culSvaSon - i believe that government should place a licensing 
system (as is done with alcohol) that allows for the manufacturing of any 
byproducts, growing of plants or distribuSng of the plant also implement a tax 
on the plant so that whoever so deals in it pays a tax for dealing in it. Moegamad

2020-09-23 
09:44:56 Gauteng Not fully

Colonial laws Must fall ,,, legalise cannabis, ,  no records of people suffering from  
psychosis  when colonialists arrived here 1652 , but rather records of them 
sending their men to KZN to get the very same herb..it's been too long , forward 
to indigenous knowledge,  no limitaSons to cannabis  plants , rather  limit sugar 
and alcohol Khoi

2020-09-23 
00:53:34 Gauteng Not fully

I think an individual should be able to have more plants as some people carry 
over different geneScs for years not killing the plant.  they are also small when 
in small pots so this warrant a higher quanSty of plants. Not everyone can grow 
in the ground. John

2020-09-22 
21:11:37 Gauteng Not fully

Legalize Cannabis, no limits , Doctors for life are screwed ???,,,, no more Doctors 
for life I  the next proceedings of Trial of the Plant part 2 , cannabis save the 
world , trade cannabis  fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/manifesto Rocky

2020-09-22 
19:31:39 Gauteng Not fully

This bill does not make cannabis accessible to all South Africans and asempts to 
make people who use it criminals Daniel

2020-09-22 
08:42:41 Gauteng Not fully

I agree with most of the legislaSon, but I feel that the following is completely to 
extreme as a punishment. - a maximum jail term of 15 years for anyone who 
deals in cannabis, or provides it to a child. This puts someone that is convicted 
of using cannibus on par with rapists.  
Also how does this bill address people who have been conficted of cannibus 
related "crime". Will there be recourse for them to get their convicSons 
removed from their records. Goverment should just legalize this completely as it 
is bound to happen over Sme anyway. Due to the current economic struggle of 
the country from Covid, this is an ideal oppertunity to create a huge new 
industry that can sSmulte lots of jobs and tax revenue for the state. Ludi

2020-09-21 
23:14:02 Gauteng Not fully

I think the 2 year jail penalty for smoking in public, near an open window or an 
non-consenSng adult is too severe.  They should rather consider imposing a fine 
for smoking in public.m, but leave people to smoke in own homes as they wish. Mari

2020-09-21 
18:18:46 Gauteng Not fully

There's beers,  wine,  rum , brandy , whisky. ..u can have as much of these as u 
want .... other side there's SaSva, Indica ,  Hybrid. ..and u can only have only 
One of these flowering plants , with no guarantee that they 'll survive Sl 
harvest.... All these silly laws as if alcohol is not  a psychoacSve  drug ...?  We 
therefore reject this bill and propose freedom of the plant , the way alcohol is 
free JahB
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2020-09-21 
17:58:17 Gauteng Not fully

Fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/manifesto is there , instead of this bill that 
undermines all the work of Gareth Prince,  Myrtle,  Jules Stobb , Jeremy Acton , 
and all other Cannabis acSvists ,, the bill is against the consStuSonal court ruling 
,  so much heavy penalSes and limitaSons in the name of protecSng kids and 
non users ? How do you protect the rights of users of cannabis because they 
have rights too ? King

2020-09-21 
15:01:10 Gauteng Not fully Cannabis (Dagga) should be for everyone not only a select few! Danie

2020-09-21 
14:00:35 Gauteng Not fully

I believe it can be dangerous for some individuals to use Cannabis and then 
drive - the same way I do not believe in drinking and driving. There should be 
regulaSons and it should be treated carefully as with alcohol... but we're seen 
how some people do not know their own limits and boundaries with alcohol, so 
imagine how it will be with alcohol and Cannabis combined... Cornelia

2020-09-21 
11:50:43 Gauteng Not fully

I believe by proposing such a small minded view of the plant is not in the best 
interest of South Africa and her people. The plant growth thrives in the South 
African climate and based on the income  generated by observing the 
internaSonal markets we as South Africans should set proper guidelines in 
encouraging people to grow for resale purposes.  This will posiSvely affect our 
GDP and Unemployment sectors.  

Yes South Africa has approved some licences but not all have assess to millions 
of rand in funding to set up lab grade faciliSes.  

There public should be able to easily access a list of approved farmers, 
suppliers... etc within the industry.   All vendors on these lists need to ensure 
strict following of the all compliance requirements and should only be allowed 
to pracSce if they have a valid licence.   Himesh 

2020-09-21 
11:36:52 Gauteng Not fully

Maybe beser if the laws use current "runnings", of the cannabis culture. ..E.G. 
very few people of the culture esp. rural people have scales or  know 600g, 
because they use 5litres to measure or sack ...just like uMqombothi , it would be 
difficult for the villagers to understand  about  mililitres , rather tell them about 
a drum /cellar ... overall stop trying to make it do easy to arrested while at the 
same Sme u try to expunge previous cannabis records, , it's unconsStuSonal 
what the department is trying to do , it cannot be accepted by the very same 
Con Court ,,, there's no spirit of  Ubuntu in  this bill Ike

2020-09-21 
10:14:05 Gauteng Not fully

IF CANNABIS IS SAFER THAN ALCOHOL AND TOBACCO HOW CAN THE LAWS BE 
SO DISCRIMINATORY AND HARSH ON THE SAFER SUBSTANCE!!!???? CANNABIS  
UNITES ,CREATES JOBS,TEXTILE,FOOD,FUEL,HOUSING, AND CREATES AN INCOME 
SO THAT WE CAN SPEND MORE MONEY AT THE SHOPS, AND INCLUDE 
EVERYONE IN THE ECONOMY!!! SELF REGULATION AND FREE FOR ALL IS THE 
AWNSER!!!! NO ONE CAN TEL ME HOW MUCH ALCOHOL I CAN HAVE IN MY 
OWN PERSONAL BAR AT HOME, YOU CANT TEL ME I CAN ONLY SMOKE SO 
MUCH WEED AT HOME !!!! DAGGA FOR ALL!!!! JOE

2020-09-20 
08:45:43 Gauteng Not fully Try and understand the benefits. They far outreach the negaSve Konrad

2020-09-20 
07:46:34 Gauteng Not fully

I do not agree with the jail terms and the restricSons of the number of plants for 
personal use. 
To provide yourself with a steady supply through out the year, you will need at 
least 10 to 12 plants at any given Sme. This is for one adult.  
The terms around the puniSve measures are ridiculous.  

Derik

2020-09-19 
16:44:35 Gauteng Not fully

There are no limits to the amount of cigareses and alcohol we are allowed to 
have and consume in a private place. Why should cannabis be different. It is way 
less harmful than alcohol and cigareses when used correctly. The only way we 
would be able to educate people is to create the exposure and awareness. The 
benefits one gets from the plant far supersede not fully embracing this industry. 
The countrys economy would greatly benefit from this through the people of 
this country and business all geing involved. Cannabis has been around for 
thousands of years and used in many cultures most notably Jesus with his 
healing oils. For the beserment of society and the human race just embrace this 
plant for it could be. Craig

2020-09-19 
11:05:52 Gauteng Not fully

I propose that cannabis should be legally farmed and produced. Properly funded 
research into the healing properSes of the other ingredients in cannabis cannot 
be done as long as legislaSon only makes provision for the self-catering 
possession of the product for recreaSonal purposes.  Furthermore also apply 
the same legislaSon as is currently imposed on tobacco products. Amorita 

2020-09-19 
08:42:45 Gauteng Not fully Derryck 
2020-09-18 
19:23:37 Gauteng Not fully Callum

2020-09-18 
18:08:28 Gauteng Not fully

Today 18th Sept ,marks 2 years since the ConsStuSonal Court declared Cannabis 
laws unconsStuSonal, , and Parliamentarians were given 2 years to recSfy 
this ...and aXer 2 years , Only a Silly  Bill .... Deadlines for who..? And laws for 
who..? Rootsie

2020-09-18 
17:19:19 Gauteng Not fully

Do not fully support this bill due to the limitaSons placed upon users, growers 
and others using this plant. Legalizing this plant is not a means to criminalizing 
users when their very health depends on this plant. Charm’s 
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2020-09-18 
13:02:30 Gauteng Not fully

The Government should not have a say in what i can and cannot do in my own 
home, it is my private property, and I have a right to do as I please on my 
property so long as it does not affect anyone else. How does growing a plant 
bring any problems to others? I understand that people do not want to be 
around the smoke, but no one wants to inhale second hand cigarese smoke 
either, yet thats publicly legal in every way?? Aston 

2020-09-18 
12:29:33 Gauteng Not fully No maser what they say, Cannabis is a drug! John

2020-09-18 
12:06:26 Gauteng Not fully

All these ANTI-Cannabis Crew must qoute countries that have decriminalize 
cannabis,  Countries like Holland,  Uruguay, Portugal, , it's no longer asracSve to 
kids because it's no more a forbidden fruit ,  when u ban something like 
cannabis it becomes asracSve to kids ..this is just a common sense , , in all 
countries that have  decriminalized cannabis , numbers of kids that wanna 
experiment weed did no go up , rather they went down...parents need to fix 
their houses , and stop blaming cannabis,  even with out cannabis their houses 
would sSll be a mess  King

2020-09-18 
08:10:22 Gauteng Not fully

4 PLANTS is not a lot of the plants do not make many flowers, in some cases 10 
can yield as much as 4 depending on the size of the plants.  

Each person should be able to use the plant the same way they would use a 
tomato. A TOMATO is not criminalized and THC has been decriminalized making 
it equal to a tomato.  

Just don't make any laws, that's the whole problem, you want to make an law 
when the law of nature is already made before you are born. 

I'm going to grow 10 plants and not share with kids. THAT'S A FAIR DEAL, you 
need to do nothing and I smoke my weed in peace. THANK YOU BYE.... WIKUS

2020-09-18 
07:52:41 Gauteng Not fully

1. The Bill focuses solely on THC as the determining compound to define what 
cannabis is. However, CBD (the non-psychoacSve compound) dominant plants 
are also cannabis plants. The bill should at least state that this is the case, as 
CBD is not menSoned anywhere in the bill.  

2. The bill should allow private users to grow at least double the amount (16 
plants, in the case of two co-residing adults) of CBD dominant cannabis strains 
as apposed to the 8 THC dominant plants (for two co-residing adults).  This is 
because CBD is used for medicinal purposes and individuals may want to 
culSvate more CBD plants in order to provide friends and family with medicinal 
products, or to legally sell and distribute CBD healthcare products (skin creams, 
soaps, teas, edibles, etc).   

3. In the event that an individual (or two co-residing adults) is in possession of 
more than 8 flowering plants, the bill should make allowance for the tesSng of 
cannabis plants to determine whether said plants are THC or CBD dominant. 
This adds to the argument that individuals should be allowed to grow more CBD 
dominant plants than their THC counterparts.  

4. The bill focuses on dry THC-containing cannabis and concentrates, but it 
menSons nothing about health-related products that are not meant for 
consumpSon or smoking. Soaps and skin creams that contain THC-dominant 
cannabis have been shown to possess medicinal benefits when applied to the 
skin, and there is no evidence to show that THC is absorbed through the skin, 
resulSng in psychoacSve effects – especially in the low doses encountered in 
skincare products. Also, the THC in these products cannot be extracted from the 
soaps and creams, so there is no risk of abuse once it is infused into the product. 
In short, the bill should make provision for THC containing products that are not 
meant for consumpSon or smoking.  

5. Related directly to the above, since the THC in skincare products cannot be 
absorbed by the skin to produce psychoacSve effects, legislaSon should look 
towards legalizing these products for commercial sales, as they have done with 
CBD. However, since THC is sSll classified as a scheduled drug, producers and 
distributors of THC-containing skincare products should be licensed in some way 
(or at least a formal growers and suppliers registry that can be used to regulate 
the industry).  

6. Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” may be jailed for up to 
two years. What is immediate presence? Is this personal space? Is immediate 
presence my neighbour siing in their garden while I'm 20 meters away smoking 
in my own garden? Is there a difference in "immediate presence" between two 
individuals separated by a brick wall versus a palisade fence? We are dealing 
with smoke... something that may travel further than expected or intended.  

 Mariese
2020-09-18 
06:42:46 Gauteng Not fully

Cannibis can  save our economy, our Forrests and a lot more. The bill is a 
beginning in the right direcSon but cannibis must be fully de criminalized. Johan
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2020-09-17 
21:41:59 Gauteng Not fully

There is so much employment waiSng to be created if only you would legalize 
our plant.  

I was addicted to many hard drugs for years. I smoked cannabis to break free 
from my addicSons. I am drug free, nicoSne free and alcohol free thanx to this 
healing plant. Colin

2020-09-17 
20:37:59 Gauteng Not fully

I don't fully support the bill because it is insanely restricSng possession of 
canabis - were as for years people have been buying catoons of cigarretes. The 
seems to be a bais against African cultures - let them own and keep the 
quanSSes of dagga they choose. If it's allows to have stock piles of Stuyvesant 
then the same must apply with dagga. The bill is oppressive - is it because 
tobacco farm owners fear compeSSon  - the fear the their clients will show a 
preference to dagga sasa

2020-09-17 
19:36:16 Gauteng Not fully Chloe

2020-09-17 
18:20:19 Gauteng Not fully

Very sad listening to the Speaker of JusSce Department,  everySme he's asked , 
he's answer is that  it's not  for his Dept to do A,B,C ... it's Dept of Trade,   it's 
Dept of Health ...meaning them are just honouring Con Court ruling, thag theg 
are missi8the deadline of tomorrow  yhec28th Sept... ,,, asked about harsh 
penalSes,  , his answer is that those penalSes are necessary because cannabis is 
psychoacSve plant. is he aware that alcohol is apsychoacSve drug too? Alcohol is 
PsychoacSve drug too , get it Julie

2020-09-17 
17:18:10 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis has many benefits, the fact remains it is far less dangerous then 
alcohol, the bill as proposed is discriminatory In its current form. Users should 
be able to grow their own cannabis to saSsfy their needs, oils and concentrates 
require large amounts of plant maser to make small quanSSes which is mainly 
used for health reasons, we should allow people to grow as much as they need. 
There are many other benefits of growing the plants especially among bee-
keepers. charles
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2020-09-17 

Although there are aspects of the bill that I do support, mainly expunging 
criminal records of those guilty of small cannabis dealing  and possession 
crimes. I do not agree with many other aspects of the bill which looks like it has 
been put together by someone that knows nothing about cannabis or 
agriculture. I have a BSc Agricultural Economics and Agri Business management 
degree can I can clearly see all the things lacking or just make no sense 
whatsoever.   
Things like plant count is the stupidest thing to be added into the bill and 
whoever suggested it should be fired for being incompetent. the thing about 
growing plants, not just Cannabis but any plants, is that you can achieve your 
end goals in many different ways. as for Cannabis, you could achieve your 
personal consumpSon needs for a year with 1 really big plant or 100 small 
plants. for the sake of the limits, if i grew small autoflowering varieSes that 
average 50 to 70g each, I would need 8 to 12 plants to get to the amount 
suggested in the bill. I could also grow one plant that grows large and end up 
over the 600g limit because these large plants can yield anything  from 100g to 
2kgs per plant.  
On the limit allowed, everyone's needs are different, some need large amounts 
once a year to make oils or store so that it lasts all year as they only get to grow 
once a year while others can grow all year round.  People growing all year round 
might be able to have 600g a month every month, which would be 7.2kgs in a 
year, so how would it be fair for someone that can only grow once a year, to be 
allowed to harvest only 600g? 
Then there is the point of people who keep mother plants alive, these are plants 
kept alive in a permanent stage of vegetaSon so that one can keep that specific 
variety available to clone out and use when needed. With thousands of varieSes 
available for different things, how is it fair to count those towards the total 
allowed number of plants when they have no intenSon of being flowered out 
but rather used to save the geneScs of the variety? 
As the bill stands, I can grow 1 million seedlings or clones as long as they are 
smaller that 15cm but if someone was to start counSng them and measuring 
them, which would take a long Sme, some of the plants grow a lisle and are 
now 16cm? am I now guilty of dealing and need to be sentenced to 15 years? 
AddiSonally, I can have 4 flowering plants or 8 immature plants but what 
happens if the immature plants start to flower accidently, am I guilty of dealing 
and deserve 15 years? 
Now what about dried and cured bud for smoking? I can have 600g on hand and 
4 flowering plants, with each plant having 2kgs of potenSal cannabis on it and 
that's fully within the law. But, if one of the branches of those flowering plants 
breaks off, it would be added to my allowed total at a conversion rate of 20% of 
wet weight, which would now mean that I am over the 600g limit and guilty of 
dealing and should be sentenced to 15 years? 
So yes, plant count and limit of cannabis on hand at home is a joke and should 
be completely taken out.  
As for the trading of seedlings and seeds, was this thought of by the same idiot 
that came up with counSng plants?  
In order to grow seedlings or make seeds, it requires input costs like everything 
else, so how is it fair to say that you can not sell them to someone or else you 
are a dealer and should be sentenced to 15 years? Surely if people are allowed 
to grow, they should be able to get quality seeds or seedlings that grow as stated 
so that they get exactly what they needed but that will never happen if you can 
not receive remuneraSon to cover the costs of providing a  quality product. 
If seeds and seedling can not be sold legally and without interference from 
police saying your plants are 16cm tall and not 15cm so now we are going to 
lock you up, government employees  should not be allowed to get paid for the 
work they do or claim travel expenses and anything else of the sort. 
There's an enSre new market created with this industry, some of it has been 
around for a lot longer in the black market but selling seeds and seedlings to 
people is a great way to create jobs and provide beser products to people, even 
people that deal illegally buy seeds so why not allow people to earn a taxable 
income from that? 
As far as the fines and criminal charges related to cannabis in this bill, this 
person should be taken out back and given lashes for their stupidity. Alcohol and 
tobacco cause far more harm in society, especially in south africa, which 
Government has admised and documented nicely for us over the past few 
months of lock down and yet those industries aren't being regulated by SAHPRA. 
I mean come on, how can a pregnant woman be allowed to drink and smoke  
but if your neighbour smells your weed while smoking, they can call the police? 
I'm sorry, but unless cigareses are policed in the same way the you want to 
police Cannabis, remove that part of the regulaSon and apply the current 
smoking rules to Cannabis then.  
Lastly on the harsh criminal charges for Cannabis, how on earth can CorrupSon, 
Rape, Murder, Assault, Assault GBH, ExtorSon, Armed Robbery , House breaking 
and Normal theX be treated as Lesser crimes? And Yes, there are plenty of 
examples in just the last couple months of each of these crimes that received 
lesser prison sentences than what is currently proposed in this daX bill.  
So please do us all a favor and do what many other countries are now doing and 
just decriminalize cannabis so that we can enjoy our peace and quiet while the 
police deal with actual crime. Plus side is that if the industry is allowed to grow, 
and not just by big corporates and poliScally connected people, it will without a 
doubt help create jobs and help rebuild the economy of the county, which is 
currently more screwed than it's ever been before. 
I have plenty more to say of this bill but I will keep it at this for now, however, If 
I'm ever needed to appear before any commisee and say this, I will do so 
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2020-09-17 
12:27:02 Gauteng Not fully

All people should have the right to grow and trade the the plant and all plant 
Medicane. Anthony

2020-09-17 
12:23:34 Gauteng Not fully

-It makes no sense to allow personal use and culSvaSon of cannabis, but 
prohibit selling of seeds - how are the plants supposed to be grown without 
seeds or seedlings?  
-Not everybody has the inclinaSon or wherewithal to grow their own, yet they 
should also be able to benefit from the physical, mental and recreaSonal 
advantages afforded by cannabis use - surely they should be allowed to 
purchase cannabis safely and legally. To deny users this forces them into the 
black market, which poses both a danger to their safety, puts them at risk of 
arrest (with consequent loss of livelihood, separaSon of families, adding to an 
already overloaded prison system, etc.), and is a missed opportunity for tax 
revenue.  
-The penalSes and limits are arbitrary, and do nothing to stop the cycle of 
separaSng families for what would be a non-violent offence, leading to cycles of 
crime in what no doubt will affect poor families the most.  
-Enabling and establishing a cannabis industry, parScularly at the SMME level, is 
a massive opportunity to help us pull ourselves out of the economic crisis we 
find ourselves in. Especially for rural economies. Soleil

2020-09-17 
11:57:35 Gauteng Not fully

To whom it may concern  

As an avid CulSvator and user and horSculture light manufacturer  , I do feel 
that this is sSll criminalizing our plant that was put on earth before we 
"humans" even arrived .  
I strongly feel that the qaunStys allowed are not viable as a culSvator for my 
own use for many medical reasons.  There seems to be a very large gap between 
the seedlings allowed 15 cm ? and the flowering plants that should reach above 
2m ? They only start to pre flower much later than seedlings , Only then can sex 
of the plant be determined and the males be removed , it could be 50/50 or 
More or less , its impossible to know  and I don't feel that 2 immature plants can 
account as one flowering plant , there are simply just to many variables . 
What about people like me that are pheno hunSng and breading new strains to 
help combine desired medical results for my own personal use ? One strain 
could have 100 different pheno types, must we now grow them 4 at a Sme and 
then loose 2 or 3 being males and then start over ? 
What about the people that can't grow themselves for a large number of 
reasons? Are they not allowed their consStuSonal right ?  
What about the moms and dads that grow a couple of plants , must they now be 
jailed or lock their children out of the garden to be stuck indoors ? Would the 
police officers even Believe that doors are kept locked and the children of the 
house don't have access to that area . It seems like we are Just going to allow 
them to decide and get jailed for years  dependingon their moods , destroying 
families , children's lives and futures while they are in good care and being loved 
and supported , what is going to happen to these children that's Parents both 
gets jailed because they executed their consStuSonal right and smoked one 
Joint ? Could you please also clarify what is Privacy as the one you have in mind 
and the one in the English dicSonary doesn't seem to be the same word ?  

Kind Regards  
Anton

2020-09-17 
10:58:15 Gauteng Not fully

The sale of cannabis can sSmulate our decaying economy. People are sSll going 
to buy the product, they are not going to grow it, and that's major funds that 
could be taxed. AddiSonally, extra duSes can be imposed on marijuana which 
would solve a lot of problems. Recognize this revenue stream for the good of 
the economy.  Our economy is a joke, hence the need.

Katleho 
Thabiso

2020-09-17 
10:28:07 Gauteng Not fully

You have leX our model to follow the American and Canadian model where big 
pharma and business takes over. We need to get back to our roots of growing. 
Growing everything. My granny taught me to grow vegetables and fruit. This 
generaSon grows nothing for itself. We need to show how the cannabis 
community is about community and bringing people together and educaSng 
them from grass route level. Our kids should have an industry that is open to all 
not just the elite. The way you have billed this doesn't allow for the home 
grower to make a small business and make some money. It only allows for 
people with alot of money to get permits once again it's us poor who suffer. 
Marijuana is about uniSng people that is why the hippies had to run away. Don't 
make us run away! Hayden

2020-09-17 
09:11:06 Gauteng Not fully

The quanSSes are incorrect. For those making oils etc they would not be able to 
make enough for personal supply with the quanSes stated. 

dylan

2020-09-17 
08:48:05 Gauteng Not fully

Empower the people to be able to build an economy, not just exclusive for 
corporates or big money. Empower local growers by opening up the product for 
recreaSonal use, not only for medicinal. That will enable local growers to find a 
market without all the medicinal hops to jump through for an export product. Barnard

2020-09-17 
08:23:08 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis has long been seen as the gateway drug to worse drugs. If being used 
medicinally and at the correct dosage then I believe it has merit. I don't think 
that people living in blocks of Flats should be allowed to smoke it in their "own 
homes" as everyone around them would be subjected to it. Smoking it in parks 
and at fesSvals should also not be allowed as that could be desensiSsing it for 
children who could be there. If people want to smoke it they should have places 
they can go to so that others are not subjected to it. And should be made fully 
aware of the damage it can do.  It should be everything in moderaSon... Briony
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2020-09-16 
17:38:51 Gauteng Not fully

I am not a user of cannabis. I though do support that people should be allowed 
to have unlimited amounts of cannabis in their possession and be able to plant 
unlimited amounts of cannabis for own personal use, this is why I can't fully 
support this bill,   due it's implementaSon of it's limits.  Jannie

2020-09-16 
14:35:02 Gauteng Not fully George

2020-09-16 
14:20:02 Gauteng Not fully

The bill seems extremely vague. I think that firstly, drug tests given to individuals 
at work tesSng for cannabis should be removed. Cannabis can stay within the 
system for up to a month if consumed every day. However, the psychoacSve 
effects only last up to 3 hours at a Sme. More if consumed by mouth. These 
urine drug tests are not a good indicator of whether someone is actually under 
the influence and whether their ability to perform work will be compromised. 
There is emerging technology I have seen which includes a breathalyser. And I 
believe that this should be the only method of tesSng. 
 Cannabis dealers should not be prosecuted unless they deal in other illegal 
substances e.g. Cocaine, heroine, etc. Cannabis is not a harmful drug and should 
not be placed with syntheSc and illegal drugs. 
Public places such as weed cafes should be made legal as long as they do not 
infringe on the rights of other businesses by the vapor passing into their open 
business. 
Cannabis should be commercialised as cannabis dealers oXen deal solely in 
cannabis and the associated paraphenelia and could create an amazing and 
sustainable income for the country. 
Cannabis farms should be allowed as it is a sustainable pracSce and does not 
harm communiSes.  

Keshini

2020-09-16 
12:26:35 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis has many benefits, the fact remains it is far less dangerous then 
alcohol, the bill as proposed  is discriminatory In its current form. Users should 
be able to grow their own cannabis to saSsfy their needs, oils and concentrates 
require large amounts of plant maser to make small quanSSes which is mainly 
used for health reasons, we should allow people to grow as much as they need.   
There are many other benefits of growing the plants especially among bee-
keepers. Joanne

2020-09-16 
11:18:31 Gauteng Not fully

The proposal quanSSes allowed at home should be at least doubled because 
too restricSve.  
That is part of our democraSc right to live how we want at home. Maurice 

2020-09-16 
11:15:59 Gauteng Not fully

I would actually like to see more relaxed laws around this area, especially when 
using the plant to make extracts that are to be used for both recreaSonal 
consumables (whether edible, ingested or inhaled) as well as medicinal 
(whether ingested or applied topically). 

Cannabis is not a poisonous drug made in a lab which destroys the brain and 
body, but rather a hallucinogenic natural God given plant that has many health 
benefits! 

Let God's provisions be free for all! Evagelia

2020-09-16 
11:09:38 Gauteng Not fully

to clarify ,I am not a user of cannabis in any form medicinally/recreaSonally. 
However I am an avid gardener and into sustainability.  We are hobby apiarists, 
currently with 4 hives but expanding  
This last season I had two cannabis plants growing, and I was userly amazed, 
when it came to the plants flowering , the bees had food in abundance and were 
able to stockpile for Winter. Cannabis to me, seems like the perfect plant to have 
in flower ,prior to winter when there are not many other flowering plants 
around 

 it also  makes no sense to me to have unlimited seedlings , but you may only 
culSvate 4 plants?  At which point do you decide that  4 plants is the threshold 
for dealing? Ridiculous .  
I Agree; set a limit of harvested product , that may be deemed as use for 
commercial purposes, but leave the gardeners alone 

Thank you Jill
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2020-09-16 
06:57:04 Gauteng Not fully

My views are the below. 

1- I don't agree with the jail Sme. 

2-NicoSne is psychoacSve and a dangerous neurotoxin. Even though it is 
poisonous restaurants, casinos, basically everywhere caters for nicoSne users in 
a "smoking secSon" . There's nicoSne in parks, people using nicoSne on a 
morning stroll to work, nicoSne on the beach, nicoSne out on the balcony aXer 
a great session of inSmacy...if society is allowed to relax around recreaSonal use 
of this then surely cannabis can be catered for. 

3- I dont see why this bill would not include the sale of cannabis because  those 
who are unable to grow/extract/bake, don't have Sme  or don't want to will sSll 
need the quality flower or produce terpene-rich extract they would require 
medically or desire recreaSonally would then need to purchase these. So picture 
yourself scooping up runny porridge in an egg liXer. AXer you liX it the egg liXer 
has some porridge and some porridge would have fallen back into the pot. This 
is a picture of how this bill would affect the black market. The problem with this 
is that there's sSll a lot of good people there. Growers, extractors, breeders, 
bakers, photographers, both arSsts in the trade and those who are emerging. A 
lot of which use this black market to support families, businesses and even 
communiSes without a single desire to be in that black market because they 
love the country, its people and have high hopes about its future in this industry. 
With COVID-19 having such an economical impact and the current skills SA has 
in the industry my view is that any bill regarding cannabis should outline sale 
and distribuSon as well, seing reasonable quality standards in the industry so it 
includes those who are currently only growing 8 plants of quality cannabis that 
currently seeps into the black market and those mums, dads, madalas and 
gogo's can breathe easier.  

4- This bill provides no space for research. Research is another emerging  aspect 
of this industry. EducaSon is crucial. Since cannabis was put behind bars and 
legislaSon the research behind aspects of this plant has been sSfled. Leaps and 
bounds (some might even say cart-wheels and moon-walks) in this area have 
been taken by countries in their parSal acceptance of this. South Africa, as it is, 
can really lead toward new fronSers here. If given the parameters in which those 
with a current passion for growing, breeding, extracSng, baking and other sorts 
of craXs can freely engage in this natural drive and passion for research in those 
areas then not only will you see a rise in the economy but a rise in the 
community.  Jovan 

Romano

2020-09-15 
21:29:35 Gauteng Not fully

1) Cannabis Canada: Pot industry adds $8.26B to Canada’s GDP - AddiSonally, 
neither their country's moral fabric, nor their civil society has collapsed. hsps://
www.google.com/amp/s/www.bnnbloomberg.ca/cannabis-canada-pot-industry-
adds-8-26b-to-canada-s-gdp-1.1324939.amp.html 

2) This manifesto should be consulted and considered: hsps://bit.ly/
3mmjWMR . Anon

2020-09-15 
19:37:14 Gauteng Not fully

Thank God that I don't do this stuff. However, the penalSes are absurd.  
Problem is that many South Africans do use this drug. The police should be 
capturing murderers, rapists and thieves instead of running around aXer people 
who use this substance. It is also a gateway drug obviously leading to other drug 
use. 
The root cause of GVB and many other crimes is alcohol and drug abuse. They 
never menSon that in the news!!!!  
Then there are the children who are at risk of abuse and poverty due to the use 
of this drug.  
On the contrary, I do believe that use of cannabis can also lead to creaSve 
decision making processes and be of value in medicine.  

However, I do not believe that criminalizaSon of the use of the drug is not the 
answer.  
There has to be another soluSon to the problem. Errol

2020-09-15 
19:04:25 Gauteng Not fully

The limit on the amount of dry flower and the amount of plants you can grow is 
definitely set to low. I would like to see that limit being increased. I would also 
like to see the open of the selling of the canabis market. There is enormous 
economical benefits that our enSre country cam benefit from by opening the 
sale of cannabis. Johan

2020-09-15 
18:08:52 Gauteng Not fully

A bit contradictory that you want to expunge cannabis criminal records, , while 
sSll making it so easy for a user to get one .meaning with 5 plants , that's 4 years 
in  prison , accompanied by a criminal record,  that's against the spirit of the Con 
Court , why bother to expunge in the first place ? Ike

2020-09-15 
18:03:27 Gauteng Not fully

The ConsStuSonal Court will sSll rule this Bill UnconsStuSonal,  sad that the 
Dept of JusSce dies not pay a dent from their pockets , but tax payers foot the 
bill , , unfortunately very expensive for ordinary ciSzens to approach the court's 
and challenge,  if Dagga Couple have shown us that its possible 
#fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/manifesto,  #cannabiscanhrlpsouthafrica Ike
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2020-09-15 
15:16:32 Gauteng Not fully

I disagree that some of the penalSes should be criminal in nature. Smoking in 
front of someone who objects - What is the context? If it is my house and they 
object they should be free to leave.  The penalSes are too severe and the 
offence definiSons too vague.  

I think it should be legal to sell seeds. This is a market that can easily be well 
regulated. The prohibiSon on the sale of seeds makes it prohibiSvely difficult to 
begin private culSvaSon without purchasing seeds on the black market. Tyron

2020-09-15 
14:57:16 Gauteng Not fully

A substance less addicSve, less dangerous than alcohol deserves the same 
treatment. We have seen the issues of prohibiSon rise again under lockdown 
with alcohol, it does not work and it creates more problems then it tries to fix. 
Stop locking people up for cannabis use. Another interesSng point, if cannabis is 
legal to grow, where do people buy seeds from to grow it? They will have to go 
into the black market, again. Revise the bill, free the economy. Mathieu

2020-09-15 
12:19:23 Gauteng Not fully

Government and industry should have NO control over cannabis - it is a God-
given plant with many health benefits and should be free for everyone to grow 
and sell and consume without limitaSon. Why must a corrupt government have 
their greedy, grubby paws on everything? Traci

2020-09-15 
12:13:33 Gauteng Not fully

Are they  only thinking infront of their nostrils. . ??  cannabis SEEDS are a source 
of vegetable protein with omega 3 to omega 6 , , this could be used as feeding 
scheme at school ...how many doctors will tell you that ? doctors needs paSents 
all the Sme ,  making cannabis a doctor's prescripSon is the most craziest thing I 
've ever heard , cannabis is not just a cure , but a preventaSve as well , we don't 
want cannabis when other foot is on the grave , we want it now , we 've been 
fighSng for this , how many doctors have fought for cannabis? King

2020-09-15 
12:04:42 Gauteng Not fully

Clearly the writers of this bill know nothing about the plant but its at least a 
small step forward. It's a beneficial medicinal plant, end of story. People who 
don't understand that are brainwashed cowards and hiding from the truth, or 
helping hide the truth. It's been proven to have 0 harmful effects consistently. It 
is NOT "a gate way drug." Decriminalize it COMPLETELY. Private possession and 
use of Cannabis should be legalized for everyone. MarSn

2020-09-15 
11:56:43 Gauteng Not fully

The good thing about legalizing cannabis will be the tax charge. I wonder if it will 
be the same % as smokes and liquor? With all the relief loans during the 
Covid-19 pandemic the country has a big debt to pay back . People will conSnue 
smoking cannabis whether its legal or not. So the government / people of South 
Africa  may as well  benefit from it.  Dalene

2020-09-15 
11:47:50 Gauteng Not fully

It should be legalised for own use and legalised to allow anyone to grow their 
own but I don't think it should be controlled by the government and big 
corporaSons as it is a free growing plant and should be free to all to grow and 
sell and consume.  It could change our economy which is sorely needed. Linda

2020-09-15 
11:39:42 Gauteng Not fully

I agree with the purpose of the bill as it’s a step in the right direcSon towards a 
legal and successful cannabis market in South Africa. I believe that there are 
definitely some flaws in the proposed bill that need to be recSfied such as a 
plant counSng as a flowering plant when it’s 15 cm tall this is not actually 
scienSfic in anyway as a flowering plant is a plant that’s beginning to form buds 
and different varieSes of cannabis flower at different heights...I believe that 
cannabis can support our economy and provide thousands of unemployed 
people...many places around the world have started to realize how useful this 
plant is again and this has led to different takes on cannabis legislaSon...South 
Africa has the potenSal to be one of the biggest producers of hemp/cannabis in 
the world This privacy bill will help a lot of new growers and potenSal cannabis 
grow masters a chance to legally pracSce their skill without fear of arrest(if 
sScking to the allowed amounts) the only issue with this bill is that the bill 
makes it difficult for growers whom may want to create a certain plant and 
pheno hunt in layman’s terms breeding cannabis has not been taken into 
account with this bill as the amounts allowed limit a breeder even though u can 
have unlimited seeds looking for the special plant with certain characterisScs 
with a set number of plants will be difficult for the serious growers...UlSmately I 
believe that this bill once looked at by people whom actually grow cannabis, a 
lot of the flaws can be recSfied and fixed quite easily and for this I do support 
the bill... It’s Sme for South Africa to compete Globally in the cannabis market 
the sooner the beser as it will already be difficult for the average growers to 
compete with mega corporaSons that have been running for years and this 
should be taken into account when a legal market is being formed and draXed in 
ZA.The Fields of green for all website is a great place for anyone whom doesn’t 
understand what cannabis legislaSon can do for our naSon ! Marco

2020-09-15 
09:57:40 Gauteng Not fully

I make my own cannabis cream and have to keep a large quanSty of dry 
cannabis in order to make the cream. The proposed bill is going to set the limit 
too low for me. This is a miracle herb and is keeping my psoriasis at bay. Without 
it I will be lost. Ronel

2020-09-15 
09:42:36 Gauteng Not fully Karen
2020-09-15 
07:32:43 Gauteng Not fully

The proposed number of plants is far too low as well as the maximum amount 
allowed to be possessed by an individual Dean

2020-09-14 
23:49:26 Gauteng Not fully

The harsh penalSes for dealing and limitaSons on where you're allowed to 
smoke (near a window or a non-consenSng adult) is excessive and frankly 
ludicris. Regulate the sale by licensing shops and limit sale to persons over 21 
(excluding rx for younger persons) Lielie
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2020-09-14 
23:04:26 Gauteng Not fully

The proposed  Bill is a good starSng point, but sSll needs a lot of work and 
adjustment to be anywhere near pracScally executable. 
Aspects that need to be added/reconsidered/adjusted: 
- provision need to be made for the trade of plant propagaSon material 
- the quanSSes seem very arbitrary and ill- considered without expert advice 
- the penalSes seem arbitrary, extreme and unrealisSc, based on when cannabis 
was sSll illegal 
- provision need to be made for the culSvaSon and producSon of and trade in 
cannabis derivaSves (oils, supplements, creams, etc) 
The Bill in its present form seem to be a rush job, with very lisle serious 
consideraSon and consultaSon - that it was passed in its present form by 
Cabinet is worrisome... Gert

2020-09-14 
21:21:20 Gauteng Not fully

RegulaSon will be beser than keeping it outright illegal (unless the govt plans 
another over-reach into this industry as well) but more informaSon as to how 
the limits per person ito possession and consumpSon etc was determined for 
the new bill will also be welcome, since it doesn't quite make sense. Any 
clarificaSon on this would be welcome.  
The penalSes are extreme, I have to admit, considering that this wants to be 
implemented in the same country where rapists and murderers roam freely on 
the streets aXer being incarcerated for only a few months. How do these 
proposed cannabis penalSes compare to, say, those of heroine? Or Sk? Why do I 
have the feeling they are more lenient that those proposed for cannibis? 
Once again: It's great that this has finally reached the asenSon of our govt, BUT 
the details of the proposed bill seem rushed and unresearched resulSng in 
nonsensical clauses. Miranda

2020-09-14 
20:02:59 Gauteng Not fully Why error message unSl today ? Since the 9th  ? parliamentarians sabotaging. .? King

2020-09-14 
19:51:18 Gauteng Not fully

Smoking around or near children must result in a 5 year jail with now parole. 
Nobody is allowed to smoke cannabis on the premises of non smokers.  

Maximum of 20 seeds and 5 seedlings 
Four flowering plants with two adults or more . 
Two flowering plants for those living alone. 

1 kg of dried cannabis in homes with two or more adults. 
I public places 100 grams and no flowering plant.  
  
Cannabis is not allowed to be smoke in hubbly bubblies. 

Albert
2020-09-14 
18:53:05 Gauteng Not fully

I AM NOT FULLY SURE ABOUT THE LEGAL IMPLICATIONS OF CANNABIS.  
THEREFORE I FEEL IT SHOULD HAVE SOME MEDICAL CONTROL NOT POLICE.  Sheila 

2020-09-14 
17:47:05 Gauteng Not fully

If we support the drug then its clear that anyone can do as they please in this 
country. A drug is a drug and there is no need to make it looks like a medicine . 
SupporSng this cannabis or should I say Marijuana or weed is like killing our 
children as they start smoking the Marijuana or weed and end up with strong 
drugs like cocaine and nyaope.  I plead with our government not to allow any 
drug in this country except the one from Doctors. Goithoma

2020-09-14 
16:26:27 Gauteng Not fully Intense discussion needs to be carried out Hrh NPA 

2020-09-14 
16:22:00 Gauteng Not fully

15 years is a longSme to be jailed for selling a medicinal herb. 

Lynese
2020-09-14 
16:07:01 Gauteng Not fully Sarah
2020-09-14 
15:51:25 Gauteng Not fully

The Bill will allow for the greater decriminalizaSon and regulaSon of the sale and 
use of cannabis Alexander

2020-09-14 
14:38:21 Gauteng Not fully Only 4 medical reasons otherwise  NO Mike

2020-09-14 
14:22:11 Gauteng Not fully

These proposed laws are making a mockery of the ConCourt judgement.   
Cannabis growing and selling could be a real money spinner for the goverment, 
but no,  they have to prohibit sale.   The same regressive state control thinking 
as went into the Covid19 lockdown regulaSons. Michael

2020-09-14 
12:28:12 Gauteng Not fully

I support the personal use guidelines. I do not support that commerce in 
Cannabis is illegal. The logic is flawed and is unfair on those who cannot grow 
their own. 
De-criminalize the whole thing, let commerce flourish, our rural economy could 
really benefit.    John

2020-09-14 
11:08:43 Gauteng Not fully I SUPPORT THIS ONLY FOR MEDISENAL USE kevin

2020-09-14 
10:45:57 Gauteng Not fully

I would prefer it to be illegal all together except for medicinal use, dispensed 
only by Doctors who get it from registered providers and growers. It is difficult to 
explain to children they should not be using it because it is bad for them (and 
there is proof it is dangerous for children in parScular because they are sSll 
developing) when it is legal. However, since it is already legal, the laws currently 
proposed are good. I simply don't see how it can be policed properly with the 
lack of resources the police have.  Dalene
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2020-09-14 
10:27:02 Gauteng Not fully

I Think that most of the points are reasonable. my issues will be with things that 
is unreasonable. the points being:  Smoking near a window. Whilst you are in 
your home and someone has issues with you smoking they can just say they saw 
you through a window,  the idea is not sound. If you are in your yard and 
someone sees you smoking from their flat window will the same rule apply. It 
seems that anyone can claim they saw you but i believe being in your personal 
space should give you some leeway .  
If the point of allowing people to use cannabis will just be a way of forcing said 
users to do so in dark rooms as if they are criminals whats the  reasoning behind 
decriminalizing the use.  Kirsten

2020-09-14 
10:23:34 Gauteng Not fully

I am concerned that big pharmaceuScal companies take over the cannabis 
industry and forget about those entrepreneurs who make a small living out of it.  
Another concern is quanSSes........remember that a lot of plants turn Male 
during the growth process and can then only be used for seeds or perhaps teas 
and oils etc.  Not everyone can afford grow rooms or expensive lights or grow 
tunnels. It takes a few months for an average person to grow their crop. It is 
seasonal and what was planted may not all be up to standard once it grows and 
so some plants will be rejected. 
I am sure that the cannabis industry has the potenSal to become a booming 
trade in South Africa. Providing jobs to people and taxes for government as 
experienced in other countries where it has been legalised. Making cannabis 
and the trade in it legal, acceptable and decriminalised will certainly have a 
posiSve influence. Cannabis is a plant.  And like many plants it has medicinal 
properSes for specific medical condiSons. It is not like alcohol that tends to 
make a lot of people aggressive and lose control of themselves and their 
behaviour.  Alcohol has been associated with a lot of negaSve behaviour and is 
the cause of a lot of violence and domesSc violence especially. Having 
associated with other cannabis users for a number of years, I can honestly say 
that I would rather be with cannabis smokers than drunkards. My father drank 
and I married a drinker. I, myself went through a period of being a drinker.  I 
would rather be a cannabis smoker. Many people have used cannabis in their 
journey to sobriety from alcohol and other hard drugs. I agree that cannabis 
should not be smoked around children and that smoking age should be 
restricted to those over the age of 18 or even 21. Educate people about all 
aspects tsvof cannabis use because as with anything else....alcohol, sweets, 
food, prescripSon meds ..... there will always be those who abuse the use of 
cannabis. Cheryllee

2020-09-14 
09:56:04 Gauteng Not fully

Use or consumpSon of THC should be permised for public consumpSon. 
Qty should be much higher 
purchase of dried product in all forms should be allowed. 
Parental discrecSon Melanie

2020-09-14 
09:53:01 Gauteng Not fully

For people who rent there should be a law that they need permission from the 
owner to smoke canabis int the house. It is a big problem in a townhouse 
complex where people live close to each other. People who own the property 
and smoke canabis will be repremanded by the body corp but tenants do not 
listen to the body corp and then the owner of the property gets all the 
complaints an fines and has no controle over the tenant. To evict a tenent takes 
an average of 11 months and in that Sme the owner can get a lot of fines and 
complaints. - Talking form experience. Annelie

2020-09-14 
09:52:44 Gauteng Not fully

I would like more dried  cannabis to be allowed  on the growers premises, 
especially home outdoor growers because a grower with experience could 
harvest over 1.2 kg of cannabis from 1 plant and may be allowed to have up to 8 
flowering plants at a Sme meeSng certain criteria.... the math doesn't add up. 

Another point is regulaSon, how and who would regulate the cannabis and its 
laws especially on growers premises? If its the police id be quite afraid because 
as of right now majority of policing staff are not up to date with current 
cannabis laws and lack the technical experSse to regulate a plant and its dried 
flower in my opinion.  

The penalSes for "dealing" and smoking too close to a window or public spaces 
seems quite extreme and I would like this to be addressed. A less severe penalty 
or another penalty outside of jail Sme possibly? 

Shahid
2020-09-14 
09:25:23 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis should be completely legalized, from growing to consumpSon. South 
Africa can really benefit from export of materials and products. JusSn

2020-09-14 
09:24:20 Gauteng Not fully

CBD Oil is the only treatment that works for pain in my joints which is riddled 
with osteoarthriSs. 
It also assisted with great success to help my husband through his chemo 
treatments. 
I cannot produce the oil so I am dependant on a friend to give it to me, I would 
want to pay him for it as he does have costs. Please can we buy CBD oil! 1ml per 
month is enough for one person. 

Dalene

2020-09-14 
09:20:24 Gauteng Not fully

Nee, want dit is 'n dwelm. Dan kan enige ander dwelm mos ook maar 
aanvaarbaar gemaak word. As dit dan moet gee dit dan op 'n voorskrif. Mense 
kry te maklik dit wat nie nodig is in die hande. Una
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2020-09-14 
09:03:11 Gauteng Not fully

I think children are not protected.  Govt will not be living in homes where these 
"addicts" smoke.  School children are already smoking it.   Our country should 
even be discouraging the use of tobacco as scienSsts work to make this more 
addicSve each year.  I would like a smoke-free environment in South Africa 
which would be good for both human beings and our planet. Cannabis and 
Cannabis Oil should be be regulated and sold by licensed people who should be 
monitored and audited.  1.2kg is6a huge amount to be kept at homes at any 
given Sme. Who's going to monitor this? Rani 

2020-09-14 
08:53:36 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis for private use is abused by too many people,  and we have allowed 
our young and irresponsible children to gain easy access to it,  and slowly it is 
ruining their futures.  We as adults are therefore responsible for the downfall of 
our youth.  The fact that cannabis is the start of drug dependancy,  and we are 
propogaSng drug abuse thereby. Diana

2020-09-14 
08:53:10 Gauteng Not fully

I did see guys and girls smoking it and was disy for a long Sme and they all did 
young due  to when they used it and get on their Motor Bikes or in their motor 
cars the are then reckless and some had massive accidents  and the most died 
on the accidents . 
And their kids start to smoke ot also even they are sSll young . 
So They must stop this completely. 

Chris

2020-09-14 
08:46:41 Gauteng Not fully

The limit on the amount of plants is far to low, there should be no limit. 
Cannabis is a seasonal plant and can only be grown spring thru summer out side 
of a green house. 
Cannabis should be fully legalized and a regulatory frame work put in place to 
allow the buying and selling of cannabis products. 
This will give an income opportunity for many South Africans, as well as 
providing an addiSonal TAX income stream for government.        MarSn

2020-09-14 
08:40:28 Gauteng Not fully

The amount of 600 gr is way to much. 
You may be in possession of 100 gr in public. This is for home use. This is 
loophole. 
People can exchange dagga. Loophole delivwr now pay later.Has research been 
done to ascertain the amount of dagga a person smoke per day.  
Does public place means place of employment. 
Act should define places of useage very clearly. 
Possess as many  seeds or seedlings as you like but only four plant.  
Does that means male or female plants. Female plants are the ones for useage. Lawrence

2020-09-13 
21:10:48 Gauteng Not fully

Many of the points in the bill are mostly fair, but I find the jail Sme absolutely 
excessive for dealing with a medicinal plant, and the quanSSes are also picked at 
random, it seems. That is too few plants for those who grow for medical use. I 
know several people who need more than is allocated and I would esSmate that 
the quanSSes should be doubled and the punishment for breaking these new 
laws should be community service. Chris

2020-09-13 
20:30:10 Gauteng Not fully

The jail terms ought to be reduced for all items. The use of marijuana is not 
harmful to people and ought to be treated as such. Marcus

2020-09-13 
18:49:32 Gauteng Not fully

There are very stupid things they want to pass in parliament like want to lock 
you up for 2 years for leing some smoke from your joint driX into an open 
window nearby l cannot control the wind maybe the people making all this 
recommendaSons to think a bit further.  
I would also like to know if the government in future open dispensaries for 
Cannabis who is going to do the quality control. ?  Dr. D. Zuma ? Norman

2020-09-13 
18:21:13 Gauteng Not fully

The sentences for dealing it are too harsh and place undue burden on our jusSce 
system - only those dealing it to children should face jail Sme.  

Allow for the legal sale through pharmacies for anxiety and depression, pain 
management and assisSng with chemo treatment and tax it! Let the SA 
government regulate and tax cannabis for safe consumpSon, and export it to 
other countries! Cuing out the black market will help reduce crime as well.  

Absolutely agree it should not be consumed in public - only for private use at 
home, and with no children around. Zoe

2020-09-13 
17:19:18 Gauteng Not fully

"Remove all colonial laws.." R.I.P Jules Stobbs ...aka other half of Dagga Couple,  
legalize cannabis,  #fieldsofgreenforall/manifesto , # cannabiscanhelpsouthafrica  Bongo

2020-09-13 
17:14:14 Gauteng Not fully

SSll safer than sugar , more quanSSes and quality,  by having a hub  (for quality 
tesSng) where growers can sell and retailers buy ,,model like how they do with 
tobacco in  Malawi or Zim ... Koos

2020-09-13 
16:45:22 Gauteng Not fully

To alleviate pain and suffering, I agree the growing of cannabis and the use of it 
or its oils should be allowed. 

RecreaSonal use or any of its other uses, besides medicinal, I believe should be 
banned and accompanied by substanSal penalSes. Cannabis can and has been 
the prelude to the use of more potent and dangerous drugs accompanied by 
anS-social behavior and the mulStude of criminal acSviSes that are usually 
associated with their use.   

There should be no expunging of Criminal Records for those convicted of a 
cannabis related crime. Let them think about the consequences  before re-
offending. Greed will always trump regard for the Law. Greg

2020-09-13 
15:58:37 Gauteng Not fully

There shouldn't be a limit on amount. 

Trading should be legal.  It could add lots of value and tax income to our country. Henry
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2020-09-13 
15:41:56 Gauteng Not fully

At least 70% of cannabis smokers have no consideraSon for their fellow man / 
woman / child who does not smoke and the implicaSons the smoke has on 
others health, causes, dizziness, smells / huge clouds of fumes, theX to gain the 
plant to keep up their habits etc etc. 
The consumpSon they want to use will permanently keep them stoned so how 
do they funcSon and work and drive - Once again more SA ciSzens not working 
and then the tax payer must fork out again. Child abuse, prosStuSon, sex 
slavery, sexual abuse (drugged) aggression, addiSves to the canabis when 
consumed etc etc.  
More than 2 plants must be seen as the road towards dealing again which 
causes unhealthy and unsafe traffic in our neighbourhoods which also leads to 
criminals etc etc. 
There are alot of NO NO NO NO NO NO to this as there will be no good coming 
out of it. 

Even the Department of CorrecSonal Services knows the implicaSons of canabis 
within its walls. 

IF THE GOVERMENT WANTS TO ALLOW THIS DRUG THEN THE GROWER THE 
SMOKER MUST APPLY FOR A LEGAL LICENCE TO CULTIVATE, SMOKE, MEDICAL 
PURPOSES ETC ETC. THEN INSPECTIONS MUST BE CARRIED OUT BEFORE THE 
LICENCE IS ISSUED / APPROVED AND THEN TAXED ON THE STREET VALUE AS 
ONE (1) TREE CAN MAKE UP TO AND MORE THAN R5000 (TOBACCO SMOKERS 
ARE FORCED TO PAY TAX, WHICH IS A HUGE REVENUE FOR OUR COUNTRY). 
So don't tell me they are not going to deal as how will they survive from the 
normal day to day expenses and living condiSons.   

Vennon
2020-09-13 
13:23:54 Gauteng Not fully I don't get why is this industry not fully legalized like alcohol and cigareses. Nomzamo

2020-09-13 
13:09:08 Gauteng Not fully

I am in favour of most of this bill, except that dealing should carry such a harsh 
sentence. If giving it away for free in large quanSSes is legal, then why is selling 
it such a terrible crime? It should carry a 1 year term in prison or a fine at worst. 
Giving it to children should sSll be a crime, like giving alcohol to a kid Julian

2020-09-13 
11:55:10 Gauteng Not fully

Although I think that the proposed bill is a step in the right direcSon, it is not 
enough. Cannabis should be commercialised as soon as possible in order for it to 
form part of our agricultural economy.  
It should also be desSgmaSsed. It is not a drug and it shouldn't be called as 
such. Calling it a drug is dangerous because when it is associated with drugs it 
could have the much publicised 'gateway' effect. It doesn't have to be that way. Jan

2020-09-13 
11:30:48 Gauteng Not fully

PenalSes are absolutely rediculious!  The Bill appears as if composed by by pre-
scholars. Roche

2020-09-13 
11:09:20 Gauteng Not fully

I dont approve of the smoking that takes place I believe its harmful to the public 
and children but I believe that the medicinal use as in cbd oil fir pain relief 
should not be banned Fay

2020-09-13 
10:40:52 Gauteng Not fully

Banning anything generally makes it more desirable. Why not  treat it on the 
same level as alcohol and cigareses  - AND DISSEMINATE THE INFORMATION ON 
IT, so people can make informed and responsible decision to use it or not.  
It is a good step to relax the ban on the medicinal use.  
Legalizing cannabis overall may have more posiSve than negaSve effect. 

Darina
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2020-09-13 
10:40:09 Gauteng Not fully

The bill must be geared towards upliXing the economically marginalized people.  
People and women in parScular should be allowed to plant for small commercial 
purposes as subsistence farmers and supply to dedicated collecSon centers...just 
as the recycling industry does and provides livelihoods to many.  Again this is 
due to its low input requirements and that it grows pracScally anywhere if my 
memory serves me right.  There must be a deliberate policy around this issue of 
using mechanisms and products like these to boost the poor across all racial 
backgrounds .  With proper training and support regarding the buying of the 
product from them.  Government once toyed with the ideas of Agriparks, the 
same concept could be applied at much smaller scale for the poor. 

The bill must be very clear about school.  School kids who smoke and bring it 
school must be sentenced for minimum 3 months community services, cleaning 
public toilets and school toilets.  It must be very clear as without a specific 
emphasis on this teachers will be indebted with this challenge over and above 
the current challenge of indiscipline with the abolishing of corporal punishment 
at school.  So a very clear message to school kids even if they are over 18, they 
are not allowed to smoke at schools. One may urge that this is common sense, 
but we have seen how when grey areas are leX, we simply burden schools and 
teachers with unnecessary addiSonal administraSve issues.   
The price of the products must be regulated to ensure easy access and therefore 
kill the illegal market and boost tax collecSon. 
Families of law enforcement must be excluded from owning and farming.  This 
based on experience from shebeens.  They are compromised and unable to 
enforce the laws.  It must be made very clear that such would serve upto 2 years 
in jail.  We apply the same for the families of the naSonal losery employees who 
are not allowed to play loso..in teh same we must be clear about the law 
enforcement. 
The bill must be clear on law enforcement officers who are found to be dealing, 
as is teh case right now. Prison warders and Police offers are making a killing 
from illegally supplying these products to inmates. The law must be very clear 
on consequences of such. 
Just as in case of the fuel levies...A users educaSon, rehabilitaSon and farmers 
educaSon levies needs to be added on the price.  This will assist the 130% users 
who will abuse the substance and require rehabilitaSon. This is reality that  we 
must not shy away from and therefore rather prepare for. There must be 
awareness programs around the scienSfic effects, whilst at the same providing 
support for the rogue ones, but most important assisSng the poor subsistence 
farmers with the know how of farming cannabis, cleaning and ensuring high 
quality is sold to the collecSon centers etc. 
Policy must  be clear that manufacturers of other products must procure 40% of 
the product from the substance farmers(not based on racial divide) but from the 
accredited collecSon centers that buy from these registered and cerSfied 
subsistence farmers. 
The bill must deliberately incorporate  social-capitalism pragmaSsm as it has 
been proven worldwide that neither socialism nor capitalism on its own brings 
sustainable and coherent  development to the people. 

  Lucas

2020-09-13 
10:17:48 Gauteng Not fully

PoliScians  promoSng  Blackmarket again? Almost 70% South Africans facing 
urbanizaSon,  with no space to grow, where must they get it?  let adults grow as 
much as they need  and be able to make money out of it , , yes it's 4 plants in 
Canada because they allow the sale of it .  Rootsie

2020-09-13 
10:12:09 Gauteng Not fully hsps://fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/manifesto/ Sisanda

2020-09-13 
09:53:34 Gauteng Not fully

The cannabis industry if well regulated would create thousands of jobs and 
become another taxable product if we involved licenses to sell it legally as well. 
Would love to see it happen in these rough Smes. SebasSan

2020-09-13 
09:07:38 Gauteng Not fully Abdurazaq
2020-09-13 
09:07:36 Gauteng Not fully Abdurazaq
2020-09-13 
09:05:28 Gauteng Not fully J

2020-09-13 
08:50:41 Gauteng Not fully

Let people who use dagga make the rules? 
This "government" can't control corrupSon, they are not intelligent enough to 
run and administrate a country's affairs, where can they make laws about 
something they know NOTHING about? 
Make it 12 plants per person, make it 8kg dried per person. 
AND if I choose to give some to my child because it heals a fuck load beser than 
any other medicaSon on the market, then I will do so, no police officer or 
government official or parliament member will tell me I can't do it. 

DEATH TO THE ANC, THEIR SUPPORTERS AND COMMUNISM & SOCIALISM Lucas

2020-09-13 
08:18:52 Gauteng Not fully

The bill does not comply with the consStuSon as it does s not provide leagal  
avenue for this who cant grow  there or those who does not have access to 
cannabis , it allso does not provide leagal access to seeds for planSng, the bill 
does not protect the user i feek it opens them up to discriminaSon Henk

2020-09-13 
08:06:13 Gauteng Not fully Cannabis should be sold by regulated distributors. Tyron
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2020-09-13 
07:53:10 Gauteng Not fully Anni
2020-09-13 
07:22:05 Gauteng Not fully Deregulate cannabis completely Kristell 

2020-09-13 
07:16:05 Gauteng Not fully

The Bill is incomplete if it does not address the producSon and sale of cannabis 
oil that is currently open for abuse. Anyone can sell a product claiming that it 
has healing and/or wellness asributes while there is no regulaSon as to what is 
actually in the lisle bosle.   Similarly there are claims in relaSon to the 
medicinal effects of smoking cannabis oil. If ciSzens are to be led in choosing to 
use cannabis products to prevent, cure or treat symptoms or pain, this 
informaSon must be made available officially and suitable regulaSons must be 
published.  Labeling of products must also be addressed. 
Without considering these issues the bill remains incomplete. Annese

2020-09-13 
06:34:13 Gauteng Not fully

I myself was once a smoker of cannabis but chose to stop as I have children. I 
stay in a complex and there are Smes that neighbors smoke it, they become very 
loud while my kids are home. I believe cannabis for medicinal use can open 
many doors for health purposes but i don't consider it for recreaSonal use. The 
high is quite something else, so no I don't recommend it. It opens far too many 
doors for other drug use. Natalie

2020-09-13 
06:13:28 Gauteng Not fully

Where i live the tenants openly smoke and grow cannabis in and around the 
children living on the property.  They smoke outside the shared windows next to 
my daughter's bedroom.  
They become loud and noisy and aggressive when they smoke. 
They become totally unreasonable and just do whatever they like. Theresa 

2020-09-13 
00:50:43 Gauteng Not fully

One part is based on the incorrect assumpSon that everyone has a closed 
private space to smoke in and that it is possible for everyone to be not "too 
close to an open window."  It therefore discriminates against those, mainly poor, 
who live in crowded condiSons and might have no opSon but to go outside and 
away from children and/or adults who don't consent in order to smoke 
marijuana.  Similarly a parent might have no opSon other than to go outside 
into their surrounds or garden if they have one to exercise their consStuSonal 
right and they cannot be expected to control or be responsible where nature 
takes the smoke.  This part of the act has not been thought through, is too 
vague and is not pragmaSc.   Shaun

2020-09-12 
23:08:23 Gauteng Not fully Njabulo
2020-09-12 
22:45:21 Gauteng Not fully Peter
2020-09-12 
22:36:02 Gauteng Not fully

I suggest making it available on doctor's prescripSon only.  
I hate the smell of it and I don't agree to allow users smoking it in public. Carien

2020-09-12 
21:41:00 Gauteng Not fully

15 years in jail for supplying an adult OR a child? Rather have a jail sentence for 
supplying children, but do away with jail sentences for the rest of the offenses 
except in extreme cases. Our jails are already too full and monetary fines will be 
far more suitable to these “lower level crimes”. Hamish

2020-09-12 
20:45:04 Gauteng Not fully Cannabis should be legal Sumaya 

2020-09-12 
20:18:30 Gauteng Not fully

I believe 4 flowering plants, or 8 for two or more people living together is not 
enough, you have to account for some plants turning into Males, being Infested 
with bugs, etc and have to be discarded. So we should be allowed to grow more, 
just to make up for those that die or don't make it to harvest. 

It also takes a full year to grow one batch of plants, so you need to grow enough 
to last at least one year for all members of the household. 8 plants is not enough 
for a household for 1 year, especially if one of the members of the house is on 
treatment and requires Cbd oil.  

In conclusion, the limit of 4-8 plants is certainly not enough considering how 
many die, the Sme it takes to grow and how quickly it gets consumed and 
converted into oils and Edibles. Also note that not every strain of plant will yield 
the same figures, so the limit should not be on plants, 8 small sized strains 
cannot be compared to 8 large yield strains.  

The limit should be much higher per person, and not limited to a max of 8 per 
household.  

I myself will consume at least 1 plants worth of cannabis in 1 month, that's at 
least 12 plants a year for myself, if half die, that means I need to grow at least 24 
plants for one year (one cycle).  

Elvine
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2020-09-12 
20:13:08 Gauteng Not fully

Firstly jail sentences of up to 15 years is ridiculous as this plant is not criminal! 
Which immediately conflicts with the provision made by the minister to be able 
to sell THC and CBD at their respecSve values. 

Not everyone can grow and a grow facility for private culSvaSon must be made 
legal to the public to have access to their Cannabis.  

Reasoning that 8 trees are allowed per house hold and a 1.2kg is not making 
sense in terms of yield per plant. I can harvest with ease 5kg per tree x 8 = 40kg 
however its in direct conflict with the 1.2kg max per household.  

Seeds must be able to be sold to the public to empower the already legal plant 
to be grown and have access to this plants seeds. 

Lastly but not least, government does not allow access to Cannabis for purchase 
or sale. How would one be able to use or grow as there is strictly no access to 
one to acquire such.  

Please legalize the sale of the plant in small quanSSes and tax it as sin tax and 
make it accessible to the public. It is the right of public to have access to a legal 
plant for personal use. Francois

2020-09-12 
20:03:41 Gauteng Not fully

Why is it not legal to sell seeds? It does not make sence that you can grow it but 
you may not legally purchase seeds from a registered vendor? How are you 
suppose to grow and us it legally of you can not buy seeds leggaly Pierre

2020-09-12 
19:34:26 Gauteng Not fully

The government does not have any right to tell us how much plant we can grow 
and how much of the dried plant we can possess. Its a plant, we have the right 
to grow as much as we want as possess as much as we want. We have the 
human right to do with a plant as we please. The criminals running this 
government in perScular have no right to tell anyone what to do. Hermann

2020-09-12 
19:29:20 Gauteng Not fully

Please consider the proposal by Fields of Green for All. As the proposed Bill 
currently stands, most of the regulaSons are too vague and require clarificaSon. 

Legal limits are very constraining and must be reconcidered, especially limits on 
growing. Further clarificaSon is also needed on the size of plants, in parScular 
up to what size is the plant considered a seedling. How many plants are allowed 
once it is not classified as seedling anymore but not yet flowering? R

2020-09-12 
18:11:11 Gauteng Not fully

I think the prohibiSon on the trade of cannabis is short sighted. To assume that 
all users are going to freely give away product is really missing an opportunity to 
build a viable cannabis industry. Michael

2020-09-12 
17:47:51 Gauteng Not fully

WriSng in pesy, idioSc points of legislaSon for the control of a weed is user 
lunacy. Decrimilasise it completely and wipe out the crooks making money from 
it. MarSn

2020-09-12 
17:17:43 Gauteng Not fully

The maximum jail Sme is to harsh and not commensurate with the nature of this 
crime/misconduct. 

It is submised that the bill provide more details on the rules regarding the use 
of cannabis at residenSal townhouse complexes, due to the close proximity at 
which people live in these developments. 

Tanisha

2020-09-12 
17:05:37 Gauteng Not fully

Again, this government is bent on holding the majority share in this product. 
Lining their own pockets to make themselves richer. It is a poliScal move to 
enhance the lives of the few and hold power and control over the masses. If it 
were made legal for all, there would be enough people able to finance 
themselves instead of needing help from the  already empty  coffers the 
government has stolen from.  
I agree that certain rules should apply to who it is sold to, just as cigareses and 
alcohol  do, but not the ridiculous jail terms etc., to be implemented . Why don't 
the police care to do their job by jailing criminals ! They don't want to have to 
work hard! Norma

2020-09-12 
17:04:50 Gauteng Not fully

The restricSons on seeds and plants allowed per person or per household is 
totally arbitrary and not workable Elizabeth

2020-09-12 
16:54:56 Gauteng Not fully                 .

2020-09-12 
16:45:59 Gauteng Not fully

This bill is too restricSve. Marijuana, Hemp and all related products should be 
100% legal. Science and facts show that regulaSng it is counter producSve for 
society. The government stands to make huge amounts of tax revenue of its 
legalised. Not only is it far beser for you than alcohol, which is completely legal, 
it can even cure certain diseases and it alleviates pain in millions of people world 
wide. Legalise!!! Seth

2020-09-12 
15:27:15 Gauteng Not fully Too restricSve. Marion
2020-09-12 
14:28:27 Gauteng Not fully Dagga should not be a legal drug. WJ

2020-09-12 
13:28:31 Gauteng Not fully

  
*Follow suit on US state policies  
*Regulate health harms of smoke only 
*Decriminalize completely - let police fight crime, not substances 
*License and tax legal distributors, like we do for liquor licenses 
*Regulate under Agriculture for growth and export business opportuniSes. 
*InternaSonal business opportuniSes  

Dorie
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2020-09-12 
11:38:53 Gauteng Not fully

I do agree with some points. Cannibis is a natural healing plant and has cured 
many ailments including Cancer. I an asest to this. As with  all healing plants it 
must not be abused.  God created viruses, bacteria and parasites and He also 
created "Herbs for healing". It is mans interference that has caused many to 
become unhealthy and sickness has become more prevalent because of their 
interference, by polluSng the earth, using toxins that are poisoness to animals, 
creatures and humans. Man may treat symptoms but at best they cannot cure 
the cause, for they themselves oXen create it. These last two centuries have 
seen more viruses, diseases and other that have not been seen in all previous 
centuries. Mans interference is the cause.  "As one great Physician said...we 
have more technology and medicines and less healthy people". He speaks the 
truth.  

Beryl
2020-09-12 
11:37:41 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis should be available as a medicinal component only as it is a 
remarkable product used safely.   NO ZOL !

Coen & 
Olivia

2020-09-12 
11:05:13 Gauteng Not fully

People should be able to deal. We have dealers who provide a service and 
should not be penalised for something that can be regulated. K.G.

2020-09-12 
10:30:20 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis (full product THC &CBD) is highly beneficial for health problems. I 
personally know of glycoma that was 100% cured as well as really benefiicial for 
arthriSs.  It is also a lot less harmful to the body than  man made pharmacuScals 
as it is a natural product.  Sentances menSoned are far too high but there should 
be age restricSon on usage. Most youngsters are doing much harder drugs than 
cannabis , concentrate on controlling those rather than cannabis which  is 
almost impossible to control as anyone can grow and use it. Ju

2020-09-12 
10:21:39 Gauteng Not fully

As a funcSonal nutriSon pracSSoner- this bill only takes into account smokers 
seemingly for recreaSonal use. 
I am much more interested in legalizaSon of Snctures, drops, creams etc which 
can be prescribed for paSents with severe inflammaSon, anxiety, insomnia, pain 
and cancer. 
This is the area we need to be focussed on!! 
RecreaSonal use is another maser enSrely- although I do support 
decriminalizing usage- this is not my area of concern. 
I need to be able to give sick people what they need to help them. 
Queen Victoria regularly consumed cannabis tea for dymenorrhea. ( painful 
periods) 
Let us  remember the main reason for decriminalizaSon primarily- which was 
driven by health concerns. roni

2020-09-12 
09:47:42 Gauteng Not fully

a maximum jail term of 15 years  is a bit to much,anyone who deals in cannabis 
should be regulated by the government ,  provides it to a child should be 
sentenced to not more then 5 years in jail 
Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” may be jailed for up to 
two years why not a fine instead? 
Smoking around children can result in up to four years in jail. Darryl

2020-09-12 
09:31:35 Gauteng Not fully

The limitaSons and restricSons are way to strict. South Africans should be 
allowed to have an unlimited amount of plants and dried products. Futher more 
trading of any products originaSng from these plants should be fully legalized 
without any restricSons. Commercial farming of Cannabis or any related product 
should be treated the same way as farming vegetables/fruits. Government 
should not include tax on cannibis and its related products. Vernon

2020-09-12 
09:13:59 Gauteng Not fully

PenalSes are too high, if I smoke too close to a window up to 2 years prison 
Sme? Really for a natural God given medicinal plant? Relax the laws and 
billions!!!!! Adrie

2020-09-12 
08:42:40 Gauteng Not fully

The legal amounts for possession are too high.  These quanSSes are enabling a 
habitual use/dependency/addicSon, rather than legalising occassional use. Delia

2020-09-12 
08:41:43 Gauteng Not fully

Most South Africans in poor communiSes abuse the use of drugs.  I don't 
believe that communiSes are ready to be responsible if the use of cannabis is 
legalized, it is a good approach to regulate it & have limitaSons. But most 
ciSzens see this as a drug and do abuse it, I believe the abuse will be worse and 
will lead to more criminal acSviSes. Tash

2020-09-12 
07:53:56 Gauteng Not fully

It's a God given plant and must be decriminalised.  
I feel it should be deregulated enSrely as these regulaSons are too restricSve Chris-Zelda

2020-09-12 
07:25:19 Gauteng Not fully

The proposed amount of plants are not viable. Due to factors like sexing and the 
weather, as well as pests and other factors - you start with a large crop and it 
thins out as Sme goes by. It's unlikely that one will successfully bring all plants 
from seed to harvest. There needs to be a bigger allowance of plants to be 
grown. Also, as a single person, I find it discriminatory that I'm only allowed 4 
plants, whereas people who have 2 people in a household may have 8. This 
doesn't make sense, because in households of 3 or more adults, the limit is sSll 
8. So to me it doesn't make sense that I may only have 4. André

2020-09-12 
07:15:51 Gauteng Not fully

The amount that can be home grown needs to be increased.  Without using THC 
and CBD, both in cannabis I would be unable to walk, as they control the pain 
associated with spinal stenosis.  Also the remuneraSon,  really,  everything 
involves money for products. This needs to be reviewed. Alison

2020-09-12 
03:21:33 Gauteng Not fully

There is not enough control that make sure that parents dont smoke or use it in 
the presents of smalk children. Madalein

2020-09-11 
23:00:08 Gauteng Not fully

I disagree with the jail Sme for dealing cannabis. There are no legal avenues to 
purchase cannabis available. This needs to be considered before publishing such 
a bill Paula
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2020-09-11 
22:43:20 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis is so much more than a drug with a bad reputaSon, it is one of the 
best medicines for most ailments, even hair loss, not to menSon how it can help 
with cancer paSents and countless other things. 
It should be legalized to all responsible growers! Jannes

2020-09-11 
22:36:54 Gauteng Not fully

Although I agree with basics, I think that the number of plants allowed, is  
rediculous as well as some of the punishments for minor transgressions. We do 
not smoke at all, nor making use of the leaves. It is a lovely and easy growing 
plant in the garden and the pigeons and doves enjoy the seeds. Johan

2020-09-11 
20:23:48 Gauteng Not fully

I have read thr bill and unfortunately its against ones human rights in my view. 

1 - the amount if plants i grow is irrelivant to the amount of end product as the 
vast differences in strains ans grow environment makes it ludacris.  
2 - growing plant's outside is impossible as you stand a chance to be a criminal 
on 1 plant that decides to go big. similar to enSre crop oooh all 4 plants die 3 
months in. 

3 the amount is insanity. 1.2kgs shame per year for outdoors? imagine we need 
to use it for meds. and just just svrape by at bare minimum. we are then 
discrimnated against for recereaSonal use, because we need it. Again short 
sighted. 

4) What about the friend or family member who needs but too old too fra to 
small aparntmen. not the ability to grow? why arenthe poor, old and frail always 
discriminated against by the poliScians who makes laws to suit their pockets?  

this is against so many himan rights i dont even understand why i am wriSng 
this. 

I should have the right to culSvate fir myself and whom ever needs my 
assistance to do so. i should have the right to privacy, I should have the right to 
help my fellow man if he needs to be helped and if that means growing a tree or 
helping him cross the street. thats his requirement and he has the right to such.  

The right to privacy does not include the amount of privacy allowed to me. 
privacy = privacy and in my private area if I want to have 20 privately owned 
tomato plants and 20 cannabis plants. it should be irrelivant as it is such. 

There is no criminal offence at all in any cammabis and the laws surrounding it 
was made for unfound and poliScal pressuring and control of the poor. its a 
disgrace to this country and its people. 

Gerhard 

2020-09-11 
20:07:01 Gauteng Not fully

I believe that it is a healthy plant to use in any of its forms. We should rather 
look at having shops selling it and to doctors prescribing it officially. And when it 
comes to growing the plant. There should not be limitaSons when it comes to 
personal use. Sandra

2020-09-11 
19:38:11 Gauteng Not fully

The ConsStuSonal Court has spoken , the reason for this plaKorm is to Help 
draX Cannabis Bill .... it seems the AnS Cannabis  crew do not even understand 
the reason we here ... if you can't help draX the cannabis bill ...keep your views 
to yourself , simple Ndyebo 

2020-09-11 
19:31:37 Gauteng Not fully

People  must remember that its not a quesSon of decriminalize cannabis  or 
not? But the quesSon is How ? Refer to the bill ...and secondly,  
cigareses,alcohol,  coffee,  panado, sugar ..all these are drugs , some prefer 
cannabis over them   , Cannabis is Exit gate and Not gateway drug. ..some 
people have managed  quiing  alcohol & cigareses thru the help of cannabis Congo

2020-09-11 
19:22:56 Gauteng Not fully

Other people will be growing SaSvas, others Indicas , and Indicas will always give 
you less yield as compared to SASvas . My point is counSng/measuring of  plants 
, weighing cannabis,  is just wasSng of  resources . Let adults grow as much as 
they need in their private spaces , esp. that our homes are likely to be shared by 
3,4,5 adults Bob

2020-09-11 
19:14:04 Gauteng Not fully

One of the benefits of decriminalizaSon is the lessened burden on the police , 
but sadly this bill seems to put more burden on the police . Drugs should be 
prohibited according to their harms , according  to Prof.David Nus in trial of the 
plant, cannabis is less harmful that alcohol &tobacco, so it can Not have harsher 
laws that those two Ike

2020-09-11 
18:37:42 Gauteng Not fully

The bill has not taken into consideraSon the small scale producers that have 
been uSlizing and processing the cannabis plant, The small scale producSon 
would be more beneficial than a few large producers to the economy of South 
Africa e.g The mushroom industry. Cannabis growers are developing a 
sustainable and self sufficient method of growing plants with less or no arSficial 
chemicals, which is good for the environment in conjuncSon with the no waste 
mentality of growing, harvesSng and processing of Cannabis which can be 
applied to a wide range of industries which can create jobs from a CulSvaSon 
perspecSve all the way to retail and biotechnological sectors. Shem
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2020-09-11 
17:12:40 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis is very useful as a medicinal herb. It has been proven scienSfically 
beyond reasonable doubt that it helps in a lot of condiSons. Our Bantu 
forefathers used it for their well-being. It is a western mindset that criminalized 
this very important herb.  Besides being a very potent herb we can we can make 
Organic healthy clothing out of hemp. That is a huge economic stride. These 
plants grow easily here in Afrika. They grow like weeds and they do very well 
here in Afrika. We can create a formidable  industrial boom by just legalizing 
cannabis and hemp and allow our people to grow it without restricSons. Can 
you imagine what impact it will have to the rural people. You know what here in 
Afrika we sSfle our own economic  liberaSon and economic growth. It just 
baffles the mind how we treat ourselves. 
The benefits of completely legalizing and opening the growth of both Cannabis 
and hemp by far outweigh whatsoever perceived disadvantages. We must think 
through this. Here is a moment to break free not only as South Afrika but as a 
whole conSnent Eston

2020-09-11 
17:04:03 Gauteng Not fully

I heavily believe should take notes from certain States in The USA when it comes 
to how to Legalise, Regulate and Tax Marijuana. The South African Govt. has a 
huge opportunity to capitalise on the already booming and large marijuana 
industry in South Africa. 

I feel Marijuana should be allowed for personal use in a limited capacity similar 
to the 1 Kg rule for 2 adults. I believe households should be restricted as to how 
much cannabis can be present in a household depending on the no. of adults in 
that household. 

I also strongly recommend South African Lawmakers take this opportunity to 
allow for the sale (trade) of Marijuana in Regulated Environments by Licensed 
PracSSoners similar to our Alcohol policies. As previously stated Marijuana is a 
huge industry in South Africa and can create numerous job opportuniSes for 
South Africans with the necessary documents (licenses). Busang

2020-09-11 
17:04:01 Gauteng Not fully
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I heavily believe should take notes from certain States in The USA when it comes 
to how to Legalise, Regulate and Tax Marijuana. The South African Govt. has a 
huge opportunity to capitalise on the already booming and large marijuana 
industry in South Africa. 

I feel Marijuana should be allowed for personal use in a limited capacity similar 
to the 1 Kg rule for 2 adults. I believe households should be restricted as to how 
much cannabis can be present in a household depending on the no. of adults in 
that household. 

I also strongly recommend South African Lawmakers take this opportunity to 
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PracSSoners similar to our Alcohol policies. As previously stated Marijuana is a 
huge industry in South Africa and can create numerous job opportuniSes for 
South Africans with the necessary documents (licenses). Busang

2020-09-11 
16:37:33 Gauteng Not fully

The amount of plants allowed are not enough to produce oil for medicinal use. 

How can you obtain the required correct culSvar seed  if you cannot purchase 
it? 

It is good that provision has been made in respect of the Road Traffic Act and 
the Child ProtecSon aspects of the growing and use of cannabis. Dawn
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2020-09-11 
16:34:40 Gauteng Not fully

The amount of plants allowed are not enough to produce oil for medicinal use 
even for a single paSent. 

How can you obtain the required correct culSvar seed  if you cannot purchase 
it? 

It is good that provision has been made in respect of the Road Traffic Act and 
the Child ProtecSon aspects of the growing and use of cannabis. Basil

2020-09-11 
16:32:56 Gauteng Not fully

The amount of plants allowed are not enough to produce oil for medicinal use. 

How can you obtain the required correct culSvar seed  if you cannot purchase 
it? 

It is good that provision has been made in respect of the Road Traffic Act and 
the Child ProtecSon aspects of the growing and use of cannabis. Nicholas

2020-09-11 
16:20:00 Gauteng Not fully

As a cancer paSent I welcome this bill but wonder why there is no menSon of 
medical use of cannabis and the regulaSon thereof.  Why not include that in this 
Bill so that we do not have to have dozens of amendments in the future.  
The restricSons may need to be amended  as 600g per person is not enough to 
make a batch of oil from – it needs to be increased to about 1.2 KG. In the same 
vein the number of plants could be increased to no more than 10 plants per 
person.  
The penalSes are necessary but are way overboard – 15 years for dealing, when 
Pistorius got 8 years for murder!!  Each of the classes of offence could be cut in 
half. I am not against penalSes, but let’s get more realisSc.  
The outlawing of dealing in cannabis plants and seeds makes no sense at all – 
how would a person obtain plants and seeds and products if this is illegal?  As 
already stated, I have a medical condiSon and would like to obtain seeds and 
plants or dried whole plant – how can this be done if dealing is illegal.  Complete 
this legislaSon by providing for all possibiliSes – e.g.  the registering and 
licensing of dealers?  
It is good that provision has been made in respect of the Road Traffic Act and 
the Child ProtecSon aspects of the growing and use of cannabis. 

Des

2020-09-11 
14:47:26 Gauteng Not fully

The bill is ulSmately flawed due to all of its restricSons none of the quota of 
plants is in any way relevant to a schedule that one would be able to sustain 
growing their own medicines without relying on the black market at some point. 
If I consume roughly 1.5kg of cannabis a year how am I to achieve supporSng my 
medicine consumpSon on 4 flowering plants at a Sme. That’s ridiculous I would 
need to harvest at least 12 plants twice a year to achieve that.  The restricSons 
have no validity to the cannabis consumers of SA that I know leave us alone with 
our plants so we do t have to rely on the black market  to get our medicine Stuart
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2020-09-11 
14:41:51 Gauteng Not fully

1. Cannabis is defined as anything containing the psychoacSve THC (including 
vaping of cannabis-derived liquids). This is OK for me. 

2. A maximum jail term of 15 years for anyone who deals in cannabis, or 
provides it to a child. 2.1 "Provides it to a child" I agree, but the the minimum 
legal age requirement should be 21. 
2.2 "Deals in cannabis" I don't agree - Anyone selling it should be legalised so 
the government can claim tax benefits. This would also lower the burden on our 
overcrowded prisons - further lessening the tax burden.  

3. Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” may be jailed for up to 
two years. 
3.1 "too close to a window" I do not agree as this is vaguely defined.  
3.2 "Non consenSng adult person" I do not agree since there is no logical way to 
establish which persons or their proximity to the area of consumpSon qualify.    

4. Smoking around children can result in up to four years in jail. 
4.1 I do not agree as point is essenSally the same as point 3 and also leads to a 
paradoxical conclusion since persons under the legal age by law would not be 
mature to the point where consent could be judged as willfull or not.   
4.2 A large majority of persons consuming cannabis at home will have children 
present which makes this point illogical and unenforcable.  

5. Legal limits for personal, legal use at home are set to: 
- Unlimited for seeds and seedlings" - I agree 
- Four flowering plants for those living alone, or eight for homes with two adults 
or more 
- 600 grams of dried cannabis if you live alone, or 1.2 kilograms in homes with 
two or more adults. 
5.1 I do not agree with the statement of "two adults or more" The law needs to 
clarify and specify exactly what the diferences between homes/apartments/
hostles are and the legal holding limits respecSvely. 

6. In public places, possession is set to 100 grams of cannabis or one flowering 
plant. I dont fully agree. 
6.1 Does the apply to persons traveling together in a single/same vehicle?   
6.2 What are the limitaSons for transport of cannabis in a public vehicle?  
6.3 Will a permit or declaraSon be required?  

7. For purposes of exchange between individuals (no remuneraSon involved) 
limits are set to: 
- 30 seeds or seedlings, or a mixture of the two, one flowering plant, 100 grams 
of dry cannabis. 
7.1 I do not fully agree as no clarificaSon is provided. Accoring to the definiSon, 
it will be lawful to exchange in public for free, but consumpSon is prohibited. If I 
then open a coffee shop, I will be allowed to sell coffee with free cannabis. If 
that is the case, then addiSonal clarificaSon will be required in points 2, 3, 4 and 
5.1. Byron

2020-09-11 
14:18:16 Gauteng Not fully

The use and/or abuse of cannabis incorrectly (for example, smoking of cannabis, 
which leads to geing addicted to other dangerous drugs, etc) will destroy the 
people, especially the youth of this country.  However, if the cannabis oil is being 
used medicinally, for example, for the easing of arthriSs, then it is acceptable. Lily

2020-09-11 
13:51:10 Gauteng Not fully

I beleive that the limitaSon on plants do not go far enough for tradiSonal herbal 
healers to possess enough flowers (1.2kg) do extract Snctures and salves. This 
limits my fundamental right to seek medical relief for diplitaSng diseases. 

I would like to see the ban on sales of marijuana products to liXed and the 
industry to become a normal part of the economy where taxes and good 
business pracSces are in place.  

I believe seing up of dispensories (USA) or grown Syndicates (Spain) is a way 
for the government to earn taxes and regulate an unregulated black market 
trade Sergio

2020-09-11 
13:35:20 Gauteng Not fully Rob

2020-09-11 
12:53:02 Gauteng Not fully

Marijuana must be fully legalised. There should not be criminal charges, except 
for providing or selling it to children. 
There needs to be licensing to sell and purchase as much as you want, with taxes 
applicable. 
Should be available on prescripSon for paSents with dread diseases. 
There should not be any limits as to how much you can possess. 
Smoking it should be allowed only on your private property or designated 
places. 
Driving under the influence should be illegal. 
Should be legal to commercially farm it.  

Mani

2020-09-11 
12:46:30 Gauteng Not fully

Make Cannabis trade legal and collect Taxes on the Cannabis.  Our goverment 
needs taxes and this is an ideal place to raise some tax revenue and reduce the 
burden on our law enforcement officers by decriminalizing cannabis trade Koos
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2020-09-11 
12:16:37 Gauteng Not fully

4 flowering plants does not always give you enough Sll the next growing season.  
They need to increase the limits of the plants we can have. 
If they want to jail people for smoking in public, then they must do the same for 
cigarese smokers too. 
Most of their reasons for arrest of fines are patheSc. 

Keylim
2020-09-11 
12:10:55 Gauteng Not fully Yasvant

2020-09-11 
11:57:39 Gauteng Not fully

No limits on personal home growing or usage. No trading unless licensed and 
taxed to do so. No smoking or releasing of cannibis odor in public places where 
the smell can be a nuisance to others. MaVuvu

2020-09-11 
11:57:01 Gauteng Not fully

PenalSes should be more. Only for medicinal use, not smoked at home or in 
closed areas JACK

2020-09-11 
11:39:21 Gauteng Not fully

I do not think that the medicinal  aspects should be limited but I don't think that 
that the addicSve part of cannabis should be legalized. Bill 

2020-09-11 
11:36:27 Gauteng Not fully

The fact that the bill does not fully legalize and regulate cannabis is a problem 
for me. Prison sentences and criminal records are what destroys lives, not 
consuming cannabis. Time to legalize fully and enable the copious farmers in the 
country to take part in the formal economy Shaun

2020-09-11 
11:33:22 Gauteng Not fully

I support the legalizaSon of the use and sale of cannabis fully. I do not support 
the over the top jail limit of 15 years which is more than the limit some very 
serious crimes in South Africa.  We want to see this crop legalized and allowed 
to be sold obviously with similar restricSons that alcohol (no smoking and 
driving) and cigareses (no sale to under aged persons) have. 

Kind regards, 
Pieter Pieter

2020-09-11 
11:08:37 Gauteng Not fully

i don't fully support the bill of private use of Cannabis. Since we know that 
people are having a hard Sme, mostly will sSll take an advantage to make a 
living out of selling this herb. Our brothers and sisters don't see anything wrong 
about neighbors who have been selling it and will sSll turn a blind eye. In my 
view, the limitaSons of it's use are not strict enough. Elizabeth

2020-09-11 
10:47:49 Gauteng Not fully

The plant limit needs to be raised to over 20 plants to accommodate people 
making Snctures and oils 
The harsh penalSes need to be removed and replaced with small fines. 
CommercialisaSon is inevitable Liam

2020-09-11 
10:36:13 Gauteng Not fully

The penalSes are excessive.  Commercial producSon and sale will benefit all  
through taxes. charles

2020-09-11 
10:18:46 Gauteng Not fully

There is no direct reason to have a jail term for use of cannibus, like cigareses. 
As long as it’s not used for public consumpSon or in the presence of a minor. 

I’m more at ease knowing that marijuana users no longer have to be doing so in 
the black market, where the potenSal of them being infused with harmful 
substances may occur. 

Lessen then jail terms & you have yourself a winning formula. Sibusiso

2020-09-11 
10:17:14 Gauteng Not fully

I believe it does have a place in medicines and should be provided as such with a 
schedule asachment and can only be gained on prescripSon. 
Further to that there is no requirement for it.  THC is addicSve and will be found 
in cannabis.   
It should be grown in a controlled environment for medicinal purposes and not 
allowed to be grown in homes.   
It doesn't appear that anyone has looked at the dangers to our future 
generaSon.  The teenager phase is an experimental phase it is also the phase 
where it is extremely easy to get addicted.   However, if parents are using it 
freely they are going to see it as being OK.  This will eventually lead into needing 
more of it and then eventually going into the harder stuff. 
With the way the bill has broken down there is no way that the police is going to 
be able to govern any use of cannabis. 
In my opinion it is yes for medicinal (with a prescripSon requirement), no for any 
other use and no to growing it in your backyard Pam

2020-09-11 
10:09:43 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis has many medicinal uses. The industry should be regulated to ensure 
good quality and avoid charlatans taking advantage. If people are free to smoke 
tobacco and drink alcohol, why are we restricSng and punishing people who use 
cannabis? Lynese 

2020-09-11 
10:04:03 Gauteng Not fully

The issue is that with cluster housing in provincessuch Gauteng make the 
window law unfair as it means that only home owners with spacious housing 
opSons can enjoy the private use for cannibis. This then immediately puts a race 
and a an economic factor to who can enjoy the private use for cannibis vs who 
cant.  

If cannibis use for Private homes is allowed then allow it. Do not limit it to the 
promoxity a neighbour's window as we know from living in flats we are 
subjected to various smells all the Sme from neighbours and it would be unfair 
to discriminate of cannibis on that baisis. Bongi

2020-09-11 
09:29:52 Gauteng Not fully

The Bill is a move in the right direcSon but the penalSes and restricSons are sSll 
too harsh for basically a misdemeanor offence. A maximum  of 8 flowering 
plants per household where there are 2 or more residents does not take into 
account that there may be 3 or more adult resident ( 3 adults would equate to 
12 flowering plants if the adults all lived alone. Four adult would equal 16 
plants). Michael
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2020-09-11 
09:16:53 Gauteng Not fully

I think someone who culSvates cannabis should be involved in the decision 
regarding  plants for personal use. Plants are different, someone will probably 
end up with more dry plants than planned because of a certain strain, and could 
risk being arrested without being aware of that. This feeds into exchanging with 
someone. If person A can't grow, and uSlises cannabis fot pain meds, then they 
secure from someone who does grow, so person B. We need to think about the 
dynamics of that relaSonship because there is potenSal for harm with those 
limited restricSons.  

The jail Sme needs rethinking with regards, to life impact and necessity. 15 years 
for possesion is a bit ridiculous. If a 20 year old gets arrested -  15 years is alot, 
especially if we don't have proper processes in place. And the line of 'smoking to 
close to a window' needs to be more defined if retained because the state could 
get bogged down by pesy unfounded claims. The 'nonconsenSng' adult line also 
requires clarificaSon. I understand what non-consenSng means, but in a court 
case. Does the non-consenSng adult get to complain if the person smoking was 
not informed that the  non-consenSng adult does not consent? Its a legiSmate 
quesSon, someone could choose not to engage and advise the person smoking, 
and then lay a case when the smoke had no idea. Also in advising that they're 
non-consenSng, how should they advise? 
I feel like realisSc parameters need to be set so that legislature is clear and the 
public understands fully what is expected Candice

2020-09-11 
09:03:01 Gauteng Not fully

I am someone who might need it for pain relief in the near future, I agree, but 
the concern is for those with inconsiderate neighbours who have to be near the 
smell and have thier children subjected to it...how are these controls going to 
help them? Lydia

2020-09-11 
08:48:56 Gauteng Not fully

>>a maximum jail term of 15 years for anyone who deals in cannabis, or 
provides it to a child. 
and;  
***************************** 

This line above  should be amended to include all adults inclusive of the SAPS 
members who aids and abets the dealer on the street, the Spaza Shops, the 
Shebeens, Pubs and fake Pastors etcc ....the list goes on. 

What is cannabis a natural green plant from the soil which has its pros and cons 
- Some adults are disciplined and some not - So to put into place guidelines and 
parameters will be necessary. 

However, the Parliamentarians need to consult with authenSc academic experts 
in EducaSon and Health various stakeholders ie social workers, church leaders 
NGO's etcc.. Parents should also take responsibility - lifestyle and educaSon 
begins in the home.  

Charmaine

2020-09-11 
08:48:52 Gauteng Not fully

Who is going to manage and control this? The police don't even have Sme and 
resources to asend to the current problems. If controlled properly it can be 
beneficial but if not, can become a big problem. Johan 

2020-09-11 
08:43:33 Gauteng Not fully

As someone who has seen how much one plant can yield, I feel that four plants 
for one person could quite easily be used for selling purposes. How will they 
regulate if someone is selling it or not/ how many plants one owns/ if it is used 
around children? Marijuana has healing properSes but only the CBD not THC. 
Let's keep it that way. I totally agree that it is a gateway drug therefore this "bill" 
are not stringent enough. Courtenay

2020-09-11 
08:28:37 Gauteng Not fully

Jail Sme is a bit extreme considering alcohol has more damaging effects than 
cannibus. We know it has healing properSes if not smoked, even if it is smoked, 
it relaxes the individual taking it. No one gets jailed for drinking in front of kids, 
people drink plenty in public (no one monitors that) to the point where they 
drive drunk. You can't drive drunk but you can drive while high. I have a child, I 
don't smoke in front of him but on occasion, I'm high around him. I respond to 
him very well, play with him, take care of him, etc whilst induced. Can't say the 
same for alcohol. That is why I hate it. Maybe review this for alcohol. Reabetswe

2020-09-11 
08:22:25 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis is not a drug; it’s for medicinal purposes. This supposedly clauses are 
treaSng it as a drug. Imagine you being told that you’re suppose to carry 100 
grams of grandpa/ Panado, if it’s more, you’ll face jail Sme.  
If I provided cannabis to children who happen to be having cancer, asthma, etc, 
does it tell that I’ll face jail Sme.  
No amount of cannabis must be prescribed. No descripSon for using it must be 
legislated Chabedi 
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2020-09-11 
08:07:53 Gauteng Not fully

The first four points summarized require beser definiSon as they border on 
infringing on the current consStuSonal ruling. These models are not in line with 
internaSonal standards for policy and the government is simply making them up 
for their own benefit.    

The regulaSons proposed seem fair and reasonable however conSnuing to treat 
cannabis as a schedule one restricted substance is counter producSve. 
ConsideraSon of the US amendment to cancel all criminal convicSons of 
individuals on cannabis related charges is the the direcSon the government 
should pursue. Cannabis is neither a gateway drug not a fluid means to promote 
and conSnue criminal acSvity. 

There is no menSon of taxaSon or possible supply chains driven or overseen by 
the government regulatory. 

This is a promising start but more work is needed to refine the bill before 
passing it.  Rowan

2020-09-11 
07:36:17 Gauteng Not fully

I agree totally with legalising cannabis, what I don't agree with is the limitaSon 
on growing plants as well jail term for selling. Many South Africans don't have 
the means to grow their own crop. This will help with job creaSon and 
improving wealth of individuals. By confiscaSng excess cannabis will end up in 
corrupt police officials hands allowing them to deal illegally. Covid-19 had a huge 
impact on the economy and individuals means to sustain themselves. Let's give 
them the opportunity to improve their sustainability. 

Ria
2020-09-11 
06:12:22 Gauteng Not fully Mnxuma 
2020-09-11 
05:51:51 Gauteng Not fully

The Bill should be reconsidered to eliminate all provisions that may lead to 
perpetuaSon of the criminal black market. Bruce

2020-09-10 
23:51:42 Gauteng Not fully hsps://fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/manifesto/ Dionne

2020-09-10 
23:30:01 Gauteng Not fully

In the end Cannabis is a medicinal herb and not a drug... Morphine is a drug 
thats freely given in Hospitals with a perscripSon and with that in mind we can 
really upliX the country with a herb that has the potenSal not only to heal our 
land but the people within it, but only if we have proper regulaSons that allow 
for dispensaries and other alternaSve medicines to provide for the people who 
cannot grow for themselves because not everyone will grow their own. And we 
really do need an economy that will thrive off the sale of cannabis/hemp 
because it can be used so diversly. Plus people need to stop believing its a drug 
just because they were told so and remember that the real drugs you can get 
over the counter Ayjem

2020-09-10 
23:02:22 Gauteng Not fully

Without any sales or legal bartering or selling of cannabis there is no economic 
income rendering a mulS billion rand industry null and void of any economic 
contribuSons. This bill should be revised and allow for a certain extent of legal 
cannabis sales Cameron

2020-09-10 
22:41:57 Gauteng Not fully

The criminalizaSon and jail Sme for dealing targets poor south Africans and does 
not contribute anything worthwhile to society. Marijuana is not a hard drug. Ruth

2020-09-10 
22:07:37 Gauteng Not fully

The numbers are all off completely. 

Im allowed to brew 10 litres of beer but am only allowed to bosle 2 litres? 

There should be a number but these numbers between seeds, to seedlings, to a 
flowering plant makes absolutely no sense. 

Rather focus on the bigger problems MrPrez/Gov. Let this work with the 
agricultural sector and then other taxable areas legally. Shaun

2020-09-10 
21:04:26 Gauteng Not fully We should be allowed to smoke in public, like the pollutants cigareses. Msuthu
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2020-09-10 
20:46:04 Gauteng Not fully

While certain restricSons may be necessary to control the sale and use of 
cannabis, as is the case with alcohol and tobacco, the bill as it stands remains 
unsaSsfactory for the following  
reasons: 

1) It sSll unjustly criminalizes cannabis users.  
In reference to secSon 5.4a: smoking too near a window, door, or venSlaSon 
inlet.  How would violaSon of this law be decided or enforced? Is someone a 
criminal if they smoke X distance away from their bedroom window, but not a 
criminal if they smoke X + 30cm away? How  would the cannabis user defend 
their locaSon at the Sme of lighSng up to the police officer arriving on the 
scene? Any arbitrary distance away from the window will not affect the amount 
of smoke escaping the window and reaching the nostrils of any neighbour 
anxious to call the police. EssenSally, this leaves open room for the abuse of 
power by giving police the ability to jusSfy an arrest. 

2) It does not lay the foundaSon for commercialising cannabis. 
It seems almost redundant to point out the incredible commercial potenSal of 
cannabis, both locally and as an exportable product.  

3) It leaves the sale of cannabis in the hands of criminal organisaSons. 
Criminalising the sale, but allowing the use of cannabis will not stop the illicit 
sale of the plant. Instead, criminal organizaSons who profit not just from the 
sale of cannabis, but also from the sale of other illegal substances, are likely to 
receive more business. The more business they receive from the sale of 
cannabis, the more opportunity they have to push other substances on their 
customers. By fully commercialising cannabis, we can limit the contact that 
cannabis users have with these unsavory elements, reduce the public’s access to 
more harmful substances, and ensure that cannabis users have access to an 
untainted product that is subject to a commercial level of quality control.  

Michael

2020-09-10 
20:34:10 Gauteng Not fully

There shouldn’t be limits set for private use. It is none of the goverments or 
anyones bussiness if you plant Cannibis for own medical use and purposes on 
your own soil. Carin

2020-09-10 
20:32:33 Gauteng Not fully

I feel a prison penalty is very steep for smoking in public and that a fine would 
be beser suited. Jeandré

2020-09-10 
20:32:11 Gauteng Not fully

What is the point of having this hardly sufficiently researched legislaSon while 
the Police Services are unable to exercise Law enforcement as it stands at 
present. Hennie

2020-09-10 
20:17:16 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis should be fully legalized for medical and recreaSonal purposes. The 
industry is extremely vital for a growing economy Dumisa 

2020-09-10 
20:01:05 Gauteng Not fully

1. Should definitely be legal for medical purposes. 
2. And otherwise should only be legal for adults i.e. over 21. 
3. Should be legalized in such a way that it benefits the economy. 

Lynese

2020-09-10 
19:03:06 Gauteng Not fully

I do not agree that selling cannabis is a criminal offence in fact it should be 
legalised and taxed so we can trade cannabis peacefully and legally while making 
remuneraSon for the goverment in the form of taxes which will greatly help in 
recovering from the 51% drop in GDP.  
I do not agree that smoking cannabis in public is a criminal offence.  
I do not agree that smoking too close to a window is a criminal offence if this is 
the case it should be illegal to drink alcohol close to any window.  
I do not agree that smoking without all adults consent is a criminal offence 
because if this is the case drinking alcohol around non consenSng adults should 
also deemed illegal as people who smoke cannabis are peaceful when around 
others where as people who drink around others almost always interfere or 
create conflict which is unesscessary. 
I do not agree that 1.2kg is enough for more than 4 adults in a household as 
someone may need to consume concentrated oils which use a massive amount 
of cannabis to produce.  
The limit should be 1.2kg per adult in a household this way each individual can 
consume 100 grams a month which is on avarage what most cannibis users 
consume especially if eaSng it or making concentrated oils for medical purposes. Neil 

2020-09-10 
18:39:19 Gauteng Not fully

I am thrilled that Cannabis CulSvaSon, Possession and Usage is now becoming a 
'thing of the land', I am not happy with the sizes. We are a family of 4 (myself, 
fiance, mother and father) who all choose to smoke Cannabis instead of 
extremely harmful tobacco. I grow 4 flowering trees at a Sme and it JUST SIMPLY 
IS NOT ENOUGH for 4 of us. I dont sell, never will as I support a law that protects 
private growers and users.  

We also make oil for ourselves, as we cant afford medical aid. So we rely on 
Cannabis FECO Oil to sustain our Health. I use over a full tree to make a small 
batch that last us 4 lisle over a week. 

The quanSSes allows for no large scale donaSons to chariSes and hospices and 
frail care centers who looks aXer extremely ill individuals in need of a natural 
pain killer and chronic relief mechanism. Will

2020-09-10 
18:15:45 Gauteng Not fully

I do not want any of the condiSons for possession or use of cannabis. I want it to 
be fully legal without limitaSon. 

But Sll that is possible, my parSal acceptance of the current bill is for the private 
use

MakhoseSve 
l
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2020-09-10 
18:04:12 Gauteng Not fully

It can cure cancer, if you eat 5-6 leaves 3 Smes a day.  For that you need more 
than 4 plants.  Propose to increase the number of plants, for medical purposes, 
to 8 or 10 per person.  There should be a desSncSon between use as medcine 
and use for recreaSonal purposes. Giel

2020-09-10 
17:59:56 Gauteng Not fully

I feel cannabis should be allowed to be consumed in appropriate public areas 
such as open fields and anywhere where tobacco smokers are allowed to smoke 
with consent of any individuals who are present and in close proximity to the 
cannabis user Lindisipho

2020-09-10 
17:37:14 Gauteng Not fully

I think the legal amount of plant growing and dried cannabis should be more. 
Example is I live in a house with 4 adults that all smoke and 1.2kg or 8 plants 
doesn’t even last 1 month around here. I think double that would be sufficient. Ricardo 

2020-09-10 
17:34:31 Gauteng Not fully

Iegalise it for medical purposes and other items such as creams, sopes, ropes 
etc. The oil is really beneficial. 4 plants not enough to get oil from it. Thomas

2020-09-10 
17:28:18 Gauteng Not fully

The legislaSon should see to it, that normal everyday people can obtain licences 
to grow marijuana for profit. It's ridiculous to imagine that the rich will be able 
to get licences and make huge profits, but the guys who have been growing for 
years, who love the plant for what it is, rather than the money it can generate, 
will be unable to share in the riches. 

Cannabis should be allowed for retail sales, without a pharmaceuScal license. 
End of discussion.  

There should be no jail terms for dealing in cannabis to adults. Regulate it the 
same as you regulate alcohol. Cannabis is far less addicSve and much less 
harmful to those around you. What's the jail term for illegal alcohol sales? The 
same should go for cannabis. This rubbish that cannabis sellers will be jailed for 
15 years, while child molestors and murderers get out in 6 is ridiculous! Create 
an environment that promotes growers to sell there cannabis at selected 
markets, or to bigger manufacturers. Give the lisle guy the green light! Let him 
get a peace of the legal acSon, make the frame work for him to do so, so he can 
all sell legally!  

Grant

2020-09-10 
17:27:21 Gauteng Not fully

The bill needs to be more defined, as when the person next door smokes near 
their boarded wall but affects the person next door, this needs to be addressed.  
This is private property the person is smoking the product but by affecSng 
others it now becomes an issue. 
Defining the correct standards from the start which i feel was not done, raises 
issues and gives the users false hope as in the use, the distribuSon and the 
growing of it. 
PlanSng of it at boundary walls create issues for the neighbor as these plants 
eventually start growing wild into others properSes. Damaging the vegetaSon 
on the other side. The removal and conSnuous monitoring, replacement of the 
damaged garden,  should be to the growers expense but the law should be 
extremely clear about how to handle this and to make no excepSon within this 
maser. It should be of strict control that if the grower cannot afford the removal 
and repair by professionals, then their assets should be sold to defray costs. This 
should never land on the innocent and should not be a dis-benefit either.  
This is sSll a drug and should not contaminate or reduce the non users standards 
of living. 
Second hand smoke, this should be addressed and have a police force act on it 
immediately if this affects the neighbors. I should be able to have a legal claim 
against the perpetrator with values exceeding R100 000 per incident. This 
should never be an opSon to affect others. They should actually have a law that 
the cannabis should be smoke inside their house in a confined area were it does 
not affect the neighbors. 
Vast more discussions need to be tabled to recSfy the poor stands of the 
currently posed law around Cannabis. Kevin

2020-09-10 
17:04:47 Gauteng Not fully

I don’t fully support this bill as it doesn’t go far enough in  decriminalising 
marijuana! 

This bill sSll reads like the 1971 Act that prohibited marijuana with talk of 15 
years prison sentences! The bureaucrats don’t seem to realise how they 
conSnue, like the apatheSc state, to police black bodies and things that 
tradiSonally or culturally belong to black peoples histories, like marijuana! 

More addicSve and deadly drugs are allowed to be bought openly (alcohol, 
cigareses & prescripSon opioids) yet marijuana is sSll touted as the most evil 
and people selling or using it policed much more vigorously. 

South Africa has an unemployment crisis, the culSvaSon and sale of marijuana, 
medicinal and otherwise, is a low hanging fruit that can be uSlised to give 
thousands of unemployed people decent work, but we have no imaginaSon and 
just want to police everything! 

So, yes I support the bill but I sSll think it’s short-sighted. Nontobeko 

2020-09-10 
16:58:11 Gauteng Not fully

Bigger home quanSSes.  
Dedicated public places  
(Pubs for alcohol - Social Clubs or Coffee Shops for Cannabis)  
A legal framework for buying and selling.  

Gys
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2020-09-10 
16:57:35 Gauteng Not fully

Lets hope that this wont be apply in SecSonal Title properSes, as gardens are 
Common Property and situated extremely close to one another. Fine if grown 
inside for medicinal purposes only. Faith

2020-09-10 
16:48:21 Gauteng Not fully

I have a serious auto-immune disease and have been taking cannabis Sncture 
for years.  I would like to be able to get it from recognised pharmaceuScal 
companies and know that what I am taking is safe and of pure quality.  I do not 
intent to grow it, or sell it so it doesn't really maser to me. Beverly

2020-09-10 
16:46:19 Gauteng Not fully

We are a cannabis free property (choice).  Our next door neighbors smoke up a 
storm and it filters not just throughout my home but the next door neighbors 
home as well.. 
What the neighbors do is not my concern unSl they make it mine problem. 
Smoking 1,2 kg of pot per day is not going to go down very well at all 
There are two adults in that house. 
What controls are in place regarding the pot-infused neighbors now geing into 
their car with their children and driving as high as kites???  Not safe 
I do not see anything about driving while under the influence 
What about when their friends come to visit ... gracious, its going to be like 
gorillas in the mist Lynn

2020-09-10 
16:42:26 Gauteng Not fully

I do like the fact that they clarify the amount of Marijuana that can be help by 
one person or household, but on a realisSc note, no onw will give away seeds 
for free. There need to be amendment for the sale of seeds and seedlings. If 
there is taxes on this, it will help the economy in some way, which aXer the 
covid is a very big necessity. André

2020-09-10 
16:41:15 Gauteng Not fully

If you are allowed to have an amount of cannabis at home or anywhere, where 
did you buy it? 
What about planSng and extracSng oils and why is it this expensive to start  in 
this environment when we it contribute to the beserment of the economy. 
The purpose is medicinal use as have been confirmed in various cases during 
COVID19. 
Please relax laws and focus policing to criScal areas of our society. Mzolisi

2020-09-10 
16:40:38 Gauteng Not fully Nicolaas

2020-09-10 
16:31:59 Gauteng Not fully

In the dagga belt ( KZN  &E Cape), it's mostly women that grows cannabis , by 
allowing sales of cannabis,  let say Xom growers to a middle man (hub) where 
quality tesSng is done , thats is empowering people , especially rural women , 
who have been doing this for years , in South Africa we need cannabis for basic 
needs-food, clothes &shelter , this must benefit our rural power communiSes 
who 've been doing this for years , investors can come aXer , but local poor 
people must 've able to put food on the table , people have been fighSng for the 
liberaSon of cannabis,  so thag they can make money out of it , not to 've 
hijacked by other people in the name of investors. ..we 've seen Pick n  Pay 
Supermarket,  pick n pay  clothing , pick n pay liquors,  are we gonna see pick n 
pay cannabis as well ? Where were these people when Gareth Prince, Dagga 
Couple and others when they were persecuted by police?  It must be fair Congo

2020-09-10 
16:16:34 Gauteng Not fully

4 flowering plants and 600g for personal use is unreasonable, if you grow 
outdoors and can only grow once a year.  It needs to last 12 months. More 
consideraSon and understanding of culSvaSon needs to take place when 
deciding amounts. Shahr

2020-09-10 
16:13:43 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis containing the psychoacSve THC should not be legalized for private 
purposes.   Only CBD without THC should be legal , that is Cannabis species I 
(Hemp) that contains less than 0.3 % THC and has proven health benefits.  
Cannabis species II (Marijuana) that usually contains more than 20 % THC and 
only 10 % CBD, should not be legalized, because it causes a high without the 
health benefits.  THC causes schizophrenia and paranoia in many users.   Petronella

2020-09-10 
16:06:20 Gauteng Not fully

It is Not just about private use  , but about Equality,  Dignity and Privacy .... an 
adults can  grow as much cannabis  as they need , as long it's their private 
space , cannabis can Not have harsh laws more than alcohol and tobacco ,, 
where in the world are people required to have their bosles of whiskey be 
counted   , are sSll police going to be invading people's  private spaces with 
scaled weighing people's herbs and counSng plants? How much alcohol am I 
supposed to have in my room? What measures do I take to make sure kids do 
not access my alcohol. ..? If no one goes to prison for possession of alcohol , no 
one must go to prison for possession of cannabis , simple . Ike

2020-09-10 
15:54:37 Gauteng Not fully

I do not fully agree with the bill as it can be construed differently and cause 
people to use it not just for medicinal purposes. Make sure that all loopholes are 
covered in order to allow clarity and compliance to the law. Bernadine

2020-09-10 
15:54:02 Gauteng Not fully

I SUPPORT THE LEGAL LIMITS FOR PERSONAL  USE AND FOR PURPOSES  OF 
EXCHANGE; 

HOWEVER - DEALING SHOULD BE DECRIMINALIZED. 

IF IT IS LEGAL FOR ME TO CONSUME; THEN I SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO DEAL TO 
A WILLING BUYER. 

Sharmla

2020-09-10 
15:52:25 Gauteng Not fully

I believe that it is a useful and potent medicine when used for medical needs by 
paSents in the last period of their ilness for pain relief. 
It should never be allowed as a recreaSonal drug. Louis
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2020-09-10 
15:33:25 Gauteng Not fully

As a pensioner who is in chronic pain, the use of cannabis may actually bring 
relief and allow me to sleep through the night, I support the legalizaSon.  
At the same Sme, I am cauSous about the potenSal of using and driving.  
The comments by others regarding usage by teenagers are moot, as the law only 
allows for adults to use in the privacy of their homes. Anyway,  opposing this law 
will not eradicate the current criminal element. Linda

2020-09-10 
15:30:07 Gauteng Not fully

The proposed sentences for transgressions are out of proporSon with the rest of 
the criminal code / judicial code. Richardo J

2020-09-10 
15:10:47 Gauteng Not fully

I do support any use of cannabis. Legalising it will create new jobs and 
opportuniSes for South Africans. It should not  be for private use only but be 
completely legalised. Reino

2020-09-10 
15:07:41 Gauteng Not fully

I agree with most of the bill except for the part that it can't be sold.  With 
unemployment at a all Sme high in South Africa and millions of people who are 
starving, as well as thhe shocking state of our economy, government should 
allow the legal sale of marijuana.  If the legal sale is regulated, government will 
be able to tax people that sell marijuana as well as receive VAT on it.  It doesn't 
make sense that government cannot see the bigger picture and look at stats 
coming out of the USA and the millions that they are making per annum from 
the sales of legal marijuana. Valerie

2020-09-10 
15:01:28 Gauteng Not fully

the reason i say not fully is because of a lack of faith in the government to 
properly regulate this policy and in that way how much my safer does 
legalizaSon make it for cannabis consumers ? i think we need to address the 
competency of legislature enforcement. definitely not against its  use though :) karabo

2020-09-10 
14:40:31 Gauteng Not fully

This bill does not accomodate the sale of can minus for medical use, nor does it 
encourage planSng it for commercial use in order to create Jobs for the poor. Sibusiso

2020-09-10 
14:39:53 Gauteng Not fully

Als goed en wel om Wese te maak, dis n ander saak om dit toe te pas. 
Voor my huis is n munisipale Park waar jy dagga, Dwelms en drank kan koop. 
Hier word dagga openlik gerook. Geen wetstoepassing. Elsa

2020-09-10 
14:31:33 Gauteng Not fully

Why impose limits at all??  .  Have the industry regulated so we can export as 
well Donald

2020-09-10 
14:17:44 Gauteng Not fully

The limit on the amount of plants grown should be increased, I have many 
issues with my health and cannabis allows me to control them and eliminates 
the symptoms that comes with those issues. For example I use 15mls of full 
spectrum oil in a week, to grow enough cannabis to make my own oil I would 
need to grow and harvest a minimum of 150 grams just to produce my oils every 
every week, which is impossible with 4-8 plants that take 3-4 months to grow, 
and with those 4-8 plants I will probably harvest between 50-100gs which 
means at max I will be able to harvest 800g every 4 months,  
giving me enough medicine to last 1.5 months, I also smoke 2 grams a day which 
helps me wake up and basle daily nausea, it helps me concentrate during the 
day, and fall asleep at night as I have insomnia also, and to boost my immune 
system even more, I use the leaves off the plants to make juice and I drink that 
also, and in order to have enough leaves to make my juice I need an abundance 
of plants, why, so I can harvest enough for me which is around 1kg a month 
which means I will need a minimum of 10 plants in flower at a Sme.  

I also do not believe the punishment does not suit the "crime" the new bill 
proposed has very harsh penalSes, so much so as to take someone's life away, 
for growing a plant, that's natural and comes from nature, which is far less 
dangerous than any other unnatural substance around, including alcohol, 
someone who is drunk driving and ends up crashing and killing someone else 
will get less Sme than that of someone who is growing too many plants, that 
just sounds ridiculous. 

I believe there is an amazing untapped market for many to get into, small and 
large scale, but I do know it must be regulated and controlled to some extent, in 
a beser, less scared environment. 

Nico

2020-09-10 
14:08:52 Gauteng Not fully

All criminal offences should be detached from the plant. Regulate it just as 
alcohol and tobacco have been regulated. Use it to boost the economy and not 
have a monopoly by big companies. Everyone should have a fair access to the 
benefits of the plant. This could save the SA economy. renain

2020-09-10 
14:05:45 Gauteng Not fully Let the punishment fit the crime. No jail Sme. 15 years is ridiculous!  Eric 
2020-09-10 
14:02:37 Gauteng Not fully Must make provision to purchase seeds Koos
2020-09-10 
13:44:23 Gauteng Not fully

It should be anybody's choice to grow it freely, and as much as they require to 
with the condiSon it is only consumed on private property Ethan

2020-09-10 
13:36:52 Gauteng Not fully

Don't know anything about drugs, other than that they cause trouble.  
So many of our children's lives have been destroyed by drugs. 
I heard that drugs are used to control inmates, which is a good thing,  cause 
inmares can cause more damage than anyone would be able to handle if they all 
stood together in a riot or breakout. Eileen

2020-09-10 
13:23:29 Gauteng Not fully

GreeSngs,  yes my concern is this 4 flowering plants , An adults must be able to 
culSvate as much as they need , as using cannabis holisScally needs more than 
just 4 plants , and no seed bank yet..?  And how do we make sure that our 
representaSves like Gareth Prince, Jeremy Acton And Dagga Couple represent us 
in parliament for oral submissions. ...lastly this e-mail address that was provided 
i.e. cannabisbill@parliament.gov.za,  It was Not working yesterday,  Today sSll 
seemingly Not working ...how do government provide a useless e-mail?... I 
called Ramaani as his number is provided there , and he promised the e-mail 
add would be working today ,, but sadly not yet... Ndyebo 
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2020-09-10 
13:07:10 Gauteng Not fully There should not be limits and you should be able to sell it. This bill is a start. Jan

2020-09-10 
12:52:09 Gauteng Not fully

One side of the coin: If I grow pure CBD plants that contain no psychoacSve 
properSes I have to grow according to prescribed quanSSes as the authoriSes 
have no knowledge of the differences. In this case, growing for medicinal 
purposes and exceeding quanSSes, would land me in jail. Smoking pure CBD in 
front of children would land me in jail.  Another side of the coin: Harsh penalSes 
for trying to heal myself by exceeding prescribed quanSSes. Majority of people 
trying to help themselves medicinally would grow the cheapest way, outdoor. 
Outdoor season in SA would be for +- 6 months. In 6 months, trying to grow 600 
grams in total per person would result in too lisle product to be able to use for a 
year long. A person would run out sooner than later. The bill should consider 
larger quanSSes per person, also clarity on CBD ONLY plants versus THC 
dominant plants, also more freedom in my own home with less Police 
interference and lastly, add the regulated sale of all Cannabis related products. Doug

2020-09-10 
12:47:55 Gauteng Not fully

Government should ensure the right of other non users should not be violated , 
especially with smoking in public or shared environments. Bongani

2020-09-10 
12:32:18 Gauteng Not fully

If im not selling weed i believe i can grow as much weed as i want and its unfair 
to limit dry plants as it might be me planning ahead as crops differ and not 
everyone buys good seeds Thabang

2020-09-10 
12:25:12 Gauteng Not fully

Who gets to sell seedlings and where are they going to get them. How much can 
those who distribute seedlings can have at a point in Sme? I think this needs to 
be regulated like cigareses. This has to be opened for individuals to make an 
income out of it, like cigareses. Nkosinathi

2020-09-10 
12:12:18 Gauteng Not fully

I support it being legalized to be used freely the way its suppose to grow free!! 
The amounts provided in the bill that has been thumb sucked is madness. 
My father has Prostate Cancer and my father in law Emphysema. Neither of 
them can grow now you limiSng me to grow for myself only what about them? 
What about terminally ill people that uses this magnificent plant for pain and 
other illnesses?  
Besides that the raSo for full extract cannabis oil 10g (Cleaned not dry ) to 1ml 
of oil or dabs so a rough esitmate 1200g = 100ml of oil. Okay, cool, now I made 
oil for the 2 family members from different house holds that can not grow 
themselves, that need it. What about me that chooses to use it as a subsStute 
for my drug addicSon of meth  (I'm 3 years clean of meth thanks to the plant ) 
and then use it for my own recreaSonal use too? My Wife would smoke with me 
on occasion too, so how do we get that since we reached our freshold of cured 
plant to make  the oil, now we need to wait for the next harvest.  

My 1 daughter also suffers from glaucoma and ulSmately its what will help her. 
My other daughter suffers from ADHD. We started using it to help her instead of 
pumping her full of big pharma drugs. Now we are being limited as a family to 
the earthly grown, God given medical treatment of our choice. I think this bill is 
a movement in the right direcSons but it needs to go back to the drawing board 
and get real life cannabis acSvists involved in the creaSon of this bill. Eienne

2020-09-10 
12:00:06 Gauteng Not fully F.
2020-09-10 
11:42:47 Gauteng Not fully

I don't understand why a person must be sentenced for that long... rather fines 
or breaking regulaSons. It's legal I should get arrested Silver

2020-09-10 
11:42:31 Gauteng Not fully Keith

2020-09-10 
11:28:59 Gauteng Not fully

Government must take every step available to promote the culSvaSon, sale and 
export of the cannabis grown locally. Indigent local farmers rely on the sale of 
their cannabis crops to eke out a living meaning that families in deep rural areas 
have an opportunity to eat a meal a day roland

2020-09-10 
11:21:08 Gauteng Not fully

Although I agree that cannibis has to be regulated, I do not agree with the 
punishments when comparing them to the punishments for violent crimes. 

I believe these punishments can be greatly reduced, and that the law should 
more directly concern itself with convicSng rapists, thieves and murderers to 
longer sentences. Rudelle

2020-09-10 
11:21:08 Gauteng Not fully

its a good step but needs to allow for easier commercial businesses. This has 
great potenSal to add revenue to the country and should be directly aligned to 
the internaSonal trends. There should be no jail Sme associated with cannabis.  
There should be no limits on the amount for personal or commercial uses. 
Smoking in public places should follow normal smoking laws. No one under the 
age of 18 should be in possession of cannabis. Marcello

2020-09-10 
11:02:35 Gauteng Not fully

Allow licensed (& taxed) sales from registered public outlets. (Online, health 
shops, pharmacies, etc.) 
The use of hemp in the manufacturing of products is a huge industry and a tax 
revenue for Gov. 
Medicinal (non-smoke) products should be allowed with a prescripSon from a 
registered health professional (addiSonal tax!) 
Selling by private persons to be prohibited. 
Growing restricSons on private property supported 
Smoking regulaSons same as for cigareses Ferdie

2020-09-10 
10:51:45 Gauteng Not fully

Should be allowed for medicinal reasons, and should be regulated as other 
medicines. It  should be legal to use and to  purchase so the poor can also use it 
as medicine against cancer. P L 
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2020-09-10 
10:40:50 Gauteng Not fully

Private home culSvaSon should be alowed for exportaSon purposes so 
individuals may generate an income from home agriculture. A private 
manufacturing license should be considered so all may benefit from the legality 
of the plant and will create many jobs, all home grown stuff should be sent for a 
quality check before it can then be sold wich will help create even more jobs by 
adding the qulity check process. We want jobs and legal means to do so, please 
do not restrict such a beneficial product to just the wealthy leat the home 
farmer become independent aswell. Daniel 

2020-09-10 
10:31:41 Gauteng Not fully

I do understand the reason for regulaSon, but over regulaSon is not the way to 
go here. Just like with alcohol, there are many varieSes of cannabis, and they all 
taste different and has a slightly different effect. People with liquor cabinets that 
has a 100 bosles of various brands and tastes don't have to worry that the 
police are going to come and count the number of bosles in the cabinet, so why 
should this be the case for people that has cannabis in a cabinet.  

There are also many different ways of consuming cannabis and the various ways 
require different quanSSes of dried or fresh cannabis. People also differ and 
where 1 person might use 1kg a month, another person might only finish that in 
6 months. So why limit the quanSty that people can keep. If you want to prevent 
people from selling cannabis, then regulate that secSon, not what a person can 
keep for themselves. If the quanSty gets regulated, then so should the 
quanSSes of alcohol and tobacco. 

When it comes to growing cannabis, there are a 1001 things that can go wrong 
during the growing process and therefore you always need to grow more plants 
so that you can thin them out over the season. Like I stated above, there are 
many varieSes with different tastes, so limiSng the number of plants to 4 makes 
geing a variety difficult. This also makes it impossible for someone to grow for 
a friend or family member that either can't grow or does not have the space to 
grow. 

So my main concern is that this bill will give the police a reason to invade my 
privacy even if I don't do anything wrong. It also has harsh jail terms for just 
growing a plant which does not make sense. As long as I don't sell or give it to 
children, then why should it be illegal.  So regulate the selling part of the plant, 
but I don't see the reason for such strict regulaSon on the personal use and 
culSvaSon side. Jaco

2020-09-10 
10:30:37 Gauteng Not fully

A step in the right direcSon but the penalSes are far too severe. We need to 
gather more informaSon on the subject. There are more  complicaSons due to a 
lack of studies, experts and informaSon overall. The bill can be improved for all 
consumers and non-consumers alike. Ruhann

2020-09-10 
10:28:43 Gauteng Not fully Should be heading toward full decriminalizaSon Jaco
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2020-09-10 
10:24:16 Gauteng Not fully

In opening the move to legalizaSon decriminalizaSon is a step to right the 
wrongs of history!  

The condiSons listed below need to be revised.  

(The same laws that apply to alcohol and tobacco should be applied to 
cannabis.) 

-Cannabis is defined as anything containing the psychoacSve THC (including 
vaping of cannabis-derived liquids). 
-a maximum jail term of 15 years for anyone who deals in cannabis, or provides 
it to a child. 

(I agree that cannabis should not be sold to children and the legislaSon applied 
to alcohol and tobacco should be applied here.) 
(However you should be able to deal to other adults as a sole proprietor or 
private company that operates within tax structures.) 

-Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” may be jailed for up to 
two years. 

(This law does not apply to tobacco. Smoking cannabis and using thc e cigareses 
should be banned in all enclosed public areas and certain outdoor public areas, 
as under the smoke free environmental act of 2000 and the smoke free 
environment regulaSon 2016) 

-Smoking around children can result in up to four years in jail. 

(The same legislaSon applied to tobacco should apply here.) 

-Legal limits for personal, legal use at home are set to: 

-unlimited for seeds and seedlings 
four flowering plants for those living alone, or eight for homes with two adults 
or more 
(Number of flowering plants should be unlimited) 
-600 grams of dried cannabis if you live alone, or 1.2 kilograms in homes with 
two or more adults. 
(This should be unlimited) 

In closing, the immediate move to jail an individual for the possession, use and 
trade of cannabis is archaic and part of an out dated system that needs to be 
removed.  
Let’s have the tax payers money being used to deal with actual crimes. 
Cannabis and humanity have a long and prosperous history and it’s use is deeply 
rooted in our cultures and stories.  
The madness of prohibiSon of a failed regime and the incarceraSon of countless 
lives has done far more damage than what the plant ever could.  
Our climate is one that could support a thriving cannabis industry that could 
empower countless small businesses owners and help sSmulate our economy in 
a very posiSve way.  

Please end this madness?  

Devon 
2020-09-10 
10:20:38 Gauteng Not fully

You will get mor jail Sme foe possession  of  Cannabis than for murder. Let 
people do what they want with it either it’s legal or it’s not. Maria

2020-09-10 
10:17:48 Gauteng Not fully

People should not be jailed for Cannabis,in fact we should be allowed to farm it. 
It will help in job creaSon apart from it being used for recreaSon and medicinal 
purposes. 
If alcohol is sold and fags are sold,why not dagga? Rapula

2020-09-10 
10:15:57 Gauteng Not fully

FantasSc that we can finally use cannabis in private but the quanSSes are 
useless.  
No one will be able to make enough of their own cannabis medicine for 12 
months with the amounts that have been passed.  
Someone with cancer needs atleast 120ml every 90 days. Thats over 2kgs of dry 
plant.  

You cannot do this to something that grows wild and is so effecSve at being a 
brand spectrum medicines.  
This is pure greed and state manipulaSon just to try and keep private prisons 
full.  

Stop wasSng Sme on weed and focus on the people that are murdering, raping 
and stealing from the country thats supposed to be for the countries people!  

You can't stop basic corrupSon so its easier to nail the innocent. Jacques
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2020-09-10 
10:05:32 Gauteng Not fully

Will be great for creaSng new work streams. 
Make it's medicinal use more main stream. 
My worry is that it's usuage amongst young people esp.   school goers is going to 
increase. 
It's cheap and will be easily available. 
Underage drinking is already a Problem in SA. 
Will we be adding to this list. Arshmin

2020-09-10 
10:04:12 Gauteng Not fully

My 82 yr old mother with severe Alzheimer's &  Parkinson type tremors uses 
CDB oil  with MAJOR significant improvement.  She can feed & dress herself 
now.  
A young friend smokes it to relieve pain aXer a botched spinal surgery for a 
severe assault.  Nothing else gives her pain relief.  
I dont agree with recreaSonal  usage.  
People need to be allowed to grow it for medicinal purposes.   
I dont agree with over regulaSng   the medical side of this as the government 
always does! Cathy

2020-09-10 
10:01:08 Gauteng Not fully

I think there are too many restricSons on cannabis. It should be treated like 
cigareses or there should be lesser restricSons on for cannabis. Kagiso 

2020-09-10 
09:59:23 Gauteng Not fully

There should be places for puplic use as there is for drinking alcohol and the 
punishment for less harmful substance than alcohol should nit exceed 
punishment for murder! Cornelius

2020-09-10 
09:54:26 Gauteng Not fully

I dont think that government should avail more resources to enforcing the bill.  
Police at the moment cant copy with current demands. 
 Anton

2020-09-10 
09:51:24 Gauteng Not fully

I've just looked at other comments, and please. The smell of cannabis won't put 
you on a high. Then you should watch out for Jasmin, Moonflower and many 
more plants. I think the restricSons on amount of plants per person is totally 
unrealisSc.  So one user in a family of 4 adults can grow more that a single 
person living on a property.  And when a single person  go on holiday he's only 
allowed to take  100g with, but if he is a single user but family of 4 adults he may 
take 400g with. These aspects of the proposed law is totally unrealisSc and will 
only lead to unnecessary need for law enforcement and further bribery and 
corrupSon that is already so high in South Africa.  Mariese

2020-09-10 
09:49:13 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis has many medicinal properSes and I feel cannabis oil and cream 
should be freely available to those who need it and at Smes smoking helps to 
deliver stronger doses of the medicinal substance.  Perhaps the smoking of it 
should be regulated in some way to prevent the abuse of this substance. Marilyn

2020-09-10 
09:45:50 Gauteng Not fully

puing restricSons on how it can and cannot be used is alright but to put 
penalSes for those who will contravene the restricSons is pointless as I do not 
think that we have the capacity/ability to police them. gordon

2020-09-10 
09:45:45 Gauteng Not fully

No consideraSon was made for medicinal use, like ointments and edibles. 
The law should be on THC content and how concentrated it is. Govt needs to set 
up tesSng centers before they can implement such a bill.  
15years seems excessive for growing a plant while planned housebreaking can 
oXen get away with less. Grant

2020-09-10 
09:41:47 Gauteng Not fully

More thoughtless regulaSons being passed for "our benefit" by a bunch of 
condescending idiots. 
WHO IS GOING TO POLICE THIS RUBBISH? 
This government can't control itself, let alone the pesSlence of the EFF, we're 
screwed.... Kevin

2020-09-10 
09:38:27 Gauteng Not fully

I believe Canabis is less harmful than either cigareses or alcohol and should be 
completely decriminalized and taxed accordingly. Steve

2020-09-10 
09:27:54 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis should have the same rules as alcohol. 
Definitely not to be given to children. Anne

2020-09-10 
09:25:07 Gauteng Not fully

I do not fully support the proposed bill in the sense that cannabis is less harmful 
than alcohol and less dangerous than tradiSonal sigareses with regards to 
health as it has medical benefits. 

The same or similar legislaSon and regulaSons which applies to tobacco 
products should apply to cannabis and cannabis products. In actual fact, the 
regulaSons should be less than tobacco products. 

I welcome opening up cannabis to people for their consumpSon and 
recreaSonal usage but do not agree with the approach and regulaSons which 
are being proposed. Gareth

2020-09-10 
09:24:02 Gauteng Not fully Horst

2020-09-10 
09:23:35 Gauteng Not fully

I believe cannabis products should have at least the similar treatment as 
tobacco products have been used for years and they are not looking to stop 
soon. 

Just as much as an adult can smoke a cigarese around other adults, then he/she 
should also be able to smoke cannabis around other adults. 

The same also applies to smoking around children, the same way cigareses have 
been treated before Sll now, cannabis should get the same penalSes for 
smoking around children. Neo

2020-09-10 
09:22:45 Gauteng Not fully

The maximum jail terms for both dealing (15yrs) and "in the immediate 
presence of any non-consenSng adult person" (2yrs) are too severe. 
Oscar Pistorius got 15 years for KILLING  a woman! Charlose
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2020-09-10 
09:21:38 Gauteng Not fully

Have no problem with it been used for medical purposes but yes am dead 
against the private use as this will lead to addicSon of the subsSns and further 
use of the stronger drugs. My personal experience has lead me to believe that 
the private use of cannabis, will result in the following: 

High rate of crime 
Higher rate of abuse against woman and children 
Higher rate of violent crime 
And the decay of human morals 
Increase of more harder drugs sales with in the southern African boarders i.e 
Cocaine,Herion,Meths,But to name a few. 
With what South Africa is dealing with now i must say no to the private use of 
Cannabis Raymond 

2020-09-10 
09:15:39 Gauteng Not fully Falecia 

2020-09-10 
09:12:06 Gauteng Not fully

I don't use cannabis (nor intent to use in future), but would like to suggest: stop 
limiSng the amounts, as it just sSmulate illegal rebelling to exceed the limits - 
our Police has enough other, serious issues to look into than how many grams or 
plants you have on your premisses. 
Who will make sure that the scales are calibrated? A kitchen scale is very seldom 
accurate, so how much trouble will you have to convict a cannabis user, while 
murderers are walking around outside. Philippus

2020-09-10 
09:04:19 Gauteng Not fully

The laws make no sense. Trying to regulate it in this way is just not viable, as are 
most laws the government in this country makes. 
More research needs to be done from the governments side. The penalSes are 
way too harsh. 
This need to be completely rewrisen. Jay

2020-09-10 
09:01:03 Gauteng Not fully

I do not believe that this Bill  meets the mandate of the ConsStuSonal Court or 
the test of logic.  The limits to the amount of cannabis plants and seed a person 
can possess are completely arbitrary.  It also makes no sense to say that people 
can grow cannabis but to outlaw the sale of seeds.  Finally, the limits in the Bill 
do not accommodate the home manufacture of Snctures or extracts, 
parScularly for health purposes, which required larger amounts of cannabis.  A 
15-year sentence for anyone 'dealing' cannabis is excessively harsh. I support 
the full legalisaSon of cannabis and the effecSve regulaSon of the industry for 
the safety of consumers. This is in line with global trends. Carrie

2020-09-10 
08:59:56 Gauteng Not fully

I would like to see a canabis oil extracSon plant /co-op where we can sell crops 
too for oil producSon. 
As a non smoker The law is ok as it only curbs you to 4 or 8 flowering plants ay 
any given Sme. So you can spread it.  

I would like to get an affordable gro/extract and go lisense or permit to sell to a 
lisenced enSty. Hendrik

2020-09-10 
08:51:03 Gauteng Not fully What informs the limits? if alcohol does not have such limits. Mampuru

2020-09-10 
08:49:26 Gauteng Not fully

The use of cannabis has helped me with depression and more so, pain 
management. I have tried growing but with no success. I have no choice finding 
a dealer then? It would make much more sense if the Sale of these products 
were regulated and sellers to have special licenses to sell. Imagine the Tax 
income it would then generate for the Government! I would then be purchasing 
with a script from either a Psychiatrist or MD, staSng what it's intended to treat, 
having sellers make proper recommendaSons on the right strains and advise 
dosages.  Legal age to purchase should be 21 as abusing this medicine has 
proven to be harmful in adolescents. LeSgtamite companies providing nature's 
best cure for any ailments should not bear such harsh consequences. Lee-Anne 

2020-09-10 
08:46:22 Gauteng Not fully

I sSll have great concerns that Dagga is much more harmful than common 
opinion accepts. I do understand that a total ban seems impracScal and so 
sensible limits are helpful. 
I am parScularly concerned about those who are passively affected when people 
smoke dagga in public spaces, in crowded complexes and in the presence of 
others, especially children and so I welcome the sensible limitaSons provided in 
the proposed legislaSon. Theo

2020-09-10 
08:44:08 Gauteng Not fully

Legalising cannabis completely will remove the black market, reduce alcohol and 
drug addicSon, boost the economy... Should I go on?? Farhaanah

2020-09-10 
08:40:10 Gauteng Not fully

The Bill should be expanded to allow for the commercial producSon of cannabis 
and not limited to personal and private consumpSon.  
The noSon of not smoking near open windows is also irraSonal. Gregory

2020-09-10 
08:40:10 Gauteng Not fully

The Bill should be expanded to allow for the commercial producSon of cannabis 
and not limited to personal and private consumpSon.  
The noSon of not smoking near open windows is also irraSonal. Gregory

2020-09-10 
08:36:43 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis should not be allowed for private use because it is bad for health. 
Private use will cause major damage to children. How are you going to protect 
these children ??? Ben

2020-09-10 
08:29:34 Gauteng Not fully

While the proposed changes are heartening they fail to take into consideraSon 
the fact that Cannabis has many healing properSes that bring relief in the form 
of liquid, healing balms, ointments etc.  1.2 kg is a lot for personal consumpSon 
but a lisle in terms of people who would like to extract the oil in order to make 
products for personal or to provide to other.  I think the culSvaSon, producSon 
and sale of Cannabis products should be provided for by the Bill.  It is also a 
sacred plant medicine and the use of it in sacred ceremonies should be provided 
for. Diane
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2020-09-10 
08:28:11 Gauteng Not fully

I believe cannabis should be totally legalised with no limits on the quanSSes 
(nobody stops anyone from buying as much alcohol and tobacco products as 
they wish, even though neither have any medical value whatsoever and nicoSne 
is only used by tobacco addicts and alcohol is used purely to get high; while 
cannabis is an effecSve treatment against a host of serious diseases). 
On a personal note, my daughter is auSsSc and she and we, as her family, 
suffered terribly because of this. Ever since we put her on highly concentrated 
THC oil, she has had a new lease on life. She is currently doing her honours and 
has passed cum laude at university and is no longer a tormented soul living in 
isolaSon and having uncontrollable tantrums.  
I am willing to publicly make our story and our idenSSes available to prove to 
everyone what an unbelievable cure this is for children that suffer  from auSsm 
as well as ADD, ADHD, etc. 
Also, since becoming aware of the curaSve properSes of this medicine, I have 
come across no less than eight people who have effecSvely treated cancer with 
it 

THIS MIRACLE CURE MUST BE FULLY LEGALISED, NOT JUST HERE BUT WORLD 
WIDE 

Should anyone want me to make a public, legal statement concerning the 
effecSveness of this and disclosure of this unbelievably effecSve medicine, my 
name is Eli Markantontos; my email is: eliandjane@ananzi.co.za; my telephone 
number is: 082-302-4462 Elias

2020-09-10 
08:16:53 Gauteng Not fully

I agree with the majority of the proposal. I just believe that Cannabis does have 
medicinal properSes and offers a great many benefits to many people and 
animals suffering from illness. These people may wish to use Cannabis in the 
form of oil, tablets or edibles.  Given the nature of their illness they may wish to 
purchase these other forms of Cannabis instead of growing and smoking the 
product. I believe that commercial licenses must be made available. They must 
be made easily available to allow a corrupSon free, perfect compeSSon 
environment where a small minority are not able to get rich through cronyism, 
but rather that individuals with medical degrees are able to culSvate the 
product commercially and process it into other forms such as oils and edibles. 
This might also prevent big pharmaceuScal companies from having the 
monopoly, once again making medical care too expensive for those who need it 
most.  

I think the sentence of 15 years for a dealer is a bit extreme especially if the 
dealer is selling oils or edibles to help sick people. But definitely for people 
selling to children. Denico

2020-09-10 
08:10:49 Gauteng Not fully The penalSes proposed are too harsh and need review yaseen

2020-09-10 
08:09:10 Gauteng Not fully

Should be fully legalized. More plants per person in a house. 
More than 600g per person. Unlimited quanSty just like alcohol.  

Danielle

2020-09-10 
08:07:32 Gauteng Not fully

The proposed amount does not allow enough for everyday use/medicinal use. 
We should be allowed to smoke in designated public areas and should be 
allowed to access cannabis (for sale) in the case of not being able to grow for 
self. Landlords should not be able to have say over wether one can grow or not, 
it is a human right. If another adult doesn't consent it is actually none of their 
business and all people over the age of 18 should be able to smoke in private or 
designated public spaces regardless of others opinions and should be regarded 
as a personal maser. The plant should be fully legalised  as to upliX the 
economy and not be so heavily controlled as it is not a harmful drug. It should 
be available to medical paSents and anyone who feels it will be beneficial to 
their health or mental well being. Infact there are infinitely more things we 
should be considering. Jennifer

2020-09-10 
08:06:50 Gauteng Not fully

Peoples vision and reflexes are impaired under the influence and therefor the 
same consequences for a driver caught under the influence of alcohol should be 
applied. The jail sentences should be applied for that but not for possession or 
supplying. People can make a living of this and theres great medical benefits if 
produced  correctly. Alcohol and Cannabis consumers must not be operaSng 
vehicles under the influence but have it at home and stay home 

Cedric
2020-09-10 
07:57:38 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis must be made legal without any penalSes for possession or trade 
therein. Constant 

2020-09-10 
07:52:08 Gauteng Not fully

I agree that cannabis should be legal to consume by any adult. Though there 
should be no limit to the amount one is allowed to possess. 1.2 kg is not enough 
to sustain even one adult that consumes cannabis daily for a year, never mind 
mulSple people! This bill seems to serve the police more than it serves the 
people. Cannabis should be legal, regulated, sure, but legal none the less. It is a 
plant and it is safe. Far safer than any other so called "medicines" distributed by 
pharmaceuScal companies. Zibeth
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2020-09-10 
07:39:16 Gauteng Not fully

I agree with the bill where selling to a minor to be a crime and agree with 
imprisonments. 
I disagree with smoking not permised near windows or outside, I believe that in 
a house environment, either a freestanding home or an apartment or informal 
seslement, should an individual be within the walls of his resident, then he /she 
should be allowed to smoke weed anywhere example, paSo, garden, by a 
window or even with the doors open, provided that the person is inside his own 
property. Smoking weed at home should have the same ruling as smoking a 
normal cigarese.  
I agree that smoking in public places should not be permised. Excluding 
smoking in your vehicle where again it’s in your private facility and provided you 
are only carrying amounts for personal use Anabela

2020-09-10 
07:38:59 Gauteng Not fully

I am using Canabis Oil as part of my MS treatment. It has helped extremely with 
a majority of symptoms. But I do not believe Canabis should be legalized for 
home growth or home use purposes. Use of it should be monitored. 
Our government is not in control of anything in SA. Except corrupSon, that they 
can manage to the dot. The ANC can not manage Canabis home use. 
Currently the government can't even stop smokers from smoking around and 
near children. How will they manage smoking canabis around children? Barbara

2020-09-10 
07:38:38 Gauteng Not fully

PEOPLE SHOULD CONSENTRATE MORE ON RAPE AND MURDER AND GIVE 
HARSH SENTENCES  FOR THOSE CRIMES - Mel

2020-09-10 
07:30:07 Gauteng Not fully

People should be allowed to grow Cannabis for medical purposes unrestricted or 
for a nominal license fee, current commercial licenses inhibit the entry into this 
market for the majority of people, the therapeuSc effects and pain management 
properSes are well documented, The high cost of entry to this market prohibits 
the commercialisaSon of the product and resultantly lost revenue to 
Government in taxes etc.. in addiSon to promoSng an illegal market. Mark

2020-09-10 
07:30:06 Gauteng Not fully

People should be allowed to grow Cannabis for medical purposes unrestricted or 
for a nominal license fee, current commercial licenses inhibit the entry into this 
market for the majority of people, the therapeuSc effects and pain management 
properSes are well documented, The high cost of entry to this market prohibits 
the commercialisaSon of the product and resultantly lost revenue to 
Government in taxes etc.. in addiSon to promoSng an illegal market. Mark

2020-09-10 
07:29:43 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis should be 100% deregulated and unrestricted. It should be treated like 
grass, that is what it is called anyway. Shut down government as it's just a costly 
nuisance.  Cannabis has its uses beneficial to people suffering from certain 
health issues and everyone should be free to choose whether they want to use 
it or not. It's a personal choice and none of anybody else's business.  

Dirk
2020-09-10 
07:26:12 Gauteng Not fully It should only be allowed for medical use. Christa

2020-09-10 
07:25:29 Gauteng Not fully

As cannabis is sSll illegal now, the responses to this bill are likely to be slanted in 
favour of those against legalisaSon. The reason is that those in favour of 
legalisaSon will be reluctant to go on record lest it be used against them. 
Whether this belief is paranoid or not, the effect it has is real. 

The idea that THC is evil and CBD is not is also a crock.  According to Wikipedia, 
"There are at least 144 different cannabinoids isolated from cannabis, exhibiSng 
varied effects.". Most of these are poorly studied and they all affect your brain.  
Please, when arguing a subject, know how much you don't know. 

My personal aitude on this is that as far as possible people should be allowed 
to make their own mistakes. A nanny state is a lousy place to live.  The use of 
cannabis exacts a tremendous personal toll on the user, ranging from lost life 
opportuniSes to damage to health and relaSonships. The user has to deal with 
those consequences as well as develop the insight to understand that they are 
consequences. For the most part I feel that further societal proscripSon or 
punishment is excessive. Freedom and mercy are markers of strength, not 
weakness. 

AddicSon is a problem a person has to solve for themselves. Externalising blame 
and responsibility just provides an excuse to conSnue. R.

2020-09-10 
07:20:20 Gauteng Not fully

The law should only allow the use for medical and not recreaSonal purposes. I 
believe the negaSve effects are well documented and legalizing a psychoacSve 
compound for fun does not make sense. South Africa already has a major 
problem with alcohol abuse and now we're going to add cannabis to the mix.  
CBD only should be legalized coral
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2020-09-10 
07:14:53 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis has been used for over 5000 years for medical use and recreaSonal 
use. 

The South African economy can benefit greatly from fully legalizing cannabis for 
medical and recreaSonal use. North America has benefited greatly from fully 
legalizing cannabis, their economy grew and the amount of jobs created was 
incredible. 

South African leaders have fallen vicSm to the propaganda of cannabis in the 
last 70-90 years and have deprived their people of this incredible plant. They 
have been misinformed about cannabis and its many uses and benefits. 

The government should give the people the CHOICE of using cannabis as a 
medicine instead of harmful pharmaceuScal medicaSons. I personally believe 
that this plant can create a beser life for all involved. 

People say that cannabis is a gate way drug... it is a gateway, a gateway to a 
beser and happier life. Callan

2020-09-10 
07:12:08 Gauteng Not fully

This should be developed into a fully fledged industry , like aloes, where all the 
sundry industries generate jobs and valuable tax revenues.  
The medicinal asributes need full invesSgaSon, not only for cancer pain 
management but also for Alzheimer’s retardaSon. Peter

2020-09-10 
07:11:29 Gauteng Not fully

There should be no limit on the amount of plants we can grow and use - I have a 
right to decide what form of medicaSon myself and my family use. I am sick to 
death of government who do not have our best interests at heart calling for jail 
Sme for possessing a healing herb yet murderers, rapists, Vance lists and 
criminals run rampant! IT’S ENOUGH - we reject your proposal Renee 

2020-09-10 
07:05:21 Gauteng Not fully

SecSonal Stle living makes it almost impossible to avoid smoking next to a 
neighbor’s window. How is that taken into consideraSon? Lungi

2020-09-10 
06:54:59 Gauteng Not fully JusSn
2020-09-10 
06:52:56 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis should be fully legalised and integrated into the economy so that we 
are able to benefit from the billion rand industry Brad

2020-09-10 
06:50:59 Gauteng Not fully May not be used while driving except the medical purposes one. Peter
2020-09-10 
06:46:05 Gauteng Not fully

The government should find a way to cooperate with dealers and use this to 
help grow the cannabis community and economy. Tahnia

2020-09-10 
06:36:44 Gauteng Not fully

UnSl Canabis can easily Be detected For drivers of motor vehicles to detect 
drivers under the influence then it should not be legalized . Carnage on our 
roads is horrific and we want to add another drug to add to our problems!  We 
can not control alcohol and driving how will we contend with another 
psychoacSve substance ? Peter

2020-09-10 
06:04:37 Gauteng Not fully

The law doesn't go far enough . Decriminalize the sale of cannabis by anybody . 
Release all cannabis offenders   . Allow controlled producSon and sale of the 
product and by products John

2020-09-10 
05:50:16 Gauteng Not fully

It's on private property. Why dictate quanSty?What research informed the bill?  
This bill is unconsStuSonal as it sSll criminalizes and sSgmaSses cannabis . 

Siphiwe

2020-09-10 
05:27:18 Gauteng Not fully

This is a natural plant that is not processed and does not have any preservaSves.  
I do agree that it has to be regulated but also think that the penalSes are too 
harsh for such a natural herb. Stephen 

2020-09-10 
05:24:26 Gauteng Not fully

Our countries economy is crumbling and cannabis has the power to upliX it. 
CiSzens should be allowed to easily obtain permits to grow, sell and export. So 
many people in the rural communiSes could benefit  
Cannabis grown naturally outdoors is seasonal and 4 flowering plants is just not 
enough to last unSl the next harvest. Monique

2020-09-10 
01:52:31 Gauteng Not fully

The law does not sound bad but how will this be controlled if current law can’t 
be controlled properly, focus on controlling that what is in place first before 
adding load to law enforcement Liz

2020-09-10 
01:18:30 Gauteng Not fully Must completely prohibited Inna 

2020-09-10 
00:17:37 Gauteng Not fully

I agree with the personal, legal use at home limits. The penalSes/jail terms 
outlined for public limits are outrageous and not jusSfied. Especially when you 
consider a key aspect or ‘purpose’ of this Bill [B19 - 2020] is to provide for the 
expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis. It evokes confusion...and we have enough emoSonal baggage, poliScal 
power play & imbalances with the current Government & poliScians/
parliament. PenalSes should be aimed at seing an example - like, community 
service or social responsibility. Of which our Government has also failed to 
improve or advance. We are not hard core criminals/murderers etc. Piya

2020-09-09 
23:21:07 Gauteng Not fully

Well  let the government  be thr dealers and people work under gorvement 
once then we will have a viable tax revenue Donald

2020-09-09 
23:08:04 Gauteng Not fully

For people who smoke 5 to 6 a day the amount is too low. Also plants do perish 
someSmes and addiSonal need to be grown to subsStute for this. Peter

2020-09-09 
22:28:13 Gauteng Not fully

Not everyone has the same access to faciliSes in order to obtain the same 
quanSSes or quality of product they may require. A person who requires larger 
quanSSes of higher strength oils for example, who lives in a small flat that 
doesn't get a lot of sun would not be able to grow what they need without an 
indoor system.. If they are limited to 4 plants they would not necessarily be able 
to product enough oil to sustain their needs Evan
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2020-09-09 
22:20:58 Gauteng Not fully

I'm  a Cancer paSent  anddo support the right to use as a medical substance.  
Agains the use of Cannabis  in Public.  
Agains the use of Cannabis  near children Blackie

2020-09-09 
22:10:29 Gauteng Not fully

I don’t support that selling cannabis is a criminal offence.  
I don’t support that smoking cannabis in a public place is a criminal offence 
same as people who smoke a cigarese in public.  
 I don’t think anything cannabis related is a criminal offence and should lead 
anyone to jail Sme.  
Cannabis is a plant that was naturally made for us to consume as medicaSon! 
How can a PLANT be illegal while alcohol (man made) and cigareses (toxic) and 
people who abuse prescripSon drugs (can be deadly and cause long term 
problems).  How can all that be legal but a PLANT is treated like this?  
This country and it’s police should focus on real crime in this country not a plant 
that causes literally no harm.  Please educate yourselves. I’ll be pro weed unSl I 
die. Trishana

2020-09-09 
22:10:08 Gauteng Not fully

The jail terms are not fair,  imagine spending 2 years in prison just because my 
neighbour doesn't like the smell of my weed?  And also the no of flowering 
plants is low for a household with more than 2 adults. We also want to be able 
to grow it for commercial purposes because products are being imported and 
they killing the economy.  Thabang

2020-09-09 
21:17:35 Gauteng Not fully

The quanSty needs to be more than the proposed one for personal use and 
looking at economy do how about we introduce legalising for selling it Mayor

2020-09-09 
21:15:23 Gauteng Not fully Chris
2020-09-09 
21:13:13 Gauteng Not fully

Sentences are too harsh for something that is supposed be legal for recreaSonal 
use. Chad

2020-09-09 
20:55:57 Gauteng Not fully

 I am speaking from a health & safety background as I work primarily with 
Transporters of dangerous goods.   My readings tell me there are two types of 
Cannabis that are legal. 
1. Cannabis Oil used as a medicinal support, which has no mind altering 
addiSves, which is good for those people who have joint aches, and I do not 
have an issue with this. 
2. Then there is the "Reever" or, "The Joint"  these do have a mind altering 
addiSve and if you use it regularly, even weekly, it builds up in your system.It is 
not discharged such as alcohol. I have read that it remains in the blood system 
for up to a month.  For a driver of a vehicle, not just a Dangerous Goods vehicle, 
which is my world, it means as an ordinary everyday driver of a motor vehicle  it 
is not going out of your system, so if you conSnue to "USE" the effect builds  up 
in your system unSl you find that happy mind alerSng state that was iniSally 
wanted, but you do not know the over-Sme knock on effect which is : No 
concentraSon, Happy with life, Not really in control of your acSons. So, in my 
learning & understanding this Cannabis issue must be fully invesSgated, forget 
drunken driving, add to that a "Reever" or two  for relaxaSon and we are going 
to have a major hospitalisaSon issue throughout SA. 

Don

2020-09-09 
20:38:55 Gauteng Not fully

The amount of plants allowed are nonsensical. If it is within the confines of your 
private space it should not be for anybody to dictate what those quanSSes may 
be, in terms of selling plants or end product this should be legalised as well as 
regulated and taxed. There is loads of revenue to be brought in from hard 
working growers and culSvators Bryan

2020-09-09 
20:28:35 Gauteng Not fully

Although a great start, it barely does more than saSsfy the ConCourt ruling, 
without acknowledging or exploring the socio-economic benefits that would 
come from commercial culSvaSon and sale, which would be the Bill I want to 
see Leo

2020-09-09 
20:22:11 Gauteng Not fully

How can healthy persons be allowed to smoke dagga and drive vehicles or walk 
the streats while being drugged. This should only be authorised by medical 
doctors for sick people who needs this cure if warented. Willie

2020-09-09 
20:07:24 Gauteng Not fully

As long as their is regulaSon their is abuse, their should be no limit on what I can 
do at my home. I do agree that smoking it in front of children or in public places 
should not be allowed. Hugh 

2020-09-09 
20:01:40 Gauteng Not fully

Full legalizaSon will free this country, providing countless job and over 2 Billion 
per year in naSonal income.  
We would be foolish to ignore the financial, social and medicinal benefits. 
We dont have Sme to play games, full legalizaSon is now a must due to the 
devastaSon leX over from COVID Didier

2020-09-09 
19:57:58 Gauteng Not fully Only strictly regulated possession and use for prescribed medical condiSons Sarie
2020-09-09 
19:57:58 Gauteng Not fully Only strictly regulated possession and use for prescribed medical condiSons Sarie
2020-09-09 
19:57:56 Gauteng Not fully Only strictly regulated possession and use for prescribed medical condiSons Sarie
2020-09-09 
19:22:15 Gauteng Not fully

 15yrs jail sentence No that's for rapists  who should get life. Medical benefits 
are known especially for cancer paSents. Caryl

2020-09-09 
19:14:35 Gauteng Not fully

How are we supposed to grow our own cannabis when we cannot buy seeds? 
We need the trade in seeds and other cannabis products such as oils and 
extracts to be legalised. 
The punishments proposed are disproporSonate and it seems to be 
government's way of keeping cannabis use oppressed. The average household in 
the Townships has more than two people or families living in it, the proposed 
quanSSes have to be revised. The bill as it stand seeks to punish growing and 
using cannabis. Kgomotso
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2020-09-09 
19:07:37 Gauteng Not fully

I believe the bill sSll aims to criminalize those who use the plant and that is the 
enSrety of the issue. This plant must be decriminalized immediately and those 
who have been jailed for it to be released. Allow for more rapid use of the plant 
as it can unlock so much economic potenSal for all who can use, culSvate and 
sell the plant. Thapedi

2020-09-09 
19:01:44 Gauteng Not fully

I can write a book about the benefits of this plant. I use the plant as medicine 
for myself and my family and pets. We should be allowed to smoke freely on our 
property and be able to grow as much cannabis as we need for medicinal use 
like oils ,creams and whatever we need. This plant is from nature and belongs to 
all life on the planet that needs it. The governments and big pharma just hate 
that they can not make it theirs to control and corrupt and make more money . 
Leave it alone. 
These rules are stupid. 
“It’s NOT a recreaSonal plant – it’s MEDICINAL.” 

Below is credible informaSon from people,much more intelligent, who have 
worked in this field and understand the wonder of this plant. So I borrow from 
them with graStude. 

hsps://two.thesacredplant.com/ 
Provides Pain Relief 
Dr David Bearman is a pain management specialist and a pioneer in cannabinoid 
medicine. On the topic of pain, he does not hesitate to voice his support. Try 
something natural. As opposed to toxic doses of addicSve opioids to provide 
relief from the pain of cancer. Something that can work as well, if not beser in 
some cases, and provide side benefits. 
Cannabinoid medicine reduces the cancer pain signal. THC has powerful 
analgesic effects. 
Especially within a whole plant applicaSon of the sacred plant can offer a major 
relief. Providing abeser quality of day to day living.  
THC has shown to improve sleep hygiene in helping paSents get to sleep and 
stay asleep. Increased appeSte that leads to increased energy. As part of the 
digesSve support it offers, it helps to reduce nnausea and vomiSng.  
At age 19, Cindy was diagnosed with throat and tongue lymphoma. RadiaSon 
destroyed most of her jawbone, compromised the inside of her mouth, and leX 
her with a large open and weeping wound on her neck.The second Sme cancer 
struck the surgery leX her on a permanent feeding tube. The third Sme Cindy 
got breast cancer and again surgery.Crushing her pill medicaSon to insert 
through her feeding tube was a nightmare. 
Most of the Sme she was “high” and “out-of-it” and in bed. She had no life. 
That’s when she finally decided to try the sacred plant. 
Due to over-restricSve regulaSons at the Sme, 5 doctors refused to sign for her 
– despite her dire situaSon… but one did. 
And the results were spectacular.Cindy’s mouth sores healed up and the gaping 
hole in her neck healed. Cindy’s unrelenSng fibromyalgia, neck, and shoulder 
pain disappeared. 
Today, Cindy is cancer-free, off all her medicaSons except her healing plant. 
Fact: It’s Medicinal and it’s SAFE 
Dr. DusSn Sulak, Osteopath and medical cannabinoid expert from Maine insists: 

“It’s NOT a recreaSonal plant – it’s MEDICINAL.” 
Dr. Sulak goes on to say that, “If a child took 1000 Smes his usual dose… no 
toxicity, no brain damage, no organ damage.” 
So, even at high doses, cannabinoid use is 100% safe. 

Even Dr. Sanjay Gupta, the mulSple Emmy award-winning chief medical 
correspondent for CNN… who had been outspoken against the use of 
cannabinoids for a long Sme. He too could no longer ignore the mountains of 
evidence and powerful benefits of this sacred plant. 
The Honorable Francis Young is the Chief AdministraSve Law Judge of the Drug 
Enforcement Agency (DEA). On record, he says that the sacred plant is much 
safer than many foods we usually eat. And that natural medical cannabis is one 
of the safest therapies known to man. 
And new data about the sacred plant flows in all the Sme… 

Elma

2020-09-09 
18:47:59 Gauteng Not fully

Jailed up to two years for smoking too close to a window is not making any 
sense, as this is conflicSng to health as windows have to be open for proper 
ventalaSon. Tamzin

2020-09-09 
18:35:12 Gauteng Not fully Ike
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2020-09-09 
18:33:51 Gauteng Not fully

While I admire the government's progressive move to allow personal use of 
cannabis, the limits set in the bill are arbitrary and do not have any logical or 
scienSfic grounding whatsoever.  It also not logical that private individuals are 
allowed to grow and consume their own cannabis, but the purchase/selling of 
seeds is sSll illegal?  

Failure to properly regulate this industry with logical, reasonable and 
scienSfically-based fact will only just serve to accelerate the underground trade 
of cannabis, which will deprive the country of much-needed tax revenue in the 
hundreds of billions of rands. 

While I agree that providing cannabis products to children negligently should be 
punished, there are cases where CBD and THC-based products actually assist 
with neurological disorders and there should not be a blanket ban on cannabis 
products for minors should they be administered under strict medical advice 
and care. Nicolas

2020-09-09 
18:33:30 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis must not be regulated. It can be taxed but not regulated because it’s 
not harmful. Lusanda

2020-09-09 
18:30:44 Gauteng Not fully If you are going to legalize it, then do it. Dont start with these stupid side laws. Jurgen 
2020-09-09 
18:20:38 Gauteng Not fully

Only for medicinal purposes & obtained by a prescripSon from a medical doctor. 
Otherwise definitely not Sharon

2020-09-09 
18:14:27 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis  should be available  for medicinal purposes but only on prescripSon 
from a medical  consultant. Rodney

2020-09-09 
18:10:00 Gauteng Not fully

Hoeveelhede moet per eiendom oppervlakte en aantal persone gedoen word. 
Bv. by woonstelle en kompakte woongebiede moet hoeveelhede minder tot 
geen wees. Gert

2020-09-09 
18:02:42 Gauteng Not fully

This is very minimal and extremely limiSng.. It is a plant grown, no limit within 
your private space, control in public by consenSng adults.. Extremely cheap and 
open market for anyone to apply, Daleen

2020-09-09 
17:57:43 Gauteng Not fully

This is very minimal and extremely limiSng.. It is a plant grown, no limit within 
your private space, control in public by consenSng adults.. Extremely cheap and 
open market for anyone to apply, annual lisence  fee.. This is not for THEIR gain, 
but for the people of South Africa.. Put controls in place to eliminate criminality 
and corrupSon associated with black market cannabis, not enforce it.. By far 
safer than alcohol, need freedom and laws to reflect that.. Don't assume 
everyone is this country are criminals and take advantage of people.. Drickus

2020-09-09 
17:55:35 Gauteng Not fully

Spesifikasie t.o.v. tuis gebruik moet duidelik uiteengesit word bv woonstel 
bewoners en komplekse waar wonings baie naby aan mekaar is, sal nie-
gebruikers maklik kan benadeel. Irma

2020-09-09 
17:18:16 Gauteng Not fully Trevor
2020-09-09 
17:14:08 Gauteng Not fully Where do you draw the line between essenSal use and  recreaSonal use? Heidi

2020-09-09 
17:06:55 Gauteng Not fully

Not fully, simply because of the inability of a very poorly trained police force 
that cannot cope with Law Enforcement as it is. How can this be policed and 
acSvely followed through with a shortage of jails ? 

The legislaSon in itself seems rather lopsided in terms the limits set and the 
penalSes. 

Furthermore, the intended legislaSon seem to be somewhat oblivious to 
products in the market containing cannabis related elements and should be 
more specific about the medicinal properSes and value. 
 Hennie

2020-09-09 
17:06:12 Gauteng Not fully

The bill has not been thought out properly and sSll criminalizes the plant under 
the governments bill  

This bill will not serve the people of this country but will make for the foreign 
investment vultures a field day  

There is a lot of work to be done and parliament need to consult with the key 
role players in the already booming underground industry if they want a bill fit 
for all  

Gavin
2020-09-09 
17:00:46 Gauteng Not fully

Looks contradictory. Legal use for individuals, but punishment for anyone 
dealing in cannabis. How then do the individuals obtain it legally? Mas

2020-09-09 
16:59:59 Gauteng Not fully Johan 

2020-09-09 
16:52:12 Gauteng Not fully

The use of cannabis  should be for medical use only. Driving under the influence 
of cannabis is the same as driving under the influence of alcohol and we have 
already seen SA's have no self control.  We have enough problems in our 
country with 'legal' substance abuse as it is. The argument that alcohol is more 
dangerous is definitely not a reason to make cannabis legal, once legalized there 
is no turning around. Retha

2020-09-09 
16:48:48 Gauteng Not fully

It should be considered only for medical purposes aXer approval by the medical 
aid. Schalk
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2020-09-09 
16:45:22 Gauteng Not fully

I am of the view that there should be a separaSon between subsistence and 
commercial cannabis growing. Regulate the commercial growers and let us 
subsistence farmers be ourselves ( no limits, no licenses because if we are 
limited then the police will find a way to conSnue abusing us and demanding 
bribes) but perhaps a list should be made of who farms dagga incase if larger 
corporaSons wish to emancipate a subsistence farmer into a commercial dagga 
farmer. 

As for not smoking by a window: is the dagga community supposed to hide in 
windowless spaces when smoking? Is there dignity in hiding who we are?and 
how will we breathe?  - I understand not smoking nearby any minors and non-
smokers. But, what if the minor smokes cannabis as a prescribed medicine? 
Then smoking together should not be punishable by law because if there is 
room for the law to wiggle itself in, then the law will abuse the dagga 
community once again.  

4 plants are not enough for me but a 100 plants every 6 months would be 
enough for my needs and wants. And I have no land to plant my own dagga so 
I'll have to rent out land from a family member. Now in doing that, the state will 
argue that I'm buying dagga when I'm actually renSng land to grow on so it 
would be best I am allowed to compensate my grower or land leser.  

As for how much dagga I'd like to have in my possession, I'd rather not choose 
an amount but I'd rather say that law enforcement should respect the privacy 
that is my space and rather not quanSfy what's mine. Sakhile 

2020-09-09 
16:39:22 Gauteng Not fully I recommend the use of cannabis for medical use only. Nan
2020-09-09 
16:36:20 Gauteng Not fully

The provisions are unnecessarily restricSve,and seem craXed to benefit 
commercial suppliers. Tony

2020-09-09 
16:31:06 Gauteng Not fully

I only support medical use. 
It is naive to believe people will not deal in the cannabis, or grow much more. It 
is already happening. SA does not have the resources to police the broader use 
of cannabis. Carl

2020-09-09 
16:18:08 Gauteng Not fully

Like anything which is controversial, the use of Cannabis for private 
consumpSon is a personal choice, however there are too many possibiliSes that 
young people can be easily influenced to get "high" and this can then lead to the 
use of stronger and more damaging drugs. Personally I loathe and detest the 
smell of dagga in smoked format.  
On a more esoteric level I fully support the use of Cannabis as a healing herb 
and applaud people who have developed and researched the medical aspect. 
For this reason I believe that it should be encouraged and growth be promoted 
in a controlled and regulated manner. ROBERTA

2020-09-09 
16:17:34 Gauteng Not fully

Having been involved with addicts in recovery, I cannot agree to all of this. It is 
important to realise that some people can use socially whilst addicts cannot. SA 
has a huge drug problem and  children are subjected to constant  peer pressure. Debbie

2020-09-09 
16:13:26 Gauteng Not fully

So if i live in a flat and the neighbour walks by my window when i am smoking 
and smells it, you want to put me in jail for 2 years? Ridiculous.  You want me to 
only smoke at home so how does that work? Johan

2020-09-09 
16:03:30 Gauteng Not fully

This bill just limmits everyone. Except the goverment who will obviously just give 
out licenses to who can make their own pockets full of money.  The punishments 
are crazy. Not even rapists get these sentences. Murderers roam free and this 
simple herb gets so many flac. Get your prioriSes straight.  Communism is not 
the way. Btw fine and flat is not what anyone wants in a harstyle. Go talk to a 
stylist. Jander

2020-09-09 
15:59:08 Gauteng Not fully

The bill does not make provisions for the legal trade of cannabis and related 
services. Products containing THC should be allowed for sale to persons over the 
age of 18 and within legal markets.  
The bill also has restricSons on the amount of cannabis one can grow and store 
in their own home, these limits are not pracScal as a single marijuana plant may 
harvest well in excess of the 1,200g max limit. Ryan

2020-09-09 
15:59:01 Gauteng Not fully

I believe Cannabis should get (at least) the same grace as alcoholic beverages. 
Numerous studies have shown the posiSves of cannabis and many have shown 
the negaSves of alcohol. Do a study by comparing the pro's and cons of 10 
alcohol drinkers and 10 cannabis smokers... I can almost guarantee the ones 
doing the drinking will cause way more problems (short & long-term) than the 
ones doing the smoking. LaeSSa 

2020-09-09 
15:57:34 Gauteng Not fully I think cannabis has a place but I do worry about excessive drug use Pam

2020-09-09 
15:57:08 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis should be legal for all to use in a responsible way, I do not agree on the 
jail sentances put down for engaging in the act or the legal limit for commercial 
use. 

But I am glad they are taking steps in the right way & this should also mean that 
anyone with prior or current law related issues to be found not guilty & released 
or their charges dropped. mashew
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2020-09-09 
15:50:34 Gauteng Not fully

In the main, the laws for private use are acceptable, however the penalty for 
smoking in public is excessive and probably not enforceable. My feeling is that 
cannabis should be decriminalized and treated in much the same way as alcohol. 
The government should also consider the bigger picture and encourage the 
agricultural producSon of the plant for its medicinal purposes and other 
pracScal uses. Doug

2020-09-09 
15:39:43 Gauteng Not fully

The punishment is unrealisSc, as much as most want cannabis to be harmful, it 
isn’t. Be realisSc & be considerate towards people who especially use it for 
medical purposes. Khomotso

2020-09-09 
15:38:14 Gauteng Not fully Jasper

2020-09-09 
15:31:54 Gauteng Not fully

Hi,  

Please see comments below. 

 * Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” may be jailed for up to 
two years. 

My comment: 
 Cannabis  has a sweet strong smell, if your neighbor smells it from next door or 
someone passing your private property, and finds this odor offensive, and 
reports this to the police, it Contradicts  the right to use within ones private 
property. Meaning a cannabis user, on their private property  cannot engage 
with every adult, wether it be an adult neighbor or an adult passing by your 
property,  to gain consent to use cannabis. This is illogical and absurd. This 
would potenSally risk innocent users being once again targeted by the apartheid 
style draconian laws that exist around cannabis, and therefore allows any 
apartheid styled conservaSve, as a neighbor or someone passing ones private 
abode to make a complaint against a cannabis user.  This is sSpulaSng that if you 
cannot get consent from adults around your direct neighborhood,  you cannot 
use cannabis , In what way, is this supporSng the consStuSonal DeclaraSon, for 
the  right to use cannabis  in privacy, on ones private property? This is 
nonsensical and ignorantly researched.  

* 600 grams of dried cannabis if you live alone, or 1.2 kilograms in homes with 
two or more adults. 

My comment :  
This amount is inadequate for 12 months use for a single male or female user.  
Who ever researched this, had biased informaSon and research. Ryan 

2020-09-09 
15:19:56 Gauteng Not fully Angelo

2020-09-09 
15:16:09 Gauteng Not fully

Government CLEARLY doesn't understand anything about the yield of a cannabis 
plant. They think that 1 flowing plant will yield 100g. It's actually closer to 1-3kg 
depending on the strain. So you could have 2 plants and as soon as you pick the 
crop from them, you are breaking the law. 

They really didn't think this through. Clinton

2020-09-09 
15:11:19 Gauteng Not fully

Firstly, the penalSes that can be imposed, are much to high for a substance like 
cannabis as the benefits, EVEN of THC is much much more than the negaSve 
impact it can have. Although I agree that children under 18 should ONLY be 
allowed to use it when prescribed by a medical specialist , penalSes are very 
high in relaSon to penalSes for the use/ abuse and allowing children to use 
other substances like alcohol and substances containing nicoSne and even 
pharmaceuScal pain medicaSon which could be very harmful for children as well 
as adults. 

The  full legalizaSon of Cannabis including the trading therein, will create 
thousands of jobs, and also have a very posiSve impact on our economy.  

Hester

2020-09-09 
15:06:25 Gauteng Not fully

I think it is rediculous to limit flowering plants to 8 at a Sme as how does the 
government know how much natural medicine I need for my health? I 
understand that there must be a limit but the limits they are proposing are not 
realisSc. I am not saying it needs to be 100 plants but let’s look at the bigger 
picture. 

1 plant doesn’t make a lot of FECO and if this is what you need the 4 or 8 
flowering plants will not be enough at all.  

The Bill must be looked at regarding the reality of these amounts and be 
changed. 

Yolande
2020-09-09 
15:03:16 Gauteng Not fully Annet 

2020-09-09 
14:59:52 Gauteng Not fully

The micro management elements like limiSng  quanSSes etc should be removed 
as the SA Police Service cannot manage it in anyway. Don't legislate what you 
cannot pracScally control. Jannie
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2020-09-09 
14:41:56 Gauteng Not fully

If it is deemed necessary to protect children from inhalaSon, or ingesSon, then 
it is recognised as being potenSally dangerous.  If we go back in the history of 
most drug addicts (who become useless human beings, a drain on society and a 
pain in the family, instead of contribuSng to the good of others) it  comes to the 
surface, that they mostly began with cannabis, dagga or marijuana.  It is my 
opinion that it is best confined to regulatory Schedule 7 medicaSon, and no less.   
Another issue is, if it for private purposes, what are those purposes?  Medicinal 
or Zonk, do they enjoy seeing their teenagers laying around bleary eyed? Or 
their teenage daughter pregnant from one happy moment, where BOTH parSes 
lost control, because cannabis does that - it makes you lose control, that is what 
I feel is meant by private purposes!!  Let's use our brains BEFORE we addle 
them, and let the people desperately needing pain relief (albeit while being 
zonked), obtain it through the regulated process, by all means.  Lorraine 

2020-09-09 
14:40:41 Gauteng Not fully

No Cannabis for private growing, use exchange or any thing. It will just get out of 
hand. 
Allow controlled Cannabis for medicinal purposes only. Bryan

2020-09-09 
14:37:00 Gauteng Not fully

Statements like "too close to a window" is vague and the jail term of two years 
excessive. Morne

2020-09-09 
14:36:15 Gauteng Not fully

PenalSes are very harsh 
Arbitrary and unrealisSc limits on number plants one can grow (taking into 
account crop failure, limits/quanSSes of actual personal use, preparaSon of 
Snctures and oils for personal use requires much more dried material than 4 
plans  can provide) 
At least 10 flowering plans per person would be a beser guideline 
The bill does not address overall regulaSon and relaxaSon of laws pertaining to 
the use and culSvaSon of the substance 
The bill makes lisle provision for future/addiSonal relaxaSon of rules, for 
procurement of seed and/or dried cannabis - missing a great opportunity for 
economic upturn from within this sector 
The bill is extremely conservaSve  and backward  
The bill should make it easier for people to apply for growing permits for more 
than the recommended number of plants 
The bill should anScipate buying and selling of dried product, not just "sharing" - 
not everyone can grow for themselves 

Laura
2020-09-09 
14:32:34 Gauteng Not fully

Too close to a window is too broad of a term for use in a legislaSon, but other 
than that, it seems reasonable. Chris

2020-09-09 
14:32:28 Gauteng Not fully

I don’t fully agree with the below: 
“ Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” may be jailed for up to 
two years.” 

 We find ourselves living in very close proximity to one another so even if I am 
on my balcony, my neighbors can sSll complain and say I am close to their 
window. So what is “too close” in a point where one lives in a stack of flats? I 
foresee a lot of harassment coming from body corporates regarding this. Katlego

2020-09-09 
14:23:19 Gauteng Not fully

The punishments are sSll too severe for what is essenSally a healing herb, not 
everyone uses Cannabis products for the psychoacSve effects, there is a growing 
awareness, understanding & acceptance of Cannabis as a natural medicine for a 
huge array of ailments, which are treated with pharmaceuScal products, which 
in many cases have dire side effects for the paSent. 
There should also be provision made for people who produce medical Cannabis 
products to be allowed to grow & store more than what is being proposed for 
private use. Trevor

2020-09-09 
14:18:27 Gauteng Not fully

600 grams of dried cannabis if you live alone, or 1.2 kilograms in homes with 
two or more adults - These quanSSes are too high. Person with such quanSSes 
are most likely dealing 

Legal purchase need to be allowed with limits based on licensed applicaSon of a 
user. 
This way person quanSSes purchases can be tracked. And taxaSon of purchased 
products adding to economy Artur

2020-09-09 
14:09:52 Gauteng Not fully

Legalise the sale of cannabis but resellers should be taxed just like with 
cigareses and alcohol, I think you should need a license to sell it, and those 
without a license should be jailed, however, 15 years is a bit too much. 1 - 2 
years or community service seems reasonable for first-Sme offenders, providing 
it to a child 2 years min jail Sme. I think you should be allowed to carry as much 
on you as you would be willing to smoke that day, just like you would a packet of 
cigareses, you don't walk around with a carton of cigareses, there is no need 
for a kilogram on you. Non-consenSng adults should leave the area if they do 
not want to inhale second-hand smoke. Michelle

2020-09-09 
14:05:05 Gauteng Not fully

I believe the jail term of 15 years is preposterous. Placing it in the same category 
as rape, murder and other violent crime. This must be reviewed. I also believe 
jail terms for smoking around children can be reduced or omised. All jail Sme 
around the smoking or possession of cannabis should be reviewed as it is open 
to interpretaSon.  
The other points I do agree on  but would like to see more flowering plants 
allowed Elsu
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2020-09-09 
13:58:36 Gauteng Not fully

Some of the detail is not necessary - 4 plants per... 100g, 600g this and exchange 
that.  Who will monitor that?  Police and jusSce system cannot use their Sme 
and resources on such pesy items.  All smoking of anything should have the 
same laws. Designated areas and not for use or sale to minors. To have different 
laws for cigareses and  marijuana is not wise, will nyaope also have its own bill? 
As well as future ingredients that people may decide to smoke Mpho

2020-09-09 
13:56:13 Gauteng Not fully

It must include selling cannabis. Tax it and regulate it like alcohol and tobacco 
which is far more harmful. Waldo

2020-09-09 
13:54:42 Gauteng Not fully

I agree with the rules already in place, I do not agree with some of the legal 
acSons pointed out such a jail Sme if you smoke it around someone who hasn't 
consented, it's like saying you have to ask people around you in a public area if 
you can use the public restroom. Cannabis should be fully legalized to anyone 
who chooses to parScipate in its use. Most people use it recreaSonally anyway Mel

2020-09-09 
13:48:54 Gauteng Not fully PenalSes are way too extreme Hilton

2020-09-09 
13:46:42 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis use should be monitored, should not be given to children and 
inappropriate use or distribuSon should be punished. However, I believe that 
cannabis for health use is another point enSrely. Used by an adult and in correct 
quanSSes for health purposes, where it does not impact on any other person, 
should have a more lenient view by the authoriSes. Denise

2020-09-09 
13:45:15 Gauteng Not fully

I do not agree with the jail sentences. They should be reduced for offenses 
relaSng to Cannabis. I agree with the limitaSons of carrying in public spaces and 
the limitaSons for personal use at home. Ian

2020-09-09 
13:42:07 Gauteng Not fully Keith
2020-09-09 
13:40:28 Gauteng Not fully

Limits should be researched and should allow for public parScipaSon on 
structuring the limits beser Jacques

2020-09-09 
13:40:16 Gauteng Not fully

It is clear lisle to no research has been done here. Firstly the cannabis plant 
used for hemp also contains THC, although in very low amounts , but will also 
fall under these rules even though it has a completely different use. 

15 years is way to long a sentence. People are sentenced less for culpable 
homicide and asempted murder, and get mere slaps on the wrist for corrupSon 
in some instances. All jail sentences should be removed and fines should be 
implemented instead _except where minors are involved_. 

I am not sure if the window part is supposed to be a joke or was accidentally leX 
in, but it makes no sense why that would be illegal. I think here the same rules 
that apply to tobacco might be a good start although obviously not in public.  

A legal age limit might need to be implements as there is scienSfic evidence that 
the use of marijuana has structural and funcSonal brain changes in developing 
brains (up to around 18 years old). 

We have to accept the fact that not everyone will be able to grow their own 
marijuana and that the only way to keep people away from illegal drug dealers is 
to make marijuana legally purchasable. This will obviously have to be 
implemented in a way that protect both buyers and sellers, but is another 
subject all together. 

I don't think there should be a limit to how much marijuana a person is allowed 
to have at home, people have widely varying tolerances and most stains of 
marijuana will only be harvestable once a year, except in cases where expensive 
growing equipment is used. A person's tolerance increases with use and if you 
use it daily as a sleeping aid you might easily exceed 1.2kg a year. There are also 
no limits on the amount of alcohol or tobacco a person is aloud the have at 
home and these are much easier abused in extreme amounts. I do however feel 
that the 100g public limit is quite generous. 

Obviously this maser is more complicated than the government thinks  
Wayne
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2020-09-09 
13:39:55 Gauteng Not fully

The limitaSons on plant quanSty should be irrelevant - rather the harvest 
quanSty be restricted to no more than 2-3kg per quarter be it through indoor or 
outdoor with no more than 5kg of dried produce on the property at any given 
Sme, half the above if it is just an individual rather than 2 or more adults. The 
amount of plants used to obtain this yield aswell as the equipment/space used 
is of no regard.  

All cannabis extracts need to be included aswell - a limitaSon on this is not 
necessary.  

All forms of private dealing for the purpose of financial gain should sSll be illegal 
in order to allow for a recreaSonal trading market to be established. This market 
should be available to all consumers and investors that choose to parScipate in 
the industry. Through the implementaSon of a fully recreaSonal market a 
massive economic boost is inevitable due to all forms of tax possible (Income, 
VAT, Sin Tax, ect) being uSlized properly.   

Private bartering and trading should be leX alone unless it is being used as a 
form of income.  

LimitaSons on how much can be grown privately should only exist to allow us 
create a disSncSon between private and commercial.  

Enough is enough now - let's do this properly now and build our country up 
together.  

Ubuntu Jarred
2020-09-09 
13:27:10 Gauteng Not fully

I support for medicinal use only- cannibis is known as a gateway drug to other 
hardcore drugs. Arnita 

2020-09-09 
13:18:58 Gauteng Not fully May be difficult to control and regulate. Stuart 

2020-09-09 
13:18:47 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis should be free for all.. 
Each person should be able to regulate him self in his own space... 
Private clubhouse should be the place to be... Not al people can grow and have 
Sme to make there own meds... It's easy to self medicate because you know 
your limets...  

NO regulaSon on weed... Each individual do need there own capacity to 
choose... 

This I'll should be looking like the alcohol act...  

Know your limits...  
Enjoy responsive ? 

RESPONSIBLE ADULT USE POLICY  

? RecreaSonal private space ? 

For a medical private person need to induce alot more cannabis to make his own 
Feco oil... Your bill does not cover alot of people  

Aaptwak 
2020-09-09 
13:14:40 Gauteng Not fully

Some of the amounts are not realisSc. And need tobve beser adjusted in line 
with what actual smokers consume. Mark

2020-09-09 
13:12:59 Gauteng Not fully

please ban alcohol and make weed fully legal, the country will be a much beser 
place Natasha

2020-09-09 
13:10:57 Gauteng Not fully

I do support most of the content of this bill apart from the following: 
1. The 100g limit per person for when in public should  be scrapped. If a person 
moves house for instance with his 600g limit for the household, and stops on his 
way to buy a cooldrink, he could be arrested for exceeding the limit. Those limits 
should at least match to ensure they are not abused by police officers trying to 
extort money. 
2. The 15 year prison term is 100% for someone providing or selling cannabis to 
a child - BUT there must be certain exclusions. Certain medical condiSons are 
effecSvely treated in children with THC and parents should not have to risk 
prison sentences to relieve the pain in their child who has a diagnosed disease. 
3. Prison terms for UNREGISTERED dealers can be 5 years. 15 years is excessive 
for something not very serious. A registraSon system for dealers will be a tax 
revenue system for government, and also remove unscrupulous dealers from 
the supply chain. 
4. 2  years in prison for smoking outside a window is heXy, but lessening the 
sentence might make smokers disregard other people's rights not to have to 
breathe in their second hand smoke. Maybe alternate with a heavy fine, or 6 
months to a year in prison depending on circumstances. Smokers must be aware 
that the smell and effects of second hand smoke should not affect those around 
them. The disSncSon should be made that in residenSal and workplace seings 
smokers must ensure that their smoke does not reach or affect other residents 
or workers in any way (not only smoking outside a window, but for instance in 
stair wells, or next to communal pools etc). If they dont, they can face this 
penalty. 
5. Rules should be added that they may not smoke closer than 50m/100m to a 
public building, and may not smoke anywhere near children. Ivena
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2020-09-09 
13:10:41 Gauteng Not fully

My concern with cannabis for home use is that it places access to cannabis 
within reach of the children in the home.  This is more difficult to control too 
because it would be within the confines of the home and not visible to the 
public (or the law). 

Unfortunately not all parents are responsible and with the law allowing adults to 
grow and consume cannabis at home, I believe the risk of minors becoming 
cannabis users is increased.   

This is also a concern for parents who are not cannabis users, whose children 
may have play dates or social arrangements at the houses of cannabis users.  
The non cannabis user parents are not likely to be aware of the cannabis use in 
the house of the friend. Louise

2020-09-09 
13:07:05 Gauteng Not fully

RestricSve and unconsStuSonal, makes no menSon of commercial producSon or 
a way forward for cannabis business in South Africa.  

Government is losing billions in tax money and strengthening the black market. Willem

2020-09-09 
13:06:06 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis is an addicSve substance and can damage the brain.... I do not believe 
that it should be used in any home where there are children or teenagers. Use 
should be restricted to medicinal and recreaSonal where there are no children 
or teenagers present.  Cannabis has been known as the pre-cursor to harder 
more destrucSve drug abuse.... this is a dangreous path we are on.... Kharmen 

2020-09-09 
13:05:12 Gauteng Not fully

Aaptwak free for all... Each individual should have there own capacity to grow 
there trees... No restricSons on amount of plants in your own private space ? 
regulaSon should be based on the alcohol law... Self medicaSon self regulated... 
ENJOY RESPONSIBLE.. NO UNDER ? 18 

RESPONSIBLE ADULT USE POLICY APPLYS Aaptwak 
2020-09-09 
13:04:26 Gauteng Not fully

No to use informally. I do not condone smoking. 
Yes for medicinal purposes only in a controlled way  controlled by Doctor. Geraldine

2020-09-09 
13:01:46 Gauteng Not fully

DecriminalizaSon of cannabis is the right thing to do.  
Allow the sale of cannabis products. Cancer and epilepsy  paSents need it. Bev

2020-09-09 
13:00:34 Gauteng Not fully

Medicinal definitely. Should be grown for export a good revenue earner & 
provide jobs. Angus

2020-09-09 
12:56:20 Gauteng Not fully

No poccession of cannabis permised in public in a dried format. No smoking 
permised in a public area at all. People have the choice to consume or not. 
However if a member of the public is smoking in public people not wanSng to 
engage in smoking cannabis will be subjecSng to second hand inhalaSon. 
Cannabis messes with chemicals I. Ones brains and the unsupervised usage of 
cannabis can have devastaSng effects on a developing brain. No parent with 
children should be permised to smoke in their house or around their children.  
While I am siing in my garden I do not want to smell the sweet smell of 
someone's joint waXi g into my home. Felicity

2020-09-09 
12:46:50 Gauteng Not fully

There is a major disconnect due to lack of understanding around the plant.  

Laws are set by people with zero cannabis experience and do not understand 
the intricacies of what it take to grow the plant to support personal and private 
use.  

The quanSSes are unrealisSc and out of touch.  

The decision to totally ignore the potenSal to setup a free and open market and 
trade will conSnue to criminalize SA ciSzens pracScing their human rights.  

It should be regulated and treated in the same way as tobacco and alcohol.  

Bradley
2020-09-09 
12:40:59 Gauteng Not fully This is a step in the right direcSon, dagga must be legalised with no restricSons G
2020-09-09 
12:38:43 Gauteng Not fully

The allowed amounts are acceptable but the  laws are ludicrous and it hardly 
seems like this has been decriminalised.  This very harsh Lorna

2020-09-09 
12:34:26 Gauteng Not fully

Well one needs something to help calm the mind when one hears about the 
crap government puts one through. It is only while smoking this one can make 
sense from the illogical decisions government takes. It then becomes apparent 
we are run by a bunch of pot heads. Lol... It would certainly explain the sleeping 
during parliament sessions. Tracy 

2020-09-09 
12:33:51 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis should be allowed for medical purposes. 
Teresa

2020-09-09 
12:18:04 Gauteng Not fully

Using drugs is bad for a person. The only posiSve from this is to minimise the 
money spend on illigal drugs. Jan
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2020-09-09 
12:05:38 Gauteng Not fully

-It is good to be moving forward 
-Imprisonment laws are EXTREMELY harsh, it is not logical to relate someone 
selling cannabis to someone doing harm worth of 15 years of jail Sme. The 
punishment must fit the crime, and there must be a vicSm.  The laws should 
enable and encourage the safe selling and use of natural medicines. 
-Alcohol is a gateway drug too. So are sleeping pills. Should these also impose 
imprisonment for sellers? Making it illegal to sell cannabis privately only opens 
the doors for its monopolizaSon by big pharma industries. 
-Producing medicinal oil for personal use oXen requires more than 1kg of 
cannabis, so this law would be irraSonal if the purpose is to make it available to 
those who want to use it medically. 
-I agree that smoking around non-consenSng adults or other people's children 
should have no place - but these should be enforced with fines, not 
imprisonment. The punishment should fit the crime. Guy

2020-09-09 
12:05:15 Gauteng Not fully

Drugs are drugs. They demoralize society as a whole. 
Yes, allowing people to grow their own 'weed' will definitely cause a problem for 
all of the illegal street (gang) dealers which is a good thing. 
I don't know if I agree or disagree.  
As I said drugs are drugs. Mark

2020-09-09 
12:03:35 Gauteng Not fully

Why is the punishment for second hand smoking and selling to children treated 
the same? 
Why are we not formalizing this industry so it can grow into a regulated 
business. 
There is an awful amount of concern with punishment.  
I feel so smokers should be upheld to these exact details. Xolelwa

2020-09-09 
12:00:47 Gauteng Not fully

The SAPS need to be removed from anything to do with cannabis, unless they 
are coming to count my lesuce, daisies and lemon trees.  They are not 
horSculturalists, they need to focus on rape, murder, assault, corrupSon.  58 
murders a day in SA but the cannabis community must put up with rape threats 
from corrupt SAPS, having all their cash and valuables stolen by SAPS and finding 
the weed that was removed from them being sold by unscrupulous Hawks who 
supply dodgy dealers. 

Cannabis Can Help SA. 
Cannabis can help our economy. 

#RememberingJules 
#FieldsofGreenforALL 
#CannabisCanHelpSA 
#DaggaCouple Jo

2020-09-09 
12:00:19 Gauteng Not fully

I applaud government for finally allowing the recreaSonal use of Cannabis.  
I sSll do not understand why we do not legalise the commercial sale of Cannabis 
products. It could be an area of new economic development. Government could 
charge taxes on it, just as they do with normal tobacco product. It could be a 
sector where we could promote job creaSon along an enSre value chain. 
According to the InternaSonal Cannabis Business Conference (hsps://
internaSonalcbc.com/how-many-people-work-in-the-legal-u-s-cannabis-
industry/) there were 243 700 full Sme equivalent jobs in the legal Cannabis 
industry in the USA in January 2020. With our relaSve populaSon size, South 
Africa could create almost 50 000 jobs in the medium term if we legalised the 
commercial sale of Cannabis. 
In the meanSme I do support the legalisaSon of Cannabis for private 
recreaSonal use. Francois

2020-09-09 
11:59:07 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis use affects different people in different ways. Combined with alcohol, 
the consequences can be dire. Crime will also increase dramaScally as RSA will 
become a den for criminals and the spread of other dangerous drugs. Strict 
control will be needed to protect ciSzens and especially children. Gerard

2020-09-09 
11:56:42 Gauteng Not fully

I do not agree that Cannabis is freely available for drug purposes, however, I am 
aware of the Medical value in the form of Cannabis Oil. 
Therefore it should be a Criminal act to grow it privately for drug or any other 
purposes, BUT ONLY under controlled legal environment for MEDICAL PURPOSES 
ONLY!! Werda 

2020-09-09 
11:49:53 Gauteng Not fully

I do not agree that Cannabis is freely available for drug purposes, however, I am 
aware of the Medical value in the form of Cannabis Oil. 
Therefore it should be a Criminal act to grow it privately for drug or any other 
purposes, BUT ONLY under controlled legal environment for MEDICAL PURPOSES 
ONLY!! Werda 

2020-09-09 
11:43:14 Gauteng Not fully

It is a step in the right direcSon but the penalSes are far too harsh. Its disgusSng 
that people around the world live their lives in prison for selling or even just 
possessing a natural plant, while poliScians roam the land plundering from the 
poor with zero consequences. 

Why place limits on possession? Many people have enough alcohol in their 
homes to kill several people. A lethal dose of THC is pracScally impossible to 
achieve, but you can only have a set amount or you will be prosecuted? 

Alcohol is a dangerous drug, Cannabis is merely unsafe. Minors should sSll be 
protected from cannabis, and adults should be adults and make up their own 
mind. Gareth
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2020-09-09 
11:37:42 Gauteng Not fully

Oh  my goodness! What a fuSle waste of Sme. I agree with the view to treat 
Cannabis similar to tobacco and alcohol.  K I S S  = Keep The System  Simple.  Do 
the planned legislaSon  include taxaSon on any change of ownership?  I guess 
that is  the Legislator's  long term goal. 
Great fun lies ahead  ..........again smuggling of cannabis like we experienced  in 
"lockdown " with cigareses & alcohol . John

2020-09-09 
11:33:43 Gauteng Not fully

Possession and use of cannabis should be illegal for persons under 25 years of 
age, as at that age, they should be mature enough to realize that the use of 
cannabis is detrimental to health, as is the case with cigareses. Peter 

2020-09-09 
11:30:36 Gauteng Not fully Wynand

2020-09-09 
11:29:01 Gauteng Not fully

I am a health professional who has worked with people with a cannabis 
addicSon for 40 years.  
Like alcohol one will never stop it completely but the sale of cannabis must be a 
criminal offence as it contributes greatly to mental health problems, some 
severe such as schiziphrenia. There is a huge market for cannabis. It is sold to 
school chidren on a Friday when they leave school early, in parks and public 
places. I have proof of watching pedlars sell to Waverley girls and Highland 
North boys outside my house. There are fileds of it growing in the Transkei and 
in Mpungalanga rural community the wealthiest house are growing gardens full 
of cannabis. This muct be prohibited. . It is an extremely difficult addicSon to 
stop - even worse than smoking. unfortunately it interferes with the 
learningability of our school children and should be completely controlled in 
schools.  . Rosemary

2020-09-09 
11:28:13 Gauteng Not fully

The sale of of cannabis should be allowed to generate tax on it and also it 
doesn't make sense that one can have it on their person but can't buy it legally. 
Also I understand that it smells but why should you have to get consent to 
smoke it when you are consuming the product in your home or private garden. Nicole

2020-09-09 
11:27:06 Gauteng Not fully

Jane    Medicinal sale I fully support.  The punishment  for possession and  
smoking are  draconian and totally unrealisSc.  It is all very well saying how 
much each person can grow but how are you going to enforce it and it could  
create a whole new realm  for corrupSon. Maybe it should be publicly sold  at a 
fair price.   There will sSll be those who will grow it at home as they are unable 
to pay for it. Cannabis has been smoked for  years and years and you will not 
stop it but what we can try and stop is filling up our prisons with cannibis 
smokers. Penelope

2020-09-09 
11:21:07 Gauteng Not fully

The bill does not address the effects of cannabis on driving or other acSviSes 
where it may impair skills and reacSon Sme. Driving under the influence is 
usually taken to mean alcohol where there are strict limits. There are no such 
limits for cannabis and this needs to be addressed somewhere. Frank

2020-09-09 
11:19:24 Gauteng Not fully

Fully agree to most of the terms. This is an opportunity to make less things 
illegal and more people living their lives. Also an opportunity for the police to go 
aXer drugs more aggressively. Moving forward there must be a legal way of 
buying and selling with certain excepSons. Therefore it can be taxed (greatly).  
The 2/4 year penalty is too aggressive and will be hard for people to acSon it 
out. I believe it should be made 1 year or one MASSIVE fine. This will be easier 
process and people will quicklier get the just of what to do and what not to do. Tiaan

2020-09-09 
11:18:49 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis for private use or for private growing should have no limits. 

One should be able to buy it from whoever one chooses. 

Lock up the drunks and the corrupt government thieves and leave us alone to do 
what we do in the privacy of our own homes without harming anyone. ELSA

2020-09-09 
11:15:57 Gauteng Not fully

The laws that have been put into place are wrisen from old knowledge around 
the plant. Laws must be made to include everyone from the person who smokes 
once a month to the person that cannot take less than 10 grams of dried 
cannabis for severe medical reasons. The laws as they are are vague and will 
result in more harm than good. Much is also missing from the bill such as the 
limits and accesses regarding extracSons, oils and another products derived 
from cannabis. Also missing in the laws and policies around the sale of cannabis 
as it is now seen by many previous states and countries that have legalized 
cannabis in the last years that the economic effects are something that, aXer the 
current impact of covid 19 to our economy, the legalizaSon of the sale of 
cannabis could be the turning point. Well some of the bill makes sense this must 
only be used as a guideline to put into place more fully fledged laws. Katelyn

2020-09-09 
11:15:34 Gauteng Not fully

The only problem I have is that you need consent from people living around you 
to smoke your Cannabis.  Why, I take it for Cancer, so why do I need their 
consent, and where am I supposed to smoke it if they do not consent as you are 
not allowed to smoke it any where but at home.  Natasha

2020-09-09 
11:15:15 Gauteng Not fully Sales should be allowed. There's tax to be made. Johan

2020-09-09 
11:09:22 Gauteng Not fully

The bill needs to include  permission to buy seed, seedlings and plants from a 
large number of registered providers. RegistraSon for being a provider shouldn't 
be so impossible that nobody can be involved L
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2020-09-09 
11:06:08 Gauteng Not fully

'per home' is a silly way to measure because some homes have one person living 
there while others have 8, so consumpSon needs will vary greatly. Those 
numbers should be 'per adult living at 1 residence'.   

You also need to take into account that without special apparatus, the plants 
won't grow in winter, so need to be stockpiled for those months.  That is one 
reason why I don't think there should be any limit on the number of plants one 
has. There is no limit to the amount of alcohol one can have at their home aXer 
all. 

Furthermore, the government needs to start issuing permits (not just to cronies, 
but to everyone who applies and meets the criteria) to be able to grow for the 
purposes of medical marijuana dispensaries. It's Sme South African with 
arthriSs can legally buy oil through proper channels. Roxane

2020-09-09 
11:02:21 Gauteng Not fully

The jail term for someone caught dealing is too harsh.  To a child (or minor) yes 
it should be harsh but not to adults.   

I believe the bill should allow for regulated commercial culSvaSon using similar 
mechanisms in place in other industries.  Meyer

2020-09-09 
10:59:00 Gauteng Not fully

I believe that the legislaSon is sSll overly harsh for breaches and sSll disturbingly 
vague (too close to a window?) 

Define a private space and define a public space and leave it as that. Also, the 
growing of plants for personal use is unnecessarily limiSng and restricSve. 

Overall, I am in full agreement with the general idea and relaxing of cannabis for 
private use. Hopefully see something similar for culSvaSon of hemp and 
cannabis for commercial use soon, other than narrow medicinal usage. John

2020-09-09 
10:57:38 Gauteng Not fully

The bill should have addressed the commercial sale of THC containing cannabis 
to the private individual.  Sales by legalized traders who are held accountable for 
the natural purity of the cannabis they sell for smoking purposes would have 
realized some tax rewards for the  government. 

Trading penalty is harsh, parScularly as there is no reference to a quanSty that 
draw such a penalty for example if 100kg is exceeded. Philip

2020-09-09 
10:56:21 Gauteng Not fully

There needs to be more done about legalizing sales as well.  The tax and job 
opportuniSes  are huge.   The punishment for selling seems overly harsh.  I use 
this for medicinal purposes and its not always possible to grow.  I'd like to be 
able to buy it legally.   Riaan

2020-09-09 
10:53:47 Gauteng Not fully

I do not agree with the law against smoking too close to a window, or in a car 

it does not make sense, as venSlaSon is required, and smoking out of a window, 
will not affect the people around me.  

Laura-Leece

2020-09-09 
10:53:17 Gauteng Not fully

I do not agree that there should be such a low limit on the amount of plants 
allowed to be grown on private property. It's honestly ridiculously low, for those 
people who grow to make oils for treaSng their own condiSons (instead of 
paying exorbitant amounts for inferior oils at a health shop) need a lot more 
than four plants for a viable extracSon. There should be no limitaSons on what 
happens in private places, it's a part of our right to privacy. Sale can be 
prohibited, but why should we pay for a plant in the first place. The Ginger 

2020-09-09 
10:51:17 Gauteng Not fully Gavin

2020-09-09 
10:51:14 Gauteng Not fully

This bill is ridiculous and clearly set up by ignorant and uneducated 
poliScians(with regard to cannabis). Start with a naSon wide tour to debate and 
educate the naSon about this MOST COMPLEX and WONDERFUL PLANT. 

 A quesSon to people wanSng cannabis completely banned: Why don't you 
educate yourself before you talk about something you know ABSOLUTELY 
NOTHING ABOUT!!!!! Remember that opinions are like ass holes, everybody has 
one!!! 

WE WILL CREATE OUR OWN NEW NORMAL. Get onboard or GET OUT!!!!! Dave

2020-09-09 
10:51:01 Gauteng Not fully

QuanSty regulaSons are a direct violaSon of my right to freely consume 
cannabis. It is impossible to self sustaine on under 12 cannabis trees. 

 You dont regulate how much alcohol is bought why should you regulate how 
much cannabis i possess.  

Anonymous

2020-09-09 
10:49:17 Gauteng Not fully

The use of marijuana should be legalized. It's a natural product that has so many 
benefits. It's great for stress, anxiety, sleeplessness, people with eaSng disorders 
etc. The benefits outweigh the negaSves! Legalized it! And the amount of plants 
allowed to be grown should be increased. The growing Sme takes too long. And 
when harvested, you restart, not having enough to see you through the growth 
period! Jenny
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2020-09-09 
10:48:39 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis has proven medical benefits for many suffering from a variety of 
diseases or condiSons & as such, should be completely legalised. 

I honestly believe we have far more pressing issues that need to be sorted out 
first. 
Government - stop going for the easy wins & tackle the big issues & tackle them 
properly. 

Rob

2020-09-09 
10:47:21 Gauteng Not fully

The summary is much beser than the previous suggesSons. 
However, the - too close to a window - aspect is ambiguous.  Marijuana has a 
pungent smell. If i am smoking inside my house and the windows are open, the 
smell Wil inevitably premiate outwards. 
Secondly the aspect of a "public space" is problemaSc - as current liquor laws 
stand drinking on the street  or in ones car is not allowed. However there are 
bars. So If a bar consStutes a "public space" - will certain bars be allowed to 
allow the consumpSon of cannibis (home grown, personal use) on their 
premises as it is legal to consume alcohol in this public space. 

Lastly I believe a slight increase in the free distribuSon laws. If I plant 30 
seedlings, of which 15 turn out to be flowering plants - and I can only give away 
one plant and retain 4, the others will have to be Disposed of. Also. 4 plants can 
produce much more than 600 grams. Then I am only allowed to give away 100 
Grams. These numbers are inconsistent. Desire 

2020-09-09 
10:45:58 Gauteng Not fully

Make cannabis fully legal and unrestricted for personal consumpSon.  
Make the worst sentence for giving cannabis to children community service in a 
rehabilitaSon facility so that people UNDERSTAND why giving cannabis to kids is 
bad. Tack on a fine to make the lesson sSck. Our prisons are too crowded for 
pesy crimes to be filling them up more. 
Make the SALE of cannabis fully controlled. 
Make provision for commercial growers, which includes hospital controlled use 
sites, hospital controlled sell sites and procedures in place to allow hospitals to 
deem someone in need of intervenSon to prevent progressing to addicSon to 
stronger substances. 
DEFINE what counts as "too close to a window"? Which window? My house 
window? A car window? What if I live in a single bedroom flat? What if I live in a 
shack which only has one window and is five paces across? What exactly 
consStutes too close to a window? 

This law needs to be beser defined or it will be unenforcable. Angie

2020-09-09 
10:45:08 Gauteng Not fully

the law is too erroneous,  4 plants take 9 months to mature for harvesSng, 
which is insufficient for sustaining private use for following 9 months grow 
season Pierre

2020-09-09 
10:42:48 Gauteng Not fully Lorna
2020-09-09 
10:38:49 Gauteng Not fully

It will  for the most part be  impossible to enforce. Punishment, except maybe 
for transgressions involving children, are unreasonable.  NIC

2020-09-09 
10:30:26 Gauteng Not fully

This bill makes no sense and is aimed at spearheading big pharma and not the 
man on the ground.   
South Africa is a huge potenSal farming country and for cannabis this could 
bring our country out of junk status and into a merging mulS billion dollar 
industry without feeding the already rich..   
Thousands of rural communiSes stand to benefit more from community based 
projects rather than big pharma and large corporaSon farms restricSng the 
learning capacity and growth of our youth and rural communiSes...  

The penalSes for cannabis possession be it for private and personal use or even 
public possession are also ridiculous and a slap in the face for all who fought for 
legislaSon, Jules most importantly.   It's my right to grow as much plants and 
smoke when and how I choose... as I want to or need to in the confort or privacy 
of my own home or space.. With regards to public possession the laws should be 
based on the same ruling for alcohol in public places... A spot fine... Not jail Sme 
or harsh sentencing... How's about some harsh sentencing for rape or murder.... 
Real crimes..  

Legal sales of regulated cannabis products including thc should be allowed for 
recreaSonal and medical use.... With correct age restricSons in place much like 
alcohol and tobacco...   

The whole point of this legislaSon was to make fair what was unjust and 
unconsStuSonal..  Your new proposed bill goes completely against the 
ConsStuSonal bill to privacy Jason

2020-09-09 
10:28:51 Gauteng Not fully

The penalSes are far too harsh - you get the same or less for murder or rape! 
Cannabis use, being previously  called a vicSmless crime harms nobody other 
than the health of the user if smoked, should have no growing limits on private 
property. 
Limits on amounts of dried cannabis to be kept on your private property should 
be reviewed as plants have different yields and you may end up with more than 
1.2 kg from a seasons harvest. Alasdair 
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2020-09-09 
10:28:42 Gauteng Not fully

The limit to the amount of cannabis plants as well as the amount of cannabis 
allowed in one's household should be removed. There is no limit to how much 
alcohol one may have at home, or how many bosles of alcohol one may posses, 
yet there is a thriving legal alcohol market without compeSSon from the "craX" 
industry.  

Those hoping to grow enough cannabis for medicinal purposes by way of 
extracSng the medicinal cannabinoids from the cannabis that they grow at 
home cannot do so as they will not be able to produce enough cannabis within 
the limits of the Cannabis Bill.  

This bill is clearly seing up limitaSons to prevent compeSSon from the black 
market to the forthcoming legal market once the legal framework is created. 
Government must remember that the only reason cannabis is as popular and 
lucraSve is because of the work and culture developed by the black market  and 
to exclude these people, including the tradiSonal healers, is injusSce and will 
prevent another avenue for low-class ciSzens to make a living for themselves. Raimund

2020-09-09 
10:25:47 Gauteng Not fully George
2020-09-09 
10:23:29 Gauteng Not fully Concerned about how it will be monitored by law Stuart 

2020-09-09 
10:22:51 Gauteng Not fully

There should not be a limit on amount of plants as alot of us make our own Oils/
ExtracSons and it takes 10Smes more dried cannabis to make.. 
The limit of amount of tried cannabis is NOT ENOUGH Rudolf

2020-09-09 
10:22:48 Gauteng Not fully

I feel these two rules: 

1. Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” may be jailed for up to 
two years. 

2. Smoking around children can result in up to four years in jail. 

Are too harsh and could lead to unnecessary arrests. There should rather be a 
strike system where if one fails to adhere to not smoking around non-consenSng 
adults three Smes, then you can be jailed. 

Who says if a person smokes without knowing someone else might have a 
problem and that person calls the cops and the smoker gets arrested without 
knowing why and without the prior knowledge.  

Also, with the second point, what if the children are my own? Does the rule 
apply to children in general or what?  

I think these two rules need to be expanded on further before the rules are 
implimented. Junie

2020-09-09 
10:21:44 Gauteng Not fully

15 years for selling something less harmful than alcohol is absurd.  Decriminalize 
the sale of cannabis and free up police resources. gavin

2020-09-09 
10:20:28 Gauteng Not fully

The growing and consumpSon has been illegally taking place for 120 years. 
Legalizing the growing and using of Cannabas will hopefully free up resources to 
asend to other major criminal acSviSes in the country. Ian

2020-09-09 
10:18:00 Gauteng Not fully With the legislaSon educaSon is also necessary Marian

2020-09-09 
10:10:19 Gauteng Not fully

Overall I am happy but the limits on flowering plants at home are too low and 
also too low for exchanges between individuals. The language of protecSng 
adults from harm is nanny state-ish, adults do not need the state to protect 
them from anything except invading outsiders. Talking about personal legal use 
at home is wrong, the courts were very clear that personal use is legal in 
PRIVATE. That means in my car, or in a private area away from other people 
anywhere outside the home. Daryl

2020-09-09 
10:07:42 Gauteng Not fully

Ek dink dit moet baie gekontroleerd wees en net vir medisinale doeleindes 
gebruik work. 
As dit as 'n dwelm gebruik word kan dit baie skadelik vir die gebruiker se 
gesondheid wees. risSne

2020-09-09 
10:06:54 Gauteng Not fully

1) The sale of cannabis should be allowed in order to create more jobs and in 
turn, give some much needed tax revenue to the government. If a regulated 
market can be created this would also take away resources from law 
enforcement in order for them to concentrate on more important crimes. 

2) The jail term for dealing in cannabis seems excessive but as per my 
submission above, I don't believe it should be criminalised at all. Providing to a 
child should sSll be punished harshly. MarSn

2020-09-09 
10:05:07 Gauteng Not fully

There is a need for dedicated shops to be able to sell the products. It can help 
the economy and personal health issues.  Over seas you can walk into a shop 
and get what you need as an adult. The jail terms suggested is moving into the 
wrong direcSon as cannabis use, buying or selling is sSll a crime as the bill 
stands now...  There needs to be control but not as strict as planned... MarSn

2020-09-09 
10:04:42 Gauteng Not fully

I am not fully in agreement with the legalisaSon of cannabis for smoking 
purposes.  I am aware that it is extremely difficult to police especially when we 
have a corrupt police force .   However, I have a son who is a drug addict and it 
started with cannabis.   I think we should listen to the psychologists on this. Louise
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2020-09-09 
09:59:29 Gauteng Not fully

We do not see such restricSons on cigareses and alcohol and we should 
therefore not see restricSon on cannabis either. 

Adults should be able to decide for themselves how much cannabis they wish to 
grow, posses and consume. 
South Africans are able to make, consume, and posses as much alcohol and 
cigareses as they like and the same should apply to cannabis. 

Removing these restricSons and taxing cannabis will help South Africa bring in 
addiSonal revenue and reduce strain on the legal system and law enforcement - 
help them focus on more important masers and real issues. Sascha

2020-09-09 
09:58:53 Gauteng Not fully

The jail Sme suggested for use of cannabis is to extreme. Perhaps a fine for 
smoking in the presense of non-users or children is understandable, but the 
same can then be said for tobacco smoke... Allow people the autonomy to make 
their own choices regarding private use.  

Rather focus asenSon and funding on the research and development of 
producing hemp and cannabis products for economic, environmental and 
medicinal benefits to our country and her people. Lee-Ann

2020-09-09 
09:58:29 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis is a lethal drug and the cause of lot of crime and villainous acSons.  
Possession should be limited to the absolute minimum.   Cannabis oil is used as 
medicine but also smoked with doctored tabacco. More thinking should be done 
on this subject!  
This is poison - worse than alcohol! 
Selling seeds or seedlings put this drug  into the reach of minor children for a 
drug user is not diligent in safety regulaSons! Children are curious! Ansie

2020-09-09 
09:57:06 Gauteng Not fully Dos

2020-09-09 
09:56:54 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis should be completely legalized and regulaSons should only regulate 
how distribuSon is managed and the collecSon of tax on cannabis. It is far less 
dangerous than alcohol and smoking so why do we insist on making it illegal. 
Other places in the world are benefiSng from legalizaSon - why are we missing 
this opportunity yet again? Michael

2020-09-09 
09:55:00 Gauteng Not fully

Cannibis for personal use should be completely legal with no limitaSons. The 
amount of plants you have should not be limited as these things can someSmes 
grow literally like weeds and controlling them and counSng them is impracScal. 
Have you tried controlling blackjacks once they get onto your property? It would 
be unfair to criminalise someone for accidentally having 9 bushes instead of 10 
etc. OXen you have to culSvate a lot more plants in order to even have a single 
viable one that makes it to full harvest before geing diseased. There should be 
no limitaSons on number of plants owned. Cannibis is seasonal so of course you 
need to start off with a whole bunch, see which ones do well, that you can 
harvest and then you will have jars and jars of the stuff aXer the harvest as the 
things dont exactly grow in winter. You might rip out all the male plants in your 
own garden but if the neighbour didnt do the same it can ruin some of your 
female plants so obviously you need to start with a whole lot more than said 
limited amount of plants before you might end up with 3 you can actually 
harvest.  It shouldnt maser how many jars you stash for your own use for the 
next year or even two, to use and give away at your own discreSon. Janine

2020-09-09 
09:51:08 Gauteng Not fully Canna 
2020-09-09 
09:49:28 Gauteng Not fully Candice
2020-09-09 
09:45:42 Gauteng Not fully

The amounts they are suggesSng for legal possession are ridiculous. I use more 
than that personally for my own personal use and treatment Greg

2020-09-09 
09:45:01 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis should only be used for medical condiSons and not be allowed to have 
freely  access to. Smoking cannabis is harmful. The results can be seen in places 
like Tara. But contolled medicinal uses should be legallised and available. Such 
cannabis has the harmful elements removed. Leonie

2020-09-09 
09:40:21 Gauteng Not fully

It is ridiculous to impose strict limits on individuals that are impossible to police. 
As long as they are not trading the amount should be irrelevant. 
The bill should also make it possible for small scale farmers to parScipate in the 
market to grow the rural economy and avoid dominance by a couple of big 
boys . Barry

2020-09-09 
09:39:40 Gauteng Not fully

It does not include the commercial trade of cannabis as required for the use 
thereof. 

Cannabis cannot be grown without the sale of seeds.  
Cannabis cannot be medically administered if you are not allowed to use the 
services of a medical professional.  
Should a paSent Recieve a script the paSent cannot then purchase any 
Medicinal cannabis as per this bill. Note that medical grade cannabis products 
are not easily grown at your private place of residence. Most paSents cannot 
even grow.. 

The sale of Cannabis products must be allowed for the correct treatments to 
take place also allowing the government to gain taxes, which they now cannot. 

Not allowing the sale of cannabis related products is in affect supporSng the 
black market trade which MUST come to an end for the safety of civilians. Antonio
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2020-09-09 
09:35:54 Gauteng Not fully

I do NOT agree that it is freely available for drug purposes, but I am aware of the 
medical value in the form of Cannabis Oil! 
Therefore it should a Criminal act to grow it privately for drug or any other 
purposes, but ONLY under controlled legal environment for MEDICAL PURPOSES 
ONLY!! Werda 

2020-09-09 
09:34:59 Gauteng Not fully

These amounts are not workable. If someone is wanSng to make cbd oil then 
these amounts of plants will not be enough. Garrick

2020-09-09 
09:34:40 Gauteng Not fully

Medicinal benefits from substances extracted from the Cannabis plant; Yes that 
will be beneficial. 
RecreaSonal use to obscure sound judgement is the same problem as alcohol. It 
needs to be regulated and prosecuted if misused. Does not benefit society but 
much rather strains society as individuals are not in a sound state to parScipate 
economically and resources must be spent to facilitate enforcement of 
regulaSon and prosecuSon.  
Other lisle problem. Hemp which is a fantasSc material for the texSle industry is 
derived from the same family of plants. 
Proposal: Commercialize the pharmaceuScal use and regulate it as any other 
medicine via the medical industry and second commercialize hemp producSon 
that will be a way to sSmulate economic growth in the texSle industry. 

 Reuben

2020-09-09 
09:33:46 Gauteng Not fully

We have much beser pieces of legislaSon e.g. the Tobacco Products Control Act 
that should be used as a base for this legislaSon, as they largely deal with 
extremely similar products. 

In this proposal there is very lisle, to no provision for legally purchasing 
cannabis products, which simply further promotes the illicit trade (e.g. what 
happened when the sale of cigareses was banned during lock-down).  

There is also no clear provision for low THC products that may not even be made 
from cannabis e.g. full spectrum CBD made from hemp. These products may 
contain trace amounts of THC, but nowhere near the amount required to create 
a significant psychoacSve response and should be explicitly excluded to 
governmental overreach due to (ostensibly) unintended consequences of 
legislaSon. 

Instead, there should be a push to create an inclusive legislaSve framework that 
enables the legal and controlled sale of cannabis products as is currently done 
with cigareses, which will (likely significantly) contribute to the fiscus and 
relieve the courts from dealing with comparaSvely trivial cases - i.e. give them 
greater freedom to deal with e.g. violent / GBV crimes. 

As a summary: I support legalizaSon, but the rules outlined in the bill are on the 
whole - poorly conceived and come across as pesy power grabbing / 
authoritarianism (as has sadly become the norm with recently proposed 
legislaSon). It is also crystal clear that there has been lisle to no engagement 
with actual stakeholders during the draXing thereof. Louwtjie

2020-09-09 
09:33:25 Gauteng Not fully

The prescribed prison sentences are ludicrous. Why should cannabis be treated 
any differently to alcohol or smoking cigareses? Renato

2020-09-09 
09:31:58 Gauteng Not fully

I agree to the limits but I do not agree to the harsh jail sentences. South Africa 
needs to be harsher on rapists, women/child abusers and assault. Cannabis is a 
peace plant and does not cause aggression such as alcohol and chemicals. Kim

2020-09-09 
09:31:42 Gauteng Not fully

I believe that people should be able to use Cannabis for private purposes.  I have 
seen too much good when people use it for medicinal purposes to feel 
otherwise. Rene 

2020-09-09 
09:30:40 Gauteng Not fully

The Bill is bazaar !  Who is going to check on these small amounts in private 
homes?  More research is necessary to establish the good and bad use of the 
product and how much is required.   Either it’s allowed or it isn’t, Sylvia

2020-09-09 
09:28:17 Gauteng Not fully

I just think the plant to dry cannabis raSo is out. It is not realisSc to be limited to 
4 plants but then 600g of dry dagga .  

4 plants cannot possibly produce 600g of dry dagga under any normal 
circumstances I know of (In one growing season) 

Suggest reducing either dry amount allowed or increase plants to match dry 
limits - or this will encourage over producSon ( more than legal number of 
plants) of dry cannabis and illegal trade. Peter

2020-09-09 
09:26:15 Gauteng Not fully

The limits on personal, legal use and exchange without renumeraSon at home 
are sensible enough. But the fact that dealing in the substance to an adult is sSll 
criminalized is hilarious and ridiculous. Nevermind the ridiculous jail term that 
comes with this. The government can mind their own business. You already take 
all our money with rates and taxes, where do you get off passing moral 
judgement as well!? Sarel
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2020-09-09 
09:25:18 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis should just be legalised without any restricSons or limitaSons. How on 
earth would this law be policed as our police service cannot police the rampant 
corrupSon and violent crime.  

The use should be leX to peoples choice as is the consumpSon of alcohol.  

Used to be a major medical treatment up to 1930s unSl it was outlawed by big 
pharma by the use of false informaSon as they could not make big money out of 
it. 

I have not heard of anyone dying from an overdose of cannabis yet the opposite 
is the case with alcohol and many so called legal drugs where a side effect is 
death! Simon

2020-09-09 
09:23:25 Gauteng Not fully

The restricSons are too heaXy for those who have more than the given amount. 
It is legal to have and smoke and is medicinal. I think 15 years for someone who 
has more than the required amount is ridiculous. A fine would be more in order 
for a non violent crime of 'dealing' by having over the given amount. There are 
rapists in prison with lighter sentences. Honestly medicinal plants should be 
legal without limitaSons, there is no record of it being directly dangerous or 
anyone dying from it. More people have problems with over the counter 
medicaSon that have severe side effects. People who grow plants are not 
criminals. DecriminalizaSon is what it should be! Seriously why are we wasSng 
our police resources on gardeners, when they are already unreliable to phone 
calls of real crimes and you have to wait to hours for them to arrive unprepared 
for break ins. Daniella 

2020-09-09 
09:23:06 Gauteng Not fully

My view is that canabis should be completely decriminalised FOR ADULT USE. I 
would therefore suggest: 

1. Up to 15-year prison sentences for anyone providing canabis to CHILDREN OR 
YOUNG ADULTS - research is clear that it is harmful for developing brains to 
smoke canabis. However, prison sentences should not apply when selling to 
adults. 
2. Adults should be allowed to purchase canabis for personal use. This should be 
decriminalised in order for it to be regulated, ensuring that canabis purchased is 
of good quality and not lined with other harmful/addicSve substances. 

I support the other remaining regulaSons. 
Yolande

2020-09-09 
09:22:47 Gauteng Not fully

This is just another Bill that the SAPS will not be able to monitor and they will 
probably be the main culprits. To get such a sentence when smoking something 
that is legal is ridicules. There are much bigger issues in SA hat needs asenSon. Johan

2020-09-09 
09:21:47 Gauteng Not fully Frank

2020-09-09 
09:21:08 Gauteng Not fully

I agree with limitaSons on mass scale for personal use but I would rather see 
requirements around regulaSng the quality which is used to manufacture home 
use CBD around pesScide use and organic producSon - so more around food 
safety requirements, but trying to regulate the home growers would be like 
trying to regulate tannie Sannies Melktert sold through home industry stores. Cheryl

2020-09-09 
09:19:11 Gauteng Not fully

The problem with legalizing cannabis is that it would be a stepping stone to 
heavier drugs for the young people. This is because they are not mature enough 
to understand the consequences of smoking cannabis and the overall effect it 
has on one and also that they then look for something that would give them a 
beser buzz than cannabis. Tom

2020-09-09 
09:16:26 Gauteng Not fully

Medicinal cannabis should be handled beser.  The jails are over full so there 
must be another way to punish lesser crimes. Patricia

2020-09-09 
09:16:25 Gauteng Not fully

Medicinal cannabis should be handled beser.  The jails are over full so there 
must be another way to punish lesser crimes. Patricia

2020-09-09 
09:14:39 Gauteng Not fully

Not pracScal  and a nightmare to administer. 
Should not have such rigid resScSons on flowering plants and smoking canabis 
should be on the same terms as any other tobacco related product Graham

2020-09-09 
09:14:06 Gauteng Not fully

No menSon of cannabis clubs. Trade should be opened and regulated. Harsh 
penalSes is the main issue here for something that is decriminalised and legal to 
use. No jail Sme for  Cannabis related 'crime'. Fine or community service at 
most. Limits are also fine for average cannabis user, but it takes kilos to make 
cannabis oil and if medicinal oil is your only form of consumpSon, these limits 
are low and not viable. Smoking close to a window, they must apply this law to 
cigareses for it to be okay with me. Even smoking near children, parents 
generally keep their distance they don't go looking for kids to smoke near. I just 
got irritated all over again scrolling down reading the segments of the bill. Jesse

2020-09-09 
09:13:56 Gauteng Not fully

There is a disconnect between the draconian penalSes for "dealing" and the 
more sensible individual restricSons.  I would make far more sense to simply 
decriminaliser the whole cannabis spectrum. Kevin

2020-09-09 
09:12:48 Gauteng Not fully

I agree with all the regulaSons appertaining to children and others non smoking 
adults. 
All the rest cannot be monitored and should not be regulated. 

Stan 

2020-09-09 
09:11:18 Gauteng Not fully

I definately am in favour of the way this bill is going. I believe it could go a bit 
further and give the use of canabis for medical purposes a boost.  By this I mean 
that it could sSpulate that the amount that is allowed to be kept by an individual 
person be much more. AXer all it has been proved that canabis has remarkable 
medical funcSons and also remarkable cures. Sheldon
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2020-09-09 
09:06:05 Gauteng Not fully Frdddie

2020-09-09 
09:05:15 Gauteng Not fully

I believe that cannabis should be completely legal to use. This includes the 
selling of cannabis and cannabis products. Allowing the sale of these products 
will provide a controlled environment for the quality and quanSSes sold. It is 
also a good way to encourage entrepreneurship and job growth. While I believe 
this bill is a step in the right direcSon, I don't believe it's necessary to impose 
such strict measures on the usage and sale of cannabis. Callysta

2020-09-09 
09:04:08 Gauteng Not fully

Although I support the use of cannabis which has been modified for medicinal 
use, I do not support it when it has not been modified ie for recreaSonal 
purposes. It affects judgement which can lead to unacceptable behaviour which 
infringes my rights. Denise

2020-09-09 
09:00:31 Gauteng Not fully

I strongly advocate against the use of drugs as a whole but understand there is 
good research into the medical benefit for  cannabis oils or cannabis extract for 
medical purposes and at an extreme relaxaSon  purposes. 
These amounts proposed for example of 1.2kg for two people is far more than 
casual use. it is like smoking 25-30 smokes a day. That is addicSon. 
Unlimited seeds or seedlings will become the new dealing mechanism. 
My experience within the counselling, therapy and addicSon environment 
shows that cannabis is a gateway drug  and the subsequent damage to families 
is enormous. The cost of rehab centres in South Africa is exorbitant and largely 
ineffecSve.   
Defer to Toughlove SA to hear the real fallout of this   

michael

2020-09-09 
09:00:06 Gauteng Not fully

This should be the same as the legislaSon on cigareses and the growth of 
cannabis should be as a commercial endeavor and then processed in a separate 
facility.  
Private growth and ownership with subsequent monitoring removes resources 
which should be used elsewhere.      George

2020-09-09 
08:58:30 Gauteng Not fully

I think medicinal cannabis dosages must be determined by a registered health 
care professional. Those dosages will differ from the governments guidelines. Simonae

2020-09-09 
08:57:07 Gauteng Not fully

I support a Cannabis for Private Purposes Bill if it provides a framework within 
which ciSzens have the right to culSvate and use cannabis in their personal 
capacity and in the privacy of their own homes. However, I feel that some of the 
proposed penalSes and transgressions are way too extreme. Dale

2020-09-09 
08:54:19 Gauteng Not fully

I support the principle of legalisaSon but not the way it is intended in terms of, 
inter alia, that one will not be allowed to sell cannabis products as well as the 
number of plants/products one may have in his/her possession. Surely, there 
should be an iniSaSve for small growers to enhance the principle of 
entrepreneurship and the socio-economic influence to grow and sell this 
product...! 
The old retoric proposed penalSes to be imposed by Government, is sSll part of 
the "old school" thinking paradigm.  
Legalise this industry to its fullest extent and stop the principle of a "police 
state"! Carel

2020-09-09 
08:52:20 Gauteng Not fully

The limit of 1.2kg of dried material does not quite equate with the limit of four 
flowering plants. The number of flowering plants should be increased, four is 
too few. Derek

2020-09-09 
08:51:10 Gauteng Not fully

yes legalize it. But change the regulaSons they are impracScal and open to 
abuse. The regulaSons do not make sense and contradict. mirca

2020-09-09 
08:51:01 Gauteng Not fully Dianne

2020-09-09 
08:47:51 Gauteng Not fully

The bill is definitely a step in the right direcSon, but some of the regulaSons 
seem very arbitrary.  
The noSon that you can go to jail for several years for using cannabis on private 
property,  only because your window is open, is ludicrous!  
In my opinion, cannabis use should be regulated similarly to tobacco and alcohol 
(the laser being a substanSally more dangerous substance than cannabis). 
Alcohol causes many more health issues and socioeconomic problems than 
cannabis, but cannabis 'violaSons' are much more arbitrary and penalSes are 
much harsher. This is inconsistent with the South African consStuSon on laws 
being fair and raSonal. And will likely end with costly consStuSonal court 
challenges and low prosecuSon rates. 
RecreaSonal use on private property should be legal in its enSrety. I do agree 
that minors should not have access to cannabis, except for possible medical 
reasons (with a doctor's prescripSon). 
PenalSes or punishments should be similar to that of alcohol related violaSons. André

2020-09-09 
08:43:01 Gauteng Not fully

The trade or sale of Canabis should be allowed to or by anyone over the age of 
18, but limited to a certain quanSty, say your 100g? 
Its like asking the naSon not to eat vegetables unless they grow it themselves. 
Or asking the naSon not to use medicaSons unless they grow it themselves. 
It is rediculous to try and control the sale of this naturally growing plant that has 
been effecSvely utelised for medicinal, relaxaSon, sleep and pleasure purposes, 
longer than any of us have been alive. 
Sales must be allowed!! 

Jail sentence terms are rediculous, this is a natural product. They should be 
shortened significantly Nathan
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2020-09-09 
08:41:44 Gauteng Not fully

In my opinion the flowering plant limitaSons are low, and need to be adjusted to 
atleast 10 flowering plants per adult in the household. You also need to provide 
cannabis clubs the freedom to operate as its actually a co-op to grow and this 
invests in the community. You also need to allow the small guy the freedom to 
operate on a smaller (less expensive) scale without the fear of arrest. Medical 
cannabis needs to accessible for paSents, and not treated illegally. Regulate the 
pricing, not the farmer? Michelle

2020-09-09 
08:40:23 Gauteng Not fully

I think 1.2 kilograms of dried cannabis is way too much. I am concerned in 
households parScularly where children reside. With that amount of cannabis in 
household it may lead to younger children having access and even encourage 
them to experiment with the drug whether with or without the parents consent. 
The impact of cannabis use by young children is well documented and it has a 
detrimental effect on their cogniSve skills over Sme. Drid cannabis is extremely 
light so 1.2Kg is a huge amount of the drug. I would suggest that the legal 
amount should be greatly reduced. Christopher

2020-09-09 
08:39:01 Gauteng Not fully

Dagga by itself is very dangerous and causes drug addicSon. 
My late brother of many years ago was addicted to it, and I believe it caused him 
lung emphysema of which he died of at a very early age of 43 years...sad..but 
true. 
Out of a medical point of view, I have heard only posiSve and good things of 
cannabis (oils) 
So I would support the medical part thereof. Myself suffers a lot from arthriSs 
from a very young age up to now - age 53. Maybe its Sme to try out the 
cannabis for possible relieve of pain. 
Problem sSll lies with the implementaSon  and managing of laws. Harsh 
penalSes will be appreciated. 
CorrupSon will crawl in …………. and a vicious circle awaits. 

Lee

2020-09-09 
08:37:17 Gauteng Not fully

I support the direcSon the bill is going, but the limits are unrealisScly low for 
what you are allowed to have at home and what you are allowed to grow. But 
then the amounts you can giX or have on you in public are quite high which is 
ironic. Plus, gov wants to make money off of the industry to save the economy... 
But, this bill if enforced heavily, will sink the whole billion + rand industry. This 
means that when gov legalizes it, there won't be an industry to tax and help save 
the economy. But gov prob wants to sink it so they can enter the industry and be 
the main players and get all the jobs it creates. 

We will fight for our medicine, and the people of SA will get it! Izak

2020-09-09 
08:36:06 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis is a wonderful medicaSon, but geing high on it is oXen a road to 
stronger  drugs.  

ChrisSne

2020-09-09 
08:35:53 Gauteng Not fully

I agree with the statements about not smoking in public and selling to children. 
But people should have free choice as to what they do in their homes, especially 
when used for medicinal purposes. I also think that decriminalising cannabis 
could earn South Africa enormous revenue in taxes. Ingrid 

2020-09-09 
08:32:36 Gauteng Not fully

CBD and cbd oil have many uses for health and wellness. They can help to cure 
so many illnesses. I do believe cbd may need to be regulated due to levels of 
THC but use of cannabis should only be made criminal for those using it to get 
high, not those using it as medicaSon. Rowena

2020-09-09 
08:28:24 Gauteng Not fully

The Cannabis for Private Purposes Bill needs to be amended.  AddicSon to 
cannabis is extremely dangerous and the mental effects are severe in cases of 
abuse.  I don't agree with making cannabis illegal.  It's a choice and people will 
sSll smoke it and the addict will always find a way to find the substance. Making 
it illegal costs the country with government and police corrupSon and does 
nothing to prevent addicSon.  High taxes should be imposed on this substance 
just like alcohol and cigareses but used for the benefit of the country and not 
the poliScians. Collese

2020-09-09 
08:27:22 Gauteng Not fully

I think the limits of Flowering plants is too low as it can grow very wild and in 
places you cannot see - so it is not fully culSvated or planned. 

There also does not seem to be any allowance for consumpSon or possession of 
cannabis in any form other than flowering plant material. 

The amounts  that can be legally kept at a premises are too low. 

The allowed amount for carrying in public and for non-remuneraSve exchange 
are fare. 

It would be best to decriminalize cannabis, but it should be controlled and taxed 
like alcohol, which, in fact, is the definiSve gateway drug - such related offenses 
should lead to community service and not jail Sme; unless it involves minors, 
but I have never heard of a barman, bosle-store or bar owner going to prison 
for selling beers to minors, nor a cafe owner/cashier for selling cigareses to 
minors either. Liam

2020-09-09 
08:26:54 Gauteng Not fully

Nee, ek is nie hiervoor nie.  Ek het al te veel kere gesien hoe mense met Dagga 
begin, en dan op eindig met die harde drugs waarvan hulle nie kan a�om nie.  
Dit maak hulle lui, neuk hulle breins op, vergeetaXig.  Vir mense wat pyn het, 
kan dit dalk werk, maar slegs onder baie steng toesig deur 'n dokter. vanessa
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2020-09-09 
08:25:17 Gauteng Not fully

They are sSll treaSng cannabis as if it is worse than alcohol. Why not jail a 
parents for 15 years if they give their 17 year old a beer or jail someone for 2 if 
they see you having a glass of wine through a window? 
This sends the wrong message and vicSmises users of cannabis even futher. 
Cannabis is safer than alcohol by a factor of about 100! No one is saying it is 
completely harmless, but please, let the punishment fit the crime! Cannabis is a 
global commodity of extreme value. South Africa is already one of the biggest 
producers of cannabis and has been for decades. If South Africa legalises 
recreaSonal growing, using and exporSng, we can see a drasSc decline in 
unemployment, especially in our rural areas. This bill is shortsighted and 
discriminatory towards cannabis users.  

Jurgen
2020-09-09 
08:21:49 Gauteng Not fully Ridiculous penalSes for contravening the law John
2020-09-09 
08:16:42 Gauteng Not fully Mandla
2020-09-09 
08:12:04 Gauteng Not fully

Yes legal ize it, like alchol and cigareses, But change the rules . They are 
impracScal and open to abuse mirca

2020-09-09 
08:03:30 Gauteng Not fully

Just make it legal, and regulate it like you do Tabaco products. 

Trying to regulate private's use is point less. and sSfling legal trade where you 
could make money by taxing the sales of the products. 

Willem

2020-09-09 
08:02:45 Gauteng Not fully

I agree that there should be controlled rules and regulaSons regarding sales and 
usage or cannabis.  Nobody should be exposed to the product by accident or not 
in agreement.  It sghould however be available for its medicinal qualiSes ie, 
Rheumatoid ArthriSs etc. Elsa

2020-09-09 
08:00:17 Gauteng Not fully Too many private users misuse and abuse cannabis everyday. Tony

2020-09-09 
07:58:51 Gauteng Not fully

It must be remembered that cannabis is a mind altering substance that are 
addicSve and potenSally destroys lives and families. The regulaSons should 
provide for a naSonal register of Cannabis offenders. If any one have a 
complaint or report some one, it is to be reasonably verified and noted on this 
register.  Similar to other offences like child abuse, domesSc violence's, alcohol 
abuse, etc. Same as with poor credit score these records can be disputed by the 
alleged offender and their records cleared. and old records are removed aXer a 
5 year period.  
Government is quick to implement regulaSons for tax revenue, why not create a 
commisee for dealing with the above recommendaSon? 
CommuniSes should be aware of who their neighbors are. 

The RSA law enforcement including the police, jusSce system and correcSonal 
service have proven over the past couple decades incapable of reducing violent 
crimes in RSA. I do not see that any effort will be made to acSvely enforce any of 
the regulaSons in this act. If you phone the police saying you have a armed 
robber on your property they do not respond, why will any one bother phoning 
the police to report that your rights are being violated because you smell your 
neighbor smoking cannabis?  

Jan-Harm
2020-09-09 
07:55:22 Gauteng Not fully

Johannes 
van Dyk

2020-09-09 
07:54:42 Gauteng Not fully

Fully support regulaSng the use of cannabis. It should be taxable just like 
cigareses and alcohol. Policing it is going to be impossible. ChrisSne

2020-09-09 
07:53:36 Gauteng Not fully

I will  say only if it is used 'STRICTLY' for medical purposes under very strict 
supervision only. I am more  ' WORRIED' about a government who has no 
control over it self or its comrades. Allan

2020-09-09 
07:50:03 Gauteng Not fully

It is a right step to legalise Cannabis & it's use. But to criminalise aspects of it is 
ludricous. It should be treated the same as Alcohol LegisaSon in terms of the 
age limits & public usage. Vaughn

2020-09-09 
07:47:01 Gauteng Not fully

In a country where a very large secSon of the populaSon has no respect for law, 
for themselves and others, this piece of legislaSon is meaningless.  How is it 
going to be policed? Graham 

2020-09-09 
07:45:21 Gauteng Not fully Roy

2020-09-09 
07:44:10 Gauteng Not fully

The criminalisaSon of any drug only makes the desire for it that much higher 
and the effects from it that much worse. Legalising cannabis, a largely harmless 
drug (I note there are excepSons) opens a whole new industry in South Africa 
that can generate revenue and provide countless jobs. Cannabis is a far safe 
drug than alcohol is, which is legal but ruins lives daily. Cannabis is largely a 
peaceful drug and consenSng adults should be allowed to partake in the use if 
they so desire because we need to be able to exercise rights to the control of 
our own bodies, however, I do agree with keeping it away from children. My 
biggest concern is that this bill does not address the posiSve medicinal uses of 
cannabis that have been proven around the world. Think of the addiSonal 
tourism it could generate as well. There are a lot of South African ciSzens who 
could benefit from the legalisaSon of cannabis - financially, emoSonally, and 
physically and to deny a populaSon the numerous posiSve benefits (that far 
outweigh the negaSve) is to not act in the best interest of the people. Tamarin

2020-09-09 
07:43:37 Gauteng Not fully welma
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2020-09-09 
07:42:35 Gauteng Not fully

Allowing Cannabis culSvaSon and use for private purposes has been a huge step 
forward for South Africa. However, the limits set and penalSes for producing or 
carrying more seem rather harsh, and should start with a warning or fine before 
jail Sme. Our prisons are already full and there are more serious crimes in South 
Africa that need our asenSon. Natalie

2020-09-09 
07:41:51 Gauteng Not fully

When used appropriately, responsibly and and in a medical situaSon then I see 
no problem. However, in a country where very lisle is enforced I do see a huge 
problem. Marilyn

2020-09-09 
07:41:24 Gauteng Not fully Medical use only. Perhaps 100 gm for personal use. John
2020-09-09 
07:39:30 Gauteng Not fully Cannabis should only be used for medicinal purposes, not as a recreaSonal drug. Charl

2020-09-09 
07:37:56 Gauteng Not fully

It’s about Sme that the private use of cannabis is legalized. The jail sentence of 
up to two years for anyone who smokes in public or too close to a window or in 
the presence of a non-concenSng adult is too much. This should be reduced to 6 
months. Also the sentence for smoking around children is too harsh. Otherwise 
I’m happy with the rest. Maja

2020-09-09 
07:37:07 Gauteng Not fully

Jail Sme is not the answer for pesy cannabis related crimes. Unless minors are 
involved. 
Save our jails for the murderers and rapists that our police (in collaboraSon with 
our government) let wander freely. Why the limitaSon? You are idioSc if you 
cannot see the financial benefit that the country can make from industrializing 
and fully legalizing cannabis. Our country needs this more than ever,  forget 
about jail Sme for dealing in cannabis, think of our own economic growth that 
can come from a full legalizaSon of cannabis. Sean

2020-09-09 
07:34:46 Gauteng Not fully

I only support the use of Cannabis for Medical purposes 

We already have an enormous problem with its use and it’s destroying families! Corinne

2020-09-09 
07:32:41 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis is not to be allowed or legal in any means. 
It is a drug that creates more issues and sadness in a struggling community and 
country. 
The negaSves from cannabis outweigh the posiSves in such a way that it must 
not be allowed for personal use or private culSvaSon. Paul

2020-09-09 
07:28:36 Gauteng Not fully

I am in favour of its use for medicinal use only.  The proposed laws to control it 
and the penalSes are totally ridiculous.  The police are a spent force and cannot 
control themselves not to menSon crime and will certainly not control cannabis 
as suggested. Jan

2020-09-09 
07:28:07 Gauteng Not fully

Should be completely legalized like alcohol or cigareses. 
Rules as they stand now are impracScal and open for abuse. 

Alvin

2020-09-09 
07:26:52 Gauteng Not fully

The regulaSons are way too heavy handed and consent can be a vague 
definiSon it opens up people to a mulStude of charges if the wind is blowing 
wrong so to speak.  The home grow and commercial grow legislaSon needs to 
be amended.  If its legal to use it should be legal to trade and should be taxed.  
There is an enormous untapped revenue stream that is being set aside because 
of short sighted legislaSon.  I'm not even a user of the substance and I have 
spent countless hours researching the medical applicaSon of tye substances its a 
huge untapped medical resource that can only be uSlized if it is regulated in a 
responsible manner instead of a penaSve manner.  Grow, share, discover! Werner

2020-09-09 
07:21:02 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis culSvaSon should be allowed for medicinal, nutriSonal, food and 
fabricaSon purposes. Carin

2020-09-09 
07:20:43 Gauteng Not fully

The amounts are nor realisSc: four flowering plants of the size to be expected in 
flower pots or indoors arrangement can hardly produce sufficient for medicinal 
ointment to treat arthriSs in a severely affected adult, while in a well-culSvated 
garden it might be abundant. Plants have to flower before the  male plnts can be 
eliminated, so technically one would exceed the numbers. allowed.  

The nature and means of control will encourage people to ignore parts, and 
therefore all of the leglislaSon, and will encourage large scale industrialisaSon at 
the expense of individual enterprise. Coen

2020-09-09 
07:15:06 Gauteng Not fully

"Flowering" is defined but should exclude the male plants enSrely from the 
plants classed as "cannabis" in the act 

The limits set to 600g of dried cannabis for a single adult, should be 
reconsidered, as 4 full grown flowering female plants, grown outdoors, could 
exceed that limit once harvested. 

Seedling sizes should also be reconsidered. If you are allowed unlimited 
seedlings, but six or more reach 15cm, which could happen "almost overnight", 
it instantly becomes a trafficking offence, without even knowing if those plants 
are male or female. 

Renier
2020-09-09 
07:12:07 Gauteng Not fully Claudia
2020-09-09 
07:10:07 Gauteng Not fully Alta 
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2020-09-09 
07:05:56 Gauteng Not fully

Lol, goodluck regulaSng that. I think we haveich bigger problems to worry about 
like dumb peoples racial issues. Wayne

2020-09-09 
07:05:29 Gauteng Not fully I have experience of how smoking cannabis can negaSvely impact a family Ilse

2020-09-09 
07:05:27 Gauteng Not fully

I think Cannabis should only be culSvated and sold by PharmaceuScal 
companies and not every one else. it should only be sold to people who have 
scripts from doctors or homeopaths with a valid reason as to why Cannabis is an 
opSon for their symptom management. Cannabis should be treated like all 
Opioids. PaSence

2020-09-09 
07:04:29 Gauteng Not fully MARGARET
2020-09-09 
07:01:52 Gauteng Not fully Gerald
2020-09-09 
07:00:23 Gauteng Not fully

The restricSons on number of plants is silly. Why does this have to have a 
number associated with it?you don’t restrict how many rose bushes I have! Karin

2020-09-09 
07:00:22 Gauteng Not fully Anne

2020-09-09 
06:54:51 Gauteng Not fully

Agreed that the trade of Cannabis other than medical purposes, such as 
recreaSonal or use as psychedelic, must be regulated same as liquor. But the 
culSvaSon, manufacturing, use and trade of Cannabis oil products for medicinal 
purposes should be free of regulaSon. Derik

2020-09-09 
06:50:55 Gauteng Not fully

if cannabis is used for medicinal purposes, as prescribed by an authorised 
medical pracSSoner, then I would agree (i am aware that the cannabis oil, 
(although fairly expensive) 
does help in certain medical condiSons. 
as for growing it at home, it's a big no from me.  
How ca I allow my children, who are sSll living with me, to smoke, let alone grow 
cannabis  
on my property (if the government has sancSoned the growth and smoking 
thereof, 
 then it should be done on the incumbents own property where he is not 
overstepping the rules and regulaSons set out by the owner of such a property 
Bosom line: 
NO SMOKING, GROWING or DEALING in cannabis on privately owned property - 
unless with consent  

Enver

2020-09-09 
06:47:31 Gauteng Not fully

As this is a drug it can affect ones judgement and as such needs to be controlled. 
Only small amounts should be allowed that is less than 10g per person may be 
in ones possession.  
As there is no current way to test for the drug while driving or working in 
factories etc it violates the OHS Act and makes it difficult to prevent. Jonathan 

2020-09-09 
06:43:57 Gauteng Not fully Gerda

2020-09-09 
06:41:01 Gauteng Not fully

Who gives you the right to pass laws on natural people and natural plants? 
Are you God? 
cANCer must fuck right off with their racist and corrupt laws. 
TsekANC! Anton

2020-09-09 
06:37:58 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis should be legalized/allowed for medical purposes only - in both 
humans and animals.  It should be prescribed by a medical pracSSoner and 
obtained through legal channels - at a pharmacy, with a script. 
The recreaSonal use of cannabis can lead to psychoSc episodes in some people - 
similar to those experienced by schizophrenics or people with bipolar disorder.  
This psychosis will require in-paSent treatment and will put an added burden on 
a already overwhelmed healthcare system. Sally

2020-09-09 
06:37:55 Gauteng Not fully THC free for medicinal purposes only. Leon
2020-09-09 
06:36:03 Gauteng Not fully Georgr
2020-09-09 
06:35:09 Gauteng Not fully

I believe Canabis and all it’s by products should be completely legal for use and 
consumpSon both privately and publicly ?? Bash

2020-09-09 
06:34:53 Gauteng Not fully

Medically extracted and verified use of the acSve ingredients needed only. 
Cannabis , like alcohol impairs your reacSon and mental thought processes and 
like alcohol there should be limits. As people react differently to it, how will we 
ever “protect” the “stoned” who cannot think raSonally from driving or doing 
other things that will endanger them and others? 
There is no breathalyzer test for being “stoned” over any limit and this will 
become a social experiment with users lives as well as their vicSms lives. 
Alcohol has been researched and we understand the impact on all people as 
well as the limits and are aiming to reduce these limits for driving even further. 
Government  does not even try to enforce the drinking in public laws ! How will 
they measure cannabis effect and limits in the body and enforce these? 
You are just allowing the drug dealers to now “legally” grow cannabis for money 
as they always have and use this as gateway drug to sell harder drugs.  

Willem

2020-09-09 
06:31:28 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis has the potenSal to be a giganSc industry, that employs millions of 
people. And we live in a country that would be perfect for the culSvaSon of it. 
Just because you don’t k know how to regulate it for the home grower, does not 
mean your short sited view point on the commercial opportuniSes should not 
be afforded to farmers. We could be a world leader. Tristan
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2020-09-09 
06:29:22 Gauteng Not fully

My husband had cancer and I cannot c why we are not allowed to buy it for 
medicinal purposes.  It helps for many ailments, and we should be allowed to 
buy it in different strengths. Then maybe the price will go down, when there is a 
compeSSve market. Danny

2020-09-09 
06:21:59 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis properly used medicinally has benefits especially for pain relief. This 
cannabis does not use the part that causes hallucinaSons . This law could 
prevent  the medical  use that helps so many people. I think this should be 
clarified Nicolese 

2020-09-09 
06:17:47 Gauteng Not fully

Must be used for medicinal purposes only. Should be prescribed by a medical 
doctor only Fairuz

2020-09-09 
06:15:02 Gauteng Not fully Elizabeth 
2020-09-09 
05:55:38 Gauteng Not fully

Just legalize the plant. The penalSes are ridiculous and would be difficult to 
enforce. We know it is less harmful than alcohol. Charmaine

2020-09-09 
05:52:53 Gauteng Not fully Charmaine
2020-09-09 
05:46:58 Gauteng Not fully

Products containing THC should be sold to the public and taxed accordingly. We 
need the revenue. William 

2020-09-09 
05:44:51 Gauteng Not fully

Who will monitor the number of people living in a home? Our police services 
are stretched taut  yet without their presence in this maser, I forsee increased 
criminal acSvity. However, I support the right, nay privilege, of individuals to 
have access to cannabis for recreaSonal (within the permissable limits), and 
medicinal purposes. Gee

2020-09-09 
05:38:59 Gauteng Not fully

This incompetent government is trying to regulate a weed. Seriously? Flowering 
bushes can come from seed as well. Without intent to resell should be sufficient. 
Them what happens if its its resold to pharmaceuScal manufacturers use. AXer 
all that lisle weed is in great demand as has amazing healing properSes. Raymond

2020-09-09 
05:15:13 Gauteng Not fully

The restricSons sSpulated here are not jusSfiable and the government is simply 
enjoying to flex its muscles of oppressing the poor and self employed class. 
Cannabis users should be allowed the same freedom and privileges the fresh 
produce vendors enjoy. How will a user obtain the product if its not to be sold?  
Will the government provide it for free to us? Will it be of good quality and 
uncontaminated? Moeletsi

2020-09-09 
04:03:20 Gauteng Not fully Andre 

2020-09-09 
02:36:45 Gauteng Not fully

RestricSons are fine but the penalSes including jail terms are just not necessary 
and too harsh. 
Drop the opSon of jailing  people but keep the restricSons for usage Rantoa

2020-09-09 
01:59:43 Gauteng Not fully

a maximum jail term of 15 years for anyone who deals in cannabis,  
this is unreasonably harsh i thing a fine should suffice  
or provides it to a child.- this part can stay but the jail term is sSll harsh 

(Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” may be jailed for up to 
two years.) it seem as if we want to sSll criminalise it .. there should be a fine 
and maybe is its second offence of the same nature then 2 years part can be 
considered. 

Smoking around children can result in up to four years in jail. 
we talking about clearing the criminal recoerds of holders but sSll want to create 
other criminals . thisi is confusion. tshepo

2020-09-09 
00:58:56 Gauteng Not fully

Cannabis has a disSnct and proven medicinal use. Only control where there is 
abuse. Treat it like alcohol although it does not have the same disasterous effect, 
overuse is also damaging. But don’t pull another ’you may not wear open shoes’ 
on us. Over-regulaSng in such a nit-picking manner makes our nanny state once 
again look foolish. Ingrud

2020-09-09 
00:08:06 Gauteng Not fully

While I do not prescribe to this pracSce myself, I believe the penalSes proposed 
here are harsh for a consumer! I have no problem with harsh sentencing for 
dealers. Our jusSce system is already under strain as is, the linit resources 
should be spared for serious offenders (dealers, thieves/robbers, murderers, 
assault) I oXen dont understand why certain “less serious” offenses can have 
such a harsh sentence when our jusSce system cannot even enforce basic 
services such as protecSng. Perhaps a fine would be a beser non harsh 
punishment and government could make some money as it usual does. Having 
said that. I support harsh sentences for dealers and those smoking “weed” near 
children.  

Furthermore I worry about certain clauses within this bill where a defined 
amount is listed in terms of ownership of plants or amounts of wees at home. To 
me this seems an asempt to create a situaSon where police have more reason 
to invade peoples property which I do not support! CounSng the number of 
weed plants in someones possession should not be a good enough reason to 
invade someones private space. Stephan

2020-09-08 
23:57:05 Gauteng Not fully It should be treated to the/a same or lesser degree as tobacco.

Michael-
John
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2020-09-08 
23:24:49 Gauteng Not fully

The way the current Bill is set up is problemaSc and unfair in a few ways. 

1) Are our rights being violated with having to keep windows closed at home? 
2) Children must  not be exposed (fine) but windows must remain closed? What 
about people with one bedroom homes? The poliScians did not think this 
through or... 

* they have designed this law to find reasons to legally harass cannabis users; 
whether with smoke leaving peoples' homes or finding reason to prosecute 
them because children are there. What happens if you have a one-room home, 
a child...can you go in your yard? 

3) Why is number 1 and 2 not applied to cigarese smokers and smoke? Cigarese 
smoke is deadly yet is treated less seriously. You can smoke anywhere in your 
home, around children. Is the government not being un-scienSfic and 
hypocriScal. Concerned

2020-09-08 
23:23:42 Gauteng Not fully

The limitaSons on private ciSzens is way too spartan.  

What can one person do with only four plants?  Growth takes Sme and 
perseverance. Not everyone has green fingers either, so geing a plant to grow 
from seed is not easy. 

If we grow it for non-sale or trade purposes then there should no limit in both 
seeds and plants.  It’s not only used for smoking. There are numerous uses 
which are beneficial to ones health. Brewing the leaves for a tea for example.  

The legal side of things are basically acceptable with the excepSon  of the 
lengthy prison term. There are far worse crimes that fit that penalty. No need to 
cramp the prisons further for pesy reasons.  

Sandy

2020-09-08 
23:16:36 Gauteng Not fully

15 years is too much in this instance.  
The consStuSonal court allowed for the personal use of cannabis so why now 
start criminalising some aspects of its private use, like smoking it too close to a 
window - that is just so arbitrary. 
Doesn't make sense. Lynn

2020-09-08 
23:16:35 Gauteng Not fully

15 years is too much in this instance.  
The consStuSonal court allowed for the personal use of cannabis so why now 
start criminalising some aspects of its private use, like smoking it too close to a 
window - that is just so arbitrary. 
Doesn't make sense. Lynn

2020-09-08 
22:42:46 Gauteng Not fully

Not everyone who wants to make use of cannabis has the ability and/or 
resources and/or suitable growing space and condiSons to be able to culSvate 
their own supply.  It should also be legal for growers to supply end users. Shelley

2020-09-08 
22:28:10 Gauteng Not fully

I have never been arrested for for driving under the influence of cannabis, it has 
also been been illegal because the government will have a problem taxing it, so 
let it be people who want to use will then not be funding the drug dealers and 
be introduced to harmful substances. John

2020-09-08 
22:25:18 Gauteng Not fully

I personally feel that cannabis should be legalized fully (i.e. no jail penalty for 
possession of any amount or for dealing) as this fills jails with minor criminals 
charged with drug related offences that can cause irreparable harm to those 
convicted (in that they carry a criminal record for a misdemeanor). Beser public 
educaSon on Marijuana use and abuse (backed with scienSfic evidence) is 
needed to prevent children coming into contact with the substance. 

Further, the same laws that apply to smoking tobacco in public should be 
applied to smoking Marijuana and since smoking tobacco too close to a building 
or window carries only a fine, the same should be applied to Marijuana. Caryn

2020-09-08 
22:23:34 Gauteng Not fully

There should be not limits. Cannabis is no different to alcohol and tobacco, laws 
set in cannabis should be the same as what is set on alcohol and tobacco. Sean

2020-09-08 
21:59:02 Gauteng Not fully

The limits are ridiculous. It's a very profitable industry, that could liX a lot of 
people out of poverty and grew the economy exponenSally. The law makers are 
missing a beat again. DeregulaSon is key. These regulaSons favour big pharma. 
Once again the rich will keep geing richer. 

Loabilwe-
Mpho

2020-09-08 
21:51:53 Gauteng Not fully

I fully support the legalizaSon of cannabis but I don’t support that a person can 
get up to 15 years for selling, the punishment does not fit the crime Rudy

2020-09-08 
20:39:39 Gauteng Not fully Lilian
2020-09-08 
20:39:39 Gauteng Not fully Lilian

2020-09-08 
20:38:58 Gauteng Not fully

I want the freedom to buy Cannabis wherever i want, transport it home and 
enjoy it in my own home. I am against smoking it in public places or the 
workplace. Thomas

2020-09-08 
20:37:37 Gauteng Not fully Lilian
2020-09-08 
20:13:21 Gauteng Not fully

Why not buying and selling of cannibis? This just another revenue stream that 
government is too thick to take advantage of! Quintus 

2020-09-08 
19:01:25 Gauteng Not fully

The proposed legislaSon is sSll far to strict. There should be no criminal 
legislaSon in connecSon with this God given plant. Georg
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2020-09-08 
17:02:35 Gauteng Not fully

RestricSons need to be relaxed otherwise it won’t help.  
Nobody will give away the stuff go free, let us trade with friends and family at 
least.  
Not enough plants allowed, if growing outdoors then you will need to grow your 
enSre years supply in summer. Not feasible.  
License is too expensive for commercial growers.  
I smell corrupSon. Brandon

KwaZulu-Natal 264
2020-11-30 
22:22:59

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Ganja z the healing of the naSon u can't go to jail for healing we use ganja as a 
jahova secrament Inna the temple of Jah and it harm no one Sphamndla

2020-11-30 
15:27:49

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

The proposed laws are too strict and the amount of cannabis flower and 
cannabis plants that you are allowed to grow/possess are too low. 
There should be also commercializaSon so that those who can't or don't want to 
grow can sSll have access to cannabis. Daniel

2020-11-16 
15:50:18

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I am happy with private use and grow that has been sSpulated in the bill. The 
problem is that it does not allow for retail salez of marijuana. Does everyone 
have to grow to smoke. This is a huge market that already  exists in the country 
and could be huge for the economy. Everyone wants to visit amsterdam because 
of the sale of marijuana that could be south africa. It will be a huge boost for 
tourism in the country. If the bill allowed for commercial use the tax revenue 
could be a huge boost to the economy. This is a big opportunity for 
entrepreneurs to create jobs. This bill is sSflling the possible economic benefits 
because of law makers false ideologies about canabis or law makers having a 
hand in the legal trade of canabis. I have a fear that the government is tryin to 
use this bill to saSsfy the courts judgement just enough to never speak about 
marijuana legalisaSon again.  Either way i urge the government to think of the 
country and legalise and regulate the retail sale pf marijuana. This bill can either 
be a huge turning point in south african history or a hinderece to the countries 
growth. Stuart

2020-11-15 
09:59:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

There are clauses that are very vague. Parliament should get used into draXing 
bills that have simple and apparent interpretaSon. Also, the bill is not clear 
whether it grants parScular rights to persons or it's a mere relaxaSon of the laws 
that previously applied. Wah

2020-11-14 
20:36:15

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully Roxy

2020-11-08 
07:34:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

There should be no limit on private use in a household. No jail Sme for owning 
plants. A more progressive look at the benefits needs to be incorporated into 
the bill.  
Agree with strict consequences against dealing. Cindy

2020-11-06 
13:24:49

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I think cannabis should be decriminalised and allowed to be commercially sold. 
However, I do support laws that protect children and being exposed to the plant. 
At the same Sme I do think that adults who expose children to the plant  should 
not be subjected to jail Sme but rather a fine for being negligent.  Esethu

2020-11-04 
11:56:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I think the criminalisaSon of cannabis at the outset is an issue. If ciSzens are 
legally allowed the freedom within their personal capacity to produce, carry and 
consume as much alcohol or tobacco as they wish to (or even prescripSon 
medicaSon for that maser), why would cannabis users not be given the same 
degree of freedom, especially when I’d wager that the abuse of alcohol is 
unrivaled in terms of its negaSve affect on both the individual and their greater 
community / environment? LimiSng or even punishing people for growing, 
carrying and/or consuming a plant of their choice is absurd, and I am sSll to hear 
a legiSmate reason behind the proposed criminal laws - apart from them being 
another area for Government to suppress and control us for fear of what they 
don’t understand, or more likely, for the exploraSon of such for their own gain. I 
am confident these laws aren’t being proposed to protect or even consider us as 
ciSzens and wager they are ulSmately here to control us now, and then exploit 
us further down the line when they do decide they’re ready to legalise the sale 
and distribuSon of cannabis and want in. Veronica 
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2020-10-30 
23:30:17

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Although a bill of legalisaSon in any form is a great step in the right direcSon, I 
believe there are some key elements to it which have  been missed from both an 
economic and health standpoint.  

I think in it's current form the only thing that needs changing is the restricSon 
on sales of cannabis products. In South Africa most people who smoke cannabis 
would not under any circumstances have the ability to grow their own. Whether 
its outdoor in a seing that would be considered private or without breaking the 
law, as well as not being able to afford the large outlay of funds or space 
required to set up an indoor grow operaSon. This leads to 2 big problems. 
Firstly, breaking the law by either growing in sight or within reach of people 
outside of the household, as well as possibly forcing them to grow indoors in a 
place that may be accessible by members of the household who it would need 
to be out of reach from. These are problems that will mostly affect people from 
lower income households. It also means that without adequate resources to 
grow properly the quality of the product they consume has a high chance of 
being unhealthy for them. A big issue for growers in less sophisScated 
operaSons are fungal contaminaSon and molds which pose a serious health risk 
to the consumer. Also a lack of grow experience can lead to plants not being 
properly flushed of ferSlizers which are also unhealthy. It should be agreed that 
all south Africans have the right to gain access to products that would not pose a 
risk to their health and wellbeing. Based on those factors a person would most 
likely choose to stop growing for themselves or not even start in the first place 
being deterred by their own inability and costs involved. Other problems faced 
by some south africans would be the ability to grow outdoors in certain parts of 
the country due to the climate in that area. These all make legal access to any 
product near enough impossible based on a persons wealth or geographic 
locaSon.  

The second issue is one of selling cannabis products. If allowed this will bridge 
the gap between  those who grow and those who dont. Licenses should be given 
out to grow on behalf of those individuals. Where there is the possibility to 
profit, the necessary investments will be made into that market which will 
ensure an end product that is of an extremely high quality and safe for human 
consumpSon. It opens up a whole new market. One which would not only 
create jobs and tax revenue, but a wide range of sub markets in apparel, 
tourism, exports and other related products and services. This is something so 
badly needed in South Africa, especially now with the current crisis. Cannabis 
will conSnue to be grown and sold on the black market, but if legalised for 
producSon and sale, it can be put into safe hands. We don't want or need 
anyone to come into contact with the kind of individuals or dealers who may 
influence the purchaser of cannabis to potenSally try any other form of hard 
drugs. Alex

2020-10-29 
09:12:00

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

 I do however not agree with  that Gov limiSng the quality and not allowing it to 
be purchased. The sentence is higher than that of  murder. 
 Where does the government get the resources to police ciSzens private homes 
when there is anarchy in our country. CorrupSon. Rape. Murder.. that goes 
unpunished.  
What happens inside the walls of my house, is my right and my privacy.  
Alcohol causes more deaths than cannabis and yet alcohol is freely available for 
purchase, causing about 70% of road accidents. 
How can you want to limit the amount of plants that is grow but not the amount 
of bosles that are bought at the liquor store?  
This bill should be expanded to allow commercializaSon of all cannabis 
products. Once that is done it can become a viable taxable industry that is also 
regulated. 

CORINNE

2020-10-28 
14:37:49

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I feel the issue extends beyond privacy and right to self-medicate based on own 
producSon. Cannabis inevitably ends up in present in public space where its use 
is a nuisance if not hazardous to many. It's use has beneficial and damaging 
effects in different circumstances, like poison it can be useful but not always 
beneficial. As such it should be regulated like any other scheduled prescripSon 
drug, and recreaSonal use should not be permised like abuse of any other 
schedule drug. I understand it has beneficial uses to treat problems of chronic 
pain, anxiety etc, however it can cause serious damage to any type of academic 
performance, is not nutriSonally rich and is not fundamentally beneficial to 
health. It seems to me this is not so much about freedoms to use cannabis but 
freedoms and their limits in general. I would quesSon the premise of what is 
private purposes as compared to any other type of purposes and would 
recommend the constructs of privacy be well defined. There are various other 
health service providers outside the currently recognised medical profession. 
Efforts should be made to include these in the administraSon of the use of 
cannabis. Angus

2020-10-28 
09:45:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

The limits are too harsh on ciSzens. It’s very easy to carry more than allowed 
without even noScing. Nkululeko 

2020-10-19 
03:52:47

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I would kindly like to request that our government follows Colombia's example 
and increse the number of plants allowed in a private dweling to atleat 20 
plants,  this would help choke the elicit market or flood it enough to make it 
unprofitable , remember that proceeds from the elicit market fund terrorism 
and other moraly repugnant behaviors such as human trafficking, so please 
rethink the plant limit. sipho
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2020-10-15 
11:15:14

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully I strongly believe it needs to be improved. Richard

2020-10-14 
18:51:21

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I agree that we need to protect the vulnerable in our society (parScularly 
children) from the harmful effects of any substance, but the bill is not clear 
about what the harms associated with cannabis use actually are, and how the 
regulaSons aim to offer this protecSon.  Without defining the harms of 
cannabis, we cannot jusSfy imposing any regulaSons for the purpose protecSng 
against them. 

So what are the harms of cannabis? Cannabis is generally considered to be 
mildly addicSve - no more than coffee or sugar. There has never been a 
confirmed death from an overdose of cannabis, even in concentrated form.  In 
knowledgeable circles, cannabis is not considered a "gateway" drug, although 
cannabis use by minors should be under strict adult control and probably with 
the consent of a medical professional. The most serious side-effects of cannabis 
consumpSon are hunger, dry mouth, anxiety, red eyes, drowsiness and possibly 
mild nausea. Cannabis poses no significant threat to the general adult 
populaSon, apart from those with a history of mental illness. 

Even if we consider the side-effects of cannabis consumpSon to be something 
that we need to protect through regulaSon, I sSll cannot see how regulaSng the 
quanSty of cannabis achieves this protecSon. Why does less than 100 grams of 
dried flower offer protecSon but above 100 grams does not?  Why do 4 plants 
offer protecSon but not 5??  Why does less than 600 grams offer protecSon, but 
more than 600 grams does not?   

There is no connecSon between the quanSty of cannabis and the protecSon 
from harm, and since we are also missing the proper definiSon of harm, there is 
no basis for the regulaSons. 

Vaughan
2020-10-11 
21:26:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully Should be treated as any other herb. Fully legalized and tradeable. Ian

2020-10-11 
12:05:36

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

My quesSon is this. How is it possible that an individual can have up to 4 trees 
but the limit for the amount they can have in their home is 600grams??i do not 
get this Nkanyiso

2020-10-11 
11:52:35

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Needs to remove restricSon on number of plants.  
Should also be used to enable a cannabis industry with shops restaurants and 
bars.  
An opportunity to develop an enSre industry and create thousands of jobs is 
being missed here.  Fully legalise, regulate and TAX! Yirre... it's not rocket 
science people. We need jobs and more tax revenue.  

Stuart
2020-10-10 
10:55:54

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully ROXY

2020-10-09 
21:23:39

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Allow for regaulated taxable sales of the plant! The evidence is clear on hownit 
can benefit the country let alone the amount if jobs it can create! There are 
enough models to base it on as everyone country worldwide who has done so 
have benefited! Legalize Dane

2020-10-09 
14:54:34

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

What about culSvaSon of cannabis? Farmers are interested in culSvaSng and 
store cannabis to use for oil extracSon and medicinal purposes I think the bill 
should be clear on that so that farmers don't feel leX out. The costs of obtaining 
licence or permit are too high. Nikesiwe

2020-10-09 
13:46:14

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Parliament has not applied their mind in the formulaSon of this bill. The blanket 
prohibiSon on sale leads to more cash flow to illegal cartels and those who are 
already in the market selling cannabis illegally. Parliament should not merely 
rewrite the judgement of the courts into a bill. Parliament must apply their mind 
and formulate a proper regulaSon of cannabis. While the provisions 
criminalizing smoking in front of children are acceptable. The provisions which 
set a high sentence for those selling cannabis are not.  The majority of the 
provisions in the bill create more offenses than anything. This ought to be a 
regulatory bill and not a bill that creates too many new offenses. It is 
inconceivable how the culSvaSon of cannabis can be separated from its sale. 
This bill must be recSfied. Parliament must apply their mind. They must consider 
that the sale of cannabis is inseparable from its culSvaSon. What South Africa 
needs is a decent regulaSon of cannabis. 

Muhammad 
Baaizeed
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-09 
12:04:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

The bill put forward does not grant the freedom it claims. There are restricSons 
that make no sense.  Capital punishment due to the use of cannabis goes against 
the purpose of the bill which is use of cannabis. How is it that something may be 
deemed legal, yet, is punishable by a jail term? The laws contradict each other 
and do not benefit the user or the rest of South Africa in the best way it possibly 
could. Kameer
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-08 
20:57:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I am very happy that this is in progress but I feel the sSpulated amount of plants 
per adult and the legal quanSty that is allowed per household is far to lisle 
specially when you consider that there is only 1 annual harvest of cannabis 
flower when growing out doors using the sun and rain the way nature intended.  
I personally require about 10 kilo per year to sustain my medicinal needs 
because I only use extract.  

Raoul

2020-10-08 
19:42:30

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

It is great that the government is opening up to discussion regarding the use and 
culSvaSon of cannabis.  

However, simply decriminalising use for very basic 'recreaSonal' purposes (as I 
perceive the limitaSons provided by the bill only reflect recreaSonal use) is not 
enough.  
The limitaSons to not consider the issues faced by the underprivileged ,  the 
sick, and the religious.  

The guidelines provided for culSvaSon must have been pulled out of a hat, 
because no knowledgeable and experienced person would be so ignorant of all 
aspects and methods of culSvaSon.  

The other issue that needs to be addressed is the punishment - for a plant that 
is less of a health concern than tobacco or alcohol, (let alone pharmaceuScal 
drugs or narcoScs, or even much more dangerous traffic violaSons), I find the 
punishments to be quite ridiculously extreme. I am certain that a simple fine 
would suffice in most situaSons.  

This bill, in its current form, gives the appearance of simply saSsfying the 
request of the ConsStuSonal Court, while sSll making it easy for persecuSon to 
take place. It is simply set up to fail the people of South Africa. Shanelle

2020-10-08 
19:34:45

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

There should be an unlimited amount for private purposes within your own 
property. 
Too many uneducated minds making the decisions about this bill. 

Sean
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General 

The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 

The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
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2020-10-08 
17:19:42

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I feel the quanSSes for the amount of cannabis allowed are very low and seem 
to be arbitrary.  
The penalSes are too harsh and the restricSons are almost ludicrous,  alcohol 
and tobacco are both more harmful and are not subject to these ridiculous 
controls. 
Why should drinkers be able to sip cocktails on a high street cafe in full view of 
the sidewalk, while a cannabis smoker must hide in a dark corner in their home. 
It is enforcing the exisSng negaSve stereotypes against an innocent plant and its 
aficionado s. Gareth
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-08 
15:06:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Arbitrary limitaSons on the number of plants etc. and enforcement by SAPS is 
unwelcome and unnecessary. Decriminalise it fully.  Allow for the free trade and 
empower local rural growers instead of this conSnued oppression of a PLANT. 
Stop seeking to penalise and imprison growers and sellers. Government should 
beser inform themselves and work with members of the cannabis community 
instead of operaSng from a place of isolaSon and ignorance.  Take note of other 
countries' models and the tax revenue that can be generated for the fiscus 
(which is desperately needed I might add). Build bridges not walls. Mashew
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-08 
14:42:48

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I believe the sale of cannabis by the governement to ciSzens over the age of 18 
or 21 should be allowed as it will boost our economy and put a stop to crime 
that involves the sale of the these drugs illegally....furthermore large amounts of 
jobs will be created as farms and factories that grow and process marijuana will 
needed Cole

2020-10-08 
13:41:38

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

It is common knowledge that many smoking cannibus,have not got a clue how 
to grow anything,let alone cannibus,so let's be realisSc, purchasing and selling is 
definitely going to be the concept.So we definitely need to work around mass 
culSvaSon and a regulated sales method, currently illegally sold cannibus prices 
are a rip off but people sSll purchasing, government can regulate the industry 
and the tax will be equal to that of feul and cigareses,so let's cut the big talk 
and keep it simple for realisSc soluSons. 
Thanks Ralph

2020-10-08 
12:21:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

It is a start but penalSes are extremely harsh and egisalSon is tooopne 
tointerpretaSon, what is a seedling, how close is too close to an open window? 
This is an opportunity to put it a solid framework of regulaSon for the 
commercial growth and sale of cannabis whichwouldbenfit the South African 
economy.  Ruth

2020-10-08 
09:50:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Under limits for use at home, why does it say,' in public places  set to 100g of 
cannabis or one flowering  plant'. I don't agree with any public use.  Private use 
is ok because there is a black market anyway. Jean

2020-10-07 
22:14:30

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

When it can be proven that cannabis is detrimental to society, perhaps then I'll 
agree, now however I'm not fully convinced that it should be without 
restricSons. In the same token, people should be allowed their own choices 
when it comes to usage. Personally, living with 3 debilitaSng illnesses, I've found 
that cbd/thc is the only way to cope. So it's given me back a measure of life. 
There are more deaths, rapes, accidents and broken homes because of alcohol 
consumpSon and addicSon and yet that's not governed as viciously as a Plant 
with properSes to heal. That's ridiculous and should be amended. Jolene 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-07 
19:08:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I object to the proposed Cannabis Bill based on the following reasons. 

1. Our current state of the behaviour of SAPS in has been wreckless, aggressive, 
corrupt and unlawful with so many individuals being arrested and charged for 
pesy crimes such as the possession of marijuana.  

2. The proposed bill invades our right to privacy and private space by granSng a 
failing SAPS permission to inspect the amount of cannabis plants growing 
without a search warrant is unlawful. 

3. Cannabis has been used worldwide as means of medicaSon tradiSonally and 
in the modern era. CulSvaSon of cannabis is an industry that can assist with the 
current challenges South Africa is facing in terms of unemployment. Therefore, 
enforcing these regulaSons stated will not alleviate the current challenges we 
face as a naSon.  

The culSvaSon of the cannabis plant does not entail any harmful chemicals. The 
use of cannabis should be unrestricted and any crime occurring from the use of 
cannabis should be challenged in a court of Law. 

Wesley
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol. 
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2020-10-07 
13:20:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully Open the industry up. It provides far greater benefits than dangers. Rob

2020-10-07 
01:48:36

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

The Cannabis for Private Purposes Bill list smoking of the plant among several 
other rights users will now have – and at the same Sme talk about protecSng 
adults and children against the harm of the weed. Cannabis fumes, 
unfortunately, don't stop mid-air between properSes which is why I am urging 
Parliaments Monitoring Group to recognize non-smokers consStuSonal right to 
clean air in an effort to stay healthy. 

Page 10 of the bill refer to cannabis smoke that is causing a hindrance to other 
people at the same place – but don't clarify anything regarding ciSzens on the 
other side of the fence which is technically not the same place. It also doesn't 
acknowledge the danger of secondary smoke to non-smokers and children who 
are exposed against their will. My health has been affected over the last couple 
of months because the over cocky neighbor's weed fumed driX through the 
Sniest spaces into the very room where I am supposed to feel save and secure – 
simply because he is convinced that he now has free rein to do so. This is 
despite the fact that he has three year-old in his household. 

Another blurred area is the fact that it will be verScally impossible for 
government to regulate what gets mixed in with weed combinaSons – I 
experience dull headaches, dizziness, lung, throat, and eye discomfort when he 
smokes and has no say in what I inhale. And the symptoms unfortunately don't 
stop immediately when the smoke stops. 

I acknowledge certain medicinal benefits but want to stress that people who 
take cannabis oil – or consume edibles don't negaSvely affect those around 
them. The middle ground here is obvious – especially since Government wants 
to discourage smoking to minimize pressure on the health system – and 
ulSmately cost to tax taxpayers. What goes for tobacco smoke must surely go for 
cannabis smoking. 
I trust that you will make the right decision. 

Kind regards Riana

2020-10-03 
10:45:35

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

The Herb is a giX from mother nature to us ,it should be fully legalized so that It 
can help with the economy of our country. It just doesn't make any sense why 
would such a powerful plant be illegal when all it does is help people and it is 
more safe than the medicaSon that are legally sold in pharmaceuScal industry  
(most of them have very bad side effects) the law is supposed to be protected 
people from drunk drivers that are killing our fellow ciSzens everyday, even the 
tobacco that people use in public spaces around the elderly ,pregnant women 
and children is very harmful to people that don't use it and there is no law 
whatsoever that's protecSng us from all of this yet cannabis is not fully 
legalized... 
The is a very large community of cannabis users and the law is treaSng us like 
criminals how is that even fair to our consStuSon right as ciSzens of this 
country. 

Thobeka 
Hlubelihle 

2020-10-02 
17:47:59

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Cannabis is the bounty of the earth and the state has no right to legislate it. It 
should be free for all to culSvate. It would be a boon for the economy. The state 
has a responsibility to educate the people about the piKalls and dangers of 
Cannabis. Thomas

2020-10-01 
01:36:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

This bill is beneficial to the government as they are making billions and do not 
want the lisle men to come up. Fuck CORRUPTION. Akshay

2020-09-29 
06:29:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I believe the punishments as proposed in the Cannabis for Private Purposes Bill 
are far too harsh. I believe that at most fines should be implemented, and only if 
a child is impacted by someone smoking cannabis in their immediate vicinity 
should jail Sme be considered. Cannabis is a harmless plant with zero recorded 
fataliSes, and as such should not be feared or sSgmaSsed in such a manner as 
this bill suggests. I would also suggest that the sale of cannabis be 
decriminalised, as regardless of legislaSon this will definitely conSnue to take 
place throughout the country, and it would be beser for such exchanges to be 
monitored and regulated, than made illegal, driven underground and be linked 
to other illegal acSviSes. AddiSonally, the tax revenue that could be generated 
from the legalised and regulated sale of cannabis would bring in substanSal 
addiSonal income to the state, which could be criScal in growing the economy 
following its contracSon caused by Covid 19 and the subsequent lockdown. D
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To whom it may concern 

I am a cannabis acSvist and published author and I used cannabis in 2012 to 
heal myself of breast cancer, without the help of convenSonal treatments like 
chemotherapy, surgery or radiaSon. My book, At Home with Cannabis, was 
published recently and serves as a guide for people wanSng to use cannabis to 
heal themselves.  

I have grave concerns regarding the proposed Cannabis Private Use Bill for a 
number of reasons, which include but are not limited to:  
1. It places arbitrary limitaSons on how much an adult is allowed to possess or 
grow. 
2. By placing these arbitrary and strict restricSons on how much a person may 
grow or possess, the Bill allows authoriSes to once again invade our private 
space, which is in contradicSon to the September 2018 ConsStuSonal Court 
Judgement which affirmed our right to privacy,  with regards to this plant.  
3. The Bill focuses heavily on recreaSonal use but does not account for cannabis 
wellness use and pracSces. Cannabis wellness requires larger quanSSes of 
cannabis to make the various remedies and the Bill in it's current form does not 
allow for this.  
4. The Bill treats cannabis as dangerous when it is in fact one of the safest 
therapies around, it has extremely low toxicity, no one has ever died from an 
overdose of cannabis and it has been scienSfically proven to have extensive 
health benefits – especially for older people. Despite this, the Bill proposes 
severe penalSes, including jail Sme, for anyone growing or possessing more 
cannabis than the arbitrary amount assigned in the Bill, or even if a person 
smokes too near a window! The severity of these penalSes are out of proporSon 
to the so called 'harms', as no one is actually harmed in these instances.   
5. By excluding cannabis wellness from it's consideraSons, the Bill prevents 
individuals from exercising their right to use cannabis in private in order to heal 
themselves and improve their well being.  
6. No provision is made for cannabis entrepreneurs and home industry 
businesses, despite the employment opportuniSes or that many of these 
businesses are women-run and owned.  
7. By not making provisions for the legal exchange, purchasing or selling of 
cannabis the Bill criminalizes individuals for trying  to access cannabis in order to 
exercise their right to use cannabis in private. By criminalizing the purchasing 
and sale of cannabis, the Bill at present entraps ciSzens by forcing them to break 
the law in order to obtain their cannabis.  

 I have extensive experience with making cannabis wellness remedies and so I 
will take this opportunity to assist you in understanding why puing limits on 
how much cannabis we can possess or grow violates our rights.  

HOW MUCH CANNABIS IS CONSIDERED 'REASONABLE' FOR PERONAL USE? 

IntroducSon 
With the ConsStuSonal Court Judgement, 18 September 2018, protecSng our 
right to grow and use cannabis in our private, the quesSon is asked: How much 
is considered a 'reasonable' amount of cannabis for individual use?  

I will proceed to break down the different personal uses of cannabis in order to 
try and answer this important quesSon.  

My Background In Cannabis: In 2012 I was diagnosed with breast cancer. I used 
cannabis oil that I had made myself and healed myself of the breast cancer 
within 8 months. I have spent most of the past 8 years researching cannabis, 
reading up on the latest studies, speaking with other experienced cannabis 
healers from around the world and have been advising people on how to use 
cannabis in different ways to improve their health and quality of life. I have 
advised people from all walks of life – from the very poor to highly educated 
doctors and professionals on how to make and use their own cannabis 
remedies.   

ConsideraSons: When dealing with cannabis, certain realiSes need to be 
considered.  

 One Harvest Per Year :To be remembered is that most people are growing their 
cannabis outdoors which means they only have one harvest all year around. This 
means the individual needs to grow enough to sustain their needs for a whole 
year. If correctly dried/cured and stored the plant can easily last for a year.  

Different Strains: Different cannabis strains also grow to different heights and 
volumes and provide different yields and potencies of cannabis flowers. Also, 
only the female cannabis plants are usually used as they have the highest 
concentraSons of cannabinoids in the plant. Unless the person has bought 
feminised seeds in order to guarantee only females are grown, there is no way 
to know how many of your plants are male or female unSl they flower. Once a 
male plant is idenSfied it is usually pulled out so it doesn't ferSlize the female, 
which reduces the potency of the flower – up to half of seeds planted can end 
up being male and so it's up to the individual to ascertain how many plants they 
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2020-09-27 
19:51:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

RestricSons on quanSty grown and kept for personal use should be removed. 
However,I agree to the total restricSon on sales as far as personal use is 
concerned. Sale should be restricted to the pharmaceuScal trade on 
prescripSon. 
RestricSons on growing cannabis for personal use, or for distribuSon to family 
and friends who do not have access to a garden/plot or other means of 
culSvaSon is far too harsh and should not be restricted.  
RestricSons on transporSng cannabis should also be relaxed to enable those 
who do not have access to culSvaSon faciliSes to fetch and recieve it from 
friends and family who do.  
In the final analysis, the plant has extensive medicinal properSes, and should be 
used, especially by less economically privileged ciSzens who are not within easy 
reach of clinics. This will also reduce the state's financial burden in medical care 
of the poor. 
The historical bad name on it's consumpSon has been unfair, and prompted 
mainly by the Calvinist churches who regarded it as "the drug of the indigenous 
people". It is Sme that it's true value in physical and psychological medicine is 
appreciated, along with many other plants used by tradiSonal healers. Daan

2020-09-26 
17:14:43

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Cannabis is a natural medicine,  which has proved beneficial for Centuries,  to 
all...... on this Planet. 
Why there needs be ramificaSons of laws and by laws, is ludicrous.  
Nowhere are we covered by laws, as to how much wine or beer we are allowed 
to have in our homes, vechicles, with our friends and family..........as with 
Tobacco. 
 These too......... all bring havoc to our lives......with all kinds of negaSve 
effects......... yet they are legal........... 

We need a proper educaSon and understanding of what a magnificent natural 
plant this is. ........and remove any laws that prohibit adult consumpSon.  
Thank you. Will

2020-09-26 
01:16:41

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I support that it is allowed to be smoked and carried in small quanSSes and only 
in the presence of consenSng adults in private, but I think that is shoud be fully 
legalized and allowed to be sold over the counter provided the government 
comes up with a legal permit to sell it. With the amount of people who do use 
cannabis and cannabis-related products, it could bring in a good fortune if it 
were allowed to be legally sold over the counter as alcohol and cigareses are. AusSn

2020-09-25 
08:13:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully There should not be a jail term for any person using or dealing in God's plants. Tony

2020-09-23 
08:07:30

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

LimiSng a sick person who prefers the cure or assisted pain relief of cannabis vs 
poisenous chemical medicaSon to 4 plants is not good enough. People with 
diseases like Rumathoid Arthirites and Fibromialgia use canabis in esible, olil, 
ointment and smoking forms. To produce 1ml of oil alone takes 10mg of dry 
product.  This is an exceptable raSon determined by labatories world wide.  On 
avarage, 1 person with the menSoned disease use about 300g of dry product 
per month.  That is 3.6kg per anum and 4 plants is not enough to cover that 
amount of dry wheight canabis. Johan

2020-09-23 
07:26:52

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

There are many medical professionals and employers who are seeing the 
negaSve impact of legiSmising cannabis consumpSon for private use.  
Considering the impairment it causes to mental faculSes It should have been 
legiSmised for medical purposes ie with a script not for recreaSon purposes.   

The bill should be stricter in reducing legal consumpSon in this regard and aim 
to legiSmise for medical purposes specifically. Zahida

2020-09-22 
06:50:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Legalize cannabis fully like tobaco  this bill will just lead to more corrupSon  - it's 
a PLANT like any herb and should be fully legalized. Big companies will hi jack 
the industry as the bill now stands  LEGALIZE CANNABIS FULLY 

sARIE
2020-09-20 
11:43:15

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Remove all restricSons & hindrances with regard to the producSon, distribuSon 
& processing of all cannabis & hemp products. Mashew

2020-09-19 
18:50:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully Need for stricter legislaSon. Open to abuse. Anil

2020-09-18 
16:19:15

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

You cannot hold people to the amounts prescribed in the draX. This will not 
allow people make medicine for those who need it Robert 
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2020-09-18 
12:47:40

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

With reference to THE S. A CONSTION, sec 36, limitaSon of rights "reasonably 
interfere with someone basic rights.." 
In surten circumstances one person exercising his right to consume e.g smoke 
cannibabis, dagga.ect...can infringe on someone else right not to be expose to 
the secondary smoke of the substance. 
Thus a person involuntary inhaling the substance due to his or hers proximity to 
the user or smoker of cannabis, dagga.Can and may also then show or exhibit 
the signs and symptoms of the drug. 
It is scienSfically proven that inhaling dagga smoke as secondary smoke can 
result in such person being effected by the drug as menSoned, it can and may 
also show up in a drug test if secondary smoke is inhaled. 
Also the effects of being in close proximity to minors when making use of the 
cannibabis drug or the same home or residence. 
Minors should be protected Sll they reach at least 18 years old. When they are 
old enough to make there own decisions. 
Smoking the drug near breasKeeding mothers should be strictly prohibited. 
Even using the drug whether voluntary or not in which ever form (ingesSng or 
smoking)Must be prohibited even in the person's home. 
The limitaSons of this right, consuming cannibis/dagga should apply in small 
dwellings which are in close proximity to other dwellings. 
E.g informal seslements like shacks. 
Flats, even on balconies close to other flats. 
Town houses with small gardens only a few meters apart. 
Generally close to the neighbours fence line. 
Smoking in boarding houses or hostels should be restricted or looked at when a 
room is shared by others or more than one family or share a ventelaSon system 
with other rooms, especially where children are present. 
To highlight a few concerns 
Some people may have to take random drug test for work, sports or any other 
requirement e.g aXher having a automobile accident. 
They may as menSoned involuntary inhale the drug by simple being in close 
proximity to a principle user(s) 
This may or can effect them negaSvely. 
Minors may also consume the drug if it is infuce into food e. g" brownies" 
To conclude none users should be protected, as mandated by SA CONSTION, by 
law against the effects of the drug. 
Not being totally opposed to the recreaSonal use of the drug. 
I do strongly believe that strick regulaSons should first exist regarding the use of 
cannibis/dagga in a person's doing so in his or hers homes. ESPECIALLY WHEN 
NEAR OTHERS WHO CHOICE IS NOT TO USE THE DRUG. 
Kind regards 
Jeffrey Gunter 
# 0837755749  

 Jeffrey 
2020-09-18 
12:10:15

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully Way too much control on what you can grow and produce. Teresa

2020-09-17 
21:38:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Limits are rather low. I have congenital heart disease and I need more than the 
amount allowed to make oil. In my private space. I should be allowed to grow 
more and use more. Naresh

2020-09-17 
18:23:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Well, when tobacco was a banned substance and smokers we’re probably 
smoking more undesirable chemical compounds in the stuff bought on the black 
market, cannabis was deemed to be legal for one’s personal usage, cannabis 
being an acknowledged gateway drug??? what the heck comes next? a world of 
irresponsible junkies? I would like to see what civilisaSon is like in 10-20 years 
Sme...I’m so saddened by the falling apart of what used to be a just and working 
society. Denis

2020-09-17 
18:04:45

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

How are we to monitor its use? Perverts,  
human-traffickers and drug-truffickers might use it to drug children and use 
them as prosStutes,  drug mules and pornographic purposes. S'khumbuzo 

2020-09-17 
17:38:08

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Personally I feel there are more dire consequences from  imbibing liquor and 
becoming totally drunk , blacking out etc than the use of cannabis which could 
also help with medical issues Barbara
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While I fully support the legalizaSon of Cannabis for private purposes, I feel that 
it is completely counterintuiSve to mandate such harsh restricSons around the 
growing and possession of Cannabis plants and products.  

1) Given that the Cannabis plant is not only a product people choose to use 
recreaSonally but also an excepSonally potent healing medicine, people should 
be able to decide for themselves what their own personal consumpSon limits 
should be. Different people have different tolerances and different reasons for 
smoking. Different plant strains have different potencies. To limit the amount a 
person is allowed to have in their own home to a smaller amount than the 3kg 
that was laid out in the Provjoints InstrucSons-52/2018 (before any legislaSon 
came into play) is absurd.  

The limits of 600g and 1,2 kg's respecSvely only serves to create scenarios that 
make it easier for the SAPS to invade people's privacy and arrest them for using 
a harmless substance in the privacy of their own homes. Furthermore to count 
the leaves of the cannabis plant that can't be smoked and contain lisle to no 
THC is absolutely ludicrous, only the flowering buds should be included in the 
term "Cannabis" as it is laid out in the definiSons, as otherwise, it opens the way 
for police to include leaves in the dry weight of a flowering plant and increase 
the amount of a possession charge unjustly, leading to harsher sentencing.  

2) DefiniSon - "immature plant" - Given that each plant grows differently (ie an 
Indica plant is shorter and wider than a SaSva plant and visa versa) to put a 
random number like 15cm on a plant to classify it as immature shows a disSnct 
lack of knowledge relaSng to the cannabis plant on a whole by lawmakers as 
some plants will be twice that size but are sSll biologically immature non-
flowering plants. 

3) DefiniSon - "private place" - If it is classified as boats, caravans, and mobile 
homes it should be classified as cars as well. Furthermore in SecSon 4.6 
transporSng cannabis in a vehicle should not be subject to any requirement as it 
has been laid out that people are allowed to exchange (without remuneraSon) 
plants and dried products, how are they supposed to transport them to a 
"private place" if a vehicle is not considered a "private place" and the 
transportaSon thereof is a Class C offense. 

4) SecSon 4.3.B - If people are growing their own cannabis the government 
doesn't have a right to tell them how to store it any more than they have a right 
to tell people how to store alcohol and cigareses. Yes, it should be kept away 
from children, but sending people to jail for four years for not storing their 
cannabis products the way the government tells them to is completely 
nonsensical.  

5) SecSon 4.5 - Cannabis should be legalized for sale and regulated the same 
way nicoSne is regulated. For it to be legal to smoke at home but sSll require 
people to either grow their own or force them to buy from dealers, is to create a 
situaSon where you are forcing a certain amount of people who just want free 
and fair access to cannabis, but don't have the space to grow it, to become 
criminals simply for wanSng the same rights as the people who do have land to 
grow on. Sending someone to jail for four years for buying, and fiXeen years for 
selling a harmless plant is absolute insanity. 

6) SecSon 5.1 - People should be able to smoke in public the same way they 
smoke nicoSne, away from people, out in the open, and away from children. The 
same laws that allow people to drink in public in bars and restaurants should 
apply to cannabis users.  

7) SecSon 5.2 - Smoking in front of non-consenSng adult person should not be 
any kind of offense as they are perfectly capable of removing themselves from 
the situaSon and this law opens up a method of laying charges against innocent 
cannabis users who have no control over other people and where they place 
themselves. If someone wants to smoke in the privacy of their own home they 
should be able to do so wherever they please and it is up to the "non-consenSng 
adult" to remove themselves.  

8) SecSon 5.4.A/B - Sending someone to jail for two years for smoking within a 
certain distance of a window is completely unconsStuSonal and also completely 
arbitrary as you can't regulate this kind of law when it comes to people who live 
in apartments, who will then be jailed either way as they can't leave their 
building to smoke in "public" and they can't smoke in the privacy of their own 
home either. If this law comes into effect then the same law should be put into 
effect for all nicoSne smokers as nicoSne smoke is far more harmful, while it has 
been scienSfically proven that cannabinoids heal lung Sssue from nicoSne 
damage. 

9) SecSon 5.5 - If people are allowed to smoke nicoSne in their cars on public 
roads, they should also be able to smoke cannabis. Both have physiological 
effects on the body and it has been proven Sme and Sme again through all 
manner of documented tesSng that cannabis smokers are much more 
responsible drivers. 

10) SecSon 6.2. A "cannabis plant culSvaSon material" is compost, ferSlizer, 
grow bags, or any number of completely innocuous growing paraphernalia that 
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2020-09-17 
16:09:40

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

People should be allowed to grow any amount of any natural herb on their 
properSes & anything that is naturally grown should not be illegal or limited, 
especially if it can be used for medicinal purposes.    

I personally haven't heard of anyone having any bad reacSons to cannabis.  
There are far more chemical substances that do harm to people that are legal  
than cannabis. 

I do think that if it is going to be sold to the public that there should be strict 
guidelines regarding quality & it should subscribe to the same code of ethics/
laws as herbal medicines are, if it is going to be sold for medicinal purposes.  If 
manufacturers or people selling cannabis as a medicinal agent do not adhere to 
the guidelines then a fine can be imposed. 
if it is going to be sold as a smoking type substance for recreaSonal use then it 
should subscribe to the same code of ethics/laws for smoking. 
However, if someone chooses to grow it in their yard or in/on their premises for 
their own usage that should be their choice. 
Studies have shown that there are beneficial properSes in cannabis that are 
good for humans as well as animals if used correctly. 

trudy

2020-09-17 
15:38:58

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I don't smoke weed because I don't like the affect it has on me but I like the 
plants and so I have a few seedlings  just to admire.  For those who are happy to 
smoke weed it is a harmless drug. Let them carry on.  I'd like to be allowed to 
keep many plants but I don't need the canabis so I would give it away to my 
friends who do smoke it Malcolm

2020-09-17 
09:26:32

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Yes, legalise it but the government does not deserve to make money off of it. 
They seriously take enough from us. And this is miracle plant. Kaite 

2020-09-17 
07:59:34

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

The quanSSes are all wrong. I use full extract oil. For 1ml of oil i need 10g of 
ganja. I use 1 ml of oil every day. So i need 300g for 30ml of oil every month. 
That is witout smoking or making tea or extracts for creams.  

I would never have the quanSSes i need. And would sSll have to buy from 
someone. And going to jail in a wheelchair is not something i look forward to.  

Eugene
2020-09-16 
16:56:08

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully increase the quanSSes kyle

2020-09-16 
08:10:20

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully Be responsible when and where you amoke cannibas. Colleen

2020-09-16 
07:44:41

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I just think the limitaSons are not being considered by people who have any real 
life experience with this subject. How can a middle class or poor family grow 
enough weed naturally during a season to sustain them unSl the next season !? 
If you think that 1.2kg will last you have clearly never smoked in your life , not to 
menSon that being restricted to 8 plants will almost certainly not produce 
1.2kg ....  
Then we have the issue of not being able to sell weed , again how do people 
with no means to grow their own weed purchase weed if nobody is legally 
allowed to sell it that doesn’t make any sense and is just conSnuing the black 
market trade . I should Be able to apply for different categories of licensing 
permits depending of the size of my grow and I should be able to sell to legal 
dispensary outlets that also require a license from the public , you can regulate 
and tax it and everyone wins ! I just really don’t think that people who have 
never smoked anything in their lives should be siing in a posiSon of power and 
deciding the fate of something they have zero experience or knowledge about . Richard

2020-09-15 
19:16:38

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Should consider raising the  amount of plants and amounts...smoking same as 
cigareses in public just not around kids.. cigareses does so much more  
damaged to kids than cannabis ever will..many people smoke and use the herb 
home remedies and medical uses and amounts of flower that is needed to 
produce all this is great...want a market for dealing cannabis..there is such a 
great benefit to have cannabis marketed and free of dealing in South 
Africa...blessed Mashew

2020-09-15 
17:56:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Although any move away from total ban is a good thing, this bill sSll falls short of 
no interference from government. Riaan

2020-09-15 
14:35:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully The limits are absolutely ridiculous. Invading people’s privacy is also not fair Charnel

2020-09-15 
14:03:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Why cant Cannabis be legalised the same as Alcohol? Why is it so Illegal when 
Alcohol is a cause of more deaths and hooligan behaviour than Cannabis. It 
should be legal to anyone that want to purchase it use it or distribute it same as 
alcohol. Put licences in place set up a system like the liquor Licence process ( not 
that everyone selling Liquor has a licence) This is DiscriminaSon against our 
Human Rights. 

I want Dagga Legalised to the Full extent!! Salvador
2020-09-15 
13:42:32

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully I do not support the unrestricted  use of  cannabis at all Stephanie

2020-09-15 
12:24:38

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

No jail Sme for any cannabis related offenses.. some children have responded 
very 
posiSvely to cannabis treatment, cbd parScularly but small amounts of thc make 
the world  
of difference too...  Tyrone
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2020-09-15 
10:53:36

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I feel that the sentences and raSonale behind them are way off- worse than 
alcohol, for example, which is a far greater and more prevalent societal problem. 
I've never heard of anyone drinking around children going to jail for 4 years. 

I have used a (prescribed) cannabis derived spray for severe pain and it was very 
effecSve and have seen the good results the oil has had on skin cancers. Just as 
sharks were portrayed as terrifying monsters of the deep and, in fact, are not, so 
too with cannabis. It exists naturally and can have very posiSve outcomes if not 
abused. 

Adrian

2020-09-15 
09:40:43

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I do not agree with the fact that just anyone can grow cannabis on their 
property.  You do realize that some of us are ALLERGIC to the smell and crystals 
that do come from the cannabis plant?  Please do not allow just anyone to grow 
cannabis on their property! 

You are worried about people smoking it near children.  What about the 
flowering plant that can affect children nearby and give them allergic reacSons.  
Please think of that! Sophia

2020-09-14 
22:55:14

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Just go ahead and make the trade LEGAL and TAX the hell out of it.. let 
pharmacies sell it. 

also make a CulSvator Licence for those supplying pharmacies, and set a annual 
fee per square meter floor space, add requirements such as fully enclosed  

LEGAL trade will curb the criminal elements related to it. Cornelius

2020-09-14 
20:23:38

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

In your own home and property you should be allowed to grow and consume as 
much as you want, it's none of the government's business. There also should be 
no limitaSons on the sale of cannabis to those who partake in the comfort of 
their own home. While I agree smoking is bad in general, and should not be 
done around children. This steep penalty is ridiculous and just another system 
by which the government can assert their own bull crap agenda. Clive

2020-09-14 
16:16:54

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

this is a drug that has caused mental health issues which have a profound affect 
on family & society as a whole. 
I SUPPORT  7 encourage medical research into this drug. Mark

2020-09-14 
15:39:14

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

The Sme frame for implemenSng this policy are far toooooo long.  

Funding should be provided for the collecSon of plasSc waste for recycling. Loraine

2020-09-14 
13:35:20

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I agree with terminal ill paSents using it but not ordinary ciSzens using it to get 
high!! I have witnessed behaviour by non-terminally ill people addicted to it! 
Some become aggressive, Sred and unproducSve workers, unhygienic steal 
money to buy more and then when some do not get the same high they turn to 
more hardcore drugs!! What about children living in these homes?? Drugs are 
already an exisSng problem in society. Our children are geing high, stealing etc 
for their next fix instead of studying and geing jobs! We need to break the 
cycles by coming down hard on ALL DRUG types. Give the terminally ill (cancer 
sufferers etc) a special allowance and curb the rest! Melissa

2020-09-14 
12:49:38

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Rather than prohibiSon and limits allow fare market to curb the underground 
market, tax, sin tax, could be of huge benefit to SA. Instead hunSng smokers and 
grow your own hobbies ts, allow them to trade much like the Amsterdam coffee 
shops let them supply at grade much like our local farming markets, ProhibiSon 
and limits stunts growth and research. Instead big pharma and big investment 
will kill the local market and thus the underground will thrive. It really does not 
make money sense. 
Making real medicine cannot be done with limiSng self medicaSng users to use 
the plant as intended it makes again no sense to limit or prohibit at all. 
Its not a drug don't treat it like its cocaine. 
Stop busSng own use growers for having expensive setups, not every grower is a 
criminal and not every smoker a dealer. Cecil

2020-09-14 
12:41:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I agree with the  proposed expungement of criminal records of persons 
convicted of possession or use of cannabis, most of the rest of this proposed bill 
is way too restricSve and goes against accepted facts around the safety of this 
substance.  People consuming alcohol in public or “in the immediate presence of 
any non-consenSng adult person”  cause WAY more potenSal harm and 
disturbance than cannabis users. The possibility of jail for up to two years for a 
cannabis user for the above is ludicrous.  Jailing people found to be smoking 
cannabis in public or too close to a window is likewise non-sensical. Cigarese 
smoke contains a cocktail of chemical carcinogens and other addiSves and  
rubbish that is enSrely more harmful to inhale - why is cannabis smoke so 
harshly punished while second-hand cigarese smoke constantly protrudes into 
the lives of non-consenSng adults (and children!)? What is the definiSon of 
smoking cannabis "around" children which can result in up to four years in jail? 
A few metres? In the same house? On the same property? This is too vague and 
also unenforceable. I see parents  smoking cigareses in their cars with children 
present with no consequence - nobody is receiving punishment for this which is 
proven to damage the  health of kids. Government needs to get over their 
stupid demonisaSon of this plant and recognise the facts around the safety of 
it's use.  It's a violaSon of human rights and a complete waste of police 
resources to arrest adults for the use of this plant  - and they can't even keep 
drunken drivers off the streets - a devastaSng problem that is killing our ciSzens  
RIGHT NOW. Sam
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2020-09-14 
10:19:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Smoking out of a window should not be criminalised as venSlaSon is important, 
parScularly for people living in flats.  

The definiSon of cannabis is flawed as there are CBD cannabis plants with very 
low to zero THC content. These plants are therefore non-psychoacSve but are 
sSll cannabis plants.  

Everything else is acceptable. Please allow me to congratulate the relevant 
authoriSes on a progressive bill. Keiron

2020-09-14 
10:01:52

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I think it is ridiculous that the trade of cannabis will sSll be illegal under this bill 
and that anyone caught trading could get such a ridiculously long sentence-
they're not really changing anything, are they? It is good that the use and 
culSvaSon is being decriminalised, however, not everyone has the means, Sme 
or opportunity to culSvate their own cannabis. The full legalising of cannabis 
could not only produce billions of Rands in tax and licencing, but could also 
produce millions of jobs and boost the economy. The opportunity for growth 
cannabis offers this country far out weights  any backwards noSons of harm, as 
it has been proven many Smes over in other countries where the USE & TRADE 
of cannabis is LEGAL. I am infuriated at the government for conSnuing to 
trample on our human rights, while pretending they are trying to help. Jasmine 

2020-09-14 
09:27:32

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

A very measured approach and some good steps forward...lets open it up in 
universiSes and research centres...we are only just scratching the surface of the 
potenSal of this plant. 
further enthnobotanical research can help us understand the cultural and more 
nuance medicinal properSes of the plant ranging from psychotherapy and 
endocrinology.  significance steps can be made to help  many different people 
who call this country home.  

josh josh

2020-09-13 
11:30:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

They have not decriminalised possession or culSvaSng. Aside from the obvious 
omissions and conflicts in the bill, it will be extremely difficult to police. Allowing 
commercial sales will allow SAPS to focus on real crimes, not chasing aXer 
corner weed dealers. Marvin 

2020-09-13 
08:36:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Cannabis should be decriminalized and treated the same as alcohol legislaSon. It 
would then reduce the prison populaSon and stop destroying lives. Sheldon

2020-09-13 
07:43:38

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Michelle 
Jeanine

2020-09-13 
07:40:11

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

The jail sentences are too harsh. These should be civil fines, with criminal jail 
sentences restricted to people who allow children to smoke marijuana or get 
high from the smoke. I think there should be provisions made for special 
smoking cafes, where people can go to smoke in a cafe that does not allow 
children and makes sure the smoke does not leave the premises - in addiSon, 
they can sell cannabis edibles so that people can eat cannabis at home, without 
the risk of the smoke upseing anyone. I think if there are these cafes, there 
should be restricSons on economic concentraSon in the sector - one cafe should 
have one owner or set of owners, with funding and experSse made available 
through BEE schemes if possible. I also think if there is a point at which the 
government allows cannabis farming, they should be restricted to the former 
homelands, with agricultural extension officers supporSng small-scale farmers, 
so as to economically upliX these areas and redress historical injusSces in doing 
so. In addiSon, cannabis farming should be organic, as it is an opportunity with a 
new sector to build in sustainability and low environmental impact from the 
start. Steven

2020-09-13 
07:38:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Ridiculous, and unenforcable without creaSng more controversies and 
missinterpretaSon by individuals who already strugle to enforce laws, 
deregulate completely Ruan

2020-09-13 
07:22:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully Veena 

2020-09-13 
07:22:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully Andre

2020-09-12 
21:40:33

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Any jail terms should be set at max , no longer than the minimum Sme served 
for any sentence passed to any rapist, murderer or child exploiSng criminals jail 
term. Shannon

2020-09-12 
20:37:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

The limits need to be increased especially the number of plants that can be 
grown Clint 

2020-09-12 
18:05:01

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I feel that there are more medicinal uses for cannabis and therefore it should be  
decriminalised completely . Also for those persons who have no other form of 
income, why stop that.  
I also feel that hemp farming should be allowed. For ropes, clothing fibres, 
building materials etc. Delia

2020-09-12 
17:32:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

People that want to commercially grow the crop are not able to with the current 
proposed quotas. 

Jabulile

2020-09-12 
17:04:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

The proposed bill does not cater for those who want to make cbd cannabis oil, 
which requires a lot more than 8 flowering plants. Cannabis shold be totally 
legal . Ray
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2020-09-12 
09:12:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I believe there should be made provisions for the selling of cannabis products if 
not the dried herb itself. There are many business opportuniSes in the cannabis 
market and some growers would liek to take advantage of this. This would 
provide a new source of tax revenue for the country and sources of employment 
for many others. There should also be provisions made for the use of cannabis 
products for medicinal purpose and have cannabis products made available to 
those who need it Tebogo

2020-09-12 
06:21:25

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

To strict rules and pensliSes for individuals culSvaSng at home.  

The government don’t understand the plant and medical benifits fully yet.  

4 plants per person is way to lisle if you want to make medicine for yourself.  

The penalSes are far to strict and will serve no purpose to South African ciSzens 
trying to obtain natural medicine derived from cannabis.  

It’s needs to be an inclusive policy where all South Africans benefit Geegg

2020-09-12 
05:49:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

The bill should make provision for trading in Cannabis legally. Is it legal to sell 
seeds? How do you get seeds and seedlings? They should also make provision 
for private legal smoking areas (e.g coffee shops) where you can also purchase. 
There is no menSon of how this would help the economy because there is no 
right to trade for remuneraSon Dave

2020-09-11 
17:59:59

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I agree that people can use, grow cannabis as adults - 21 and over preferably but 
I guess 18 and over is acceptable. 

I absolutely am in favour of harsh punishment for selling to children or using 
children to sell. 

As a teacher I see the loss of purpose, idenSty and potenSal lost for several 
youth and the damage it does to families. 

The percepSon created in the minds of many children through the  media,  is 
that it is OK for children to also smoke it - and that there are no physical, 
emoSonal, social, legal or financial  consequences to doing so. Jaya

2020-09-11 
17:48:18

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Cannabis is believed by some people to help Cancer paSents.  In this instance I 
think   Cannabis should be allowed for medical reasons. 
Otherwise  I do not think Cannabis should be allowed, as it  is an addicSve drug 
that could lead to the use of more harmful ones. Evelyn

2020-09-11 
16:48:01

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

The suggested laws that prescribe the limits of possession and culSvaSon and 
even the prohibiSon of the sale of marijuana are quite Sght considering the the 
posiSve impact it will have on the economy should it be fully legalised, at 
present these laws just grant more people access to it, without further 
benefiSng their lives. NSnga

2020-09-11 
15:04:12

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully Kaite 

2020-09-11 
13:54:39

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

The 15 years jail Sme is ludicrous when compared to other criminal acSviSes 
that get more lenient sentencing.  I agree, however, that there should be 
harsher sentencing for those who provide to minors. I think that cannabis 
should become completely legalised and subjected to the same government 
scruSny (and taxaSon - SA could benefit from another tax revenue) as alcohol 
and cigareses.  CiSzens wanSng to sell their produce should require a license 
much like establishments needing liquor licenses. This is an untapped revenue 
source for government that should be made use of. Mik

2020-09-11 
13:41:22

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Marijuana should be fully legalised like alcohol and similarly licensing dealers to 
buy and sell with government quality and price regulaSons as well as applicable 
taxes.  
There should be no limits on how much you can grow, possess, use or sell.  
There should be no criminal charges, with 3 excepSons:         
1. Providing marijuana (in any format) to children/minors or smoking it near 
children/minors, except for legiSmate medical/psychological reasons - with a 
valid prescripSon for the child/minor 
2. Providing impure product and/or product with addiSves.  
3. Driving under the influence should be illegal as with alcohol.  
Smoking should be allowed on your property and anywhere in your private 
property (whether close to a 
window or not) or in designated public places as with alcohol and tobacco 
smoking.  
All people convicted 
for lesser marijuana offenses (than listed above) who are currently in jail serving 
a sentence should be pardoned and freed from prison and people who are 
suffering the sSgma of a 
criminal record due to same should be retroacSvely pardoned and have their 
records expunged of those offenses.  

Desirée
2020-09-11 
12:25:43

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I only agree with marijuana being used for medical use. It should not be grown 
at home or smoked personally. Shannon
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2020-09-11 
12:02:15

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Smoking cannabis should be treated in the same way as smoking cigareses. 
There should be public spaces allocated to the smoking of cannabis just as there 
are public spaces for smoking cigareses. Cannabis coffee shops and restaurants 
should also be permised and acceptable.  

It is also unreasonable to want to have punishment for smoking in the presence 
of children if those children are yours. If they are a part of your household then 
it should not be illegal for them to be in your presence. As long as there is a 
reasonable space between the smoker and the child, it should be acceptable. Odessa

2020-09-11 
10:20:09

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Would like to say it's a start of a new dawn but truthfully things are only geing 
started . Think the proposals for growing  and number of plants act is a lisle far 
fetched ... I don't know about 4 or 8 plants making 1.2 kg dried cannabis I 
personally need to plant alot more plants to achieve that weight . Good start on 
a rocky road ahead peace and love with communicaSon is all we need Bradley

2020-09-11 
09:09:43

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Just get over it all now and legalize it! People are going to make a plan anyway. 
Government just want a say so that they can fine people and make money and 
as for the cops that don't know what they are doing anyway Jen

2020-09-11 
08:58:39

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

The quanSty should be reviewed, as should the selling of the product.  

How is one able to obtain  cannabis without a transacSon taking place. Making it 
legal to sell will be another taxable product and the government loves to tax 
items. It should be legally obtainable like asprin over the counter. 

Having it in your car whilst driving should be allowed. There are no cases of 
accidents have occurred through someone using cannabis. Agree children 
should not be present. 

In addiSon it is a natural plant of which provides many medicinal remedies. 
Those far out weigh the restricSons placed on the possession or jail Sme 
proposed. 

The restricSons on obtaining the product should be liXed. This plant has been 
used all over Africa for centuries and the use of which has been used by many 
and us oart if the African heritage. 

This again is restricSng ones ability to obtain cannabis which has been around 
for centuries and was produced by God. 

No restricSons are necessary.. 
Except the use thereof should take other people into consideraSon. Corinne

2020-09-11 
08:43:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

The amounts proposed do not allow for people to make their own CBD products 
and Snctures to treat any ailments. 600 grams is not enough for making 
anything, it would be a waste of Sme to try make anything with 600grams. 
Consult with the people and we can get a bill that works for everyone. Daryl

2020-09-11 
08:24:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully The jail term for what is a legal product is excessive. Paul

2020-09-11 
06:34:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

The health benefits are excluded why? People need to be free on the usage of 
cannabis. And could also be put on market so that izolekelela ekukhuliseni 
umnotho wezwe fortune

2020-09-11 
06:20:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Mayifane njengotywala nayo intsangu,  
Lamithetho yotywala mayinikwe yona intsangu Azee

2020-09-11 
03:17:15

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully Ntuthuko

2020-09-11 
00:40:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

We are amidst a pandemic that has made us part of history. In these trying 
Smes allowing any or part sale to cannabis in any form should be illegal. 
Medicinal purpose I would agree with. However with marijuana freely available 
to all ages is what scares me the most. The future of this country rests upon our 
kids who will be ambassadors. Allowing any form of sale or freely growing in 
ones property should be prohibited. Marijuana is a major disaster freely in 
public and sadly this will lead to our very own kids messing their lives up deluxe. 
I grew up in a family where so many made use of marijuana and that never 
ended there, from marijuana they went onto the next best thing and so on. 
ProhibiSng the sale or allowing any use should be illegal. Sameer

2020-09-11 
00:22:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully There sSll too much restricSons. Allow us to use canabis in peace Sandile

2020-09-11 
00:17:03

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

This regulaSon is patheSc to say the least. Not even people who are found to be 
under the influence of alcohol while driving face such harsh sentencing should 
they be found guilty. Cannibis is so harmless, it would not even kill a fly. Also, 
this plant is a huge income generator for many disenfranchised households, this 
plant has put current engineers, architectures, doctors and even lawyers 
through terSary educaSon. Ngeke guys, anithi niyadlala. Umzi onsundu 
niwuzonda ngaleyo ndlela? Sicela ama Permit to sell and these should be 
affordable, R600 per annum the most. I cannot say that people are offended by 
those who use cannabis infact, people gravitate more towards that person 
therefore, a designated smoking area for cannabis users should be implemented 
and should a user really offend, can they rather be informed politely rather than 
to jailed for 2 years. Akukho need, ninehaba elibhedayo. Even those who are 
dealing "illegally" should have a reduced sentence of 2 years. Sifelani? Making 
an honest living? Linda
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2020-09-10 
22:09:40

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Cannabis is a natural madicinal plant, it should be allowed for use and home 
grow in small quanSSes smoking it though i believe should not be allowed.  
Smoking antjing in public should not be allowed it should be in private spaces 
not even in communal spaces in complexes. Thandeka

2020-09-10 
20:01:37

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully It Should be Baned Outright Carel

2020-09-10 
19:24:49

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I think the government should study how legalising cannabis in e.g. the whole of 
Canada has been implemented.  I don't think there have been any problems 
there.  It is a far less dangerous substance than alcohol or tobacco (nicoSne) and 
is in many ways beneficial and at the moment a wasted medicine.  The sale of it 
should be controlled as with alcohol and tobacco products and similarly taxed 
providing much needed revenue for a country that is nearly bankrupt. Dennis

2020-09-10 
19:05:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

The amount of plants stated in The Bill would not allow for consistent growing 
for personal use. People should be allowed to have 100 flowering plants and up 
to 300 non-flowering. Luke

2020-09-10 
19:00:14

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Every day use of Cannabis can present with many problems, which should not 
be underesSmated.  The influence of conSnued usage is sSll not fully 
researched.  Some youth have been found to become psychoSc, among other 
problems. It is also considered an entry drug, from there oXen moving onto 
stronger substances. DecriminalizaSon could lead to increased usage.  If it is 
freely available it will be more easily obtainable for youth as well. There is the 
quesSon about driving under the influence of cannabis and the use at the work 
and public places. This could pose an offense to other people, who are adverse 
to it. We surely have more pressing issues to asend to in this country. Heidi

2020-09-10 
18:53:48

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I am concerned that the proposed amendments do not fully explain where and 
how cannabis may be culSvated or exactly where and how cannabis can be 
smoked. 
In a residenSal complex, masers are more complicated than in a single, free-
standing  dwelling.  
Will residents in residenSal complexes be allowed to culSvate cannabis plants in 
the garden?  If so, how will the growers prevent children and other 
unauthorised persons from picking the leaves or seeds? 
How will the polluSon nuisance of cannabis smoke be controlled or prevented. 
in a residenSal complex?  We have one smoker in our complex.  His smoke 
invades other residents' living space.  This means that their living environments 
are being polluted against their wishes. Their health may be compromised 
against their wishes. Their children are breathing in the smoke against  their 
parents' wishes.  
It is all very well to make laws guaranteeing one individual's right to privacy and 
freedom,  but what about the rights of his neighbours?  We all know that 
cigarese smokers are oXen  extremely inconsiderate when it comes to polluSng 
the environment they share with  others,  and that the legislaSon does not 
protect non-smokers and children from this polluSon, so allowing cannabis 
smoking in a complex will only compound the problem.  
I abhor the smell of tobacco smoke in or near my home and I do not want to be 
exposed to the smell of cannabis  either.  
BAN THE SMOKING OF CANNABIS IN ALL RESIDENTIAL   BUILDINGS.  

MARGUERIT
E

2020-09-10 
18:25:08

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

As a cannabis user and now a cannabis grower,  the draconian laws being placed 
upon the cannabis community, without prior communicaSon or engaywith the 
community results in a fallacy of a bill. 

It is impossible for a South African poliScian to decide how much cannabis a 
person needs or uses.   

A plant limit of 8 plants makes no sense in 2020.  How many plants do I need to 
not have recurring flashbacks and depression, due to close to 2 decades of 
emergency medical assistance to my community. You can't and will never be 
able to answer that quesSon, so why impose limits on us? 

Why not put a sin tax on cannabis and regulate as you do with the tobbaco and 
alcohol industries? 

Did no one do any research into prohibiSon and how it works? Did no one go to 
California or the legal countries to consult with their regulatory bodies? Did no 
one consult with the revenue service in legal countries to see the capital gains 
and gdp growth? 

DecriminalizaSon does not work for cannabis. We need legality of the plant and 
regulaSon of an industry. RegulaSons need to be on par internaSonally and not 
regulaSons drawn up to benefit the ruling party. 

Most, if not all cannabis users are highly patrioSc, to a point where we not even 
looking for the Scket to move over the border. 

It's high Sme the government became patrioSc to the ciSzens and to the 
country.  We are capable adults that don't need government intervenSon to 
govern what we do in our lives. 

Thank you kindly for allowing me to submit my response. Cohen
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2020-09-10 
18:16:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

In terms of relaSve contextual harm, alcohol can be considered to be more 
harmful than cannabis (1), so cannabis should at least be afforded similar 
treatment. 

Not only that, but the growth, trade and uSlisaSon of cannabis and/or hemp 
would inject billions of Rands into the South African economy. (2) 

A lot of the limits and rules imposed in the Bill seem ill informed and arbitrary, 
and could more than likely conSnue to force the average person to obtain 
cannabis via the exisSng black market. There is also no menSon of any 
commercialisaSon of any part of the process whatsoever, which seems to be a 
missed golden opportunity.  

The Bill could have been a collaboraSon of the relevant departments, namely 
Health, Agriculture, Finance, and the like, and yet it was draXed by the 
Department of JusSce and CorrecSonal Services  (3) who unfortunately favour a 
very conservaSve view when a progressive one is needed. 

To further reinforce: "However, perhaps the most glaring of all the omissions 
from the Bill, is its complete failure to address any commercial aspects and 
opportuniSes of cannabis, short of de-scheduling hemp with an extremely 
unrealisSc Tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) level of less than 0.2% - this is almost 
impossible when considering the favourable South African growing condiSons. 
Furthermore, by prohibiSng the exchange of remuneraSon for cannabis, 
cannabis plants, seeds and seedlings, the Bill envisages idealisSc altruism while 
completely ignoring the commercial realiSes involved in growing, processing 
and supplying cannabis for personal consumpSon. In pracSce, this amounts to 
self-defeaSng legislaSon, forcing the average person to obtain cannabis illicitly, 
reinforcing the exisSng black market and depriving the economy of asainable 
tax income. 

Currently, the only commercial opportuniSes available in the industry relate to 
farmers who can obtain a licence to either export their yield or supply it to a 
laboratory which has the necessary licences for the treatment, processing and 
manufacturing of cannabis related products. This in insufficient to ensure that 
the whole country has the opportunity to parScipate in, and benefit from, the 
cannabis economy." (3) 

Some people in opposiSon to the legalisaSon and commercialisaSon of cannabis 
will more than likely be unfortunately and shortsightedly doing it for emoSve 
reasons as a reacSon to propaganda and demonizaSon of dagga without 
examining the science, data and research behind the maser. ProhibiSon has 
been shown to not work in the way it's intended and fuels black markets, and 
the UN even reexamined the scheduling of cannabis (4). It's been said that the 
'War on Drugs' is a failure (5), and there are countries in the world with a 
progressive and relaxed approach to drugs (Portugal, Spain, Norway) that have 
noted an overall decline in drug usage, abuse and dependence. Drug addicts and 
abusers should be treated as people, not criminals and it is nice to see that the 
Bill addresses the expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of 
possession or use of cannabis, and it's a good start. 

To conSnue WRT cannabis, according to the UN Office on Drugs and Crime and 
the 2016 World Drug Report: "Despite major changes in some regions, global 
cannabis consumpSon has remained rather stable in recent years" (6) 

The UN Office on Drugs and Crime also found in 2009 that South Africa, Albania, 
Jamaica and Paraguay have been seen as principal producers of cannabis herb 
for about 25% of the (seized) cannabis herb market globally (7), so it's not really 
like it's something new to South Africa. 

(1) hsps://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/25922421/ 
(2) hsps://www.bizcommunity.com/ArScle/196/473/191288.html 
(2) hsps://www.dailymaverick.co.za/opinionista/2020-04-20-cannabis-
culSvaSon-could-be-a-key-economic-driver-for-reconstrucSon-aXer-covid-19/ 
(2) hsps://www.msn.com/en-za/money/news/finance-minister-on-cannabis-
legalise-it/ar-BBZMwji 
(3) hsps://www.cliffedekkerhofmeyr.com/en/news/publicaSons/2020/dispute/
Dispute-ResoluSon-Alert-8-September-2020-Stakeholders-high-hopes-of-the-
commercial-legalisaSon-of-cannabis-go-up-in-smoke-with-the-publicaSon-of-
the-draX-Bill-on-cannabis-for-private-purposes.html 
(4) hsps://www.greenentrepreneur.com/arScle/330519 
(5) hsps://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/apr/02/un-war-on-drugs-failure-
prohibiSon-united-naSons 
(6) hsps://www.unodc.org/wdr2016/en/cannabis.html 
(7) hsps://www.unodc.org/documents/wdr/WDR_2009/
WDR2009_Cannabis_Market.pdf Guy

2020-09-10 
17:31:36

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Cannabis is far less harmful than alcohol or cigareses therefore should be 
treated as such. I see no reason to put unnecessary controls on the growing 
selling and use of  Cannabis unless you're prepared to control alcohol and 
cigareses. Karin
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2020-09-10 
16:40:22

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

If there is going to be cannabis around then there will be sales of cannabis and 
these should rather be regulated so that there can be quality controls, like there 
is with other substances. 

We saw during lockdown how the grey market cigareses had huge amounts of 
tar in them and were very bad for the smoker's health. 

Allow sale of cannabis products so you can tax it and it can be operated legally 
and safely. 

If you criminalise the behaviour of sale of cannabis then you expose people to 
greater risk of fraud/ theX/ harm. 

South Africa has a great climate to grow and export cannabis and cannabis 
products - a region like Eastern Cape could experience a huge economic boost if 
the sale of cannabis products was legalised. Philippa

2020-09-10 
16:04:52

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I have said I do "NOT FULLY" support the proposal.  This is strictly not a true 
answer.  The truth is I do not have the knowledge to know if it is a good or bad 
proposal.  Therefore, my prayer is that those entrusted with this decision be 
guided to do what is right, in the right way. for the right reasons, at the right 
Sme, and not driven by ideologies. David

2020-09-10 
15:02:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

The use in public and illegal selling regulaSons make sence. 

Personal use should be less strict as the plants only lasts for one use thus you 
need to plant two trees extra every Sme to ensure you can keep your own 
plants. Now baying a plant is only one per person. In durban there is only one 
place that legally sels the plant meaning that people travel far to buy two or 
three plants by regulaSng thus the government will only promote illegal buying 
of plants. Leann 

2020-09-10 
14:40:28

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I do not think it is fair nor is it consStuSonal to limit the amount of dried 
cannabis an adult can consume or have in their household. Alcohol and tobacco 
consumers are given their full rights to do as they please in terms of quanSty 
and usage but the rights of marijuana smokers are seemingly not important. We 
agree with the legalisaSon of marijuana but it must be full legalisaSon. Enkosi

2020-09-10 
14:34:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Cannabis has the potenSal to be helpful in many diseases, example, anxiety, 
depression, pain  control in chronic disease, (example arthriSs), cancer. It is also 
useful as a sleep inducing medicaSon. Because it has been considered to be the 
ugly stepsister to regular medicaSon, I suspect that insufficient scienSfic and 
medical tesSng has been done on the drug .  I have my doubts as to how the 
medical use and the sales of cannabis can be controlled efficiently and 
adequately.  Our law enforcement branches struggle to keep control of other 
controlled substances, example, alcohol and cigareses. We have already proven 
that our society is not commised to or effecSve in controlling their own use of 
many medicinal as well as social uses of drugs. Gillian

2020-09-10 
14:32:51

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Cannabis should be traded under a condiSon of the permit (cerSficate) to boost 
our economy, no limit for someone who smoke it within his/here 
 home as long as it’s not in a child presence, and allow fine of not more than 
R500 to public smoking or 6-12 month Imprisonment. This will generate funds 
for state. Sabelo

2020-09-10 
14:15:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

One plant per one adult when it is a once a year crop so you would need to grow 
more to stock up on the months it doesn't produce, and you need a lot more if 
you are  going to make oils/cream from it. 
I personally use it topically and have looked into how the cream is made and it 
takes WAY more than one whole plant to cut up and be boiled and cured  for 
this method. 
Have the powers that be looked into what quanity is actually used.  They need 
to do their homework properly. 
I personally have no inclinaSon of growing or smoking it and having it around my 
home but have seen the bennefits when it is used for medicinal purposes. Nikki

2020-09-10 
14:09:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

UnSl it can be sold anywhere and not illegal, people will always capitalise on it 
being “illegal” and sell contraband. 
LiX the ban and the interest in it dwindles and will also make the price more 
affordable for all who want to purchase cannabis. Grace

2020-09-10 
13:00:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

The use of cannabis in all its forms should absolutely be legalized and fair trade 
pracSces established.  The new bill does lisle to remove the criminal sSgma 
which is associated with the use of cannabis products.  
This bill should provide the same rights to cannabis users, growers and traders 
as those enjoyed by both tobacco and alcohol consumers in SA. Rozanne
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2020-09-10 
12:58:51

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Cannabis, like other naturally occurring plants,  should have the appropriate 
clinical trials, which all other naturally occurring plants also have to undergo 
before releasing it into the public domain.  Research has already shown that it is 
a gateway drug to habitual drug usage.  It can also have psychoSc effects, which 
are irreversible, aXer an unpredictable Sme of usage. In my opinion, there is no 
reason to expedite the process of medical and psychological trials.  I would 
prefer to see a measured approach which follows the normal medical protocols 
to ensure the safety for users by assessing the possible side-effects as well as 
the possible negaSve effects for the individual or for society as a whole (eg cost 
of rehabilitaSon, medical care etc) .  Will the government pay for rehabilitaSon 
from any cannabis addicSon problems, or addicSons to harder substances 
triggered through the use of cannabis.  Where psychosis occurs, will the 
taxpayers have to fund these mental and physical health issues?  Where do 
those costs fall?  Why should other drugs need to fulfil the strict medical 
protocols of invesSgaSon, and the cost thereof, if it is not required for cannabis?  
The bill doesn't seem to take enough cognisance of the precedent it is seing.  
We do not want to encourage the producSon of medicines without the proper 
clinical trials. 

Michelle

2020-09-10 
12:47:45

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

It's a start. Plant quanSSes need to be revised as well as opSons of access to 
cannabis materials! Support the farmer/culSvator!!! (It takes alot of personal 
and financial investment to conSnuously produce quality medical cannabis). Brandon

2020-09-10 
12:41:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully Please register and legalise for medicinal purposes Elsa 

2020-09-10 
11:58:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

The laws listed below are too strict and don't make provision for parents with 
minor children who use cannabis as a medicine: 
Also, use of cannabis in public should be permised within reasonable 
guidelines. 

A maximum jail term of 15 years for anyone who deals in cannabis, or provides it 
to a child. 
Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” may be jailed for up to 
two years. 
Smoking around children can result in up to four years in jail. Beulah

2020-09-10 
11:47:26

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Moving in the right direcSon but need to go further to legalise it more or 
completely Patrick

2020-09-10 
11:43:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I honestly feel that Cannabis should follow the same guidelines as alcohol or 
cigareses. 
No one under the age of 18yrs or perhaps make it 21yrs old. 

To get JAIL Sme is ridiculous !!!  - there are much worse crimes to deal with. 

Our government should be more concerned with the rampant crime in our 
country instead of Cannabis smoking.... lets start with the insane financial 
corrupSon and get some jail Sme going on already with these greedy 
poliScians ?! . - or how about the "rapes/ child abuse,/ killing our farmers... etc", 
would be a much beser use of their Sme and our tax paying money. Enough 
already with the nonsense of controlling normal consenSng adults. Lisa

2020-09-10 
11:29:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

The maximum jail sentences are sSll very harsh...15 years for dealing? 2 years 
for public smoking? These sentences are more like schedule 1 suited 
punishment. 
The quanSSes allowed for personal use are not really adequate. Cannabis is 
seasonal. Therefore one has to grow more to have enough harvested stock for at 
least 6 months. 1.2kg will not be enough to sustain even 2 people for that 
amount of Sme. 
For commercial use, a permit system should be implemented  to ensure that no-
one has exclusive rights as this can lead to monopolizing of the product. Perhaps 
even an annual permit along the lines of angling licencing.  
I'm very happy with the decriminalizaSon of cannabis. However, more research 
& thought should go into this bill. Boogy

2020-09-10 
11:16:07

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

1. Hemp (cannabis saSva) shouldn't even fall under this definiSon of cannabis 
and shouldn't even be regulated because it produces very lisle THC, not enough 
to get one high. It doesn't have the psychoacSve effects. Secondly, it is a very 
useful and producSve industrial plant. Individuals and especially rural 
communiSes should be encourage to farm this type of cannabis (hemp) to 
alleviate poverty, and not be subjected to the exorbitant farming license fees. 

2. The sale of cannabis (indica) should be legal because this is how most rural 
communiSes make a living. Besides, some of us don't have the Sme, space nor 
paSence to grow our own... plus we like to support other people's hustles. Ginny

2020-09-10 
10:57:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I think that the use of Cannabis for Health purposes can be a good thing. 
Cannibis oil / cannibis cream,  i know of people who have used it & it has been 
amazing. 
i dont agree to smoking it so you can get some sort of high.   Cannibis(medical 
form) normally has the carcenergenics (SP ?)  taken out so there is no side 
affect ! 
  
wish they would allow HEMP.  so many people could be making all sorts of 
things- bags, clothing & the list goes on. a wonderful opportunity for young 
entrepreneurs ,who have imaginaSon to go on and make a life for themselves. maeve
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2020-09-10 
09:57:23

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

THE USE OF ANY CANNABIS PRODUCT IN ANY PUBLIC PLACE SHOULD BE 
BANNED. 
YOU SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED TO SELL IT IN PUBLIC AND YOU SHOULD HAVE 
TO APPLY FOR A LEGAL LICENCE TO USE IT OR SELL AND GROW THIS PRODUCT. 
THIS IS A HALLUCINOGENIC DRUG AND YOU CAN BE SURE ONCE LEGALIZED, IT 
WILL BE ABUSED.. IT WILL BE SOLD TO MINORS AND THE FACT THAT IT IS LEGAL, 
WILL JUST BE A BIGGER EXCUSE.  IF YOU NEED TO USE IF FOR MEDICINAL 
PURPOSES FOR PAIN ETC, IT SHOULD ONLY BE DEALT WITH THROUGH A 
LICENCED MEDICAL PERSON. ANY DRUG THAT IS MADE OPEN FOR PUBLIC USE , 
WILL BE ABUSED.  HOW WILL IT BE MONITORED ? AND YOU CAN BE SURE THE 
CHILDREN WILL SUFFER !! TRACY

2020-09-10 
09:48:17

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully It is too restricSve, some of the limitaSons should be relaxed. 

Nhlanhlayak
he

2020-09-10 
09:17:28

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Policing my privacy is an infringement on my basic rights. What i do in the 
privacy of my home has nothing to do with this corrupt government. Philip

2020-09-10 
09:14:01

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I believe that the number of plants should be reduced to 2 per person. 
The amount of 600g be reduced to 400g 
There should be clauses for tesSng in vehicle accidents, any violent act as to the 
presence of cannabis in the body. 
What about repeat offenders? 
RehabilitaSon aXer a 3rd offence? 
There are without doubt effects on the brain on long term usage and this 
research needs to be used. 
One consStuSonal right cannot cannot destroy other lives - a user becomes 
unemployable and thus has to be supported by the state or his family and s/he 
can no longer support themselves. 
Deeper thought needs to go into this. Even as private people we should not be 
encouraged to impact our families. 
 Lynne

2020-09-10 
08:58:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Cannabis oil is not easy to make and you need a lot of cannabis to make a lisle 
bit of oil.  The sale of Cannabis oil and any other Cannabis medicine should be 
legal.   Allow cannabis farms.  The cannabis growing part of individuals at home 
seams fair. Heidi

2020-09-10 
08:50:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Use of Cannabis has mulSple medicinal and personal benefits. To produce 
cannabis oil requires a huge number of plants. Government should not regulate 
its producSon for either personal or commercial interest. Government should 
not control or restrict the individual rights of persons by legislaSng unjusified 
prison sentences in terms of its use or producSon. Cannabis is a mulSbillion 
dollar industy, the commercializaSon of cannabis products should not be 
monopolised by Government or its  inner circle.  S.A needs to support 
entrepreneurs into this diverse market. The public needs more transparency on 
the benefits vs the risks on cannabis use. Each individual has the  freedom  and 
right to choose what supports their health needs. It is not a one size fit for all. Shirley

2020-09-10 
08:33:39

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Each adult person should be allowed 1000 plants and 2000 plant material. 
Families of 2 or more should be allowed 5000 plants and 10 000 plant materials. 
Each adult person should be allowed 10kg of cannabis buds and a family should 
be allowed 30kg of cannabis buds per harvest period.  

Each person be allowed 100 litres/ kg of processed cannabis product and 
families 1 ton of cannabis processed products. Siphiwe

2020-09-10 
08:33:20

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Why don't you decriminalize cannabis and only regulate it in the same way that 
alcohol is regulated ie. don't limit the quanSty but forbid public smoking. Once 
you have done so, you can tax cannabis sales and prohibit sales to minors. That's 
what the ConsStuSonal Court had in mind NOT this disingenuous bill. Andisa 

2020-09-10 
08:11:45

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

All persons using this cannabis  must at all Smes have in their possession a 
medical cerSficate authorizing its usage not more  than one year old. SaSsh

2020-09-10 
08:06:01

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

The part where not to close to a window the person should be allowed to smoke 
where he wants in his own home. Malcolm

2020-09-10 
07:51:35

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Excellent for medical purposes ... SCIENTIFICALLY PROVEN and MEDICALLY 
STUDIED. 

It has SIDE BENEFITS ... not SIDE EFFECTS.  

Our Public health  services are in total disarray and close to non availability . 

Medical CANNABIS is a WIN-WIN situaSon for Govt &PaSents.  

Home GROWING should not be allowed as if not properly processed the toxins 
can become harmful.? 

Roy
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2020-09-10 
07:39:15

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I support any changes to the Bill that brings about balance in what was once a 
highly misunderstood plant.  Marijuana is less dangerous than alcohol in so 
many ways, yet society sSll allows alcohol to be freely bought and consumed.  I 
believe that Cannibus should have the exact same legislaSon in place as is in 
place for alcohol and the abuse thereof. 

The following Clause: 

"Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” may be jailed for up to 
two years" 

is highly misleading and will result, not may result, but will result in it been 
abused by disgruntled relaSves, neighbours etc, much like witch hunts in the 
past.  This clause I deem to be extremely irresponsible as the final outcome will 
cause much pain and anguish. 

It is a clause that basically nullifies all the rest of the bill and makes it 
nonsensical.   It is my opinion that this clause should be scrapped. 

Yours sincerely. 
S. Gibson Shellley

2020-09-10 
07:39:14

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I support any changes to the Bill that brings about balance in what was once a 
highly misunderstood plant.  Marijuana is less dangerous than alcohol in so 
many ways, yet society sSll allows alcohol to be freely bought and consumed.  I 
believe that Cannibus should have the exact same legislaSon in place as is in 
place for alcohol and the abuse thereof. 

The following Clause: 

"Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” may be jailed for up to 
two years" 

is highly misleading and will result, not may result, but will result in it been 
abused by disgruntled relaSves, neighbours etc, much like witch hunts in the 
past.  This clause I deem to be extremely irresponsible as the final outcome will 
cause much pain and anguish. 

It is a clause that basically nullifies all the rest of the bill and makes it 
nonsensical.   It is my opinion that this clause should be scrapped. 

Yours sincerely. 
S. Gibson Shellley

2020-09-10 
07:18:51

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully Strictly for medical purposes only Theresa

2020-09-10 
06:21:41

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

It seeks to over-regulate our use of a safe, medicinal herb in the privacy of our 
homes. Cannabis has never been proven to kill anyone. By puing limitaSons on 
how much we can possess, you are ensuring the police can sSll violate our 
homes for using this plant and that is not what the consStuSonal Court 
judgment supported. Sale and distribuSon needs to be decriminalized 
completely and zero limits on how much a household can posses. Otherwise 
ordinary ciSzens will be persecuted by the law be abuse no provision has been 
made to access cannabis legally, other than to grow a few plants. People who 
make their own medicines from cannabis need to be able to access enough to 
make and sustain their medicinal use and the bill in its current form prevents 
that and seeks to over regulate a plant we have won the right to use as adults in 
private. 
I also don't agree with having to hide my use from the public or children - 
people can see me using cannabis without it harming them so why must I be 
forced to hide it? The law allows people to drink alcohol in view of others and 
alcohol has been proven to be substanSally more harmful than cannabis, so why 
the double standards?  
Lastly, what scienSfic evidence is there to jusSfy the amounts government has 
prescribed and how does government intend on enforcing these regulaSons 
without further violaSng our privacy? This bill does not seek to honor our rights 
to use this plant in private but instead aims to restrict us from using it as much 
as possible and I hope government addresses this with more integrity in the 
future. Kelly
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2020-09-10 
05:45:39

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

For purposes of exchange between individuals (no remuneraSon involved) limits 
are set to:........ 
You have to pay for it as someone took the Sme and money to grow it and they 
should get paid for it. By making it illegal the price goes up. People that can't 
grow anything must pay for it.  
Decrimilise cannabis completely. It's nature's chill pill and believe me this 
country needs a chill pill. 
People don't do stupid stuff when they are high unlike alcohol.  
Let's not get into the many many health benefits of cannabis oil that has saved 
many many cancer paSents and people living in pain or some incurable disease.  
I have only three rules.  
1. Don't smoke in public,  
2. Don't drive or operate machinery. 
3. Respect other people's  choices of not smoking cannabis or for smoking it. 
I thank you. Quinton 

2020-09-09 
23:33:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

LimiSng the amount of flowering plants only favours those fortunate to be able 
to afford an indoor setup, those of us who rely on mother nature are at a huge 
disadvantage having to wait 9 months to harvest . Bradley

2020-09-09 
22:43:18

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

The quanSSes proposed is excessive. 
I had the misfortune to live with addicts,the quanSies provided for will allow 
users to get into a total stupor,with  unforeseen consequences,mainly domesSc 
abuse. These quanSSes readily available will no doubt result in desaster as all 
control and self discipline is lost Hermann

2020-09-09 
22:27:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I believe cannabis should be available to anyone in any form without penalty, to 
produce, consume or trade.The proposed restricSons are ludicrous, make no 
economic sense and prevents any form of small business growth. The fact that 
my rights are determined by my neighbors beliefs and or opinions is an 
infringement on my democraSc right to choose what i do on my own private 
property. Donna

2020-09-09 
22:06:39

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

We are in such problem Smes and now passing this bill will allow kids to start 
smoking cannibis every day like we are currently experiencing in our community 
as well as with family members who are not as yet 16 years. 

If you want to pass the bill because of medicinal purposes then go ahead and do 
that but have processes in place for people to get registered on the global 
registrar staSng that they using cannabis for a specific ailment. 

Otherwise it is just ruining families Tarna

2020-09-09 
19:16:33

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

It’s not feasible or effecSve to South Africans to have people spending Sme 
trying to regulate and manage these laws and limits. We should rather use the 
money to educate guide and rehabilitate. Stuart

2020-09-09 
18:29:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Julius 
Paulino 

2020-09-09 
18:25:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Only for medicinal purposes & obtained with a prescripSon from a medical 
doctor. 
Otherwise definitely not Kajal

2020-09-09 
18:22:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

This is definitely a step in the right direcSon and is following global trends 
except the prescribed prison sentences are ridiculous.  Why should cannabis be 
treated any differently to alcohol or smoking cigareses? Wills

2020-09-09 
17:55:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

People should be allowed to purchase cannabis from whichever supplier they 
want. Where do people get cannabis if they cant purchase it.  Not everybody 
has hhe place or knowhow to plant their own. There should be no restricSons or 
limits of any sort on cannabis.  Alcohol is far worse than cannabis and it does not 
have the ridiculous limits imposed on it as cannabis does. Larry

2020-09-09 
17:47:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

This bill needs to be ammended to incorporate all ciSzens being able to make a 
legal living through the plant .  It's not viable for the common man on the street 
who cannot make an income of this plant.  Full medical and recreaSonal 
legalizaSon should be the next step aXer this private bill. Good GeneScs are 
essenSal and the sale and distribuSon of quality seeds and clones need to be 
addressed. If you are allowed to grow for private use then it makes sense to be 
able to purchase quality strains legally. Cannabis growers should be able to trade 
so that good quality medical strains are freely available to the public for 
wellbeing. Due to nature of the plant and how it grows the limit on the amount 
one is allowed to grow needs to be re addressed. An immature plant cannot be 
classified by 15cm height unSl it reveals if its male or female. Proper research 
into culSvaSon needs to be looked at and the law makers need to consult with 
experts to realize the complicaSons on a limited amount of plants. The majority 
of growers want to have legal grows and not be arrested for being over the limit 
due to the law makers having no idea how the plant develops and grows. The 
prescribed prison sentences are ludicrous.  Why should canabis be treated any 
differently to alcohol or smoking cigareses?  Please go back to the negoSaSon 
table and listen to the experts and re write this bill so not to encourage 
excessive penalSes and growers going underground and encouraging the black 
market to surge due to poorly thought through legislaSon and laziness in bare 
minimum requirements that don't facilitate full legislaSon for everyone benefit. 
I really hope this gets re looked at as the current bill is inadequate. Shaz
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2020-09-09 
17:35:38

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

The limits on possession and methods of obtaining "ready for use" cannabis, in 
any and all forms, leaves criminalisaSon wide open for SAPS to prosecute.  There 
are FAR more important things for SAPS and the courts to do. 
I am not a user, never have been, but am keen to see it as a completely legal 
alternaSve to alcohol.  It should not require a person to grow from seedling to 
mature plant. Selling and buying should be in line with alcohol and tobacco 
regulaSons. Peter

2020-09-09 
17:14:59

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I would say that the number of plants are too restricSve. Also with there 
restricSons I view it as an excuse now to create yet another non-funcSoning 
wing of the SPAS!! Gerhard

2020-09-09 
17:03:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I support the bill for restricSons on the use of cannabis. Where the hemp is 
grown for  commercial use the bill should open the door  for minimum red tape 
for creaSon of creams and oils. These will be taxed and also for job creaSon . 
Minimum restricSon when used as medicaSon.  Minimum restricSon when 
hemp is grown privately or publicly for commercial  purpose. Perumal

2020-09-09 
16:50:34

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Limits and grow amounts need to be increased...too lisle 

Plus amount allowed for storage needs to be increased...and raSonalised for 
mulSple people on property..ie 4 or more legal smokers/growers 

Number of plants needs to be increased...especially for private growers who 
dont have access to expensive feminised seeds... 

maybe a seed bank for all south africans...accessable and cheap but quality 
geneScs 

And finally...arent we going towards legality of this in the long run... I mean if we 
can swap it with others..the next step is surely the full legalisaSon of it all like 
alcohol and tobacco.... we are losing out on the progression of the industry.... 
We need to clear the way to making more revenue...like california and canada 
and get us to the promised land sooner 

many thanks 

JAMO 

Jamo

2020-09-09 
16:46:02

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Cannabis should not be allowed in public at all for any reason whatsoever.  It is a 
drug and causes the user to enter an altered state of consciousness. Also,  
anyone driving under the influence of cannabis should be dealt with in exactly 
the same way that alcohol users are dealt . Jail sentences and revoking drivers 
permits must be be insStuted.  Anita

2020-09-09 
16:41:36

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I support the bill to restrict  the use of cannabis. I believe through surveys , 
cannabis should not be restricted when used as medicaSon. No restricSon 
should be placed  when hemp is grown for creaSon of oils and creams.  When 
hemp is grown at home  for commercial purpose ,  restricSons can be placed  
and also be taxed. 

Perumal

2020-09-09 
16:34:17

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Medicinal use in an oil suspension is not currently included in the cannabis 
domesSc usage secSon of the bill. I believe it should be allowed as an 
alternaSve to dried, smoked cannabis, and should be tabled as such. Steven

2020-09-09 
16:23:15

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

How are the Government,by means of the police,going to  stem or stop such an 
old and lucaSve trade?Chiefs of rural areas smoke cannabis which is 
recommended by the witchdoctor,to speak to ancesters for leadership 
recommondaSons on ruling!!! 
How? Mas

2020-09-09 
16:15:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I don't think there should be a maximum on the number of plants people are 
allowed to grow, there are many uses for the plant beyond smoking and even 
smoking has been proven to b be harmful. 

That plus puing a prison sentence on dealing just makes this bill seem like a 
moralizing ploy, not based on what's best for the country but based in the 
conservaSve and unscienSfic belief that people who use cannabis are criminals. 
It is perpetuaSng the legacy of colonizaSon. We have enough problems in our 
society with things like gender based violence, why are we wasSng Sme trying 
to limit the use of a harmless medicinal plant? 

Of anything, the penalty for dealing should be a fine, not give people a criminal 
record or lock them up and further entrench our naSon in poverty. Eric

2020-09-09 
16:06:11

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

In certain cases, the use of, and sale of cannabis products, should be legalized in 
venues such as Coffee Cafés, Pubs etc, as long as they are clearly demarcated 
and adverSsed as being ‘Cannabis Venues, restricted to 18+ and privately 
owned, able to restrict admisance to the general public, with sufficient signage 
and controls in place.  For example, a privately owned Coffee Shop, on private 
property, not in a public place (like in a shopping mall). Kevin

2020-09-09 
16:05:35

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

NO WONDER WE LIVE IN A COUNTRY OF DISARRAY! 
Deidre
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2020-09-09 
15:12:22

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

The idea behind the legislaSon is sound but the details are  
not readily enforcable 
Draconian  in that penalSes are far greater than is the case for alcohol or 
cigarese smoking 
Cannabis should be able to go the retail route and be heavily taxed 
Medicinal use should be freely available via pharmacies only with fully 
controlled sources and content Stuart

2020-09-09 
14:51:00

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Having worked with people in a drug rehabilitaSon center, I feel that no maser 
what we do, people will use drugs if they so wish.  The issue is not if a drug is 
legal or illegal, the issue is why it is used in the first place. I understand addicSon 
as an illness and I also know that most of the Sme, there is a dual diagnosis  
which is untreated that encourages "self-medicaSon" through drugs.  I have 
seen a huge amount of "damage" done through cannabis use only but also as a 
gateway drug  and I hate that cannabis'  is  minimized as a drug but I feel that 
where it all begins is with untreated mental illness and where it does not stop is 
due to the hopelessness  that the addict feels even aXer rehab. Legalize it if you 
want to  but then use the funds that were used to police it, to boost Mental 
Health programs. Put funds into mental health,  rehabs and work programs aXer 
rehab.  Lynne

2020-09-09 
14:48:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully Awie 

2020-09-09 
14:43:20

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

One should be allowed to grow more at home 
Allow for more dried at home 
Allow for more to transport, say if going on holiday 100gms is not a lot then one 
needs to obtain from an unknown source Carol

2020-09-09 
14:28:59

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Whilst provisions are acceptable not all persons would be capable of growing 
their own.  Personal culSvaSon, commercial culSvaSon and regulated trade 
should be allowed. 

Allowing culSvaSon and trade will enable small scale farmers to reap benefits 
from the use of cannabis and significantly improve the economy, upliX 
marginalised communiSes and reduce poverty. Deon

2020-09-09 
14:21:41

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Full legalizaSon is needed. "Private Use" will cause problems in the work place 
when individuals get subjected to "Drug Tests". It can take 3+ weeks for THC to 
leave your system... This is just another example of South Africa being stupid... 
Honestly, this line of thought is starSng to make our enSre country look like 
backward idiots... If you dont know what you are doing "South Africa", then why 
dont you have a look at a flourishing first world country like Canada and take 
some notes.  

How about facing other issues, like the power shortages, or violent crime, or 
lack of jobs? Take your pick, RSA has SO MANY REAL PROBLEMS!!! But for the 
love of humanity, please stop focusing on something that does not deserve this 
level of asenSon, and actually put some effor into runing this beauSful country. Ashton

2020-09-09 
14:09:35

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

There is conflict here - legal to use privately nut in terms of general safety 
regulaSons  to  0HS Act  " no person under the influence or suspected of being 
under the influence of  drugs or alcohol is allowed on any work premises  where 
there is machinery  
Considering  cannabis takes up to 3 weeks to get out a persons system 
He/She is likely to be suspended and disciplined Noel 
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2020-09-09 
13:08:34

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

We should be totally legalizing cannabis.  These draconian laws are hindering 
economic growth and wasSng police Sme.  Take money away from criminal 
ganags. Use tax money to educate people on the dangers. Our NaSon needs 
forward thinkers that can use things like Cannabis to kick start the economy and  
increase our tax base. The Rural communiSes can really benefit from the 
producSon of Hemp for Commercial use. Come on people we have a great 
opportunity here. 

Further to the above  how can you have a law that states: 

a maximum jail term of 15 years for anyone who deals in cannabis, or provides it 
to a child. 
Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” may be jailed for up to 
two years. 
Smoking around children can result in up to four years in jail. 

Smokes to close to a window...... the mind boggles. How is that measured, by 
the meter, cenSmeter. Its far too open for interpretaSon. 

It should have the exact same laws that govern the use of tabbaco and alcohol. 
Simply as that.  You should be able to buy and sell in the same ways as the 
above. Imagine how small scale subsistence farmers lives could be transformed. 

The limits are also a lisle ridiculous.  What if I live in a commune with 40 adults. 
I would only be allowed to culSvate the same as a couple living together.  How 
does that work?  Again why cant a person purchase from a recognized licenced 
grower. You are once again forcing people to deal with criminals and gangs. 
Decriminalize it in its enSrety. Why put money in the hands of criminal gangs. 

stuart

2020-09-09 
12:39:39

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Canabis should be used medicinally. RecreaSonally, no! A drugged person 
driving or on duty at work will be a total hazard. Definitely,  No smoking or 
vaping around kids & adults. Mervin 

2020-09-09 
12:19:14

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Imagine if a Doctor who needs to operate on you as a paSent, or a taxi driver 
decides to use marijuana privately? What about a school bus driver driving your 
kids to school and back home? We know that scienSfically, marijuana impacts 
the brain responses negaSvely by delaying reacSon Sme and capabiliSes to 
reason clearly. 

Looking at the examples of countries that have legalized cannabis for both 
medical and recreaSonal use (which translates to private use),  we observe that 
a significant increase in fatal car accidents increased where the driver tested 
posiSve for marijuana intoxicaSon, visits to the Emergency Room increased, 
Children who were mistakenly intoxicated by adults paraphernalia laying around 
increased, as well as youth in schools using cannabis increased, Especially when 
compared to countries that   have not legalized marijuana/cannabis/dagga.  

If legislaSon seeks to legalize this for private use, there need to be very strict 
measures in place protecSng children, and the marijuana product for private use 
must be approved by the Medical Control Council of South Africa. Smoking of 
Marijuana for medicinal purposes is not essenSal or necessary and the harms 
far outweigh the so-called benefits, especially since new studies are showing us 
that frequent marijuana use has caused havoc in legalized states in the USA. We 
would do beser if we learnt from their mistakes. 

I have asached a link to an impact report from Colorado, USA that has pulled 
data from hospitals, police departments, schools and other insStuSons of public 
interest, demonstraSng what legalizaSon has caused in their state. in short, 
everything that the marijuana interest groups promised would not happen when 
legalized, in fact, did happen. 

I want to see my Country flourish not be destroyed 
hsps://learnaboutsam.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/2019LessonsFinal.pdf Liza

2020-09-09 
12:10:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Traffic laws are not enforced so how can this law be monitored - people will get 
into their cars, go to work etc with their senses dulled.  Yvonne

2020-09-09 
12:06:43

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully J.c.

2020-09-09 
12:03:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I do not like or use cannabis, but I feel its use should be fully legalised, because 
people will use and deal in it even if illegal. Like alcohol and nicoSne,  sales of 
cannabis should be taxable, where possible.  People should be able to farm 
cannabis for medical uses. I am not sure that there should be limitaSons on the 
number of plants a person can grow. I do believe the sale of cannabis should be 
formalised so that it is not available to children under the age of 18 years. Susan

2020-09-09 
12:00:01

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Legalize the sale of cannibis to anyone over the age of 18 and let the 
government collect  taxes on the sales.     The country really needs this extra 
money and maybe it will stop them  conSnually raising the taxes for the very 
small  number of the people who actually pay taxes. Let the consumers  pay 
taxes. Lynne
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2020-09-09 
11:50:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Being jailed for up to two years for the following: 

"Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” may be jailed for up to 
two years." 

is patheSc and will be impossible to enforce. There should be no jail or arrest for 
anyone smoking cannabis, whether at home or in public.  This goes against the 
'decriminalisaSon' of cannabis use. Look at progressive, forward thinking regions 
/ places in the world that allow public cannabis use (Amsterdam, California, 
Canada etc) and you will see that they realised a long Sme ago that puing 
people in jail for smoking cannabis is a waste of everyone's Sme (police, courts, 
judges etc)  and achieves nothing - except overcrowding jails and turning regular 
ciSzens into criminals.  

This part of the new bill should be amended or beser yet taken out completely. 
Too many people in South Africa already smoke cannabis to make this clause 
one that can not and simply will not be enforced properly.  Let the police and 
courts go aXer the real criminals in this country - the corrupt poliScians, 
murderers, rapists, terrorists etc. Brad

2020-09-09 
11:42:18

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Cannabis has a large amount of healing properSes,  as seen in many medical 
journals showing posiSve results from experiments. A large amount of the plant 
is needed to make a small amount of oil. The oil is very effecSve for use of pain 
where pharmaceuScal methods not so. Cancer paSents appear to benefit from 
cannabis use. Linda 

2020-09-09 
11:37:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

The controls on quanSty really leave this open to abuse. Very difficult to police 
it.. 
However if controlled properly it will eliminate some of the criminals involved in 
drug trafficking and that is desirable. Rupert

2020-09-09 
11:34:36

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I do not fully support the use unless for medical reasons.Our Country has a 
problem with alcohol as we witnessed in the lock down.How does one screen if 
a person is mentally aware enough to drive a vehicle, smoking in your own 
home should be okay.I just do not think we need to legalise a drug when we 
have so many abuse problems as a Country. Nita

2020-09-09 
11:13:40

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

The South African cannabis industry has the potenSal to generate income  
across many levels from small scale smme's to large commercial iniSaSves. It 
must be allowed to develop freely without ''redtape'' and the typical 
cumbersome administraSve problems.  Currently large scale iniSatves are only 
within reach of a select few due to the complicated and exorbitantly expensive 
procecesses involved.  And yet no such controls exist for alcohol or tobacco 
despite their proven addicSve and destrucSve potenSal. Accurate and 
Acceptable tesSng methods for cannabis(thc) should also be developed along 
the same lines as alcohol, with clear levels.  This will assist employees and 
employers to idenSfy intoxicaSng levels. Many people cannot access the 
abundant health benefits that cannabis offers due to ''archaic and shortsighted'' 
regulaSons in the workplace. Josias

2020-09-09 
10:57:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I don't think there's any reason why a person cannot smoke cannabis in his/ner 
own home. However to smoke it in public is another maser whether in a 
pub ,restaurant or not is sSll in a public place with which I disagree. Also  
children under the age of 16 should not be permised to use it whether at home 
or in public. John

2020-09-09 
10:45:20

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

We dont really have any law here so I think the benefits outweigh the negaSves 
Caz

2020-09-09 
10:11:36

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

The Personal possession amounts will only suffice a medicinal use for less than 
quarter of their years supply and less so a recreaSonal user. The bill does not 
represent the people and their medical needs in any way shape or form. A plant 
that has the power to bring communiSes together should never be regulated.  
RegulaSon also allows for the "drug" sSgma to remain meanwhile it has been 
scienSfically proven to be non-narcoSc and non-addicSve. I would like to 
challenge those who were part of formulaSng this bill to talk to members of the 
exisSng cannabis community - this is the only way I can see all facets of 
interesSng from entrepreneurial to recreaSonal use being represented in a fair 
way.  The bill shows a clear lack of research for the good that cannabis can 
provide to all South Africans, smoking away from children is more than fair, but I 
definitely feel that I should be enabled to smoke at a window to keep my house 
clean. Once proper research and communicaSon has been put in place we can 
asain a result that will benefit all parSes in quesSon greatly. Jonathan 

2020-09-09 
10:04:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully there should be 0 limit for public use / carriage Jenny

2020-09-09 
10:00:05

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Government unable to control. And what is controlled is money going into 
officials pockets. It's either legal or not legal. Dianne

2020-09-09 
09:53:11

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully Rather legal than illegal cuts out the crooks . Alan

2020-09-09 
09:44:43

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

While there should be guidelines especially where its used for medicinal 
purposes to make sure there is some sort of quality control, I believe responsible 
adults should be allowed to grow as many plants as they wish whether to use 
medicinally for themselves or to exchange for other goods. Fish
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2020-09-09 
09:41:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I really believe that the ridiculous hype around cannabis needs to be removed 
completely.  It is a product that could create a myriad jobs, hemp growing could 
mean sustainable clothing, building, alternaSves to plasSc, and the list just goes 
on and on whilt the ridiculous sSgma around cannabis needs to be destroyed 
once and for all.  It is a plant with amazing healing capabiliSes, why would we 
not want to be using this in place of the awful syntheSc drugs Big Pharma push 
down our throats, causing a mulStude of ills.  Cannabis could be the best 
preventaSve to take against serious and minor illnesses.  Open up the trade 
completely and let's get South Africa working and well. Barbara

2020-09-09 
09:40:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Laws are essenSal for keeping order in socieSes and respecSng the rights of 
ciSzens however it is my opinion that there is no law and order in South Africa. 
Having a bill that describes the penalSes for not adhering to the rules/guidelines 
relaSng to the use of cannabis, is meaningless as our law enforcement are not 
effecSvely carrying out their duSes and our courts follow on in not operaSng 
efficiently, effecSvely and from an unbiased plaKorm. This Bill reflects the 
deterioraSon of our naSon - we are focusing on an area of nature that " lowers 
our faculSes " while people are losing businesses, losing jobs, losing their 
freedom and losing their ability to take care of their families. PoliScians conSnue 
to use the " divide and conquer " strategy to ensure that our Rainbow NaSon 
does not stand together to insist on a Government that works for our benefit. I 
hope everyone wakes up to what is really going on. Antoinese

2020-09-09 
09:38:01

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

There is a huge economic opportunity in completely legalising marijuana for 
commercial and private usage. Countries that have legalised it have seen an 
excellent economic impact.  

We recently had a tobacco ban. No one stopped smoking, they just bought 
illegally. The same is true with marijuana (which is medically much beser than 
tobacco). Legalise it and the quality can be regulated, taxes can be collected, 
jobs can be created and entrepreneurs can flourish. Mashew

2020-09-09 
09:22:52

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Any person driving with cannabis in their blood stream   who is involved in a 
motoring accident should face jail Sme.  The sentence should be doubled if that 
person is the driver and is reasonable for the incident. 
There must be mandatory blood tesSng ,for alcohol and cannabis at accidents 
and road blocks.  Ray

2020-09-09 
09:10:55

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

The laws are non-sensical and contradictory. How is one to grow cannabis if one 
cannot purchase the seeds? I also think that the selling of it has great economic 
potenSal. It seems like government does not want to legalise it but they do... A 
proper and final decision needs to be made, not a wishy-washy one. Taryn

2020-09-09 
09:06:43

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Jail sentence for selling to a child  increase to life  . 
Roelof jp

2020-09-09 
08:56:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

The bill shows a lack of understanding of cannabis growing and is keeping 
cannabis seeds as illegal sales. It shows a lack of logic in that a person may grow 
from home for personal use but they can't buy seeds to do that. The logic 
doesn't track. 
Furthermore the limits of the number of plants is completely arbitrary and 
doesn't consider extracSon processes which use a relaSvely large amount of 
plant material. The bill should be revised to include feedback from the country's 
ciSzens to determine what measures will best achieve regulaSon objecSves. Michaela

2020-09-09 
08:53:45

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I agree with the non-criminalisaSon of cannabis.  However, I do not believe that 
Government has the right to dictate how many plants / how much cannabis I 
grow or use on my property in my personal home unless I am becoming a 
nuisance to neighbours or dealing in the substance for monetary gain.  I agree 
with not leing children use it.  I dont agree to USE of it in public but dont 
believe government can dictate how much I can carry on my person.  I also dont 
see anything about cannabis products such as oils and balms.  How are 
government going to regulate and tax people deriving income from any form of 
cannabis? Adrienne

2020-09-09 
08:50:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Do’nt know about the effects of smoking cannabis. Can it affect one when 
driving a vehicle? I believe it’s medical uses are beneficial Bruce

2020-09-09 
08:49:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I would rather see smoking banned completly .There are no benefits to 
smoking .There are many people us ing canibus for major medical condiSons . Terry

2020-09-09 
08:47:40

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully The purchase of cannabis should be allowed. The proposed bill is too restricSve. Kyle

2020-09-09 
08:23:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Urban Home growth should not be restricted provided it is not for commercial 
purposes. Sharron

2020-09-09 
08:21:11

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully MarSn

2020-09-09 
08:13:08

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

The restricSon on trade bothers me. Thousands of people/farmers in the 
Transkei area and elsewhere depend on C  for a living and will be inhibited. I 
suspect corrupSon will, as is normal with government, storm in and win by the 
stringent trade controls. Further, C is a seasonal growth plant, limiSng the plant 
numbers as proposed will not enable users, and I am not one, to self supply over 
12 months, so should be adequately increased. Roelie
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2020-09-09 
08:05:34

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I agree that Cannabis should be legalized... but the new "proposed" bill is not 
the answer. Are we not THINKING human beings? Am I restricted on the amount 
of cigareses or alcohol I have in my house, my car, or how much I consume? Can 
we not just try to remember that cannabis should NEVER have been made 
illegal? Can we not try to remember that making Cannabis illegal was a racist 
propaganda! Can we TRY not to conSnue perpetuaSng laws that where 
completely baseless!  

The sad reality is... I believe the laws will change... but only to benefit big 
Pharma and not the regular ciSzens who have been persecuted for being 
believing in the plant, its benefits and how it can provide a sustainable income 
for our families. Andrea 

2020-09-09 
07:53:55

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

i think for medical use only. I know it has helped a lot of cancer people so yes I 
think the use of medical cannabis is fine. Rita

2020-09-09 
07:53:05

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

we can use cannabis for medical purposes only not for home use as our kids get 
addicted and never want to go to school, in the work place people will loose 
their jobs as the companies want zero drugs in the body. it will be used at home 
but when they get to work is a different story!!!!! Mabhalane 

2020-09-09 
07:48:55

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

This plant can turn our economy around if we let it. But these silly any counts 
won't do it and nor will just the medical sector. Open up for recreaSonal use for 
responsible people and you will see huge increase in job creaSons and the 
economy will rise again too. We can grow out own tomatoes right? Cmon now 
people Brandon

2020-09-09 
07:45:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I believe more consideraSon and interacSon with stake holders needs to be 
done before the bill is gazesed. Michael

2020-09-09 
07:41:28

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

What is the regulaSon for medicial products conaining Canabis deriviSves? 
Ian

2020-09-09 
07:33:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

The legislaSon is poorly framed and seeks to water down the ConCourt 
Judgement handed down in this regard. It should be extensively redraXed. Robert

2020-09-09 
07:31:54

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Benefits of Cannabis far outways any negaSves. Cannabis is not addict and is not 
halucinagenic. People who are high on it are not aggressive like with alcohol. 
The limits are too low if you want to make medicinal oil. There should be no 
penalty in dealing with it. Also people need to be responsible for their own 
acSons, can’t be controlled by the state their whole lives long Lindsay 

2020-09-09 
07:09:49

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Cannabis for private use should be exactly that - governments controlling private 
individuals choices in their personal capacity, for their own use and benefit 
should not be governed by anyone other than the individual.  Governments are 
not the police of how I choose to live as a well balanced, sane individual. Janet

2020-09-09 
07:07:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Cannabis is widely used throughout the country and  is used daily in the 
workplace as well as for recreaSonal purposes. We will never stop  ciSzens using 
cannabis and I would agree with the proposed restricSons. However, we need to 
have statutes  in place to deal with:                               1.  Using and being under 
the influence of the drug during the performance of employment duSes must 
carry a severe penalty and any loss of  life, property damage or behaviour  that 
is detrimental to the public or the employer's interests  must receive legal 
sancSon and penalSes.  Employers should have structures in place to deal with 
employees that imbibe in cannabis use while on duty and the transgression 
should be regarded as a major transgression of company principles.                                                                                                                                                                                     
2. Any ingesSon of cannabis (inhalaSon or ingesSon) gives immediate euphoric 
results which can last from 40 minutes up to three hours and driving under its 
influence  should be a serious criminal offence as the mind is in an altered state. 
This can be a lack of awareness of surroundings and event sequence, paranoia, 
impaired reflexes, lack of cognisance of  changing condiSons, and a tendency to  
focus in the irrelevant. Once ingested the person should not be allowed to drive 
or ride any vehicle for at least three hours. Alcohol intake can be regulated so as 
not to impair driving/riding capabiliSes, but there is no way of regulaSng the 
intake of cannabis as potency and amount can vary widely.                                                                                            
Therefore,  I propose a ban on cannabis usage while driving/riding on public 
roads or toll Highways. Gregory

2020-09-09 
06:41:07

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

I think cannabis should be fully legalised like any other crop and allow the 
markets to determine volumes and prices. Will the police be expected to go 
around counSng plants and weighing the dried material, thus diverSng them 
from sorSng the real criminals out. Unenforceable laws should never be passed. Olliver

2020-09-09 
06:27:35

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

You cant legalise cannibas use at home and then want to jail people who do so 
around their families. Legalise cannibas completely and tax those who sell it in 
whatever form they do so. Kim

2020-09-09 
06:24:17

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

The idea is there the government it dont have the right to tell me how much I 
can smoke. Not such laws exists for drinkers or tobacco  smokers.  

One should be allowed to plant once a year for smoking and other uses.  

What about ppl that cannot grow? Dont they have a right to obtain it.  

This is not what the consStuSonal court had in mind that the bill will work for 
some but not for others. Erika

2020-09-09 
06:08:07

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully  I t  can be useful  for medical reasons but must done through a doctor Peter

2020-09-09 
06:06:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

There needs to be a difference between public and private use. It must be 
clearly stated where to smoke and where not to smoke. The legal limit a person 
can carry must also be clearly stated. Prince
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2020-09-09 
06:00:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

The amount people are allowed to plant keep and use at home at any given Sme 
is  too high and will increase risk of sale overuse and expose too many adults 
and children to abuse!! This May leas to a new huge social problem on top of 
alcohol as shown during lockdown. Please review this law. This should be highly 
regulated for only medical purposes Nadessen

2020-09-09 
05:06:58

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

why make new laws which will make it easy for authoriSes to prosecute the the 
vulnerable . 
They should concentrate on the real criminals to our naSon & prosecute those 
involved in corrupSon Barry

2020-09-09 
05:06:41

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully It should be under strict medical control. Rajendra

2020-09-09 
01:35:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Either way the abuse of cannabis just like alcohol will be difficult to control  
It does affect the mind  and creates behavior al disorder in some cases it is 
addicSve  like many other drugs Hajra

2020-09-08 
23:56:28

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Personally I do not make use of any form of drug but from my perspecSve I see 
alcohol which is fully legal to be far more harmful than cannabis therefore I do 
not see why it should be criminalized in this way. 
It should be treated in the same way as alcohol with exactly the same kind of 
restricSons on it's use. David

2020-09-08 
23:14:21

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

This "drug" should be allowed for medicinal purposes only, and you should have 
a prescripSon from a doctor to be able to use it. Growing and having seeds and 
plants and smoking or whatever anywhere should be banned. I don't want my 
children being offered something that can be grown in any backyard! Ashley

2020-09-08 
22:49:05

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Go to jail for 15 years for selling a weed? No no no, I seen rapists and murderers 
go to a jail for less years they are a bigger problem not a selling a weed. Glen

2020-09-08 
21:27:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

Fiscally Hemp and cannabis can be a financial windfall for SA as you can get up 
to 4 crops a year unlike other plants it is hardy and can be uSlized in fabric, 
medicines and a whole host of products without being consumed. SA has the 
ideal climate for successful industry in cannabis and hemp without the high 
grow costs due to electricity that other countries have Jenni

North West 40
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2020-11-30 
21:38:59

North 
West Not fully

This bill curtails parScipaSon of previously vicSmized and marginalized group 
who bore the struggle during delegiSmizaSon by carceraling the use, producSon 
and commerce of this herbal weed medicine. The said amount of trees that can 
be produced per individual is prescripSve and unilateral repressive reasoning. 
How was this determinaSon arrived at? 

The amount required for producSon and market parScipaSon in this billion and 
trillion Rands industry is being hindered by the neoliberal capitalist fees required 
that will present an cumbersome encumbrance to it's grassroots and former 
delegiSmized market stakeholders of emerging and small enterprise from 
disadvantaged groups who were cumulaSvely discriminated for protecSng and 
conserving the use, producSon and trade in this plant, by the colonial regime , 
using asymmetric parochial colonial fallacious pedagogy to create systemaScally, 
structural and  funcSonal malice propaganda  in relaSon to this plant with 
warped, imbalanced and erraSc acculturaSon epistemology of colonial imperial 
classical and neoclassical capitalist economics and cogniSve dissonant 
democraSc models of governance. 

The proposed amount is against the spirit of inclusivity, integraSon and 
empowerment of marginalized, disadvantaged  and indigent group socio-
economic mobility and redress of inequity and inequality that is perpetual 
during postcolonial epoch due to post-colonial coloniality, avarice and looSng of 
poliScal elites, public service officials and Enterprises. 

There is a need to reduce the access to license to way less than the proposed 
amount of 23000 since this will place undue burden and relegaSon of emerging 
market economy parScipaSon in the south African and smme of people from 
disadvantaged backgrounds which will by enlarge refer to the majority of black 
South African who fought for and carried the yoke of vicSmizaSon for 
protecSng, producing, using, trading and conservaSon this herb. Now these 
same people due to this proposed license fee will be delegiSmized economic 
market beneficiaSon and be reduced to employment neocolonialism in the 
project of this illegiSmated subultan cultural and economic pracSce captured by 
coloniality. 

I suggest that the license fee at the most expensive rate can be atleast R500.00 
in consideraSon of the poor and lower middle class that have to pay for the cost 
of accessing this former black market economy as emerging smme's in the South 
African market will be impeded and diversity and inclusivity of diverse social 
strata will be impeded. 

We suggest the number of trees per individual be also increased from it current 
number and a reducSon of sentences for trading illlegally cannabis since it's not 
a violent crime and mostly cannabis trade is oXen not a high risk violent acSvity. 
The years should not exceed more than 2years for any kind of marijuana 
infringement that is trade, producSon or consumpSon related. 

All Power! 

To the people! 

The people must govern! 

Khumo 

2020-11-04 
07:03:17

North 
West Not fully

Unlimited number of plants. 
No sales. 
Trading 
Home consumpSon, not limited to indoors. Tasmin 

2020-11-03 
00:26:19

North 
West Not fully

Although I welcome the change, the bill does not fully take into consideraSon 
the medicinal benefits of cannabis. I also take issue with how vague the bill 
describes cannabis exchange, and am appalled that no clear provision was made 
for safe, regulated, legal sale. Neil 
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2020-10-26 
12:44:24

North 
West Not fully

My name is Tebogo Theophilus Gonkgang 
I'd like to take this moment to thank you for the opportunity to write this leser, I 
don't want to cause any harm or conflict even to put a black mark behind my 
name in this society we live in. 
I have a dream for a beser South Africa and I would like to thank you for 
experience and Sme you have given me through this maser. I would like to 
thank you again for leing me to resolve this maser by my own knowledge, and 
I would like to put under the asenSon of the assembly "what is wrong and 
right". I know you are the one upholding the society and in this white cure of 
this leser I would like to be at the right fooSng of this assembly. 
Why are we changing each other? for what we have?. If you are trying to see, 
what are you trying to find, Why do you live in a glass house and sSll throw 
stones? Why you build prisons? Why you build hospital, What is the purpose of 
living? Where are we going from here? Why are we wasSng Sme? what future 
are we holding? Why is business all about money? Why is drugs our happiness? 
What is dignity? Why do we love one another? What is important for us to 
listen?. These are everyday quesSons that we always ask ourselves and try to 
figure out something from them, but sSll we don't get the answers that we 
need. 
I want us to reunite as one naSon and fight this maser together, as we all know 
that two minds are beser than one. I alo want us to remember our greater 
leader of all Smes Mr Mandela who his dream was to lead together and learn 
one another before we take decisions, a sharing heart is a receiving heart. 
I have a dream that all in South Africa may live in love and hope so that what we 
hoping for we can receive it in love, because without love its war. Power is in our 
hands, we have to use it wisely and remember what we think shall bear a good 
fruit for a lifeSme and use our minds to stand for one soluSon, running away 
where will we hide? Lets work together as the image and the likeness of Lord 
Jesus Christ. 
Me as a resident of Ganyesa and a server for ward 04 I have realized what is 
wrong and right. And what are the biggest issue that my community have been 
going through. The municipality and its councillor of ward 4 have not ensured 
the provision of services to our community in a suitable manner. The 
municipality has the right to excercise any power concerning a maser 
reasonable and neccessary for or incidental to the effecSve perfomance of its 
funcSons 
As a community maser I want to do intervenSon based on The ConsStuSon of 
The Republic of South Africa 

Signature 
TEBOGO THEOPHILUS GONKGANG 

Tebogo

2020-10-20 
11:27:38

North 
West Not fully

Yes am happy there is somewhere I can use it freely without thinking of geing 
arrested but some of use work on the streets and we use it for our daily prayers 
as rastas so it some how make everything difficult for us day in day out for me its 
even hard am selling fruits and vegetables in town but am treated as if am 
selling cannabis  
#FreeUpTheCannabisUseInSa 
#AreWeWrongBeingRastaPeople? Gaopalelwe
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I agree toThe state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and 
culSvaSon of cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to 
set our own limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-09-18 
14:09:23

North 
West Not fully

I support the idea of a regulated  market and environment but the bill does not 
cater for any form of economic inclusion or the reducSon of the illegal market. 
More emphasis should be put on the "Dealing of" to create micro-markets 
within specific regions Kevin

2020-09-15 
18:46:58

North 
West Not fully

Should be able to smoke it like a cigarese in Public or were ever just not in Front 
of kids. 

So same laws as cigareses should apply to weed. 
Also there should be free market for dealing not involving any government.  

David 

2020-09-15 
10:04:55

North 
West Not fully

The amount per household is a direct asack on freedom. If there's a family of 4 
(or more) adults living together and they all use medical cannabis, they would 
be limited to 300g each, and that is barely enough for monthly medical use 
baring how much is used to produce medicine. 

Four flowering plants should be doubled, as most growers have a rotaSon of 6-8 
plants PER PERSON. 

The sentencing worse than most rape cases for 'dealing' is an insult to the docile 
nature of cannabis users worldwide, and needs to be worked on, albeit illegal, 
this business has put many children through school because their parents took 
the risk. 

Cannabis needs to be treated as the emancipaSon of the naSon, but it's being 
given new laws just so it can be locked away in our houses and be wiped from 
view. 

We need to be in view, people need to see the difference this makes to society. Alpha

2020-09-14 
19:08:50

North 
West Not fully

good evening, it is good for individuals when using it purposely. I think the 
number for one person is low, as also not just for usage it fight against evil spirit 
in the yard and a beauSful plant to have in the yard.  

mojuta
2020-09-14 
17:42:16

North 
West Not fully Peter

2020-09-14 
10:23:40

North 
West Not fully

I just want to suggest that you also look how other countries  do it. We do not 
want Big Pharma to dictate to ciSzens what they must use for health purposes. 
Please cut out any lobbying of them. Also people are responsible and this need 
not be criminalized  but yet you must protect public's best interest. Andre

2020-09-14 
09:31:06

North 
West Not fully

As a non-user I am presy agnosSc about the issue from an emoSonal point of 
view.  

But from a purely raSonal point of view, ideally it should be legalized and de-
regulated completely and put in the hands of the private sector to make their 
own rules about (e.g. mining and industry may have stricter rules than small 
business). 

The excepSon is children. Any form of smoking around children should carry 
harsh penalSes. They can make up their minds when they hit 18. Jacques
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2020-09-12 
00:30:29

North 
West Not fully

I think it is a step in the right direcSon, but more work is required in refinement.  

The Accessibility/Trade part needs more work, the current bill in its current form 
excludes most of our populaSon especially our poorer communiSes. It seams if 
you don’t own private land you can’t access this high potenSal medicinal crop. It 
seams as if you can’t grow it yourself, then you cant access it’s benefits. Most 
cancer paSents on chemo therapy do not have the ability to grow there own as 
they are too weak to tend to plants whilst they are in treatment , most 
vulnerable  and most in need of Cannabis to support with pain, nausea and 
verSgo management, it’s criScal for mood management and apaSte which is key 
to recovery. The current Spanish Social Club model is a great example of how 
Cannabis can be accessed responsibly.  

Cannabis CAN HELP SOUTH AFRICA??, our country is home to a number a rare 

Cannabis land race strains that thrive in our ferSle soil and our blistering sun ☀ 
these very special plants has been cared for and protected over generaSons by 
some of our most rural communiSes, and are sought aXer from Canada to 
Australia. But the bill in its current format doesn’t allow and support the 
protecSon of our own plants and the respecSve DNA, it doesn’t allow access to 
trade for our most rural and needy communiSes, plant keepers, growers and 
protectors.  

Cannabis is more than just “ZOL” cannabis can upliX South Africa, Cannabis can 
upliX some of our most rural and most needy communiSes, Cannabis can heal 
our naSon from our own gardens. Now more than ever South Africa needs this 
cash crop to grow more freely and to be traded more formally to benefit from 
this mulS billion dollar sunrise industry. 

Both local and internaSonal markets are ready to start growing South Africa 
again, we can be at the forefront of Africa’s green revoluSon, we can lead the 
charge. But we can’t drag our feet, the bill needs more work a lot more work. 
Our Sme to shine is now!  

GROW ONE AFRICA  

Daniel

2020-09-11 
21:26:12

North 
West Not fully

Although this bill is going in the right direcSon, I feel legalising sales and taxing 
it, would be a beser opSon. IncriminaSng people on selling or using cannabis is 
ridiculous and especially being sent to jail. Smoking near kids should have a 
heXy fine, as there is studies that prove cannabis can be bad for growing brains. 
Public places with a legal permit for smoking on the premises would also by 
ideal. Just as smoking tobacco on the street, cannabis should also not be 
allowed. Cornel

2020-09-11 
13:41:33

North 
West Not fully

I agree with the smoking around children and non consenSng adults. I do not 
agree with 15 yeara in prison on the other hand. There are crimes far worse 
than this that dont even get invesSgated...just a pile of papers heaping up in a 
dark room. Rapists who gets fined? While you want to lock someone up for a 
herb. Plant counSng is not the way to go. You can have 10 flowering plants and 
it wont add up to 1kg of dry herb. You can have one plant and get up to 1kg of 
dry herb. There is no law that states each ciSzen is only allowed to consume 
1200 cigareses in year. Neither 12L of alcohol. You're locking people up for 
something that grows in nature? Are you mad at God? Or is it greed... Damian

2020-09-11 
10:13:08

North 
West Not fully Abraham

2020-09-11 
09:15:07

North 
West Not fully

The gram limit for an exchange (100g) is too small. It makes it harder for people 
who can't grow their own to access a regular supply.  

Also, why not just allow small scale sales? Treat it like liquor to make the 
situaSon easier.  Government could easily issue licenses for vendors. Damaria 

2020-09-11 
08:43:59

North 
West Not fully Louis

2020-09-11 
06:30:13

North 
West Not fully

The amounts are way to low to have at home and being allowed only one 
flowering plant but 30 seedlings are ridiculous. Renaldo 

2020-09-10 
21:30:01

North 
West Not fully Barry

2020-09-10 
21:04:50

North 
West Not fully

Cigareses are usable in public  places and no one gets arrested for smoking 
around unconsenSng adults. Do away with criminalizing marijuana Lesego

2020-09-10 
18:13:23

North 
West Not fully

I feel that the law is not addressing the use of cannabis by minors. The rampant 
use of cannabis by minors is not receiving adequate asenSon and I personally 
see the effects of the plant upon  the progress and performance of learners at 
school. There is a marked drop in performance, cognizance and cogniSve 
parScipaSon in class. Wendy

2020-09-10 
17:10:16

North 
West Not fully

What does the bill say about the use of cannabis for recreaSonal or religious 
beliefs ? RamoloS

2020-09-10 
14:36:19

North 
West Not fully

Four flowering plants per adult? Does anybody realise it takes a whole summer 
season to culSvate these with a limited yield? Jakes
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2020-09-10 
13:38:08

North 
West Not fully

Please Read ! 

One needs way more dried cannabis than 600 gram to make enough oil for daily 
use for an month . 3-4kg is way more realisSc . 
Remember you can only grow outdoor once a season , so grower must be 
allowed more cannabis to store for the future . So a system where one person 
can grow 15 kg per year makes way more sense for private use , it is not to say 
the whole 15 kg will survive the drying and curing process . 

We need a proffesionally prupposed bill and not just some poorly put together 
effort with no interacSon from the public . Government is losing out on money if 
they're not implemenSng a legal system for this that helps south africans grow 
with this very handy crop . 

Punishments are way to harsh while alcohol is proven to be more harmful and 
doesn't have the same penalSes like suggested in the bill . 

The black majority in south africa knows how to grow cannabis . If you do 
legalise this , a new market will open up and you will se more black south 
africans make a beser life for themselves of there is a beser legal market where 
government and growers around south africa cooperate . 

I work closely with the agriculture department and i see very very lisle to no 
effort from them in this secSon . Evert

2020-09-10 
07:26:29

North 
West Not fully

Cannabis has been used for centuries in a safe way amongst our people and far 
away from children, now there are too many issues around the use and the 
quanSSes an individual  is allowed to have in his/ her possession. The law 
excludes the right to commercially farm with cannabis and its bulk distribuSon 
to the consumers. 
If the use of cannabis is legalized why should there be limitaSons on the 
quanSty individuals are allowed to have, and if I want to sell cannabis to 
consumers what is the quanSty that I must have as a seller?  Geoffrey

2020-09-10 
06:36:39

North 
West Not fully

Some of the grams for personal use are out of line with reality.  Atleast 500g on 
a person in car or traveling. No smoking should be allowed where there are 
other people in public or while driving.  

Cannabis is hard to detect and there is a need for technology to ensure the 
police can pickup intoxicated drivers. 

License cannabis smoking places like cofee shops and so on.  Charge sin tax 
same as in cigareses on the sale of cannabis and allow licensed trading in the 
townships to ensure there is control and compliance with tax and other laws. Vincent

2020-09-09 
16:16:15

North 
West Not fully

Greater volume per household that will allow the preparaSon of oils and 
creams. 
An simpler process to apply for a commercial license to supply to 
pharmaceuScal companies 
Allow for widespread and unhindered growing of Hemp. Frederick

2020-09-09 
15:31:01

North 
West Not fully

Selling or trading should be regulated/allowed. Is it really legal if you sSll get 
arrested for buying it? Tsholo 

2020-09-09 
15:16:29

North 
West Not fully

I just want it to be freely available for Cancer paSents. It is amazing how it heals 
and even makes cancer disappear it is a miracle drug.  
And other people using it will also benefit... I think the bill is in order... it 
protects, limits abuse. Willem

2020-09-09 
15:04:35

North 
West Not fully

I believe the easiest way to avoid cannibas being sold, people should be allowed 
to have more plants in their yard Vuyisile

2020-09-09 
15:02:46

North 
West Not fully

I believe the easiest way to avoid cannibas being sold, people should be allowed 
to have more plants in their yard Vuyisile
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2020-09-09 
13:39:06

North 
West Not fully

While the Bill is a step forwards compared to the draconian apartheid era 
fascism of the past, it sSll treats dagga smokers as dangerous criminals:  
a (draconian) maximum jail term of 15 years for anyone who deals in cannabis, 
or provides it to a child. Why is there not the same sentence for those giving 
alcohol or cigareses to children?  
Exactly, because you're being totally hypocriScal!!! 

Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” may be jailed for up to 
two years. Huh? Why the heck not 'too close to a window" etc? Is it going to kill 
anybody?  Why are there not the same laws for tobacco, which is proven far 
more dangerous, especially 2nd hand tobacco smoke?  
Exactly, because you're being totally hypocriScal! 

Marijuana has been smoked by indigenous people in this country for centuries. 
Why are you imposing two-faced Western standards on our country? This is 
racist. Many cabinet ministers and others were schooled on the proceeds of 
marijuana sales, and most definitely smoked dagga in their youth, student and 
struggle days. Suddenly people who do the same under these constraints are 
criminals?  
Exactly, because you're being totally hypocriScal! 

Smoking around children can result in up to four years in jail. Why are there not 
the same laws for tobacco, which is proven far more dangerous, especially 2nd 
hand tobacco smoke? Or for alcohol, which we know leads to GBV and abuse of 
children? 
Exactly, because you're being totally hypocriScal! 

If you're going to be like this, with stupid and draconian penalSes, I suggest you 
just legalise marijuana, full stop, and ensure that it is the rural poor who benefit 
from its sale, instead of the usual black and white urban connected elite that 
usually steals everything! Lance

2020-09-09 
12:46:07

North 
West Not fully The proposer p enalSes are too severe, and will be abused by the cops. Annegret

2020-09-09 
10:59:57

North 
West Not fully

I believe that it is irrelevant to sentence people who peacefully smoke in public 
and those who sell cannabis as there are rapists, murderers and abusers who 
need to be behind bars. Rather commercialize it and allow the public and private 
companies to sell it to the public.  The government can make tax revenue from 
the sale of cannabis. Thapelo

2020-09-09 
09:33:16

North 
West Not fully Make it legal to sell,  taxable , less problems than cigarese or alcahol Andre

2020-09-09 
09:19:36

North 
West Not fully

I fully support the use of cannabis for private purposes.   However tha 
crimilisaSon of growing and trading is a waste of policing capabiliSes.  Instead 
the government should uSlise the culSvaSon and trading of canabis for 
commercial gain and issue loads of licences (at a cost) - this encourages a 
broader economic empowerment, would reduce the street value of canabis and 
would assist regeneraSon of soils. 
The crimilisaSon of canabis growing and trading acSviSes would impact very 
negaSvely on our economy.   
have a look at how Colorado's revenue income has increased through the 
"legalisaSon" of canabis producSon. 

Trixi

2020-09-09 
09:03:23

North 
West Not fully

people must not be treated like idiots  cannibis has been around way before any 
governments and or poliScs it a medicine when used for such and if some one 
wants to get high so it be ,  
the feeble idea of not using near an open  window smells of of some stupid  
person with lisle or no brains   theo

2020-09-08 
21:55:34

North 
West Not fully Johan

Western Cape 852

2020-11-30 
15:01:57

Western 
Cape Not fully

I am enrolled as a Masters of Laws student and I am in the process of finalising 
my thesis dealing with the legal regulaSon of cannabis in South Africa. The 
thesis parScularly looks at the right to human dignity in light of the Sustainable 
Development Goals as a benchmark for legally regulaSng cannabis in South 
Africa as a catalyst for socio-economic reform in rural cannabis communiSes. 

Would it be possible to submit my thesis upon finalisaSon  thereof at a later 
stage? I would relish the opportunity to make a significant academic 
contribuSon to the formulaSon of cannabis policies and legislaSon. 

Please let me know how I can get involved in this regard. 
Jo-Anne
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2020-11-27 
19:01:45

Western 
Cape Not fully

The draX bill is flawed, restricSve as it focuses only on criminalisaSon.  It even 
says you cannot even show it in a public place. Therefore if people that live in a 
crowded township go outside they’re going in a public space and they’ll be 
arrested, whereas wealthier people have reasonable house and yard, and there 
aren’t such restricSons for them. This alone makes tyhe draX bill purely 
discriminatory and therefore  unconsStuSonal. 

Why does Africa have to do everything last?nEuropean countries are busy 
racking up billions while we  are watching. We even buy their products although 
we can produce ours and export. For a country that has a high unemployment 
rate, this doesn't make any sense at all. I mean, we are literally sabotaging 
ourselves. Jerry

2020-11-23 
18:44:35

Western 
Cape Not fully

I feel that it's high Sme that cannabis be legalised as it is less harmful than 
alcohol or cigareses, and in fact offers a mulStude of benefits. So I welcome the 
concept of it being regulated. However, I'm not in favour of some of the 
regulaSons: 
1. The proposed punishment is completely over the top for the offense. If 
smoking cigareses or drinking alcohol near children or non-consenSng adults 
doesn't carry the same punishment, nor should smoking cannabis, whether for 
medicinal or recreaSonal use; and 
2. The quanSSes sSpulated do not make sense: four flowering plants when 
harvested do not equate to 600 grams of dried product. On average, a single 
cannabis plant yields 800 grams of dry product, which means that if you grow 
the allowed four plants at any one Sme, your yield will be 3.2 kg's. What does 
one do with the 2.8 kg's that aren't permised, if selling it is illegal? Likewise, if 
you're planning to trade it, you'll need 28 friends to palm all that weed onto - 
and they're likely going to want to give some of theirs to you, so we're all back 
to square one. The maths just doesn't add up and it feels like the quanSSes have 
been determined arbitrarily.  The permised plant number and dried product 
need to correlate for these rules to be enforceable - or if you want to have any 
hope of people abiding with them. Gillian

2020-11-22 
12:11:53

Western 
Cape Not fully

To have atleast up to 12 mature plants in flower as to only having 4 plants in 
flower and not having the resources for an indoor grow setup its impossible to 
meet your medical needs due to the fact that outdoor growers that cant afford 
to grow indoors are dependent on the seasons/light cycle of the sun and cant 
have in spring 4 plants that has to go Sll autum/winter then growing another 4 is 
impossible cause the plants wont be in a growing state aXer the harvest of the 4 
plants in autum/winter and users are leX with roughly 600g-2kg of flower Sll the 
next growing season in spring which that amount wont last that whole Sme Sll 
the next season Yudashkin

2020-11-15 
10:26:59

Western 
Cape Not fully Fines should be provided for public use and/or jail terms should be reduced.. Alexander

2020-11-12 
18:54:26

Western 
Cape Not fully

Why doesn't the goverment catch up with the free world and simply legalize 
cannabise.  
Sell licences for producSon and sale like any other industry.  
Reasonable rules and penalSes for use in public. 
Most of the laws, regulaSons ect are already in place for alcohol, basically the 
same for cannabis.  
Slightly more relaxed when perscribed for medical use. Phil

2020-11-10 
13:01:11

Western 
Cape Not fully

The plant needs to be totally decriminalized, with no limits whatsoever, adding 
limits and restricSons only adds to the misinformed sSgma around the plant.  

We need to be able to grow and keep how ever much we want.  

Jail Sme for plants is ridiculous. You can’t give the same sentence to somebody 
with plants that you do to a murderer. That’s criminal in itself. Shaun

2020-11-10 
09:50:43

Western 
Cape Not fully

This bill isn't exploiSng at all the huge economic potenSal of a full legalizaSon 
that can help South Africa economy a LOT Franco

2020-11-07 
16:25:12

Western 
Cape Not fully

Please speak to the psychiatric hospitals, especially Weskoppies in Pretoria. They 
will give a valuable input on how much the state has to spend on looking aXer 
cannabis induced psychosis paSents. 

It's burdening the state, it makes people literal crazy. Ask them for the staSsScs, 
at least half of their admissions are weed related. 
Suicides are high too because of it. 

It's not a joke. David

2020-11-07 
14:55:18

Western 
Cape Not fully

The bill should provide for an educaSonal aspect to cauSon users about 
potenSal harm from overuse of cannabis. Any suppliers of seeds or plants 
should place warnings on the packaging. Fiona
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2020-11-07 
11:36:11

Western 
Cape Not fully

The number one problem that I have with how it is structured is that's its sSll 
being considered as an out and out harmful substance. 
If you are going to legalise if for the grower it should be without restricSons if its 
not causing harm to others.   

On the point of being jailed for 15 years for dealing in cannabis. Why is there not 
a system being put in place to have the plant work for the people. Its being 
marginalised where the Tabacco and Alcohol industries do not have this sSgma 
and yet they are more harmful to the user. 

RegulaSon within reason, not blanket criminalisaSon when you are not making 
the process work for you. It's a Trillion Dollar industry abroad but the 
government will not allow others to profit from hard work.  

Smoking near a window and geing jailed for up to two years. What about being 
subjected to passive smoke by nicoSne users how is that not viewed in the same 
light.  Another clear disparity when it comes to how these rules are defined.  

The asempt will always be not to engage with others, but one cannot control 
nature and even if one has only to sniff it on a windy day. You will then be 
prosecuted without firm evidence on a basis of smell.  

I am not sure if the individuals who came up with this situaSon understand 
cannabis culSvaSon methods. How does one grow six flowering plants if you are 
running a staggered grow or only have a few months to grow your years supply.  

Outdoor growing is seasonal so unless you are fortunate and have an indoor 
grow you will not have access to the medicine year round. Which can be a 
problem thus we need regulated sales, learn how to make the situaSon beser 
not have more people angered at the democraSc process not serving the 
people.  

Place rules that govern one's safety, allows for mutual growth and benefit. 
Where the happiness of the grower spurs job creaSon. Courtnay

2020-11-06 
15:35:57

Western 
Cape Not fully

It is not allowed to smoke with a child nearby but allowed in a house with 
adults.  So what if there are children in that house?  Just ban it completely. Anmarie

2020-11-05 
11:47:42

Western 
Cape Not fully Angelique

2020-11-04 
11:16:32

Western 
Cape Not fully Gray

2020-11-04 
09:58:00

Western 
Cape Not fully

Smoking cannabis should not be a criminalized offense at all. The sentencing 
proposals in this bill is too extreme. There is no guarantee that these proposed 
regulaSons will not be exploited by our police force to undermine certain 
communiSes. Jannes

2020-11-04 
09:57:00

Western 
Cape Not fully

To Whom It May Concern, 

Today, if I so please, I can get in my car, drive to a nursery and buy as many vines 
as I want to - let's say 1,000.  

I can take my 1,000 vines, plant them on my property, grow them and care for 
them and then make wine from my 1,000 vines. 

All of this is 100% legal and fine, as long as I don't sell the wine. 

Or,  I can go to a shop and buy everything I need, to brew my own craX beer  at 
home. I can brew as much as I want and all is legal and fine, as  long I don't sell 
the beer. 

In light of the above, surely cannabis growers should be granted equal rights.  

Surely   we should be allowed to grow as many cannabis plants as we please.  
Even if it is 1,000 plants on our own private properSes. And this  should all be 
legal and fine, as long as we don't sell the cannabis.   

Moreover, the above menSoned wine-making and craX beer making is easy 
enough to register to sell. Why does the government not allow people to use 
cannabis to make an income? Government could generate enough tax to fix 
things in SA if they purchased cannabis from growers and paid them according 
to quality. This cannabis could then be exported, or processed into various 
products, medicines and materials. It's senseless locking people up for growing a 
plant.  

All we ask for is fair and equal rights as highlighted above. 

Lael

2020-11-04 
09:53:07

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis should not be criminalized in any shape or form. A 15 year sentence 
for selling is extreme to say the least. Criminalizing a minor substance allows for 
the conSnued abuse of poor and marginalized communiSes in South Africa. As it 
stands no avenue for legal sale exists either which serves to undermine re-
legislaSon. Leo
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2020-11-04 
08:30:31

Western 
Cape Not fully

Point three smoking in public or near an open window close to a non consenSng 
person should carry absolutely no penalty. 

There’s too much ambiguity in this point and should be removed. 

Parents should also be able to use cannabis in their own homes where there 
children are present without any penalty.  
There can be any number of reasons the child might need the exposure eg 
medical reasons. 

Caro

2020-11-04 
07:16:03

Western 
Cape Not fully

There should be no limitaSons and restricSons and personal use and growth of 
cannabis. I personally have experience with the medical benefits of cannabis 
and use it to treat my depression and anxiety. The legalizaSon of cannabis has 
the potenSal to improve our ciSzens lives and our economy, and there should be 
no restricSons to such an improvement. There is no limit to wine making or beer 
making, so there ought to be no limit to cannabis producSon for personal use. Rebecca 

2020-11-04 
07:08:29

Western 
Cape Not fully

It needs to be amended, we shall all grow weed and use it ourselves like a Boer 
brews his own beer or grows his own wine. John

2020-11-04 
06:43:33

Western 
Cape Not fully

I think it is important for all South Africans should be regarded as equal and 
should therefore obtain equal rights. We can not by any means live in a unjust 
society, where it is okay for certain people with certain beliefs and views to do 
whatever they please but not us as cannabis users. This is a complete industry 
just begging to boom and develop. The government should seize this 
opportunity and build proper controls, systems and regulaSons to push this to 
becoming fully recreaSonally legal. Allow us to build a whole new industry which 
will generate unbelievable income for us as users and for government via 
taxaSon. We need this as a country. Look at the taxable income generated by 
the states in America and also Canada where this is a legal and controlled 
industry. Wake up Government. You need us to do this in order to generate 
billions for this economy. Lets also get exports going. Income income income. It 
is what South Africans need. #Covidrecoveryplan Brandon

2020-11-03 
23:09:58

Western 
Cape Not fully Francois

2020-11-03 
22:42:03

Western 
Cape Not fully

There should be full deregulaSon of the cannabis plant for personal as long as it 
is not being sold. Luke

2020-11-03 
22:14:28

Western 
Cape Not fully

I am wary of the cannabis industry being taken over by big pharma. Cannabis is 
a natural plant and shouldn't be allowed to be patented in any way or its 
distribuSon controlled by pharmaceuScal companies.  
I also object to the wording of the secSon on administraSon of cannabis to 
minors.  There are many children with recognised disorders who benefit hugely 
from medicinal cannabis. This life line should not be taken away. Ruth

2020-11-03 
18:35:07

Western 
Cape Not fully

Needs to be very well regulated but I don't like the idea of Big Pharma 
companies being the only ones to benefit.  The correct usage of Cannabis is 
absolutely essenSal for pain and insomnia for some diseases.. Margaret

2020-11-03 
13:23:14

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis needs to be treated as equally as alcohol. Both are mind altering 
substances, yet cannabis is treated much more severely. It's 2020, actually it's 
almost 2021. I don't even smoke weed, but this age-old sSgma around it has got 
to die out. Can we please evolve South Africa? AddiSonally, these prison 
sentences are too harsh. I agree don't smoke around anyone without their 
consent, just like regular smoking, but sending someone to jail for it. Would you 
do that to a regular smoker? Shaun

2020-11-03 
09:29:38

Western 
Cape Not fully

The prison term for smoking in public is way over the top. I think a fine is more 
than adequate. The rest I agree with. Alexia

2020-11-03 
07:47:17

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis should enjoy the exact same treatment as alcohol does when it comes 
to public consumpSon.   

I agree with the rest of the bill. Dawn
2020-11-02 
09:11:10

Western 
Cape Not fully To lisle proof of the real medical value Riaan

2020-10-31 
18:31:11

Western 
Cape Not fully

Allowing for a potenSal jail sentence when smoking near a window is absolutely 
nonsensical. IN SIMPLE TERMS anyone should, when on private property, not in 
public spaces be able to smoke / use cannabis, as long as a person under 18 is 
not exposed to the smoke. Steven 

2020-10-31 
12:35:25

Western 
Cape Not fully

The intended regulaSons are overly burdensome and excessive and will likely 
result in significant unintended negaSve consequences. 

Considering the intenSon regarding cannabis while respecSng the right to 
privacy, regulate the possession/culSvaSon of cannabis, and protect adults and 
children against harms there are much beser legislaSve alternaSves. 

The exisSng legislaSon of tobacco already serves this purpose and the same 
legislaSon can be used as a beser framework to regulate cannabis. The 
legislaSon is well understood and enforcement already provided for. Responsible 
use or abuse is also understood. 

Either extending tobacco legislaSon for cannabis or using that legislaSon to 
regulate cannabis will result in much beser monitoring and compliance and 
avoid unintended consequences. Daniel

2020-10-30 
13:06:15

Western 
Cape Not fully

Sentences are to harsh for a natural substance. Where is your proof and 
evidence that cannabis oil is harmful IF one is taking it at their own free will. Melissa
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2020-10-29 
11:41:37

Western 
Cape Not fully There should be no restricSons. It's a plant that is indigenous to our land. Manuella

2020-10-29 
08:19:05

Western 
Cape Not fully Andrea

2020-10-28 
18:00:46

Western 
Cape Not fully

I support the legalizaSon of Cannabis,  

Alcohol largely in part impacts lives in a negaSve sense, the same cannot be said 
regarding cannabis,  it is natural and is medicine. By that logic I suggest it should 
be dealt with in the same manner as alcohol.  

 Fabio
2020-10-28 
11:04:35

Western 
Cape Not fully Joe

2020-10-28 
07:48:25

Western 
Cape Not fully

Smokers and alcohol drinkers are allowed to do so in public spaces, but for those 
who do not indulge in these, but prefer natural plants, they are prohibited from 
smoking dagga in public spaces. This is unfair. Ban smoking tobacco and drinking 
alcohol completely then or allow all 3. 
People who smoke weed aren't violent, yet aren't allowed to smoke in public, 
yet alcohol oXen leads to violence in public or home. The logic of making these 
laws needs to be reviewed. Lucia

2020-10-28 
06:50:39

Western 
Cape Not fully

There should be very light sentencing for contravenSon of this act not 15 years 
prison Sme KrisSna

2020-10-23 
00:56:12

Western 
Cape Not fully

The bill is  vague and unnecessary. This makes it dangerous to the consumer/
home grower.  My body,  mymedicine and you have no right to govern that. Fcuk

2020-10-22 
09:07:07

Western 
Cape Not fully We should be able to smoke without the worry of geing arrested! Nabeelah

2020-10-20 
21:43:35

Western 
Cape Not fully

This bill is too conservaSve in it's intenSons and ignores the potenSal that 
Cannabis has to economically benefit South African people.  

- Cannabis use should be completely de-criminalized in the same way as 
Portugal did in 2001 
- Sale should be legal but regulated so that: quality is ensured at point of sale; 
quanSSes of THC to CBD are included in labeling and to ensure only those over 
the age of 21 are able to purchase 
- Liberal cannabis will lead to an increase in the popularity of South Africa as a 
tourism desSnaSon for younger individuals (especially those doing remote 
working, and building companies in the tech industry - see California, Colorado 
& Washington State in US and countries such as Canada) 
- Legal sale would prevent criminals and gangs from making money and 
potenSally lower crime rates in the city - it will also increase tax in the form of 
sin-tax that could be imposed 
- By being on the forefront of the global legalizaSon movement we can 
potenSally develop innovaSve & world-leading industries before other countries 
do. 
- Cannabis is fairly easy to grow and poor or unemployed ciSzens should be 
empowered to start businesses that culSvate & sell either hemp or cannabis 
products below a certain threshold before requiring to register for a license 
(more at the commercial scale) 

Jason

2020-10-14 
10:16:54

Western 
Cape Not fully

With our current unemployment rate, and the proven scienSfic medical benefits 
as well as compared to Alcohol and Cigareses in regards to damage, legalizing 
marijuana would not only provide hundreds of thousands of jobs in culSvaSon, 
processing, extracSon, selling, regulaSng etc, it could also help the country out 
of the economic crisis we're in as Africa has some very sought aXer growing 
environments. Hanre

2020-10-14 
09:51:26

Western 
Cape Not fully

The punishments for transgressions are far too harsh, 15 years in prison is 
similar to sentences for murder, rape and armed robbery. The growth, 
possession and sale of cannabis should be enSrely unregulated as with coffee. 
Only providing cannabis to a child for consumpSon or exposing cannabis smoke 
to a child should be punishable by a fine and intervenSon from social services.  
ConsumpSon of cannabis without the generaSon of second-hand smoke (eaSng) 
in a public place should be allowed. Smoking in a private place in the presence 
of a non-consenSng adult person should not be regulated because it is the duty 
of the property owner to remove either the smoker or the non-smoker from 
their property at their own discreSon. The regulaSons regarding smoking in a 
private place within a distance to another place are vague and should not be 
regulated. DissipaSon of smoke in the air as it leaves a private space is not 
pracScally regulatable. A private place is a person's kingdom and the distance to 
his neighbours or the public is a maser for neighbour/nuisance law and town 
planning. If an adult person in a public space encounters smoke emanaSng from 
the private space of an adult person exercising their rights under this bill then 
they are free to move to another public space. The regulaSons wrongly seek to 
enable revenue for big business and the poliScally connected - those who can 
afford licenses to sell cannabis to pharmaceuScal companies and the overseas 
market, and to drive tax returns for the naSonal government.  Instead the 
regulaSons should enable small businesses to make a living and end their 
reliance on demeaning social grants. Jean-Paul 
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2020-10-12 
21:00:26

Western 
Cape Not fully

I completely support the aspect of keeping the kids safe and free from the 
"influence" but teaching them the actual nature and herbal value would already 
be a step foward in securing an interest other than smoking or vaping. I have 
personally had many experiences and have been working with the herb for 
many years doing rosin extracSons and understanding how the use for the plant 
has evolved and to be grossly limited by the use and culSvaSon hereof where I 
know the "big companies" are treated different from everyday person sSll 
having to try and obtain herb and being harassed. I hope to find a revised bill 
that was hopefully set up by someone having great insight into culSvaSon as 
well the human requirement of this natural herb.  This country can become 
completely toxic medicine free but once again we are chained up with so called 
freedom. Marlon

2020-10-12 
15:43:41

Western 
Cape Not fully

You have adopted the law that an apartheid South Africa put into place, making 
a plant illegal. This plant should never have been made illegal. It has too many 
benefits. Big pharma stands to benefit Rhoda 

2020-10-12 
14:42:24

Western 
Cape Not fully

So if im smoking my joint, and my kid comes in, ima go to jail 4 4years?u jas? If i 
smoke to close to a window? Dont yo know wind blows smoke? Plus i can smoke 
and grow, but cant buy weed, how am i sposed to grow and smoke? Stop 
drinking biere so you can think clear. Our whole parliament got puzerface Sir
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-10 
12:20:10

Western 
Cape Not fully Cassie
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
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2020-10-09 
17:19:23

Western 
Cape Not fully

My need is my right and you don't know how much I need. Only I do. I won't 
have my rights violated with people checking my garden either and house either. Norman
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol.  
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2020-10-09 
15:09:13

Western 
Cape Not fully

The proposed bill simply acts as relief for the recreaSonal user but does no 
jusSce for those who seek cannabis for medical usage.  The proposed amounts 
are impossibly too low for those who cannot afford ready-made cbd capsules 
and require much more to be able to source their medicine at home. Daniel
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-09 
13:51:43

Western 
Cape Not fully

I think similar restricSons that are in place for alcohol should be applied to 
cannabis consumpSon and commerce.  A legal age limit with laws that govern 
irresponsible use are far more enforceable than creaSng a framework around 
the quanSty an individual can possess.  

If you treat it in the same way as alcohol, you can also create a legiSmate market 
for it to be sold and distributed, not only solving a consumer need, but 
contribuSng to the formal economy in a meaningful way - and most importantly, 
creaSng much needed employment in our industry.  

Our criminal jusSce system is already under pressure and think we have far 
more important issues to address than arresSng cannabis "dealers" or growers 
that don't comply with the restricted quanSSes.  
I do however agree that providing children with cannabis should be a punishable 
offense.  Joanne

2020-10-09 
12:28:38

Western 
Cape Not fully

I am a law graduate and legal cannabis researcher with extensive research 
experience pertaining to the South African cannabis landscape. I completed a 
research project relaSng to the socio-economic beneficiaSon of cannabis and I 
am currently compleSng my LLM thesis pertaining to legal cannabis regulaSon 
from a human rights perspecSve by means of incorporaSng the Sustainable 
Development Goals. I would relish the opportunity to contribute research to the 
law making process at hand and ensure that cannabis is regulated for the people 
and by the people. Jo

2020-10-09 
11:15:20

Western 
Cape Not fully Robyn

2020-10-09 
11:07:32

Western 
Cape Not fully

please follow link. best possible outcome for eveyone is decribed in this 
manifesto. 
thank you for your Sme and love to all fellow south africans. 
hsps://fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/
FGA_CANNABIS_IN_SOUTH_AFRICA_LOW_RES-FINAL-DRAFT-NOV19.pdf

free the 
plant 
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11:01:10

Western 
Cape Not fully

I’m wriSng to ask this council not to support nor approve the Cannabis for 
Private Purposes Bill. 

I oppose the Cannabis for Private Purposes Bill because its enforcement of 
criminality will pose a greater threat to the security of our families, careers, 
freedom to travel, and does not solve to provide a plaKorm for a harm reducSon 
approach. The puniSve damages set out in the Cannabis for Private Purposes Bill 
is erroneous for modern-day consStuSonal supremacy. 

The Cannabis for Private Purposes Bill was introduced to the NaSonal Assembly 
on 01 Sep 2020, and would amend regulaSons to create a whole new set of 
separate offenses for a scienSfically benign substance. Our jusSce system needs 
to remain imparSal to protect the common good and should not seek to punish 
through criminality and we must immediately remove Cannabis from outdated 
retribuSve jusSce pracSces. 

The Cannabis for Private Purposes Bill unashamedly aims to turn ordinary South 
African ciSzens into vicSmless criminals aXer there have been numerous 
acknowledgments from various Government representaSves that Cannabis 
DecriminalizaSon was on the cards. Most Cannabis law violaSons do not infringe 
on other people’s rights, nor is there a vicSm to be compensated for the 
intenSonal and unintenSonal harms they suffered, and thus the only vicSm is 
the ciSzen suffering from state abducSon and unscrupulous punishment. 

Further, jusSce and injusSces have already been served through decades of 
prohibiSon and it’s Sme to liX the veil of the failed asempts at regulaSng 
cannabis in a safe manner. The injusSces that will come from the Cannabis for 
Private Purposes Bill’s implementaSon will be more harmful than our exisSng 
unjust regulatory framework or dagga itself. There are beser ways to prevent 
reckless arrests, state abducSons, disrupSons of families, careers, and general 
abuse of process. 

The economic burden of the proposed Cannabis for Private Purposes Bill is far 
greater than what our current regime prescribes. Our NaSonal police force is 
lacking general law enforcement as it is, and to have to put addiSonal pressure 
on policing ciSzens in the form of plant counSng will see an addiSonal invasion 
of privacy and overreaching government involvement, for the mere sake of 
monitoring ciSzens. 

AddiSonally, the Cannabis for Private Purposes Bill does not make provision for 
all private and personal needs or quanSSes and makes baseless assumpSons of 
personal procurement and consumpSon choices and habits. 

The amnesty provided is limited, under-reaching, and does not offer to console 
those that have been unfairly incarcerated. All dagga and cannabis prisoners 
should immediately get a writ of habeas corpus to allow a miSgaSon review for 
the urgent release from prison.  

The Cannabis for Private Purposes Bill should be abandoned in its enSrety with 
immediate relief and Parliamentary effort should be made to stop the cops from 
making unjust and unconsStuSonal dagga arrests going forward. 

Against this background, I do not consent for the Cannabis for Private Purposes 
Bill to be passed in its enSrety. 

As per Judge Zondo’s judgement of the Cape Town High Court ruling in Prince & 
Acton vs State, Parliament failed to meet the 24 Month deadline and the 
opportunity to propose these regulaSons. Andy
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on 
what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a 
legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us to 
open our 
doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come and check on 
all the 
growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of 
those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous Smes 
to help 
with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, 
they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to compensate 
for the 
injusSce towards these individuals? 
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology 
of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the 
plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical use, this is of 
course 
incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for 
each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and check on 
everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it 
up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is 
clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and 
are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the 
purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science 
and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are 
significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD 
dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could be in 
trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute 
that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is 
unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in 
court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the state) would 
prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal 
use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the 
igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be 
doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil society. 
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to 
make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
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General 

The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 

The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  

Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 

Cannabis Offences 
 The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol.  
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2020-10-09 
09:22:34

Western 
Cape Not fully

Good day, 

To whom it may concern, 

The below amounts that we are allowed to grow (flower) and amount we are 
allowed to process in not enough. 

Taking into account how much flower  it takes  to make concentrates. 

Please reconsider, review and revise. Theo

2020-10-09 
09:22:32

Western 
Cape Not fully

Good day, 

To whom it may concern, 

The below amounts that we are allowed to grow (flower) and amount we are 
allowed to process in not enough. 

Taking into account how much flower  it takes  to make concentrates. 

Please reconsider, review and revise. Theo
2020-10-09 
09:11:29

Western 
Cape Not fully zoe

2020-10-09 
09:04:21

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis should be fully decriminalize and legalized.  

There should be no limits on use, culSvaSon, transport, sales, purchase or 
anything else associated with adult private use, culSvaSon, or trading of the 
substance.  

Get the government out of our personal business! Keenan
2020-10-09 
08:53:15

Western 
Cape Not fully

You should be allowed more immature plants to create a beser environment for 
a perpetual harvest. Zillen

2020-10-09 
07:54:44

Western 
Cape Not fully Laine
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on 
what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a 
legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us to 
open our 
doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come and check on 
all the 
growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of 
those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous Smes 
to help 
with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, 
they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to compensate 
for the 
injusSce towards these individuals? 
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology 
of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the 
plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical use, this is of 
course 
incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for 
each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and check on 
everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it 
up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is 
clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and 
are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the 
purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science 
and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are 
significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD 
dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could be in 
trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute 
that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is 
unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in 
court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the state) would 
prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal 
use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the 
igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be 
doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil society. 
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to 
make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
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2020-10-09 
06:30:00

Western 
Cape Not fully

It sSll makes me a criminal if I grow the amount of herb I need to medicate 
myself. Storm

2020-10-09 
06:15:13

Western 
Cape Not fully

ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. Hendrick

2020-10-09 
01:09:59

Western 
Cape Not fully

The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals? Samantha
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on 
what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a 
legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us to 
open our 
doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come and check on 
all the 
growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of 
those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous Smes 
to help 
with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, 
they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to compensate 
for theinjusSce towards these individuals? 

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biologyof the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it 
up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and 
are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the 
purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science 
and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are 
significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD 
dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could be in 
trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute 
that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is 
unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal 
use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve theigniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
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2020-10-08 
22:45:33

Western 
Cape Not fully

Why should you be criminalized for growing Cannabis as a tradiSonal healer.  
Why should any person be criminalized for culSvaSng cannabis.  
4 plants per person a season that can't be right!!!!!!! Jeremy

2020-10-08 
22:38:46

Western 
Cape Not fully

Let me grow and smoke my own medicine,  there's no violence when smoking 
weed  only healing. Conrad
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-08 
22:31:01

Western 
Cape Not fully Kim

2020-10-08 
21:41:46

Western 
Cape Not fully

No jail Sme at all for cannabis related acSvity. It's a plant and adults should be 
free to make their own decisions unless it's PROVEN to be causing harm to 
somebody else. 

This proposed bill is lisered with arbitraSon. There's no proper reason why 
people shouldn't be allowed to sell it if they choose. The government has no 
right to arbitrarily interfere with every South African's right to earn an income 
and support their community 

Charlain

2020-10-08 
21:22:33

Western 
Cape Not fully

The bill is an obvious asempt at fulfilling the brief of the ConsStuSonal Court in 
the Acton maser. This means the bill agrees to and perpetuates the cogniSve 
dissonance as contained in Acton judgement. The CC and this bill are of the 
belief that it is permissible to have seeds, to grow plants to harvest and dry 
cannabis, but under no circumstance may anyone benefit from such acSons. 
Smoking cannabis isn’t wrong, however buying cannabis and then smoking is 
wrong. The ConsStuSonal Court and the draXers of the bill have a world in their 
imaginaSons where they growers who have taken six months and made the 
effort to produce cannabis to “just give it away.” It is of great concern that 
educated colleagues could choose to suspend reality in this manner, for 
whatever reason. 

The definiSon of cannabis contained at S 1(1)(b) should be deleted. THC is not 
cannabis, but merely one component of it. To define any substance with THC is 
in as cannabis is nonsense. As a smoker of cannabis I contain THC, which leads 
me to an existenSal crisis that now I AM cannabis. On a more serious note if a 
person were to add a droplet of THC into a 10 litre pot of soup does that make 
10 litres of cannabis, and if so, why? 

The fines listed in the PenalSes secSon 7 have no upper value. There should be a 
limit on the amount of a fine can be, as with other South African laws.  

Whereas I do like the Expungement of Criminal records because, not only is it 
laudable, but it demonstrates an understanding that arresSng people and giving 
them criminal records for cannabis possession has led to injusSce. What is 
perplexing is why the bill would then choose to provide enSre new classes 
criminal sancSons for cannabis infracSons. Why provide an expungement if the 
plan is to carry on arresSng people? 

The assumpSons the draXers of the bill made seem to be that every South 
African has their own house, with land on which they can and want to grow 
their own. The draXers have seemingly chosen to ignore the poor, the landless 
and those living in high density housing such as a block of flats.  The bill also 
makes the assumpSon that everyone is willing and capable to grow their own, 
which is as unrealisSc as it is wrong. The disabled person in a wheelchair is now 
expected to grow their own and if they were to purchase it they would be guilty 
of an offence.  

The bill, if passed into law, will be enforced by SAPS, which, as before will focus 
on the soXest targets. The mistake of the past is being repeated here.  

The limit imposed by the bill on the amount of cannabis is unreasonable and 
unrealisSc, as it does not take into account consumpSon modes other than 
smoking. 

The limits imposed by the bill on the number of plants is unrealisSc and 
unreasonable. Cannabis is interesSng because of the variety found among the 
phenomes of each strain. LimiSng people to four plants is ridiculous. The bill is 
permiing as lisle as it can, to the point of being unreasonable and contrary to 
the spirit of the judgement of the ConsStuSonal Court. 

The focus on shielding children from cannabis culSvaSon is misguided, 
presumably because of the ConsStuSonal Court judgement in the Acton maser. 
Curiously the bill does not determine the fate of minors involved with cannabis. 

Nowhere in the enSre bill are cuings, also known as “clones”, menSoned. This 
is a mistake 

The bill makes no menSon nor does it make an asempt at improving the 
standard and quality of cannabis in the country, which is another mistake. 

The bill in its enSrety reads as if it were draXed under duress by prohibiSons 
wanSng to allow as lisle freedom as possible. The issue with this is that very 
large numbers of people are going to ignore the unreasonable limits imposed 
herein and find themselves in serious trouble with the law.  

Asorney Marius
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-08 
20:07:44

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis  should be legalised for anyone's use over the age of 18.   
It should only  be grown for private use and sharing.  It should NOT be turned 
into an industry. Mary 

2020-10-08 
20:03:15

Western 
Cape Not fully Jail Sme is excessive Chad

2020-10-08 
18:51:42

Western 
Cape Not fully

I support the legalizaSon of cannabis for individual use. I feel it can be extremely 
beneficial for individuals suffering from anxiety, migraines, PTSD, chronic pains 
and some cancers. I also believe the increased usage and legalizaSon of 
cannabis could create a huge amount of jobs for individuals.  
I however believe that although the bill offers legalized personal use, it does sSll 
treat it as a criminal offense in many cases and that the jail Smes are extreme.  
Cannabis is not a drug and should not be treated as one in any way. Instead of 
facing possible imprisonment, a fine should be given.  

Jed
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Edit with the Docs app 
Make tweaks, leave comments, and share with others to edit at the same Sme. 
NO THANKSUSE THE APP 

Marijuana SA Cannabis Comments 
THE BELOW IS FREE TO USE  
General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
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2020-10-08 
18:12:46

Western 
Cape Not fully

I think the proposed penalSes are too long concidering the max jail term for 
drunk driving is only 6 years of max R120000 fine. Karl 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-08 
17:47:00

Western 
Cape Not fully

It is about opposing the pigs right to come count your plants, and to invade your 
privacy and to tell you what your Cannabis needs are, and to in any way 
criminalize you for your PRIVATE decisions regarding Cannabis. Now that 
Cannabis use is a  SecSon 14 Privacy right, the state and the pigs can go fuck 
themselves if they think they can police my privacy or my Cannabis in ANY way. 

Alexander 
2020-10-08 
17:39:46

Western 
Cape Not fully

You should not be limiSng the sale of the product. Many people do not have the 
space to grow their own Brent

2020-10-08 
17:33:54

Western 
Cape Not fully Andre
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-08 
17:08:30

Western 
Cape Not fully

Dear Mr President 

Making new laws without considering past injusSce is a mistake. 
Already cannabis has been prohibited for many years. 
It is now a well known fact that this plant is a miracle bestowed on humanity. 
To punish an enSre naSon with laws concerning an innocent plant is an injusSce, 
and goes against all consStuSons with the word " freedom" in them. 
The few worthy of punish,  go unpunished. And even many of those "criminals" 
are in the same struggle as all of us. 
Please free Cannabis. 
This plant has the power to fully unite South Africa.  All of God's people.  
Protect the naSon from the evils of alcohol.  
Free the herb and heal all injusSce against humanity. 
Allow and regulate the trade,  even tax it.  
Do not punish an enSre naSon over a holy sacrement. It goes against our 
consStuSon. The Greatest Country on Earth, South Africa! 
Thank you so much for the opportunity to relay this message. Willie
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-08 
16:36:50

Western 
Cape Not fully Do more research please Yaz

2020-10-08 
16:19:15

Western 
Cape Not fully Free the plant, please. Mel
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach.  
We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us to open our doors and just 
show them our grow room. Who is going to come and check on all the growers' 
crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
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15:59:39

Western 
Cape Not fully

I belive it should be completely legal, for selling, personal use and growing, its a 
plant that will help rebuild and restore this broken economy of ours McXander

2020-10-08 
15:54:52

Western 
Cape Not fully

•QuanSSes proposed (both number of plants and  grams of dried flower ) does 
not allow  
Sufficient  stock for a whole year. 8 month grow /harvest and  curing cycle  in 
summer  will invariably lead to a Sme when the remainder of last season ‘ s 
stock which you are sSll using whilst waiSng for your new harvest to dry and 
cure ,will result in a  overstock or illegal quanSty. 
•Means of consuming your product  (smoking, vaping or eaSng)  will also have 
different impact on 3rd parSes. This should be reflected and considered .There 
are no smells or smoke when vaping or eaSng  the product. John 

2020-10-08 
15:46:03

Western 
Cape Not fully

This proposed bill needs to be revised and reconstructed. Above anything there 
should be more input from RELEVANT community members and NPOs such as 
“Fields of Green For All”. Their “Desired Outcomes” document needs to be given 
great consideraSon and should be the ulSmate guideline for shaping this bill. Do 
not make laws about us, without us! Alessya
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalizing ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offenses 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offenses 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offense of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offenses  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol.  
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15:35:58

Western 
Cape Not fully

The quanSSes are absurd for possession and growing of plants limits are too 
small and will  encourage black market sales. 
I have 2 flatlets on my property, does this qualify as 3 separate 
dwellings(including the main house) or as 1 dwelling? 
This legislaSon does curb the full economic potenSal that cannabis could 
contribute to the economy and  the welfare and potenSal entrepreneurship of 
the people Willem
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-08 
15:03:00

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis was banned with a lie in 1937 unban it with the truth 
Its a herb and not a drug  
Any body who thinks its a drug in this day of age is a sheep thats been captured  
by ones who banned it to save their fossil bases products 
 Simon 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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Western 
Cape Not fully

There needs to be more consultaSon with cannabis growers and users, it was 
clearly draXed by someone who does not have a lot of scienSfic knowledge of 
the plant. 
The bill is problemaSc in its repressive language and regulaSons that don't make 
sense about plant sizes and definiSons that also don't make sense like "fresh 
cannabis" what are talking about flowers, leaves, stems ??? they can all be fresh 
and have very different uses. 
The bill also seems to commit the same mistakes as the regulaSons in the US 
and CAnada, that makes it very difficult and expensive to get a license to grow, 
literally cuing the grass under the feet of the small scale family growers in the 
eastern cape and KZN to put it in the hands of big business and money. 
This bill must be reviewed so that we learn from previous mistakes and find a 
way to make all south africans benefit from cannabis if they so wish to. 
Regulate the quality  and the standards to be used, what pesScides and harmfull 
chemicals should not be found in the final product sold to a consumer, etc, not 
the quanSty that can be grown at home or not. Johannes
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them?  
Well worth noSng that Terms such as "crimes against humanity" and 
"profiteering", and what comes with it, have been  used in relaSon to profit 
making medical and state enterprises in relaSon to this official, sordid, ignorance 
fostering and professional disgrace so far.   

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives,  are you deciding to right their wrongs? 

However, what is enough to compensate for the injusSce towards these 
individuals?     
One exploratory study was done relaSng to mortality type consequences of 
withholding cannabis, and medical school can expect interest in this. 

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 

The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than personal 
use. 

“smoke” I presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  

Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
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General 

The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 

The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 

The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 

The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your 
grow. It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this 
be presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 

RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 

Seed Offences 

The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 

Cannabis Offences 

The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 

ConsumpSon offences  
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-08 
13:54:29

Western 
Cape Not fully JusSn
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol.  
Those arrested and prosecuted for possession and culSvaSon should be 
expunged and repaid for the injusSce they faced. The only convicSons that 
should be exempted or placed under review during this process are those 
convicSons that involved violence & harm to others not associated with 
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General 

The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 

The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 

RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
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2020-10-08 
09:16:44

Western 
Cape Not fully

There was so many ways to make cannabis profitable and get this right but they 
got it wrong. How can they determine how much I smoke I bet seeing a grow 
light will look foreign to them. I can't understand how they perceive this plant 
but I do wish for change Liam

2020-10-08 
08:52:47

Western 
Cape Not fully

I agree that it should at the very least be in place, but it lacks a very important 
element, which is the total decriminalizaSon of the plant. There should be no 
limits on how many plants one is allowed to grow.  Alcohol is more dangerous 
than this plant. Shaun

2020-10-08 
08:09:52

Western 
Cape Not fully

There cannot be a limit to the number of plants or the amount of cannabis we 
grow for personal use. For example, if I can only grow outdoors then I can only 
harvest once a year. That makes 600 gram incredibly lisle. Only 50 grams a 
month which if you make oils or any other Snctures you will have way too lisle.  

It is our consStuSonal right to grow what we want for ourselves. DOWN WITH 
LIMITATION! Gianpiero 

2020-10-08 
07:37:25

Western 
Cape Not fully Jaydin 
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-07 
21:04:50

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis can be a very useful drug for pain control in certain cancers and should 
be made available for  such instances. However,  I don't  think it should be freely 
available for receaSonal use. Ann

2020-10-07 
20:58:44

Western 
Cape Not fully

I feel people have a right to personal freedom. You can't dictate what people do 
in their homes or how much they smoke. In terms of protecSng others I agree 
with. But not in terms of invasion of privacy. Tarryn

2020-10-07 
20:53:49

Western 
Cape Not fully

The problem with the ConsStuSonal Court ruling on the rights of an individual 
to smoke or vape cannabis in a private place is that smoke or aerosols can never 
be confined to a private space. There is growing evidence that aerosols from e-
cigareses penetrate mulS-storey buildings and leave a toxic residue in paper 
towels, in fabric and on surfaces several storeys above the smoker. There is 
increasing research on this form of ‘third-hand smoke’.  Non-consenSng persons, 
who could be neighbours in high-density developments or blocks of flats, would 
be subject to both third-hand smoke or aerosols and second-hand smoke or 
aerosols. This would be more harmful than passive–smoking of tobacco, since 
cannabis smoke or aerosols are highly irritaSng to the nasopharynx and 
bronchial lining and thus increase the risk for chronic cough, sinusiSs, 
pharyngiSs, bronchiSs with persistent cough, emphysema and pulmonary 
dysplasia. Marijuana smoke contains even larger amounts of known carcinogens 
than tobacco smoke and heavy exposure may increase the risk of developing 
malignant disease. 

Cannabis intoxicaSon causes perceptual disturbances as well as impaired motor 
co-ordinaSon, making the substance hazardous to driving a vehicle. 

In addiSon there are dangers to a user’s mental health. There is no way of 
knowing before trying cannabis whether or not one has a vulnerability to the 
psychoacSve substance in it. Paranoid ideaSon, ranging from suspiciousness to 
hallucinaSons and delusions, is a fairly common reacSon to cannabis. In some 
people a single use can result in schizophrenia which is lifelong and impairs 
funcSoning at every level. Schizophrenia is probably the most serious cannabis-
induced mental illness. However Cannabis-Induced Anxiety Disorder has been 
documented. Cannabis can induce psychoSc disorder, panic asacks and 
depression. Episodes of depersonalisaSon and derealisaSon have been 
reported. In addiSon there is Cannabis Induced Delirium. Irritability and lethargy 
oXen mark cannabis use over Sme, making the substance a danger to work 
performance. I do not believe any country can afford the physical illness, not 
only of users but also of reluctant and involuntary passive users, the mental 
illness and the loss of producSvity which result from cannabis use. 
I am totally opposed to the recreaSonal use of cannabis, especially when it is 
smoked and not ingested. 

I would, however, support the legalisaSon of controlled producSon of cannabis 
oil, which could be ingested for the medical treatment of pain [in the same way 
morphine is used] and for treatment of the side effects of chemotherapy, the 
treatment of anorexia and weight loss in people suffering from AIDS and for 
other medical condiSons where the THC in cannabis would relieve suffering.  
The medical use would require prescripSon by a qualified medical pracSSoner, 
since the risks associated with cannabis use would be present in such cases as 
well. 

Lynese

2020-10-07 
19:16:59

Western 
Cape Not fully

If one can grow plants which have no psychoSc properSes then that could be all 
right, however, at the moment there is no way of controlling the strength of the 
product if home grown. It is addicSve and leads to other drugs. Has anyone ever 
thought whether all these murders are dagga related or what the effect of dagga 
combined with other drugs is?  And what about driving when high on dagga? I 
have heard of a taxi driver who got up at four in the morning to go to work and 
eventually arrived home night aXer night at midnight. He took dagga to keep 
awake. How can one funcSon properly? Not to menSon those working with 
dangerous machinery.  
If it is legal to grow it yourself it makes it easier to hand it over to children and it 
addles one's brain.    
CBS is available in pharmacies for medical reasons.  If it can be prescribed by 
doctors and controlled it would be beneficial to paSents. 
Why can't they grow Indian hemp which is very useful?  

Clare

2020-10-07 
18:32:59

Western 
Cape Not fully

The proposed bill is an invasion of ones privacy by allowing the police to their 
own discreSon.With the amount of corrupSon and extorSon in the force, small 
scale growers will be soX targets while the real criminals sSll get away with 
murder in SA. The cannabis industry has massive potenSal to benefit the 
country's economy and create employment opportuniSes for many in these dire 
Smes. Marlo
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-07 
17:41:30

Western 
Cape Not fully

Not allowing trading in Cannabis is ridiculous. It's ALREADY happening and has 
been happening since forever, literally puing food in people's mouths - people 
who have been leX behind by government's incompetence to create livelihoods 
for people over decades. There is no enforcement, just like there is no 
enforcement with anything else in this country, but government sSll wants to 
criminalize it like a nanny state, with imprisonment adding to the ruin of these 
people's lives, despite the High Court ruling. 
There has been a high court ruling! THERE IS NOTHING WRONG WITH 
CANNABIS, yet people are not allowed to buy seeds or seedlings under the 
proposed laws! How are people supposed to GET Cannabis to plant and culSvate 
then, if they aren't allowed to BUY the finished product?!  
No buying or selling, says government's proposed laws - yet if a person can 
arrange 12 drivers, that person may legally transport and hand over 1.2 kg of 
Cannabis at any private property with 2 consenSng adults present! The very 
next day these receivers can "GIFT" said Cannabis provider with R84 000 at a 
different locaSon, with any excuse being valid! This is Cannabis trade and mark 
my words - this is exactly how things are going to go. 

Half this country is currently out of work. 
The cannabis market in North America will be worth $47.3 billion by 2024 ( in 
just 4 years ), a new report shows. ( Source: hsps://www.insurancejournal.com/
news/naSonal/2019/09/05/539037.htm ). 
South Africa's populaSon is 20% of North America's. 
How many people can legal Cannabis trading in South Africa help, I ask 
government? 

Government had been "waging the war on drugs" for decades - an outdated 
idea that does NOTHING to curb usage, nor the lawlessness that comes with an 
illicit market. Government can INSTANTLY end the gangster turf wars that have 
killed countless people and ruined many more's lives and families, saving 100s of 
millions of taxpayers' money, while generaSng billions more in revenue, SIMPLY 
BY PROVIDING A CHEAPER, HIGHER QUALITY PRODUCT IN A SAFE SPACE, WITH 
PROPER GUIDANCE AND SUPERVISION. Let THAT sink into your minds for just a 
few seconds.... Arno
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol. 
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2020-10-07 
16:46:56

Western 
Cape Not fully

The regulaSons and limitaSons on growing to the plants full potenSal have not 
been implemented adequately. You cannot allow for a product and limit its 
availability only to criminalize its exchange for remuneraSon to a large extent. It 
is absurd to think that a country is so progressive yet so draconian in the same 
system of law.  

What has also not been addressed is the tradiSonal healers use and sale of the 
plant. It’s is their cultural right to do so. Tom

2020-10-07 
15:39:51

Western 
Cape Not fully

Penalty for selling cannabis is too harsh. Many poor south africans who are 
unable to get a job and put food on the table are making their living by selling 
cannabis. I believe the sale of cannabis should be legalized and regulated. Michael

2020-10-07 
15:34:58

Western 
Cape Not fully

Whilst I fully support the legalizaSon of cannabis, the bill falls far short of 
dealing with all of the issues.  

It is ridiculous that one may grow, but cannot even purchase seeds? What about 
people who do not have a space to grow, will they be reliant on handouts 
instead of being able to purchase? 

Why the restricSon on the number of plants one person may have? 

Either regulate it properly or not at all. H
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-07 
15:09:59

Western 
Cape Not fully Grant 

2020-10-07 
15:08:32

Western 
Cape Not fully

There shouldn’t be a limit on flowering plants, not everyone has the space to 
grow enormous plants that can produce bud that will last you unSl the next 
season. There should be designated cannabis smoking areas like there are for 
cigareses. If I can drink and get drunk in front of children, how is that okay at 
lease cannabis doesn’t make you violent. Grant
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-07 
14:03:55

Western 
Cape Not fully

It simply isn’t in depth enough. The rule on number of plants is ridiculous, 
especially with how grow seasons work. As someone with Tourese’s syndrome, 
cannabis is my one relief from twitching. The amount I consume goes well over 
the set limit. 
I do not want to be seen as a criminal just for trying to live a normal pain free 
life!  

Police entry to your private residence is not consStuSonal and completely 
ridiculous, police are not trained in cannabis sensiSvity, a large well grown plant 
may seem like mulSple, there is no visual difference between a THC strain and a 
CBD strain, how would police be able to tell them apart.  

There is absolutely nothing to do with ‘protecSng adults against the harms of 
cannabis’  
I would much rather the police work on protecSng the people of South Africa 
from murderers, rapists, thieves and corrupSon! Our country has abysmal 
image, from femicide to genocide, rape and murders at an all Sme high and 
genuinely unsafe in most ciSes. Police need to be more involved with people 
commiing crimes rather than people trying to enjoy a plant- which grows 
naturally in nature, and has been used as medicine for thousands of years.  

We just wish to grow for ourselves in peace and live a good life. We are not 
scum, we are not criminals and should not be treated so. James

2020-10-07 
09:23:18

Western 
Cape Not fully J

2020-10-07 
00:15:13

Western 
Cape Not fully

Why smoke cigareses infront of your children & not get 2 years in jail but 
cannabis smoke makes me applicable to Sme in PRISON. Marijuana helped me 
look aXer my health, my grand mas health and my mother’s mental health. We 
personally have no issues with not smoking in public but then don’t allow 
people to smoke ciggeretes outside too and get jailed for 2 years. The smell 
shouldn’t be the only reason why I’m going to jail because that’s all there is IS a 
SLIGHT difference in smell between ciggeretes and marijuana. Check on the 
people’s health who smoke marijuana and test the people smoke ciggeretes. 
You’ll understand why we smoke. It also is peace. World peace. The healing of 
the naSons. Bless up. Haze

2020-10-06 
23:59:00

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis is a natural herb thats been around for ages and people have ben jaIed 
very long for it .now that its parSally legall.all those who been jailed for it must 
be reformed and pardoned their jail sentence and compensated for their jail 
term.Cannabis has got heaking nedicinal qualiSes i it why govement dont open 
it up to the market an dpeople who been disadvantaged to benefit from it..it 
must be made into ciggaretes  also so people can buy at shops as smokes /why 
do we buy ciggaretes from other countries and we dont bring revenue for our 
country by the Cannabis as they do with their ciggareses..open th e economy 
and let poor people  beneffit from it.this bill means nothing for the south 
africans the goverment can get  humongous tax returns from it as they do with 
the ciggaretes from other contries. 
open the economy and leagalise it for trade aslo and medicinal purposes Sivuyile

2020-10-06 
10:01:49

Western 
Cape Not fully

15 years jail sentence for dealing in cannabis is to harsh there can be a fine but 
no jail Sme that is just not right . 2 year jail sentence if you smoke close to a 
window i do not agree with the police will misuse this law and sSll make canabis 
smokers feel like criminals!! No vicSm no crime there should be no jail sentence 
for cannabis!!! Maydiene

2020-10-06 
07:46:38

Western 
Cape Not fully

This bill, along with any bill pertaining to the growth, use, and sale of Cannabis 
should be scrapped. These are the kinds of bills that should be applied to 
substances that cause harm like alcohol and other manmade chemical 
substances and not to a herb that has a myriad of medicinal properSes and 
tradiSonal uses, not to menSon the potenSal to contribute HUGELY to the 
economy of the country if fully legalised. We are living in Africa, not Europe. 
Cannabis is a integral part of African culture and should be embraced and not 
criminalised. South Africans have a right to privacy, equality and dignity and this 
bill denies all three of these rights in various ways. As a mother and as someone 
who was married to an alcoholic I can tesSfy that adults drinking around 
children is far more destrucSve than people smoking cannabis. Barring very few 
excepSons, people who use cannabis are not aggressive or psychoSc or violent. 
They are relaxed, passive, and peaceful. If this bill was the Alcohol for Private 
Purposes Bill it would have my full support.  It is alcohol that is tearing away at 
the social fabric of all people of South Africa no maser whether they are rich or 
poor, not cannabis. Aside from personal use, legalising cannabis completely and 
encouraging people to grow it and manufacture products from it would have a 
MAJOR impact on our economy and the government should be promoSng this, 
not stopping it. Cannabis is NOT a drug, it is a herb. Banning it would be much 
the same as banning mphephu - pointless, a waste of resources, a violaSon of 
rights, and the stunSng of an industry with enough economic potenSal to have a 
major impact on our economy when it is needed most. Vanessa

2020-10-04 
22:07:11

Western 
Cape Not fully The quanSSes that has been set forth must be revised tyrone

2020-10-04 
13:10:09

Western 
Cape Not fully

It should be legal to buy and sell cannabis. Regulated sale is the best way to 
reduce harm. Like alcohol and tobacco.  

ESenne 
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2020-10-03 
17:23:31

Western 
Cape Not fully

No jail Sme at all for cannabis related acSvity. It's a plant and adults should be 
free to make their own decisions unless it's PROVEN to be causing harm to 
somebody else.  

This proposed bill is lisered with arbitraSon. There's no proper reason why 
people shouldn't be allowed to sell it if they choose. The government has no 
right to arbitrarily interfere with every South African's right to earn an income. 
The only reason they would try to, is so that they can monopolize it for 
themselves. Keep government greed out of the cannabis industry. Amy

2020-10-03 
16:53:28

Western 
Cape Not fully Coleen 

2020-10-02 
16:19:35

Western 
Cape Not fully

The limit to the number of plants which i choose to grow on my own property 
that doesnt effect anyone should be removed but other than that i fully agree 
with this bill Brendan

2020-10-02 
13:04:30

Western 
Cape Not fully

The whole purpose of this new legislaSon was to allow adults to smoke and 
grow cannabis in private. It seems that the proposed penalSes for transgressing 
the new laws are unreasonably harsh. The bill is supposed to support the 
legalisaSon of the smoking and growing of cannabis, not to make transgressors 
even worse criminals than under current legislaSon. 
The amounts currently allowed for consumpSon and possession should be 
increased. While I understand that the amount of 600 grams per person would 
be sufficient for many smokers, I have been smoking cannabis since 1981 and I 
currently consume on average between 6 and 7 grams per day. This equates to 
approximately 2.5kg per year that I consume personally. 
There are also 7 adults that all smoke cannabis that live on the same property as 
me. With the proposed bill this would mean 7 of us only being allowed to 
possess 1.2kg between us, equaSng to only 171 grams per person in our case. 
This is clearly insufficient and I would smoke my 171 gram share in less than one 
month. What would I be expected to smoke for the remaining 11 months of the 
year. 
The proposed penalSes for selling, smoking in public and oversharing are also 
much too extreme and have not been properly thought through. The relevant 
decision makers have had 2 years to consider this legislaSon and it seems aXer 
many months of inacSon they have now rushed this legislaSon without taking 
due care and without applying their minds. 
The government appear to be trying to overregulate the smoking and growing of 
cannabis for private use and are thus defeaSng the whole object of the 
legalisaSon of cannabis for private use in the first place. 
I have no problem with the prosecuSon of anybody engaging in large scale 
distribuSon/selling/culSvaSon but only above a more reasonable threshold. 
Leave the casual smoker and grower alone and focus on more organised crime. 
This country has wasted far too many resources in the past by persecuSng 
cannabis smokers, those resources now need to be concentrated on fighSng 
serious crime  instead. Jonathan

2020-10-01 
09:12:36

Western 
Cape Not fully

There is no provision for consuming in open private spaces. If I own a farm and 
wish to sit in the middle of my farm and partake in the open in private, then 
technically i'd sSll be in an illegal situaSon, which is odd, seeing that my acSons 
won't affect anyone around me. Similarly, if the Rastafari community holds a 
gathering in the open, but not surrounded by others, then why shouldn't they 
be allowed to partake in the open? The rules around being inside a building etc 
is fine for a densely populated area, but not for an open spacious area, which 
doesn't appear to be covered/clarified by the proposal. 

The jail terms are excessive. They need to be reconsidered in terms of other 
crimes and their penalSes (it's been menSoned in the media that even murder 
jail terms are the same as the maximum penalty in this proposal), as well as in 
terms of laws around legal heavily addicSve drugs (alcohol, sugar). They feel 
rather oppressive, as if the State is doing its best to be vindicSve and malicious - 
the State got ordered to make a law to legalise private consumpSon, but is now 
spiteful in the way it provides a legal space for consenSng consumpSon. It 
seems to be against the spirit of freedom, instead rather creaSng a new spaces 
and types of oppression. 

Clarity should be provided about how the blood limit is measured, and 
interpreted. It's well known that THC can be present in the body for weeks aXer 
consumpSon, thus it would be possible that someone who consumed cannabis 
weeks before could fail a blood test, and be punished even though said person is 
far from being under the influence at the Sme of the test. Provision must be 
made in the proposal for this dynamic - THC doesn't operate in the body in the 
same way that alcohol does. 

Provision is required for e-pen / vaporiser consumpSon. This is a radically 
different mechanism from smoking, and shouldn't be subjected to the same 
rules as what applies to smoking. It's nearly non-intrusive (even less intrusive 
than nicoSne-based e-pen / vaporiser smoking). 

Clarity should be provided about eaSng instead of smoking - are there different 
rules involved? The current proposal doesn't clarify the differences in rules and 
results around eaSng and edibles. Francois

2020-10-01 
07:57:38

Western 
Cape Not fully

Alcohol with dire side effects for many, violence / aggression / abuse / gender 
violence/ crime etc. has very few rules. 
Why the restricSons on a plant that has none of the side effects. Gideon
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2020-09-30 
14:29:10

Western 
Cape Not fully

I feel that the amount of flowering plants permised per person is no enough. 
Four plants is not enough for one person as it does not flower the whole year. I 
believe that ten plants per person is more in line when comparing to growing 
other herbs and vegetables in the garden. 

Anthony

2020-09-29 
10:37:03

Western 
Cape Not fully

The Bill does not recognize the economic, social and cultural value of the 
Cannabis plant, framing it as a social evil to be controlled. Cannabis has the 
power to change the economic trajectory of South Africa through the many uses 
for Industrial Hemp and the opportuniSes of our people to benficiate it. Please 
include people with knowledge of the plant and its associated industries in the 
draXing of the bill, and realise that Cannabis has the potenSal to provide 
employment and opportunity for all South Africans whilst protecSng our 
environment. 

We have the best climate in the world to grow it - parScularly in the Western 
Cape - and the potenSal to create millions of well paying jobs - the Cannabis 
industry is labour intensive and requires many skills - please wake up poliScians 
and for once, put South Africa first!!! George 

2020-09-29 
10:19:18

Western 
Cape Not fully

Up to  15 years seems a bit harsh for offenders in my opinion. SSll just a plant, 
but gets treated like a hard drug. Cannabis does not bring out the worst in 
people, but only who that person truely is. Dylan

2020-09-29 
10:10:35

Western 
Cape Not fully

It sSll creates the sSgma that weed is for foolish and inconsiderate and 
irresponsible people.....it should be made aware to the police force because to 
them with these new changes on the bill,nothing has really changed when it 
comes to harrassment and brutal asacks and mishandling of cannabis users. Ndumiso

2020-09-29 
08:52:32

Western 
Cape Not fully

We need to be very clear...  
I do not want a limitaSon on how tall I can grow my plants on my private 
property. 
I do not want a limitaSon on how many plants I can have in a vegetaSve state. 

We also need to educated the police office who is going to entre my property to 
check if im sScking to the law... I cant be more informed than the officer who is 
expected to know the law.  Nathaniel

2020-09-29 
08:52:30

Western 
Cape Not fully

We need to be very clear...  
I do not want a limitaSon on how tall I can grow my plants on my private 
property. 
I do not want a limitaSon on how many plants I can have in a vegetaSve state. 

We also need to educated the police office who is going to entre my property to 
check if im sScking to the law... I cant be more informed than the officer who is 
expected to know the law.  Nathaniel

2020-09-28 
19:41:31

Western 
Cape Not fully

At 57 years old, with the onset of osteo arthriSs and awaiSng knee 
replacements, my home grown cannabis helps ease the constant pain and 
discomfort, I chose cannabis over  pharma years ago, and have figured out what 
strains are beser for my pain. In order to produce enough cannabis oil to treat 
my condiSon, I have to exceed the quanSty limits in the proposed bill, and will 
be criminalised if caught with more than 600 g of dry material - for example it 
takes up to 100 g of super well grown bud to make about 15 ml of oil, and at 1 
ml a day that would require at least 2.5 kg of dried material.  

do I have to be skelm just to grow more than the prescribed allowed amount of 
4 trees as I live alone? please consider and think through your proposed bill 
properly 

Kobus

2020-09-28 
16:14:55

Western 
Cape Not fully

We cannot say something is legal under certain limits but illegal if you have 
more. This is impracScal and encourages SAPS to come into our private 
dwellings. 

We need a proper medical programme where paSents have access and doctors 
are educated. 

15 yrs for dealing in cannabis is insane.  No selling to children is supported 
(except for medical use). 
The bill refers to smoking "too close to a window" .  So what is "too close to a 
window"?  If anything is open for interpretaSon it is open for abuse by 
authoriSes, etc. 

Cannabis is a healing plant placed on this earth by God for the human race to 
use as medicine.  Why regulate it into the hands of big pharma? THEA

2020-09-28 
16:05:49

Western 
Cape Not fully

We should follow Canadian legislaSon as it is the most equitable. 
We cannot say something is legal under certain limits but illegal if you have 
more. This is impracScal and encourages SAPS to come into our private 
dwellings.  

we need more input from the users and public and less restricSons.  
Finally we need a proper medical programme where paSents have access and 
doctors are educated. Jade
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2020-09-28 
16:01:32

Western 
Cape Not fully

a maximum jail term of 15 years for anyone who deals in cannabis, or provides it 
to a child. - This is insane. Provide a framework where culSvaSng, extracSng and 
selling is regulated and avoid sending people down the prison path. No one 
should be selling anything to children in any case. This overstretches the jusSce 
system even more when it should be dealing with rapists and murderers and 
corrupSon on all levels.  

Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” may be jailed for up to 
two years. - equally insane. Who protects me from cigarese smoke in public, on 
the beach, when hiking etc which is much worse! Can't believe jail is even a 
consideraSon here!  

Smoking around children can result in up to four years in jail. - where are all the 
parents smoking cigareses in their home and cars subjecSng children to terrible 
toxins. Then they should be in jail five Smes over. EducaSon is needed here. I do 
not agree with smoking anything around children in a closed environment like a 
home or a car as it is harmful to them. Educate people, don't send them to jail. 
How are they going to benefit society when they come out of jail again with a 
criminal records and a broken life because of smoking a joint?  

Legal limits for personal, legal use at home are set to: 
- This does not consider the different needs of individuals. Someone dealing 
with chronic illnesses has a much greater requirement than someone consuming 
recreaSonally only.  
- How do people without a space exercise their right? Where do they grow?  

Please think about this bill from all angles. This could be a major opportunity for 
South African's from all walks of life to experience economic upliXment! 

Bianca

2020-09-27 
13:16:39

Western 
Cape Not fully

penalSes way to harsh, people get 15 years for murder and rape in this country, 
and what if some body provide cannabis for medical reasons? 

massimo

2020-09-27 
13:00:04

Western 
Cape Not fully

The regulaSons are draXed by people who know NOTHING about the culture of 
cannabis users. The limitaSons are irraSonal! Why have proper USER groups not 
being incorporated into the draXing of this?  The limitaSons on numbers of 
plants and possession is irraSonal. It's so abundantly clear that NON-USERS / 
Non user groups are craXing this. 

The only way forward is to OUTRIGHTLY DECRIMINALISE all aspects of this plant. 
Leave it all alone!  

Get the State out of Cannabis and the Police out of cannabis for good!  

#OutrightDecriminalisaSonofCannabis Shane

2020-09-26 
23:00:18

Western 
Cape Not fully

Agree using the oil for medicinal use. 
Smoking when living in flats should not be allowed.   
The sSnk  that comes in through windows and doors when neighbours are 
smoking is very unpleasant.  Why should we have to put up with this?  It is very 
unfair. 

Margaret

2020-09-26 
14:43:12

Western 
Cape Not fully

There are too many aspects in this bill that is open to interpretaSon. Also I do 
believe this is then open for new corrupSon. Why not treat Cannabis more like 
tobacco and reap the benefits form farming and selling. Too many rules and 
regulaSons does not make the few people who have no consideraSon for their 
fellow SA's  change their habits. And who - please tell me - will be the enforcer 
of this bill?  Either corrupSon or invasion of privacy is the problem then. Debora

2020-09-26 
06:49:40

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis is a very important and versaSle medicine, it is not addicSve or 
harmful like many OTC medicaSons and South Africans should be allowed to 
grow and sell it freely. T

2020-09-25 
07:12:16

Western 
Cape Not fully

You should be able to grow more as 4 flowering plants is not enough to cary you 
throu the year. Storage should also be looked at as it is impossible to be self 
sustainability with 600gr in your possession and only 4 flowering plants. This is a 
herb, that has such  a high medicinal value,   go catch real criminals. Sharon

2020-09-24 
17:40:41

Western 
Cape Not fully

I agree if sold to minors, but a 15 year jail sentence for dealing to adults? 
Ludicrous! Some people cannot exercise their right to grow their own 
(apartment living, etc.) and therefore dealers are required. As for the amount of 
flowering plants allowed, that's way too lisle. If one can only grow outdoors, we 
need to grow more than that during summer to last through winter, parScularly 
for us who require it for medicinal purposes. If we cannot, then we need the 
dealers to be more protected. Tana

2020-09-24 
09:44:14

Western 
Cape Not fully

The potenSal of the commercial  opportuniSes on a small scale are not 
considered,  ie the medicinal benefits ito oils and other products are illegal.  This 
is not good Desmond 
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2020-09-22 
13:56:53

Western 
Cape Not fully

I understand the importance of regulaSng possession of cannabis in this early 
stage of our country's journey with cannabis reform, however the proposed 
legal limits  is not a realisSc representaSon of how cannabis is culSvated. If limits 
are to be set they should be set for each stage of the culSvaSon process I.e: 
seed, seedling, vegetaSve stage, flowering stage, drying, curing, and then the 
end dried product. 

I believe an open legal and regulated cannabis market that’s accessible at a 
grassroots level could help liX South Africa to the forefront of a globally growing 
cannabis market and offer economic relief to the people of South Africa in a 
Sme its needed the most. 

A properly executed Cannabis industry has Medicinal, MulSple Industrial and 
RecreaSonal applicaSons that could offer an economic sSmulus to the country 
aswell as contribuSng to overall wellness of the people of South Africa. 

Carl

2020-09-22 
09:07:27

Western 
Cape Not fully

There should be no restricSons as to the number of flowering plants for private 
consumpSon as well as plant material in ones possession.  
If you want to be commercially involved then you would be required to have a 
commercial growers license and the red tape involved. 
Cannabis should be treated the same as any other crop such as vegetables, 
grains,etc. and as a private home consumer I can plant as much as I desire.  
As for trading once again licenses would be required just as for alcohol trading 
with registered outlets. 

Peter

2020-09-21 
18:05:14

Western 
Cape Not fully

Thank you for considering my inputs. 

This bill should be rejected returned for a redraX, in consultaSon with the 
people's acknowledged experts this Sme. 

The limits are problemaSc.  The thinking or reasoning driving the limit 
imposiSons is michievious and ignorant, and wrongfully applied to a natural 
plant.   
Seems abundantly clear the lesson that all cannabis use is 'medicinal" is not 
cogniSvely understood. 

PenalSes are out of proporSon and do not reflect reality.  Seems this quality or 
standard of consideraSon is from university produced state experts... 

This bill violates or infringes batho pele.  
It is a bill for "churn"/incarceraSon/ enforcement/profiteering, and monopoly 
control and market protecSon of compeSng lines.   

DisapoinSng tone, direcSon and standard South Africa. Simpleminded 
disempowerment.  ContribuSng Department heads should face invesSgaSon, 
censure/penalSes for underperformance re this issue. Gary

2020-09-21 
16:14:59

Western 
Cape Not fully

Firstly, the amounts prescribed seem to be enSrely arbitrary and some of the 
provisions cannot be monitored or measured effecSvely (e.g. smoking "near an 
open window", "in the presence of a child" - both noble ideas but un-
implementable. 

Secondly, why not use the same (or similar) legislaSon to that used to control 
the sale and use of alcohol? Provision would have to be made for people 
growing plants  for profit but it can't be impossible for creaSve legal minds to 
deal with this. Jenny

2020-09-21 
09:09:45

Western 
Cape Not fully

The police should not be able to invade your home to enforce any cannabis 
regulaSons. 
Cannabis legislaSon has been used globally to vicSmize , criminalize  and ridicule 
any sector of society the ruling elites disapprove of. 
We must make sure this oppressive tool is removed, not just moderated. JusSn

2020-09-21 
07:52:46

Western 
Cape Not fully

The limits are arbitrary and restricSve, making it difficult for anyone to try use 
the opportunity to grow their part in this potenSally booming industry.  

Further consultaSon with the advocacy groups should be carried out to assist 
government in using this opportunity for the greater good of the whole country.  

So much great work has gone into this issue that it would be sad to waste it. Scos

2020-09-21 
00:53:35

Western 
Cape Not fully

It should be made fully legal on all plaKorms .... 
It is not harmful in any way .... 
Government should focus on actual bloody drugs even prescripSon drugs are 
worse than cannabis..... 
The fact that this is even spoken about is sad and shows how controlled we are 
by people who have no clue what they are doimg doing or they are straight up 
just ignorant and selfish  

Long story ....FREE CANNABIS..... Roy 
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2020-09-20 
20:28:14

Western 
Cape Not fully

I do not see why people with the Sme and know how should not be allowed to 
make the cannabis oil for profit. It is a natural product which is medicinal  & can 
be a blessing for people suffering pain . Why they wish to impose restricSons on 
he number of plants/seeds you may have and the size of the plant seems totally 
ridiculous. Denise

2020-09-20 
19:19:40

Western 
Cape Not fully

Decriminalise and regulate the sale of cannabis rather than having prison 
sentences. If possession is allowed it makes no sense that selling it is illegal. Also 
not agreeing with the restricSons on number of plants grown or the flowering/
non-flowering disSncSon. The plant's lifecycle should not be a factor in limiSng 
culSvaSon. Anton

2020-09-20 
17:26:17

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis should be legal to sell, so that tax money can be made, which our 
country so desperately needs. Also seeds must be legal to sell and buy. How 
should people grow their own plants if they can't legally buy seeds? Cannabis is 
not addicSve, unlike alcohol and tobacco and it does not lead to other drug 
abuse, that has been proven in countries where cannabis use is legal. There is no 
law how many packs of cigareses or bosles of wine you are allowed to stock, 
why should there be a limit to the amount of cannabis people have at their 
homes? The same thing counts for plants! Why not allow people to have the 
amount of plants they choose to grow? CorrupSon is so big in the country. And 
these laws are part of the sick corrupSon going on. We need to stop this and 
ensure every ciSzen's freedom! Maretha

2020-09-20 
13:25:06

Western 
Cape Not fully

Remove all restricSons on cannabis completely. It is a naturally occuring plant 
and part of nature, it should not be regulated at all. Kevin 

2020-09-20 
10:12:48

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis can be used for medicinal purposes and clearly far useful than tobacco 
provided it is used in moderaSon.   It can become addicSve as i have seen this 
happen with certain friends.   Also the jail sentence is absurd maybe this mental 
government that we have should concentrate on the far worst crimes happening 
in our beauSful country.   Murder, rape, human  trafficking the list goes on and 
on instead of granSng bail to the criminals. Tougheeda

2020-09-20 
07:57:27

Western 
Cape Not fully

What is this Bill doing for the poorest growers and home industry? It is aimed at 
enriching the government and pharmaceuScal industry not unemployed people 
at grassroots level.  I teach growing and would like everybody to have an 
opportunity at growing this amazing plant for medicinal use. That means making 
home remedies and medicines and supporSng your community while also 
empowering people 

Jenni 

2020-09-20 
07:28:53

Western 
Cape Not fully

It's a plant. 
In its raw form, there is no 'stoned' effect when used, so it is safe to grow with 
children around.  
All plants are given to us by Nature and they should be free to grow anywhere. 
Why can poppies grow anywhere and nobody has ever had any issues with 
them? 
What is this fear for a plant?  
Set it free! Brenda

2020-09-19 
18:30:34

Western 
Cape Not fully

Only having 4 flowering plants isnt enough to make oils for medical use. 
Cannabis can only be grown outdoors once a year which isnt enough for medical 
use , this will encourage people to purchase it illegally. 

There is also no way of knowing how much cannabis 4 plants will give you, you 
may get 200 grams or 2kg depending  on geneScs , weather, nutrients etc. If you 
get over the legal amount then  you indirectly inciminate yourself. 

The amendment also doesnt look at factors like dried cannabis vs wet cannabis , 
that can mean the difference between 1kg (wet) and 500grams (dried). 
It also doent look at how much oil if any oil you allowed to have. 

Futher more If you have only 4 flowering plants, those plants can get destroyed 
by weather or decease. The counter argument to that is the fact you can have 
many non flowering plants to take its place. The issue with that argument is that 
cannabis plants are photoperiod plants so they all flower at the same Sme. That 
would mean you will suddenly have over the legal limit as soon as the season 
comes around. 

In conclusion the amendments make no sense if you look at it in a real world 
scenario.  
I'd suggest a minimum of 20 flowering plants per person , 2kg of dry cannabis 
per person , 500grams oil per person and as many seeds and as many plants in 
vegitaSon state/ seedlings. 

At the end of the day you cannot overdose on Cannbis, there are many plants 
that are totally legal that can kill you in seconds if taken. Leo

2020-09-19 
10:51:38

Western 
Cape Not fully

Some of the regulaSons seem extreme such as no smoking close to a window or 
in the presence of a Child. If people can drink in front of their children, there is 
no reason they should not be able to use cannabis in the presence of a child. 
Further the amounts you may posses dont seem to align with how many plants 
you can grow. For example if I grew 4 plants I would yield close to 3kg of dried 
cannabis. So this needs to be considered.  Also there needs to be more 
informaSon  about how to procure cannabis if you do not grow yourself. Is there 
going to be a legal cannabis market where businesses nay trade I  cannabis if 
they have a license? John
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2020-09-19 
09:06:48

Western 
Cape Not fully

Keep the police busy with crime and corrupSon and not the dagga plant.  
Lock up the corrupt in the ANC and free the plant.  

Owen
2020-09-18 
19:09:40

Western 
Cape Not fully

Being able to buy and sell the bud is a huge part of the benefit to the country's 
economic growth. And enabling people to gain access to the plant Jack

2020-09-18 
13:55:58

Western 
Cape Not fully

1. This bill does not go nearly far enough. We need to get to a point where 
cannabis consumpSon is regulated on the same basis as alcohol. which should 
include the ability to seel it commercially. The societal ills of alcohol is far in 
excess of cannabis use so there is no logical reason to have more restricSons on 
it's use than what is in place for alcohol. 

2. Further to that, allowing for full commercialisaSon of cannabis can unlock 
vast amounts of tax revenue, as has been conclusively proved already in some 
US states where cannabis use has been legalised for commercial distribuSon. 

3. Regardless, the wording of this legislaSon is ridiculously vague. How will 
anyone know if they are smoking "too near" a  window where minors "may" 
smell cannabis. Or more to the point, how will you be able to prove this in a 
court ? 

3.1 A potenSal big win of this legislaSon would be to reduce the police and 
court resources currently involved in it's enforcement. Having vague and 
unprovable clauses negates all this posiSve benefit. 

4. Smoking normal tobacco products is not constrained by how close to a 
window you are or which other non-consenSng adults or minors may be close 
by during it's use. That despite the fact that secondary tobacco smoke is just as 
harmful as that from cannabis. 

Just simplify this legislaSon to: 

- Allow it to be smoked, used and stored in your own residence without 
limitaSon. 
- Allow commercial growing and sales of cannabis under the same guidelines as 
currently employed for alcoholic beverages. (Eg: no sales to minors, sales only 
during certain hours, no driving while under the influence, etc) with the addiSon 
of a clause to prohibit smoking it in a public place. 

Millions  of South-Africans already smoke cannabis on a regular or semi-regular 
basis, and this legislaSon should aim to fully legalise it's use while balancing 
societal needs, instead of just going half-way as the bill in it's current form does. 

Anonymous
2020-09-18 
11:04:41

Western 
Cape Not fully Erik

2020-09-18 
09:44:10

Western 
Cape Not fully

I should be allowed to grow as much as I can for personal use and economic 
benefits. I would like to register as a micro farmer, who doesn't need to cover up 
my grow area immediately +/-5 years to build a barrier for protecSon and to 
keep it out of the eye of kids. I should only register as a business to sell my 
product but also adhering with the strict health and safety procedures. I.E 
tesSng via quality control offsite. Government should subsidies start up 
entrepreneurs in the industry. The should open a government organisaSons 
specialising in the cannabis industry & get the current heads in the industry to 
help with legislaSon and every aspect to making this a viable industry, branching 
out to other industries. Open our country to allow for exports for micro and 
macro farmers, but helping the micro maybe with tax free exports or some type 
of financial ease atleast for 5+ years. Limit the inflow of internaSonal take over 
or dominance in the industry. (I'm all for learning and geing help for the 
leaders in the industry but not keen to be totally controlled by foreign investors. 
The tax collected from the industry should be funnel back into the farming 
community as learnerships not just cannbis related. 
DecriminalizaSon cannabis fully. No prison sentences. Fines should be issued. 
Repeat offenders do community service in the non profit community gardens or 
any community serving organisaSons with regards to farming and feeding 
schemes. Allow private businesses to have a cannabis smoking area shared with 
the tabacco smoking areas. Clearly making people aware in the area it's allowed. 
Smoking in open spaces should be allowed not in direct contact with kids 
though. Christopher

2020-09-18 
07:47:03

Western 
Cape Not fully

I do not believe that Cannibis should be regulated. It is a plant. We don't have 
regulaSons for lesuce or cabbage or roses or daffodils.  

The law fails to open up the "Green" economy, in other words allowing 
individuals and companies to grow, beneficiate and sell at will.  

I think we should review laws created in US states like California and that 
asenSon is paid to how much revenue could be raised to restore out country if 
Cannabis becomes a cash crop that can be taxed like any other. Anthony 
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2020-09-17 
21:23:00

Western 
Cape Not fully

How can you govern how many plants I grow? Are you going to tell me how 
many fruiSng apple trees and tomatoes I am allowed next? Your bill is madness. 
It is a plant. If so, please be sure to do the poppy flowers next, as herion is made 
from it. Also potatoes, due to it being part of the nightshade family, and can be 
deadly poisonous. Legalise the plant, and get it over and done with. This will 
take away money from criminals and syndicates. Stop being stupid please Pieter

2020-09-17 
21:18:05

Western 
Cape Not fully

I feel that everyone should have a chance to economically profit from this plant, 
do not cut your nose off to spite your face! Bris

2020-09-17 
18:39:15

Western 
Cape Not fully Cannabis can be very valuable for medical reasons, e.g. control of Cancer, etc. Pamela

2020-09-17 
18:39:01

Western 
Cape Not fully

The Cannabis for Private Purposes Bill is a step in the right direcSon and a good 
starSng point. 

There is however concerns with the proposed bill as it has various areas where 
unbeknown to first-Sme growers, could have them on the wrong side of the law 
without actually any intent to do so. 

I agree that there needs to be a clear separaSon between Private use and 
Commercial acSviSes, but there was a serious lack of insight when the proposed 
amounts of plants were sSpulated in the proposed Bill. 

Many Cancer paSents and exercise their right to alternaSve medicaSon, having a 
holisSc approach to pain management instead of using pharmaceuScal opioid 
medicaSons.  Many Cancer paSents with severe pain use up to 1ml of FECO oil 
extract at a Sme, requiring between 30-60ml FECO oil a month. 

With a raSo of 10:1 (10gr Flower/1ml Feco), they can't have a constant supply 
for personal pain management with only 4-8 plant in flower and 600gr – 1200g 
of dried flower. 
The quanSSes (both plant and maximum dry flower) need to be increased to 
allow those who make personal extracts for oil and salve the ability to exercise 
their right to personal choice without having to break the law to gain access to 
holisSc medicine.  

The limit to either 16 immature plants or 8 plants in flower per household 
further elevates the above-menSoned concerns, and it is suggested that the 
suggested raSon of Flower to Immature plant be combined and not set as an 
alternaSve.  This will allow home growers to have 2 plants in vegetaSve/
immature phase for every plant in flower, helping to ensure that they can 
conSnue to make their private extract for self medicaSon through the flowering 
and drying stages. 
This does not even include the amount of flower needed for local topical balms 
and other salves. 

The last point I want to address is the very low limit for what is considered hemp 
and cannabis plants. 
Currently, hemp is described as having less than 0.3% THC, and above that, it is 
considered a Cannabis plant.  It is suggested that the limit be raised to 1% to not 
only allow other CBD Cannabis plants the freedom of Hemp but also protect 
hemp farmers of possible prosecuSon under the proposed Cannabis Bill. 

All living plants are affected by environmental condiSons, human interacSon and 
geneSc composiSon. 
THC producSon in both Hemp and High percentage Cannabis plants are 
influenced by the above menSoned, and any change can and will change the 
THC level composiSon of both Hemp and Cannabis. 

The following are among the examples of influences that will increase the THC 
percentage of Hemp: 
-              Time of harvest 
-              Drought 
-              Soil composiSon 
-              Nutrients 

With a change in the harvest Sme of environmental condiSon can push Hemp 
past the 0.3% limit into the Cannabis bracket, making the farmer in possession 
of cannabis exceeding the allowed amount and could see 15 years 
imprisonment. 

The SAPS cannot from visual inspecSon see the difference between Hemp an 
Cannabis - How is that going to be protected or regulated?  A complete 
laboratory test and breakdown of plant material is needed to determine 
composiSon.   

This could become a legal minefield and open Government to various Civil 
claims for damages if tested and found to be under the bracket of what is 
considered Cannabis and found to be Hemp. By liXing the limit to max 1% THC 
content for Hemp/CBD flower, many if not all these grey and danger areas can 
be prevented. 

Jacques
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2020-09-17 
18:37:39

Western 
Cape Not fully

Why limit then amount someone can have also, smoking near a none consenSng 
adult carries a heavier jail sentence that a rapist. Government needs to  get their 
prioriSes straight. Cannabis can be used for so much more, this needs proper 
sustainability and investment to upliX the economy. Alexa
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While I fully support the legalizaSon of Cannabis for private purposes, I feel that 
it is completely counterintuiSve to mandate such harsh restricSons around the 
growing and possession of Cannabis plants and products. 

1) Given that the Cannabis plant is not only a product people choose to use 
recreaSonally but also an excepSonally potent healing medicine, people should 
be able to decide for themselves what their own personal consumpSon limits 
should be. Different people have different tolerances and different reasons for 
smoking. Different plant strains have different potencies. To limit the amount a 
person is allowed to have in their own home to a smaller amount than the 3kg 
that was laid out in the Provjoints InstrucSons-52/2018 (before any legislaSon 
came into play) is absurd. 

The limits of 600g and 1,2 kg's respecSvely only serves to create scenarios that 
make it easier for the SAPS to invade people's privacy and arrest them for using 
a harmless substance in the privacy of their own homes. Furthermore to count 
the leaves of the cannabis plant that can't be smoked and contain lisle to no 
THC is absolutely ludicrous, only the flowering buds should be included in the 
term "Cannabis" as it is laid out in the definiSons, as otherwise, it opens the way 
for police to include leaves in the dry weight of a flowering plant and increase 
the amount of a possession charge unjustly, leading to harsher sentencing. 

2) DefiniSon - "immature plant" - Given that each plant grows differently (ie an 
Indica plant is shorter and wider than a SaSva plant and visa versa) to put a 
random number like 15cm on a plant to classify it as immature shows a disSnct 
lack of knowledge relaSng to the cannabis plant on a whole by lawmakers as 
some plants will be twice that size but are sSll biologically immature non-
flowering plants. 

3) DefiniSon - "private place" - If it is classified as boats, caravans, and mobile 
homes it should be classified as cars as well. Furthermore in SecSon 4.6 
transporSng cannabis in a vehicle should not be subject to any requirement as it 
has been laid out that people are allowed to exchange (without remuneraSon) 
plants and dried products, how are they supposed to transport them to a 
"private place" if a vehicle is not considered a "private place" and the 
transportaSon thereof is a Class C offense. 

4) SecSon 4.3.B - If people are growing their own cannabis the government 
doesn't have a right to tell them how to store it any more than they have a right 
to tell people how to store alcohol and cigareses. Yes, it should be kept away 
from children, but sending people to jail for four years for not storing their 
cannabis products the way the government tells them to is completely 
nonsensical. 

5) SecSon 4.5 - Cannabis should be legalized for sale and regulated the same 
way nicoSne is regulated. For it to be legal to smoke at home but sSll require 
people to either grow their own or force them to buy from dealers, is to create a 
situaSon where you are forcing a certain amount of people who just want free 
and fair access to cannabis, but don't have the space to grow it, to become 
criminals simply for wanSng the same rights as the people who do have land to 
grow on. Sending someone to jail for four years for buying, and fiXeen years for 
selling a harmless plant is absolute insanity. 

6) SecSon 5.1 - People should be able to smoke in public the same way they 
smoke nicoSne, away from people, out in the open, and away from children. The 
same laws that allow people to drink in public in bars and restaurants should 
apply to cannabis users. 

7) SecSon 5.2 - Smoking in front of non-consenSng adult person should not be 
any kind of offense as they are perfectly capable of removing themselves from 
the situaSon and this law opens up a method of laying charges against innocent 
cannabis users who have no control over other people and where they place 
themselves. If someone wants to smoke in the privacy of their own home they 
should be able to do so wherever they please and it is up to the "non-consenSng 
adult" to remove themselves. 

8) SecSon 5.4.A/B - Sending someone to jail for two years for smoking within a 
certain distance of a window is completely unconsStuSonal and also completely 
arbitrary as you can't regulate this kind of law when it comes to people who live 
in apartments, who will then be jailed either way as they can't leave their 
building to smoke in "public" and they can't smoke in the privacy of their own 
home either. If this law comes into effect then the same law should be put into 
effect for all nicoSne smokers as nicoSne smoke is far more harmful, while it has 
been scienSfically proven that cannabinoids heal lung Sssue from nicoSne 
damage. 

9) SecSon 5.5 - If people are allowed to smoke nicoSne in their cars on public 
roads, they should also be able to smoke cannabis. Both have physiological 
effects on the body and it has been proven Sme and Sme again through all 
manner of documented tesSng that cannabis smokers are much more 
responsible drivers. 

10) SecSon 6.2. A "cannabis plant culSvaSon material" is compost, ferSlizer, 
grow bags, or any number of completely innocuous growing paraphernalia that 
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2020-09-17 
15:51:39

Western 
Cape Not fully

It is IMPOSSIBLE to overdose or die from excessive cannabis use. Cigareses kill, 
alcohol kills. Legalize cannabis fully. No restricSons. LegalizaSon will totally 
remove the criminal and gangster element which currently controls a lot of the 
movement of cannabis. Legalize cannabis and hemp fully. Hemp is a cheaper 
and safer alternaSve to so many things, like hemp paper, hemp plasSc, hemp 
fuel, hemp clothing. This would also open new employment avenues which we 
desperately need. LEGALIZE IT Olivia

2020-09-17 
15:39:34

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis trade would bring billions to the SA economy and tourism if sale could 
be allowed.  A second point is that giXing vs selling/buying is almost conpletely 
unenforceable and laughably easy to circumvent. Leave the pokice to do police 
work and leave the micro farmer sellers to make their living. Nicholas 

2020-09-17 
15:04:28

Western 
Cape Not fully

The number of plants, especially for those who use the leaves for tea and 
creams for chronic condiSons  is too restricSve and is open to abuse by 
authoriSes. Jenne

2020-09-17 
13:54:07

Western 
Cape Not fully More red tape . Just another way to arrest people for cannabis Shawn 

2020-09-17 
10:27:16

Western 
Cape Not fully

We should be allowed to grow in full capacity for personal use, one persons 
consumpSon tolerance is not nearly as mush as the other, we should be able to 
trade and sell it similar to the table wine industry. 

No maser what the bill says people have and will never stop growing canabis for 
recreaSonal use. 

Business should be able to compete for market and grow the ulSmate strains so 
that we can pay off our country's debt. Breyton

2020-09-17 
09:06:31

Western 
Cape Not fully

To whom this may concern, you probably not gonna read out comments. But 
how the fuck can you jail someone for 2 years for smoking something that is 
legal in public ?! That is like saying if you see someone drink in public you'll jail 
them for 2 years? Secondly if you do not change the bill you'll end up 
incriminaSng people for selling weed for 15years, but a rapist gets fewer years in 
prison for violaSng someone else's body? When people ask for weed?? Makes 
no sense, make it make sense Tariq 

2020-09-17 
07:52:07

Western 
Cape Not fully

I believe that the best way to deal with drugs in a country is to make them all 
legal ; and provide necessary help for addicts .  No forbidden fruit , no 
problem.... or at least - less problems .  This has been proven to be most 
successful in other countries .  So this means of the government trying to have 
such complete control - is in my opinion - not at all effecSve . Penelope 

2020-09-17 
07:35:43

Western 
Cape Not fully We should be allowed to smoke it outdoors in parks, nature or outside fesSvals. Helen

2020-09-16 
21:56:52

Western 
Cape Not fully

I do not use or have ever used Cannabis. However this bill is a blatant 
infringement of Human Rights and Freedom of Life. The fact that the law has 
moved in the direcSon of allowance is good, but by no means right.  The first 
and biggest wrong step of the law is that it assumes authority over individuals 
personal choices. No one has authority of another's choices, unless it directly 
harms others. Secondly, humans are also a part of nature as much as all plants 
are. The use of a natural product of nature, such as the Cannabis plant, is not 
subject to another's authority. It is by the Law of Nature, equally jusSfied as 
eaSng fruits, vegetables or anything else we use for our well-being or leisure.  As 
the proverb goes: "No one owns the water, No one owns the land, No one owns 
the oceans, No one owns the sand. These are given by our Mother. The Planet 
provides for Free. Only by the hands of the Greedy, does the Earth require a 
fee." Moreover, it is absurd to even think you have the authority to take away up 
to 15 years of peoples short lifespans for selling "a plant"! We humans are ever 
evolving and learn by our choices and experiences. Where does the law come 
off dictaSng what experiences people my have? For one person an experience 
might be insane and terrible, but for another it's Amazing! So how can a person 
or a group of people sit and decide for everyone what their experiences in life 
may or may not be? This is pure Dictatorship. How can you even think of limiSng 
peoples possibiliSes for generaSng an income to live of natural products of the 
earth?  Up to 2-4 years jail for secondhand smoke on a natural plant with a half 
life of a day for "non-users". How do you jusSfy this???!!! Such ludicrous acSons 
are the True Crime!!! The legal limits for use in the Bill  proves the ignorance and 
lack of understanding of those who came up with this Bill, as these laws do not 
comprehend in the slightest the pracScal implicaSons of use. Such as the 
Seasonality of Plant, those who live in places where they cannot grow it 
themselves or those who do not have the Sme, knowledge or ability to grow. As 
well as the limit on total allowance of possession, which makes it impossible for 
a person with a serious or long term illness to have enough for a year to suite 
their Individual Personal Requirements and Choices.  What does limiSng 
amounts do? In fact it creates more need for sales. How can sales be illegal 
anyway? Not everyone can grow, let alone, make the Oil. Plus, growing is Sme, 
money and energy consuming, so covering basic costs for someone is 
reasonable and raSonal, unlike this IrraSonal Bill. There is NO evidence (as 
stated per the Purpose of the Bill) of Any harm done by the use of Cannabis. 
There is however mountains of evidence for its Benefits. However again, the 
Bills intent to protect "non-users" is commended, as well as the  expungement 
of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of cannabis. Dewaldt
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2020-09-16 
20:27:32

Western 
Cape Not fully

I support the use and culSvaSon of cannabis for personal private use, I do not 
support or agree with the sSpulaSon as to the amount of plants permised nor 
quanSSes permised. I grow for the purpose of making seed for myself and my 
animals. I do everything indoors and in order to make enough seed I need 
thousands of plants yet this bill limits me to 4 which is nothing. Can you survive 
on 4 Millie plants per harvest? The full legalizaSon recreaSonally and medically 
will solve the countries economic issues within three years. If you need the plan 
please contact me. This plant can be used for community enrichment and 
educaSon. It’s useful for so many things but impossible to do anything with only 
4 plants. It takes 1 hectare of hemp to make enough fiber for a 75 sq meter 
house, this is far more than 4 plants. I make oil for myself and it takes 1 kg of 
plant flowers  which takes 10 plants to make enough oil for myself only for one 
month. This bill completely removes my rights to personally treat myself and 
grow my own food as in cannabis seeds. This is wrong. Every single study has 
shown this plant is harmless. Legalize it fully and reap the rewards. Peter

2020-09-16 
17:36:49

Western 
Cape Not fully

For some treatments, it will require more plants. It takes a long Sme to grow 
cannabis out doors. We need to look at how long it takes to grow between 
seasons especially outdoors. The plant count makes no sense. Nazmie

2020-09-16 
17:05:34

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis for medicinal purposes is absolutely necessary.  The fines are far too 
high as the majority of people could not pay them and the manpower to prove 
any offence is not at all workable  when the dire situaSon of the economy is 
taken into account.   Some well thought out , pracScal regulaSons necessary for 
applicaSon of usage across the board. Margaret

2020-09-16 
17:02:39

Western 
Cape Not fully

 Cannabis is a natural plant and has been used for health and healing 
throughout history. 
Why put limits on this when we can freely access sugar, alcohol and tobacco 
products, for example,  which are proven to be highly addicSve substances and 
impact health negaSvely? 
So I do support the legislaSon with regards to smoking around children, yet jail 
sentences for possession of Cannabis, when one can have cases of alcohol or 
cartons of cigareses without restricSon, is contradictory. Sibylle

2020-09-16 
16:40:59

Western 
Cape Not fully

The jail sentence for selling weed in general is patheSc , what about those who 
can’t grow at there houses ? And I smoke more than 600 grams in a flowering 
season so if I grew my 4 plants and I get a 800 grams off each plant do I have to 
throw the rest away ? Think a lisle bit please Anthony 

2020-09-16 
16:21:28

Western 
Cape Not fully

There is no restricSon on the amount of Alcohol or tobacco products we may 
have in our possesion so I dont see any reason why people may not grow as 
much cannbis as they want to for personal use at their private dwellings. There 
should be no restricSon on growing for private use.  Natalie

2020-09-16 
15:58:48

Western 
Cape Not fully

Good day esteemed Premier, Legislator or respected individual who will be 
reading this.  

I implore you to look at this from as objecSve a standpoint as you can possibly 
muster.  

Cannabis prohibiSon comes from very entrenched sestymic racist background 
and the subjecSve reasoning behind it is already struggling to stand up on a 
global scale thanks to scruSny and simple truth. 

That truth being that cannabis (when used correctly) is a truly non harmfull 
medical aid as well as a universal fiber and material  that when used in certain 
ways happens to contain some non harmfull (again when used correctly) 
recreaSonal and euphoric properSes. 

The Bill is definetly a step in the right direcSon yet it is diffucult to see how any 
person in a rural and less than idealic suburban seing will fully be able to reap 
the rights that this Bill is trying to give individuals, especially regarding amount 
of cannabis and amount of flowering plants per property. It would be wiser if 
the limits pruposed is somewhat adjusted, taking the versaSly of the cannabis 
plant into consideraSon (oil, baked goods, cured flower for smoking purposes) 
also the amount of seasonal cycles there is in a year (only one). 

I realise that it is a issue to complex too almost bear thinking about but the 
social and economic benefits looking into the future will be undeniable once this 
plant is used to its full potenSal. 

Undeniable and vast, get ahead of the curve. Frans

2020-09-16 
15:11:02

Western 
Cape Not fully

The quanSty for possession of alcohol is unlimited so I do not agree that there 
should be a limit on cannabis. For personal use we should be allowed to grow 
our own medicine freely and in unlimited quanSty on our own private dwelling. 
It makes no sense that something so destrucSve as alchohol does not carry the 
same limits.  
The selling of seeds should be legal for everybody. It is not an illegal and 
intoxicaSng substance. Cannabis seedlings should be allowed to be sold in 
Nursuries in the same way any other medicinal herb is sold. Licensing should 
only apply to the sale of cannabis flowers which contains the thc. All else should 
be license free. Clinton

2020-09-16 
14:11:51

Western 
Cape Not fully

Open all trade in marujuana and tax it.  This is a huge industry and  it has the 
ability to transform this country.  

DusSn
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2020-09-16 
13:17:20

Western 
Cape Not fully

This bill does not go far enough to eliminate the sSgma around cannabis. It 
perpetuates the myth that cannabis is more harmful than alcohol or tobacco, 
and implies that there is something shameful about its use by insisSng that it be 
smoked in secret. This is not only an insult to medical science and an 
unnecessary restricSon of individual liberSes, but also hugely disrespecKul to 
those for whom the use of cannabis has cultural value. Andrew

2020-09-16 
12:44:35

Western 
Cape Not fully

The penalSes seem too harsh and the amounts too low.  There is no clear 
definiSon regarding purchase of seed or plants so private individuals can 
culSvate...   Will only licenced growers be able to sell cannabis products to 
people who dont want to grow it, but sSll wish to consume it?   There is no 
menSon of any of that.   Who supplies the seed?    This all seems to go against 
the judgement to privately consume and culSvate it in the first place.   Not much 
freedom at all.... It simply looks like a setup for big pharma and  other 
corporaSons to take over and turn into a big business like in other countries. Michael

2020-09-16 
12:22:57

Western 
Cape Not fully

If nature is prohibited, freedom doesn't exist.  

Its a plant that should not be controlled and its no one right to to dictate or 
prohibit its use. 

No jail Sme and freedom for cannabis to be use at anySme and anywhere.  The 
same way it was allowed in the 1800s and early 1900s.  

And stop saying cannabis is dangerous! It is not and its been proven. Pieter 

2020-09-16 
08:27:48

Western 
Cape Not fully

Unfortunately it's been a sad day since cannabis has been legalised. The effect 
the use of a 'soX drug' such as cannabis has on a society is sad. 
However, now that it's been legalised, at least there is some form of legislaSon 
in place. But with an overcrowded prison system, and the difficulty in enforcing 
the laws, I cannot foresee a healthy system. 

Elouise

2020-09-16 
07:05:45

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis should be as  freely widely used just as Tobacco, cigareses are the 
biggest killers morethan cannabis, I fail to understand why the government is 
protecSng the cigarese industry which is killing people with this priduct and 
want to put strict laws on a plant that has more health benefits than it is spelled 
out. I have not heared of any health benefits from tobacco but you can buy it 
just about any where. 
So make canabis freely used with no reatricSons, just as alcohol amd cigareses. Phum

2020-09-15 
20:40:23

Western 
Cape Not fully

I do not fully agree with this bill wrt amount of seeds on a person , no of plants 
etc as well as for the punishment.  Smoking around or near kids,  i fully agree.  I 
think that this be was not well thought over,  LimitaSon must definitely be 
removed.  My late wife used the cannabis oil for cancer treatment.

Abdul 
Wagied

2020-09-15 
20:14:03

Western 
Cape Not fully THe jail sentences should be removed Ilse

2020-09-15 
20:08:24

Western 
Cape Not fully Robin

2020-09-15 
17:31:23

Western 
Cape Not fully

Vaping should be exempt from the smoking penalSes as it doesn't carry the 
same second-hand effects. 

There needs to be a reasonable allowance (MINIMUM 0.3%) in CBD products. 
Most strains contain at least 0.3% THC, and many American companies really 
struggle to comply with the USA's 0.3% limit because THC exists in trace 
amounts in most strains. The market won't flourish if small local businesses can't 
afford the expensive equipment required to isolate CBD. 

Government should subsidize chemical tesSng and compliance processes for 
small and Black-owned businesses. 

In order to miSgate concerns regarding THC and psychosis, government should 
enable the recreaSonal sale of THC products as long as they have at least a 1:4 
CBD:THC raSo. (1 part CBD to 4 parts THC), or a similar raSo. 

Cannabis is an essenSal part of tradiSonal African medicine, and this bill needs 
to respect its posiSon in the lives of South African people, especially people of 
colour. Pieter

2020-09-15 
16:46:55

Western 
Cape Not fully

THC in liquid form can be relieving to many injured persons and should be made 
available for medical use without the scare tacSc of jail Sme to those using THC 
for treatment of an ailment or recovering from surgery or recovering form an 
accident. Bruce 
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2020-09-15 
13:27:23

Western 
Cape Not fully

The culSvaSon & growing of medical cannabis is a skill, is very Sme consuming 
and iniSal outlay is for equipment and the costs for supplements and nutrients 
to grow medical marijuana are also expensive.  If it is legal to purchase a certain 
amount of medical marijuana then surely wholesalers and retailers of medical 
marijuana and products should be able to apply for a retail / wholesale license 
to operate. Medical marijuana is a billion dollar industry in the US and North 
America and South Africans of all race groups should also be allowed to sell a 
certain amount of their medical marijuana that they have culSvated to 
wholesalers & retailers. This is an excellent business opportunity for all South 
Africans of all races to parScipate in and turn the medical cannabis industry into 
a billion dollar industry in South Africa. I also think that South Africans of all 
races should be given the opportunity to culSvate larger amounts of medical 
marijuana on various scales for commercial purposes such as export, wholesale 
& retail business operaSons. This will create jobs in South Africa which is very 
much needed in South Africa necessary in our country which has an extremely 
high unemployment rate. I call on all involved in drawing up this bill to think of 
the big picture and not create draconian laws & rules & regulaSons when 
implemenSng these laws which seem to  be put in place as they are, to control 
the medical cannabis industry & medical cannabis smokers & users that not only 
use it for recreaSon but also use it as medicaSon. Mark

2020-09-15 
12:34:02

Western 
Cape Not fully

There seems to be inadequate thought about appropriateness of use and 
freedom of choice. It is not clear how proof will be obtained about transgressing 
the law - objecSvely the collecSon of samples with the determinaSon of the 
mass and content ... but smoking at a window? The penalSes seem 
extraordinarily harsh especially in the context of how other misdemeanors go 
unpunished altogether.  Given the recent experience with alcohol, the act 
should make a provision for  states such as the lockdown - these rights should be 
respected once law has come into place.  There needs to be reflecSon about 
more genuine medical uses and this could include children.  The influence on 
cogniSve funcSon may need to be sSpulated more clearly as a means of judging 
abuse. David

2020-09-15 
11:47:03

Western 
Cape Not fully

There is zero provision for people who are unable to grow their own such as the 
disabled, the sick or the elderly (3 demographics that may most benefit from its 
qualiSes). RegulaSon of the plant should be considered so as to make it 
available to ALL South Africans that want it. We also need to see those 
previously arrested cleared of all cannabis related charges.  Rob

2020-09-15 
11:16:06

Western 
Cape Not fully

Yes it should be legalized for medical treatment and alow the public to grow 
their own but i dont think it should be controlled by the government and big 
corporaSons we dont trust them Luke

2020-09-15 
11:03:22

Western 
Cape Not fully This should be regulated for medicinal purposes commercially. Basil

2020-09-15 
10:00:37

Western 
Cape Not fully Rozena

2020-09-15 
10:00:35

Western 
Cape Not fully Rozena

2020-09-15 
09:21:10

Western 
Cape Not fully

The provided bill is a step into the right direcSon, i cannot believe you guys 
won't use this opportunity to create jobs and bring in money to our already 
falling country. 

I smoke on average 10 grams a day to help with my anxiety and it helps me 
stabilize my mood and emoSons. The prescribed bill is just scraping the surface 
as these quanSSes aren't just or fair. To grow enough for the year and through 
out...id need at least 25 plant growing at any Sme regardless of the stage of 
growth. 

The police shouldn't be the ones to regulate this bill or the people. There's 
should be a department of experienced professionals that have been growing 
this plant, who understands the stages of growth and can idenSfy between a 
user and a dealer. Otherwise every law enforcement officer will just group every 
case as a dealer just of the fact that we use the same equipment in scales and 
baggies for transport etc. Daniel

2020-09-15 
06:07:10

Western 
Cape Not fully

I do not agree with counSng of the plants, 8 is far too lisle for 1 home... this is 
just another way for the south african police to harass the cannabis community. 
There should be no limit on how much you can grow! Denver

2020-09-14 
23:09:35

Western 
Cape Not fully

What is the use of making cannabis legal for home use. But there should always 
be limits. When i have in my house it should not maser how much I have  It is 
my house especially if I use it for health reasons. Outside of my door that is a 
different case. Nobody has the right to say I created  cannabis so now it is illegal 
for use and now it is legal again but with restricSon.  
Cannabis is a plant that grows naturally so why does people  think it is a drug to 
create chaos. 
Everybody has there own view on the cannabis story.If you don't use it don't let 
other people suffer because you don't like it or does not use it. It really is a 
wonder herb for depression, anxiety and stress we are a naSon of change help 
those who really need pain relieve and to help with health issue. I use it myself 
the liquid. And I had a stroke chronic pain and insomnia but I am the best 
version of me due to cannabis. I would like it to be okay and go and buy it like 
you buy a pack of smokes over the counter. Government want to be in control of 
the sale and ownership of cannabis and that will never be. So now people like us 
should suffer. 

Joan
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2020-09-14 
21:14:20

Western 
Cape Not fully

Why put someone in jail for 15 years for selling a plant that doesn't cause much 
harm at all? The government could be progressive, legalise it then tax all sales - 
this results in much more money for the fiscus than paying for someone's meals 
in jail. I agree with protecSng children from exposure, but adults should be 
allowed to procure this nature stress reliever as they choose, as long as nobody 
else is harmed. Evan

2020-09-14 
20:29:05

Western 
Cape Not fully

The limits place on the amount of flowering plants make absolutely no sense at 
all.  One  mature plant can yield 2Kg of dried cannabis. On the other hand - a 
technique called sea of green, where many many  small plants are flowered, will 
yield less than that. The amount of cannabis cannot be equated to the amount 
of plants.  

The arbitrary  limit  of 1.2Kg of dried flower per household does not take into 
account the volumes needed for producing concentrates for treaSng cancer etc.  
With one growing and harvesSng season per year, that 1.2Kg will not be 
sufficient for many folk.  

In summary , both the amount of flowering plants allowed as well as the 
amount of dried flower allowed, does not make sense. The penalSes for 
breaking these limits are way too harsh. As they saying goes - give four men 
alcohol and they will start a fight. Give four men cannabis, they will start a band. Carl

2020-09-14 
20:21:21

Western 
Cape Not fully

Those caught dealing should face a fine only. Jailing pesy criminals is wasSng my 
hard earned tax money Tobias

2020-09-14 
17:47:02

Western 
Cape Not fully Russell

2020-09-14 
17:45:44

Western 
Cape Not fully

Indien humanitere redes gebruik is as rede vir weiging - lyk dit nie of dit goed 
deurdink enberedeneer is nie. 
Te veel  reels en voorwaardes wat elke keer n mens beskerm. 
Indien so goed en veilig is al hietdie onnodig. 
Dit gaan totaal buite beheer raak en met die gereg/polisie wat reeds oorweldig 
is misdaad - gaan hierdie klagtes GEEN aandag geniet! 
Hoekom moeilikheid skep? 
Indien vir erge pynverligSng - reguleer soos enige sterk pynmedikasie. 
Ons landsburgers is kreaSef genoeg om gesonde akSwiteite uit te dink om ons 
gelukkig/ besig te hou. 
As dit nou weiglik losgelaat word - wat is volgende???? Elizabeth

2020-09-14 
17:27:12

Western 
Cape Not fully Elizabeth

2020-09-14 
17:05:38

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis use should be deregulated enSrely. 
The bill conSnues to criminalise cannabis use which is ridiculous. 
The limits on individual growth of cannabis  are far too low. 
There are numerous varieSes of cannabis and it is essenSal that at least 30 
different culSvars be allowed for personal experimentaSon. 
Free trade should be allowed. 

Warren

2020-09-14 
16:35:31

Western 
Cape Not fully

While I support the decriminalizaSon of cannabis, I feel that in order to unlock 
the full economic potenSal of the substance,  there needs to be more freedom 
to both grow and trade in it. Furthermore it does not address the quesSon of 
hemp producSon. There is sSll no clarity on when this will be legalized.  Once 
again, proposed laws are shoddily put together and badly thought through. 
Immediately free up the producSon of hemp, so that industries can start to 
expand.  Reopen the debate on the recreaSonal use of cannabis, in order to 
explore the best way this can be used to boost the economy and upliX the 
tradiSonal growing areas.  There are huge economic benefits to be unlocked if 
this is done properly, but not if it is taken over by corporates. ChrisSne

2020-09-14 
15:27:15

Western 
Cape Not fully

1.  Smoking of and propagaSng of Cannabis in homes with children under the 
age of 18 should be prohibited completely.  
2. Jail term for smoking around minor children in a private residence or on 
private property should be increased to 10 years. 
3. ConsumpSon or use of Cannabis with THC properSes in public should be 
prohibited and the penalty be harsher. 
4.  Cannabis should be viewed in the same light as alcohol when it comes to 
working environment.   
5. 0% level in bloodstream for the operaSon of machinery and vehicles in the 
workplace. 
6. 0% level in bloodstream for driving on public AND private roads (i.e. gated 
estates and farms) 
7. 0% level in bloodstream when caring for minor children, in both workplace 
(eg schools or daycare) or in private homes (eg parent/relaSve/babysiser caring 
for a child in their private home) 
8.  Harsher sentences for the sale of dried leaves for both the purchaser and the 
seller; 
9.  Lower personal carrying limit outside of the home to 50g per person.   
10. Heavy penalSes for business establishments that allow the consumpSon/use  
of cannabis in any form that contains THC on their premises, even if brought in 
by the customer. 

Samantha 

2020-09-14 
14:41:17

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis should be decriminalised. 
And I agree that  the differences between THC, CBD and hemp products should 
be clarified.  People are not well informed.  Also 15yr jail is ridiculous.  I use oil 
for health reasons and its way safer with no side effects.. More  then what i can 
say of the scheduled drugs  im supposed to use.  Decriminalize it !! T
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2020-09-14 
14:35:45

Western 
Cape Not fully

This bill is flawed. PoliScal tacScs to have more control over the people 
Alfonzo 

2020-09-14 
14:31:06

Western 
Cape Not fully

4 flowerings plants are too lisle because you cant do pheno hunSng with 4 
flowering plants and you cannot produce enough extracts from 4 flowering 
plants nor breed different strains. Christaan

2020-09-14 
14:22:48

Western 
Cape Not fully

I support the cannabis for private purposes bill for the most part, but feel that 
more than four flowering plants per person or eight flowering plants per 
household should be allowed, seeing that the growth cycle and curing process 
takes three or four months. A single person could consume more cannabis than 
they would harvest from four flowering plants (depending on plant strain etc). 
Also, a fiXeen year jail sentence for selling it is heXier than the lowest sentence 
for murder...so essenSally someone selling cannabis (a non-lethal, medicinal 
plant with psychoacSve properSes) could be punished more severely than a 
murderer. That doesn't make sense. Atell

2020-09-14 
14:00:35

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis should be decriminalised. 

If anything the differences between THC, CBD and hemp products should be 
clarified. 

General guidelines should be put in place pertaining to use of THC products and 
restricSon being the same as smoking cigareses, same restricSons/laws should 
apply.  

There should be no limits of amounts per  individual or how many plants you 
may grow. 

Shops should be allowed to offer cannabis products and sell them. 

Alcohol and the abuse thereof is far more overwhelming and frightening 
compared to cannabis and all related products. 

Vanessa

2020-09-14 
13:07:05

Western 
Cape Not fully

For purposes of exchange between individuals (no remuneraSon involved) limits 
are set to: 
Not in agreement with the above statement.  My suggesSon is ,no exchange or 
provision to any individuals outside the official family home. Gail

2020-09-14 
11:51:59

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis must  be  legal and unregulated  .  The government must have no say 
in it as they have shown them self's  to be corrupted to the core. Nico

2020-09-14 
11:27:53

Western 
Cape Not fully

The Bill crimanaises Cannabis producSon and sets unreasonable requirements. 
It is inconsistent with the spirit of the ConCourt decision which required 
Parliament to correct the laws. It must be corrected to reflect control of a drug 
in the same sort of way that alcohol is controlled. John

2020-09-14 
10:35:54

Western 
Cape Not fully

SERIOUSLY??? If the SMOKE gets in the way... Be REALISTIC!!! By that logic, I can 
lay a complaint if cigarese smoke or even BRAAI smoke 'intrudes' on my and my 
space... 
Here, you can have cannabis, but we going to make it illegal to fucking smell it 
even!! Wendy

2020-09-14 
10:25:24

Western 
Cape Not fully

Goeie môre.  Ek sal nie noodwendig die plante aanhou, maar sal graag wil hê dat 
hulle die olie meer beskikbaar en goedkoper maak want dit is baie effekSef vir 
baie toestande waaraan mense ly.  Ek self ly aan epilepsie en sal dit graag wil 
gebruik, maar is te bang om dit te doen, want ek wil tog nie nou tronk toe gaan 
nie. ☺ Cornelia

2020-09-14 
10:23:31

Western 
Cape Not fully

I don't believe dealing cannabis should be illegal and we should regulate the 
producSon and distribuSon of it similarly to the Californian approach in the 
United States. Mass producSon for medical or recreaSonal use should be 
strongly considered as it could add a tax benefit to government and create 
addiSonal jobs. 15 years imprisonment for dealing is WAY to harsh of a 
sentence. Caitlin

2020-09-14 
10:15:16

Western 
Cape Not fully

I don't think there are enough restricSons in place.   Cannabis is not a benign 
substance, and even though it should not be criminalised, it also should not be 
under-regulated.    
I think that driving under the influence of cannabis, and smoking it while driving 
should be illegal, as it is clearly dangerous and imperils passengers and other 
road users (I have seen a man smoking a large joint while driving, with a child in 
the passenger seat). 
Cannabis can trigger psychosis in some people, and there is some research to 
show that smoking when young (including young adults over the age of 18) can 
make them more vulnerable to mental illnesses such as schizophrenia. 
People who arrive to work under the influence of cannabis should receive the 
same consequences as those who come to work under the influence of alcohol. 
Smoking in any building where the smoke can get into public areas should be 
illegal. 
Smoking in the presence of children, parScularly in enclosed areas, should be 
forbidden as they will be vulnerable to inhaled smoke, which can affect them in 
terms of geing 'high'. 
Nobody else should be exposed to second hand cannabis smoke - it can affect 
those who inhale it passively and that is potenSally dangerous or harmful. 

While I support the legalisaSon of cannabis, I am concerned that the harmful 
effects and the rules to curb them are not being given due regard. 

M
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2020-09-14 
10:12:30

Western 
Cape Not fully

I support the use of cannabis for medicinal use but not in private dwellings or 
growth thereof.  From my experience, it is said to help with many ailments. In 
the area where i live the houses are all asached and i personally have had 
endless problems with tenants claiming that cannabis is legal and we have 
endless issues with rowdiness, fighSng, and asracSng different safety elements 
to our residences. The smell and smoke infiltrates our homes and childrens 
rooms and the fights due to intoxicaSon has on several occasions terrorised our 
children. We cannot allow for this to become a norm for our children to grow up 
with as it brings too many negaSves to our environment. Faa-iekah 

2020-09-14 
09:41:51

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis should be legalized with no restricSons on growth or trade. The same 
legislaSon applicable to smoking cigareses should be applied to cannabis. (no 
smoking in public, no under 18's, etc) 
Cannabis has many uses, in the medical sector, in clothing, building materials, 
and making the growth and supply legal will open more avenues of trade and 
income. Ben

2020-09-14 
09:39:34

Western 
Cape Not fully

I need more protecSon from exposure to cannabis. I live in a flat and my flat is 
regularly full of cannabis smoke from the people below. This is unacceptable. 
They are free to smoke it but not where it affects me negaSvely. If they choose 
to live close to other people, then they need to smoke in designated areas, not 
close to non smokers. The rule relaSng to smoking near a window is far too 
vague. The penalty for infringing on my non-smoking rights need to be 
increased. Lauwrens

2020-09-14 
09:22:08

Western 
Cape Not fully

A step forward and 3 steps back. 
The bill needs urgent reviewing as it is unconsStuSonal in its approach to the 
penalSes involved, the pracScality of acquisiSon of medicine and healing plant 
and greatly increases the likelihood of unnecessary incarceraSon due to the 
areas around usage in private.  
How are the lowest economic parScipants and the needs of the majority of 
South Africans that live below the poverty line supposed to maintain such 
proximity distances? 

Has the government even been into most townships and seen the sheer density 
of humans without adequate venSlaSon, saniSsaSon or basic faciliSes such as a 
toilet? Look at what France has done with access to good quality water FOR ALL 
and see where this bill (in this iteraSon) actually creates as many problems if not 
more than it plans to solve. 

We call for full legislaSon and not just decriminalisaSon as paramount and akin 
to human right. With unilateral access and interoperability to a plant that can 
greatly increase the GDP, health , social upliXment and course correct a large 
amount of South Africa's current problems - it would be extremely anSquated 
and Draconian to walk the line with it in this way. Look at the countless other 
countries that have realised this, are marching forward to rebuild using this giX 
and change the lives of millions of their people. 

South Africa deserves beser than what this bill proposes.  
A new dawn not a fleeSng sunset. Riyaan

2020-09-14 
09:09:43

Western 
Cape Not fully Controlled medical purpose only by a doctor/pracSSoner Esore 

2020-09-14 
09:03:25

Western 
Cape Not fully Proposed penalSes are disproporSonate. and should be adjusted downwards. Jonathan

2020-09-14 
07:56:23

Western 
Cape Not fully

The proposed bill is not liberal enough. It is not aligned to the laws in the more 
progressive countries such as the USA and Netherlands. 

The new laws need to be less onerous and allow for more freedom in the use of 
cannabis products. 

The extent of jail term is also significantly harsh and should be revised 
downward, with concession given to bail-outs. Mashew

2020-09-13 
23:34:01

Western 
Cape Not fully

Prison sentences too harsh 
Amount allowed to grow per person too low, at least 6-10 plants 
Seedlings at least 50 Linda

2020-09-13 
21:54:10

Western 
Cape Not fully

I support the allowable amounts, but jail terms are too severe. There should be 
fines without criminal record for first Sme offenders, not jail sentences. Wayne

2020-09-13 
21:32:05

Western 
Cape Not fully

The jail sentence is too severe. Jails are already filled to capacity. It should be a 
community service sentence e.g. working at a drug rehabilitaSon center. 
More plants should be allowed per household as many people use cannabis for 
medical purposes.  Dorese

2020-09-13 
19:40:02

Western 
Cape Not fully I don’t believe that dealing cannabis should be illegal. Roxane

2020-09-13 
19:00:40

Western 
Cape Not fully

The concept of free choice for personal home use has its benefits and will 
reduce the illegal market. I personally don't agree with people smoking or 
ingesSng cannabis, but then alcohol and cigareses are legal.  The laser two are 
less likely to cause people to move onto worse narcoScs. 
However, if private use conSnues to be legal, how does one police driving under 
the influence of cannabis?  The (misguided) people pushing for a zero alcohol 
limit will have to find a way to control cannabis drivers! (The current alcohol and 
driving laws are adequate, if the jusSce and tesSng labs could get their houses in 
order first). 
Medical cannabis oils etc. should be fully legalised and tax collected. David
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2020-09-13 
18:47:57

Western 
Cape Not fully

As long as legalizing cannibis use this is okay. But why nothing about legalized 
and regulated culSvaSon and trade of it? Also what is the legal implicaSons of 
smoking tobacco in the vicinity of a child? I doubt it's the same as for weed. 
Nevermind you don't want ANY  smoke around children in the first place. Just 
saying some freedom is welcomed, but a lot of the criminalizaSon is sSll 
problemaSc. Francois

2020-09-13 
18:04:06

Western 
Cape Not fully

It's all good and well, fully respect those who don't enjoy cannabis as well as 
minors, but don't restrict my amounts, I drink it, eat it, smoke it, and much 
more, but one needs quite a quanSty to enjoy all of those things. So it worries 
me that my partner and I can only have 8 plants, there are so many strains man. Jemma

2020-09-13 
16:34:32

Western 
Cape Not fully

I agree with all except one part of the bill, and that is regarding the sale of 
marijuana. 
With an economy like ours that is projected to collapse by 2030 we need to do 
all we can to create jobs and collect more revenue.  
In my opinion the sale 9f marijuana should be legalised so it can be regulated 
and taxed accordingly. How does it benifits our country to allow the use of it but 
not the sale of it. Do you really believe that by saying that the sale of marijuana 
is illegal will stop the sale, that hasn't worked ever. David

2020-09-13 
15:19:08

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis is a plant that grows freely, like any other and to suggest control of any 
kind, past and future, puts it into the hands of big business who control the 
profits and make it too expensive, as with all other pharmaceuScals. Make it 
free for all to grow and use. I don't smoke at all but use Cannabis Oil as i was a 
cancer paSent. Control pushes up the cost. It should be legiSmised so as  to 
expand the pool of free research and not be restricted as to who can grow and 
distribute it, at minimum as a medicinal ingredient. Scos

2020-09-13 
13:57:37

Western 
Cape Not fully Legalise the use of marijuana it may reduce the use of Sk... Stephanie

2020-09-13 
12:54:44

Western 
Cape Not fully

Ek voel 600g  of 1,2 g per huis is non spesifiek. Is dit per dag of week? So as 
persoon 600 g/dag oprook, mag jy môre weer in besit van 600g wees? Marjan

2020-09-13 
12:12:53

Western 
Cape Not fully

The ANC are allowing large scale farmers to grow cannabis, nut provide no 
outlet for manufacture and retail which makes no sense. 
The control must be on the quality of the product. All medicinal cannabis  
products sold  to the public need  to be tested. People are being scared off by 
products with high THC which is not helping the cause for treaSng medical 
condiSons Shirley

2020-09-13 
11:39:58

Western 
Cape Not fully

PenalSes too harsh. Trading must be an opSon. 
William 

2020-09-13 
11:34:55

Western 
Cape Not fully

There are people that have been fighSng for our rights that have a beser 
proposal that will make sense with our laws and our country in terms of growing 
: hsps://fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/manifesto/ . 

I don’t agree that you should be limited to a certain kg amount per plant as we 
cannot control how big the plant grows in African sun. I don’t agree with plant 
counSng police control if we are going to legalize the use of cannabis. We could 
be creaSng more jobs and building up our economy if we legalize it to the point 
of having medical dispensaries and even bud bars for people who use cannabis 
for pleasure. We could save our country and even export hemp products if this is 
done correctly. We need hemp farming to be legalized. Kayla

2020-09-13 
10:41:16

Western 
Cape Not fully

The cannabis industry, if regulated, would create thousands of jobs for South 
Africans and could become a taxable product if we can insSll the correct licenses 
to sell it legally. Many foreign investors will also provide stability for research to 
be done to further the process Rozanna

2020-09-13 
10:32:52

Western 
Cape Not fully

It is a Drug and I would like for them to Ban it in totality,  no Disrespect but I do 
not agree with the legalizaSon of Cannabis for Smoking, Personal Uses, for 
manufacturing of controlled medicine and commercial products I will agree but 
not for Personal Use,  I REMAINS A DRUG Muhsin
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2020-09-13 
10:14:12

Western 
Cape Not fully

I manage a residenSal block with 200 units. This law has now made tenants 
think that they can smoke it in their units in a non-smoking building. None own 
plants and are clearly sSll buying it in plasSc baggies. This law has made them 
think they can break normal smoking laws. It causes undue stress for many 
tenants living near them. The law needs to adverSsed so people are aware of 
what the law is. 

1.  You should OWN the space you are smoking it in - not renSng that space - 
unless you have your own yard or balcony of " x" size. 
2.  Its use should not be permised in buildings where that units front door goes 
directly into a passage that is a communal space and the smell affects a 
mulStude of other tenants (like hotels and residenSal blocks) as smokers do not 
know which tenants - affected by the smell - have children living in them 
3.  It should not be permised in Air B&B units and hotels 
4.  If caught smoking it, you MUST prove you have your own plant/s from which 
you derived the cannabis 
5.  If you smoke it in your house/apartment, it cannot be smoked in a non-
smoking building as normal non-smoking laws need to apply. This must be 
clearly sSpulated in the new Act. 
6.  If it is suspected that someone may be dealing in cannabis within a 
residenSal block in order to supply other tenants, landlords should be able to be 
legally search the premises 
7.  Persons can be prosecuted if they smoke cannabis in any normal designated 
smoking area (as defined by the Tobacco Control Act)  
8.  It should not be permised in buildings which use HVAC systems as vents in 
other units are affected 

Heather

2020-09-13 
10:13:00

Western 
Cape Not fully

Find the penalSes way too harsh. Murderers, rapists and state looters don't even 
get that kind of sentencing. How can you get locked up longer for smoking too 
close to an open window than the murderers&rapists in the country? As for 
permised amounts, it's all good and well if you are only a recreaSonal smoker, 
but those amounts are way too small for people making infusions, Snctures and 
oils for medicinal reasons. Eugene

2020-09-13 
09:59:05

Western 
Cape Not fully

The cannabis industry if regulated would create thousands of jobs for South 
Africans,  and could become a taxable product if we insSll the correct licenses to 
sell it legally. Many foreign investors will also provide stability for research to be 
done to further to process. Keira 

2020-09-13 
09:27:17

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis should be treated like any other food crop, with minimum standards to 
be imposed on manufacturers and made available freely to the public from 
trusted companies. Marc

2020-09-13 
09:23:01

Western 
Cape Not fully

Legalize it fully so your people can finally benefit from it. cannabis industry will 
create thousands of jobs. Stop trying to restrict or put laws and rules on plants!!
No one has ever died from cannabis. its physically impossible. Just let people 
grow their plants freely. eden

2020-09-13 
09:02:01

Western 
Cape Not fully

I think private consumpSon if used in moderaSon is a right of every individual 
and is a personal choice. Malcolm

2020-09-13 
09:01:06

Western 
Cape Not fully

no private cannabis, must be regulated and sold as or for medicinal  purpose 
only . 
manufactures and   suppliers and retailers need to be controlled as this is must 
not be a high profit mainstream  item. kevin

2020-09-13 
08:45:31

Western 
Cape Not fully

No limits on private use.  
The government shouldn't dictate personal consumpSon or producSon in 
private.  
Don't discriminate between those who live alone v those who do not. 
Not enough research has been done to determine impairment to make these 
limits factual and as such it should be removed in totality. 

No criminal records ....we need complete decriminalizaSon of cannabis 

Fully support the expungement of prior convicSons but for anything cannabis 
related...even selling. 

Legalise the selling of cannabis, and create legislaSon and tax reforms to use the 
proceeds of these sales to upliX and reform and sSmulate community projects 
etc. Tracy

2020-09-13 
08:44:22

Western 
Cape Not fully

Like with alcohol,  people react differently to cannabis - some become relaxed 
and mellow, some aggressive. I do not support use of cannabis, but I suppose it 
will always be with us. Jannie 

2020-09-13 
08:36:20

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis should be banned in totality!  
1,2 kg of cannabis per two adults per household? Are they crazy?! Cannabis is 
bad, doesn’t maser how you look at it. My own marriage ended because of it 
and I know of two other marriages busy ending because of it.  

The only parts that I agree to wrt this bill is the jail Sme!  

Nadia
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2020-09-13 
07:56:25

Western 
Cape Not fully

It is about Sme to legalise cannabis. It is far less destrucSve as a drug than 
alchohol, which encourages people to become more violent. By legalising it  
there will be less gangsterism as it can be sold in shops. The government would 
benefit by puing a tax on it. It is said that it can lead to the use of more serious 
drugs, but in my experience this is not the case, not sure how much evidence 
there is for such remarks. It is a useful as a pain control substance and could be 
very helpful for older people with arthriSs and many other diseases such as MS. 
It will free up the police Sme and the jusSce system from prosecuSng what 
should not be a crime thus there will be more resources available to prosecute 
real crimes.  
It should be legalised for home use, but not to be used in public spaces. The 
quanSSes allowed in the home are rather small here and should be slightly 
increased. Also maybe allow a lisle more to be grown at home. 
It is far more important to reduce the consumpSon of alcohol, which has far 
great negaSve consequences for society but it is definitely Sme to  decriminalise 
cannabis. Jayne

2020-09-13 
07:49:20

Western 
Cape Not fully Ferdinand

2020-09-13 
07:33:28

Western 
Cape Not fully

I am for the legalisaSon of Marijuana. At least to the same level as Alcohol. This 
bill is ridiculous, though. Don't crowd our prisons. Make marijuana completely 
legal. Let's farm. Create jobs. Export. Push the GDP. Cannabis is a massive world 
wide pie and we could have a big slice of it. Hunter

2020-09-13 
07:21:09

Western 
Cape Not fully

Vir mediese doeleindes het dit nut. Dit is egter ‘n gedagte veranderende middel 
wat ernsSge negaSewe gevolge kan hê op die ontwikkeling van die mens se 
psige. My eie ervaring is dat dit my wegneem van my realiteit, senuweeagSg, 
onseker en paranoiies laat voel en daarom vir my gevaarlik is om te gebruik 
aangesien dit my ontwikkeling strem. Dit mag egter dalk elke volwasse individu 
se eie reg wees om daaroor te besluit, en nie die regering s’n om voor te skryf 
nie, maar ek bly weg daarvan. Ek is nie seker of dit gewoontevormend is nie, 
maar ek vermoed dat dit wel is. My vriende wat dit gebruik word nie so negaSef 
geaffekteer soos ek nie en lyk asof hulle gemaklik met die gebruik daarvan kan 
saamleef, maar die meer “sensiSewe” mens wat sterk daardeur beïnvloed word 
moet versigSg wees. Anrich

2020-09-13 
07:18:52

Western 
Cape Not fully Many of the proposals are ill thought out and impracScal. Neels 

2020-09-13 
06:54:10

Western 
Cape Not fully Liya

2020-09-13 
06:52:45

Western 
Cape Not fully

I support the use of cannabis in private & public limited to not smoking near 
windows, children and non - consenSng adults. However I think implemenSng a 
distancing measure would be helpful to avoid subjecSvity I.e must be atleast at a 
5m or more distance from a window.  

More clarity needs to be provided on what the state considers “children”. What 
are the repocussions if they are found to be in possession of weed. 

The sentencing lengths are too long and unnecessary as a fine structure should 
be introduced first unless it is a serious offense such as dealing to children. The 
prisons are over flowing and if weed is legalized it cannot also be criminalized 
where certain people can make profit and others are incarcerated for the same 
reasons. 

Also are there legaliSes around owning “weed shops” or running businesses? Cailin

2020-09-13 
00:55:10

Western 
Cape Not fully

Selling should be allowed and Licences should be given to youth, to distribute. 
They should be taxed.  

No jail Sme, it should be approached as alcohol, no jail Sme for using or 
smoking in public.  

People should smoke in designated areas with all other smokers, restaurants 
and individuals should be allowed to sell.  

Aphiwe
2020-09-13 
00:23:23

Western 
Cape Not fully Alan

2020-09-12 
23:17:24

Western 
Cape Not fully

Selling cannabis must be allowed with a permit to private individuals too. Why 
can only big companies, pharma, make money off cannabis. Open the market 
and control it like cigarets and alcohol sales and use.  If you smoke at home 
there is no control over where the smoke goes, the arScle is to restricSve to say 
if people around you dont consent. So if a neighbor three houses down 
complains what then? Louis

2020-09-12 
22:51:09

Western 
Cape Not fully

There is nothing about people growing Cannabis for only medical reasons? What 
about the selling of Cannabis, Not everybody who make use of it have the ability 
to grow or the space to grow! Where must they get it from? What about 
Dispensaries, this means job creaSon. 

Asking for a friend.....  and myself Adam

2020-09-12 
22:29:15

Western 
Cape Not fully

It should be completely legalized not just parSally. 
It must provide a legal regulated way for the sale of cannabis and cannabis 
related products. 
No jail sentence for a natural resource such as cannabis. Willie
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2020-09-12 
21:05:25

Western 
Cape Not fully

Only for medical situasions and must be prescribe by a doctor. 
Stop wasSng Sme, resources and money. Free up resources so that you can 
concentrate on the heavy stuff like Sk, mandrax, heroin and all the other drugs 
that are destroying our young people and the future of South Africa. Dienie

2020-09-12 
20:58:20

Western 
Cape Not fully

Only for medical situasions and must be prescribe by a doctor. 
Stop wasSng Sme, resources and money. Free up resources so that you can 
concentrate on the heavy stuff like Sk, mandrax, heroin and all the other drugs 
that are destroying our young people and the future of South Africa. Japie

2020-09-12 
18:52:00

Western 
Cape Not fully

Stop wasSng Sme, resources and money trying to regulate cannabis. Rather 
decriminalise it completely and  free up resources so that you can concentrate 
on the heavy stuff: Sk, mandrax, heroin and all the other drugs that are 
destroying our young people and the future of our country. Louise

2020-09-12 
17:49:58

Western 
Cape Not fully

We should be able to grow commercial hemp for industrial purposes, like 
building, Hemp oil, food, chemical products, high quality cloth for clothing 
industry.  A great help to hemp farmers and new emerging farmers with a 
sustainable new industry.  This cannot be used as a drug but will sSmulate the 
economy. 

Karl

2020-09-12 
17:11:12

Western 
Cape Not fully

The biggest problem is that at present law enforcement cant police the law as it 
stands, how are they going to do it once each and every household will have 
access. 
The only purpose that it can be allowed is for medical use where it should be 
treated as a scheduled substance and not freely available.  
It is already being freely used by underage school kids, imagine the carnage 
being freely available in each and every household Pieter

2020-09-12 
16:52:54

Western 
Cape Not fully

I believe it would cut out a lot of the back door dealings. Staying within the 
sSpulaSons can open the door for by products and stop government and other 
big monopolies  solely benefiSng, were as it could be spread out and smaller 
entrepreneurs create jobs and  able to work for themselves. Peter 

2020-09-12 
16:22:19

Western 
Cape Not fully

I think the two year jail sentence for smoking cannabis too close to a window or 
too near a non-consenSng adult is too harsh, and could be abused. 
Nothing is said about medicinal use of cannabis. Tienkie

2020-09-12 
16:09:15

Western 
Cape Not fully

This is too restricSve.   Cannabis has been demonised  for too long and alcohol 
allowed almost free rein.   Whether it is booze, drugs or food, there will always 
be those who overdo things.   Open the industry and let small farmers get 
involved - grow cannabis for posiSve purposes.   This would also extend  to 
hemp, an industry long strangled  because of its associaSon with cannabis 

Sandra

2020-09-12 
13:58:17

Western 
Cape Not fully

This is a step in the right direcSon, but it has problems that need fixing: 

* Criminalising provision of cannabis to children prevents children from 
accessing potenSally life-saving cannabis-based medicaSon. 

* Jail sentences for smoking too close to a window, or near any non-consenSng 
person, is far too vague and open to exploitaSon. 

* Many of the restricSons, such as the restricSon on the number of flowering 
plants (4 or 8), or the restricSon on the amount that can be exchanged between 
individuals, are too low for people who need to culSvate and maintain a supply 
for chronic medicinal usage of cannabis. 

Please take more input from medical cannabis advocacy groups on what's 
required for medical usage of cannabis, and amend the proposed bill to allow 
this usage. Pi

2020-09-12 
13:53:03

Western 
Cape Not fully Cannabis should be legalised and treated like a fruit or vegetable Guy

2020-09-12 
13:49:34

Western 
Cape Not fully Rosie

2020-09-12 
13:13:26

Western 
Cape Not fully For medical purposes I will support cannabis but not for recreaSonal purposes. Peter

2020-09-12 
12:13:23

Western 
Cape Not fully

Strange that we are even sSll discussing this, aXer lock-down has destroyed so 
many livelihoods and hope..... we need to get our economy going at ALL 
costs!!!! 
Legislate YES! Create thriving micro and macro economies, create tax income 
from growers (small and large) and sellers, have a growing, dynamic and 
sustainable 'cannabis- economy' with all the side businesses that come from it 
and  empower the people to choose for themselves!! 
Criminalise NO! Has punishing users, sellers and growers worked yet? No, its 
driven the industry underground into the hands of the gangs and sSgmaSzed 
good people. 
Time to reap the obvious and abundant good harvests that cannabis growth 
promises and stop clinging to old fear doctrines that cause more trouble than 
smoking a joint does. Robbyn

2020-09-12 
12:12:06

Western 
Cape Not fully

I would like to see Cannabis banned completely with strict penalSes for smoking 
and possessing cannabis 
My son has been smoking cannabis since it was made legal and it has affected 
him psychologically. He has lost his marriage and his business and it is all 
because the cannabis smoking changed his personality. 
It is bad stuff and ruins peoples lives. 

Helen
2020-09-12 
10:40:56

Western 
Cape Not fully

Offenses are way too harsh and unsure how banning the sale but allowing 
recreaSonal use is pracScal. Michael
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2020-09-12 
10:36:37

Western 
Cape Not fully

I think the maximum jail Sme of 15 years is far too high, that kind of jail Sme 
should be reserved for more serious crime. I do think the rest of the proposed 
bill is fair. Zane

2020-09-12 
10:31:34

Western 
Cape Not fully

The amounts they suggesSng is to lisle as someSmes your crop is all males or 
half males and half females. Cbd takes alot of plants. 

When you harvest u can only harvest 2-3 Smes a year depeneding on the space 
you have so my only issue is the amounts of flowering  someSmes the plant 
does not even yield  that much bud(strain dependant) and some of us are sS 
learning so there could be messups Toufiq

2020-09-12 
10:19:21

Western 
Cape Not fully Jay

2020-09-12 
10:06:30

Western 
Cape Not fully

The use of ccannjbuz is geing out of hand now.. As children ad young as 8 is 
smoking it. There is no more respect. Teenaged of today is using cannibus out of 
control. They start off as with it and end as Skkoppe. As cannibus is too cheap in 
all areas. Teenaged think they are co if all of them are standing on street corners 
smoking a zol. This is not on as all of our kids are losing it as peer pressure is 
geing worse. Really I do not agree that cannibus must be so legal... It's 
stressing me out personally as in every road you get a seller. Eileen 

2020-09-12 
09:59:57

Western 
Cape Not fully

The current bill ignores the huge economic benefits that would be derived from 
the legal trade in cannabis, from growers to manufacturers to retailers. While 
many countries are now looking to full legalisaSon, South Africa could be the 
pivotal global partner in the supply chain. In the face of overwhelming evidence 
of the therapeuSc a benefit of cannabis, the conSnued restricSons and 
draconian policies detailled in this bill cannot be jusSfied. Simon

2020-09-12 
09:19:30

Western 
Cape Not fully

Given that not so long ago all of the  suggested relaxaSons in personal canabis 
use was heavily and disproporSonately criminalized, this is reqal progress. 

As for the crimilazaSon and restricSons of its use makes no sense at all and 
again,  heavily and disproporSonately criminalized without ANY raSonal reason 
for these absurd limitaSons and jail sentances. Is alcohol and tobacco, who's 
sale is sancSoned by governments and which staSsScally and factually have 
cause far more damage to children,  are regulated and criminalized in the same 
manner? Will cannabis stop being demonized unraSonally once it's sale is 
sancSoned by government?  

Explain to the public the raSonal and the data that cannabis shouldn' be come 
under the same category as alcohol and tobacco?  Felix

2020-09-12 
08:50:42

Western 
Cape Not fully

“Nature” created this amazing Plant!  
It grows from a seed Into a HEALING PLANT.... How can anybody restrict and ban 
a plant that grew everywhere on the planet, freely?  
Puing people in jail and fining them for this, is even more RIDICULOUS!!  
Our country needs to support small rural farmers to grow this plant.  
Why does South Africa, allow internaSonal  companies to have massive grow 
rooms in warehouses In Natal? All the products and LARGE PROFITS, should be 
in the hands of normal South Africans and not Big Pharmacy Companies!! 

Susanna

2020-09-12 
08:16:08

Western 
Cape Not fully

Stop Trying to Govern(Police ) cannabis. 
People should be free to grow use and sell freely. Allowing for a real industry to 
grow(canna shops, farming, byproducts(food , paper, furniture , material) 
Stop treaSng cannabis as something more evil than cigareses or alcohol. 

Alcohol and cigareses are harmful and toxic 
Cannabis is non toxic.   
Guildlines should be pracScal, like do not smoke near people, children in public. 
No jail Sme. How does jail help anyone? . There is no science behind the current 
quanSSes. As a grower you can end up losing your crop easier. 8 plants could die 
easily leaving you without any crop for the enSre year as you have 1 main 
growing season.  

James

2020-09-12 
08:10:54

Western 
Cape Not fully

Everyone should be able to grow as much cannabis as they want on private 
property. As well as being able to trade cannabis and cannabis products without 
penalSes. Jason 

2020-09-12 
08:00:38

Western 
Cape Not fully

No jail sentences,  its ridiculous for minor crimes of private users, give them a 
fine only Carol 

2020-09-12 
07:59:33

Western 
Cape Not fully

Although this is a step forward, the fact that there are sSll restricSons with jail 
Sme for breaking them, is not acceptable. This is something government can 
allow for addiSonal tax income as on any type of produce.  The fact that the 
punishment is presy harsh, alludes to the fact that government sSll sees this 
industry as harmful. Legalize completely please. Larry 

2020-09-12 
07:45:40

Western 
Cape Not fully

I felel that cannabis should be legal for medicinal purposes only and not for 
recreaSonal use Andrew 
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2020-09-12 
07:42:00

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis has been used as a medicinal herb for millenia throughout cultures 
and conSnents with each parScular region developing its own landrace strain. 
I fully support the cannabis for personal use porSon of the bill.  
However, the punishments outlined for possession are archaic and puniSve. 
Cannabis is not known to cause violent behaviour and most users are non-
violent. 
South Africa has very real problems related to gender based violence, 
corrupSon, the murder and torture of farmers and the conSnued rape, torture 
and murder of women and children.  
Instead of prosecuSng non-violent criminals (cannabis ),  rather spend scarce 
policing resources to focus on violent and dangerous criminals. Junaid

2020-09-12 
07:28:41

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis has been used as a medicinal herb for millenia throughout cultures 
and conSnents with each parScular region developing its own landrace strain. 
I fully support the cannabis for personal use porSon of the bill.  
However, the punishments outlined for possession are archaic and puniSve. 
Cannabis is not known to cause violent behaviour and most users are non-
violent. 
South Africa has very real problems related to gender based violence, 
corrupSon, the murder and torture of farmers and the conSnued rape, torture 
and murder of women and children.  
Instead of prosecuSng non-violent criminals (cannabis users or dealers), I would 
prefer to see my hard earned taxes being put into fighSng real crime and 
corrupSon, starSng with government. 
There are examples of countries who have had tremendous success in 
decriminalising cannabis. 
Just also to note though, that cannabis includes hemp. Hemp offers important 
alternaSves to our current single use plasSc problem offering sustainable, 
Biodegradable soluSons and should not be lumped into this legislaSon. Lily

2020-09-12 
06:33:11

Western 
Cape Not fully

The only reason canabis is illegal is because of colonialism, if it was not for 
colonialism it would never have been made iligal.   
I believe this legalisaSon is only aimed at profetering pharmaceuScal companies 
and the ones who need it or want to enjoy it. Not everybody has the space or 
knowledge to grow. I am a person that desperately relies on cannabis for many 
medical ailments. 1) PTSD 2)Pain management 3)Depresion 4) EaSng disorder 
5)Insomnia   6) Dysphoria /Hysteria  
I have been on medical drugs prescribed by a psychologist and GP however the 
pills made me much much worse. I suffer from major panic asacks,  because of 
this the PTSD and Depression  I oXen suffer from nausia too. It is much easier to 
just take a few puffs that fixes all of those symptoms instead of being dependant 
on  several different pills that don't really work or that  I can't afford in the first 
place. Becaue I don't have a medical aid who can afford R500+ per GP visit to get 
your scripts renewed if you can afford to buy the pills anyway. 
Why do they feel  that people who smoke or use cannabis are drug addicts or 
gate way drugs. I smoked tobacco and drank alcohol long before I smoked  
cannabis. It is not a gateway drugs. Parents are the ones responsible for teaching 
their kids it is because of my parents that I began to drink and smoke first. I 
never liked drinking or smoking tobacco but did it because everybody  else did 
it. As an adult informed adult I was able to make beser decisions because I was 
taught wrong by my parents and the media in the first place.  
I do not smoke tons and tons a day. I have 1 average blunt I smoke during the 
day just to keep me calm, and calm enough to get food down and to be able to 
sleep.  
If I do not smoke and I have tried other medicaSons and tried to be "high on 
life" etc. But if I do not smoke just that lisle bit to help me. I will not sleep for at 
least a week I am not lying or exagatraSng, I also can't eat and because I am not 
sleeping or eaSng and geing pannic asacks, I become an unrealisSc 
unbearable person. My hysteria/dysporia etc.  
I hope we can find a way to conSnue the way we do now and to make medical 
brake throughs  at the same Sme.  
I  just honestly believe the only reason it is taking so long to legalise is because 
of the amount of peoples' and powerful peoples's pockets are going to get very 
light and the money is going to go to other peoples pockets. 
We can not have companies like Tigerbrands and Unilver to control the market. 
We must support the original growers and sellers first before those companies 
can have a share.  
The reason I say big pharma companies like that must not control the market is 
because of the people who grow such potent ridiculously strong cannabis, that 
is the cannabis that causes people to go mal/crazy. But if it is grown and 
culSvated as it should be not in a lab then we won't have people going mal/
crazy. That should not be sold to recreaSonal users at all. Cannabis should be 
protected and must be culSvated as intended in the sunshine and have have 
those ridiculous amounts of THC etc. Because if they do that cannabis is 
guaranteed to get a bad name and mess people up. Suzanne

2020-09-12 
03:35:06

Western 
Cape Not fully

The buying and selling should be legalised. Not everyone has access to growing 
faciliSes. If the gov have acknowledged the benefits of using cannabis they must 
now recognise the trade benefits. Tracy

2020-09-11 
23:34:17

Western 
Cape Not fully hsps://fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/manifesto/ Josh

2020-09-11 
23:14:32

Western 
Cape Not fully

The restricSons seem a bit harsh especially the punishments. There are ways on 
how this can be properly regulated and can benefit the economy. Nikita

2020-09-11 
22:40:30

Western 
Cape Not fully

It should be legal. There isn't much else to it. 
Terry
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2020-09-11 
21:47:23

Western 
Cape Not fully It goes against my consStuSonal right to use cannabis in private Bruce

2020-09-11 
20:44:51

Western 
Cape Not fully Cannabis should be decriminalized, it's a plant? Bruce

2020-09-11 
20:32:12

Western 
Cape Not fully

The bill is way under what needs to be addressed. The medical uses for children 
with auSsm is well documented as are many others. I don't believe there should 
be any limits to what I my possess in my garden.  Then the tax that we so 
desperately need if trade was registered through clubs as in The U.S. & Europe. 
Not to menSon then freeing up the police to focus on the real violent crime that 
we see on the news every night.  Damian 

2020-09-11 
18:55:11

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannibis should be legalized with some constraints. My mom used it and is 
cancer free. Before using it she was on stage 4 cancer. Although Dr's advised 
against it, she used it and she is now cancer free. 
Cannibis has healing properSes other than just geing high. And for that 
purpose I do not agree fully Germaine 

2020-09-11 
18:50:33

Western 
Cape Not fully

I feel that the quanSSes menSoned here are unrealisScally low, because by 
restricSng growth of cannabis to 8 plants for homes of 2 or more adults, doesn't 
account for shared home spaces which can average at 6 adults. 

And, with regard to the effecSveness of individuals growing small amounts of 
cannabis them selves as apposed to having skilled members of a community, 
growing for a collecSve. Such as in situaSons where an individual may not have 
the space or skill to grow their individual share of cannabis in their own home. 
This responsibility should then be given to a friend who has the space and skills 
to grow effecSvely. 

I also think that one must be able to give more than 100grams at a Sme of dried 
cannabis to another individual.  

Also, I think that 15 years imprisonment for" dealing " in cannabis is excessive 
and, all past cases of imprisonment in cannabis related situaSons should be 
revised with regards to their impacts on communiSes... Given that cannabis has 
medicinal qualiSes and calming effects on the human system and behavior. It is 
also not nearly as harmful a substance as alcohol,  which is dangerous and has 
less heavy regulaSon, due in part to its commercial profitability, making it much 
more popular with adults and children.  

Thank you. Halen 

2020-09-11 
18:17:13

Western 
Cape Not fully

The provision that smoking near a window is ludicrus, many people live in small 
apartments, and 2 years imprisonment for that is ridiculous. it should be 
removed. Christopher 

2020-09-11 
17:29:12

Western 
Cape Not fully Brian

2020-09-11 
16:47:11

Western 
Cape Not fully

The regulaSons around cannabis should be substanSally relaxed - considerably 
further than is proposed in this bill. Steve

2020-09-11 
16:23:17

Western 
Cape Not fully

It is suggested that you may not smoke in public may you have on your 
possession. That does not make sense. You may not deal but you may exchange. 
That is the same as dealing just without money. That does not make sense 
either. Cannabis is a good medicinal plant and have many healthy qualiSes. Why 
not rather legalize it. We do not have enough police officials to combat 
crime!!!!!!!!!! Gaynor

2020-09-11 
16:21:18

Western 
Cape Not fully

One should be able to grow and trade freely. It is a very healthy plant to use 
fresh and the limit is arbitrary.  
Trading should be encouraged amongst adults, it is an important part of self 
suffiency and income generaSon.  
It can help economic freedom. 

Theresa

2020-09-11 
16:13:30

Western 
Cape Not fully

Legalize and regulate Cannabis  the same as alcohol and tobacco are . Let the 
people grow and sell freely. 
For the purposes of extracSng oil at home, 4 flowering plants per person is not 
enough. It takes a lot of material to make a lisle bit of oil. Individuals should be 
allowed to grow any amount of plants in their private gardens. There should be 
no limits to how  much Cannabis a private individual can grow and store at 
home. Jean-Jacques

2020-09-11 
16:00:41

Western 
Cape Not fully

No limits on the amount of flowering plants per person,,,,Police should not have 
the right to enter premises with righKul cause Cannabis should be recognise as 
the medicinal herb it is and planSng a herb must have no limits at all,,No 
limits!!! Avril Barry 

2020-09-11 
15:52:04

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis for Individuals and the Bill (B19-2020) are in order. The Legality are to 
be made also for 1. Medicine and 2. Not use at work condiSons.  Johan

2020-09-11 
15:39:29

Western 
Cape Not fully

Just legalize it. Police and punish those that commit crimes for the crimes they 
commit, whether under the influence of cannabis or not. Perhaps increase the 
severity of the punishment if found guilty whilst under the influence. 
Governments must understand that ciSzens cannot and will not be controlled 
through puniSve laws that lisle or no effect. Carl

2020-09-11 
15:36:24

Western 
Cape Not fully

I support the punishment and reasons for it, but do not agree with  allowing 
individuals use as if individuals who use it are going to care where they smoke it 
and who is around.  Cannabis under controlled condiSons could be produced for 
Medical purposes as if there would ever be any ethical control.   And just  who is 
going to carry out the proposed law?  the smokers??? Patricia
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2020-09-11 
14:54:20

Western 
Cape Not fully

I agree that there should be no usage around children or non consenSng adults 
but there are many points which are not clear. Police being able to enter and 
search a property without a warrant leaves the system open to corrupSon and 
the number of plants allowed is variable. If the plants are a few meters tall and 
very large, then 4 are sufficient  but  many of the hybrid variants only produce 
small plants, insufficient to produce sufficient to sustain a smoker for a year.  Belinda

2020-09-11 
14:41:14

Western 
Cape Not fully

The bill hasn’t changed much and does not adequately address how people are 
supposed to procure cannabis for private use. The fact that it is not being 
commercialized and the government just expects people to trade each other 
cannabis for no remuneraSon is ludicrous. This is only going to allow black 
market trade to conSnue to thrive rather than opening up a new source of 
revenue for the government. It’s mind boggling, disappoinSng and almost seems 
like the parliament is self-sabotaging by holding the country back.  

The penalSes are also extremely harsh. Andrew

2020-09-11 
14:18:07

Western 
Cape Not fully

The point is completely nulled by the fact that there's huge incarceraSon Smes 
for a plant. The country needs to wake up to what this plant can do for South 
Africa's economy, cannabis alone will bring SA out of the dirt if implemented 
properly. 
My lisle sister suffers from seizures but according to the Bill, I wouldn't be able 
to legally help her but instead what her suffer? This is just not right. Ty

2020-09-11 
13:26:33

Western 
Cape Not fully

While the bill is a decent start, it sSll imposes harsh sentences for relaSvely 
minor transgressions which rather go against the spirit of the High Court ruling.  
Cannabis should be fully legalized in all its forms and can be a valuable revenue 
stream to both ciSzens and the state, especially now in these unprecedented 
Smes of crisis caused by Covid-19. Marten

2020-09-11 
12:44:31

Western 
Cape Not fully Zero arrests should be made. Only warnings and fines. Jacques

2020-09-11 
12:40:51

Western 
Cape Not fully

My wife has cancer and  her use of cannabis has GREATLY helped her. Many 
people that I know saw it and started using it with great improvement 
4 Plants is not enough. Making it so low will not stop people who need it to sSck 
to rules. Making it more will reduce risk of people who need it, doing it illegally. I 
am not even comment on SAP inability to control this. peet

2020-09-11 
12:39:00

Western 
Cape Not fully

How do I start a coffee shop like they have overseas where cannabis product is 
sold under your proposed legislaSon. I believe its a travesty of jusSce that you 
simply seem to cut out the small scale connoisseur farmer who would want to 
sell to people that either do not have the Sme or space to grow their own. Like 
craX beer, the art of creaSng  different types of product for different highs is a 
sweet science. Do you even know the difference between saSva and indica?..... Joe

2020-09-11 
12:39:00

Western 
Cape Not fully

How do I start a coffee shop like they have overseas where cannabis product is 
sold under your proposed legislaSon. I believe its a travesty of jusSce that you 
simply seem to cut out the small scale connoisseur farmer who would want to 
sell to people that either do not have the Sme or space to grow their own. Like 
craX beer, the art of creaSng  different types of product for different highs is a 
sweet science. Do you even know the difference between saSva and indica?..... Joe

2020-09-11 
12:14:29

Western 
Cape Not fully

Marijuana must be fully legalised. There should not be criminal charges, except 
for providing it to children. 
There needs to be licensing to sell and purchase as much as you want, with taxes 
applicable. 
There should not be any limits as to how much you can possess or sell. 
Smoking it should be allowed only on your private property or designated 
places. 
Driving under the influence should be illegal.   
Should be available on prescripSon for paSents with dread diseases. Olwen

2020-09-11 
12:05:45

Western 
Cape Not fully

I broadly support the bill and commend PorKolio Commisee on JusSce and 
CorrecSonal Services on it's work to date based on real scienSfic evidence rather 
than unfounded supersSSon and prejudice, but have have 2 objecSons: 

1.) What is "too close to a window"? This should be removed because: 
a.) it will be impossible to prove how close to window someone was in their 
private residence 
b.) Being near a window in a house with a garden is different from being near a 
window where people live closer together (eg. in a block of flats). This means 
that the law cannot be applied equally and fairly.  

2.) That the sale and purchase of cannabis is criminalised instead of regulated. 
Many individuals subside on the income derived from selling it on a small scale, 
oXen being the only source of income for economically disadvantaged people in 
rural areas. We are throwing away the potenSal immediate economic benefit to 
small scale, informal businesses and are placing a roadblock in front of the 
development of this industry which could have widespread economic benefits to 
the country as a whole. By instantly criminalizing the sale and purchase of 
cannabis we are taking a step backwards in developing the enormous potenSal 
of  this industry. Consider for example that a strain of cannabis endemic to 
South Africa, "Durban Poison", is considered one of the best in the world - this 
should be treated like champagne in France or tequila in Mexico - you can only 
use those names if it is actually produced in the region of the country of origin. Hannah
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2020-09-11 
12:01:41

Western 
Cape Not fully

I take issue with SOME of the contents of this proposed bill: 

Seeds should be allowed to be bought and sold. They do not contain any THC or 
other phyto-cannabinoids in themselves. They are in fact extremely nutriSous. 

15cm plants are Sny. The definiSon of an immature plant should be much larger. 

3. (2) (a) - What is reasonable? A growing, flowering plant contains very lisle 
THC (as it has not been heated or processed) A flowering plant growing in a 
garden or vegetable garden is a far less danger to a child than many other highly 
toxic plants growing in gardens and public places all over the country.  

 5. (1) - (4) This is excessive. Consuming Cannabis (as long as it is not harming 
anyone else) in a private place, or even in a public space but not in the presence 
of others (eg, wild places) should be tolerated in the same way as cigarese 
smoking, taking prescripSon medicaSon, drinking alcohol and eaSng smelly 
food. 

It seems from reading this proposed Bill that the authors of this Bill sSll view the 
Cannabis plant as "an evil drug" rather than the benign plant that it is. It has 
many beneficial uses.. medicinally AND nutriSonally. Commercially it has even 
MORE uses. It is less harmful than alcohol and has fewer negaSve health effects 
than tobacco, but is not given the same respect. 

The prison terms associated with possessing more than the proscribed amounts 
or consuming cannabis are unnecessarily harsh. Emma

2020-09-11 
11:37:38

Western 
Cape Not fully

Legal limits for personal, legal use at home are set to: 
unlimited for seeds and seedlings 
four flowering plants for those living alone, or eight for homes with two adults 
or more 
600 grams of dried cannabis if you live alone, or 1.2 kilograms in homes with 
two or more adults. 
In public places, possession is set to 100 grams of cannabis or one flowering 
plant. 

I feel 600g & 1200g is too much for one home. And  1.2 kilograms in homes with 
two or more "consenSng" adults. John 

2020-09-11 
11:09:58

Western 
Cape Not fully

If this can in any way detract from the horrific illegal drug trade then I would like 
it to be the new law. 
The concern is that no maser what legislaSon, drugs will be traded, for money 
and the only hope is that if more private use is legalised it just might restrict 
some of the more casual under cover drug dealers from their very easy takings. Bydie

2020-09-11 
11:07:01

Western 
Cape Not fully

This bill in its current form has not been thought through carefully. 15 years 
imprisonment puts cannabis higher on the list of punishable offences than most 
rape and murder cases. This is ludicrous. Nowhere does the bill make provision 
for the people of the country to farm with cannabis/hemp for the larger good of 
the people of the country....Jobs, security, taxable income, texSles, "coffee" 
shops, edibles....So much has not been considered! In fact nowhere does the bill 
even show that the the lawmakers understand the different types of cannabis 
plant at all. They need to go back to the drawing board and get their facts sorted 
and sit up and take note of what the people for whom this plant is pure passion, 
have to say about further legislaSon. This is not just about regulaSng how "high" 
people may get! This plant is potenSally the green gold that will pull our country 
out of the quagmire that this government has put us in. Unless of course 
government officials want all the licences and income for themselves! R

2020-09-11 
10:54:02

Western 
Cape Not fully

"Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” may be jailed for up to 
two years." 

This should include; Anyone smoking on private property and allowing wind to 
carry the vapours across to other non-concenSng parSes should carry the above 
penalty. John 
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2020-09-11 
10:51:01

Western 
Cape Not fully

This draX bill stands in direct contradicSon of what was requested at the Trial of 
the Plant in 2017. It has gross oversights and has been wrisen in a way that 
encroaches rather than respects our consStuSonal rights.  
While I am overjoyed at the prospect of personal use being allowed, the 
parameters under which this is allowed are overly restricSve and carry penalSes 
that further serve to sSgmaSse rather than liberate the use of this plant.  
Commercial grow operaSons should also be allowed for and more reasonable 
parameters for personal use should also be considered. Other comments on this 
draX bill assert reasonably that personal use is not finite nor universal - one user 
may require only 600g a year, while another may need that amount monthly in 
order to effecSvely treat health condiSons that benefit directly from extracted 
ingesSon.  
Through allowing commercial grow operaSons and uSlising this plant for its 
many commercial uses (read tourism and job creaSon), we can acSvely begin to 
rebuild our economy, something drasScally needed aXer our hard lockdown and 
conSnued economic decline.  
In terms of how the plant is used and by whom, we need not further criminalise 
individuals, nor strike fear into users with the inhumane and wholly 
unreasonable penalSes proposed for misdemeanours. Certainly it is this very 
kind of law that the Trial of the Plant fought against? 

By seing up such ill-founded and ridiculously stringent measures around 
personal use will only see the black market conSnue to flourish, with innocents 
being locked up due to not meeSng the unrealisSc parameters this bill proposes.  

Let us relook rather what was requested by Judge Zondo and why these 
requests were made, rather than perpetuaSng an outmoded law making 
process that does not consider human rights to the full. Alice

2020-09-11 
10:31:40

Western 
Cape Not fully Lessen then jail terms Hamish
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2020-09-11 
10:09:07

Western 
Cape Not fully

Although the legalizaSon of cannabis use is a step in the right direcSon, I do not 
fully support the proposed the bill on cannabis use for private purposes.  In my 
view the bill sSll misrepresents the cannabis community with regards to the 
individual's consStuSonal rights as on  ruled by Judge Zondo in coram on 18 
September 2018. 

To borrow from Goffman (1963) on sSgma [it asserts] "the situaSon of the 
individual who is disqualified from full social acceptance". The proposed bill is 
implicated in this. 

"Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” may be jailed for up to 
two years." 

The above definiSon serves to undermine the consStuSonal right to privacy of 
the individual. What if we subsStute "smoke cannabis" for drinking alcohol, 
smoking tobacco, or administering scheduled pharmaceuScals? The implicaSon 
of asached sSgma becomes clear.  

If the bill is to serve a purpose towards unifying South Africans, and overcoming 
sSgma asached to the use of cannabis, it should be draXed in such a way as to 
be inclusive rather than exclusive of cannabis users. 

The amount permised for private producSon, although it looks like a lot, in 
reality is not. This is especially true if one considers the fact that not everyone 
can grow for themselves, thus, the only opSon being to rely on the goodwill of 
others. Though this is potenSally a community building legal framework as it 
necessitates South Africans to work together to access cannabis, it is not ideal. It 
will likely further contribute to the black market. 

Cannabis should be legalized for commercial purposes through trade. It can 
mean financial relief for many South Africans who already, culSvate the plant 
but do so in fear of persecuSon. Imagine the possibiliSes for relief iniSaSves in 
"informal seslements" if we can trade in cannabis and culSvate on mass. To 
reiterate, it will likely further contribute to the black market. 

Lastly, the jail sentence must go, rather implement forward thinking, 
construcSve soluSons for drug dependents. Otherwise we simply perpetuate 
the cycle of taking power for posiSve change out of peoples' hands. 

For those who are in favour of more oppression, please peruse the references 
asached below. Expand your percepSon by educaSng yourself before making 
harsh judgements based on social cohesion that simply furthers sSgma. Think 
for yourself, but challenge that thinking by stepping outside of your comfort 
zone as well.  
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ESenne

2020-09-11 
10:09:03

Western 
Cape Not fully

  
I say deregulate it completely.  Please see the value add to the taxes and health 
of our naSon if  implicated properly. And the punishment associated with  this 
Bill is seriously to harsh and needs to be amended.  Steven
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2020-09-11 
10:08:18

Western 
Cape Not fully

Sending people to jail for 2 years  for smoking in public or 4 for smoking Infront 
of children is extreme.... 

The same should be considered for alcohol then  which has been a LEGAL DRUG 
for over a century. Alcohol has decades of cases of deaths, violence, aggression, 
addicSon and many other devistaSng  staSsScs  

Cannabis , although being  an illegal drug for almost a century has caused a  
fracSon of negaSve effects to users compared to alcohol. It can not even be 
plased in the same category as in the history of its excitence no one has ever 
DIED over a overdose of Cannabis. 

You can do research on countries like Portugal and Holland and see what an 
posiSve impact it has had on their economies for the past several decades 
compared to their staSsScs on alcohol. 

Rather  create more strict laws around the alcohol industry before locking 
someone away for smoking a joint. 

HeaXy penalSes for smoking in public or Infront of children would be more 
beneficial for the economy and will keep innocent people out of jail to make 
space for the real criminals in our violent country 

Scheldon

2020-09-11 
09:50:45

Western 
Cape Not fully

if this dagga bill should conSnue, do it within the current sigarese frameworks. 
do not allow personal dagga plants in personal properSes. only allow a 
registered company such as BAT to produce legal clean and safe packets of 
processed dagga in sigarese box sizes. this way dagga can contrabute to the sin 
taxes just like smokers of sigareses and liquor users. having legal pacaging 
would assist the SAPS to catch those who are growing in personal capasiSes and 
those selling and sharring in personal capaciSes. the state is asempSng to make 
dagga and sigareses the same thing, so treat it as the same thing. stop personal 
growing of dagga. get a company to make dagga packets for consumpSon and 
put a sin-tax on it to assist the allready bankrupt state with taxes. the state must 
just not steel that money as well. otherwise this is also a useless exersize. francois

2020-09-11 
09:31:58

Western 
Cape Not fully

The punishments are insanely harsh, cannabis is a normal plant and should be 
treated as such. Unlimited possesion and complete legalisaSon are the only  
legiSmate opSons. Graham 

2020-09-11 
08:52:10

Western 
Cape Not fully

I agree with most points stated in said bill except for : 
*the jail terms set out should one deal with cannabis is just ridiculous. In most 
cases people are sharing what they culSvated with mutual like minded people 
who are willing to pay the grower of these beauSful plants as a token of 
appreciaSon for the money, Sme an efforts invested in the process of growing 
high quality medicinal grade cannabis by experienced growers. One pays for the 
experSse behind the grow of quality cannabis. It is not always a case of ‘Dealing’ 
as heard of in chemical drugs. There seems to be a misconcepSon regarding the 
supply and demand module in the cannabis industry. I feel it is unfair to 
sentence any individual for growing and supplying a natural plant from our earth 
with 15years jail Sme. There are criminal cases out there which costs lives who 
deserves the amount of, if not more, asenSon than what is being projected 
onto the harmless cannabis industry. Government need to prioriSze their 
asenSon towards murderers and rapists rather than being so over worried and 
concerned about harmless plants from the earth, created and given by God. 
*also, there seems to be a lack of knowledge regarding what cannabis entails. 
Cannabis is not as being defined in this bill ‘anything containing the psychoacSve 
THC (including vaping of cannabis-derived liquids)‘ 
Not all forms of cannabis contains THC. CBD DOES NOT contain the compound 
THC. Hemp DOES NOT contain THC. So all cannabis related products can not be 
idenSfied or be defined as an illegal substance and growers or users of such 
products like CBD Vapes can not be put in the same categorie and get sentenced 
accordingly seeing that the said definiSon of cannabis is not true. 
*Cannabis should just be legalized enSrely- our country and economy will 
benefit from this without a doubt. 
*I agree that people in cannabis (THC) users direct environment should give 
consent first, absolutely, but it is so far fetched to lock someone up immediately 
for using cannabis in public. Maybe first just give a warning before taking such 
drasSc measures. 

Jolene

2020-09-11 
08:50:32

Western 
Cape Not fully

Please have someone knowledgeable look at the allowed quanSSes of plants to 
grow, keeping in mind that we only have one grow season per year for outdoor 
growing. Donovan

2020-09-11 
08:49:25

Western 
Cape Not fully

I feel like this only protects a certain amount of people really like the consumers 
and not the culSvators because asking one person to sSck to 4 plants minimum 
per adult person in a residenSal vicinity is not forward thinking and reasonable 
as some plants might not actually carry harvest. Marijuana is safe enough for 
the government to regulate the same laws as it would tobacco and to help the 
country financially with tax income and unemployment it will generate a whole 
new business model and income if regulated carefully.

Prince 
Hekima
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2020-09-11 
08:42:38

Western 
Cape Not fully

The product has to be controlled same as tobaco is controlled with a clear 
statement that protects public places . Some of these piblic places with to be 
specified and emphasised, like schools, higher educaSon, hospitals, etc. as to 
beser protect those members of the public who do not consume such products. 
Further research has to be done as to protect the great society and the users/
consumers themselves against the product being mixed or used with other 
contraband substances would anhance the psychedelic responses to the drug.  
More stringent measures should be in place that ensure beser regulaSon of any 
form of smoking as cannabis is going to be another compeSng form of smoking. 
There also needs to be a clear indicaSon of how the smoking will be regulated 
when it comes to operaSng machinery and driving of all forms of vehicles in the 
interest of public safety. 
Would like to see clarity as to how this will interact with other government 
regulaSons like the  Labour RelaSons Act and the Child ProtecSon Act. 
In short, it seem premature there is a lot that sSll needs to be addressed, 
parScularly around public awareness and educaSon with regards to this maser. Xolani 

2020-09-11 
08:41:19

Western 
Cape Not fully

Regulate it,tax it ...There are many benefits to it....control it as we do with  liquor 
...the jail sentence is ridiculous ....kids get murdered for a lesser sentence...and 
while we at it. This kinda legislaSon should be used for poliScal parSes who 
come up with shit!...Canabis heals...poliScal parSes on the other hand could 
very well be classified as weed. FaSma

2020-09-11 
08:34:53

Western 
Cape Not fully

This bill falls piSfully short of legalising the culSvaSon, trade and use of 
marijuana. Our energies should be focused on the design of a best-fit framework 
for regulaSon and taxaSon. We require innovaSve poliScians who can recognise 
the medical, recreaSonal and financial potenSal of the marijuana industry 
instead of fiing this giX horse with orthodonSc appliances. Shaun

2020-09-11 
08:32:58

Western 
Cape Not fully

no legal limit to quanSty for home use as you would grow in summer and need 
to store for winter 
600g  max allowed on your person, if you are travelling away from home, 
businesss, holiday etc. 
no jail sentence for smoking in public  "too close to a window" or "in the 
immediate presence of a non consenSng adult person" as this can too easily be 
abused. A "non consenSng" policeman can walk up to you while you are on your 
own creaSng the "immediate presence" 
situaSon and arrest you Gary

2020-09-11 
08:12:03

Western 
Cape Not fully

You worried about cannabis somebody that smoke cannabis is mello and not 
aggressive worry about gangsterism and murder's ,rape and bring back the 
death panelty and all those prisoners that have life sentences hang them cause 
they just wasSng Sme and resources . 
DA lower the water prices and rates our people are leX homeless with all this 
high bills 
ANC put in place that we as workers must reSre at 60 - 65 but the whole fucking 
parliament is 60+ years .they must all reSre  
the parliament is dwelling on the past racism this and that fuck when are we 
moving forward because its been 25 years already  Riyad

2020-09-11 
08:04:39

Western 
Cape Not fully

If Dagga is legalised, the government must review the OHSA , because the act 
states " no intoxicaSon in the workplace" . If a person smoked in private of his 
home over a weekend, it wil test posiSve on a monday.  There are different 
standards which need to be cleared first. Kobie

2020-09-11 
07:47:57

Western 
Cape Not fully

cannabis should have the same laws as alcohol, not for sale to person under 18 , 
the trade of buying and selling Cannabis should be made legal and regulated, 
this will help our poor economy Tashreeq

2020-09-11 
07:33:30

Western 
Cape Not fully

I think a 15 year sentence for “dealing” is way too harsh in this country, it is akin 
to alcohol and tobacco and non criminalized in many parts of the world.  It 
would add extra strain to the prison system which needs to focus on violent 
criminals  in this country!!! 
Possibly a three strike warning and thereaXer a 6 month sentence.  
You cannot impose such severe restricSons on such a  soX natural substance.  
I think cannabis should be allowed to be smoked outdoors with respect to non 
smokers. 
In some areas to say that smoking too close to children is also harsh in our 
impoverished naSon & to the Rasta community.  No one wants to deliberately 
smoke anything in a child’s face . Rosamund
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2020-09-11 
07:29:20

Western 
Cape Not fully

The amount of  dry cannabis allowed is not enough for people that use it as 
medicine!!! 

If you want to make oil and edibles you need a lot more than 1.2kg per year.... 

It will have to be closer to 6kg or more per person. 

Also the jail Sme is rediculous for something that will be legal privately!!!??? 

And where must you smoke if you have kids in the house ??? More idiocracy in 
this country!!! 

Also what about the rural farmers??? Are we going to exclude them aswell from 
growing something that brings in money for them and their families ?? 

Please ladies and gentleman have a heart and do the right thing for once in this 
country!!! 

Make cannabis legal in more ways so that we can have a new green industry in 
this country!!!

Johannes 
Theo

2020-09-11 
07:28:22

Western 
Cape Not fully

It is definitely a step in the right direcSon however, the correct use of cannabis 
can have many health advantages and unfortunately, not everyone can grow and 
culSvate their own medicine.  Independent registered growers should be able to 
sell cannabis for medicinal purposes. There are thousands of rural growers that 
can contribute to the supply of cannabis for medicinal purposes. Donne

2020-09-11 
07:26:22

Western 
Cape Not fully

I dont think that I should be dictated on how much weed plants I'm allowed to 
grow in my own private space. People have whine cellers full of wine and you 
want me to have only a few plants, not fair. I also tgink that i should be allowed 
to givr as much as I want to and not be dictated on that to. The fact that just 
because someone who doesn't like weed can stop me from smoking in private is 
stupid. If i am in private and you not a consenSng adult your choice not to 
smoke weed shouldn't affect me smoking go away if you don't like weed but 
don't come up with that nonsense of I cant smoke here because you don't agree 
with me smoking. I also think that there should be public retailers selling thc and 
bud its self in the open as we are selling cbd products in the open but i sSll have 
to go to some dinghy places to get my thc. Small and home growers should be 
allowed to sell their home grown flower to licensed retailers and the sale of thc 
infused edibles should be open to everyone who wants to sell it. We need to 
end poverty and hunger and by allowing people to openly create a small weed 
industry would help the country out of this economic disaster. Waahid 

2020-09-11 
07:15:55

Western 
Cape Not fully

The jail sentences are far too harsh for people smoking around others or 
children. There should be a legal framework for selling and trade so that the 
government can obtain tax revenue and we can export this product to countries 
like Canada. JusSn

2020-09-11 
06:49:16

Western 
Cape Not fully

15 years in prison, while our prisons are full. Not doing anything violent. Rather 
regulate and tax! Lockup Sk dealers, child abusers and rapists. Riaan

2020-09-11 
06:43:27

Western 
Cape Not fully

I do agree with the bill as it stands. RestricSng the use of cannabis on a personal 
and commercial level is unacceptable. This is an extremely valuable resource 
medicinally and commercially, the uses of which have been expounded in peer 
reviewed science and in the consStuSonal court ruling. The cannabis plant, 
when use recreaSonally is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol and staSsScs 
will back this up.  

Thus I would like to see, like alcohol and tobacco, all restricSons on recreaSonal 
use removed. People should be able to grow and possess as much as they like, 
there is no need to regulate this. In fairness in law, if there are to be restricSons 
on personal use of cannabis there should be the same with alcohol and tobacco.  

The same applies for its commercial use. Cannabis should promoted as the next 
driver to economic recovery in South Africa and to achieve this once again, there 
should be no restricSon on its use commercially by any resident of South Africa. 
I would suggest a licencing system that is simple, inexpensive and open to 
anyone who lives in this country who wishes to do business with the plant as a 
industrial, agricultural, medicinal or recreaSonal purpose, as hemp or high THC 
cannabis. This licensing system needs to make sure that there is a basic quality 
control, a reasonable taxaSon protocol and a system of responsibility 
established to ensure that minors to not access the high THC product of the 
plant.  

I do not consent to any restricSons on its commercial use, especially if those 
restricSons are designed to limit commercial access to corporate and 
pharmaceuScal companies that wish to cartel the market and prevent the 
people doing business in this plant. Furthermore, any restricSons on the 
personal use of the plant are unscienSfic and are nothing more than the States 
asempt to conSnue to oppress the people who use this amazing plant.  

 Kent 
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2020-09-11 
05:51:19

Western 
Cape Not fully

I believe in a very lenient bill with this regard.  I believe it is less dangerous than 
alcohol with rarely any incidents that devolves into violence.  Do not over-
regulate if at all. Do however create job opportuniSes within the farming sector. 
This in my mind is an obvious gain for our country should we put our minds to it.  
it is a resource untapped. I am never a fan of the top down way of governing, 
look what a disaster the pandemic lockdown was in terms of regulaSng ciSzens. 
Our jails are full with hardened career criminals, placing a cannabis user in such 
would be unconscionable. Willem

2020-09-11 
05:44:32

Western 
Cape Not fully

The penalSes are extreme to say the very least, especially regarding smoking 
near a window or unconsenSng adults. (Adults can walk away, for goodness 
sake!) Prison at all for any offence whatsoever is completely unwarranted and 
simply cannot be jusSfied. How then can tobacco, far deadlier, or alcohol, mind 
altering,  be legal? A double standard is outright hypocrisy and as such cannot 
be made legislaSon. (I don't drink or smoke cannabis). Aidan 

2020-09-11 
05:06:11

Western 
Cape Not fully

A single outdoor tree gives more dried flower than the 1.2kg allowed for 2 
people. There is no way to tell an outdoor plant to grow less. 

An indoor grower would easily need 24 or more plants to produce the same 
anount of flower. 

This will just legalizes the growth of cannabis, not the sale. 

Not all people can grow their own. Just like banning cigireses, this bill will 
simply grow the black market. Uys

2020-09-11 
04:13:42

Western 
Cape Not fully

 Disagree with a long term jail sentence comparable to murder? 

What is the jail sentence for supplying alcohol to minors? Should be the same. Roy
2020-09-11 
03:45:12

Western 
Cape Not fully

PenalSes for dagga sales proposed are too high in comparison to selling other 
street drugs e.g. heroin. Lise

2020-09-11 
02:52:46

Western 
Cape Not fully

I think there are many loop holes in this bill and I don’t see how it provides 
guidelines for how it will be regulated. Chante

2020-09-11 
01:57:06

Western 
Cape Not fully

The penalSes for sales are too harsh. This bill does not allow for the regulated 
sale of medical marijuana.  
End the anS marijuana discriminaSon and allow the people to use marijuana in 
the same way that alcohol is used, feely and openly. JusSn

2020-09-11 
00:41:03

Western 
Cape Not fully

This is an extremely complex issue. People want / need access to cannabis for a 
number of reasons: religious, medical, recreaSonal, criminal etc. There are many 
health risks associated with cannabis use, incl. addicSon. But similar 
pharmaceuScal products are managed & used via medical insStuSons so I don't 
see a problem with treaSng cannabis products in the same way. Hemp is also a 
very useful product, but is associated with cannabis as they look similar. Hemp 
does not contain THC. Farmers should be allowed to grow hemp under license. 
These permits can then be revoked if they grow cannabis instead in order to 
circumvent cannabis protocols. 

Our lungs are made to breathe air. We already inhale pollutants in our 
atmosphere. The inhalaSon of cannabis - or any other smoke incl. tobacco & 
vaping - should not be permised. Not on any grounds. Smoking poses a health 
risk not only to the smoker, but those around them - especially kids. 

There are many varieSes of cannabis where the amout of THC varies. Hopefully 
there is some sort of quick test that can be used by inspectors & law 
enforcement to measure THC levels (I am not a medical professional). Cannabis 
products, such as oils & tablets with very low THC levels should be made 
available under license  via health shops etc. Products for medicinal purposes 
requiring higher levels of THC should be made available via pharmacies etc by 
prescripSon only, just like we would for any other potent pharmaceuScal. 

Plants should only be grown with a permit by registered growers with the 
necessary training. No plant should be allowed to be grown by private ciSzens - 
they must apply for a growers license and have requisite training. 

People who use cannabis for religious reasons should be able to apply for a 
permit via authorising agent for potent cannabis pill or oil that can be taken 
during religious ceremonies. Smoking of cannabis should not be allowed due to 
health risks. 

By treaSng cannabis like any other potent plant used to derive pharmaceuScals 
and managing the use of cannabis products by those that need it (as a medicine 
or for religious ceremonies), we can stop criminal acSviSes associated with this 
product. 

As with alcohol, the percentage THC should be placed on the label. Labels 
should also include a warning, like we do with tobacco products & alcohol.  

No cannabis product should be able to be purchased by anybody under the age 
of 21. As with tobacco products and alcohol I think 18 is sSll too young. CWB

2020-09-10 
23:56:43

Western 
Cape Not fully

Seeds and clones can not be excluded or made illegal to sell. We need seeds and 
clones to grow cannabis. I support the rest of the bill. It is more than fair. Neil
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2020-09-10 
23:15:02

Western 
Cape Not fully

If smells through the window part is totally inappropriate as the penalty too. 
there should not  be convicSons at all for it, consumpSon  quanSty varies 
individually , so limiSng ones seasonal crop and stored supply is inadequate as 
one can only harvest  once in  a year so one should be able to plant enough to  
last unSl their next harvest considering the fact consumpSon quanSty varies 
individually. 
TransportaSon and exchange of flowering plants should not be limited to one as 
there is variety of strains with variety of beneficial properSes for variety of 
needs  
Should not be a crime for children who really need it for medical reasons as 
there is evidence  of minors with mulSple health condiSons healed by cannabis. 
This  policy overall is not draXed appropriately for the concerned parSes 
(cannabis users community) as proper consultaSon and dialogue on these 
policies has not gone through due process and need revisited with relevance to 
the recreaSonal/ medical  user Grim

2020-09-10 
22:59:19

Western 
Cape Not fully

RestricSons on private use should be removed or the amount of cannabis plants 
and dry cannabis should be increased. The sale of cannabis in public place 
should be allowed but through an affordable pharma licence strictly for cannabis 
growers and sellers. Roger

2020-09-10 
22:00:25

Western 
Cape Not fully

What one chooses to do in their own homes should be private except when it 
poses a danger to oneself or others around them (minor and or adult). 

The only objecSon to this bill would be smoking to close to a window. Where 
should one smoke when they don't want to do it indoors? Is smoking at your 
balcony at your own home illegal? Smoking by your window with it open and 
blowing smoke out the window? Anonymous

2020-09-10 
21:47:54

Western 
Cape Not fully

Reading some of the comments of other parScipants makes it quite clear that a 
great deal of ignorance sSll surrounds Cannabis. It is crucial that policy makers 
are well informed and equipped with all the relevant facts regarding Cannabis. 
The risks of Cannabis use pales in comparison to the use of alcohol and tobacco. 
Not a single death has been reported relaSng to Cannabis worldwide, oppose to  
3 million alcohol related deaths and 8 million tobacco related deaths per annum 
worldwide, according to the World Health OrganisaSon.  
ProtecSng children from Cannabis use is necessary through educaSon and not 
criminal prosecuSon. The culSvaSon of cannabis on private property by an adult 
needs no regulaSon as far as quanSSes are concerned. Our ConsStuSonal right 
to privacy should be upheld at all cost.  No criminal or puniSve measures should 
be imposed on the private use and culSvaSon of Cannabis by an adult. 
Commercial culSvaSon of Cannabis should never deprive ordinary people from 
the benefits and opportuniSes presented by this incredible plant. Sandra

2020-09-10 
21:38:08

Western 
Cape Not fully

The personal consumpSon amount suggested if far too low. 
Many people smoke over 1kg per year on one annual harvest.  
Not to menSon medicinal cannabis oils which require almost the same 
quanSSes to produce sufficient amounts for each year. 

Cannabis for smoking (quanSty) should be 1.5kg per adult; 12 flowering 
cannabis plants ;a reasonable amount of cannabis oil (or up to 1.5kg to 2kg 
cannabis allocated for cannabis oil); up to 3kg edible cannabis food items. 

These amounts are based on convenSonal growers being limited to 1 crop per 
year. These numbers provide just enough for personal consumpSon. Caleb

2020-09-10 
21:21:39

Western 
Cape Not fully Why are we limiSng for personal use? It already takes so long to grow. Jay

2020-09-10 
21:15:40

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis, unlike mandrax/methamphetamine or heroin, is legalised, but yet 
dealing in cannabis carries heXier penalSes than dealing in other drugs. 
What does 'exchange' of cannabis entail? Does a cell phone (stolen property) 
count as remuneraSon if it's exchanged for cannabis? 
Can plants/seedlings be kept for an individual by neighbours/friends/associates 
and can they have 4/8 flowering plants for the benefit of others? 
What consStutes a public place? If I am in the privacy of my car, am I sSll limited 
to 100g of dagga? Because a vehicle can only be searched by consent. Thus the 
limit will then be 600g for one person and 1.2kg for two persons. An individual 
sells canabis for roughly R1,500-00 per kg. Very lucraSve to legalise the 
possession of the cannabis by distribuSng large amounts of it to mulSple set off 
points. 
Lastly, if a dealer sells dagga and is trapped doing so, are ALL the cannabis in the 
house seized or do you have to leave 600g for the other adult/friend/room mate 
in the residence who was not trapped? Enrico

2020-09-10 
21:14:15

Western 
Cape Not fully Craig 

2020-09-10 
20:44:32

Western 
Cape Not fully

The regulaSons are impossible to police.  LegislaSon dealing with being under 
the influence while driving,  taking care of children, at work especially around 
machinery is missing. Claire
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2020-09-10 
19:38:59

Western 
Cape Not fully

Clearly define adults and children. Be very specific about the potenSal harms for 
cannabis especially for those under 18 years of age. The harms reducSon 
aspects should be more specific, e.g. How will harms reducSon be acSvely 
promoted? - This is disproporSonately important.  
The amount of cannabis allowed in homes seems too much. Yet only allowed to 
have 1 plant in public seems strange, what if you buy 4 at once? (because you're 
allowed to have 4 plants at home). Be more clear about who may sell plants and 
regulaSons around that. Be very specific about what consStutes cannabis use 
around children - is this just the use in front of children or being intoxicated 
while being responsible for childcare. RegulaSons around driving or operaSng 
machinery while intoxicated. Legal limits for use before driving. JusSne

2020-09-10 
19:33:27

Western 
Cape Not fully

15 years is ridiculous,  should be able to sell  or barter... Some of the bill heading 
in the right direcSon. Bres

2020-09-10 
19:26:55

Western 
Cape Not fully

We should be able to make renu eraSon off from it. E must all be able to zeel 
out stuff if others can't grow, it costs lots if money and Sme to grow. Gilbert 

2020-09-10 
19:08:13

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis is just another stepping stone to drug addicSon and other stronger 
drugs. It should not be legal unless used for medicinal purposes. Ronel

2020-09-10 
19:04:47

Western 
Cape Not fully

8 do not think the first part proposed changes anything.  People with disabiliSes 
should also have a big say as they need not only medicinal but also should be 
permised to sell for their living as well as others.  CulSvaSng for others should 
also be permised for those that cannot grow for themselves.  Some legal 
process should allow this.  I feel this suggested new law does not change 
much.....  Sadly Annoesjka 

2020-09-10 
18:41:38

Western 
Cape Not fully

Marijuana should be decriminalized with age restricSons. It is a recreaSonal 
substance that's been used for hundreds of years. ProhibiSon on any substance 
has never worked, as we can see from SA's recent alcohol and tobacco ban.  
Decriminalizing cannibas would encourage further research into it's medicinal 
properSes,  which has benefited people with a variety of health issues. Alexa

2020-09-10 
18:30:09

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis should be completely decriminilised... for all....No jail Setences or 
fines.. Cannabis is a safe alternaSve for medicine and recreaSonal purposes with 
not a single death recorded. Over the counter drugs are more harmful yet 
completely decriminilised Jess

2020-09-10 
18:08:09

Western 
Cape Not fully Please legalise it fully including the sale of it.  Stop criminalising plants. Jo-Anne

2020-09-10 
18:03:17

Western 
Cape Not fully

Increase in amount of  flowering plants per household as some are used for oil 
and Snctures and others for recreaSonal use,not all growers have space for 
really big trees and would also grow smaller plants to ensure privacy from 
neighbours. 
Police cannot be allowed to search at will with no warrant as this will be abused 
by corrupt officials and also will be an infringement on rights of privacy. Simon

2020-09-10 
17:32:51

Western 
Cape Not fully

I think the bill goes too far in relaxing current restricSons. For the most part, I 
believe the current prohibiSon of use and possession should be retained. 
Cannabis users appear to develop at least psychological dependence on it and it 
oXen serves as a stepping stone to "harder" more addicSve drugs. Emile

2020-09-10 
17:17:10

Western 
Cape Not fully

I think One should have the right to own any amount of cannabis/cannabis 
plants. It should be 100%decriminalized, legalized! Massimo 

2020-09-10 
17:02:22

Western 
Cape Not fully

The outlawing of dealing in Cannabis products makes no sense at all.  Where 
would anyone procure seeds/plants/products if this is illegal. 
Provision needs to be made for registering and licensing of dealers. Phil

2020-09-10 
16:54:24

Western 
Cape Not fully

I agree with Phillippa's comet. 
If there is going to be cannabis around then there will be sales of cannabis and 
these should rather be regulated so that there can be quality controls, like there 
is with other substances. 

We saw during lock-down how the grey market cigareses had huge amounts of 
tar in them and were very bad for the smoker's health. 

Allow sale of cannabis products so you can tax it and it can be operated legally 
and safely. 

If you criminalize the behavior of sale of cannabis then you expose people to 
greater risk of fraud/ theX/ harm. 

South Africa has a great climate to grow and export cannabis and cannabis 
products - a region like Eastern Cape could experience a huge economic boost if 
the sale of cannabis products was legalised.. Daniel

2020-09-10 
16:49:59

Western 
Cape Not fully Sanolene
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2020-09-10 
16:26:00

Western 
Cape Not fully

Good day: 

a maximum jail term of 15 years for anyone who deals in cannabis, or provides it 
to a child. 
* maximum of 5 years in prison for dealing in cannabis or cannabis products 
(containing THC), and then only if irrefutable evidence of actual sales/dealing 
can be produced by law enforcement/prosecutor. Possession is not dealing. 
*Supplying cannabis or cannabis based products (containing THC) to a child/
children or any person under the legal age may result in a fine of no more than 
R100000 and/or 2 years in jail per affected child. 

Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” may be jailed for up to 
two years. 
*Anyone found guilty of the above may be liable for a fine, no greater than 
R1000  

Smoking around children can result in up to four years in jail. 
* If the legal guardian of the children: May be liable for a fine of no more than 
R5000 and offender will be reported to child services and placed on a registry. 
*Not the legal guardian - May be liable for a fine of no more than R10000 and/or 
6 months in jail. 

Legal limits for personal, legal use at home are set to: 
unlimited for seeds and seedlings 
*Approve 

four flowering plants for those living alone, or eight for homes with two adults 
or more 
* 8 flowering plants for those living alone, up to 20 per household 

600 grams of dried cannabis if you live alone, or 1.2 kilograms in homes with 
two or more adults. 
* 1.5 kilograms of dried cannabis if you live alone, or 3.5 kilograms in homes 
with two or more adults. 

In public places, possession is set to 100grams of cannabis or one flowering 
plant. 
*In public places, possession is set to 500 grams of cannabis or 10 flowering 
plants. 

For purposes of exchange between individuals (no remuneraSon involved) limits 
are set to: 
30 seeds or seedlings, or a mixture of the two 
one flowering plant 
100 grams of dry cannabis. 
* For purposes of exchange between individuals (no remuneraSon involved -in a 
private dwelling) limits are set to: 
30 seeds or seedlings, or a mixture of the two 
10 flowering plant 
1kg of dry cannabis. 

AddiSonally: 
*seeds and seedlings may be sold for profit as these, by law, do not contain any 
THC 

Add whatever you think is needed, I've had my say. 

Have a Great Day. 

Arthur

2020-09-10 
16:13:10

Western 
Cape Not fully

DecriminalizaSon crucial and we must consider: 
1. Decent people who will be criminalised adding to our already horrendous 
staSsScs 
2. Our jails are full 
3. The economic opportuniSes 
4. The health reasons 
5. InternaSonal best pracSce 
6. Civil liberSes 

The bill is too draconian and must be rejected in its current form. Noel
2020-09-10 
16:10:18

Western 
Cape Not fully

I think it should be totally banned and illegal. I know of people who say they 
smoke it for medical purposes when everyone knew they were healthy. IRENE

2020-09-10 
16:09:04

Western 
Cape Not fully You should remove all limits. Mitchell

2020-09-10 
16:05:56

Western 
Cape Not fully

I support any measures that free up the availability and accessibility of cannabis. 
At the very least, I believe cannabis should receive the same level of accessibility 
as alcohol and cigareses. Currently, and with the proposed regulaSons, cannabis 
is regulated too harshly. Not only does this substance provide for much-needed 
economic incenSves, it also is proven to improve the well-being of its users. Steyn
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2020-09-10 
16:00:39

Western 
Cape Not fully Cannabis should strictly only be allowed for medicinal purpose. Vic

2020-09-10 
15:52:11

Western 
Cape Not fully

I support the full legalizaSon of cannabis, this is a good first step but it's not 
enough. Enabling the sale of cannabis would provide important tax revenue, it's 
proven to be less harmful than alcohol, and actually has medicinal benefits 
unlike alcohol. Jane

2020-09-10 
15:41:05

Western 
Cape Not fully

It is difficult to understand why some of the regulaSons will be in place. 1.2kg 
for two adults is a huge amount. If it is legal, then why can it not be sold?  
Allowing it to be sold could open up very lucraSve internaSonal markets. There 
must be harsh enforcement of the negaSve consequences of driving whilst 
under the influence of cannabis. Sven

2020-09-10 
15:37:01

Western 
Cape Not fully

What is I'm a cancer sufferer and need cannabis oil? Hemp oil with no THC does 
nothing against cancer, but cannabis oil with high THC content does. So it's 
illegal to make cannabis oil and purchase it. These new laws sSll makes it very 
illigal 

Ingrid

2020-09-10 
15:33:23

Western 
Cape Not fully

Clearer outlines for distance and limitaSons between consenSng and non 
consenSng adults in the vicinity of smokers, especially with regards to opens 
windows and private property. Sean

2020-09-10 
15:23:46

Western 
Cape Not fully

Hello.  
I would say that cannabis should be totally, or just about totally, legalized. 
Tobacco and alcohol are legal. Yet, alcohol can have about the same effect on a 
person as THC in cannabis. So, it doesn't make sense for the one to be legal, but 
not the other. It's also like the health benefits of cannabis are trying to be 
suppressed. 
A person with cannabis can supposedly have his, or her, life ruined. Yet, having 
to then go to prison would result in his, or her, life being ruined. It again does 
not make sense. 
The smoking of cannabis can even have the same restricSons, and laws, as the 
smoking of tobacco. The smoking of cannabis can even also have the same 
restricSons, and laws, as the consuming of alcohol. The laws about the smoking 
of cannabis not being allowed by a window, non-consenSng adults, or around 
children, can remain. 
It has also been said that the total legalizing of cannabis can push the country's 
economy up quite a bit.         Rudi

2020-09-10 
15:19:33

Western 
Cape Not fully For medicinal purposes it is criScal to legalise Yvonne

2020-09-10 
15:08:55

Western 
Cape Not fully

How does the South African Police Force and Courts keep up and enforce this 
law? Also, has there ever been an oberdose? Why is it capped? More 
transparent research needs to done and presented to the relaSve government 
offices. Other countries have far beser clauses that could be adopted. Even so, 
many ciSzens will conSnue to use cannibis and/ or "misuse" it whether there is 
proper enforecement measures. I think the industry is beneficial to the medical 
industry and should not be treated so seriously - 15years imprisonment? Thats 
the same as secondary murder and other harsher crimes. Can the government 
not focus on other laws and enforcing the current ones before inhibiSng the 
lesser of "evils". Kayla

2020-09-10 
15:07:36

Western 
Cape Not fully

All papers I've read makes Cannabis less dangers than Cigareses and Vaping. I'm 
for control where children are concerned and also no smoking in enclosed areas 
affecSng non-smokers/userers. What I would like to see is license companies for 
the oil for medicinal purpases and unrestricted sale of this under schedule 2or 3 Willy

2020-09-10 
15:00:28

Western 
Cape Not fully

The benefits of cannabis for medical reasons are becoming increasingly well 
known . There should be some regulaSons regarding the sale of cannabis but 
there does to need to be more leeway in their implementaSon Pauline

2020-09-10 
15:00:18

Western 
Cape Not fully Margaretha

2020-09-10 
15:00:18

Western 
Cape Not fully Margaretha

2020-09-10 
14:51:24

Western 
Cape Not fully

If they want to put out a legislaSon for cannabis they should treat it like alcohol 
and not more strickt as alcohol does more damage than cannibas and cannabis 
has huge medical properSes that is not only benificial to everyone but can also 
be to the South African economy Riaan

2020-09-10 
14:49:29

Western 
Cape Not fully

Alcohol consumpSon isn’t regulated so why should cannabis be regulated?!! 
Medical Cannabis is our GiX from God, cannabis has never killed a single person 
( when consumed on its own) . Take your foot off our throats Government and 
let us be!! Tax can be generated , job creaSon!! Leslie

2020-09-10 
14:39:40

Western 
Cape Not fully

While I support the home use of cannabis, the law should encompass safe 
growing of cannabis, in order to accommodate growing for medical use which 
will require much larger amounts to be allowed at any one Sme. We need to 
wake up and realise that because this drug isn't going away (in fact,  we are 
losing a lot of money by not regulaSng its use) - we can provide safer medical 
and recreaSonal drugs for people who WANT to use this product safely. 
Individuals and companies should also be permised to buy and sell seeds, 
otherwise how can it be grown in larger quanSSes? The drug isn't going away, so 
let's regulate, profit from tax and sales, and enjoy this extremely useful product 
safely:) Kirsten
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2020-09-10 
14:34:06

Western 
Cape Not fully

Good Day. 

Answer me one simple quesSon, 
why should a man/women who grows mariwana and say gets caught supplying, 
be imprisoned for up to 15 years, when its possibly the only way he/she can 
obtain an income in a country riddled with unemployment, yet a poliScian can 
steel millions from the poorest of the poor and doesn't spend a minute in jail, 
let alone 15 years. 

I agree with the volumes etc. just not with the punishment. the current 
punishments proposed are just to harsh. no one should go to jail for weed.  

I propose a fine rather than imprisonment, why should tax money pay for 
another man behind bars, especially for weed, taking up more space in an over 
crowded prison. That jail space should be reserved for corrupt officials. 

Take it from an ex recreaSonal drug user, alcohol is the gate way drug, not weed. Gareth

2020-09-10 
14:21:09

Western 
Cape Not fully

To Whom it may concern  
I feel that 4 flowering plants/ 8 per household with two or more adults is not 
enough especially if you want to produce canna oil. This bill is also 
discriminaSng against the larger South African populaSon and will only benefit 
limited license holders to profit economically. These are also usually individuals 
that are well off financially. 
We have high poverty and unemployment rates and South Africa. Allowing 
producSon on small scale can put food on the table for many families. Legalizing 
small scale producSon and sale of Cannibis will cause law enforcement less 
stress and free their Sme to concentrate on serious crime. 
Kind Regards  
Minese MINETTE

2020-09-10 
14:10:45

Western 
Cape Not fully

1stly- It’s a natural plant.…you saying it does harmful things to the body when it 
doesn’t. ScienSfically proven cure for many ailments. 

2ndly - the penalSes are ridiculous… 

Lastly- the agreed amounts or weights allowed are not realisSc  

Tax the product and allow trusted (non-government, not related to government) 
vendors to sell Mohammed 

Ammaar 

2020-09-10 
13:59:26

Western 
Cape Not fully

I think that government needs to adopt policies like those in countries where 
cannabis has been legal for years, e.g. Amsterdam. This industry much like the 
tobacco industry will create millions in revenue for government but all people 
should be allowed to grow, trade and consume it subject to age restricSons and 
public protecSon like the current smoking in public places legislaSon and driving 
under the influence of alcohol - since it is a psycho-acSve drug no person should 
drive aXer consumpSon.  In terms of growing people should be allowed to grow 
their own for edibles or oils and I'd go as far as saying small scale trade should 
be allowed as long as this is within set age limits 18+ or even 21+ to ensure that 
teens do not have access to cannabis. LegalizaSon should be used to ensure that 
taxaSon of trade is secured and that prevenSon of trade with minors is ensured. 
This is an untapped industry that can provide immediate self sustaining income 
opportuniSes for those who have access to grow and trade in its use. Denise

2020-09-10 
13:55:21

Western 
Cape Not fully There should be no restrucSons or criminalizaSon on the plant whatsoever. Hendrik

2020-09-10 
13:36:31

Western 
Cape Not fully william

2020-09-10 
13:36:04

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis users are NOT CRIMINALS - and should therefore not be treated as 
such.  

LEIGH

2020-09-10 
13:28:48

Western 
Cape Not fully

This bill makes no logical sense if you flower 4 plant you can easily harvest over 
600 grams so that rule itself makes no sense at all and 8 plants is even worse, 
we should be allowed to the grow the quanSty that is needed for our own 
specific situaSons and needs, 600 grams is not enough for someone who needs 
to make oil for ailments they might have, what about people who want to be 
caregivers to those who cant grow or who are to old to grow for themselves as 
per the ruling from judge Zondo I dont see how a law can be made that limits 
my use when he said its my consStuSonal right to grow possess and smoke how 
can you put a number on my consStuSonal right? Craig

2020-09-10 
13:26:53

Western 
Cape Not fully

No restricSon to smoking cannabis in public. 
No limits to amounts of cannabis or plants for own use Karen 

2020-09-10 
13:17:10

Western 
Cape Not fully Oscar

2020-09-10 
13:12:27

Western 
Cape Not fully

“The use of cannabis in all its forms should absolutely be legalized and fair trade 
pracSces established. The new bill does lisle to remove the criminal sSgma 
which is associated with the use of cannabis products.  
This bill should provide the same rights to cannabis users, growers and traders 
as those enjoyed by both tobacco and alcohol consumers in SA.“ - R Che
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2020-09-10 
12:59:58

Western 
Cape Not fully

This can provide an income to people who lost their jobs due to corrupSon and 
looSng. Cannabis should be treated like cigareses: no smoking of it where 
cigarese smoking is not allowed. If this Bill is passed, it could result in abuse and 
it should not give SAPS the right to enter and search any house at random. This 
should be clearly stated, as this can open up abuse of privacy and people could 
be subjected to unlawful entry of their properSes, even if they do not have / 
grow Cannabis. CorrupSon needs to be addressed as a maser of urgency to 
prevent this kind of abuse under the pretence of suspicion of breaking the law. 
UnSl corrupSon, looSng, public violence and GBV is addressed, you cannot pass 
a law that could potenSally be abused to further criminal behaviour. Huge fines 
to people who sell to children. If we are to believe the promises of looSng, GBV, 
murder and corrupSon being addressed, the jails will be full of real criminals and 
a fine for breaking the Cannabis law would go a long way to help the poor who 
suffered under the looSng and corrupSon of the people who is yet to appear in 
court and be kicked out of Government. 

Olga
2020-09-10 
12:49:56

Western 
Cape Not fully For medicinal use only Lesley

2020-09-10 
12:49:52

Western 
Cape Not fully

This can provide an income to people who lost their jobs due to corrupSon and 
looSng. 
Cannabis should be treated like cigareses:  no smoking of it where cigarese 
smoking is not allowed.   If this Bill is passed, it could result in abuse and it 
should not give SAPS the right to enter and search any house at random.   This 
should be clearly stated, as this can open up abuse of privacy and people could 
be subjected to unlawful entry of their properSes, even if they do not have / 
grow Cannabis.  CorrupSon needs to be addressed as a maser of urgency to 
prevent this kind of abuse under the pretence of suspicion of breaking the law. 
UnSl corrupSon, looSng,  public violence and GBV is addressed, you cannot pass 
a law that could potenSally be abused to further criminal behaviour.   
Huge fines to people who sell to children.  If we are to believe the promises of 
looSng, GBV, murder and corrupSon being addressed, the jails will be full of real 
criminals and a fine for breaking the Cannabis law would go a long way to help 
the poor who suffered under the looSng and corrupSon of the people who is yet 
to appear in court and be kicked out of Government. Olga

2020-09-10 
12:35:28

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis is one of the most incredible plants for healing and has a myriad of 
uses - from pain relief to relief from depression, cancers, skin condiSons to 
name just a few.  It should be widely available to the people of South Africa with 
absolutely no penalSes for its use. This absolute irraSonal control over a natural 
plant is exactly that - irraSonal and controlling. This should be free to grow and 
free to use. PenalSes are way too harsh and unreasonable. Monique

2020-09-10 
12:28:16

Western 
Cape Not fully

The limitaSons to the volume of cannabis or the number of plants an individual 
may have is not realisSc and infringes on individuals' rights. When cannabis is 
used for medical purposes, as for example an individual making oil to help fight 
pain, sSmulate appeSte & help with sleep, the  volumes of cannabis to extract 
this oil far exceed these limitaSons. These limitaSons infringe on the rights of 
individuals who wish o produce their own oils & sSmulate the black market 
where unscrupulous individuals can produce and sell sub standard oils at 
exorbitant prices. Menno

2020-09-10 
12:25:21

Western 
Cape Not fully

I think cannabis should be used for medical purposes only and should be 
regulated as such. Denise

2020-09-10 
12:21:15

Western 
Cape Not fully

I believe that it is in the Best interest of the People of South Africa that a means 
to commercialize the use of Marijuana be implemented in this legislaSon. 

It would permit many small growers to become business owners, whose 
contribuSons would benefit the economy. Bertrand

2020-09-10 
11:54:54

Western 
Cape Not fully

Private use should have low allowances (way below 660 gms of dried leaves).  
Breaches should not goaled but possibly do community service rather. 
High amounts you become a dealer or pusher and should be punished hard. 
Medicinal purposes should be allowed, but based on fact (medical studies and  
prescripSons) John

2020-09-10 
11:50:36

Western 
Cape Not fully

legalize it enSrely - understand the history of this, why use of this plant was 
criminalized and one then understands that any law restricSng it's use  comes 
out of rampant corporate compeSSve capitalism coupled with fascist ideals.  Jimi

2020-09-10 
11:41:17

Western 
Cape Not fully

The jails is already full. Government must focus on serious crimes like murder 
etc. 
These people can rather do community service. E
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2020-09-10 
11:35:21

Western 
Cape Not fully

Let me start by saying that there are some pracScal and good elements to this 
bill which I support such as the intended expungement of criminal records 
associated with the possession, culSvaSon and use of cannabis. All such criminal 
records should be promptly expunged as it is quite frankly illogical and 
inhumane to penalise someone and destroy their means to make an income or 
travel internaSonally because of the use of a therapeuScally beneficial plant. 
That said I do believe that the quanSSes of various forms of cannabis and 
numbers of cannabis plants allowed per person/household are arbitrary. These 
quanSSes and amounts for personal use and culSvaSon will need to be revised 
and amended  if future costly legal acSons are to be avoided. Thanks to 
evidence submised in the South African courts by internaSonally respected 
academics and experts in their fields like BriSsh neuropsychopharmacologist 
Professor David Nus we now know full well that cannabis is not addicSve and is 
in no way near as harmful as either alcohol or tobacco so it is certainly not 
deserving of legislaSon which is draconian. Cannabis has thousands of 
applicaSons so it should be sold and taxed in all of its forms to maximise its 
economic potenSal for South Africa’s economy and people, this is all the more 
urgent given the economic fallout of the global pandemic. Alexander

2020-09-10 
11:34:11

Western 
Cape Not fully

I have no probelm with CANNABIS AND BY-PRODUCTS.  Cannabis has many 
PROVEN healing properSes  and  assists ill people with a lot of health issues if 
used correctly.  

My concern with cannabis for home use is that it places access to cannabis 
within reach of the children in the home AND PARENTS WILL NOT HAVE 
ENOUGH COMMONSENSE TO EDUCATE AND LOCK AWAY DRUGS AND ALCOHOL 
FROM CHILDREN. . This is more difficult to control too because it would be 
within the confines of the home and not visible to the public (or the law). We do 
not have the resources nor the people of enough moral stature who will not be 
BRIBED ..... corrupSon and mis-managment and bribes to fully police this law.  
Once again wonderful laws but the GOVT ANC needs to catch a wake up and 
ensure it s police force,  army and law enforcement  are fully trained, 
competent, will not be open to bribery.  The enSre Law force needs to be tripled 
the current amount of members to deal with looking for the criminals who 
break laws.  Not any use having "pipedream" laws and no one can manage to 
patrol, capture and ensure laws are upheld without waiSng for days and months 
for law to take its course Tina

2020-09-10 
11:33:48

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis needs to be regulated but I think that 15 years is ridiculous - many 
rapists and people who commit violent crimes get away with less than that. The 
law should concern itself more with crime as a whole. Murderers, thieves, 
rapists, paedophiles, perpetrators of farm killings and perpetrators who harm 
the elderly, children, women, animals and anyone else should get far heavier 
sentences. Gudrun

2020-09-10 
11:30:45

Western 
Cape Not fully

Such heavy prison terms for use of weed while corrupt officials and GBV 
perpetrators are  given bail or even promoted within government structures. 
Scewed moral code. Rob

2020-09-10 
11:13:05

Western 
Cape Not fully

The personal growing limit of 4 plants and 600g is too small to use this plant as 
medicine for cancer, you need a lot more plants and dried material. Please allow 
this plant to be used by individuals to help heal themselves. There should be a 
private vs. commercial number of plants allowed, and those that want to grow 
commercially can buy a license from Government at the post office. 30 Plants 
and 5kg is enough for private and then more than that you need a permit. 
Please take this heavy 15 year prison sentence out, it is not necessary, this is a 
plant medicine that needs to be included in the commercial/tax system not a 
dangerous drug, similar fines and sentences to illegal alcohol can be used for 
cannabis. Use the informaSon in the Fields for All proposal, allow this industry 
to transform the rural areas of SA into community based small scale farming 
economies, supported by tourism. We desperately need radical economic 
reform in this country PLEASE use this plant to grow a new industry, take the 
criminality away! Encourage the industry and SA can lead the world in medical 
grade cannabis in terms of quality and price, as well as the many uses of hemp. 
You have this one chance to actually make a massive reform, to overthrow 
centuries of racist  colonial history with a law that has allowed more police to 
arrest and brutalize more black men than probably any other. This plant can help 
people, medically and emoSonally and it can help grow our economy.  Simon

2020-09-10 
11:12:25

Western 
Cape Not fully Only for the use as medecine Andre

2020-09-10 
11:12:18

Western 
Cape Not fully

The amount that one can store at home is not enough in relaSon to the number 
of plants one can have. Two plants can put you over the limit of personal at 
home volumes, this bill is fundamentally flawed. 

AddiSonally the public spaces rule is purely a means of harassment Ryan
2020-09-10 
11:08:37

Western 
Cape Not fully For medicinal pupose only Bessie 
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2020-09-10 
11:04:35

Western 
Cape Not fully

Ridiculous!  
15 years prison sentence for selling A PLANT is more than for RAPE or 
MURDER?? And what is being done about corrupSon?? 
Even moderate users use a lot more than 600grams of dried cannibis per year, 
so if you grow for personal consumpSon and can't buy anywhere what are you 
supposed to do for the rest of the year when it is out of season and you can't 
grow? Not everyone can grow indoors where you can grow anySme of year. I 
would say the MINIMUM allowed dried amount per person should be 1,5 or 2 
kilograms, at LEAST. And per adult per household, not a maximum of two 
adults? Come on! And what about people who use it for medicinal purposes, 
they use vastly more for extracSng and making edibles. 
Smoking around children shouldn't be allowed, I agree, but prison sentence?? 
Make it a reasonable heXy fine if you really want. What will be next, death 
penalty for smoking cigareses or being drunk near children? Come on!  
The same with smoking in public or "too close to a window".  A lesser fine would 
be in order, but not prison Sme, it shouldn't be a criminal offence! 
I agree with the amount you can have in public and that you can giX someone, 
that seems reasonable. 
At least involve some people or someone who knows a thing or two about 
Cannabis before sucking ridiculous "laws" out of your thumbs. RIDICULOUS i say! 
Grow up and get a life, sort out the ANC, EFF, corrupSon and every SOE, we are 
already the laughing stock of Africa, never mind the rest of the world! Cornel

2020-09-10 
11:03:29

Western 
Cape Not fully

Not fully.  ALL South African's should be educated with the fullness of 
understanding the importance of the cannabis plant including the 
misunderstanding of the effects BY APPROVED PROFESSIONALS naSonal and 
internaSonal. For those need cannabis for medical support and those who want 
to enjoy cannabis in all of it's other forms, as much as others and also in 
coverment enjoy their alcohol and cigareses use without harassment, 
vicSmizaSon and violence. Frikkie 

2020-09-10 
10:55:16

Western 
Cape Not fully

Actually people will use canabis  whether there is a bill or not ! So you might  as 
well stop  making it a crime ! Just make  it all legal then you will bankrupt the 
dealers as well  and canabis oil is very helpful to a lot of people ! Frances gaye

2020-09-10 
10:54:53

Western 
Cape Not fully anthony

2020-09-10 
10:39:08

Western 
Cape Not fully

I believe you should be able to smoke cannabis outside or near an open window 
on your own private property needless how close or far your neighbors are. 

With the rest of the policy I do agree Bernice

2020-09-10 
10:37:44

Western 
Cape Not fully

I am 50/50 on this maser as CBD also has it's benefits which have been proven. ( 
Can Relieve Pain, Assists with possibly reducing Stress and Anxiety, Can alleviate 
cancer related Symptoms,  May Reduce Acne, Might have NeuroprotecSve 
ProperSes, Could Benefit Heart Health) There are many more current updated 
scienSfic proof and findings. However , i do believe that if not managed and 
used for these specific purposes it can also potenSally cause damage. Wendy 

2020-09-10 
10:36:45

Western 
Cape Not fully

Canabis byproducts have a huge health benefit for various illnesses.  How is the 
government going to control the growing and distribuSon of these products?  
Why is the jail Sme for canabis so high and the jail Sme for murder etc so  low?  
Surely these jail Smes should be put into perspecSve before opening the doors 
to more problems? Dianne

2020-09-10 
10:35:27

Western 
Cape Not fully

There should not be any criminal offences linked to cannabis in anyway shape or 
form. 

The use in private should not dictate the amount of plants grown or amount of 
harvest on the property. The consumpSon of cannabis near a window or door 
should be allowed if it's a door or window of the private property regardless of 
distance to another buildings doors or windows.   

Children should not be punished for private used just because they are Children 
they also have the right to privacy in their own home. I do agree that they 
should not consume cannabis but having a criminal charge against them for that 
act is not something I agree to. 

There should not be any jail Sme, fine or community service linked to cannabis.  
There should not be any offences linked to cannabis in any way. Cavin

2020-09-10 
10:34:33

Western 
Cape Not fully

No criminal offences should be made against someone for exchanging or 
smoking in public. 

Cannabis should follow the same public smoking rules as cigareses (which are 
proven to be more harmful). 

Government should not be able to dictate amount of cannabis (or plants) a 
person is allowed to possess in private. 

Cannabis should be readily available to be purchased from outlets, which can be 
taxed and will miSgate crime and black market sales. 

Second hand smoke of cannabis is less harmful than that of cigareses and 
should therefore also follow the same laws when it comes to smoking around 
children. Michael
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2020-09-10 
10:34:04

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis has so many more posiSve effects than negaSve and the right to be 
able to use it at your own discreSon should not be able to be impeded upon by 
the government. That being said i feel that we should respect their right to not 
wanSng us smoking around unconsenSng peoples especially around children 
seeing that they also have the right to not wanSng to be exposed to it. crisSaan

2020-09-10 
10:32:07

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis should be treated no differently than tobacco, in all respects. 
I don't see anything wrong with people growing it for any personal reason. Sale, 
distribuSon and consumpSon should be allowed in accordance to the current 
tobacco regulaSons. Andrew

2020-09-10 
10:25:41

Western 
Cape Not fully PenalSes are far too severe. Should be heading toward full decriminalisaSon. Richard

2020-09-10 
10:17:17

Western 
Cape Not fully

CBD Oil has proven to be very effecSve for many health problems, so how will 
this new law effect people who supply the Oil to their clients?  Is this a way in 
which to stop these products being used to once again profit the Pharma 
Industry? Elizabeth

2020-09-10 
10:15:49

Western 
Cape Not fully

I have painful arthriSs  and would like to make use of cannabis with THC - as this 
has been shown to be the most effecSve with pain management. But how can I 
get hold of it if people are not allowed to deal in it? The bill therefore makes no 
sense to me. Regulated dealing in THC cannabis MUST be allowed. Not everyone 
is able to grow cannabis plants and process it properly.  People, especially the 
elderly, do not all have friends who can giX them cannabis.   

So please make it legal to sell cannabis with THC!! Mariana

2020-09-10 
10:13:45

Western 
Cape Not fully

If there was a fool-proof way of ensuring that it would be used for medicinal 
purposes only I think it could relieve a lot of people of their pain. However,  it 
would appear that controlling it would be extremely difficult so I do have 
concerns about this. GENEVIEVE

2020-09-10 
10:12:00

Western 
Cape Not fully

As I have been through the horrors of parenSng a child who was addicted to 
drugs, I want to say that cannabis was definitely a gateway drug in her case and 
would recommend that no private use of this drug is encouraged and that it 
should only be used for medical purposes.  The penalSes for growing and storing 
cannabis should be extremely harsh and those found selling this to children 
should be dealt with even more strongly. Barbara

2020-09-10 
10:05:34

Western 
Cape Not fully Tinus

2020-09-10 
10:05:04

Western 
Cape Not fully

"Smoking around children can result in up to four years in jail." 
This bothers me a LOT. If a person uses smoking for pain relief or enjoyment at 
home, their kids will likely be 'around' (and obviously I'm not saying anyone 
should be hot boxing their kids or blowing smoke in faces.) No body gets 
stopped from having/enjoying alcohol around their kids at any Sme and it is a 
fully accepted way to socialialize, so why jail Sme for cannabis users?Also, define 
"too close to a window" that is too vague and leaves too much space for 
problems arising due to interpretaSon of the words. Maya

2020-09-10 
09:56:02

Western 
Cape Not fully

Dear Sir 

It seems to me that it should be made easier for people to grow cannabis and 
sell it either back to Govt or some sancSoned body to produce the naturally 
beneficial products from tbe oils etc. 

My husband died from epilepsy bfore THC oils were legal, and it seems tome 
that it would grow the economy in a Sme of dire unemployment to encourage 
people to grow and sell cannabis to a safe place so that entrepeneurs can start 
businesses, end users can benefit and the govt coffers can generate revenue. Liesl-Anne

2020-09-10 
09:55:17

Western 
Cape Not fully

I want to be able to buy weed from people who know how to grow it properly, I 
want to be able to freely use my marijuana in my personal space in public 
without fear of imprisonment just like drinkers can. I want to be able to sell 
excess marijuana that my plant might have grown to of legal age friends or 
family if I want to without it being illegal. There needs to be more provision for 
homeopathy shops to supply regulated marijuana, or for there to be legal and 
regulated marijuana stores for medicinal use. Goverment should place a 
reasonable tax on marijuana products to inject revenue into the economy to 
further marijuana and the hemp industry. This can provide jobs to many many 
people. The sSgma of marijuana must end and it should be fully and openly 
legal. Kyle

2020-09-10 
09:54:01

Western 
Cape Not fully

I welcome the legalizaSon of cannabis. 
While I agree that keeping cannabis away from kids is sensible and appropriate, 
these draconian penalSes are unclear. There should be levels leading to the 
harshest charges and sentences. First offence a warning, second offense a fine 
etc. 
Also where is the legislaSon regarding the legal sale of cannabis? This is a huge 
opportunity to grow our economy. It makes no sense to allow private possesion 
and make no allowance for the sale of cannabis and seeds. Andrew
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2020-09-10 
09:50:55

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis has so many, as yet, untested benefits when taken as medicinal drops 
or oil. As a migraine sufferer, I have read what research there is regarding 
cannabis oil (containing cbd and thc) and it is clear that cannabis oil has been 
beneficial to many sufferers- especially paSents with Cancer. This would require 
careful culSvaSon and manufacturing procedures, which would necessarily 
mean the oil should be paid for. Smoking cannabis has the same potenSally 
harmful effects to the lungs as smoking tobacco and also no way of establishing 
the chemical strength of the product being used, so I would be less in favour of 
that. A registered, legally operated cannabis for medicinal use industry is a must. 
South Africa could become a world leader in such an industry, but the law has to 
protect it. Xavier

2020-09-10 
09:48:37

Western 
Cape Not fully

I agree with Mike that densely housed areas impact on those around. There 
must be NO public smoking at all. Michelle

2020-09-10 
09:40:36

Western 
Cape Not fully

For medicinal purposes the public should be allowed to buy oil, cream and 
extracts and smoke at for instance a clinic under medical supervision. It is a 
powerful herbal remedy we should embrace. Wallace

2020-09-10 
09:39:40

Western 
Cape Not fully

I think the rules are too prohibitory. It is not harmful to children unless parents 
are irresponsible. Standing too close to a window is absurd and nonsensical. 

If there are parents who are irresponsible then yes, they should face the full 
extent of the law. 

 If someone abused this medicinal plant (for example drinking alcohol and 
becoming unruly) or does not have the consent around them, but it has not hurt 
anyone, going to jail is a also nonsensical. A fine would be more appropriate. 

If someone has been harmed due to any kind of a abuse of this plant or giving it 
to someone without them knowing(for example in a muffin or chocolate) then 
they should face the full extent of the law. 

I agree with the amounts that we can have and dealings with others(namely the 
seedlings etc)  

It seems reasonable for now. Shelani

2020-09-10 
09:32:07

Western 
Cape Not fully

I agree that cannabis should be legalized for private use. I do not agree with the 
non-sensical limitaSons they've placed on the quanSSes for private use. I also 
don't agree with the tone of the bill which sSll marks the substance out as a 
negaSve controlled substance that is not allowed to be bought or sold etc. This 
severely limits the posiSve potenSal this plant could have for our economy! It 
needs to be commercialized, legalized, normalized, taxed, and regulated. So that 
its safe, high quality, and tradeable and part of the legal economy. The South 
African economy is crippled and needs a lifeline, lets educate the people, change 
the mindset of the ignorant, and stop creaSng imaginary monsters. Society 
should wake up and smell the dagga! Let's recognize the vast posiSve potenSal 
of this amazing piece of biodiversity! Grant

2020-09-10 
09:06:50

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis is medicine! It should be freely available to grow in your garden like 
spinach or kale! End of story! Big pharma has already greased poliScal palms 
here-no doubt! Free for all!  How does 420 cafe im Sandton City get away with 
selling!!? Greased palms! Cavy

2020-09-10 
09:01:49

Western 
Cape Not fully

I think the penalSes for use in public is too severe,  in the interests of tourism 
we should make it friendlier and more accessible for South Africa to moneSze it. George

2020-09-10 
08:54:50

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis is a plant and it shouldn't be illegal. Comes from Mother earth. Let's 
first understand that.  
I do not agree with the allowed amount of possession of the dried cannabis nor 
agree with the amount of plants allowed to be grown. It shouldn't have a limit. 
Sales are different. But also 15 years is absolutely ridiculous! If it's a legal 
substance how can you give 15 years for dealing with it???  

KriszSán 
2020-09-10 
08:53:21

Western 
Cape Not fully It should be legalized without restricSons for personal growth and use. Angelique 

2020-09-10 
08:53:12

Western 
Cape Not fully

Remove restricSons on quanSSes allowed 
Regulate health harms of smoke only 
Decriminalize completely - let police fight crime, not substances 
License and tax legal distributors, like we do for liquor licenses 
Recognise use for Medical purposes 
Support small growers as small business, support employment, provides jobs 
Provide department of agriculture support for the plants, and farming of them, 
as a category of agriculture 

Graham

2020-09-10 
08:50:59

Western 
Cape Not fully

I only agree with use for medicinal use, if so subscribed by a physician. Smoke, 
drink , or any other way of selfuse.  Used in the privacy of their own premises 
only. 
I gave 50 years of people management experience in the building trade and use 
of canibis is a drug that dulls your senses 
 In a negaSve  way 

Charel 
2020-09-10 
08:45:19

Western 
Cape Not fully Bruce
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2020-09-10 
08:44:46

Western 
Cape Not fully

The amnount of dried material seems way too low, considering that one plant 
can yield up to 2KG of dried cannabis when grown outdoors. The amount needs 
to be increased significantly to allow cater for this. 

It doesnt seem that government has consulted any other stakeholders before 
these rules were decided. This seems a rushed decision. You had two years. 
Poor.  Lincoln

2020-09-10 
08:42:25

Western 
Cape Not fully

Why restrict possession / use for cannabis whilst alcohol and tobacco have 
none? Robert

2020-09-10 
08:40:53

Western 
Cape Not fully David

2020-09-10 
08:38:17

Western 
Cape Not fully

While I support the easing of restricSons on Cannabis, I would like to see it 
decriminalized altogether. Ian

2020-09-10 
08:35:23

Western 
Cape Not fully

Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” may be jailed for up to 
two years. 

This is nonsense, define "to close to a window" seriously!!! Dee

2020-09-10 
08:31:42

Western 
Cape Not fully

I am a psychologist by trade.  
I don't believe dealers should be punished. Someone has to provide for those 
who do not have gardens. It can be very useful psychiatrically for certain people 
to down regulate their system aXer a stressful day.  And cannabis oil is also very 
useful for many complaints. Many elderly use it very effecSvely for sleep.  
Others use it to heal ailments such as cancer. Such people are unable to grow 
and process it.  
Obviously there are certain people that know it is not good for them. But there 
are many others that it is useful for.  And need it for their well-being. 
Why are you needing to prohibit people at all?  
I suggest you read Gabor Mates books regarding drug use. 
"In the realm of the hungry ghosts". 

Lesley

2020-09-10 
08:30:03

Western 
Cape Not fully

The dealing of the plant can become a taxable business with massive profit 
margins. Tax money that can be used to build schools or hospitals. Ironic I know, 
but much needed. Its an industry that can create thousands of jobs, especially in 
South Africa. It should be seen the same as the alcohol industry- if you abuse it, 
it’s your responsibility and you should face the consequences of your acSons. 
The worst thing to do is to ban the sale of the plant. This will force illegal 
dealings and loss of tax money that can help rebuild our country. Chris

2020-09-10 
08:28:23

Western 
Cape Not fully

I agree only  laws regarding children.   CBD oil  should be freely available for 
medicinal use.   The laws pertaining to smoking in general should also be applied 
to cannabis and that is all. Mike

2020-09-10 
08:22:15

Western 
Cape Not fully

Although it is a small step in the right direcSon that cannabis use is being 
legalised, the allowed amount, penalSes and punishments show that the 
government sSll have no idea what we are working with. I suggest that we as a 
country look to countries where the cannabis industry is legal and supported. 
Learn from them instead of this to and fro that shows a complete lack of 
understanding of the product we are trying to legalise for the benefit of our 
country and its economy. Lea

2020-09-10 
08:21:57

Western 
Cape Not fully I think people should be able to purchase cannabis, but regulated obviously. Courtney

2020-09-10 
08:14:54

Western 
Cape Not fully The sentences are very harsh for cannabis. sbusiso

2020-09-10 
08:14:18

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis products can be used for so many different necessary medicines such 
as creams oils balms etc the 1.2kg is a lot for personal smoking consumpSon but 
not enough to get a decent amount of oil extracted for salves.  If a person can 
prove that oils are the reason for one growing cannabis then surely a license for 
oils can be issued. Just something to consider please. Cheran

2020-09-10 
08:14:00

Western 
Cape Not fully Cresche

2020-09-10 
08:09:05

Western 
Cape Not fully

I think it’s sSll too strict. People who smoke cigareses can smoke next to 
windows and have as many as they like at home. This should be the same with 
Cannabis. Stella

2020-09-10 
08:07:47

Western 
Cape Not fully

I work in the construcSon industry & the workers have to have strict medical 
examinaSons & undertake a drug-test before they may operate an earth-moving 
machine, does this mean they will be allowed to have drugs (of any kind) in their 
system while operaSng a huge, dangerous earth moving machine? Joye
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2020-09-10 
08:01:36

Western 
Cape Not fully

Good day, 

Firstly, this statement is incorrect:  
"Cannabis is defined as anything containing the psychoacSve THC (including 
vaping of cannabis-derived liquids)."  
The plants have been incorrectly idenSfied and named - Hemp is referred to as 
"Cannabis SaSva" but has lisle to no psychoacSve THC content, rendering it 
ideal for industrial food purposes. You can make clothes, building materials, 
texSles, food and a whole lot more! 

A known strain of the "marijuana" plant is SaSva too (Indica is the other). This 
should be corrected to separate the differences. 
Also - please stop referring to the plant as "Dagga" and other perjoraSve 
references! 

Government are imposing draconian laws and puniSve responses for the 
uSlisaSon of a God-given plant - this plant has been uSlised for centuries for 
industrial, remedial and consumpSon purposes. It was outlawed and given the 
reputaSon it has due to the interests of corporaSons being compromised in 
their pursuit of oil and pharmaceuScals (hemp and marijuana plants). 

Thank you Daryl

2020-09-10 
07:52:38

Western 
Cape Not fully

Whitest the bill is a good thing the jail terms seem excessive. 

Also, if the limits set that you can keep at home is too small it will encourage 
dealing.    Marcell

2020-09-10 
07:47:26

Western 
Cape Not fully

The amount you aloud to grow should be grater.  Who ever thought of that 
amount has never made oil . Wayde

2020-09-10 
07:43:24

Western 
Cape Not fully

The dealing of Cannabis should not amount to jail Sme unless it is dealt to a 
minor. Smoking it outside should amount to a fine only. Buntu

2020-09-10 
07:43:03

Western 
Cape Not fully The sentencing is too high Evi

2020-09-10 
07:39:43

Western 
Cape Not fully

I am all go for the legalisaSon of cannabis, not only cause I use the herb for my 
own medical condiSons but aXer seeing how much the proper regulaSon and 
sales can impact the GDP of an area. Take Colorado in USA as example. Last year 
they racked in sales of 1.7US$ for a state witch is 22% the size of South Africa.  

Let me be strait though I don't want THIS government to be the one regulaSng it 
but the prospects are there and would like to see something of the sort in the 
future. Stephan

2020-09-10 
07:28:17

Western 
Cape Not fully

I believe the use of cannabis related products should be fully decriminalised as 
criminal penalSes likely correspond to:  
- increased gang and syndicate acSvity  
- will hurt potenSally good revenue steams for local small businesses and tourist 
sectors 
- will harm the most impoverished in our country the most 
- will increase the number of prisoners that the tax payer's like myself must 
support 
- negaSvely affect the life and livelihood on many south africans 
- insignificant change in the number of recreaSonal cannabis users  
- difficulty in obtaining/ growing pain relief medicaSon by people with cancer, 
chronic pain etc Ayan

2020-09-10 
07:27:36

Western 
Cape Not fully

Prison terms for smoking near children of or any non-smoking people  should 
also be 15 years. 

Arno

2020-09-10 
07:19:40

Western 
Cape Not fully

In short it derigates the right to privacy of every ciSzen (they can even check 
non-cannbais people) through restricSng quanSSes and policing private use. 
The very right that the ruling was based on. Further, it absolutely monopolised 
the industry via SAHPRA policy and excludes ordinary ciSzens from parScipaSng 
in a host of new industries. There is no expression of the right to equal 
protecSon and benefit from the law in this bill. Our detailed objecSon has been 
forwarded to the NDPP (SACCRA) - see open leser on www.saccra.org.za blog. 
The Cannabis plant is a safe and highly effecSve natural remedy for a host of 
diseases caused by 21st Century Acquired Endicannabinoid Immune DysfuncSon 
(AEIDs) which is caused by XMRV contaminants in vaccines (Dr. Judy Micovits 
and others). Hence it should be descehduled and regulated at community level 
as per the equitable structure proposed by SACCRA which we have been 
informing the government and the community of for six years now. The bill is an 
atrocious piece of work according to an advocate we consulted and we will most 
definitely challenge it if implemented. saccralobby@gmail.com 
Cannabis is a helpful ingredient that can aid in many health condiSons. 
Growing it is safe and using it cause no harm to others. Jail Sme is ridiculous to 
be 15 years when a rapist only gets 7 years. 
Increasing jail Sme won’t decrease the use thereof as the world is already sold 
on the plant. 

Losa
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2020-09-10 
07:09:56

Western 
Cape Not fully

I agree with personal use. The prison sentences are too harsh. Explore other 
mechanisms like fines and / or community service.   
However, beyond personal use, a well regulated cannabis industry  presents a 
massive opportunity for SA in the agricultural and small business sectors: 
taxable revenue and job creaSon with many product streams - recreaSon, 
medicinal,  food and drink, texSles, cosmeScs... Legalize and regulate the enSre 
industry! Lu

2020-09-10 
07:03:56

Western 
Cape Not fully The penalSes are too harsh. Renee 

2020-09-10 
07:02:58

Western 
Cape Not fully

This bill feels like a missed opportunity. Cannabis is in huge demand in all forms 
globally. To begin rebuilding our economy why not allow for commercial growing 
and selling of the plant? 

I also think this bill makes it tough for poor people to smoke legally. How does 
someone who lives in a shack smoke or grow their own legally? Or someone 
who lives in a small apartment with only a balcony as an outside area? 

The law should allow (in the absence of full commercfialisaSon) for smoking 
clubs where individuals can get together and smoke. 

Cannabis smoking should follow the same laws as cigarese smoking. It makes 
absolutely no sense that one can't smoke in public. 

Murray

2020-09-10 
07:00:44

Western 
Cape Not fully

Sentences seem too severe and I don't know what a government tries to prove 
by giving such stringent policies and regulaSons around one drug when nicoSne 
and alcohol are freely available and MORE dangerous than cannabis with NO 
health benefits. The government as a whole needs to back out of my body and 
the way I choose to use it. If someone wants to drink and smoke. As long as they 
respect that I don't want to do it, I don't care and neither should the 
government. Public use should be limited YES, but legalise it and be done with it Mariechen

2020-09-10 
06:12:46

Western 
Cape Not fully Only for medicinal purposes Wouter

2020-09-10 
05:29:53

Western 
Cape Not fully Vasco

2020-09-10 
04:33:04

Western 
Cape Not fully

Charmaine 
Caroline

2020-09-10 
02:55:52

Western 
Cape Not fully

The trade in cannabis seeds must be made legal. The rest is fine as is. Just make 
sales in seeds legal. How can we grow but we can not buy seeds. Buying seeds is 
beser because you know what that type of cannabis is and what it does. The 
planSng of random seeds can not give you that informaSon. Since each cannabis 
strain is diffrent and eacg strain has diffrent medical properSes it is important 
that we are able to buy seeds. Gideon

2020-09-10 
02:10:01

Western 
Cape Not fully

15 years seems a bit harsh. We can’t even get all the corrupt within your ranks 
into court , let alone 15 year sentences. Go figure. Gayle 

2020-09-10 
01:57:17

Western 
Cape Not fully

Fields of Green for All.  

This is an unenforceable bill imposing arbitrary restricSons on gardening 
pracSces. 

If the purpose is privacy, then don't pick small numbers. If someone wants to 
grow 5 plants, 6 plants, 10 plants, there is no harm in it. The restricSon is 
arbitrary and therefore unjust. 

Plants have apical dominance, so aiming to grow 600g with 4 plants, the 
government would essenSally be mandaSng a scrogging (screen of green) 
technique over lollipopping technique. If that doesn't mean anything to you, 
then you don't know much about growing cannabis, do you? 

The 600g limit is too low, precisely because there's no way of telling the dry 
weight unSl it's too late. Four plants can produce more than 600g, which under 
these restricSons, makes people criminals by no acSon of their own. 

Why do we need to impose restricSons on cannabis that don't exist for alcohol 
and tobacco, despite mountains of evidence showing their greater harm to 
society and health? Look at deaths asributable to each, and try keep the law 
consistent with that metric. Unless the government is also going to impose 
limits on the number of bosles of alcohol and cartons of cigareses that a ciSzen 
is allowed to own, there is no scienSfic or ethical jusSficaSon for restricSng 
possession of cannabis. 

If the law is trying to be reasonable, it should note the fact that aXer 
recreaSonal use legalisaSon in US states and Canada, crime went down, teenage 
use went down, and the tax revenue generated was on the order of billions of 
dollars.  

There are murderers and rapists released in under 15 years. There is no situaSon 
in which a person selling cannabis should go to jail for longer than a murderer or 
rapist. 

If nothing else, just scrap the 4 plants restricSon please. Daniel
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2020-09-10 
01:46:51

Western 
Cape Not fully

Jail Sme for this? Government should concentrate on eradicaSng corrupSon 
within their ranks, jail farm murderers, those who commit crimes against 
women and children. They let criminals out of jail and want to jail peaceful 
smokers of canabis. And thus makes sense to them? What about the EFF 
burning and looSng stores, has government done anything about it. Certain 
people take the law into their own hands, inSmidate hardworking people and 
prevent them from puing food on their table. Closing stores in an already 
flailing economy. These people should be jailed and convicted, but I suppose 
they are just the terrorist arm of the ANC. 15 years for someone dealing in 
cannabis, zero for murderers. If they want to jail people they should start with 
themselves and their cadres #VOETSEKANC Debra

2020-09-10 
01:25:14

Western 
Cape Not fully

How can it make sense to lock up someone for up to 15 years for earning an 
income by growing/selling a plant? Cannabis is one Mother Nature's greatest 
giXs. The government should uSlize our fantasSc climate and allow people to 
grow and sell cannabis back to government for export. Higher quality will equal 
higher remuneraSon and in return, this will sSmulate the economy by bringing 
in money from overseas. Lael

2020-09-10 
00:49:11

Western 
Cape Not fully

In principle I support the bill, BUT I feel very strongly that new bills should not 
be put in place unSl this Government upholds the exisSng rule of law for every 
single individual no maser their race etc. How can the Government allow parSes 
such as EFF walking into shops and destroying everything in the shops over a 
stupid advert and nothin g is done about it. Why is Mr Malema not ordered to 
take the Company to court if he is not happy with their adverSsing. Our 
Economy is already rock bosom and to send his party members into Clicks 
stores all over the country is plain terrorism and he and his enSre party should 
be held accountable for the damage they have caused. To try and police how 
many plants and flowers of cannabis are held or planted by individuals for 
medicinal purposes is unrealisSc and rediculous while the police force are busy 
trying to stop total unlawfulness as is happening. Forget about new Bills and 
focus on geing Law and  Order back in place, then by all means  start 
implemenSng new Bills. 
Thank you. D

2020-09-10 
00:36:44

Western 
Cape Not fully Frans

2020-09-09 
23:58:03

Western 
Cape Not fully

For medicinal use there should be no limit. My husband suffers from arthriSs 
due to a severe motorbike accident. He uses the RSO oil and it gives him so 
much pain  relief. It's a natural herb, there should be  no restricSons and 
penalSes. Trudy

2020-09-09 
22:57:57

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis has been proven to have more good medical benefits than bad. It 
should be available to those who have legiSmate ailments for which cannabis 
may benefit. Those who wish to smoke same must only be allowed to do this in 
the privacy of their own homes. Drivers of motor vehicles should be tested for 
cannabis if it is warranted - same as they do in UK. CRAIG

2020-09-09 
22:54:39

Western 
Cape Not fully

Smoking Cannabis in public should not be banned.  What happens if you are 
homeless? 
It is a medicinal plant and has been used tradiSonal by the San and the Bantu 
speaking people for thousands of years, the San are nomadic, they have no fixed 
abode, so does this law not apply to the first peoples of this land?! 
Smoking cannabis in public should not carry any sentence. Geing abusive or 
violent should carry a sentence. 

Jonathan

2020-09-09 
22:44:38

Western 
Cape Not fully

I agree with not supplying of minors but cannabis has been proven to have 
medical properSes that help people deal with medical and psychological 
problems, and it is non addicSve... it helps more than it does harm, it has no 
chemicals therefore it can't cause other issues with prolonged use like chemical 
medicines Natasha

2020-09-09 
22:43:30

Western 
Cape Not fully

There is no point in criminalising cannabis, it does not curtail acSvity, growing or 
selling.  Stop making people criminals for no real reason as you cannot contain 
something that grows naturally and that people have used for ever.  Lauren

2020-09-09 
22:37:27

Western 
Cape Not fully

Deregulate the use of cannabis completely.  Treat it and tax it like alcohol and 
cigarese sales.  So it can be legally sold by tabacconists and vape shops and 
liquor stores.  Franz

2020-09-09 
22:28:48

Western 
Cape Not fully

There are posiSves to the taking of cannabis for medicinal uses. The effect of 
criminalising  the illegal use of cannabis is wrong. Our jails are full enough as it is 
without adding to more jailbirds. Also the police need to concentrate on tracking 
down real criminals  and fraudsters. charles

2020-09-09 
21:53:25

Western 
Cape Not fully

How can I be jailed for smoking in private property behind a window. This makes 
no sense. What if my neighbors have personal issues with cannabis use and see 
it as a drug sSll will this not effect my ability to consume medicaSon. Jason 

2020-09-09 
21:51:29

Western 
Cape Not fully Paulina

2020-09-09 
21:44:09

Western 
Cape Not fully

Advanced drug abuse in most cases start off with the use of cannabis. I would 
suggest that its use should be limited for medicinal purposes, i.e. regulate its 
growth and applicaSon/producSon/preparaSon to those insStuSons specifically 
involved and equipped in the medicinal field.  Orlando

2020-09-09 
21:42:59

Western 
Cape Not fully

The de-criminalising of cannabis should have been done years ago. So as much 
as this is a move in the right direcSon, I don't feel there should be any criminal 
punishment. jeanne
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2020-09-09 
21:32:58

Western 
Cape Not fully

Decriminalizing cannabis is a move in the right direcSon and the bill in its 
current form is beser than nothing 

However, it is unreasonable to expect individuals not to deal.   Where there is 
demand, there will be supply. Mas'ood

2020-09-09 
21:30:38

Western 
Cape Not fully

I do not use any form of Cannabis, yet feel the control of it is sSll old apartheid 
type regulaSons. These people harm no-one besides their own drive. I feel it 
could be a worthy income for poor people and a shame to control it and 
probably give big farms the rights to grow as much as they want. Look aXer your 
people ANC or they will turn on you and bite you some Sme Mark

2020-09-09 
21:29:26

Western 
Cape Not fully

I would propose somewhat stricter limits and penalSes on growing , selling and 
using Cannabis.  Cannabis use is NOT as simple and innocent as the proponents 
allege.  Cannabis is definitely THE GATEWAY DRUG to the more harmful drugs.  
All suicides and deaths through drug abuse that I have dealt with STARTED with 
cannabis and progressed to mainline.  MarSn

2020-09-09 
21:22:22

Western 
Cape Not fully

Have cannabis regulated like alcohol and tobacco. Not all users are criminal, 
irresponsible, junkies and sellers.  

 Theo
2020-09-09 
21:10:27

Western 
Cape Not fully Should only be available for medical treatment. Thora

2020-09-09 
20:33:14

Western 
Cape Not fully

We need to recognize the medicinal value of cannabis and certain restricSons 
might hinder this - but it also does need to be regulated so that it is not abused. Hans

2020-09-09 
20:27:25

Western 
Cape Not fully

Although I personally do not condone the use of Cannabis the legislaSon is 
inadequate as far as the original judgment is concern and also when measured 
against the consStuSon. It is also ignorant and therefor irraSonal as far as 
misuse is concerned: 
1. Many people in this country do not have access to private dwelling 
places or land and is therefore excluded from the right to culSvate Cannabis. 
The commercializaSon of Cannabis under strict control and the selling of mark, 
cerSfied, sealed 100 g packets of Cannabis (also taxed) should be implemented.  
2. The act must determine the maximum blood levels of THC (including 
fines and imprisonment)for appearing in public, driving vehicles, operate heavy 
equipment and report for any duty at any employer including State Departments 
and the right of employers to do random  tesSng and take the same 
measurements as if the employee reported drunk for duty.( The right to use 
Cannabis in private cannot endanger the life of others or have a negaSve 
influence on the economy) 

Hendrik

2020-09-09 
20:17:55

Western 
Cape Not fully

AS it is set out it only protects the big pharma companies.    
Full legalizaSon will free this country, providing countless job and over 2 Billion 
per year in naSonal income. 
We would be foolish to ignore the financial, social and medicinal benefits. 
We dont have Sme to play games, full legalizaSon is now a must due to the 
devastaSon leX over from COVID 
Fines like these should be given to anyone abusing alcohol which causes far 
more deaths and crime than canabis ever could. Marilena

2020-09-09 
20:17:12

Western 
Cape Not fully

I have neighbours who grow and smoke cannibis. I really do not mind but do 
object when their visitors arrive and more than one person is smoking. I am 
then completely affected by the smell and obviously inhaling it. I think if you 
grow it at home and you smoke it is fine but not if friends and  all and sundrie 
arrive to smoke and buy!! JusSne 

2020-09-09 
20:17:10

Western 
Cape Not fully

I have neighbours who grow and smoke cannibis. I really do not mind but do 
object when their visitors arrive and more than one person is smoking. I am 
then completely affected by the smell and obviously inhaling it. I think if you 
grow it at home and you smoke it is fine but not if friends and  all and sundrie 
arrive to smoke and buy!! JusSne 

2020-09-09 
20:15:17

Western 
Cape Not fully

Should be fully legalised for medicinal use. Great for sleeping problems and pain 
management. 
RecreaSonal use on private property is accept able. Agree, not in public. Elizabeth 

2020-09-09 
20:01:00

Western 
Cape Not fully

One should be respecKul of non-smokers . I agree with all parts of the policy as 
it stands except the amounts allowed to be in your possession . There is no way 
that a smoker will only smoke from 4 trees for a year. This small amount will 
actually encourage illicit trade, because 4 trees just won't be enough for a years 
supply. I would say that trade should be prohibited, but one should be allowed 
to grow and posses as much as you want to. Daphne

2020-09-09 
19:59:26

Western 
Cape Not fully

I believe it should only be used as a medicine for special health healing under 
Doctors control. I do not want people driving under the influence of the drug. Graham

2020-09-09 
19:31:54

Western 
Cape Not fully The quanSSes are too conservaSve. It should be increased. Chris

2020-09-09 
19:26:46

Western 
Cape Not fully

The sale of seeds should be legalized. How do you grow a plant if you cannot 
purchase seeds.  The number of flowering plants should be increased to 6 per 
person and  at least allow 3 adults  to grow per household Tracey

2020-09-09 
19:23:10

Western 
Cape Not fully Canabis needs to be fully deregulated. Juanita

2020-09-09 
19:17:57

Western 
Cape Not fully

The jail Sme for smoking around non consenSng individuals should be relooked. 
Yes no one should smoke around someone that does not consent but jail Sme is 
a bit extreme.  

Rather have fines in place that if not paid can later result in jail Sme.  Non pro 
cannabis users might use this against cannabis users revengefully. Lee
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2020-09-09 
19:03:30

Western 
Cape Not fully The imprisonment is ridiculous, should be just a fine and no criminal record.  r

2020-09-09 
18:53:32

Western 
Cape Not fully

No more arrests... Cannabis is not the demon you think it is.  Rapists get less 
Sme than dagga growers and smokers... Why there must be jail Sme is beyond 
anyones logical reasoning... Stop the arrests, we are not criminals!  Cannabis 
saved me from heroin addicSon, 14 years of sScking needles in my arm.  Im alive 
today because i found something else... Stop punishing me, cannabis makes me 
happy.  I need it like I need air to breath.  You might not understand but its not 
for you to judge... Cannabis is life!  Allow me to live my life in peace... Angelos

2020-09-09 
18:47:03

Western 
Cape Not fully

Should only be allowed for medicinal reasons So should be regulated as other 
medicines. Linda

2020-09-09 
18:43:02

Western 
Cape Not fully

Should only be allowed for  medicinal reasons  So should be regulated  as other 
medicines. Vera 

2020-09-09 
18:36:14

Western 
Cape Not fully

I have been taking commercial CBD Sncture every morning for several years to 
help me with my cancer.  It works. 
I am incapable of making my own. 
I also take a CBD/TLC Sncture mix at night.  It also works. 
These Snctures must be professionally produced or people will get very sick. Derek

2020-09-09 
18:18:15

Western 
Cape Not fully

Alcohol is very much mind altering as well as a lot of over the counter meds... 
there is no control anyway.  Most doctors, nurses and pharmacists are addicted 
to all kinds of hecSc meds!  The more wrong you do, the more rights you have.... 
at least cannibis has a lot of health benefits... Madelein

2020-09-09 
18:11:10

Western 
Cape Not fully If they allow dagga to get high with, what is the problem with booze then Jossie

2020-09-09 
17:38:34

Western 
Cape Not fully

The statement: 

Smoking around children can result in up to four years in jail. 

Smoking what? Is it the intenSon to "sneak" something in that does not only 
relate to cannabis? 

Also define "too close to a window" and under which condiSons? Manfred
2020-09-09 
17:34:48

Western 
Cape Not fully

This Cannabis should be used for Medical purposes and administered by 
Medical PracSSoners.  Richard

2020-09-09 
17:31:47

Western 
Cape Not fully

Too many loopholes in th e" language' used to limit its use which coul dlead to 
abuse by the public and the Law PETER

2020-09-09 
17:22:56

Western 
Cape Not fully

How foolish we will look for puing humans in cages for growing plants... 

The best we can say about this Bill is that its an asempt... A very poor, 
unscienSfic, uneducated asempt, much like the case presented by the state in 
the Minister of JusSce and ConsStuSonal Development and Others v Prince 
CCT108/17 case. 

The Judgement says that the state had failed to provide sufficient evidence (or 
any at all) of the harms of Cannabis to jusSfy the invasion of privacy and 
violaSon of our ConsStuSonal rights. 

By allowing the state to count my plants and dictate my own ability to choose to 
medicate myself in my own home  does not respect my privacy or my 
consStuSonal rights.  

How many bosles of alcohol may I have at home? How many Cigareses? Both 
far more harmful to myself, society and children than Cannabis will ever be. 
Where is the "equality before the law"? 

By adding THC to the NaSonal Traffic Act, you have effecSvely forced me to 
choose between my medicine and my job. If I take my FECO capsule this evening 
I will have THC in my blood for the next month and will thus not be allowed to 
drive, despite having zero impairment or intoxicaSon. This is not science or 
evidence based.  

The permised quanSSes are fine for a recreaSonal smoker, but not nearly 
enough for anyone making oils or medicines. 1kg dried Cannabis makes 1l of 
FECO, this is barely enough for one chronic paSent for a year.  

Many people are not able to culSvate for themselves, such as people with 
disabiliSes, in flats, communal living areas, rural areas, old age homes. These 
people have as much right as anyone else to access the health benefits of 
Cannabis as everyone else. Some of these people need this medicine most of all.  

How can a bill be draXed about the privacy of the Cannabis user without any 
consultaSon with any of the lobby groups or the parSes to the case the state 
lost? 

This is yet another piece of authoritarian, apartheid style prohibiSon law, 15 
years in jail for growing a plant that treats thousands of ailments for 10000 years 
based on 50-100 year old propaganda.   

We deserve beser than this half-arsed piece of trash bill.  

Do beser. Marc
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2020-09-09 
17:17:08

Western 
Cape Not fully

Ek ontken nie die medisinale waarde van "cannabis" nie, trouens ek dink daar's 
'n groot mark daarvoor as 'n Spe pynsSller en kan die olie van die plant op groot 
skaal vervaardig word en ook werkskepping teweeg bring. 

Ek is nie 'n roker nie, en kan nie dink dat dit goed is vir 'n mens se longe nie, 
veral nie vir kinders se longe nie en daarom voel ek dat sekere beperkings vir die 
rook van die plant ingestel moet word. Die rook van die plant kan ook nie 
verbied word nie, want dit sal die sluikhandel weer bevoordeel. Vervaardig 
"Cananbis" sigarese en laat die verbruiker maar 'n bietjie meer betaal vir sy 
genot. Elke roker het die keuse om sy longe te verniel, solank dit nie in rookvry 
areas is nie. Manie

2020-09-09 
17:13:39

Western 
Cape Not fully

Making a dangerous drug freely available is not a wise move.  No dangerous 
drugs, which are  used by doctors, can be bought without a prescripSon to 
protect the public from abuse.  If Cannabis is (as it is reported) useful 
medicinally, it should be obtainable only by prescripSon by a medical doctor.    
People growing it in their back yard, cannot not be prevented from distribuSng 
it (with or without money changing hands)  and those who obtain it may/ will  
become addicted with negaSve effects on their own lives and those of their 
fellow men. It will be impossible to police this.   The same can be said of alcohol, 
and smoking, so I guess people have to take responsibility for their own lives.  
The quesSon is whether the government has the authority to take such 
decisions and violate the human right  of individuals  to control their own lives.   

Leonora

2020-09-09 
17:05:26

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis should be for medicinal purposes only.  South Africans already have a 
problem controlling the consumpSon of alcohol, so what do you think is going to 
happen with cannabis being legal.   Every person will be growing, consuming and 
selling it. We are heading down a path of no return. Carolyn

2020-09-09 
16:41:40

Western 
Cape Not fully

We have the right to choose whether and how much we use if we so wish. Make 
the same rules as for alcohol (alcohol, by the way, causes far more damage to 
society than Cannabis does) 
We need less "Nanny state" restricSons and more freedom to choose ourselves 
what we do with our lives. Niel

2020-09-09 
16:41:18

Western 
Cape Not fully

We have the right to choose whether and how much we use if we so wish. Make 
the same rules as for alcohol (alcohol, by the way, causes far more damage to 
society than Cannabis does) 
We need less "Nanny state" restricSons and more freedom to choose ourselves 
what we do with our lives. Niel

2020-09-09 
16:29:56

Western 
Cape Not fully

The restricSons are far to severe.  Jailing someone for smoking in public,  and 
that for up to two years, does not sound like fair punishment to me. Surely a fine 
would be a fair deterrent,  not jail Sme.  The rule of not being allowed to smoke 
to close to a window sounds ridiculous. ChrisSan

2020-09-09 
16:18:34

Western 
Cape Not fully

Impliment age restricSon. It has medical advantages and be available to adults 
only. 

cathleen
2020-09-09 
16:16:40

Western 
Cape Not fully

Canabis should be allowed to be smoked in public areas too. Canabis is natural, 
and should be treated the same as alcahol. Wiehahn

2020-09-09 
16:13:42

Western 
Cape Not fully PIETER

2020-09-09 
16:11:35

Western 
Cape Not fully

Although I believe that CONTROLLED use of Cannabis OIL is good, I believe 
smoking it is far worse than cigareses. We all know ( and we have 1st hand 
experience from our daughter and some workers) that cannabis for leisure use is 
addicSve and leads to worse substances. 
Cannabis for leisure also lowers the inhibiSons and COMMON SENSE. Our 
country have too many YOUTH pregnancies already. Please STOP making it legal. 
Pregnant teens and ladies are now allowed to put their unborn at risk, creaSng a 
worse problem for the state and future of the children 
As a guesthouse, we have had lawyers smoking it in the house. Their contenSon 
is that it is for private use... the problem is that the secondary smoke affects 
others and CHILDREN around the smokers. It leaves horrible smell in the guest 
areas. We then have to de-contaminate rooms and cancel bookings with huge 
financial repercussions to get the areas and rooms smelling fresh again.  
We need to work towards a society FREE of drugs & alcohol abuse, we should 
NOT be condoning it.  Cannabis is a personality and brain changing drug and 
must be banned.  

Use with a medical prescripSon should be allowed. 

Thank you 
ML
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2020-09-09 
16:11:25

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis is a medically useful plant with many health benefits.  

Anyone should be free to grow these plants if they so wish to. And just like 
alcohol and cigareses is not available to minors under the age of 18 years, so 
would cannabis be restricted for them, enforced by their guardians or parents.  

Therefore the penalSes should be drasScally reduced and in most cases dropped 
enSrely.  

There should be reasonable limits on the amount of plants, dried cannabis or 
products an individual has due to their right to privacy. The limits proposed are 
too restricSve and must be revised.  

There should be clear Trade regulaSons regarding the sales & distribuSon.  Benjamin
2020-09-09 
16:06:44

Western 
Cape Not fully

Free trade, no limitaSons on possession or growing, let it help restart South 
Africa's economy Pieter

2020-09-09 
16:03:31

Western 
Cape Not fully

Maximum jail of 15 years for anyone who provides cannabis it to a child. 
DELETE Crap 1,2,3: 
Crap 1: four flowering plants for those living alone, or eight for homes with two 
adults or more 
Crap 2: 600 grams of dried cannabis if you live alone, or 1.2 kilograms in homes 
with two or more adults. 
Crap 3: In public places, possession is set to 100 grams of cannabis or one 
flowering plant. 

DELETE ALL Crap 4:  exchange between individuals..blah blah...... 

PLEASE MINIMIZE Legal aspect to trade and growing  
PLEASE TAX FORMAL correctly.  
PLEASE PROTECT children and  mentally infirm 

THE SOONER THE BETTER. 
Andrew

2020-09-09 
15:41:52

Western 
Cape Not fully

I  do not agree with the sentencing of the proposed bill as it does not 
decriminalize the use at all.  The users of alcohol and tobacco products do not 
face such heavy penalSes for not adhering to the laws against drinking and 
driving or smoking in public areas. And as such the bill should be revised with 
this regard. Tammy 

2020-09-09 
15:41:26

Western 
Cape Not fully

While I support 'a' bill going through, it must be fair and based on science in line 
the 'Scale of Harms' study in THE LANCET (2010).   Punishment must be 8x less 
than Alcohol and personal consumpSon equal too or greater than alcohol - thats 
FAIR .  Also, 4 plants will more oXen yield much more than 600 grams of dried 
cannabis (some varieSes are beser less dry than others too) making it illegal 
straight away before harvesSng. Neil

2020-09-09 
15:39:10

Western 
Cape Not fully

Should be grown for cannibals oils and the other plant grown for texSles. Small 
scale farmers. Anthony

2020-09-09 
15:35:07

Western 
Cape Not fully

The sSpulaSon about living alone or not living alone is arbitrary and should be 
removed. 100 gram limit for individual possession should be higher. 

No limit is set on amounts or weight of concentrated THC that can be possessed, 
this should be carefully considered David

2020-09-09 
15:33:20

Western 
Cape Not fully

I strongly believe that cannabis and associated plants should be legalized and 
managed like any other agricultural grow. The health benefits are endless and 
the revenue derived from legalizaSon could bring the Gouvernement millions in 
taxes and create thousands of jobs. Frank

2020-09-09 
15:30:41

Western 
Cape Not fully

While the rest of the world is legalising cannabis, we are enacSng apartheid 
style otdated laws. 
ZA needs money and cannabis can become a leading export  the product, and its 
downstream benificated products 

Craig

2020-09-09 
15:24:00

Western 
Cape Not fully

From a recreaSonal point of view I would imagine the bill to be adequate in 
most areas, however if you are a medical user the amount is no where near 
enough to make your own medicine. These restricSons will only enhance the 
foothold the black market currently has and people will eventually sSll be 
arrested, but it would mostly likely be the medical users in trouble. Mark

2020-09-09 
15:22:35

Western 
Cape Not fully

I am concerned that the use at home of so much cannabis is detrimental for 
children. How many children have become addicted because parents illegally 
smoked cannabis and or opieds  and heroin  etc.Now we want to make it legal to 
grow your own it just seems dangerous just like smoking cigareses is extremely  
addicSve so too cannabis but it doesnt stop there the need to get a beser rush 
or fix is going to happen you just dont know when. Making it legal is not going to 
stop that. Carol

2020-09-09 
15:22:01

Western 
Cape Not fully

Please clarify the 'too close to the window.'  
Who's window? Will the same effort and punishment be dealt out to the other 
smokers who smoke to close to said windows?  How close is immediate  
presence? Can my neighbour complain because he can smell the smoke due to 
wind blowing it from my yard through his window?   
15 years is steep for dealing cannabis, why do more dangerous crimes get less 
Sme?? Selling to a child definitely deserves 15 years . Why's other smoke 
allowed around children?  Should that law not be for all smokers, irrespecSve of 
what they smoke? Chris
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2020-09-09 
15:21:35

Western 
Cape Not fully

You provide for people to be able to smoke from home, but not at an open 
window. This is directly saying smokers have to smoke in closed rooms and that 
is a serious infringement of the basic rights of a property owner.  And this, as 
well as the part that states that it unlawful to smoke in the immediate presence 
of any non-consenSng adult person leaves it enSrely open to vindicSve persons 
to persecute smokers when these persons smell marijuana. How is 'smelling 
marijuana' going to be proven? How busy will this keep our police? Our jails are 
full enough as it is and here the law gives any person who does not partake in or 
support the smoking of marijuana the right to infringe on the rights of smokers.  
I also believe that the idea that smoking around children can result in up to four 
years in jail is seriously outdated. 'Around' is a very vague concept. Adults can 
smoke tobacco and drink alcohol around their children. Are we to believe that 
no parent smokes marijuana? Or are we again weaponising ciSzens against each 
other? I also do believe that small businesses should be able to sell quality THC 
products in defined quanSSes and regulated in the same way that the sale of 
alcohol is regulated. This is a missed opportunity for the government to open up 
to more opportuniSes of employment for their ciSzens. And there is a whole 
potenSal tourist industry secSon that is not being supported here. Youth 
unemployment over 50% in South Africa and you want to ignore this 
opportunity. I do believe that some marijuana products should be legally 
available to purchase. Not everyone is in the posiSon to grow marijuana 
themselves and again, the law wants to infringe on the rights of those who don't 
have access to spaces in which to grow. Zani

2020-09-09 
15:11:50

Western 
Cape Not fully

I personally cant stand any form of drug use. Self medicaSng with drugs or 
alcohol is the root to most abuse or violent crime in this country.  
Drinking & driving is out of control in South Africa. I personally think companies 
will have their hands full with staff arriving for work under the influence of 
canabis. How will law enforcement cope with canabis users driving under the 
influence?  
If canabis is so benefical to cancer paSents etc for medicinal purposes, then 
have a Dr prescribe it & the user must be issued a card, like its done in many 
other countries.  
There needs to be more controls put in place for all medicaSon. People abuse 
over the counter medicaSon as well. Kim

2020-09-09 
15:10:33

Western 
Cape Not fully

So unless you have space to grow your own, you're probably sSll being 
criminalized.  The commercial potenSal of marijuana as legal crop is vast, and 
South Africa is poor.  Louis 

2020-09-09 
15:05:42

Western 
Cape Not fully

The max fine for dealing/selling cannabis and related products seems a bit high 
seeing that it is proposed to be legal for individuals Neville

2020-09-09 
15:00:42

Western 
Cape Not fully

15 year sentence is totally stupid,as many murders get lesser sentences.Selling 
to children is another srory!!! Maria

2020-09-09 
14:56:58

Western 
Cape Not fully

I generally support this, but I really do think we should build industry and job 
creaSon round this.  The home use stuff is ok, but needs to be well policed so 
that its for just home use and not industry.  The protecSon of children is good, 
but i really think that we should let shops open where one can go and get it (like 
in the Netherlands). Leave the medical grade stuff to the medical level 
producers for people who need the cancer pain relief etc. Average everyday use 
should be propped up by small local businesses, not corporate giants. Adrian

2020-09-09 
14:52:03

Western 
Cape Not fully E

2020-09-09 
14:40:49

Western 
Cape Not fully

We should allow for the legal sale of Cannabis so that it can be taxed.  That way 
the Country can at least also make money from it.  It will also create more jobs if 
it can be sold legally. Ashley

2020-09-09 
14:32:01

Western 
Cape Not fully

I agree with all except the harsh sentences. I would agree to all sentences being 
20 to 25% of that proposed. One reason for this is that a person who may not 
really be a dealer can be technically found guilty of being a dealer when not 
actually one. My belief is that to be found guilty of being a dealer, a much larger 
amount of cannabis should be considered to be dealing if cannabis is the only 
"drug" found to be in possession of. I am all for serious punishment of dealers as 
the average person would consider to be a dealer, however, I do believe that 
dealing in other arSficially made drugs should be the deciding factor for long 
sentences. My personal belief to stop a lot of the gang violence related to 
dealing is that the government should sell cannabis to registered users to give 
the otherwise innocent user a safe environment to buy and to take the business 
away from dealers. In this case I would not consider the government to be a 
dealer but to be making a significant contribuSon towards young users safety 
and to enable help and counselling perhaps for users. As far as I am concerned, 
alcohol abuse is far worse than cannabis abuse and cannabis use should receive 
equivalent punishment as for illegal dealing in alcohol. Michael
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2020-09-09 
14:31:02

Western 
Cape Not fully

you have not properly included info that cannabis can have bad effects on 
certain individuals. if such a person came into contact with the private cannabis 
populaSon - they could get very sick or have a car crash , because not everyone 
knows really how if can effect people differently .these people who have 
cannabis privately are more aggressive pushy types & would ask all the friends 
to try it with no prior consideraSon or proper forethought . cannabis is totally 
overrated & is harsh on the liver . 
next thing is these private cannabis types will be giving it to all the animals & 
pets but actually it is too much for any animal & strongly toxic for their liver & 
will lead to endless other problems & animals suffering. 
it is ok for private individuals to have their cannabis but they are usually not 
responsible or safe people at all & always insist on others & animals having it 
but the others have no idea how strong it is . 
i do not think cannabis is healthy or good for the liver . it is more criminal 
dangerous . 
now every person at school & univ will have cannabis. 
if you have this law you must have more compulsory informaSon available for all 
to read at all schools , in shops, newspapers , all the Sme . everyone must have 
the right to refuse . all pets & animals have to be guarded . animals must have a 
beser forum & someone has to protect & defend them . cannabis also makes 
one stop breathing . this can be fatal for human or animal .  
it is more for strong rough psychic raised children or people who have abiliSes & 
can manage the strong herb. they must be kept separate from other beings. 
why now is cannabis the only 1 herb that is the effecSve product ???? 
what about all the countless other herbs in the corrupt mafia natural health 
shops that they control so these do not have full effect because A. they want to 
you buy more so they make less effecSve but you only need 1 tablet or 1 bosle 
but now you are buying 100s & no effect because an unseen bully is watching 
you psycho & controlling this herbs you buy . B. the govt does not allow or like it 
when people benefit so much form herbs & become almost immortal . the govt 
is forcing us to die & get sick so everyone is the same . suzanne

2020-09-09 
14:28:35

Western 
Cape Not fully

It should be legalized completely or not at all. 
LimiSng quanSSes will create the same dilemma as contraband cigareses. David

2020-09-09 
14:28:15

Western 
Cape Not fully

Too much cannabis allowed at home. 
Sentences too harsh. Mike

2020-09-09 
14:27:43

Western 
Cape Not fully

Private use of cannabis should be free of any penalSes unless it impacts other 
non smokers especially children. All sellers of the product must be licensed and 
be subject to  tax 

David 

2020-09-09 
14:27:37

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis is a nature remedy for many ailments and should be unbanned 
completely. CiSzens of SA should be allowed to grow and use it freely in any 
form. It is less harmful than alcohol and tobacco products and why should the 
big corporaSons be the only ones that can profit from it. In a Sme where our 
society is struggling to keep afloat an open minded bill should allow all South 
Africans to benefit from this herb.  Terry

2020-09-09 
14:26:28

Western 
Cape Not fully

15 years too harsh a sentence unless selling to children.  
Non consenSng adults to make their own choices to walk away. 
Decriminalise smoking in public.  

Jolene
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2020-09-09 
14:22:53

Western 
Cape Not fully

In principle the bill needs to achieve two objecSves 
1. It should stop the individual small user from being harassed by the authoriSes 
while allowing drug pedlars to operate freely. The small user must also not be 
allowed to trade the drug. I note that I make no comment on health and other 
issues related to smoking cannabis as there is sufficient controversy amongst the 
experts n the good and bad effects. 
2. I must encourage the forces of law to go aXer the real drug dealers and 
ensure that they pay the penalSes for their acSons. These are the problemaSc 
areas which give rise to gangsterism and lawlessness. 
If these are not the basic intenSons of the law it needs to be redraXed. 
   

Robert G K

2020-09-09 
14:22:34

Western 
Cape Not fully

The proposed regulaSons represent a great improvement but it doesnt go far 
enough and will sSll result in otherwise law abiding ciSzens to either be 
criminalized or fined heavily. 

The proposed fines and imprisonment are sSll excessive and unnecessary 
especially for an infringement that represents very lisle risk to an individual or 
others. It will therefore result in unnecessary and avoidable cost for both the 
state and individual. 

ExisSng legislaSon such as that of alcohol and specifically tobacco are much 
beser suited to manage this product. 

AddiSonally the proposed legislaSon is silent on commercial cannabis as an 
agricultural product for local and export purposes. And the bill doesnt go into 
detail on the different cannabis related products for personal or commercial use. 
These aspects speak to different uses, markets and individuals. 

There is a very strong chance that failure to adequately create an acceptably 
open and free space for people to use the product will only result in ongoing 
making vicSms of people. Therefore a strong chance of liSgaSon may be 
created. Daniel

2020-09-09 
14:20:16

Western 
Cape Not fully

I Support the bill but not the harsch sentences, some one who rapes & vilate 
peoples rights gets 10 years but if you cary more then needed or deal in 
cannibes you can get 15 years ? 
Make it max 2 years. if you deal to children under age 5 years is good.

Hermanus  
ChrisSaan

2020-09-09 
14:18:01

Western 
Cape Not fully

Some of the detail is not necessary - 4 plants per... 100g, 600g this and exchange 
that. Who will monitor that? Police and jusSce system cannot use their Sme and 
resources on such pesy items. All smoking of anything should have the same 
laws. Designated areas and not for use or sale to minors.  

The rest of it is unnecessary. Why give people jail terms for using or selling 
something that considerably less harmful than alcohol? It does not make sense. MarSn

2020-09-09 
14:13:34

Western 
Cape Not fully It should be decriminalized fully. Louwrens

2020-09-09 
14:12:57

Western 
Cape Not fully

A lisle unrealisSc and harsh.. there are bigger problems and issues to deal with.   
Fine the people and be done. It will mean more money for the “government 
kisy” and less tax money needed to feed prisoners.. ChrisSne

2020-09-09 
14:05:29

Western 
Cape Not fully

I do not agree with the harsh penalSes for dealing nor with penalSes for the use 
of cannabis in public.  

Why would subtle dosing with a vape, use of cannabis oil or edibles be 
considered a criminal offense? Yet people can drink as much as they can and 
that’s okay.  

Chris
2020-09-09 
13:55:36

Western 
Cape Not fully

I disagree with the current regulaSons for cannabis use. Any 'drug' which has 
hallucinogenic properSes should have Sghter regulaSons. Laura
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2020-09-09 
13:55:35

Western 
Cape Not fully Adelaide 

2020-09-09 
13:55:33

Western 
Cape Not fully Adelaide 

2020-09-09 
13:52:21

Western 
Cape Not fully

The 15 years jail term is to long. Rather save those spaces in jail for murderers, 
rapists, GBV and corrupt government officials. 

Thank you. Edward

2020-09-09 
13:44:38

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis should not be restricted. If it has to be, then it should be the same 
restricSons as alcohol and tobacco: 18 years of age for consumpSon. And 
consumpSon should not be restricted to your home only. There is no law against 
making alcohol at home, and so it should be with cannabis. 

I see many people have misconcepSons about this sacred herb. The informaSon 
that it is dangerous comes from apartheid days and the American war against 
drugs, which all have poliScal moSvaSon, not health.  It is safer than alcohol and 
cigareses in many ways, and should be growing in everyone’s veggie gardens, 
added fresh and unheated  (then it isn’t psychoacSve) to smoothies for health 
benefits. 

Licensing for commercial use should be easily obtained by growers. Instead it 
seems that licences are only being given to big operators. This herb is the herb 
of the people and we should be all allowed to grow, not just those who are 
connected or have money to throw at those in power.  

There are many of us with autoimmune diseases like MS and cancer that find 
the medicinal marijuana as life saver and health game changer. We should be 
able to buy the herb freely and make our medicine to ease our disease. 

The caveat about giving cannabis to children should be amended to non-
medicinal use of cannabis should be prohibited for under 18’s. 

The quanSSes suggested for home growing would not be sufficient to make 
medicine for those who suffer from chronic disease. This needs to be fixed 
increased.  

Lastly, I’d like to highlight that no consultaSon with players in the industry has 
taken place. It seems that only those who have connecSons will be able to 
benefit. This is unacceptable and unconsStuSonal in a democracy. 

Leslie Ann

2020-09-09 
13:44:02

Western 
Cape Not fully

If you smoke on your own property even if windows are open and neighbours 
smell the Cannabis , this should not cause you to get a jail sentence. This doesn't 
make sense. Just criminalize selling of Cannabis that is what would benefit us . 
Then create a lawful market for entrepreneurs to sell their cannabis if they want 
to grown and make business. Also there must be quality standards for the 
Cannabis that is sold to consumers. Ashley

2020-09-09 
13:43:08

Western 
Cape Not fully

You can be arrested for smoking near a window??? Same rules should apply for 
cigs and alcohol and I think those can be ammended too as far as children are 
concerned Lesley 

2020-09-09 
13:38:35

Western 
Cape Not fully

"Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” may be jailed for up to 
two years." 
"Smoking around children can result in up to four years in jail." 

This is ridiculous. The government is clearly trying to keep this as illegal as 
possible without stepping over the bounds of the judgement. 

How is smoking something in the wrong place  commensurate with 2-4 years in 
jail? This is asempSng to legislate morality not harm. Some of the most moral 
people I know light up a joint once in a while. 
How much Sme does someone who lights up a cigarese in a no-smoking zone 
get to spend in jail? Bring these things in line.  
I find it distasteful that a government with a track record of stealing a large 
porSon of public funds thinks that they are qualified to be moral policemen. 
Make punishment for infringement reflect the measurable harm caused by the 
crime. 

Kane 
2020-09-09 
13:37:46

Western 
Cape Not fully Broader economic opportuniSes will be missed with the current bill Jacques

2020-09-09 
13:34:01

Western 
Cape Not fully Phil

2020-09-09 
13:33:45

Western 
Cape Not fully

Must be produced and controled like tabacco not open for culSvasion by 
anyone. Willem 
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2020-09-09 
13:27:02

Western 
Cape Not fully

  
I am an advocate for freedom of choice so I'm pro decriminalizing all 
recreaSonal drugs and redirecSng the funds spent of policing/jailing/jusSce to 
educaSon and rehabilitaSon. AXer all the fact that drugs are illegal hasn't 
stopped anyone from sourcing or using/abusing it. In the context of Marijuana 
it's shown great advantages in mental health issues and in producSon (Hemp) 
and it grows abundantly here in SA, especially KZN, so why not integrate it into 
our economy, regulate it and allow people to grow/trade it to draw an income 
from it, plus the tourist aspect of it is unquesSonable (think Amasterdam). The 
direct and indirect jobs created from it will be massive. There are just so many 
pro's to the formalizing of its trade that we can't pass it up. If we wait for the 
rest of the world to do it we'll be leX in the dust as we usually are. Look at the 
steps taken in Portugal to curb drug abuse and you'll see that there most 
successful strategy was the decriminalizaSon of drugs and the educaSon of 
youths and help for the addicted. Jessica

2020-09-09 
13:21:15

Western 
Cape Not fully

Hi  

I suggest conceding or releasing those jailed due for dealing cannabis, especially 
within the now set limits of personal consumpSon, as well as cannabis related 
records of prosecuSon be reviewed and redacted.  

The decriminalizaSon of cannabis should include the past, present and future 
cases, and the legal aitude towards them. Tswelopele 

2020-09-09 
13:17:18

Western 
Cape Not fully

This bill is restricSve and unconsStuSonal.   Does not address the commercial 
producSon and potenSal tax revenue.   Do not allow this bill to strengthen the 
black market.  Should be regulated in the same way as alcohol. Lynese

2020-09-09 
13:17:07

Western 
Cape Not fully

for normal stoners ok but medical uses will have a problem. commercialise fully, 
create jobs  and boost economy mike

2020-09-09 
13:13:36

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis should be completely legal. RegulaSon should Rather be focussed on  
alcohol usage as it was clearly shown to be posiSvely linked with increased 
domesSc abuse, accidents and other violence. 
People should have free will with cannabis! let it be as freely available as alcohol 
has been in the past. Angela

2020-09-09 
13:07:18

Western 
Cape Not fully

Was the point of the court judgement not that it is unconsStuSonal for 
government to interfere with private space? If I grow a plant of any kind for 
personal use no further definiSons are required. Threatening me if I grow more 
than x amount of a plant is exactly the same nanny state bullshit this court 
victory was supposed to put an end to. Peter

2020-09-09 
13:05:30

Western 
Cape Not fully

I do not agree with the harsh penalSes proposed. ProsecuSon for violaSng 
cannabis laws should not be nearly as harsh as proposed in the current bill, and 
should be reduced dramaScally. The issue of legal selling should also be 
considered, as without this provision, the majority of cannabis consumers will 
remain criminals. Chris

2020-09-09 
13:04:20

Western 
Cape Not fully

Allow for commercial culSvaSon and sales. Tax and regulate the sales. 

Agree with private use limits. Marnus

2020-09-09 
13:00:28

Western 
Cape Not fully

I find the laws lack respect for the religious and private choices of South African 
people and lack any effecSve change. Cannabis use is sSll seen as more 
dangerous and criminal as alcohol and tobacco even though the facts state 
otherwise. Furthermore the proposed legislaSon makes it difficult and near 
impossible to allow all South Africans to benefit from the economic, social and 
spiritual benefits of canabis and only allows for people who have the resources 
to own land or buy licenses to be able to grow or benefit from these unjust and 
undemocraSc laws. Dom

2020-09-09 
12:57:29

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis is sSll being treated as a drug that precipitates anS-social behaviour 
and societal decline, when it actually offers South Africans many cost effecSve, 
sustainable ways to improve their quality of life substanSally. Policing the 
quanSSes for individual or personal use is absolutely irrelevant. What we should 
be focusing on is the legalisaSon, culSvaSon and taxaSon of cannabis in order to 
provide South Africans with new ways to create jobs, effecSvely manage various 
medical condiSons and engage in recreaSonal substance use that has been 
proven to be safer and less addicSve than alcohol.  Minki

2020-09-09 
12:56:16

Western 
Cape Not fully

I feel its not a drug, and it does not harm anyone, if you know how to control 
your intake or know why you take it. It does not make you aggressive  like hard 
drugs and is medicinal. 
So it should be legally available, to a certain age for recreaSon and available for 
medicinal 
use. We should be able to grow it, smoke it, and use it medicinally without the 
fear of closed minded people. Janice Fourie

2020-09-09 
12:53:36

Western 
Cape Not fully

The private use of cannabis should be completely decriminalised and a 
regulated market established for the purchase and sale of cannabis products. Kyle

2020-09-09 
12:42:47

Western 
Cape Not fully I want to help all the Rastas and other cannabis smokers to sort this out! Susanna

2020-09-09 
12:42:18

Western 
Cape Not fully

The medical effects and cosequences of smoking cannabis or taking cannabis oil 
is clear- it poses less of a threat than alcohol or tobacco. It is past Sme that the 
industry was fully legalised and taxed. Kenneth
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2020-09-09 
12:37:16

Western 
Cape Not fully

I cannot afford to grow indoors under lights (and have mulSple harvests each 
year) and rely on the outdoor environment.  Cannabis only flowers once the 
season change from summer to autumn, which means that I can only harvest 
once per year and 4 plants only.  This is by far not enough for use as 
recreaSonal, not even to menSon medicinally.  I use full spectrum oil daily and 
just to make the oil I need 800g of cannabis flower for a year supply.  This does 
not even include Snctures and balms used for health and wellbeing.  A beser 
esSmate for one person should be 2kg of dried flower.  Wian

2020-09-09 
12:37:15

Western 
Cape Not fully

I cannot afford to grow indoors under lights (and have mulSple harvests each 
year) and rely on the outdoor environment.  Cannabis only flowers once the 
season change from summer to autumn, which means that I can only harvest 
once per year and 4 plants only.  This is by far not enough for use as 
recreaSonal, not even to menSon medicinally.  I use full spectrum oil daily and 
just to make the oil I need 800g of cannabis flower for a year supply.  This does 
not even include Snctures and balms used for health and wellbeing.  A beser 
esSmate for one person should be 2kg of dried flower.  Wian

2020-09-09 
12:35:44

Western 
Cape Not fully

To use Cannibis as a medicinal method is fine, but some people overdo it and 
become foolish. I'm not really a big fan of Cannibis. Marlene

2020-09-09 
12:33:18

Western 
Cape Not fully

I am against the smoking of cannabis in general excpt for refief of pain due to 
illness. 
The growing of cannabis for medicinal purposes should be allowed and even 
encouraged LESLIE

2020-09-09 
12:30:55

Western 
Cape Not fully

Harsh punishments for pesy things don't help anyone.  Four years in jail is too 
harsh! Rapists get less Sme than that. Don't ruin someone's life because of 
something like cannabis. Daniela

2020-09-09 
12:30:23

Western 
Cape Not fully

I am a non smoker......but do believe that cannabis may have medicinal 
properSes...and mgh even be economical beneficial  in terms of revenue if 
properly implemented. 
I like the idea of cannabis farms....creaSng jobs and wealth, ... 
Cannabis can be processed to a great many different products...more job 
creaSng and more revenue income... 
 I dont like  the idea og witch hunSng by police...this will createn an immense 
havoc...and subsequently leads to corrupSon and bribery and also 15 years in 
jail !! How are the police going to implement this...the complete permanent 
force will be needed whilst crime, rape murder ect ect get no asenSon... 
I do believe that it should not be smoked in public....like the present rule with 
sigareses..where  non smokers rights are protected... 

Pat
2020-09-09 
12:24:44

Western 
Cape Not fully Cannabis should be completely Legal ...no penalty for smoking or possession kevin

2020-09-09 
12:22:37

Western 
Cape Not fully

Strict guidelines should be enforced for personal use at home since this is, aXer 
all, sSll a drug. What I would like to see is that cannabis oil for medicinal use 
becomes more readily available. However, labels should clearly indicate the 
ingredients, the level of acSve ingredients and  their uses. The products 
currently on the shelves in shops like Dis-Chem and Clicks are suspect at best 
and their staff is totally ignorant when asked for advice.  These staff members 
also need to go for cerSfied training before dispensing medical advice. Marilie

2020-09-09 
12:18:55

Western 
Cape Not fully

I think the proposed laws they have suggested are opposed to the enSre reason 
for cannabis to be used and grown privately, it’s my right and should be my right 
to grow and medicate as I need. There is so much misinformaSon and lack of 
educated informaSon out there on this medical plant. Government haven’t done 
enough research into this plant to make the call of the legal masers around this 
plant. We allow alcohol to be used freely and brewed in the privacy of your own 
home and the negaSve economical and social alcohol has on our community is 
allowed, this is only allowed because of the money made by the sale and use of 
alcohol. Government and the community need to be properly educated on the 
plant to be in any posiSon to make decisions on this maser. Stubs 

2020-09-09 
12:10:28

Western 
Cape Not fully

In general the proposed Bill is a step into the right direcSon.  
The jailSmes are definitely too long though. Henning

2020-09-09 
12:09:34

Western 
Cape Not fully Nicole

2020-09-09 
11:57:32

Western 
Cape Not fully Cannabis should be unregulated, or at least regulated the same as tobacco. Mashew

2020-09-09 
11:57:29

Western 
Cape Not fully

There should be no restricSons on trading in this product.  If trade is allowed 
taxes can follow.  This product is less harmful than tabaco and should be treated 
similarly to tabaco products. Johannes

2020-09-09 
11:51:29

Western 
Cape Not fully

The Bill is a great step in the right direcSon but I disagree with the proposed 
limits and consequenSal penalSes. Different people have different requirements 
depending on their own ability to process the medicine and on the condiSons 
being treated. Who is to say that 600g is enough for someone self-medicaSng 
for cancer - it isn't nearly enough in many cases. We should be free to grow and 
use as much of this plant as we need, as long as guidance and counselling (not 
punishment) is available and criminal intenSons are kept in check. Bres

2020-09-09 
11:49:51

Western 
Cape Not fully

I would like to see more and beser regulaSons for people  who makes medicine.  
They should have the freedom to produce their medicine freely, but should be 
licenced. Paul
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2020-09-09 
11:49:14

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis is a mind-altering drug which over Sme adversely affects the brain and 
usually leads to addicSon to heavier and more damaging drugs. I have known a 
number of decent, intelligent  people who have ended up being unemployed, 
slovenly, homeless, unmoSvated, unable to think clearly and with no more 
contact with their families aXer becoming heavy users of cannabis. Most  of 
them have since died of various health-related issues.       SA already has one of 
the highest rates of alcohol and drug use in the world and one of the highest 
rates of GBV, murder and road accidents which are usually related to alcohol & 
drug abuse. It makes no sense at all to add another freely-available drug to the 
market. If the government considers it harmless enough for public consumpSon 
then why put any restricSons on its use at all? Is a person who has been 
smoking cannabis all day 100% capable of driving a motor vehicle or having fast 
reacSons in an emergency?      I would support the use of THC oil on a doctor's 
prescripSon if proven to be of medicinal benefit to a seriously ill person or as 
pain relief. Wendy

2020-09-09 
11:47:17

Western 
Cape Not fully

The "maximum jail term of 15 years for anyone who deals in cannabis" is just 
not right. 

We missing an opportunity for so many jobs in a new industry.  

People can smoke too much cigareses. 

People can drink too much wine.  

Feels strange that in today's Sme we are jailed for dealing cannabis. Jarres

2020-09-09 
11:44:56

Western 
Cape Not fully

While the allowances for personal culSvaSon and possession are reasonable, I 
believe the government is missing out on an opportunity to develop a 
meaningful economic acSvity by not legalising the commercial culSvaSon and 
regulated sale of cannabis and related products. The benefits of doing so are 
myriad: 
- The quality, safety and therapeuSc-ingredient intensity of commercial products 
can be cerSfied through stringent tesSng, leaving consumers far more confident 
that they are ingesSng a safe and therapeuScally effecSve product. 
- The commercial culSvaSon of cannabis and related products will create 
significant investment and employment opportuniSes, opportuniSes that many 
other jurisdicSons around the world are enjoying. Indeed, some of these 
internaSonal players have already acSve in South Africa and are culSvaSng 
cannabis that will be processed into products for the export market. 
- The illegal culSvaSon and trafficking of cannabis can be displaced by legal 
commercial acSvity. 
- There is considerable opportunity for governments to realise a new revenue 
source through the prudent taxaSon of commercial cannabis products. 
- Removing the sSgma of illegality from cannabis will allow more people to 
benefit from its medicinal and therapeuSc benefits, more and more evidence of 
which is being determined every day through rigorous clinical trials. 
- Many people who may wish to avail themselves of these therapeuSc benefits 
may lack the skill set to effecSvely culSvate a plant that has any meaningful 
concentraSon of the therapeuSc compounds associated with cannabis. 

In summary, while the government is taking a posiSve step by permiing small-
scale culSvaSon and possession of cannabis for personal use, I am disappointed 
it is not taking the logical further step of legalising the commercial culSvaSon, 
processing and sale of cannabis and related products. Francis

2020-09-09 
11:44:16

Western 
Cape Not fully

I dont understand why the restricSon exists about smoking near a window if it is 
in your own house. I agree with the restricSons about smoking near children or 
non-consenSng adults in public. I think the bill is incomplete though, e.g. how 
do people legally obtain cannabis if it is illegal to sell cannabis? Deidre

2020-09-09 
11:44:01

Western 
Cape Not fully Adriaan

2020-09-09 
11:37:16

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis needs to be completely legalized! The concourt sSpulated that it is 
now decriminalized, these laws are the total opposite of that! Tracey 

2020-09-09 
11:33:07

Western 
Cape Not fully

The punishment is a bit too harsh. The limitaSons on how much one can  
possess is a bit unrealisSc. Mash

2020-09-09 
11:31:12

Western 
Cape Not fully

Legalize the selling of cannabis. It makes extra money for the government and is 
a safer way to obtain cannabis for the average user; as not everyone is a grower. 
Imagine the only way you could smoke tobacco or drink alcoh was to physically 
grow or make it yourself. It is not fair that there are alcohol stores and tobacco 
stores but there won't be a legal safe way for users to purchase well grown 
cannabis for themselves. 
The penalSes are too harsh as well, how come a dealer in cannabis gets 15 years 
but the man that assaults a woman leaves jail in a week on bail Liam

2020-09-09 
11:30:47

Western 
Cape Not fully

There cannot be an overall ban on all dealers in cannabis.  There need to be 
some authorised/legalised dealers so that those who are unable to grow their 
own plants, i.e. flat dwellers, etc, can obtain cannabis for private use.  Cannabis 
is a lot healthier than convenSonal tobacco or alcohol . LYNN
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2020-09-09 
11:23:32

Western 
Cape Not fully

The punishments are illogical , excessive , unworkable and unenforceable. 
Why is exchange of seed and product okay, but not the sale thereof ? 
Does not make any sense. You have to buy quality seeds to obtain quality dry 
material for oil making or smoking. The home based quanSty should be 
increased to at least 3kg per adult. 
3kg of dry flower is severely reduced when making oils and ointments. 

Smoking cannabis in public should carry no more stringent rules than smoking 
tobacco in public. Tobacco is habit forming. Cannabis is not habit forming. 

Home users should be allowed to grow up to 20 plants, as many (up to 50% or 
more) convert to males close to harvesSng and have to be destroyed. 

Government should place more restricSve focus on hard drugs such as Tik etc. 
If more people used cannabis, less would use hard, harmful drugs. 

Cannabis is far less harmful to society than alcohol. 
Drunks cause fights and accidents and deaths. 
Cannabis users don't fight and don't speed. 

Government is again over reacSng and overstepping the mark by introducing 
excessive punishments as a typical knee-jerk reacSon. CliXon

2020-09-09 
11:20:14

Western 
Cape Not fully

This law unnecessarily creates criminal offences instead of opening up the 
market to cannabis, something our economy sorely needs.  

The jail terms are ridiculous and I cannot see them withstanding consStuSonal 
scruSny.  

This bill does not allow "normal" people, eg rural people,  a chance to be part of 
the emerging worldwide cannabis market. 

This bill appears to be reflexive and to lack any real thought. Tim

2020-09-09 
11:09:32

Western 
Cape Not fully

Is there a law for the people how produce cannabis for the use of medicine and 
other uses??? 

Can  a person  use cannabis in his car or other public places ?? 

If you use it in you house must it be outside or inside your house?? 

If you use it outside you house what about the neighbours next door the smell 
of the staff?? Gert

2020-09-09 
11:04:49

Western 
Cape Not fully

I believe if government can legalize camnabis 100% we will see a down fall in 
chemical drug addicts, we will be able to upliX the countries economy. I also feel 
all aouth africans should be allowed to grow and smoke as much as they would 
like. Please its medicine not drug's, its drugs when you add nyope and mandrax. Jayden

2020-09-09 
11:04:33

Western 
Cape Not fully

What I do support about this proposed policy is the general move towards 
legislaSng cannabis as a safe and useful healing herb and recreaSonal drug (yes 
most of us use recreaSonal drugs, whether it's alcohol, cannabis or other). Not 
to menSon that it is a profoundly useful food and clothing/ building material. 
Any move towards liXing heavy penalSes and treaSng it as the incredible plant 
that it is, and not infringing on our natural right to use it, gets my support. 

What I do not support is the heavy penalSes in this policy which would in effect 
serve to criminalise innocent cannabis users, in a way that I believe is 
completely unnecessary. 

Come on guys- can we please catch up to the 21st Century and what the rest of 
the world is now realising?!? James

2020-09-09 
11:00:42

Western 
Cape Not fully

I believe that the plant should ONLY be used for medicinal purposes and then 
under a pharmacist.  
Give it a Schedule 5 RaSng and then let doctors prescribe it UNDER STRICT 
condiSons only. 
I have first hand knowledge of the benefits for medicinal use but as a 
recreaSonal drug?  
NO I DO NOT AGREE. Ed

2020-09-09 
10:58:31

Western 
Cape Not fully

While this is progress, government's draconian hate of cannabis and the 
criminilisaSon of those who use and grow it is out-dated, harmful and 
completely unbalanced. I would love to see this kind of enforcement for alcohol 
and actual harmful drugs. Some of these penalSes are the same given for 
murder, and that is insane. I urge our government to use common-sense, 
scienSfic fact and compassion in making future laws - while I appreciate the 
small steps we have taken. The poor and marginalised will sSll bear the brunt of 
these laws. 

These penalSes for example, are  ignorant and excessive and backwards: 

Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” may be jailed for up to 
two years. 
Smoking around children can result in up to four years in jail. 

Let's all grow up, please. George
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2020-09-09 
10:57:10

Western 
Cape Not fully

There is no medical evidence that cannabis is dangerous to humans.  Tobacco 
and alcohol are known to be dangerous.  The restricSons suggested are arbitrary 
and without objecSve moSvaSon. Do more research and apply findings to 
properly control cannabis only where absolutely necessary to protect people 
from harm. The medical benefits are proven beyond doubt and proposed 
restricSons unnecessarily  hamper beneficial use of cannabis. Robin

2020-09-09 
10:56:00

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis should be fully legalised and viewed as a legiSmate income generaSng 
opportunity.  This will allow  many people to generate an income with minimal 
skills and costs.  It should be taxed like tobacco and generate increased taxes 
that can be used to support socio-economic acSviSes. The only restricSons 
should be  age-related and quality control.  There needs to be public educaSon 
about the risks of cannabis use, in the same way that there is public educaSon 
on alcohol and tobacco.  People convicted of cannabis-related offences need to 
have those charges expunged Regan

2020-09-09 
10:51:32

Western 
Cape Not fully

I dont support people geing arrested or jailed for cannabis.  It is a herb with 
healing qualiSes. Charmaine

2020-09-09 
10:50:05

Western 
Cape Not fully

I do see this as progression in the right direcSon, however, I feel that cannabis 
should be fully legalised. Sold from shops or grown from home with no limit on 
amount allowed per person or per household. The ridiculous jail Smes should be 
removed completely - that is just fulling up the prison system with people who 
are smoking weed? Why not jail people for drinking alcohol then?  

Trying to control the use of a substance via jail Sme and harsh laws DOESN'T 
work - it has been proven Sme and Sme again so why keep this same outdated 
approach? Time to adapt and change. Adrienne

2020-09-09 
10:46:44

Western 
Cape Not fully Elaine

2020-09-09 
10:44:22

Western 
Cape Not fully

People who wish to poison themselves with this toxic drug and the smoke that 
goes with it should have to purchase and be in possession of a permit  The 
permit should be valid for 12 months and renewable only on compleSon of a 
detailed health assessment that should be drawn up from medical specialists in 
pulmonology, gastroenterology, psychiatry and neurology. The data collected 
should be available to the medical research council to do long-term studies on 
the effects of this drug. The fee for the permit should be substanSal 

The punishments for inflicSng their toxic smoke on others and for selling it to 
children are much too lenient Graham

2020-09-09 
10:37:40

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis has proven medical benefits for many suffering from a variety of 
illnesses/condiSons such as MS, ME, cancer, sleep disorders etc. so it should be 
freely available.  I think the penalSes cited are far too harsh when you consider 
that rape/murder carries the same sentence.  
Many people's health, well-being and livelihoods depend on this amazing plant. 
Legalise it. 

Deborah

2020-09-09 
10:34:58

Western 
Cape Not fully

Must allow for commercial medical culSvaSon.  Must also allow for use in 
certain coffee shops or restaurants as in Amsterdam. Also commercial growing 
which the government can tax. Should be allowed use in foods etc. Should be 
freely available but regulated. Fines should be less. Bruce

2020-09-09 
10:33:44

Western 
Cape Not fully

Here is my feedback:  

The plant and substance should be treated like alcohol and tobacco (if as harsh). 
This plant has the possibility to  
1, create masive jobs (there is already an underground market where the 
general public is not benefiing from the trade) and there will always be such an 
underground market.  
2, create more tax flow which should not be mismanaged (please).  
3, create awareness, development, scienSfic research and knowledge regarding 
the substance and its uses. This creates a smarter and more aware society.  
4, create an industry - or , allow an industry that already exists to flourish and 
benefit the general public and society and not just a small amount of big players.  

I do suggest that you also look at the limits and the trade regulaSons between 
ordinary consumers. If my cannabis plant is going to be counted then you must 
go count everyone else's tomato, basil, and lesuce plants. If that is the society 
you want to live in - think about it.  

If you say the trade limit (without remuneraSon) is 100g between individuals. 
Does that mean once the "giX" is given, I can go to my house and go get another 
100g "giX" - Some of these regulaSons add more ambiguity and uncertainty to 
the situaSon and does not RESOLVE the current issues.  

The penalSes are sSll too harsh for transgressors. Not to menSon that some of 
the regulaSons WILL be transgressed (because of some logic missing) and STILL 
cause arrests and incarceraSons of our people. For a plant. That we can grow. 
That was probably here before us on this earth.  

All the best and happy growing. 
JD

2020-09-09 
10:33:34

Western 
Cape Not fully

I have no objecSon to people being able to grow cannabis for their own use, no 
selling should be allowed. lionel
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2020-09-09 
10:29:33

Western 
Cape Not fully

As has been pointed out, while the Bill is a step in the right direcSon, it is barely 
more than the bare minimum required by the ruling made by the ConsStuSonal 
Court. Along with the harsh penalSes which should be scrapped (fines at the 
most severe), provision needs to be made for regulated, commercial culSvaSon 
and trade for ALL South Africans as a way to help rebuild the economy. Mike

2020-09-09 
10:21:07

Western 
Cape Not fully

I dont think that 4 plants are enough, I would need to grow 4 plants at 150 
grams each and that would be higher than my wall and it would be seen by 
homeless and people on the street and it could get stolen.  
I need to be able to have 6 to 8 smaller plants. 
Also 600g is too small for a years consumpSon, I have worked out my yearly 
average to 800g please consider increasing the limit. 
Also I agree with Tito Mboweni, we need a cannabis market in South Africa, we 
need a market that is local, not big foreign corporaSons. 
Tax it! Make money from it as our poliScians have looted the country and we 
need new revenue streams, this is the one we need. Robert

2020-09-09 
10:15:28

Western 
Cape Not fully

I do not understand what the Government's intenSon is with this bill, however 
for a small business owner this bill only benefits big Pharma companies.  And it 
was never said if Cannabis is legal or decriminalized.  So its a catch 22 situaSon. Shaheen

2020-09-09 
10:15:15

Western 
Cape Not fully

As Cannabis gets decriminalized all over the world step by step, the bill walks in 
the right direcSon. In regards of the financial situaSon of South Africa and the 
heXy impact of the lockdown, I would highly suggest to go a step further and 
follow the Californian example. 
I would suggest to fully legalize trade and use the new opened tax income to 
buffer the coming years. 15% VAT on every Gram sold over coffee shops, the 
government can expect billions from this market alone. The needed workers in 
the sector not just get jobs but pay tax too. Why can't South Africa be at the top 
for a very fast growing market developing in the world? Cannabis has more 
health benefit compared to alcohol, but is treated worse. Why? Same rules for 
Cannabis as for Alcohol or Tobacco! Turn it into serious tax money is my 
suggesSon. Thank You for reading. Stay Safe! Jay

2020-09-09 
10:13:03

Western 
Cape Not fully

I believe that cannabis is a sacred herb, that it is not a danger to society. Alcohol 
and cigareses are far more damaging and dangerous and should be controlled 
and regulated with far greater pressure than cannabis as they have NO 
medicinal or societal benefits.  
I will support regulaSons that are fair to the majority of people who can't afford 
to buy the medicines that this herb provides. I believe that South Africa could be 
a world leader in producing and exporSng medicine and products that are 
derived from hemp and cannabis. By allowing people to grow their own 
medicine you keep them away from dealers of destrucSve and dangerous 
substances, such as alcohol and nicoSne! Angela 

2020-09-09 
10:11:51

Western 
Cape Not fully

Vir medisinale doeleindes Ja, om te rook Nee.  Daar is sover my kennis strek 
geen voordele aan die rook daarvan nie. James

2020-09-09 
10:11:10

Western 
Cape Not fully Legalise and deregulate completely! Sue

2020-09-09 
10:10:35

Western 
Cape Not fully

I believe the bill is very vague in which limitaSons of plants that are acceptable 
for private consumpSon. Categorizing plants by height and width will most 
definitely not be an effecSve way to classify which class i.e Immature or 
flowering. 

Some people count on this plant for medicinal needs, in these scenario's 4 
plants will not cut it! Some proper homework needs to be done around all sorts 
of private applicaSons. 

The bill does not include small farmers and the likes, no place for economic 
empowerment of small business, and just heavy sentences as well as a horrible 
sSgma asached. Cannabis needs to be regulated without a doubt, but no 
harsher than cigareses and booze.  

We allow people to smoke/drink freely, and some how this bill is suppose to be 
just. Darian

2020-09-09 
10:07:49

Western 
Cape Not fully

There is always two sides to any story: 
Side 1- Both my children started smoking dagga at an early age. Both smoked 
normal tobacco as well. Both went on to hardcore drugs. Both have brain 
damage as a result. Why was tobacco banned in lockdown, and dagga not? The 
laser industry is worth billions, and dagga burns a lot hoser than normal 
tobacco, as a result lung failure is more prevalent with dagga. The proposed laws 
on amounts allowable on a person or in a home are ridiculously intricate. Who is 
going to police this in a country where our children are raping and killing each 
other while other kids are being shot dead on their streets by gangs- dagga 
police? Next we will be told how many beers we are allowed to keep in our 
fridge. 
Side 2- Many cancer sufferers use dagga oil as alternaSve (and based on reports 
I have heard), beser medicaSon. This new Bill menSons nothing about dagga 
oil- so what happens to cancer sufferers if they are now going to be turned into 
potenSal criminals as well? Fred

2020-09-09 
10:07:35

Western 
Cape Not fully

Not sure of the  quanSSes being proposed.  good start for now. Happy that the 
use  of cannabis is no longer driven "underground".  So much police resources 
and effort has been spent in the past to try and control its use.  The authoriSes 
must conSnue to monitor its  legal use and to modify the regulaSons for the 
control and use as  more informaSon becomes available. Cecil
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2020-09-09 
10:05:58

Western 
Cape Not fully

GreaKul things are changing on the outlook on Marijuana.  

Jail Sme should not be considered for punishment,  prison is for murderers 
rapists, pedophiles,  domesSc violence. Marijuana isn't hurSng anybody,  maybe 
influencing others.   Punishment should be: 
 - Fines  
- Community Service 
- Converscate the amount of Marijuana over the legal required limit allowed to 
carry by law. 

Melanie 
2020-09-09 
10:04:54

Western 
Cape Not fully Fanie

2020-09-09 
10:04:07

Western 
Cape Not fully

Anybody temping others to take up such a habit should get a life sentence. 
Any  adult using it privately & responsably should be leX in peace Tanya 

2020-09-09 
10:02:02

Western 
Cape Not fully

Personally i feel like the jail terms are way too harsh. Jail terms should be 
scrapped for smoking. Have heXy fines instead. Keep the jail terms for drug 
dealers.  

On the limitaSon of 4 flowering plants, i feel that should be a higher amount. 
Some people grow 10 small plants that don't yield 600g dry cannabis in total. 
I've grown 10 15cm plants and barely had enough material to my 12ml of CBD 
oil. 

I feel that the people who suggested the changes to the bill have not done the 
research. Marc

2020-09-09 
10:01:29

Western 
Cape Not fully

The purpose of the legalizaSon is to allow private individuals access to 
marijuana in any of its forms as well as quanSSes. The bill proposes to make 
certain things illegal such as how much you may have and giving it punishment 
in line with murderers and other violent crimes.  Having marijuana on your 
person and at home is your right as an individual and can surely not be labeled 
in the same group as those violent crimes. The people running the show must 
catch a wakeup and see that it isnt a drug but rather a natural product that heals 
people. Open it up for access to the public, make everyone capable of growing it 
and create and export market for it. South Africa will become the leader in 
Marijuana if it is done correctly and all people of this country is allowed to 
contribute and not only friend and family of the poliScally connected people. Ernst

2020-09-09 
09:53:32

Western 
Cape Not fully

There is nothing in the bill that deals with imporSng seeds and how much. It 
cannot be legal to grow it and exchange seeds but we cannot import strains that 
we want to smoke. Robert

2020-09-09 
09:53:15

Western 
Cape Not fully Too restricSve Gail

2020-09-09 
09:53:02

Western 
Cape Not fully The proposed legislaSon is too difficult to regulate and police.m Michael 

2020-09-09 
09:50:59

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis should only be used for Medical purposes, provided by Chemists and 
Qualified approved pharmacists. If we conSnue allowing everyone to use 
Cannabis to smoke, this will end up in chaos for people that never smoked 
cannabis and we all know that there is a unique unforgiving smell around those 
that do smoke. Kallie

2020-09-09 
09:47:58

Western 
Cape Not fully

If it's legal and available drug gangs will maybe have less ground for their drug 
wars. Karin

2020-09-09 
09:46:58

Western 
Cape Not fully

I really believe that the ridiculous hype around cannabis needs to be removed 
completely. It is a product that could create a myriad jobs, hemp growing could 
mean sustainable clothing, building, alternaSves to plasSc, and the list just goes 
on and on whilt the ridiculous sSgma around cannabis needs to be destroyed 
once and for all. It is a plant with amazing healing capabiliSes, why would we 
not want to be using this in place of the awful syntheSc drugs Big Pharma push 
down our throats, causing a mulStude of ills. Cannabis could be the best 
preventaSve to take against serious and minor illnesses. Open up the trade 
completely and let's get South Africa working and well. Hennie

2020-09-09 
09:45:13

Western 
Cape Not fully

As has been shown in other countries, it is far more effecSve to remove all the 
policing and rather set up faciliSes to assist addicts and educate the populaSon 
of the dangers of abuse. It should be available on the same basis that alcohol is. Grenville
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2020-09-09 
09:44:20

Western 
Cape Not fully

1. Well the jail sentence for dealing in cannabis is harsher than that of violant 
crime. It's worrying.  
2. The day Cannabis proofs itself to be an economic game changer, those 
responsible for draXing such a draconian law to police people advocaSng for a 
healthier lifestyle will stand on awe.  
3. Can Lesotho be more advanced in their thinking, than South African 
economists and lawmakers.  
4. Did you know that not everyone who uses the plant has the means to 
culSvate it.  
5.  Consult more. With those tradiSonal traders who have been serving the 
Cannabis community since before the democracy.  
6. African leaders need help. They kill and jail their own crops and producers.  
7. Make it more interesSng. It's good to have regulaSons, but this type of 
legislaSon is backwards and will obviously be challenged unSl the draXers of this 
bill lightens up.  
8. Just follow the west like you are so prone to do. They know what Sme it is 
when it comes to Foreign Debt. Cannabis can bankroll that.  
9. We on the ground are more than willing to assist with building economically 
viable opSons for growth. RelaSng to the plant.  
One aim One Mzansi..failing.  

Andricci

2020-09-09 
09:44:03

Western 
Cape Not fully

I believe that the jail terms should be revised, to smoke near non consulSng 
adults or children carrying a sentence of 15 years seems very excessive, also the 
sale carrying a jail term is ridiculous. Puing people in a cage for a substance 
that carries no social or personal detriment seems out of place, and should have 
no place in a civilised society. Victor

2020-09-09 
09:42:33

Western 
Cape Not fully

REGULATING NATURE HAS BECOME THE INTERNATIONAL PASSTIME OF 
POLITICIANS WITH NOTHING BETTER TO DO THAN TO FIND WAYS TO SUCK TAX 
DOLLARS OFF THEIR HOSTS, THE AVERAGE CITIZEN. 
i BELIEVE THAT CANNABIS, LIKE ANY OTHER NATURAL RESOURCE, IS BEYOND 
REGULATION, ESPECIALLY CRIMINALISATION ! DOUBTING THE INTENT OF THE 
CREATOR TO PLACE EVERY SINGLE ATOM IN HERE DELIBERATELY, OR WANTING 
CONTROL OF IT, MAKES FOR HARD LESSONS TO BE LEARNT. I AM FOR 
DEREGULATION OF CANNABIS ENTIRELY. G

2020-09-09 
09:42:25

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis has appeared, over the last few years, to be beneficial medically for 
many ailments and in parScular joint pain, e.g. athriSs and related health issues.  
If, it could be farmed on a large scale for these purposes and provided it 
becomes the "money spinner" that is being projected is in fact true, I support 
the iniSaSve. 

Cheryl

2020-09-09 
09:36:59

Western 
Cape Not fully

I support the majority of the proposed bill, but suggest that any transfer of 
cannabis, other than seeds, between persons be treated as dealing.  If you are 
consuming dagga it must be because you have personally produced it from 
seeds.  Thus only seeds should be legally transferable between individuals.  Marthinus

2020-09-09 
09:35:43

Western 
Cape Not fully We should be able to grow freely and barter freely Sam

2020-09-09 
09:35:15

Western 
Cape Not fully

I think legislaSon needs to be removed. 
Current medical Research is showing how useful Cannabis can be for certain 
condiSons and these new ammendments are too restricSve. Carol

2020-09-09 
09:33:03

Western 
Cape Not fully

The terms of sentencing of dealing; smoking in public and smoking in-front of 
children are too long. 15 years is the jail sentence for rape. These two crimes are 
incomparrible. The moSvaSons and outcomes of selling Cannabis are more likely 
to be economic in nature. Jail terms must be shortened for all offences. 
Furthermore, a plan for licenses for the sale of Cannabis should be implimented 
in the long term. Katherine

2020-09-09 
09:30:53

Western 
Cape Not fully

I don't think it should be crimilized in any way, trying to control people just 
never work and is economically wasteful to police, rather regulate and tax it and 
thereby create a revenue stream for the country, create licenses at a cost for 
small and large scale growers to empower the small guys too, not just the big 
corporaSons with the fancy faciliSes.  
Set the plants free, let nature be. Niel

2020-09-09 
09:29:27

Western 
Cape Not fully

Criminalising it only leads to illegal trade and less protecSon for addicts who 
need help, not punishment. Sugar is more addicSve and dangerous, leads to 
more disease, eaSng disorders, depression etc, also generates more taxes. To 
criminalise Cannabis is just senseless. Marco

2020-09-09 
09:25:44

Western 
Cape Not fully

While I think this bill is a step in the right direcSon, it needs some refinement. 

8 flowering plants can produce more than 1.2kgs. if in fact, they do and then this 
person is found out, a jail sentence of 15 years is imposed?????? NO. 

Remove the jail sentences.  

Alcohol, tobacco & sugar are far worse drugs but they don't have such restricSve 
laws around their use. 

Cannabis use has proven health benefits. 
Make Cannabis 100% legal. Kyle

2020-09-09 
09:25:02

Western 
Cape Not fully Fiona 
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2020-09-09 
09:22:42

Western 
Cape Not fully

you need to be able to purchase seeds from seedbank as various strains have 
different medical properSes.. example my wife uses to help control mulSple 
sclerosis and nerve damage as opposed to my use for arthriSs and pain control .. 
two totally different applicaSons. recreaSonal use should be allowed via a coffee 
shop type scenario perhaps. we need to create opportuniSes for the subsistence 
farmers in the Transkei and kzn who may finally get a cash crop to enrich and 
empower them . the tourism opportuniSes af a legalised system are enormous 
look at netherlands kevin

2020-09-09 
09:21:35

Western 
Cape Not fully

Making the sale of cannabis illegal is unnecessarily restricSve in that it will limit 
the ability of the industry to grow, and to grow funcSonally. It will also make 
criminals out of people who are nothing of the sort Caitlin

2020-09-09 
09:18:28

Western 
Cape Not fully

I understand the medical benefits and know that there is a huge social following 
BUT would like to see greater restricSons on driving aXer smoking / using 
cannabis in a similar way to drinking and driving.     If you smoke cannabis then 
you cannot drive unSl the effects have worn off. Denise

2020-09-09 
09:15:47

Western 
Cape Not fully

The sale of cannabis should not be regulated, to obviate the black market. 
Medicinal cannabis oil should be chemically quality controlled by laboratories 
with a license to do so. 
CulSvaSon of cannabis should be encouraged on an agricultural scale, for use in 
the producSon of fabrics and the range of other potenSal product. It could be a 
boon for the naSonal economy if properly handled. David 

2020-09-09 
09:14:49

Western 
Cape Not fully

this is a typical example of "you're damned if you do and dammed if you don't" 
situaSon! prohibiSon is never an answer for it opens "other" doors as we have 
well need in the last few months of banning certain commodiSes! 
I am lead to believe that cannabis  has medical advantages for sufferers of 
various  medical condiSons, however, whether it be banned or legalized sales 
will sSll  go on 

terry

2020-09-09 
09:14:37

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis should be legalised completely. We need to regulate the producSon of 
cannabis and tax it accordingly. I support the efforts to allow for personal 
consumpSon, but this will only increase demand to obtain it from illegal 
sources. Licence producers to control the producSon, improve the quality, 
reduce the prices and stamp out the drug trade in cannabis. Taxes can be used 
to fund social programs to assist those that struggle with any form of substance 
abuse. Darryl

2020-09-09 
09:10:38

Western 
Cape Not fully

Some neighbors use it without consideraSon for others and there’s nothing that 
can be done about excessive use by mulSple parSes at once as the police are 
not interested in these complaints Liesa

2020-09-09 
09:09:46

Western 
Cape Not fully

People use cannabis for medicaSng and also for geing high - common 
knowledge.  I support the medicinal effects that the drug has, but I don't want 
to be involved in a head on collision on the freeway because some dope head 
has just smoked a joint behind the steering wheel of their car at 120 km/h. 

Also, it is common knowledge that you are not allowed on the tools / site access 
etc. if you have traces of cannabis in your blood.  Businesses do site medicals for 
good reason - those using cannabis are known to have their judgement impaired 
and they should not be operaSng heavy machinery or any machinery for that 
maser - let alone a motor vehicle. 

Outlaw it for "recreaSonal purposes" as there is no control - period.  One can 
find some other recreaSonal means to entertain oneself.  Seriously, we have 
enough problems in this country with drunken driving let alone dope heads 
driXing down the road in flight mode. Kerry

2020-09-09 
09:09:30

Western 
Cape Not fully

I suppose if it's legal to buy alcohol it should be legal to smoke cannabis - which 
means growing it since I agree it shouldn't be available for purchase.   

I feel certain that many people will enSrely ignore the restricSons about how 
many plants may be grown and it  would be impossible to police it so in fact they 
are pointless.  The only use they may have is as a guidellne to someone 
contemplaSng becoming a user and wondering how many to plant.   

Where will such a person obtain a plant?  Will there not suddenly be a 
flourishing business supplying cannabis plants under the radar and therefore 
paying nothing into the fiscus.   

It might be a good idea to undertake a study and see whether cannabis instead 
of alcohol goes down well with heavy drinkers on the Cape flats and whether it 
helps reduce the abuse of alcohol.  Perhaps cannabis will make them happy and 
peaceful instead of bringing out their latent anger and frustraSon.   

(I'm afraid I am having trouble overcoming a prejudice here  induced by movies 
depicSng scenes of sleazy characters sharing a zol in unsavoury surroundings.  It  
isn't fair because I should feel the same way about actors who have had one too 
many marSnis but they are always clean and aren't covered in tasoos).  Rosemary

2020-09-09 
09:05:01

Western 
Cape Not fully

It should be a finable offence to give it to a child or jail term.   This is the only 
offence that should be charged for.   Remove all the other limitaSons. Liza
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2020-09-09 
09:03:55

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis is harmless on a physical level, unlike tobacco or alcohol, both of which 
are highly physically addicSve and dangerous drugs both in terms of physical 
and mental health. Yet tobacco and alcohol are legally and easily available 
without quanSty restricSons. The same should apply to cannabis: it should be 
fullay legalised and commercially available without restricSon.  The quanSSes 
outlined for "personal use" also make no sense: 4 flowering plants per adult 
provides very lisle useable cannabis, while 600g of dried cannabis is a very large 
amount for a single person. I do not believe these quanSSes should be limited. 
It is also not acceptable that it should be kept hidden and shameful - no smoking 
in public or near a window?!  It does not help for the law regarding cannabis to 
be contradictory to the laws governing alcohol and tobacco, if the law makes no 
sense people WILL break it. It is important for laws to be founded on factual 
informaSon and research and not on emoSonal responses and prejudice on the 
part of the law makers: people are more inclined to obey a law if they agree 
with it, because it makes logical sense. The current prejudice against cannabis 
and its users is founded on a history of misinformaSon and lies, and in the USA 
was a direct result of racial prejudice: it was banned in the USA in the 1930's 
specifically because it was seen as the drug of choice of African Americans, and 
offered an easy excuse for their harrassment and arrest. During World War 2, 
however, it was again legalised because hemp (a cannabis product) was seen as 
essenSal for the war effort. Please make sense! Anton

2020-09-09 
09:03:31

Western 
Cape Not fully

  
I think medicinal cannabis dosages must be determined by a registered health 
care professional. Those dosages will differ from the governments guidelines. 

jail sentences are too harsh. When harming no one, adults should have the 
sovereign choice of making responsible decisions about their own 
consciousness, including the use of mind altering substances. 

This should be the same as the legislaSon on cigareses and the growth of 
cannabis should be as a commercial endeavor and then processed in a separate 
facility. 
Private growth and ownership with subsequent monitoring removes resources 
which should be used elsewhere. Johannes

2020-09-09 
09:02:50

Western 
Cape Not fully

As far as the smoking in public I agree. But for the rest needs reconsidering. My 
Sister in Law  is a medical doctor and also a qualified Canabis doctor in Canada. 
She is personally using it and have disconSnued 8 pharmaceuScal prescripSons 
by using canabis in the right raSon of CBD and THC to deal with her ailments. 
We can only harvest one season in the year unless you build some kind of 
hothouse. 
The other problem is there are over 4000 strains of canabis. Laboratory 
cerSficaSon is expensive and hence only make sense if you do it commercially. 
Seeds needs to come from a cerSfied organisaSon so that you have an idea of 
the CBD/THC content of the strain but you cannot buy cerSfied seed.    Albert

2020-09-09 
08:59:50

Western 
Cape Not fully

Although I do agree with the bill, the jail sentences are too harsh.  When 
harming no one, adults should have the sovereign choice of making responsible 
decisions about their own consciousness, including the use of mind altering 
substances. Razell

2020-09-09 
08:57:43

Western 
Cape Not fully

There are far more pressing issues to focus on such as GBV, this is just a 
distracSon from the government. Zi

2020-09-09 
08:55:58

Western 
Cape Not fully I feel the plant should be completely decriminalised. Jacques

2020-09-09 
08:51:43

Western 
Cape Not fully

I think it is a step in the right direcSon, although i do believe that there are 
benefits for the economy to make it a legal product, a product that is sellable. I 
personally look at other countries where it is legal to sell, and the employment 
that this creates will be beneficial to all. Wynand

2020-09-09 
08:51:04

Western 
Cape Not fully

Our government is always spending money making rules and regulaSons that 
they can neither afford to or Unable to follow them through 
If  cannabis is legalized how is it going to be controlled 
What checks if people arrive at work red eyed and high 
Also if you smoke it , it is sSll smoke in your lungs  
I believe people should be able to make their own decisions BUT is has already 
been seen that does not  work in most cases 

Joyce

2020-09-09 
08:48:53

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis should be regulated at the same level as alcohol, or less. It is proven to 
be less dangerous than alcohol, and should be treated accordingly. I do not 
agree with any jail sentence relaSng to any cannabis issue. 
Are alcohol retailers jailed? No. Alcohol is the worst substance but socially 
accepted. Cannabis need the same acceptance. Marijke 

2020-09-09 
08:48:44

Western 
Cape Not fully

There are very positve results to use medicinally.  
Further the Gov can do a lot beser to make use of hemp that will not only 
create employment, but bi products as in clothing, meds, rope, Beer. sunscreen, 
nutriSous seeds, soap,shoes,Hemcrete, milk,paper, and more. Goverment has 
vast tracks of land to uSlize.  does not require much water or care.  products 
made for export.........What about Kabbutzs to produce food.  Goverment has all 
the land. Do something useful. make this land useful and leave farmers alone. Pieter

2020-09-09 
08:48:09

Western 
Cape Not fully

The government spends too much Sme in creaSng laws which they are unable 
to enforce. 
Let people decide how they wish to use cannabis and how much they wish to 
use for personal reasons, especially medical reasons. 
Strictly enforce laws around smoking it around non users, illegally trading in 
cannabis  but especially in the protecSon of children . Raymond
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2020-09-09 
08:44:59

Western 
Cape Not fully

As with cigareses the use of smoking of cannabis will increase among the youth 
as soon as legislaSon is passed to control/limit the sale and use of it. 
It should only be made available for medicinal use. The legislaSon should cater 
for this. ChrisSe

2020-09-09 
08:42:18

Western 
Cape Not fully

It should be controlled and only for medical applicaSons. How do you test for 
dagga misuse whilst driving? Jan

2020-09-09 
08:40:18

Western 
Cape Not fully

Make all the jail terms except the dealing in cannabis, forced rehabilitaSon and/
or psychological sessions, this will enable educaSon regarding the use and harm 
of psychedelic substances on children growth and finding the root causes of the 
abuse of substances which will aid in understanding of substance abuse and also 
keep the jusSce less inundated with pesy unsocial based crimes. Cedric

2020-09-09 
08:39:47

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis and Hemp should be completely unregulated. Allow business to 
flourish.  
Farming Hemp and cannabis can bring jobs a plenty from the farming sector to 
the industrial sector and the clothing industry, building and much more.  
As for the regulaSon- a lisle unfair for the people who don’t have gardens or 
any space to grow. 
Also a lisle out of sink with the punishment for offenders and yet  tobacco 
products  do more harm than cannabis!? Simon

2020-09-09 
08:39:32

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis is a NATURAL PLANT.  
It should be completely legalized.  

I think the proposed fines are extreme! 2 years Jail for smoking near someone?? 
Ridiculous idea. 
South Africa is allowing Canada to grow TONS of cannabis in Natal, for Canadian 
profit..... Why don’t we encourage local farming for Our own economic profit? Marisa

2020-09-09 
08:39:17

Western 
Cape Not fully

My biggest concern is "driving under the influence". It's all very well but there 
must be some regulaSons and guidelines as to when one can drive! Neville

2020-09-09 
08:38:22

Western 
Cape Not fully

It s a good idea to make Cannabis available to cancer paSents as it helps with 
pain management. There are some people who suffer bad effects from the use 
of Cannabis and  more research needs to be done to understand this problem. If 
people have a small amount of the drug for personal use, they should not be 
liable to jail Sme. Glynis

2020-09-09 
08:35:48

Western 
Cape Not fully

The definiSon of "private place" where cannabis may be smoked needs 
changing. It must exclude any place outside of your private residence. For 
instance if my neighbour smokes it in his yard, or on his stoep or or on a balcony 
it is going to affect me and my children. 

1.2 kg is far too much to possess. Stephen

2020-09-09 
08:35:00

Western 
Cape Not fully

This is over regulaSng a natural occuring plant that the government has no right 
to regulate. 
1.  A person can give another a bosle full of sleeping pills that would kill anyone, 
but that is not regulated or criminalized.  Cannabis does not kill, not even in 
over-intake. 
2. Cannabis remedies many illnesses brought about by the pharma industry.  If 
the government is so concerned about people's lives (like the dragonian 
measures on a flu named covid) why are they suppressing an internaSonally 
renowned medicinal plant. 
3. The absolutely insane punishment for helping other people heal is 
unacceptable. 
4. Please provide scienSfic evidence of harms from cannabis or deregulate it. 
5. RegulaSng to prevent harm to children or adults is regulaSng to protect 
internaSonal companies that 'buy' themselves permits to produce and sell/
export in huge quanSSes. 
6. You can regulate the smoking of cannabis as you regulate the smoking of 
tobacco. 
7. First provide the pubic with the scienSfic evidence of harm from cannabis for 
your decisions on regulaSon and open that science for scruSny, Sll then, 
deregulate for you have no evidence of harm, you are protecSng BigPharma and 
InternaSonal cannabis producers. Wouter

2020-09-09 
08:34:44

Western 
Cape Not fully

Has to be legalized fully as to keep the money out of the criminal's hands and so 
it can be taxed. Our country needs every single cent if it’s to try and recover.  

There are 100 of examples of states and countries that have successfully 
legalized cannabis to great success. 

Lastly, trying to enforce the use which has failed in literally every country even 
where police services are sufficient has failed spectacularly. 

Lets spend the Sme and moneyon keeping our  ciSzens safe from real criminals 
and not keep funding them by pushing cannabis sales underground.  

Simon

2020-09-09 
08:31:06

Western 
Cape Not fully

I agree with the statements about not smoking in public and selling to children. 
But people should have free choice as to what they do in their homes. I also 
think that decriminalising cannabis could earn South Africa enormous revenue 
in taxes. Jennifer

2020-09-09 
08:28:59

Western 
Cape Not fully

There are people with medical problems who can greatly benefit from the use of 
cannabis.  Especially those in pain.  It should be made available but under a 
doctor's  control.  Who is going to check the many homes etc. to see whether 
people comply with the new rules?  I imagine this will open up a whole new 
field of bribery and corrupSon - a specialty in this country. Jacqueline
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2020-09-09 
08:25:30

Western 
Cape Not fully

I agree with the decriminalisaSon of private use and growth of the product. This 
has been extremely successful in Portugal. It’s widely used as is. 
Homes where it is grown cannot have a child under the age of 15. 
Dealership however should be allowed and TAXED. Not to out-price street prices 
but head shops are lucraSve as the Netherlands and many USA states have 
shown. Why are we losing out on this income? Daniella

2020-09-09 
08:22:32

Western 
Cape Not fully

We are not living in a Police state, well it seems like we are. Leave responsible 
South African's to choose responsibly especially in their own homes Gail

2020-09-09 
08:21:01

Western 
Cape Not fully

a maximum jail term of 15 years for anyone who deals in cannabis, or provides it 
to a child is too extreme. 

Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” should not be jailed 

Smoking around children is wrong but jail Sme is not necessary. Community 
service advised Renier

2020-09-09 
08:18:24

Western 
Cape Not fully

a maximum jail term of 15 years for anyone who deals in cannabis, or provides it 
to a child is too extreme. 

Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” should not be jailed  

Smoking around children is wrong but jail Sme is not necessary. Community 
service advised Christo Jj

2020-09-09 
08:15:23

Western 
Cape Not fully

The bill introduces new cannabis related crimes with severe punishment. Two 
year jail sentences for smoking in public is sheer madness. At worst, the same 
restricSons placed around smoking cigareses or consuming alcohol in public 
places should be imposed. 
15 years jail Sme for dealing in cannabis is also exorbitantly high punishment for 
selling a product that is meant to be decriminalised, especially when viewed in 
accordance with the rules around free exchange (giXing) - how could such a rule 
even be enforced in pracSce? At most sales of privately produced cannabis 
should carry a fine more in line with selling illegal cigareses since there are 
health and safety concerns around such acSviSes. The bill should make 
provisions around cerSficaSon and product quality tesSng to enable selling of 
cannabis that was privately produced that are in line with regulaSons around 
health supplements or foodstuffs (in the case of edibles) thereby opening the 
door for diligent urban growers to earn an addiSonal source of income which is 
much needed in our current economic climate. Arlo

2020-09-09 
08:11:47

Western 
Cape Not fully

Smoking cannabis in a car , even if the car is at a standsSll should not be allowed 
for road safety reasons. Sandy

2020-09-09 
08:10:24

Western 
Cape Not fully

This is a step in the right direcSon, but cannabis should be legalized in all its 
enSrety.  It is a miracle plant which can bring so many benefits to this country 
and the economy.  By legalizing it fully, innumerable job opportuniSes can be 
created, which may help miSgate the damage caused by the pandemic.  Duan 

2020-09-09 
08:07:13

Western 
Cape Not fully

I support legalizaSon of cannabis and i want south africans to be able to sell the 
herb because it will create jobs and assist with much needed tax.There should 
be no limit on amount of plants or seeds.Licences  should be issued for any 
south african to be able to farm if they want as it will generate money that 
everyone will need. Allen

2020-09-09 
08:02:48

Western 
Cape Not fully Lindsay

2020-09-09 
08:02:14

Western 
Cape Not fully

Allow the sale of the substance  by any person and tax it like you do with alcohol 
and tobacco.  This country is in an economic mess and this industry has proven 
to be a billion dollar industry but only wealthy South Africans will have access to 
the substance to make money from it in the current proposed legislaSon.   
Don't have  penalty if they sell to adults. 

Portugal 's policy rests on 3 pillars: 
- one, that there's no such thing as a soX or hard drug, only healthy and 
unhealthy relaSonships with drugs; 
- two, that an individual's unhealthy relaSonship with drugs oXen conceals 
frayed relaSonships with loved ones, with the world around them, and with 
themselves; and  
- three, that the eradicaSon of all drugs is an impossible goal. 

we need to re-frame the issue of drugs and its terrible impact on society. So far, 
the current prohibiSonist way of thinking about it has led to higher demand.  
We can't do the same things and expect beser results. 

Mubeen
2020-09-09 
07:51:32

Western 
Cape Not fully Cannabis should only be used for medicinal purposes, not as a recreaSonal drug. faldielah

2020-09-09 
07:49:04

Western 
Cape Not fully

Some of these "rules" or "laws" are just ridiculous.  I support most of it but 
"Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” may be jailed for up to 
two years." is just crazy. 

What if a whiff of wind blows the smoke through the window? I can be 
arrested? No that's just crazy. Rudi
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2020-09-09 
07:47:35

Western 
Cape Not fully

You as government are being very short sighted when it comes to cannabis. 
There is a huge income stream in waiSng there. Legalise it for public sale and 
consumpSon and then regulate it like cigareses and alcohol. The government 
needs to generate income, especially now with the economy struggling. People 
are always going to use cannabis so why not capitalise on this? Ryan

2020-09-09 
07:47:08

Western 
Cape Not fully

I support full legalizaSon of cannabis in South Africa, make it taxable so we can 
fix tge economy, cannabis can be a large revenue. Nadeen

2020-09-09 
07:44:32

Western 
Cape Not fully

Laws are way too prohibiSve for private use - jail Sme versus a fine for smoking 
in public?? Flies in the face of concourt ruling a few years ago. 
Do we want to become a completely authoritarian state where we prescribe 
what people can eat, drink, smoke ala during lockdown? Whatever happened to 
freedom of choice and being a responsible ciSzen? 
Besides not having the capacity to implement these laws, government (ie SAPS) 
seem to have a penchant for policing pesy transgressions such as walking on 
the beach or peaceful protests, but leing major violent crimes and blatant 
looSng etc go completely unchecked. 
Appears to be another easy way to infringe on basic human rights. Deane

2020-09-09 
07:36:03

Western 
Cape Not fully Ann

2020-09-09 
07:34:32

Western 
Cape Not fully

Why is there jail Sme involved for something the govt wishes to make legal? 
Save the jail space for murderers and rapists. This country would do beser to 
address the GBV instead of cannibis.  

Make cannibis legal. Open stores for medical use & recreaSonal use, allow it to 
contribute to the economy. 

The transportaSon amounts and legal limits in public spaces is very high. Much 
higher in comparison to other countries where cannibis is legal. 

It should not be smoked in public but there shouldn't be any other regulaSons 
for smoking Asheeqah

2020-09-09 
07:33:23

Western 
Cape Not fully

I believe this is a good step forward. Plants are naturally occurring organisms 
and no human should be able to ban or make it illegal. Neither should it be a 
crime to own or consume it. 

Having 600 grams to 1.2 kilograms at home seem unnecessarily high though. I'm 
sure 300-600g is enough. A 100 grams In public places also seem like quite a lot. Wiehann

2020-09-09 
07:33:19

Western 
Cape Not fully

If not properly controlled it can act as a stepping stone to far more habitual 
drugs that have zero medicinal value and reek havoc in their wake Bruce

2020-09-09 
07:30:08

Western 
Cape Not fully

Smoking should not carry jail Sme . Fines yes but jail Sme for smoking is 
rediculous Chantel 

2020-09-09 
07:24:53

Western 
Cape Not fully Andre

2020-09-09 
07:23:29

Western 
Cape Not fully

How can you fine somebody for smoking too close to a window, what one does 
in the privacy of your home should be private. I consent that it shouldn't be 
done in public but to restrict on how to consume it in your own home or yard is 
ridiculous. What if you have a neighbour that is too nosy? Then you won't be 
able to consume it as they will be complaining about you consuming it on your 
own property. And then to recommend jail Sme for it, absolute nonsense. How 
can you legalise something but if somebody is offended by you doing it you can 
be jailed? These recommended regulaSons make no sense. Try again and with 
less conflicSon in the law. Yes, public use should be restricted as one can 
influence minors but on your own property you should be able to consume it 
without being restricted by simple minded people.  Maggie

2020-09-09 
07:20:48

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis should not sSll have all these limitaSons. They may as well just leave it 
to be illegal. The punishments for breaking the laws are too extreme, would a 
drunk driver get such a sentence? Also a drunk person can be destrucSve unlike 
someone using cannabis. Adding an age restricSon is a good idea, but control on 
the substance should be very limited as it's not dangerous like other substances. 
If the laws are set as proposed above, there will sSll be a black market and 
people will sSll be scared to do anything with cannabis. We will conSnue to fall 
behind the countries like Canada that are benefiSng greatly from it. Slav

2020-09-09 
07:20:08

Western 
Cape Not fully

No laws have stopped the use of cannebas in the past and no laws will stop it in 
the future. Why have such strict laws now, certainly we need our law 
enforcements on more serious crimes . Sam 

2020-09-09 
07:19:12

Western 
Cape Not fully

Do not agree that it should be smoked at all  and only used by those who can 
prove that it has been subscribed by a qualified medical physician. In my 
community it has caused to much destrucSon in families to be seen as a benefit. Theodore

2020-09-09 
07:18:54

Western 
Cape Not fully

It is a drug that effects concentraSon so becomes dangerous when operaSng 
machinery or driving . 
But on the other hand it has been proven to irrefutably heal many ailments . 
let us find a way to have people use it safely without endagering themselves and 
others  . 
Many people can use it at home , quesSon  , is there a way to measure volume 
as in alcohol test ? This might be a way to help kep danger on roads less . 

Although , as with many of our laws , we ar unable to police it effecSvely ,  
So maybe a waste of Sme. 

Legalise it and get rid of the black market. History proves in other countries it 
stablized and did not affect normal ciSzens . victor
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2020-09-09 
07:18:17

Western 
Cape Not fully Esme

2020-09-09 
07:17:07

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cigareses are more harmful to ones health, the environment (our oceans/
planet) than Cannabis will ever be! It should be as legal as cigareses are! It is 
not a Gateway drug  - that’s a gross generalizaSon! Alcohol  & cigareses kill -  
Cannabis does not! Stop labeling people “dealers” if they sell it - it’s a 
commodity that should be sold like cigareses & alcohol.  It has  Health benefits 
unlike cigareses & alcohol!  
People abuse substances not the other way around!  15 years for selling it- 
totally ridiculous! Law enforcement/SAPS need to focus on real crime so decent 
folk can live in peace! Del

2020-09-09 
07:16:02

Western 
Cape Not fully

It's a drug with consequences and destrucSon Cannabis is widely used 
throughout the country and is used daily in the workplace as well as for 
recreaSonal purposes. We will never stop ciSzens using cannabis and I would 
agree with the proposed restricSons. However, we need to have statutes in 
place to deal with: 1. Using and being under the influence of the drug during the 
performance of employment duSes must carry a severe penalty and any loss of 
life, property damage or behaviour that is detrimental to the public or the 
employer's interests must receive legal sancSon and penalSes. Employers 
should have structures in place to deal with employees that imbibe in cannabis 
use while on duty and the transgression should be regarded as a major 
transgression of company principles. 2. Any ingesSon of cannabis (inhalaSon or 
ingesSon) gives immediate euphoric results which can last from 40 minutes up 
to three hours and driving under its influence should be a serious criminal 
offence as the mind is in an altered state. This can be a lack of awareness of 
surroundings and event sequence, paranoia, impaired reflexes, lack of 
cognisance of changing condiSons, and a tendency to focus in the irrelevant. 
Once ingested the person should not be allowed to drive or ride any vehicle for 
at least three hours. Alcohol intake can be regulated so as not to impair driving/
riding capabiliSes, but there is no way of regulaSng the intake of cannabis as 
potency and amount can vary widely. Therefore, I propose a ban on cannabis 
usage while driving/riding on public roads or toll Highways. 

Willem
2020-09-09 
07:13:26

Western 
Cape Not fully

If you grow outdoors you can only grow ones a year. With 4 plants you can’t 
grow enough to last you for the rest of the year. Werner

2020-09-09 
07:11:46

Western 
Cape Not fully

For medicinal use only in the form of the oil through a healthcare professional. 
Many risk involved when consumed with alcohol and other drugs. There is NO 
way the police can prevent the drug being used to control young children for 
devious abuse.  Think outside the box and in what social communiSes we live in. 
This is NOT Europe but AFRICA.  I do NOT have a problem with people who use 
Cannabis responsibly but our uneducated  and low income  cultures cannot use 
it responsibly so where do you draw the line. Also you cannot punish everyone 
because of some, like it was the case with alcohol during lockdown. M

2020-09-09 
07:11:30

Western 
Cape Not fully The amounts should be unlimited, and you should be able to trade it freely. Michael

2020-09-09 
07:09:52

Western 
Cape Not fully

I think the allowances are way too much. 1.5kg for 2 people!!! That is insane! 
And what about driving while under the influence of cannabis? I think these 
regulaSons are much too lenient. Susan

2020-09-09 
07:08:05

Western 
Cape Not fully

I would say that it has good medical  benefits. For pain in cancer paSents.I don't 
use it . Mashew

2020-09-09 
06:59:11

Western 
Cape Not fully

I don't use it. However,  this drug is not a cause of aggressive behaviour and 
even has known medical benefits. So why would there need to be limits on what 
people have at home? And who would police it anyway? By all means limit the 
use in spaces occupied by other people, like cigareses, but get out of our private 
lives. Jan

2020-09-09 
06:58:22

Western 
Cape Not fully

There needs to be commercialisaSon of cannabis. It would help with job 
creaSon and revenue in the country. Zime

2020-09-09 
06:57:07

Western 
Cape Not fully My concerns are the control.Sadly give an inch !!!!! Carol

2020-09-09 
06:54:37

Western 
Cape Not fully

Dear SA, so what is your actual quesSon(s), very vague just to say "Yes" or 
"no" ... Eish ... Joe

2020-09-09 
06:50:35

Western 
Cape Not fully Mogammad

2020-09-09 
06:44:01

Western 
Cape Not fully

Why should there be any difference between  alcohol and cannabis laws, none 
of which should exist in the first place - and especially when drinking alcohol has 
no medicinal usage and unlike cannabis, hard liquor in excess is a proven 
contributor to murder, accidents, divorce, GBV to name a few -  ask that idiot 
Cele to expand. There should be NO restricSons at all on cannabis users! We are 
far more adult than any useless government clerk incapable of doing the 
simplest job yet trying to legislate mother nature again! And I do not smoke. 

Joe
2020-09-09 
06:43:23

Western 
Cape Not fully Albertus
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2020-09-09 
06:35:51

Western 
Cape Not fully

It is totally unrealisSc to expect people to know how to farm over night, or even 
suddenly know how to grow and keep a plant alive. People are naturally going to 
be looking for their cannabis via other alternaSves. Now someone else must 
give it away and get nothing in return, that is ridiculous. There needs to be an 
allowance here, Herbalists, and alternaSve therapists, as well as tradiSonal 
rastafarians who have  years, decades, of experience with using & preparing 
cannabis should be allowed to sell. It is unfair to expect it to just be given. Like 
all herbs, this amazing plant is a medicine. We are Africa, more natural and 
tradiSonal healing needs to be promoted and protected. For thousands of years 
our healers have been healing. We are a beauSful intelligent earth loving naSon, 
don't allow the WHO or other countries to change who we are more,  please!! 
Thank you. Julia 

2020-09-09 
06:33:28

Western 
Cape Not fully

Is there no provision for medicinal use, sales and distribuSon?  
What about if someone is manufacturing medicinal related products? And 
selling them? Lee

2020-09-09 
06:33:01

Western 
Cape Not fully

Shouldn't it be legal by now?  Why jail people offering this service?  
It should be a business in a mall where you walk in and buy it off the 
shelves...like one of those health shops but a "Green" shop.  Charl

2020-09-09 
06:32:52

Western 
Cape Not fully

Smoking near children in any confined space (event with open windows) should 
be punishable since it can be harmful in that context. Smoking in public, outside 
or close to window where the smoke is venSlated into open air (with no children 
present) I believe would not cause any harm in such a way to jusSfy jail Sme. A 
fine of R5000 would be more fair if any. Joel

2020-09-09 
06:31:18

Western 
Cape Not fully NaSe

2020-09-09 
06:29:48

Western 
Cape Not fully

The proposed jail terms are wholly inappropriate. 

Fines are a sufficient deterrent to regulate the usage of Marijuana in such a way 
that it does not infringe on the rights of children or other adults. 

Antoine

2020-09-09 
06:22:50

Western 
Cape Not fully

I'm in favour of decriminalising canabis.  These arbitrary restricSons could never 
be enforced  or policed. I would rather be caught with a crowd of stoned people 
than drunk people. Anina

2020-09-09 
06:18:17

Western 
Cape Not fully

The proposed bill is unconsStuSonal and remains a human rights violaSon by 
limiSng the amount of plants for culSvaSon and possession of cured cannabis. 
At the proposed limits, I would not be able to culSvate enough plants to supply 
me with a years worth of cured cannabis, at the proposed limits that would only 
last me 2 months of the year. 
These limits/restricSons only serve to once again abuse my human rights and 
are intended to infringe once again on my consStuSonal rights to privacy and 
self determinaSon. 
I do not consent to being harassed and policed by these proposed draconian 
laws violaSng my rights. Andrew

2020-09-09 
06:13:47

Western 
Cape Not fully

Not everything  legal is good for you or the general populaSon. 
The pumping of any chemical into the body is not a good idea but the 
indigenous populaSon has been doing it forever and will conSnue to do dagga.  
Look what it has done in the past and learn what it will do in the future to will,  
ambiSon, work ethic and producSvity in the future. If people want to smoke, so 
be it, they have free will to do what they will with their lives. 
I however don't think that the police should be involved in any way shape or 
form...  they have more important work. MARK

2020-09-09 
05:24:25

Western 
Cape Not fully

How will  adults be protected by this bill if they are given cannabis without their 
consent? Helen

2020-09-09 
03:31:04

Western 
Cape Not fully

While the restricSons are necessary,  the penalSes seem overly harsh. Having 
myself been overwhelmed by the dagga fumes infiltraSng my son's university 
residence room (and brain) 24/7 twenty years ago, I would also agree that strict 
limits need to be set i.r.o. age and use in close living environments. Annese

2020-09-09 
03:05:11

Western 
Cape Not fully

There are a few situaSons that I don't see covered in the penalty secSon. I'd like 
to those who smoke cannibas and get high, and then drive a car to have 
consequences. Having people who are high on our roads is not to be tolerated 
or encouraged. Similarly, if they had to get into an accident that involved others, 
what would this be charged as? Asempted murder? The penalty for selling is 
too high, rapists get away with less. I'd prefer rapists to get more Sme.  

Another problem is that people living in flats are within close proximity to others 
and smoke will waX over to the neighbours. What are the guidelines for this?  

Employment and the laws surrounding giving warnings or firing people should 
be updated to those who arrive to work high, or other consequences of drug use 
such as being tardy or becoming mentally unfit to work at their place of work. 
There are consequences to using drugs (it does alter the brain and it's 
funcSons), and the employment sector needs to be protected against their 
workers becoming effected by drug use.  

Carmen
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Cannabis has never been a gateway drug. The actual gateway drugs in our 
society are alcohol and tobacco. According to professional research Cannabis 
does not create any physical addicSon, you can not overdose on Cannabis, 
regardless of the quanSty consumed, and it does not cause any harm to the 
body as long as you consume it in edible form or through a vaporizer (i.e. not 
smoking it in the form of a joint, spliff, blunt, zol etc.). 

Let's compare Cannabis to legal drugs tobacco and alcohol: 

Tobacco smoking is extremely harmful. It can cause cancer almost anywhere in 
the body. Predominantly smoking causes lung cancer, heart disease, chronic 
obstrucSve pulmonary disease (COPD), and it doubles the risk of having a 
stroke. It increases risk for death from all causes in men and women. Smoking 
can become so physically addicSve that experts compare it to the same level of 
addicSon as Cocaine. Smoking causes more deaths each year than the following 
causes combined: Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), illegal drug use, alcohol 
use, motor vehicle injuries and fire-arm related incidents. 

Alcohol is an extremely strong drug. Several short term effects of alcohol abuse 
include lack of coordinaSon, vision impairment, slurred speech, memory lapses, 
extreme shiXs in mood and slowed breathing. Long term effects of alcohol 
abuse include liver damage, heart disease, brain and nervous system problems, 
anemia (your body doesn’t make enough healthy red blood cells to move 
oxygen around), cancer, seizures, gout, infecSons, digesSve problems and 
sleeping disorders. Alcoholics suffer from a severe mental and physical 
addicSon. Withdrawal symptoms include: agitaSon, restlessness, irritability, 
anxiety, headaches, fast heart rate, disorientaSon, insomnia, nausea or 
vomiSng, hallucinaSons, tremors and seizures. 

Despite the fact that alcohol and tobacco are very addicSve drugs that can cause 
severe physical harm to the body both drugs are perfectly legal and each South 
African ciSzen can consume and own as much alcohol and cigareses as he or 
she wants. In contrast to alcohol and tobacco laws the Cannabis for Private 
Purposes Bill suggests strict limitaSons on quanSSes of Cannabis posessed by 
individuals in private. Acccording to professional research Cannabis does not 
only have no harmful effects on the body, but it actually has some very posiSve 
effects, especially in the medicinal sector, and can be considered a very useful, 
natural remedy to many ailments, similar to the likes of Aspirin. In fact the 
Cannabis plant creates important pain-relieving molecules that are 30 Smes 
more powerful at reducing inflammaSon than Aspirin. 

I 100% support the legalizaSon of Cannabis. It should have already been 
legalized a long Sme ago. Cannabis has recently been legalized for recreaSonal 
use in the U.S.A and Canada. This includes control and taxaSon of the sales of 
Cannabis products and allows consuming Cannabis in public. I believe the 
Cannabis for Private Purposes Bill is the first step in the right direcSon but that 
we should follow the example of Canada and the U.S.A and fully legalize 
Cannabis for recreaSonal use. This will have a massively posiSve impact on the 
South African economy. In the example of Canada and the U.S.A. Cannabis 
markets immediately boomed and Cannabis became a massive industry, 
boosSng these 2 Northern American countries' economies and creaSng millions 
of jobs. 

The following short comings in the Cannabis for Private Purposes Bill need to be 
addressed: 

- Why does the sale and trade of Cannabis (a drug that does not cause addicSon 
and has certain health benefits) remain illegal when the sale and trade of 
alcohol and tobacco (drugs that cause addicSon and have severe health 
penalSes) are legal? 

- Why does the sale and trade of Cannabis remain illegal when the sale and 
trade of alcohol (an extremely strong drug in comparison to Cannabis) is legal? 

- How are people supposed to get a hold of Cannabis for private consumpSon if 
the sale and trade of Cannabis is illegal? 

- Why would you give someone a jail term of 15 years for providing Cannabis to 
someone else who is allowed to consume Cannabis in private? 

- Why are you not allowed to smoke Cannabis in public, but you are allowed to 
consume alcohol and smoke tobacco in certain places in public? 

- Should ciSzens not be allowed to smoke or consume Cannabis in private in 
public? 
- Why can you smoke tobacco or consume alcohol in front of children, but there 
is a jail sentence of up to 4 years if you smoke Cannabis around children? 

- Why are you allowed to posses and consume unlimited amounts of alcohol and 
cigareses but you are limited to 600 grams of Cannabis or 4 flowering plants if 
you live alone and 1.2kg of Cannabis and 8 flowering plants in homes with 2 or 
more adults? 

- How much Cannabis or how many flowering plants are allowed if you are living 
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2020-09-09 
00:56:51

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis should have the same status and legislaSon as alcohol. 
With alcohol causing a lot more harm than Cannabis ever will, the current 
legislaSon is built around legislaSve penalSes and sentences. 

I agree that there should be a clear disSncSon between Private use and 
Commercial, if and when wrisen into legislaSon, however the current draX is 
going to cause uninformed growers to sit on the wrong side of the law without 
having any intenSon to do so. 

 My private individuals use cannabis extract and oils for pain management, and 
there is a lot more to the plant than just smoking.  A person reliant on extract 
cannot possibly make   quanSSes FECO oil from 8 plants. 

Increase the quanSty of plants in flower to accommodate cancer paSents and 
other non curable diseases paSents who rely on the oils and extract to manage 
their pain. 
Along with this, allow private users to have at least the equal amount of plants 
in vegetaSve state to allow a conSnued supply for private use and non 
pharmaceuScal medicaSon. 

Stop pushing big corporate and PharmaceuScal projects who already has "sneak 
peek" adverts running  on the commercial products they will be releasing soon.  
How can they be designing packaging under a research license for commercial 
products when there is no commercial licencing or regulaSon currently draXed? 

It is a ConsStuSon violaSon of my rights if alcohol has more freedom under 
legislaSon than cannabis culSvaSon and use has. Jacques

2020-09-09 
00:50:52

Western 
Cape Not fully

I have said I do not fully support the bill. While it is refreshing to see the 
government is starSng to accept that the laws around cannabis are far too 
draconian , the new amendments  do not go far enough to express our freedom 
of choice  that are enshrined in our consStuSon. 
The only reason any of the cannabis plants and derivaSves were outlawed 
originally is because an American mulS naSonal corporaSon realised the 
byproducts of this plant are beser than what they were producing and making 
money from .  Jay

2020-09-09 
00:45:03

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis  should not be smoked but the plant should be used as a natural 
medicine . Allow plants in small amounts for personal use to make natural 
medicine but make it illegal to smoke . Paul

2020-09-09 
00:27:34

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis should have the same status as alcohol.  I believe that it is not only less 
harmful, but actually beneficial.  It has in no way been proven to be a ‘gateway’ 
drug. Alison

2020-09-08 
23:52:11

Western 
Cape Not fully

As a non smoker my thoughts are someSmes  personal. I agree there should be 
controll.  If canibis users are able to discipline themselves,  which i believe is 
impossible,  then you would not need any laws.  Alwyn

2020-09-08 
23:49:58

Western 
Cape Not fully The bill needs to fully de-criminalise the use of this extremely valuable plant. Har Bhajan

2020-09-08 
23:47:46

Western 
Cape Not fully

Dont agree with the harsh punishment for dealing of cannibis. There shouldnt 
be any punishment for dealings ,maybe selling to under age children could have 
a punishment but not imprisonmemt (fine). 

Smoking in public should be fined not imprisonment. 

Smoking around kids should have fine aswell. 

We shouldnt be looking to imprison people for use of cannibis as it has some 
many properSes for usage and more beneficially so. Also it willl help our 
economy if we allow the selling of it and create job opportuniSes naSonwide. 

Ashraf
2020-09-08 
23:34:14

Western 
Cape Not fully Only for medical use Bart

2020-09-08 
23:31:37

Western 
Cape Not fully

I believe that exceeding limits for numbers of cannabis seeds & plants being 
kept in a private place should not consStute a criminal offence.  Individuals 
requiring cannabis for medicinal reasons should be excempt from any form of 
prosecuSon. Craig

2020-09-08 
23:22:30

Western 
Cape Not fully

A clearer framework or exempSon for children with disabiliSes who may benefit 
from the use of cannabis having been given  consent from both parent and child. Liam

2020-09-08 
23:13:01

Western 
Cape Not fully

I agree with everything but I also want it to be it legalized completely so that it 
can be sold like any tobacco product under strict laws for usage. Similar to full 
sale and distribuSon, like it is in Netherlands and Canada, where it is legal to buy 
it and smoke it in approved areas, like coffee shops, etc. 
if we make it legal and allowed, We will get rid of the black market and it can 
also add to the economy from a tax perspecSve. Morne

2020-09-08 
23:12:31

Western 
Cape Not fully

A penalty of up to 15 years in jail - this is the same as the jail Sme for MURDER! 
In many ways, this Bill is even more oppressive than previous legislaSon! And it 
does NOT fulfill the court order - the industry should be open to all, taxable, and 
NOT bogged down in insane laws designed to keep dagga users criminals in 
some way, with even harsher penalSes than previously - the enSre Bill smacks of 
"revenge" if you ask me. Vanessa
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2020-09-08 
23:10:38

Western 
Cape Not fully

I do not smoke, but see no reason why people should be told what to do in the 
privacy of their homes.  I do not think it should be sold on the street.  But why 
on earth would you sentence someone  to 15 years imprisonment when 
murderers, rapists and abusers are treated more leniently.  This is crazy, focus 
your energy on real criminals that are freely walking the streets. P

2020-09-08 
23:04:33

Western 
Cape Not fully

I agree that cannabis shouldn’t be used in public but would like to see the selling 
of it to adults legalized.  Catherine 

2020-09-08 
22:42:14

Western 
Cape Not fully

It doesnt bother me if people use weed. The only problem i have with weed is 
for people with mental issues. I work with psychiatric paSents. Young and old. 
And cannabis alone messes them up and they end up in psychiatric hospitals. Nd 
i see 1st hand what it does to them. Personally to me anything that alters ur 
mood is a drug. #noughsaid Deanna

2020-09-08 
22:33:58

Western 
Cape Not fully

The consStuSonal courts ruling on private cannabis consumpSon needs to be 
upheld, it also needs experts to deliberate on how that can be upheld. Some of 
the suggesSons here are not clearly thought out. Smoking near a window is 
ridiculous. Whats the purpose of this? If the consStuSonal court ruled private 
consumpSon is a consStuSonal right then imposing clauses like near a window 
is just a further restricSon on that  right.  Te sentence of 15 years is sSll 
criminalising something that has been deemed a consStuSonal right, these are 
not murderers, i would oppose something as draconian as that. As for the 
amount of cannabis allowed one has to consider the broad spectrum of users, 
from religious to recreaSonal and the amounts here seem to be in that ball park. 
In terms of actual plants this again doesn't have a litmus test, 1 plant outdoors 
could yield several kilograms and  1 plant indoors several ounces, again this 
doesn't hold well in the breakdown. If someone was to be growing for medical 
purposes, making oil for example then a  greater amount of plant material is 
needed, its not a one size fits all soluSon. Crop rotaSon, mothers, seedlings/
cuings need to be considered because the life cycle is around 3 months and a 
perpetual grow will need various plants in various sages of growth, someone 
who produces 1.2kg pf dried cannabis that is usable (ie cured) could very well 
have a couple of mothers depending on strain and use for each plus numerous 
stages of growth from vegging to flowering, again this needs consideraSon.  Lance

2020-09-08 
22:26:05

Western 
Cape Not fully

While very supporSve of the general direcSon of the bill, I believe greater 
protecSon from prosecuSon should be provided to those who produce and/or 
consume THC products for bona fide medical condiSons. Graeme

2020-09-08 
22:22:56

Western 
Cape Not fully

I feel the bill needs to be more specific on point as to what is against the law and 
what is legal. 
Have as lisle grey areas as possible. helga

2020-09-08 
22:12:42

Western 
Cape Not fully

Make a provision for the sale and taxaSon of cannabis and cannabis products, it 
allows the creaSon of jobs and an opportunity to sSmulate the economy Jared

2020-09-08 
22:07:50

Western 
Cape Not fully

I feel CBD oil should be widely available for medical use. I have seen the posiSve 
effects when a person injests the oil. Where my issue is, is people smoking it to 
get high.  It's not healthy and not contribuSng to society. If it should become 
legal for medicinal use. Tax it the same as prescripSon meds. Meaning the 
county benefits aswell. All and all, I'm for it when it come to being used for 
medical purposes but against when it comes to being used for recreaSonal 
purposes. Amanda

2020-09-08 
22:00:17

Western 
Cape Not fully Legalise it. Kirsty

2020-09-08 
21:58:53

Western 
Cape Not fully

I agree with comments made on the Bill by Andrew Lawrie, and asorney with 
Schindlers, in the  Mail & Guardian (14 August 2020). The Bill prescribes 
arbitrary limits on the amounts of cannabis, plants and seed a person could 
possess and conSnues to outlaw the sale of cannabis seed. Outlawing the sale of 
seeds does not make sense.  I do not understand how people will be able to 
grow plants if they cannot buy seeds. Lauren

2020-09-08 
21:52:48

Western 
Cape Not fully

think the smoking outside a window penalty a bit harsh. Am in agreement with 
the rest. Natasha

2020-09-08 
21:50:05

Western 
Cape Not fully

I have no parScular problem with cannabis being legalized just as I have not 
parScular problem with legalizing other "recreaSonal" drugs/substances and 
prosStuSon as the formalizaSon of such industries decriminalizes them  which 
allows for reasonable regulaSon, control and taxaSon of these acSviSes.  My 
problem is that as with much other regulaSon and indeed even the essenSal 
rights of our consStuSon the country does not have the capacity to abide by or 
enforce these regulaSons. 
What is needed is a government department that acSvely starts removing 
regulaSon that cannot be enforced or which by general behavior of the 
populace is ignored. It is not acceptable to have regulaSon that is not widely and 
generally enforced as this becomes essenSally a discriminatory pracSce.  
Has the government for instance put in place measures to determine if a person 
in the public space/ driving a vehicle is under the influence of cannabis causing 
lack of capability/poor behavior, as opposed to a person who may be under the 
influence of alcohol?  Neil

2020-09-08 
21:34:26

Western 
Cape Not fully

This bill is DEFINITELY a step in the right direcSon and serves to increase the 
freedom of South Africans. However is is missing a crucial element: 
decriminalizaSon of sale, and regulaSon of sale of cannabis and derived (THC 
containing, not hemp) products.  

Why can I as a South African register to become a producer and exporter for 
medical cannabis but cannot sell within South Africa? This is Banana Republic 
logic. Opening the doors to this industry can aid with job creaSon in a large and 
lucraSve market, AND hemp market can grow alongside which will provide a 
hardy, environmentally friendly and sustainable resource of fibre for texSles. Nikolaos
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2020-09-08 
21:06:15

Western 
Cape Not fully

Good day!  
No limit in the number of plants and no limit on amount of dry cannibis in ones 
private home. some smoke one joint a day some smoke one a hour and some 
smoke only one a weekend. MarSn

2020-09-08 
21:06:00

Western 
Cape Not fully Only for medicinal purposes. Shaun

2020-09-08 
20:51:56

Western 
Cape Not fully Maureen

2020-09-08 
20:40:27

Western 
Cape Not fully

This is a drug which affects behavior,  so as with alcohol, there should be 
restricSons on the use of the drug whilst driving or whilst in public.  What tests 
can be performed to test blood content of the drug and what, if any are the 
limits? People who over-indulge will or could exhibit anS-social behavior and 
cause harm to others. Freda

2020-09-08 
20:35:04

Western 
Cape Not fully

1. Not everyone can grow their own cannabis. There should be a retail side to 
cannabis in the local market.  
2. There should be no limit to the number of cannabis plants one have and no 
quanSty of dry/wet cannabis or consentrates one can have in his/her private 
space. Braam

2020-09-08 
20:34:58

Western 
Cape Not fully against giving it to children and smoke in public Mark

2020-09-08 
20:28:29

Western 
Cape Not fully

It seems crazy to allow for such harsh jail sentences, which will never be applied.   
I think the limitaSons that have been set are reasonable, but doubt that it will 
be possible to police and regulate properly. Susan

2020-09-08 
20:22:39

Western 
Cape Not fully I'm concerted about abuse and the safety of minors. John

2020-09-08 
19:45:34

Western 
Cape Not fully

a maximum jail term of 15 years for anyone who deals in cannabis is ludicrous & 
denies small  rural farmers an opportunity to enter a market dominated by large 
conglomerates & pharmaceuScal companies, who have the resources to meet 
the strict criteria & licensing government has already imposed. DefeaSng the 
purpose of the long struggle to legalize and prevenSng growers from earning a 
living... further exacerbaSng social inequality & encouraging a black market to 
fill the gap where no tax revenue is generated. 

Further more, the amount of plants allowed is nonsensical. These plants can 
grow into huge trees but because only 4 plants are allowed, its acceptable. 
Where as an indoor grower, grows much smaller plants but if that person grows 
more than 4, they end up on the wrong side of the law. Which is grossly unfair. 

Fines rather than jail please. No criminal record as a result of smoking in public. 
We have an opportunity to have a thriving free market, don't tangle it up in red 
tape. 

Kid
2020-09-08 
18:43:45

Western 
Cape Not fully

I support legalising with no regulaSons, we should be free to grow, culSvate, buy 
or sell as we please. Tracy

2020-09-08 
18:29:12

Western 
Cape Not fully

If it is allowed for private use it should be treated like tobacco products.   
Legalize, regulate and tax it.  Ian

2020-09-08 
17:58:54

Western 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis should be completely deregulated. 

There should be no regulaSons regarding its culSvaSon or use. 

Its like regulaSng  wheat or sugar - both of which can be easily turned into 
alcohol. 

DeregulaSon would collapse the illegal & underground market. 

I am not a cannabis grower or user, but I believe in everyone's right not to be 
harassed by an incompetent, idioSc state. 
(Govt Covid response that killed the economy unnecessarily is a good example) EVAN

Eastern Cape 131

2020-11-30 
11:25:41

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

There should be no limits to a plant. Its never killed anyone. Redicilous jail 
sentences for smoking in public yet people can smoke cigareses which kills 
thousands every year and the same with alchohol. And how stupid you may only 
have 4 plants but you may have 600gram of dried cannabis. It will have to be 4 
huge plants to produce that amount. What if I want to grow lisle autoflower 
plants? I need more than 4 to be able to produce 600gr of dried cannabis. So no 
this bill is not thought out thoroughly. Dean
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
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2020-11-09 
06:31:44

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

All Criminal Records Related to Dagga must be Scrapped....... 
Decriminilized all the parts of the plant not only secSons of it...... 
All our local landraces should be patented... 
Nobody from other countries  should come and remove any of our indigenous 
medicines. 
All Dagga ex prisoners should be rehabilitated.... 
Whe should be able to have an open market where we barter with one 
another...... 

Jean-Paul 

2020-11-04 
06:40:53

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

Seing limits for personal growing and possession so low ignores the needs of 
medical users who require much larger quanSSes for personal use than 
recreaSonal users and may cause unnecessary criminal convicSons.  I think no 
amount of growing or storing in your home should be illegal, but transportaSon 
and trade of large amounts may be restricted to combat criminal trade. That 
way I can grow a bunch for myself for recreaSonal use, but also give to the 
granny with arthriSs, the child with epilepsy, the mom with cancer and the 
young man with anxiety who may be too young or ill or have no space to 
culSvate for themselves without being arrested for exceeding personal use 
limits. Cannabis has killed no one. Why can people stockpile a thousand bosles 
of beer legally but we can only have two cannabis plants? It seems irraSonal to 
have these freedoms to culSvate our medicine as we see fit encroached upon 
but something like tobacco you can have six or eight months worth stashed in 
your house and nobody would stop you. It seems like the private cannabis 
growing industry seing up limits so they can capitalize later on legal licenses for 
bulk growing by pretending the only reason to grow larger quanSSes is illegal 
trade and thus trying to control the populaSon and suppress access to cheap 
free cannabis products for all who need it to prop up the cannabis growing 
market. Christel

2020-11-04 
01:56:41

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

If I plant 1000 grape trees, in no Sme i will have enough to create alcohol and 
lots of wine which WILL cause harm. But if I want to plant more than 8 
Marijuana plants it's a problem? Why is this a problem, we should be able to 
grow an unlimited amount of Marijuana on our private properSes. I agree with 
private use, but limiSng personal grows will not end well,as the suggested legal 
amount to keep does not suffice,its not enough,there are hundreds of uses for 
this plant, I use it widely, for someone who does not consume cannabis, I don't 
think that person is in a posiSon to limit others. Theleshin

2020-11-03 
23:38:33

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

Every person chooses what career they would like to go into, We should be 
allowed to culSvate Cannabis to sell for personal use to make a living.  It should 
also be totaly legal and not clasified as drug in Any way. Proposed quanSSes are 
also ridiculously low and should be liXed dramaScally. Johan

2020-11-01 
18:05:18

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

The sentences are very harsh, if you smoke around someone and get jail Sme for 
that, cigareses are worse for your health but you can smoke that anywhere and 
its fine. Tammy

2020-10-28 
13:00:35

Eastern 
Cape Not fully Gareth

2020-10-12 
00:52:41

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

Government must legalise Cannabis for private use and commercial purposes 
like any plants or herbs  with no restricSons of u must have a certain grams or 
plants  
Intems of tax purposes, Government must use the same regulaSons  that is 
using in managing tax in SA, there should be no special tax treatment.  

The Government could benefit also from cannabis exports . 

 The truth is as blacks we dont have our economy the economy that we all 
talking about is not ours, starSng from  SA reserve bank to industries and Mines 
all are owened by non black people and the majority of unemployed  people are 
blacks, people who are living in shaks (imikhukhu) are black people  

So why the government is making life difficult for blacks  even when the 
opportunity comes for us to have our own economy and be able to feed our 
families and live luxury life  
like those who are owning industries and mines   

Another truth is that, the province  who gona benefit more if the Government is 
legalizing Cannabis is Eastern Cape especially the former Transkei region  so this 
is our chance to be free from poverty  

 
Asanda Jay 
Jay

2020-10-10 
13:59:16

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

I believe we should just legalize it fully cz its a plant a herb something natural on 
this earth Gods giX to us so let it up...tax it if u must but all these charges and 
laws are just stupid Dallian

2020-10-09 
14:38:11

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

I feel that there are various countries South Africa could look at when it comes 
to how they allowed for legalizaSon. Studies have proven that alcohol is more 
harmful than Cannabis and if we can all agree on laws when it comes to alcohol 
I'm sure we can figure something out when it comes to this. 

Legal age at least 18 
Public possession up to 30grams at least 
As for at home, I say as many as your house permits aXer all its YOUR house. 
There are obviously flaws but it's not impossible 

Nathan 
Daniel 
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2020-10-09 
06:25:55

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

The Government needs to populate the DraX Bill and consult more with rural 
cannabis growers because the Bill does not address the producSon, farming and 
growing of Cannabis or Hemp for commercial purposes. 

Not every individual will grow their own plants for medicinal use. Bill should also 
talk to use of cannabis for medicinal use by children not only concentrate on 
smokers of cannabis. 

RestricSons on planSng cannabis should accommodate large scale producSon as 
some communiSes in EC region have land where the best quality cannabis is 
produced. Government to consider protecSng these communiSes in producing 
cannabis for commercial purposes. Lungisa
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2020-10-08 
23:16:40

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

General 

The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
Cannabis has been proven numerous Smes to help with geing people off 
harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals? 
       
DefiniSons and interpretaSon: 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in numerous CBD and THC 
forms. The limitaSons imposed on the definiSon of "cannabis" as defined in this 
Bill is, therefore, unfounded and cannot be accurately interpreted in its current 
form.  
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and the regulaSon of the personal use 
of each individual  in the "prescribed quanSty" could only be applied 
subjecSvely. RegulaSng the end product is easier than your personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person: 

RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  

Seed Offences: 

The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. There are many different strains, each 
unique to their own profile as to what percentage of THC, CBD and either indica 
dominant or saSva dominant and the percentage of each. Each reputable strain 
has its own profile which could and should be informaSvely applied to the 
various ailments of human kind 

Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis: 

The only convicSons that should be exempted or placed under review during 
this process are those convicSons that involved violence & harm to others not 
associated with Cannabis. 
Where there is no vicSm of a crime there should be no crime. 

RegulaSons: 

CreaSng businesses and jobs that relate to the quality control and educaSon on 
proper proceedings in the different growing techniques is essenSal in order to 
ensure that quality products enter the market. 

Mashew
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eneral 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-08 
20:46:30

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

There ard too many restricSons for home growers to get economically involved. 
Make it easier for us to supply dispensaries in our local community. Make the 
dispensaries more reachable. Jacques 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-08 
14:41:59

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

We need more then 4 plants the amount of plants that can be planted be 
increased to at least 15 flowering plant and 15 seedlings with unlimited amount 
of seeds and 2kg max in privacy of our homes and no selling. Jason 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals? 

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society. 

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-08 
13:33:16

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

The amount of Cannabis allowed will not be enough to last throughout a year 
cycle. Please consider adjusSng the limit. 

Is it not possible to also set Cannabis to the same standard as Cigareses and 
alcohol?  

Thats basically all I have. I hope you will consider these suggesSons. Michael

2020-10-08 
10:10:12

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

This plant should be make legal for use by all and anyone who wishes to benefit 
from the healing properSes of the plant. Anyone should be able to grow thee 
plant and culSvate as they so wish. It should be culSvated and replace  the 
current use of Pine trees. Misha
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-03 
12:58:49

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

There are sSll too many restricSons on the sale of cannabis these regulaSons 
will not help provide income and employment for the people who need it the 
most .... Angela 

2020-10-03 
11:46:25

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

Ridiculous to say the least, can only exchange 100g......what  does that 
mean.....if you want to give someone 200g you must go home and fetch it 
twice........no remuneraSon?? So all of  a sudden everybody ro0oker owes 
everybody rooker money from years asgo.....how do you control that 
shit......they laying down rules, regulaSons and laws of which they cant even 
control.....why bother, this will cost the tax payer once again a fortune, are these 
people for real, just legalize it. Heres the thing.....its the very people that lost the 
case in the concourt that are laying down the law....how patheSc is that? Deon

2020-10-02 
17:08:06

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

We the Eastern Cape Order of the Bantu Rastafari hereby reject  this lisle piece 
of a bill ... we oppose the infringement of adults rights in their private spaces ,, 
what we feel is important is that the cannabis,  wether dried or plantaSon , it 
must be concealed or hidden from the public eyes , ,  plantaSon wise , it does 
not have to be high walls ,but  maize/corn or any other can be used for that 
purpose...

Eastern Cape 
Bantu 
Rastafari 

2020-10-01 
09:43:56

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

Why all the laws around cannabis??? Haven't we established the real 
problem??? Didn't covid come expose what alcohol is doing to our naSon??? 
And yet sSll alcohol is legal, no 1 geing sentenced to jail for drinking alcohol, 
but yet its the cause of most peoples death, name me one incident where 
canabis is the cause of someone's death...that brings me back to my quesSon, 
why is there so much laws around a herb that heals, make you laugh, make you 
relax and simply just gives you a humble good Sme...you can't even make 
canabis look bad, but yet you place all these laws on this friendly herb...why??? 
Why??? Why??? Luciano 

2020-10-01 
08:03:01

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

The amount of trees allowed per person is not enough. When making 
ointments, eddibles or dabs etc, it requires ALOT of flower.  Also the amount of 
dry flower allowed per person is way too lisle. I will personally run out of 600gs 
of flower in a about 2 months.  Annelize

2020-09-30 
13:15:40

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

THE BILL DOES NOT MAKE ADEQUATE ALLOWANCE FOR MEDICILAN USE OF CBD 
OILS richard

2020-09-24 
13:52:21

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

The penalSes don't reflect the case ruled on by the ConsStuSonal Court. The 
goverrnment hasn't thought about all the people who live in apartments or 
don't have any access to a secure  gardening space. Some people are going to 
have to grow for others, so there is going to be some economic acSvity between 
individuals. To penalise with 15years for dealing is ridiculous.  

If I'm growing to create healthy oils, edibles and Snctures, four flowering plants 
is not enough! 

The bill also ignores and penalizes families that have been growing cannabis for 
decades. Open markets should be established without the need for expensive 
licenses. Bruce

2020-09-20 
12:18:35

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

The regulaSons need to be made simpler for more effecSve control. These 
controls should be similar to those of alcohol taking into account the countless 
medical benefits that are becoming apparent. 
 Leslie

2020-09-20 
05:52:51

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis needs to be fully legalized and not regulated in any way. Please 
consider dropping all the regulaSons and restricSons on how and where a 
person can benefit from this wonderful medicinal plant. Cannabis is my 
medicine, it dramaScally improves quality of life and has even saved lives of 
many who use this plant for a wide range of different reasons. I'm glad for the 
progress we've made, let's conSnue working to end the sSgma around cannabis! Jess

2020-09-19 
06:44:26

Eastern 
Cape Not fully David

2020-09-17 
10:57:26

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

Why are we being limited on the amount of plants .  A permit to grow cost 
thousands of rands , that is excluding the previously disadvantaged and now 
private use is limited. Some private users do not reside in areas suitable for 
cannabis growth - so who will supply them ?  
As an overall healer , tea is brewed from this herb , oils for the body & hair ... So 
what are four plants going to help me  make the oils & moisturizers for my own 
private use.  
Private use doesn't only mean smoking as I feed my animals cannabis and they 
survive winter easily. Private use is not limited to smoking . Cannabis has 
thousands of private uses however the bill is supporSng already wealthy people 
who can afford to obtain permis. MamGiqwa
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2020-09-17 
10:08:50

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

The proposed bill in it's current format is flawed.  I also believe Canabis users are 
sSll being sSgmaSzed by Government in it's current form.  

If you compare Alchol to Canabis , alcohol is far more destrucSve than Canabis, 
but police are not raiding people's homes to count the number of beers or 
bosles of wine in their house. So why are they willing and able to do so for 
Canabis plants and their derivaSves.  If your Canabis ends up in a child's 
possession you face 15 years jail term. But if an adults alchohol ends up in the 
hands of minors there is no threat of jail. This is totally unaceptable. The 
proposed laws are draconian and sSll oppresses and degrades canabis users.  

This law also does not allow the trade of canabis and derivaSves. So unless you 
have the means to grow for personal use how can you legally obtain and use 
canabis. This bill clearly shows that government is short sighted and only willing 
to do the least as possible to comply with the consituSonal court ruling. 
Government has a long way to go to show the canabis comunity that they willing 
to engage with us.  Government needs to take heed of what the acSvists have 
been trying to tell them for years now.  

We want full legalizaSon of the plant and derivaSves. We want an open fair 
trade market where canabis and canabis products can be bought and sold 
without old outdated laws that in essence keep the plant and its users 
oppressed. Richard

2020-09-16 
20:15:20

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

LegalizaSon shouldn't even need to come into it - it should be FREE - we should 
be allowed to grow it how ever we want and the pharmaceuScal corporate 
#$*%s that run rough shod over and control our governments and murder our 
people should be told by us to $#*! right off - to another planet in another 
cosmos.  Wayne

2020-09-16 
11:02:29

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

Why should it be regulated so Sghtly? It should be regulated like cigareses or 
alcholog are regulated.  

Nicotene is a psychoacSve sSmulant, affects the nervous system and is 
addicSve. 

THC is however NOT physically addicSve like Nicotene even though it can lead to 
abuse just like many other sSmulants or chemicals that act on the nervous 
system. The problem is not the substance, but the underlying morals, ethics and 
educaSon of our society. Let's rather fix that! We need to fix the ROOT of the 
cause. Not the symptom. David

2020-09-16 
06:00:42

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

I personally feel like nothing has changed and there are too much limitaSons. 
The penalSes are ridiculous and oppressive. Just fully legalise this plant and 
remove these restricSons. Just imagine being arrested for a plant while rapists 
and murderers are roaming the streets freely, our parents and children are 
always looking over their shoulders because of feeling unsafe wherever they go.  
Before trying to find ways of controlling marijuana, these old people in 
parliament should do extensive research on this and look at how this plant can 
upliX many people's lives in various aspects. Zuko

2020-09-15 
23:13:13

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

I think that if people can drink alcohol publicly, which is destrucSve, then people 
should smoke weed publicly which is construcSve. All the things that are bad for 
your health are being promoted whilst the natural medicine is being demonised. 
They might as well demonise water. But cannabis must be allowed! Miswemihle 

2020-09-14 
19:54:46

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

EducaSon is key. Too few people know how cannabis works medicinally and 
therefore they oppose a natural remedy that has a lot of power to help healp 
our people.  The use of cannabis is much safer than smoking tobacco products 
or drinking.  Cannabis does not cause nearly as much harm as either of the 
aforemenSoned substances. I believe that if people are allowed to drink their 
braincells, livers and kidneys to pulp, while killing others in alcohol induced 
states in anger and road accidents, then others should be allowed to smoke 
cannabis and order a pizza to eat on their couch.  Smoking cannabis should be a 
free choice to all people. There should be less control exerted by government on 
personal use. I think that it is also fair to bring up that most people do not know 
how to grow their own, and as such should have a safe place to purchase 
cannabis from.  We are not criminals. We simply use a plant that was put on this 
earth by whatever god you believe in! Alzena

2020-09-14 
19:03:36

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

I have seen too many cases of cannabis harming people to be comfortable with 
legalizing and encouraging people to believe it is safe to use. My own son 
became severely psychoSc and nearly lost his life through excessive cannabis 
use and is now spending a year in a rehab centre to recover from his addicSon.  
Through professionals I have learned that 1 in 4 cannabis addicts develop 
substance induced psychosis. Timothy

2020-09-14 
15:42:47

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

To say yes I Do will be right coz how some of us see as good for medicinal use or 
allow it to be  abused by our young people seeing and using it as a substance to 
destroy  others lives and homes same like Sk ,,,,I live in a coloured community 
being a coloured I've seen how homes and lives were forever changed by those 
who cant handle it .I speak out of personal experience. I hate the way its being 
used by ignorant mèn and woman .I dont have a problem to go with what the 
government will enforce if be coz like I say medicinal use YES,,,,giving people an 
ènSre freedom over it  NO do not comparè  it with fruit or veg or cheese coz its 
NOT its DAGGA peŕiod Sophia

2020-09-14 
12:35:11

Eastern 
Cape Not fully Francois
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2020-09-14 
07:51:57

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

Joseph 
tomas

2020-09-13 
18:34:38

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

Has this been invesSgated properly? Has legalized cannabis worked in other 
countries?  Can South Africa "police" this? Nobody is going to give cannabis 
away: it is too valuable. If there is no legal sale of cannabis how can the 
government collect "sin tax"?  

Alan

2020-09-13 
17:05:37

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

Though it goes towards more freedoms for us users, it does does not address 
them according to how each individual uses the herb and for what purposes. For 
instance some rural people use it as medicine for both themselves and their 
livestock . For this applicaSon, way more than 1.2kg is needed. songeze

2020-09-13 
16:43:58

Eastern 
Cape Not fully maryann

2020-09-13 
15:00:36

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis for medical reasons I support but recreaSonal use in public places I do 
not support at all! Cindy

2020-09-13 
14:39:52

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

this bill is an absolute farse designed to relinquish freedom for conservaSve 
legacy draconian  poliScs of a rightwing flavor and is of no fit use in the enSre 
modern minded liberated African region. These obsessions with control of 
cannabis has sinister market capture specificaSon wrisen all over it , clear to any 
person that can read the 26 leser alphabet.  

a plant that grows and is chosen by a free people cannot be controlled by over 
westernized system of viking anS compeSSon laws. Chill down you flower pot 
over 40 patriarch idiots with your global suggesSons of a human cultural right . 
OK thanks , enough good word already  , We will smoke and you will fuckoff ! spyker

2020-09-13 
05:20:03

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

The concept   "too close to a window" has unreasonable issues of interpretaSon. 
What exactly is "too close"?  
The penalSes for using  "In the immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult 
person” vests too much power in the non-consenSng person. The law should be 
clearly framed, and not reliant on the whim or parScular mindset of a nearby 
individual. 

Kevin 

2020-09-12 
21:39:14

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

I support the change in  the new bill.... 
However, there are some points menSoned that do not make much sense. 
1} There should be a controlled market available for surplus stock to sold. This 
will enable small scale farmers the opportunity to provide some extra income 
for their families. If produce not allowed to be sold, then at least to be able to 
be traded for other materials and/or supplies. 
2} If as the new proposed bill states, that each person is only allowed to grow 8 
plants per person, then there should be no restricSons on the size of those 8 
plants. And no limit placed on the amount of dried product that those 8 
produced. 

Thank you. 

Steve 

2020-09-12 
19:39:02

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis smoking should be allowed but privately and in well venSlated areas 
only. 
The use of cannabis oils for medical purposes should be allowed. Pieter

2020-09-12 
15:22:07

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

During the current lockdown we have experienced, I have seen a family 
destroyed by the father parent who sees no problem in smoking anySme of the 
day in front of his children and him conSnuing his habit. He has turned out to be 
quite  aggressive and as it has become legal he feels that he is doing no harm to 
anyone.  He easily packed his wife and his one son's clothes and items in boxes 
and leX everything in the son's room. I don't have a problem with marijuana I 
however  do not like the way it has changed people and as a result protecSon 
orders had to be forced. The impact of his behaviour has resulted in the children 
seeing psychologists etc. This is my opinion only Risè 

2020-09-12 
13:06:13

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

It is unconstutuSonal  to restrict private use of this plant on private property ; 
provided  it does not leave said private property. Chris
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2020-09-12 
11:33:30

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis has been used for thousands of years to heal and bring people 
together . We have to fix the damage that has been done by our uninformed 
forefathers .  

The image that has been given to people in the past of cannabis , the users and 
culSvators there of ,has been highly sSgmaSzed and criminalised .  

Cannabis has the potenSal to help so many of our poor and sick communiSes to 
grow their own medicaSon. It also has the potenSal to empower young 
entrepreneurs which in turn wil create more jobs . 

LimiSng the number of cannabis plants or dried cannabis that a person has is 
complete insanity. Would you limit the amount of vegetables a person can 
grow? And why can't we sell cannabis at that same farmers market?  

In conclusion , cannabis has unfathomable possibiliSes for South Africa and its 
people. We have the chance to fight poverty and create jobs . We can help the 
under privileged individuals get into the industry early and help grow it . There 
are so many more potenSal opportuniSes to help get the country , its people 
and the economy get back to an internal standard. Nathan

2020-09-12 
08:40:29

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

My personal feelings and recommendaSons are that this is a substance that 
should be strictly controlled by the Medical profession ,health and safety laws, 
and only Doctors who are under (Oath) (pracSce in medicine) should be given 
the responsibility of issue and be held accountable for the supply and issue to 
humans aXer a full on checkup and medical test has been carried out on the 
well being of the individual before any decision is made as far as supply and 
issue of this substance is concerned. 

Louis

2020-09-11 
20:35:29

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

The bill misses a good opportunity to boost/support the tourism industry with 
the restricSons on the consumpSon of Marijauna close to windows. Marijauna 
should share the same  status as cigareses for public consumpSon.  

It will be a waste is states resources policing and criminally processing Marijauna 
smokers/consumers.  

The quanSSes menSoned are fair. Bandile 

2020-09-11 
15:24:09

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

South Africa should be smart and legalize the sell of seeds and cannabis 
products, however it should get regulated. 

The tax would do wonders for the economy, and South Africa, especially the 
Eastern Cape, has got many people without jobs, where introducing cannabis to 
the economy will help many individuals to make a living without fear of arrest. JusSn

2020-09-11 
14:27:16

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

In general I have no concerns, I however am trying to make oil and do not know 
how many plants I need per milliliter. I do not smoke but am disabled due to an 
accident and use it for pain. We also have a history of cancer in our family and I 
have witnessed what it does for cancer. So it is also used as prevenSon. If my 
need is not filled by this bill could I apply for an extension to the amount of 
plants? Nothing too serious, thank you for asking for input. Robert

2020-09-11 
11:46:09

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis should be decriminalised and have the same rules as smoking applied. 
The benefits on those that suffer from mental health issues is well documented. 
While I am in favour  of the leniency in the proposed bill the sale and 
distribuSon of the plant needs to move away from criminals and into the hands 
of legiSmate business people. Derek

2020-09-11 
08:08:21

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

I do not believe there should be any restricSons on the personal use of cannabis 
and I believe that those who can grow on a small scale to sell to those who don’t 
have the Sme, knowledge, space or means should be able to without penalty.  
Marijuana was criminalised in the USA many years ago to force hemp farmers 
out of business so that the government-subsidised coson farmers could come to 
the fore. It is an incredible plant with so many uses and SA would do itself a 
favour by starSng to invest in its producSon rather than marginalising it. Lauren

2020-09-11 
07:58:49

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

The South African government should not be allowed to limit the amount of 
plants that I can keep at one stage on my private property. The sale of of 
cannabis between two consenSng adults is none of the government's business 
as long as I am paying tax on any income. Daryll

2020-09-11 
06:36:44

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

How does this impact CBD oils and the protecSon of the Tabacco industry is 
ridiculous with 15 years and these jail terms for smoking around children is fine 
as long as the same is put onto tobacco Richard

2020-09-11 
06:23:02

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

The bill in it's current form is the complete opposite of what it was instructed by 
the judge to be. The penalSes and limitaSons are harsher than for alcohol and 
cigareses, both of which have been proven to be more harmfull. I believe a 
panel should be formed to finalise the bill and change it from it's current form. It 
should be made up of the some of the original defendants in the case to have 
cannabis legalised as well as some independent experts Hercules

2020-09-10 
19:34:53

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

Don't agree that it is a "drug that leads to harsher addicSons" .  It should not be 
"farmed" unless for medicinal purposes and should have same rules as 
cigareses - not in public places. Wendy

2020-09-10 
18:02:20

Eastern 
Cape Not fully hsp://fieldsofgreenforall.org.za Bianca

2020-09-10 
17:49:56

Eastern 
Cape Not fully hsps://fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/manifesto/ Armand
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2020-09-10 
17:07:31

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

Seeds and seedlings should be allowed to be purchased. 

More plants per household. 

Plants  can displayed in public or for public viewing. 

Veleska 

2020-09-10 
15:03:59

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

SSll too stringent in terms of controlling something that is natural and harmless. 

Impose control when nature is threatened, to protect. Do not impose control 
when there is absolutely no threat.  

How do you control the plants to maximum of 4 in any case. They just grow 
anywhere and everywhere and at our residence, we did not even plant them. 
There are hundreds of plants, just growing throughout the year , that gets eaten 
by the farm animals. 

Roubert
2020-09-10 
12:54:02

Eastern 
Cape Not fully Too many needless restricSons. Needs to promote more free trade and use. James

2020-09-10 
12:15:34

Eastern 
Cape Not fully Dee

2020-09-10 
12:14:14

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

The jail Sme for this is user rubbish.  
For a plant q plant Josiah 

2020-09-10 
12:08:23

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

I propose that the bill be amended to allow for the sale of any Cannibis products 
in stores with licences (similar to bars and bosle stores needing alcohol licences 
to sell). Elandre

2020-09-10 
11:42:33

Eastern 
Cape Not fully Legalize Marijuana and all related products. Misha

2020-09-10 
11:00:27

Eastern 
Cape Not fully The law should read do what you wish but do no harm to yourself or others Terrence

2020-09-10 
10:50:06

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

Firstly, it has been a tradiSonal income for families who have no other income, 
for decades, so they should get to grow it for regulated sale, not the big 
conglomerates.   
Secondly, there should be a curriculum that is unbiased with straight talk, in all 
languages, on educaSng children, and adults, on the good!, the bad and the 
ugly, because this, the same as too much caffeine or nicoSne, has many  health 
and damaging facets to it. 
Thirdly, I have seen two longSme smoking members of my family suffer from 
paranoid episodes,  related to excessive cannabis use. I am allergic to its smell 
within meters so there are side effects, but the same as too much sun.  You do 
not control sun tanning. 
However, by limiSng its sale, you are creaSng a 'seek-it' market, that is illicit.   
No government can sSfle the sale of a commodity in demand, so be 
economically clever and use it to create work and much-needed revenue.  
If you have the police to police it, then why cant the police police the rapes, 
murders and assaults  -- or even people not wearing masks.. instead of focusing 
on a commodity that  mostly allows people  relaxaSon, and is less harmful than 
the social impact of the legal sale of alcohol!  Be forward-thinking, don't nanny 
the naSon. 

Anne

2020-09-10 
10:23:34

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

Illogical nonsense. How can you have stricter regulaSon for a less dangerous 
substance. If you make regulaSon around cannabis more strict than alcohol 
tobacco or Panado for example no one can take you seriously because your 
legislaSon is not based on raSonal logic. Therefore there are alrwrior motoves Mike

2020-09-10 
09:53:45

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

It seeks to undermine the judgment of the consStuSonal court and human 
rights. It makes cannabis seem deadly even more than alcohol, while we all 
know the truth. Imagine being sentenced like a murderer for possessing a 
natural medicinal herb. Simo

2020-09-10 
08:59:19

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

Currently our government cannot cope with the current capacity which is laying 
very heavy on our legal system (the courts) and including the prison system.  
They need to first educate people (stakeholders) before they implement 
stringent laws which have a long term negaSve effect on our society. Too oXen 
government refuses to educate the people, and this results in dire effects on our 
country. Calmin

2020-09-10 
08:38:23

Eastern 
Cape Not fully Anton

2020-09-10 
08:33:23

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

Great start.  I feel that with the economic climate as it is, big families live 
together. So allowing at least 1800g and 12 plants per household of any size 
exceeding at least 4 people should be allowed.  Also it should be available at 
specialized shops for people who cannot grow their own.( In raw form, and also 
as oils and such, for medicinal use.) The  Eastern cape and lower reaches of the 
Drakensberg is excellent for growing good quality product, and it should be 
considered for growing the product as an export harvest.  Our economy can only 
benefit. Ronald

2020-09-10 
06:59:11

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

Not THC (the bad stuff), but CBD for medicinal purpose ONLY dispensed by a 
medical pracSSoner. I am a cancer survivor! Deborah 
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2020-09-10 
06:27:17

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

This bill excludes small scale farmers. Not everyone who uses cannabis has 
enough land, Sme, skill or interest to plant cannabis just so they can smoke or 
brew into tradiSonal remedies, the permised quanSSes per person are not well 
considered as uses for cannabis vary from smoking to feeding animals, 
considering how long it takes to grow a plant to harvest it is simply senseless to 
restrict the quanSSes one can possess to a maximum of 600g for an individual. 
The de criminalizaSon is welcome but the small scale farmers must be able to 
commercialize. They must be consulted before this bill comes to pass... Philasande 

2020-09-09 
21:21:48

Eastern 
Cape Not fully Missed the mark. Deone

2020-09-09 
19:18:00

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

I am grateful that the Bill has given myself and friends way more rights than we 
ever had before but at the same Sme I also fell like puing limits on how much 
you can have is a bit ridiculous. Just think how much cannabis is needed for 
making concentrates or oil. Come on guys, just legalise this herb properly, once 
and for all. It is a healing plant when used correctly. Steve

2020-09-09 
19:11:52

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

While it is good that Cabinet has agreed to allow us to use, culSvate, and posses 
cannabis, the limitaSons are not jusSfiable. 
We have one outdoor growing season, and 4 flowering plants just isn’t enough 
per person to see them throughout the year. This needs to be changed, you 
can’t arrest people for having more than 4 plants simply because they need 
more than that... especially considering the lengthy jail Sme that’s been 
proposed. 
Also, a legal framework must come into play to allow the commercial aspect of 
cannabis to boost our economy and local market, and create employment. Bryce

2020-09-09 
18:47:02

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

This bill is based on as if their are only one or two people living in the average 
South African household which is far from the truth.  The bigger family's might 
need to make medical  oils for old and young. This us by far not enough dry 
material.  
The 15 year jail sentence for dealing seems to be in line with what armed 
robbers get if not longer does not seem right.  
Thanks 

Myles

2020-09-09 
16:20:55

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

I only support medical use. 
It is naive to believe people will not deal in the cannabis, or grow much more. It 
is already happening. Elma

2020-09-09 
16:20:36

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

I believe that there should be no limitaSons on personal possession or growing. 
Cannabis helped me stop drinking alcohol and has helped my depression and is 
a medicine. Let CANNABIS help restart South Africa's economy by us being the 
leaders in this industry. We have the perfect climate as well as generaSons on 
local growers and unique strain geneScs. I believe that just like alcohol cannabis 
should have it's age restricSons and be freely available to ADULTS. Michael

2020-09-09 
15:52:46

Eastern 
Cape Not fully Julie 

2020-09-09 
15:11:12

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

I do not support the harsh punishment and cannabis should be completly 
legalised. This new bill is a total flipflop. Alcohol is more harmful then cannabis, 
drunken driving, death, domesSc violence, gender violence, rape and even 
murder under the influence of alcohol what is seldom the case with cannabis. I 
do agree that it should be controlled by law but not by anything thoughtless to 
saSsfy high profiles egos Ronald

2020-09-09 
14:50:33

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

I am not sure if the quanSSes being "allowed" will be sufficient for those that 
use the product for health issues. 
There are many benefits of both THC and CBD which overlap, and then there are 
those specific to either THC or CBD. 
I think the amounts allowed will ensure the black market stays operaSonal with 
lisle or no impact being felt by them. 
But I am very glad that the plant is being given legal status, and my happiness 
stems from the medical properSes of the plant Karina

2020-09-09 
14:46:51

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

The maximum jail term of 15 years for dealing in cannabis is unreasonably harsh 
for the crime. A maximum term of 5 years is reasonable in my opinion. However, 
dealing cannabis to a child could be a separate offence with a harsh sentence. 

The maximum of two years for smoking in public or too close to a windows is 
also unreasonably harsh and does not deserve any jail term. A fine would be 
sufficient. 

There is also no need to set any limits for personal, legal use, nor for sharing 
without renumeraSon. Andrew

2020-09-09 
14:33:51

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

Cannibas has been idenSfied as a risk factor for many social problems. How will 
the government monitor its use in private spaces and how can they allow an 
exchange between people without remuneraSon? There is a lot to consider 
because it has been proven as well that cannibas is a gateway drug. Lungile

2020-09-09 
14:08:38

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

Cannabis should be legalised which would stop the illegal trade and free up our 
police to beser protect ciSzens against rapists, murderers, looters and 
destroyers of other people's livelihoods. There is a great deal that the cannabis 
plants can be used for and there are numerous health benefits.  
I feel that it is up to parents to teach their children the consequences of 
overindulging in any kind of drug. If you have a stable and loving home, children 
will not be drawn to this kind of culture. The people who indulge in drugs will do 
so whether you legislate it away or not as has been seen now with the 
lockdown. The people who wanted alcohol and cigareses bought them on the 
black market. Teach people responsibility and educate them, that is the way to 
go. Ursula
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2020-09-09 
13:29:22

Eastern 
Cape Not fully The sale of cannabis between consenSng adults should be legalized. Debra

2020-09-09 
13:14:10

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

This plant is god given. It has healing and calming properSes. We don't regulate 
cigareses. We should not be regulated on this. The current government just 
looking for legal way to take over the market. We are not children.  Many 
persons from various vocaSons including saps have been smoking weed for 
years. Show me one murder, rape or violent that relates to smoking marijuana. Patricia

2020-09-09 
13:13:43

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

How is a person dealing in Cannabis defined? Can't see ho possessing it is legal, 
but somebody selling products such as oil, is breaking the law Tim

2020-09-09 
12:16:46

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

We need regulaSon about medicinal cannabis as the people who use it depend 
on it for pain relief , anxiety, helps with sleep and it works for that as I use 
medicinal cannabis and it is beser than any prescripSon drugs that I have ever 
taken without the terrible side effects. Astrid

2020-09-09 
11:55:26

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

Why all the restricSons and penalSes, individuals should be able to grow and 
use as much as they like.  Could be one of our best export products. JusSn

2020-09-09 
10:57:40

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

I find this bill is a step forward for the plant in South Africa however it does not 
allow enough for the commercial aspect of the plant. Poor rural farmers should 
be allowed to grow this plant like any other crop and profit from it. The 
penalSes for breaking these laws are ridiculous and are dangerous for the 
ciSzens of our country. Rape and murder should NOT have the same penalty as 
"dealing" in cannabis Andrew

2020-09-09 
10:44:15

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

I agree with the expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of 
possession or use of cannabis. But that is all, the remainder of the provisions are 
over reaching and harmful. Dylan

2020-09-09 
10:21:17

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

"Exchange between individuals without remuneraSon" needs clear definiSon 
since "exchange" implies a two-way transacSon. What goods or services will be 
permissibly exchanged for the cannabis if not cash? 

"medical cannabis" per medical prescripSon for children and adults must be 
clearly defined to be approved uses. The verified benefits for auSsm, cancer and 
numerous treatable condiSons are manifest. David

2020-09-09 
10:18:59

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

I see no reason that there are any penalSes to growing or possessing a plant. 

What are you hoping to achieve with this?  It is not like you can over grow, like 
you can over fish...  Or is it to protect vested interest groups that are  seeking to 
profit? 

Details supplied - despite historical risk of persecuSon Michael

2020-09-09 
10:18:25

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

It is not just about leing the general public grow their own Cannabis for home 
use, it about starSng an industry that will allow the poor people to get 
themselves out of poverty. The commercial growing of Cannabis is too expensive 
for the small home growers to get involved. The laws need to be shaped so that 
home growers can sell to co-operaSves and sustain themselves. Much the same 
as we grow excess vegetables and sell the excess at the local farmers market. 
The government should think of empowering the rural community and not 
working only for big business!  Warwick

2020-09-09 
10:01:14

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

The rules and regulaSons around cannabis will not be easy to control. 
Cannabis and cannabis products should only be for medical purposes and be 
sold by registered pharmaceuScal and medical professionals. Nadia

2020-09-09 
09:51:20

Eastern 
Cape Not fully Gloria

2020-09-09 
09:48:20

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

There should be no flowering plants in public spaces. 

There should be no exchange between individuals of any sort they should buy 
from a registered source. There is no need to expand this business into homes. 
No-one needs 30 seedlings if their homes have a maximim of 8 allowed plants. Paulo

2020-09-09 
09:33:14

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

I was the principal of a high school in Cape Town for 11 years  in an area where 
cannabis was not difficult to obtain.  Over that period of Sme I came to discover  
that the effects of teenagers smoking it followed a definite pasern: decline in 
personal hygiene, increase in truancy, and a falloff in academic performance.  I 
know, then, from personal experience that the smoking of cannabis has a very 
negaSve effect on teenagers. My concern is that,  despite the provisions of the 
Bill which are designed to prevent its use by children and teenagers, it will 
inevitably become more available for recreaSonal use and that teenagers will 
gain access to it more readily. I have no problem with cannabis being used for 
medicinal purposes under proper control, but am opposed to it being more 
readily available than that. Graeme

2020-09-09 
09:17:11

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

It is already everywhere , from ice-cream carts to service staSons . 
The prisons can make space  for more serious crimes   cliff

2020-09-09 
09:17:03

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

I'm quesSoning the differences between Alcohol and cannabis with regard to 
the law. The use of cannabis for medical reasons is a proven fact, why make it so 
difficult. Why restricSons on cannabis but none on alcohol? This has not been 
thought through. I am not a smoker of anything. Anton
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2020-09-09 
09:01:33

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

The legalisaSon of cannabis for private use is good, as well as the restricSons 
regarding minors. However, the amounts allowed for growing purposes are too 
low. The restricSons around sales of cannabis seeds, plants and by-products and 
derivaSves from the plant does not make sense. The penalSes and jail terms 
basically ignore the posiSves that cannabis can provide and sSll keep it in the 
"illegal drug" category. Many people use it purely for medical reasons and this 
restricSon will prohibit good quality products available for those who can't grow 
their own. How will anyone profit from this? There are many poor, rural 
communiSes, especially here in the Eastern Cape, who have depended on this 
for their income. They could sell their product to registered companies who 
produce medical grade products and the economy could benefit greatly, as well 
as providing those who need it with quality, regulated products for medical use. 
These regulaSons all but prohibit this - it does not make any sense. Rather 
implement a regulated system for medical cannabis, including pricing caps, and 
then for recreaSonal use, regulate quanSSes for growing and having on your 
person, but stop with the ridiculous jail terms etc. I agree that no cannabis 
should be smoked, vaped, eaten etc. in public places. Nicole

2020-09-09 
08:54:11

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

First of all, cannabis is not a drug - it is a natural herb. Therefore, personal 
choices should not be restricted, that is against our consStuSonal right. 
Second - cannabis has been proved to heal many 100% who suffer from chronic 
illnesses.  
Third - cannabis is also a great treatment for those suffering from anxiety and 
stress it also assists with persons suffering from bipolar disorders. 
No restricSons at all on growing cannabis for personal use is my vote. 
However, I do think the oils and capsules made from cannabis should be 
controlled and managed. Michele

2020-09-09 
08:45:02

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

I believe that there should be no puniSve measures against the growing and 
consumpSon of cannabis or cannabis products.  There are just too many 
posiSves and  this plant could be used to upliX the poorest of the poor (already 
growing the plant here in the Eastern Cape) ..it has the potenSal to bring in a lot 
of wealth for the country as the re is a world wide demand for cannabis 
products - eg CBD oil etc.  The plant can be used in its enSrety..the stems.stalks 
can be pulped into fibre for the making of fabric, building material and for 
animal feed...its a win win for the country. I do however support not smoking in 
public, near children etc. Legalising the growing of cannabis will also assist in 
destroying the police led Dagga Mafia so prevalent in the Coffee Bay area where 
the cops reign supreme and who behave like drug lords not cops! Cecilia 

2020-09-09 
08:44:52

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

Dagga/Cannabis should ONLY be available for MEDICAL/MEDICINAL PURPOSES.  
To legally allow people to use it will just exacerbate the growing drug abuse 
problem in South Africa. The other quesSon is - WHO IS GOING TO POLICE IT  in 
this 5th world state we live in ? The authoriSes cannot even control DRINKING & 
DRIVING  so use your brains & THINK !! 
Many people cannot even drink responsibly,  so wake up South Africa !!! Brian

2020-09-09 
08:37:11

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

DefniSef nie vir gebruik v sosialisering nie. Kan baie skade doen veral in jong 
mense wat nie n idee het v d newe effekte nie. Geen probleem met olie v 
medisyne verkoop in n geregistreerde apteek of gesondheis winkel nie Ellen

2020-09-09 
08:27:46

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

Less harmful than cigareses and alcohol. The Government needs the funds. 
Legalize completely.  So many health and other natural benefits. Susan 

2020-09-09 
08:23:54

Eastern 
Cape Not fully Sanet

2020-09-09 
08:22:53

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

The criminalisaSon of Cannabis has led to the situaSon we experience today 
with gangs riding roughshod over the communiSes in which they compete for 
territory in their bid to supply cannabis and other drugs. Legalising Cannabis will 
remove the need for occasional smokers to  interact with individuals from these 
gangs and it would help the government to tax the legiSmate income derived 
from the legal sale of Cannabis and Cannabis-related products. It might also 
serve as an addiSonal asracSon for people who would not otherwise have come 
to visit South Africa. 
The Bill's asempt at providing regulaSon should be altered in line with the 
regulaSons around cigareses and alcohol and the harsh sentences around 
smoking it in public should be removed and regulated in a different way, like 
banning all smoking in public spaces. Terence

2020-09-09 
08:22:19

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

The sentences proposed are too harsh.  In this lovely country of ours, not even 
murder and rape receives such harsh sentences...bit imbalanced, don't you 
think?  But as for the legalisaSon thereof, agreed. Belinda

2020-09-09 
08:06:01

Eastern 
Cape Not fully It will be extremely difficult to police. Ian

2020-09-09 
07:46:33

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

I do feel that the industry and private use needs to be regulated, but am 
concerned about the effect of this on the workplace, domesSc violence and the 
policing of this  maser. Marie

2020-09-09 
07:46:04

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

Legalize it fully and let people self regulate as with cigareses and alcohol.  At 
least Government will get the tax benefit and a whole new industry will open 
up. Charmaine

2020-09-09 
07:38:26

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

I think it is important to regulate the industry and  private use, but  I am worried 
about the effect on individual use on e.g. the workplace, domesSc violence Marie

2020-09-09 
07:25:20

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

Should be strictly controlled and only made available with a script from  a doctor 
and/or homeopath G 

2020-09-09 
06:51:37

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

My experience living with someone that smokes cannabis regularly is 
unfavorable  

Jeanine 
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2020-09-09 
06:42:35

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

No jail Sme for anything related cannabis  
Legalise cannabis Ilze

2020-09-09 
02:35:36

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

Good day, 

Hope all well. 

I agree only to disagree with the penaltys in the context of being near a window, 
where can be very subjecSve in how the wind blows, ofcourse a best effort 
perspecSve should be considered over a automaSc judgement in such case. If 
there has been effort made, then it be pardoned i.e warnings, and if blantant 
disregard then perhaps more measures. Please considr that.  

Also to that, there are notes in the draX bill on driving with cannabis or rather 
DUI, and this should be objecSve to not confuse if being in the system if under a 
test versus being currently under the influence i.e immediately smoking then 
driving versus a recommend Sme i.e 2 hours before driving, or a administraSon 
of dextrose before driving etc. Please consider that. 

There are people that abuse this and will abuse it, BUT, there are those that 
appreciate the freedoms set out, and it should be considered for those that "use 
it" but "don't abuse it" to not be treated like those who do not in all relavent 
areas apply certain common sense variables, and the law should not 
automaScally place individuals such as those responsible  who would like to 
adhere to reasonable guildlines into posiSons by means of less thought out laws 
that make lesser sense referring to the simple concerns in above two 
paragraphs.  

I believe it would be nice to consider quality at recreaSonal personal use created 
at high standard to set affordable standards for how to culSvate to educate 
communiSes to void spreading uneducated lesser quality in the country i.e don't 
touch it without gloves etc during covid, safety precauSons. I.e to shiX the 
consciousness from those slacking as result of it, to being something upliXing 
toward innovaSve producSve purposes. 

I agree, it is not right to smoke arroound children, again this should be viewed if 
incident at a angle of best conscious effort, blantant disregard is a seperate 
incident i.e assuming the legality means one could smoke anywhere in public 
would be incorrect, and less effort taken use blend common sense if not yet 
reading the guidlines, or not making a effort to atleast have some 
understanding. 

Thank you, 
Have a blessed day. 

G
2020-09-08 
23:25:34

Eastern 
Cape Not fully JOHANNES

2020-09-08 
22:19:28

Eastern 
Cape Not fully Make the drug taxable along with alchohol and cigaretes. Bill

2020-09-08 
22:05:29

Eastern 
Cape Not fully Let em smoke! Far more harmless than the alcohol I drink Lyle

2020-09-08 
21:42:03

Eastern 
Cape Not fully Karen

Free State 50

2020-11-10 
12:27:07

Free 
State Not fully

We need to have indigenous farmers to supply us with no lands but need the 
plan for medicinal . We need total freedom of the plan like any other cash crop.  
We need more scales to posses . Why this bill talks against the 2018 Concort 
rulling now ? Pule 

2020-11-10 
12:22:25

Free 
State Not fully

The cannabis must be regulated like coson,tabaco and alcohol. This law is 
apartheid law look on number of trees and jail period . Totally not acceptable. 
I'm a Rasta and I need to eat, wear, bath, drink and build out of that cannabis 
most important to heal. Goverment allow the Green economy cannabis can 
great jobs . Jobs are essenSal need Mimi

2020-11-03 
10:07:16

Free 
State Not fully

Legalize and regulate cannabis.  
Have a system set up to accommodate the people who require cannabis for 
medical purposes and the people who want cannabis for recreaSonal drug use. 
The limits on how much you can grow, own and give away seem just to me. 
Expunge the people with past cannabis charges and the government should 
provide aid to these individuals to make up for the effects the harsh cannabis 
laws had on them. 

The sentencing is too intense. 2 years for smoking in public? I'd rather have 
community service for a while. 
Smoking in public should not cost you a criminal record and 2 years of your life. 
Selling cannabis could get you up to 15 years, which is the same amount for 
second-Sme offending rapists. I cannot imagine how those two can be grouped 
together. Jan

2020-10-29 
14:52:26

Free 
State Not fully

PenalSes are ridiculously high, as if it is a  drug like heroin. Also - when 
culSvaSng, it could be necessary to have more that precribed quanSty in private 
to enable full year's usage while not being able to culSvate in winter. Neels
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2020-10-19 
11:47:49

Free 
State Not fully

Ganja is life the healing of the naSon dont c w them sSll r fight it   legalise it fully 
like u did wth cigarese  and alcohol ganja cause no harm in society or man tread 
it same way  burn colonial mind set burn poliScal corrupSon let creaSon benefit 
from tree of life more fire more lyf Edward
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-09 
14:21:25

Free 
State Not fully Do not put a limit on dried, cured properly stored, geneScs. Fernando

2020-10-09 
10:08:13

Free 
State Not fully

I am most concerned about the plant limit and amount per person. I've 
culSvated my fair share of cannabis and I've had yields ranging all the way from 
a couple of gram up to almost a kilo from an outdoor plant. 
This raises a concern for me as it is hard to esSmate how much a plant will yield 
as each strain is different. What if my yield exceeds the allowed amount?  
On the other side of the spectrum what about less experienced growers that 
might be able to reach their allowed amount with only being allowed 4 
flowering plants per person. 
Secondly I'm concerned about CBD and CBD strains, according to the bill 
cannabis is defined as anything containing THC. 
The problem I have is that it is impossible to tell if a plant is a CBD variety 
without lab tesSng. Does a CBD plant then also count as a cannabis plant and 
you are allowed to have 4 flowering plant? 
Lastly I'm concerned about how this is going to be inforced, are we just going to 
open our homes S law enforcement to come in and see that we are not breaking 
the law?  

Wynand
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-03 
17:12:51

Free 
State Not fully

I do not support any jail Sme for anything cannabis related (selling, 
buying,smoking,processing etc) except for providing it to minors. The plant must 
be completely free!!! No jail Sme!!! Stuart

2020-09-28 
11:13:37

Free 
State Not fully

I fully support the legalisaSon of  cannabis use in South Africa. 

I feel the Bill falls short in this legalisaSon and sSll places restricSons on the 
private use by adults. 

I feel that the sale and purchase of cannabis should be legalised, regulated and 
taxed. But that adult ciSzens should be free to trade in this commodity. There 
should be a licensing system. But these licenses should be accessible to all 
ciSzens, as majority of cannabis growers are subsistence farmers. The 
government should reduce the barriers to entry into this economic sector. Sales 
and purchases of cannabis should be taxed as this could be a lucraSve source of 
income for the country. These funds can be used to fight the scourge of harder 
drugs which damage society, unlike cannabis.  

I fully agree that the industry should be regulated. But this is an opportunity for 
government to provide many of its people with the economic freedom which so 
many desire.  

I also fully support the expungement of criminal records as it is clear that society 
does not deem the possession of cannabis to be a crime.  

Fully legalise dagga. For all. Mashew

2020-09-27 
19:04:09

Free 
State Not fully

Possession and exchange amounts should be increased and growth for personal 
use amounts should also be increased. This will tackle the taboo type of 
percepSon associated with cannibas and also allow for government to more 
openly regulate its movement, as higher restricSons only lead to higher illicit 
trade, which in turn does not allow it to be properly taxed. Just a thought 
though Mnguni

2020-09-24 
18:35:59

Free 
State Not fully

Everyone should be able to grow as much as they want to for private purposes. 
There is a need for suppliers as well for those who are incapable of growing for 
themselves.  Medicinal benefits are many and there are people who can't get 
out of bed.due to illnesses.  Using marijuana alleviates their pain and gives them 
hope. Raising their lifestyle from suffering.   I think that the proposed sentences 
are ludicrous... too stringent.  SA should adapt  same legislaSon as Netherlands. 
As a African country rich with heritage planted deeply with marijuana, govt must 
look at ways to enrich the people of SA by exporSng marijuana products and 
medicine.  Tourists will be asracted by tours of farms and associated 
downstream plants.  CreaSon of jobs and boosSng of local communiSes will 
occur. Marijuana is not like alcohol, does not promote violence or hate. It has a 
way of bringing people together inspite of creed, colour or religion. Full 
legalisaSon would be a tool to aid South Africans in healing from the scars of the 
past. Cassidy

2020-09-16 
18:37:36

Free 
State Not fully

Four flowering plant per person is not enough.  I use medicinal cannabis  (oil) for 
my prostate cancer and lung disease.  I does work in both cases as my oncoligist 
and cardioligist can confirm regadring my tests. 
600 gms is insificient to last me a year, that is one growing season to the other. 
That means that if I run out of dried cannabis I will have to resort to buying it. 
That  means that I  commit a crime and I am forced to buy from illegal suppliers. 
In my opinion it is my right to grow as much as I need for myself as I am enSteld  
to use it as a medicine as much as I need it. 
I am not in support of the use of cannabis for recreaSon as much as I dont 
support the use of alcohol. Any person who have to take any of afore manSoned 
to get in a fesSve mood has  a problem. 
What I do know from research and have experienced is that all the bad things 
said about persons going bersek and such, is nonsense. I have seen people 
acSng worse from alcohol. Cannabis make people mild not aggresive. 
But it is all a money issue. The big and rich companies know that cannabis is a 
threat to their business and industry.  

Norman

2020-09-16 
14:57:16

Free 
State Not fully

Should a crime or accident occur and the accused is taken to court and the 
proven fact is that this person has used the cannabis should definitely NOT be 
used as an extenuaSng circumstance.  The accused must take full responsibility. 

Anyone found guilty of giving the drug to children should be sentenced to no 
less than 10 years jail Sme  Gillian

2020-09-16 
08:49:20

Free 
State Not fully

I think it is long overdue to legalize Cannabis but agree not to sell or use near 
children. Cannabis helps with a lot of medical condiSons.  rudi

2020-09-15 
16:23:09

Free 
State Not fully

The Bill is restricSve in nature. This is an industry that can solve many of the 
huge financial challenges in S.A. EducaSon is by far a beser method of control, 
we need to educate the enSre populaSon of the country about the do's & dont's 
of Cannabis.  
Large scale agriculture of cannabis will not only be a massive financial resource 
but will sSmulate the job market in many spheres. Shortsightedness with 
regards to legislaSon will only prolong the inevitable outcome. 
The legal North American cannabis market is worth over 40 Billion dollars per 
year. SA should be growing and exporSng we need the income and exposure. 
The Legislator needs to be educated on the massive importance that this 
commodity brings to SA and concentrate on issues like Vilonce Against Woman 
& Children. Phillip
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2020-09-14 
10:33:17

Free 
State Not fully We have people selling the oil for medicine purposes. Elizabeth

2020-09-13 
21:45:32

Free 
State Not fully Janet

2020-09-13 
07:48:23

Free 
State Not fully

I support the concept 100%. It just doesn't seem logical to have so few plants 
allowed to be flowering considering that some houses have more than 2 adults 
in them. Also what about CBD plants? That's medicinal and there's nothing 
disSnguishing them. UlSmately I support this transiSon into a greener SA Dominique 

2020-09-13 
06:46:45

Free 
State Not fully for medicinal purposes only. Not for recreaSonal  purposes. Roy

2020-09-12 
15:06:44

Free 
State Not fully

This is a gateway drug. Many lives are ruined   as it is the first drug to be  used by 
all drug addicts.  I agree for personal use in your own home, but not to have it in 
your posession in public as this is where it will get in the hands of children. 
No child should ever be exposed to this drug therefore  no minor can be in 
posession of such a drug. Loraine

2020-09-11 
19:42:51

Free 
State Not fully

How about legalizing it completely and allowing people to decide for themselves 
what it is that they want to do with their lives.  People that are currently making 
a living from Cannabis are criminalized, how about we de-criminalize them? 
However, as a non-consumer I agree with imposing some restricSons that will 
protect people that wish not to be secondary smokers. Jerry

2020-09-11 
14:59:39

Free 
State Not fully

The people who wrote this bill has absolutely no understanding of the Cannabis 
plant. Experts from the Cannabis industry like the fieldsofgreenforall.org.za who 
has already done all the work with research done all over the world has to be 
used in creaSng this new bil. The penalSes is absolutely absurd i find it 
extremely disturbing to find out the CorrecSonal services wants to charge a 
cannabis user longer than a pedophile. Absolutely no one should be arrested for 
the use or trade of a plant especially a plant capable to enrich individuals and 
cure people of illnesses. 

This bill is not regulaSon it's prohibiSon 2.0 its bordering treason. Christo 

2020-09-11 
14:09:02

Free 
State Not fully

I don't agree with the amount of flowering plants allowed. It is unrealisSc for 
people who use cannabis for medical reasons. 
My mother suffered a semi-paralysing stroke last year and uses cannabis daily 
for pain management as she is now wheelchair bound. 
My husband has undergone 2 back operaSons due to scoliosis and uses 
cannabis regularly throughout the day for severe pain control. 
I use cannabis at night as a sleeping aid due to suffering from insomnia. 
Together, we consume at least 500gr of cannabis a month and as much as we 
would like to grow our own, 8 flowering plants for our household simply won't 
cut it. 
I think smoking cannabis in public should have the same rules and regulaSons as 
normal cigareses. 
Also, a 15 year jail sentence for someone dealing cannabis is simply ridiculous 
considering the jail sentences rapists and murderers receive is roughly the same. Dominique

2020-09-11 
11:48:15

Free 
State Not fully

No limit on plants grown at home. 
No limit to how much cannabis you possess 
Freedom for the plant as well as humans using it.  
In no way is cannabis a "drug" that somehow needs regulaSng. 
Tax it and fuck the rest Kenrick

2020-09-11 
09:15:35

Free 
State Not fully hsps:/feildsofgreenforall.org.za/manifesto/ Marcó Louis 

2020-09-10 
15:25:31

Free 
State Not fully

It must include the one who were arrested, having criminal records due to 
cannabis. We must be compassionate and given the PresidenSal pardon. AXer 
this bill we sSll going to have the criminal record. The RASTAFARI are being the 
ambassadors of the cannabis for years and years but they are leX out for 
contribute in the making of the cannabis bill .What about the land issue we can't 
talk about planSng with out the land issue Mojalefa

2020-09-10 
12:53:11

Free 
State Not fully Rone

2020-09-10 
12:11:01

Free 
State Not fully

Why is the focus only being placed on the smoking of Cannabis? The purposed 
bill makes NO provision for cannabis use for medicinal purposes. My husband 
contracted cancer in 2011. A second primary cancer in 2014. Metastasized to his 
lungs in 2016. I make a high quality THC/ organic coconut oil and Frankincense  
suppository tablet for daily use. He is clean of any cancer since 2018. This can 
not be smoked, no hallucinaSng affect. I do not make any profit from 
distribuSng these tablets. In order to produce enough THC for the producSon of 
these tablets, the proposed bill is highly restricSve in order to produce enough 
THC for producing cannabis suppositories. My Bullterier suffers from  eczema - 
THC cream is most effecSve to treat his discomfort and a LOT cheaper than over 
the counter medicaSon. The proposed bill is flawed. To much emphasis on 
smoking and no recogniSon for medicinal use. Will I be jailed or fined if I save 
lives and treat people and animal? It makes NO sense!!! PharmaceuScal 
companies have a monopoly.  THINK AGAIN!!! Heleen

2020-09-10 
11:57:47

Free 
State Not fully

Legalize for every one to trade in cannabis open one tesSng staSon for cannabis 
to be tested befor sell to public and export every one can become part of the 
growing mission Wessel

2020-09-10 
10:25:10

Free 
State Not fully

The limit on home personal home possession is way too low if you are making  
oil. Flowering plants needs to be more per person as well. Jolene

2020-09-10 
08:41:50

Free 
State Not fully Exchange should be banned Jeanine
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2020-09-10 
03:31:44

Free 
State Not fully

Cannibis (thc) needs to be regulated,. I. E. It should be through a medical ly 
tested  laboratory. And grown in a pollutant free environment. 
So that one always gets the same schedule. Megan

2020-09-09 
19:47:28

Free 
State Not fully

Ek sou dit toelaat  vir spesifieke siekteSestande en dan voorgeskryf deur n 
Geregistreerde  mediese kruiedokter. ( ek dink bv aan Dr Richard Whelan, 
medical herbalist in Christchurch NZ) 
Hier in SA ken ek nie n kruie dokter nie  alhoewel daar is van hulle hier. Hendrik

2020-09-09 
17:08:48

Free 
State Not fully

Cannabis Indica for medicinal use, yes. 
No to Cannabis saSva for smoking and to alter state of consciousness  will have a 
devastaSng effect on people,  as they will deteriorate neurologically over Sme. 
and is addicSve. 
We have seen how addicted this country is to smoking  and alcohol. 
We will loose an enSre generaSon 
They will loose their jobs, as using cannabis has a devastaSng effect on job 
performance. 

Lynese
2020-09-09 
16:34:20

Free 
State Not fully

Nee Canabis is verslawend en verander die gebruiker se gedrag. Slegs vir gebruik 
vir medisinale doeleindes  op voorskrif soos morfien ChrisSaab

2020-09-09 
15:42:34

Free 
State Not fully

The Maths is all wrong ,I know from personal experience that 1 tree in flowering 
can have up  5 kg of dry weight grown  outdoor in the sun and the perfect soil 
and depending on what geneSc you grow ...that is 1 tree . So the maths of 4 
flowering trees with only a limit of 1.2kg is absurd , not everyone grows that 
well but some do...and in South Africa there is a lot of very great growers !  
Just quick, online you buy a seed that produces a min of 450g per plant - 4 x 
450g= 1.8kg at minimum  ,please be fair to South Africa.  Thank you and may 
God bless us all Albertus 

2020-09-09 
14:16:07

Free 
State Not fully

Africans have been smoking weed for centuries, who are you to restrict it. Save 
the economy, plant hemp, makes for beser clothing. Coson is the biggest user 
of poison! Ian

2020-09-09 
13:10:55

Free 
State Not fully

I do agree that certain restricSons should apply, eg. like alcohol there should be 
an age restricSon. Other than that I am for the legalisaSon of and the sale 
thereof to adults, and for medical use. Mona

2020-09-09 
12:02:37

Free 
State Not fully

Why not legalise cannabis completely.  Good form of revenue which will 
empower the labour force & farmers.  Hemp grown commercially can create 
enormous wealth & is good for the planet as it would be a subsStute for plasSc 
which is harming our planet. Maria

2020-09-09 
11:20:01

Free 
State Not fully

Although i do agree this is a move in the right direcSon, there are massive 
concerns in this bill sSll. It would be absolutely treason to pass the bill as is, if a 
few changes are made here and there it would already be much more 
acceptable to the average person. 

I have a household of 4 people who use cannabis for all our ailments, from 
smoking to eaSng it and balms. Our household needs atleast 7kg of dried 
cannabis per year to meet our requirements. Also we only have access to 
growing cannabis outdoors, how will i be able to harvest that much off only 8 
plants, it's absolutely ridiculous. And I'm only allowed to have 1.2kgs on my 
possession, thats going to be enough for hopefully 2 months what am i 
supposed to do the other 10 months? 

It's also my human right to make a choice of living and not enabling me to trade 
in cannabis is treason! Absolutely ridiculous that the government wants to take 
over everything and leave the enSre country out of making money. Reynhardt 

2020-09-09 
10:56:38

Free 
State Not fully

The fact that any 1 person can use around 5 to 8 trees per year for self use 
depending on the use (Snctures use more leaves). 

The government cannot even now control people smoking cannabis around 
children, how will government enforce this in the future? 

Cannabis has been seen to aid children in seizures and auSsm yet government 
wants to make it illegal to use a plant to help children.  Does government know 
the difference between THC and CBD? I cannot understand that you gave not 
looked at the difference.  

Does government know how easily cannibis plants can die? So to limit people to 
4 (single) or 8 (family) is stupid. I would suggest family should be allowed 12 to 
16 plants and single person should be allow 10 to 12. 

The dried leaves of 1.2kg is also not adequate for a family nor is 600g for a single 
person. If purchased as a month supply, maybe but many are now growing their 
own. Nobody can overdose on that anyway. You need 612kg in 15 minutes to 
start overdosing so wake up. Allow around 25kg per family per month, 
depending if they make Snctures, have it as edibles or smoke it.  

Cannibis CANNOT harm most people neither children, unless they have an 
allergy to it. The human body has a canaboid system which means we need the 
plant as its the key to a producSve lufe. This plant does not make people 
aggressive but helps us work harder.  

Erica
2020-09-09 
10:06:21

Free 
State Not fully Sheila
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2020-09-09 
09:51:36

Free 
State Not fully

Cannabis should be banned in total. It causes personality changes to the person 
having a high and then when the person craves to smoke it. I also noSced CBD 
oil consumpSon causing a 'high' for the person who consumed it. 

When personality changes even just temporary, other bad acSons can follow 
easily and the person on a 'high' would be careless which can be dangerous 
even. Innocent people including children can suffer then without even ever 
having used/consumed cannabis/cannabis products. Dawn

2020-09-09 
08:39:34

Free 
State Not fully

It has medicinal values  that can't be disproved. The penalSes suggested are 
totally ridiculous. There are murderers and rapists and bigger criminals on street 
because the jusSce system is twisted to allow criminals on street to conSnue 
their  crimes...the focus is on the wrong end Yvonne

2020-09-09 
08:25:27

Free 
State Not fully

Intsangu, has been used by the indigenous people for centuries. 

I support a qualified quanSty given to an individual for his/her personal use. 
With the disadvantage of not having read the  whole text of the bill, I shall 
further suggest that  the use of intsangu for commercial purposes must not be 
limited. Individuals must produce and sell it subject to their capacity of 
producSon. 

Smoking/ consuming intsangu must strictly controlled and limited. Matosa
2020-09-09 
07:13:17

Free 
State Not fully mc

Limpopo 30
2020-11-03 
08:56:29 Limpopo Not fully Kim

2020-10-14 
20:03:15 Limpopo Not fully

We should be allowed to provide it as it is currently being considered an 
essenSal  to many like cigareses  . It can also help the country's economic 
development through it being taxed. Mahlatse 

2020-10-11 
15:12:12 Limpopo Not fully I want to be able to open a legal cannibis cafe in my area Hanlie

2020-09-28 
23:54:05 Limpopo Not fully

Smoking in public should not be illegal if done in the presence of consenSng 
adults and not in the presence of kids or non consenSng adults. If cannabis cant 
be smoked in public then so should cigareses which have proven to be a great 
cause of many chronic illnesses such as strokes, cancer and heart failure.  If we 
are allowed to carry and have some cannabis at home then why cant we be 
allowed to purchase it, where would I purchase it if those who trade are charged 
a 15 year sentence? If one wants to trade cannabis for medicinal purposes what 
laws will protect them and what are the condiSons for such. The bill does not 
address any issues except criminalise cannabis users while other destrucSve 
vices are legalised such as alcohol which is the leading causes of road accidents 
and domesSc violence and abuse are sSll accepted. Who will regulate this 
cannabis law and since many law enforcement individuals are also involved in 
the current illegal supply and dealing of cannabis, how certain are we that this 
law will stand? Also does this law also give police the right to randomly search 
ciSzens without warrants if that is the case then this will infringe on our 
democraSc right to be and have privacy. Where and outright crime is commised 
the law should take its course, however this bill to regulate cannabis does not 
differ from the current animosity created by its criminalised status. Thabo

2020-09-24 
09:28:33 Limpopo Not fully Johanna

2020-09-18 
17:07:56 Limpopo Not fully

Government should legalize cannabis. It is a plant. Let people do what they want 
with it. 
It does not need any legislaSon. The government needs to back off and leave 
people alone. 

Jane

2020-09-18 
07:19:01 Limpopo Not fully

I believe there are some destrucSve, puniSve  aspects of this bill that needs to 
be amended. Smoking by a window in a private dwelling, should sSll be 
regarded as there are no legal way to ascertain whether the person is smoking a 
cigarese or cannabis. There are people out there that will abuse the very lisle 
piece of the ambiguous parts of this bill to make life dangerous and difficult for 
users. Smoking in a private dwelling should be legal without limitaSons except 
where children under the age of 18 are involved. I agree that the law should 
protect them. However i do not believe that an adult visiSng my private 
residence has the right to lay a charge against me if i smoke cannabis in from of 
him/her. In my private residence, visitors do so under my consent. My privacy 
extends to the boundary of my private residence and i should feel safe to enjoy 
my vice in private. The law must clarify what the rights are for both non users 
and users of cannabis. The law should be clear when non users has the right to 
lay a charge, the current bill is not clear enough and will lead to police abuse! 
There are some posiSves to this bill, but the derogatory and arbitrary parts the 
seek to criminalize use in private dwellings are too much. Christo

2020-09-15 
14:43:11 Limpopo Not fully

The manner in which the Government seeks to limit the possession and sale is 
not in the spirit of democracy. The limits on flowering heads and limits on the 
amounts will have terrible consequences for the masses of our people. 
Furthermore the cumbersome and bureaucraSc nature of the licencing for 
commercial purposes will only benefit big business at the expense of the people 
this bill seeks to protect. This bill is far from the finished product and i urge all 
involved to take our consideraSons seriously as there will be countless legal 
objecSons if implemented in this form Iqramy
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2020-09-11 
18:26:55 Limpopo Not fully

I am against the use and legalizaSon of Dagga/cannabis. It damages the brain 
and make people not want to work. It is a mins altering drug with permanent 
damage to the brain. Jan

2020-09-11 
14:25:18 Limpopo Not fully

Cannabis should have no restricSons  
The only reason the government wants restricSons on cannabis is to control the 
market. 
Already Monsanto and ramaphosa have agreements in place to take over the 
seed market S.A.  
So , no to any form of restricSons on cannabis Mo

2020-09-11 
08:07:37 Limpopo Not fully Amount of cannibis on private property should not be limited. Lutricia 
2020-09-10 
20:13:43 Limpopo Not fully It should only be used for medicinal purposes Sarie

2020-09-10 
16:00:22 Limpopo Not fully

There are certain provisions of the proposed changes that I would agree with. 
But I do believe that if properly controlled, this could become a major source of 
revenue for the fiscus. Look at how much was lost to the fiscus becuase of the 
ban on the sale of cigareses and tobacco during the Covid lockdown and yet 
people were sSll smoking by buying on the black market where there was no 
benefit to the fiscus at all. 
There are definite medicinal benefits offered by Cannabis and these should be 
properly invesSgated before a blanket ban is placed on cannabis use outside the 
private home. Anne

2020-09-10 
13:09:39 Limpopo Not fully

Government must stop acSng like bosess. they are servants and should behave 
accordingly. I know how to make desicions for myself to my own benefir. They 
have demonstrated over 26 years that they do not have any competency to try 
and rule us any longer. thet are incompetent Anese

2020-09-10 
11:00:13 Limpopo Not fully Cannabis should be legalized for medicinal use. Ingrid

2020-09-10 
10:34:46 Limpopo Not fully

There are a variety of cannibs plants that do not only have THC. Some plants 
have hight CBD properSes but sSll contain less than 2% THC. A clause needs to 
be included that allows the sale of CBD cannibis with a Thc value of less than 
2%. This can be a major tax income for the government. See Switzerland as an 
example. Also clauses for the producSon of industrial hemp should also be 
included to allow for the culSvaSon of thus type of  plant... The current bill is 
only concerned with THC and leaves out CBD and industrial hemp. These 
inclusions need to be made so that industries in these other culSvars can be 
developed from the get go... The bill is sSll to vague... Nicholas

2020-09-10 
08:02:06 Limpopo Not fully Jail term are way to harsh. Drug dealers should be punished. Deon
2020-09-09 
21:14:41 Limpopo Not fully For medical purposes only Rob
2020-09-09 
15:33:58 Limpopo Not fully

There will be NO control over parents with small children and the children can 
be heavily affected by the inhalaSon of the second hand smoke!! Marietjie

2020-09-09 
12:32:07 Limpopo Not fully

What kind of stupid law is this ? Allow cannibis users to grow as much as they 
want for their own use , but do not allow dealing . Kenneth

2020-09-09 
10:26:44 Limpopo Not fully

1) The 15 year jail sentence for selling is way overboard, Oscar Pistoruis got 8 
years for murder, other murderers, rapists, car jackers, robbers with violence to 
intend serious harm gets a much lighter sentence than 15 years for SERIOUS 
crimes. 
The sentence does not fit the crime and it is done only to protect sales of big 
business and white money capital. 
2) 600g per person for a years worth of stock is not enough, once that is finished 
you will need to buy and risk criminal charges. I suggest 1.5kg per person for 
each person in the house that smoke, 4 people = 6kg. Llewellyn

2020-09-09 
10:24:25 Limpopo Not fully

In private places they can use it, public places are out I do not wish to see nor 
smell or be exposed to cannabis smoke. Ruan

2020-09-09 
10:03:12 Limpopo Not fully

The cannabis industry can literally strengthen the SA economy in massive ways. 
It can create so many jobs, and the substance itself is completely harmless. It 
makes no sense that a destrucSve substance like alcohol - which causes serosis, 
acSvely contributes to violent behaviour and road deaths - to be freely available, 
but a natural and harmless plant that cannot kill you is so severely controlled. 
Tobacco acSvely causes cancer when smoked, but marijuana, which actually acts 
as medicine against cancer cells, remains heavily controlled. Make it completely 
legal! Jaime

2020-09-09 
09:41:07 Limpopo Not fully

CANABIS HET  MEDISINALE WAARDE.  NAVORSING HET DIT REEDS BEWYS.    EK 
STAAN ONBEPERKTE GEBRUIK  VAN CANABIS OLIE  AS MEDISYNE.    EK IS 
GEKANT TEEN CANABIS  AS ROOK MIDDEL.     VRYE AANPLANTING VAN CANABIS 
AS MEDISINALE  MIDDEL IS NODIG.    frik

2020-09-09 
09:08:44 Limpopo Not fully

I support the principle of legalisaSon but people should be allowed to sell 
cannabis products and entrepreneurs should be allowed to grow as much plants 
they need to produce oil and other products for wellness purposes. The 
products are very expensive and once there is a bigger market, prices will come 
down and more people can benefit by the healing benefits of cannabis.  Bans 
and restricSons only encourage the black market and criminality. It is a plant and 
plants cannot be illegal. It is a human rights issue. 
Cannabis is not a drug - it is a natural herb and it heals many 100% who suffer 
from chronic illnesses. Karin

2020-09-09 
08:07:02 Limpopo Not fully

The limits to the capacity of the cannabis that is allowed in a person's 
possession is too limited. The punishment for the 'crimes' are too severe. If 
people are using or producing cannabis for the extract there should be no limit 
to the amount of cannabis allowed to be planted or harvested. Neels
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2020-09-09 
06:54:12 Limpopo Not fully

It would seem impossible to police with regarding the current act, if people 
want to use the product for private use, all the police should do is issue a 
licence. The same should be for anyone who wants to sell cannabis. They should 
apply for a licence to at the police. Therefore the police can have a database of 
legal buyers and sellers. I think that if cannabis will be legal people should not 
smoke it while driving. It should be included as drunk under the influence. The 
main part of legalising cannabis is to maintain control of the use, but it should 
be noted that always this is a drug that can lead to psychiatric problems. Werner

2020-09-09 
06:15:04 Limpopo Not fully

Can be used for medical reasons. Should be done under strict control - not for 
smoking or "vapours". Susan

2020-09-09 
04:13:51 Limpopo Not fully

I suggest that  it should be allowed to be used in the texSle industry for job 
creaSon Eunice 

2020-09-08 
23:40:57 Limpopo Not fully

Don't sell/give to children, 1-2 years prison Sme if caught selling to children. 
People must give reasonable reasons for wanSng to smoke it of use it for 
medical purposes. 
The amount allowed is fine... I don't smoke or use it, so i really don't have idea 
regarding the allowed amount. Louis

Mpumalanga 51

2020-11-03 
04:34:03

Mpumal
anga Not fully

Although I welcome the change, the bill does not fully take into consideraSon 
the medicinal benefits of cannabis. I also take issue with how vague the bill 
describes cannabis exchange, and am appalled that no clear provision was made 
for safe, regulated, legal sale. Mia 

2020-11-02 
21:59:24

Mpumal
anga Not fully Cannabis has it's health benefits. Hartmut

2020-10-29 
07:45:12

Mpumal
anga Not fully

Firstly. Thank you to the Gov and the people for finally realizing how important 
and great Cannabis truly is. I cannot wait for all the break throughs this plant will 
provide the naSon. Not only can this help and strengthen the economic state 
our country is in atm but it can provide so many jobs and feed the poor. I do 
however not agree that the Gov wants to be able to enter my private property 
at any Sme or the fact that I have a limit on my plants per household? What 
happens inside the walls of my house, is my right and my privacy. How can you 
want to limit the amount of plants I grow but not the amount of bosles I buy at 
the liquor store? How can u limit something as "innocent" as Cannabis but allow 
alcohol to be used and bought freely, while it causes probably 70% of all road 
accidents.  Please re think. If nature is not legal we can never be free. LOUISE

2020-10-09 
08:00:29

Mpumal
anga Not fully

Firstly. Thank you to the Gov and the people for finally realizing how important 
and great Cannabis truly is. I cannot wait for all the break throughs this plant will 
provide the naSon. Not only can this help and strengthen the economic state 
our country is in atm but it can provide so many jobs and feed the poor. I do 
however not agree that the Gov wants to be able to enter my private property 
at any Sme or the fact that I have a limit on my plants per household? What 
happens inside the walls of my house, is my right and my privacy. How can you 
want to limit the amount of plants I grow but not the amount of bosles I buy at 
the liquor store? How can u limit something as "innocent" as Cannabis but allow 
alcohol to be used and bought freely, while it causes probably 70% of all road 
accidents.  Please re think. If nature is not legal we can never be free. LOUISE
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal. RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-08 
09:08:57

Mpumal
anga Not fully

Cannabis should be legalised (as per consStuSonal  court)  and should be 
regulated.  But this draX does not seem to take the spirit of the court order into 
account.  I do not think it will be easily enforcable in its current state.   
 The law should be easy to follow  and apply. But this draX does not do this. 

1. How does a person have a right to use Cannabis in his/her home if he/she 
smokes too close to a window  or in the immediate presence of a non 
consenSng adult?  Why can't a person smoke in his or her yard?    People should 
be allowed to smoke in public in open areas (maybe not within 5 m of a non 
smoker)  Such as parks  or nature reserves in places where it will not be a fire 
hazard.  
What about people living in townships? They oXen don't have the luxury of 
being able to isolate themselves from immediate contact with a non approving 
adult. 
2.  The term under the influence should be carefully looked at. As drug tests are 
designed to idenSfy use  of drugs and not the state of being "high" or "under 
the influence"  the tests used should be  the tests with shortest windows as well 
as  symptoms of being under the influence used together. E.g  red eyes and a 
saliva test.  This should apply to places of employment  as well. Either that or 
the same guide lines should be used with a test  that specifically reads THC use 
in the last 1-4 hours.   If there is not an accurate way of deturmining "being 
under the influence" vs  "having used before" these should not be used  as 
reasons for fines or dismissals. As it is a legal subdmstance 
3. The selling of cannabis should be legal. Once it is legal it can generate an 
income for many people and also taxes.  
It should be regulated in the sense of not selling to children not being too close 
to a school etc.  Maybe a licence should be issued in order to sell more than a 
certain amount per month maybe more than R20000 in sales.  
4.  The limits proposed are absolutely ridiculous.  Some cannabis plants can 
produce 1000g of flower. With those limits one plant puts you into trouble . 
With all the available strains  people would like to plant many strains. The 
allowed number of plants is also too low . All of the limits are way to low to be 
feasible.   If there are limits they should be at least 10 Smes higher. 
5. The jail terms are also extremely harsh. They should be lowered  and/or 
changed to fines for the first 3 offences in a Sme period. 
6. The same laws around smoking tobacco around children should apply to 
smoking cannabis around children .  
7. Cannabis  should be easy to obtain. And if people cannot buy cannabis plants 
or seeds or flowers where will they get it?  Not everyone has place to grow 
cannabis. stephen

2020-10-06 
16:28:24

Mpumal
anga Not fully

Tobacco is more dangerous, Marijuana must at least enjoy the same benefits 
including smoking in designated public places Tlotlo 

2020-10-04 
17:05:43

Mpumal
anga Not fully Too lisle cannabis for someone who want to use it for medicine. Albert

2020-10-04 
13:18:52

Mpumal
anga Not fully

I don't agree with the limits or dry product, concentrate and living plants. I think 
the limits are low Jason

2020-09-30 
17:40:15

Mpumal
anga Not fully

Why is there a limit on the number of flowering plants. In this regard there 
should be more leeway for growers producing Cannabis for medicinal purposes. 
Not everyone ( including myself), wants to smoke it or use it for recreaSonal 
purposes. Grahame

2020-09-29 
11:21:25

Mpumal
anga Not fully

I have concern about the law enforcement of the bill.  Who is going to count 
everybody's plants, seeds or will weigh their stuff at home.  It has the potenSal 
to get out of hand. 
I would like Cannabis to be considered only for prescripSon by registered health 
pracSSoners. M

2020-09-29 
09:06:33

Mpumal
anga Not fully

The maximum amount of trees per person, and maximum amount of dried 
product should be increased. Because the amount you harvest must last Sll the 
next harvest. Else you should be allowed to purchase the dry product legally. 
Making the wholesale legal will lead to job creaSon and an increase in Tax 
collecSons, from Tax charged on the sale of Cannabis. Sandra

2020-09-23 
21:28:00

Mpumal
anga Not fully

South-Africans should be able to culSvate, produce, sell and engage in 
reactraSonal and commercial cannabis dealings. This would enable us to create 
jobs, avoid unnecessary arrests promote economic acSvity and give people the 
freedom they desire. Vian

2020-09-23 
16:33:01

Mpumal
anga Not fully

The amount of growth allowed for private use isn't close to sufficient. 
Firstly, not all plants are female so once gender is determined, you might end up 
with a lot less than permised (and needed). If all seeds turn out to be female, 
the grower will either have to give away plants or kill them. Secondly, it takes 
anything from a month through to three to harvest once the flowering has 
started. So you will have to space trees at approximately 3 months apart. But 2 
trees won't last a month for anyone that uses on a daily basis. 
Also, not everyone grows outdoors and them growers have lesser yields, so the 
harvest is even poorer by quanSty. 
Seasonal trees can only be planted throughout spring and summer, so come 
winter you will have no stock leX. 
Increase those quanSSes please. 
There's also a whole lot of grey areas concerning the trade of the product. But 
I'm sure the other growers will cover that. 

Thank you for the lisle bit of leeway in the interim! ✌?? Adriana 
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2020-09-23 
13:05:31

Mpumal
anga Not fully

The bill sSll seeks to criminalize cannabis users and traders, this is unacceptable. 
Only fines and community service are acceptable retribuSon for transgressing 
the law where cannabis is concerned. 

IncarceraSon for cannabis possession, culSvaSon or trading is a wastrel.  

Nothing less than fully legal private use should be considered adequate.  

This bill could eradicate the black market and criminal funding  by having a 
legally controlled market that offers superior business opportunity and profit, all 
while generaSng tax.   One need only look to alcohol prohibiSon and the rise of 
gangsterism in the United States during the 1920's as an example.  

No menSon of communal growing is made for people whom lack the space, 
security and privacy to grow cannabis.   

Dimensions of a seedling should be extended to 300mm verScally, 300mm 
horizontally.  

The limitaSon on the number of plants per person is unreasonably low. Four 
plants grown outdoors would never suffice to meet the personal needs of a 
cannabis consumer. Considering that cannabis is an annual deciduous shrub 
there is only an opportunity once a year to produce enough flowering cannabis 
for personal consumpSon. Detrimental environmental factors effecSng  not 
been considered this annual challenge in the bill.  A higher number of plants per 
person will offset loss of crop producSon. This is especially true for persons 
whom to choose to self medicate or for the making of concentrates that require 
large quanSSes of plant material to reduce into effecSve treatment.  UlSmately 
the low number of plants per head would lead to an inevitable shortage and 
consequent demand that needs to be fulfilled.  

Ten plants per Adult. A maximum of  thirty plants per household is a reasonable 
starSng point.   

The legal limits of the weight allowed to be possessed privately do not sSpulate 
the difference between root, stem, branch, leaf or flower. Only the flowers 
contain enough THC to be of value to the private consumer. Weighing any plant 
maser other than the cannabis flowers (excluding seeds) would be moot. Simon

2020-09-23 
09:50:52

Mpumal
anga Not fully

Some of the current laws on personal use and culSvaSon should be looked at 
again. 4 flowering is not enough for one person, especially if it is needed for 
controlling end helping with a sickness. Not everyone has the same tolerance 
towards weed and with so many different stains available, not all plants give you 
what you need, dosage wise, be it thc or cbd. Davy

2020-09-21 
12:43:15

Mpumal
anga Not fully

Why make life so difficult. The Police are there to protect the Public from 
murder, rape, robbery etc., and now they must police the use of cannabis. The 
more rules imposed the more it benifits criminals and the ANC thieves. Ashley

2020-09-20 
11:37:25

Mpumal
anga Not fully

There should be restricSons- no smoking in public places as there is in in 
cigareses 
People should be able to grow and sell and govt should collect the taxes are the 
good of all South Africans 
RestricSons of number of plants per person does not make money sense if you 
want to sell the crop.  Many people that grow cannabis may not  even smoke 
cannabis. 
Using oils for various applicaSons such as helping sleep, epilepSc seizure 
prevenSon and other benefits.  Why not open this market and then put in 
standards Margi

2020-09-19 
08:13:07

Mpumal
anga Not fully

Various elements are pracScally nonsensical and need more work.  
No to communist greed and exclusion of the small Sme opportuniSes. This is the 
Sme to do it properly for ALL SOUTH AFRICANS Leie

2020-09-14 
21:47:34

Mpumal
anga Not fully

Cannabis should not be illegal at all.  The amount of expense and manpower 
dedicated to cannabis control could be beser spent controlling the other 
destrucSve drugs that are destroying our youth and our social structures.  
Cannabis is so minor on the danger scale.  It should be thoroughly legalised and 
freely traded for all its great qualiSes.  

Jacqualine
2020-09-14 
15:06:02

Mpumal
anga Not fully Bernise
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2020-09-14 
11:40:30

Mpumal
anga Not fully

For Medical resons only.  Yes it is a natural herb, mis used of this can cause drug 
addiSon. 

People smoking cannabis get high, drive a car and kill innocent people if we 
legalize this we just as well legalize drink and drive policies as well.  People can 
not smoke a cigarese but they want to approve smoking cannabis every wear.   

Do not think we can afford a dope up naSon and what about our youth that is 
already in trouble with drugs alcohol and so on.   

Please get people that care about all South Africans to run our country.   

joey donner

2020-09-14 
11:39:34

Mpumal
anga Not fully

-What classifies as culSvaSon material? 
-Why a prescribed quanSty ? Cannabis has many forms... what about extract? 
Wet?dry? Edibles ect... 
 -I agree that regulaSons need to be put in place as to where to smoke ect the 
same as cigareses  
-Why even bother prohibiSng the sale and trade of seeds? You propose we can 
culSvate but we cant buy seeds?Sale of Seeds shouldnt be illegal 
-Protect us agains from the underground drug lords that the government 
created and make it normal everyday thing. People want clean and safe bud 
which can only be obtained via regulated industries that get monitored. 
-I agree with the expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of 
posession or use of cannabis  

Michiel
2020-09-13 
15:35:34

Mpumal
anga Not fully I personally believe in the full legalizaSon of marijuana in South Africa Hano

2020-09-13 
11:32:05

Mpumal
anga Not fully

1)Amounts allowed need to be halved . 
2) NO EXCHANGE of any amounts between persons ...... exchange, even for no 
remuneraSon,  is dealing/creaSon of the 'market' ....or only in a limited amount 
of seeds eg 6 seeds.  NO plants or dried amounts.  
3) ZERO  cannabis in ANY public place ...... ONLY in one 's private place of 
residence !!! 
4) ZERO in blood if driving  ...... AND if Cannabis +Alcohol  while driving  .... 
Arrest for public endangerment.  

All condiSons to be STRICTLY APPLIED !!! 
Ed

2020-09-12 
14:48:25

Mpumal
anga Not fully

I would like to see a amendment for the sale of cannabis seeds to the private 
grower. With a frame work of how such sales may be done... Wynand

2020-09-11 
16:49:12

Mpumal
anga Not fully

If annabis used to make oil I use about 300g to make enough for 2 weeks supply 
of medicine. Therefore 800g cannot provide enough for a year supply of 
medicine. Cornelis V

2020-09-11 
10:14:56

Mpumal
anga Not fully

hsps://fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/
FGA_CANNABIS_IN_SOUTH_AFRICA_LOW_RES-FINAL-DRAFT-NOV19.pdf Michiel

2020-09-10 
18:52:32

Mpumal
anga Not fully

It should not have all these complicated strings asached. Alcohol is legal and 
lethal, but cannabis is not. People should decide for themselves. This could 
provide  very lucraSve job creaSon, not only for growers but also for local 
providers, as well as export potenSal, thus increasing our countries gdp. Edith 

2020-09-10 
14:33:06

Mpumal
anga Not fully

Do the fast asleep ANC deployment police have the necessary tools in place to 
test drivers for cannabis use because , like alcohol, it reduces  your driving 
abiliSes when used. Will the economies of KZN, Eastern Cape, Lesotho and 
Swaziland be able to withstand the blow to the rural communiSes aXer effect 
when cannabis is legalized? Will the legalizaSon enable thousands of wannabee 
meds producers to sell their untested doepa to the public? Will there be 
taxaSon (sin tax) like cigarese products? Gert
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2020-09-10 
13:23:08

Mpumal
anga Not fully

I am a medical cannabis user - I am diagnosed with COPD & have 40% lung 
funcSon. 

Since using cannabis medically, I have not had to use Foxair corSsone pump 
which costs over R1000/month. 

Our season allows for 1 grow/year which means I have 1 opportunity to make 
my meds. If (& they do) things go wrong, I lose plants - which means I lose yield 
(& medicine.) 

For this reason I grow more plants to compensate for losses. If i have to sSck to 
the plant count, this means I could be jailed for having 1 plant too many because 
'overzealous police'? 

Similarly ours is a progressive ConsStuSon which means harm must be shown/
proven. This has not/cannot be done for cannabis. Medically there is a wealth of 
evidence of the benefits 

How then can the State put limits on my health & ability to choose my own 
healing? 

If plants counts should apply, why not a low-cost permit system with draconian 
penalSes for dealing & no plant count limits? Donavin

2020-09-10 
11:06:37

Mpumal
anga Not fully

I gree with the smoking part not close to children or providing to children and 
not to smoke in public. 

The rest I don't agree with. Marlize

2020-09-10 
09:36:02

Mpumal
anga Not fully

I am reading these comments and I can see the ignorance of our people. The 
statements about "gateway drug" violence  chrisSans saying that it is sin. They 
don't know their own bible. Go read your bible again."kaneh-bosm- the 
annoiSng oil Jesus used to heal the masses" It was used as food and even in 
anoitment oil. They used it for fiber and fed it to there animals. If God did not 
intend us to use it why do we have cannabinoid receptors in our brains and liver.  
Voilence and death - zero recorded cases. Now look at alcohol and nicotene 
even the drugs dokters prescribe kill people, HUSBANDS AND WIFES BECOME 
VIOLENT ON ALCOHOL. cigareses are bigger gateway drug thsn cannabis.  
Cannabis does not.  Idiots sSll want it criminalized while their grand parents all 
grew the plant. BEFORE YOU COMMENT GO DO SOME RESEARCH BEFORE YOU 
FOOL YOURSELF EVEN MORE. 
MAKE IT LEGAL NOW. holland has had it legal for 30 years+ with zero ill effects as 
the ignorent people thsat comment here state. Proving there lack of knowledge 
and not reading the bible for themself, please educate ypurself before lisSng to 
you priest or pastor. The bible even states that. Your pastor or your opinion only 
counts if you educate yourself. This comments are rulled by ignorant fools who 
lust aXer there own knowledge. And God said, “Behold, I have given you every 
plant yielding seed that is on the face of all the earth, and every tree with seed 
in its fruit. You shall have them for food. And to every beast of the earth and to 
every bird of the heavens and to everything that creeps on the earth, everything 
that has the breath of life, I have given every green plant for food.” And it was 
so. And God saw everything that he had made, and behold, it was very good. 
And there was evening and there was morning, the sixth day. Francois

2020-09-10 
09:01:56

Mpumal
anga Not fully

Cannabis is a natural plant. There should be no restricSons on growing it in your 
home. Ofentse

2020-09-10 
07:44:49

Mpumal
anga Not fully

The 15 year prison sentence for dealing cannabis is ridiculous. Where do they 
think everyone is geing their cannabis from in the first place? Not all of us are 
able to grow cannabis. Daniel

2020-09-09 
19:37:28

Mpumal
anga Not fully

It’s a good start but more needs to be done. The medicinal benefits for both 
people and animals is essenSal.  Elle

2020-09-09 
19:31:43

Mpumal
anga Not fully

I’m very happy to see that this maser is being addressed. The private usage bill 
covers the potenSal problem areas for misuse well and at least enables those 
wanSng to go to the trouble of growing it themselves, the opportunity. 
I do feel that we should be aligning ourselves with what is happening in many 
countries around the world i.e legalizing it completely.  It’s far less destrucSve 
than alcohol and at least provides relief for those in pain or suffering from acute 
irritaSon and then there is the proven medical benefits that many are 
discovering.   
Personally, I’d like to see it completely legalized. Greg

2020-09-09 
19:25:41

Mpumal
anga Not fully

Legalise completely, to jail a person  who can benefit medically  Not jusSfiable.  

Secondly its job creaSon. people need to support themselves    

Stop treaSng people using cannabis as criminals. C

2020-09-09 
16:22:06

Mpumal
anga Not fully

Greater volume per household  should be set allowing for  the preparaSon of 
oils and creams. 
Provide a simpler process to apply for a commercial license to supply to 
pharmaceuScal companies 
Allow for widespread and unhindered growing of Hemp. Azel
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2020-09-09 
15:56:24

Mpumal
anga Not fully

Firstly, I believe there is an issue regarding the number of plants allowed aswell 
as the amount of dry cannabis. I can grow 20 small plants that do not nearly 
exceed 1.2 kilos or 1 large plant that could net 1,5 kilos. What I mean by this is 
that you can not put restricSons on the amount being grown because no 
cannabis user has the same grow method or uses. Some users like myself may 
only consume oils or extracts which requires much more cannabis than what the 
bill allows.   

Another issue that I have is the issue of selling cannabis sSll being illegal. I'm 
taking this stand point as an individual who has many friends who consume 
cannabis and I feel that it's my right as a South African to choose the way I make 
my income. If I happen to grow high quality cannabis, i should be able to sell it 
just as if it were vegetables I grew in my garden. At the end of the day this is a 
plant that has many benefits and uses. Therefore I believe that cannabis should 
be fully legalized without any restricSons on culSvaSon, transportaSon or sales. Dinarte

2020-09-09 
13:42:34

Mpumal
anga Not fully I don't agree with the allowances for dagga possession Kathleen 

2020-09-09 
12:07:51

Mpumal
anga Not fully

I think children should be protected from the hazards of any substance that 
alters brain chemistry inclusive of cannabis. Recognise the medicinal properSes 
of the plant and i see no reason not to allow  individuals to grow this plant for 
their own use. I think there must be control on growing it if it is for sale. One 
should know the condiSons under which it is grown.  

Mary

2020-09-09 
12:03:32

Mpumal
anga Not fully

I agree with the provisions but the sentencing is awkward and unjusSfied as 
compared to non-sentencing of those looSng the state under the pretence of 
being the government. 

15 years for being in possession of above-limit of cannabis is no danger to the 
society.  LooSng state funds is more dangerous as it brings poverty, increase in 
taxaSon, inequality, joblessness, etc. Thomas

2020-09-09 
11:46:59

Mpumal
anga Not fully

I suggest they take a look at other first world country laws and see where they 
can improve our bill. Most of those countries gives the people the right to sell or 
trade cannabis. It should be legal to do so here too. It could open up a whole 
new trade in South African industry which could lead to some revenues for the 
country. Legal and permised trade can only be beneficial. It can also be 
regulated to ensure responsible trade. Willem

2020-09-09 
09:19:54

Mpumal
anga Not fully

I don't have a problem with people using cannabis in the confines of their home, 
my concern is that these people then get in to their cars and drive or go to work 
this is where the dangers are they place both themselves and others in danger. John

2020-09-09 
09:16:09

Mpumal
anga Not fully

Countries who fight a war on drugs don't win. Legalize cannabis and taxing it can 
bring an income for the country. Money spend on law enforcement can be used 
to help create jobs for those who are clean. Successful implementaSon of this 
strategies in other countries around the world is has shown great benefits. 
People that feel supported and part of a community that is posiSve are less 
likely to be involved in risky behaviour. Nadine

2020-09-09 
08:36:37

Mpumal
anga Not fully John

2020-09-09 
07:19:55

Mpumal
anga Not fully

Medical use only. 
Carl

2020-09-09 
07:07:25

Mpumal
anga Not fully

I don't support fully cause people are now smoking it in public even infront of 
children and every person exposing everyone to dangers of secondary smoking 
it, people are using it for home remedies not sure whether it has side effects. 
People have been made believe that it's best for many reasons without even 
considering the dangers of it. Nonhlanhla 

2020-09-09 
06:50:53

Mpumal
anga Not fully

Not realisSc enough - grey areas as usual so open to interpretaSon - get on with 
it and legalise. Yvonne

2020-09-09 
06:24:13

Mpumal
anga Not fully if possible assist for a medical situaSon oso

Outside SA 8
2020-10-14 
00:05:47

Outside 
SA

German
y Not fully

Cannabis should be completely legal for private use in South Africa (similar to 
how cigareses or alcohol already are). ChrisSan
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2020-10-09 
14:50:53

Outside 
SA Lesotho Not fully

The Cannabis Bill in its current form fails to address any of the commercial 
aspects and opportuniSes that cannabis presents. The commercial realiSes, in 
growing, processing, and supplying cannabis have largely been relegated to the 
illicit market. The current Bill presents an opportunity for the government of 
South Africa to introduce evidence-based regulaSons, which will foster the 
growth of the legal cannabis market. The regulaSons should include the 
following:- 
i. The naSonal government should establish a safe and responsible supply 
chain. Decisions on producSon, distribuSon and retail have clear implicaSons for 
businesses hoping to enter the cannabis industry, the government’s ability and 
capacity to manage the industry, and smaller farmers who may not have large-
scale ambiSons concerning the industry; 
ii. The naSonal governments principle interest should be to establish an 
efficient, accountable, and transparent system for regulatory oversight of the 
supply chain, emphasising the protecSon of health and safety, ensure inclusivity, 
and reduce diversion to the illicit market; 
iii. The naSonal government should regulate commercial cannabis 
producSon for a variety of reasons: - it would ensure that consumers in all the 
provinces of the country have access to quality-controlled products, and it is 
well established to create and oversee a naSonal regulatory system of license 
and operaSonal oversight; 
iv. Supply management will also have significant implicaSons for consumers 
and communiSes. Price, product quality and accessibility can all be affected; 
v. Companies which seek licences to produce and distribute cannabis for 
medical purposes must comply with the rules and meet safety and quality 
standards and security provisions, and 
vi. In developing a new system for licencing commercial cannabis producers, 
it will be important to understand the size and nature of the new regulated 
market and to determine whether controls to align supply with likely demand 
are required to avoid situaSons of oversupply, which could have negaSve 
outcomes. 

Tseli 
2020-09-29 
14:17:56

Outside 
SA Malta Not fully

Retail distribuSon by licenced cannabis retailers should be permised. This will 
reduce the illicit trade and associated crimes. Sergio

2020-09-12 
08:41:25

Outside 
SA

Cambod
ia Not fully Shaun 

2020-09-12 
06:30:45

Outside 
SA

Hong 
Kong Not fully

Just decriminalise it. It should have the same rules applied as alcohol - not for 
under 18 and can not drive any vehicle or operate and dangerous equipment 
while under the influence.  
Besides the endless medicinal bennifit, hemp can be turned into yarn, fabric etc. Jen

2020-09-10 
23:47:22

Outside 
SA America Not fully

I do not use cannabis.  I would  hate the fact that someone can influence my 17 
year old granddaughter to try it, 
or my younger grand children. Not a good idea. 
Sorry  even in private  no. Jennifer 

2020-09-10 
01:50:36

Outside 
SA Australia Not fully Gideon

2020-09-09 
16:06:35

Outside 
SA Wales Not fully

I believe that most of the objecSon by the government is because there is no tax 
levied on cannabis. I would never condone any type of dealing in cannabis as a 
drug/cigarese, but as a personal medicine it really doesn't impact negaSvely on 
society. It's where protecSve legislaSon of the use of it is used as a smokescreen 
to deal in drugs that the problem lies. Patrick

Northern Cape 10

2020-10-11 
07:44:31

Norther
n Cape Not fully

I support the legalizaSon of Cannabis 100%. However, I believe it should net be 
confined to personal growing and use only. It should be legalized for commercial 
purposes as well. I almost think that it can be beser controlled under these 
circumstances than by allowing everyone to grow at home. Furthermore, it can 
become an economic injecSon for South Africa. Think of all the taxable income 
and job creaSon that this could bring. Yes, legalize cannabis, but do it properly! Willem

2020-10-09 
10:58:44

Norther
n Cape Not fully

Cannabis is a plant just like tobacco is. Though more potent, it should not be 
treated as a forbidden plant . I find "smoking next to a window" or the " not 
smoke in public" thing absurd. There should be designated places for smoking 
and it should be okay to smoke cannabis in those places. I agree about not 
accumulaSng a large amount of cannabis but it should be legal to smoke in 
public, just like tobacco is. There are people who smoke tobacco around non 
consenSng people and cannabis users do not do that . They smoke alone in 
place where they cannot disturb other people people's peace. They should be 
given permission to do that legally. Thank you Phatsima 

2020-10-08 
15:17:42

Norther
n Cape Not fully

It is with sadness that African, Rastas and Cannabis users are not the custodian 
of this plant in this Sme. Our government is having the same colonial mentality 
were raw material are being extracted from our land and given to the Europeans 
and Americans for processing. They apply the same colonial mind with cannabis, 
were we must plant for exports only.  We need to plant and process our 
cannabis here in home to upliX our economy. Tshenolo

2020-09-19 
06:08:09

Norther
n Cape Not fully

More educaSon and research especially on the health and environmental 
benefits, tourism and economic factors that can boost our economy, create 
smoke free zones for adults for control purposes. Issue trading licenses for legal 
traders in coffee shops and private cannabis bars. Kenneth
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2020-09-18 
16:39:02

Norther
n Cape Not fully

This is a natural substance and therefore people should be allowed to culSvate 
and sell it. It should be regulated PROPERLY however by government - 
something they are failing to do in the alcohol industry, by looking at all the 
societal problems emerging from alcohol abuse. So I am not sure if the 
government will effecSvely regulate the cannabis industry. Substance abuse is a 
wider societal issue in SA. If people had jobs and some dignity they mostly 
wouldn't drink themselves into a state and beat their girlfriends. Chanel

2020-09-15 
09:02:20

Norther
n Cape Not fully

The legislaSon does not make provisions for indoor growers. An indoor plant is 
usually about 1m high. Outdoor plants can grow up to 4m.  

Let compare the yield: Indoor dried amounts to 50 to 100g.  

Outdoor yield on a 4 m plant is at least 4 kg.  

Indoor growers need at least 8 plants per adult or they won't be able to grow 
enough for themselves.  

Some people can grow in the summer only. They plant all their plants at once so 
they will exceed the 600g limit. They won't exceed it due to dealing, they need 
more to make meds during the winter too.  

A few other things that I don't see: Is there legislaSon on edibles, full extract 
cannabis oil (FECO) and canna vaping? If not,  those things need to be discussed.  

FECO is medicinal. It is used by cancer paSets, chronic pain sufferers and people 
who struggle with the following: AplasSc Anemia, liver failure, kidney failure, 
epilepsy, Parkinsons, DemenSa, Alzheimers, hormone fluctuaSons, weight loss, 
weight gain (strain dependent), Depression, Social Anxiety Disorder, drug 
addicSon, alcoholism, high blood pressure, heart problems, PMS, leukemia, 
diabetes, general anxiety, insomnia, rage issues, stress...I could go on and on 
with that list. FECO needs to be the center of asenSon due to the fact that it is a 
medicine. Derick 

2020-09-11 
13:22:20

Norther
n Cape Not fully

The number of plants at harvest let us say it is 4 well grown big plants, is going 
to produce way more than the limit of how much Ganja you may possess Paul

2020-09-10 
07:40:08

Norther
n Cape Not fully

If it is a homegrown operaSon there should not be a limit on seedlings or trees 
aa all homegrown operaSon are fun experiments, and should not be limited by 
government. Ronel

2020-09-09 
08:39:44

Norther
n Cape Not fully

The bill does not make menSon of socio-economic aspects of canabis equally 
exchangable as a cigarese. It does not take into consideraSon Indigenous 
knowledge system which must adninister to paSents. It does not take into 
consideraSon industrial aspects of potenSal suppliers, medical lisenced 
supplying, recreaSona restuarants and industrial aspects of canabis. 
Manufacturing of canabis fuel, bricks, texSle, pills, creams, exports etc. In 2020 a 
year of IR, the minister should have taken an open minded approach to liberate 
and for tax purposes industrialized canabis and not view it as a street corner 
drug. Cigarreses is a gateway drug.  We appeal to the minister to see this as an 
opportunity for black people to liberate themselves out of poverty as the 
industrializaSon will provide much needed jobs and also the minister can look at 
its posiSon on the NYSE and also the largest  trading Canadian company called 
Aurora. Perguell

2020-09-09 
06:22:31

Norther
n Cape Not fully

I do not agree with  unlimited for seeds and seedlings in a household. That will 
not be good and also 600gm or 1,2kg in a household is to much.  100gm all over 
will be more that enough but even as the people become more and more 
addicted not even 600gm will be enough for them.  As we all know the affects of 
smoking and consuming cannabis and that it got  a lot of negaSve  ways on the 
body as well as destroying the organs at the end.  Children will see parents use it 
and will smokie it to that will damaged their brains and development  and then 
the upcoming people will be of no good for nobody  not even themselves as 
they were addicted. More crime, murder, rape  and crime against women and 
children will happen as to be addicted will make the person careless of what he 
doing. Jean

Yes I do 3541
Column B: Count:

Limpopo 62
2020-11-30 
20:32:49 Limpopo Yes I do

As a tradiSonal healer i know cannabis is a very important  herb with healing 
properSes and making it easily accessible will improve our services as healers. Maburwana
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on 
what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a 
legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us to 
open our 
doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come and check on 
all the 
growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of 
those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous Smes 
to help 
with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, 
they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to compensate 
for the 
injusSce towards these individuals? 
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology 
of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the 
plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical use, this is of 
course 
incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for 
each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and check on 
everyone?CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in 
detail, in this Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it 
up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is 
clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and 
are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the 
purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science 
and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are 
significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD 
dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could be in 
trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute 
that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is 
unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in 
court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the state) would 
prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which 
does not involve the 
igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be 
doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil society. 
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to 
make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of 
cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
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2020-11-02 
20:05:07 Limpopo Yes I do

Cannabis and hemp could be a boon for our economy. Hemp has many 
industrial uses and can even make a plasSc replacement. Cannabis has been of 
essenSal medicinal use for people I know and there is a massive global market 
opening up in which we could and should parScipate. Marilynne

2020-10-20 
06:03:27 Limpopo Yes I do

In most Smes upon human being,cannibies plays a good role in shaping human 
health in a good condiSon..in most cases we find that cannibies can cure some 
of our natural disease we living upon,it's not only meant for smoking..alot will 
be generated from cannibies as we gonna invent on household products (food) 
and medicines consisSng cannibies so that we can try lower the amount of 
smoking cannibies and make them take cannibies for purposes use. 
It will be a great pleasure to hear from you. 
Thank you.. Tukiso

2020-10-12 
08:19:25 Limpopo Yes I do

The consStuSonal court Ruled in the public's favour Ordinary south African's like 
me are Sred of having to buy weed in dodgy places fund criminals and Gangs 
through something that grows abundantly and everywhere Cannibas can start a 
whole new farming community of indoor and outdoor farming Our hard end 
money will be taxed and safely put in state coffers not criminal gangs the 
cannabis industry in the United states amounts to 54 billion dollars a year In an 
ayling economy like ours this Sort of Boston in finances is needed complete 
Dicrimanlising of hemp Has great potenSal to Revamp our economy The Hot 
condiSons in my province of limpopo are very fit for the growing of herb Many 
mountain ranges we have to grow Freely selling it In shops in every province 
town city township village By young south Africans will go a long way in boosSng 
our economy and founding a new generaSon of farmers and farm workers a new 
gen of Shop owners Shop renter A new gen of Shop workers 1 Job Is enough but 
we can create a million jobs a million people with something to eat  Hemp can 
be used in the clothing industry now eith such a great need of masks what's the 
most cheap and cost effecSve way to make one hemp products Junior 

2020-10-08 
15:52:37 Limpopo Yes I do Natachia
2020-10-08 
08:31:18 Limpopo Yes I do Lizandra 

2020-10-04 
06:01:32 Limpopo Yes I do

Cannabis should be fully legalised without condiSons. The government can then 
be able to tax those who are selling for the benefit of everyone. Currently we 
are losing billions in possible tax revenue. George

2020-10-03 
19:34:14 Limpopo Yes I do

Most cannabis users does so for health reasons. When it is regulated like in 
other countries the government can also benefit from sales. Currently it's not 
taxed. 

It's a mulS billion rand business, if not totally legalized, everybody will sSll use it, 
the only losers in this is then the government. Make it legal and grow the 
country! Zagonell

2020-09-21 
06:50:00 Limpopo Yes I do Bianca
2020-09-18 
10:24:59 Limpopo Yes I do Nicola
2020-09-17 
15:38:36 Limpopo Yes I do Let the culSvaSon of this plant as a industrial crop be allowed Dwayne

2020-09-17 
10:20:30 Limpopo Yes I do

This plant is medicaSon, it helps tremendously with my Anxiety and Depression. 
I would like to self medicate. This plant saves lives. Who can reject someone's 
health? If it works it works, and trust me I have been subscribed numerous 
pharmaceuScals for my illness. And nothing compares to the personal use of 
Cannabis. One love!! Xan

2020-09-16 
09:00:52 Limpopo Yes I do

Dear South Africa. 

I would support the decriminalisaSon of Ganja in South Africa should be holisSc 
in the sense that all aspect of life that may be affected should be taken into 
consideraSon. 
It should be able to boost the economy. Users inline with the prescribed age 
should be able to plant it and have as many as possible. Not only planSng it in 
private, but also in public areas such as parking and wherever it is possible. It 
should be planted any purpose such toofing, producinf any product. restricSon 
is not required for planSng dagga .this will ensure that no syndicates in dealing 
are formed, and no one will want to buy it from one another as it will accessible. 
it will be sold in public to adults like any vegetable. This will not encourage 
abuse, for it is not availability that encourage abuse, but lack of it. This act will 
relive SAPS AND correcSonal services from unnecessary workload cost our 
already bankrupt government unnecessarily. Police should focus on high-value  
serious criminal case in the communiSes . more money should be allocated to 
R&D in order to explore how Ganja could be used to boost the economy. Yes 
Children must be allowed to used  it for medical purpose only and under the 
supervision of the adult or doctor. I Moshohli

2020-09-16 
05:21:49 Limpopo Yes I do Cannibals should allowed to enjoy pracScing their culture Edward
2020-09-16 
04:27:51 Limpopo Yes I do Melinda
2020-09-15 
21:13:20 Limpopo Yes I do Please fund the research on cannabis for mental health reasons and sleep. Robin
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2020-09-15 
12:12:32 Limpopo Yes I do

Please stop treaSng us as children. The same with Alcohol, it is abused by some 
and enjoyed by others. During lockdown how many people died making alcohol 
from all sorts of rubbish. 
The same with smoking cigareses, people carried on smoking!!!! 
Let us have the right to choose, whether to smoke or not,  if pharmaceuScal 
companies 
have the only right to make medicine, this too will be abused by them. 

Put the laws in like alcohol ZERO TOLERANCE while driving, the same for 
smoking  cannabis. 

Marita
2020-09-14 
22:44:36 Limpopo Yes I do Thabani 
2020-09-14 
22:44:36 Limpopo Yes I do Thabani 
2020-09-14 
17:36:34 Limpopo Yes I do Lufuno

2020-09-14 
08:53:09 Limpopo Yes I do

Ganja never hurts anyone, like any other medicaSon or food I want it to be 
consumed freely and openly. The holy herb should never be treated as an 
abominaSon. Ntlharhi 

2020-09-13 
22:34:31 Limpopo Yes I do

It is imperaSve that that the bill be passed, while the full legal status of use and 
trade would be more applausable by many businesses who would want to trade 
in products that include cannabis or extracts thereof. Khathutshelo

2020-09-13 
00:16:28 Limpopo Yes I do This plant can save so many lives. It saved mine and other family members.  Georgina

2020-09-12 
18:38:54 Limpopo Yes I do

Dit is tans vrylik beskikbaar. Ek weet van baie wat dit rook en nie daarsonder kan 
funksioneer nie. Ek ken ook baie wat dit vir medisinale doeleindes gebruik.  Drs 
mag dit nie voorskryf nie maar beveel dit aan. Daar is baie erger dwelms wat 
baie meer skade veroorsaak aan individue en gesinne. Roei dit eers uit. Die drug 
lords vernieSg baie lewens maar kom daarmee weg. Annelize

2020-09-12 
17:52:17 Limpopo Yes I do Sipho
2020-09-12 
11:48:28 Limpopo Yes I do Cannabis should be made legal and regulated like alcohol Trevor

2020-09-12 
10:22:32 Limpopo Yes I do

I'm in support of this bill to allow the use of cannabis for medicinal purposes & 
recreaSon.  I believe people have choices and people smoking cannibis don't get 
sick as oXen as those who don't. It will create jobs as well. Maretha

2020-09-12 
07:21:43 Limpopo Yes I do

Good day.   
I have a lot of friends, family and acquaintances whom in previous years used 
cannabis, and whom are now (years later) appearing more relaxed and sober 
minded. 

I don't use cannabis myself, but I do vote on yes foe it, based on the reason, that 
all the people I got to know who use it, have been relaxed and decent people.   

Facing the Country difficulSes, over the past years, the stress have a huge 
mental affect on people, and I believe Cannabis help people, to handel their 
stress beser. 

 Elizabeth
2020-09-12 
05:52:35 Limpopo Yes I do Support for medicinal use Paul

2020-09-12 
05:47:27 Limpopo Yes I do

This is a wonder herb...it i s not a drug but a herb....this is alternaSve medicine 
to these modern day chemical pills which are very harmful.  There are two 
people I know who have being in remission from cancer for years thanks to 
cannabis oil. Emma

2020-09-11 
22:42:49 Limpopo Yes I do

I fully support the legalizaSon of use and distribuSon of Cannabis as it hase a lot 
of benefits Reynard

2020-09-11 
19:03:05 Limpopo Yes I do I think the proposed bill is reasonable on the posession amounts. Ansa

2020-09-11 
18:13:41 Limpopo Yes I do

I feel like the sentence was too low i add my suggesSon on the bill. and agree 
with the bill 100% 
A maximum jail term of 20 years for anyone who deals in cannabis, or provides it 
to a child. 
Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” may be jailed for up to 
five years. 
Smoking around children can result in up to ten years in jail. Jonas 

Mabule
2020-09-11 
12:13:36 Limpopo Yes I do

Cannabis are very important for health related benefits, so long as we have this 
regulaSons that ensures that there is compliance. 

TUMELO 
RICHARD

2020-09-11 
09:59:35 Limpopo Yes I do

The medical uses of this product is endless. It was only banned because of its 
benefits to all people.  
Cannabis is not a drug, PharmaceuScal products are. Anel

2020-09-11 
08:09:38 Limpopo Yes I do

Not for myself. I've tried it, but it doesn't work for me as well as for others. I 
works wonders for my son. He tried the oil, but that does not work as well as 
smoking a bit before going to sleep. His condiSon makes it hard to have peaceful 
sleep. There are so many different drugs you can buy from a pharmacy that you 
can get addicted to. I feel buying should be allowed. Selling should be aloud. As 
long as you are registered to do so. Now people are buying on corners like 
criminals. Which they are not.  Alcohol abuse is far worse. Sonja 
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2020-09-11 
07:38:58 Limpopo Yes I do For medicaSon purpose only Rex
2020-09-11 
07:18:01 Limpopo Yes I do Babsy

2020-09-11 
05:22:22 Limpopo Yes I do

The reason why the plant is more on the black market is because of the 
gorvernment. 
Growers and users must not be limited to. Walter

2020-09-10 
23:17:43 Limpopo Yes I do

I am 57 years of age and I've been using cannabis in various forms since I was 
19 . I am very acSve person that does not take any medicine. I do not get sick 
that I need medicaSon. I consider myself a  healthy and normal person with no 
anger or depression from the daily use of cannabis. If needed I'm willing to have 
blood samples tested to church for any disease to prove my point thank you. Guy

2020-09-10 
20:44:02 Limpopo Yes I do

We should be looking to exploit this opportunity re imagine our economy be the 
first African country to use the hemp industry to all its advantages Put it up for 
sale in our stores for medical use Sell hemp products to users we can't keep 
enriching the underworld Recently 39million with of herbs in street value were 
seized imagine reinvesSng that money into our dying economy creaSng more 
farming jobs With decent wages theres a lot of smokers Who'd die to buy good 
quality herb from a local trusted retailer at a reasonable price and public 
smoking That's a joke if we can allow people to smoke cigareses in public we all 
know how dangerous inhaling cigareses is even if it's just passive I dont see a 
reason to Make someone a criminal with a criminal record for just smoking 
weed in public That's unconsStuSonal where is my right to freedom???? Junior 

2020-09-10 
19:53:32 Limpopo Yes I do

i suggest that the use of cannabis for oil and hemp must be fully legalize like 
other industrial crops for the socio economical benefits Lucky

2020-09-10 
18:43:33 Limpopo Yes I do

Our country' economy has been hit hard by the impact of vivid-19 pandemic, 
and cannabis can help reverse the situaSon if business and the society work 
together to establish a cannabis industry.

Lefa 
Barrington

2020-09-10 
12:14:41 Limpopo Yes I do TaSana
2020-09-10 
11:48:43 Limpopo Yes I do Bill
2020-09-10 
06:53:46 Limpopo Yes I do

Yes i prefer that, now hopefully it eill easier for an adult to buy from the plug 
atleast 100grams safely without worrying about undercover police. Victor

2020-09-10 
06:22:49 Limpopo Yes I do

I run a school where it’s hard to be a role model for young adults when there is 
cannabis everywhere. There need to be repercussions for any form of substance 
abuse. Rowena 

2020-09-10 
03:25:43 Limpopo Yes I do Lucas  Hasani
2020-09-09 
23:27:38 Limpopo Yes I do

I believe it should be fully legal to culSvate and sell all forms of cannabis jn south 
africa for personal or commercial use claudia

2020-09-09 
20:59:54 Limpopo Yes I do Malesela
2020-09-09 
18:45:29 Limpopo Yes I do Appears fair to me. Donna
2020-09-09 
16:13:57 Limpopo Yes I do itumeleng
2020-09-09 
14:42:17 Limpopo Yes I do This is long overdue , however I do not agree with the harsh penalty’s Peter
2020-09-09 
13:03:32 Limpopo Yes I do

I support the bill, but who is going  police it? Drug dealers in the city where I live 
freely sells "Dagga" and the police turns a blind eye.  Tjaart

2020-09-09 
11:15:26 Limpopo Yes I do Johannes 
2020-09-09 
10:33:12 Limpopo Yes I do GiX 
2020-09-09 
09:15:26 Limpopo Yes I do

More leniency towards The amount of flowering plants and amount of dried 
cannabis. LegalizaSon of sale of cannabis to persons over the age of 18 years. Abraham

2020-09-09 
07:50:34 Limpopo Yes I do

Think it's beser, I saw children buy it on street corners, how do you know it is 
clean and there isn't other drugs in it and  make children hooked on harder 
drugs Ansie

2020-09-09 
04:18:40 Limpopo Yes I do It's understandable. Samuel

2020-09-08 
21:03:10 Limpopo Yes I do

6. (1) (a) The guardian of a child who permits a child— 
(vi) to smoke or consume cannabis, 
is guilty of a **Class D** offence. -- Change to Class A offence. 

9. (e) the distance from a window of, venSlaSon inlet of, doorway to or entrance 
into another place as contemplated in secSon 5(4)(a) -- This will need to be far 
enough not to hinder others, but not so far that it comes closer to another 
opening. 

I support the legalizaSon of cannabis, but you will have to ensure that the laws 
are followed and enforced completely. There cannot be any excepSons to these 
laws, not even for governmental bodies. Cannabis has been proven to be very 
effecSve medically, and it has a relaxing effect on most. For those reasons I 
support the bill, provided it is implemented and enforced correctly and fully. 

Andrea
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2020-09-08 
17:32:42 Limpopo Yes I do

Cannabis is a natural plant, not only that - but one of the 5 Sacred Plants due to 
its amazing medicinal qualiSes & uses. People should have access to this plant, 
like all other plants and decide for themselves how they want to use it.  
Small businesses should also have fair and realisSc access to licenses for 
culSvaSng, processing & markeSng Cannabis products. It's a natural, non-lethal 
herb. Not even when abused as a drug, can one overdose and die. Jaco

Western Cape 1167
2020-11-30 
19:54:19

Western 
Cape Yes I do Janine

2020-11-30 
13:35:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do Jacqui

2020-11-30 
10:19:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do Adults must be able to choose. Joe

2020-11-30 
09:08:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do adults must be able to choose. alison

2020-11-24 
21:18:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do Jo-Ann

2020-11-23 
12:22:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Its Sme that we get clarity on the laws of the use and purchicing of 
cannabis .DOES PREVIOUS CONVICTIONS ON CANNABIS FALL AWAY . Cannabis 
has such a large variety of healing properSes much more than tobacco .Cannabis 
is much safer than alcohol which is connected to a lot of family violence . Derek 

2020-11-22 
17:52:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do r

2020-11-20 
22:07:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I find it unjust that cannabis does not have the same rights like cigareses and 
alcohol. I find it unfair for the government to supervise me and my cannabis like 
I'm a child but not the person that drinks alcohol or smoke cigareses. I would 
like for cannabis to be just as legal as alcohol or cigareses are. Shane 

2020-11-15 
23:00:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do Graham

2020-11-14 
21:55:19

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Infusing cannabis in your diet promotes a healthier lifestyle, the cannabis 
culture needs to be respect in the right way ! And Homegrowers needed this 
pravicy to culSvate there very own medicinal cannabis at home!!!! Heinrich 

2020-11-14 
06:31:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do Derek

2020-11-12 
10:02:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I feel the plant generally does more good than harm especially in these trying 
Smes.  Lita

2020-11-11 
08:49:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do Gerhard

2020-11-10 
17:20:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do Elizna

2020-11-10 
15:24:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Besides being scienSfically proven that THC has healing properSes, I fully 
support this. For adults limits are fine but I think for anyone involving children  
in this, the jail Sme should be increased. Cher

2020-11-10 
09:47:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I THINK ITS FAIR BUT WHY ARE PEOPLE STILL GETTING ARRESTED IN THERE 
HOME WHEN THEY HAVE 30GRAMS OF WEED . MICHE

2020-11-10 
07:39:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do Ruan

2020-11-09 
22:15:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on 
what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult Loepie

2020-11-09 
20:51:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do Mashew

2020-11-09 
13:42:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do

For anyone over the age of 25, cannabis is virtually harmless unless they have 
underling mental illness, of course, if South Africa had cannabis dispensaries at 
least the consumer would know safety measures have been impose to protect 
the consumers and no contaminaSon has occurred. Siphesihle

2020-11-09 
07:07:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I really see that cannabis medical purposes is a way to go rather than human 
made chemicals... Chris
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals? 
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society. 
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences 
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol. 
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2020-11-08 
21:51:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I feel that every adult should have a choice, if they would want to use cannabis 
or not, for recreaSonal use. Some people may be against the use of cannabis 
and righKul so, but, so are there many people against the use of alcohol. We 
cannot deny the fact that there is a big populaSon in South Africa that use 
cannabis for recreaSonal use. 

The regulaSon around cannabis should be clear and implemented well, 
otherwise South Africa would not benefit from this Bill.  Brandon

2020-11-08 
14:12:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do

There must be a restricSon to the use of cannabis for health reasons only. 
Some people who use cannabis become very unpleasant in their nature aXer 
smoking 
cannabis. Brigise Gita

2020-11-06 
21:19:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I would really like to see specific clauses that protect people living in secSonal 
Stles schemes from the sSnk of their neighbours' dagga. All our legislaSon is 
becoming more pro-health, pro rights of non-smokers - PLEASE don't forget 
those of us living in flats and housing complexes! Teresa

2020-11-06 
20:09:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do Nic

2020-11-06 
12:07:04

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” may be jailed for up to 
two years. 

This secSon above....yes, we need to have the right to smoke whatever we want 
to where we want to but the flipside of the coin is that I have the right to 
breathe fresh air and not be smothered by your smoking. This is a huge issue in 
our  residenSal complex as the neighbor exercises his right to smoke his vice of 
choice with no consideraSon that all that smoke is coming into my house 
interfering with my right to choose not to smoke anything. second hand smoke 
should be regulated more specifically. Bea

2020-11-06 
11:53:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do Maydiene

2020-11-06 
08:20:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do Jessica 

2020-11-05 
12:43:17

Western 
Cape Yes I do Claudine J

2020-11-05 
06:32:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do

If it has shown one thing, is that there are no fights regarding marijuana. No 
people overdosing. Hardly people being hospitalized. So why not. La'ith

2020-11-05 
06:21:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do

SAPS should focus on the REAL crime! Gender Based Violence, Robberies, 
Murders, CIT! Simon

2020-11-04 
17:55:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do Liam

2020-11-04 
16:58:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do Cannabis has many health benefits when used by responsible adults Lucille 

2020-11-04 
15:30:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do Trevor

2020-11-04 
15:08:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do If this alleviates the suffering of cancer paSents and others, I have to support it Margaret 

2020-11-04 
14:27:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do Anton

2020-11-04 
14:04:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do Eduan

2020-11-04 
11:54:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do Cannabis has helped me physically in a huge way so yes I agree. Michael

2020-11-04 
10:58:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do CínSa

2020-11-04 
10:20:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do I support the bill 100% Colin

2020-11-04 
09:13:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Must increase the maximum allowed plant count, 4 plants is not a lot. 
Can keep the maximum possession to 600 grams, but must increase max plant 
count. Marco

2020-11-04 
08:32:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do This bill actually seems fairly reasonably and is a step in the right direcSon Carel

2020-11-04 
07:42:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do Plants cannot be illegal. It is both wrong and unconsStuSonal. Jason

2020-11-04 
06:30:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis should be legal for person use when no imposing it on other people 
that do not consent. Smoking cannabis in nature ( not in public areas in ciSes) 
should be allowed. Adriaan

2020-11-03 
20:48:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do Neal

2020-11-03 
20:48:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do Neal

2020-11-03 
20:48:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do Neal

2020-11-03 
19:53:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Agree, but quanSSes for personal use should increase even more, and penaliSes 
should reduce even more   

Please provide your comment or suggesSons to shape the proposed Bill. You 
may comment in any official South African language. joo

2020-11-03 
19:30:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do Conrad

2020-11-03 
19:06:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Yes. and stop the police hounding people. Spend your Sme catching the real 
criminals rather! Elzanne
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2020-11-03 
13:54:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis does less harm by far than alcohol, cigareses and pharmaceuScals, all 
of which are easily accessible. The argument that cannabis is banned for health 
or public safety reasons is absolutely baseless. Let the people do what they 
want, as long as it doesn't impact on others. Chris

2020-11-03 
12:14:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do I think the punishment for smoking too close to a window is too harsh. Hemel

2020-11-03 
10:17:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The provision for restricSons "smoking too close to a window" needs to be 
explicit in how close is "too close". ie: within 4 meters Colin

2020-11-03 
09:16:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do

My major concern is to see licensing to grow and sell cannabis given firstly to 
civilized white society. Whilst our own black people who have been languishing 
in jail fighSng for the legalizaSon of the same are leX in periferries. This is our 
black people God given natural vegetaSon now for them to be leX out and other 
so called civilized bully market capitalist take over their business is totally unfair. 
Government must develop also a way to protect the right of our own people 
from bunduz who enjoy livelihood through cannabis. You know many families 
have survived and earned living only through cannabis produce. Bafundi

2020-11-03 
08:39:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do Peter

2020-11-03 
08:36:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Good day 

Firstly I want to thanks the government for this bill, indicaSng that South 
Africans' consStuSonal rights are further strengthened, and that responsible use 
of substance (being cannabis in this case, but also other substances like alcohol 
and sugar) are allowed in our country. 

The only maser that I want to comment on is the following: 

It is noted that cannabis may not be consumed / smoked "too close to a 
window". 

I want to recommend that this is clarified as follow: 
1.) To what windows are referred? (My private dwelling? That of my neighbour? 
That of an adjacent public building? 
2.) What in the case that I have a garden around my dwelling, and I smoke on 
the stoep (eg graSa 10meters away from the nearest neighbour)? 
3.) What is a reasonable distance between my dwelling and the next dwelling, 
which will sSll be regarded my private area? 

This is all.  

Ernst Gouws 
Ernst

2020-11-02 
20:26:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do Lynese

2020-11-02 
17:50:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis - in parScular THC containing concentrates - have a huge internaSonal  
medicinal  market. the RSA should allow- even support - addiSonal controlled 
agricultural acSviSes. There are ready and pracScally unlimited internaSonal 
markets and countries like Canada, the USA, Germany and Australia are acSvely 
seeking growers  worldwide. 
Ruanda, Uganda, Kenya and Lesotho are already  negoSaSng  exclusive prime 
cannabis  supply contracts to  pharmaceuScal corporates . So why are we being 
kept on a leash ? herbert

2020-11-02 
11:22:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do Ricardo

2020-11-01 
10:09:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do

PenalSes are too harsh for the large quanSSes needed to produce cannabis 
Snctures or oils for medical purposes. 

Mogamad 
Raa-iq

2020-11-01 
08:24:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do Willie

2020-10-31 
18:05:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do Courtney 

2020-10-31 
08:37:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The plant has proven to have many benefits when culSvated correctly. 
These medicinal properSes help many people with ailments or stress.  
DecriminalizaSon of the herb needs to happen.  
Weed growers are not thugs or hard criminals. Once thrown into jail, you risk 
them turning into bad people.  

Michaela
2020-10-30 
16:52:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do Private use at home with subsidies for medical use Kimbal

2020-10-30 
10:55:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do

As a doctor i vote that the club model should be authorised. 
Anton

2020-10-29 
21:14:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do Jill

2020-10-29 
15:47:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Please allow the use of Marijuana in private residences for recreaSonal and 
medicinal purposes as soon as possible, and look to fully legalize the use and 
sale of it in the near future, similar to Amsterdam, so the economy can flourish 
on such a potenSally monstrous industry in our beauSful country. Nate

2020-10-29 
13:42:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do Ferose

2020-10-29 
11:57:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do

This bill is a vital step to decriminalizing drug possession - an approach that has 
shown posiSve effects to all other countries applied. I support it fully. Alexander

2020-10-29 
10:25:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do Cannabis is not nearly as bad as alcohol - as long as it is regulated. Lilian
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2020-10-29 
09:13:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do Bres

2020-10-29 
09:09:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I am definitely for having weed made legal.  It holds numerous benefits and can 
change the way people think and do.  Furthermore, it will impede on the drug 
smuggling business, which to me is another great benefit! 
Just remember to grow and smoke the right stuff. STEPHAN

2020-10-29 
07:41:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do Ms

2020-10-29 
07:25:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do

This bill should be expanded to allow commercializaSon of all cannabis 
products. Once that is done it can become a viable taxable industry that is also 
regulated. Joshua

2020-10-29 
07:17:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do It is no more harmful than alcohol, which is already legal. Wesley

2020-10-28 
23:12:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The use of Cannabis is, at Smes, akin to that of alcohol in many ways. Allowing 
one but not the other is hypocrisy. Ban both or allow both. 

In the case of Cannabis being smoked, the same rules of tobacco smoking 
should be added. 

Driving under the influence of Cannabis could be just as dangerous as driving 
under the influence of alcohol and should be criminalized. Louw

2020-10-28 
20:34:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do Patrick

2020-10-28 
20:02:40

Western 
Cape Yes I do Christophe 

2020-10-28 
19:42:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do

It's medicinal 
Wynand

2020-10-28 
15:34:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do

We only need look at the history of certain states in the US, Canada and Europe 
to see the value and benefits in not only allowing for Cannabis for Private 
Purposes but completely legalizing the plant for commercial and personal use. 

Cannabis and Hemp are a blessing to this planet and could assist in so many 
areas of industry and medicine. 

Our government and law enforcement need to focus on REAL issues and the 
government need to make use of this plant to assist healing the economic and 
social status of our beauSful country! 

Viva iAfrika! Lester
2020-10-28 
14:55:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do Georg

2020-10-28 
14:41:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do Russell

2020-10-28 
12:00:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do Melisha

2020-10-28 
10:44:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do Lily

2020-10-28 
09:39:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do Francois

2020-10-28 
08:41:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do Nico

2020-10-28 
08:36:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do Legalise it for use same as alcohol and cigareses Estelle 

2020-10-28 
08:13:34

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannibas for private use works and has been working since the legalizaSon. To 
make amendments against the use of cannabis in a private nature will only lead 
to illegal trafficking and high costs making it difficult for the normal individuals 
to obtain for medical use. Craig

2020-10-28 
07:54:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannibas for private use works and has been working since the legalizaSon. To 
make amendments against the use of cannabis in a private nature will only lead 
to illegal trafficking and high costs making it difficult for the normal individuals 
to obtain for medical use. Jacques

2020-10-28 
07:41:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do Kim

2020-10-27 
21:10:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do Ban this evil completely Cecilia

2020-10-27 
05:24:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis contains so many benefits to so many people. The calming effects it 
has compared to that of alcohol, if alcohol was banned and everyone smoked 
cannabis you'd have a lot less 1. Road accidents 2. DomesSc violence caused by 
alcohol 3. Violence and fights at pubs... The list goes on. What harm has 
cannabis caused. Open your eyes and mind please. 

Lisa
2020-10-26 
18:25:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do Aj

2020-10-23 
09:28:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I have terminal Motor Neuron disease. There is no treatment and there is no 
cure. There is very lisle on the market t help with the pain, spasScity and 
discomfort. The only relief I can get it with cannabis. Denise
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2020-10-22 
13:07:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis should be treated just like any other food. THC is a natural chemical 
and can't be illegal. Just as one can have tons of tomatoes, the same should be 
applied to cannabis with THC. 1.2 Kilograms is far too lisle. One should have 
tons of cannabis with THC. Cannabis with THC is a herb and must be treated just 
like any other herb. There shall be no discriminaSon against cannabis of any 
amount. The grass can grow freely for the casle and feeds them. Cannabis with 
THC must grow in abundance to feed human beings like myself. Cannabis with 
THC is food and 1.2 Kilograms is what one human being eats in a days Sme. So 1 
ton per person is sufficient enough to last for a year. So the laws are absurd. 
Plants, one should have as many plants as one needs. Again, cannabis is food 
and one human being eats one kilogram a day. Plants are chosen from and we 
should have an infinite range of plants. There should be no limit to as to how 
many plants one should have. A typical human being eats one kilogram. 
Therefore we need an unlimited amount of plants to be grown. So no limits on 
how much cannabis with THC one can have and plant and grow. Cannabis with 
THC is food and should be treated the same as all other food. It should be in 
abundance. There should be no limit. Cannabis is like any other vegetable and 
should be treated as such. Just like I can have many fruit with no limit, the same 
should be applied to cannabis with THC. One should have no limit as to how 
much cannabis with THC one has. Cleve

2020-10-22 
07:46:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do Samantha

2020-10-21 
08:59:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do Susanne

2020-10-18 
08:01:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The law on how many plants you can have is should be changed.  I and a friend 
have grown for our own personnel use in a private place. A 3 by 3.5m room in 
my house. My friend and myself had about 20 plants the height of our waste. 
We where plagued by mildew and never succeeded in growing more than 1 kg 
dried bud.  So I believe the law saying how much dry bud you can have is right 
but unSl you harvest regardless of how many plants you have you don't know 
how much bud you are going to end up with. We trimmed our plants at the 
bosom because the light only falls on the top of indoor plants. So it could look 
like you growing a lot but when you harvest you will be surprised how lisle bud 
you produced.  People with licences should be able to sell and pay tax like in 
California . Not every one living in a flat has place to grow and indoor cannabis is 
very expensive due to your electricity bill. Rocco

2020-10-14 
11:27:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The levels of inequality in South Africa are only geing worse. SupporSng 
enterprise in cannabis is paramount to socio-economic empowerment of South 
Africans currently disenfranchised. The growth, possession and sale of cannabis 
should be opened up to South Africans. Only providing cannabis to a child for 
consumpSon or exposing cannabis smoke to a child should be punishable by a 
fine and intervenSon from social services. The harsh punishments meted out to 
persons in possession of cannabis need to stop, and the fact that a person can 
be imprisoned for a period equivalent to that of a violent offender is 
unacceptable. ConsumpSon of cannabis without the generaSon of second-hand 
smoke (e.g. eaSng cannabis infused products) in a public place should be 
allowed. A private place is a person's kingdom and the distance to his 
neighbours or the public is a maser for neighbour/nuisance law and town 
planning. The regulaSons wrongly seek to enable revenue for big business and 
the poliScally connected - those who can afford licenses to sell cannabis to 
pharmaceuScal companies and the overseas market, and to drive tax returns for 
the naSonal government. Instead the regulaSons should enable small 
businesses to make a living and end their reliance on demeaning social grants. Keabetswe

2020-10-12 
17:56:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I think it's fair, I think it's great for users to be able to grow their plants for 
private use. But you are missing a massive market by not allowing the sale of 
cannibus products. You will be able to generate a massive amount of tax, use 
that money to upliX people. Build hospitals, fix our broken roads.. the list is 
endless.  

Like Cigareses and Alcohol, Cannibus products should be allowed to be sold to 
over 18's. Just go and ask Canada, a first world country, how well they are doing 
and the amount of money you can contribute to our economy. Ferdinand

2020-10-12 
11:39:10

Western 
Cape Yes I do Nothing wrong with using cannabis for private purposes. It's a natural product. Lucia

2020-10-12 
09:40:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do Bryn

2020-10-10 
19:40:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I think the government should use non biased individuals to properly invesSgate 
pro's and cons. JusSn
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
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2020-10-10 
16:26:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do I would like to make toilet paper, tampons paper & car body from hemp Tyrone 

2020-10-10 
13:59:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do Michela

2020-10-10 
13:50:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do

We are happy that we can now use cannabis for personal use, but are scared 
something like Big Cannabis or only major corporaSons with big money can 
come into the industry, and that the average person like us could not afford the 
big cost of doing any trade as the bill would stand. 
We imagine the ideal situaSon would be like the craX alcohol market.  Big 
companies like SAB making millions of units a year pay a BIGger fee, and then 
smaller "craX" companies like the beer companies pay a small R700 registraSon 
fee and someone comes to look if I do good principals to create a good standard 
in the industry like clean working spaces and hygienic, then if that person gives 
the Ok we get a craX cannabis licence for small scale selling off whatever 
cannabis products we would like to sell, like craX alcohol that we pay the same 
as alcohol just a normal tax on it, cannabis is NOt dangerous it should not be 
super taxed. 
We also feel that when people talk about cannabis in the news or talk about the 
Bill, they should also educate the public about cannabis and what it does. There 
are too many South- Africans understand too lisle about Cannabis. 

Andre and 
Sharon
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-10 
08:40:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do Reinhard 

2020-10-09 
21:04:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do Cannbis has assist me and ny wife with anxieSes and has help my marriage Maartens 

2020-10-09 
19:48:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do

How can a raw unprocessed plant be illegal, and what right does anyone have to 
tell us not to grow it, legalize cannabis use for all . Len

2020-10-09 
17:02:49

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I believe the jail term for someone selling cannabis products is a bit extreme at 
15 years. 

There are murderers and rapists in this country who do not serve a sentence 
nearly as long; as such I believe the sentence for selling these products should 
drasScally be shortened, as the 'products' regardless of type or nature are legal 
for private use. Robin
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-09 
14:54:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do

hsps://docs.google.com/document/d/
1TmWZKfL35CIrO_5dxyjt4Dh9i__SvolpiLuKN7tb2_0/edit?usp=drivesdk Basil 

2020-10-09 
14:37:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do Coral
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THE BELOW IS FREE TO USE THANKS TO FIELDS OF GREEN FOR ALL 

=========================COPY BELOW HERE========================= 
General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
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2020-10-09 
14:13:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do

It has lots of medicinal properSes. I use it daily for pain. It is the cure for cancer, 
whether you want to believe it or not...there are proven cases. Llewellyn 

2020-10-09 
13:30:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do I believe that smoking cannabis should be legal in tobacco smoking areas Daniel 

2020-10-09 
13:23:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do Lucka 

2020-10-09 
13:10:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. A

2020-10-09 
12:42:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do Let us grow hemp Darron

2020-10-09 
11:36:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do Adrian 

2020-10-09 
11:10:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Why wouldn't you want to promote a micro economy out of this? Jail term 
sounds crazy or are you planning on selling licences to pharma companies??? Alan
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-09 
09:50:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do Yes I support it 100% Ashirvadh

2020-10-09 
09:49:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do This is a good step forward for now. Melissa

2020-10-09 
09:43:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Liv3 and let live, all the people know how good cannabis is for us, and i believe it 
can help whiff many day to day problems. 

Im adhd and cannabis help me consented and focus on any task...  

Yes to SA cannabis.. JusSn
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-09 
09:15:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do

MedicaSon for the people!  

Cannabis can help South Africa Ruan 

2020-10-09 
08:58:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis has the potenSal to significantly boost the economy and Africa is one 
of the top world consumers. The market will always exist and would be in the 
best interest of government to collect revenue from this precious commodity 
rather than underground syndicates and cartels. Cannabis is not the gateway 
drug and was originally banned based on racial grounds, alcohol is the gateway 
drug yet it remains legal.  Fair and reasonable limitaSons should be applied in 
terms of use and consumpSon. Cannabis products can be used across all 
industries such as medical, clothing and texSles, construcSon, paper and pulp, 
fuel and recreaSonally and has many benefits that can outperform the current 
market providers in such industries.  Its an organic giX and should be treated 
with respect and like any substance, should not be abused or exploited.   
Legalize without delay ! Michelle

2020-10-09 
08:50:49

Western 
Cape Yes I do Wynand 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-09 
08:06:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Firstly. Thank you to the Gov and the people for finally realizing how important 
and great Cannabis truly is. I cannot wait for all the break throughs this plant will 
provide the naSon. Not only can this help and strengthen the economic state 
our country is in atm but it can provide so many jobs and feed the poor. I do 
however not agree that the Gov wants to be able to enter my private property 
at any Sme or the fact that I have a limit on my plants per household? What 
happens inside the walls of my house, is my right and my privacy. How can you 
want to limit the amount of plants I grow but not the amount of bosles I buy at 
the liquor store? How can u limit something as "innocent" as Cannabis but allow 
alcohol to be used and bought freely, while it causes probably 70% of all road 
accidents.  Please re think. If nature is not legal we can never be free. Shayley
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol.  
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2020-10-09 
06:11:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do People should be allowed to use it to self medicate Rivonia

2020-10-08 
23:42:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do

How can dealing impose a max 15 year sentence when murderers and rapists 
get away on 5 with good behaviour...shows you the mental state of the 
government. 
Also, if smoking in front of a window is deemed a crime...then drinking at home 
where it is publicly visible should be a statutory offence. How can that even be 
enforced with there being evidence that the person smoking by the window is in 
fact smoking a joint...the lunacy.  

Also, why should there be such a low legally possessional quanSty of  dried 
cannabis? Some people that make oil require 8x the mass to produce sufficient 
oil that could last a year(the Sme from harvest to harvest) Giovanni
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-08 
23:30:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do

It seems that there is some headway in the right direcSon, but this bill is sSll an 
infringement on our, the cannabis users, rights to privacy and the right to 
medicine that heals us and does not cause further damage to our bodies. Just an 
example, but during lockdown once alcohol was unbanned, it had to be banned 
again due to the increase in ER cases and domesSc violence. The hospitals 
already overburdened, now had to deal with in influx of alcohol related 
accidents. Where has that once happened because someone used cannabis? 
The sentencing is absolutely ridiculous, how can ñ pedophile or rapist or 
murderer get lesser sentences? Some aren't even in jail for a year, yet a cannabis 
user that is imprisoned face harsher sentencing? How is that fair? 
Nothing in this bill currently helps us as cannabis users. Marinese 

2020-10-08 
23:27:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do Legality can lead to taxaSon and more responsibility of use. Carmen

2020-10-08 
21:40:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do Cameron
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals? 
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society. 
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences 
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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GreeSngs in the Name of His Emperor Haile Selassie I, Jah Rastafari! 

Dear SA government c/ o  Mr V Ramaano, 

I am wriSng this leser to you as a concerned ciSzen to expressly and 
vehemently reject any form of cannabis regulaSon for the following reason as 
outlined below: 

1. UnconsStuSonal/ IllegiSmate law 

Excerpt from Bible “Genesis 1 verse 29  

Jah (God) says “I give you every seed-bearing plant on the face of the whole 
earth and every tree that has fruit with seed in it. They will be yours for food".   

Excerpt out of the ConsStuSon of SA  

"The right to freedom of religion is enshrined in the ConsStuSon of South Africa. 
Chapter 2 of the ConsStuSon of South Africa, containing the Bill of Rights, states 
that everyone has the right to freedom of religion, belief and opinion"   

With reference to the above current The DraX cannabis bill infringes on my 
Spiritual and ConsStuSonal Freedom. I am a Rasta and the bill aims to limit my 
consStuSonal right to freely pracSce my spirituality in direct violaSon and 
contradicSon of your own” highest law in the land”. Cannabis is central to 
Rastafari spirituality. Our Creator instructs through HIS holy words that all 
seedbearing plant is our “food”. No law can supersede Jah law and therefore we 
reject your proposed laws as it is an illegiSmate law for us as the Rastafari 
Community! 

1. Cannabis EducaSon 
There is lack of educaSon and overstanding of the cannabis plant. It is well 
known but sSll foolishly denied that cannabis has significant health, medicinal 
and therapeuSc benefits to both humans and animals.   Cannabis can be used 
for its flower, essenSal oils, Snctures, creams and edibles. The draX bill quotes 8 
plants maximum per household of 2 adults. Eight (8) plants will only enable 85g 
of cannabis oil (which is very lisle especially for those who treat condiSons like 
cancer and other ailments). This excludes cannabis for other uses like spiritual, 
edibles, recreaSonal use. CalculaSon below  

RaSo: 28grams of flower required to produce 3 gram of oil.  
The average plant produces 300g of cannabis. 

300g x 8 plants = 2400g 

2400 / 28 = 85g (of oil per 2 adults) – Totally insufficient.  

It is further noted that cannabis grows seasonally outdoors (Sep to March) is 
seasonal in most SA areas.  This short window, places further constraints on the 
harvest yields. Growth and Harvest failure rate are also not taken into account. 
The above calculaSon proves how absolutely ludicrous and impracScal the 
current draX bill is. Government has once again failed the people of SA as they 
have failed to engage with the piece of legislaSon in a meaningful and 
construcSve manner. This is a waste of state resources and Sme our, the 
taxpayers money. We therefore refute the quanSSes specified in the draX 
cannabis bill.  

2. Cannabis CulSvaSon 
We need to culSvate new ideas, new ways of thinking to ensure we progress. 
Cannabis culSvaSon is a craX and skill which exist in previously disadvantage 
communiSes. Government has underuSlised land. Here is an opportunity to 
empower our communiSes to fast track the closure of the economic gap that 
exists between rich and poor through cannabis culSvaSon. Growing cannabis 
takes some skill and also has therapeuSc effects that calms and taps into the 
spirituality of humans. I speak from personal experience. This will aid in 
reducing high levels of tension, stress, anxiety and hopefully violence in a 
country with one of the highest crime rates in the world. I highly recommend  
that you consider the free culSvaSon of cannabis for economic trade for the 
benefits as already noted.  

3. MedicaSon 
Studies have demonstrated the therapeuSc effects of cannabinoids for nausea 
and vomiSng in the advanced stages of illnesses such as cancer and AIDS. Other 
therapeuSc uses of cannabinoids are being demonstrated by controlled studies, 
including treatment of asthma and glaucoma, as an anSdepressant, appeSte 
sSmulant, anSconvulsant, anS-spasmodic and the list goes on.  

Allowing people to grow their own medicaSon will take strain off the current 
constrained incapable and ailing health system.  

4. LiberaSon 
The plant and our people need to be liberated and the plant can contribute 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  

Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 

Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  

ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol.  
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol.  
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Western 
Cape Yes I do

Ganja is Good for the Health and can help with the Economy if the Government 
Set it Free. Samuel
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol. 
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2020-10-08 
12:45:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis is used for medical and recreaSonal purposes. Neither have any 
negaSve effects that prevail that of alcohol. I my myself being a PhD graduate 
have no issue working whilst high. My results have no difference sober or high. I 
suggest capping THC for recreaSonal at 10%. This is a good way to ensure users 
do not allow themselves to be 'too high' and sSll be able to funcSon normally. 
Building up a tolerance will allow more control of your 'high' Z

2020-10-08 
12:19:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I suffer from ADHD and torrets syndrome, from the age of 6yrs old I was on 
reslidol a,Prozac and riselin. Age 16 I started smoking Marijuana and stopped 
the mess by then the chemicals from Pharma had done its toll a chemical 
lobotomy had been successful. Marijuana allowed me to control the emoiSons I 
could never understand.  Beyond that it has so much more healing capability Gareth 

2020-10-08 
12:15:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do Sam

2020-10-08 
11:59:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do Liam
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-08 
10:43:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do Janine

2020-10-08 
09:47:04

Western 
Cape Yes I do Waleed
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
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2020-10-08 
09:21:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannibus industry was always underground and illegal but it was a source of 
income for the underprivileged /less fortunate / previously disadvantaged yet it 
seemingly seems its now just decriminalized for the wealthy to thrive as the 
infrastructure or compliance surrounding the enSre growing industry is just 
suited for the privileged and this has to be eradicated as why must the Herb 
that's God Given with millions of medical possibiliSes and secrets be benefited 
by those who where against it prior to decriminalizaSon..... I would appreciate 

feedback on this post ❤?? Give Thanks for Life Everyday Devan 
2020-10-08 
08:41:19

Western 
Cape

South 
Africa Yes I do Sasha-Lee

2020-10-08 
08:06:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Hi guys just wane see the plant free in South Africa I'm a canibas smoker have 
too go buy me weed if I wanne smoke where I can just plant and grow my own 
stuff and don't have too worry about the Cops going too arrest me for having 
weed on me illegalise it please it is the healing of the naSon belive me weed is 
not a drug its just a plant so Cape Town let's do this ? Aqeel 

2020-10-08 
06:06:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Legalize it for the home grower, treat it like any herbal plant, those who need it 
for self medicaSon will grow their own. Willem 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-07 
16:55:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Its an esencial for health purposes and could help the country bring in more tax 
revenue Ridley

2020-10-07 
16:33:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do Nathan

2020-10-07 
15:06:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Put this into acSon and educate all parSes (SAPS included) involved to the fullest 
extent regarding the change in law. The sale of seeds should be legal. Kyle

2020-10-07 
14:46:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do Myles
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-07 
10:02:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do sheila

2020-10-07 
10:02:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do sheila

2020-10-06 
23:55:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do

One should be allowed to have sufficient quanSSes of cannabis in order to make 
products for healing, clothing, texSles, etc, which may in turn create jobs. ImSaz

2020-10-06 
09:34:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do Fully legal market for us to use to recover from this terrible Covid crisis we’re in Muhammad

2020-10-06 
00:49:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do Wessel

2020-10-05 
12:34:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do Ryno

2020-10-05 
10:52:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do Ashley

2020-10-04 
16:57:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I feel if someone wants to use it, why not. It's a natural plant with slot of health 
benefits. Marijke 

2020-10-04 
12:18:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do Legalize. Ingrid

2020-10-04 
12:11:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do

In a struggling economy in which the race for work and family survival is a 
constant stress, cannabis may provide relief from the symptoms of stress, and 
allow Sme for relaxaSon, introspecSon and all of the health benefits proven to 
be associated with simulaSon of the endocannabinoid system. Lee

2020-10-03 
09:51:18

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis should be legalized so it can be taxed and can benefit the country. 
Alcohol kills more people in car accidents than cannabis ever did and it’s legal 
and taxed. LEGALIZE IT!! Eugene

2020-10-03 
07:42:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do Grant

2020-10-03 
07:12:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do

We have the right to grow and consume cannabis.  Medicinally, it has many 
benefits, and it has no place being outlawed. Historically, criminalising cannabis 
was about money, not about any detrimental health or social issues. Suzanne

2020-10-02 
22:37:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do The medicinal benefits of cannabis need to be acknowledged and respected Claire

2020-10-02 
20:31:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do

It is great that the world is waking up to the medical benefits of cannibis.  
Legalizing it for personal use allows a person to be able to grow their medicine 
legally. I just hope our government realizes the possibiliSes cannibis can bring to 
our struggling economy! Johan 

2020-10-02 
15:03:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do Johan 

2020-10-02 
10:59:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do Arthur

2020-09-30 
05:39:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do

 I definitely support this bill. Too many are using this to get high than for 
medicanl purposes. I see too many kids primary & high school smoking cannabis 
with the intenSon of geing high before geing to  school. Too many lil kids/
babies inhaling the smoke frim parents smoking in their presence with the 
intent to get high.  Theirs no regard for other people as the acrid smelling smoke 
filters into the homes of non smokers and elderly Colleen

2020-09-29 
15:40:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do Eugene

2020-09-29 
11:52:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Adults are responsible for their health and  Cannabis deserve a fair chance as 
many other medicine on the market. It has taken many years of criminalizing it 
and it is Sme the government start doing the opposite. 

Many people have found benefits of cannabis and  even accept the sSgma that 
comes with it so it is Sme to end it now. 

Cannabis has many purposes and lawmakers and doctors must be responsible to 
set laws and trials to shed some light on cannabis. Ngabo

2020-09-29 
10:25:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do

African cultures have used insangu or cannabis in religious or spiritual rites for a 
very long Sme. Since the cabinet is comprised of Xhosa and Zulu people  my 
quesSon is would you arrest your sangoma because they bhema insangu? 
Probably not because they would have too much respect for their tradiSons to 
do so. Regan

2020-09-29 
10:09:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I am a cannabis enthusiast for longer than 10 years and a true patriot. I have 
been well informed of all the the benefits the legalisaSon of cannabis could 
provide for the economy, it's people and their health. Many countries are 
thriving through the use of this beauSfully sustainable resource. The good just 
outweighs the bad so much. Govan

2020-09-29 
10:03:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The paSent does NOT need to experience euphoria for cannabis to provide 
therapeuSc benefit! Shahroch

2020-09-29 
10:01:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do

For paSents who are self-medicaSng 
with cannabis joints, use the rough 
esSmate that an average cannabis joint 
contains 0.5 grams of dried cannabis (not 
to be confused with the amount of acSve 
THC). There is no definite rule to cannabis 
dosing, but as a guide, a large safety study 
reported a median daily dose of 2.5 g/ 
day (Ware et al. 2015). This is equivalent 
to 75 g/month 
of dried cannabis. These 
weights should not be confused with the 
amount of THC consumed. Shahroch
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2020-09-29 
09:59:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The approach to vapourizing is similar to that 
for use of oil: first find the opSmal dose and, 
once this is determined, then it can be dosed 
regularly. Because inhaled cannabis has a faster 
onset (5–10 minutes) and shorter duraSon of 
acSon (2–4 hours) than oil, it can be Strated 
up more quickly Shahroch

2020-09-29 
09:51:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis containing THC, CBD ,  terpenoids and flavonoids have well established 
therapeuSc, medicinal properSes when dosed and administered appropriately.  
The most useful properSes are the following: 
Analgesia (opioid-sparing) , anS-spasmodic,  anS-inflammatory (30x stronger 
than aspirin without gastric and renal toxicity), anxiolySc (benzodiazepine-
sparing), anS-convulsant (if intolerant and/or refractory to convenSonal 
epilepScs), anS-emeSc (drug-induced nausea), orexigenic (cancer cachexia) and 
anSpsychoSc. 
Because cannabis is poliScally and legally ostracized, progress in cannabis 
research has been slow which does not benefit mankind. Doctors have lisle or 
no experience with its posology and oXen also advise against the use of 
cannabis because of ignorance. 
Fortunately, the socio-poliScal milieu is changing slowly in vafour of cannabis 
but up to this day, it is sSll prohibited in most countries.  Cannabis products 
need to be registered by SAHPRA so that good quality,  properly quanSfied THC, 
CBD ao are being processed into safe delivery vehicles (oils, gels and 
vapourizers) can be prescribed by experienced doctors.  
PosiSve results from large, randomized controlled trials should not be expected 
because of lack of financial gain by the pharmaceuScal industry invesSng in 
these trials  but this does not refute cannabis potent and usefull medicinal 
properSes. Shahroch

2020-09-29 
09:29:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do Christopher

2020-09-29 
08:59:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do Ridhaa

2020-09-29 
02:09:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do Paul

2020-09-28 
18:06:18

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I DO  support the Cannabis Bill , however with strict regulaSons in place. 
I personally suffer from a no. of medical condiSons , the worst being Crohns 
Disease which I have had for over 20 yrs. 
Years ago, while overseas I was legally prescribed medical cannabis which 
helped me HUGELY. 
It contained a percentage of TCH which is one part of the Cannabis plant that a 
require. 
This is not available in South Africa & there is no other subsStute of any kind 
that can help me! 

So, yes, I absolutely support the sale of Cannabis for medical reasons! 

Nerine

2020-09-28 
17:57:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I feel the proposed regulaSons are more than fair. If 2 adults are growing 8 
flowering plants at a Sme, it is more than enough for personal use. Also 100g in 
public for personal consumpSon is more than enough. I'm just not sure what "in 
the presence of children" is defined as. I don't understand why smoking at 
home, outside should be a problem if there are children in the home. Is there a 
measurable distance that can be given? Karen

2020-09-28 
17:40:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I think South african economy can boom...exporSng for medicinal purposes to 
countries where it is legal...so many poor now aXer covid...will create many 
jobs...there should be no limit at home. Human rights. No misbehaviour like 
alcohol. Noel

2020-09-28 
17:35:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do Nidia

2020-09-28 
16:14:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do Private use, means just that Ari

2020-09-28 
08:14:49

Western 
Cape Yes I do

ConSnue to let people grow their own cannabis. Also allow for licenses to be 
purchased for commercial growing. Not anyone can grow cannabis. Allow 
dispensaries to open and apply daily purchase limits, medicinal and recreaSonal. 
Allow medical use and proper growing methods for medical cannabis.  Allowing 
people to buy safer quality cannabis. Allow seed banks to sell seeds. Bert

2020-09-27 
16:54:10

Western 
Cape Yes I do

To stop the drug lords, I for cannibis for private use. I saw many people and kids 
smuggling dagga, but the stuff they put in there are horrifying. ( they call it cut), 
because they can only a lisle bit at a Sme, they mix it with more harmfull stuff. 

Yes, give people the right to have, and grow there own cannibis for use. Maybe, 
just maybe we can stop dealing with killer drugs Retha

2020-09-27 
10:52:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do Adrian

2020-09-26 
23:07:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do Anneke
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2020-09-25 
22:03:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I believe it is wrong to restrict the ciSzens of South Africa from earning a living 
on something that grows from this good earth. You have no right to take away 
something is naturally grown and farmed. Offer licenses for growing to help 
sSmulate this economy. PLEASE DO NOT MAKE THIS A TAX THING!!!!!!! Tourism 
for cannabis bakeries and restaurants, coffee shops and greenhouses. There is so 
much opportunity in this and once again the people shaping this country are 
thinking way to our small. Mark

2020-09-25 
21:01:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Canabis is a human right to all to smoke, grow, eat and make bakes etc with it. 
It's medicinal with anS cancer properSes. My husband was on chemo and had 
hardly any side effects because of it. Truly a miracle from God. I say let it be 
grown as much by all. Educate people on affects and usage. It's a surrounding 
yes from me to support and uphold the cause for right to grow harvest and use. Tina

2020-09-25 
20:36:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do For medical use a must. Plus the rest. Colleen 

2020-09-25 
19:21:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do Jonathan

2020-09-25 
19:11:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I find the terms and condiSons to be fair, while sSll allowing people the freedom 
to choice. While I do not need, nor make use of, cannabis, I know of individuals 
that need it for medicinal reasons and this allows them to get what they need 
without prejudice. I love the way children are protected. I fully support this bill. Grant

2020-09-25 
18:09:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The legislaSon needs to be relaxed much much more in favour of Cannabis since 
it is a relaxing drug, not a sSmulaSng drug like Tik, meth, Cocaine, etc. If all the 
Tik users and alcohol abusers were encouraged to use Cannabis instead, there 
would be less violence and mayhem in the poorer areas where hardcore drugs  
and alcohol are related to gang violence and domesSc violence. There would be 
more sleepy, happy, someSmes paranoid, people.  Dagga is known to be a 
relaxing drug, not inciSng people to violence (unless mixed with hardcore drugs 
like Sk and methamphetamines, etc.) Dagga should be viewed as the poor man's 
opiate, and a beser alternaSve to suffering than alcohol or other drugs. The 
poor will always be with us, but let them grow their own relief. Please. 
Human nature will always rebel against laws. The more laws, the more crime. 
Look at the approach the Netherlands and other countries have adopted. Marguerite 

2020-09-25 
18:07:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do Alison

2020-09-25 
14:21:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Although I do not smoke cannabis or cigareses, I believe that anything that is 
controlled will be challenged by those wishing to evade control. There should be 
no restricSons at all and SA with its mild climate can become a world leader in 
the producSon of cannabis medicinal products for export. Dont like the smell of 
the stuff at all and have yet to test its medicinal properSes. I do think that trying 
to control this will take valuable resources away from SAPS who already cant do 
their jobs.  Michael

2020-09-25 
13:31:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I have the oil for many years, I am 80+ & never been "high" I know more than 10 
people who smoke it for pain, anxiety, depression & general malaise & I've never 
seen any of them "stoned" a doctor I knew in the 50's was doing research on the 
use & advantages of cannabis and recommended it to her paSents. A friend 
dying of advanced cancer used it to control the pain which was the only thing 
that helped even beser than the morphine which she stopped using. So yes we 
should allow everyone to use it if they so choose. Liz

2020-09-25 
10:29:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do Sabrina 

2020-09-24 
21:49:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Let the people get the weeds. 
The people share the seeds. 
The people fulfill one of life's  
Basic needs. Michael

2020-09-24 
15:21:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do Bertram

2020-09-24 
13:58:18

Western 
Cape Yes I do Kevin

2020-09-24 
12:39:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do I think 8plants is well over perfct for personal!!! Im very happy with 8 plants Usaamah

2020-09-24 
10:38:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do Neill

2020-09-24 
08:52:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I think people should be allowed to do to their bodies, in moderaSon, what they 
wish,. as long as it doesn't harm or interfere with any other person, and is done 
in privacy of their own abode. Cannabis has also proved to be good for people 
suffering with cancer Angela

2020-09-23 
18:43:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do Patrick

2020-09-22 
19:43:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis should be legalized across the board no limit on ammount grown in 
order to sell a cerSficate should be required staSng all the obviously facts and 
informaSon on the strain. 
DecriminalizaSon of weed could turn this country around and all people should 
benefit Marina

2020-09-22 
19:10:10

Western 
Cape Yes I do

In fact, if I was in charge I would not legalise it at all eg. for private use such as 
smoking,  but  for medicinall use only.  As it is a drug, once smoked the person's 
reasoning is not stable. It affects their reasoning.  Only for medicinal use to be 
bought from pharmacies. Maria

2020-09-22 
17:21:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Make cannabis legal. Regulate it and tax accordingly. We can ALL stand to gain 
from this just like the Netherlands and Canada. Jason

2020-09-22 
17:06:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do People should be able to decide for themselves. Jan
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2020-09-22 
15:20:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do Steven 

2020-09-22 
14:40:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do Fernando 

2020-09-22 
11:07:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I support the legalizaSon of adult-use cannabis fully! I agree measures should be 
put in-place to prevent anybody under the age of 18 from using cannabis, as 
well as strict regulaSons regulaSng the illicit trade. Jacques

2020-09-22 
09:15:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Legalise and tax it. Cbd, thc levels in processed oils need to be increased to allow 
for this wonder medicine to work more effecSvely for cancer, arthriSs paSents. Quinton 

2020-09-22 
06:49:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do Gillian

2020-09-21 
20:41:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do Robert 

2020-09-21 
18:32:49

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Marijuana should be made legal for everyone. I agree that smoking in public and 
around younger children shouldn’t be legal. The amount of plants you grow at 
home should be more than 8 at least four per family member should be 
allowed. Carl 

2020-09-21 
14:01:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do

This world must stop persecuSng people because of this holy herb! cause 
Judgement is sSll reserved by the Almighty God, JAH. so be careful and cauSous 
when making laws and bills around cannabis. 
  
 but there is something lacking, and that is the opening up of the cannabis 
industry to all South african ciSzens. It seems government sSll want to allow for 
corporate companies to monopolize the cannabis industry. A simple system is 
required to ensure quality. But grass root growers need to have direct access to 
the market to compete via quality with corporate companies. The SA cannabis 
market's GDP must be proporciated via % allocaSons to various income 
segments of SA ciSzens. Corporate businesses must be capped to only access 
the SA cannabis market at 49% or less. Business as usual in capitalism only 
ensure that the rich become richer and the poor poorer.   
Let the poor & needy (incl me) grow and supply high quality cannabis at a profit 
to the SA cannabis market, as they have been doing so for centuries in Africa. 
Those in the know, know why the SA cannabis laws come into place in the late 
1800 and early 1900.  
Two things -  

(1) The European authoriSes were concerned by cannabis consumpSon, 
believing it sapped the vitality of their workers - what a load of nonsense!  
they were more concern about the mental phenomenon when smoking 
cannabis - breaking mental slavery chains by sSmulaSng a free-thinking mind! 
Yes, which will break ranks in the gold rush slave populaSon of SA in the early 
1900s. they were more concerned about keeping people mentally enslaved.  
Mind-control! 
"DAGGA" is an interesSng word - "DAG" - thought; and "GA" - dislike. think 
about the afrikaans words - geDAGte - verDAGte - beDAGsaam ensv.  
Vir "GA", woorde soos gogGA, gagGA ensv. Can you see how the word "DAGGA" 
come to be spoken by the dutch Afrikaners, as it related to the thoughts they 
disliked by people smoking cannabis. I'm aware of the other interpretaSon - 
Dacha. which I feel has some relevance, but the game changed when Gold was 
discovered and a obedient "slave"/worker force was required for mining hard 
labour that can follow instrucSons and not ask quesSons. 

(2) A concern developed about the "'camaraderie'/brotherhood which led some 
to lay aside race and other prejudices with regard to fellow cannabis users.  
Mmmm - righteous thoughts transcends  the carnal mind. - Righteousness is not 
bound to the colour of your skin, which will make right minded unit as ONE 
beyond the colour of their skin. 

South african government has the opportunity to become an internaSonal 
legacy by using the SA cannabis market to address century long abuse of 
Southern Africans, all races.  

Don't be blind to  
The potenSal to generate tax revenue, create jobs, and produce 
environmentally-friendly, sustainable and cost-effecSve building and 
manufacturing products and texSles, which the wholesale legalisaSon of 
commercial cannabis would present. ChrisSaan 

2020-09-21 
12:16:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do Steve

2020-09-21 
10:53:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do Sylvia

2020-09-21 
10:33:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do

There needs to be the right to respect private persons' decision to use and 
culSvate their own cannabis for medicinal or recreaSonal purposes. This 
however should be regulated in terms of the limitaSon in trade where it can be 
abused. The sale to minors should be governed like that of the sale of cigareses. Faizel

2020-09-20 
23:39:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis has a lot of healing properSes an can help many people. I grow not to 
only smoke but for medical reasons too. Shuan 

2020-09-20 
22:11:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis should be totally legal and the government should have  no say what 
so ever. It is either legal or not. As it will be legal to smoke and grow ones own 
cannabis the government should stop trying yo sSll maintain some control. Barry 

2020-09-20 
20:41:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis is the best natural herb that can used to treat different things I support 
the private bill and it would start job opportuniSes for money south africans Joedy
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2020-09-20 
20:25:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do I have no immediate suggesSons to the amendment of the proposed bill. Angelica 

2020-09-20 
10:39:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do William

2020-09-20 
00:21:04

Western 
Cape Yes I do

We might as well face it. People will always get cannabis whenever they wish, so 
let's just make it legal in limitaSon. But would a person be allowed to operate a 
motor vehicle when under its influence? It is beser if its allowed in small 
amounts and is given a trial period. Perhaps if this works out fine then it could 
be increased. Leon

2020-09-19 
20:00:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do We would like to grow 8 plants per person in a household. Marcus

2020-09-19 
13:44:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do Liz 

2020-09-19 
13:32:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do Bradley

2020-09-19 
13:06:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do

That products containing cannabis or extract there of  can be sold and taxed 
accordingly, aswell as opening up the internaSonal  trade thereof to support 
exportaSon of local produce Llewellyn 

2020-09-19 
11:55:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do Please upliX the families in transkei, who have been growing for centuries ? Ann

2020-09-19 
10:17:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do Liyeza inceda abantu kwizi gulo ezi ninzi. Bonani 

2020-09-19 
10:06:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do Caleb

2020-09-19 
09:52:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do

To be honest I just don’t want the government dipping their fingers and 
asempSng to control the way it’s grown such as regulaSons and increase in 
prices if it does hit the public market. Non of that tax shit either. 

Mohamed 
Taariq

2020-09-19 
09:43:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannibas has been used for hundreds of years by the indigenous people of 
South Africa.  Criminalizing it gave route to an uncontrollable industry which 
caused more harm than good.  

DecriminalizaSon of Cannabis will free us from  being held randsome by drug 
dealers for something that came from nature. Zoe

2020-09-19 
09:27:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The Cannabis industry has the potenSal to generate much needed economic 
acSvity and create new jobs and a new industry.  

It is crucial that micro and small businesses must benefit from this process and 
not be unlocked from parScipaSng in the creaSon of a potenSal extremely 
viable industry, which has various second and third Ser industries associated 
with the culSvaSon, processing, packaging, export etc.  The cannabis producSon 
is not only 'smokable' and 'recreaSonal' but has massive off-spins including  
medicinal, consumable, within the health and well-being sector. 

There should be a Sered licence regime that will provide fair opportunity that 
would encourage applicaSons from micro and small businesses.   Such licence 
applicaSons should not be so costly that this sector including entrepreneurs, 
should be unable to afford parScipaSon in the cannabis industry.  There should 
also be a Smeframe provided that would set a reasonable turnaround by the 
department in the consideraSon and issuance of all applicaSons.  Again the 
applicaSon process itself should not impune the rights pf micro and small 
businesses. 

Cannabis as a product should be treated in the same fashion as alcohol or 
cigareses e.g. there is no statutory limit placed on how much alcohol or 
cigareses an individual has in their possession, or may be purchased, or may be 
consumed  This not withstanding the known devastaSng socio-economic effects 
of both.  The same principle should apply to cannabis. 
  

Sharon

2020-09-19 
08:44:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I do believe that cannabis with the THC component removed ( the one that gives 
the High) can be used successfully by persons who suffer from chronic pain such 
as OstoearthriSs, MulSple Sclerosis, Fibromyalgia etc. 

Hermine

2020-09-19 
08:10:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I think cannabis should be legalized completely there so many benefits that it 
can be use for ! 
I lost my Dad because we could not get right medicaSon we went for 
chemotherapy and that kill him  the rate of chemotherapy kills people!  
Cannabis does not kill a person makes a person more relax ! 
Please legalize cannabis for all purposes so that people can use this plant ! Paul
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2020-09-18 
18:30:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Individuals with cannibas that's travelling to /from home should be allowed 100 
grams of cannibas per individual . 

In homes with more than two adults, each individual should be allowed he's/her 
own 600 grams of weed as 1.2kg is not sufficient for 3/4 people. Mikhial

2020-09-18 
18:08:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do This sounds reasonable to me. Joy

2020-09-18 
18:08:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do Enya

2020-09-18 
16:11:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Please don't criminalize a natural substance that has so many healing properSes 
and helps so many people.  Cancer research of the benefits are unquesSonable. 
How can you criminalize a God made plant? If you do then I'm afraid we will 
never understand eachother and I am at an impasse.  Hope this helps fight the 
good cause. Sallyanne 

2020-09-18 
15:17:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do Dorothy

2020-09-18 
12:13:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do Heather 

2020-09-18 
11:39:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Absolutely disgusSng how this government is making it even more difficult to 
grow your own medicine  
And the amount of plants to flower  there is a big difference in flowing plants 
indoor vs outdoor Warren

2020-09-17 
23:45:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do Lyle

2020-09-17 
23:05:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I believe that Cannabis, once an illegal drug, should be legal throughout South 
Africa. Why? It doesn't cause violence, harm or any problem in our country, in 
fact it promotes the complete opposite.  Cannabis is something that grows 
naturally and lacks the arSficial influence that other drugs promote.  Its 
something that should be consumed in moderaSon and also shouldn't be 
imposed on those who don't support it.  Cannabis should be legal for 
consumpSon but also for the hemp industry. The material cannabis produces is 
superior to coson and its harvesSng and producSon should be allowed. 
Cannabis for one and cannabis for all. cameron

2020-09-17 
15:55:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do Tayla-Rose

2020-09-17 
15:40:17

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Medicinal cannabis has been proven beyond any doubt to be safe, effecSve and 
cheap. 
Yet, because of conservaSve and backward aiStudes this drug has been 
ostracized by civilians, law enforcers and poliScians, who don't understand 
anything about cannabis. 
Not only does this aitude sSfle medical and scienSfic progress but it condemns 
many individuals to subopSmal medical treatment because of unique medicinal 
properSes of cannabis. 
On the other hand, recreaSonal usage is even more condemned without good 
reasons; at no stage has cannabis ever contributed to social and poliScal 
upheaval; on the contrary, cannabis users are oXen pacifisSc and tolerant. 
I am extremely disappointed that,  in a country like South Africa with supposedly 
one of the most liberal consStuSons in the world, there is sSll so much 
negaSvity towards cannabis. Shahroch

2020-09-17 
14:36:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Too many medical benefits to refuse this God given ingredient. 

Devron
2020-09-17 
14:09:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I have SLE( systemic lupus erimatathosis) an,  I smoke marajuana and use the 
CBD oil, to manage this terrible auto immune desease.  Carol

2020-09-17 
12:57:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Why conSnue to waste Police Sme filling the prisons with people who are using 
cannabis? Sell legally via government shops, the government can raise revenue 
and cut out the gangsters and hopefully reduce the violence associated with 
drug dealing.  

Save on Police resource, save on prison costs, free prison space for the real bad 
men, generate income. Ian

2020-09-17 
12:33:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I think it should be completely decriminalized with no restricSons whatsoever. 
Adding restricSons to it makes it seem dangerous, which it is not. It’s safer than 
alcohol and tobacco. Shaun

2020-09-17 
11:38:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do Perfect as is. Michael

2020-09-17 
11:07:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Genesis 1:29 
The Bible has it wrisen so whom are we to say differently? Not to abuse it but to 
use it for the correct reasons whichever they may be. Its a healing plant and 
helps with millions of different things. Damian 

2020-09-17 
10:40:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do

THC oil should be available legally for medical reasons and available on 
prescripSon John

2020-09-17 
10:01:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The number of plant and dry flower for private use should not have a limit. The 
amount you may give to someone also must not have a limit. Any plant with a 
THC level of less then 1.6% should be considered hemp. The government should 
make the cannabis industry more friendly for small businesses and our local 
economy instead of big corporaSons. The cannabis industry can easily liX the 
South African economy out of recession with a huge tourist asracSon 
markeSng. Moegamad

2020-09-17 
08:10:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do

This plant needs to be made legal in all aspects it is a medicine. This will also be 
amazing for the economy of South Africa providing jobs and bringing in Tax for 
SA. Dane
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2020-09-16 
23:28:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I think if u the government spent half the Sme on invesSgaSng the purpose of 
cannabis we would not have this quesSons. And be an more money wize 
dependent country. Instead of wasSng it on internaSonal business and not 
supporSng local business owners. We can get this country back to its feet. 
Contact me now to ask how. Gordon

2020-09-16 
22:57:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do Shaun

2020-09-16 
22:21:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do

To have any limitaSons on the possesion, culSvaSon and trade on cannibis is 
unconsStuSonal. Its against our rights. Me as a rastafarian uses cannibis 
religiously and to limitate us in our pracSce is injusSce. Furthermore cannibis is 
so versiSle and can be grown to make medicine, bio fuell, build houses, paper, 
rope and many more. Make the smart move and fully legalise this  harmless 
plant and see how many people can benefit from it. Many will benefit through 
jobs and a healthy lifestyle. Ian

2020-09-16 
21:12:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I am a 57 Caucasian woman suffering severely from Crohns Disease & it’s 
associated issues such as arthriSs etc 
I had been a while back been prescribed Medical Cannabis Oil  by my Physician 
who was able to import it legally but no longer.It contained a percentage TSH. 
It helped me hugely.... changed my life! 
However,it is the TSH part of the plant that assists me. 
CBD is of no use whatsoever! Nerine

2020-09-16 
21:04:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I am a 57 yr old Caucasian woman with severe Crohns Disease & it’s associated 
medical condiSons e.g arthriSs.... 
I had while back been prescribed Medical Cannabis (which he obtained legally).it 
contained TSH which is the part of the cannabis which assisted me hugely!(in 
parScular with pain management & insomnia etc Nerine 

2020-09-16 
20:45:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I am a 57 yr old Caucasian woman suffering severely from Crohns Disease & 
other associated health issues e.g severe arthriSs /insomnia etc 
I have never in my life smoked anything ;nor do I intend to, 
I have been prescribed in the past Medical Cannabis (obtained legally thro’ my 
Physician) which contained THC(the part of the cannabis plant which helped me 
immensely).The Cannabis which only contains CBD has provided absolutely no 
medicinal help whatsoever .I therefore feel that Cannabis with THC should 
definitely be   obtainable but with strict guidelines & only through consultaSon 
with a medical physician. 
I truelly feel it can hugely alleviate the pain & suffering of so many & is vital in 
many such cases for us to try an have a beser quality of life! 
Kind regards Nerine

2020-09-16 
19:24:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do Verna

2020-09-16 
17:44:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Number of trees and dry weight as well as having seeds how do you grow your 
own without seeds? Ridhaa 

2020-09-16 
14:03:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do Johan

2020-09-16 
14:01:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do Billie Jean 

2020-09-16 
13:56:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I am thankful for Cannabis to be legalized. 
I however have many concerns regarding this. We are allowed to have unlimited 
seeds, and unlimited seedlings, the poblem comes that the unlimited seedlings 
won't stay seedlings. If you are staying alone you may poses 4 flowering 
cannabis plants or 600g in total. 1 flowering plant may even yield 400g of 
cannabis when growing correclty making it illegal for you to have more than 
400g when you are allowed to have 4.It shows that goverment clearly lacks the 
math and basic understanding. We will need to culSvate more if we want to 
grow our own medicine "cbd" as a Sncture of 1000mg would result in 1.2kg of 
flower. What about people staying in complexes and town houses? This is also 
private property. Am I allowed to light up a splif infront of my own braai even 
when the braai and my stoep is connected to my flat?I don't agree with the bill 
fully as my neighbor might not like the smell of cannabis and phone the police 
as he haven't given me permission to smoke or even cooking your own 
medicine. I don't smoke cigareses or drink but I smoke for extreme anxiety and 
depression which alleviates my symptomps. I have been off my medicince for 
more than six months and haven't felt beser. I wish that they will look at these 
opSons as everyone's situaSon differs from individual to individual. Jean

2020-09-16 
13:03:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do I like proposal for private use. And support ways of protecSon for minors Siraach

2020-09-16 
12:26:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do Maryke

2020-09-16 
10:47:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I am very proud to see South-Africa moving forward with legalizing Cannabis for 
home use & culSvaSon. Eienne

2020-09-16 
10:19:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Each adult should decide for themselves how much to culSvate or consume. its 
not poisonous like alcohol. marc

2020-09-16 
09:51:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do Cannabis has many posiSve uses, it helps me with my anxiety and depression. Denise

2020-09-16 
09:03:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I support the Bill as  cannabis is genuinely helpful to the many people who use 
it. Rosanna

2020-09-16 
08:55:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do

verhoed dat smokkelaars geld maak. 
Susanna

2020-09-16 
08:33:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do Morgan
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2020-09-16 
06:11:18

Western 
Cape Yes I do

We should be treaSng cannabis beser than alcohol... 
Firstly, people that have never consumed cannabis are trying to implement laws 
and judge cannabis. 
Secondly, cannabis can be used for plenty healing purposes such as insomnia, 
depression, nausea, the list goes on... 
Thirdly, one can use hemp that comes from the cannabis plant and make literally 
anything... 
Fourthly, the government can put tax on it, for shops, restaurants etc 
FiXh, cannabis can create jobs for millions over South AFRICA.  

I HOPE YOU READ THIS!!! Catherine
2020-09-16 
03:18:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do Quinten

2020-09-15 
22:11:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do Morne

2020-09-15 
21:13:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I am not happy with neighbours smoking in the front of their house and the 
smell geing in thru my windows. they also smoke in the presence of young 
children and adults senior ciSzens. Tessa

2020-09-15 
20:34:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do Legalize it. Free the people from oppression when it comes to cannabis. Ashirvadh

2020-09-15 
18:04:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do

My father had to reSre 3yrs early due to medical reasons, which costs him a big 
piece of his already modest pension. 
Seven operaSons and no closer to geing rid of his pain. 
First Sme he took CBD Oil in his life, he slept a full night for 1st Sme in many 
years without pain. Hein

2020-09-15 
17:48:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis has a lot of health benefits and should be as legal as all the other 
drugs prescribed by doctors. Tina

2020-09-15 
17:24:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do Amanda

2020-09-15 
16:28:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I am of opinion this is a good move into the right direcSon with cannabis. 
Cannabis can help me with my depression disorders and associated problems. I 
do not like cannabis to be abused or be used irresponsibly myself. I am of strong 
opinion children (below 18 as per the law definiSon) with medical needs, and/or 
religious (Rastafarian children)needs should have access to it in an easy and 
controlled manner. Bad Dealers that may put other narcoScs with cannabis, or 
grow it in the same, where that could be proved on let's say a lab bust visual 
evidence should be subjected the more severe penalSes. The distances to 
windows, and areas where smoking may be a unwanted should be defined well - 
if I have a private dwelling near a play park as example, I sSll may require to use 
cannabis privately, but what if a law prevent me from using it as I am adjacent/
too close to a play park and my house internal may fall within such law 
requirements. I think visible smoke that may enter a neighbors house is 
effecSvely unwanted, but he/she may get a bit of a with now and then, but a 
with of cannabis smell do not indicate a likely problem to his body at all. Thank 
you for freeing this medicine! Conrad

2020-09-15 
16:11:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I think the sale of limited quanSSes of seeds should be permised in order to 
establish plants. Heather

2020-09-15 
15:49:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do Gareth

2020-09-15 
15:38:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do Anje

2020-09-15 
15:27:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do Theodore

2020-09-15 
14:33:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do Troy

2020-09-15 
13:31:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do Guido

2020-09-15 
13:23:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do

songezile 
mzamo

2020-09-15 
13:10:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do Riaan

2020-09-15 
13:05:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do Anlea

2020-09-15 
12:49:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do

If someone want to poison themselves, let them. This is a step in the right 
direcSon, towards privaSzaSon.   Charl

2020-09-15 
12:48:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do Salome

2020-09-15 
12:40:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do

For some, there is no other choice but to resort to Cannabis for medicinal 
purposes for chronic pain condiSons and other diseases. Adults should be able 
to decide whether they want to use Cannabis. Danelle

2020-09-15 
12:23:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do Definitely. Especially the dealing and sharing with children Randall

2020-09-15 
12:12:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do Chris
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2020-09-15 
12:04:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Booze is far more destrucSve then Cannabis has ever been. The most addicSve 
substance is nicoSne in my own opinion and personal experience. NicoSne IS 
addicSve , more so than most hard core drugs. The fact that it is claimed that 
Cannabis is addicSve it user rubbish. It's a whole lot of nonsense.  
If alcohol and tobacco, so should Cannabis. Otherwise BAN the sale of Alcohol, 
in fact ban it and tobacco anyway. Alcohol leads to a huge amount of deaths and 
domesSc issues, not Cannabis. Tobacco leads to far more deaths and diseases 
than Cannabis ever has or will.  
Having said this, the recreaSonal use of Cannabis is sSll not something I would 
fully agree with, but believe it to be a far lesser evil than alcohol.  I hate the 
smell, and do not agree that it is acceptable in public spaces, work related issues 
can and will arise and driving under the influence or also an issue. But, I have 
personally experienced the benefit of Cannabis for relief from pain associated 
with Peripheral Nephropathy. I have not had any success with pain relief from 
any drug available that is not morphine based or equally addicSve or harming 
that is available. I chose, not willingly but wisely to secure perfect pain relief 
from one small hit of Cannabis before sleep over a seriously addicSve prescribed 
medicaSon  that in my opinion is far more damaging to my mental and physical 
well being than a small puff of Cannabis every evening. BAN cigareses, BAN 
alcohol. I don't drink, but have seen the harm it creates and remain very anS 
due to this fact. Cigareses, well they are the most evil addicSve substance on 
the planet and I seriously cannot believe that THEY can be allowed to be sold so 
freely.   The sentences the bill suggests are fair.  Peter

2020-09-15 
11:00:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I feel the Cannabis industry should be legalized, regulated and taxed in the same 
way alcohol and tobacco are. Brent

2020-09-15 
10:07:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis will ulSmately be legal, so it is foolish to try and quash the process in 
its infancy. Lighten the legislaSon to enable the cannabis economy to flow! Clive 

2020-09-15 
07:57:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do Werner

2020-09-15 
07:36:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do

  
Many south africans use it for medicinal purposes not just recreaSonal.i also 
believe if unbanned it can help to reduce unemployment, and create a lot of 
jobs which will also boost the economy, it should be legalized so that it isn't a 
crime to have it in your possession and should be taxed to help our  economy.It 
has the potenSal to be a R27billion industry in South Africa by 2023 .What I 
would suggest is using this as an opportunity to create  jobs and wealth for the 
people which in turn would boost the economy and decrease unemployment 
also not making it another Industry in the hands of big conglomerates leaving 
nothing for the people and not solving any of the issues the poor people in our 
country face. 

Jacques
2020-09-15 
02:12:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do

MedicaSon value good.  
Gregory 

2020-09-14 
23:09:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do

If proper regulate you will reduce the criminal factor involved with this. Also 
sales can be regulated providing another form of income tax. 

I am agreeing to this on premises that SA government regulates this really 
carefully. Nathan

2020-09-14 
22:23:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do

There's no good reason for cannabis to be illegal or unnecessarily regulated. And 
think about hemp. A cash crop that could keep thousands from starving.  Hemp 
has amazing pracScal, economic benefits.  Jay 

2020-09-14 
22:21:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do   I do not support any law on dagga. Ban the use there of again Llewellyn

2020-09-14 
20:35:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The government should not criminalise cannabis – like alcohol, it should be 
regulated. Nerine

2020-09-14 
20:16:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do Samantha 

2020-09-14 
19:58:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do

People should be able to go to a store and buy canabis rolled or not.  It should 
be a medicaSon and a recreaSonal herb.  It should be available over the counter 
at pharmas.  Tana

2020-09-14 
18:38:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do Andrew

2020-09-14 
16:43:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I think the penalty for dealing in cannabis is far too harsh and is in fact a lisle 
illogical. However I do agree that children should be protected. 
The term "close to a window" is rather vague: wouldn't it be beser to allow for 
the driXing of a smell as long as the smoker is out of view and smoking 
privately? 
I would suggest that there should perhaps be specified public areas where 
people may smoke cannabis, similarly to how bars funcSon already (proprietors 
can apply for a license and so on). Colijn

2020-09-14 
16:36:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Just pass the bill already. It's proven to be a natural alternaSve to man made 
medicines that have unwanted and dangerous side effects too. Susan

2020-09-14 
15:52:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do Terry

2020-09-14 
15:33:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do Pieter-Steyn

2020-09-14 
15:00:04

Western 
Cape Yes I do Priscilla

2020-09-14 
14:46:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do Pauleen
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2020-09-14 
14:01:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I have personally benefited from making use of the Cannabis Flower. I had rather 
advanced PTSD that was treated successfully using cannabis. Peet

2020-09-14 
12:26:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis should be considered from an informed, scienSfic perspecSve with 
consideraSon to the contribuSon it can make to the environment and health .  
Paranoia and out-dated thinking should not be allowed to dictate the outcome 
of this process.  The rules for cannabis should not differ for those of tobacco. Megan

2020-09-14 
11:53:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do Rom

2020-09-14 
11:37:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I do like the fact that we are now partly free to do our own thing but I sSll think 
it is unfair that we should be restricted at all.  

I also feel a lot of oppertunity  is missed by the government to set SA up as a 
global leader in the market.  I understand tesSng for export market by I feel 
everyone should be able to grow and then have their product tested and 
exported. Lots of tax can be generated like that. We are seing ourself up so 
that rich connected people will dominate the export market and the local black 
market will keep on growing stronger as it provides to the local people at a 
quarter of the price. 

SA is blessed with perfect growing condiSons. If everyone tries to grow in their 
gardens this year we could have the country back on its feet end of harvest next 
year. I say let us grow, test it and export it. Stop the legal crap restricSng our 
freedom.  

At least I can now grow my own but yeah oppertuniSes lost Chrisian

2020-09-14 
11:16:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Firstly, Cannabis is a natural herb,  it's always been there. If the boesman smoke 
it who are we to appose it, it should be fully legalized, for personal consumpSon. 
Secondly the whole world is legalizing cannabis for recreaSonal and medicinal 
purposes South Africa is always last with everything. Another noteworthy 
menSon would be the fact that it could be an industry on its own, job creaSon, 
export opportuniSes a mulS billion dollar industry. morne

2020-09-14 
10:58:17

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The use of Cannabis should be legal for both personal and medical use, without 
penalty. Christeen

2020-09-14 
10:53:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis should be legalized, with no arrest or punishment for its use.  It should 
be allowed for personal and medical use. Joan

2020-09-14 
10:50:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis should be legalized and no-one should be punished for using it.   It 
should not be penalized, and no-one should be arrested for using it.   It should 
be allowed for private use and parScularly for medical purposes. Lynn

2020-09-14 
10:27:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do Cannabis should be legal Michael 

2020-09-14 
10:21:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do Karabo

2020-09-14 
09:41:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I know many cancer paSents who grow and use cannabis for pain medicaSon.  I 
am not , nor ever have been a user and am generally totally against the use of 
drugs (including the very dangerous chemical concocSons that are medically 
prescribed), but   I believe that the use of Cannabis is the lesser evil. 

Candy

2020-09-14 
09:00:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I do support the cannabis bill because many can benefit from it in many ways 
from pain to depression. It has no proven risks and isn't proven to be dangerous. 
It generally calms people and helps with anxiety. It can be used to prevent 
addicSon of other dangerous substances. Everyone can benefit from it. SO 
LEGALISE IT! Not to the governments advantage to tax us though!! Brando 

2020-09-14 
08:49:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do Shakee

2020-09-14 
08:40:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do

It is way less dangerous than alcohol. Its does not cause car accidents or 
domesSc abuse unlike alcohol. Beverley 

2020-09-14 
08:25:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do Patrick 

2020-09-14 
08:13:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Should not get jailed for smoking in or near private property. 
Should increase maximum plant count per single person, I can grow 4 huge 
plants or 10 small plants, should not make a difference. Marco

2020-09-14 
07:42:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I think the bill is fair. The posiSve benefits far outweigh the negaSves relaSng to 
cannabis use. Wendy

2020-09-14 
07:30:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do Ian4

2020-09-14 
07:17:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do niki

2020-09-14 
06:35:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do Frank

2020-09-13 
23:23:04

Western 
Cape Yes I do Roger

2020-09-13 
22:32:40

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I think this legalizaSon sets the condiSons clearly and protects users, non-users 
and under-aged people. It will simplify law enforcement and provide 
opportunity for those especially requiring it for medicinal use. In general I see it 
as a smart way of controlling or managing a substance that is present in our 
society and it also cleans up the risk involved in acquiring it illegally. Andries

2020-09-13 
21:04:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I support the reasonable and measured  laws on Cannabis because they protect 
all people of South Africa, parScularly children and adolescents, who are the 
most vulnerable to its excesses. Wendy

2020-09-13 
20:47:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do Janice
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2020-09-13 
20:41:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do Per

2020-09-13 
20:26:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do Paula

2020-09-13 
18:45:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do BERNARD

2020-09-13 
18:43:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do John

2020-09-13 
18:34:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do I agree with all. Fernando

2020-09-13 
17:49:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Yes! 
Legalise it completely. With no limits.  

Please provide your comment or suggesSons to shape the proposed Bill. You 
may comment in any official South African language. joo

2020-09-13 
17:30:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I have 2 suggesSons. Firstly, I propose that the bill be rewrisen with the purpose 
of wealth creaSon for every SA adult. Just as scrap dealers collect, weigh, test 
and put cash in the hands of the poorest, so it should be with cannabis. The 
tesSng of samples will be according to internaSonally accepted, methods, and 
thresholds of prices according the end products they're desSned for. The 
processing and onward selling of collected and tested dried cannabis is then the 
next step in the process, of which the enSre world is the customer. 
Secondly, I suggest that 2 separate and disSnct laws apply to indoor and outdoor 
grown cannabis. The wealthy already have an unfair advantage of infrastructure 
and assets conducive to high yield, high potency products 365 days a year, 
whereas the poor (for which each seed represents the means of producSon, & a 
self help, environmentally friendly wealth creaSon opportunity) can only grow 
outdoors during spring through autumn. If they're fortunate enough to have a 
roof over their heads, there's not going to be space for indoor plants. Crime will 
drop as the starving unemployed can now grow themselves out of poverty. 
#JustSaying  
#UseItDontUseIt Michael

2020-09-13 
16:41:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I agree with this, however the trade should be allowed in the economy that we 
have today, it would be a helpful source of income for struggling families. Meg

2020-09-13 
16:15:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Anybody should have the right to make their own choice whether they want to 
use cannabis at their own home. Without limitaSons on the amount of plants 
they wish to grow. Public use should be restricted, but jail Sme is a bit harsh! Tanya

2020-09-13 
15:57:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do Peter

2020-09-13 
15:52:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do Luke

2020-09-13 
15:46:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do Being smoking for 52 years  a kind caring person. A thumbs up. Gary 

2020-09-13 
14:59:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do Cannabis just makes everything beser . michael

2020-09-13 
14:31:17

Western 
Cape Yes I do

This bill seems fair, and should protect those that don't want to or shouldn't 
come into contact with cannabis (i.e. children) Sandra

2020-09-13 
13:57:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The summary looks fair to me and I am mainly in favor of it's passing as it will 
hopefully free up police resources to manage more serious 'crimes'. The 
definiSon of children, however,  is unclear to me and I am not in favor of any 
individual under 21 years of age having access to alcohol or cannabis. Nick

2020-09-13 
13:34:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do Christo

2020-09-13 
13:21:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do

THIS IS ABOUT TIME. I DON'T SMOKE BUT THINK LEGALIZING USAGE FOR 
PEOPLE SUFFERING FROM MEDICAL CONDITIONS NEEDED THIS MORE THAN 
THE SMOKERS.....THUMBS UP!!! Dave

2020-09-13 
12:54:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do Allison

2020-09-13 
12:51:19

Western 
Cape Yes I do Naazneen 

2020-09-13 
12:40:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I believe that hemp and cannabis are valuable plants that offer accessible 
benefits on many levels, from physical and pracScal to psychological and 
spiritual.  In a world struggling with the destrucSve effects of prescripSon drug 
addicSons; side effects and environmental/personal damage from legal 
substances, including sugar/alcohol etc; the high costs of medicines wether 
anSdepressants or anScancer etc. the simple, accessible, tradiSonal method of 
growing and using herbs offers healthy alternaSves, empowerment, 
environmental health and access. I am wary of the fear-induced control-
mindedness. People can choose otherwise, but there are many, many proven 
reasons to show that cannabis is a valuable plant that deserves to freed from its 
old-style  
deliberate fear-based propaganda. Lesanne

2020-09-13 
12:10:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do Judrene 

2020-09-13 
12:05:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do Paddy

2020-09-13 
11:33:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do MarSn

2020-09-13 
11:12:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do Joanna

2020-09-13 
11:08:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do Let us grow. As muuch as we want Yacoob 
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2020-09-13 
11:03:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do marc

2020-09-13 
10:51:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do

1. The jump from legal to up to  6 years imprisonment is completely irraSonal 
(culSvaSng 4 to 6 plants, possessing 400 to 600g). 
2. The needs to be equivalent provision for households of more than 2 persons. 
The current lack of provision is completely irraSonal (for example, 2 persons can 
culSvate 8 plants, but if a household of 6 persons culSvates 18, they face up to 
15 years imprisonment). 
3. If a person is moving homes, does this allow them to possess in private their 
4/8 cannabis plants while travelling, or would this result in imprisonment? There 
needs to be provision for this. 
4. There is no provision for persons who do not have "friends who grow" to 
obtain seeds or seedlings. At the very least purchasing up to 30 seeds needs to 
become legal at the same when moment this bill is passed. Brent

2020-09-13 
10:21:17

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I support the use of cannabis parScularly for medical reasons. It is an aid for 
cancers and other auto immune condiSons and is far beser than the poisons 
from big pharma.  

I believe adults have the right to choose whether they do or don’t partake in its 
consumpSon. Camilla

2020-09-13 
10:18:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I think that cannibis should be legalized. There are many benefits to the use of 
cannibis products derived from the plant and we as human beings should have 
the freedom to choose whether or not we want to culSvate it, smoke it or 
consume it. Chantel

2020-09-13 
10:07:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I am a 21 year old with a hip condiSon (perthes disease) the only pain killer is 
cannabis it self. Buying cannabis medically is quite expensive and why not just 
grow it your self and by doing that you know exactly what you are smoking on or 
making oils from. 
Beside cannabis helping for the pain it helps one keep calm and full of laughter. 
It makes you socialize and just makes you have a fun Sme. 

"Haters say we'll be smoking to forget about our problems, i smoke to solve it '' Duncan
2020-09-13 
09:51:04

Western 
Cape Yes I do Charles

2020-09-13 
09:28:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Like all bills they look good on paper but this will never be able to be controlled 
Like everything in regard to policies etc  We dont know who is to control it  
Havnt they got more important things to do 

adele
2020-09-13 
09:17:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do Elmaree 

2020-09-13 
09:15:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do

South Africa is becoming such a nanny naSon with government forever looking 
for more ways to control individual ciSzens - this bill is a refreshing break from 
that. Some of the penalSes seem a lisle absurd and imprecisely defined ("too 
close to a window") but sSll the bill is a step in the right direcSon. There are 
some who comment that marijuana is dangerous or a gateway to harder drugs 
but I don't buy that - it's not the drug, but the drug user. And the only way to 
control any kind of "sin substance" is to legalise it. Which is why the nicoSne and 
alcohol ban during the lockdown was such a disaster. People will always get the 
"sin substance" they want - by legalising it, at least there can be some sort of 
control of the effects thereof.  

A sidetone of interest - most people, I suspect, will smoke their personal 
marijuana. That is, inhale smoke into their lungs. How is AunSe NDZ going to 
reconcile that with her rabid anS-smoking & vaping stance? Dennis

2020-09-13 
09:07:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I think that the sale of cannabis in restricted quanSSes should also be added. 
This would effecSvely kill off the dealers. Jim

2020-09-13 
09:02:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do Gerrit

2020-09-13 
07:56:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do Cindy-Lee

2020-09-13 
07:52:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do

They should start to license "coffe shops" to be able to sell cannabis similar to 
Amsterdam's coffee shops. The goverment is losing a lot of revenue. Quintus 

2020-09-13 
07:33:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do Ivan

2020-09-13 
07:21:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do Leon

2020-09-13 
07:09:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do Suleman

2020-09-13 
07:05:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do Anrico

2020-09-13 
06:56:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do Liya

2020-09-13 
06:49:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do Willem

2020-09-13 
06:45:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do

This has been  long overdue. 
The amount of trees a household can grow needs to be increased to say 50-100 
trees. We are 4 people, all adults living together and all of us take cannabis oil 
for health reasons, we grow and make our own oil which takes a lot of cannabis 
to make a minimal amount of oil. some of us use it topically and all ingest it 
I suggest 25 trees per person allowed if grown out of site of neighbors and the 
community. Brian
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2020-09-13 
05:47:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do Melanie 

2020-09-13 
05:30:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do Rushieda

2020-09-13 
05:29:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Legalize Cannabis 120 percent,we have been waiSng way way too long for 
Cannabis to be legalized. Andre

2020-09-13 
04:22:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do Beppie

2020-09-13 
03:31:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do Jakes

2020-09-13 
02:41:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Legalise marijuana and add it to sin tax for a huge increase in tax revenue. SA 
also has the potenSal to become a major desSnaSon for marijuana tourism. Cameron

2020-09-13 
00:19:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I dislike any jail-term, for(a Herbal)-cannabis . If a "harmful" situaSon arises, I 
Suggest Community-Service . Manuel

2020-09-12 
23:56:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Canabiss is used recreaSonally & medically. It should be legal but with guidlines 
to usage & sale.  
The myhts around it is mostly out of ignorance.  It does have an offensive smell 
however so does tabacco & alcohol. It does not have the same negaSve 
reacSons in people as alcohol does. I don't advocate for dealers on the street as 
such  but if someone wants to grow a few plants @ home for personal use it 
should be okay. It will help eliminate dealers in a way. 
Ive never come across anybody that was "Hi" on weed & aggressive @ the same 
Sme. 
Further i believe that in South Africa there are far more important masers that 
our Police & Judiciary need to spend Sme & money on. Yousuf

2020-09-12 
22:59:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do Chris

2020-09-12 
22:57:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do Debbie

2020-09-12 
22:44:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Personal and recreaSonal use of Cannibis should hold no criminal offense. It is 
not a drug that excites violence but has the mere opposite. I agree that that 
Cannibis is sSll a drug that causes intoxicaSon and should therefor be governed 
on the level of alcohol. Due to the great climaSc condiSons in South Africa,  the 
growth of Cannibis for medical use and export can bring great financial gain and 
sSmulus to our economy should it be handled correctly. Aiden 

2020-09-12 
22:41:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do

If people want to smoke it, let them do so. 
But using it must go with the warning that smoking it can and will harm their 
health. 
Also, smokers of it must not be allowed anywhere to cause nonsmokers of it to 
be exposed to or to be vicinity forced to inhale their exhaled smoke under any 
and every circumstances. pierre

2020-09-12 
22:36:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do

To make marijuana legal and taxable as USA has to bring in addiSonal revenue 
for our GDP 

To allow designated areas to smoke ( certain areas of public beaches, forests and 
tourist hotspots. 

To allow coffee shops to trade in certain areas and be taxed as with the 
Netherlands which boosts their tourism trade. 

To allow South African ciSzens to have up to 5 grams for personal consumpSon. 

To legalize the agriculture of marijuana but sSll restrict who is granted licenses 
to grow for the tourism trade. 

To sSll, if smoked in an unallocated area be fined up to R1500. 

To either legally fine or imprison persons selling marijuana without a license as 
this asributes to the growing informal sector.  

To allow all South Africans up to 400g of marijuana without a permit. Anything 
more, must be licensed which will again, asribute to the countries GDP. 

Persons carrying more than 5g without a permit liable to a fine, persons 
transporSng more than 1kg of marijuana liable for a prison term, unless they 
have required documentaSon and the product is taxed accordingly. 

To trial medical marijuana chemists that require prescripSons and are taxed 
accordingly purely for persons that are suffering from mental illness, chronic 
disease or any other illnesses which have benefised from the use of marijuana. 

FYI I do not smoke marijuana, I do feel the prison system as well as the SAPS 
have more severe crimes to divert their asenSon to. I also feel that the benefits 
of cannabis in terms of growing the economy, healthcare and the tourism 
industry within south africa far outweigh the disadvantages - should this be well 
regulated with policies and licensing. It can also asribute to shrinking the 
informal sector in South Africa. Rudi

2020-09-12 
22:03:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Finally! I think the new ammendments are good as the smell of cannabis 
nauseates me. Deschè 
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2020-09-12 
21:54:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I don't want it to be made available freely as I sSll believe it is a choice. Just 
because it is legal doesn't mean it should be made freely available. Boslestores 
and restaurants have certain trading Smes. Why not implement that there will 
be stores to provide it in small quanSSes to the consumer. Just like alcohol it 
changes a person's character. They might become more calm but that also 
means less restraint to make decisions. Helena 

2020-09-12 
21:44:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do Daniel

2020-09-12 
19:42:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Stop wasSng Sme, resources and money trying to regulate cannabis. Rather 
decriminalize it completely and free up resources so that you can concentrate 
on the heavy stuff like Sk, mandrax, heroin and all the other drugs that are 
destroying our young people and the future of our country. FAEEZ

2020-09-12 
19:28:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do

For summer outdoor growers. We need to wait a whole year  before the next  
harvest. 600g will never last a year, 12 months.  1 tree gives approximately 400g, 
so 4 trees which we allowed will give 1.2kg. What do we do with the other 600g. 
Many thanks Rob Rob

2020-09-12 
18:44:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do

as with any other intoxicant, regulate it but do not criminalize it. Society should 
have some rules in the consumpSon but adults should be able to choose what 
they ingest or smoke within reason. Graeme

2020-09-12 
16:57:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do Pieter

2020-09-12 
16:52:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do Being able to smoke in public areas Papama

2020-09-12 
16:42:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I wholeheartedly support the legalizaSon of cannabis use for members of the 
south african public. I just hope the police get the memo first. Cameron 

2020-09-12 
16:37:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do No issues in my view Brad

2020-09-12 
15:36:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Since it is effecSvely impossible to control even hard drugs. it seems pointless 
trying to control Cannabis.  By making things illegal all that happens is that the 
criminal element find a niche market and exploit it. Brian

2020-09-12 
14:53:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do Michele

2020-09-12 
14:23:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do Tina

2020-09-12 
13:58:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do Floyd

2020-09-12 
13:14:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do Shabir 

2020-09-12 
13:10:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do Beser than I expected. Claudio

2020-09-12 
12:59:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The limits imposed regarding the number of plants does not make sense. It also 
contradicts the right to privacy which led to the ConsStuSonal court's ruling in 
2018. How is this limit to be policed without infringing the right to privacy? In 
addiSon, no provision has been made as to how private ciSzens are to obtain 
seeds for growing on their private property without breaking the law. Surely this 
is an aspect of the bill that requires some thought so that ciSzens are not forced 
into illegal acSviSes by sourcing seeds through illegal suppliers? Vernon

2020-09-12 
12:50:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I would like to apply for a licence for growing Cannabis like a liquor license that 
will allow me to grow unlimited amount and allow me to dispense cannabis to 
make a living. The jail Sme is too long for someone who loves growing  and 
treaSng people with cannabis, most smokers are peaceful. Drinking is a major 
cause of GBV abuse violence rape and substance abuse. Marijuana wil not be a 
gate way if you don't buy it from a dealer that deals in other substances too. 
Give cannabis to the people, let them make a living. Government would receive 
taxes and the people will be happy. Dillon

2020-09-12 
12:46:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do

100% -  To the opposed, educate yourself before knocking it!  
In fact, hit one before your read up...and be Enlightened :-) 

Ian

2020-09-12 
12:39:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Focusing on a specific number of plans may not be the best idea as they grow 
large if don't correctly. Perhaps make sure that you don't cap the account of 
plans but at any stage the one adult can only have 1kg of dried plant maser on 
the property at any Sme. 2 ppl equal 2kg. Fresh plant maser is not important to 
the situaSon as only dried maser is useful for thc use. David

2020-09-12 
12:16:18

Western 
Cape Yes I do 100% pro. Francois

2020-09-12 
12:05:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I am not using Cannibis. 

I have heard lots of People say, how it benefits Them. 
If I had to use it, I would like to be able to. Lynn

2020-09-12 
11:59:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do Thomas

2020-09-12 
11:58:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The use of Cannabis has been proven with some members of the public helps 
them with a few medical problems .I feel that if a person has a medical problem 
places should open areas where the person can smoke cannabis .It may sound 
funny it can be done if there is no harm to other people close by .  Peter  

2020-09-12 
11:52:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do There is no problem if it's for own use. Nick

2020-09-12 
11:29:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do Can't see anything wrong with home use. Tim

2020-09-12 
11:09:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do L
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2020-09-12 
10:21:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do Andre

2020-09-12 
10:20:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The war on drugs has failed hopelessly and history has proven that prohibiSon 
can not be enforced. 

By allowing the use of cannabis within legally guidelines  provides a beser 
opSon of ensuring that users will not be imprisoned and introduced to the 
school of becoming hardened criminals. 

By growing their own they will not be exposed to the criminal elements that are 
the only source on the product nowadays. Eric

2020-09-12 
10:10:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Healthier than cigareses, but needs to be taken responsibly. We must explore 
the commercial benefits and advantages for SA in the current job market. Warren

2020-09-12 
09:59:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I support this bill to allow the use of cannabis for medicinal  purposes only. its 
also a huge opportunity for job creaSon in the medical cannabis culSvaSon 
industry and hemp growers. the quicker we accept this the beser for all. a huge 
beser for rural and farming communiSes Edgar

2020-09-12 
09:50:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do Rebecca

2020-09-12 
09:24:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis has many health benefits.  
Jasmine 

2020-09-12 
09:18:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do Nathan 

2020-09-12 
09:01:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do Michael

2020-09-12 
08:47:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do For medicinal use......I believe this is a natural cure from God. Elizabeth 

2020-09-12 
08:36:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do Rouvonn

2020-09-12 
08:30:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The legal limits are rather small if you wish to produce enough medicinal oils to 
fight cancer. 

As well, if I live on a small farm with more than one family living on it. Maybe 6 
to 10 Adults only 8 flowering plants is possibly very lisle. 

When growing, if you live alone and only grow 4 flowering plants and you don't 
have a 100% success  you could loose half your crop to due to pests, diseases, 
bud rot and mold. Leaving you with next to no product for your self to enjoy.  

15 years jail term.. wowzers thats steep, when u consider what jail terms rapists, 
thieves and murders get away with. Never mind the poliScians geing away with 
stealing billions and then geing suspended with full pay. 

This is a natural herb with so many posiSve asributes, becoming know world 
wide. 

Let us have Coffee and Weed shops like Amsterdam and now across the States, 
let the Cannibas Industry soar. Our Countries Financial market needs it aXer 
all !!! Christopher 

2020-09-12 
08:24:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do Stefan 

2020-09-12 
08:22:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do Bernike

2020-09-12 
08:22:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do Adriana

2020-09-12 
08:17:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do Melissa

2020-09-12 
08:13:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I fully afree with the amendment,people that smoke has no respect for non 
smokers,i have neighbours that smoke the whole day and  do not consider us 
that do not smoke,my place smell like dagga everyday and i have a 84 year old 
mother that inhales the smoke,ao i fully agree the youth walk pass you smoking 
on their way to school,all they say is its legal,and i personally think its wrong for 
kids to smoke dagga. Glenda

2020-09-12 
08:09:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis can be eaten by edibles or Snctures, which are much healthier than 
smoking. Cannabis can also be added to a cup of tea, which is very healthy. It 
helps with relaxaSon and sleep. It will surely eliminate the need to visit a 
merchant and all the troubles associated with a merchant. Home grown is much 
safer and easier. I vote for this. Wilbur

2020-09-12 
08:01:19

Western 
Cape Yes I do Need to establish the lines for commercial sale and recreaSonal purchase/use Richard

2020-09-12 
07:58:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do Gayle
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2020-09-12 
07:56:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The cannabis bill enables cannabis users weather for medicine use or 
recreaSonal users to be able to smoke or consume cannabis respectably  at 
there private properSes or dwelling.  Its will minimize the use of cannabis in 
public places and create that level of respect by not smoking in the presence of 
non-conforming  people.  People needs to stop being one track minded and see 
the bigger picture. Yes it can become the cause of minor problems but the pro's 
out weigh the Cons. Some examples are that it will contribute tremendously to 
the countries GDP and we talking about Billions of Rands. People will have more 
access to the herb and the ingredients and healing properSes that the plant 
holds that can help people like no other tree can.  The narrow minded people 
are the ones that just hears the word "Dagga" and paints a picture in their heads 
of a group of guys smoking mandrax through a bosle neck and not  creaSng a 
paradigm of the plant helping millions of people across the world and boosSng 
the economy through medicinal dispensaries.  People commenSng on this 
forum should be neutral. You can't wanna be an alcoholic or chain tobacco 
smoker and sSll want to criScize cannabis users whether for medicinal or 
recreaSonal use because it is a given fact that Marijuana hold by far more 
healing properSes and benefits for mankind more than both tobacco and 
alcohol combined can ever provide.  
In Conclusion, its a fact that Millions of people world wide have died because of 
Alcohol and lung cancer due to tabacco.  How many deaths were caused due to 
cannabis  compared to the lives saved and illnesses healed by the plant. Zakariya

2020-09-12 
07:55:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I fully agree with the proposed Bill, however there needs to be more acSve 
implementaSon in the medical field of Cannabis use.  

Not only does it improve the quality of life in the sick, but it is effecSve in 
treaSng a plethora of symptoms brought on by serious illness. Modern medicine 
has a large price to pay in terms of side effects, cost, and biological changes in 
chemistry. Whereas cannabis had lisle to no side effects that are detrimental or 
damaging to ones health. 

Perhaps the smoking too close to a window proposal is a bit strict. If it is inside 
our homes then what is the harm? Gerhardus

2020-09-12 
07:53:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do 100% support the safe usage of cannabis. Calvin

2020-09-12 
07:31:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I do support this bill not because I support Cannabis using, but it provides safety 
to children and others around you from inhaling your product. If I had a say I 
would be the first in line to protest against any kind of addicted  drug. South 
Africa is contaminated with  youngsters using drugs and if you talk to them they 
will all tell you; "It started with a pull" Petro

2020-09-12 
07:29:40

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I feel personal use should be allowed. 
There is a huge internaSonal market for cannabis and at some stage South Africa 
needs to open itself borders to internaSonal trade. Being limited to growing it 
yourself and having someone giX you a porSon of their crop limits the 
availability to all South Africans. If cannabis is as readily available in small 
vacuum sealed quanSSes to all South African with a cellphone who can place an 
e-commerce order I would have a business, and I would be very happy to pay 
taxes for every sale made. David

2020-09-12 
07:24:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do Timotby

2020-09-12 
07:19:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do james

2020-09-12 
07:12:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do Yvese

2020-09-12 
06:19:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do Lourens

2020-09-12 
06:01:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do Michael

2020-09-12 
05:57:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do Peter

2020-09-12 
05:57:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do Peter

2020-09-12 
05:55:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do Pindi

2020-09-12 
05:46:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do Melody

2020-09-12 
05:35:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do Geing there Bres

2020-09-12 
05:31:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do Gardiolo

2020-09-12 
05:09:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do Erica

2020-09-11 
23:14:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do Sarrah 

2020-09-11 
22:55:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do Julian

2020-09-11 
21:25:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I support any move to decriminalise the growing and use of Cannabis.  
I feel that banning Cannabis while allowing producSon and use of tobacco and 
alcohol product is hypocriScal,  so decriminalise the growing and use of 
Cannabis makes perfect sense. Rudy
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2020-09-11 
21:23:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I support the complete decriminalizaSon of cannabis, especially the growing 
thereof. 
Resources that are spent trying to police and enforce it's control could be beser 
used elsewhere. 
Hemp is a crop that is environmentally sustainable, with many applicaSons and 
uses and needs to be grown widely. 
We must also ensure that small scale farmers and producers are protected and 
do not lose their livelihoods. June

2020-09-11 
21:16:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do Jill

2020-09-11 
21:16:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do Joel

2020-09-11 
20:58:49

Western 
Cape Yes I do Rossouw 

2020-09-11 
20:31:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do

This is a natural herb and has many benefits. I don't believe home grown 
quanSSes should be regulated by the government at all. Regulate alcohol 
instead Beatrice

2020-09-11 
20:18:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do I believe that there are many medicinal benefits to this natural substance. Edward

2020-09-11 
19:18:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do Dirk

2020-09-11 
18:48:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis,in any form should be made 100% legal,the culSvaSon and use should 
be up to the individual.You should be able to grow any amount. Not everyone 
can grow it,so one should be able to buy it as well,in any form. You should be 
allowed to smoke it anywhere at any Sme.The above should only be for over 
16's..Under 16's have to be monitored by parents and they should only be 
allowed the medicinal use.,not recreaSonal. All previous convicSons for 
Cannabis distribuSon/use etc. should be scrapped. Thank you! Sonja

2020-09-11 
18:30:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do Shaun

2020-09-11 
18:18:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do Riegardt

2020-09-11 
18:02:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do Frances

2020-09-11 
17:50:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The use of cannabis should be allowed for private use (same rules as cigareses) 
- recreaSonal, medicinal, nutriSonal. I should be able to purchase it. And it 
should be allowed economically. Can be a big economical benefit for the country 
as the plant has numerous uses. Linda

2020-09-11 
17:47:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do Victoria

2020-09-11 
17:35:34

Western 
Cape Yes I do Dianne

2020-09-11 
17:15:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do Terence

2020-09-11 
16:53:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do Gayle

2020-09-11 
16:45:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do Chantal

2020-09-11 
16:13:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do

There should not be a limit on what you can grow privately, as long as dried 
product is kept within the legal amounts. Increase the amount of plants one is 
allowed to grow. Ed

2020-09-11 
16:05:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do Eugene

2020-09-11 
15:50:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Should have death penalty for dealing and use unless it is properly controlled for 
medical reasons by registered  pracSSoners. Rian

2020-09-11 
15:45:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do Barbara

2020-09-11 
15:22:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do Magdalena

2020-09-11 
14:52:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Hi good day, 
I think it is a good idea for the cannabis bill to be taken into effect, I feel that 
there are certain grey areas regarding this bill. As smoking to near a window. I 
have a built in braai on my portch with sliding doors leading into my living room. 
I am staying in a complex and there are people staying on the side of me and 
above. I don't feel like I need to ask a neighbor or anyone permission to smoke 
my cannabis in the privacy near my braai as the smoke goes through the 
chimney and it is not bothering anyone. I feel that if you are asking permission 
to smoke cannabis either for recreaSonal or for medical purposes. What if I 
want to make my own Snctures at home? My own cannabis oil for my own 
consumpSon. Cooking the oil inside ones home making it illegal when people 
smell it comming down the stairs as I have windows in my kitchen. I have been 
smoking cannabis on and off for recreaSonal and for medical reasons for years. I 
don't drink and I don't cause fights so I don't like it when I have to ask 
permission for something someone might agree with. What if I am at bad terms 
with a friend or neighbor and blame you for smoking infront of them which will 
not even be the truth. How will this be jusSfied. How will us as consumers be 
protected Xom harassment by police and neighbors? Jean

2020-09-11 
14:43:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do Gayle

2020-09-11 
14:29:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do Bruce
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2020-09-11 
14:22:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I think this is a great step in the right direcSon! No longer does users and 
paSents need to take part in criminal acSvity when trying to get ahold of 
something as innocent as cannabis. It's a plant, it's nature, and we all have the 
right to use and grow this for our own purposes! How cigareses and alcohol can 
be legal for so long and cannabis not has always baffled me. I grew up in a very 
very strict and conservaSve household. Cannabis use has always been coupled 
to this view that if you consume it you are some druggie, or worse, a criminal of 
society, what absolute BS! This is a miraculous plant and we have only scratched 
the surface of what is possible. We need to change our percepSons of this plant, 
and start destroying this negaSve view of it, typically pushed by people who 
have no clue about it, and have probably never even tried it themselves. The 
change in law that is being suggested can really open up so many doors for 
everyone, and for South Africa. Imagine the job creaSon when this industry 
starts booming, imagine the addiSonal funding and tax going to the country. Yes, 
there will always be those bad cases, no one is oblivious to the fact that 
cannabis can be abused, but so can alcohol, cigareses, heck even food! 
Together, with the backing of the new law, and a bit of an open mind (especially 
to conservaSves, the world isn’t only black and white), we can bring all the 
benefits that this plant can offer to South Africa! Gerhard

2020-09-11 
14:22:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I believe it should be allowed 100%  allow it to be sold grown and smoked  
Haylie

2020-09-11 
14:19:04

Western 
Cape Yes I do It has been well thought out and structured.... well done! Mas

2020-09-11 
14:05:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do Davina

2020-09-11 
14:02:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do This will help alot of people who suffer from chronic anxiety and pain. Chrissie

2020-09-11 
13:57:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I FEEL IT IS A PRIVATE DECISION. I HAVE M.S. AND ALTHOUGH I HAVE NEVER 
USED CANNABIS I BELIEVE NOR DO I SMOKE BUT I UNDERSTAND CERTAIN 
FORMS OF CANNABIS CAN ASSIST WITH M.S. AND OTHER ILLNESSES. SHEILA

2020-09-11 
13:06:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do

For successful personal growers, the yield can easily exceed the amount 
permised for possession in correlaSon with four plants per adult. I would 
humbly suggest an increase in the amount of dried product permised on your 
person and/or property. Kara 

2020-09-11 
12:46:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do In my opinion,  the Bill is perfectly acceptable. Judith

2020-09-11 
12:38:10

Western 
Cape Yes I do

It is our democraSc right to opt whether we wish to use cannabis. It is not as 
lethal as alcohol or cigareses, and offers medicinal value. Hold up our 
democraSc right! Karen

2020-09-11 
12:19:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I'm in favour of Sght restricSons on the use of cannabis and all of its derivaSves. 
I support this bill as it is. Richard

2020-09-11 
11:51:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do IT'S OUR FREE RIGHT. Sean 

2020-09-11 
11:47:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Alcohol and Violence is condoned but Cannabis must be considering 
illegal ,what user nonsense, Alcohol create far more addiSve and damaging 
impact to society yet acceptable? 
Violence also condoned if one look at the penalSes, which is ridiculous Chris 

2020-09-11 
11:31:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do Pieter

2020-09-11 
11:23:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do

hi  i don't see why this is an issue  it's like smoking a cig and it makes you feel 
good it doesn't make you commit crimes like alcohol does etc sheree 

2020-09-11 
10:52:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis has many medicinal benefits. Currently only CBD products are allowed 
to be sold, which is not the ulSmate as THC has it own benefits. 

Being a stroke survivor, I believe that having the full benefits of this natural 
product would be great 

Werner
2020-09-11 
10:43:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do sakhele

2020-09-11 
10:40:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do Heidi

2020-09-11 
10:29:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I agree on allowing cannabis for private purposes, and the sale in pharmacies of 
the cannabis  oil for medicinal purposes, but very strongly oppose the allowing 
of cannabis in public as well as not to smoke it around children, or allow the 
smoke to enter onto neighbour's property (on property of non-consenSng 
adults) karen

2020-09-11 
10:09:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis use as been proven over and over again to have a huge amount of 
benefits and medicinal uses. I fully approve a bill that allows an adult to choose 
how he/she would like to treat their own body. Rudi

2020-09-11 
10:05:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do

As a over 60 female with osteoarthriSs who uses lots of chronic meds, and 
drinks too much pain meds, am supporSng the bill and will myself have the 
allowable amount of plants to brew tea. The oil is so expensive, no pensioners 
who needs it the most can ever afford to buy must resort to drinking the tea or 
smoke it dry. If used wisely and correctly its a good thing for all concerned Frisca

2020-09-11 
10:00:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do Tyler 

2020-09-11 
09:46:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do The medical uses of this product  is fantasSc  and it is selfish to have it not legal. Yolande

2020-09-11 
09:35:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Why are we puing people in jail because someone is offended by the smell ? 
Why are we even puing people in jail ? Stanley
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2020-09-11 
09:04:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do Marius

2020-09-11 
09:03:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do Marina

2020-09-11 
09:01:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do Louwrens

2020-09-11 
08:59:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis has less negaSve effects than alcohol. 
Physically as well as socially. Jean

2020-09-11 
08:52:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do

We should be allowed to purchase for own use at home ...medical marijuana 
should be sold to people with ailments at reasonable prices....all at no benefit to 
the government but to charity organisaSons Gwen

2020-09-11 
08:36:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do

one fundamentally has to protect children, and if you live in flats, the 
neighbours should have a say and not be forced to smell it. Maggie

2020-09-11 
08:34:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do Tyrinda

2020-09-11 
08:29:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do

It is health benefits if using it correcly 
Cannabis cream is excellent for a variety of problems 
Don't throw the baby out with the bath water Loures

2020-09-11 
08:22:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do David 

2020-09-11 
08:20:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Good day 

i have had the fortune of perusing the draX act in its totality  

its a very progressive act , 

however where the issue is , is the amount of flowering plants at home. 
if one understand the growth of a Cannabis plant you will know that 4 plants 
yields very lisle ITO dried buds at the  end  
certain starins do yeild more than others , and if its outdoor vs greenhouse or 
indoor . 
then the male plants must also be removed , 

i believe the amount of seedlings vs flowering plants needs to be amended.  
600 grms is alot of dried product and with 4 plants , ppl will surely sell and buy . 

i do think thast secSon needs to be relooked and the porKolio commitee should 
at the very least get the input from a grower or expert to finalise that part.. 
thanks paul

2020-09-11 
08:11:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do Samantha

2020-09-11 
08:09:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I do not partake in smoking cannabis, but this is long overdue. How will this 
affect individuals with exisSng criminal records for possession of the substance 
prior to this bill being passed? Frano

2020-09-11 
08:06:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do

These proposed changes are long overdue.  
We should go all the way to totally decriminalize growing and use of cannabis - 
without dictaSng amounts. Also very difficult to police. 
Laws to protect/ prevent distribuSon and sales are purely economic and should 
also be designated as unconsStuSonal.  
I do support limiSng use to protect the rights of non-users (especially children)- 
as we do now for cigareses and as proposed ESenne

2020-09-11 
07:54:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I am 68 years old and smoking cigareses since 9 years old. Dagga should be 
treated as cigareses and because it can influence your driving ability etc for 
those not use to dagga I think a 100 gms is too much if one smokes it all in one 
go.  As unlike a cigarese you smoke it and half way nip it or kill it couple hours or 
half hour later light up another one   But with dagga I know and have seen the 
guys finish it off. Rashid

2020-09-11 
07:46:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do Rushka

2020-09-11 
07:37:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do Juan

2020-09-11 
07:32:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do Tristan

2020-09-11 
07:31:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do Riana

2020-09-11 
07:26:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I would let the economy benefit from the legal sale of cannabis! Create an new 
industry that has the potenSal to make South Africa great! It will asract 
investors, tourists and new job(career) Oppertunitys! Elbey

2020-09-11 
07:22:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do Rod

2020-09-11 
07:21:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I have just started using Marijuana for pain. It is incredible how it works. And it's 
makes me much happier to use a natural product than conSnue to pad the 
pockets of pharmaceuScals. Claudia

2020-09-11 
07:14:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do Good  medical  properSes. Dangerous drug.  Elizabeth 

2020-09-11 
07:13:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do The number of plants can be increased. Steven

2020-09-11 
07:04:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do Louis

2020-09-11 
06:30:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis has helped me to cure and be free of cancer. I fully support the full 
legalisaSon thereof. 

SERENA 
LYNN
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2020-09-11 
06:08:19

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I think they even ease on the amount allowed to have in posession. Can be a bit 
more i think. 

The strict laws to children and around children is good.  

What about the amount of cannibas oil that you can carry or stock if you grow 
them yourselfs? What is the limit there? Donovan

2020-09-11 
05:59:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do

This is actually a joke. Are police going to run around with a scale and tape 
measure? Children are smoking this all over the communiSes- young children 
even at the age of 5!  
The old old story- give someone a lisle finger and they grab the hand.  

Neighbors are covering for one another .... illegal plants in between other stuff -  
Wish you well with implemenSng this bill. ? Maryna

2020-09-11 
05:25:40

Western 
Cape Yes I do Let's just get this put through, anything is beser than nothing Aidan

2020-09-11 
05:10:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do As long as it is only being use for private and health reasons it will be good. William

2020-09-11 
01:27:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do Let's 

2020-09-10 
23:39:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do

If alcohol is legal for personal use then cannabis should be too! 
Cannabis is good for the mind, body and spirit ... Luke

2020-09-10 
23:06:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I do support this bill and it's a giant step forward. I would hope that cannabis 
would be  fullylegalized soon to become a funcSonal and regulated industry. Adam

2020-09-10 
21:59:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do Rita

2020-09-10 
21:53:04

Western 
Cape Yes I do It is a fair good amount of cannabis allowance for recreaSonal usage. Pasy

2020-09-10 
21:47:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do Chris

2020-09-10 
21:04:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I live next to a cannabis smoker. I feel irrated that I and my young daughter have 
become passive smokers affecSng our breathing, so ban this bad behaviour. Yes, 
itl seems cool but most of them have bad coughs and die of throat cancer in our 
area., so canbabis smoking seems cool but it is not Samantha 

2020-09-10 
20:54:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do Lauren 

2020-09-10 
20:52:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do André 

2020-09-10 
20:49:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do

It should just be legalized already. I can basically menSon any country that has it 
legalized & point that they doing beser than South Africa, so why don't you take 
a page ousa their book and follow suit. Ashraf 

2020-09-10 
20:41:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do PeSna

2020-09-10 
20:23:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I support the legalizaSon of cannabis for all its purposes including for 
recreaSonal use for adults. Juan Antonio

2020-09-10 
20:12:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do Marc

2020-09-10 
20:06:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do Bruno

2020-09-10 
20:01:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do Please legalize and Tax it, poliScians need more BMWs and fire pools Wezley

2020-09-10 
19:49:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I only support this for medicinal use not recreaSonal use.  I work in the natural 
health industry and see too many people misusing cannabis products much like 
they do pharmaceuScals.  There is a lot of misinformaSon regarding the effects 
of THC especially, and there needs to be some control over how cannabis is 
used.  Everyone wants to sell cannabis to make a quick buck but they don't 
consider that it is not for everyone.  I have seem many people fall vicSm to 
unscrupulous and ignorant people making cannabis oil which is oXen not 
properly manufactured and dangerous. Steven

2020-09-10 
19:36:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do Bronwyn 

2020-09-10 
19:25:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do Lynne

2020-09-10 
19:25:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Before the Rothschilds too over pharmaceuScals I  exchange for making  natures 
remedies illegal, cannabis was a major source of good medicine. It should be 
freely available with THC.it is a miracle plant and only profit has prevented its 
conSnued use Linda

2020-09-10 
19:11:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do Michael

2020-09-10 
19:06:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Why not fully legalize it. 
Legal to buy in a shop not from your neighbor. Government will get their fair 
share of earnings from the cannabis market. Yumna

2020-09-10 
19:03:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do Medicinal use is important Estelle

2020-09-10 
18:58:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I support the legalizaSon of cannabis for personal use but do not  agree with  
the restricSons on the number of plants permised person person.  Only 4 
plants, patheSc.  Shirley 

2020-09-10 
18:43:40

Western 
Cape Yes I do Clifford

2020-09-10 
18:19:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do

It’s a gateway drug to more addicSve  And destrucSve drugs. The THC  oil should 
only be used under medical supervision. Mark
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2020-09-10 
18:17:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do I Andrea

2020-09-10 
18:17:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Do research on seeds how they work before shaping the Bill. For example if I 
plant about 10 seeds and 5 are male plants only 5 will be smokeable. A plant 
yields more than 600g just one plant so how is it possible to be below the 
required rate of you be able to plant 8?? At least push up what you may have in 
your household to about 2 to 3 kgs for example.  

ImporSng seeds and selling of it is a viable business as well. Can small business 
do so? Do you need license etc? Can  you open cannabis coffee shops etc Lazario 

2020-09-10 
18:17:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do Cole

2020-09-10 
18:07:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do We are adults can we please be allowed to adult. Siyasanga

2020-09-10 
18:04:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do Morne

2020-09-10 
18:01:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do Sally

2020-09-10 
18:00:19

Western 
Cape Yes I do Lesley

2020-09-10 
17:48:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do Mariana

2020-09-10 
17:39:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I believe it to be  a safer drug than alcohol . Any drug that is abused  is  
dangerous.  Alcohol  is more dangerous and costly than all the other drugs put 
together when  abused . I am not a parScipant of either of  the above but just 
because alcohol is socially acceptable far more than cannabis why are you even 
having this discussion Greg 

2020-09-10 
17:36:34

Western 
Cape Yes I do Frank

2020-09-10 
17:24:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do Leigh

2020-09-10 
17:10:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do SSll think it should be fully legalized with proper safe resale for medicinal use. I 

2020-09-10 
17:06:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The legalizaSon is years overdue. 
The legislator must treat this maser as if a new drug/medicine has been 
discovered. Do not curb the possession and selling of , to such an extent that it 
may just as well not have been legalised.  
Selling or supplying has to transpire if anyone wishes to grow his own. Maybe 
limits on the different amounts for different purposes. 

Heinrich 
Wilhelm 

2020-09-10 
16:47:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do I Support this bill! Marijuana should be fully legalized by now! Kyle

2020-09-10 
16:40:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do Richard

2020-09-10 
16:35:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do Gary

2020-09-10 
16:32:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do Georgia

2020-09-10 
16:30:18

Western 
Cape Yes I do Francois

2020-09-10 
16:30:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do Great move, about Sme. Leslie

2020-09-10 
16:23:04

Western 
Cape Yes I do Thabani

2020-09-10 
16:15:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Its medical for many pupil with cancer and ms and just to prevent any  sickness. 
Definitely Susan

2020-09-10 
16:10:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis is a plant with a substanSal list of health benefits including helping 
with depression, insomnia, arthriSs, cancer, etc.  There is also a market for hemp 
products that could provide much needed jobs. People should be allowed to use  
it without the threat of being arrested. Megan

2020-09-10 
16:00:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do Gray

2020-09-10 
15:50:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do It seems very fair the way it is set up now. Thank you Liliane

2020-09-10 
15:47:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do Jill

2020-09-10 
15:33:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis and hemp producSon is a worldwide commodity and a well known 
healing herb. It must be decriminalised and allowed to be used privately. Cher

2020-09-10 
15:25:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I support the Bill and believe that Cannabis is a plant with more posiSve 
properSes than we have been led to believe by government. Not allowing 
ciSzens their right to Cannabis is not allowing them the right to health. Sabrina

2020-09-10 
15:22:19

Western 
Cape Yes I do Warren 

2020-09-10 
15:17:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do Riaan

2020-09-10 
15:05:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do Pieter

2020-09-10 
14:46:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do Ashley

2020-09-10 
14:45:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do It doesn't polluSon the atmosphere.. Its a good remedy for long related illness. Henry

2020-09-10 
14:24:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do As long as they obey the law that is in place for that Mario
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2020-09-10 
14:24:04

Western 
Cape Yes I do Skye

2020-09-10 
14:22:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis supports an almost infinite amount of uses especially in the medical 
field, from insomnia, anxiety, all psychological issues and disorders, headaches, 
reduces stress levels and so many more examples! Ryan 

2020-09-10 
14:16:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do

It will beser the lives of those suffering from illnesses that can be treated by 
something medicinal such as cannabis. It can be used for environmental 
purposes as well and it will most definitely boost our economy if managed 
accordingly. Kyle

2020-09-10 
14:07:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do

There is no limit on cigareses or alcohol, both of which have proven ill effect, 
the laser directly associated with family violence.  
Both of these drugs (tobacco & alcohol) are used are children & no law is in 
place to prevent this.  
These regulaSons are unnecessarily harsh & hint at control without grounds. Kelvin

2020-09-10 
13:59:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do Andre

2020-09-10 
13:57:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I agree that adults must have the freedom to choose to enjoy cannabis products 
and to use them for health benefits. Janine 

2020-09-10 
13:55:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannibus Is proven Sme and again of its anS cancer benefits. Overhaul health 
improvement and its low cost and impact on our earth. Why it was illigal in the 
first place is ridiculous. Read any herb book before the 70's and it will tell you 
the widespread and well known benifits of the plant. 

Cannibus dealing should be legal. It should be taxed and have trusted suppliers. 
Go green South africa Thomas

2020-09-10 
13:53:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do Melanie

2020-09-10 
13:52:49

Western 
Cape Yes I do Ben

2020-09-10 
13:45:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do Wessel

2020-09-10 
13:43:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I would like law enforcement agencies and the public to be made aware of the 
decriminalizaSon of cannabis (not against the law). This is due to past ideals and  
preconceived noSons. As a 28 year old individual that try my best to consume  
cannabis everyday for my own good and health feel that alot of jusSficaSon is 
needed due to people being stuck in the past. 

Safe consumpSon quanSSes can be set as per body type of age group as well. Mark
2020-09-10 
13:30:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do Adrian

2020-09-10 
13:27:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I support it 100% it helps with stress and depression and when you live with hiv 
it compresses the virus and keeps you strong and healthy. Hesmalene

2020-09-10 
13:05:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do Weber

2020-09-10 
13:02:04

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Our Law enforcement agents should be uSlised to reduce real crime. Smoking 
Cannabis should not be criminalised. Although kids should be educated on the 
risks of smoking, there is no need for harsh penalSes. Filon

2020-09-10 
12:59:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do

If it is legal there will be less dealers, pushers and theX as the person that uses 
cannabis will not have the buy it as he can grow it in his own house. 

Look at the bigger picture!! Keith
2020-09-10 
12:56:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do Salome

2020-09-10 
12:39:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do Kyle

2020-09-10 
12:36:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do Candy

2020-09-10 
12:35:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do Roger

2020-09-10 
12:31:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do Ian

2020-09-10 
12:22:18

Western 
Cape Yes I do

 Government could also take an example from Amsterdam with their legal 
'coffee shops' giving the government revenue and taxes. Karin 

2020-09-10 
12:18:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I believe in it's medicinal properSes to help from cancer, lung and a wide 
spectrum of diseases...whether smoking, topical or drinking. I feel the 
sentencing to be too harsh. Valencia 

2020-09-10 
12:17:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do Ian
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2020-09-10 
11:58:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do

As a youngster, my son had a friend whose dad was a musician and unbeknown 
to me that child and my son found this man's stash and started smoking it.     I 
was SO stupid to not have seen the signs!!!  From there my son tried harder 
drugs ending up on heroin. My young son's who personality changed and he 
became bipolar as a result. I am anS Cannabis!!! 

My 90 year old mother came to visit a while back and I wondered why she was 
so spaced out and not her usual self.   She told me the next door neighbour had 
given her this lisle bosle of oil to drink at bed Sme and my mother was spaced 
out so badly. She was not able to concentrate on anything. I was so angry that 
someone could be so irresponsible to give an old lady complaining of a sore 
back something like that. Of course she could not feel the pain because she was 
on another planet!!! 

I am so anS Cannabis. If people want to smoke it, sniff it or whatever they do 
with it, it had beser not be around me. Merle

2020-09-10 
11:48:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do

1.2kg per household is a minimum ,especially if wanSng to make medicinal oils 
due to the high quanSty needed... Not including if you would like to give to your 
pets ! Leo

2020-09-10 
11:42:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do Michael

2020-09-10 
11:41:40

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The penalty for possession is far too high. The police have far more important 
things than chase aXer minor infringements caused by cannabis. New legislaSon 
is beser but it should be distanced from 'hard' drug possession and usage. Michael

2020-09-10 
11:39:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do Cecile

2020-09-10 
11:37:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Private use of the drug poses no harm to the public. It will reduce smuggling if 
people are able to grow it themselves. The need for cannibis merchants will 
decline...... Selling cannibis will then truly be like selling weeds ? Abedah

2020-09-10 
11:33:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The jail Sme is rather heavy 
Cannibis is used for medical reasons as well. Y can't u b allowed to use without 
geing prosecuted. Cigareses can do much harm. I don't believe cannibals can 
harm u Carol 

2020-09-10 
11:33:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do Karen

2020-09-10 
11:27:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Our country can greatly benefit from having cannabis as a trade in our economy. 
Imagine the job and business opportuniSes. Imagine the horScultural sector. We 
have many qualified people in the horScultural sector that can greatly benefit of 
having cannabis fully legalized. Besides that, it's a product that is of great 
depand and will definitely have a big contribuSon to our GDP. Jody

2020-09-10 
11:16:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The benefits outway the cons and it will free up very valuable police services. 
Smoking cigerretes has more of a health risk than canabis. I do not agree that 
someone who smokes close to a window can be jailed, I understand if your at a 
window of a school blowing in smoke but I cannot control the wind so how can 
you expect a smoker to control where the smoke goes to. Andrew

2020-09-10 
11:08:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis is a  natural product and as  such should  not be governed by western 
laws Ashley

2020-09-10 
10:57:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I feel regulaSon to a degree is good and important however I do not understand 
why being near a window or smoking near unconsenSng others should invoke a 
jail sentence or fine,. AXer all normal cigarese smoke is just as vile. I do believe 
cannabis has its benefits and those who wish to use it should be allowed to do 
so josese

2020-09-10 
10:56:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Good to have access to Cannabis, but limits are necessary to prevent abuse and 
hurSng others, esp children. 

Maria

2020-09-10 
10:55:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do

More people are using Cannabis in their households as it is a natural therapy for 
many illnesses and diseases. I feel that it is important to move away from the 
chemical industry to the natural cure markets. This bill will allow adults to make 
their own choices. Gillian

2020-09-10 
10:44:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do Melanie

2020-09-10 
10:30:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do Adam

2020-09-10 
10:30:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The jail sentences should be abolished and there should be no restricSon on the 
amount you grow. If smoking next to a window is a problem tell the person 
inside to close it! It should be mandotary for all poliScians to smoke a joint every 
3 hours so that they can come back to earth and get in touch with reality. Rory

2020-09-10 
10:30:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I work and own pharmacies 
And I suggest my clients too try CBD and THC for supported help Zahir

2020-09-10 
10:24:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I am comfortable with the private use of cannabis, provided it does not interfere 
with other people's lifestyle or preferences, nor does it allow users to encourage 
children to parScipate, or encourage other adults to parScipate against their 
beser judgement.  The proposed limitaSons and charges for misuse seem 
appropriate. Ian

2020-09-10 
10:20:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do Bertha

2020-09-10 
10:17:18

Western 
Cape Yes I do Elaine
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2020-09-10 
10:11:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do

For those of us who know nothing about canabis, perhaps they should research 
the medical and health benefits of the bi products and oils ? I believe that 
people should be allowed to grow and consume canabis for their own and 
family use but I believe that the proposed penalSes are unjustly severe, when 
compared to serious social crimes. Don't let the big pharmaceuScal companies 
gain control of canabis, that will only induce the black markets to increase. Glyn

2020-09-10 
10:11:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do Quanita

2020-09-10 
10:10:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I believe that this bill is specific enough that it won't be misinterpreted. I also 
believe that as far as allowing it but not allowing large quanSSes that this bull is 
restricSve enough, but not overstrict Rajab

2020-09-10 
09:59:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Weed cannot be regulated . 
RegulaSon only create sinister black markets which are far more dangerous. 
There are far worse things to worry about with the limited resources which we 
have. 
Its the parents jobs to asend to our morals and not government. Wolfgang

2020-09-10 
09:46:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Government failed since 1999, those with poliScal connecSons benefised 
millions of Rands.  Now that the is nothing to steal anymore, government want 
to take advantage of the poor and steal from them. If this corrupt government 
wants to regulate something, they must start with taxi industry. Kgosimang 

2020-09-10 
09:45:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I strongly believe that people should have the freedom to choose.  There are so 
many laws wanSng to be entered into currently in SA. We should be 
concentraSng on the current laws in existence and see what we can first 
improve on before adding. Too many rules and regulaSons can cause so much 
confusion. Remember that not everyone has the same educaSon and a law 
should make sense to everyone. Ilse

2020-09-10 
09:45:40

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Why dont you just legalise the use of marijuana. Stop Criminalising Marijuana 
with such harshness, I dont see peadophiles, rapists, and murderous get these 
sentences. We should accept the truth about Marijuana. Joleen

2020-09-10 
09:39:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The responsible use of a natural product is beneficial. It is unwise to ban the use 
of a natural product, but it is wise to regulate the use thereof. 

The means to manage the use of Cannabis is through restoraSon of a society 
with strong values, which are based on Smeless truth in God. Legalising 
aborSons, not taking murderers to task, calling "right" that which is "wrong" is 
eroding the eternal moral fibre of our society. Restore this and many other 
problems go away without legislaSon. 

This law is like placing a band-aid on a cancer paSent. Lemmer
2020-09-10 
09:35:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do

What we do behind closed doors is our ConsStuSonal right.  Cannabis is 
definitely good for my asthma and should not be over indulged.  Laurese

2020-09-10 
09:32:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Stop fooling around, I agree that it should be controlled as alcohol for minors for 
the rest liX all controls and dont try to turn it into a tax stream. If anything 
become a world leader in funding research into the medicle and other benefits 
of Cannabis, it could become a hugh income stream for the country through the 
development of products and the supply of quality products for the export 
market to the world as more and more countries unban the use of Cannabis. Bruce

2020-09-10 
09:30:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do A agree for home use or medicaSon purposes only Marion 

2020-09-10 
09:28:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do Chanice

2020-09-10 
09:19:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do Donna 

2020-09-10 
09:15:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do Toby

2020-09-10 
09:14:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do

This appears to be a fair regulaSon, designed to prevent the use in, dealing in 
cannabis and growing and distribuSon of cannabis crops. This legislaSon will 
only be of value, however, when backed up by acSve control. Arjan

2020-09-10 
09:12:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do

My daughter lived in pain and died at age 33. Unregulated access to cannabis 
would have brought relief and possibly healing,. Stop allowing BIG PHARMA to 
make cannabis prohibiSvely expensive. Let all have access and regulate the price 
of the oil. Henriesa

2020-09-10 
09:07:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do Jessica 

2020-09-10 
09:07:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do Jessica 

2020-09-10 
09:05:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do Hester

2020-09-10 
09:02:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do

It should also be allowed to smoke in public. Normal nicoSne cigareses are 
allowed and are more harmful to the body and to the passive person next to the 
smoker. Paula

2020-09-10 
09:01:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I do not drink alcohol due to the chemicals in alcohol  
I only smoke organic tobacco due to chemicals in cigareses  
I prefer alternaSve medicine to pharmaceuScal drugs 
The benefits of cannabis are wide and it’s about Sme we create jobs in SA and 
this is a huge opportunity Vanessa 

2020-09-10 
09:01:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Why not legalise it completely? Will kill the black market and stop violent fights 
between supplier groups. Hendrik

2020-09-10 
08:57:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do Medical reasons Norma

2020-09-10 
08:56:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do  schalk avn 
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2020-09-10 
08:49:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The third item staSng that prosecuSon will apply if smoking too close to a 
window or too near to a person who does not smoke needs to be reworked. It 
leaves a wide open space for wrongful convicSon and manipulaSon, especially in 
a corrupt country. Doreen 

2020-09-10 
08:42:40

Western 
Cape Yes I do

If you bunch are going to drink alcohol... well let’s all agree that drinkers are 
much more likely to get into fights, drive drunk and possibly kill someone. 
DomesSc abuse or general stupid behavior happens on alcohol. Most violent 
crimes like murder and rape are commised under heavy drugs which almost 
every Sme includes alcohol. Alcohol is the real trouble in society.  

Cannabis users don’t  fight and we are very much in control of our acSons. The 
worst we can do is empty your fridge due to the munchies. Let’s not forget the 
medical uses of cannabis. Get with the picture and get over the lies previous 
generaSons fed you because the truth is they don’t know and have no facts to 
back their radical beliefs.  

There is profit and jobs to be made here and god knows we could use both in 
this country. Cannabis is a soluSon not the problem. Wake up!  Start making jobs 
and exporSng the product to the globe. Here in South Africa we have amazing 
growing weather with plenty of space. Profit and jobs... it’s really simple. People 
who have a problem with cannabis are usually religious zealots and to be 
honest... fuck those guys. These kinds of people slow the progress of society and 
the human race. Let’s change the prescripSon of cannabis and rather be world 
leaders in the subject and produce of this amazing product. Chase

2020-09-10 
08:40:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I support anything moving South Africa towards the total legalisaSon of 
cannabis. Paul

2020-09-10 
08:40:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do Cannabis is safe to use and provides a healthy alternaSve to chemicals. Tim

2020-09-10 
08:38:17

Western 
Cape Yes I do

It think it's great that the Government is legalizing substances that have low risk 
and could potenSally be a way to replace our country's need on Alcohol 
consumpSon for tax revenue, which as we've seen when it was no longer there, 
causes so much more harm.  

I fully support any steps towards legalizing substances that have shown to be 
less harmful than alcohol. John

2020-09-10 
08:37:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I do agree we need to keep cannabis away from children as it can be 
demoSvaSng to a growing mind and make them lazy. .  I don't see anything 
pertaining to the sale of medical cannabis products,  is this dealt with.  michael

2020-09-10 
08:36:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do It is good to have certain limitaSons on things within reason. JusSne

2020-09-10 
08:32:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do Samantha

2020-09-10 
08:32:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do Anton

2020-09-10 
08:30:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Finally we have freedom in a plant that is more medicinal and beneficial for day 
to day health and growth. Darran

2020-09-10 
08:28:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I do consent to this bill, however, smoking around or near children as well as 
smoking too close to a window is a bit of a grey area as on what grounds does 
this fall under for regulaSon? 

Stefan
2020-09-10 
08:28:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do Shakeel 

2020-09-10 
08:26:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do There are many benefits that come with responsible use. Natascha

2020-09-10 
08:25:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do Marilyn

2020-09-10 
08:25:17

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis is a herb and should be the right of every human being to have access 
to it's healing properSes. Grow self and consume at ones discreSon. It relieves 
anxiety, helps with pain management and for many struggling with appeSte 
issues, etc. Francois

2020-09-10 
08:24:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do

This is a good bill, I do feel they need more rules around the age limit it should 
be set to at least 30 and over. It should be illegal for anyone under 30 and 
pregnant Mom’s. John

2020-09-10 
08:18:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do Malcolm

2020-09-10 
08:18:17

Western 
Cape Yes I do make it legal and collect VAT Maren

2020-09-10 
08:16:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do I fully agree with the proposed law. Rob

2020-09-10 
08:15:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis or weed is used for different reasons whether it's to help with 
insomnia or help with a eaSng disorder or even to releave someone of pain. 
There has been no reported cases of death as this is not a dangerous plant, we 
need to realize that legalizing this bill we can help so many people with their 
condiSons and also help the countries revenue.  Robin

2020-09-10 
08:06:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do

There should be no regulaSons on the use of cannabis. We should follow the 
same route as the United Sates.  
Government, the judical system and law enforcement will abuse the rules they 
are trying to create and criminalise society again. Phillip 

2020-09-10 
07:57:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do Collese
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2020-09-10 
07:55:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do Michael

2020-09-10 
07:48:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do Alnna 

2020-09-10 
07:37:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do

People really hate marijuana and for what? More people die from alcohol and 
cigareses a year than a lifeSme of marijuana consumpSon. 15 years? While 
you're leing perverts and sick bastards out on parole and killing our children. 
This government is a serious joke. If we invest in cannabis who knows how many 
people could have jobs. It can help people trying to get off these man-made 
drugs and ever cure cancer. But why should the governs the want something in 
their country that will help their people along? How many Rastafarians use 
cannabis everyday and how many children are exposed to it on a daily basis? 
Not just in the house of a Rastafarian but also other households. Its like they 
overlook the common sense of the maser... Ri

2020-09-10 
07:36:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do

It seems fair. I would like to know why cannibis has its own bill but is also used 
to smoke but Vaping is classified under the tobacco bill? This maser should be 
addressed as well. Just as cannibis is recognized on its own so to must Vaping as 
both are not tobacco products Eric

2020-09-10 
07:31:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do Rebecca

2020-09-10 
07:31:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do I support Bill where cannabis is used for medicinal purposes and pain support ANNE

2020-09-10 
07:28:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I am in full support of this bill.  
I feel it should be given a fair chance before making any speculaSons. Roche

2020-09-10 
07:22:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Our failing economy needs a boost. Stop trying to regulate everything and open 
the economy. Lorinda

2020-09-10 
07:21:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do Tina

2020-09-10 
07:12:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do Thayabaran

2020-09-10 
07:04:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis is a helpful ingredient that can aid in many health condiSons. 
Growing it is safe and using it cause no harm to others. Jail Sme is ridiculous to 
be 15 years when a rapist only gets 7 years.  
Increasing jail Sme won’t decrease the use thereof as the world is already sold 
on the plant. Melandi

2020-09-10 
07:01:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do Peter 

2020-09-10 
06:51:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do

It’s a move in a direcSon that will support health and wellness of responsible 
individuals. Will

2020-09-10 
06:50:49

Western 
Cape Yes I do

A first Sme murder offense gets you a 15 year sentence, how can you jusSfy the 
same for selling cannabis?  
I argue this because what if a giX is mistaken for a transacSon, a friend giXs a 
friend and gets 15 years in prison.  This seems excessive as breaking and 
entering has a 5 year sentence, surly house burglary is a much worse offense. Christopher 

2020-09-10 
06:46:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do Where everyone can earn  living not only rish Bjorn

2020-09-10 
06:41:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do Everything except the no smoking in public seems reasonable. Sylvester

2020-09-10 
06:39:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Point 3 regarding smoking "too close to a window or too near to a non-smoker" 
is too ambiguous. It leaves a wide open space for wrongful convicSon, especially 
in a corupt country. Doreen 

2020-09-10 
06:26:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do Clarence

2020-09-10 
06:22:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do

About Sme.  
Mark 

2020-09-10 
06:09:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Why is this bill sSll criminalizing cannabis? Why don't we view it similar to 
alcohol and cigareses? Why can't there be legal dispensaries? Why do we 
persist in following the West when we are African and need to do it our OWN 
way? Charlton

2020-09-10 
06:03:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do Private use within legislated limits. They use it so it's best to have limits. Nombasa

2020-09-10 
05:51:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do Should be legal for medicinal and private use. Chanel

2020-09-10 
05:43:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do miley 

2020-09-10 
05:38:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I feel we should have the right to grow and produce products from this plant 
without government interference. Roger

2020-09-10 
05:37:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Agreed that it should be legalised for medicinal and private use. PenalSes do 
seem a tad harsh Faith 

2020-09-10 
04:52:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do Anita

2020-09-10 
02:51:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do Abubakr 
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2020-09-10 
00:58:34

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The Thought Police are at it again. 
Jail sentences for what??  
When our corrupt so-called leaders and so-called lawmakers who have 
destroyed this beauSful country are roing in jail themselves, I'll consider giving 
some asenSon to these rules. 
We have so many more serious issues to deal with. So many corrupt and 
savagely selfish individuals to lock away. 
Let's face it...we need to get stoned just to stay sane, given what our ANC 
government has done to the beauSful Rainbow NaSon. 
God have mercy. Bruce

2020-09-10 
00:09:40

Western 
Cape Yes I do

It is an opportunity to deliver a vital blow to drug cartels selling cannabis. It will 
ease the burden on the police and create jobs. Commercially it should be sold 
through pharmacies to ensure control. The convicSons for breaing the new law 
seems to fit the crime. Johan

2020-09-10 
00:06:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do it should be permised for individuals to use it freely vukile

2020-09-09 
23:30:34

Western 
Cape Yes I do Mike 

2020-09-09 
22:47:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do It should be the same as alcohol - no under 18 to sell, buy, use, grow Brenda

2020-09-09 
22:37:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do Philip

2020-09-09 
22:33:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do Eline

2020-09-09 
22:21:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I believe all hallucinatory/recreaSonal drugs should legalized and regulated. 
Only to be sold by registered vendors at licensed premises, and illegal sales 
punished by a minimum senence of ten years and sale or provision to minors 
punishable by life imprisonment or death sentence. This way it can be 
controlled. Taxes can be generated  to facilitate many necessary services. Crime 
and criminality  in government service will be reduced, and police will have 
more Sme to asend to other serious crime. The bribery surrounding the illegal 
trade will no longer be an incenSve to maintain the current status quo. Dolf

2020-09-09 
22:19:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do Kevin

2020-09-09 
22:15:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do Amy

2020-09-09 
22:12:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do Maia

2020-09-09 
22:02:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I believe the sale of cannabis  should be legalized for all South Africans in order 
to open new revenue streams for people who are eager to start businesses in 
this field. I believe that hemp and cannabis can help grow out suffering 
economy! Stop the restricSons of things that can actually free out people and 
make them more independent. One more thing; stop making the entry to the 
market so difficult for entrepreneurs. It’s geing is no where. Improve processes 
and allow us to save ourselves: stop the barrier to entry. Tarshni 

2020-09-09 
21:50:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Marijuana is a merely a plant created by the Creator Himself. The plant just 
happens to have psychoacSve effects on human beings when consumed with 
zero side effect and that is scienSfically proven and I’m sure that you are very 
much aware of that fact but was criminalized by an old system ran by criminals. 
Alcohol on the other hand is a manmade substance that causes more harm to 
the humans and society but that is sold countrywide. This does not make any 
sense AT ALL. If Alcohol is legal than a harmless plant should also be!  F.J

2020-09-09 
21:41:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do Daniëlle

2020-09-09 
21:29:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The de-criminalising of cannabis should have been done years ago. I do not even 
smoke sigareses and will certainly not use it to get high, but the medicinal value 
of this plant has been evident for centuries. The negaSve comments are mainly 
from ignorant and un-informed individuals. Even the legislators do not have 
enough knowledge. Flowering plants can be male or female, but only the female 
can be used for smoking. If I then have 10 flowering male plants for pollinaSon 
purposes, I will go to jail even if I cannot smoke any of it. Koos

2020-09-09 
21:27:19

Western 
Cape Yes I do Sounds fair. Maybe add something about medicinal use. Suzani

2020-09-09 
21:24:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do Stefan

2020-09-09 
21:22:04

Western 
Cape Yes I do Marina

2020-09-09 
21:17:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do Anwar

2020-09-09 
21:14:49

Western 
Cape Yes I do

This bill appears to be well considered and fair. It's about Sme that the laws 
around cannibis makes sense. Daniel

2020-09-09 
21:12:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I don't ever recall giving  anyone the right to tell me what I may or may not 
ingest.  Leonora

2020-09-09 
21:12:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do Cannabis is medicine Grace

2020-09-09 
21:08:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do Clive

2020-09-09 
21:07:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I strongly believe our government should move towards legislaSng cannabis for 
sale via government determined financing payment. Similar to Canada's 
approach. Ensuring profit margins go towards public services such as medical 
faciliSes and schooling.  Andrew
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2020-09-09 
21:03:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Believe that the amount of cannabis that one can have on person is too high - 
should be reduced to 15-20Grams . That should be reduced but it is a good thing 
to allow cannabis use in the privacy of ones home. Miles

2020-09-09 
21:01:18

Western 
Cape Yes I do

We should protect EVERY ciSzen from misuse, but have a greater responsibility 
towards our children who cannot speak forthemselves. Anna

2020-09-09 
20:47:18

Western 
Cape Yes I do Wayne

2020-09-09 
20:37:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do

People who dont have at least a decent basic knowkedge of cannibis should not 
comment. Eugene

2020-09-09 
20:31:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do Cannabis for personal use for health reasons should be easier to obtain Rosy

2020-09-09 
20:30:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do Wil

2020-09-09 
20:28:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis should be legal. It is an essenSal  and natural  neccessity to one and all 
over the world.  It works beser than the normal drugs over the counter.  It has 
proven world wide there are more healing properSes in cannabis than medical 
medicines.  Sallyjane 

2020-09-09 
20:27:17

Western 
Cape Yes I do Sydney

2020-09-09 
20:20:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do Cobus

2020-09-09 
20:12:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do Demian

2020-09-09 
20:09:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do Eileen

2020-09-09 
20:09:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do Barry

2020-09-09 
19:56:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do Ruaan

2020-09-09 
19:51:18

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis should have never been made illegal back in the day, its pure medicine 
and a miracle plant given to us by Mother nature,, Steven 

2020-09-09 
19:50:10

Western 
Cape Yes I do Roderick

2020-09-09 
19:33:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do Linda

2020-09-09 
19:32:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do Therusha 

2020-09-09 
19:30:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Tumiso 
Eugene

2020-09-09 
19:30:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Tumiso 
Eugene

2020-09-09 
19:29:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do

We should not have unnecessary laws in place that  can't be pracScally enforced 
and that will make criminals of a large percentage of our populaSon. Doing so 
creates disrespect for the law (as we will be unable to enforce this law) as well 
as distrust for the police. Our police are already overwhelmed with other more 
important concerns like violent crime.  Even though alcohol is a far more 
destrucSve drug that can be directly linked to more deaths due to car accidents 
as well as violence, cannabis use should probably be restricted in a similar way. Thomas 

2020-09-09 
19:26:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do Sounds great, a step towards full legalisaSon which should be the ulSmate goal. Dominic

2020-09-09 
19:19:40

Western 
Cape Yes I do

It's a plant,, it grows with or without legislaSon. The law has chosen for decades 
to treat it as a drug.  Let's accept it  as what if is, Yves

2020-09-09 
19:11:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do Ruaan 

2020-09-09 
19:09:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The limited grow per persons set a 4 flowering plants is  a lisle low. 6 would 
make a bug difference, as most people dont know how to culSvate it properly. 
And possibly look at increase the 600gr to 1200 gr as people making Medicine 
will need a lot more to take care of themselves. richard

2020-09-09 
19:04:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do Greg

2020-09-09 
18:41:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Agree with bill but jail sentences should be reduced. How do you expect people 
who cannot grow cannabis to get it and use it? Robby

2020-09-09 
18:39:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do Angie

2020-09-09 
18:36:34

Western 
Cape Yes I do

This is a healthy product that has helped me lose weight and curb my 
aggression. JP

2020-09-09 
18:33:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I support this because cannabis has certainly got medicinal value and has been 
used for thousands of years to treat many health problems. It was wrong to 
make it illegal. shaheen

2020-09-09 
18:25:49

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I am in support of the use of Cannabis for medicinal reasons and under 
medicinal control mechanisms. The use of a prescripSon should be obligatory. 
Only then would the prescribed penalSes have value otherwise they would be 
seen too lenient for the potenSal of damage caused. daniel

2020-09-09 
18:11:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do This is definitely a step in the right direcSon and is following global trends. Vaughan

2020-09-09 
18:08:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I find the restricSons a lisle too harsh,rapists get far less sentences.  Adults are 
not children, and should be treated as you would like to be treated. Diane

2020-09-09 
18:08:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do

About Sme. Would be great to allow 'craX cannabis' at markets like craX wine 
and beer etc. 
Need to make sure that the bigger cannabis business opportuniSes are given to 
local South Africans and not taken over by internaSonal business.  Anthony
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2020-09-09 
17:56:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do Cecily 

2020-09-09 
17:55:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do Don

2020-09-09 
17:53:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do

It has medicinal qualiSes and is a good tranquilizer to help the people of SA to 
cope with the daily stress and hardship caused by this ANC Government.  GREGORY

2020-09-09 
17:51:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do I have no problem with the use of and growing of cannabis. Andre

2020-09-09 
17:51:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do Patrick

2020-09-09 
17:50:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do Daniel 

2020-09-09 
17:50:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Yes, I do. Cannabis renders many posiSve benefits on medicinal and recreaSonal 
level. It has strong anSviral, anSbioSc, anS-inflammatory properSes and helps to 
bring balance to the endocannabinoid system. Helene

2020-09-09 
17:49:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Decrease all restricSons, increase the public image of weed (not to promote the 
substances usage, but medical benefits) Chris

2020-09-09 
17:41:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do Mustafa 

2020-09-09 
17:40:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do Richard

2020-09-09 
17:40:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I think it's perfectly fine to grow and smoke and use canabis. Wether it be for 
recreaSon or medicinal. Andre

2020-09-09 
17:39:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do Daron

2020-09-09 
17:31:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I would like to see the use of cannabis fully legalized for commercial sale as in 
many other countries.  This will shut down the criminal gangs who presently 
supply the drug and create formal employment opportuniSes.  Excise duSes and 
VAT will contribute to the naSonal fiscus. Colin

2020-09-09 
17:29:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do Mashys

2020-09-09 
17:15:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do Lionel

2020-09-09 
17:14:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do I am happy with the proposed bill Theo

2020-09-09 
17:13:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do wendy 

2020-09-09 
17:05:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do Angelo 

2020-09-09 
16:59:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do Gershom

2020-09-09 
16:58:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis does so much good medically that it Must be Legalized for Private Use 
in ALL Forms. Simon

2020-09-09 
16:57:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The limits on plants allowed and sharing with friends seems a bit ridiculous.  
What if you have 4 adults or more in the house? 

Diana
2020-09-09 
16:57:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do Proven that it cures cancer and other diseases Norma

2020-09-09 
16:47:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do

SebasSan 
Van

2020-09-09 
16:38:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis should be decriminalized in the whole of South Africa. Release the 
people in prisons for criminal offenses involving cannabis. It’s just a weed that 
grows out the ground. Domenique 

2020-09-09 
16:36:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do Louise

2020-09-09 
16:29:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Legally allowing the use and growing of cannabis is an important step to 
prevenSng monopoly and reducing the underground element of what is already 
an acSve market.  Hopefully this will pave the way to a future where the trade 
can be regulated, just like cigareses and alcohol.  Cannabis is lauded as a 
medicanl substance and prevenSng access to it can negaSvely impact society. Mikhail

2020-09-09 
16:29:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do Samantha 

2020-09-09 
16:22:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do SID 

2020-09-09 
16:19:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do Ann

2020-09-09 
16:16:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do Benji

2020-09-09 
16:12:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Despite being scepScal and  rather shocked when the high court  granted the 
private use of cannabis I have seen its beneficial effects on two friends who have 
cancer  and another who has had beneficial results for  arthreSc type pain. 
I also suffer from arthriSs  in my wrists so i eventually decided to try it.  i am 
now very glad that I did  as the pain is controlled. 

An interesSng side effect is that since I started using it I sleep much beser as 
well ,  I used to frequently wake up and then could not get back to sleep again 
but since using it I either slep right through the night or if I do have to get up to 
wee  ( I am 75) i go back to sleep very easily.  
So providing in can be adequately controlled I am definately in favour of its use 
for private purposes.  I think that with further research many more benefits will 
evolve. Noel
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2020-09-09 
16:09:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do

This plant could give South Africa much needed revenue. Give out licensing for 
medical purposes. Give it the same restricSons as alcohol. Cheryl

2020-09-09 
16:08:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do Zhané

2020-09-09 
16:05:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do Kristy

2020-09-09 
16:00:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do JERRY

2020-09-09 
15:55:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do Ann

2020-09-09 
15:53:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do Kim

2020-09-09 
15:52:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do It is high Sme. Gerhard

2020-09-09 
15:51:49

Western 
Cape Yes I do At last - I am so pleased! Michael

2020-09-09 
15:46:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do For goodness sake  get it done and concentrate on more important issues Neil 

2020-09-09 
15:45:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I totally agree if it is used for medicinal purposes as it is a great relief for pain 
and it should be readily available for this purpose. DAWN

2020-09-09 
15:45:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do BRIAN

2020-09-09 
15:45:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I think this bill is way overdue. I completely support the use of cannabis and I do 
think that the bill should be passed. I also think the limits should be increased. Verna

2020-09-09 
15:44:40

Western 
Cape Yes I do Christopher

2020-09-09 
15:43:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis can be used for a lot of health issues. Cancer, diabetes, asthma, 
Parkinsons. Let the public grow it to help family and friends with health issues Michelle

2020-09-09 
15:35:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do Cannabis helps me sleep and is great for pain relief. Richard

2020-09-09 
15:33:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do

As long as it's done privately I don't see why not, the part that doesn't make 
sense is the one of closing windows 
I have seen a lot of people who drink alcohol behaving much more worst that 
people who smoke Ganja Tsoantso 

2020-09-09 
15:30:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Sounds very reasonable. 
People can do what they want to themselves, as long as no hard comes to 
others. James

2020-09-09 
15:21:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do Peter

2020-09-09 
15:15:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do cheryline

2020-09-09 
15:03:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do I support the cannabis for private purposes bill Jacqui

2020-09-09 
14:59:18

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Its crazy that the cannabis economy and legislaSon  excludes so much of us 
when it could lead to fantasSc economic freedom for us all. Kyle

2020-09-09 
14:57:19

Western 
Cape Yes I do I support the cannabis for private purposes bill Shireen

2020-09-09 
14:55:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do Gregory

2020-09-09 
14:51:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do

While I do not smoke cannabis it is not a problem to me that others exercise 
their right to do so. 

HOWEVER, it is very important that controlling the odour of cannabis be 
addressed as it is strong and invasive so this should be a consideraSon. This 
responsibility for any costs must be placed on the cannabis smoker. 

Clearly as with alcohol no-one should be allowed to be in control of vehicles or 
equipment while under the influence of cannabis. Dave

2020-09-09 
14:49:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do

It is not just medicinal, it is also a great source for paper, plasSc and texSles and 
should be recognised and used as such. Sandra

2020-09-09 
14:49:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do ChrisSene 

2020-09-09 
14:41:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The country should do what Amsterdam did. Let the locals open up shops that 
allow customers to buy and consume cannabis at. It will  create jobs and 
sSmulate the economy. This is a good start though. Nurha

2020-09-09 
14:36:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do

It appears that the new law is not abided to by taxi drivers who smoke opening 
behind my house. AffecSng my chest and my enSre house smells of weed whilst 
they smoke. For private use in a home environment by all means  but we are all 
being subjects of those habits of others.  If the banning of cigareses conSnue so 
must cannabis be banned. Carole

2020-09-09 
14:28:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do Clarice 

2020-09-09 
14:21:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis has many healing properSes. Helps with a lot of health issues when 
used  
properly. Penny

2020-09-09 
14:21:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do Leon

2020-09-09 
14:20:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do

People are using it illegally, rather regulate it and allow it. This will also deter 
drug sales as it will be legal. Ilke

2020-09-09 
14:20:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do

We have such huge problems in SA. Legalize cannabis and focus on important 
issues. Ann
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2020-09-09 
14:19:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do Belinda

2020-09-09 
14:18:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do It definitely help people with cancer. Johanna H. 

2020-09-09 
14:15:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Fully legalise cannabis possession, use and trade but ensure the market is 
restricted to small players. Keep big money out of cannabis and let the people 
who’ve been involved for decades get an industry that they control. Ameer

2020-09-09 
14:14:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do Deon

2020-09-09 
14:10:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The bill should be more lenient on its jail terms and public smoking should be 
handled the same as tobacco. Hemel

2020-09-09 
14:07:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do Leo

2020-09-09 
14:06:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do Stefan

2020-09-09 
14:04:04

Western 
Cape Yes I do Ed

2020-09-09 
14:00:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do The sooner the beser! Marcel

2020-09-09 
13:56:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do Bart

2020-09-09 
13:55:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do Legalize it enSrely. Lee

2020-09-09 
13:54:10

Western 
Cape Yes I do doug

2020-09-09 
13:50:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Good Day 

I feel that this bill should not include any jail Sme for a cannabis rather 
something like community service if dealing but there should also be licensing 
allowed for growing of the plant so that cannabis can be there for private use as 
well as making an business of the plant, this plant has a lot of uses so why limit 
it and only set it available for the people that have a lot of money to invest, 
rather set out licensing so that normal human beings with out a lot of money 
can also get a license and culSvate according to there license of course. 

In that way you will be empowering the people of south africa to be able to 
create a beser living for themselves and the government can sSll profit from it 
as well but now what is happening is all of the business coming in from outside 
and our people must work for someone else instead they can try and work for 
themselves. 

But yeah jail Sme is a bit hard community service is a bit beser if there needs be 
a punishment for crossing the line, if we are going the route of the licensing 
then there will need to be a punishment otherwise why do you need a license 
you can just do it anyway without geing a license and get away with it. 

Thanks Noob
2020-09-09 
13:35:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do erik

2020-09-09 
13:34:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do

This will help with our economy with exports and also there will be more 
companys and create job opportuniSes Keeran

2020-09-09 
13:27:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannibis has apparently been used for thousands of years with great benefit. 
Certain people have a low tolerance for the THC component and should 
therefore use if cauSously. This is a maser of educaSon, not restricSon. 
If cannibis use is a gateway to hard drugs, as claimed by some people, then why 
are not all Rastafarians, who regularly smoke cannibis, hard core drug addicts. 
When something is prohibited, immediately a Black Market develops and it's use 
is driven underground, which accomplishes nothing. Edward

2020-09-09 
13:23:17

Western 
Cape Yes I do Please legalize marijuana and regulate it like alcohol. We need tax revenue! Guido

2020-09-09 
13:20:49

Western 
Cape Yes I do Gavin

2020-09-09 
13:20:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do Sensible ESenne

2020-09-09 
13:18:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do Manfred 

2020-09-09 
13:13:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do Jeanine

2020-09-09 
13:04:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Much of GeneraSon X and their Millenial offspring are sufficiently mentally 
handicapped without adding another excuse to sit around in a daze while 
eroding what lisle mental capacity they have leX. Self graSficaSon, under- 
achievement, and the ongoing lowering of mental capacity and standards are  
the only thing cannabis can provide. Let's save what's leX of humanity while we 
can and limit the ongoing destrucSon of intelligence as we know it. Malcolm

2020-09-09 
13:04:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do This is a step in the right direcSon- I fully support the bill. Norbert

2020-09-09 
13:03:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The smoking of Cannabis is safer than the consumpSon of alcohol, yet alcohol is 
freely available??? Tracy

2020-09-09 
13:02:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do Eric

2020-09-09 
13:02:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do hayley
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2020-09-09 
12:59:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do

There is a major disconnect due to lack of understanding around the plant. 
People should be educated before use. 

Laws are set by people with zero cannabis experience and do not understand 
the intricacies of what it takes to grow the plant to support personal and private 
use.  
It should be legal  

The quanSSes are unrealisSc and out of touch.  

The decision to totally ignore the potenSal to set up a free and open market and 
trade will conSnue to criminalize SA ciSzens pracSsing their human rights. You 
should be allowed to sell cannabis in a shop, but it should be regulated. 

It should be regulated and treated in the same way as tobacco and alcohol. Hannah
2020-09-09 
12:48:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do Joy

2020-09-09 
12:46:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do Mashew

2020-09-09 
12:44:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do Inge 

2020-09-09 
12:42:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do Richard

2020-09-09 
12:42:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I do feel that the amount of years for someone caught dealing in cannabis is too 
high. Murderers get less years than that. If it is for other drugs like cocaine and 
heroine then I am in complete agreement but not cannabis. Otherwise 
everything else I agree with. 

I do think the government should acknowledge that cannabis is being used by a 
lot of people for a lot of reasons. Mostly good reasons, and that a lot of people 
need to buy it and cannot grow it themselves.  15years for dealing cannabis is 
very high.  I dont think that drug dealers dealing cocaine and heroine even get 
that for dealing, if they did we would have less of those kind of people here in 
our country. So that part must be amended as long as it is ONLY cannabis you 
are dealing and not other drugs. Jennifer

2020-09-09 
12:41:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I am personally not a cannabis user in any form, however I have partaken in my 
youth without any detrimental affect. I support this proposed Bill as a start in 
the right direcSon. In my humble opinion the use of alcohol which is not 
restricted except to under 18 year olds, is far more harmful than the use of 
cannabis. Arthur

2020-09-09 
12:37:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do Francois

2020-09-09 
12:36:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I think legalizing use of cannabis for medical reasons should be a priority. 
Healthcare isvery expensive and out of many peoples reach. My husband has 
Crohns disease and it's a known fact that cannabis oil helps treat this serious 
and other terrible diseases.  Smoking does not have  medicinal effect and should 
be regulated but for medicine it should be legal. Linda

2020-09-09 
12:35:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do James

2020-09-09 
12:35:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The medicinal potenSal of marijuana, parScularly in the field of anxiety/stress 
management, is undeniable. Anyone opposing this bill is ignoring years of 
reputable scienSfic study, and stunSng the development of safe and available 
medicines. Ric

2020-09-09 
12:35:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do Lucas

2020-09-09 
12:33:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do In a household of 2 adults I find these limits to be very sufficient for my family. Russell

2020-09-09 
12:32:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I support the rule that Smoking around children can result in up to four years in 
jail. If only the same rule can also be applied to those smoking normal cigareses  
around children as well. Melanie

2020-09-09 
12:32:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do

the bill seems fair. but if it's illegal to smoke dagga near an open window, in 
public, in your car, or near children, the same strict measures should be taken 
towards cigareses, vaping, pipe smoking, etc – since that is also addicSve, 
anSsocial and unhealthy, and should not be forced on those who have not been 
given a choice, whether they are minors or adults. dominique
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2020-09-09 
12:31:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do

plant limits should be reconsidered as medicinal users would require more 
biomass to produce exctracts for cancer paSents as well as possession amounts 
for people who processe biomass for extracSons as returns on extracSons for 
crude oils in most cases is less than 20 percent return regardless of methods 
used for extacSon . 
also to be considered is that smoking of cannabis is not its only use e.g biofuel , 
texSles, animal feed, food source, hempcrete and these uses also require higher 
biomass of plant material .  
enforcing limitaSons on private proverty like smoking to close to a window is 
userly useless and sSll infridges on the adults right to pirvacy on there private 
property. 
also they should consider how growing of cannabis for export will benefit the 
poor communiSes by allowing them to engage in the process and upliX 
communiSes from poverty by selling said crop to government for export or local 
use ,while implamenSng taxes for government revinue and not only allowing the 
big coporaSons to monopolise the industry  . 
Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” may be jailed for up to 
two years should be removed from the bill and laws reconsidered to use 
government resources to fight real crimes like corruptuion and murder and rape 
and gansterism instead of using that cannabis users as soX targets by police to 
generate crime stats   
consideraSon should also be made for an emerging trade sector for cannabis 
related products and sales like coffee shops and lifestyle centers and supply 
stores and reatail outlets that cater to adults who choose to use cannabis as this 
could be taxed by goverment and provide jobs to many  and benefit our 
struggling economy .     

Lyle
2020-09-09 
12:22:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do Shane

2020-09-09 
12:18:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do Mike 

2020-09-09 
12:17:40

Western 
Cape Yes I do claire

2020-09-09 
12:15:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do Alessia

2020-09-09 
12:15:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do J

2020-09-09 
12:11:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Research has conclusively shown that banning cannabis harms vulnerable 
populaSons, and empowers organised crime. 

Similarly, those areas that have legalised the substance have seen growing 
employment (from the burgeoning industry), higher tax revenue, and decreased 
crime. 

I am a psychologist. I have seen many people with long-term condiSons who 
cannot get medicaSons they need; because they are unavailable, or simply too 
expensive. For these people cannabis can represent a surcease from unbearable 
pain. 

On this issue, as on others, I feel it is Sme for South Africa to return to leading 
the world, instead of lagging behind it. 

Thank you. 

Dr. Andrew Verrijdt (PhD) Andrew
2020-09-09 
12:00:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do Ginny

2020-09-09 
11:52:17

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Good day Mr V Ramaano. 

Yes I do support the Cannabis for Private Purposes Bill [B 19—2020]. 

This is an incenSve to boost the economy in South Africa and more specifically 
the Western Cape, which has all the ingredients for bio-diversity, growth and 
medical R&D centres and exporSng through already exisSng channels. 
LegislaSon to control the use and purchase and protect the vulnerable is amply 
covered in this new legislaSon.  

Peter

2020-09-09 
11:45:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The official sSpulaSons around possession and use in the privacy of your home 
are extremely welcome, however the conSnued criminalisaSon of sale and 
distribuSon make very lisle sense. 

If I am consStuSonally allowed to use or grow cannabis in my own home, but 
am not legally able to purchase the dried flower, plant or seeds - then what is 
the point? I am then sSll not able to exercise this consStuSonal right without 
breaking a law at some point. Adriaan
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2020-09-09 
11:39:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do

This is an incenSve to boost the economy, RSA to be leading in global trends, for 
medicinal use and a massive exporSng opportunity, for creaSng jobs and 
industry, when the figures globally confirm that the recreaSonal cannabis users 
cover two thirds of the global cannabis market. The medical use of cannabis is 
sSll only one third of the market, so that is an opportunity that might sSmulate 
ideas, and especially in South Africa and more specifically the Western Cape, 
which has all the ingredients for bio-diversity, growth and medical R&D centres 
and exporSng through already exisSng channels (freight, sea, air), forming a hub 
for this industry. LegislaSon to control the use and purchase and protect the 
vulnerable is amply covered in this new legislaSon. GO, GO South Africa! Philip

2020-09-09 
11:39:10

Western 
Cape Yes I do Jasmin

2020-09-09 
11:35:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do About Sme!, great for the economy!!!!! Carol

2020-09-09 
11:34:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do

It has been clearly shown that cannabis has beneficial qualiSes and it appears to 
me that it is quite freely available without much effort. 

Why have laws prohibiSng something that you cannot monitor or control. 

The present laws are out-dated. June
2020-09-09 
11:27:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do The bill does not cover all aspects of the plant and needs to be relooked at! Alexander 

2020-09-09 
11:21:40

Western 
Cape Yes I do It should be legal to grow plants for private use only. Robert 

2020-09-09 
11:17:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do Beie

2020-09-09 
11:16:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis is the WEED OF MOTHER GIA - IT can heal the body and mind and 
prevent big-pharma poisoning US ANY FURTHER!!! John

2020-09-09 
11:14:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do Brenda

2020-09-09 
11:13:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do Will be able to control it more effecSvely. Lionel 

2020-09-09 
11:12:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do Janis

2020-09-09 
11:11:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do It should not be legalized. michael

2020-09-09 
11:07:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I 100% support the Cannabis Bill due to the facts and evidence that it does more 
good than harm!  
People should be free to choose to use for Private use. Vanessé

2020-09-09 
11:06:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do I think that the suggesSons by government is fair and should be considered. Rodney 

2020-09-09 
11:05:34

Western 
Cape Yes I do Janine

2020-09-09 
11:04:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do Making it legal will make it more controllable and cut out the criminal element. Cassandra

2020-09-09 
11:03:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do Cecily

2020-09-09 
10:58:10

Western 
Cape Yes I do Allan

2020-09-09 
10:57:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis has always been freely available to those who know where to look for 
it....... and that means every single user!!  I fully support the proposed Bill to 
curb police corrupSon and maintenance of absurdly high prices by suppliers, 
dealers and pharmaceuScal companies. David

2020-09-09 
10:57:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis needs to be carefully regulated, as its use can lead to becoming 
addicted to other much more harmful substances.  Its medicinal benefits are a 
maser of record, but should be prescribed by doctors or other professionals 
only. Also, its use around children should be strictly prohibited, whether at 
home or in public! Parents need to be educated concerning its potenSal dangers 
and side effects so that they are moSvated to recognize symptoms and take the 
appropriate acSons. Andrew

2020-09-09 
10:56:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis can be used for the good in some cases but some people abuse it as a 
substance and it is addicSve EmmarenSa

2020-09-09 
10:54:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I  AM IN TOTAL AGREEMENT THAT THERE SHOULD BE RESTRICTIONS WITH 
REGARDS TO CANNABIS.  AS A MEDICAL PERSON I AM WELL AWARE THAT 
TAKING CANNABIS  IN MANY PEOPLE L TO MUCH HEAVIER DRUGS AND 
THEREFORE ADDICTION.  WE HAVE A SOCIETY RIDDLED WITH DRUG AND SOCIAL 
PROBLEMS AND THEREFORE CANNOT AFFORD TO BE LAX ABOUT THE USE OF 
CANNABIS.  MY VIEWS ON THE MEDICATED CANNIBUS OIL ARE ENTIRELY 
DIFFERENT HOWEVER.  CAROL

2020-09-09 
10:53:40

Western 
Cape Yes I do Claudese
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2020-09-09 
10:53:19

Western 
Cape Yes I do

This is a step in the right direcSon that is long overdue. 

The war on drugs has failed, causing worldwide damage. The illegalizaSon of 
nature is a crime against humanity and a nonsensical one, usually with the 
purpose of the industries to copyright and capitalize.  

Current research shows cannabis to have posiSve medical, economic, and 
societal impacts in countries that had decriminalized, medicalized, or fully 
legalized cannabis.  

The only people arguing against the legalizing are either unaware of new 
research and developments or have vested interests in keeping it illegal.  

Jurie
2020-09-09 
10:50:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do Emil

2020-09-09 
10:48:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do Nico

2020-09-09 
10:47:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do Vanessa

2020-09-09 
10:47:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I support the Cannabis for Private Purposes Bill. However I feel the limit of 
600/1200 grams of dry cannabis in a household of 1/2+ people is too high. The 
same goes for the 100g limit for possession in a public place.  Emily

2020-09-09 
10:44:17

Western 
Cape Yes I do Chad

2020-09-09 
10:41:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do

PLEASE concentrate on things important !!! Leave that alone which has no 
bearing on our lives, in other words fix the ineptness of the Government. Geoffrey

2020-09-09 
10:40:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do David

2020-09-09 
10:40:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I am Josh   I am 19 years old  6/18/2001? It's not too get goofed and stupid 
on ...it's too catch a break from everything else around u Nd  there so that u can 
enjoy your saroundings 

*I use cannibiss  too. 
*Focus on my studies . 
*Focus on what I'm doing. 
*Sleep more that 4 hours . 
*Gain the confidence too go out in public not be Anxious. 
It's allowed me too be a normal individual in a society thats really hard too fit in. 

Its moSvates me someSmes .like I would be lasy too do cleaning but I will smoke 
a joint and 20 to 30 minutes I'll be done with all my chores ... 

I CAN BE ACTIVE ND PRODUCTIVE when  smoking cannibiss  

At 2 years old I was diagnosed with  stage 4 ADHD  and I had too take 
medicaSon everyday for my whole life they Seid I would need special help Nd 
that I wouldn't be able too be a normal individual at the age of 16 I made a 
conscious disission too try cannibiss  I did Nd I felt something that I never did 
b4......I could talk in a full sentence without stusering....I was able too go out.. I 
was able too make friends I was able too finish school  
I was able too be a normal person..... 

The age was just too show that I am doing it legally but I think the age should be 
atleast 16 and up Josh

2020-09-09 
10:38:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do Taariq

2020-09-09 
10:37:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Legalising the use is good, as despite present legislaSon, any legislaSon will not 
prevent people from using cannabis. There must be informaSon available about 
negaSve effects and educaSon to high school children . Warning about possible 
psychosis must be known deon
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2020-09-09 
10:36:10

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I am just so proud of our Government - taking a stand on this issue and on 
alcohol during Lockdown. It takes real courage to regulate when it’s so 
unpopular. South Africa has a very high drug and alcohol use and addicSon rate . 
It damages everyone - whether you get robbed by a Sk addict  or shot in a gang 
shoot out - drugs and alcohol addicSon are at the bosom of it.  
THANK YOU  our Government for having the courage to try and ease the crime 
rate at its very source. I hope there are many more such thoughKul laws bought 
in to help our country.  
 These laws will aid the police  to enforce a peaceful and safe society for all of 
us ... But definitely won’t be supported  by addicts, drug and alcohol users and 
dealers - they just don’t see what they are doing because the substance has 
control of them. 
I so appreciate and support your brave efforts to heal our beloved South Africa . 
Stand strong - we are with you!! Judy

2020-09-09 
10:34:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do

1) I have been smoking everyday for the past 16 years. .. please sSpulate that a 
car is also precise property. Reason why I'm saying so is because when police 
approach you they ask to search your vehicle. Which shows a car is also private 
property.  
2) the amount of seedlings or flowering plants should be increased so that the 
local people can access that part of the market. Thereby making it accessible to 
the local ciSzens. Failure to do so would mean that the corporate firm's will be 
favored over the ciSzens... the cannabis laws will amd should help the ciSzens 
not just for corporate gains Sadied

2020-09-09 
10:31:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Growing should be as unregulated as possible so that everyone might partake in 
the this new economy, especially people in rural areas that have tradiSonally 
grown marijuana like Transkei and Zululand for example. 
Making people get licenses is excluding a vast amount of poor people 
The 4 plant minimum is too low as some people don't have space to grow 
outdoors and an indoor plant can only produce about 30-50 grams if you're 
lucky. This is only 2 month's supply at 1 gram a day Colin

2020-09-09 
10:30:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do Reijer

2020-09-09 
10:29:19

Western 
Cape Yes I do Alta

2020-09-09 
10:28:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Why all the restricSons? Who is going to police it???? Legalise but educate as 
well. Cherryl 

2020-09-09 
10:23:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do Angela

2020-09-09 
10:18:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do Oliver

2020-09-09 
10:11:49

Western 
Cape Yes I do

A 2 year jail sentence for smoking in public is absurd, and unnecessarily puniSve.  
The South African jusSce system thinks that puing people in jail for very long 
periods is an appropriate mechanism for rehabilitaSon - this is very outdated 
thinking.   Please review how people are rehabilitated in Sweden for an example 
of how a progressive democracy should operate.  

Also, the hypocrisy of a 15 year jail term for selling cannabis is nonsense - 
murderers get lesser sentences ! Why this outdated thinking ?  Pramod 

2020-09-09 
10:09:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do Garlin

2020-09-09 
10:07:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do

This is a chance for economical change for the country has this plant can source 
us many kinds of income as well as many job opportuniSes. 

As our culture we need this as it can benefit many people. Keanu
2020-09-09 
10:06:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I agree with Carmella, This is a potenSal industry with benefits such as 
Employment,  Tax  returns, Export income,  John

2020-09-09 
10:03:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Any Rule /RegulaSon, that "Protects our ConsStuSonal Right to Self Medicate" 
using  
"God given" Plant Substances must be  Authorized by Goverment. 
Gods giX to Mankind has been proven to help with so many  Ailments ( not just 
Cancer) 
The Growth and use of this "Natural Plant" goes back more than 5000 yrs....! 
Canabis can go a long way to alleviaSng Poverty in South Africa. Especially in the 
Rural Areas. 

There are Two underlying issues at play here. 
1) Big Pharma are against it...due to loss of Revenue from Drugs, that do us 
more Harm than Good. 
2) ANC will undoubtedly "Try" to Tax the shit out of it...! Paul

2020-09-09 
10:03:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis has proven results to be beneficial for various types of illnesses .it has 
been used as a medicine for centuries . Due to government control and a bad 
wrap this medicinal herb has been banned for riduculous reasons. We should 
have the right to use this medicine ,in a controlled manner as we see fit. The 
uses of this plant are sSll being discovered ,as it is truly a magical plant . Kegan

2020-09-09 
10:01:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do The medical use of cannabis far outweighs any other issues. Bernie

2020-09-09 
09:57:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do

This should be your right to own as many plants as you feel fit. For someone 
growing with the intend to produce cannabis oil for medical use, 4 - 8 plant will 
not be suffucient for a years worth of medicine. This bill can definitely  be 
improved Neville
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2020-09-09 
09:53:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I really believe that the ridiculous hype around cannabis needs to be removed 
completely. It is a product that could create a myriad jobs, hemp growing could 
mean sustainable clothing, building, alternaSves to plasSc, and the list just goes 
on and on whilt the ridiculous sSgma around cannabis needs to be destroyed 
once and for all. It is a plant with amazing healing capabiliSes, why would we 
not want to be using this in place of the awful syntheSc drugs Big Pharma push 
down our throats, causing a mulStude of ills. Cannabis could be the best 
preventaSve to take against serious and minor illnesses. Open up the trade 
completely and let's get South Africa working and well. Craig

2020-09-09 
09:52:34

Western 
Cape Yes I do Health purposes n recreaSonal use should b allowed fully.. Lance

2020-09-09 
09:47:34

Western 
Cape Yes I do Daniel

2020-09-09 
09:44:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I don't think "the war on drugs" has been successful in the least and it's Sme we 
looked to medical treatment and control instead of criminalizaSon so I fully 
support the bill's intenSon.  

These two provision seems quite exteme given the nature of the bill:  
"a maximum jail term of 15 years for anyone who deals in cannabis, or provides 
it to a child."  
Given that it can be freely grown and even given away, 15 years is huge period 
of Sme for anyone caught selling (comparable to rape...) 

"Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” may be jailed for up to 
two years."  
This is very extreme, someone smoking "too close to a window" could be jailed 
for 2 years. It could also be used by anyone to jail another person, they simply 
need to say they didn't consent to that person smoking near them (even if they 
did at the Sme).  This area in parScular needs changes, it would be difficult to 
enforce and subject to massive abuse.  

Dominic 
2020-09-09 
09:43:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do Julie

2020-09-09 
09:40:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do Allow cannabis to be used for recreaSonal purpose. Brandon

2020-09-09 
09:40:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis is a natural herb and there should be NO restricSons whatsoever on it. 
It has HUGE medicinal uses and can be used to treat all sorts of diseases. Aside 
from that, is a human right for people to decide what people can put into their 
own bodies; these do not belong to any state or government! All cannabis-
related prisoners should be released immediately. Clyde

2020-09-09 
09:33:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do Nicky

2020-09-09 
09:33:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do

CBD has proven to be an excellent sleep aid and anxiety management tool. It is 
natural and does not cause long term issues. It is proven to be effecSve at 
treaSng arthriSs and so many other chronic illnesses as well as pain 
management. Lisa

2020-09-09 
09:32:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I am concerned about sales and distribuSon! And then also about reparaSons 
for those who have lost their lives, been imprisoned prior to these suggested 
regulaSons. How do we ensure that poor communiSes and service providers 
who have kept the industry alive for the last 100 years don’t get leX out of the 
move to invest more capital and regulate distribuSon? I should be able to buy 
cannabis from my current dealer without fear of punishment. Goitsione 

2020-09-09 
09:29:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do

private use and growing should be legal as this helps with plenty medical 
problems. Ian

2020-09-09 
09:27:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis must be legalised completely.  
Regulate the producSon of cannabis and tax it accordingly by licensing the 
producers to improve the quality, reduce the pricing and stamp out the illegal 
drug trade in cannabis, saving even more taxes on policing canabis. 

Growing canabis at home for personal consumpSon should have the least 
Government intervenSon of all. Jaco

2020-09-09 
09:27:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Legalising this narcoSc in SA and in many other countries was completely wrong 
and reckless, it is the "thin end of the wedge".  Next, there will be demands to 
legalise heroin and cocaine - the proverbial "slippery slope".  This, of course 
excludes health products with the hallucinogenic THC removed. Eric

2020-09-09 
09:25:49

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Having had a brain injury when younger I used cannabis to sesle my head. 
Instead of Librium, garoine and Dexadrin. In 18months checked  by a 
neurosurgeon I stopped with no need to take any drugs. William

2020-09-09 
09:24:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis is 114 Smes safer than alcohol 
Legalising cannabis will free up the jusSce system and prisons to be able to cope 
with the serious offences and will lower the crime rate considerably. 
Our children won't be exposed to thugs as a means to get their cannabis. 
Legalising cannabis will stop our children from thinking hard core drugs are safe. 
Cannabis is less addicSve than drinking coffee and there are no physical 
withdrawal symptoms. 
Legalising cannabis would recharge the South African economy. 
SA could produce and export great quality and climate-friendly goods as we 
have the best growing condiSons. 
Cannabis grows naturally and has been used globally for over 2000 years. 
Cannabis is medicinal on so many levels and is a great stress reliever. Lynese
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2020-09-09 
09:24:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do

RegulaSons to allow for legalisaSon allows for taxaSon as well as taking power 
away from criminals. craig

2020-09-09 
09:22:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do

When used under medical supervision, there are many benefits to using 
cannabis, but only for medicinal use!! Anne

2020-09-09 
09:21:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Correct me if I am wrong … 

Throwing a drug addict into jail will not cure their addicSon. Throwing their 
supplier into jail will not cure the addicSon, they will find another. Trying to 
starve them of drug will not cure the addicSon, they fill find them somehow. 

Drug dealers exist because there is a market of addicts. Gangs exist because 
there is a need for illegal drugs. Drugs are illegal because the law says they are.  

So, because the law says drugs are illegal, we have gangs and drug dealers. We 
spend massive amounts of resources fighSng the dealers and gangs that exist 
only because of the law, and the enSre fight against these self-created elements 
does not even address the core problem, addicSon. 

The policing system is designed to protect one person from another, not a 
person from themselves. 

Remove all laws that criminalise drugs, and begin regulaSng their use (driving, 
children, etc). 
No addict will subject them selves to criminal elements to get their fix if they 
can easily get it in a safe and legal way.  

Dealers and Gangs will have no reason to exist. 

Enormous amounts of resources will be freed to address the core problem of 
addicSon with social, psychological, and medical efforts. 

The controlled legal sale of drugs will provide addiSonal resources by means of 
taxaSon. 

Stop fighSng the problem we created ourselves and focus on the root cause, 
addicSon. Without addicts there will be no drugs. This I utopia but focusing on 
reducing addicSon has the best net results. 

There will always be people with problems that turn to drugs and need help. 
Lets give it to them. Jens

2020-09-09 
09:21:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Correct me if I am wrong … 

Throwing a drug addict into jail will not cure their addicSon. Throwing their 
supplier into jail will not cure the addicSon, they will find another. Trying to 
starve them of drug will not cure the addicSon, they fill find them somehow. 

Drug dealers exist because there is a market of addicts. Gangs exist because 
there is a need for illegal drugs. Drugs are illegal because the law says they are.  

So, because the law says drugs are illegal, we have gangs and drug dealers. We 
spend massive amounts of resources fighSng the dealers and gangs that exist 
only because of the law, and the enSre fight against these self-created elements 
does not even address the core problem, addicSon. 

The policing system is designed to protect one person from another, not a 
person from themselves. 

Remove all laws that criminalise drugs, and begin regulaSng their use (driving, 
children, etc). 
No addict will subject them selves to criminal elements to get their fix if they 
can easily get it in a safe and legal way.  

Dealers and Gangs will have no reason to exist. 

Enormous amounts of resources will be freed to address the core problem of 
addicSon with social, psychological, and medical efforts. 

The controlled legal sale of drugs will provide addiSonal resources by means of 
taxaSon. 

Stop fighSng the problem we created ourselves and focus on the root cause, 
addicSon. Without addicts there will be no drugs. This I utopia but focusing on 
reducing addicSon has the best net results. 

There will always be people with problems that turn to drugs and need help. 
Lets give it to them. Jens

2020-09-09 
09:19:17

Western 
Cape Yes I do riaan
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2020-09-09 
09:18:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do

When it is doppel I apologize! I filledit in, pressen send and it came back in 
black!! 
 I am fore the bill! If it is in small measurements - it is not harmful. And if some 
people like a tea, a caka, a smoke - why not. So lang it is not tooo much!! 
I take the medicinal one a long Sme against cramps and it is also healing some 
cancers. 
The plants are beauSful!! 
 I hate it to be fined when I have them!! 
All taken too much is harmful - even water!!! Ariane

2020-09-09 
09:17:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do Johan

2020-09-09 
09:15:49

Western 
Cape Yes I do Anita

2020-09-09 
09:15:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do

This bill needs to be ammended to incorporate all ciSzens being able to make a 
legal living through the plant ... Current set up only benefits big corporaSons 
with commercial licenses... And millions are needed for set up before a license is 
issued. It's not viable for the common man on the street who cannot make an 
income of this plant. We need to create jobs and allow people the opportunity 
to be self employed. With our economy in tasers its a no brainer to reap the 
financial benefits from this plant seeing our climate is perfect for culSvaSon. Full 
medical and recreaSonal legalizaSon should be the next step aXer this private 
bill. It a billion dollar industry. Good GeneScs are essenSal and the sale and 
distribuSon of quality seeds and clones need to be addressed. If you allowed to 
grow for private use then it makes sense to be able to purchase quality strains 
legally. Cannabis breeders should be able to  trade so that good quality medical 
strains are freely available to the public for wellbeing. Due to nature of the plant 
and how it grows the limit on the amount one is allowed to grow needs to be re 
addressed. An immature plant cannot be classified by 15cm height unSl it 
reveals if its male or female. Proper research into culSvaSon needs to be looked 
at and the law makers need to consult with experts to realize the complicaSons 
on a limited amount of plants. For example one can plant 16 regular seeds and if 
bad luck struck majority can turn out male... This bill allows for 8 female plants 
per household of 2 adults but realisScally speaking how many seedlings need to 
be grown to maturity (once they show sex)  before you get to your legal amount 
of female plants. This needs to be re looked. The majority of growers want to 
have legal grows and not be arrested for being over the limit due to the law 
makers having no idea how the plant develops and grows.if you over the 
amount you get a criminal record. It doesn't make any sense. Fields of Green 
organizaSon has a well though out and realisSc preposal of how this can be 
achieved so all ciSzens can benefit from this plant. Please go back to the 
negoSaSon table and listen to the experts and re write this bill so not to 
encourage excessive penalSes and growers going underground and encouraging 
the black market to surge due to poorly thought through legislaSon and laziness 
in bare minimum requirements that don't facilitate full legislaSon for everyone 
benefit. I really hope this gets re looked at as the current bill is inadequate. Aidon 

2020-09-09 
09:13:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do Andrea

2020-09-09 
09:10:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I support the bill except that the list of possible penalSes lacks clear definiSon. 
The definiSons should be very clear so as to avoid abuse by administrators and 
enforcers. Users should be fully aware of the exact boundaries to help avoid 
being guilty of transgressions. John

2020-09-09 
09:07:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do Leon

2020-09-09 
09:05:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do Mike

2020-09-09 
09:03:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do Sue

2020-09-09 
09:02:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I think we all should use things, so also Cannabis, in the right relaSons! here are 
2 of them and the one the medicinissable one is good for lots of ailments. I take 
it against cramps a long Sme now and it is also a healing  plant and also against 
cancer. 
The plant is beauSful and I can understand when some people like a cup of tea, 
smoke some or bake a cake wit it. 
 Too much ist never good from anything, even not of water. 
 But yes I'm for it that evreybode can own and use it! Ariane

2020-09-09 
08:54:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do Cannabis oil is the best remedy for all kinds of illnesses Philip

2020-09-09 
08:54:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do David

2020-09-09 
08:54:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do Akhiwe

2020-09-09 
08:52:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do Make it legal and tax it! Lisa

2020-09-09 
08:50:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do Tanya

2020-09-09 
08:47:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do I fully support cannabis for private use! henriese
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2020-09-09 
08:47:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I fully support the use and decriminalisaSon of Cannabis. It has a lot of benefits 
for the health industry, as well as a benefit to our tax collecSon from the 
government. This should be regulated but not criminilised as it is less harmful 
than alchol, and alcolhol ruins families and the Cannabis doesnt. There are also 
religions that use this as part of their religious pracSces and are forced to do it 
illegally due to government law.  

LET ME SMOKE LEGALLY! I am no criminal  and am a law abiding, tax 
contribuSng ciSzen. KYLE

2020-09-09 
08:46:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis provides excellent pain relief and calming for people and pets who 
cannot use convenSonal medicaSon. It has even been proven to be effecSve for 
certain condiSons in children when used under proffesional guidance. i 
completely support the use of cannabis Tanja

2020-09-09 
08:45:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do

This will be great for the economy, we haver the perfect climate. Lower income 
houses could grow and sell back to the government, plenty of income for all. warren

2020-09-09 
08:42:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I feel that there are conflicSng limits here which can and will lead to 
unnecessary issues 
1. The home may have UNLIMITED SEEDS AND SEEDLINGS but may only have 
4-8     FLOWERING PLANTS at any one Sme 
2. Said home owner may only "GIFT" 30 SEEDS OR SEEDLINGS (OR A MIXTURE 
OF THE TWO) AS WELL AS 1 FLOWERING PLANT 

UNLIMITED is a random figure  

I would expect far more definiSve language when wriSng this Bill - there is 
already so much going on why add more challenges? 

Sharon
2020-09-09 
08:40:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do Lindsay

2020-09-09 
08:36:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do I  have  seen people   tesSfy about it. It cured them :I   is a  cure Lungi

2020-09-09 
08:34:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Hopefully by allowing legal growing and for individual use, it will limit the illegal 
trade and get some of these drug dealers out of our neighbourhoods. Robert

2020-09-09 
08:32:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do Gillian

2020-09-09 
08:30:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do

By decriminalizing dagga you take the trade out of the hands of gangsters and 
syndicates and allow freedom of choice to grow for own use and consume 
responsibly.  
This far SAPS have not been able to effecSvely stop producSon or sales, let the 
police get on with serious policing.  
The medicinal benefits of cannabis far outweigh the negaSve  effects  and 
manufacture of cannabis oil for own consumpSon is a simple maser with 
enormous benefits   Chris 

2020-09-09 
08:30:10

Western 
Cape Yes I do Hesta

2020-09-09 
08:29:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis is good to be legal as it has many medical uses and it can replace 
alcohol which is much more damaging. Cornelius

2020-09-09 
08:28:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Criminalising cannabis use only supports criminals. It should be a major crop in 
South Africa. Lynne

2020-09-09 
08:25:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do Gerhard 

2020-09-09 
08:25:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do Oriole

2020-09-09 
08:24:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do

We have been waiSng for this for years. The war on cannabis needs to STOP - 
why is alcohol legal, has 0% health benefits and is the number one cause of road 
accidents and more!!! Cannibas to date has caused 0 % and nobody has ever 
“overdosed” on cannabis!!! Thats 100% fact!!!  

This had to be done years ago! This is the miracle plant that has hundreds of 
health benefits! Make it legal!  

I dont think they should limit the amount of dry cannabis though as some 
people use more than others. If you use it to make food, bake, medicine, etc, 
you need for more than 600g ,  they need to take all of that into account as well. Kaylyn

2020-09-09 
08:17:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Government should legalize it, especially since so many people take it for 
medicinal purposes. Karen

2020-09-09 
08:17:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do Lilian

2020-09-09 
08:16:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do

South African government will hugely benefit economically as health will 
improve through people using cannabis medicinally. Furthermore allowing the 
commercial growing and processing of hemp and cannabis products under 
license instead of only private purposes, will benefit the environment, and also 
allow more producSon of plasScs, that can be bio degradable. Dieter 

2020-09-09 
08:15:18

Western 
Cape Yes I do

However - to be jailed for smoking near a window is ridiculous!! Then smoking 
of cigareses must have the same jail Sme provided for the same offense!! Most 
people in CT live in apartments where you are NOT allowed to smoke inside - so 
what now? What do those tenants do? Love the bill but what the fuck does 
smoking near a window do? What if your neighbor just simply has it out for you 
and now they using the smoke as an excuse ? Stupid stupid stupid Paige

2020-09-09 
08:14:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I do support it .... because of the good benifits it has and I have never met 
anyone becoming violent when using but I have seen many violent and 
aggressive people when alcohol was involved Merle 
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2020-09-09 
08:13:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do

It is possibly the most healing plant on the planet.  Its use as a medicaSon  
should be allowed freely, j der personal control.   The cannabis oils and Snctures 
have proven to be life changing in cases of cancer and Epilepsy. 

Gail
2020-09-09 
08:12:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do

too many people have been criminalized by choosing to partake in the 
consumpSon of a natural and for many a tradiSonal local plant. James

2020-09-09 
08:10:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The proposed maximum allowed flowering plants is  woefully  inadequate. The 
numbers are way to small  and this need to addressed and increased. 

  jonathan
2020-09-09 
08:09:34

Western 
Cape Yes I do DARLA

2020-09-09 
08:08:40

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis should, at the VERY LEAST, be afforded the same consumpSons and 
distribuSon allowances as alcohol (or the vice versa should be applied where the 
sale and consumpSon of alcohol is severely restricted...) 
The same goes for the sale and consumpSon of tobacco products.  
To deny South Africans to make a reasonable living with a plant that has 
naturally grown in this country from the Smes of the San is to infringe on the 
rights of the people!  
(and needlessly withholds massive potenSal revenue to be collected by the 
state)  

Melanie 
2020-09-09 
08:07:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do Ian

2020-09-09 
08:04:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do Legalize it.Also expunge all previous criminal records for possesion  Shane

2020-09-09 
08:03:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do Kim

2020-09-09 
08:03:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do It looks reasonable. Thys 

2020-09-09 
08:02:19

Western 
Cape Yes I do leonie

2020-09-09 
08:02:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do Lauren

2020-09-09 
08:01:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do

It should be completely illegal. But I am glad that the effects on children are 
being thought of, as marijuana and cigarese smokers are incredibly careless 
regarding children inhaling second hand smoke of all types.  I have seen this 
with my own eyes. People think it's harmless, but it definitely isn't.  Cornelia

2020-09-09 
07:59:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do Candice

2020-09-09 
07:59:19

Western 
Cape Yes I do

If people can culivate for personal use then there will be less crime connected to 
the buying and selling. Mariesa

2020-09-09 
07:59:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do Should legalize it. Also expunge all previous criminal records for possession Shane

2020-09-09 
07:59:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do I think it should be legal for medicinal use with no restricSons Marion 

2020-09-09 
07:58:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do

That proposed law cannot be monitored as many other laws which has been 
implemented.  peter

2020-09-09 
07:58:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Most of the regulaSons that are proposed seem fair except those concerning 
possession. Unless there is proof of abuse and intent to sell, the quanSty limits 
for possession proposed are extreme; please consider raising this limit.  
Further, the jail Sme for dealing is extreme, considering that 15-20 years is the 
kind of jail Sme given to murderers. Convicted rapists have received less jail 
Sme.  
A process for acquiring a license to deal in cannabis and cannabis related goods 
also needs to be outlined - the cannabis industry has the potenSal to create 
many jobs and boost the small business sector. Lila

2020-09-09 
07:56:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do Cannabis is a plant with amazing healing capabiliSes. Rudi

2020-09-09 
07:53:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do I have no problem with people using cannabis responsibly. Victor

2020-09-09 
07:52:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do Yaqeen

2020-09-09 
07:51:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do Brian

2020-09-09 
07:50:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do

canabis is healthy - it is idiots in governments that has no clue what they are 
talking about, they have no idea about all the health benefits of canabis. 

it should be legalised  completely Adri

2020-09-09 
07:50:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do

It has been proven over & over that cannibis use for medicinal purposes are a 
posiSve. No one has ever died of a cannibis overdose. Although I myself will 
never smoke cannibis it is a definite that I will use it for medicinal purposes.  
Cigareses & Alcohol and prescripSon drugs has by far more damaging effects on 
humans and can be proven staScally.  

Jules
2020-09-09 
07:50:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The plant should be legalized for both medicinal and recreaSonal use with 
guidance to protect children. Bres 

2020-09-09 
07:43:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Although I see no point of jail Sme for  cannabis related offenses. The medicinal 
benefits far out way the negaSves. Laurence

2020-09-09 
07:39:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do Good start for freedom with ghanga Jack
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2020-09-09 
07:36:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do I an happy with the proposed regulaSon. Johannes

2020-09-09 
07:34:34

Western 
Cape Yes I do

People who want to make oil will object as the quanSSes are not sufficient, but 
in all a step forward in the right direcSon. Meryl

2020-09-09 
07:34:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do For Medicinal use only Mureeda

2020-09-09 
07:33:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis in whatever form should be allowed especially for medicinal purposes  
and should not be banned except in the case of minors if not used by them for 
medicinal purposes FaSma

2020-09-09 
07:33:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do Valerie 

2020-09-09 
07:32:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do Craig

2020-09-09 
07:32:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do John

2020-09-09 
07:32:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do Jeffrey

2020-09-09 
07:31:40

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The restricSons on private use fly in the face of the Con court decision 2 years 
ago, and are outrageously prohibiSve ! Alastair

2020-09-09 
07:30:10

Western 
Cape Yes I do

A good start around legalizaSon and decriminalizing Cannabis, but almost 
impossible to police, when we cant police the mulStude of other laws, covering 
violent crime and damage to property.  Yet another set of administraSve, pen 
pushing laws with inability to manage it.  Andrew

2020-09-09 
07:29:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The limitaSons should be scrapped. Allow people to grow, keep and distribute as 
much as they want to. There should definitely be NO jail sentence for persons 
selling or distribuSng the plant (fresh, seedling or dried). I do agree with the 
punishment should one drive under the influence. Kaylyn

2020-09-09 
07:29:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do PAUL

2020-09-09 
07:26:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do

 There should not be legal issues relaSng to personal growing  and use of the 
cannabis plant. What a waste of tax payer money!  Focus on real the real crimes 
-   rape, murder and the outright plundering of our resources by our 
government. Michelle 

2020-09-09 
07:22:49

Western 
Cape Yes I do

False "gateway drug" and "causes violence" statements sSll abound.  
Violence? Have you ever seen a stoner? In countries were this is legal, there has 
been no I'll effect-go read. Alcohol causes violence and its affects on our country 
is well documented, but that is (almost) freely available. Dietrich

2020-09-09 
07:17:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis has been around for a very long Sme and people have been buying it 
on the black market.  This is not going to stop people from smoking it, so 
regulate the law properly regarding the growing and use of cannabis. chrisSne

2020-09-09 
07:17:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do Lendro

2020-09-09 
07:14:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do

It’s well known that cannabis is considered as a miracle plant with known 
benefits, some yet to be discovered. RegulaSng this plant has slowed progress in 
discovering its many health benefits. These archaic regulaSons do nothing to 
stem abuse and only make things worse. This has been proven Sme and Sme 
again around the world. South Africa needs to wake up and become aware of 
the huge economical and health potenSal this plant can have. Vincent

2020-09-09 
07:14:10

Western 
Cape Yes I do Controlled via a registry system Gavin

2020-09-09 
07:12:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do Johann

2020-09-09 
07:08:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis has proven Medicinal benefits & has never been proven as a “gateway 
drug”.  Homes do not have liquor limits or cigarese limits and there is no reason 
the government should impose policed limits on household growth, use & 
quanSSes. There is no pracScal way this can be policed & it is a waste of civil 
resources to asempt this when violent crimes (oXen alcohol related ) are poorly 
policed. Kelvin

2020-09-09 
07:07:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do Jane

2020-09-09 
07:05:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do Dawie

2020-09-09 
07:04:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do Bradley

2020-09-09 
07:01:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do

  
Agreed that the trade of Cannabis other than medical purposes, such as 
recreaSonal or use as psychedelic, must be regulated same as liquor. But the 
culSvaSon, manufacturing, use and trade of Cannabis oil products for medicinal 
purposes should be free of regulaSon. Natalie

2020-09-09 
07:01:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I use cannabis and cannabis oil for cancer. You can use the whole plant to make 
clothes, vang as tents, paper etc. Less make more paper than Trees. They even 
build a car from cannabis. Google it and you will see the real reason cannabis 
was banned. All because of compeSSon  towards other manufactorers.  Hanneke

2020-09-09 
07:00:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do Andrea

2020-09-09 
06:57:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do Richard

2020-09-09 
06:45:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do Alexis
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2020-09-09 
06:45:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I agree with most of it.  Allowing the personal use of THC however clashes with 
the OccupaSonal Health and Safety Act. I suggest adding that personal use of 
THC not allowed when driving or in for those working with heavy machinery or 
in areas of heavy machinery.  Or tests are quanSfied to determine when 
someone is intoxicated or safe to drive. Belinda

2020-09-09 
06:32:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do Leonard 

2020-09-09 
06:29:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do Moray

2020-09-09 
06:28:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do Let the public enjoy themselves  the novesy  will soon wear off. Dennis

2020-09-09 
06:24:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The quanSSes at a residence seems fine. Trade and selling of clones and young 
plants must also be legilised.  Charl

2020-09-09 
06:24:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The quanSSes at a residence seems fine. Trade and selling of clones and young 
plants must also be legilised.  Charl

2020-09-09 
06:20:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do Darren

2020-09-09 
06:19:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Its long over due. The sSgma that it is bad for you was a tacSc used to keep us 
from it. There are so many benefits to cannabis  from an economic and health 
point of view. 
Cannabis is a natural herb, it help people with epilepsy,  cancer, high blood 
pressure, weight loss just to name a few. No one has ever died of an over dose. 
Amsterdam in Holland is the perfect example of how to regulate and control 
cannabis usage. Wedah

2020-09-09 
05:55:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do The law seems fair....good luck enforcing it! Mark

2020-09-09 
05:49:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do Leigh-Anne

2020-09-09 
05:38:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do Louise

2020-09-09 
05:33:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do Its a plant being here forever  as adults you make the choice of using or not. Chantal

2020-09-09 
04:33:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I believe that Cannabis should be legalised fully and the plant  used industrially. 
It is certainly less harmful than alcohol and should be under the same rules, 
regarding minors. ChrisSne

2020-09-09 
03:54:40

Western 
Cape Yes I do Michael

2020-09-09 
03:53:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do Nasier 

2020-09-09 
02:40:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do

It's a good Bill. I would ideally like to see an addiSonal clause making it crystal 
clear that people living in secSonal Stles should not be permised to spread the 
sSnk of their dagga in blocks of flats and in housing complexes.  Where people 
live in close proximity to each other, the smell of dagga is strong, cloying, 
disgusSng and nauseaSng – and the people smoking it all too oXen take the 
view that they should be allowed to do whatever they like and everyone else 
must just put up with it. Would appreciate it if special consideraSon could be 
given to those living in secSonal Stles schemes in this Bill. We are so sick of the 
smell of dope! Thanks. Teresa

2020-09-09 
02:34:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Government must prioriSse serious crimes such as murder, rape and gender 
based violence, armed asacks etc, instead of policing every daggaroker. Barend

2020-09-09 
01:41:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Yes I think this is a good  thing as long as it does not interfere with me or my 
family. Esme 

2020-09-09 
01:39:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do This is amazing. I totally agree. Aniqa
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Yes, I do support the Cannabis for Private Purposes Bill because believe it is a 
step in the right direcSon, however please take note of the following: 

Cannabis has never been a gateway drug. The actual gateway drugs in our 
society are alcohol and tobacco. According to professional research Cannabis 
does not create any physical addicSon, you can not overdose on Cannabis, 
regardless of the quanSty consumed, and it does not cause any harm to the 
body as long as you consume it in edible form or through a vaporizer (i.e. not 
smoking it in the form of a joint, spliff, blunt, zol etc.).  

Let's compare Cannabis to legal drugs tobacco and alcohol: 

Tobacco smoking is extremely harmful. It can cause cancer almost anywhere in 
the body. Predominantly smoking causes lung cancer, heart disease, chronic 
obstrucSve pulmonary disease (COPD), and it doubles the risk of having a 
stroke. It increases risk for death from all causes in men and women. Smoking 
can become so physically addicSve that experts compare it to the same level of 
addicSon as Cocaine. Smoking causes more deaths each year than the following 
causes combined: Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), illegal drug use, alcohol 
use, motor vehicle injuries and fire-arm related incidents. 

Alcohol is an extremely strong drug. Several short term effects of alcohol abuse 
include lack of coordinaSon, vision impairment, slurred speech, memory lapses, 
extreme shiXs in mood and slowed breathing. Long term effects of alcohol 
abuse include liver damage, heart disease, brain and nervous system problems, 
anemia (your body doesn’t make enough healthy red blood cells to move 
oxygen around), cancer, seizures, gout, infecSons, digesSve problems and 
sleeping disorders. Alcoholics suffer from a severe mental and physical 
addicSon. Withdrawal symptoms include: agitaSon, restlessness, irritability, 
anxiety, headaches, fast heart rate, disorientaSon, insomnia, nausea or 
vomiSng, hallucinaSons, tremors and seizures. 

Despite the fact that alcohol and tobacco are very addicSve drugs that can cause 
severe physical harm to the body both drugs are perfectly legal and each South 
African ciSzen can consume and own as much alcohol and cigareses as he or 
she wants. In contrast to alcohol and tobacco laws the  Cannabis for Private 
Purposes Bill suggests strict limitaSons on quanSSes of Cannabis posessed by 
individuals in private. Acccording to professional research Cannabis does not 
only have no harmful effects on the body, but it actually has some very posiSve 
effects, especially in the medicinal sector, and can be considered a very useful, 
natural remedy to many ailments, similar to the likes of Aspirin. In fact the 
Cannabis plant creates important pain-relieving molecules that are 30 Smes 
more powerful at reducing inflammaSon than Aspirin. 

I 100% support the legalizaSon of Cannabis. It should have already been 
legalized a long Sme ago. Cannabis has recently been legalized for recreaSonal 
use in the U.S.A and Canada. This includes control and taxaSon of the sales of 
Cannabis products and allows consuming Cannabis in public.  I believe the 
Cannabis for Private Purposes Bill is the first step in the right direcSon but that 
we should follow the example of Canada and the U.S.A and fully legalize 
Cannabis for recreaSonal use. This will have a massively posiSve impact on the 
South African economy. In the example of Canada and the U.S.A. Cannabis 
markets immediately boomed and Cannabis became a massive industry, 
boosSng these 2 Northern American countries' economies and creaSng millions 
of jobs. 

The following short comings in the Cannabis for Private Purposes Bill need to be 
addressed: 

- Why does the sale and trade of Cannabis (a drug that does not cause addicSon 
and has certain health benefits) remain illegal when the sale and trade of 
alcohol and tobacco (drugs that cause addicSon and have severe health 
penalSes) are legal? 

- Why does the sale and trade of Cannabis remain illegal when the sale and 
trade of alcohol (an extremely strong drug in comparison to Cannabis) is legal? 

- How are people supposed to get a hold of Cannabis for private consumpSon if 
the sale and trade of Cannabis is illegal? 

- Why would you give someone a jail term of 15 years for providing Cannabis to 
someone else who is allowed to consume Cannabis in private? 

- Why are you not allowed to smoke Cannabis in public, but you are allowed to 
consume alcohol and smoke tobacco in certain places in public? 

- Should ciSzens not be allowed to smoke or consume Cannabis in private in 
public? 
- Why can you smoke tobacco or consume alcohol in front of children, but there 
is a jail sentence of up to 4 years if you smoke Cannabis around children? 

- Why are you allowed to posses and consume unlimited amounts of alcohol and 
cigareses but you are limited to 600 grams of Cannabis or 4 flowering plants if 
you live alone and 1.2kg of Cannabis and 8 flowering plants in homes with 2 or 
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2020-09-09 
00:34:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do

I feel this is a good start to completely legalizing it, but it cannot be fully legal off 
the bat as there is sSll a huge criminal element that our government needs to 
get rid of first. Once dagga is controlled beser and not a means for criminals to 
make business and do underground dealings, then dagga should be made 
completely legal. I think this mainly for the safety of the communiSes. Leroy

2020-09-08 
23:49:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do Tracey

2020-09-08 
23:34:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Kinders moet beskerm word teen dagga. 
Daar sal moét perke wees, dit kan nie net vry wees asof dit koeksisters is nie, dis 
verslawend. Wouter

2020-09-08 
23:30:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis use in places ( like apartments) where people live in very close 
proximity of asthma sufferers and 
each other, needs to be addressed as well. Such people should not be allowed to 
smoke on their balconies or even inside their apartments  this affects other 
residents who are asthma sufferers as well. Malcolm

2020-09-08 
23:16:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Long overdue, just let it be, the sentences are too strict though, also where are 
we supposed to buy weed if dealers are not allowed to sell it?? It takes months 
and years to grow weed. Just legalize it already and let's move on to tackle real 
problems. Adults smoking weed is NOT a problem, alcohol and cigareses are 
both much worse, and both have been legal for ages. Ate

2020-09-08 
23:15:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do Clive

2020-09-08 
23:11:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis use in places ( like apartments) where people live in very close 
proximity of each other, needs to be addressed as well. Such people should not 
be allowed to smoke on their balconies or even inside their apartments if this 
affects other residents. Ciska

2020-09-08 
22:57:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do I see no problem allowing it . it’s up to individuals to make their own choices John

2020-09-08 
22:39:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do I support the bill Jen

2020-09-08 
22:39:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do Valerie Joan

2020-09-08 
22:39:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do Valerie Joan

2020-09-08 
22:39:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do Valerie Joan

2020-09-08 
22:39:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do Valerie Joan

2020-09-08 
22:39:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do James

2020-09-08 
22:39:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do

This is a good start, although the fact that it sSll carries jail Sme for offenses 
should be revised. 

Jannie
2020-09-08 
22:39:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do Valerie Joan

2020-09-08 
22:22:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do Ronel

2020-09-08 
22:04:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Dont drink and drive -  
Hit a zol and jive 

chappie
2020-09-08 
22:00:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do Sean

2020-09-08 
21:27:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do Susan

2020-09-08 
21:26:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do Fiona

2020-09-08 
21:17:19

Western 
Cape Yes I do Nicoline

2020-09-08 
21:11:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do Lorin

2020-09-08 
21:09:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do

long overdue 
joe

2020-09-08 
21:09:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Would like for it to be available ober the counter at some point and be governed 
same as alcohol or tobacco. That way quality control can be done. Tyrone

2020-09-08 
21:06:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do Legalize cannabis completely and ban alcohol. Lyndon

2020-09-08 
20:44:17

Western 
Cape Yes I do John

2020-09-08 
20:18:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do Marie

2020-09-08 
20:04:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do Linda

2020-09-08 
20:04:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do Linda

2020-09-08 
20:04:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do Linda

2020-09-08 
19:57:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Yes some people need it as a medicaSon  

I believe it should be allowed Mark
2020-09-08 
19:29:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do Juan-Paul
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2020-09-08 
19:16:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do Anthea

2020-09-08 
18:23:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis is a herb which has been used for medicinal puposes for centuries, we 
should be free to grow it and use it as we want. Our bodies, our choice. Magda

2020-09-08 
17:28:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do

There are no ill-side effects for cannabis use. 
It is a relaxant, a stress reliever,  an appeSte sSmulant, a mood booster,  
It sSmulates creaSvity, appreciaSon, expands the mind, causes self reflecSon 
Its a pacifier, unifier, social elixir and harmless. 

It is a natural product, sustainable, taxable and an economic enabler. 

Keeping it illegal, in any form, only has negaSve consequences. OLIVER

2020-09-08 
17:15:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Lesliebritz16
1@gmail.co
m 

Gauteng 1342
2020-11-30 
18:46:35 Gauteng Yes I do There's nothing wrong when you have it for personal use Lungi
2020-11-30 
07:31:02 Gauteng Yes I do Pamila
2020-11-29 
19:01:40 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis CURED MY ARTHRITIS! I want other sufferers to have the relief also. If 
it returns, I will urgently need the cannabis meds. EmmerenSa

2020-11-28 
21:07:08 Gauteng Yes I do Sean 
2020-11-27 
18:01:36 Gauteng Yes I do Elliot

2020-11-27 
08:47:43 Gauteng Yes I do

With many countries around the world allowing the private use of cannabis, we 
should follow suit and lessen the burden on police to rather focus on violent 
crime. Reinard

2020-11-24 
02:12:48 Gauteng Yes I do Cherie-lee
2020-11-23 
14:14:25 Gauteng Yes I do Greg

2020-11-18 
08:58:05 Gauteng Yes I do

According to the Amended NaSonal Environmental  Biodiversity Act  10 0f 2014, 
plants, crops  plays as significant role towards human being, and is for the great 
purpose to conserve them as much as possible.I support the Cannabis for 
Private Purpose Bill based on the following reasons; 

To promote indigeneous knowledge  systems to the current generaSon; 
If it can be used for commercial medical purposes. Furthermore it was proven 
through research that in order to maintain a greener and environmentally 
friendly  and agricultural pracSce, ethical agricultural pracSces need to be 
adopted pertaining to contribuSons of cannibis growers to sustain agriculture; 
However, the  challenge  of its illegal substance status might bring confusion, as 
a result pracSce makes perfect. 
 Mabora

2020-11-17 
17:20:18 Gauteng Yes I do

I Nhlanhla Vilakazi, have a criminal record for possesion of dagga since 2014 and 
has drasScally affected my chances of employment as Im currently not 
employed. The minister of JusSce should expunge all criminal records even 
before the cannabis bill is signed by the President to give affect of the 
consSSonal ruling in 2018. Nhlanhla

2020-11-16 
10:39:39 Gauteng Yes I do Darren
2020-11-15 
10:03:16 Gauteng Yes I do GiX

2020-11-14 
10:32:32 Gauteng Yes I do

I do support the use of cannabis, however the lengthy jail terms dont make 
much sense considering it's the same sentence length as serious crimes. Not 
every individual is able to grow cannabis as it is not an easy process and you 
need equipment etc. It seems unfair to legalize the use but we are not permised 
to purchase any cannabis. I strongly believe that cannabis should be allowed to 
be sold just like alcohol, with age restricSon limits of course. Alcohol is actually 
more damaging to a person that cannabis which seems to make it unfair that 
alcohol can be purchased but not cannabis. We aren't all able to grow our own 
plants, and serving long jail terms for buying the plant seems wrong. Melissa 

2020-11-14 
06:43:38 Gauteng Yes I do Sean

2020-11-11 
14:05:38 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis is helpful for a variety of condiSons. The penalSes menSoned for 
possession and use  in public are incredibly harsh for a therapeuSc substance 
and should be lowered. A fine is much more appropriate than jail Sme. Gerrit

2020-11-11 
11:10:16 Gauteng Yes I do Kabelo
2020-11-11 
09:46:35 Gauteng Yes I do Cannabis is not harmful at all. I support the legalisaSon of cannabis. Andrew
2020-11-10 
16:42:56 Gauteng Yes I do Aslam
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Marijuana SA Cannabis Comments 

General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
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2020-11-10 
13:36:40 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis is far healthier than Tobacco or Alcohol - legalize and educate about 
the use of such a product. It has been proven to help with a lot of medical 
condiSons. 

Besides, imagine the amount of money the government could bring in by taxing 
legal marijuana... Paul

2020-11-10 
10:20:35 Gauteng Yes I do We are sovereign beings and should have freedom of choice. Linda 

2020-11-10 
07:48:42 Gauteng Yes I do

I feel that if you want to smoke it at home then by all means do it. But people 
who do not want to be around it have rights too. That smell is terrible and if you 
dont want to be around it then your rights should be protected.  The limits of 
possession should be increased as they do seem a bit low. Angelo

2020-11-09 
10:23:29 Gauteng Yes I do Candice
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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THE BELOW IS FREE TO USE THANKS TO FIELDS OF GREEN FOR ALL 

=========================COPY BELOW HERE========================= 
General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-11-07 
20:47:28 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis has 1000 uses, we need to allow for commercial trade of cannabis. 
there is an industry out there that is thriving. Legalizing its sale will help our 
economy and bolster the employment rate in our country.  

Imp all for legal use in one's own private dwelling on private property.  

Plants shouldn't hold jail sentences for possession Mustapha
2020-11-07 
13:10:52 Gauteng Yes I do Kyeren

2020-11-06 
18:11:14 Gauteng Yes I do

The jail sentence of 15 years is excessive and makes no logical  sense, this needs 
to be reduced.  Moreover, Full commercializaSon of marijuana and it’s bi-
products should be decriminalized and made accessible and viable for small 
enterprises to build and contribute towards the economy from marijuana 
farming, export and manufacturing of relevant bi-products.  DebaSng this in 
2020, in a country where alcohol is fully legalized and the state is able to control 
licensing , age limits implemented etc is not necessary while the economy is 
struggling and there is a sector that could legally contribute towards growth. Lungile 

2020-11-06 
13:49:42 Gauteng Yes I do It helps for medicinal purposes such as cooking and drinking it for bronchiSs etc. Sheila

2020-11-06 
12:20:14 Gauteng Yes I do

Ganja is healthy for our bodies i smoke ganja i know what it does 2 me ifeel cool 
paSent more understand actually lots of good things happen 2me aXer smoking 
weed Moses

2020-11-06 
10:38:34 Gauteng Yes I do Elizabeth
2020-11-06 
10:38:33 Gauteng Yes I do Elizabeth
2020-11-06 
10:37:10 Gauteng Yes I do Koketso
2020-11-06 
07:17:15 Gauteng Yes I do Ciska
2020-11-05 
19:08:46 Gauteng Yes I do

It is the best medicine  
Hemp and / Cannabis Oil can be use for alot of things Alphonso

2020-11-05 
18:37:58 Gauteng Yes I do Louisa
2020-11-05 
17:16:28 Gauteng Yes I do Emile
2020-11-05 
08:16:41 Gauteng Yes I do Bronwen 
2020-11-05 
07:50:46 Gauteng Yes I do Dylan
2020-11-04 
16:45:44 Gauteng Yes I do Absolutely agree with this 100% Riaan
2020-11-04 
14:41:10 Gauteng Yes I do If this alleviates the suffering of cancer paSents and others, I have to support it Henry
2020-11-04 
12:11:50 Gauteng Yes I do Cannabis should not be criminalized - However, I do support the Bill otherwise L
2020-11-04 
09:59:46 Gauteng Yes I do Sindiswa

2020-11-04 
09:43:02 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis has helped me to get off cigareses, alcohol and hard drugs. I definitely 
support decriminalizaSon of cannabis and am glad that the government is 
responsive to this maser. People that don't support the bill view cannabis as a 
bad drug, not a useful herb so they dislike what they don't understand Lara

2020-11-04 
06:35:34 Gauteng Yes I do Make Cannabis legal to sell. Thanks Elizabeth
2020-11-04 
06:00:01 Gauteng Yes I do Paseka
2020-11-04 
01:31:55 Gauteng Yes I do

Choice is guaranteed in ConsStuSon. Declassify cannabis as a drug and let 
private ciSzens run with what makes sense to them. Mashalane

2020-11-04 
00:05:15 Gauteng Yes I do

It only makes sense, not that this is the argumentaSve part of my 
 comment but unless there is a hidden agenda behind the restricSon then all 
should proceed as per usual. No ? Lebohang

2020-11-03 
21:02:25 Gauteng Yes I do

Fanelesibong
e

2020-11-03 
19:20:06 Gauteng Yes I do Jean 
2020-11-03 
18:32:06 Gauteng Yes I do I need it to treat a medical condiSon which I should be enStled to do Angelique
2020-11-03 
18:24:43 Gauteng Yes I do Marco
2020-11-03 
14:44:36 Gauteng Yes I do Nomfundo
2020-11-03 
12:21:52 Gauteng Yes I do Diteboho
2020-11-03 
11:31:29 Gauteng Yes I do Yes I do, I am using it and it's our African herb and also smoking it Ntando
2020-11-03 
08:50:39 Gauteng Yes I do Louise
2020-11-03 
07:02:32 Gauteng Yes I do Sabrina
2020-11-03 
00:40:32 Gauteng Yes I do The penalSes derm quite harsh Tshego
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2020-11-02 
21:36:42 Gauteng Yes I do Raymond
2020-11-02 
21:36:39 Gauteng Yes I do Raymond
2020-10-31 
13:21:06 Gauteng Yes I do Allow please Grant
2020-10-31 
07:20:22 Gauteng Yes I do It helps people when they are sick (I know from experience) Ian

2020-10-29 
20:46:41 Gauteng Yes I do

I agree fully that cannabis should be allowed and legal for personal, medical and 
culSvaSon reasons . The government must not be allowed to control something 
(cannabis) that is natural and that helps people. Pierre-Henri

2020-10-29 
17:12:56 Gauteng Yes I do

No problem with it, however, don't think driving u Der the influence  should be 
allowed though Robert

2020-10-29 
12:39:07 Gauteng Yes I do Debbie

2020-10-29 
11:16:08 Gauteng Yes I do

From what I have observed in friends using Cannabis, it is presy harmless, if 
used correctly. It definitely helps with pain and sleeplessness.  

But why do people have to grow their own? You need to buy it from someone 
who knows how to grow and process it. It should be legal to buy in small 
quanSSes. 

Anina
2020-10-29 
09:24:48 Gauteng Yes I do

AddiSonal tax revenue can spring from this. Why punish people for something 
that is effecSvely harmless? Michael

2020-10-29 
08:34:54 Gauteng Yes I do Gareth
2020-10-29 
07:08:02 Gauteng Yes I do Ebrahim
2020-10-29 
03:41:14 Gauteng Yes I do Kgomotso 

2020-10-29 
03:30:04 Gauteng Yes I do

I think the government should start licensing dealers that adhere to some 
limitaSons such as the strength of THC and CBD in their products. Put a sin tax 
on all Marijuana products as if it were alcohol or cigareses. Bruce

2020-10-28 
14:20:05 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis should be used responsibly and with discipline.  It has many benefits.  
It is not right for people to decide on the habits of others.  I know a great deal of 
cannabis users who are excepSonal semeritans, outstanding performaners, who 
are not alcoholics, or abusers.  They make the best engineers, scienSsts and 
doctors. 

Home culSvaSon may also provide many market and tax opportuniSes. Edwin 
2020-10-28 
14:00:17 Gauteng Yes I do

There is no facts on prevenSng Cannabis sale and private use, it must be 
permissable because of its benefits and revenue generaSon to the country Luyanda

2020-10-28 
11:55:24 Gauteng Yes I do Suzie

2020-10-28 
11:10:22 Gauteng Yes I do

I believe it has its benifits. However, the government should tax it as they do 
alcohol and cigareses. There also needs to be controls in place to ensure that 
users do not drive under the influence of it. Richard

2020-10-28 
10:09:24 Gauteng Yes I do Michael
2020-10-28 
09:21:37 Gauteng Yes I do

However I do not support the penalSes imposed, they should be similar to those 
for alcohol Anthony

2020-10-28 
07:58:47 Gauteng Yes I do Karel
2020-10-28 
07:03:09 Gauteng Yes I do Veronica
2020-10-28 
06:12:53 Gauteng Yes I do Ingrid
2020-10-28 
05:12:43 Gauteng Yes I do So long as people use it at home and responsibly Shannon
2020-10-27 
20:39:23 Gauteng Yes I do Daniel
2020-10-27 
20:05:08 Gauteng Yes I do Jenny

2020-10-24 
12:24:35 Gauteng Yes I do

The development and progression of this bill will in the long term add to the 
development of eventually legalizing cannabis,  unlocking its health and healing 
benefits and also creaSng structured and formalized business that will in turn 
aid in the economic development of  south african. This is much needed now 
more than ever to create new jobs and alternaSve ways to add to the business 
development of our country. There is a vast market, medical/medicinal, edibles 
and confecSonary industry, etc. Policy in other countries should guide us as they 
have done it succesfully Ryan

2020-10-24 
11:00:21 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis should be legal and alcohol illegal due to safety of the substances, 
more people have died from peanuts than from cannabis Reegan 

2020-10-23 
17:54:56 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis advantages far outweigh any perceived disadvantages, truely a wonder 
herb Stuart

2020-10-23 
16:00:29 Gauteng Yes I do

Modern medicine has its limitaSons. People should have the right to use 
alternaSve medicine. R

2020-10-23 
10:46:44 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis is a known medicinal plant and has been for thousands of years.  
I have an elderly invalid that depends on it for pain relief. Larga

2020-10-23 
09:28:17 Gauteng Yes I do Hendrik 
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2020-10-22 
21:58:43 Gauteng Yes I do Erika
2020-10-22 
19:38:31 Gauteng Yes I do It has proven medicinal purposes and does less damage than alcohol. Moira
2020-10-21 
11:58:00 Gauteng Yes I do Sergio
2020-10-19 
06:29:52 Gauteng Yes I do T
2020-10-18 
10:09:45 Gauteng Yes I do It really  helped my late  mother when she was in pain... Neo

2020-10-17 
10:08:04 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis is my medicine, it has so many benefits. I have MulSple Sclerosis and 
Cannabis helps me live my life. It has improved my life, helping with not only 
depression and anxiety, but the daily symptoms of MS.  It is a plant. Michelle 

2020-10-16 
19:52:17 Gauteng Yes I do Greg
2020-10-15 
09:11:02 Gauteng Yes I do Danijel
2020-10-14 
14:32:55 Gauteng Yes I do I support the bill

Bongani 
Nicholas

2020-10-14 
12:55:40 Gauteng Yes I do Sibusiso 
2020-10-14 
07:42:09 Gauteng Yes I do Kylie
2020-10-14 
00:00:59 Gauteng Yes I do Benjamin

2020-10-13 
15:09:06 Gauteng Yes I do

My name is Katlego. In 2015 i was arrested and charged for being in possession 
of Marijuana. Almost 5 years later, post the ammended bill it is sSll a challenge 
to expunge the convicSon because the requirements are not clear enough  who 
qualifies for it and who does not. I went to the Pretmed building at the 
Department of JusSce in Pretoria and i couldnt be assisted. Please clarify that for 
me, i'd really appreciate it. Katlego 

2020-10-13 
15:09:06 Gauteng Yes I do

My name is Katlego. In 2015 i was arrested and charged for being in possession 
of Marijuana. Almost 5 years later, post the ammended bill it is sSll a challenge 
to expunge the convicSon because the requirements are not clear enough  who 
qualifies for it and who does not. I went to the Pretmed building at the 
Department of JusSce in Pretoria and i couldnt be assisted. Please clarify that for 
me, i'd really appreciate it. Katlego 

2020-10-13 
09:20:04 Gauteng Yes I do

I personally think that having up to 4 plants per household that includes 2 adults 
is not quite right. Weight can be very dependant per strain. I would rather allow 
the people of South Africa to grow as many plants they like, however then you 
can cap the weight of the product instead. Turker

2020-10-12 
17:25:40 Gauteng Yes I do Guy
2020-10-12 
13:03:45 Gauteng Yes I do Jamie

2020-10-10 
15:02:24 Gauteng Yes I do

Allow us to use without determining the amount. Its used for health reasons 
and others use for a variety businesses. We should not be confined to planSng a 
sSpulated amount. It also creates jobs and income. Thats my take. Athalia 

2020-10-10 
13:54:29 Gauteng Yes I do Trish
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-09 
22:22:11 Gauteng Yes I do Cannabis helps healing the world Marco
2020-10-09 
20:05:30 Gauteng Yes I do Loucas
2020-10-09 
16:11:36 Gauteng Yes I do Tharuna
2020-10-09 
15:32:41 Gauteng Yes I do

Pardon and remove criminal records of those previously convicted of 
possession. Gabieba 

2020-10-09 
15:18:59 Gauteng Yes I do I just want to farm weed???? Tshegofatso 
2020-10-09 
15:03:30 Gauteng Yes I do Elri
2020-10-09 
14:00:43 Gauteng Yes I do

I fully support the approving of this bill strictly for adult personal medicinal or 
recreaSonal use Graham

2020-10-09 
13:47:25 Gauteng Yes I do

Then God said, “Behold, I have given you every seed-bearing plant on the face of 
all the earth, and every tree whose fruit contains seed. They will be yours for 
food. Aracy

2020-10-09 
13:06:01 Gauteng Yes I do

I believe as adults we are or we should be given the freedom to use Marijuana 
at whichever quanSty an individual chooses as long as it is not offensive to the 
next person. I have been proven that the herb is safer then alcohol and any 
other drug out ther. Infact individuals are much calmer and are posiSve minded 
during the use of Marijuana. Kani 

2020-10-09 
12:39:50 Gauteng Yes I do Tracy

2020-10-09 
12:29:28 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis saved my life.  
I was on chemical drugs for all sorts of society ailments.  

Cannabis is not harmful as alcohol and other chemical drugs  
Rachel

2020-10-09 
12:01:24 Gauteng Yes I do Thandiwe
2020-10-09 
11:36:22 Gauteng Yes I do We need more Edward
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-09 
10:43:39 Gauteng Yes I do

Licensing the use of the cannabis would / could assist many South Africans to 
learn more of the products produced by or from the cannabis rather than the 
wrongfully consumpSon of the cannabis in the form of smoking (drugs). We find 
to produce cannabis oil, spice, herbs, hair products, shoes polish etc and that 
could get mzansi brands exported abroad for our very own economy to benefit 
in many ways. Benedictus

2020-10-09 
10:34:42 Gauteng Yes I do

It is more beneficial than harmful. So why deny someone the right to use it, if it 
helps with their ailments Gulnar

2020-10-09 
09:45:10 Gauteng Yes I do

Please define the legal quanSty clearly, e.g. 500g per adult per household max, 
or something clear like that. A

2020-10-09 
09:38:44 Gauteng Yes I do Mckayla 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-09 
08:10:58 Gauteng Yes I do Kendall

2020-10-09 
08:08:10 Gauteng Yes I do

Firstly. Thank you to the Gov and the people for finally realizing how important 
and great Cannabis truly is. I cannot wait for all the break throughs this plant will 
provide the naSon. Not only can this help and strengthen the economic state 
our country is in atm but it can provide so many jobs and feed the poor. I do 
however not agree that the Gov wants to be able to enter my private property 
at any Sme or the fact that I have a limit on my plants per household? What 
happens inside the walls of my house, is my right and my privacy. How can you 
want to limit the amount of plants I grow but not the amount of bosles I buy at 
the liquor store? How can u limit something as "innocent" as Cannabis but allow 
alcohol to be used and bought freely, while it causes probably 70% of all road 
accidents.  Please re think. If nature is not legal we can never be free. Melanie 

2020-10-09 
07:52:46 Gauteng Yes I do

I beleive the South African government should uSlize a co-op style framework. 
Allowing for any person or agriculture enSty the ability to apply for a liscence 
which has reasonable criteria unlike the current criteria which enables only 
massive companies the ability to obtain. Allow for their product to be tested and 
if it meets government standards for medicinal or recreaSonal use to be 
distributed through various channels aXer tax. This allows the people as well as 
the government to benefit. Keegan 

2020-10-09 
07:24:17 Gauteng Yes I do Free the Plant?? Anlizese
2020-10-09 
05:29:06 Gauteng Yes I do Warren

2020-10-08 
23:52:49 Gauteng Yes I do

No limit on plant amounts 
Indoor and outdoor separate condiSons 
2kg cannabis storage for 4 adults and more  

Michael
2020-10-08 
23:30:23 Gauteng Yes I do Janine
2020-10-08 
21:59:46 Gauteng Yes I do We have rights Alex
2020-10-08 
21:35:18 Gauteng Yes I do Cayla
2020-10-08 
21:27:39 Gauteng Yes I do

I believe in the benefits of Cannabis and it should be recognized for that.  
Freedom for the Plant ... Saloshnee

2020-10-08 
21:22:46 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis has many medicinal values which helps people in their daily lives and I 
believe we should promote this to help people recover from illnesses which they 
believe they can’t live with. Leane

2020-10-08 
21:06:21 Gauteng Yes I do Jitesh
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-08 
20:22:58 Gauteng Yes I do Tristain 
2020-10-08 
20:19:09 Gauteng Yes I do Steven 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-08 
19:20:20 Gauteng Yes I do Edmund 

2020-10-08 
19:11:34 Gauteng Yes I do

The medical benefits of Marijuana are enormous go do the research before 
commenSng. If I grow my own at home I know what I am smoking, and I know it 
is safe and not laced with other drugs. 

By doing this you put the dangerous drug dealers out of business. 
Basically the government can earn more money to fix this country. Armand
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-08 
18:43:50 Gauteng Yes I do Bryn

2020-10-08 
18:43:33 Gauteng Yes I do

I think if Cannabis is controlled in the right manner for personal use and use of 
medical reasons it will be less likely to get  out of hand and be used correctly by 
the correct people and be used more responsibly Michael 

2020-10-08 
18:27:32 Gauteng Yes I do

I believe legalizing weed will bring so many jobs and opportuniSes to people. 
We need to be able to grow more... Thando
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol. 
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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Marijuana SA Cannabis Comments 
THE BELOW IS FREE TO USE THANKS TO FIELDS OF GREEN FOR ALL 

General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 

Nicole
2020-10-08 
16:09:17 Gauteng Yes I do Cayla
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-08 
15:35:17 Gauteng Yes I do Harmless plant we should all have access to the benefits Raewyn
2020-10-08 
15:32:35 Gauteng Yes I do

We do not ask for much. Just for Marijuana to be noSced as the plant it is. And 
for all to enjoy it freely. Michelle

2020-10-08 
15:24:40 Gauteng Yes I do

The bill will have to be updated in one year lets have a trial run on this bill first 
and make amendment later on as need be Jaun 
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General 

The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 

The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your 
grow. It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this 
be presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals? 
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society. 
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences 
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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THE BELOW IS FREE TO USE THANKS TO FIELDS OF GREEN FOR ALL 
=========================COPY BELOW HERE========================= 
General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on 
what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a 
legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us to 
open our 
doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come and check on 
all the 
growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of 
those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous Smes 
to help 
with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, 
they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to compensate 
for the 
injusSce towards these individuals? 
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology 
of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the 
plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical use, this is of 
course 
incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for 
each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and check on 
everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it 
up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is 
clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and 
are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the 
purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science 
and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are 
significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD 
dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could be in 
trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute 
that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is 
unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in 
court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the state) would 
prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal 
use.“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the 
igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be 
doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil society. 
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to 
make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-08 
10:34:04 Gauteng Yes I do

There shouldn't be a limit or weight asached. It's a hern & meficarion. Not all 
have the same needs Deleen

2020-10-08 
08:03:49 Gauteng Yes I do Hi way robbery Rafick 
2020-10-08 
08:03:49 Gauteng Yes I do Hi way robbery Rafick 

2020-10-07 
22:02:28 Gauteng Yes I do

I grow two beauSful plants on my balcony. Magical! Use the leaves in my bath or 
for tea. 
Use the oils for pain relief. 
When in bloom, I smoke it! 
I'm 70, husband 80. Sleep peacefully, without prescripSon drugs. Absolutely no 
side effects. We're Healthy! Carol-Anne

2020-10-07 
21:52:55 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis is a God plant, a medicine a food. Cannabis brings Good to all who 
enjoy it.  People under the influence of Marijuana are peaceful, loving and 
understanding Humans. Why fight Gods good creaSon? Xolani

2020-10-07 
21:27:51 Gauteng Yes I do

It allows me to be recreaSonal and grow in my private space freely without 
fearing that the police will interfere and I can buy and carry my reasonable 
dosage with me with no fear of being stopped and frisked Kgaogelo 

2020-10-07 
20:21:31 Gauteng Yes I do Mikhail
2020-10-07 
20:19:12 Gauteng Yes I do Stef
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-07 
17:29:08 Gauteng Yes I do

Vote yes for recreaSonal use and taxaSon of marijuana and marijuana products, 
CBD and THC.  

This would remove power from 100% of corner black market dealers and put a 
lot of money back into the economy, also providing customers a much beser, 
much safer product. This would open hundreds of legiSmate jobs and remove 
hundreds of bad guys. 

We’ve seen from the alcohol and cigarese ban (and world history) that the rules 
do not stop people from seeking out that which gives them pleasure or stress 
relief, so why not tax it and make money from it rather than incriminate ordinary 
good people for a small amount of smoke in their pockets.  

Thank you for your Sme Bradley Alan
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Marijuana SA Cannabis Comments 
THE BELOW IS FREE TO USE THANKS TO FIELDS OF GREEN FOR ALL 

=========================COPY BELOW HERE========================= 

General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
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2020-10-07 
16:57:10 Gauteng Yes I do

  
Cannabis for private purposes are a go. 
Many people use cannabis, for healing purposes and also for traumaSc or 
chronic illnesses. So I say cannabis should be allowed and there is no harm done 
to people who consume this product. 
Many people thing it's a narcoSc when uts actually a healing factor put on this 
earth for us fellow humans and animals. Daniel

2020-10-07 
16:56:44 Gauteng Yes I do Quincy
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Marijuana SA Cannabis Comments 
THE BELOW IS FREE TO USE THANKS TO FIELDS OF GREEN FOR ALL 

=========================COPY BELOW HERE========================= 

General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
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2020-10-07 
16:35:09 Gauteng Yes I do Reg

2020-10-07 
16:33:38 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis for private purposes are a go. 
Many people use cannabis, for healing purposes and also for traumaSc or 
chronic illnesses. So I say cannabis should be allowed  and there is no harm done 
to  people  who consume this product. 
Many people thing it's a narcoSc when uts actually a healing factor put on this 
earth for us fellow humans and animals.  

Yash
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Marijuana SA Cannabis Comments 
THE BELOW IS FREE TO USE THANKS TO FIELDS OF GREEN FOR ALL 

=========================COPY BELOW HERE========================= 

General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
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2020-10-07 
14:29:51 Gauteng Yes I do Geoffrey

2020-10-07 
11:29:55 Gauteng Yes I do

Remove plant restricSons for private use, remove restricSons on flower quanSty 
legal holdable by private ciSzens.  

There is no reason to criminalise the industry. Please look at a free market. 
There is no real reason why this should be illegal and all recent studies show 
that historically the decisions were not based on sound science or fact. 

Unban all Cannabis laws. T
2020-10-07 
08:49:58 Gauteng Yes I do Jen

2020-10-07 
08:21:52 Gauteng Yes I do

The idea of Cannabis being criminalized in the past was unjust, giving many 
criminal records. CosSng our country millions over the years in policing and 
incarceraSon.  Personally I do not use it or have any use for it, yet there are 
many benefits to many with medical condiSons. Just as there are abusers of 
alcohol there will be from cannabis, yet alcohol is allowed. Us the same 
procedure as alcohol, under intoxicaSon while driving or operaSng any 
dangerous machinery, should be criminalized. But trying to regulate quanSSes 
and usage, is a policing maser that this country cannot afford with serious crime 
not being asended to as a priority. Cannabis is already freely available if you 
know where to look,but being criminalized it has created an underworld by 
gangster ism, and violence from over pricing due to it being illegal.  Open it up 
and you get the element shut down, the common market availability will come 
into force like all other commodiSes. The Government will and never could 
control the output and use.  Stop wasSng your Sme on regulaSons.  Gilbert

2020-10-07 
05:59:27 Gauteng Yes I do

Firstly - Cannabis is not a drug. It's a plant that we should be able to grow freely 
in our gardens without the fear of being arrested.  

Secondly - I have completely gone off sleeping tablets and anS depressants since 
I started using Marijuana on a regular basis. The health benefits exceeds the 
negaSve effects (if there are any) by far.  Chantelle

2020-10-06 
20:02:03 Gauteng Yes I do Petro
2020-10-06 
15:18:17 Gauteng Yes I do

It should be decriminalized and fully legalized for everyone to plant and use it 
for whatever reason. As long as they are over the age of 18. Tshepo 

2020-10-06 
13:56:44 Gauteng Yes I do Too many health benefits to ignore!! Elsa
2020-10-05 
21:26:04 Gauteng Yes I do Andries
2020-10-05 
20:19:44 Gauteng Yes I do Educate and allow one to do what they want Kim moriarty
2020-10-05 
16:05:28 Gauteng Yes I do Thandie
2020-10-05 
13:50:54 Gauteng Yes I do Grant

2020-10-05 
06:39:28 Gauteng Yes I do

Taking cannabis from a reputable dealer has changed my life and I intend to 
conSnue with this use. I believe it is a valuable natural medicine and I do not 
take any pharmaceuScal drugs as they all have serious side effects.  Beverly 

2020-10-05 
06:27:09 Gauteng Yes I do

The dealing of cannabis between adults  needs to be amended so that 
government is able to tax the sale of THC containing  products and for people 
who are unable to culSvate their own plants. Michael

2020-10-04 
16:43:30 Gauteng Yes I do Erich
2020-10-04 
11:35:01 Gauteng Yes I do Merica 

2020-10-04 
09:53:20 Gauteng Yes I do

This bill needs to be amended to understand the processing of cannabis and the 
quanSSes that need to be produced. 

No one should be jailed for something that grows. We have moon flowers all 
over SA. They are not banned or illegal. These people need to wake up. Luke

2020-10-03 
21:24:02 Gauteng Yes I do Alison
2020-10-03 
18:33:58 Gauteng Yes I do Nthabiseng 

2020-10-03 
07:27:10 Gauteng Yes I do

Smoking thereof in public should not be allowed at all.  
It should only be used for medicaSon purposes at home and those who benefit 
from it for their medical condiSons should be allowed to plant it at their homes 
according to their needs Walter

2020-10-02 
20:05:30 Gauteng Yes I do This is truly amazing ! Muizz
2020-10-02 
17:46:25 Gauteng Yes I do Johan
2020-10-02 
16:30:44 Gauteng Yes I do Legalize cannabis completely. It's no worse than Alcohol. Legalize it, tax it, use it. Andrew
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2020-10-02 
11:13:51 Gauteng Yes I do

Government should be involved even if just to support farmers especially those 
who are just starSng like me in growing cannabis. Not just for recreaSonal use 
but for industrial use too. 
We have liquor stores in every mall but not garden shop where I can buy tools, 
ferSlizer, insecScides and processing equipment. 
I have land but no tractor. 
I know many people who need jobs an I know weed has the ability to aleviate 
the stress of poverty in my kasi. Weed should not be legalized but freed for the 
common man who lives in a shack with the dream of growing a plant that can be 
potenSally used to build me a house, a door, matress, feed and nutriSonal oils 
to name a few. 
I live in Palm Springs my brother smokes drugs and smoked his mansions and 
cars away. But with weed he can grow one of the material needed to make a car 
thus one step away from success.  
My township is riddled with drugs if asked on any day I could point you to where 
ghey arr sold..... 
Cops come and go but drugs conSnues to be sold and some of the people qho 
sell weed sell other drugs too. SomeSmes their weed smells like it has been 
dipped in some kind of chemica.... my friends don't even know the smell of 
natural weed or quality weed for that maser. 
SomeSmes we get good weed but that's when the weed guy is just starSng aXer 
awhile his weed gets really bad coz he has different suppliers I can't grow my 
own weed coz its expensive indoors and I don't have secure land Andile

2020-10-01 
19:09:52 Gauteng Yes I do

Got arrested for having 3g of weed in the car.  In September 2020. Cost about 
R6000.00 in lawyer fees and bribes. 2 get out. Many quesSons. Herman

2020-09-30 
13:49:44 Gauteng Yes I do

Problem is there are not enough informaSon to whether a person can apply for 
a growing license.  

Leonard 

2020-09-30 
12:17:29 Gauteng Yes I do

I strongly believe that this should not be another project for rich, well-
resourtced companies, but that these companies should be forced to help 
arSsanal growers grow good product and supply them at a fair price. David

2020-09-30 
09:37:30 Gauteng Yes I do Daniele
2020-09-30 
06:54:44 Gauteng Yes I do Michael
2020-09-29 
14:42:33 Gauteng Yes I do Ansie 
2020-09-29 
11:11:23 Gauteng Yes I do Erika 
2020-09-28 
22:23:11 Gauteng Yes I do Art
2020-09-28 
18:12:10 Gauteng Yes I do Evert

2020-09-28 
16:27:39 Gauteng Yes I do

The irresponsible and inconsiderate use of cannibis affects MY  LIFE negaSvely.  
Not those passing the Bills and making it easier to be used anywhere and 
anySme.  

Stay well  

Regards Meagan
2020-09-28 
16:05:38 Gauteng Yes I do

Thina zangoma sifanelwe kukuyekwa silime noma izihlahla eziyi 15 ngoba 
siyayisebenzisa ekwakheni imithi eyelaphayo Nomangesi

2020-09-28 
08:17:58 Gauteng Yes I do Reasonable Henning
2020-09-27 
23:00:48 Gauteng Yes I do Marco
2020-09-27 
18:30:22 Gauteng Yes I do Looks reasonable to me LeaSSa
2020-09-27 
17:38:14 Gauteng Yes I do Benjie
2020-09-25 
17:11:29 Gauteng Yes I do Jade

2020-09-25 
09:21:52 Gauteng Yes I do

Good day, i do not personally use cannabis, i do not like the smell. However, it 
has never been proven that people under the influence of cannabis cause 
damage the way alcohol or hardened drugs do.  Obviously i would like to try the 
cannabis oil for pain due to a severe vehicle accident but I havn't tried it yet. As 
a maser of fact, i am absolutely sure that cannabis, (rather than pharmaceuScal 
drug) can assist paSents with illnesses like epilepsy, cancer etc. 

Caryl

2020-09-24 
23:06:59 Gauteng Yes I do

I’m  making my own medicine from SaSva Cannabis  and it has helped me in 
many ways that no Dr good have helped me in 46 years.......why give jail 
sentence to people that can save people’s lives  and no jail sentence to people 
that rape and murder people....... 
The SaSva Cannabis is the best medicine plant ever discovered   Fritz

2020-09-24 
22:58:47 Gauteng Yes I do Moloko

2020-09-24 
22:54:11 Gauteng Yes I do

I’m using SaSva Cannabis for medical use and i can tell you with no regret that 
what i thought was a drug spread by government, helped me medical in so 
many ways in 3 year’s  what no Dr could have done for me in 40 
years ......medicinal use only no smoking   Fritz
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2020-09-24 
18:40:01 Gauteng Yes I do

I am excited as a South African ciSzen to finally be moving into an era of 
legalized cannabis possession and consumpSon. I believe it will help broaden 
the inclusiveness of our already extremely diverse society. I personally find it 
strange and rather ambiguous that smoking too close to a window can derive up 
to two years of jail Sme. What consStutes too close? And is the smoker on the 
inside or outside of the window? Dylan 

2020-09-24 
15:15:02 Gauteng Yes I do

I support the bill for the reason that cannibis can be used to help people with 
depression coop and maybe  overcome  the mental disease. cannabis can also 
be used to ease the pain of terminal paSents Francois

2020-09-24 
12:46:09 Gauteng Yes I do

The bill is a great leap forward for our rather backward country though the 
amounts for personal use seem rather tame. I use the product when I'm at 
home to help cope with depression instead of resorSng to the chemicals my GP 
has prescribed me. Unfortunately the side effects of my prescripSon chems 
leave me rather lethargic and not as mentally agile as when I'm using the natural 
herbal alternaSve. Maybe look at the US model of sales through agents for 
medicinal purposes and then another model for recreaSonal sales & use. This 
way it can bring some much needed income to the countries coffers (unless 
some poliScian decides to abscond with the funds - which seems the norm with 
our current poliScal incumbents). Here's hoping!!! Colin

2020-09-24 
12:30:43 Gauteng Yes I do I'm in a beser state of mind Ruan

2020-09-24 
10:14:30 Gauteng Yes I do

People who smoke cannabis have a right to be able to grow their own plants and 
not have to purchase it illegally. Although it would be a boom to the economy if 
people were allowed to sell cannabis. Just look at all the states in America that 
allow the sale of it. They are some of the now richest states in the US. Its also 
very good for medicinal purposes especially for pain. Please consider all this as 
well Lana

2020-09-24 
03:11:57 Gauteng Yes I do Busisiwe
2020-09-23 
15:22:17 Gauteng Yes I do For medical pain management, it should be allowed. Juanita
2020-09-23 
13:36:52 Gauteng Yes I do Johan
2020-09-23 
01:02:49 Gauteng Yes I do Renier 

2020-09-22 
20:27:36 Gauteng Yes I do

I support the bill and want cannbis to be made fully legal. It is Sme that we stop 
thinking small and embrace the power of this plant. We need to remove all 
forms of repercussions that the bill currently has against any adult wanSng to 
partake in cannbis. It must be fully decriminalised  without any condiSons. We 
need to have easy access to it at retail level like any other FMCG product. Pule

2020-09-22 
20:22:04 Gauteng Yes I do

I believe that cannabis must be fully decriminalised and made legal for adults 
that want to partake. Furthermore it must be made accessible through retail so 
it can be taxed, quality can be controlled and jobs can be created. There are 
endless possibiliSes for this flower and we should not be myopic about it. 
Cannabis should be made fully legal without any repercussions as we currently 
have in this draX bill. Rudy

2020-09-22 
19:06:38 Gauteng Yes I do

I am very pleased that legislaSon is being put in place for responsible and 
private use. I think the jusSficaSon for the amount for possession should be 
included in the bill. Kayla

2020-09-22 
18:07:22 Gauteng Yes I do JP
2020-09-22 
15:27:57 Gauteng Yes I do

I for one am busy with a cooking with canabis cerSficaSon and would one day 
like to open my own restaurant or coffee shop Camilia

2020-09-22 
15:15:06 Gauteng Yes I do

I feel that this is poorly draXed for the following reasons: 

* a maximum jail term of 15 years - this is over ridiculous, not even rapists or 
crooked poliScians who steal from the poor get this kind of sentence ?! 
* Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” may be jailed for up to 
two years - again completely ridiculous, they are SMOKING - not shooSng up a 
vein or snorSng drugs - what the hell - who wrote these draXs - this person is an 
idiot and should be aware of the rights of people to use it - does cigareses carry 
this ridiculous sentence - what the hell?! 
* four flowering plants for those living alone, or eight for homes with two adults 
or more - not all plants are flowering and only show their sexes once 
established, if you work on a 50/50 raSo - you would need at least 8 plants per 
person hoping that it will all grow without problems - this number is FAR too low 
*600 grams of dried cannabis per person - you are joking - that is over 10grams 
per week. Most recreaSonal users will smoke that in a few joints over the 
weekend - you do also know that it does not grow in winter - that meaning you 
would have to grow, dry and store for the winter months - this is far too low and 
should be upped to at least 2kg per person / adult. 
Also - what if you don't smoke it and rather use it in a tea / cream / extract - this 
amount of plant material will not make much oil for personal use based on 
these small amounts suggested - again - the people here have missed the point 
of what this bill seeks to do. 

I am hoping that you will come to your senses - I thought this kind of thinking 
died with Apartheid but clearly all the struggles were in vain if this is all you can 
come up with - disappointed to say the least. Wake UP! Gavin

2020-09-22 
14:57:05 Gauteng Yes I do Lizese 
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2020-09-22 
11:04:28 Gauteng Yes I do

I agree that regulaSon is needed but only for commercial and selling purposes. 
No limit should be applied to private growth and storage, it should be treated as 
any other vegetable grown at home for home use. Children also need to be able 
to use cannabis for health reasons and general immune boosSng, Obviously it 
must be regulated that the used product must be a tested and approved 
product but the pricing must be regulated so that anyone can afford the 
products but also that they receive safe and quality products. Mashew

2020-09-22 
09:41:43 Gauteng Yes I do Christoph
2020-09-22 
05:03:31 Gauteng Yes I do Gavin

2020-09-21 
22:11:05 Gauteng Yes I do

I agree that the bill should be in place in order to control the number of plants, 
seeds and dried cannabis a person is allowed to have but more importantly 
there should rules in place to protect children and the public who does not use 
cannabis.   Erick

2020-09-21 
18:39:52 Gauteng Yes I do

We as south Africans deserve the right to use,grow and more privately. We have 
the right to use it as medicine in our homes and not be treated as criminals for 
having a plant. We all deserve to be able to buy and sell just like alcohol and 
cigareses, self regulaSon is suppose to be in this category as well as all others .  
As for under age use and  buying there must be strict control as well do in 
alcohol and cigareses, under age is sSll under age aXer all. Arline

2020-09-21 
16:49:56 Gauteng Yes I do It is my consStuSonal right Jerry
2020-09-21 
16:09:02 Gauteng Yes I do Cannabis is a realy healthy plant. There is more benefits for using it as against it. Sandra
2020-09-21 
15:30:07 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis. Is the only herb that can truly help paSents with pain. ExcruciaSng 
pain. It should also be sold at an affordable rate  . Pam

2020-09-21 
09:40:07 Gauteng Yes I do

This is a wonderful medicinal plant with health benefits that can heal.  
Warren

2020-09-21 
09:33:14 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis has helped myself and my family in many different ways from helping 
my mom, gran and grandfather with cancer to my very old and sickly animals, it 
is a plant that did so much for the world before it was criminalised, from 
clothing people to building homes. It is a plant that has many different medicinal 
properSes. Kyle

2020-09-21 
06:53:37 Gauteng Yes I do Dion
2020-09-21 
03:47:07 Gauteng Yes I do Michelle
2020-09-20 
18:54:46 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis has save and improved allot of lives. Inculding mine aswell as a few 
people I am close to. Hano

2020-09-20 
14:00:53 Gauteng Yes I do

I believe people should be embracing the medicine that God put on this earth. 
There is a reason why cannabis is so good for soooo many things! Bris

2020-09-20 
12:12:21 Gauteng Yes I do

I fully support the use of cannabis for private purposes but I would Llike to 
suggest that it, not be allowed to be used in certain insStuSons of learning e.g  
Primary and Secondary schools and certain churches to protect and allow 
children sSll to be children and be protected.

Concelia 
Ngwanamam
dseeng

2020-09-20 
09:23:40 Gauteng Yes I do Open up and heal the people Jose
2020-09-20 
06:27:42 Gauteng Yes I do René 

2020-09-20 
01:38:29 Gauteng Yes I do

I think this is great. I do not use it myself but I know of many people who do and 
they all do so responsibly. It is a natural product like many others around and I 
would much rather see people using this than alcohol. Too many good people 
have been criminalized for using it as well. Nathan

2020-09-19 
21:49:15 Gauteng Yes I do Yashkar
2020-09-19 
20:19:09 Gauteng Yes I do Francois
2020-09-19 
18:24:15 Gauteng Yes I do Andrea
2020-09-19 
16:35:58 Gauteng Yes I do Brandon
2020-09-19 
09:14:25 Gauteng Yes I do Kassie
2020-09-19 
08:19:13 Gauteng Yes I do Francis
2020-09-19 
07:48:02 Gauteng Yes I do Cheryl 
2020-09-18 
12:51:28 Gauteng Yes I do Claire

2020-09-18 
10:09:58 Gauteng Yes I do

Speaking from the tradiSonal side ; as a tradiSonal pracSSoner I feel we have to 
be allowed to have +- 30 plants as I, I will speak for myself need the oil that 
comes out of it to help my paSents . 10 plants are not enough. 

Nomangesi

2020-09-18 
07:24:07 Gauteng Yes I do

I fully support the private use of the plant to any consenSng adult. It should also 
be legal to be able to sell to friend and family. Supply a license to sell if the 
person want to sell on a larger scale ESenne

2020-09-18 
06:29:00 Gauteng Yes I do JP
2020-09-18 
04:44:01 Gauteng Yes I do Nomfundo
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2020-09-17 
20:28:03 Gauteng Yes I do For personal and private use please. Shane
2020-09-17 
19:58:08 Gauteng Yes I do

The punishment for those found trading in marijuana seems too harsh and 
regressive in a supposedly progressive bill like this. Carl

2020-09-17 
17:26:25 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis is die beste natuurlike produk vir enige iets.  Maak dit weig sodat 
mense kan genees van al die vieslike siektes!!! Adene

2020-09-17 
16:52:17 Gauteng Yes I do I'm not a user, but I think this is an important bill that should be passed. Ben

2020-09-17 
16:47:28 Gauteng Yes I do

Allthough I’m not a user, I have read extensively into the subject. There are 
many heath benafites to using cannabis if the need arises. One of the major 
benefits I can see is the treatment of epilepsy. It has been proven to be one of 
the most affecSve treatments. The are no side affects as against medical drugs 
and it’s affordable. There are many uses, far to many to discuss here. Jonathan

2020-09-17 
16:20:12 Gauteng Yes I do Pierre
2020-09-17 
16:06:34 Gauteng Yes I do It has any benefits and it cures a lot of diseases Kleinboy 
2020-09-17 
15:43:02 Gauteng Yes I do Marius

2020-09-17 
15:38:01 Gauteng Yes I do

It must have a age limit no under 15 can consume dagga for any reason. It can 
only consume at home under supervision if a child must use 

Dingane 

2020-09-17 
13:41:40 Gauteng Yes I do

I should be allowed to grow, smoke, or eat cannabis if that is my choice. 

I don't smoke cigareses because of the health risks, but there are so many 
health benefits to using cannabis products. Herb

2020-09-17 
12:12:43 Gauteng Yes I do Studenka 
2020-09-17 
11:20:28 Gauteng Yes I do I believe that all laws regarding children should remain the same. Aaliya

2020-09-17 
11:15:18 Gauteng Yes I do

Marijuana is a natural growing  plant and has been used for millennia in the 
successful treatment of many ailments, unlike over the counter medicines it is 
free from chemicals.  It is also known to be used to make paper, rope and food 
etc. Steven

2020-09-17 
10:59:05 Gauteng Yes I do Bradley
2020-09-17 
10:48:50 Gauteng Yes I do Kayleigh

2020-09-17 
10:41:47 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis provides numerous health effects and alternaSves to other medicines 
as well as being a great recreaSonal resource for making friends and just having 
a good Sme. Liam

2020-09-17 
10:11:25 Gauteng Yes I do Angelique

2020-09-17 
10:04:36 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis has  numerous proven health benefits and has been known to CURE 
Cancer! It is natural and chemical free and far more inexpensive than medicine 
which is full of chemicals. Man should never have been allowed to take away 
from us that which the earth naturally gave to us. Nothing of the earth can kill 
us only what man makes. I 100% support the legalizaSon of the cannabis plant. 
Many thanks Nicole

2020-09-17 
10:00:15 Gauteng Yes I do

Hemp and it's cousin Marijuana are not just good for releaving stress and geing 
high but have many other funcSons such as medical uses, hemp fabric, hemp 
concrete, hemp plasSc, and the plant is called weed for a reason(it's easy to 
grow) for the government to show its here for the beser of its ciSzens it cannot 
conSnue to make weed (never killed anyone) illegal while harmful and deadly 
substances like tobaco and alcohol are legal.  

Chael
2020-09-17 
09:44:47 Gauteng Yes I do The amount of flowering plants per individual should be raised... Taariq 
2020-09-17 
09:37:40 Gauteng Yes I do Open up the law to allow recreaSonal and medicinal trade for small growers. Brayden
2020-09-17 
09:17:07 Gauteng Yes I do

Set the ganja free! Not only for medicinal uses, but also for the economic 
benefits! So many people will benefit from this! Nick

2020-09-17 
08:48:34 Gauteng Yes I do Masheya 

2020-09-17 
08:45:55 Gauteng Yes I do

For people suffering from various diseases, medicinal use of cannabis at home 
can make a significant difference in health management. For this reason, I 
welcome this bill. 
I definitely support prohibiSng use in public, to protect our children. Tarina

2020-09-17 
02:41:40 Gauteng Yes I do Anje
2020-09-17 
00:21:36 Gauteng Yes I do Thokozane 
2020-09-16 
22:07:06 Gauteng Yes I do Daniel 
2020-09-16 
18:44:19 Gauteng Yes I do The proposed bill is just for users and keeps other's safe. Ernest
2020-09-16 
17:55:44 Gauteng Yes I do Maupa

2020-09-16 
16:39:35 Gauteng Yes I do

This is a natural plant that has for ages been used for medicinal reasons hence 
criminilizing same does not make sense, is unafrican  and under the cited 
circumstances is unlawful.

Dumisani 
Mendisi
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2020-09-16 
16:03:10 Gauteng Yes I do Bernice
2020-09-16 
15:51:56 Gauteng Yes I do Veona
2020-09-16 
14:57:02 Gauteng Yes I do this is a step in the direcSon of legalizing use of medicinal Cannabis fully HESTER
2020-09-16 
13:49:05 Gauteng Yes I do Cannabis provides well-documented relief and cures for many physical ailments gail
2020-09-16 
13:48:31 Gauteng Yes I do Cannabis provides well-documented relief and cures for many physical ailments gail
2020-09-16 
13:27:43 Gauteng Yes I do

Legalize and help us to create jobs and grow the future in the cannabis 
revoluSon. Stuart

2020-09-16 
12:05:50 Gauteng Yes I do Maria
2020-09-16 
08:51:08 Gauteng Yes I do Include laws/details for specifically having it on you or in the car for example. Jahn-Paul
2020-09-16 
08:22:25 Gauteng Yes I do Janine
2020-09-16 
08:19:54 Gauteng Yes I do Deon

2020-09-16 
07:42:10 Gauteng Yes I do

A bold and prospecSvely beneficial move by our leaders. I am afraid in its 
current form the Bill migth end up defeaSng the original purpose eventually. Let 
us put ourselves in the shoes of the majority, the poor of cause when ever we 
formulate laws. I believe the Bill makes it too easy for Law Enforcement officers 
to extort especially from the poor who more likely would not afford such 
luxuries as required by the Bill. Is it applicable in our townships and high 
populaSon density areas. We risk a stray law. Thank you.  Selaelo

2020-09-16 
06:34:30 Gauteng Yes I do Where do we get cannabis from if we are not allowed to purchase it? Shané 

2020-09-16 
04:55:46 Gauteng Yes I do

Laws must not be strictly focused on such severe smoking near a window 
policies but on diatance,its rediculous,friendly environmental laws and growth 
of the economy should be supported with coffee shops and designated smoking 
areas. 

Henrico 
2020-09-15 
20:28:30 Gauteng Yes I do If cannabis is restricted to home use, I do not have a problem. Lynese
2020-09-15 
19:55:11 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis has been proven to help many ailments. As long as the regulaSons are 
cognizant of the repercussions that come with passing the bill Nobanzi

2020-09-15 
19:14:13 Gauteng Yes I do

It is just a natural herb that deserves to be used  by people because of its 
strength. One all business opportuniSes to improve the financial date of this 
country Welcome

2020-09-15 
18:08:46 Gauteng Yes I do Vanessa 
2020-09-15 
16:19:20 Gauteng Yes I do

People should be correctly educated and should have the right to put in thier 
body what they see fit... Ilse

2020-09-15 
15:53:04 Gauteng Yes I do

Smoking in presence of non-consenSng adults should not be an offence if he/
she is a visitor to my home. 
Exchange without remuneraSon should not be an offence regardless of the 
weight.  
Private harvesSng of cannibas should not be an offence and it should not be 
restricted ZWELAKHE 

2020-09-15 
15:01:25 Gauteng Yes I do

Educate yourself - The Union - the business behind geing high 
hsps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rwkFmvIg4CU 

John 

2020-09-15 
14:51:10 Gauteng Yes I do

I support the bill 100%. Marijuana has been unfairly plauged with a negaSve 
social sSgma  
Marijuana, in all forms, has useful medicinal properSes and there is a body of 
evidence to support this. 
From a recreaSonal point of view, if a society can allow and encourage other 
more dangerous vices such as alcohol consumpSon and tobacco smoking, it will 
be unfair to criminalise Marijuana Elton

2020-09-15 
13:43:50 Gauteng Yes I do It should be available to whoever want's it. Everyone can get it anyway Waldi

2020-09-15 
13:32:11 Gauteng Yes I do

I would like to tell you about my experience with SAPHRA  
I have been imporSng from USA , beauSfully packaged , individually wrapped 
teabags Organic herbal ,CBD teas (from Hemp) with Zero percent THC to SA and 
supplying all the Health Shops ,  
Some Pharmacies and some Retail Food Stores -  
when my last shipment was stopped by Customs - I had a meeSng with SAPHRA  
Officials , Customs etc  etc and they stated the teas were not allowed into  
the country as they could harm SA CiSzens ?? - when I explained the teas 
contained  
Zero percent THC and only 5 mg Pure organic water soluble CBD  
they told me not to get technical - I have since had all the teas tested and there 
is no THC  
I have emailed and spoken to various SAPHRA employees but cannot get any 
answers from them regarding my teas - please help - they single-handedly 
destroyed my business  

Karmen Fieldgate  
Buddha Teas SA Karmen 
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2020-09-15 
13:18:29 Gauteng Yes I do

The herb should be available for private consumpSon and there should not be a 
limit if it is being used for medicinal (i.e. Cancer) purposes. Graham

2020-09-15 
12:47:38 Gauteng Yes I do

Growing at home for personal use and small scale producSon should be 
accessible to everyone. Scos

2020-09-15 
12:27:06 Gauteng Yes I do Philip
2020-09-15 
12:26:56 Gauteng Yes I do Walter 

2020-09-15 
10:21:59 Gauteng Yes I do

Private use of Cannabis is a very good idea as it is one of the most effecSve 
herbs. Amongst other benefits it helps with stress reducSon, combined with a 
good diet it help in weight loss, and people who smoke Cannabis consume very 
low levels of alcohol. Obakeng

2020-09-15 
09:45:45 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis Industry is going to be number one top economy restoraSon during 
this crisis. 

Daniel 
2020-09-15 
09:41:25 Gauteng Yes I do

Anyone should have a  privilege of how they want to use cannabis  yes it should 
be regulated  but not with such hush jail terms. Matsatsa T

2020-09-15 
09:32:23 Gauteng Yes I do i believe this will open new industries for the growth of our economy. Isaac
2020-09-15 
08:58:48 Gauteng Yes I do Cannabis is far safer than most pharmaceuScal drugs. jason
2020-09-15 
07:09:11 Gauteng Yes I do Azelle
2020-09-15 
06:46:05 Gauteng Yes I do Tiffany 

2020-09-15 
06:18:29 Gauteng Yes I do

The bill at this stage  with these current limits assumes that the herb is used 
only recreaSonally,  these imposed limits  dont not cater for those of us who use 
the herb for medical purposes and for tradiSonal ceremonies,  these house hold 
limits need to be need to be removed or in instances where a house hold has 
used outside recreaSon, that house hold must hold a permit that should be 
issued free of charge by local governments offices. Cwebile 

2020-09-15 
06:17:28 Gauteng Yes I do

many south africans use it for medicinal purposes, i also believe if unbanned it 
can help to reduce unemployment, it will also boost this ailing economy, it 
should be legalized so that it doesn't become a crime to have a herb in your 
possession, for many years since Sme immemorial the indigenous africans have 
been using it for many reasons, and this is africa, we have a right to the herb. it 
should be taxed to sSmulate the economy. mwelase

2020-09-15 
05:50:15 Gauteng Yes I do

The government can not legalise weed without allowing for it to have significant 
monetary benefits. This legalisaSon should open doors of entrepreneurship and 
opportunity. Weed can be a significant contributor to economic growth.

Mandlakayis
e

2020-09-15 
01:15:13 Gauteng Yes I do Cannabis cafes should be allowed,  imporSng seeds should be allowed Laikin
2020-09-14 
22:08:13 Gauteng Yes I do

It will be a huge factor in geing our economy going, provide many needed jobs. 
It needs to be regulated. Melanie

2020-09-14 
21:15:00 Gauteng Yes I do We need marijuana to be permised for indoor use or use away from the public Charlton
2020-09-14 
20:45:50 Gauteng Yes I do Sydney 
2020-09-14 
20:35:41 Gauteng Yes I do Dineo
2020-09-14 
20:06:34 Gauteng Yes I do No comments for now Rhulani 
2020-09-14 
19:39:35 Gauteng Yes I do marilyn

2020-09-14 
19:30:24 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis should be legalised  , there are manny  people who use it for medical 
purposes . There is lots of evidence that it is a good natural alternaSve  .   There 
are many other countries that have made  it  legal and  crime has decreased . 
Alcohol is legal and we all know how destrucSve it is . EducaSon on the subject 
is very important  , the good and the bad aspects . Most people find it hard to 
accept CHANGE ...  The USA  has  legalised it in some states and it is a win win 
situaSon , financially and  a drop in  crime .     Ready for change . Steve

2020-09-14 
18:47:55 Gauteng Yes I do Tshepo
2020-09-14 
17:13:06 Gauteng Yes I do Ursula
2020-09-14 
16:43:33 Gauteng Yes I do Rheeya
2020-09-14 
15:50:59 Gauteng Yes I do I fully support the iniSaSve especially for the use of medical purpose Nkabinde
2020-09-14 
15:42:33 Gauteng Yes I do Ingo
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2020-09-14 
15:42:09 Gauteng Yes I do

I see nothing wrong with adults 21year and older to smoke cannabis. anyone 
below that age should be prevented from smoking. I don't smoke it but I have 
tried it during lockdown with my girlfriend which is my ex now. I read a lot about 
it and its effect of the brain and the overuse. South Africans should let more 
about this thought awareness or internet and that can take decisions from them 
self. I have travels few countries in Europe and I was amazed to find out that it 
was legal there. I was also amazed during a discussion the the cape chamber 
when they invited Julius malema, I white farmers ask him to consider legalising 
it.  

you must make it legal for people to plant and sell, but small quanSty and 
regulate they into categories and you will see young people will be interested in 
farming . 

that will me a good thing for the development of rural unemployed blacks and 
white. sorry Indian colours, and all who lives in this beauSful country of ours Tshepo 

Malatjie

2020-09-14 
15:40:51 Gauteng Yes I do

The greater opportunity to be Economic Leaders through the educaSon, 
culSvaSon and global opportuniSes that will impact on South Africa is much 
more of a reason than the shortsightedness of Social impacts brought about by 
exclusive programs like BBBEE. Malose

2020-09-14 
15:24:53 Gauteng Yes I do Alta
2020-09-14 
14:44:37 Gauteng Yes I do

It is about Sme that rules and regulaSons are being put in place. I believe the 
limits for both home and personal are adequate for South Africa. Jonathan

2020-09-14 
14:42:01 Gauteng Yes I do

I do find that having a maximum of 600g on premise is kind of hard, some hearty 
cannabis plants I have personally seen 2kgs get harvested from them which is 
already over the limit Brendan

2020-09-14 
14:21:41 Gauteng Yes I do Debbie

2020-09-14 
14:17:26 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis should be criminalized. It will only lead to the black market yet again 
flourishing (as with the alcohol and smoking ban during lock down) The Bill only 
refers to THC. Would this imply that that Cannabis with virtually no THC < 1% 
would not fall  outside of this legislaSon, as I understand that these products do 
not have any psychoacSve effects? Cannabis for medicinal use (Not smoking) 
with THC<1% should be exempted AND the cost of obtaining a licence drasScally 
reduced so that this market can be developed in SA, thus enhancing health with  
natural products, creaSng more jobs, and making it more affordable. 
I have experienced the posiSve effect of CBD Oil on my mother with Alzheimers 
and myself- No more joint pains and therefore much improved sleeping 
paserns. 

Liz
2020-09-14 
14:14:37 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis is a plant that should be legalized for responsible adults without any 
condiSon. Thami

2020-09-14 
14:12:34 Gauteng Yes I do Margrit
2020-09-14 
13:39:04 Gauteng Yes I do ESenne
2020-09-14 
13:37:38 Gauteng Yes I do Gaelle

2020-09-14 
13:33:22 Gauteng Yes I do

While rape and farm murders is on a all Sme high , this is the least of our 
worries , private use  definitely  flood the black market with cheap weed. And 
boom  they cant make a living of it anymore Ruhan 

2020-09-14 
13:32:47 Gauteng Yes I do

I think the bill is very reasonable and fair, and reflects the changing mindset 
around cannabis. Glynn

2020-09-14 
12:45:48 Gauteng Yes I do buyile

2020-09-14 
12:25:31 Gauteng Yes I do

I believe that the rules should be far more relaxed than they are in the current 
form.  Government is placing too much emphasis on plant and should be 
concerned with real crime in the country. Vinesh

2020-09-14 
12:22:09 Gauteng Yes I do Kevin
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2020-09-14 
12:15:17 Gauteng Yes I do

I agree with the bill. 

Why are legal drugs ,tabaco and alcohol allowed to deal but cannibus not? 

TradiSonal healers use African flora like cannibus in healing. 
Our African grandmothers use it to fight flu by steaming or drinking as a hot 
beverage. 

Such flora has been used way before Roman Dutch law made it illegal in this 
country. 

Let's build laws that embrace our African landscape. 
Mahube

2020-09-14 
11:52:10 Gauteng Yes I do

I think there are more beneficial properSes to cannabis than there are harmful 
ones, provided they are used correctly and responsibly Tracey

2020-09-14 
11:46:50 Gauteng Yes I do Michelle

2020-09-14 
11:32:55 Gauteng Yes I do

TaxaSon on a plant that grows very well in South Africa 
Job creaSon through cannabis development projects 
BEE and woman empowerment through training and having the trainees train 
future culSvators. 
TexSle development 
Medicine 
Job creaSon Jayden

2020-09-14 
10:44:51 Gauteng Yes I do tony
2020-09-14 
10:38:35 Gauteng Yes I do Angelique

2020-09-14 
10:32:13 Gauteng Yes I do

I believe that the proposed legislaSon follows the internaSonal trend which 
regards to Cannabis use and legislaSon.  

I believe that the use of Cannabis is also widespread and legislaSng it will 
prevent the illicit trade in it and provide some level of standardisaSon that 
should be adhered to. Dimitri

2020-09-14 
10:30:13 Gauteng Yes I do James

2020-09-14 
10:24:34 Gauteng Yes I do

Insangu has made my life easy in terms of it being my immune booster 
My cancer cells are absolutely gone due to it l drink and cook  with it as my spice 
and I find it cheaper and amazingly curing for many Diseases such as asthma 
cancer etc that I have proof of Qinisile 

2020-09-14 
09:51:39 Gauteng Yes I do

A medicinal miracle, and support it's use 100% 
Carol Ann

2020-09-14 
09:42:24 Gauteng Yes I do Morne
2020-09-14 
09:16:20 Gauteng Yes I do Chantelle
2020-09-14 
09:16:15 Gauteng Yes I do

This will help a bit as some of us use it medically, as it this best medicine I've 
taken. Pills/tablets can only go so far. Mr

2020-09-14 
08:53:02 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis is a natural plant with well known medicinal properSes and people 
should be allowed to benefit from it without having to feel like criminals. I had a 
skin condiSon that doctors were struggling to sort out for 5 years. As a last 
frustrated resort I made some cannabis ointment using aqueous cream and 
cannabis water, and the condiSon cleared up within 6 weeks. Big pharma failed 
while cannabis helped me. Darren

2020-09-14 
08:28:05 Gauteng Yes I do

I support the proposed limits legal personal, legal use at home and for the 
purposes of exchange between individuals. 

Thabo 
Charles

2020-09-14 
08:19:28 Gauteng Yes I do

Like all parents I was strongly apposed to the idea that this would result in a 
complete breakdown of the very fiber of society. However, my wife and I 
decided to be open minded and assured our son that if he wanted to try it then 
by all means let our home be the tesSng ground. Friends arrived and we 
observed the ritual of blending the cannabis and rolling or baking the extracts. I 
was included in the process, (But I did not try it, yet) and I must say it's really a 
very complicated and almost scienSfic step by step process. At the end it was 
interesSng to see how chilled everybody was for a few hours with no long term 
effect. I was surprised when my son decided to grow some himself. I am 
involved heavily in the agricultural industry and he has never shown the slightest 
interest in agriculture so I was most pleased. Excitedly, he is teaching me about 
my craX and he has been geing above 90% on his exams which is completely 
amazing. There is no sinister underlying threat to this product that we can see. 
BUT, we were assured that he would not proceed to stronger syntheSc 
sSmulants only Sme will tell whether this will be true. Finally, I did try a Chewy 
Gummy Bear on a Saturday night about 6 months ago and was amazed to find 
myself enjoying the experience for 4 hours aXer which I was fine. I have not 
asempted another and have no interest in trying it again. My only real concern 
is if somebody Spikes a cannabis product with a more powerful sSmulant but if 
it is grown, processed and used in the home in a controlled environment around 
responsible friends and family I believe this product is safe to use.       Clinton

2020-09-14 
08:15:22 Gauteng Yes I do Jacques
2020-09-14 
08:15:02 Gauteng Yes I do Great bill that will finally change something Branko
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2020-09-14 
08:14:19 Gauteng Yes I do

Give the people the benefit of the doubt. No need to police it. Treat it like the 
sale of alcohol, no sale to persons under the age of 18 should be the only rule.

Ntakadzeni 
Vincent

2020-09-14 
07:54:54 Gauteng Yes I do Steph
2020-09-14 
07:39:00 Gauteng Yes I do Erika
2020-09-14 
07:11:32 Gauteng Yes I do Chris
2020-09-14 
06:43:05 Gauteng Yes I do

Yes, Cannibus is used a healing herb in my culture & an effecSve economic tool 
in tourist centred countries 

Nomathemb
a

2020-09-14 
06:39:34 Gauteng Yes I do Devan 
2020-09-14 
02:25:23 Gauteng Yes I do Mark
2020-09-14 
00:31:13 Gauteng Yes I do Lee
2020-09-13 
22:49:20 Gauteng Yes I do

I am a non smoker, and do not like it when people smoke it in public places like 
stadia etc due bad smell, so it should be done private. Mapase 

2020-09-13 
21:14:53 Gauteng Yes I do Andrew

2020-09-13 
20:24:28 Gauteng Yes I do

four flowering plants for those living alone, or eight for homes with two adults 
or more- why must this be in lace, what if the person is growing it for friends or 
relaSves that do not have a pace to grow it and if it not for monetary reasons.  

why is there no similar law with regards to alcohol, as this substance  causes 
more harm to people   Kamal 

2020-09-13 
20:21:57 Gauteng Yes I do Make recreaSonal use legal Adrian
2020-09-13 
20:19:59 Gauteng Yes I do It's been making us criminals when we want to obey the laws Wally
2020-09-13 
20:08:07 Gauteng Yes I do Stephan
2020-09-13 
19:50:16 Gauteng Yes I do Uscha
2020-09-13 
19:44:41 Gauteng Yes I do

A step in the right direcSon. Private consumpSon of cannabis should be 
legalised, taxed and regulated the way alcohol and tobacco are. Hrvoje

2020-09-13 
19:34:59 Gauteng Yes I do Cameron

2020-09-13 
19:17:34 Gauteng Yes I do

I use cannabis oil to sleep beser. 
I've got an incurable illness that causes severe pain. 
It is called Fibromyalgia Pain Syndrome and it causes severe pain from my head 
through my whole body down into my feet. Fanie

2020-09-13 
18:52:48 Gauteng Yes I do

The bill is presy good as it is. 
Goverment should assist furter, as is the case with other tradiSonal medince,                
to advance research and assist small scale producers of medicinal products in 
obtaining materials and processes to advance efficSve and responsible use of 
cannibis products. Louis

2020-09-13 
18:48:03 Gauteng Yes I do Allow people to choose what they smoke, eat and drink.  Mills 
2020-09-13 
18:13:22 Gauteng Yes I do Hazel
2020-09-13 
17:38:15 Gauteng Yes I do Legalize it the same way you do alcohol or cigareses and tax everyone the same. Shawn

2020-09-13 
17:25:30 Gauteng Yes I do

Alot of rules surrounding the ethics of professionals using THC should be 
assessed. Due to its side sffects it can be detremental to people of certain 
proffesions e.g. pilots etc. 

As well as the effect on socio-economic facets and psychological impacts. 

Apart from that. Within moderaSon i do. Bouke
2020-09-13 
17:08:02 Gauteng Yes I do Tanya
2020-09-13 
16:25:02 Gauteng Yes I do THOMAS
2020-09-13 
15:48:41 Gauteng Yes I do Roy
2020-09-13 
15:32:09 Gauteng Yes I do I support the use of cannabis at home Eryn
2020-09-13 
14:41:00 Gauteng Yes I do I have been heald by using it on the corect way. I will advice  it to others. Cj

2020-09-13 
14:39:44 Gauteng Yes I do

I was recently diagnosed with cancer and aXer a lot of research about cannabis I 
decided to use it for the cancer but it is very expensive. I don't mind paying for it 
but it would be nice if it can be cheaper or if I can grow it in my house or yard it 
will be nice. Yolande 
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2020-09-13 
14:31:34 Gauteng Yes I do

All ciSzens should have the right to trade cannabis in any form - income from 
selling Cannabis has a huge potenSal to alleviate poverty in SA. The South 
African government should prioriSse legislaSon that allows a private industry for 
Cannabis. It will be a much-needed sSmulus for the economy.  All persons who 
have been jailed or detained for non-violent cannabis-related crimes should be 
released. This will put less strain on our correcSonal services & will enable space 
for the real criminal elements in our country. 
A Medical, RecreaSonal & Industrial Cannabis sector could contribute billions 
toward the economy.  
Given the governing party's mass-scale looSng of state coffers during COVID-19, 
it would be very well advised that they look at iniSaSves to boost & sSmulate 
trade. Mzanzi needs it, the People need it. Werner

2020-09-13 
14:28:44 Gauteng Yes I do I have an elderly mother of 84 and cannabis oil at Clicks does wonders for her Una

2020-09-13 
14:23:40 Gauteng Yes I do

I do not do recreaSonal drugs but I do believe that Cannabis has wonderful 
medicinal properSes which has been supported by medical research for eg 
glaucoma. I believe by legalising the use of cannibis will be of great benefit to 
those who prefer to use natural medicine. Caroline

2020-09-13 
14:16:20 Gauteng Yes I do

It should be used responsibly by mature individuals. There should be  a limit 
offcourse.the SAPS must be visible all the Sme. Vusi

2020-09-13 
13:29:32 Gauteng Yes I do Legalize and tax. SebasSan

2020-09-13 
13:26:26 Gauteng Yes I do

600grams per person is to less  
8 flowering plants is not enough to make medicine 
8 flowering plants is not enough if there is n storm or if you get pest or mold 
then you loose ewery thing why must it be regulaSng it so bad it is safer than 
smokes,booze and heroin you just want to take from the people just to in riche 
your self's we need it to make n beser and healthier lives for as and our kids not 
to teach them its n drug but medison help n beser way of live  
MAKE DE WEED FREE Mashys

2020-09-13 
12:47:50 Gauteng Yes I do Deroshnee
2020-09-13 
11:59:35 Gauteng Yes I do Yes I do agree with it. I think it may help a lot of situaSons. Jessica 
2020-09-13 
11:59:11 Gauteng Yes I do Stephen

2020-09-13 
11:05:06 Gauteng Yes I do

All ciSzens should have the right to trade cannabis in any form - income from 
cannabis sales has a huge potenSal to alleviate poverty in SA. The South African 
government should prioriSse legislaSon that allows a private industry for 
Cannabis. It will be a much-needed sSmulus for the economy.  All persons who 
have been jailed or detained for non-violent cannabis-related crimes should be 
released. Reghardt 

2020-09-13 
10:48:27 Gauteng Yes I do

We need toprogress as a country, and the influx of possible funds into our 
economy from the legalisaSon and propagaSon of this field I industry would 
benefit the naSon as a whole, not to menSon the medicinal benifit and the 
texSle possibiliSes of the plant itself. James

2020-09-13 
10:11:37 Gauteng Yes I do

We must decriminalize possession and use of cannabis also provide educaSonal 
support for users and law agencies 

Mahomed 
siddiq

2020-09-13 
09:58:09 Gauteng Yes I do Tahira 

2020-09-13 
09:56:37 Gauteng Yes I do

I don't think that 1.2kg per house hold is sufficient if you are using most of your 
plant maser to make oils for pain and sleep. And as an outdoor grower we only 
really have 1 season to grow . The limit needs to be bigger . Dylan

2020-09-13 
09:54:18 Gauteng Yes I do

It would be beneficial for the whole country to legalize the sale of cannabis for 
recreaSonal use, it would create jobs,  supplement tax income and boost 
tourism.   It is stul uncondiSonal to prohibit people from buying cannabis for 
recreaSonal use. James

2020-09-13 
09:28:32 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis should only be smoked in the privacy of ur own home .standing on the 
street corner smoking with ur daddies leads to geing up to no good Rochelle 

2020-09-13 
09:18:33 Gauteng Yes I do

It needs to be more candid on certain points, such as "being too close to a 
window". How close is too close, because obviously people who consume 
cannibis indoors would someSmes need to open a window. Seems like a silly 
rule, since the same does not apply to the consumpSon of tobacco products 
which is a lot worse be exposed to. Dalise

2020-09-13 
09:17:47 Gauteng Yes I do

I believe that the same penalSes that may apply to the use of liqour, should be 
imposed on the use of cannebis. 
Driving under the influence of, using it in or at work place should be prohibited.  
If THC plays any role in case of domesSc violence, assault, murder or any crime, 
it should be a reason for maximum penalty. Nico

2020-09-13 
08:54:42 Gauteng Yes I do Amber
2020-09-13 
08:47:56 Gauteng Yes I do Lizese

2020-09-13 
08:47:51 Gauteng Yes I do

Will police need grounds to enter a premises or can they enter with a 'suspicion 
that cannabis' is grown? 

Place no limit on the number of plants permised to grow on property. If resale 
is illegal then it doesn't maser how many plants I have. Gareth

2020-09-13 
08:47:50 Gauteng Yes I do

There’s a lot of good uses for Cannabis in medicine. Perhaps it should be made 
schedule 3 meds. To control use of it, and prevent misuse. Ana

2020-09-13 
08:46:39 Gauteng Yes I do Mickey
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2020-09-13 
08:43:16 Gauteng Yes I do Ciara
2020-09-13 
08:43:15 Gauteng Yes I do Ciara

2020-09-13 
07:46:52 Gauteng Yes I do

Smoking in public shouldn’t have such a harsh sentence as cigarese smokers 
don’t ask for consent before smoking anywhere and that being far more harmful 
to 2nd hand smokers than cannabis. 

Allow spaces where  cannabis can be smoked freely. Ethan
2020-09-13 
07:37:48 Gauteng Yes I do Belinda
2020-09-13 
07:31:13 Gauteng Yes I do B
2020-09-13 
07:29:59 Gauteng Yes I do Paul
2020-09-13 
07:20:56 Gauteng Yes I do Boitumelo
2020-09-13 
07:05:57 Gauteng Yes I do Ben
2020-09-13 
06:54:10 Gauteng Yes I do

This is a posiSve step in the right direcSon, allowing for a much broader market 
of products. William

2020-09-13 
06:31:10 Gauteng Yes I do

I feel the bill is fair and is a good start, however there are sSll more work to be 
done. Nothing is menSoned regarding the medical use of cannabis which intail 
larger quanSSes based on the specific ailment. I feel that we could learn from 
certain USA states regarding medical use by having a Dr prescribed strains and 
dosages. Johan

2020-09-13 
05:47:59 Gauteng Yes I do Gontse 
2020-09-13 
05:33:24 Gauteng Yes I do

Gaolebale 
Alinah

2020-09-13 
05:29:59 Gauteng Yes I do

I fully support it,its an African herp and it's pure organic and relates to the 
EMBO people. Jabu

2020-09-13 
05:20:44 Gauteng Yes I do

This has been used as a healing herb in so many ways in Africa for centuries and 
has been proven to have more health benefitsthan than any other naturally 
growing plant. Boitumelo

2020-09-13 
04:01:57 Gauteng Yes I do

People have used cannabis for millions of years on earth. African tradiSon. 
People now should have free choice completely on this. Jill

2020-09-13 
02:39:42 Gauteng Yes I do GeneraSon of tax revenue Praneet
2020-09-13 
02:23:13 Gauteng Yes I do IndustrializaSon of cannabis is key and it should start with an act Sapho 
2020-09-13 
00:01:33 Gauteng Yes I do It's reasonable. Thank you. Vaughan
2020-09-12 
22:11:53 Gauteng Yes I do Ew
2020-09-12 
21:37:42 Gauteng Yes I do Grant 
2020-09-12 
21:16:42 Gauteng Yes I do Legalize and tax like cigareses and alcohol in the least. Catherine

2020-09-12 
21:03:02 Gauteng Yes I do

I think this is fair and reasonable and will hopefully put a stop to the sale of 
dagga and the negaSve effects on our children. Hopefully it will stop the sale 
and distribuSon of this plant. Anne

2020-09-12 
20:53:17 Gauteng Yes I do It is very helpful medically and with many different issues and illnesses Firdous
2020-09-12 
20:40:07 Gauteng Yes I do Cannabis (including the selling thereof) should be enSrely legalised Tessa
2020-09-12 
19:22:04 Gauteng Yes I do as long as it is not for resale and it is not around u18 Travis 

2020-09-12 
19:08:55 Gauteng Yes I do

Non users should have more rights than users. I have to have the right to not be 
exposed to any cannibes debris/smoke at all. Especially in complexes and flats.  
It is sSll a narcoSc. I am totally opposed to the legal use thereoff, unless 
medically prescribed and then not in the form of smoking, only in the form of 
oils. Bernadese

2020-09-12 
18:51:41 Gauteng Yes I do

Wayne 
Lamprecht

2020-09-12 
18:48:09 Gauteng Yes I do

Empower rural poor people,  especially women , they been growing they know 
the trade, for the sake of basics needs, food ,clothes &shelter  . Legalize it King

2020-09-12 
18:08:22 Gauteng Yes I do Reuben

2020-09-12 
18:07:45 Gauteng Yes I do

Why do we have registered dealers that pay taxes and they my be regulated as 
well... Where do think they get the Zol from? Out of ten 3 is planSng and 7 buy 
from the Dealer... I also want to be a farmer one... Tk
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2020-09-12 
17:53:20 Gauteng Yes I do

I agree with the first item but think that 15 years for dealing is harsh unless sold 
or given to anyone under 18 years.  A 2 year sentence for smoking by a window,  
in public or by other adults is ridiculous as who and how is anyone going to 
monitor it.  How also is the police going to monitor smoking in a persons home 
in the presence of children. 

I agree with the number of plants that can be grown in a private residence and 
the amount of dry cannabis a person can have in their possession. 

I agree that any person who has been charged for possession of less than the 
allowance should have their criminal record expunged but not if they sold to 
children under 18. Ruth

2020-09-12 
17:31:28 Gauteng Yes I do I believe it will be a good choice to pass that bill. Lee
2020-09-12 
17:22:29 Gauteng Yes I do If you want to smoke, let them. The bill sounds good Kobus 

2020-09-12 
17:18:45 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis has helped me a lot for personal reasons... I am comfortable when I 
am in my own property smoking cannabis and not harming or bothering 
anyone... the government has treated cannabis as though it’s a hardcore drug, 
the same level has heroin and cocaine etc... it’s nothing close to those 
chemically made drugs and therefore should be treated the same as tobacco 
products Devon

2020-09-12 
16:30:15 Gauteng Yes I do

Ashley 
Graham 

2020-09-12 
15:04:01 Gauteng Yes I do

I have no objecSons to the use of cannabis whether smoking in oils or 
consumpSon  
How many deaths occur from people who drive stoned ? Zero Jolene

2020-09-12 
15:04:01 Gauteng Yes I do

I have no objecSons to the use of cannabis whether smoking in oils or 
consumpSon  
How many deaths occur from people who drive stoned ? Zero Jolene

2020-09-12 
14:51:27 Gauteng Yes I do

Although I don't personally use cannabis, i do support the use of cannabis for 
private purposes at home (not in public) and for medicinal use. MarSn

2020-09-12 
14:48:34 Gauteng Yes I do It should be allowed as it it has many benefits in health issues Greg
2020-09-12 
14:11:28 Gauteng Yes I do Aaron
2020-09-12 
14:07:34 Gauteng Yes I do I support the bill and Safe, responsible personal consumpSon. Nicholas
2020-09-12 
13:43:01 Gauteng Yes I do Guy 
2020-09-12 
13:37:56 Gauteng Yes I do It is more healthy and best medicine Milka
2020-09-12 
13:23:31 Gauteng Yes I do

To be able to be able to buy a small amount if the person using it doesn't have 
any plants to use maria

2020-09-12 
13:16:40 Gauteng Yes I do Tino 
2020-09-12 
13:14:32 Gauteng Yes I do Lise

2020-09-12 
12:39:00 Gauteng Yes I do

If you have ever watched someone that you love dying slowly of cancer, knowing 
the relief and help that this amazing plant can provide, it stands to reason that it 
should be as freely available to the public as possible. It is not illegal to smoke a 
cigarese and yet that drug is far more harmful than cannabis. Wake up people. 
Cannabis is a natural herb. Judith

2020-09-12 
11:57:35 Gauteng Yes I do

I fully support the legalisaSon of Cannabis in all of its uses, for medicine or 
recreaSon. I do feel that it is worth noSng that the similar laws exist for tobacco, 
with regards to public use, and with children around, etc. However that is not 
policed at all. This will definitely create issues in future. Chad

2020-09-12 
11:27:38 Gauteng Yes I do Joe

2020-09-12 
11:26:14 Gauteng Yes I do

I have severe damage to my spinal cord. since I started taking cannabis  by 
smoking 3 puffs before going to bed I have been able to have a good nights sleep 
. By having one Puff in the morning it reduces my pain levels by about 75%. My 
days are now manageable. 

Prior to doing this I was on prescripSon opioids which I had increased from 
20mg a dose to 80 mg a dose to manage pain. This medical cannabis is  far less 
expensive and far more effecSve without the side effects of Opioid drugs from 
the Pharmacy. 

please make geing licenses to produce produce cannabis oils 
easier ,consultants ask a fortune and   drag the process out . either you want to 
parScipate in high standard exports for the products  or loose out while the 
outside world grows the industry. why is it that officials are lost , or greedy, or 
ignorant, or just difficult because they do not want to see the industry grow 
unless they can hook in to parScipate off sincere developers who can make a 
difference. shocking greed. I have use cannabis oil on my arms where the skin is 
thickening and flaking off producing age spots. My arms are almost clear now. Lawrence 

2020-09-12 
10:34:46 Gauteng Yes I do

I would like to see public smoking be allowed as well. Weed Smokers should 
adhere to similar regulaSons as cigarese smokers Thabiso 

2020-09-12 
10:27:59 Gauteng Yes I do We have lived in a boxed off society for too long! Albert
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2020-09-12 
10:23:44 Gauteng Yes I do

Can the bill also provide for the limited, authorised selling of seeds and or 
plants, please? Teresa

2020-09-12 
10:16:22 Gauteng Yes I do Peter
2020-09-12 
10:04:43 Gauteng Yes I do Heinrich
2020-09-12 
09:56:21 Gauteng Yes I do Kevin 
2020-09-12 
09:46:48 Gauteng Yes I do Nathan
2020-09-12 
09:33:28 Gauteng Yes I do Simanga
2020-09-12 
09:22:29 Gauteng Yes I do Bleonie
2020-09-12 
09:18:56 Gauteng Yes I do Lebo 
2020-09-12 
08:50:37 Gauteng Yes I do Propose that the bill be accepted as presented. James 

2020-09-12 
08:02:28 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis is a plant and should not be regulated. The growth of this plant can 
empower many poor people in rural areas. The government should be focusing 
on promoSng industries that can process the plant and not waste limited legal 
enforcement to control it. Astrid

2020-09-12 
07:46:51 Gauteng Yes I do

Lots of resources and money wasted to persecute users.  And they sSll use it.  
Try another bill i.e. all government employees guilty of corrupSon will be sent to 
jail for a minimum of 10 years.  Not only for stealing from the poor, but for 
breaking the trust of the people. Catharina

2020-09-12 
07:46:37 Gauteng Yes I do

No no no children wil get hooked to easaly.Sell in propper shops with age 
restricSons on 21 j . Johnny

2020-09-12 
07:06:01 Gauteng Yes I do Thérèse
2020-09-12 
06:35:13 Gauteng Yes I do

Providing all the listed protocols are adhered to & carefully monitored 
Smeously. Non adherence should face the jusSficaSon process. Paul 

2020-09-12 
06:34:45 Gauteng Yes I do Mpumelelo
2020-09-12 
06:32:06 Gauteng Yes I do claire
2020-09-12 
06:10:23 Gauteng Yes I do Thato Rhoda
2020-09-12 
06:00:46 Gauteng Yes I do Anne
2020-09-12 
05:00:38 Gauteng Yes I do

It is important to set limitaSons on usage hence people may go overbought. 
ALSO IT GOOD FOR CERTAIN DECEASE Lebohang 

2020-09-12 
04:23:13 Gauteng Yes I do I'm happy with the current proposals to the bill.

Lebogang 
Floyd

2020-09-12 
00:32:00 Gauteng Yes I do

I support it it will be good for the contrary  economy and just look at all the good 
it does medical  and it will  create a lot of jobs Steven 

2020-09-12 
00:30:44 Gauteng Yes I do

I think its a good idea  to have spme canabis at home for private use not too 
much and not to smoke in front of children Pieter 

2020-09-11 
23:43:42 Gauteng Yes I do

This is a great start for SA. People against Cannabis need to change their 
thinking and do some actual work in researching what cannabis has become 
before saying things like "it's a drug like all other drugs" it is not by far. Medicinal 
cannabis is having profound effects around the world, parScularly to seizure and 
cancer paSents. RecreaSonal use has never killed anyone. Medicinal use is 
saving and improving lives. This bill can sSll be improved and we should look to 
the USA on how they've done it. They've literally turned economies around since 
it's acceptance. I believe the government and all involved should be working 
with fields of green and their approach to cannabis. hsps://
fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/manifesto/ Danny 

2020-09-11 
22:52:11 Gauteng Yes I do

Also consider for medicinal use in animals ie horses for African Horse Sickness 
cycles. Need more quanSSes to have enough  to use for horses to eat.  Not for 
sale  though Sunet

2020-09-11 
22:48:33 Gauteng Yes I do winston 

2020-09-11 
22:39:03 Gauteng Yes I do

I believe it should be deregulated without limitaSons. It is 2020. Why are we so 
backwards when it comes to cannabis law yet alcohol is freely available. 
Cannabis cannot even be compared and in the same category of alcohol. It’s not 
like I should be the one telling you this for Gods sake.  

Zaheera 
2020-09-11 
22:35:17 Gauteng Yes I do This is a plant medicine. Warren

2020-09-11 
22:21:20 Gauteng Yes I do

Jail Sme seems a bit excessive, a fine would be beser. Also, people complaining 
about it being a gateway drug is simply not true. I've used cannabis on and off 
for many years and never had the urge to try any other drugs. If someone is 
inclined to try harder drugs it will happen with or without the use of cannabis. 

Would also prefer that it can be sold  and taxes, the economy will benefit and 
consumers will get a beser product. Byron

2020-09-11 
21:49:33 Gauteng Yes I do Linda
2020-09-11 
21:42:29 Gauteng Yes I do Gugu
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2020-09-11 
21:01:06 Gauteng Yes I do Ishmael 
2020-09-11 
20:55:07 Gauteng Yes I do

I feel that it should be banned totally!! 
Natalie 

2020-09-11 
20:50:31 Gauteng Yes I do Jan
2020-09-11 
20:32:08 Gauteng Yes I do Kerry
2020-09-11 
20:30:20 Gauteng Yes I do Angie
2020-09-11 
20:22:22 Gauteng Yes I do Hazel

2020-09-11 
20:19:54 Gauteng Yes I do

I feel like the bill is a great way to get privacy back but don’t agree on the 
regulaSon of home growth. 

I feel like you should be able to grow as many plants as you like as it’s a 
medicine. 

I agree fully with the laws being amended and cannabis charges dropped. James 

2020-09-11 
20:10:17 Gauteng Yes I do

Specific type of Cannabis must be home used 
Public must be taught on how best to use it and the correct type of Cannabis 
because people will crossbreed the plant and breed dangerous Cannabis Thandi 

2020-09-11 
20:01:02 Gauteng Yes I do Carlington
2020-09-11 
19:47:46 Gauteng Yes I do David
2020-09-11 
19:33:52 Gauteng Yes I do

There are great medical benefits without side effects. It should become a part of 
all medical treatments. Shobha 

2020-09-11 
18:56:58 Gauteng Yes I do Johannes
2020-09-11 
18:55:52 Gauteng Yes I do Great that we finally have freedom! Pierre
2020-09-11 
18:10:20 Gauteng Yes I do It is about Sme Graeme 
2020-09-11 
17:47:02 Gauteng Yes I do Tresa
2020-09-11 
17:29:22 Gauteng Yes I do Wynand

2020-09-11 
17:21:27 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis has been illegal out of propaganda first, and mostly society is against it 
due to hearsay. There’s broad research on the plant that indicates that it should 
at least be allowed for use out of personal discreSon for its health benefits that 
many have been using it for. Sure there bad effects but non has been proven to 
be as bad as the effects of alcohol consumpSon and cigareses that have 
plunged our society for ages but I digress. 
The state could also reap the benefits of trade and tax, it’s greedy and wants to 
have its hands on anything anyway. Tshweute

2020-09-11 
16:33:13 Gauteng Yes I do Mary-Jane

2020-09-11 
16:05:30 Gauteng Yes I do

Open the Drug for public trade in over 23 year olds. Recent Psychiatric studies 
show have suggested that smoking cannabis at the age where the brain has fully 
matured is not harmful. 
 The Gov must take advantage of this industry and add on its revenue capacity. 
Criminal behavior must conSnue to be punished under any circumstances. Mongi

2020-09-11 
15:59:28 Gauteng Yes I do

I suffer from arthriSs and need to take inflammatory pills for my pain I had to 
drink 6 pills a day just to manage. Out of desperaSon I tried  canabis and I din 
drink pills any more I dont smoke it I use it in cream and it works !! It is safe it is 
natural and  it  works !! Salomien

2020-09-11 
15:50:08 Gauteng Yes I do Carol
2020-09-11 
15:40:46 Gauteng Yes I do

I am not a cannabis smoker, nor do I even use products containing CBD, but I 
think the proposals are reasonable. Russell

2020-09-11 
15:37:53 Gauteng Yes I do

Hi, 

I welcome the new developments in the country to finally legalize cannabis for 
private use.  

As for the recommended dosage or quanSSes to be carried, I will like to propose 
that there be inclusion of religious gathering or grouping (Rastafarians in 
parScular) guidelines also the one plant or 1.2 kg per adult of more than two is 
in sufficient, thus I propose 5 kg. 

We await in anScipaSon for regulated commercial use of cannabis and 
reasonable fees for the   licensing thereof. 

Kind regards 

GiX
2020-09-11 
15:32:29 Gauteng Yes I do RenSa
2020-09-11 
15:27:50 Gauteng Yes I do Shannan
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2020-09-11 
15:23:22 Gauteng Yes I do Leigh-Dale
2020-09-11 
15:10:59 Gauteng Yes I do Chaital
2020-09-11 
15:09:02 Gauteng Yes I do Ayibulali iyalapha!!! Welile
2020-09-11 
15:08:38 Gauteng Yes I do IT CURED MY HUSBAND'S PROSTRATE CANCER!! Hilda
2020-09-11 
15:04:37 Gauteng Yes I do Fritz
2020-09-11 
14:59:04 Gauteng Yes I do Jacques
2020-09-11 
14:39:50 Gauteng Yes I do Michael

2020-09-11 
14:36:33 Gauteng Yes I do

So many healing properSes , cannabis really should be available for those who 
want to use it.  You always have a choice, but it has been proven Sme and again 
how effecSve cannabis is for pain, cancer, skin problems.  I believe in the natural 
way, wherever possible. Diane

2020-09-11 
14:29:06 Gauteng Yes I do

Everything done in moderaSon is fine within the confines of your home.  
Jorge

2020-09-11 
13:59:08 Gauteng Yes I do

This needs to be legalized so we can remove the criminal element to it and make 
it contribute towards our economy. Age restricSons and quanSty limits need to 
apply though Nhlanhla

2020-09-11 
13:27:22 Gauteng Yes I do

I think the SA economy should benefit from the legalizaSon of cannabis.  Why 
not allow trade even if volumes are closely monitored. In addiSon the 
government could be gaining an addiSon income stream by taxing a regulated 
industry. Could be an addiSonal "sin tax". Perhaps introduce something similar 
to liquor licenses?  
Simply forbidding any trade will be the authoriSes burying their collecSve heads 
in the sand. The illegal trade will conSnue and flourish. Have we learnt nothing 
from the recent Covid19 prohibiSon on liquor and cigareses?  
Allowing regulated trade just makes fiscal sense.  
Otherwise I agree with limiSng places where it can be used, limiSng quanSSes, 
rules re keeping it away from kids, no under 18 laws, etc.  
It should also be policed like alcohol consumpSon and no tolerance should be 
shown in case of criminal acSvity while under the influence (e.g. driving under 
the influence or physical abuse). 
Anyway, I'm not even a user, just think the above makes sense. Neill

2020-09-11 
13:18:53 Gauteng Yes I do

15 years seems a bit sSff. Also the trade in canabis and related products can be a 
huge source of tax income to the state in a Sme it's desperatly needed! Marius

2020-09-11 
13:09:12 Gauteng Yes I do Karen
2020-09-11 
13:08:52 Gauteng Yes I do Loraine 

2020-09-11 
13:06:08 Gauteng Yes I do

For health and medicinal purposes, It's Sme to be open and honest about 
cannibis for release for legal use.  It's Sme to stop the greed that lines Big 
Pharma's pockets ... It's Sme to honour the people on the planet. Bonita

2020-09-11 
12:48:28 Gauteng Yes I do As long as the strict regulaSons are adhered to. Rika
2020-09-11 
12:37:07 Gauteng Yes I do

Yes as it certainly has benefits to help loads of people and should be allowed to 
be used . Jenny

2020-09-11 
12:32:29 Gauteng Yes I do

I support the use of cannibas for it cerSfied as a beneficial for health of our 
compatriots. As long as there are regulaSons set for non compliance. Mandisa

2020-09-11 
11:51:29 Gauteng Yes I do

Nomthandaz
o

2020-09-11 
11:40:32 Gauteng Yes I do Mikhail 

2020-09-11 
11:37:38 Gauteng Yes I do

Yes, the full calSvaSton and distribuSon especially by rural communiSes for both 
rural development, our economy and health use. The ambiguity on the 
legislaSon on amount allowable for private used must be removed klaar. They 
do not prescribe for cigareses and how much one can consume alcohol which 
are more harmful substances than cannabis leave us alone. Ernest

2020-09-11 
11:35:27 Gauteng Yes I do Janine
2020-09-11 
11:34:55 Gauteng Yes I do Support it 100% ..... It's beser then drinking Alcohol Pam
2020-09-11 
11:29:40 Gauteng Yes I do It is a step closer to full legalizaSon of cannabis. Lesego
2020-09-11 
11:19:48 Gauteng Yes I do KaS
2020-09-11 
11:18:52 Gauteng Yes I do Jacques

2020-09-11 
11:06:28 Gauteng Yes I do

I am 100% in support of having cannabis for medical purpose. 
If you are a herbalist, they should allow you unlimited amount  of cannabis, 
whether is is seeds, plants, wet or dry and oils. 
Herbalist meaning = registered herbal business and shops, qualified herbalist,. Hennie

2020-09-11 
11:04:18 Gauteng Yes I do Loraine 
2020-09-11 
10:41:14 Gauteng Yes I do Paige
2020-09-11 
10:23:11 Gauteng Yes I do Candi-Eve
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2020-09-11 
10:21:57 Gauteng Yes I do

It is a great start to a more accepSng era. This will eliminate the gateway 
sSgmata and open beser communicaSon between parent and child. Henri

2020-09-11 
10:19:57 Gauteng Yes I do

With my experience during the NaSonal lockdown I was faced by various mental 
and psychological issues that led me experiencing anxiety asacks. Cannabis was 
my remedy for this, a legalize it! Mduduzi

2020-09-11 
10:09:46 Gauteng Yes I do Judith
2020-09-11 
10:02:06 Gauteng Yes I do Dina

2020-09-11 
10:01:12 Gauteng Yes I do

I support the Cannabis for Private Purposes Bill specifically based on agreement 
to the following definiSons and restricSons: 
•Cannabis is defined as anything containing the psychoacSve THC (including 
vaping of cannabis-derived liquids). 
•a maximum jail term of 15 years for anyone who deals in cannabis, or provides 
it to a child.  
        As a mother to two teenagers, I would appreciate strict enforcement on 
this. 
•Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a window, or “in the 
immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person” may be jailed for up to 
two years. 
      specifically on this point, unSl recently I lived next to neighbours where all 
the adults 
      would gather n the backyard to smoke and I did not like the fact that the 
terrible smell 
      drew all the way into and through my house. This needs strict enforcement. 
•Smoking around children can result in up to four years in jail. - the same 
scenario of my 
      former neighbours, I did not like the idea that they were smoking while there 
are 
      toddlers living there. This needs strict enforcement. 

Legal limits for personal, legal use at home are set to: 
•unlimited for seeds and seedlings 
•four flowering plants for those living alone, or eight for homes with two adults 
or more 
•600 grams of dried cannabis if you live alone, or 1.2 kilograms in homes with 
two or more adults. 
•In public places, possession is set to 100 grams of cannabis or one flowering 
plant. 
For purposes of exchange between individuals (no remuneraSon involved) limits 
are set to: 
•30 seeds or seedlings, or a mixture of the two 
 one flowering plant 
•100 grams of dry cannabis.

Petronella 
Zagrya

2020-09-11 
09:55:55 Gauteng Yes I do Jacus
2020-09-11 
09:54:20 Gauteng Yes I do I say deregulate it completely Russel
2020-09-11 
09:45:53 Gauteng Yes I do Amith
2020-09-11 
09:19:15 Gauteng Yes I do I support..it is fair to me as an cannabis user. Asanda
2020-09-11 
09:11:04 Gauteng Yes I do graeme
2020-09-11 
09:10:13 Gauteng Yes I do Industrialise Africa's Green EvoluSon Kala
2020-09-11 
09:09:37 Gauteng Yes I do ZWIVHUYA 
2020-09-11 
09:09:13 Gauteng Yes I do Larry
2020-09-11 
09:06:45 Gauteng Yes I do

The benefits of cannabis use surpass the negaSve impacts society is concerned 
of. Kedibone

2020-09-11 
09:05:09 Gauteng Yes I do Pieter
2020-09-11 
08:31:22 Gauteng Yes I do Ashley
2020-09-11 
08:21:58 Gauteng Yes I do jacob

2020-09-11 
08:20:24 Gauteng Yes I do

a few of health benefits. 

Relief of chronic pain 
Improves lung capacity 
Regulate and prevent diabetes 
Fight cancer 
Treats inflammatory bowel diseases junior

2020-09-11 
08:20:11 Gauteng Yes I do Kunju
2020-09-11 
08:16:38 Gauteng Yes I do Jaqueline
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2020-09-11 
08:12:19 Gauteng Yes I do

It has been proven the health benefits of cannabis, therefore it should be legal 
to use, grow & distribute cannabis. 
Gov should stop trying to control people, it is our right to use plant based 
medicine for health reasons. 

Hayley

2020-09-11 
08:03:45 Gauteng Yes I do

All people should have the right to choose  products in the process of self 
healing. Many people all over the world have claimed that using Cannabis oil has 
healed their cancer.  I would even encourage that doctors are trained and aloud 
to advise their client how to use it and monitor the paSent healing process. Linda

2020-09-11 
07:48:03 Gauteng Yes I do Pauline
2020-09-11 
07:44:53 Gauteng Yes I do Release the people that are incarcirated on possession charges. Celeste
2020-09-11 
07:40:56 Gauteng Yes I do We need to be able to buy cannabis at dispensaries and no jail Sme. Jordan

2020-09-11 
07:38:25 Gauteng Yes I do

Has secondary ganja smoke proven to be harmful to a bystander inhaling it? 
Smoking ganja in public should be freely allowed and viewed in the same light as 
someone smoking a cigarese. Thena

2020-09-11 
07:32:11 Gauteng Yes I do Adele
2020-09-11 
07:27:49 Gauteng Yes I do RegulaSon is beser than prohibiSng. That never worked. Ever. Fred
2020-09-11 
07:26:59 Gauteng Yes I do The bills limits so fair for all view points on the subject with a good balance. Paul
2020-09-11 
07:12:55 Gauteng Yes I do Sean
2020-09-11 
07:11:25 Gauteng Yes I do

Our family eats the raw leaves as salad. It's wonderfully beneficial with NO side 
effects at all. Julie

2020-09-11 
07:07:30 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis is grow on Gods earth and not man made like alcohol  which is worse 
as with alcohol it controls u and you don't know what u doing .where as with 
cannabis  you can be under the influence but you are aware of what you are 
doing . Ashnee

2020-09-11 
07:07:25 Gauteng Yes I do Debbie

2020-09-11 
07:06:32 Gauteng Yes I do

15 years is ridiculous When they can’t even sentence corrupt poliScians.also  
the bill does not allow for consolidated growing for private club members as not 
everyone has the means to grow  there own Gary 

2020-09-11 
07:04:15 Gauteng Yes I do Jacques

2020-09-11 
06:57:51 Gauteng Yes I do

Most of the world legalized Canabis. 
The are many scienSfic proofs that even as a drug is less harming then Alcohol 
and cigareses, The plant produces more Origen for the planet then any other 
plant , it’s oil can be use for cooking with amazing health benefits it contains no 
THC  only cbd .  The Full plant can be used for Paiper producSon even fabric can 
be produce from it .  
Can be use in salts and drink as tea for immunity and cancer . It is amazing for 
pain topically and internally In summery was Gods giX to the planet And by 
restricSng it we create demand and allow illegal trade ! Let people use it you will 
have much mo happy and healthy society It prevents cancer . When will be 
legalized no one will trade will be no demand . And society will be much 
healthier and happier  beata

2020-09-11 
06:53:01 Gauteng Yes I do I support the bill Jan
2020-09-11 
06:52:46 Gauteng Yes I do Bianca
2020-09-11 
06:48:43 Gauteng Yes I do Kenneth

2020-09-11 
06:48:18 Gauteng Yes I do

The denotes and demonstrates awareness of good uses of the herb. RegulaSng 
quanSSes ciSzens can possess  in their homes and in public is important. There 
should not be strict measures put in place for Selling of the herb between 
ciSzens. Consuming the herb in public should not be restricted but rather follow 
the same regulaSon that are in place for consuming tobacco products. Maemu

2020-09-11 
06:46:23 Gauteng Yes I do Mosotho

2020-09-11 
06:44:49 Gauteng Yes I do

We do not want to grow marijuana we want to be able to purchase it from 
stores and pharmacies! No penalSes for sellers they need to be issued with 
licenses. Gaahele

2020-09-11 
06:44:24 Gauteng Yes I do

As an asthmaSc and a juvenile arthriSs sufferer I ahve been usong cannabis for a 
year now and have seen tremendous improvement in my health. I believe 
though that the law is too strict on the cannabis possession and should be 
relaxed a lisle. Else I will no longer be able to use it as frequently as I should. Ariane

2020-09-11 
06:30:45 Gauteng Yes I do Chean
2020-09-11 
06:29:08 Gauteng Yes I do

Public smoking of Cannabis is not acceptable as people think everyone shares 
the same likes of Cannabis. Alex

2020-09-11 
06:18:47 Gauteng Yes I do At least 15 trees maximum JP
2020-09-11 
06:18:15 Gauteng Yes I do

Canabis is a recreaSonal drug, if more people use this alternaSve medicine than 
alcohol we will have less crime in SA. Marelize
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2020-09-11 
06:18:01 Gauteng Yes I do I think it will be great. No more hiding Cindy
2020-09-11 
06:11:20 Gauteng Yes I do

It is a fair deal. 
Bafentswe

2020-09-11 
06:08:54 Gauteng Yes I do

I am disappointed that the bill does not make provision for the sale and 
distribuSon of medicinal cannabis.  This is more so when looking at the 
unemployment in the country. Cannabis sales can bolster parScularly the 
township economies. Tebogo 

2020-09-11 
06:05:22 Gauteng Yes I do Pitso
2020-09-11 
05:18:01 Gauteng Yes I do It's what people make of it, that makes it good or bad. Hardus
2020-09-11 
04:54:11 Gauteng Yes I do DANIE
2020-09-11 
04:51:46 Gauteng Yes I do Daniel
2020-09-11 
03:55:18 Gauteng Yes I do Larry
2020-09-11 
03:33:32 Gauteng Yes I do Fanie 
2020-09-11 
00:49:27 Gauteng Yes I do Nicolene 
2020-09-11 
00:24:06 Gauteng Yes I do Moipone
2020-09-11 
00:22:36 Gauteng Yes I do

Support the cannabis to be used for private use as long ot is responsible and 
safe not to be abused rather be beneficial as herb or medicinal purposes danny

2020-09-11 
00:14:55 Gauteng Yes I do

One thing look at ather cuntrys that have passed the same Sp of bill there 
government is making lot off money of the tax of selling this plant  
There poeple are healthy and peace full 
There are bigger criminals to find let us the weed people be and go get the farm 
murderer s Chris

2020-09-10 
23:55:02 Gauteng Yes I do Cannabis needs to be legally bought like cigareses. The tax benefits are huge. Thabang

2020-09-10 
23:33:45 Gauteng Yes I do

My son has a seriou health issue that convenSonal medicaSon has made worse. 
I have lost faith in pharmaceuScal drugs and chosen the medical marijuana  
route  to assist my son. Angus

2020-09-10 
22:20:56 Gauteng Yes I do

The Medicinal properSes of cannabis are well documented,  It can be used to 
assist in a number of ailments.  The government should draX the new regulaSon 
with the view that people need access to alternaSve healing medicine as 
compared to tradiSonal pharmacological medicine Nkosi
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2020-09-10 
21:58:05 Gauteng Yes I do

In 2016, I was a missing person - in 2018 I laid in a pool of my own blood - All 
resulSng the abuse of alcohol. That ended on 23 Feb 2019, when I decided to 
use Cannabis as a "craving damper", thus ending my consumpSon of alcohol.  

I suffered with Alcohol abuse for many years. When I decided to stop, I failed, as 
my addicSon to alcohol was stronger than I ever imagined. I tried many 
remedies / advise but all failed and I constantly lapsed with alcohol.  

I quickly realized that Cannabis was helping me to lower my quanSty intake of 
alcohol.  

I ended up being introduced to the oil-based cannabis and the plan was to help 
me shake the cravings, as I was flushing through constant withdrawals from the 
alcohol sobriety - this plan worked beyond my expectaSons.  

Cannabis helped me overcome the cloudiness and anxiety from the withdrawal, 
helping me steer away from the alcohol. It has been over 18 months now, and I 
am happier than ever.  

I recently (01 May 2020) stopped smoking Tobacco - with help of CBD Oil and 
smoking some cannabis.  

The following changes took place in my life, directly related to Cannabis:  
- No more Migraines - had 2 per month, since 7th Grade. It ended roughly 2019 
June.  
- Started training for the first Sme in decades 
- Removed +/- 95% of Red-meat from my diet. Basically giving my whole diet a 
fresh look.  
- Removed +/- 99% of medicines from my intake  
- Basically removed my insomnia  
- Lower Anxiety and stress levels 
- Stopped Drinking  
- Stop Smoking Tobacco - helps me suppress the NicoSne cravings, without a 
doubt 
- My household is not walking on eggshells around me anymore.  
- I can love and rid of hate, I brewed for years.  
- I reached out to God for the first Sme in a Decade.  
- I am human for the first Sme in 20 years.  

In 2018 I ended up in a pool of my own blood, because I could not fly to Cape 
Town with my cannabis, as it was sSll too risky.  I lapsed with Alcohol, went 
blank and... I will spare you the details, but it went south very bad. Upon my 
spiritual awakening during this event, I vowed to myself that I will do all in my 
abiliSes to find a soluSon to my alcohol abuse, and I did. 

I later vowed to spread the word on the effecSveness of CBD and THC.  

Most people are grilling THC, because Kids below 25 stand larger risks of 
psychosis, as a result of the frontal cortex not being fully developed. It is not the 
case with all people. I find many Psychological advantages to THC, when micro-
dosing.  

THC Helps me cope with:  
- Stress 
- Anger  
- FrustraSon  
- and some of my (miss-diagnosed) PTSD  

So many of the fallen dads, moms, and friends could have been standing next to 
us if the plant was legal. I find that people vow not to use it, because of the 
legality.  

Finally I would like to ask the commisee to please consider legalizing Cannabis, 
so that everyone could have access to this versaSle plant.  

Cannabis is used as a compound in some dangerous drugs, and it is not her 
fault.  

Cannabis was made illegal by a Racist FBI Director in the 1930's and his buddies 
in the Coson industry soon jumped on the wagon.  

 I will never adress Cannabis as "Marijuana"; the Racist name for Cannabis, and 
the reason why she is illegal today.  

P.s Thank you for helping me quit Ma'am Dlamini Zuma and team.  

Love  
Marius

2020-09-10 
21:47:59 Gauteng Yes I do Eienne
2020-09-10 
21:41:50 Gauteng Yes I do

As an herb and a medicine that's been used since the beginning of Sme it's been 
a violaSon of human rights from the beginning to declare it illegal. Maqhawe 
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2020-09-10 
21:35:37 Gauteng Yes I do I support this bill for personal culSvaSon to support desired needs. Erick
2020-09-10 
21:25:18 Gauteng Yes I do

It is a very effecSve (medicine) For many ailments etc.Medically a great drug for 
same Yusuf

2020-09-10 
21:22:57 Gauteng Yes I do

I'm not a consumer of THC weed myself, but many people I know are, and they 
have never ever been violent, uncomfortable to be around etc. Meanwhile 
usually alcohol does do this...  
Personally I'd much rather have people smoking pot at parSes than drunken 
fights, stabbings and rape usually induced by alcohol. 
Whether it's legalized or not, people are sSll going to use it. But with 
legalizaSon, the government can tax it, and private companies can grow it with 
some sort of oversight and regulaSon from the government. Which will, in my 
opinion, lead to dramaScally reduced "laced" weed and deal a very heavy blow 
to criminal networks profiSng from it's illegality. 

I fully support this, but would love to see legal ways of trading it that would 
financially benefit the government! 

Best bill the government has tried to pass this whole year, keep up the good 
work! Tiaan

2020-09-10 
21:22:36 Gauteng Yes I do

I personally use it for Medical reasons! (capsule form of oil extract) It is the only 
relief that I have come accross that gives me relief from pain in my lower-back.  
It has also  other posiSeve ellements, when mixed with for example with 
Maringa! I have done away with sleeping tablets and most of my other 
medicaSon. I can not understand this ANC Government, who aXer extreem 
pressure legalized it  with certain restricSons, now they want to place all the 
restricSons back`? I do not drink, smoke or take any form of drugs to get so so 
called "High" ( Lekker}, however all they want to do is move backwards. Let 
them make up their bladdy minds as even the Minister of Finances encoraged it 
during this week in a Tweet! 
Peter Donald Bam 

Peter Donald
2020-09-10 
21:16:05 Gauteng Yes I do

Should be regulated and sold legally just like cigareses or alcohol. This bill is sSll 
far too strict. Stuart

2020-09-10 
20:59:41 Gauteng Yes I do It’s beser then nothing and the plant have medical value Vicky

2020-09-10 
20:50:20 Gauteng Yes I do

Firstly incredibly thankful for this change in law and the persons who at much 
personal sacrifice made it happen. Marijuana when used right, as with anything 
in life, is a wobderful tool. However the rules around smoking privately from 
your own window is not implementable, it makes no difference if smoked away, 
near or even outside, in your private property. RegulaSons within residenSal 
areas should instead be used. This is especially senseless with the significant jail 
terms. Simone

2020-09-10 
20:42:02 Gauteng Yes I do

The versaSle plant has endless uses I myself use the plant for medicine.  The 
current medicine you can buy at Dischem and other pharmacies can not prevent 
cancer or cure cancer as the main ingredient is missing,THC is the main curing 
ingredient.   As far as smoking SiSva or indica goes I did not try it but I was 
assured that there is no bad aXer effects. The only aXer effect is yellow teeth if 
it is mixed with tobacco.  Please some of us need relaxed laws on Cannabis 
please.  Can we not get a cannabis and Hemp industry going to generate wealth 
and create jobs? Kitch

2020-09-10 
20:37:06 Gauteng Yes I do

Re kopa ho sebelisa matekoane molemong oa maphelo a rona le a diphoofolo 
TSA rona, le  molemong oa setso sa rona le ho etsa chelete ea ho iphidisa Lindiwe

2020-09-10 
20:36:54 Gauteng Yes I do

I think cannabis should be freely available for medicinal purposes. Smoking 
should be limited to home only.  Smoking should not be allowed in the work 
place or in public. Diana

2020-09-10 
20:34:30 Gauteng Yes I do ayanda
2020-09-10 
20:21:38 Gauteng Yes I do Marco

2020-09-10 
19:57:19 Gauteng Yes I do

The cannabis and hemp industry alone can massively impact our unemployment 
rates as we can locally manufacture product. Support local only! This will also 
move the economy forward in upliXing so many people. We have to get to a 
point of distribuSon being legal as growing clean and good quality cannabis is 
not as easy as it may seem. I do believe regulaSons need to be drawn up using 
the knowledge of the current cannabis culture we have in SA. Sarah

2020-09-10 
19:33:47 Gauteng Yes I do

Increase the quanSSes of cannabis for private use. That you provided are too 
small Victor 

2020-09-10 
19:33:16 Gauteng Yes I do Lelanie
2020-09-10 
19:30:09 Gauteng Yes I do Carolyn

2020-09-10 
19:29:42 Gauteng Yes I do

I fully support the planSng, harvesSng and consumpSon of cannabis for 
recreaSonal as well as self medicaSng purposes. It is a plant, a herb, and should 
not be limited in quanSty.  If I can plant tomatoes in my garden, I can plant 
cannabis. Nobody has the right to tell me I can’t! Annese

2020-09-10 
19:26:02 Gauteng Yes I do

I don’t see why people can not use cannabis for their own pleasure and health. I 
am 69 years old. Trudi
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2020-09-10 
19:21:50 Gauteng Yes I do Janine
2020-09-10 
19:05:44 Gauteng Yes I do Desiré
2020-09-10 
19:04:40 Gauteng Yes I do Jose
2020-09-10 
18:57:22 Gauteng Yes I do

There should be a add on or supplementary bill for cannabis farming, no reason 
not to have a regulated industry around this. Che-Kai

2020-09-10 
18:57:05 Gauteng Yes I do funani
2020-09-10 
18:52:02 Gauteng Yes I do Legalize it..Dont criScize it Ata
2020-09-10 
18:51:10 Gauteng Yes I do hsps://fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/manifesto/ Lara
2020-09-10 
18:46:43 Gauteng Yes I do Lwandle
2020-09-10 
18:39:22 Gauteng Yes I do Toni 
2020-09-10 
18:32:29 Gauteng Yes I do Itumeleng 
2020-09-10 
18:14:42 Gauteng Yes I do Derrick 
2020-09-10 
18:14:35 Gauteng Yes I do

Just allow people to choose. Whether you smoke a cigarese or cannabis the 
choice should be yours to make. Lana

2020-09-10 
18:04:13 Gauteng Yes I do Darryn
2020-09-10 
17:59:30 Gauteng Yes I do Angela
2020-09-10 
17:43:49 Gauteng Yes I do Mina
2020-09-10 
17:38:42 Gauteng Yes I do Leo

2020-09-10 
17:35:56 Gauteng Yes I do

I have two sons who are Bipolar and cannabis is a natural relaxant.   I personally 
feel cannabis is less of a problem than alcohol as it calms people down unlike 
alcohol.F Frances

2020-09-10 
17:35:36 Gauteng Yes I do Juanita
2020-09-10 
17:33:52 Gauteng Yes I do ChrisSan

2020-09-10 
17:21:03 Gauteng Yes I do

Provide cannabis educaSon in schools - perhaps included in L.O when learning 
about alcohol or other drugs. There is sSll a sSgma surrounding cannabis use 
and more oXen that not its medicinal benefits are overlooked. 

CBD oils need to be regulated and made to undergo safety tesSng because now 
anyone can make and sell them to the public, who has absolutely no guarantee 
that what they're using contains CBD or anything beneficial. Sanaa

2020-09-10 
17:17:53 Gauteng Yes I do

They should legalize it for there is alot of money they can make on tax.. We can 
use it for medical use. It's a plant guys not something that's going to bring us 
down this can unite  one another.. Its a plant not man made. Lets use this as a 
opportunity to grow and be the best in the world with t his beauSful plant it has 
so much to offer us and we taking it for granted guys.. Lets get this to help who 
really need it Kyle

2020-09-10 
17:09:16 Gauteng Yes I do Nicky

2020-09-10 
16:54:09 Gauteng Yes I do

Personally I feel weed is a healthier alternaSve to smoking tobacco products as a 
form of stress relief, cannabis can also be used in food such as baking and would 
be a nice way to calm down whilst having a snack Darian 

2020-09-10 
16:39:33 Gauteng Yes I do I would sSll prefer it illegal . Paul
2020-09-10 
16:33:57 Gauteng Yes I do stan
2020-09-10 
16:31:16 Gauteng Yes I do Pratheek
2020-09-10 
16:26:33 Gauteng Yes I do Marion
2020-09-10 
16:26:04 Gauteng Yes I do Carl
2020-09-10 
16:22:01 Gauteng Yes I do Oregan proofed that it is possible and viable Stephan
2020-09-10 
16:20:59 Gauteng Yes I do Dennis
2020-09-10 
16:11:06 Gauteng Yes I do Henk
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2020-09-10 
16:11:04 Gauteng Yes I do

I believe that this plant heals, this plant creates opportunity where there is now 
loss. Our country is in a downward spiral! Drug abuse is at an all the high, 
chemicals are destroying our youth. The economy in dismay and our leaders 
leing us down. 
Cannabis can help, cannabis will help.  
We need to empower the less fortunate, we need to ensure that these big 
pharma corporaSons do not take away what this plant can do for so many in our 
country. I believe that the proposed amounts are not very well thought out or 
researched. I believe THC should be as easily available as CBD. Cannabis has 
been used for thousands of years over so many different cultures how can we 
make nature illegal? Our laws are based on western laws that we blindly  follow. 
It is Sme to remove that blind fold and pave way for cannabis not only in South 
Africa but all of Africa!  
Let us be the ones to show the rest of the world what a change cannabis can 
make to our poverty stricken land.  
Thank you Brandon

2020-09-10 
15:58:37 Gauteng Yes I do

It is a medicaSon God given Plant and we should all be able to use this 
medicaSon Shaun

2020-09-10 
15:51:19 Gauteng Yes I do Hi although I don't partake in the use of cannabis I think this is a awesome bill Irvine
2020-09-10 
15:43:43 Gauteng Yes I do Babs
2020-09-10 
15:31:44 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis should be available to purchase and for consumpSon for those that  
would like to use it Tebogo

2020-09-10 
15:31:44 Gauteng Yes I do Jamie Lee
2020-09-10 
15:29:18 Gauteng Yes I do Long overdue Christo
2020-09-10 
15:26:17 Gauteng Yes I do Michael
2020-09-10 
15:16:10 Gauteng Yes I do Tshepo 
2020-09-10 
15:10:16 Gauteng Yes I do Greg
2020-09-10 
15:10:15 Gauteng Yes I do It's been around forever,hopefully the criminal element will disappear Andries

2020-09-10 
14:56:59 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis should be fully legalized! It is less harmful than smoking cigareses but 
cigareses are legal. Why must people pay a fortune on meds that just mess with 
our systems or make us feel worse. We can rather take cannabis, which is way 
beser for anxiety, stress and pain then any over the counter or prescribed 
medicaSon ever could. Carla

2020-09-10 
14:52:39 Gauteng Yes I do The limitaSons for 2 people or more should be increased to “per 2 people”. Khotso
2020-09-10 
14:37:47 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis helps with more medical issues than it doesn't - insomnia, anxiety, 
psychological issues, headaches, stress. Janet

2020-09-10 
14:29:09 Gauteng Yes I do Chris 

2020-09-10 
14:23:17 Gauteng Yes I do

It's less harmful than cigareses or drinking. Good for treaSng inflammaSon or 
extreme anxiety even for pets. My dog had arthriSs and we used cannabis on 
him which was more natural than anS inflammatory medicaSon. Emilia

2020-09-10 
14:18:38 Gauteng Yes I do

For one it will stop the corrupt Police from selling confiscated Cannabis. People 
should be held responsible for their acSons, it is not up to the state to decide 
and make this country into a nanny state. i personally don't smoke Cannabis and 
would not allow someone to smoke it in my house, but what gives me the right 
to decide on others future and how they want to live it, providing that they sSck 
to rules that are in place to protect others. I don't believe that smoking Cannabis 
will automaScally get people to take a stronger drug. Look at sleeping tablets, 
that could be considered a drug that will lead to stronger drug intake. I believe it 
is all about taking responsibility for your acSons and if you transgress the law 
you should face the consequences. Owen

2020-09-10 
14:05:05 Gauteng Yes I do

IT SHOULD BE LEGALISED AND AVAILABLE TO ALL. 

ENGELA
2020-09-10 
13:55:26 Gauteng Yes I do Lizese
2020-09-10 
13:53:38 Gauteng Yes I do Louwrence

2020-09-10 
13:50:30 Gauteng Yes I do

I think it must be everybody's own decision to keep it for personal use only. No 
dealing without a license should be allowed. 

Louis
2020-09-10 
13:46:18 Gauteng Yes I do

If no one is suppose to deal with cannabis how are you suppose to get hold of it 
for private use? PlanSng, seedlings etc.?? Arno

2020-09-10 
13:42:48 Gauteng Yes I do hsps://fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/manifesto/ Chris

2020-09-10 
13:35:05 Gauteng Yes I do

I fully support the government on this bill for the safety of our children I'm glad 
they didn't give too much of it but I hope they can also change the policy of 
drinking and driving Agnes

2020-09-10 
13:34:07 Gauteng Yes I do I support this bill. Smoking cannabis is part of many race groups and cultures. Trent
2020-09-10 
13:31:34 Gauteng Yes I do Louis
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2020-09-10 
13:30:28 Gauteng Yes I do SJ

2020-09-10 
13:27:28 Gauteng Yes I do

hsps://fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/manifesto/ 
I use it to stay off chronic meds I usually get at state hospital. 

Klara
2020-09-10 
13:21:43 Gauteng Yes I do Toni 
2020-09-10 
13:19:39 Gauteng Yes I do

There are so many benefits that this one lisle plant has to offer. It only makes 
sense to legalize. Melissa

2020-09-10 
13:18:54 Gauteng Yes I do

I believe that the private use bill will in the long run decrease " drug related " 
crimes in SA but must be strategically enforced , and cannabis stores and their 
owners must be able to use our banking system for tax purposes and it is my 
opinion that it will greatly improve and support our economy in the long run    Frans

2020-09-10 
13:18:39 Gauteng Yes I do Ek wil dit legal sien asb, en ek rook poes Baie zol dankie Brendan
2020-09-10 
13:11:43 Gauteng Yes I do Brad
2020-09-10 
13:08:26 Gauteng Yes I do

I thin that cannabis should be just as legal as alchol although alchol is much 
more dangerous to people than cannabis. Jonathan 

2020-09-10 
13:06:47 Gauteng Yes I do

I feel that cannabis should obviously not be given to children or under age of 18.   
I think all  
people should be allowed to grow it at their homes for personal consumpSon.  I 
do think some of the things are too harsh regarding jail Sme etc. 

People just need to be responsible adults as far as cannabis goes.  I think it has 
many useful purposes for lots of health issues and helping people use it legally 
stops criminality happening. Lynn

2020-09-10 
12:51:21 Gauteng Yes I do Good for lots of ailments Joan 
2020-09-10 
12:48:50 Gauteng Yes I do Darnell 
2020-09-10 
12:44:23 Gauteng Yes I do

Please allow it especially since R&D is needed to suuport medicinal purpose. 
Mother nature heals. Beverly

2020-09-10 
12:42:27 Gauteng Yes I do

Got out a lot of meds using cannabis and sSll worked and did day to day thing no 
problem feel much beser and healthier Jarred 

2020-09-10 
12:40:13 Gauteng Yes I do

Well  I think cannabis should be used  for health purposes only and for  adults  
who smokes cannabis should  smoke in a place not around or in front of 
kids ,teenagers or elderly people and people that don't smoke at all.I feel the 
kids and teenagers are taking advantage of this that cannabis is legal in S.A. they 
walk around and smoke this in front of big people and they think nothing of it at 
all something  has to be done for our smaller generaSon the small kids sees this 
around and they are trying it too its so sad to see that there are no more kids 
that are suppose to be kids .This is is bad that why kids of today are failing in 
school they don't concentrate in class because of cannabis and teachers are so 
Sed of fighSng with them in classrooms .I think also the age limit for smoking 
cannabis should be from the age of 21 or from 25  it will save the next 
generaSon ,this is also the reason why parents are suffering with there kids at 
school and at home and why there so many kids suffering with schizophrenia 
and it is hard for them to be normal again its really sad what our kids are doing 
out there ,,kids are all so( leaning) what I mean by this is when kids buy cooling 
for 10 rand and then they buy a bosle of cough mixture called bronclear then 
they pour it in the cooldrink and drink this they get so high that they end up 
smoking cannabisits sad what our country is allowing .I pray  the president can 
do this for his kids and grandchildren as well for all parents in South Africa we 
can save the next generaSon but only if you Mr.President can make that 
move .PLEASE help S.A. Mandy

2020-09-10 
12:34:58 Gauteng Yes I do Paul
2020-09-10 
12:32:05 Gauteng Yes I do I am happy with the current content of the bill. John

2020-09-10 
12:29:23 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis has been around so many years, make the best of it. Smoke it, take it 
as medicine, make the oil thing, you not going to control it anyway. It's the same 
than alcohol- cant control it.  It"s up to every person to control his or her use of 
it. Dirk

2020-09-10 
12:20:55 Gauteng Yes I do As long as the cannabis is used wisely Hilary

2020-09-10 
12:19:11 Gauteng Yes I do

The fine is not in comparison to serious crimes. CBD oils and products should be 
fully legalised with the appropriate documentaSon. The impact of CBD products 
out way the improvements in the quality of life. I support it fully Sandra

2020-09-10 
12:09:36 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis needs to be readily available to every one. The sale of the product 
could generate tax income for the country, as well as job creaSon in a new 
sector. The recreaSonal use and sale of cannabis would also unlock internaSonal 
income via tourism and also it would just saSsfy everyone and bring the crime 
rate down in the cannabis sector. Mario

2020-09-10 
12:06:57 Gauteng Yes I do

15 years jail sentence is unreasonable, serious offenses get less years. Cannabis, 
if used for medicinal purposes, has been very successful. 
Legalize it enSrely - any law restricSng it's use comes from corporate 
compeSSve capitalism. Barbara

2020-09-10 
12:06:50 Gauteng Yes I do Caroline
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2020-09-10 
12:05:25 Gauteng Yes I do

Please know that my xancer count has bwen going down since I started using 
CBD oil. 
Legalise it for the sake of its benefit...keep government out of it please.. Ingrid

2020-09-10 
12:03:44 Gauteng Yes I do

I do, however, think, that dealers should be registered and legalized, partly as 
job creaSon. The sentence is too heXy. It should be treated like cigareses and 
alcohol... use responsibly, and at your own risk. Reinese

2020-09-10 
12:03:23 Gauteng Yes I do

GreeSngs Honourable Parliamentarians 

The KhoiSan leadership will always support the Cannabis Bill because it hold so 
much medicinal value for many people, the plant also hold other value which 
could change our people's lives forever with the oil and hemp products etc.  

Our plea with our Parliamentarians today if the KhoiSan peoples voices don't 
find expression in all the circles of decision making, will South Africa never gain 
the Indigenous Knowledge of the KhoiSan people because we are the Aboriginal 
people of South Africa.  

In closure, the Cannabis plant has never been a threat to the world because it 
hold so much value to the world, we are pleading today to allow us to engage 
the legislaSon of the plant which is going to help the GDP of the country.  

Thanks Chief Elwin White. Chief 
2020-09-10 
12:01:16 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis is good for home medicaSon, good for meditaSon and can easy down 
the depression Vincent

2020-09-10 
11:59:37 Gauteng Yes I do

There is an abundance of scienSfic evidence to support the use of cannabis 
medicinally.  My husband used it during chemo and sSll does for the side effects. 
Personally it make me very ill but I know that for most people the benefits are 
very real.  RecreaSonally it has been proven that it is NOT a "gateway" drug. 
Alcohol is more of a culprit for that. I know many people who have smoked it 
over the years and NONE of them ever progressed to anything stronger.  If 
someone wants to smoke it in the privacy of their own home I have no issue 
with that. I do think that it should be prohibited in public, however, and anyone 
caught giving or selling to children should be severely punished. KARYN

2020-09-10 
11:53:46 Gauteng Yes I do

Personally, I believe that 15 years  jail sentence is unreasonable... far more 
serious offenses (ie murder, GBV, kidnapping with aggravated bodily harm, etc) 
get many years less.  Cannabis, if used for  medicinal purposes, has been very 
successful.  Carol

2020-09-10 
11:51:10 Gauteng Yes I do Jillian
2020-09-10 
11:48:03 Gauteng Yes I do

The jail Sme for people who provide cannabis to children seems adequate, but 
other than that the proposed jail Sme seems a bit harsh. Paula

2020-09-10 
11:46:39 Gauteng Yes I do

If it is used for medical purposes such as pain killing, it can be of great value. I 
suffer from a neurological disease  and experience severe pain on a daily basis. Johann

2020-09-10 
11:46:34 Gauteng Yes I do

Eish u know i think we are all so Sred of new Law's in SA and nothing  seems to 
be implemented. Let them smoke unSll they Die then we might have less 
problems Morgan

2020-09-10 
11:42:49 Gauteng Yes I do Linda
2020-09-10 
11:36:22 Gauteng Yes I do Brian
2020-09-10 
11:33:08 Gauteng Yes I do Dit maak nie sin om baie saailinge te he, maar net 8 blom plante... Balderic
2020-09-10 
11:33:07 Gauteng Yes I do Just legalize it already and use police resources for more serious crimes. Darryn
2020-09-10 
11:30:01 Gauteng Yes I do Happy with these regulaSons Maggie 
2020-09-10 
11:25:13 Gauteng Yes I do Debra
2020-09-10 
11:02:59 Gauteng Yes I do Denise 
2020-09-10 
11:00:58 Gauteng Yes I do Suzese

2020-09-10 
11:00:50 Gauteng Yes I do

Jail terms are  to  severe. It is not a crime that harms people  in any severe way. 
As with  cigarrese's  Providing  Cannabis to minors should be regarded as very 
serious crime, InteresSng  to bear in mind that  cigareses is much more 
addicSve than cannabis. Jan Cornelis

2020-09-10 
10:48:09 Gauteng Yes I do

Absolutely.  Can apply for farming license if so wish but for home and personal 
use. Great ?? posiSve 

2020-09-10 
10:48:08 Gauteng Yes I do

Absolutely.  Can apply for farming license if so wish but for home and personal 
use. Great ?? posiSve 

2020-09-10 
10:46:43 Gauteng Yes I do

I think government should not be regulaSng what people may or may not 
consume from naturally derived sources. This is clearly none of their business. Angela

2020-09-10 
10:43:43 Gauteng Yes I do Jani

2020-09-10 
10:42:46 Gauteng Yes I do

I struggle with depression, anxiety ,paranoia and a few other things. The pills 
made it hard for me to cope as it costs so much and aXer a few months I had to 
go on higher dosages to keep up with my mental struggles. 
I started using cannabis at 16 and I haven't stopped, it saved me money and 
didn't effects me negaSvely like the pills it. I believe it can help many people 
with there own struggles and so I stand for Cannabis. Michelle

2020-09-10 
10:42:39 Gauteng Yes I do

The Window comment needs to be reviewed.  We can smoke in our balconies 
not inside our houses. Zwelakhe
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2020-09-10 
10:39:45 Gauteng Yes I do Henk

2020-09-10 
10:39:38 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis is very good for a person, I suffer from depression and anxiety and 
have body/ muscular pain, it helps with all of these issues. It is not addicSve at 
all as people believe,  you smoke it and can leave it anySme, you can not leave 
smoking cigareses as easily as with cannabis, and no one ever in the history of 
documented smoking of cannabis has ever died from it as with cigareses. It 
must be legalized and perhaps sold in shops for easier access. Cannabis has 
many medicinal purposes and recreaSonal personal use must be encouraged. 
People that do not smoke it must not have a purposeful opinion, cause they 
don't know what it's like at all, especially when it helps for things such as 
depression, anxiety & pain issues, it also increases appeSte for anorexia and 
helps people get sleep who suffer from insomnia like myself that suffers from 
severe insomnia, so please all you nay-sayers get lost cause you don't know 
what you are talking about. Duane

2020-09-10 
10:39:27 Gauteng Yes I do Denise

2020-09-10 
10:39:11 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis is a lot healthier than normal sigareses, and have a lot of health 
benefits as well. Please focus on more important crime issues. Cannabis should 
not be prohibited. Maybe the people who are dealing in the illegal sigareses 
trade, is unhappy, because they don't have any say or control in the cannabis 
world. hey are probably afraid they are going to lose business and "money" 

Dave
2020-09-10 
10:36:59 Gauteng Yes I do

I do support the use and possesion in small quanSSes as it does not cause 
people to kill people.it aids medicinally and it makes people not be aggressive. Christopher

2020-09-10 
10:34:28 Gauteng Yes I do louinne
2020-09-10 
10:28:47 Gauteng Yes I do

This will allow people to use cannabis for their own personal reasons, while also 
seing limits to reduce crime and protect children Chantelle

2020-09-10 
10:28:09 Gauteng Yes I do

Having been affected by the effects of this drug ... it should not be legal at all. 
Smoking it just a home is sSll creaSng zombies Luciana

2020-09-10 
10:27:40 Gauteng Yes I do Gary
2020-09-10 
10:27:05 Gauteng Yes I do

It is used for medicaSon in an African society. I agreed for it to be ligalised and 
be regulated to avoid abused. 

Phaladi 
Jackson

2020-09-10 
10:18:18 Gauteng Yes I do Werner
2020-09-10 
10:17:13 Gauteng Yes I do

Legalize marijuana and export so we can smoke this country out of the shit we 
find ourselves in. We have the best marijuana in the world  why not exploit it ?? Rassie

2020-09-10 
10:12:30 Gauteng Yes I do Legalise the plant. Jaun
2020-09-10 
10:10:33 Gauteng Yes I do

I support the use of cannabis for medical purposes and for private use. The 
government can also benefit in a form of taxes. Abram 

2020-09-10 
10:09:23 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis is helping me tremendously to take away my shoulder pains and I no 
longer am using pain killers that oXen lead to addicSon and many side effects Debbie 

2020-09-10 
10:06:28 Gauteng Yes I do 420 Jr

2020-09-10 
10:05:29 Gauteng Yes I do

It's beser to use cannabis than than drink alcohol.cannabis keeps people sane 
and alcohol makes people insane and violent . So I would say legalizing all 
cannabis is good for our country . It also has lots of health purposes . Rather ban 
alcohol that causes people to drive badly , causes high criminal acSviSes Sudrudin

2020-09-10 
10:03:35 Gauteng Yes I do

Let the people who use it for medical purposes to use it without any 
harrassment from the law enforcement agencies and make it easier for the 
police to understand who and when they must arrest because I think it be 
complicated for them to understand Kopano

2020-09-10 
09:55:29 Gauteng Yes I do I strongly believe that people should have the freedom to choose. Annelize
2020-09-10 
09:52:14 Gauteng Yes I do Tony

2020-09-10 
09:52:01 Gauteng Yes I do

I support the amendments that have been long overdue. The exchange between 
two individuals allowance is two and the growing insufficient if individuals want 
to start a micro-enterprise for medicinal or other product related items (Hemp 
Clothing). Gavin

2020-09-10 
09:51:58 Gauteng Yes I do

should also restrict minors from smoking it  
kids should not smoke cannabis  
laws should be more clear regarding cannabis there should be no grey areas linda

2020-09-10 
09:47:47 Gauteng Yes I do Morne
2020-09-10 
09:44:39 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannibus use has health benefits and can be consumed as a tea, a herb or even 
extracts used to include in cuisine for those who do not prefer to smoke. Maleka

2020-09-10 
09:43:33 Gauteng Yes I do viviana
2020-09-10 
09:32:13 Gauteng Yes I do Awesome news. Not that I smoke cannabis but I think it is a good thing Pierre
2020-09-10 
09:26:43 Gauteng Yes I do Mashew 
2020-09-10 
09:22:43 Gauteng Yes I do

The penalSes are very harsh, maybe take away jail Sme and replace with 
community service. Elzet

2020-09-10 
09:20:49 Gauteng Yes I do Raeford
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2020-09-10 
09:14:28 Gauteng Yes I do

I do not think smoking of cannabis should be allowed in any public place, or 
around children parScularly. 
If for healing purposes it may be used. Sue 

2020-09-10 
09:09:36 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannibis does not have any terrible effects that we are brainwashed to believe, I 
have never heard of a person dying from a cannabis overdose or murdered by a 
person who uses cannabis ...  The cannabis plant opens up huge opportuniSes  
both financially in the economy and medically. There is proof of the Marijuana 
plant aiding in the recovery of many health problems we face the biggest one 
being Depression. If  people are not so afraid of using Cannabis they would be 
geing beser quality plants resulSng is beser lifestyle choices.   when you take 
cannabis in any form it relaxes you.  Why should we be restricted from 
something that makes humans relaxed especially in the stressful environments 
south African companies make us work in! Kerrisha

2020-09-10 
09:08:24 Gauteng Yes I do Pieter
2020-09-10 
09:03:06 Gauteng Yes I do Cannabis has many medical uses. It is also not as dangerous as alcohol Sue

2020-09-10 
08:58:48 Gauteng Yes I do

Step in the right direcSon but sSll ridiculous and unnecessary restricSons.  There 
are huge economic benefits from allowing free trade with this plant.  

No doubt the pharmaceuScal companies have had their input into this 
restricSve legislaSon.  

Register those who want to trade and charge a yearly license fee - make it 
simple to apply for and renew - this will increase gov income. 

Remove the restricSons on planSng and harvesSng, introduce licensing for 
traders and allow the market to develop without intervenSon. 

 Keith

2020-09-10 
08:58:28 Gauteng Yes I do

Allow for the producSon of cannabis related products like hemp from cannabis 
strains that yield more than the currently prescribed excessively low levels of 
THC. Wikus

2020-09-10 
08:56:53 Gauteng Yes I do Patrick

2020-09-10 
08:55:48 Gauteng Yes I do

I know many wonderful, respected adults who use Cannabis and they’re usually 
the best people. God made weed, man made booze. Who do you trust? Who do 
you choose? I’m going to go with God. Patricia 

2020-09-10 
08:48:40 Gauteng Yes I do Simpiwe

2020-09-10 
08:48:10 Gauteng Yes I do

I have struggled with ailments from depression to neuropathic pain and sleeping 
disorders since my late teens. The use of cannabis oil has been a life saver. For 
two years I have not used a single prescripSon medicaSon and have saved 
thousands of rands.  I'm absolutely thrilled that I can now grow it for medicinal 
uses. Brigise

2020-09-10 
08:47:48 Gauteng Yes I do

ProhibiSon creates criminals.  Open up the whole cannabis  industry  and reap 
the benefits  as a country.  Home use is a personal choice, provide mechanisms 
to help people make this choice in an educated, safe and supported way.  Nicola

2020-09-10 
08:39:42 Gauteng Yes I do

I feel as if South Africa is finally moving in the right direcSon in regards to 
cannabis. 
The laws as they are are  puing too many people away for a plant. Jordan

2020-09-10 
08:37:44 Gauteng Yes I do Adri
2020-09-10 
08:34:59 Gauteng Yes I do Lian
2020-09-10 
08:32:50 Gauteng Yes I do

I feel the sentences should be increased, taking of cannabis can lead usage of 
drugs. This was not supposed to be legalised in the first place Lerato
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2020-09-10 
08:28:28 Gauteng Yes I do

Firstly I AM NOT A CONSUMER/USER OF CANNABIS NOR GROWER OF 
CANNABIS. 
My back ground is law enforcement, 18 years as a SAPS member, and a member 
of SANAB from 1994 unSl all specialized units in the SAPS were disbanded. 
The numerical restricSons make absolutely NO sense.  
Just looking at the large variety of different types of cannabis plants on the 
market, why should any person be restricted to just a few plants? 
Let's face it not EVERYONE who uses, has green fingers.  
Treat cannabis no different to chillies. I can buy, swop, trade as many varieSes of 
chillies and seeds as I can get my hands on and have space to grow. 
The proposed bill is nothing more than another oppertunity for corrupt  
policemen to extort and harass people who wish to use cannabis.  
Even with the ConsStuSonal judgement, declaring possess and use legal, many 
persons got themselves arrested for dealing in cannabis when they were 
stopped by police, searched and someSmes, just a single joint was found in their 
possession, along with a bit of cash. 
Police need to focus their efforts and energy on REAL criminals. 

The Sme, effort and resources used to police cannabis can be much beser 
channeled at combaSng real crime, ie rape, robbery and theX.  
Instead of replacing traffic lights with stop streets, due to ongoing theX and 
damage to traffic lights and street lights, use policemen to focus their efforts on 
arresSng those responsible. That is real crime, needing police asenSon, not 
some aspiring cannabis grower who has a 1kg bag of home grown "majat" , 
harvested from 20 plants, that is of such poor quality, that it cannot even be 
used as animal feed.  
It is Sme to focus energy on real issues, not arSficially created issues.  

Cannabis has over the years ensured that 'Goggo's" living below the poverty 
line, in rural areas, could provide for their families, ensured that the children 
from their villages could get a proper educaSon, even get a university degree.  

We certainly don't need big corporaSons to monopolize cannabis.  

Scap these arbitrary limitaSons on the number of plants and quanSty of 
cannabis a person may have in his possession. 

Jacques
2020-09-10 
08:28:23 Gauteng Yes I do Johann

2020-09-10 
08:26:43 Gauteng Yes I do

All weight limitaSons should be dropped and individuals should be allowed to 
sell, remember for some of our families have been forcibly removed from arable 
lands, we can’t plant our own. Nkululeko

2020-09-10 
08:24:30 Gauteng Yes I do

Commercial licences for the sale of cannabis should be explored to regulate the 
product and safeguard the public. LJ 

2020-09-10 
08:20:38 Gauteng Yes I do Marlene
2020-09-10 
08:19:29 Gauteng Yes I do Albert

2020-09-10 
08:17:46 Gauteng Yes I do

About Sme but do not tell me how much I may have in my garden or in my 
possession.  
I agree that it may not be sold. For selling it the penalty must be a lifelong prison 
sentence to stop the illegal traders. 
I personally use THC oil for pain and it works wonders. Ernst

2020-09-10 
08:17:03 Gauteng Yes I do

If others have the right to smoke tobacco and drink alcohol, so too, should 
adults have the right to consume a plant. Maria

2020-09-10 
08:10:57 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis is so demonised and those who use it as medicine derive a lot of 
benefits. PharmaceuScals was always the main driving force behind the 
demonising of Cannabis, because it has such great properSes in healing and can 
be made at home for own use. Big pharma don't want you healthy they just 
want your money and keep you sick  and want to conSnue making money from 
drugs that worsen our bodies so we can keep buying more drugs. Like with 
anything , obviously kids need to be protected but they can also swallow 
medicaSon If it’s leX exposed. Stop demonising cannabis because for those who 
use it, it really helps. Sentences is way to harsh for an innocent plant provided 
by the Creator of the Universe for the good of mankind. Jailing ciSzens for 
cannabis related quanSSes and uses is sSll draconian and targeSng the soX 
targets instead of the corrupt and the real criminals. Users and growers and 
medicine makers are not criminals under the consStuSon and therefore 
decriminalised by the ConsStuSonal court of South Africa. Stop vicSmising the 
ciSzens and do not put ANY what-so ever limitaSons one quanSSes for the 
ciSzens because this open up a door for the corrupt to pursue for their own 
benefit. 

Willie

2020-09-10 
08:10:04 Gauteng Yes I do

I support it 200%. I have been waiSng for the cannibas to be regulated here 
South Africa. 5KG to have it in your own house i see as fair and usable fro the 
whole months. And to have in your garden is good as well. If its fore sale it 
should be far away from children. It should be sold privately as well. I dont 
smoke but i believe to be arresteed for such is not good at all. Jackson

2020-09-10 
08:03:25 Gauteng Yes I do Dene
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2020-09-10 
07:57:29 Gauteng Yes I do Jeanese
2020-09-10 
07:55:48 Gauteng Yes I do

The bill will assist our economy and decriminalize the recreaSonal use of the 
herb. Thulani

2020-09-10 
07:47:42 Gauteng Yes I do Greg

2020-09-10 
07:45:12 Gauteng Yes I do

However the jail terms are far to high and not aligned to the purpose or crime.  
Decriminalize use and put fines in place not jail Sme for break of the limits set. 
The limits are reasonable. Alan

2020-09-10 
07:45:06 Gauteng Yes I do Pieter 
2020-09-10 
07:39:59 Gauteng Yes I do Douglas

2020-09-10 
07:39:55 Gauteng Yes I do

I real emphasize that the government regulate cannabis so that they formalize 
the trade industry and let people trade in cannabis but let them also pay tax let 
buying of cannabis be like buying a cigarese and in a store 

In that way if it 8s regulated then the will be a burn of no sale to children.  

It another form of having an income taxaSon strategy hence our economy is 
collapsing  

People who smoke weed do not drink alcohol that much, people who smoke 
cannabis are not violent and it is a herb that can treat many illnesses through 
smoking, eaSng it or drinking it 

Bontle 
2020-09-10 
07:32:37 Gauteng Yes I do

It has numerous health benefits and I am using this for a year now. No more 
restless legs and I sleep like a baby at night Rita

2020-09-10 
07:25:34 Gauteng Yes I do

The criminalisaSon of drugs is ineffecSve at limiSng access to dangerous drugs 
and, instead, empowers dangerous gangs that make incredible fortunes on the 
black market for these illegal drugs. 
The criminalisaSon of drugs has imprisoned many non-violent people. This is 
unfair to these people and also uses up resources that would be beser spent 
prosecuSng and imprisoning people who are violent. 
The criminalisaSon of drugs is largely responsible for the militarisaSon of police 
forces in many parts of the world. It has pised police against ciSzens and this is 
unfair to both. Police need to be able to focus on protecSng the public from 
violent offenders and fraud. 
Lastly,  it is immoral for the government to dictate which substances a person is 
permised to consume, whether it is alcohol, tobacco, herbal remedies, 
saturated fat, cannabis, etc. These decisions belong to individual people, not the 
government. Warner

2020-09-10 
07:24:09 Gauteng Yes I do Robert
2020-09-10 
07:21:44 Gauteng Yes I do Jackie
2020-09-10 
07:15:53 Gauteng Yes I do Donovan

2020-09-10 
07:15:52 Gauteng Yes I do

Four flowering plants is nowhere near enough to support the cannabis smokers 
in our house. 
We would need atleast 30 flowering plants. Perhaps up to 50 flowering plants 
due to the various strains we all like. Not all strains have large harvests. Some 
only 80g. More oXen those will have to be planted to meet the household 
needs. Also, cannabis is far too expensive to purchase to meet our needs so we 
are forced to grow our own.  

And we would need atleast 6kg in our private residence. For consumpSon in the 
private residence ONLY.  1,2 kg would only last 2 months and four flowering 
plants would not be able to replenish the qty we consume. 

David
2020-09-10 
06:52:55 Gauteng Yes I do Free trade, do not regulate it at all. Use it to grow the economy Khotso
2020-09-10 
06:52:32 Gauteng Yes I do Markgavin 
2020-09-10 
06:49:39 Gauteng Yes I do

More than 8 plants for 2 adults in a home. The bill should make it 15 plants if 
there are 2 adults in the house.  Cannibus is less harmful than alcohol. Boipelo 

2020-09-10 
06:41:36 Gauteng Yes I do

This herb does less damage than any medicaSon on the market. It repairs the 
body and the mind and has more benefits in pain management than an 
destrucSve medicaSons like opioids. It is about Sme that we legalise it’s over the 
use of products like coke and opioids which are killing out people Mandy

2020-09-10 
06:39:02 Gauteng Yes I do

Hemp should be grown and marketed for heath  industry, as well as clothing and 
other industries Gail

2020-09-10 
06:33:57 Gauteng Yes I do Maretha
2020-09-10 
06:33:23 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis should be fully legalised, not everyone knows how to grow it 
themselves so it should be available to purchase. Imkd
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2020-09-10 
06:32:19 Gauteng Yes I do Kevin 
2020-09-10 
06:29:40 Gauteng Yes I do Let us enjoy the producSve use of our natural resources PoSphar
2020-09-10 
06:28:05 Gauteng Yes I do

The law should not handle alchohol and cannabis differently!  Period. 
Decriminalize!  Reinhardt

2020-09-10 
06:24:34 Gauteng Yes I do Pieter
2020-09-10 
06:18:50 Gauteng Yes I do Terence John

2020-09-10 
06:11:26 Gauteng Yes I do

The rules seems fair.  The quanSSes on plants seems low.  Limited to 4 per 
person. The way the plant grows, unless you can grow indoors,  only grows in 
summer so you need to grow enough to last you during winter as well. This does 
not even cover when growing for oils. Donovan

2020-09-10 
05:49:13 Gauteng Yes I do

This plant has been for all the wrong reasons. It is also about Sme government 
recoup some tax from its sales in a controlled sales and usage Mamisa

2020-09-10 
05:48:49 Gauteng Yes I do

It should be allowed for  private and PERSONAL USE only and in places where 
the smoke doesn't affect non-smoking people and, especially, babies and young 
children. Leila 

2020-09-10 
05:46:14 Gauteng Yes I do Candice
2020-09-10 
05:44:52 Gauteng Yes I do Heinrich 
2020-09-10 
05:43:07 Gauteng Yes I do Johan
2020-09-10 
05:21:25 Gauteng Yes I do

Covers recreaSonal and medicinal  home use 
Wayne

2020-09-10 
05:15:51 Gauteng Yes I do

This herb is help full in many thing's and it is planted and it's a natural plant it 
must be allowed in this country. Zandisile

2020-09-10 
05:11:06 Gauteng Yes I do

I support the bill for cannabis private use because we have a number of 
individuals who have illnesses that are eased by the herb. 
There are a number of cancer paSents that are dependent on the cannabis plant 
to ease the pain now and then.  
The cannabis plant has been used by our fore fathers for decades. 
For me it is a cultural thing to have cannabis, I use it for for its healing purposes.  
I think it is necessary to regulate the dealing of cannabis because that could be 
actually be a step towards the right direcSon for boosSng the economy.  
Farming of the cannabis plant could have posiSve impact on economy as well, a 
number of products are produced from the plant.  
To be honest, it doesn't make sense to have tobacco products legal and freely 
tradable because it is harmful. While cannabis products are being limited by 
laws and a sSgma that it is bad for you, cannabis is not bad for anyones health 
as compared to tobacco. Linda 

2020-09-10 
04:46:40 Gauteng Yes I do

-The smoking of Cannabis should be prohibited in public areas with or without 
the presence of persons not smoking  
-The transportaSon of cannabis should be strictly prohibited and no person 
should be allowed to carry any quanSSes of cannabis in public as they are more 
likely to smoke it in public  
The carrying of cannabis should carry more heavier sentences because 
regardless of it being used for medicinal purposes it is sSll a drug that poses risks 
to the youth and society Granny 

2020-09-10 
04:28:42 Gauteng Yes I do

Commercial must be allowed to supply those in the ciSes to avoid uncontrolled 
planSng by households.policing homes won't happen leading to wholesale 
availability Robias 

2020-09-10 
04:24:22 Gauteng Yes I do brian
2020-09-10 
04:01:15 Gauteng Yes I do Liezel 
2020-09-10 
03:28:30 Gauteng Yes I do Glynis 
2020-09-10 
01:48:36 Gauteng Yes I do Jock
2020-09-10 
00:52:50 Gauteng Yes I do

I think it should be Sghtly controlled and kept under control. However, I support 
the bill fully. Jonas

2020-09-10 
00:33:29 Gauteng Yes I do

I'm a tradiSonal healer reSred corporate  execuSve, cannabis is very important 
in my line of work as part of incense mixture to communicaSng with the spirits. 
It's also used for curing acute coughs in infusion form. It becomes a drug when 
violated by mixing it with toxic drugs, its a useful herb in its purest form.

Richard 
Clement 

2020-09-10 
00:13:13 Gauteng Yes I do

Free the PLANT , so many posiSve study and yet sSll illegal when alcohol and 
cigareses are way worse and are available over the counter come on SA take 
this opportunity Hayden 

2020-09-10 
00:07:37 Gauteng Yes I do

I was brought up by two elderly women, who believed in African tradiSons and 
medicine. Whenever we caught flu or fever, they use to boil cannabis and give 
us to drink. Believe me Sll to date I sSll use cannabis to protect myself against flu 
and colds. Sikhalele 

2020-09-09 
23:46:19 Gauteng Yes I do

I believe it should ne fully legal to culSvate and sell all forms of cannabis in south 
africa for personal and commercial use. Iris

2020-09-09 
23:36:35 Gauteng Yes I do Kim
2020-09-09 
23:33:54 Gauteng Yes I do

Make it legal. Very good property for healing. Herbally good for cancer. Exzma 
Tracey 
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2020-09-09 
23:13:57 Gauteng Yes I do Peseverance 
2020-09-09 
23:12:00 Gauteng Yes I do Janine
2020-09-09 
22:33:20 Gauteng Yes I do Kishore 
2020-09-09 
22:32:48 Gauteng Yes I do Omar

2020-09-09 
22:09:54 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis is an extremely medicinal plant both the THC and the CBD have 
properSes that help for pain. I damaged my back and the pain was unbearable 
that I couldn't sleep and had it not been for the use of cannabis both the in CBD 
and THC I would not have made as fast a recovery as what I did. I fully support 
the bill and would state that if the government would legalize the trade of 
cannabis that Tax would be applicable and would create another Tax income. It 
would also get rid of the dodge dealer and pure proper and clean product can 
be supplied to the adult public the average usage could be monitored. 

Kyle 
Mackway

2020-09-09 
22:04:50 Gauteng Yes I do Jenny
2020-09-09 
22:01:12 Gauteng Yes I do Banele
2020-09-09 
21:59:00 Gauteng Yes I do Bernard 
2020-09-09 
21:56:08 Gauteng Yes I do Nicoleen

2020-09-09 
21:54:52 Gauteng Yes I do

As as South Africans should be afforded the right of having as many plants as 
possible as not all plants make it or can be harvested (in the case of male plants 
with very lisle nutriSonal or medicinal value). Should be decriminalized. With 
obvious close control so it should not be sold to minors who don't know how 
powerful the plant can be. The public should be educated with regards to it's 
healing properSes. E

2020-09-09 
21:19:03 Gauteng Yes I do

I support the proposed bill for personal use and have been using cannabis to 
treat major depression for about 2 years. The side-effects from a year of  SSRI 
treatment were unbearable and I sSll have side-effects from the pills to date, 3 
years later. Wiets

2020-09-09 
21:18:01 Gauteng Yes I do

Eugene 
Keyser

2020-09-09 
21:18:00 Gauteng Yes I do

Eugene 
Keyser

2020-09-09 
21:07:35 Gauteng Yes I do

I agree for medicinal use. 
Under controlled circumstances at home not in public Jacqueline

2020-09-09 
21:04:13 Gauteng Yes I do

I'm 70 years old and have used cannabis for years now for medical problems. I 
don't trust any doctors nor mind bending chemical drugs. I fully support using 
cannabis in any form. Barbara

2020-09-09 
21:02:35 Gauteng Yes I do

The benefits of the plant far outweigh possible negaSve side effects. Many 
medicines have terrible  side effects yet are profited by major corporaSons. 
Alcohol and cigareses are legal but conservaSves are trying to keep this herb 
illegal. Trevor

2020-09-09 
21:00:24 Gauteng Yes I do

Legalize its use as proposed for medicinal purposes. The problem is, how do you 
police it and control it? How is it done in the U, S, A.? philippe

2020-09-09 
21:00:16 Gauteng Yes I do It's a natural product and the restricSons are reasonable Cristy
2020-09-09 
20:59:40 Gauteng Yes I do Allowance should be made to sell Cannabis for medicinal use  Johann
2020-09-09 
20:53:15 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis has great medicinal value in many aspects.  It should be legalised in a 
controlled manner. Lauren

2020-09-09 
20:48:41 Gauteng Yes I do

I support the approving of this bill strictly for personal consumpSon for re-
creaSonal and medicinal purposes. My only wish is for adults and young adults 
to be responsible with the plant and use on occasion. Ndumiso

2020-09-09 
20:40:58 Gauteng Yes I do Daniel
2020-09-09 
20:26:52 Gauteng Yes I do I totally agree with everything the guys are peSSoning for Ofentse 
2020-09-09 
20:22:43 Gauteng Yes I do I support this ammendment with no reservaSon. Velaphi
2020-09-09 
20:21:08 Gauteng Yes I do Michelle

2020-09-09 
20:19:44 Gauteng Yes I do

I cannot believe that the government has so many restricSons on cannabis, just 
legalise it for people to develop their own business in compliance, whereas 
mentally ill women, grandmother's, women , children get raped murdered and I 
as a woman have yet to see a Bill to the Mother's of this land, disgraceful!!!!!! 

Claudia
2020-09-09 
20:13:19 Gauteng Yes I do

I am of the opinion that the government should legalised the commercial use of 
cannabis

Jacobus 
Johannes

2020-09-09 
20:12:59 Gauteng Yes I do

Most people use it already and in some instances the dealers are making huge 
profits without paying tax so by regulaSng it will bring stability in the society David 

2020-09-09 
20:07:35 Gauteng Yes I do

Allow!!!!!  My son had epilepsy and have been on  cannabis for two years and 
off his medicaSon Chantel 

2020-09-09 
20:06:12 Gauteng Yes I do Vir medisinale gebruik! Adriana
2020-09-09 
20:03:29 Gauteng Yes I do

The negaSve impact that alcohol has on society far exceeds that of cannabis. No 
case of domesSc violence has ever been asributed to cannabis. Carl
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2020-09-09 
19:41:59 Gauteng Yes I do

There need to be consideraSon for small holdings who want to plant cannabis 
for medicinal purposes. It needs to say how many hectares can I use for 
medicinal. Currently cannabis  is a reservaSon for big farmers with big pockets. 

Themba

2020-09-09 
19:39:33 Gauteng Yes I do

It will offer more tax revenue to the country especially now to recover from 
lockdown if proper measure are put in place to avoid illegal sale to avoid paying 
tax on it Praneet

2020-09-09 
19:37:56 Gauteng Yes I do

I will support any bill that will punish any person who pushes habit forming 
drugs for personal gain. Although Cannabis does have known medicinal value 
and the plant grows freely in nature  , legislaSon must,in my view, be used to  
curtail the misuse of the drug. 
Personal use of Cannabis is of course a personal choice. Yvonne

2020-09-09 
19:30:53 Gauteng Yes I do

It has been a long Sme coming. The benefits  far  outweigh  the negaSves  if 
monitered  and controlled properly.  It is an opportunity to crush the illegal  
trade once and for all. Roger

2020-09-09 
19:29:54 Gauteng Yes I do Mncedisi 
2020-09-09 
19:29:38 Gauteng Yes I do Meagan

2020-09-09 
19:27:36 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabinoids  have mulSple anS-inflammatory effects on the nervous systems 
resulSng in numerous benefits to the body I.e.: Parkinson's disease, mulSple 
sclerosis, epilepsy etcetera. Renato 

2020-09-09 
19:25:44 Gauteng Yes I do Sally

2020-09-09 
19:05:04 Gauteng Yes I do

South Africa needs money and jobs.Cannabis will do all of this.we have the 
climate and the land.Stop denying people the opportunity to work and support 
there family. Neil

2020-09-09 
18:58:31 Gauteng Yes I do Susan

2020-09-09 
18:54:06 Gauteng Yes I do

My only concern is the jail Sme indicated.  Rape also carries a 15 year jail 
sentence.  But the one is a crime of unimaginable horror and damage whilst 
dealing in cannabis is not. My recommendaSon would be NO jail Sme,if the 
person ONLY deals in cannabis; if other drugs are involved, there should be jail 
Sme. Marlese 

2020-09-09 
18:50:48 Gauteng Yes I do

Rather than bickering and trying to be corrupt with nature's medicine, 
decriminalize it and legalize it MANQOBA

2020-09-09 
18:46:42 Gauteng Yes I do Medical research should be funded and supported Mbalenhle
2020-09-09 
18:45:22 Gauteng Yes I do

As a medicinal remedy cannabis cannot be limited. Government must deal with 
the problem of hard drugs in our communiSes Nelo

2020-09-09 
18:40:35 Gauteng Yes I do This criminal crusade on marijuana must end. Sandile
2020-09-09 
18:30:58 Gauteng Yes I do

The rules is strict , if they want to control  it they look at it the regularSon  
governing it Janeth

2020-09-09 
18:28:39 Gauteng Yes I do

The responsible use of cannabis has  many benefits.  Hopefully the  sSff 
penalSes will be a deterrent to abuse and irresponsible  use  around  minors and 
non parScipants. Ian

2020-09-09 
18:26:52 Gauteng Yes I do This should have never been illegal in the first place. Jan
2020-09-09 
18:26:33 Gauteng Yes I do Anthony

2020-09-09 
18:21:24 Gauteng Yes I do

The proposal is sound. Private use is the first step towards controlling the 
substance and generaSng tax revenue - if effecSve controls and regulator are in 
place. No objecSon to the proposed quanSSes as well. Zibele

2020-09-09 
18:20:52 Gauteng Yes I do There should be more allowance for personal purposes though Rob
2020-09-09 
18:19:54 Gauteng Yes I do Kevin
2020-09-09 
18:19:25 Gauteng Yes I do The penalSes are just way out of line in relaSon to what it is. Allan
2020-09-09 
18:17:42 Gauteng Yes I do Isaac
2020-09-09 
18:16:12 Gauteng Yes I do Isaac
2020-09-09 
18:15:52 Gauteng Yes I do Elna

2020-09-09 
17:59:34 Gauteng Yes I do

The use of cannabis is already  widespread , not only as cigareses but also as 
disSllates for medicinal use i.e cancer containment as is seen on many plaKorms 
.  
  Patrick

2020-09-09 
17:57:25 Gauteng Yes I do Celliers

2020-09-09 
17:54:54 Gauteng Yes I do

Medical uses need to be legiSmately explored and regulated. 
It is not a dangerous drug and would be easier to control if legalized, it should be 
treated the same as alcohol. 
Punishments should be civic duSes / community service and not a criminal 
record. 

Glenda
2020-09-09 
17:47:04 Gauteng Yes I do

I am very much In favour of the safe and legal consumpSon of cannabis by 
adults both for medicinal and recreaSonal use  Chris
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2020-09-09 
17:46:26 Gauteng Yes I do

If you allowed people to sell it (not to children) and taxed it like you tax tobacco, 
you would be able to make up the shorKall from all the "irregular spending" Nikki

2020-09-09 
17:45:24 Gauteng Yes I do

Hopefully it can be fully legal  as some of us consume  more than 600 grams in a 
month not everybody has the same tolerance levels faeem

2020-09-09 
17:41:37 Gauteng Yes I do Yes I do with all my heart because it does help with chronic pain Baccar 

2020-09-09 
17:40:21 Gauteng Yes I do

The benefits of controlled, private usage are of much importance. From cancer 
paSents to Parkinsons sufferers, this can be of dramaSc importance to South 
Africans Clement

2020-09-09 
17:38:05 Gauteng Yes I do

Legal for the people who use it for the right reasons is fantasSc  
Those who over indulge or use it for the wrong reasons will conSnue anyway !  
Dagga has been around for many  many years and no one Has ever died or got 
dagga poisoning from it  

 Let our police look for real criminals... 
 like murders / hijackers/ home invaders / child rapists / human trafficking/ EFF 
looters / CorrupSon/  
And find out where the 500Billion has gone  Pamela

2020-09-09 
17:32:15 Gauteng Yes I do Raymond
2020-09-09 
17:28:28 Gauteng Yes I do

4 flowering plants is unrealisSc. Please allow 7 flowering plants per adult. Thank 
you Mak

2020-09-09 
17:22:12 Gauteng Yes I do The word "child" should be defined. Anne-Marie
2020-09-09 
17:20:23 Gauteng Yes I do paddy

2020-09-09 
17:17:41 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis (commonly known as dagga) has been used by the under-privileged for 
many decades to treat some of the diseases, there any asempt to allow its use 
is welcomed.   

For me, I want the Government to give these people (under-privileged) license 
to grow and sell it. KD

2020-09-09 
17:15:55 Gauteng Yes I do Jenni
2020-09-09 
17:12:04 Gauteng Yes I do Much safer Anna

2020-09-09 
17:11:22 Gauteng Yes I do

RecreaSonal cannabis has a lot of usefull effects - and as long as the amounts 
are limited to private use it makes a lot of sense to legalize it. 
At the same Sme it will put an end to dealers making money with it and the 
associated black market. Siebi

2020-09-09 
17:08:39 Gauteng Yes I do

In full support of where I hope this is leading - full decriminalizaSon so as to 
create a open trade in cannabis one day. Jeff

2020-09-09 
17:07:35 Gauteng Yes I do

ConsideraSons relaSng to seasonal producSon of Cannabis needs to be taken 
into account.. These plants are best seeded in Spring, and will be ready between 
4-8 months, therefore there would be periods of the year when growing & 
harvesSng is not possible, thus maintaining adequate levels of the plant, aXer 
harvesSng, is essenSal to ensure a year round supply. Clyde

2020-09-09 
17:03:53 Gauteng Yes I do Kim
2020-09-09 
16:58:15 Gauteng Yes I do

It's a good start, but more needs to be done to allow consenSng adults to 
responsibly consume cannabis products. Craig

2020-09-09 
16:54:24 Gauteng Yes I do

I would recommend the same penalSes proposed for Cannabis must be applied 
to Cigarese Smokers as well. Especially around children. Andre

2020-09-09 
16:53:06 Gauteng Yes I do Reasonably well balanced in my opinion. Achim
2020-09-09 
16:52:41 Gauteng Yes I do

No drug is completely harmless, but compared to tobacco and alcohol, cannabis 
is significantly less likely to cause harm. So for private use, make it legal. Jan-Albert

2020-09-09 
16:52:13 Gauteng Yes I do

It  has been medically proven that cannabis helps to alleviate certain illness. 
Glaucoma and cancer to menSon only 2. Margaret

2020-09-09 
16:51:11 Gauteng Yes I do

Yes, it is part of democracy. The Government must never ban alcohol and 
cigareses again as it fascist! Colin

2020-09-09 
16:50:33 Gauteng Yes I do

Used responsibly. Many people need this for helping a number of ailments and 
illness. Which has been proven.  Estelle 

2020-09-09 
16:50:11 Gauteng Yes I do Jan
2020-09-09 
16:47:48 Gauteng Yes I do Its people choice and right. It has medicinal properSes so why not desire
2020-09-09 
16:43:58 Gauteng Yes I do

There are medically proven facts of the benefits of cannabis for certain illnesses. 
Glaucoma and cancer to menSon just 2. Margaret

2020-09-09 
16:43:40 Gauteng Yes I do

I support this law for private use, but I say legalize it completely, subject to tax, 
empower small rural farmers. Eliminate the illegal sector. Will we see a bill for 
the commercial sale and export of cannabis? Isis

2020-09-09 
16:36:03 Gauteng Yes I do

I would support the free and fair use of cannabis for personal and commercial 
use. The substance has NEVER been proven (clinically) to be addicSve and unlike 
all other substances including legal ones (alcohol) has never resulted in an 
overdose or cause a fatality due to usage. mark
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2020-09-09 
16:20:20 Gauteng Yes I do

The proposed Bill is too restricSve. 
The dangers of smoking cigareses by far outweighs that of smoking cannabis. 
The commissioning of aggressive & criminal behaviour can not be associated 
with cannabis users. 
Cannabis has been proven repeatedly to have many beneficial medical & health 
benefits. 
The restricSons of the proposed Bill will further deprive people from the many 
benefits of cannabis......cannabis is natural & herbal whereas many prescripSon 
medicine has horrific & detrimental side-effects. 
No human being has ever overdosed on cannabis......it is impossible to overdose 
on cannabis. 
People are seriously ill informed & lack proper knowledge of cannabis. MARIANA

2020-09-09 
16:16:57 Gauteng Yes I do LC
2020-09-09 
16:15:49 Gauteng Yes I do Alessandra
2020-09-09 
16:13:49 Gauteng Yes I do It's natural and helps a lot of people who suffer from different illnesses soraya
2020-09-09 
16:12:36 Gauteng Yes I do Mashew
2020-09-09 
16:11:01 Gauteng Yes I do

I believe that just like alcohol cannabis should have it's age restricSons and be 
freely available to adults. Paul

2020-09-09 
16:08:56 Gauteng Yes I do Krys
2020-09-09 
16:08:09 Gauteng Yes I do

Sounds good to me. When can plasSc, fiberglass etc be replaced with hemp 
only? Phillip Carel 

2020-09-09 
16:06:46 Gauteng Yes I do Gerald

2020-09-09 
16:05:42 Gauteng Yes I do

People who has cancer and is in a lot of pain use it and it helps them. 
As with liquor,  you will always have people that misuse it. 
They must maybe make a law against over eaSng, that is also dangerous. 

MAGRIETHA
2020-09-09 
16:03:45 Gauteng Yes I do Mabel

2020-09-09 
16:00:50 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis is now legalised so whyapply restricSons.  
Let cannabis be farmed and let SA reap the commercial advantage. 
This will allow for more taxes to be brought in and the smugglers will be 
eliminated. Theo

2020-09-09 
16:00:47 Gauteng Yes I do Cornel
2020-09-09 
16:00:35 Gauteng Yes I do Howard

2020-09-09 
15:58:12 Gauteng Yes I do

This is long overdue - Cannabis has been used as a medicaSon, spiritually and 
recreaSonally for hundreds of years by ALL populaSon groups of South Africa.  
My grandmother was a white Afrikaans Midwife and she used to assist her 
paSents with cannabis tea during labour at a Sme when medicaSon was scarce 
(1930's depression). 

I would want really strict legislaSon to prevent underage children's access 
though, as it is medically proved to have an effect on brain development in 
young children. Maggi

2020-09-09 
15:54:37 Gauteng Yes I do

I have a friend with MS and takes Cannabis to sleep it stops muscular spasms 
and allows a good nights sleep. Alan

2020-09-09 
15:51:25 Gauteng Yes I do

The ban on cannabis  was liXed with severe restricSons.  There no logic for these 
severe restricSons if SA wants a commercial  advantage. Ernest

2020-09-09 
15:50:44 Gauteng Yes I do

legalise as there are so many MORE IMPORTANT issues that the police can 
spend their Sme on and not waste tax payers money on chasing guys with 
cannabis.  

let them focus on the poliScians theX rather SHARON

2020-09-09 
15:37:58 Gauteng Yes I do

Not, however  as it is wrisen. No one can make enough oil for own use for a 
year with that amount of cannabis. As an adult, I should be able to determine 
how much I need for my medicinal an recreaSon purposes. I will smoke near a 
window, a door and anywhere in my yard despite what the government says. 
Some rapists are sentenced less than 15 years. The sentencing is ridiculous. 
I am a reSred person who was in senior management and never neglected any 
work related duSes in my working life because of my cannabis use. 
I am a funcSonal, responsible and acSve member of my community despite my 
"habit." Allison

2020-09-09 
15:33:18 Gauteng Yes I do

I've never had to use it, but if it's for medical purposes I think it would be a good 
thing. Robert 

2020-09-09 
15:28:38 Gauteng Yes I do Nono 

2020-09-09 
15:26:54 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis is the GATEWAY drug to heavier drug use. Bearing in mind that it is 
effecSve in treaSng certain medical condiSons, it cannot be banned outright but 
I believe it should be strictly controlled. HELEN

2020-09-09 
15:24:36 Gauteng Yes I do J
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2020-09-09 
15:19:48 Gauteng Yes I do

If they want it, them let them have it, aXer all, it is just a weed 
That takes people out of the monotony of controlled life. 
All that control is, is about money. 
Life could be so good without control. 
If people want to do things from which they die, so what. 

Charles
2020-09-09 
15:18:44 Gauteng Yes I do ESenne

2020-09-09 
15:15:28 Gauteng Yes I do

Canabis (the oil) used for medicinal purposes is very cost  
efficient and effecSve with no side effects. 
It is a natural herb Hazel

2020-09-09 
15:10:20 Gauteng Yes I do There should be  outlets where one can enjoy the products , shops or Sport bars Henry

2020-09-09 
15:07:43 Gauteng Yes I do

It has been decriminilised, so why the heXy jail sentences? Doesn't makes sense. 
8 plants per adult household is not enough to sustain a household with 4 adults, 
two elderly - the grow season takes 10 months, so you can only harvest once - it 
won't make enough sustainable medicinal  products to last. I would say, at least 
6-8 plants PER PERSON. (And also only aXer establishing that they are all 
females - the males don't count. From a qualified herbalist and healer. Maxine

2020-09-09 
15:03:08 Gauteng Yes I do

I support this bill but would request that the sentence for smoking near non-
consenSng people be increased, and that children include teenagers. Minese

2020-09-09 
15:01:02 Gauteng Yes I do Helena
2020-09-09 
15:00:25 Gauteng Yes I do Jennifer
2020-09-09 
14:56:37 Gauteng Yes I do Great for medical puposes. Leon
2020-09-09 
14:53:05 Gauteng Yes I do Cannabis should be legal Daniela
2020-09-09 
14:50:18 Gauteng Yes I do I think people should have a choice - it isn't my choice  for me. Marilyn
2020-09-09 
14:46:26 Gauteng Yes I do Stefan
2020-09-09 
14:45:28 Gauteng Yes I do

DecriminalizaSon of private cannabis use should definitely be allowed in terms 
of medical applicaSons (pain relief). Moyra

2020-09-09 
14:39:24 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis and cannabis products have significant health and healing properSes 
and will be of great benefit to those who need to manage chronic pain and 
disease that will otherwise not respond to convenSonal medicine. Meghan

2020-09-09 
14:34:32 Gauteng Yes I do

Rudolph 
Arnoldus

2020-09-09 
14:33:20 Gauteng Yes I do

There are medical benefits for cannabis.  I feel that it should be legalised to help 
alleviate pain. Elsebe

2020-09-09 
14:32:30 Gauteng Yes I do Jp
2020-09-09 
14:31:25 Gauteng Yes I do

EmphaScally support this, due to its medicinal properSes as well as removing 
the soX target from the police et al. Francois

2020-09-09 
14:29:16 Gauteng Yes I do Gareth

2020-09-09 
14:21:56 Gauteng Yes I do

The benefits far outweigh the negaSves if there are any negaSves. I think 
cannabis should be completely de-regulated. The less government interference 
the beser! If i grow and culSvate at my expense, why can i not sell it to cover my 
costs and it will also benefit the consumer by not having to pay unscrupulous 
operators. Garry

2020-09-09 
14:20:28 Gauteng Yes I do Aly
2020-09-09 
14:16:27 Gauteng Yes I do ellen
2020-09-09 
14:13:55 Gauteng Yes I do

Make it legal, but must have a license to sell. People selling must definitely pay 
tax! Cornelia

2020-09-09 
14:13:51 Gauteng Yes I do

Some people are suffering for various illnesses and this can help them.  That 
they don't use medicaSon anymore. Monica

2020-09-09 
14:12:26 Gauteng Yes I do

The right to privacy is something I think should carry over to the bill. As long as 
it's in my private capacity, government should have no say on how I may grow, 
store, consume or dispose of my medicine. Zol' is a part of my medicinal 
pracSces and essenSal for my well being. For government to encroach on my 
right to produce and consume a plant, would severely impact my well being and 
could cause damages. Please respect your ciSzens right to choose what they 
consume and grow in their private capacity.  It is far less dangerous than alcohol 
- Fact.  I think there should be an amendment for the allowance of joint friendly 
smoking secSons in the restaurant or pub should they choose to offer it. JW

2020-09-09 
14:10:47 Gauteng Yes I do Growing cannabis for private use should be legal. Shirley
2020-09-09 
14:09:28 Gauteng Yes I do Danielle
2020-09-09 
14:08:26 Gauteng Yes I do Clive

2020-09-09 
14:08:10 Gauteng Yes I do

Most people don’t realise that (before the pandemic ) alcohol has only been 
legal for an odd 80 years. I personally prefer Cannibis over alcohol. Let’s make 
this legal! Sabrina
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2020-09-09 
14:04:54 Gauteng Yes I do

Well firstly, no deaths have been reported about it, and most importantly why 
can't the government see it as a herb instead of a drug. The only reason why 
people are being rebellious about it, is because they dont get the freedom they 
deserve with it Mnoneleli

2020-09-09 
14:03:07 Gauteng Yes I do

I do support this -  cannabis if used correctly is very beneficial for you especially 
Cannabis Oil for the treatment of cancer paSents. Hannelie

2020-09-09 
13:55:00 Gauteng Yes I do

Hi 

i fully agree that cannabis should be ligalized as it poses no harm to anyone, and 
if it does pose harm then treaSng cannabis users as criminals does not solve the 
problem is makes it worse. i believe the state is misusing money by prosecuSng 
cannabis smokers, the police should prosecute real criminals. 

Secondly cannis is not only used for smoking it has many industrial uses which 
can help elevate and grow the economy people should be allowed to grow and 
experiment with it, Many people regard it as a herb for healing therefore the bill 
should not limit the amount one can carry. Molatelo 

2020-09-09 
13:51:32 Gauteng Yes I do Willie

2020-09-09 
13:49:17 Gauteng Yes I do

I think cannabis should be made completely legal. The government should let 
people buy and sell it with a normal tax on it that way everybody benifits from 
sales, government and the people of South Africa. Candice

2020-09-09 
13:44:13 Gauteng Yes I do Andries
2020-09-09 
13:42:30 Gauteng Yes I do Cannabis is a powerful healing agent amongg many other asributes. gail
2020-09-09 
13:38:32 Gauteng Yes I do Dillan
2020-09-09 
13:34:00 Gauteng Yes I do Margaret
2020-09-09 
13:32:41 Gauteng Yes I do Yes let’s use cannabis freely. This will help reduce enriching criminals. Moshe
2020-09-09 
13:30:26 Gauteng Yes I do Candice
2020-09-09 
13:30:11 Gauteng Yes I do Linda
2020-09-09 
13:27:21 Gauteng Yes I do I agree with the bill Ian
2020-09-09 
13:27:05 Gauteng Yes I do

As long as the use is confined to the house and is not for dealing, I think people 
should have a free choice on whether to use it or not Valerie

2020-09-09 
13:26:57 Gauteng Yes I do Jennifer
2020-09-09 
13:24:42 Gauteng Yes I do Eric
2020-09-09 
13:23:13 Gauteng Yes I do Jarred

2020-09-09 
13:21:42 Gauteng Yes I do

I have a daughter who has basled uncontrolled epilepsy for + 33 years. Has tried 
every type of medicaSon available. Not being able to access this opSon is unfair 
and unjust. 
 I too have survived cancer. 
RestricSng it is making the cost of it unnecessarily high and only the rich benefit. Roweena

2020-09-09 
13:17:25 Gauteng Yes I do

I do not think there should be any restricSons on growing or storing cannabis for 
personal use for anyone over the age of 18. A certain amount should be allowed 
to be sold by growers with a license to grow commercially. The license should 
not be hard to obtain for smaller growers to create jobs. There should be a age 
limit of 18 for recreaSonal use. Roger

2020-09-09 
13:15:59 Gauteng Yes I do Ruan 
2020-09-09 
13:14:10 Gauteng Yes I do Gee ook asb meer aandag aan kriminele rekords a.g.v dagga. Dylan 

2020-09-09 
13:09:26 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis helps so many people, not only physically with pain etc. but also 
psychologically to calm them down and help them concentrate. However, not 
everyone has enough money to go see a doctor to prescribe them cannabis, so 
they have to buy it illegally. I believe it should be made legal for private use, and 
sellers should apply for a license to trade with it legally, so that the police cannot 
raid them. Linda

2020-09-09 
13:07:50 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis, the growth and sale should be legalized fully, like alcohol.  It is less 
dangerous than using alcohol and has many useful and healthy properSes. I 
don't feel that a limit on the amount you have for personal used should be 
placed. And, talk about tax revenue! 
Jailsare full of people that have been jailed and criminalized for cannabis, this is 
an unnecessary burden on our society, as I feel this should be a free choice. Free 
cannabis sales, tax it and regulate the quality of it. As for cannabis being a 
gateway drug, that's pure rubbish, never ever have felt  oh gee, now I have to 
run out and get myself some heroin or cocaine! I have benefised greatly health 
wise from the use of cannabis oil for my auto immune disorder, but it has also 
helped enormously with anxiety and depression Michelle 

2020-09-09 
13:06:16 Gauteng Yes I do Danny
2020-09-09 
13:05:51 Gauteng Yes I do

I believe that that cannabis can be used for mulSple medical and recreaSon 
reasons ESenne
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2020-09-09 
12:57:33 Gauteng Yes I do

Since it is a fact that the majority of private persons currently purchase their 
cannabis for consumpSon from others who have been growing it for centuries, it 
makes no sense to conSnue to have culSvaSon and dealing in cannabis deemed 
illegal. 

I support complete legalisaSon of dealing in cannabis, preferably by re-
scheduling cannabis to a category that enables free culSvaSon, trade and 
consumpSon of cannabis, at least on a par with alcohol. 

I support the regulaSon by SAHPRA of medical cannabis products, just as it does 
for all medicinal products, especially Complementary Medicines. 

I support the protecSon of children against cannabis use, and any measures that 
ensure consumpSon by adults does not result in harm to children. Steve

2020-09-09 
12:56:12 Gauteng Yes I do

I think it is a good idea. Cannabis farming should be allowed as well but then 
these farms must only be allowed to sell to pharmaseuScal companies. Ed

2020-09-09 
12:54:45 Gauteng Yes I do

Legalize for Private consumpSon and sale with VAT applicable to boost SA 
economy and GDP. William

2020-09-09 
12:53:45 Gauteng Yes I do

It cured me from stage 4 Cancer. Also keep my son alive with a heart defect & no 
technology available. Deleen

2020-09-09 
12:45:14 Gauteng Yes I do

To date, no one has ever died as a result of taking cannabis in any form. Yet, 
people die every day from taking pharamacuScal  drugs???  Perhaps you should 
ban the use of pharamaceuScal drugs instead as they are deadly and do not 
work with the body but they certainly work against it.  Cannabis should be 
acceptable to the people that want it and need it. Lesley

2020-09-09 
12:45:01 Gauteng Yes I do Paul

2020-09-09 
12:42:25 Gauteng Yes I do

I do support the Bill but to me some of the restricSons are sSll presy harsh as 
Cannabis should actually be completely Legal to consume for adults over the age 
of 18...no penalty for smoking or possession. Ramon

2020-09-09 
12:41:21 Gauteng Yes I do

So the ANC deem it ok to legalise dagga, but want to ban smoking. What is the 
difference ?  
I have no issue with legalising maijuana, weed, Cannabis, dagga or whatever else 
one wants to call it. I do have an issue with government wanSng to ban smoking 
and restricSng alcohol sales on the one hand but are quite content to allow the 
sale and use of dagga. Arthur

2020-09-09 
12:35:09 Gauteng Yes I do Cheryll
2020-09-09 
12:32:37 Gauteng Yes I do Linda
2020-09-09 
12:28:31 Gauteng Yes I do ChrisSaan
2020-09-09 
12:27:29 Gauteng Yes I do Bruce
2020-09-09 
12:24:35 Gauteng Yes I do Kyle
2020-09-09 
12:23:23 Gauteng Yes I do

The next step should be to pass a bill allowing commercial use of cannabis, so 
that sales can be taxed, and heavy fines imposed for avoiding tax payments Steve

2020-09-09 
12:22:25 Gauteng Yes I do Gail
2020-09-09 
12:20:51 Gauteng Yes I do I use cannabis to relaxs  and to help for stress Dewaldt
2020-09-09 
12:18:34 Gauteng Yes I do Christos
2020-09-09 
12:15:30 Gauteng Yes I do Janet
2020-09-09 
12:12:46 Gauteng Yes I do

Smoking canabis helps me cope with my depression and anxiety. It has so many 
helath benefits. Adrie

2020-09-09 
12:10:05 Gauteng Yes I do

Let's think progress, development, industry creaSon, job creaSon, research& 
development, health and wellbeing. 
This is an opportunity to create a GDP stream. Raimando

2020-09-09 
12:06:38 Gauteng Yes I do Premeela

2020-09-09 
12:05:14 Gauteng Yes I do

This provides a good start for people requiring private smoking.  Frankly, I am 
totally against it  except for correctly authorised medicinal use .  Further 
legislaSon may be necessary for other uses. 

Pat
2020-09-09 
12:02:54 Gauteng Yes I do Rebecca
2020-09-09 
12:02:17 Gauteng Yes I do Please extend the amount (4) trees planted per person for medical uses. Erika
2020-09-09 
11:58:53 Gauteng Yes I do Gaone

2020-09-09 
11:58:28 Gauteng Yes I do

I believe everybody should have the right to plant his own cannabis unrestricted 
of quanSty. Cigareses is more harmfull in my point of view. It should also be 
studied for its medicinal properSes. Antonie

2020-09-09 
11:57:19 Gauteng Yes I do

Home use for cannabis can bring down crime as we can grow our own crops and 
stop buying from street dealers. Weed legislaSon can also safe our economy 
aswell. Xander
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2020-09-09 
11:55:55 Gauteng Yes I do

How can you sentence 15 yrs for dealing. Cannabis can't kill anyone, free trade 
in rape and murder are allowed but free trade in feeling beser and curing illness  
is not? DisgusSng. Cigareses are just as bad in terms of lung problems and have 
no good benefits. Ridiculous Audrey 

2020-09-09 
11:53:00 Gauteng Yes I do

I'm not against the growing and use of cannabis at all. I'm in favour of it being  
totally legalised Marion

2020-09-09 
11:39:58 Gauteng Yes I do Lelanie 
2020-09-09 
11:38:53 Gauteng Yes I do

Taken as it should it is a natural medicine - works wonders for my auto immune 
disease when nothing else helps. Pat

2020-09-09 
11:37:34 Gauteng Yes I do

Yes I do because we have our own right to look aXer our health and the endless 
health benefits that cannabis contain and is not a gateway drug!!! David

2020-09-09 
11:37:03 Gauteng Yes I do

I support  the bill, as  i have witnessed  few people  surviving  because of it. 
Maybe the can increase the possession amount  per family.

Nomthandaz
o 

2020-09-09 
11:36:36 Gauteng Yes I do Michelle
2020-09-09 
11:30:31 Gauteng Yes I do Cannabis is good ob both medical and consumpSon use Isaac
2020-09-09 
11:26:28 Gauteng Yes I do Make Cannabis legal for private use

Erasmus 
Johannes

2020-09-09 
11:26:26 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis should be legalized due to the unlimited number of health benefits. 

RecreaSonally cannabis is much safer than alcohol and poses lisle threat to 
society if consumed responsibly Shane

2020-09-09 
11:26:25 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis should be legalized due to the unlimited number of health benefits. 

RecreaSonally cannabis is much safer than alcohol and poses lisle threat to 
society if consumed responsibly Shane

2020-09-09 
11:21:51 Gauteng Yes I do

While I'm a non user, I don't mind others using.  
Not in my home or in a shopping mall, or a public place, as I find the smell 
offencive. 
Sincerely 
John John

2020-09-09 
11:12:48 Gauteng Yes I do Leon

2020-09-09 
11:12:05 Gauteng Yes I do

One mans meat is another mans poison. If they choose to ban this then they 
must ban alcohol and opioids as well. There are over 1000 plants that are 
psychoacSve but Cannabis is a problem? Regulate it and make money off the 
tax? All I can say is " GROW UP SOUTH AFRICA" Banksy

2020-09-09 
11:09:16 Gauteng Yes I do Marthinus
2020-09-09 
11:05:58 Gauteng Yes I do I am happy with the bill provided Nadia
2020-09-09 
11:01:25 Gauteng Yes I do Adrian
2020-09-09 
10:57:51 Gauteng Yes I do Rod

2020-09-09 
10:56:15 Gauteng Yes I do

I would like to be able to skill and upskill people in the  local community of the 
horSculture side. Medical benefits and medicinal use. 
Im able to share my knowledge but may not earn any profit. 
Im not looking to sell plants...seeds...or any culSvaSng equipment but just 
knowledge. I feel enStled to be able make a living as an unemployed person. 
My other skills are outdated and the market is swamped with already .employed 
persons. Rory 

2020-09-09 
10:56:11 Gauteng Yes I do

While the bill is currently serviceable, I believe that there are far too many 
loopholes which can be used to prosecute otherwise non -offending users. For 
example, the laws about smoking too close to a window, what about smoking 
outside? If someone can smell my cannabis does that mean that I can be 
prosecuted.  
What consStutes a "non-consenSng" person?  Is that someone who is willing to 
take stay nearby to users but  not use themselves?  Can consent be revoked? 
Can someone who originally consented, smoked, and got high suddenly revoke 
consent and therefore allow me to be prosecuted? 
What about other forms of cannabis, such as rosin, hash, concentrates, oils, 
wax, shaser, or other types of cannabis extracts. 
What about university digs or homes with many adults who are all users? Am I 
allowed to grow and use if I live in an apartment or live in close quarters to 
others? Will this make people living in low-income housing more suscepSble to 
prosecuSon for cannabis? 
I believe that the laws need to be clarified to a far larger extent but I do believe 
that a preliminary set of laws must be put in place as soon as possible to allow 
users to beser know their rights or be more easily defend-able in a court of law. Aidan 

2020-09-09 
10:53:23 Gauteng Yes I do

I aprove of cannabis for home use , the problem comes when you are allowed to 
carry it in public. The dealers will have only the allowed amount in their 
possession for "own " use " but have nearby his "Stash" . I would say only 
enough for 1 or 2 zoll and already rolled and not more . Cannabis should sSll be 
illegal in CorrecSonal centres as it causes problems. Tobie 

2020-09-09 
10:52:45 Gauteng Yes I do

good job creaSon ,good medicine  for the healing of the naSon ,beser health , 
wellness and  
support   and care for chronic paSents , .  

seth
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2020-09-09 
10:49:47 Gauteng Yes I do Arno
2020-09-09 
10:45:07 Gauteng Yes I do This is a brilliant idea Heleen
2020-09-09 
10:43:54 Gauteng Yes I do This bill I like, do it, do it do it!!!! Abraham 
2020-09-09 
10:41:54 Gauteng Yes I do George
2020-09-09 
10:40:17 Gauteng Yes I do Dirk
2020-09-09 
10:37:41 Gauteng Yes I do

The posiSve side of marijuana far outweigh the negaSve and It is only the big 
pharmaceuScal companies that want to keep it on the banned substance list. David

2020-09-09 
10:36:06 Gauteng Yes I do It can assist people with treatment of various illnesses and pain relief Linda
2020-09-09 
10:36:06 Gauteng Yes I do This bill needs to be beser wrisen and beser defined EBRAHIM

2020-09-09 
10:34:22 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis is not a drug and should not be treated as such. It grows from nature 
the same as the herbs we put into our food. Government is just looking for a 
way to spend their Sme on less important things because they have no control 
over the rest of the coutnry and corrupSon.  

Thanx to you guys who are making a huge difference for ALL of US!!! Cathryn

2020-09-09 
10:33:53 Gauteng Yes I do

Responsible use and compliance to the law goes a long way to stop criminal 
intent. 
CBD and THC have been used in many medical applicaSons, are cheaper than 
big Pharama and safe to use. Be responsible. James

2020-09-09 
10:33:33 Gauteng Yes I do Claudia
2020-09-09 
10:30:12 Gauteng Yes I do

some regulaSons are too harsh 
imagine doing four for smoking near a child mphemane

2020-09-09 
10:28:40 Gauteng Yes I do Kathleen
2020-09-09 
10:27:20 Gauteng Yes I do Donald
2020-09-09 
10:27:19 Gauteng Yes I do Diana
2020-09-09 
10:27:17 Gauteng Yes I do Diana

2020-09-09 
10:26:28 Gauteng Yes I do

600g to 1.2kg is too lisle for a household of one to two adults if the number of 
plants is 4-8. Depending on the type of cannabis or how it’s grown, one plant 
can produce 1.2kg all on its own. A beser and more appropriate allowance for 
dry cannabis bud for the number of trees should be made. 

 Aidan
2020-09-09 
10:24:29 Gauteng Yes I do

I would like to see the limit on the number of flowering plants raised to at least 
6 for one person, 2 x Indica strain, 2 x SaSva strain and 2 Hybrids. Steve

2020-09-09 
10:24:01 Gauteng Yes I do bharesh
2020-09-09 
10:22:31 Gauteng Yes I do Brian
2020-09-09 
10:19:46 Gauteng Yes I do Mike
2020-09-09 
10:18:16 Gauteng Yes I do beryl
2020-09-09 
10:17:10 Gauteng Yes I do This is a medicinal plant and should be used for its excellent healing properSes. Denise
2020-09-09 
10:16:41 Gauteng Yes I do I totally agree Boleng 

2020-09-09 
10:15:01 Gauteng Yes I do

I have been depressed with anxiety for the last 4 years of my life where i 
wouldn't leave my bed or my house, But the consumpSon of Cannabis in a 
responsible dosage has allowed me to be more accepSng of my life and helped 
encourage me to work on my anger issues and healing. Its my Medicine. Lindsey 

2020-09-09 
10:12:23 Gauteng Yes I do Carl 
2020-09-09 
10:11:42 Gauteng Yes I do Petro
2020-09-09 
10:11:31 Gauteng Yes I do Twanese
2020-09-09 
10:11:26 Gauteng Yes I do If used only for medical purposes. Pain relief. Ben
2020-09-09 
10:11:11 Gauteng Yes I do Linese

2020-09-09 
10:10:54 Gauteng Yes I do

I as a South African individual believe that cannabis and it's healing properSes 
are needed, when it comes to things such as pain and body disturbances. It has 
basically no downside to the actual product and I would like to ensure that it is 
able to be used throughout SA whenever pleased or needed Sloane

2020-09-09 
10:09:21 Gauteng Yes I do Charmaine 

2020-09-09 
10:08:08 Gauteng Yes I do

I think limiSng how much weed people are allowed to have in their private 
homes is unfair. The government doesn't limit how much alcohol people should 
have in their private homes so why should they limit weed. We should be 
allowed to have as much weed as we like in our private homes. Lerato
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2020-09-09 
10:06:50 Gauteng Yes I do We are adults we can decide what we want to do with our bodies. Stefaans

2020-09-09 
10:06:38 Gauteng Yes I do

Those who oppose the private use of marijuana have not experienced any 
posiSve effects of use whether that be increased self healing, either physical or 
emoSonal.  
Alcohol. A substance mulSple Smes more harmful than marijuana is not only 
allowed for private but also public consumpSon.  Alcohol, more oXen than not 
causes anger, frustraSon and public violence where marijuana has the complete 
opposite effects and those who are on a marijuana high experience decreased 
anxiety, stress. An increased calamity around them and genuine peace.  

The “war on drugs” has done nothing but force this, much safer than most legal 
substances, underground or forced those who need it for medicinal use to go 
through an excruciaSngly difficult path to allow them to obtain legal permission 
to simply live out a basic human right of medical help.  
No one needs alcohol to improve their physical or mental states while others 
genuinely only find help in Cannabis. Simon 

2020-09-09 
10:03:42 Gauteng Yes I do

Legalise the use and processing of cannabis for recreaSonal and medicinal use.  
The economic benefits are what SA needs for job creaSon. 
The State must try and not act like a nanny and dictate limits and condiSons to 
the ciSzens.  The state cannot police any law or regulaSon correctly anyway so 
take that out of the bill.  
We saw what happens with prohibiSon of alcohol and tobacco - leads to 
criminal acSviSes and extorSon. 

Stuart
2020-09-09 
10:02:00 Gauteng Yes I do

Please can there be a guide as to where one can obtain seeds or plants for grow 
from home> Colin

2020-09-09 
09:59:45 Gauteng Yes I do

The decriminalizaSon will reduce criminal acSvity with the drug. 

The market should be opened for growth of cannabis for medical purposes. Barry
2020-09-09 
09:58:58 Gauteng Yes I do This bill should have been put in place long ago.. Veronica

2020-09-09 
09:58:35 Gauteng Yes I do

I have a problem with licenses only being granted to farmers. This once again 
excludes previously disadvantaged people. I support legalisaSon for personal 
use. it has great medicinal properSes.  People should have a right to choose.  the 
same as with alcohol and tabaco... Roz

2020-09-09 
09:58:15 Gauteng Yes I do

PrivaSsaSon allows major strides to be made within South Africa medically as 
well as agriculturally, there is a massive internaSonal market  the ability to 
create jobs within South Africa. Nikita 

2020-09-09 
09:57:38 Gauteng Yes I do

I feel that Cannibas growing on farms and used for Medicinal purposes would be 
good for the country as a whole. Also  the hemp which comes from it can be 
used for various things like clothing, cement and industry. You will be able to 
deal internaSonally and get much needed foreign investment in our country. 
Jobs will be created and fallow land can be used  in rural areas where 
employment will be created for the people. Our country has the ideal climate 
for growing Cannabis!  Revenue cawill be at an all Sme high! Carmela 

2020-09-09 
09:55:31 Gauteng Yes I do Henry 
2020-09-09 
09:54:28 Gauteng Yes I do Ian

2020-09-09 
09:54:22 Gauteng Yes I do

Think it’s Sme that at least One thing in this country can go in the right 
direcSon! A natural product that mother earth has given us to culSvate, to use 
and to Learn from and help us along our evoluSonary path! The human body 
has cannabinoid receptors for a reason! We need it! It is crucial for opSmal 
human health - physically, mentally and spiritually! No longer will we be 
dumbed down by governments! No longer can they keep the Truth from the 
people! The Brain washing era has come to an end! No Longer! Lewis

2020-09-09 
09:52:45 Gauteng Yes I do

Although this is a step in the right direcSon, there are sSll many flaws. 
QuanSSes are way off for a person medicaSng with oils and flower. Jevon

2020-09-09 
09:50:37 Gauteng Yes I do Wynand

2020-09-09 
09:50:08 Gauteng Yes I do

I support this comment: 
Laws are essenSal for keeping order in socieSes and respecSng the rights of 
ciSzens however it is my opinion that there is no law and order in South Africa. 
Having a bill that describes the penalSes for not adhering to the rules/guidelines 
relaSng to the use of cannabis, is meaningless as our law enforcement are not 
effecSvely carrying out their duSes and our courts follow on in not operaSng 
efficiently, effecSvely and from an unbiased plaKorm. This Bill reflects the 
deterioraSon of our naSon - we are focusing on an area of nature that " lowers 
our faculSes " while people are losing businesses, losing jobs, losing their 
freedom and losing their ability to take care of their families. PoliScians conSnue 
to use the " divide and conquer " strategy to ensure that our Rainbow NaSon 
does not stand together to insist on a Government that works for our benefit. I 
hope everyone wakes up to what is really going on. Ivan
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2020-09-09 
09:50:04 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis is currently used widely for medicinal purposes when the HTC is 
limited and micro-dosed.  We are currently tesSng the blending of cannabis with 
medicinal mushrooms and believe this combinaSon contains nature's strongest 
answer to a range of ailments which have been used for thousands of years in 
East Asia to treat sickness from cancer, epilepsy, depression, pain relief to 
insomnia. 
Western cultures only see the dangers of HTC, the compound in cannabis that is 
psychoacSve and produces a "high".  Its counterpart is CBD which dilutes the 
effects of THC and is mainly available in oil form and widely sold and used to 
address less severe ailments.  
So the use of cannabis under the proposed regulaSons is to be recommended as 
the benefits far outweigh the potenSal negaSve impacts. Mike

2020-09-09 
09:49:26 Gauteng Yes I do Ellen
2020-09-09 
09:49:05 Gauteng Yes I do Bjorn
2020-09-09 
09:48:25 Gauteng Yes I do Thando
2020-09-09 
09:44:00 Gauteng Yes I do Cannabis should be fully legal for recreaSonal use!! Frances
2020-09-09 
09:43:12 Gauteng Yes I do Lizzie
2020-09-09 
09:41:49 Gauteng Yes I do Luigi
2020-09-09 
09:40:38 Gauteng Yes I do Mimi
2020-09-09 
09:39:45 Gauteng Yes I do Debby
2020-09-09 
09:39:41 Gauteng Yes I do Jeff
2020-09-09 
09:38:06 Gauteng Yes I do

Why does the bill not provide for the sale and VAT for our depleted coffers like 
Canada for example? Piet

2020-09-09 
09:37:58 Gauteng Yes I do

There are far more pressing issues regarding violent crime , corrupSon and 
looSng of the state coffers for the police to concern themselves with than a 
harmless bunch of cannabis smokers who never did anyone any harm. 

Paul
2020-09-09 
09:35:56 Gauteng Yes I do

I feel the regulaSons are fair and quanSSes for consumpSon are fair especially 
when it comes to smoking around children. Marcy

2020-09-09 
09:34:46 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis is a natural herb and there should be NO restricSons whatsoever on it.  
It has HUGE medicinal uses and can be used to treat all sorts of diseases.  Aside 
from that, is a human right for people to decide what people can put into their 
own bodies; these do not belong to any state or government!  All cannabis-
related prisoners should be released immediately. Terry

2020-09-09 
09:32:56 Gauteng Yes I do

It will help me as I'm frail  I'm living with hiv organ failure cancer sycosis exetra 
thanks kind regards mis fmb francina maria bronkhorst 

Francina 
maria

2020-09-09 
09:32:00 Gauteng Yes I do

There must be control over personal use to prevent the product being 
commercially produced and consumed. Separate legislaSon should be put in 
place to produce and market the product to specified standards to protect 
consumers of the product. Lance

2020-09-09 
09:25:37 Gauteng Yes I do

The bill needs to apply with cigareses as well. Especially when it comes to the 
part about children.  

Smoking is smoking at the end of the day. Kgothatso

2020-09-09 
09:25:12 Gauteng Yes I do

1. we could be creaSng jobs for those who culSvate the plant. 
2. We can have depots that would buy & export the cannabis at a profot 
3. We could limit the amount sold locally, as cannabis is used as a pain killer 

Ray
2020-09-09 
09:23:29 Gauteng Yes I do André 
2020-09-09 
09:21:52 Gauteng Yes I do Zia
2020-09-09 
09:20:06 Gauteng Yes I do Warren
2020-09-09 
09:16:18 Gauteng Yes I do Cas
2020-09-09 
09:15:19 Gauteng Yes I do

Thank you for this reasonable approach to cannabis and the many benefits it 
provides. Damian

2020-09-09 
09:14:32 Gauteng Yes I do Wouter

2020-09-09 
09:14:31 Gauteng Yes I do

Imagine how many lives will be spared from incarceraSon for using a natural 
plant that’s been around for millions of years. To think that modern primiSve 
man can ban nature is retarded beyond any belief. Aleksandar

2020-09-09 
09:13:08 Gauteng Yes I do Lee 
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2020-09-09 
09:10:32 Gauteng Yes I do

I have educated myself about cannabis, to my knowledge now it is a huge 
benefit to many 
sick people with uncurable ailments to get a relive of their pain and other 
condiSons to ease. 
Look at the whole of America and Canada, more than 50% of the stats have 
leagalizet the 
use and growing and even smoking cannabis.  It became a big industry in these 
states mainly 
for medical purposes. We can do the same. 
 Peter

2020-09-09 
09:07:50 Gauteng Yes I do Grant

2020-09-09 
09:07:43 Gauteng Yes I do

Going to be difficult to monitor personal growth and amount of seeds any 
individual has and it is unclear as to whether these limits apply to a house or an 
individual in a house (eg 3 people in a house does the limit be 3 fold) 
What is missing is the rules for buying cannabis for personal use and how this 
will be taxed and so on... unless they are only allowing personal growth at 
home. Bres

2020-09-09 
09:05:53 Gauteng Yes I do Linda
2020-09-09 
09:03:50 Gauteng Yes I do FATIMA
2020-09-09 
09:02:55 Gauteng Yes I do

I believe cannabis is a natural herb which is beneficial to humans for its 
medicinal properSes and use of it in any form for that reason. Louella

2020-09-09 
08:59:00 Gauteng Yes I do CurSs
2020-09-09 
08:58:55 Gauteng Yes I do Sounds fair Nicolaas
2020-09-09 
08:57:36 Gauteng Yes I do JOHN
2020-09-09 
08:54:39 Gauteng Yes I do It is a natural medicine  given to us from GOD to be used in the right  way. Beie

2020-09-09 
08:53:06 Gauteng Yes I do

Make it legal, like farming, as it is like farming. SomeSmes you have a good 
season and someSmes bad. People need more for pain than you describe. Make 
it Legal and Government can make tax money from cannabis. Government can 
open a plant to make hemp and through that you create jobs. Cannabis is far 
less harmful than liquor. Greg

2020-09-09 
08:51:36 Gauteng Yes I do

How can you controll amounts of seeds on an outdoor growth? 
If I grow 1 plant it can produce hundreds of seeds if someone has a male in the 
facinity.  What happens to other seeds? 

Louise

2020-09-09 
08:49:26 Gauteng Yes I do

With regards to the  jail sentence regarding the sale of cannabis this is out of 
context with the profile of this herbal medicine. As it is not addicSve and 
certainly has healing properSes  there should be a legal limit set . Those dealing 
in this should not be treated as criminals. There are so many without an income 
that this would certainly help many families.  I support this industry for the cash 
input that it can provide  for many in need and for its healing properSes on all 
levels. Andrea

2020-09-09 
08:48:29 Gauteng Yes I do Quinton
2020-09-09 
08:47:29 Gauteng Yes I do Felicity

2020-09-09 
08:46:11 Gauteng Yes I do

I can't use pain pills for my osteoporosis, my kidneys cannot handle it. I can only 
use cannabis for my extreme back pain. It's ridiculous to think 6 plants will be 
enough.  Cannabis is far less harmful than liquor. Make it legal as the medical 
use is less harmful than pills. Make it legal STOP. Why all the rules. Rediculous. 
Stop CorrupSon. Helena

2020-09-09 
08:45:40 Gauteng Yes I do

I support use of cannabis for medicinal purposes where this plant can make a 
difference. Selling it for a profit and intent to sell to minors for monetary gain is 
a NO! Keith

2020-09-09 
08:44:23 Gauteng Yes I do Tony
2020-09-09 
08:43:59 Gauteng Yes I do

No Government should be allowed to make health decisions for ciSzens.  The 
South African Government is unqualified to decide on ANYTHING . ALIDA

2020-09-09 
08:43:38 Gauteng Yes I do

There are so many people  who can use it for pain and health reasons. They 
oXen need to buy readymade products. It should be the right of a person to buy 
and take as much as they feel they want to. The sellers can state the effects of 
overuse, like cigareses and alcohol. South African should be treated like adults 
they are and not controlled by members of government who assume they know 
beser and play GOD with our lives. Therese
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2020-09-09 
08:42:05 Gauteng Yes I do

I suffer from bad chronic headaches and the medicaSon I use only helps for 
about 3 hours, which means for me to be able to go to work, i am taking a hell of 
a lot of painkillers to get through my day.  I have tried diffrent cannibis that was 
made by private people, and one worked.  I was headache free for 4 weeks, and 
i could use it in the morning before work( whih i disclosed to our HR)  but then i 
needed to use more which i could not affford.  

So i dont want to smoke it to get on a high or low or whatever, but I need if for 
my massive headaches. 

Anne

2020-09-09 
08:41:48 Gauteng Yes I do

People in hospices and medical faciliSes that are in sever pain or highly anxious 
should be allowed to to receive cannabis as a medicaSon. therefore medical 
faciliSes and hospices as well as doctors and therapists even physiotherapist and 
related medical pain relief therapists should be allowed to grow, deal and 
prescribe cannabis. all oncology centers should have stocks available for 
paSents. I feel ingesSon is preferable to smoking or vaping as smoking and 
vaping  are not ideal for ones lungs, so making busers, liquids or creams or such 
should be allowed, however vaping and smoking is a lot easier and straight 
forward so it should conSnue to be allowed.  i suffer from permanent nerve 
damage, the pain is debilitaSng! Cannabis for private use is great but i need my 
doctor to prescribe it, so i can take it on a business trip with me, obviously in 
small quanSSes but i sSll need the script, so i don't get mistreated by officials 
who find it on me. so i can declare it, look i have a script and i have enough 
cannabis on me to last my 5 day business trip but not enough to "deal". that 
would be good, especially at airports.  

Michelle
2020-09-09 
08:40:44 Gauteng Yes I do I support it fully Kristen
2020-09-09 
08:38:03 Gauteng Yes I do

It is a good start, but sentence is too high. I believe cannabis should be totally 
decriminalized and liberalized. This will give a good boost to SA economy as well. costanza

2020-09-09 
08:37:48 Gauteng Yes I do

For anyone who requires cannabis  for medicinal purposes I am all for it. I am a 
MulSple Cancer survivor and I it has benefits for most people suffering from 
illnesses where this plant can make a difference. Selling it for a profit and intent 
to sell to minors for monetary gain is a NO! 

Xen
2020-09-09 
08:35:57 Gauteng Yes I do Sergio
2020-09-09 
08:33:42 Gauteng Yes I do Riaan 
2020-09-09 
08:30:46 Gauteng Yes I do Ana
2020-09-09 
08:30:31 Gauteng Yes I do MATTHEW

2020-09-09 
08:30:22 Gauteng Yes I do

I think this is a wonderful idea. You will never stop people from smoking 
cannabis and so its good that you are amending regulaSons to decriminalize. 
The decriminalizaSon of such substances is such a juvenile way to handle this 
issue anyway, and uses up government resources, like court Sme and jail space 
on people that just dont deserve it. So well done government. JusSn

2020-09-09 
08:29:02 Gauteng Yes I do This is an excellent step in the right direcSon but the trade needs to be legalised. Bres
2020-09-09 
08:27:23 Gauteng Yes I do Filipe
2020-09-09 
08:27:10 Gauteng Yes I do Shakil
2020-09-09 
08:26:29 Gauteng Yes I do Imran

2020-09-09 
08:23:33 Gauteng Yes I do

This might just be a first baby step towards geing rid of the sSgma around 
Cannabis and the use thereof. Hopefully this will lead to the eventual removal of 
"legal" limits from something that should not even be regulated at all. Conrad

2020-09-09 
08:23:31 Gauteng Yes I do

Use by youth must be prohibited and make strong regulaSons for Dealers/
anyone  selling to under 18's. Good Medical data to show that regular use as a 
youngster has lasSng effects on the brain. Chris

2020-09-09 
08:23:03 Gauteng Yes I do Cornelia
2020-09-09 
08:22:53 Gauteng Yes I do Cornelia 
2020-09-09 
08:21:48 Gauteng Yes I do Theo
2020-09-09 
08:20:31 Gauteng Yes I do Wessel
2020-09-09 
08:20:27 Gauteng Yes I do Mark 

2020-09-09 
08:19:37 Gauteng Yes I do

I think this will stop crime from drug dealing and enable people to explore what 
is a much-malaligned plant.  However, like tobacco I do believe public smoking 
should be banned. Driving  a zero tolerance policy must be put in place. Gail
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2020-09-09 
08:17:31 Gauteng Yes I do Add they may not drive under the influence of the drug Leonard
2020-09-09 
08:15:35 Gauteng Yes I do People have free choice Jenny
2020-09-09 
08:14:18 Gauteng Yes I do

I believe that this will help geing read of Cannabis Drug Daelers as the demand 
with diminish considerably as regular adult users will plant for their private use Ana

2020-09-09 
08:12:49 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis is good for medicinal purposes and not for smoking. The jail Sme for 
those who smoke it in public especially next to other people should be jailed 
and not fined. Tyrone

2020-09-09 
08:10:55 Gauteng Yes I do

I believe that this is long overdue. Naturally, there are dangers in that the use of 
cannabis can lead to the use of more dangerous substances, but I believe in 
pragmaSsm and  if it is used in moderaSon (the same applies to alcohol) then it 
probably not dangerous. I am more excited about the medicinal potenSal of the 
plant and I hope that this will be encouraged. KEVIN

2020-09-09 
08:04:24 Gauteng Yes I do Rachel

2020-09-09 
08:04:00 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis has been medically proven to be hugely beneficial. The hemp 
manufacturing side is fantasSc for the economy. Ignorant to sSll consider it a 
drug. Make it legal! Ailsa

2020-09-09 
08:03:29 Gauteng Yes I do Theo
2020-09-09 
08:01:09 Gauteng Yes I do Warren

2020-09-09 
07:57:46 Gauteng Yes I do

The truth is that alcohol incites and promotes violence and aggression.  
Cannabis does not.  That joke is so true - what do 4 drug guys do?  Start a fight.  
What do 4 stoned guys do?  Start a band! 
Cannabis is being used by myself to curb the disastrous effects of my diseases.  I 
have MulSple Sclerosis, Lupus, Epilepsy and TendiniSs.  All  4 need a myriad of 
medicaSon to keep them under control.  With vaping cannabis, I have stopped 
taking 5 different medicaSons that were essenSal in my  daily life, including 
sleeping tablets, anS-inflammatories,  pain medicaSon, stomach meds (to help 
with the effects of all the other meds) and Ritalin (for the bone-aching faSgue).   
It is a wonder drug that helps many, and regulaSon of it is not necessary.  Let 
people grow and smoke and have the feeling of being able to get a handle on 
their illnesses without having to pay a fortune to government, like we're having 
to do with chemical medicaSon.  Leave this one alone - let people get this 
cheaply by growing their own and not having to fork out loads in taxes for 
something that God made, not something from a lab. Barbara

2020-09-09 
07:53:35 Gauteng Yes I do

Technically speaking, all narcoScs should be legal in a free country. It is not 
government's decision.... PracScally, there might be problems if abused.  Lawrence

2020-09-09 
07:53:18 Gauteng Yes I do Jody

2020-09-09 
07:51:16 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis , especially the oils should be legal. I feel that they should allow it to 
be sold and no sentence to be served to those who sell should be charged, 15 
years is a very harsh sentence.   
It feels like PharmaceuScal companies wrote this law, adding these strict rules 
will surely scare the masses, because they know they can’t patent cannabis! We 
should be looking to other countries where legalizing Cannabis had a huge 
benefit to people and the country. Miss use will always happen.  
As far as smoking cannabis around children - they can add this law to any type of 
cigarese/pipe smoking. Any second hand smoke is bad for kids! Mari

2020-09-09 
07:51:07 Gauteng Yes I do

This should apply to all cigareses. Smokers are very irresponsible. They smoke 
everywhere and don't seem to care about anyone. Dayton 

2020-09-09 
07:47:11 Gauteng Yes I do Legalize it Ryan 
2020-09-09 
07:46:05 Gauteng Yes I do

This sounds fair especially smoking around children. This should be totally 
discouraged. Metsing

2020-09-09 
07:45:46 Gauteng Yes I do

The people who smoke cannabis do not respect none smokers and as a 
nonsmoker, I find myself inhaling nonsense from the people smoking it. Edward

2020-09-09 
07:45:28 Gauteng Yes I do Eugene
2020-09-09 
07:44:49 Gauteng Yes I do Johan
2020-09-09 
07:43:47 Gauteng Yes I do I agree with the new bill, as long as people are able to control themselvs. Lynese

2020-09-09 
07:43:25 Gauteng Yes I do

My only concern is children. I don't feel we should police the way consenSng 
adult abuse their own bodies. As long as children aren't being hurt, I feel that 
drugs should be freely available, and controlled the way alcohol  and tobacco 
are. They should also be sold at pharmacies where warnings should be affixed to 
the containers of these products.  If you're an adult you should be allowed to 
make choices for yourself. The proper control of the producSon and distribuSon 
of drugs could create a whole new industry, and provide badly-needed jobs. It 
would also reduce the prison populaSon if people imprisoned under current 
drug abuse crimes were released.  
Driving under the influence should be forbidden in the way driving under the 
influence of alcohol abuse is.  As I said,  my only concern is the effect that drug 
abuse has on children. The crime should be the use of alcohol, tobacco, and 
currently-forbidden drugs while pregnant, and in the presence of children. 
Otherwise if consenSng adults want to abuse their bodies by consuming drugs, 
they should be allowed to make those choices for themselves. Ivy

2020-09-09 
07:40:49 Gauteng Yes I do Alwyn
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2020-09-09 
07:38:54 Gauteng Yes I do

I think the quanSSes, laws etc are all flawed. However I don’t think anyone’s 
liberSes should be restricted, especially in South Africa where the law is 
extremely flawed and those in power expect to be revered instead of 
understanding that they’re in the service of the tax payers and ciSzens.  Legalize 
marijuana without restricSons except when it comes to influencing and 
supplying children. Again, we will have issues with interpretaSon of the law but 
freedom and feeedom of choice should be respected Vernaline

2020-09-09 
07:36:16 Gauteng Yes I do Trevor
2020-09-09 
07:34:04 Gauteng Yes I do Dean
2020-09-09 
07:30:23 Gauteng Yes I do Legalize it Peter
2020-09-09 
07:27:58 Gauteng Yes I do Sanndra
2020-09-09 
07:27:56 Gauteng Yes I do Sanndra
2020-09-09 
07:27:13 Gauteng Yes I do Renee
2020-09-09 
07:26:08 Gauteng Yes I do Ashil
2020-09-09 
07:24:29 Gauteng Yes I do MarSn
2020-09-09 
07:23:22 Gauteng Yes I do I suffer from back pain . Smoking a joint at night helps a lot with pain JusSn
2020-09-09 
07:23:22 Gauteng Yes I do I suffer from back pain . Smoking a joint at night helps a lot with pain JusSn
2020-09-09 
07:23:22 Gauteng Yes I do I suffer from back pain . Smoking a joint at night helps a lot with pain JusSn
2020-09-09 
07:23:22 Gauteng Yes I do I suffer from back pain . Smoking a joint at night helps a lot with pain JusSn

2020-09-09 
07:20:49 Gauteng Yes I do

People that want to use it is already using it, no law in the world are going to 
stop them 
 Nic

2020-09-09 
07:17:30 Gauteng Yes I do

This is for medicinal use and I am personally aware of people who rely on it for 
pain and comfort. Legalise it Alfie

2020-09-09 
07:16:21 Gauteng Yes I do

The need for medical purposes outweigh the harmful effects cannabis may have. 
Legal or not, those who use cannabis will sSll use it. The commercial controlled 
industry could generate millions of Rands in revenue. I do not smoke cannabis 
myself, but support the legislaSon to legalize cannabis unrestricted. Alfie

2020-09-09 
07:13:31 Gauteng Yes I do Please increase the amount of plants a private person can grow. Thabo

2020-09-09 
07:06:56 Gauteng Yes I do

The medicinalvalue of Cannabis is welldocumented but the PharmaceuScal 
fraternity is anS Cannabis because they stand to loose money if every household 
is legally enStled to grow and use Cannabis. The populis however need to be 
educated in the correct use of this wonderful plant. Pierre 

2020-09-09 
07:02:40 Gauteng Yes I do

Well done for legalising this harmless plant. Please increase the amount of 
plants a private person can grow. Please can you reduce the strict punishments 
around cannabis. Brendon

2020-09-09 
07:02:08 Gauteng Yes I do Isabella
2020-09-09 
07:01:49 Gauteng Yes I do Needs to be regulated the same as alcohol and drugs Shane

2020-09-09 
06:59:48 Gauteng Yes I do

ido not use cannabis, however,the bill is fair in my opinion, to those that do, the 
smell makes me nuaseous, and the bill requires that i should be respected as 
non user werner

2020-09-09 
06:59:02 Gauteng Yes I do This will help for people who needs it for medical purposes Pantji
2020-09-09 
06:58:55 Gauteng Yes I do Luwelyn
2020-09-09 
06:56:10 Gauteng Yes I do Fay
2020-09-09 
06:56:06 Gauteng Yes I do Tanja
2020-09-09 
06:55:02 Gauteng Yes I do

there is definite medicinal properSes for the use and there for legalised use of 
cannabis. With controlled distribuSon for use and not abuse conrad

2020-09-09 
06:52:43 Gauteng Yes I do Laurence
2020-09-09 
06:49:08 Gauteng Yes I do Mark
2020-09-09 
06:48:20 Gauteng Yes I do Geoffrey 0
2020-09-09 
06:44:58 Gauteng Yes I do Rob
2020-09-09 
06:42:34 Gauteng Yes I do Esther 
2020-09-09 
06:40:00 Gauteng Yes I do Michelle 

2020-09-09 
06:37:32 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis should be fully legalized. Government needs to spend their energies 
elsewhere. Cannabis has been used for years it’s impossible to police  so why 
even try. Chanene
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2020-09-09 
06:28:18 Gauteng Yes I do Sello
2020-09-09 
06:27:06 Gauteng Yes I do

The cost of policing cannabis far outweighs the dangers. Should be completely 
legal. Annien 

2020-09-09 
06:20:50 Gauteng Yes I do Should be allowed Lloyd
2020-09-09 
06:15:35 Gauteng Yes I do I have no issue with people using it in there own homes. Deanna
2020-09-09 
06:11:56 Gauteng Yes I do Many people have found out the health benefits of this plant Pam
2020-09-09 
06:08:28 Gauteng Yes I do Yes, follow the Californian method over Sme. Thorgal
2020-09-09 
05:59:23 Gauteng Yes I do I fully agree with regulaSng the use of canabis. Morne
2020-09-09 
05:55:53 Gauteng Yes I do Vassie
2020-09-09 
05:55:16 Gauteng Yes I do Robi 
2020-09-09 
05:53:53 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis should be legalized parScularly for medicinal use. People live with 
chronic pain and cannabis does relieve the pain. Michelle 

2020-09-09 
05:45:31 Gauteng Yes I do As long as it is used for medicinal reasons and nothing else Phelisa 
2020-09-09 
05:45:22 Gauteng Yes I do

Legalizing the plant as proposed will detrimentally affect the black market trade 
and the use of it is much less destrucSve than that of alcohol. Barry

2020-09-09 
05:42:46 Gauteng Yes I do

This will protect the user and the people around him/her. The bill will assist in 
making the user accountable for negligent use. Those around users will have a 
leg to stand unlike now, people are unable to talk because there's no 
documentaSon. No maser what, this acSvity is happening so it's beser if it 
happen under strict laws Busisiwe 

2020-09-09 
05:41:24 Gauteng Yes I do KENNY
2020-09-09 
05:38:13 Gauteng Yes I do Michael 
2020-09-09 
05:33:57 Gauteng Yes I do Lee
2020-09-09 
05:30:24 Gauteng Yes I do Mpho 
2020-09-09 
05:28:16 Gauteng Yes I do It will create massive employment opportuniSes Vusumuzi 
2020-09-09 
05:20:23 Gauteng Yes I do Elaine
2020-09-09 
05:17:14 Gauteng Yes I do Theunis

2020-09-09 
05:14:50 Gauteng Yes I do

I think that having a legal situaSon to the growing and selling of Cannibis can 
only be a good thing rather than the illegal underground controlling it, at least  
there can be some insight on quality distribuSon and tax  because history has 
proved its never going to be eradicated no maser how hard any country tries Kirsty 

2020-09-09 
05:01:36 Gauteng Yes I do Ami

2020-09-09 
04:55:43 Gauteng Yes I do

It truly has a calming effect and helped me with severe back pain. Secondly, by 
banning it you send it to the underworld, why not create a new industry for SA 
to benefit from. Mariese

2020-09-09 
04:38:26 Gauteng Yes I do Should be ones own decision whether to grow or use as required Colin
2020-09-09 
04:04:17 Gauteng Yes I do Liz
2020-09-09 
03:06:25 Gauteng Yes I do Maddy
2020-09-09 
03:01:56 Gauteng Yes I do Koos
2020-09-09 
02:34:59 Gauteng Yes I do Margaret
2020-09-09 
01:46:08 Gauteng Yes I do Gerald
2020-09-09 
01:24:14 Gauteng Yes I do

I dont see any difference to smoking ordinary tobacco  and  cannabis or for that 
maser alcohol consumpSon . John

2020-09-08 
23:46:33 Gauteng Yes I do I agree and think those laws are fair enough. JusSn 
2020-09-08 
23:39:23 Gauteng Yes I do

As herbal must be allowed. Not be used in public 
Lesele

2020-09-08 
23:33:14 Gauteng Yes I do Cannabis should be fully legalized . Anton
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2020-09-08 
23:26:46 Gauteng Yes I do

Not  close to a window. ???? What does this mean. ?? Is this an open window or 
is it any window . How close is close? Is there a set distance. Can I smoke in my 
car or is that considered public and/or would I be too close to a window. Would 
it make a difference if the window is broken or a window with no glass in it. 
Does it apply to  bullet , shaser proof glass ,Snted or one way windows. Would 
the user be allowed to look out the window whilst smoking . Would it make a 
difference if the user had his/her back to the .window Would a venSlator be 
required for the smoke to clear the air. Is a skylight classed as a window?  Eyes 
are the window of a persons soul. How would one get around that .? Would 
special googles be required.? 
If one gets a 15 year prison sentence , would that be solitary confinement or 
one's own cell with a window . Would smoking in the prison courtyard be 
considered a public place. 

Un limited seedlings are allowed but only 4 flowering plants... Last I looked all 
seedlings become flowering plants, but maybe this was because of the poor 
quality of my  glasses obtainable from Clicks. Maybe there is a trick to stop or 
delay all seedlings from  maturing into flowering plants simultaneously .  
Is there a minimum distance that one can smoke near a non consenSng adult.? 
Would wearing a mask whilst smoking be considered acceptable ? If the non 
consenSng was given a mask would that sSll be classified as smoking near a non 
consenSng adult. 

Frank
2020-09-08 
23:19:57 Gauteng Yes I do Morne

2020-09-08 
23:02:28 Gauteng Yes I do

To prohibiSon of cannabis serves no purpose and merely sSmulates criminal 
acSvity. Legalize dagga and all that criminal acSvity suddenly is stopped and the 
SAP can concentrate on serious crime. Mac

2020-09-08 
23:00:12 Gauteng Yes I do

Long overdue, just let it be, the sentences are too strict though, also where are 
we supposed to buy weed if dealers are not allowed to sell it?? It takes months 
and years to grow weed. Just legalize it already and let's move on to tackle real 
problems. Adults smoking weed is NOT a problem, alcohol and cigareses are 
both much worse, and both have been legal for ages. Ari

2020-09-08 
22:52:57 Gauteng Yes I do

Research in numerous countries has proven the medical advantage cannabis 
have. Lizese

2020-09-08 
22:51:20 Gauteng Yes I do

People who want to use it for medicinal use, must provide a leser from a 
doctor! 
Private use means at home only! Juliana

2020-09-08 
22:42:56 Gauteng Yes I do Marcia
2020-09-08 
22:16:28 Gauteng Yes I do People should be allowed to use cannabis in their private homes. Delia

2020-09-08 
22:07:58 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis, if used correctly has wonderful medicinal properSes. The worlds 
populaSon has now been brain washed for the last 100 years to believe that it is 
harmful to humans, this was purposefully done to benefit the pharmaceuScal 
companies. Lauritz

2020-09-08 
21:57:12 Gauteng Yes I do

Cannabis is less harmful than alcohol. If more people used cannabis we may see 
a decrease in violence! Nadine

2020-09-08 
21:52:33 Gauteng Yes I do Yes I do they are going to grow & smoke even if it’s passed or not Graham
2020-09-08 
21:47:33 Gauteng Yes I do Madeleine
2020-09-08 
21:43:17 Gauteng Yes I do Tiaan
2020-09-08 
21:43:12 Gauteng Yes I do Pippa
2020-09-08 
21:33:00 Gauteng Yes I do Bets
2020-09-08 
21:31:33 Gauteng Yes I do Freedom of speech 

Derek 
Norman

2020-09-08 
21:19:40 Gauteng Yes I do

Seems to be presy generous, given our past experience with govt and organs of 
stat on the issue.  
What exactly a "non-consenSng adult person" means needs to be more Sghtly 
defined. If it goes over my garden fence and my neighbour claim he was non-
consenSng, that would be ludicrous. 
There is also a pressing need to legalise hemp producSon. Marc

2020-09-08 
21:13:38 Gauteng Yes I do Freedom of choice Nicolese

2020-09-08 
21:09:17 Gauteng Yes I do

PLEASE concentrate on the REAL problems in RSA ie. RAPE, CORRUPTION , 
SNOUTING, MURDER......................rather than the use of MARIJUANA which is 
known to be a PEACE DRUG & does  not  occur is the above statement of what is 
EVIL in this country!!!!!!!!  Allan

2020-09-08 
20:49:26 Gauteng Yes I do It’s Sme we protect the innocent from harmful  things! Estelle 
2020-09-08 
20:48:48 Gauteng Yes I do

I personally do not partake in any kind of cannibis but I say EACH TO THEIR  
OWN Karin
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2020-09-08 
20:40:08 Gauteng Yes I do

Jail Sme is on over-reach. The bill is quite contradictory between public and 
home clauses. Rather than demonise a dealer, relabel the dealer to 'herbal 
pharmacist'. How about arresSng the oligarch who inject mercury, aluminium 
etc. into our children? My son is on the auSsSc spectrum thanks to your poison 
MMR vaccine. Bradley

2020-09-08 
20:25:31 Gauteng Yes I do Louis 
2020-09-08 
20:00:52 Gauteng Yes I do Merle
2020-09-08 
20:00:50 Gauteng Yes I do Merle
2020-09-08 
19:31:46 Gauteng Yes I do Legalize it to end the crime syndicates that run this industry Christo
2020-09-08 
18:50:55 Gauteng Yes I do

It is a natural plant with no proven addicSon. Government has no right to any 
prohibiSon. Gerhard

2020-09-08 
17:34:48 Gauteng Yes I do Karlisle
2020-09-08 
17:34:46 Gauteng Yes I do Karlisle

2020-09-08 
17:32:50 Gauteng Yes I do

I totally support and proposed Bill to use hemp, cause some consume it for 
different purposes like cultural heritage events, tradiSonal and medicinal 
properSes, beliefs and for some disciples use hemp for spiritual purposes and 
do believe that it's a transcommunicaSon between them and their Gods, 
ancestors and God Laten

2020-09-08 
17:22:13 Gauteng Yes I do

I am for this bill in that it provides safe model for the legal culSvaSon of 
cannabis and I hope Chris

Mpumalanga 105
2020-11-30 
18:24:42

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

It is a herb with many health benefits unlike tobacco which causes cancer but 
there is absolutely no fuss over it. Let us Ganjah blazers blaze the herb hle Noluthando 

2020-11-10 
11:28:11

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

I feel that if you want to smoke it at home then by all means do it. But people 
who do not want to be around it have rights too. That smell is terrible and if you 
dont want to be around it then your rights should be protected. The limits of 
possession should be increased as they do seem a bit low. Dean

2020-11-04 
04:59:55

Mpumal
anga Yes I do driekie

2020-10-29 
07:46:21

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Andrew

2020-10-10 
12:24:37

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

The decriminalizaSon of private cannabis use is long overdue and is a step 
towards world trends. However, the bill misses two major issues. Firstly, the 
penalSes for exceeding the proposed personal limits as set by the bill, but sSll 
for personal use are outrageous and conSnue to penalize private/personal users 
and growers as criminals, which in every other way they may not be. This is 
contrary to the spirit in which the Zondo ruling was made, and is an effort to 
conSnue outdated and unjust control over its use and culSvaSon. 

Secondly, HUGE commercial opportuniSes exist for rural and poor populaSons 
to upliX their standards of living in addiSon to massive revenues that could be 
realized by the state through taxaSon, like in Canada, the US and many other 
parts of the world. Lets get it right! If we dont we are looking at many more 
years of missed opportuniSes, poverty and draconian penalSes. It is now legal 
for adults to posess, use and grow at home, many many people do not have the 
space, knowledge or Sme to grow their own. How must they obtain their 
personal product? How are we supposed to get seeds to grow as that is also 
illegal to sell? Lets grow up and be adults! Ian

2020-10-09 
11:22:30

Mpumal
anga Yes I do PHILIP
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-09 
09:55:13

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

This is a natural UMdali granted plant like Bananas, why do we have to limit the 
use? Let's let people do as they please like other herbs and foods. Gugulethu 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-09 
08:14:17

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Oddese

2020-10-09 
08:03:21

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

Firstly. Thank you to the Gov and the people for finally realizing how important 
and great Cannabis truly is. I cannot wait for all the break throughs this plant will 
provide the naSon. Not only can this help and strengthen the economic state 
our country is in atm but it can provide so many jobs and feed the poor. I do 
however not agree that the Gov wants to be able to enter my private property 
at any Sme or the fact that I have a limit on my plants per household? What 
happens inside the walls of my house, is my right and my privacy. How can you 
want to limit the amount of plants I grow but not the amount of bosles I buy at 
the liquor store? How can u limit something as "innocent" as Cannabis but allow 
alcohol to be used and bought freely, while it causes probably 70% of all road 
accidents.  Please re think. If nature is not legal we can never be free. Jacoline

2020-10-08 
14:02:53

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

Please legalize weed to trade 
Not only for the rich and powerful but for the poor to make a living Julio

2020-10-08 
12:53:41

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

Free up the plant no Rules on plants. If government find weed as crime then 
they is no freedom. Free it up no rules let's be free from poor government set 
up Luzo
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
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2020-10-06 
06:27:35

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Dionne

2020-10-06 
05:48:13

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

Cannabis is a holisSc healing plant if use appropriately.  

It contains many health Benefits  
Relief of chronic pain 
Improves lung capacity  
Regulate and prevent diabetes 
Fight cancer 
Helps treat depression 

Helps with ADHD/ADD 

Helps with alcoholism 

Another one of the many health benefits of cannabis is that there is no doubt 
cannabis is much safer than alcohol. While it may not be 100% risk-free, it can 
be a smarter way to curb alcoholism by subsStuSng it with cannabis. 

Lucia H
2020-10-03 
10:36:10

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Elzan 

2020-09-26 
15:44:35

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Vusumuzi 

2020-09-22 
11:59:25

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

For such is cannabis without any proof it showes that its saver then drinking  
healthier amd helps  
PrevenSng and cure of so many medical condiSons  and  those you smoke is 
calmer then others and most of Sme even beser alert then others . So i say we 
have the right to the choices our selves and not others it sSl is our lives yes their 
can be rules but most of all it is oir choice Willem

2020-09-22 
00:44:24

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

It has been long overdue, for people to come to terms with Cannabis being a 
herb and not a DRUG as its classified or beser the gate way. As it doesnt go any 
processing unlike farmasuiScal drugs it is rather safer than most remedies given 
to people and if used right it allows one to automaScally do frequent self-
evaluaSon.  

For the bill to work. It is necessarry for the government to educate police 
officers and law officials and push them to familiarise themselves with this new 
bill. We cant afford to have people mistreated due to a few choosing 
neglegence. 

The next step for us as a country is to sort out the distribuSon and public sale of 
cannabis,as it is a very lucraSve market. Thus some countries have started to 
benefit from it. With the land reform act in its wake this should open up new 
opportuniSes for those who choose to keep their land with a desire to venture 
into something new. Thabang

2020-09-21 
06:10:06

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Cannabis is medicine, it helps! Madelein

2020-09-19 
13:00:34

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Mike

2020-09-18 
12:13:32

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

Cannabis or CBD should be available as an scheduled medicaSon for medicinal 
purposes  

Guidelines should be clear for public 

DefiniSon of recreaSonal use cannabis should be defined clearly.  

Edibles should be monitored including hemp skincare products.  

 Hlengiwe

2020-09-18 
09:17:11

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

People have been growing it for years, using it recreaSonal or medicinal. 
Imagine if it was treated as harshly as it has been, it wouldn't bother people but 
because you said no, people wanted it more.  

Have you ever been in so much pain you couldn't afford medicaSon or medical 
bills, that I took 3 herbs from my garden to make tea, eased my pain and gave 
me rest at not cost but to boil a kesle.  

Alcohol destroyed my family and friendships. I have never seen friends fight 
when they have smoked.  

AddicSon is in the personality of those who have no self control, no self love, no 
future outcome, PTSD and no care.  

Loreal

2020-09-16 
11:27:24

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

SA should start to produce cannabis for export and for selling in licensed outlets. 
CulSvate at home or buy from these licensed outlets. This will help the 
economy. Drug tests at the workplace should be done to see if you are toxicated 
at the moment and not a urine test that indicates that you did use it in the last 3 
months. THC is legal and companies fire people because of this. Its the same if 
you blow for a alcohol test. Alcohol is detected days aXer consumpSon but you 
are not toxicated at the moment. The same should apply for cannabis. André
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2020-09-15 
10:42:03

Mpumal
anga Yes I do PenalSes are too high Karel

2020-09-15 
06:14:30

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Zelda

2020-09-14 
14:37:04

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Philip

2020-09-14 
08:14:38

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

Cannabis use is much less of an issue than alcohol abuse and the consequences. 
They should fully legalize cannabis personal use and rather rather focus on real, 
proper crime. Dalena

2020-09-14 
08:05:39

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Zelda

2020-09-14 
07:21:33

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

Calling for the following: 
- Free trade on THC products to the public 
- Lowering of sentences  
- Higher personal volumes  

Emille
2020-09-13 
12:18:49

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Shakes

2020-09-13 
08:39:31

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Pieter Johan

2020-09-13 
07:10:10

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Johan

2020-09-13 
06:43:50

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Cannabis is beneficial to our health but it needs to be controlled Kathy

2020-09-13 
06:30:32

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

I do believe that cannabis should be legalized all the way to commercial 
purposes. Anywhere where there is legalizaSon there is increased job creaSon 
and increase in tax collected. Small towns in the US that were dying has gosen 
new live because of this industry. Yes there are problems just as there are 
problems with alcohol consumpSon. But people who are going to smoke and 
prepare other products from this plant have been doing so and will do so 
whether or not it is legal or not. ChrisSne

2020-09-13 
05:54:54

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Virginia

2020-09-13 
05:54:54

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Virginia

2020-09-12 
11:07:48

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Danila

2020-09-12 
07:59:36

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Make it legal Sandra

2020-09-11 
15:07:33

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Yes Tayen

2020-09-11 
13:49:21

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

I vote yes to legalising cannabis (CBD) which is not the drug. This plant is used 
medicinally. 
 I say an unequivocal NO to marijuana the drug which gives a high! Angie

2020-09-11 
12:47:21

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

Cannabis is a powerful plaint that can be used for medical reason. I do agree 
that Cannabis needs to used correctly and for the correct reasons. Glen

2020-09-11 
09:18:59

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

Yes I've been using cannabis for a very long Sme now and i feel there is nothing 
wrong when it comes to the use of cannabis because you use it in your own 
private space wich you should legally be allowd to do but there should also be 
rules when it comes to work like dont smoke when your are at work only aXer 
when you are at home in your private space if people do this then there 
shouldn't be any problem JP

2020-09-11 
09:18:59

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

Yes I've been using cannabis for a very long Sme now and i feel there is nothing 
wrong when it comes to the use of cannabis because you use it in your own 
private space wich you should legally be allowd to do but there should also be 
rules when it comes to work like dont smoke when your are at work only aXer 
when you are at home in your private space if people do this then there 
shouldn't be any problem JP

2020-09-11 
08:38:43

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

Would like to farm it to make CBD oils and teas... 
IPELENG

2020-09-11 
08:31:32

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

Cannabis is a herb,a healthy one in that. It has been proven to be able to heal 
many different illnesses, cancer being 1 of them.  Not onky restricSng it to 
cancer. But as an asthmaSc all my life i am definately certain it will change many 
lives. Anele

2020-09-11 
08:22:26

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Hugo

2020-09-11 
03:40:28

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Colile

2020-09-10 
20:56:12

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Elzese

2020-09-10 
20:45:43

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

Cannabis has helped me deal beser with my mental illness... it has also helped 
me to come off numerous chronic medicaSons that caused other physical 
problems all prescribed  by a health professional.. 
I am able to work and think more clearly because of this wonderful plant  

Carmen
2020-09-10 
19:06:37

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Sthe

2020-09-10 
18:55:42

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

The bill should make provision for selling from individuals who are trying to 
make a living. Tebogo 

2020-09-10 
18:05:41

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

  
hsps://fieldsofgreenforall.org.za/manifesto Michiel
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2020-09-10 
17:51:38

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

The medicinal properSes of cannabis are many buying it off the street results in 
spiking the weed with petrol,washing powder, mandrax just to name a few. 
Research of cannabis must be done as well as supervised growing.Usage should 
be unsupervised because overdosing is very unlikely Muhammed 

2020-09-10 
16:14:44

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Rika 

2020-09-10 
16:00:46

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

It will free up SAPS to concentrate on crimes that maser. It will open the 
economy and allow SMEs to operate and Is far less damaging to the society as 
alcohol does. Brian 

2020-09-10 
08:48:06

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

i do know the advantages of cannabis and it is good if your use it under 
controlled circumstances. 
It can be smoked at home ...but i think to make it legal to smoke in public can't 
be allowed because if you overdo that you won't be able to drive and more 
pedestrians will also die on the roads. 
YES...Legalize cannabis for medical purposes ONLY. FREEK

2020-09-10 
08:45:47

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

I have lung canser and cannibus has helped me go from stage 3 to stage2 in 6 
months Karolin

2020-09-10 
08:13:07

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

It should be regulated as Alcohol and cigareses. We should have dispenseries/
coffeedhops as in amsterdam and the USA. Companies should update there 
tesSng procedures to allow for a person to smoke or use it the same as Alcohol. 
Anyone who thinks it is a gateway drig is uniforned and willingly ignorent about 
the truth about cannabis. Alcohol destroys fanilies and lives not cannabis. We 
should open the market this can bring thousands of jobs and boost our 
economy. Legalize it to sell to smoke to use for persons over 21. Lets stsrt 
exporSng and lets sSmulate our economy. Lets have seed breeders and join the 
world cannabis clubs and cups. Lets stop alienaSng smokers and growers lets 
embrace the pisiSves. No one should ever have a crimibal record or get fired 
from there job. Lets break the old way of thinking and embrace it. Francois

2020-09-10 
08:08:30

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Pranay

2020-09-10 
07:22:06

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

Hi. I am a law abiding ciSzen working on the mine for the past 8 years. I am Sred 
of worrying about urine tests. The above menSoned plant does not pose any 
risk to my job and will never. Please also increase the limits per plant per 
household to atleast 15 plants per person. We want to be able to have different 
strains in stock. Johan

2020-09-10 
07:18:26

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Andrew 

2020-09-10 
07:00:41

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Yvonne

2020-09-10 
04:21:51

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Metharam

2020-09-10 
04:13:05

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

Cannabis and Hemp are two plants of the same species and I think both have 
their place in medicine. Being a Physician  for the last 45 years I have changed 
the way I pracSce medicine. 
These both sister plants have changed many thousands of lives in my holisSc 
clinic. I wish the  
Government could do more and open up the economy to these naturally 
occurring species that have the capacity to change the way we can transform 
the economy. 

Metharam 
2020-09-09 
20:23:17

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

should indicate for those farming in canabis qnd supply to the market.  the 
limits.... Fenter

2020-09-09 
20:23:16

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

should indicate for those farming in canabis qnd supply to the market.  the 
limits.... Fenter

2020-09-09 
20:11:18

Mpumal
anga Yes I do This will assist law enforcement having clear guidelines Tania 

2020-09-09 
19:07:50

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Ria

2020-09-09 
19:06:28

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Legalise it and you can control  it David

2020-09-09 
18:51:34

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Pw

2020-09-09 
17:56:25

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

Only if the cannabis is used responsibly and by persons who need it for medical 
uses do I support it. With our youth currently experimenSng with all sorts of 
drugs this could be a dangerous Bill. 
However, persons needing Cannabis to relieve pain and medial ailments  should 
be allowed to use it. Annese

2020-09-09 
16:01:09

Mpumal
anga Yes I do For medical reasons Mampodi 

2020-09-09 
14:51:19

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

It has been clinically proven that it can assist people with arthriSs and cancer 
with pain relief but in moderaSon. Helena

2020-09-09 
14:42:16

Mpumal
anga Yes I do I Support it FULLY.. Melissa

2020-09-09 
13:40:47

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Inge

2020-09-09 
13:21:47

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Lucas mfana

2020-09-09 
13:21:41

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Lucas mfana

2020-09-09 
13:21:03

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Lucas mfana
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2020-09-09 
13:13:19

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

Make it so, that one can grow and trade it for food or something else other than 

money ❤ 
#onelove Jaundre 

2020-09-09 
13:06:15

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

The use of cannabis has great medicinal value and is far safer than alcohol when 
it comes to socio economic issues and it will free up SAPS to concentrate on 
more serious criminal masers. Brian 

2020-09-09 
12:55:30

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

That we can be able to supply and averSse the medical uses of cannabis to 
ciSzen who doesn't know how to get a hold of cannabis for mediacl use. So that 
ciSzen with illnesses can seek or recover more quickly. And be allowed to have 
days were we can be able to explain the health benefits of cannabis and give 
knowledge to ciSzen regarding the use of cannabis Kristen

2020-09-09 
12:41:26

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Nanese

2020-09-09 
12:36:12

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Jade

2020-09-09 
12:27:52

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

We as humans have the right to grow and consume cannabis. If cigareses are 
legal and it had been proven that it can cause death and cancer, why sould the 
government decide whether I may use cannibis or not is there is no research 
that can prove the cause of death and if it is bad for consumpSon, to the 
contrary, studies show immense health benifits to cannabis. Zuricka 

2020-09-09 
12:17:55

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

As alkohol weig is en dit maak daagliks mense dood,hoekom kan dagga nie 
weig wees wat die lewe net so bietjie meer die moeite werd maak en 
medisinale waardes het Jano

2020-09-09 
12:07:13

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Elaine

2020-09-09 
11:40:52

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Sandy

2020-09-09 
10:48:41

Mpumal
anga Yes I do QuenSn

2020-09-09 
10:39:55

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Tricia

2020-09-09 
09:59:14

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

tHEY NEED TO PUT MORE PRESSURE ON PEOPLE DRIVING UNDER THE 
INFLUENCE. Lourens

2020-09-09 
09:32:24

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Sello

2020-09-09 
09:30:28

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

I suggest that they also consider having a look at the OccupaSonal Health & 
Safety aspect in order to prevent persons from losing their jobs when doing 
medical screening. Philip

2020-09-09 
08:06:56

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Mawetsa

2020-09-09 
07:58:11

Mpumal
anga Yes I do GERARD

2020-09-09 
07:36:26

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

It should be allowed to be sold in small quanSSes like maximum 100grams. it is 
impracScal for everyone to plant it. sipho

2020-09-09 
07:21:40

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Adriana

2020-09-09 
07:16:11

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Fred

2020-09-09 
07:03:33

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

This whole law intenSon is nonsense... On one breath you are allowed...!!!!!!.... 
In the other you ste not allowed....!!!!!....... Does not make sense.... In my view, 
its s all about control!!!!!!!! 

Veronica
2020-09-09 
05:47:32

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Errol

2020-09-09 
03:29:48

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Lona

2020-09-09 
00:08:54

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Hartmut

2020-09-08 
22:24:02

Mpumal
anga Yes I do People must have the right to use it for personal illnesses Magda 

2020-09-08 
19:54:27

Mpumal
anga Yes I do Prisca

KwaZulu-Natal 464
2020-11-30 
17:30:34

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Joan

2020-11-30 
10:08:00

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Nosipho 
Faith

2020-11-26 
20:20:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I am a professional technical expert and I started to use Cannabis at primary 
school when we were preparing for school concert compeSSons “to keep the 
voices”. From then I being referred to it by friends to mixed it with other herbs 
and drink it as tea. That was a breakthrough for the asthmaSc condiSon I had. To 
date I drink tea with my family and friends.  

Vuyolwethu
2020-11-24 
11:40:07

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Waseem

2020-11-22 
22:40:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

There are many people who want to use cannabis for medicinal purposes. This 
will now give them that right to have it and avoid them commiing an offence. 
The quanSSes allowed for possession may need to be reviewed in the future. Renell

2020-11-16 
12:09:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Cannabis is proven to help more than it harms,  less dangerous than alcohol. Buhle
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2020-11-11 
16:27:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do fully supported jabu

2020-11-10 
18:18:37

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do JusSn

2020-11-09 
08:23:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Medical Cannabis will Save Government Billions of rands  with Costs in the the 

PUBLIC HEALTH SECTOR ✅ Roy 
2020-11-08 
11:46:21

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Aaron lee

2020-11-07 
09:00:59

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Firstly, people use it anyway to cure respiratory track diseases, it is one of the 
main home remedies. Secondly, 15 year jail term is a sentence for murderers 
hence it doesn't make sense to convict persons for cash crops that long. Thirdly, 
like all lucraSve businesses we are likely to see white businesses geing 
commercial licenses while black people will conSnue to be arrested for this crop. 
CreaSng an unsustainable one sided economy that will eventually collapse in a 
civil and poliScal unrest. Legalise it in a way that ensures socioeconomic jusSce 
parScularly for black people who are always screwed by the system. Zindela 

2020-11-05 
23:43:01

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I beilive the quanSSes for individual users and households should be higher (At 
least 6 - 8 flowering plants per individual as this makes year round harvests for 
personal medical usage significantly more realist than 4 flowering plants)  

The quanSSes of wet and dried cannabis should also be increased to reflect this 
change (600 grams is definetly not enough for most medical users who may 
need to store larger amounts of dried cannabis in order self administer higher 
quanSSes of CBD in its most concentrated forms which require higher quanSSes 
of dried cannabis to make)  

 Besides those two main griviences, I beilive the bill is suitable as it stands. Kyle
2020-11-05 
06:37:42

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Chris

2020-11-04 
16:42:51

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Siyanda

2020-11-04 
08:56:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Caitlin

2020-11-03 
12:36:37

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do John 

2020-11-02 
23:05:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Kajal

2020-11-01 
10:17:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Liezel 

2020-10-31 
03:31:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do DANA

2020-10-28 
20:55:36

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Wandile

2020-10-28 
19:42:25

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Legalise possession and farming, but exclude bug pharma and mega farmers as 
having any rights to possess, distribute and produce cannabis.  
Make cannabis farming as a small holding start up farming, to help people get a 
steady income and trade.  

Cannabis is sustainable as a plaKorm, material and medicine. S
2020-10-28 
16:20:40

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Natasha

2020-10-28 
09:35:47

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Jacqueline

2020-10-27 
23:02:54

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

The proposed bill seems fair and well thought out.   I would like to know when 
can we but oils etc for medicinal reasons legally and with out all the red tape 
you need to go through now? cleo

2020-10-27 
16:00:37

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I'm all for the bill providing expungement of criminal records related to the 
possession of cannabis. Which would hopefully be done at a greater speed than 
all of this is going right now. Jack

2020-10-23 
08:13:11

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Very thankful the government is willing to recognise the legality of cannabis. 
It is a consStuSonal right and seeing you acknowledge it is a light at the end of a 
tunnel. 

Please allow our younger generaSon access to legally growing in faciliSes as 
financially the economy could benefit greatly. 

Suid afrika is nie net n plek van poespas en probleem nie, daar is plek vir ons 
almal om saam te leef as een, ons nasie is sterk en ons volk is groot. 

James
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2020-10-21 
20:49:41

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

The private use of marijuana by adults should be legal for the following reasons: 

1)  Cannabis does not severely impair nor cause harmful affects on the body as 
do alcohol or cigareses (which are legal) 

2) Cannabis users are known to be calm, do not become violent when 
intoxicated, nor cause fatal accidents on the roads  

3) Cannabis is helpful to those who suffer with depression  

4) Various research shows the benefits of cannabis within the medical field: 
treatment of pain, glaucoma, cancer paSents (appeSte), anxiety, ADHD and 
many more  

5) Cannabis is inexpensive when compared to other syntheSc drugs used to 
treat different ailments  

6) Cannabis is organic or natural, lessening the chances of adverse affects or 
reacSons in different people 

7) The cannabis plant can produce many products: medicaSons, loSons, teas, 
clothing  

8) Cannabis is less likely to be used as a "gateway drug"  by youth if it is 
regulated   

9) The government can benefit financially from the legal sale of cannabis & its 
products  

10) The sSgma asached to cannabis can change & become more posiSve Lunga

2020-10-16 
19:14:09

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Yes I suffer from a rare desease that asacks my protein cells. Causing 
excruciaSng pain and kidney damage. So. Since I've been medicaSng I've slowed 
down the progression. And can walk etc et. I won't use anything else besides 
natural God given medicaSon. Amen 

Clayton 
2020-10-16 
17:18:18

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Saying this plant is illegal is like saying God made a mistake , alcohol and 
cigareses are a lot more dangerous to your health than marijuana. Buhle

2020-10-15 
05:40:52

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I fully agree with smoking Cannabis for pvt use. We need more  cannabis shops, 
and teach the people about Cannabis and it's brilliant medical benefits.. Trevor

2020-10-14 
19:29:38

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Jp

2020-10-13 
09:54:15

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I feel that the offence for smoking weed is a bit harsh and needs to be relooked 
at, we also need to consider the solid medical facts before throwing harsh jail 
Sme on personal use Rasool

2020-10-12 
15:43:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Stacey

2020-10-12 
15:37:02

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Marcus

2020-10-12 
13:29:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

The private use of cannabis is not harmful toward anyone any more than 
cigareses and alcohol, in fact its a much safer and healthier opSon out of the 
three. And the two most harmful out of the three are legal! Government needs 
to use their brains! Maybe smoke some weed so they can think clearer! 

And apart from that, I'm one of the millions of individuals who benifit from 
smoking marijuana, as it assists in geing in a great night's sleep, relieves stress 
and anxiety as well as any body pains. At the end of the day it should be OUR 
choice to smoke weed privately or not! Just like the government has given us 
the choice whether or not to drink alcohol or smoke cigareses!. Tristan

2020-10-11 
19:31:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Companies cannot drug test employees Mark

2020-10-10 
02:41:40

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

It's a life giving plant that should not have any restricSons placed on it. No one 
owns nature and it's foolish to think that one can restrict another from using 
this plant. chantal

2020-10-09 
16:51:21

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

But I think Y'all should make smoking areas like how it is for cigareses so you 
don't have to get stoners hiding and smoking or smoking on the streets 

Doshendra 
JusSn 

2020-10-09 
14:46:43

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

The legislaSon appears to be geared to recreaSonal uses. 
QuanSty is totally inadequate for cancer sufferers who want a cure. It takes 
about 6 plants to yield the quanSty og RS oil (90g) required to cure, that's about 
10l of harclvested, dried and Sghtly compressed std  whild Stevia flowers. John
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
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KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Jail sentences should differenSate between pure cannabis sellers and people 
who, inter alia, sell other narcoScs.  

Special licenses should be granted to venues where cannabis users can enjoy 
cannabis in public. Cannabis should detach itself from a culture of 
nefariousness. 

Ntsika
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plant and having a different regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the 
HAWKs going to regulate and check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 

Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 

Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 

ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 

PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 

Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
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KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Cannabis should be legal for private use, it’s socio-economic potenSal is 
immense, especially in light of our covid economic situaSon. Rayner
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol. 
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KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Hi there  
I am a cannabis grower  
I just want to say  
That cannabis can solve all the countries socio and economic problems 
With the proper regulaSon we can generate enough taxes to pump into our 
economy for growth 
Cannabis is a plant not a drug it grows naturally  
So I don’t see why it is illegal sSll for trade  

The bill says we can grow to share but not sell  
That alone encourages illegal trade  

Cannabis and it’s products can save this country  
Look at Colorado, Canada and other countries that have fully legalized it  
They generate huge taxes which is invested back into the people of the country 
and its economy  

Giving big corporate companies first preference is wrong reason being they are 
already corporate giants  
But the people on the ground  
Those who live below minimum wage  

For them to be given the opportunity to grow and culSvate will mean they are 
being up liXed from poverty they will have a stable source of income  

So I’m a nut shell cannabis is a savior in many ways  
Further more the health benefits it has is huge  
It’s helping many people with a variety of illnesses  

Cannabis should be fully legal in SA and to grow in your private property  
It will DEFINITELY SAVE OUR ECONOMY AND UP LIFT OUR PEOPLE 
providing jobs making SA self sustaining  
Because not only can u smoke cannabis and use it’s oils 
But many other useful products can be made from the plant 
Basically what ever is made from plasScs can be made from cannabis plants 
So here again cannabis proves to not only boost the economy and provide jobs 
but is also very eco friendly  

Cannabis must be made legal in South Africa ASAP Sahil
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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General 

The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 

The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your 
grow. It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this 
be presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do AusSn
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KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do AusSn

2020-10-09 
08:37:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do AusSn

2020-10-09 
08:34:01

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit Tyron
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General 

The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 

The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your 
grow. It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this 
be presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
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KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Yuven
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KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. Temera 
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KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Mark
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01:09:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Ismail
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol.  
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KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Cannabis must be regulated in a similar fashion to alcohol, where the quanSSes 
consumed aren't monitored and the penalSes are not as harsh. Plant counSng is 
a ridiculous system and the massive prison sentences are ludicrous. People's 
right to privacy will sSll be invaded by this bill, and it does not even asempt to 
harness the benefits cannibis could have to our failing economy. Timothy
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 

RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  

Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 

Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  

ConsumpSon offences  
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KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I believe in the benefits and relief that Cannabis and it's extracts are able to 
provide for people with various ailments and sicknesses . I am a strong lover of 
nature and what grows on our wonderful earth ,if can be consumed naturally 
should definitely be allowed and not condemed, 

Dennis 
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THE BELOW IS FREE TO USE THANKS TO FIELDS OF GREEN FOR ALL 

=========================COPY BELOW HERE========================= 
General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal. RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

It’s a plant from the earth with medicinal properSes - should be allowed for 
private consumpSon Lauren
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Yes I do 

General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals? 
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society. 
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
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THE BELOW IS FREE TO USE THANKS TO FIELDS OF GREEN FOR ALL 

=========================COPY BELOW HERE========================= 
General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
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2020-10-07 
17:58:47

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do I do what i do, not harming anyone else . van

2020-10-07 
14:52:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Been self medicaSng my chronic depression with marijuana since i leX high 
school. I have never had to take any mind numbing or personality robbing 
chemicals and I believe that was our creaters reason for creaSng this wonderfull 
healing plant. Please let us be the example of how a country should trust its 
citezins. Thank you for the oppertunity to raise my opinion. Viva South Africa! Jeanne

2020-10-07 
14:09:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Arshley

2020-10-06 
16:15:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

for medical reasons and regulated the same way as alcohol it is no a schedule 
drug and will benefit the economy. 

Gerhard
2020-10-06 
13:49:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Nhlanhla 
Bright 

2020-10-05 
16:34:39

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Michelle

2020-10-04 
23:01:25

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Angelo 

2020-10-04 
15:20:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do I support the bill fully.  More especially naturally grown weed.. Not indoor etc Dees

2020-10-04 
09:29:38

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Simply because I think everyone should be able to make their own choices on 
how they want to make a living as long as it is not from others expenses. Siphelele 

2020-10-04 
09:00:23

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I am a bowler so I wanted some meds to take away the pain & lack of movement 
in my right wrist. So I tried CBD & in 5 days I had full use & movement, & now 
play again without any discomfort. Dave

2020-10-04 
06:58:02

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Gavin

2020-10-04 
00:04:41

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Zoltan

2020-10-03 
20:16:30

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Tyler

2020-10-03 
11:17:55

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

We need to focus on small farmer to grow on large scale for South Africa and 
not to be exported to internaSonal countries Misty

2020-10-03 
11:05:51

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Cannabis is safer than alcohol. Far safer. I don't see the problem. Millions use it 
every day. Let them be Graeme

2020-10-03 
04:41:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Gavin

2020-10-02 
04:49:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

hsps://www.quora.com/q/holisSc-medicine/Healing-psoriasis-without-
medicine?ch=10&share=1985e6c8 
I've survived kidney/liver failure and recovered from severe psoriasis, and I give 
total credit for it to cannabis. If I had no access to cannabis during my sickness, I 
wouldn't have been here alive. Mayank 

2020-10-01 
22:53:12

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

It should be made legal not just to consume at home but also in one's personal 
space example their vehicle.................because it does not make you drunk like 
alcohol you will be more relaxed while driving for example akshay

2020-10-01 
19:39:52

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I think it does not fully allow for economic benefits that could be realised. I also 
feel that prison terms are sSll extreme and unfair to say the least. David

2020-10-01 
13:48:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Really pleased to see this change coming about. 
Kelisha

2020-09-30 
11:53:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I am seeking to provide CBD enriched beverages and stand to employ 
thousands. In the mid to long term, I seek to farm hemp for CBD and other 
industrial uses. Naturally, at the very least, hemp doesn't have psychoSc THC but 
the health-beneficial CBD, so why include it in these prohibiSve laws? Even with 
marijuana, we have tobacco laws, encompass this marijuana industry under it/in 
line with it. What's all the fuss about other than the deliberate arresSng of the 
development of this economy and the empowerment of those who have been 
kept out of this economy for centuries, for the benefit of big pharma? This is one 
opportunity to leapfrog this economy and empower the lot of South Africans in 
the process and as usual, we are dilly dallying Felix

2020-09-29 
17:40:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Any bill that furthers our rights to smoke at home and buy weed legally is a step 
forward. I would love to see our government making some good consistent 
money off a well taxed and controlled product. Dave

2020-09-28 
21:26:59

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I would like to support the  industry of cannabis because it will open huge 
opportunity for MedicaSon of cannabis as it heals about 103 deseas in the 
human body according to Dr from Isreal, they call it Black Gold here in 
KwaZuluNatal it will develop those farmers who have licence to culSvate it. Jabulani

2020-09-27 
06:29:51

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Lucas

2020-09-26 
17:04:26

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

This plant contains major benefits apart from smoking it. Senseless to 
criminalise such a plant/weed. Yunus 

2020-09-25 
19:54:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

It has been proven over thousands of years that Cannabis is a natural healing 
herb. It is totally non addicSve and has no tendency to promote violence or 
criminal 
Behavior. (Unlike Alcohol! Which is legal!) if alcohol, which has been proven to 
be an extremely destrucSve, habit forming drug, is allowed to be consumed in 
recognized public places, like bars and clubs, then so should Cannabis.  There 
should be no laws governing the use of Cannabis. If anyone cane provev that the 
use of Cannabis  leads to any type of criminal or anSsocial behavior, I have yet to 
hear this. Cannabis is a completely natural product such as cabbage or lesuce 
and there is no need to regulate any of these! Stuart
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2020-09-25 
10:18:08

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I am one of many young ciSzens of this country who are suffering because of a 
dagga criminal record, 5 years ago I was found in possession of less than a gram 
of dagga and was arrested. I'm pleading to the government to please expunge 
our criminal records as this is prevenSng us from job opportuniSes and traveling 
abroad. Some of us are graduates but we are finding it difficult to secure proper 
employment because of the the criminal record. Mbuyisa 

2020-09-25 
07:31:17

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Jake

2020-09-24 
11:59:36

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Cannabis has definitely helped to curb many illnesses and is an amazing product 
for peoe with cancer. I agree with the terms and understand the legalliSes 
involved for not adhering to them. Vishal 

2020-09-24 
10:41:23

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

It is about Sme! NOTE: I do not use cannabis. But once again, we as adults have 
the right to sovereignty over our bodies & minds without any interference from 
government nor any other insStuSon nor any person whatsoever. 
The only caveat is: as long as we do not harm others! 

Lincoln

2020-09-24 
08:52:05

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

There should be no prescribed limits, quanSty is not tantamount to dealing, 
buying and selling should also be allowed, this is an opportunity to noost the 
income of the poor, exports should be taxed and those taxes ringfenced 
specifically for educaSon of the populaSon. Warrick

2020-09-24 
04:40:26

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Eben

2020-09-24 
04:12:20

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

the quanSSes should be increased to 1kg  privet possession  and 500 g for public 
possession    
weed should also have culSvaSng license and selling license to boast the South 
African ecomony Bandile

2020-09-22 
07:49:08

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Private use and culSvaSon should be legal. The selling should also be considered 
but in the form of a structure simelor to the USA where one would be able to 
have a medical dispensary as I do believe it is a beser alternaSve for those who 
suffer from chronic illness, pain and depression and with it being natural we 
could also tap into the bigger picture such as hemp plasScs and clothing and the 
increase in these farms etc will also contribute posiSvely to the environment as 
evety bit of the plants are useful and could be the economy boost SA needs to 
move closer to a first world economy etc. Y

2020-09-21 
20:31:40

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Make it legal.......the economy will grow akshay

2020-09-21 
13:00:55

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Adeleke

2020-09-21 
11:16:02

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

The provisions of the bill, seem fair enough, and if we are totally honest with 
ourselves, Cannabis uses will conSnue to use whether the law is changed or not. 
beser to pass the bill and free up police resources for serious crimes. David

2020-09-20 
13:00:40

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Cannabis treatment should be allowed to every willing individual and as a pure 
natural treatment of many illnesses and condiSons. It's our right to be able to 
take care of one self and not be thrown into life's debt that comes with the 
expensive medicines of today. Both my parents benefit highly from using the 
cannabis oils and have never smoked a joint in there life...... It's life changing and 
able enough for all people to benefit from Dale

2020-09-20 
10:45:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Hi There 

Please revisit the growing of hemp clause in the bill. As growing hectors  of 
hemp for texSle use, with the current security regulaSons is not fees able for 
those wanSng to grow hemp for texSle and not CBD.   

Regards 
Claire Claire

2020-09-19 
18:30:22

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Cannabis has medical benefits. I have crohns  disease  and i have tried it a few 
Smes. It has helped me a lot with pain and discomfort.  The only reason i do not 
use it oXen is due to the fact that it is not legal and  i don't risk breaking the law. 
I am on meds but it has not helped me as much as cannabis has when i did have 
it. Tests in USA  has proven that it does help crohns paSents so why not let it be 
the same here in South Africa.  Kamal

2020-09-18 
18:12:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Cannabis use, especially the oils have helped to heal me from a severe condiSon 
called endometriosis. Stage 4. I use to be on every pain anS inflammatory 
available. Since cannabis use, it's been 3 years now and I'm off all meds Thanks 
to the Almighty?.  I've met so many people who have only posiSve things to say 
about their health once starSng cannabis treatment. From cancer to arthriSs, 
severe lupus, kids with epilepsy and seizure. Theres just too many cases.  
God has sent this plant for healing. Let it do its job! Thanks Nafisa

2020-09-18 
17:24:37

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I myself are a very neuroSc person i stress  easily and always tense.  I have tried 
mood enhancers and anS depressants sleeping tablets tranquilizers.  All have an 
extreme effect on me the next day.  I currently smoke and it is the only 
medicaSon I use and I am a bookkeeper.  It does not make me high or make me 
want to do other drugs.  It helps me cope and aids with menopause which I am 
also currently experiencing and I am not using any medicaSon for menopause 
either.  Just weed 

Debra

2020-09-18 
15:43:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Cannabis is a very good medicinal plant. My support is only related to the 
medicinal benefits of cannabis. Overindulgence in anything can be harmful to 
the consumer and this includes cannabis as well. Hence my support for only 
using the plant alone or combined with other relevant medical plants as a 
remedy for certain illnesses and condiSons. Ayanda
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2020-09-18 
12:30:45

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

If cannabis oil heals cancer paSents then its more reason  for every household to 
have a few plants growing in the backyard.  My reasoning is we should be using 
the plant to strengthen our immune system before cancer or other sicknesses 
sets in. It's my understanding that the leaves can used to make a healthy green 
juice. Krishnee

2020-09-18 
10:44:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

This needs to be regulated as cannabis smokers need to respect those in close 
proximity such as complexes/flats etc. Since it gives off such a strong unpleasant 
smell and children will be breathing this in as well when smoked in these home 
living contexts. This needs to be FIRMLY communicated. Sadie

2020-09-18 
07:37:30

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

The cannabis industry can generate so much in terms of job creaSon, tax 
revenue and mental health.  

I think it's silly to not explore this avenue. Daniella
2020-09-17 
20:24:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Lindsay

2020-09-17 
17:38:25

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Paul 

2020-09-17 
16:55:55

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do ROY

2020-09-17 
13:05:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Celia

2020-09-17 
12:23:34

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Make it legal for private use. 
Make licencing available to all and not a select few.The plant has the ability to 
turn our economy around. Chase

2020-09-17 
12:10:47

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

A false narraSve was created around cannabis by large pharmaceuScal 
companies and that needs to change. Dan

2020-09-17 
11:40:21

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Cannabis has helped me with my ADHD as well as with my insomnia. Huzair 

2020-09-17 
09:09:55

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Why the limitaSons????  
Why do they sSll want to make criminal of people who don't contribute to a 
quarter of the problems that alcoholics and drunks do. The jails would also not 
be as full of harmless people that learn disgusSng habits while incarcerated for 
doing nothing more than smoke, be healed and in most cases live (in most 
cases) peaceful life as apposed to alcohol.  Rather do something construcSve 
and criminalize alcohol, it's much more of a social ill.  
Open the economy to its uses and medicinal benefits, it will serve the country 
beser on a whole and not be beneficial to just corporate business but small 
business as well. Those in the rural areas would also be able to reap the benefits 
by growing and supplying it just like the tobacco industry. Carolyn

2020-09-17 
07:57:11

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I think that if this bill is passed, people Will be able to get the full benefits of this 
plant for health benefits. Devesh

2020-09-17 
06:35:07

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

It should be legal to smoke anywhere in South Africa due to it to bring a man 
made drug its just a plant........similar to a cigarese or teabags  

akshay
2020-09-16 
23:25:12

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Xolani 

2020-09-16 
21:25:02

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Canabis is an ancient medicinal herb that is invaluable to healing and therapy. It 
helped cure my insomnia, which I have had since a ytoddler. Canabis has aided 
me a great deal with Gout and arthrithis.  I bwlieve a peraon muat have the right 
to culSvaSng canabis for himself and not to force poor people to support the big 
corporate pharmaceuScal manufacturers. Micheal

2020-09-16 
21:01:12

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Legalise marijuanna. Let the people  be free to smoke Paul 

2020-09-16 
19:40:41

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

If one can use Cannabis to relive pain or help with depression or even improve 
work or to calm a person performance.  Why is that wrong. Madeleen

2020-09-16 
15:02:32

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Dawn

2020-09-16 
12:31:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Please open industry to everyone so we can create more jobs 

Please make it legal for everyone so anyone can get into the industry. Not just a 
select few Steffen

2020-09-16 
12:22:17

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

My opinion isnthat the use of cannibis in public areas should be restricted. The 
use of cannibis on a rented property should also be restricted. Cannibis should 
be smoked in a closed room, not outside where everyone can smell it. Not 
everyone wants to be exposed to weed. Kids are thinking it's okay for them to 
smoke weed. Weed is sSll a drug and should be banned or restricted. Shay

2020-09-16 
10:31:15

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Pamela

2020-09-16 
08:34:01

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Cannabis have health and economic benefits.  Please relax  the restricSons  and  
limitaSons and put tax  where  is needed. Sandile 

2020-09-16 
08:20:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Joshua

2020-09-15 
20:56:03

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do The bill adequately allows what its Stle describes. Beyers

2020-09-15 
17:18:38

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Alida

2020-09-15 
15:53:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Rowena

2020-09-15 
14:53:39

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Marijuana is beneficial to South Africa and  surrounding communiSes.  Chris

2020-09-15 
14:39:37

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Make cannabis legal Shivani
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2020-09-15 
12:41:00

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I would like to advicate for more than 4 plants per person. It is not enough for 
private use and medicaSon to be so strictly limited. Since dagga is a dietary 
essenSal (those who dont consume it daily suffer debilitaSng diseases as a result 
and those who consume it live longer) we have a han roghso consume it to 
secure health and safety for ourselves. 

You wouldnt tell someone he can only have 4 tea tress yet tea is more 
dangerous with a massively smaller dosage required to disable harm or kill 
someone, the same goes for chamomile, coffee, and sugar for that maser. James

2020-09-15 
12:26:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I have seen the POSITIVE effects of cannabis first hand and I don't understand 
why it is even illegal in  the first place. Cannabis is the best form of medicaSon 
for people who suffer with anxiety, depression, PTSD and even cancer. Stacey

2020-09-15 
11:18:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

It is not up to the government to decide how and where people can use 
cannabis.  I feel they must allow people to use it for medicinal  reasons or 
personal. As long as they use it responsible. Anna

2020-09-15 
10:49:38

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Cannabis should  have an age restricSon as with smoking and alcohol.   If 
cannabis was consumed instead of alcohol what a difference this would make to 
society. Vanessa

2020-09-15 
10:49:17

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Karlin

2020-09-15 
10:32:21

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Roelof 

2020-09-15 
10:28:39

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Very nice however, four plants is not enough to sustain a whole year of usage. Dayne

2020-09-15 
10:22:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Duscks

2020-09-15 
09:52:35

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do 4 plants is definitely not enough to last 1 whole year! I'm chris

2020-09-15 
09:32:48

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I would also like a review of those charged with the possession of the herb. to 
be reviewed and any charges removed. 

Daniel 
Haroon

2020-09-15 
09:32:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Jamie-Lee 

2020-09-15 
06:03:54

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

My family has been using the plant to assist with my grandmothers arthriSs and 
random panic asacks, being able to plant freely in our own private space would 
help so much moving forward with cuing extra bills Yanga

2020-09-14 
20:40:01

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Anne 

2020-09-14 
18:27:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Dominic

2020-09-14 
17:55:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Legalize Kerry-Lee

2020-09-14 
16:10:03

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

At the moment I am using a CBD cream for my sciaSc pain. It helps. 
So I am in favor of the use for medical reasons Alberto

2020-09-14 
15:44:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I fully support this iniSaSve, but would hope that it can be implemented sooner. 

The legislaSon should be extended to include payment for the collecSon of 
plasSc waste for recycling purposes. Loraine

2020-09-14 
15:33:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

It is a pity that the legislaSon  is so protracted, would it not be pracScable for all 
involved including the industry to implement the proposed legislaSon more 
quickly. 
Also, if money was provided for collecSng plasSc waste for re-cycling, we would 
not see a plasSc bag lying around William

2020-09-14 
15:10:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

VegetaSve phase plant numbers leX out of the current plant allowance - allow 
for 8. 

Otherwise the numbers are fine for private culSvaSon and consumpSon. Adrian 
2020-09-14 
14:31:17

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Msizi

2020-09-14 
14:23:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

All the proposals look good, if they sSck to the suggested points and limits then I 
don't see a problem with it. Eugene

2020-09-14 
14:00:25

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do The proposed is a reasonable and measured reflecSon of the current Smes. Elizabeth

2020-09-14 
12:18:37

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do I support this John

2020-09-14 
11:53:02

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Cannabis should be legal for personal, medicinal and commercial use, including 
possession, culSvaSon and distribuSon. There should be no arrest or 
punishment for the use, possession or distribuSon of cannabis. Abigail

2020-09-14 
10:32:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Monique 

2020-09-14 
10:31:55

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Umthunzi wezinkukhu(Insangu) ingimuthi (ikhambi) elilapha izifo ezahlukene 
ezibucayi, kukancane ukuthi uthole umuntu oyisebenzisayo engena ephuma 
ezibhedlela. Injalo nje ingumnotho omkhulu kubantu abaningi, Uma 
uyiqathanisa notshwala, Insangu muncane kabi umonakalo ewenzayo 
ezimpilweni zabantu. Mhle

2020-09-14 
10:29:00

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Yes, I definitely support this, as proposed. The use of cannabis for medical 
reasons is the future. EffecSve and non invasive. Private usage should be 
confined to the home environment only. It is a lifestyle choice which should be 
permised without fear of prosecuSon. Laura

2020-09-14 
10:26:17

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Just fully legalise it already. Its not causing any forms of problems, only problems 
caused by the Law itself  

Cirsten
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2020-09-14 
10:03:38

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do it is definitely for medical purposed Anita

2020-09-14 
09:41:52

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Petros 

2020-09-14 
09:38:37

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Nothing wrong with Cannabis! It’s medicine! Nicholas 

2020-09-14 
09:29:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

A joint a day keeps the doctor away... And I stand by it... Stay 
blaaazzzzed ??????? Ethan 

2020-09-14 
08:57:05

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Bob

2020-09-14 
08:39:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

People should have the freedom to use cannibas moderately. It has so many 
medicinal properSes that have proven to be helpful. Mashew 

2020-09-14 
07:51:39

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do i totally agree it is out of control now Brian

2020-09-14 
07:09:41

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

As a frequent user for depression and anxiety, I think these legal limitaSons 
seem quite fair. Unless you are growing to sell, which is illegal, there is no need 
to have more than 4 plants on your personal property.  

Although I do disagree with the selling law. There are many people that aren't 
able to grow on there property, and need to buy from others in order to have 
access to it. This is why more stores should be opening up with the legal 
documentaSon staSng that they are allowed to sell. 

When keeping Cannabis on hand, there is certainly no need to carry more that 
100 grams on your person at a Sme, and keeping in stock at home, I think it is a 
decent figure as well. Jennifer

2020-09-14 
01:45:18

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Lara 

2020-09-13 
22:57:12

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Stephnie 

2020-09-13 
22:08:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Akeel

2020-09-13 
19:19:47

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Cannabis should be legalized, taxed and regulated exactly like Alcohol. That is 
my view. Legalize it!  

Having said that, I think that the Cannabis for Private Purposes Bill is a good 
stepping stone in that direcSon. Thomas

2020-09-13 
18:57:07

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Hope it works out Aqthar 

2020-09-13 
18:43:40

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Fiona

2020-09-13 
18:26:54

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Cannibis used for medicinal reasons should be allowed freely its the best 
ointment for scratches sores skintahs sSff muscles etc in the elderly especially 
Cannabis Sncture for pain control is a natural affordable product with no side 
effects eg stomach ulcers  
It's healing products by far the best 
Cannabis had been used for hundred of years  when the naSve Indians smoked 
their peace pipes it was cannabis in its raw phase hence the name of white dove 
irobeagle etc S in their relaxed state they saw these giured in the smoke the 
pipes was given to woman in labour to smoke why Because it relieves pain!!!! 
For years it's beenued y people to get on a high yes it is addicSve like any other 
pain killer but far less side effects when done properly for medicinal purposes 
it's 100 percent natural Salome 

2020-09-13 
17:47:17

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Renata

2020-09-13 
17:35:14

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Tracey

2020-09-13 
16:20:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

The approval of the public bill for cannabis will open doors for our south african 
people and can bring the contory together in this hard Sme to create jobs and if 
regulated public sale of cannabis where to be added in the future once the 
agricultural development has been made can provide a nother source of income 
for the community's that take part in the culSvaSon. Hardus

2020-09-13 
15:08:02

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Judith

2020-09-13 
14:53:21

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

The bill protects the young and those who do not wish to use Canibus. The bill 
allows those that  wish to use canibus medicinally to try it without becoming 
criminals in the process. Kurt

2020-09-13 
14:13:36

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do I'm delighted that this is finally happening! Joan

2020-09-13 
13:36:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do It is parScularly necessary for medical  purposes. Kath

2020-09-13 
12:41:03

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do The bill seems grounded and well reasoned. A

2020-09-13 
12:24:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Shaun

2020-09-13 
12:15:08

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Nick

2020-09-13 
11:06:22

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Hannah

2020-09-13 
10:42:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do  some clarity required on medical use Nicky
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2020-09-13 
09:24:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Johann 

2020-09-13 
09:14:20

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Luthando 

2020-09-13 
08:40:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Jill

2020-09-13 
08:08:01

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I don’t have a problem with the bill. One can never stop the use of cannabis as 
many find calming benefits extremely beneficial in our stressed out world today. 

The cannabis oil seems hugely beneficial for health care. 

I find cannabis less offensive than the dreaded cigarese smoking and poluSon 
that goes with it. Jen

2020-09-13 
08:04:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do I support this bill Hubert

2020-09-13 
07:54:47

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Thw bill is reasonable. Cannibas abuse has destroyed the youth in the already 
poor South African communiSes. Kay

2020-09-13 
07:00:28

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I don't believe it should be illegal (or result in a jail term) to smoke cannabis in 
public.  I do however, believe that in public, you should not smoke cannabis near 
other people especially children.  So, perhaps the Bill should rather include a 
proximity radius on how far one needs to be from other non-consenSng people 
when you smoke in public.  Also, limit the public areas that you can smoke, to 
outdoor areas only - no indoor public areas.  There are many public areas that 
allow vast open space & outdoor air to ensure no second-hand smoke of 
cannabis reaches other non-consenSng people  eg:  beaches, parks etc.  This will 
also ensure those living in flats / apartments which are located next to each, 
respect each other's decision on whether second-hand smoke 'waXs' into their 
private space. 

Laurie
2020-09-13 
06:58:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

In quanSSes allowed and as to suit specific medical requirements as required 
and approved Berrinice 

2020-09-13 
06:43:22

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do My only concern is that the restricSons are adhered to. ?? Elizabeth

2020-09-13 
05:27:36

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Hey everything else has gone to hell in SA so we might as well all get high and 
watch the circus.  Michelle 

2020-09-13 
01:36:58

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Tyron

2020-09-12 
21:09:12

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Mashew 

2020-09-12 
20:46:28

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Cynthia

2020-09-12 
20:45:30

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Theo 

2020-09-12 
17:11:17

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

If yu subsStute alcohol for Marijuana yu will add 25years to your life.. 
Jack Herror.. Nirvash 

2020-09-12 
16:53:00

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Larry 

2020-09-12 
16:25:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do navesh

2020-09-12 
15:14:21

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Possession should not be treated as a criminal offence if its a small quanSty. 
Many young students cannot get jobs and travel visas for 10 years aXer paying 
admission of guilt fines .This is very  sad and unacceptable.  This should be 
decriminalised with  a clause put in  to allow a minimum quanSty. Suresh

2020-09-12 
14:54:38

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Wendy

2020-09-12 
13:58:35

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Carol

2020-09-12 
13:21:35

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Ralph

2020-09-12 
12:37:23

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Brilliant. Nikita

2020-09-12 
12:11:15

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I think there should be an age limit of 18 years and above for smoking cannabis 
or once the child has finished school. The problem we have is that there are too 
many kids sSll at school and are smoking. I am a parent and have a serious 
problem with my 17 year old smoking. He smokes without our consent and 
when I called the police for guidance they informed me that there is nothing 
they can do as it is now legal! I think it is unacceptable that any person under 
the age of 18 or a child that is sSll at school is legally allowed to smoke 
according to the police! Dylan

2020-09-12 
11:04:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

We have someone that works on the property where we live, and he smokes the 
whole day, everyday, even near my son (8 years old) and i smell it everySme I go 
outside. 

I don't think it right that this is allowed at all. 

As a mother I am very concerned about my son being exposed to things like this. 
The plants are grown on the property, and anyone can just pick it. 

It's just wrong. 
Janine
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2020-09-12 
10:26:45

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I dont agree with the penalSes I believe they are way too severe for a legal 
substance, I believe there should not be any penalSes for a legal substance at 
all, not  smoking in a room with children is common sense, not  smoking near a 
window does not make sense at all we cannot allow nonsensical laws for a legal 
substance. sharon

2020-09-12 
09:05:00

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do James 

2020-09-12 
09:01:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

This is a natural drug which grows for the benefit of humans.  Anything can be 
abused in the wrong hands so the argument that people will abuse this is not 
valid.  Agree totally with the bill as it stands Kathy

2020-09-12 
08:49:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

A lot more research and educaSon needs to occur within our communiSes so 
that there is complete transparency with regards to the medicinal benefits and 
potenSal danger of, for example, excessive use.  Cannabis has been used for 
centuries and not just for smoking.  Commercial farming of cannabis could be a 
way to grow our economy. Melanie 

2020-09-12 
08:19:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Cannabis is not only for smoking, The oils have fantasSc healing properSes for 
people suffering from example CANCER.  Actually they should allow more use of 
this for these people. KrisSen

2020-09-12 
07:40:47

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Natashia

2020-09-12 
07:14:01

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do I think the limit is to small it should be increased Bhekani

2020-09-12 
06:34:00

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

My Mum suffers from severe arthriSs and rather than taking unnatural 
medicaSon  my preferred medicaSon is cannabis and cannabis products. My 
niece is basling an autoimmune disorder and she too is in constant pain and 
would prefer to us cannabis and other cannabis products. Sandhia

2020-09-12 
06:28:32

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do lauren

2020-09-12 
04:00:41

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Rochelle 

2020-09-12 
01:04:02

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I believe that the sentence (15 years)for dealing in cannabis is far too harsh and 
should be amended to nothing , as cannabis is non lethal,safe, has no side 
effects,cures a number of diseases, and is a totality natural plant .There should 
however be penalSes for giving it to children. It should be allowed to be sold if 
there is a willing buyer and a willing seller. Being able to sell cannabis by the 
ciSzenry will help boost our mostly dead economy as well as puing food on a 
number of tables. 
It is of paramount importance to respect everyone and not to infringe on 
anyone's rights however a 2 year jail sentence is rather excessive for an act that 
is totally harmless .Maybe a fine for this misdemeanor would be more in 
keeping with said acSon Aslam

2020-09-11 
21:59:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do It should be legal. There isn't much else to it. Nomhle 

2020-09-11 
21:56:36

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Shannon

2020-09-11 
20:44:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I am very happy . Smoking for 25 years. Never caused problems. Only before bed 
at night. Happy with the bill Sumaria 

2020-09-11 
20:25:17

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Johan/Kenny, stop talking out your arse. If you  haven’t  used it get off this boat.  
A gateway drug to be banned is one that results in Collateral deaths when  
abused. ParScularly by stressed law enforcement persons who binge drink 
weekends then kill themselves aXer offing their family members. You’ve been 
brainwashed thru  generaSons of misinformaSon promulgated by idiots in 
parliament . 
If the powers that be had a braincell they’d allow maximum cannabis usage  all 
the Sme as this results in total couchlock to immobilise us indefinitely and spend 
big bucks on take-outs to radically increase government tax coffers.  
Stop wasSng precious Sme and get cracking mothefuckers. And I’ll take 5 ounces 
of your best contraband.  

Gideon

2020-09-11 
20:22:03

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

It is well known why the cannabis plant is banned and it has nothing to do with 
it's ability to make a person 'high'. If that were the case, all alcohol would be 
banned. 

The plant has so many posiSve qualiSes all which conflict with many well-known 
substances, such as plasSc, coson, paper. 

The bias is unacceptable. 

Legalise growing the plant no maser the purpose. Susie
2020-09-11 
19:15:15

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Cornelia 

2020-09-11 
17:06:01

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Cannabis have more posiSve benefits then negaSve effects, it can be used in 
more ways then one, it operates in more then one industry, Mhlengi 

2020-09-11 
16:33:11

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

It’s good we finally will have a bill clarifying possession & distribuSon. 
Theelan

2020-09-11 
14:25:58

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do David

2020-09-11 
14:19:05

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Charles

2020-09-11 
13:32:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Age restricSons must apply. The bill must also cover edibles and oil possession 
limits. Kwanda
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2020-09-11 
12:47:05

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

AXer suffering with serious sinusiSs for all my life where I've lived on corSsone, 
and suffering with anxiety but refusing to go on anS depressants, I decided it 
was enough, I went onto all natural products and cannabis products and its 
changed my life. 
PharmaceuScals are TOXIC!!!  
World would be a much beser place if everyone had a lisle thc in them daily too 
;) Jo-Ann 

2020-09-11 
12:45:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

There must be strict legislaSon and regulaSons controlling the use, growing and 
possession thereof. Heavy penalSes if a person commits a crime while under the 
influence of cannabis. Peter

2020-09-11 
12:08:42

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Rob

2020-09-11 
12:02:48

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Rohan

2020-09-11 
11:10:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Cannabis should be have the same laws and allowances as smoking a cigarese.  vishal

2020-09-11 
10:56:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

For private use we should look into protecSng the children and non smokers, 
either than that private use must have no regulaSons just like alcohol and 
cigareses. And the legalizing of marijuana must reach out to the police because 
even carrying 5grams in public the police are out dated about the legalizing of 
marijuana they sSll asempt to lock us up. Sduduzo 

2020-09-11 
10:44:35

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do PenalSes are far too excessive Digby 

2020-09-11 
10:24:11

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

The method of tesSng for THC should also be changed. The urine test picks up 
THC in your system although you smoked a month ago.  The saliva test should be 
intoroduced as that shows if you're currently high or not. Nhlanhla

2020-09-11 
10:16:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Nhlakanipho 

2020-09-11 
09:37:38

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Jacques

2020-09-11 
08:58:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Roland

2020-09-11 
08:44:38

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I believe that, although people should be able to use cannabis for their OWN 
consumpSon, they should not be allowed to produce it unless under licence 
with very strictly controlled condiSons; nor should they be able to profit from it, 
or inflict cannabis by unwiing consumpSon or inhalaSon, on a non consenSng 
or unaware or underage person Sharon

2020-09-11 
08:01:51

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Agree with the provisions. Shaida

2020-09-11 
07:57:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Due to the smell of canibas, smoking should only be allowed in private.  The 
effect canibas has on the mind is devastaSng, and it serves as a gateway drug to 
stronger drugs. Ive lived it, having an addicted brother who started on canibas. Daryl

2020-09-11 
07:05:48

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Nompumelel
o 

2020-09-11 
06:48:00

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Colin

2020-09-11 
06:45:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Colin

2020-09-11 
06:42:39

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Smoking marijuana is a consStuSonal right. Mfihlakalo

2020-09-11 
06:21:55

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Smoking mariuaja is a legal right. Mfihlakalo

2020-09-11 
06:20:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Yes , I do support the private in house use by the adults.However where I stay 
Bellair Durban KZN it is smoked and sold like sweets on the streets not far from 
the police staSon  

Nontokozo 
2020-09-11 
06:02:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Mark

2020-09-11 
06:00:35

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Sharynne

2020-09-11 
05:37:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Legalising a product with health benefits that far outweigh its disadvantages 
must be a priority and viewed appropriately by the the authoriSes. 
A blinkered view is not only selfish but archaic. Raj

2020-09-11 
02:46:20

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

As soon as this bill is passed, we should also have a look at expunging the 
records of those convicted for low level marijuana possession and look at 
releasing all those currently serving sentences. Bassie

2020-09-10 
22:52:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Complete legalizaSon of the substance Shuaib

2020-09-10 
22:52:42

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Complete legalizaSon of the substance Shuaib

2020-09-10 
21:58:55

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Fahrana

2020-09-10 
21:51:23

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Tyrone 

2020-09-10 
21:44:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Kapil
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2020-09-10 
21:14:12

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Cannabis can help our economy. It can help the sick, it can help those in poverty. 
Cannabis can be used for so much good. South Africa will be safer with more 
cannabis smokers than drinkers.  

These are just a few reasons why cannabis should be legal.  

When you look at all the good it could do for our people it's stupid to think it 
even has to be considered to be made fully legal.  

I will be pro cannabis Sl the day I die ? Robyn
2020-09-10 
21:00:33

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Bob

2020-09-10 
19:29:05

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Howard

2020-09-10 
19:18:12

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

During private & responsible usage, the only thing in danger when smoking 
cannabis is the contents of a fridge. Get with the Smes ?? Jessica

2020-09-10 
19:03:14

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

If used as medicaSon it should be allowed.  
For paSents to  get this medicaSon there  should be distributors,  abd growers.  
  Vernadese

2020-09-10 
19:03:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

If used as medicaSon it should be allowed.  
For paSents to  get this medicaSon there  should be distributors,  abd growers.  
  Vernadese

2020-09-10 
18:42:58

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I'm no expert concerning cannabis, yes I think it's the sensible thing to do by 
controlling all spheres of this drug, but PLEASE ! why don't the authoriSes and 
govt concentrate more on the corrupt poliScians and officials who are and have 
stolen this country blind! Its Sme the PM stopped ponSficaSng and started 
puing these rosers in gaol. Brian 

2020-09-10 
17:14:51

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Thuto

2020-09-10 
17:06:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Phumlani

2020-09-10 
16:51:35

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Please could government also assist us with affordable permits to grow for 
resale Sharon

2020-09-10 
16:36:55

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Karina 

2020-09-10 
16:17:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

The plant should be legal, and you as a ciSzen should be allowed to choose what 
you put in your body. Responsible adults partacing or using cannabis for medial 
reasons in the privacy of their own homes should be allowed. Xavier

2020-09-10 
16:08:11

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Cynthia 

2020-09-10 
16:05:11

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Only when you have had a loved one helped by the healing properSes of the oils 
of cannabis that you will appreciate the need for it to be made acceptable to 
society. FRANK

2020-09-10 
14:08:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I don't believe anyone should be imprisoned for consuming or cultvaSng canabis 
in what aver form. Timia

2020-09-10 
14:02:52

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Cheryl

2020-09-10 
13:48:58

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do  hsps://t.co/3aYjBte4SR hsps://t.co/nYdIkXNOLW Nicole

2020-09-10 
13:46:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Errol

2020-09-10 
12:50:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

As long it is for personal use,  and people trade seeds to get beser plants ect 
then i will agree,  but on the other hand just think if we legal lise it like 
amsterdam, we will asract so much tourist which can boost the economy Valerie

2020-09-10 
12:47:35

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

quanSSes of what one can have is too lisle. most people have one grow season 
and they need more than 600g for the year. Michelle

2020-09-10 
12:46:55

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I truly support the bill because i believe in health benefits found in Cannabis 
more than what we were brought to believe in , which was not all correct. like 
liquor, an age restricSon to 18 years would be appreciated. Dudu

2020-09-10 
12:46:41

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Joanna

2020-09-10 
12:34:23

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Ivan

2020-09-10 
12:06:25

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Shiven

2020-09-10 
11:57:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I agree with taking this substance for medical reasons, but sScking to regulaSons 
of course !! JEANNIE

2020-09-10 
11:54:40

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

There should be no limits to the use of cannibas  or planSng or seeding or selling 
for African. The bill it self doesn't represent the views of people including my 
self. For me this bill violate the full rights of associaSon. Me choosing to smoke 
and me choosing to vote is the same so there should be no limits in the use of 
cannibas.  Sphamandla

2020-09-10 
11:16:36

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Cannibus grows everywhere. It's impossible to stop people from using. It is 
beser to make it legal. And prevent innocent people who use it from geing 
criminal records.. 

Sagren 
Manny 

2020-09-10 
11:09:58

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

People must be given license to trade especially Women and the Youth since 
cabanas iz used as healing medicine. Nlack people must be given priority on this 
business but alzk for only South Africans not foreigners. Nonhlanhla 

2020-09-10 
10:45:37

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Marian
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2020-09-10 
10:37:43

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Any person found to be selling cannabis should be prosecuted 
There should be registered approved vendors who can sell the drug Carol

2020-09-10 
10:32:48

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Radley

2020-09-10 
10:20:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I use cannabis oil and leaves for my arthriSs and have had the most amazing 
results, so I see no reason this should not be legalised. Vanessa

2020-09-10 
09:54:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Cannabis is harmful for the users and the ones around them

William 
James

2020-09-10 
09:38:41

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do JusSn

2020-09-10 
09:38:28

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Ian

2020-09-10 
09:19:45

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Glenn

2020-09-10 
08:53:45

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I think that it is a fair bill... Although I don't use the stuff it will be passed 
whether I like it or not... JON

2020-09-10 
08:46:15

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Respect the right to privacy of an adult person to possess cannabis plant 
culSvaSon material; to culSvate a prescribed quanSty of cannabis plants; 
possess a prescribed quanSty of cannabis; and to smoke and consume cannabis; 
Regulate the possession of cannabis plant culSvaSon material; the culSvaSon of 
cannabis plants; the possession of cannabis; and the smoking and consumpSon 
of cannabis by an adult person; 
Protect adults and children against the harms of cannabis; 
Provide for the expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of 
possession or use of cannabis; 
Delete and amend provisions of certain laws; and 
Provide for masers connected therewith. 

I agree with the Bill and its Limits AJ
2020-09-10 
08:23:00

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Caitlin

2020-09-10 
08:15:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Tracy

2020-09-10 
08:06:15

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Canabis has value in the economy and will definitely help towards the 
unemployment of our country. Small business opportuniSes are broadened. 
Canabis also holds huge benifits in the medical and mental health field. I do 
disagree with the 15 year jail sentance for selling as that is excessive for a 
harmless crime. There should be no limit on grow or household possession. 
Public possession 100g is more than enough and belive you should be able to 
giX someone with as much as you like. 

Brent
2020-09-10 
07:59:41

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

For medical reasons, I do believe Cannabis for Private Purposes is a must. 
Like alcohol,  in moderaSon... Chris

2020-09-10 
07:39:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I agree with Coral cannabis should be allowed for medicinal purposes only.IE 
only the growth of CBD strains should be allowed and not HLC strains for 
recreaSonal purposes Lloyd

2020-09-10 
07:38:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I have been  using cannabis oil that I make myself.   I am using it for health  
reasons and have found it very beneficial.  Do not have any negaSve  effects. 
Problem is the  number of plants to get enough oil from for the use of one year 
is much more than the 6 allowed for, I found that I need at least 30 trees to 
make enough oil for me alone. I think they will have to do proper research into 
this. 
E Kloppers Eben

2020-09-10 
07:30:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I think Cannabis for personal use is fine and i think the government rules as i 
understand them are very good. 4 plants etc. Well done!!! 
Cannabis is so much beser than Alcohol in every way.  
I think its absolutely crazy for someone to be arrested and go to goal for 
smoking in their own home or for buying a small amount for personal use.  
Government need revenue and many many South Africans can earn an honest 
living growing Cannabis John

2020-09-10 
07:22:08

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Ann

2020-09-10 
07:17:18

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Sue

2020-09-10 
07:06:39

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Constant

2020-09-10 
07:03:49

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Terry

2020-09-10 
06:55:43

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Melissa

2020-09-10 
06:18:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Absolutely nothing wrong with the use of cannabis for adults. Should have 
remained legal century’s ago. Darryn

2020-09-10 
06:16:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do It has to be controlled to stop abuse and access to children. Devan

2020-09-10 
05:43:07

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Prem

2020-09-10 
05:01:40

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do It must be used for medicinal purposes. Sandile

2020-09-10 
03:39:15

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Bheki

2020-09-10 
02:47:22

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Ricardo
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2020-09-10 
01:54:23

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Anbu

2020-09-09 
23:58:26

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Madoda 

2020-09-09 
23:46:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Mark

2020-09-09 
23:34:51

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I do think that there is a missed opportunity in allowing for the controlled sale of 
cannabis through dispensaries. Taxes may be collected and product quality can 
be beser regulated too. Gavin

2020-09-09 
21:50:01

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Vivek

2020-09-09 
21:45:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

An increased jail term for anyone smoking cannabis or too close to a window, or 
“in the immediate presence of any non-consenSng adult person Nihal

2020-09-09 
21:35:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do I support the bill

Zama 
Stanford

2020-09-09 
21:32:43

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do I support the bill for medical reasons

Zama 
Stanford

2020-09-09 
21:02:43

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I believe that cannabis can and should be used to cope with health related 
issues (mental, physical, emoSonal) and personal issues regarding the state of 
your mind. Facts show the drinking is extremely harmful to the body as well as 
cigareses which all are used for pure enjoyment, where as weed can be both 
private and to have a sense of enjoyment at a party. Deran

2020-09-09 
20:52:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Private use should be allowed with age restricSons, and have control on 
economic ecSvity, if the plant produces healthy benefits as we culSvate it let's 
benefit from it Teddy

2020-09-09 
20:42:54

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

The sale of cannabis for medicinal use must also be regulated so as not to 
exploit south africans in need of it. Any paSent having the substance must also 
have in possession a doctor's leser, so as to ensure they assist member's  of 
SAPS with idenSficaSon of ciSzens that will exploit the law. Naren

2020-09-09 
20:10:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Junaid

2020-09-09 
20:09:18

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

it should be fully legalized for consumpSon/usage in your own house or for 
medical reasons.  unlike alcohol which causes aggression when over-used, 
cannabis causes one to be relaxed.  working in a trauma department i see many 
MVA's caused by drunk drivers, but am yet to see an MVA caused by cannabis 
usage. Penny

2020-09-09 
19:17:41

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Will help prevenSon exploitaSon Peter

2020-09-09 
18:54:12

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Anisa

2020-09-09 
18:30:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do eleonora 

2020-09-09 
18:08:33

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Any kind of smoking is not health this is not good for our pepleo Elex

2020-09-09 
17:55:00

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Its been around since the year dot and has been in use, be it legal or  otherwise. 
It should be the choice of the user.  Absolutely no issues with a person using it in 
their personal spaces. Gets a thumbs up. Anthony

2020-09-09 
17:48:18

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Cannabis is NOT a gateway drug. There is plenty of medical research on the 
benefits of cannabis for health reasons. It does not have to be smoked at all to 
get the benefits.  It needs to be legalised so that people can have access to it in 
the correct form and dosage to reap the benefits.  No one has ever overdosed 
on cannabis but plenty of people have overdosed on opoids.  It is far cheaper 
and more effecSve than opoids.  There is documented evidence  that it prevents 
seizures in children when used in vaporised form.  Any drug in the wrong hands 
is a problem. It has been demonized by big pharma and needs to take its correct 
place in treaSng diseases.  Legalizing amounts is a step in the right direcSon. Brenda

2020-09-09 
17:39:45

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Charles

2020-09-09 
17:29:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Yeah I only support for medical purposes for relief of cancer or sickness. 
Definitely not for young children that has to cope with studies Mental 
development big no no Cheryl 

2020-09-09 
17:23:25

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

i personally have used CBD oil for cancer therapy - i am sure it helped albeit to 
help with sleeping. tom

2020-09-09 
17:12:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Cindy

2020-09-09 
17:01:07

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Chad

2020-09-09 
16:45:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

God given, natural  plants should not be legislated by anybody. It is up to the 
individual to choose whether they want to use the plant or not just like choosing 
whether to use alcohol which is far far more harmful.  

Also huge potenSal for development of regulated small businesses, which in 
turn generates tax revenue. Bruce

2020-09-09 
16:19:51

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Those  who choose to  use Cannabis  do so at Their own risk.  It has  many useful 
purposes .  
Has been around for  a very long Sme  .  Control the sale of the bi products   and 
collect Tax on same.   Alcohol and cigareses are far more  harmful . Vonnie

2020-09-09 
16:03:38

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Gary

2020-09-09 
16:01:40

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

My head shakes very badly that I have to hold it so that I can watch tv or read 
my book. Cannabis controls the shaking, so that I can lead a normal life. Yvonne
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2020-09-09 
15:51:07

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Nazeema 

2020-09-09 
15:45:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Salmon

2020-09-09 
15:45:08

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Johan

2020-09-09 
15:41:22

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

there should be licensed hemp farming the same as other more progressive 
countries like Canada and the USA, and government subsidies for establishing 
allied industries such as clothing and medicaSon. oscar

2020-09-09 
15:20:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Growing and mass producSon should be allowed as of now,how do people who 
need to use it for private use get supplies Thabani

2020-09-09 
14:58:08

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Johannes 
Cornelius

2020-09-09 
14:44:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I am a smoker. I grow my own medicine. It is the best thing mother nature ever 
created for the Human being. With an overwhelming amount of posiSves for the 
plant, I can't even comprehend that we have sSll not made cannabis as legal as a 
cup of coffee, cigarese or beer.  

Craig
2020-09-09 
14:40:38

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do It seems good Elmarie

2020-09-09 
14:30:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

We have scienSfic proof that cannabis and its affeliates have a beneficial use to 
those that require it. My quesSon is for those that live in farmsteads, live with 
more than 20 to 50 people thus giving them oppertunity to farm with more than 
1.2 kg. Physically it would be seen as culSvaSng cannabis on a small farming 
scale. There has to be a balance for urban and rural. Vikash

2020-09-09 
14:21:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Kenny

2020-09-09 
14:06:02

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Yaseen

2020-09-09 
14:05:14

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do There is control, but it is reasonable. We'll done. Michelle

2020-09-09 
13:56:34

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I believe if our government can help small farmers, Africans in parScular with 
land to plant cannabis since many people got knowledge of planSng and 
calSvaSng the seed but due to them being landless and not having financial 
muscle they end up doing illegally. Dumisani

2020-09-09 
13:52:28

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

As in alcohol...not to be abused oe used by children.  
Limited access via cerSfied proff should be vital. 
Home usuafw as prescribed.  
Should not be allowed in encloswd areas. 
Workers who smoke should be warned and then fired. 
For recreqrional home usw only. Belinda

2020-09-09 
13:41:32

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Cannabis can help the economy to grow there for it should be legalized to grow 
and export . 
The license  cost should be reconsidered  and made more affordable and easily 
available to obtain . Robin

2020-09-09 
13:38:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Sandra 

2020-09-09 
13:35:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

The product should be regulated the same way as alcohol and cigareses which 
would mean that revenue could be derived from it.   Is the present government 
capable of policing another new law while so many exisSng laws are flouted 
daily with absolutely no policing evident?   I think not.   Veronica

2020-09-09 
13:28:26

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I dont understand why I can just buy it from someone if it is around 100 grams? 

Dont have the Sme to grow it at home so if I wanted to use it within the law 
cant I just by some fro someone and smoke it within the law? 

Bruce 
2020-09-09 
13:19:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do laura

2020-09-09 
13:16:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Gerhard

2020-09-09 
13:07:55

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Cannabis industry can change, and heal mankind. Styles

2020-09-09 
13:01:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Adriaan

2020-09-09 
12:58:11

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do It's a good legal idea. TAKOORAJH

2020-09-09 
12:58:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do It's a good legal idea. TAKOORAJH

2020-09-09 
12:56:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Cean

2020-09-09 
12:50:37

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Keela 
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2020-09-09 
12:27:02

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I am not up to date with any of the legislaSon and have no idea if this is an 
improvement or a set back for what has been offered before. Either way the use 
of cannabis should not be restricted other than to minors (16 years and 
younger) and should be allowed to be grown and used at will. While no longer 
smoke this weed, I used to smoke it when it was highly illegal and it helped me 
get to grips with  myself during some very stressful living under the apartheid 
regime. I do feel however, that more research is necessary of the side effects as 
it definitely has differing effects on different people.  In these uncertain 
economic Smes, people should be allowed to grow AND SELL IT and restricSons 
on the amount per head is ridiculous. 15 years jail sentence is overkill and 
regressively patriarchal. Please catch the REAL CRIMINALS. helge

2020-09-09 
12:26:21

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Vaughan 

2020-09-09 
12:25:41

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do The jail Smes are a bit long though Jemma

2020-09-09 
12:16:17

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Emile

2020-09-09 
11:36:02

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do It was about Sme cannabis was regulated. it was carzy the way it was, free for all Sergio

2020-09-09 
11:27:12

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Rama

2020-09-09 
11:21:05

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I do hope it will be easy for my granny with arthriSs to be able to go to a local 
cafe to purchase marijuana that she brews into a tea rather than only having the 
opSon to grow for herself as she is not able.  
I support this bill for personal use because people will always look for alcohol or 
something to enhance their experience and I do not like the effects of alcohol 
meaning violence and accidents marijuana when consumed makes you the 
opposite you are relaxed and purely happy not to menSon all the medicinal 
benifits just by people smoking it or brewing it into teas it's far safer than 
constantly taking pain medicaSon which eats your stomach and bones the 
longer you take them. Claire

2020-09-09 
11:18:09

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

The use of cannabis by people over the age of 18 should be permised, which 
will help preclude the underworld making vast sums of illegal money and 
remove the sSgma of being caught and sentenced, for the possession and use of 
the product. Brian

2020-09-09 
11:16:54

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Why have a set amount of plants? Legally you can only have 8 flowering plants 
but what if you can't smoke the buds..I suffer with depression and anxiety. ...I 
personally make oil and edibles for myself and my girlfriend and it takes a lot of 
marijuana and only having 8 flowering plants it's not enough and also they don't 
take into account that marijuana has a growing "season" for outdoors...so what 
must i do when the 8 flowering plants are finished?? I must then "illegally" go 
"buy" marijuana???? Stephen 

2020-09-09 
11:09:26

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Michael

2020-09-09 
10:56:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Medical cannabis should be completely legalised for all.  Cannabis has been 
proven to be very effecSve in healing cancer, brain disorders and depression, 
pain,  skin disorders, animals health, general wellbeing, including covid!!! 

Only recreaSonal cannabis should be regulated but companies extracSng the oil 
in a safe and medical way should be allowed to sell freely and one should be 
able to get hold of it. Kerry-Lee

2020-09-09 
10:40:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Colleen

2020-09-09 
10:15:55

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Mashew

2020-09-09 
10:14:30

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

There should be no restricSons - grow as much as you want and smoke as much 
as you want. It is clear that any government regulaSons will just be ridiculous. 
With meaningless cutoff levels and controls. Patrick

2020-09-09 
10:10:23

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I fully agree with having canines available for private use. It is the choice of wach 
individual.  And seeing how it has posiSvely impacted medical users . I stand 
behind this . chantelle 

2020-09-09 
10:09:36

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Deolin

2020-09-09 
10:06:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

This is very good to pass as it is  a great healer for people suffering with life 
threatening ailments and it helps to heal. As long as it is not used for the wrong 
purpose of drugs but for medicinal use. It does not  cost much if used fir the 
right reason. The pharmaceuScal companies sell it for too much and the lower 
income groups cannot afford itm so home grown is much cheaper. Cynthia 

2020-09-09 
10:05:43

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

For personal and medical use I have no objecSon. Street sales and public use 
must not be permised, however! William

2020-09-09 
09:42:39

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Jared

2020-09-09 
09:41:43

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Cristy

2020-09-09 
09:31:12

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Kavita

2020-09-09 
09:27:51

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Daryl

2020-09-09 
09:26:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Fully support the bill  for medical purposes. 
Cannabis use at the work place and  when driving should  have the same  laws 
applied  as with alcohol David
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2020-09-09 
09:25:51

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Billy

2020-09-09 
09:21:59

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Just legalize it and get over and done. There is millions off people useing it for 
decade's Andre

2020-09-09 
09:18:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Tim 

2020-09-09 
09:15:39

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Petronella

2020-09-09 
09:15:32

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Cannabis for medical and health use I say YES. Aubrey

2020-09-09 
09:03:25

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Bryan

2020-09-09 
09:00:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

CreaSng state enforced restricSons on non-harmful personal use of natural 
"herbal" remedies is non-sensical & mostly unenforceable buy law enforcement 
agencies. it therefore begs the quesSon: why outlaw what is not harmful & 
cannot be controlled by aforesaid agencies? Just to make laws? or to protect a 
greater interest such as Big Pharma? Nick

2020-09-09 
08:58:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Clifford

2020-09-09 
08:56:21

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Clifford 

2020-09-09 
08:50:49

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Cannabis is no worse than alcohol and should be treated in a similar way. Jailing 
people for using it is crazy. That should not make them criminals. Brian

2020-09-09 
08:48:45

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Eric

2020-09-09 
08:44:36

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Debra

2020-09-09 
08:44:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I support this wholeheartedly as cannabis has been shown to have many health 
benefits as well as a renewable source of fuel and fabric in commercial use.  I do 
agree that it should be regulated involving minors, but NOT when it comes to 
treaSng health issues and I believe it should be more freely available for people 
to grow and sell as individuals, providing a legal source of income and free 
access to it's health benefits. Darryl

2020-09-09 
08:39:52

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Companies should not be able to fire you for use on week ends Mark

2020-09-09 
08:34:51

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Douglas

2020-09-09 
08:32:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Legalise and decriminalise fully. Wendy

2020-09-09 
08:32:32

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I am an advocate for freedom of choice so I'm pro decriminalizing all 
recreaSonal drugs and redirecSng the funds spent of policing/jailing/jusSce to 
educaSon and rehabilitaSon. AXer all the fact that drugs are illegal hasn't 
stopped anyone from sourcing or using/abusing it. In the context of Marijuana 
it's shown great advantages in mental health issues and in producSon (Hemp) 
and it grows abundantly here in SA, especially KZN, so why not integrate it into 
our economy, regulate it and allow people to grow/trade it to draw an income 
from it, plus the tourist aspect of it is unquesSonable (think Amasterdam). The 
direct and indirect jobs created from it will be massive. There are just so many 
pro's to the formalizing of its trade that we can't pass it up. If we wait for the 
rest of the world to do it we'll be leX in the dust as we usually are. Look at the 
steps taken in Portugal to curb drug abuse and you'll see that there most 
successful strategy was the decriminalizaSon of drugs and the educaSon of 
youths and help for the addicted.  Brody

2020-09-09 
08:27:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Logan

2020-09-09 
08:27:33

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Jacqueline

2020-09-09 
08:26:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do The state should go ahead with the proposal as set out Gerrit

2020-09-09 
08:25:39

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

It's great that it's set out so that the smoking of cannibis will not affect other 
people, but will it be enforced? 
Most people don't bother sScking to the regulaSons, and drug dealers bribe the 
police, so unSl the corrupSon is sorted out, the laws are not enforced properly. Yegeshin

2020-09-09 
08:20:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Leon

2020-09-09 
08:20:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Cannabis is a very good medicine and is 100% beser than alcohol. Most people 
can perform normal if not beser with Cannabis than alcohol. Alcohol should be 
more restricted if not banned completely. Andre

2020-09-09 
08:19:49

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I personally don't think the government has any right to tell a ciSzen how to live, 
but these limitaSons could be beneficial should the smoker not have control of 
his habit,then restricSng his use is good for him. 
However, theres also the other side,tell someone not to do something,makes 
them want to do it more. Carol

2020-09-09 
08:05:55

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

When is our government going to realize the huge benefits ( economic and 
health ) that are available in allowing the commercial growing and processing of 
hemp and cannabis products under license instead of only private purposes. Cedric

2020-09-09 
08:05:20

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do George

2020-09-09 
08:00:51

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Vanessa

2020-09-09 
07:59:41

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Ryan
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2020-09-09 
07:55:38

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do charl

2020-09-09 
07:55:03

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I f people are allowed to drink then  cannibus should be able to be used  even 
more freely . To grow more for their own consumpSon  .At least 7per person if 
they do not want to support the drug trade Gail 

2020-09-09 
07:53:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Zelda

2020-09-09 
07:47:43

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Kufanele umthetho uphasiswe ukuze kuzokwehla izinga labantu abagcina 
sebeboshelwe ukubhema ugwayi wesizulu esigangeni. kufanele abantu 
bayigcine  yonke imithetho nemigomo.

Sphamandla 
Emmanuel

2020-09-09 
07:35:47

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Tyrone

2020-09-09 
07:34:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

There is a bad sSgma surrounding cannabis and it needs to be addressed. 
Cannabis is not a hard drug, cannabis could be the answer to peace and love, 
and as research has already proven, has healing and medical benefits. Wake up 
world! Just because a few people have no self control does not mean cannabis is 
bad. Alcohol is bad... But because the government cannot regulate cannabis, in 
terms of its potency and THC per 1 gram, doesn't mean it's bad. To me, it tells 
me that alcohol is far worse. Tanya

2020-09-09 
07:16:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Robert

2020-09-09 
07:15:49

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do John

2020-09-09 
07:14:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

There are a lot of people that use it for medicinal purposes, all over the world.  
Alcohol is far worse  and is allowed. Patricia 

2020-09-09 
07:06:43

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

I do not smoke cannabis, but I do know of some that do and it definetly calms 
them down. There is to much wrong in our world at the moment and this at 
least gives them  some calmness. Ivy

2020-09-09 
07:02:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

This product has been around for longer than tobacco. Control it and get rid of 
the black market . Chris

2020-09-09 
06:52:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Let each choose freely, all things, and learn. Nico

2020-09-09 
06:51:23

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Sonja

2020-09-09 
06:49:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Ashley

2020-09-09 
06:45:09

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Long overdue, would be a good source of revenue and job creaSon Tania

2020-09-09 
06:36:23

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do There  is some control because the regulaSons have been defined. Chris  B

2020-09-09 
06:31:07

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Kim

2020-09-09 
06:18:28

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do I believe in the free use of cannabis especialy for medical use John

2020-09-09 
06:14:05

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do For pSvate use only ZAMILE

2020-09-09 
06:03:58

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do I feel that it is fair and just provided it is not abused by authoriSes. Scos

2020-09-09 
05:50:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Excellent Nix

2020-09-09 
05:37:28

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Cannabis is less addicSve than Alcohol! Let adults decide what to do with their 
own bodies! Jacques

2020-09-09 
05:03:00

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Should be ones own decision whether to grow or use as required, I am sick and 
Sred of those in power, which was given to them BY the people, thinking they 
have the God given right to tell us what to do, how to act, what you are allowed 
to say!!!  People must be leX to use their own mind, you know that giX given us 
at birth, and make decisions for themselves!!!!! Good grief one law passed aXer 
the other, what are we, casle!! Patricia

2020-09-09 
04:49:00

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Cannabis is calming & makes happy, leading to less crime from the unemployed. 
It's the opposite to Alcohol. 
Driving vehicles & its use must be controlled. Kenric

2020-09-09 
04:24:42

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

Most of the people yuse it for medicine reasons that I do support  but not for 
smoking that is bad I heard some people loses there mind and others are an a 
trip that I do not agree on Mathilda

2020-09-09 
01:00:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Steve

2020-09-08 
23:57:52

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Roobesh

2020-09-08 
22:31:14

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Frederick 

2020-09-08 
22:23:38

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do This natural herb has medicinal, cultural and religious significance. Kirsty May

2020-09-08 
21:54:30

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Dewald

2020-09-08 
21:19:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Brandon

2020-09-08 
20:54:52

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Howard

2020-09-08 
20:31:55

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Daleepnand

2020-09-08 
18:02:33

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do Zoltan
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North West 75
2020-11-30 
06:46:02

North 
West Yes I do Chris

2020-11-04 
12:11:28

North 
West Yes I do

I wish the bill could accomodate all the growers for personal use because it has 
no harm into the community Makara

2020-11-04 
08:24:44

North 
West Yes I do Loren

2020-11-03 
22:40:44

North 
West Yes I do

The right to plant and grow your own cannabis helps people who need it for 
daily use .  And medicinal use is paramount. Let people grow and use ad they 
see fit . If you want to make it legal to sell . Tax it and close the deficit in income . 
Take note of usa and other places . Andre 

2020-11-03 
08:44:10

North 
West Yes I do

It can be used for many medical problems. If we are allowed to use it people 
won't crave aXer it. George

2020-11-03 
07:33:28

North 
West Yes I do Johannes

2020-10-31 
11:36:29

North 
West Yes I do Visser

2020-10-30 
09:56:41

North 
West Yes I do too much Dagga can be harmful and is the start of all other drug using CORNELIA

2020-10-29 
09:04:58

North 
West Yes I do

Cannabis has shown to possess many benefits for a vast number of ailments and 
illnesses.  Alcohol use should have stricter laws surrounding it than cannabis. 

I do think the amount of plants they are proposing should be increased. Nicci 
2020-10-16 
18:05:47

North 
West Yes I do Elizabeth

2020-10-08 
14:43:26

North 
West Yes I do Duncan
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General 

The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 

The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your 
grow. It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this 
be presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
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2020-10-08 
14:37:51

North 
West Yes I do Suné
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-09-22 
16:27:40

North 
West Yes I do Hi There, Legalize Weed, and De-legalize Alcohol Joseph

2020-09-20 
20:41:43

North 
West Yes I do Victor 

2020-09-18 
15:47:17

North 
West Yes I do

We as South Africa has the opportunity to become united as one through a 
plant. Marijuana in South Africa has the opportunity to unite our roots with on 
another,  build together , grow together because our decisions now , shape the 
future for our next generaSon.  

Edrich de 
bruyn 

2020-09-16 
08:32:16

North 
West Yes I do

It is much safer than alcohol and has never caused any deaths. I, as an individual 
would rather use cannabis, as it has none of the harmful effects of other 
substances. AXer a long stressful day it calms me right down, it also helps with 
pain Christopher

2020-09-15 
12:16:11

North 
West Yes I do Marco 

2020-09-15 
12:06:47

North 
West Yes I do

I support cannabis being legalized for private use and think it is definitely the 
first step in the right direcSon.  
With that being said, the restricSons on the number of plants and dry product 
allowed per person are sSll too harsh and should be reconsidered.  
The current suggesSon is sSll not enough to cover a private user for a whole 
year.  
4 flowering plants will not allow enough harvest for a full years use. Jade

2020-09-15 
09:19:53

North 
West Yes I do

I fully support the Cannabis for private purposes bill... I use it for pain... CBD 
FECO OIL... CBD helps so many people who have been sick and helps with 
constant pain and stress and people suffer from anxiety and depression and 
sleeplessness... And I believe so many people who have been diagnosed with 
cancer, diabetes may have a pain free treatment and the cannabis industry can 
help to create more work Marlene

2020-09-15 
05:55:13

North 
West Yes I do

I personally used it for medicinal purposes and it helped a great deal. We have 
administered it during winter and in this Covid 19 pandemic as a household, it 
worked wonders. 
It should however not be used for selfish reasons by people who want to be 
high. This is African medicine which helps in a wide range of diseases. Boitumelo

2020-09-15 
00:38:47

North 
West Yes I do I think that it should also be made legal to trade in all forms of Cannabis. Malcolm

2020-09-14 
13:09:54

North 
West Yes I do

I do however feel that the new bill will only for big pharma and govt to benefit 
from the bill.  Jean-Jacques

2020-09-14 
10:48:25

North 
West Yes I do P

2020-09-14 
07:56:09

North 
West Yes I do

Give the people the benefit of the doubt. No need to police it. Treat it like the 
sale of alcohol, no sale to persons under the age of 18 should be the only rule.   

You can charge tax and VAT if it is fully legalised. Also, we can export. There is 
more posiSves to allowing people to Zol than negaSves.  Enid

2020-09-13 
12:20:41

North 
West Yes I do Make it legal , to culSvate Hemp on a bigger scale , in order to save trees Karin

2020-09-13 
07:14:14

North 
West Yes I do Zander

2020-09-12 
16:18:20

North 
West Yes I do Lupus sufferer.It eases the pain and inflamaSon. Anna

2020-09-12 
14:27:42

North 
West Yes I do

To legalize the sell and distribuSon of cannabis, to improve the economy of the 
country. Cannabis have a very intensive market, and leave space to, improve 
through research and the various effects it has on the human body, open 
potenSal markets to improve financial stability. Although rules must be included 
such as research allows to what age restricSon the sell of cannabis, as 
recreaSonal use, should be. Jacques

2020-09-12 
12:43:22

North 
West Yes I do

I use cannabis for medical purposes only. 
The allowance is not enough for a years supply.  
Please increase or make License to grow available at a reasonable price Leie 

2020-09-12 
12:40:11

North 
West Yes I do Leie 

2020-09-12 
12:32:36

North 
West Yes I do

Increase the allowed amount as 4 or 8 plants is not sufficient enough to extract 
oils for medicinal use. Enough plant material is neaded to extract for a year's 
supply or the next growing season. Jan

2020-09-12 
09:39:27

North 
West Yes I do

Allow us to use Cannabis privately, and for medical  use.  Allow us to grow our 
own plants to a minimum. Allow us  to choose our way of living pain and pill free  
without convicSon. not everybody that uses Cannabis is a criminal ! Allow 
cannabis farms to create jobs for a sustainable environment Ruaan

2020-09-11 
22:09:41

North 
West Yes I do

I  think that this is a step in the right direcSon. I have viewed some of the 
comments and it appears that people are sSll influenced by the anS-cannabis 
propaganda popularised in the last century by vested interests. 
I do not support the proposed prison sentences as cannabis is a naturally 
occurring plant that has been used by people for thousands of years. Edmond

2020-09-11 
20:37:28

North 
West Yes I do

I feel like you should be able to grow as many plants as you like as it’s a 
medicine. 

I agree fully with the laws being amended and cannabis charges dropped. Wilma
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2020-09-11 
13:22:38

North 
West Yes I do

Cannabis is a more sustainable painkiller, especially for those with chronic pain, 
as it has less impact on the liver.  Being able to grow your own painkiller gives 
you some independence from the healthcare system and lightens the load on 
the system. 
The police force need educaSng in this law and there should be measures in 
place to ensure that current corrupt pracSces are rooted out. Currently, growers 
or shops are arrested or closed for no reason. The police seem to think 
inSmidaSng cannabis users is a source of income. 
More research should be done on the healing powers of cannabis, especially 
since South Africa is the perfect habitat and could become a market leader. Deolinda

2020-09-11 
11:58:04

North 
West Yes I do It is a plant created by God and we have a right to use it freely C O 

2020-09-11 
11:38:49

North 
West Yes I do Weig die kweek,maak, verkoop en gebruik vir medisinale gebruik. Gawie

2020-09-11 
09:23:26

North 
West Yes I do CORNELIA E

2020-09-11 
09:14:55

North 
West Yes I do ingrid

2020-09-10 
21:36:39

North 
West Yes I do

I know many people who use it for medical reasons. Alcohol has the worst effect 
on most people and yet people can walk into a boslestore and buy as much as 
they want. There is nothing good that comes from it. Yet cannabis has many 
proven benefits and I've never seen anyone become violent from using it.. so I 
support this bill.. Nicci

2020-09-10 
14:01:21

North 
West Yes I do J R

2020-09-10 
12:10:00

North 
West Yes I do

Emily 
Mignonese

2020-09-10 
11:44:25

North 
West Yes I do If people are allowed to use alcahol,why not canabis? Albert

2020-09-10 
09:09:36

North 
West Yes I do

The private use of cannabis should be regulated by an age,  and quanSty 
restricSon! And obviously used in private surroundings! Leslie

2020-09-10 
07:52:01

North 
West Yes I do Hannali

2020-09-10 
07:42:38

North 
West Yes I do Laroné

2020-09-10 
06:15:41

North 
West Yes I do

Please 
BAN THE SMOKING OF CANNABIS!!!!!!!  
MY NEIGHBOUR IS SMOKING RIGHT NEXT TO MY BACK DOOR. EVERYTIME HE 
SMOKES THAT SHIT, I HAVE TO MOVE THE CHILDREN. Tiaan

2020-09-09 
21:44:15

North 
West Yes I do

Uses CBD Oil mixed with Hand Crème for the successful treatment of Skin Can 
on Hand and ears. 
Some body parts cannot be operated on as a result of Ligaments, Arteries and 
Nerves. 
Doctors must be allowed to prescribe CBD or any Cannabis products as a natural 
medicaSon. 
Should be treated as any other medicine available at Chemist. 
Strict controls to be in place for the smoking of Cannabis . Pieter

2020-09-09 
20:56:32

North 
West Yes I do D

2020-09-09 
19:16:18

North 
West Yes I do Ruan

2020-09-09 
16:55:06

North 
West Yes I do

Cannabis is very beneficial  for a lot  people with terminal deceases, also those 
people that have pain and there is nothing that can be given to them, in these 
cases Cannabis would. 
I believe it is an alternaSve medicine!! Joan

2020-09-09 
16:36:50

North 
West Yes I do There are many medical benefits for the use of  Cannabis. John

2020-09-09 
16:31:13

North 
West Yes I do Make commercial farming easy, so jobs can be created Simon

2020-09-09 
16:31:11

North 
West Yes I do Make commercial farming easy, so jobs can be created Simon

2020-09-09 
16:31:11

North 
West Yes I do Make commercial farming easy, so jobs can be created Simon

2020-09-09 
16:30:36

North 
West Yes I do Andriani

2020-09-09 
16:20:09

North 
West Yes I do Janine 

2020-09-09 
16:16:57

North 
West Yes I do

RegulaSon will prevent big-pharma poisoning the public with syntheSc 
substances. Private use of cannabis should not be restricted by unreasonable 
laws. Cannabis comes from a plant which is considered natural and can heal the 
body and mind. As a medicinal remedy cannabinoids regulate the cannabinoid 
system in humans which involves all the balancing acSviSes of an adaptogen. Ina

2020-09-09 
14:42:15

North 
West Yes I do I do support. Put regulaSon on it. Razor

2020-09-09 
14:34:34

North 
West Yes I do

Got no problem with adults using Marijuana, and growing it to sell or make 
medicine. Sonja

2020-09-09 
13:39:47

North 
West Yes I do

Personal Use and Growth of Cannibis should be legal for Adults above the age of 
21. Jacqueline

2020-09-09 
13:32:07

North 
West Yes I do Denise

2020-09-09 
12:12:33

North 
West Yes I do Tshepo 
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2020-09-09 
11:26:13

North 
West Yes I do

These are decent amounts for a home grower and cannabis enthusiast. I am 
happy with this. Athalie

2020-09-09 
11:09:56

North 
West Yes I do anthony

2020-09-09 
10:48:33

North 
West Yes I do

AXer the ConsStuSonal court's ruling on the legal use of cannabis for personal 
needs, it is inevitable that this legislaSon would come.  The maser should be 
legislaSvely regulated. Jan

2020-09-09 
10:41:22

North 
West Yes I do

All for it. The tobacco companies have been poisoning people since they banned 
the use of Marijuana in any form. Andre

2020-09-09 
09:46:52

North 
West Yes I do Deon

2020-09-09 
09:36:58

North 
West Yes I do

Private use growing could be revised to allow more plants per person in a 
household. Peter

2020-09-09 
09:28:52

North 
West Yes I do

People who smoke cannabis are much less a threat than people who drink. 
People who drink become dangerous, relentless and inconsiderate whilst in 
contrast people who smoke cannabis won't harm others, they keep to 
themselves most likely do it in private spaces. Therefore why give people a hard 
Sme who pracSce this in their own space and have no influence in your daily 
life. John

2020-09-09 
07:23:14

North 
West Yes I do

Everybody who smokes cannabis must do it under strict  regulaSon, the use of 
alcohol  and cannabis need serious control and if you are a user of either the law 
on alcohol must apply to both, in the workplace,in public, behind the steering 
wheel, domesSc violence associated,and in addiSon to this, all the smoking 
restricSons as gazesed.  
Do not drive the industry underground. Walter

2020-09-09 
06:38:26

North 
West Yes I do

It is a product that is widely used under controlled condiSons  in many parts of 
the world. Pierre

2020-09-08 
22:39:21

North 
West Yes I do

"Not in the presence of any non-consenSng adult" is too vague. One adult 
cannot dictate to another adult on this. 

 If I use canabis in my own home then that non-consenSng adult, who is only 
visiSng, cannot dictate to me, the consenSng adult, whether I can or cannot use 
canabis on my own private property as and when I see fit Gerda

Eastern Cape 201
2020-11-20 
19:42:03

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Its not just for the smoking it's for medical use very good. Ilse

2020-11-10 
12:19:52

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

With the scienSfic research which is been done in past and present Sme .it is 
evident that this plant has healing properSes which can and should be 
harvested for the beserment of life and with cost effecSveness .more over with 
chance it has to create employment opportuniSes to narrow the gap of poverty 
and jobless situaSon. 

Xolani 

2020-11-09 
10:22:54

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

I don't support restricSon in any Field. The Medicinal and Commercial value of 
the plant is unsurpassed. 

We're lagging behind the World in this regard. Tania
2020-11-06 
16:04:18

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do I agree fully with the proposed Cannabis bill. Francese

2020-11-05 
06:12:02

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis should be 100% legal. For private use and medical. 
Chris

2020-11-04 
23:40:54

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Kathy

2020-11-04 
11:28:00

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Dont drink or use drugs but i have been smoking 25 years. Gert

2020-11-04 
03:32:16

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do I have read about the medicinal effects of cannabis and I am totally in favour! Susan

2020-11-02 
21:03:13

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Phillipa

2020-11-02 
12:27:24

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Kayleigh

2020-10-29 
07:51:33

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

Strictly home use.  No driving permised aXer consuming a certain amount. 
Same screening as alcohol can be carried out. Wendy

2020-10-29 
05:33:29

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Shane

2020-10-28 
21:17:48

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Pieter

2020-10-27 
16:43:20

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Ronaldo

2020-10-27 
10:18:11

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Not all cannabis contain THC. I fully support the use of medical cannabis. Liesel

2020-10-20 
17:33:42

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

I am very pleased to see South Africa moving in this direcSon ,However I plead 
with the powers that be to lower the barrier of entry for young black South 
Africans. According to the bill in its current draX ,in to enter the commercial 
space there is too much red tape that will only serve to keep people like myself 
from generaSng value from the new market. Camagu

2020-10-12 
09:58:23

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Michael

2020-10-10 
19:54:04

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis should be legally it helps so many people and it's an amazing plant we 
can save so may lives and can create so many job opportunity for people and the 
country lets do the right thing and move forward do your history it's been used 
for good for so many years before we were even around. Damian
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2020-10-10 
10:47:22

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Great medicinal properSes. JusSn

2020-10-09 
23:20:39

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Mike 

2020-10-09 
20:47:51

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

Firstly. Thank you to the Gov and the people for finally realizing how important 
and great Cannabis truly is. I cannot wait for all the break throughs this plant will 
provide the naSon. Not only can this help and strengthen the economic state 
our country is in atm but it can provide so many jobs and feed the poor. I do 
however not agree that the Gov wants to be able to enter my private property 
at any Sme or the fact that I have a limit on my plants per household? What 
happens inside the walls of my house, is my right and my privacy. How can you 
want to limit the amount of plants I grow but not the amount of bosles I buy at 
the liquor store? How can u limit something as "innocent" as Cannabis but allow 
alcohol to be used and bought freely, while it causes probably 70% of all road 
accidents.  Please re think. If nature is not legal we can never be free. Simoné

2020-10-09 
09:56:34

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Buhle 
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Thank you to the South African government for taking steps in the right 
direcSon. 

The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The cannabis community would like to see more urgent steps being taken 
towards improving the overall legalizaSon of cannabis. By regulaSng and 
legalizing cannabis means that fewer criminals are able to sell the product (laced 
with potenSally very harmful substances) and reduce their nefarious influence. 
Legalized cannabis ensures that proper safety measures and standards are put in 
place to ensure only the best product is available to those who need it with 
independent oversight on the industry as a whole. 

Government needs to change its use of language regarding cannabis from 
prohibiSonist (that falsely suggests cannabis users are criminals) in order to 
break the exisSng sSgma imposed on users of cannabis. 

Taxing cannabis can be profitable. The cannabis community want to urge 
government to seriously look at striving towards effecSve and swiX legalizaSon 
of cannabis. This could drasScally sSmulate the country's economy and help 
grow small business into thriving enterprises. TaxaSon of cannabis could help 
government redirect money towards improving our communiSes and ulSmately 
removing the cost on the tax-payer for keeping cannabis users in prison.   

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?  

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
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2020-10-09 
07:55:21

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Masiza 
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Marijuana  

General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
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2020-10-08 
17:27:53

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

The bill in its current form is irresponsible and possibly unconsStuSonal as 
parents growing Cannabis in their garden could be charged and go to Jail for 5 
years if the plants can be seen/accesssed by their children. It does not make any 
sense that children could grow up without their parents for up to 5 years simply 
because their parents were culSvaSng cannabis in their private property. 
Cigarets and alcohol are also prohibited for use by minors but parents are 
allowed to stock alcohol and cigarets at home without risking any jail term. Why 
would this be different with cannabis? and in parScular with plants growing in a 
garden? That secSon of the proposed would surely not pass the consStuSonal 
muster and would lead to numerous liSgaSons by members of the public. Louis

2020-10-08 
16:59:11

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

it's Sme to look at other countries there way they do we need help improve are 
own country they way are pole do Blacq
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused. 
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-08 
13:57:10

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Patrick 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 

RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 

The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 

Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?         

DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 

The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 

CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill. 

ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 

“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 

"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal. 

"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 

"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 

"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 

"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 

"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 

"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 

"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 

“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 

"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  

"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 

Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person. 
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2020-10-05 
13:32:45

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

I agree with the legislaSon for personal use 100%  but I don't agree on a limit as 
to how much  is allowed per person. When making oils or edables that 600g 
goes way to quickly. And another thing is that  if  the South African government 
would  make cannibis 100% legal to sell in stores just the tax money they would 
be making would really help our country. Shaun

2020-10-03 
19:10:44

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis should be legalised to plant and to sell. The poor communiSes can 
benefit from this. Mazwana 

2020-10-01 
17:33:17

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Michael 

2020-09-30 
07:03:56

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Jaqui

2020-09-29 
11:05:31

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

I here by fully support this parScipaSon to legalize the private use and calSvate 
the use of cannabis, as a medicine, for pain, stress, anxiety and a few others, 
and for the grow of the economy. Carl

2020-09-28 
21:28:52

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do The medicinal properSes are far more beneficial  for personal use. Elizabeth

2020-09-28 
18:03:00

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

South Africa has a strong conservaSve culture  where the sSgma and 
stereotypes about Cannabis are sSll very biased and not well informed. It is 
imperaSve that the use of Cannabis is integrated into society, not as something 
to use for fun and recreaSon but as a plant for medicine as well as a plant that 
will boost the country's economy because of its variable ways it can be  used eg 
texSle and clothing material. Amy

2020-09-26 
17:39:28

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

In the proposed bill you refer to Four plants per person or 600grams dried bud.  

It's not enough! For Two reasons. 

Firstly the plant is an annual which means you will only reap one harvest per 
year. You may achieve two harvests per year however it will need to be in 
warmer coastal parts. And the second harvest will only be half the size due to 
less light/ heat during winter. 

Secondly, Four plants per person or 600grams dried bud is not enough to 
process enough oil for personal use for a whole year, in medicine and food. This 
requires more yield.   

Approximately 250 grams of dried bud makes just over an 1 Ounce (30grams) of 
oil. Which is one medical syringe of 3ml. Enough for 30 doses approximately. 
PaSents typically require one dose per day and at least three of these for a 
treatment course that lasts about 3 months. 

Therefor one can only produce about 7 and a half ml's of oil based on having 
only 4 plants or 600grams of dried bud. That won't be enough for a 3 month 
course. 

I'd make it 10 plants per person. Not all plants are the same size either. 
And 2kg's dried bud. 

Also keep in mind that the average home grower wanSng cannabis plants for 
food and medicine does not have the means to produce an oil extracSon. They 
however can make canna buser which can be used in cooking food and baking 
bread, etc. It requires more plants to produce buser in a kitchen at home as this 
is a basic form of extracSon by means of boiling the buser with cannabis then 
removing the leXover bud. There is a fair amount of waste product. 

Hope this helps. 

Glenn

2020-09-26 
16:49:03

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis as medicaSon is good. Unfortunately (from my experience) the people 
who think this bill is sSll too restricSve are the same people who want to make 
pots of money from selling cannabis, seeing it as an easy way to make money. As 
SA's unemployment is so high, many may take to growing the stuff for easy cash 
or just get high on the stuff to get through the misery of their days, which of 
course could lead to more gender based violence! Shaan

2020-09-24 
18:16:37

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Greta 

2020-09-24 
17:40:34

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

I believe that every person has the right to heal themselves with medicaSon 
provided for us in nature and that it is against our consStuSonal right not to do 
so because Big Pharma has controlled this posiSon in our lives for monetary 
gain.  The toxins and chemicals that have been forced upon us calling it 
'medicine', should be banned instead.   

Also, if SA wanted to get out of its recession, they should advance into a new 
and lucraSve industry to grow cannabis for the local and export market.  Think 
of how many job opportuniSes would follow from it. Michael

2020-09-24 
15:22:51

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Meryl
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2020-09-24 
10:53:39

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

I suggest complete legalisaSon for persons over the age of 18 for possession and 
culSvaSon of any and all forms of cannabis and cannabis products.  
I further suggest that the producSon of cannabis products and edibles be 
allowed for commercial purposes under licence, and/or permit. 
Furthermore, I suggest that the licencing and/granSng of sad permit be available 
to regular members of the public and NOT be granted to large corporaSons and 
companies exclusively. 
The producSon and sale of cannabis products, loSons and edibles must be seen 
as a means for ordinary ciSzens to empower themselves through 
industriousness, and as such, it is VITAL that easily accessible legal channels are 
available, for individuals to pursue economic development and empowerment. 

Hein
2020-09-22 
22:15:27

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Mervin 

2020-09-22 
15:56:05

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

We should be allowed to grow more plants in a year 
Especially for outdoor growth i would say 10 plants because you can only grow 
during season unless you grow indoor 
So if we could be allowed to grow more plants that would be epic Josh

2020-09-22 
08:12:18

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

I have read the cannabis bill and is not good, This is not look  as decriminalised 
they have many rules that press  many people.  They didn't made all these 
restricSons on cigareses  and they block people  to sell it,  it doesn't mean every 
one knows to grow cannabis some of us we like to buy cannabis.  So if they don't 
want people to sell it how some of us can get it? , Cigareses  are dangerous 
have nicoSnic and the cannabis have no toxic gases like cigareses and now they 
put  useless  restricSons for no reason.  And they must open it in all plaKorms 
(e.g ) markeSng, commercial and industrial so that people can get jobs.  
Cannabis have many jobs opportunity more than anything, As I say right now I 
have a cerSficate of cannabis that I've  received in CTU the Cannabis Training 
University am waiSng for south Africa to open doors.  I suggest  construcSonal 
court must create a good law for cannabis not this.  Must open even for 
commercial so that industry's  can develop jobs for us,  They don't have those 
restricSons on cigareses  they don't arrest  someone who smoke cigarese in 
public,  they don't arrest anyone who smoke cigarese driving in public road,  
etc.  But why on cannabis?. If they want to legalise cannabis they must do 
without many discriminaSonall regulaSons . We need to be free and give us 
jobs.  Xolani

2020-09-22 
05:28:43

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Kai

2020-09-21 
22:27:39

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Cannabis heals. Donna-Leigh

2020-09-21 
21:16:22

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

The use of marijuana is a powerful tool for our economy, mental states and 
medical uses. Having it available legally will result in massive posiSve effects for 
our country. Lloyd

2020-09-20 
22:11:19

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Why is it only the rich that can make money from cannabis Shane

2020-09-20 
16:10:26

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Nonzuzeko 

2020-09-20 
06:19:24

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Sharkboy

2020-09-20 
05:59:16

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

Please decriminalise the use of cannabis! It is a helpful and healing medicine for 
many. It's is a relaxant for many. It does not cause aggression. It has no harmful 
side effects. 

Melody
2020-09-19 
20:33:09

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Toby

2020-09-18 
23:03:57

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Gary

2020-09-18 
14:24:04

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

I'm of the view that with less restricSons and very reasonable license fees this 
can be the turning point for a majority of our society, To improve the health and 
wealth of ordinary ciSzens, I'm convinced that government wants what is best 
for the people of South Africa and must resist the temptaSon of creaSng 
financial and tedious applicaSon processes as a way of classing the society to 
give access to those with resources and money to invest, The young people of 
South Africa and women in parScular must be put at the forefront of the bill in 
terms of access, I'm of the view that the state and it's parliaments don't have 
the necessary knowledge to put up limitaSons on cannabis, unless they also do 
it on maize. Ndyebo 

2020-09-17 
11:23:44

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis is the oldest, most natural medicine in the world. It was successfully 
used for all ailments unSl big pharma companies started making medicine's to 
actually make people more sick so that they can make money. Now, the same 
big pharma companies want a piece of the pie. 
Cannabis should be kept in every home for medicinal purposes. It is the most 
misunderstood plant in history. 
I strongly disagree with children smoking it but as an oil it can stop epilepsy 
among other things. 
It's because of it's "bad reputaSon" due to ignorance that people think it's all 
about geing "high". THC can cure cancer, psoriasis and several other ailments. 
The plant should be studied properly and used as such. 
Adults who smoke it usually don't drink and are rather passive people. The 
people who smoke on top of drinking are miss using what was meant to be the 
best herb on earth. Jean
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2020-09-17 
08:17:09

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do I am in full support Westley 

2020-09-17 
00:04:47

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

I believe allowing for some legal industry/commercializaSon, especially at a 
small scale would be beneficial and allow for greater economic acSvity. By 
making commercial acSvity illegal, the government inadvertently creates an 
illegal black market . John

2020-09-16 
18:44:01

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Samantha

2020-09-16 
10:18:07

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

Everyone has a human democraSc right as stated in our bill of rights, and 
consStuSon to make his choice required needs and medicaSon Vernon

2020-09-16 
09:42:54

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

I smoke weed to calm me and for pain in my bones! I've been smoking it for 37 
years now. Loraine

2020-09-16 
07:21:05

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Cannabis is the medicine we all need Ntsika

2020-09-16 
01:39:29

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

I support the bill and believe that cannibis has a tremendously benefit to 
medicine i feel that restricSons on recreaSonal use should be liXed to allow 
private individuals to grow and supply medical faciliSes with cannibis to help 
paSents suffering from various ailments. It can be taxed as a private business in 
that way the economy will grow and can create employment as well. The 
government will get there taxes as per the sale of any standard product at 15% 
vat. The pros outway the cons. Currently criminals are benefiSng only. Lets turn 
it around so the enSre country benefits. Jody

2020-09-15 
23:20:56

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Cannabis is the Healing of the World Philani

2020-09-14 
22:30:57

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis is a plant based medicine and has helped many including myself by 
consuming the oils.  It's something natural from the earth that heals.. plus one 
knows what they puing into their bodies.. unlike the rest of the ingredients 
they dont tell people about with pharmaceuScals on the labeling.  Plus the 
government should also rather focus on the hard drugs out in the streets. 
Cannabis is a medicine not a drug. Pixie

2020-09-14 
22:23:16

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Chad

2020-09-14 
16:22:18

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Andreaas

2020-09-14 
11:21:32

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

I support this for medical use and for a person that's going to use it at the 
privacy of their home. Nandipha 

2020-09-14 
10:32:25

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

I am highly against the use of cannabis and have a neighbor who constantly 
smokes it right by my lounge window causing my house to smell badly and 
exposing my 16 year old son as well as my friends younger children to it. 

He needs to go to jail as he is also dealing with it. Carli

2020-09-14 
07:38:39

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

The bill makes no provision for the legal sale of cannabis products except a brief 
menSon in 2.1.2 without further explanaSon. This is not acceptable and must be 
corrected to curb illegal street sales and formalize the cannabis economy. 

I support all other provisions, in parScular those around children, although I 
would have liked to see the minimum age increased to 21 to allow iniSal 
unencumbered development of the prefrontal cortex in high school students 
and early university students. That said, I understand the age of majority in 
South Africa is 18. David

2020-09-13 
18:53:15

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do John

2020-09-13 
17:04:20

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Charles 

2020-09-13 
14:07:17

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Josephine

2020-09-13 
13:35:22

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis research indicates that regular use especially in youthful years retards 
normal emoSonal maturing. Therefore liniSng the use of cannabis for private 
consumpSon is reasonable.  But young people should not be exposed to it. Gwyneth

2020-09-13 
11:23:40

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Simon

2020-09-13 
10:36:40

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

The cannabis industry if regulated would create thousands of jobs  for South 
Africans, and could become a taxable product if we insSll the correct licenses to 
sell it legally. 
Many foreign investors will also provide stability for research to be done to 
further the process. Daina
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2020-09-13 
10:16:00

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

The enSre planet changed course for the worst aXer the Marijuana prohibiSon 
bill was passed in the USA in 1937, which preempted the laws and views on 
cannabis worldwide to change.  
Imagine what we could've had by now, a texSle industry that would definitely 
give coson a run for its money. A paper industry that would not rely on 
deforestaSon, a super food and nutriSonal supplement with all essenSal amino 
acids present in the seed, an environmentally friendly building alternaSve, 
biodegradable plasScs, fuels, oils, only to menSon a few. That's besides the 
medicinal properSes that can aid and cure a huge array of ailments and health 
condiSons. 
Legalize it fully, without constraint, regulate it, tax it, grow the south African 
economy! Why, if I drink and drive with huge risks of taking others lives as well 
as my own, and get caught, I get a small slap on the wrist, might lose my license 
and spend a night or 2 in a holding cell, but get jailed for 15years for selling a 
plant?? Hmmm, that seems ludacris. 

Government should give incenSves to farmers to grow and process hemp and 
cannabis for industrial and medicinal purpose, really get the ball rolling to build 
a booming cannabis industry in our country and move towards a greener and 
sustainable future! Let's do this!! Patrick

2020-09-13 
07:16:11

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

Should be legal to use in public places. 
Selling cannot be regulated, but should be decriminalized. Dawid Dawid

2020-09-13 
06:35:43

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis should be fully legalized with no limits to  sSmulate the economy and 
those that wish to grow it for seed for flour and fiber needs. Aidan

2020-09-13 
06:23:20

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Mari

2020-09-12 
22:21:19

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do ann

2020-09-12 
16:12:35

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis helps for pain and also cure some illness I would like the Cannabis oil 
to be on prescripSons from the doctor   I use Dried Cannabis for my Terrible pain 
I do not smoke  it and do not use a lot but I eat two blocks of brownies in the 
night and have about five hours pain free sleep . If I am unable to grow it  I need 
to buy it from another VeneSa

2020-09-12 
15:03:15

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Melville

2020-09-12 
13:45:39

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Servaas

2020-09-12 
07:32:42

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Sisonke

2020-09-12 
07:05:32

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

Cannibis can be our get out of free jail card for south africa, tax unfortunately is 
the only way to get this processed quicker so the government can sSll make 
money from it, this will boost south africas income tremendously, once the plant 
is legalised youll also see a huge drop in other drug deals, this is because 
cannibas is a greet "getout" drug for those addicted to pharmaceuScals and 
other proper and harsher drugs. 
Be wise, three puff pass. Michael

2020-09-11 
22:17:36

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Elvira

2020-09-11 
22:16:57

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do I personally use cannabis daily. I am all in for this bill to be passed Elrico

2020-09-11 
21:11:41

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

I support the decriminalizaSon of cannabis. I believe it should be further 
legalized so that people already growing it and selling it are protected, and 
restricSons placed on overseas companies or white monopoly capital taking 
over to profit. It is a waste of gov resources to prosecute and jail people for this. 
People already growing in the transkei and other areas must be protected, their 
crops must not be destroyed and livelihoods diminished. Lillian

2020-09-11 
19:35:16

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Ch

2020-09-11 
19:02:05

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Cannabis possession has for too long  been dealt with as a crime. It is not. Bruce

2020-09-11 
16:09:25

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Megan

2020-09-11 
14:28:29

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Mo

2020-09-11 
13:59:57

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Wandile

2020-09-11 
13:32:54

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

This will help to curb the criminal aspect of the industry as well as making it 
more affordable and paving the way for extremely good tax revenue that will 
not only compete with that of the  alcohol  and cigarese revenue, but will come 
with far less cost to the health system and human lives.   

It is the progressive way forward regardless of your belief in Marijuana, due to 
mulSple  
 aspects. At its core, it comes down to freedom of choice, most people will never 
grow marijuana, at least not successfully, but they are content in the fact that 
they have the choice to do so if they should wish. Its "small" changes to the 
system that help create progressive and forward moving thought. Secondly the 
"crime" doesn't warrant the cost to the jusSce system, this is money Sme and 
effort that could be beser diverted to the far more pressing areas of South 
Africas criminal world and saving lives. James 

2020-09-11 
13:26:45

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Abelardo 
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2020-09-11 
11:51:15

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

Seems fair. One quesSon though if all 8 plants get to harvest same Sme with 2 
adults in the house and harvest comes to more than 1.2kg . By law we have to 
give excess away for free in amounts of less than 100g. ? That's a very rasta idea. 
Jah smiles upon charity.  Glen 

2020-09-11 
09:56:04

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis,The Herbs the healing of naSons Rubin 
QuinSn

2020-09-11 
09:37:32

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Alex

2020-09-11 
09:10:10

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do It will help this dying country Yachin

2020-09-11 
08:35:35

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

I believe the current law and limits are currently okay with me unless there will 
be a need to increase to usage for health reasons. Mlungisi

2020-09-11 
08:22:23

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Siviwe

2020-09-11 
07:24:50

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Bonita 

2020-09-11 
06:59:00

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis has so many answers to our problems, way too many to list here. I fully 
support this, but it needs to be broadened even further. Cecile

2020-09-11 
06:33:58

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Sira

2020-09-11 
06:16:25

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

Am farming using communal land with more that 100 subsistance farmers , 
cannabis are also good for medicine and in rural area we have been priducing 
these plants ,  gavernment must allow us to carry on with out any limitaSons . 
Regulate it but do not limit us vuyisile

2020-09-10 
21:26:55

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Damon

2020-09-10 
18:38:19

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Michelle

2020-09-10 
17:41:16

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis has health benefits and has formed part of African tradiSonal culture 
for many years.  Grown adults should be free to choose what natural herbal 
medicines they wish to grow and take. Debbie

2020-09-10 
17:28:40

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

Just increase the limits for personal use ...the quanSSes suggested in the Bill are 
too small and negligent.  Please double the amounts proposed. Bonisile 

2020-09-10 
16:16:08

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

The impact of COVID-19 on this country economically will be (and has been) 
devastaSng. I am glad to learn that there is progress being made on the private 
use front, but I also believe RSA could offset some of the economic damage 
wreaked by COVID by opening up our economy to wholesale retail of cannabis. 
Cannabis is a mulS-billion dollar industry in the United States, where it is legal to 
retail (in some states). RSA could benefit massively from such an industry if it 
were to be permised here! James

2020-09-10 
14:34:27

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

Cannabis has a purpose in almost every industry without even menSoning the 
medicinal benefits of it. Cannabis will soon be replacing even convenSonal 
concrete that we use in our buildings. Yakeen

2020-09-10 
14:26:10

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Masivunyelwe siyilime siyithengise Samkele 

2020-09-10 
14:17:32

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

The realizaSon that cannabis could save our enSre country try and economy in 
this disastrous state, sSll hasn't happened.  

I want to be able to grow as much cannabis as I want and feel fit for.  

I should be allowed to smoke in designated areas, because my smoke is not half 
as harmful as that of a cigarese.  

What I grow is mine. If I grew vegetables the cops won't come and rip them out.  

Cannabis is for the people not against the people.  

Let me grow what I want, smoke what I want and have no fear of being a vicSm 
of police brutality over a damn plant! 

My cannabis has taken me off of anS depressants and my anxiety medicaSon 
and in all honesty changed my outlook on life. Don't take that away from me.   

FIELDS OF GREEN FOR ALL! WE DESERVE TO HAVE AS KUCH CANNABIS AS WE 
WANT! There should be NO REGULATORY POLICE VISIT IN PRIVATE HOMES, 
WHATS MINE IS MINE.  

CANNABIS DOESN'T KILL PEOPLE NOR DOES IT CREATE AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOR, 
PEOPLE KILL PEOPLE.  

Bradley

2020-09-10 
11:10:23

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

Definitely got health benefits but needs to be regulated just like alcohol in the 
sense that  
you can't drink and drive or work ,same applies to cannabis.  
But people got the rights to make there own decisions to use it in a controlled 
manner. 

Johannes
2020-09-10 
11:06:25

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

THIS SUBSTANCE HAS AMAZING HEALING AGENTS HOWEVER USAGE NEEDS TO 
BE CONTROLLED  NEIL

2020-09-10 
10:46:20

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Ernést

2020-09-10 
10:05:54

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

Why must the government get involved with our personal lives, their job is to 
insure that our rights are not violated, we don't need micro management. Michael 
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2020-09-10 
09:54:58

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do magnus

2020-09-10 
09:18:59

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

I vote yes. CANNABIS is a harmless drug. If you vote no, you never tried it and 
sSll stuck in stupid beliefs that it is a "gateway drug". For those reading this 
remark, you are naive to vote No if you never tried it. So piss off and leave this 
herb alone. This bill is probably the best thing to happen for South Africa right 
now. So VOTE YES!  CANNABIS is natural and safe. Frans

2020-09-10 
09:06:10

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

Not everyone who uses cannabis, smokes it. Some people process it & ingest it, 
this processing uses more than if it is smoked. Therefore I believe the amount in 
possession limits should be increased. Also what does too close to a window 
even mean ?? Geordie

2020-09-10 
09:05:30

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Ian

2020-09-10 
08:52:49

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Andre

2020-09-10 
08:39:03

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

It should be legalized fully - policing it would be almost impossible and a waste 
of police Sme.  

TREVOR
2020-09-10 
08:36:09

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Michael 

2020-09-10 
08:35:33

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

it takes 6 months to a year to grow a plant,and how long does that last?the 
quantaSes are illogical..esp if you have individuals steal ur plants 5-7 at a Sme.. Paul

2020-09-10 
08:04:59

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Gavin

2020-09-10 
08:04:04

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

People should be allowed to use it strictly  privately and those who use it 
publicly should be jailed.  People should apply for licences to sell it also, the 
same way people get a licences to sell liquor Zikhona 

2020-09-10 
07:59:12

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Keith

2020-09-10 
07:43:51

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

I support the legalizaSon of the cannabis for personal and religious use.  We 
must also allow the people to trade in cannabis also those who want to plant it 
for farming must be given a license which mustn't be difficult to get especially 
where people come with clear business plans. Remember the AmaMphondo 
and AmaBhaca in all this as they've been culSvaSng it for centuries. Sigqibo 

2020-09-10 
07:00:49

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Philip

2020-09-10 
06:46:13

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Trish

2020-09-10 
03:14:50

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

There must an age limit of  30 reason being it must not be used by people be it 
they are at terSary or otherwise due to its effect. Those that are have mental 
disorders or challenges must not be allowed to use it.

Mzukisi  
Edward

2020-09-10 
00:37:51

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do anita

2020-09-09 
23:05:30

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Just make it legal. Alcohol is more damaging!!! Kim

2020-09-09 
22:11:20

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Kerry 

2020-09-09 
21:47:09

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

I strongly feel that we should legalize the use . When ibwas younger , i was one 
sided and believed it to be a completely horribly thing because of what I was 
raised and told to believe , unSl I tried it. At first I suffered from insomnia , 
depression,  bipolar , anxiety and since I've used it , I have become more relaxed 
, I think alot more. It alters your mind to possibiliSes, people say it makes you 
anxious, no it makes you aware of the things that are going on around you and 
because you fixated on it , you are actually feeling fearful.  So I strongly believe 
in the administraSng of cbd for medical use in our hospitals and with the  thc 
being a psychoacSve drug yes , but it's also an acSve ingredient neede for other 
medical condiSons.  The problem is not the herb and the people who use it 
responsibly ,it's the youth that drink and smoke that tend to abuse it. Their 
should only be one thing that needs to be controlled and that is the legal age 
limit  of the use of cannabis. Kieran 

2020-09-09 
20:16:36

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

The prescribed quanSSes  are unconsStuSonal, as the quanSSes of dried 
product needed to make medicinal drops and edibles required, is more than 
allowed quanSSes.. Johan

2020-09-09 
19:51:31

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Luyolo

2020-09-09 
19:50:15

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Mondi

2020-09-09 
18:32:47

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

This is a medicine 
Daryn

2020-09-09 
18:27:52

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

To legalise it for medicinal use but prescribed by a GP. Not to smoke it where 
there is minors and in the event of being caught in the act, the minor to be 
placed in  custody of the other parent and to pay maintenance of not less than 
R1500 per minor per month to the parent who have custody of the minors and if 
both parents where caught using cannabis where there are minors involved, 
these minors to be placed in custody of a family member competent to take care 
of them under same condiSons as said herein unSl both or one parent are 
cerSfied by rehab center as fit to look aXer these minors. We have to protect 
the vulnerable as I belief that the gender based violence increased since 
cannabis were "legalised" Minnie 

2020-09-09 
18:01:04

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Henry
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2020-09-09 
17:38:18

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Ek hou van die wet wat julle nou opgestel het. Jacobus 

2020-09-09 
17:29:34

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

I've been using cannabis for nearly a year for my migraines. Much cheaper than 
chemical medicines, can't overdose or get addicted like so many other 
medicaSons, and helps me sleep beser at night Cindy

2020-09-09 
17:07:38

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

It is safer than tobacco and alcohol and thus it should be at least be as legal as 
tobacco is. In my personal opinion it should be decriminalized and freely 
available to all adults to use as they see fit. 
It could also benefit the tourism industry a great deal.  

Donovan 
2020-09-09 
16:37:45

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Armand

2020-09-09 
16:36:20

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

I agree with the laws regarding around children, but when it comes to the 
amount of plants your can have shows a lack of understanding on culSvaSon, ie 
what if you have only Male plants? Stan 

2020-09-09 
16:36:08

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

Medicinal cannabis has made a world of difference with my arthriSc aches & 
pains, as well as the pain in my back caused by scoliosis. I can again sleep at 
night & cannot imagine having to do without. A friend lived many years aXer she 
was diagnosed with cancer, against all doctors' expectaSons, by using medicinal 
cannabis. My brother-in-law's prostate cancer is completely under control by 
using it. Irene

2020-09-09 
15:59:57

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Louis

2020-09-09 
15:59:12

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

People should have the right t use it medicinally or recreaSonally as long as 
there is no harm to anyone else.  

People who drink alcohol recreaSonally do far more harm than those who ONLY 
smoke cannabis on its own do. 

There is growing evidence of its many effecSve medicinal uses. 

However, if possible, very strong strains should be controlled. As should the 
possibility of mixing anything else in with the cannabis. Claire

2020-09-09 
15:51:56

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Robyn

2020-09-09 
15:40:25

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

Eastern Cape has been the hub of cannabis trade since the 1960s when 
colonizers decided we need to be controlled they took away our Dagga and 
market for it. LimiSng people and growth of herb makes no sense. Going to 
prison makes no sense.  Totally take away limits of Cannabis, Legalise it now and 
Save South Africa's Economy. We need legalizaSon not control get the SAPS 
away from the plant and let them focus on Crime. Give us opportunity to open 
public cafes how will this happen with this new Bill. Fields of Green Manifest has 
awesome opSons go and read it Ryan

2020-09-09 
15:40:25

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

Eastern Cape has been the hub of cannabis trade since the 1960s when 
colonizers decided we need to be controlled they took away our Dagga and 
market for it. LimiSng people and growth of herb makes no sense. Going to 
prison makes no sense.  Totally take away limits of Cannabis, Legalise it now and 
Save South Africa's Economy. We need legalizaSon not control get the SAPS 
away from the plant and let them focus on Crime. Give us opportunity to open 
public cafes how will this happen with this new Bill. Fields of Green Manifest has 
awesome opSons go and read it Ryan

2020-09-09 
15:24:46

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

I make oil for pain relief. I smoke  for pain relief. Four flowering plants is not 
sufficient for my needs. Eric

2020-09-09 
15:24:44

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

I make oil for pain relief. I smoke  for pain relief. Four flowering plants is not 
sufficient for my needs. Eric

2020-09-09 
15:24:29

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Sarah

2020-09-09 
15:19:34

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do One could just specify all the amazing health benefits that cannabis has to offer. Anja

2020-09-09 
15:14:20

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Y

2020-09-09 
15:08:58

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

I do support the Bill as is for private use. I would however recommend that they 
also look at a bill for commercial culSvaSon and commerce as this is an 
untapped market with huge business and taxaSon potenSal. Jaco

2020-09-09 
14:57:48

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

I have never been a smoker, but I cannot see why people can use alcohol, have 
opioid pills, smoke etc and not use cannabis. The green leaves used as salad or 
liquidized is medicinally excellent, and without any form of being drugged. There 
are just too many rules around it, making it a loophole which judges need to 
decide on. It sounds like intellectual idiocy to me. Petro

2020-09-09 
14:51:00

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Mark

2020-09-09 
14:46:49

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Thomas

2020-09-09 
14:18:26

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do This plant has so many benefits that it seems more criminal to make it illegal Tamara

2020-09-09 
13:32:40

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do I support the Cannabis for Private Purposes BRUNO
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2020-09-09 
13:03:15

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

It makes no sense to allocate fines to somebody who does not consent "nearby" 
or close to a window. That could be argued or debated around legally forever. It 
should rather follow the laws on alcohol usage.  

A change of mind is supported by a set of guidelines. Cannabis is bad when we 
are taught it is bad, it has pro's and con's which should be carefully considered 
in its legislaSon, such as where it's useful and has upside potenSal rather than 
downside of smoking to get high. 

It could really boost our SA economy if smaller commerce licenses were more 
within reach for the average grower, rather than the wealthier folk. Steve

2020-09-09 
12:37:24

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Lulamile

2020-09-09 
12:03:40

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

I believe it should be regulated and taxed the same as alcohol & tobacco. 
I believe it should be allowed to be grown for personal use. 

Coralie 
2020-09-09 
11:39:04

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do I think the limitaSon on the number of flowering plants is too restricSve. Shaun

2020-09-09 
11:23:09

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Nadia

2020-09-09 
11:15:18

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

There are so many health benefits, both for people and their pets, I fully support 
this. Nadine

2020-09-09 
11:14:06

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Shona

2020-09-09 
10:07:29

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

about Sme sooner this gets legislated the beser as at the m,oment it is a free 
for all as there is no legislature Richard

2020-09-09 
10:04:38

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Shane

2020-09-09 
09:56:06

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

I quesSon whether our Government and Police have the ability to enforce this 
Bill and / or any Act coming out of it, and therefore whether the growing and 
use will be limited to personal use, but ... I am fully in favour of natural remedies 
as opposed to the large-scale use of addicSon-forming pharmaceuScals with 
significant side effects, many of which cause more damage than the issues they 
claim to address. If people use cannabis responsibly, it has a myriad of health 
benefits, and therefore I do support this proposed Bill. Mike

2020-09-09 
09:42:12

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Jacqui

2020-09-09 
09:37:07

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Charles

2020-09-09 
09:14:25

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do lester

2020-09-09 
09:06:08

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Phillipa

2020-09-09 
09:01:14

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

I actually cannot care what restricSons are placed on individuals, since I have no 
interest in using Cannabis.  All I know is that it is a maser of personal choice and 
one should not restrict anyone when it comes to this.  The only prohibiSon I 
have and care about is that another person's freedom om choice does not 
impact on my own. Kobus

2020-09-09 
08:27:25

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

Been legal in the Netherlands for decades and they seem to be doing OK...learn 
from them... Markus

2020-09-09 
08:19:53

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Cobie

2020-09-09 
08:19:22

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Cannabis should be treated like Alcohol and cigareses richard

2020-09-09 
07:54:33

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Barry 

2020-09-09 
07:50:54

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do It is a natural medicine that needs to be available without legal implicaSons Caera

2020-09-09 
07:43:05

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

All limitaSons and restricSons must be scrapped. The use of cannabis oil for 
healing far outweighs other negaSves. 

Elizabeth

2020-09-09 
07:23:00

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

cannabis is a mulS purpose herb that  can ease most condiSons especially 
respiratory. Many countries allow ciSzen to have minimal access to the drug for 
personal use.  Refiloe 

2020-09-09 
07:05:51

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

This will help rural areas IF the government gives growing permits to 
unemployed local non government contacts . Catarina

2020-09-09 
06:51:44

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Virginia

2020-09-09 
06:48:15

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Taryn

2020-09-09 
06:29:24

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Cordell

2020-09-09 
06:27:45

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

People should worry more about the effects of other drugs like crack, and Sk 
daga is not evil, but people mix it with busons or lace it in lsd to get a extra high, 
alcohol is freely obtainable in and nobody complain Quinton

2020-09-09 
06:01:47

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Janet

2020-09-08 
22:22:06

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Use for medical purposes only. David 
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2020-09-08 
22:11:16

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

I support this bill fully. Though I do suggest that strict guidelines be defined for 
what consStutes  "Anyone who smokes cannabis in public, or too close to a 
window". For example, can I smoke on my balcony on the top floor of my 
apartment building? And what if I smoke in my living room and the smoke/smell 
travels out my living room window? How would public complaints be handled? 
What will be the defining criteria that would legiSmize a complaint. Monte

2020-09-08 
21:59:28

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Shaun

2020-09-08 
21:54:01

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

I fully support this policy change. 
It is high Sme RSA gets in line with the rest of the world in deregulaSng 
cannabis, thereby eliminaSng a phase of the drug dealing epidemic of our 
country. 
What about allowing cannabis containing cigareses, it will be much healthier 
than tobacco leaf cigareses? Andre

2020-09-08 
21:25:12

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Kim

2020-09-08 
21:16:37

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do Amy

2020-09-08 
21:00:41

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

Make more and more zombies in SA  to add to the shit load of zombies, great 
plan to keep the dysfuncSonal naSon numb! George 

Outside SA 14
2020-11-17 
19:43:45

Outside 
SA

United 
states Yes I do A’Breja

2020-11-03 
19:19:07

Outside 
SA Uae Yes I do Thaabe 

2020-10-31 
10:10:28

Outside 
SA England Yes I do If this is legalised, it would surely knock the black market. Charissa

2020-10-25 
09:57:07

Outside 
SA Japan Yes I do Gerhardus

2020-10-06 
17:51:41

Outside 
SA

Republic 
of 
Ireland Yes I do

Rev Dr John 
P

2020-09-12 
04:46:54

Outside 
SA

United 
States Yes I do Elizanne

2020-09-10 
20:47:24

Outside 
SA Yes I do I feel that it can help depressed people, when used in moderate amounts. Yvese

2020-09-10 
19:35:51

Outside 
SA

United 
Kingdo
m Yes I do It has medicinal properSes that help people. Angela

2020-09-10 
16:14:02

Outside 
SA Canada Yes I do M.

2020-09-10 
04:17:11

Outside 
SA

Philippin
es Yes I do Same regulaSons should be applied as that regulaSng alcohol and cigareses. Jack

2020-09-09 
22:02:08

Outside 
SA Yes I do Gen

2020-09-09 
13:17:08

Outside 
SA USA Yes I do

Cannabis is a Sacred Herb, and should be treated with respect -- and ideally, its 
meditaSve uses taught by an experienced guide.   That said, it should be 
available to all who want it, without let or hindrance of any kind.  -- Seth 
Tyrssen, Praetor, Temple of Ankh'n'Abis/Church of the Sacred Herb Seth

2020-09-09 
11:04:38

Outside 
SA Namibia Yes I do Klaus

2020-09-09 
07:34:29

Outside 
SA Yes I do Susan

Free State 80
2020-11-13 
07:44:33

Free 
State Yes I do Sam

2020-11-05 
09:31:52

Free 
State Yes I do Anthony

2020-11-04 
13:52:48

Free 
State Yes I do I do support it fully. Jean-Pierre 

2020-10-10 
21:05:28

Free 
State Yes I do Make the permits available for residents in the locaSon Molosioa

2020-10-09 
16:19:28

Free 
State Yes I do

Hi Guys 
I started using cannabis privately in my own home on advise by a friend because 
I suffer from anxiety and stress. AXer spending hundreds of rands on medicaSon 
which turned out to be useless.  
I fully support this bill because it helped me personally and on a emoSonal level. 
I can almost say to be totally honest it saved my life. #depression  

Gideon 
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General 
The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
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2020-10-08 
18:38:24

Free 
State Yes I do Koos

2020-10-08 
17:23:50

Free 
State Yes I do Kamohelo 

2020-10-08 
16:35:56

Free 
State Yes I do

Jwalo ka batho re nale ditokole tsa ho etsa dikghetho Ka tse re dikenyang 
meleng ya rona. Jwala,kwae le dijo tse mafura Di molaong empa setlareng se 
betere ho difeta hase molaong?!  Jwalo ka hale ngola Di "warnings" ho dintho 
tse ding,ngolang tsa setlare sena haebe diteng. Ebe rona re kgethang hore re ya 
sesebedisa kapa jwang.  

Everywhere and anywhere. Ketseletso
2020-10-08 
16:23:50

Free 
State Yes I do Lizelle 

2020-10-08 
16:21:25

Free 
State Yes I do Bromwich
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The state understands the need to respect our right to privacy and culSvaSon of 
cannabis. We are however afraid that they are not allowing us to set our own 
limits on what we deem fit for our personal needs. 
RegulaSon of personal cannabis for adult consumpSon is the government's idea 
of a legiSmate approach. We are concerned that the state will be requesSng us 
to open our doors and just show them our grow room. Who is going to come 
and check on all the growers' crops and measure them? 
The only harm cannabis causes people is when the government disrupts the 
lives of those that are not hurSng anyone. Cannabis has been proven numerous 
Smes to help with geing people off harder drugs. 
Years aXer the government has caused the disrupSon of so many South Africans' 
lives, they are deciding to right their wrongs. However what is enough to 
compensate for the injusSce towards these individuals?     
DefiniSons and interpretaSon 
The overall lack of knowledge and consultaSon by the government regarding the 
biology of the cannabis plant and the processing of cannabis indicates that the 
regulaSon of the plant is sSll rooted in the understanding that it has no medical 
use, this is of course incorrect. 
The idea of defining each part of the cannabis plant and having a different 
regulaSon for each is outrageous. How are the HAWKs going to regulate and 
check on everyone? 
CiSzens under the age of 18 years should also be provided for, in detail, in this 
Bill.  
ʺcannabisʺ Cannabis is a variable plant that comes in CBD and THC forms. 
Clumping it up as one term shows the government's lack of interest in the 
cannabis industry. 
“cannabis concentrate” The lack of understanding into the types of concentrates 
is clearly seen here as they clump this together into one category. 
"cannabis equivalent" ; The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"cannabis plant" To separate the Cannabis plant genus into its respecSve uses 
for the purposes of prohibiSon and criminalising ciSzens is unconsStuSonal.  
"cannabis plant equivalent" The amounts within these tables are not based on 
science and are incorrect. 
"commercial quanSty" Please see comments on quanSSes within these 
schedules. 
"deal in" This is sSll rooted in the understanding that the cannabis industry is 
fueled by drug lords and criminals instead of healers. 
"dried cannabis" What part of the cannabis plant are they referring to? Leaves 
are significantly lower in THC than flowers and even some dried cannabis can be 
CBD dominant and if the HAWKs aren't going to take your word for it you could 
be in trouble. 
"fresh cannabis" This does not make sense as the drying process begins the 
minute that the flowers and leaves are separated from the plant. 
"immature cannabis plant" Each strain is different and depending on your grow. 
It is unscienSfic to propose blanket measurement criteria and should this be 
presented in court, the evidence of expert witnesses (already available to the 
state) would prove this. 
"prescribed quanSty" We are all different and regulate the personal use of each 
person is unconsStuSonal.RegulaSng the end product is easier than your 
personal use. 
“smoke” We presume that this excludes vaporized Cannabis, which does not 
involve the igniSon of Cannabis / Cannabis equivalent but is nevertheless 
inhaled? 
"trafficable quanSty" The use of prohibiSonist language within a Bill which 
should be doing away with the harms of prohibiSon is of great concern to civil 
society.  
"vehicle" The government of South Africa is giving too much power to the SAPS 
to make informed decisions and this has led to mass amounts of injusSce. 
Prescribed quanSSes for personal use by adult person 
RegulaSng my personal consumpSon is irraSonal. I have my own needs in terms 
of cannabis and so does the next person.  
Seed Offences 
The cannabis community is extremely saddened that they will no longer be able 
to purchase cannabis seeds for the purpose of home consumpSon. This forces 
the private home growers to go to the black market. AddiSonally this could be a 
strong revenue stream for South Africa. 
Cannabis Offences 
The Fields Of Green For All have been working with world renowned scienSsts 
to prove that cannabis is almost harmless to those that use it on a physical level. 
The offence of dealing and buying does not have a vicSm other than the 
accused.  
ConsumpSon offences  
RegulaSon of where cannabis can be consumed and whether or not it can be 
used in front of children should be the same as for cigareses and alcohol. 
PenalSes 
The penalSes for those accused are unacceptable because the perceived harms 
of Cannabis have never been proved and there’s a marked absence of a vicSm in 
these supposed ‘crimes’. 
Expungement of criminal records of persons convicted of possession or use of 
cannabis 
How can the state expect to repay those that it has wrongly accused. A highly-
referenced study by Professor David Nus on the harm caused by 20 different 
drugs shows that cannabis is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol.  
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2020-10-08 
07:26:06

Free 
State Yes I do Melville

2020-10-07 
11:01:02

Free 
State Yes I do

To the people complaining about secondary smoke- its not close to the amount 
of CO2 and soot you unconsciously inhale everyday due to air polluSon Pieter 

2020-10-06 
13:11:23

Free 
State Yes I do

The aim is to unlock the Cannabis economy to the majority of people in the 
country, because white people are are busy exporSng Raw Cannabis and 
Extracts. It is important. Mongezi 

2020-10-04 
14:39:02

Free 
State Yes I do

This will be opening avenues /precedent for other drugs to be given reasons also 
to market theur products.

Mbuyiselo  
Daniel

2020-10-03 
16:35:49

Free 
State Yes I do Werner 

2020-10-02 
10:44:55

Free 
State Yes I do Johan 

2020-10-02 
05:58:55

Free 
State Yes I do

Immediately start hanging all Sk merchants & violence causing drugg factory 
owners. Lock all Sk users and gang members  in a well guarded compound so 
they can kill each other without harming the community. 
 Do not use ANC affiliated guards to guard the laser because they can be bribed 
too easily! 
Feed all parliamentarians dagga so they stop scheming and planning how to use 
us to further their raping the land and in general buggering wveeyrhing up Jaap

2020-09-29 
06:30:50

Free 
State Yes I do In support of the  bill Bokang 

2020-09-26 
14:31:29

Free 
State Yes I do Joyce

2020-09-25 
00:26:34

Free 
State Yes I do

The laws are beneficial towards indoor growers that can cycle 4 harvests a year 
with the assumpSon that all of those growers are not effected by Eskom. 
Outdoor I believe should be at least 50 plants or more. If oils and medicines are 
to be made, much more plants would be needed.  A license should be much 
easier to obtain if you are a small farmer.  

I believe that if the government and big corporaSons stop trying to corner the 
market, and let the people grow to sell to government tracked dispensaries that 
can pay the grower then resell the product legally. This way the government can 
heavily tax it and try and try to save this country from complete economic ruin. Gavin

2020-09-22 
13:50:13

Free 
State Yes I do

Let people plant and consume the herb. The potenSal to make legal money from 
the plant itself is beyond Ntsiki 

2020-09-19 
18:25:45

Free 
State Yes I do M

2020-09-18 
07:38:34

Free 
State Yes I do

Cannabis has no proven negaSbe effects ons persons using the substance, how 
is it that I can have alchohol  which truly is life destrucSng and not have a zol 
which causes no harm to those around me. The main issue surrounding the bill 
is peoples lack of knowledge around cannabis. Those who are against the bill, 
generally do not know how dagga feels and what the effects are. It is important 
to educate people on the benefits as well as the negaSves.  

Dewald

2020-09-16 
01:22:58

Free 
State Yes I do

My support for the Cannabis for private purposes Bill comes from the fact that, 
due to my own research and the research of others (professors, doctors and 
botanists) weed has come to show that it provides many health benefits and 
that there is much more to be discovered about these special plants.  
I also believe that by allowing private usage, the illegal aspects of selling weed 
will decrease drasScally and, thus, the chances of buying laced weed will too 
decrease.  

The consumpSon of Cannabis has much fewer known side effects than nicoSne 
and alcohol use. Not only that, but Cannabis playing a negaSve role in the 
staSsScs of total causes in car crashes and violence is few to none.  

Anirbas

2020-09-14 
13:17:49

Free 
State Yes I do

I think that it should not be criminalised should be freely grown and sold by any 
one  could be job creaSng for those that have lost their jobs. Cannabis is a 
medicine  
For so many illnesses first do your homework before making these stupid rules.  

Elaine

2020-09-14 
07:57:36

Free 
State Yes I do

How will I be sure if the quanSty in my possession is within the limit, this is 
regarding those who cannot read  or are somehow retarded. 
Is this  bill not going to make it easy for our kids to access this cannabis as it is 
currently a serious problem in our schools and communiSes at large, moreover 
it introduces kids to other drugs. 
This bill is bound to have a negaSve impact on other social acSviSes as a result 
they must also be given asenSon.For example as it is now, our schools have 
daily  problems regarding this and now this bill is going to add heavily on 
educators work related stress. 

Hadio
2020-09-13 
13:16:32

Free 
State Yes I do Timothy

2020-09-13 
09:53:31

Free 
State Yes I do

Cannabis must be legalized and control under the same laws for alcohol and 
tobacco. No limits on quanSty and use at your private home. No penalSes for 
possession and no limits for use as a medisyne. Use in any form you like. This 
can boost the RSA economy and stop the allegal trade. This can be a huge tax 
income for the state if commercialized. Adriaan J
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2020-09-13 
09:07:56

Free 
State Yes I do Andries 

2020-09-12 
17:21:54

Free 
State Yes I do

I fully supported  it cos it is some form of income to some families to the extent 
of paying for the school and universiSes fees actually it must be legalised fully  
to even supply thone who make products 

MALEFETSA
NE 
AUGUSTINE 
SEPHIPHI 

2020-09-12 
07:04:37

Free 
State Yes I do It's a herb for a couple of families I know, as long as you don't miss use it. Katleho 

2020-09-12 
01:49:35

Free 
State Yes I do

How am i suppose to grow my own cannabis  if i can't even by the plant or 
seedlings. This will force you to buy on the black market. Sanet 

2020-09-11 
16:20:19

Free 
State Yes I do Kgosi

2020-09-11 
13:21:47

Free 
State Yes I do Piet 

2020-09-11 
12:55:30

Free 
State Yes I do

Any first offence should be treated very lightly. Any repeated offences showing 
discard of the law should asract the penalSes proposed. 

To me it's about the problem smokers/dealers not the general person keeping to 
himself. Ian

2020-09-11 
12:29:38

Free 
State Yes I do

I should have the opSon to either  grow cannabis myself or to purchase  it in a 
shop. You can put a limit on the quanSty to purchase and regulate the prices to 
avoid self enrichment and negaSve impact on the market to avoid illegal 
acSviSes. Sanet 

2020-09-11 
08:27:00

Free 
State Yes I do

Cannibis been around for 100's years. Regulate it through legal sales channels 
with registered shops that generate tax. It is a huge  industry to generate tax. 
Place it under the liqour licence controls to inspect and control revenue. Not for 
sale to persons under 18. Register the producing farms. Issue about 5 farm 
licences to each province. ESenne

2020-09-11 
08:17:49

Free 
State Yes I do

Cannabis is a lot safer than alcohol and it doesn't make you violent like alcohol. 
It is a natural product that doesn't need any further processing. People have the 
right to choose if they want to use it or not, responsible. If we can legalize the 
commercial producSon of cannabis it will provide a lot of jobs and the necessary 
cash injecSon for the struggling SA economy Jannes

2020-09-11 
07:42:06

Free 
State Yes I do

 I know someone using this medicinally in his words. His doctor does not 
support it.  He has no concentraSon, no focus, drives around under the 
influence. Forgets things all the Sme.  Smokes it everywhere . Plants as many as 
he can. There is no way anyone can get through to these people or limit their 
use.  It has benefits but also bad consequences (pulmonary, cardiologically etc) 
on the longterm.  A book and various arScles had been published aXer research 
proving the bad effects. I honestly think the bill must be a lot stricter with plants 
at home and giving it for free to others should be prohibited too.  Personal use 
ONLY.  Absolutely no use publicly or around anybody who does not consent. Monica

2020-09-11 
07:30:48

Free 
State Yes I do

I support the bill as i have people who use the plant regularly and have never 
seen any bad side effects from them. 

I wish to see them conSnue using without fear of the law. 

Thank you Nthato 
2020-09-11 
07:18:27

Free 
State Yes I do Fiona

2020-09-11 
06:58:17

Free 
State Yes I do Franci 

2020-09-10 
18:57:20

Free 
State Yes I do Elsa

2020-09-10 
18:21:55

Free 
State Yes I do

I would say that this law is mostly reasonable but i would say that the exchange 
of dry cannabis between individuals should be increased to 200 grams steven

2020-09-10 
17:58:45

Free 
State Yes I do Those who can't plant it for themselves must be given an opportunity to buy it Mbangiso

2020-09-10 
17:45:24

Free 
State Yes I do Pieter

2020-09-10 
16:42:26

Free 
State Yes I do

It is indeed a mind/mood altering drug, it is addicSve, it is harmful in the long 
run, it is counter producSve to learning the personal behaviour skills, to COPE  
with life. Escaping is not the soluSon to the perceived (or real) problems/
difficulSes one may experience.  The problem with arguing to use it for 
recreaSonal purposes - my quesSon is this - why must your mind/mood be 
altered?  If you don't learn the skills to cope with life, you will begin to rely more 
and more on the use of cannibis, to "escape" - enough ends up not begin 
enough, and eventually, this use leads to the use more harmful and destrucSve 
stronger drugs.  Therein lies the biggest threat of making it seem "ok" to use 
cannibis privately at home.  Hanri

2020-09-10 
15:58:11

Free 
State Yes I do I think it should be ligalized Gavin

2020-09-10 
14:36:30

Free 
State Yes I do Leon

2020-09-10 
14:07:13

Free 
State Yes I do

Cannabis has been growing on this earth before alchohol was even and idea for 
humanity. It has a wonderful calming effect. 

No person high on weed goes out and commits violence or crime, unlike alcohol 
drinkers. Less Glass, More Grass. Tabitha

2020-09-10 
08:00:55

Free 
State Yes I do But the laws are too harsh Lebogang
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2020-09-10 
07:53:49

Free 
State Yes I do Erhard

2020-09-10 
07:19:08

Free 
State Yes I do

Licenses for growing cannabis for medical and health purposes  should be made 
available and informaSon  guidelines on how to should be granted to normal 
ciSzens. Lineo

2020-09-10 
07:15:47

Free 
State Yes I do Lesitsi 

2020-09-09 
21:18:25

Free 
State Yes I do For medicinal use Danie

2020-09-09 
21:09:13

Free 
State Yes I do Alexander 

2020-09-09 
20:37:38

Free 
State Yes I do

Sounds good. These regulaSons are necessary for the well-being of those who 
do not use cannabis. Kelvin

2020-09-09 
20:20:00

Free 
State Yes I do Corrie

2020-09-09 
20:13:41

Free 
State Yes I do

Cannabis is 'n baie funksionele plant met vele gebruike. Ek self ly aan 
meervoudige sklerose en wil vir my medikasie maak van die Cannabis plant en 
om die voorgeskrewe hoeveelheid plante is dit baie moeilik om die nodige 
hoeveelheid druppels te kan pars. Pieter 

2020-09-09 
18:31:57

Free 
State Yes I do Mashew

2020-09-09 
15:54:18

Free 
State Yes I do Elana

2020-09-09 
12:49:35

Free 
State Yes I do Sean

2020-09-09 
12:46:15

Free 
State Yes I do

Think it is a good idea. Cannabis farm should be allowed as well but then  these 
farms must only be allowed to sell to pharmaseuScal companies Philip

2020-09-09 
12:42:21

Free 
State Yes I do

Cannabis has been and sSll is in some countries demonised  and prohibited, 
carrying severe sentences for trading in it or using it. Only in recent Smes  have 
more enlightened users and medical scienSst managed to convince authoriSes 
that it possesses  many wonderful medicinal properSes and natural fibre uses.   
For these reason and  because cannabis  is not on its own  physically addicSve, 
they have conceded to allow restricted use of the plant by the public. The main 
concerns that  worry governments is that it should not  be allowed to become a 
commercial venture because  inland revenue services will find it  hard to tax.  
I do not believe cannabis or hemp products can be policed sufficiently to 
prevent them having a commercial potenSal. It is like trying to prevent the 
growing grass or weeds. The cannabis plant should be allowed as a commercial 
crop for whatever its properSes can be used in their natural form. ScienSfic  
means of increasing THC levels  may need to be sensibly restricSve, in the same 
way as disSllaSon is within the liquor industry. THC levels in cannabis plants are 
relaSvely less harmful than nicoSne or  liquor products derived from 
fermentaSon.  Robert

2020-09-09 
11:07:48

Free 
State Yes I do

While I believe the jail sentences are a bit too long and severe, I support the rest 
of the bill. People should have the freedom to choose to use THC, but not to 
cause harm to others.  
And THC should not be used by children as this can impact their development. Theama

2020-09-09 
11:02:28

Free 
State Yes I do ChrisSan

2020-09-09 
10:23:00

Free 
State Yes I do

By banning the use you drive the trade underground and cause more 
unnecessary problems. 
Nothing is said about how the new regulaSon will be enforced.  
Will suspects be subject to body searches in public. 
How will the police know who is growing for large scale sale. 
How will children in a users house be protected. 

Lawrence
2020-09-09 
10:18:53

Free 
State Yes I do Would love it if the LIMITED sale of plants and seeds were also legalised Jacques

2020-09-09 
10:06:12

Free 
State Yes I do

Also make the fine very high if driving or working under the influence of 
cannabis. 
Some of my best workers have been dagga smokers but have not smoked at 
work. RON

2020-09-09 
10:03:46

Free 
State Yes I do

I fully support this bill, users never stopped regardless of it being illegal. So I say 
decriminalize it and start benefiSng from this already big industry. 
Financial benefits and health benefits to be gained from this. Damian

2020-09-09 
09:00:28

Free 
State Yes I do

Just don't supply parliament or ANC with dagga because then they'll make even 
more silly decisions and be even more useless Jaap

2020-09-09 
08:57:32

Free 
State Yes I do

This survey has been poorly worded.  I support the personal use of cannabis and 
there should not be any governmental control involved. There are no limits to 
alcohol possession or use. Drunks have killed more people than people using 
cannabis ChrisSna

2020-09-09 
08:47:43

Free 
State Yes I do Thomas

2020-09-09 
08:40:54

Free 
State Yes I do

The current condiSon is Africa including south Africa need more vegetaSon like 
canabis where we encounter pandemic not known but coming abroad which 
need the fresh vegetaSon Mhlupheki

2020-09-09 
08:02:17

Free 
State Yes I do

It is so healthy and some people benefits from it.is growith up my father 
smoking it and it helps him alot Miya

2020-09-09 
07:49:47

Free 
State Yes I do Legalize it. Redgi

2020-09-09 
07:28:59

Free 
State Yes I do Clifford
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2020-09-09 
06:32:58

Free 
State Yes I do Beryl

Northern Cape 31

2020-10-29 
13:54:24

Norther
n Cape Yes I do

John 1, 1933/53 version. God created everything for us to enjoy, it is all about 
loving Him and ourselves and most important SELF CONTROL! Then loving 
others with the love of 1 Corinthians 13! Derek

2020-10-09 
13:52:57

Norther
n Cape Yes I do

Dagga should be commercialised like alcohol and tobacco. We should have the 
same benefits as tobacco smokers! Michael

2020-10-08 
14:58:00

Norther
n Cape Yes I do

I use it for stress and it works so good my mom also had cancer it helped her 
with the pain Janus

2020-10-04 
19:56:11

Norther
n Cape Yes I do

I believe we have a big future with cannabis and it should be legalized not only 
for personal use Sean

2020-10-03 
05:07:56

Norther
n Cape Yes I do Lebogang 

2020-10-02 
11:10:34

Norther
n Cape Yes I do I agree. Dries

2020-10-01 
02:39:43

Norther
n Cape Yes I do

Cannabis needs to be legalized with immediate effect. What have this herb done 
so wrong? Jason

2020-09-30 
18:16:48

Norther
n Cape Yes I do Franklin

2020-09-30 
17:52:41

Norther
n Cape Yes I do Franklin

2020-09-19 
10:42:22

Norther
n Cape Yes I do No problem with cannabis Sithembiso 

2020-09-17 
10:14:58

Norther
n Cape Yes I do Yes I support the bill. Trevor

2020-09-16 
19:16:28

Norther
n Cape Yes I do Malalmbi

2020-09-16 
15:47:55

Norther
n Cape Yes I do Faith

2020-09-14 
15:36:55

Norther
n Cape Yes I do

Legalise it and tax it like cigareses!! You wasSng the police mens Sme ! Cannabis 
is not a drug its a plant that grows ... drugs are things made by labs ... is 
cannabis made in labs no!! Jose

2020-09-14 
11:21:36

Norther
n Cape Yes I do It should be made legal, controlled, regularly tested (for safe use) and taxed. Raymond

2020-09-13 
18:01:22

Norther
n Cape Yes I do philip

2020-09-13 
11:24:29

Norther
n Cape Yes I do Zuko

2020-09-13 
09:38:56

Norther
n Cape Yes I do Tobias

2020-09-13 
06:19:23

Norther
n Cape Yes I do

Ek dink dis belaglik on mense tronkstraf te gee ivm cabanas ek persoonlik 
gebruik dit nie maar dink nie dis sleg on dit te rook nie die parlement moet hulle 
bepaal by belangriker aspekte Soos plaas moorde die rook van cabanas is n 
vulletjie teen plaasmoorde....parlement bepaal julle asb met belangrike en 
noodsaaklike probleme Johanna

2020-09-13 
00:56:48

Norther
n Cape Yes I do

Outdoor plants have a much higher yield than indoor plants. If you grow indoor 
then you need at least three Smes the amount of plants per person. This 
equates to 12 per adult per household. To beser explain: An indoor will yield 
between 50g and 150g BEFORE drying. During the drying process you lose 75% 
of the weight.  

Outdoor plant yield can be anything from 500g to 1.5kg.  

The problem then boils down to the amount of plants.  

What about items like edibles, vape liquid and FECO? I don't see any suggesSons 
regarding that... Carlien

2020-09-12 
01:26:33

Norther
n Cape Yes I do I appreciate the medicinal effect of cannabis. PaSence 

2020-09-10 
13:42:18

Norther
n Cape Yes I do

I use it personally for myself, for me it's the most perfect herb ever, cures 
alles( everything). All of us will benefit. Vusimusi 

2020-09-10 
10:26:05

Norther
n Cape Yes I do

Thanks for this opportunity. 
Firstly I say smoking in public shouldn't be a problem just the same as smoking 
cigareses and WE all know the second hand smoking of cigareses is VERY 
dangerous. 
Secondly about the amount one has to have 
Who came with such a ridiculous amount. 
As a user I can't really be allowed to have a certain amount on I or at I place. 
And usage OUR way of life is obviously different so how and where to use it in 
OUR land it shouldn't be a problem. 
Thank you MUBABA

2020-09-10 
09:01:09

Norther
n Cape Yes I do

The amount of flowering plants per person on private property at any given Sme 
is too low for effecSve long term medicinal use, other than smoking, per person. Irme

2020-09-10 
05:18:11

Norther
n Cape Yes I do

All though I support the laws it does seem a bit vague, and quick to punish an 
herb.  
The prohibiSon of the sale of the plant or products could sSmulate the our 
economy. So I hope to see this bill more as just the amount of plant one can 
posses or the punishment one can receive, but as an opportunity for so many of 
our fellow South Africans, to improve their lives. Corne
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2020-09-09 
18:03:59

Norther
n Cape Yes I do

There are huge advantages in the medicinal values of CBD products.  
Hemp produces  biodegradable  products from paper to car interiors and 
packaging.  
I believe it can add to South Africa's GDP and provide employment for 
communiSes across SA. 
I fully Support the bill. Sean

2020-09-09 
17:13:49

Norther
n Cape Yes I do Jolene 

2020-09-09 
17:01:16

Norther
n Cape Yes I do

My My Opinion. I feel That Growing Should Be Fully Legal at a Limit and If You 
Grow More You Should Get Licence Issued To You ValidaSng That You Grow On  a 
Large Scale Legally. It Will Definitely Help.The GDP. Where Goverment Require 
People To Grow For Them To Export For The Medical Sector In Our Country. 
Empowering Un Employed To Grow and Recieve Income. Will Definitely Help 
With The Unemployment Rate and Would Create a VAST Amount of Jobs in the 
Canabis Sector. Hemp. Clothing. Food. Flower Ect. Charl

2020-09-09 
16:17:21

Norther
n Cape Yes I do Ras Khulu

2020-09-09 
08:33:22

Norther
n Cape Yes I do

Yes, I do and I dont! God/Nature created this plant for us as humans to use 
freely for a good course.  The use of  cigareses etc.  should be  given More 
asenSon and actually banned from human consumpSon.  God/Nature, created 
Cannabis for a good reason-especially for us to re-connect back to Him/Her as 
Spiritual beings originaSng from Him/Her as our Spiritual Source.  All this money 
used on RegulaSng Bills should instead,  be used on public awareness on how to 
use this herb to benefit human beings as originally intended by the one who 
created it(God)!  The worst is when people are wrongly jailed for obeying their 
Masters’ (God) instrucSon.  Why cant the creator of Cannabis (God) be taken to 
book Him/Herself, for creaSng Cannabis? I use Cannabis for meditaSon and 
during prayer (without even smoking it,  I have not done so, not even once) and 
the results are tremendous.  So much revelaSons I have received from the 
Creator, especially hidden conspiracies from our known enemies as a black 
NaSon!  Does the original regulaSng  of Cannabis,  that was adopted from our 
oppressive colonial masters, emanate from their fear of us as a black naSon, 
discovering the whole truth behind the unfair, cruel and brutal world rule,  thats 
been disadvantaging us?  Why must us as a black naSon regulate a giX from 
God.  If the western world want to regulate God’s command, let them be.  Why 
are we as a Black NaSon always so comfortable to adopt rules and Laws that are 
against our Creator/God/Source.  Instead of regulaSng Cannabis, why not turn 
that energy into EducaSve RegulaSve laws, that will enlighten our NaSon more 
on the real benefits and uses of cannabis, instead of punishment and negaSvity 
about the God created Holy herb? The world is currently going through a major 
transiSon, as South Africans, it is Sme for us to take back what was originally 
stripped away from us.  Its Sme to get back to our origin, culturally and 
Spiritually!  It is Sme to move away from Religion(which only taught us that 
Cannabis is not good) and return back to our Spirituality, where we can re-
connect back to our God/NatureSource, where Cannabis is known as our 
Mantra! Matshidiso

2020-09-09 
06:36:13

Norther
n Cape Yes I do Chabeli 
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